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Hole

Slices

of Orange s
Slice after slice. ..juicy and deli-

cious. Drop after drop. ..refreshing,

thirst-quenching. Orange Life Savers

...with the same delightful tang as

the orange itself.

It's the HOLE fruit flavor. ..that flows

from these delicious orange drops
the instant they touch the tongue...

that will make them your favorite

just as they are the overwhelming
favorite of millions.

Try Orange Life Savers today...and
the other Amazing New Taste Sen-

sations...Lemon, Lime and Grape.

You'll enjoy Life Savers Mints, too...

Pep-O-mint, Wint-O-green, Vi-O-let,

Cl-O-ve, Lic-O-rice and Cinn-O-mon.
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PEP-O-MINT WINT-O-GREEN LIC-O-RICE CINN-O-MON

All candy products having the distinctive shape of Life Savers are manufactured by Lite Savers, Inc.
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A
New Slant

on

<^ARBO

!

You may have thought that

everything that could be writ-

ten about Greta has been writ-

ten. Certainly the Swedish star

has been the subject of more
articles, gossip, and conjecture

than any other rilm person-

age. But in next month's

Screenland we're going to

give you a Garbo story—and

it has a new slant on the

Gorgeous Greta! Don't miss it.

In that same June issue, on

the stands the first of May,
you'll find a dozen other fea-

tures, each expressing the orig-

inality of the Smart Screen

Magazine. "Is Romance Syn-

thetic in Hollywood ?" packs a

punch. "Mexican Divorce'' is

a fiction story—and such a

story !—all about one of the

most beautiful blonde stars in

the screen colony, who is all set

to marry a playboy of the

eastern world, when—but let

Charles Winfield Fessier tell

you in his own pungent style,

next month, in that June issue

of Screenland, with Greta

Garbo on the cover

!
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Phillips Holmes and Nancy
Carroll are splendid in '"Stolen

Heaven"—but it isn't a "Devil's
Holiday ."

Class A:

^ DANCE,
Mayer

CIMARRON. Radio. The history of Oklahoma
with Richard Dix scoring a personal triumph.

Irene Dunne and Estelle Taylor are splendid. See it.

CITY LIGHTS. United Artists. This Charlie
Chaplin classic is worth waiting two years for.

Virginia Cherrill is a lovely heroine and Charlie plays
his usual tramp superbly.*

FOOLS, DANCE. Metro-Goldwyn-
Joan Crawford brings home the bacon

again with her performance in this fairly interesting
newspaper yarn. Lester Vail and William Bakewell
are the male support.*

DISHONORED. Paramount. Another personal
victory for Marlene Dietrich. She's a spy in this

one. However, the picture is also good and the cast
is top-notch—Victor McLaglen, Gustav von Seyffert-
itz. Lew Cody, Warner Oland and Barry Norton.*

EAST LYNNE. Fox. The excellent acting of
Ann Harding, Clive Brook and Conrad Nagel

make this old-fashioned hokum melodrama and in-

teresting picture bet.*

INSPIRATION. Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Greta
Garbo in a modern story not worthy of her tal-

ents. Robert Montgomery, Marjorie Rambeau and
Lewis Stone support the star.

RANGO. Paramount. An interesting drama of
life in the jungles. Rango. an ourang-outang. is

the hero. Don't miss this one.*

X THE BACHELOR FATHER. Metro-Goldwyn-^ Mayer. Marion Davies very amusing in a
sprightly comedy. Ralph Forbes and C. Aubrev
Smith assist with the hilarity.

JL, THE CRIMINAL CODE. Columbia. A gripping
prison drama—one of the best—with Walter

Huston, Phillips Holmes and Constance Cummings
giving notable performances.

.JL. THE EASIEST WAY. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.^ Glamorous Constance Bennett in a sophisticated
yarn about a girl who takes the wrong path and re-
grets. Adolphe Menjou and Robert Montgomery-
are capable male support.

.JL. THE GANG BUSTER. Paramount. A Jack^ Oakie fun-fest. A howling burlesque on the
crook dramas. Jean Arthur is the heroine.

.JL. THE ROYAL FAMILY. Paramount. Don't^ miss this talkie treat. A grand burlesque about a
famous theatrical family and a grand cast—Fredric
March. Ina Claire and Henrietta Crosman.

.JL. TRADER HORN. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. A^ gripping and one of the most interesting and
authentic African pictures. Plenty of animals and
romance. Harry Carey, Edwina Booth and Duncan
Renaldo are splendid.*

^EVUETTES
Screenland's guide to the current

films—dependable help to an
evening of good entertainment

Class B:
BRIGHT LIGHTS. First National. Another

back-stage romance with nice comedy and good
acting by Dorothy Mackaill, Frank Fay, Inez Court-
ney and Frank McHugh.

DAMAGED LOVE. Sow-Art. A story of free

love adroitly handled by Director Irvin Willat. June
Collyer is convincing as the girl and Charles Starrett
is the leading man.

DESERT VENGEANCE. Columbia. An enter-
taining western with a new slant. Buck Jones, as a
notorious bandit, and Barbara Bedford, as a swindler,
fall in love and start over again with a clean slate.

Outlaws, excitement and thrills.

DON'T BET ON WOMEN. Fox. An amusing
light comedy-drama with an excellent cast. Edmund
Lowe, Jeanette MacDonald. Roland Young and Una
Merkel place this film in the "better class."

DRACULA. Universal. A weird and gripping
mystery drama well acted by Bela Lugosi and
Helen Chandler and well directed by Tod Browning.*

EX-FLAME. Liberty Productions. A poor at-

tempt at a modernized version of "East Lynne"
with Neil Hamilton, Marian Nixon and Norman
Kerry.

FAIR WARNING. Fox. A nice lively western
crammed full of action. George O'Brien, Nat
Pendelton and Louise Huntington in the cast. The
youngsters will go for this.

FINN AND HATTIE. Paramount. Mitzi Green
and Jack Searl walk away with this comedy about
a trip abroad. ZaSu Pitts and Leon Erroll follow
closely. Good for many laughs.*

* GENTLEMAN'S FATE. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
John Gilbert has turned gangster in this talkie, with
excellent results. It's a corking picture with Louis
Wolheim, Leila Hyams and Anita Page also in the
cast.*

GIRLS DEMAND EXCITEMENT. Fox. A
peppy co-ed college comedy. Deals with the male
students trying to eject the femmes from the college.

Virginia Cherrill, John Wayne and Marguerite
Churchill are the leading players.*

GOING WILD. Warner Brothers. A comedy of
mistaken identity and aviation which is funny be-
cause of the efforts of Joe E. Brown, Laura Lee,
Lawrence Gray, Frank McHugh and May Boley.

HELL BENT. Tiffany. An interesting under-
world drama with Leo Carrillo giving a superb per-
formance as a gangster. Lola Lane. Lloyd Hughes
and Ralph Ince handle their roles capably.

HONOR AMONG LOVERS. Paramount.
Claudette Colbert glorifies the working girl. As a
secretary who rejects her employer's proposition and
who marries a poor but dishonest clerk, Claudette is

grand. Fredric March is also grand in the leading
role.*

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE. Paramount. A
highly amusing comedy; the theme dealing with a
father and son as competitors. Skeets Gallagher gets
most of the laughs as a high-pressure publicity man.
Norman Foster, Carole Lombard and Eugene Pallette
are immense.*

KEPT HUSBANDS. Radio Pictures. A domestic
drama about a poor boy who marries a rich girl and
who revolts against being "kept" by his wealthy
wife. Dorothy Mackaill and Joel McCrea are the
heroine and hero.

* KIKI. United Artists. Mary' Pickford makes a
cute hoyden and supplies many laughs as the chorus
girl who tries to vamp a theatrical producer. Regi-
nald Denny. You'll like this one.*

LONELY WIVES. Palhe. Clever comedy intelli-

gently handled. Edward Everett Horton plays a
dual role. Esther Ralston, Laura La Plante and
Patsy Ruth Miller provide the feminine charm
splendidly.

MEN ON CALL. Fox. A trite talkie about a
locomotive engineer and a stage dancer. Edmund
Lowe and Mae Clark. Both Edmund and Mae do
their best but the plot floors them.

MILLIE. Radio Pictures. The trials and tribu-
lations of a red-headed siren which you'll enjoy with
Helen Twelvetrees, Robert Ames and James Hall.*

PAGLIACCI. Audio Cinema. The first real opera
to reach the screen is a noteworthy attempt in so far

as the music and voices are concerned. The photog-
raphy and direction aren't as good as they might be.

Recommended to music lovers.

SCANDAL SHEET. Paramount. George Ban-
croft splendid in a newspaper story that packs a
wallop. Kay Francis and Clive Brook offer capable
assistance.*

SEAS BENEATH. Fox. George O'Brien is in the
Navy now and gives a good account of himself in this

drama sprinkled with comedy. Runners-up for

acting honors are Marion Lessing. Warren Hymer and
Walter C. Kelly.

SIT TIGHT. Warner Brothers. Joe E. Brown and
Winnie Lightner in a flimsy story packed with sure-
fire gags. Brown is a would-be wrestler and Winnie
a health doctor. Plenty of laughs.

STOLEN HEAVEN. Paramount. Nancy Carroll

and Phillips Holmes are grand but the picture falls

short. All about one last spree on stolen money

TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR-ROOM. Roadshow
Productions. The ex-stage classic made into a fair

melodrama. No attempt has been made to modern-
ize it. William Famum. Tom Santchi and Patty
Lou Lynd are the featured players.

* Reviewed in this issue.

if These pictures have been selected

by Delight Evans as worthy of

Screenland's seal of approval.
(Continued on Page 125)

Joe E. Brown and Win-
nie Lightner, thecom-
edy clowns. They con-
vulsed you in "Hold
Everything" and they
follow up with "Sit
Tight," a guaranteed
laugh provoker. Win-
nie's next picture will
be "Gold Dust Ger-
tie," and you'll see Joe
in "Broadminded ."
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BEBE DAWIEES

'Vitaphone" is the registered trademark
of The Vitaphone Corporation.

BEN LYON
LEWIS STONE
JOAN BLONDELL
NATALIE MOORHEAD
Screen adaptation and dialogue

by Charles Kenyon

Directed by ROY DEL RUTH

C lie {ell-iale ouiobiografjfiv

of DORA MACY'S life!

Beautiful, alluring .— surrounded by men, yet always lonely;

showered by luxuries, yet unhappy — love and marriage offered

her, but always the dark shadow of her past to come between

her and happiness! Dora Macy, the girl whose missteps forever

echoed to haunt her! You have read her famous story which

the authoress dared not sign. Now see it brought to life

with the glamorous Bebe Daniels, playing the part of a modern

girl whom men remembered — but women can never forget!

A WARNER BROS & VITAPHONE PICTURE
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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Slams
and

Salvos

A winning team! Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell continue to

be the leading co-starring favorites. Charlie's marriage to Vir-

ginia Valli hasn't lessened his popularity with the young ladies

of the nation.

Sprint into print with

your screen views!

POOR GRETA!
(First Prize Letter)

It is my contention that publicized peo-

ple, of the stage, the screen or the less

glamorous walks of life, are not the hap-
piest. Genius must of necessity walk alone

since there is a scarcity of kind. Poor
Greta Garbo

!

Greta was scarcely more than a child

when she came to us and was pleased and
astounded at the sensation she became
following the release of "The Torrent."
She is just a young girl now, though she is

the most sought-after woman in the world,

a young girl with rare intelligence, who
chooses the wind in her face, the sun on
her back and the firm earth under her feet

rather than the adulation of those countless

thousands who sing her praise.

Poor Greta ! Must she tear her heart

out to satisfy the gods of publicity?

Miss Kay Yarborough,

The Washington Times,
Washington, D. C.

DON'T
(Second Prize Letter)

Don'ts to greater appreciation of the

universal medium of entertainment

:

Don't enter the theatre in a critical

mood ;

Don't expect to see and hear something
entirely different;

Don't feel that even you could have done
better

;

Don't drift into ennui

;

Don't let unfavorable publicity of a

player's personal life detract from your
appreciation of his work (it's none of your
your business, anyway)

;

Don't think that you are sitting next to

the most vociferous person in the house
(changing seats might be a move for the

worse)

;

Don't make comparisons (it's an odious
habit) ;

Don't reach a conclusion before the end
of the picture

;

Don't consider yourself morally superior

to thespians (if you weren't so unimportant,

you, too, might be scandalized) ;

Don't let pronunciations that differ from
yours bother you;

Don't go to the theatre at all if you are

not open-minded

!

LaVerne Caron,

564 W. Hollywood Ave.,

Detroit, Michigan.

TURN BACK THE MOVIE
UNIVERSE!

(Third Prize Letter)

It always makes one seem like an old

fogey to weep over the dear, dead days,
and I'm really not that, but still I do wipe
away a furtive tear when I look back upon
some of the early pictures. The comedies
of today seem so elaborate, so pretentious,

compared with the old ones. Chaplin takes

years to produce one picture. The old

Harold Lloyd is no more. In his place

is a cautious business man who weighs the

laughter-chances of every gag before he
dares to put it in his million-dollar pro-

duction.

Where is the Douglas McLean who
made us hold our sides in "The Yankee
Consul ?"

Where is the successor to Constance
Talmadge in her light, sophisticated bits

of nonsense?
We have no counterparts of the Sidney

Drew comedies which provoked a gentle
smile.

Somehow, the present day comedies seem
lacking in spontaneity.

Jessie F. Edgerly,
4145 Park Avenue,

New York, N. Y.

Let's get together in this depart-

ment every month and see who can

write the best letter. The most
sincere and constructive letter will

win the first prize of $20.00. Sec-

ond prize, $15.00. Third prize,

$10.00. And there's a fourth prize

of $5.00. All winning letters, not

over 150 words, will be printed.

Mail your letters so they will reach

us the 10th of each month. Ad-
dress Slams and Salvos department,

SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th
Street, New York City.

LET'S HAVE REVIVALS!
(Fourth Prize Letter)

This is a plea for forgotten master-
pieces. Where are the old films, the Val-
entino films and the other triumphs? Are
movies made to be seen once and then be

forgotten? I never saw a Valentino pic-

ture ; that is one of the greatest regrets of

my life. Will there never be any great

revivals of old pictures? In my opinion,

great movies are like great books and
great works of art. We do not view the

great dramas only once
;

they are con-

tinual sources of pleasure. And are not

great moving pictures on a level, with

such works of art?

It is not logical that all the time and
energy used in the creation of a really

worthy picture should serve only to give

it a few months of life. But the movie
masterpieces lie on the dusty shelves like

wonderful books, forgotten, after being

read once, but I hope not forever.

Ralph Friedrich,

3846 Millsbrae Ave.,

_ Hyde Park.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

CINEMA REPERTORY?
Why don't we have repertory houses for

the revival of classic and near-classic

silent and talking pictures? As time goes

on, an increasingly large number of mas-
terpieces and exceptional films enter the

limbo of forgotten and inaccessible things.

Many of the fans would gladly see these

pictures if possible, but few such theatres

exist in the country today. Not only older

persons who remember these titles, but the

younger people who are familiar only with

recent productions would eagerly patronize

such old favorites as "The Three Mus-
keteers," "Robin Hood," and the other

great Fairbanks silents ; the Valentino se-

ries of poular successes; the Garbo-Gilbert

(Continued on page 114)
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BEN LYON V JR?

THE

BEN LYON
ONA MUNSON
WALTER PIDGEON
TOM DUGAN, INEZ COURTNEY

Original Story by Herbert Fields

Music and Lyrics by
Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart

Directed by CLARENCE BADGER

"Vitaphone" is the registered trade-
mark of The Vitaphone Corp.

HOT
HEIRESS

hat would you do with a lover

H who was an expert at slinging rivets but

who bungled his forks at the Ritz? r f

Suppose you were a Park Avenue debutante ...

and some husky brute of an ironworker was mean enougb to spoil your

beauty sleep by pounding rivets right outside your bedroom window

. . . and then you saw he was big and strong and handsome . . . and

Oh! look out— he's falling — falling in love with you!

See what charming Ona Munson does when Park and Third Avenues

meet! It's her newest, biggest part and you're going to like this

rising young star.

A FIRST NATIONAL ^VITAPHONE PICTURE
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLANTD
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o/4sk Me!
Your information guide

to screen plays
and players

~T~)UTH, Portland, Ore. You'd just pass

/| out without my department to look
forward to each month, would you ?

That's settled, I'm a knockout. Clara
Bow wears a 5-B shoe and a glove, or
maybe two gloves. She is not engaged to

Gary Cooper and has never been married.

Joan. Glad you find me amusing—thanks
for kind words ; and kind of words, but
they must be kind. I try to please and tease.

Joan Crawford is devoted to her husband,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., whom she married
June 3, 1929. She was born March 3, 1908,

in San Antonio, Texas. She has brown hair,

blue eyes, is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs
120 pounds. Her first picture was "Sally,

Irene and Mary," produced in 1926. Joan
was Irene, remember ? How Joan has
changed ! She's swell in "Dance, Fools,
Dance."

Mrs. O. E. W. It's a difficult matter for
the picture fans and producers to get to-

gether on just what would be a box-office

success. We fans know what we want and
we usually get it. Sorry I can't say why
the serial, "The Million Dollar Mystery,"
has never been made into a feature talkie.

That's an old tinier.

Lylah May. I'm always glad to welcome
our friends from Canada. Henry Byron
Warner, otherwise known as H. B. Warner,
was Sorrell in "Sorrell and Son." Nils
Asther was Kit, the son grown up, and
Mickey McBan was Kit as a child.

Gin from Brooklyn. Thanks but I can't
afford to go reeling around. The only reels

I go in for are celluloid. Ann Harding's
family name was Gatley. She was born in

Fort Sam Houston, Texas, but she doesn't
say when. Her husband is Harry Bannis-
ter from the Broadway stage. They have
a young daughter, Jane Harding Bannister.

A. M. P. You seem to be cuckoos-con-
scious. Robert Woolsey was born Aug.
14, 1889, in Oakland, Cal. He is 5 feet 5]/2
inches tall and has brown hair and eyes.

His wife is Mignone Reed. Bert Wheeler
was born in Paterson, N. J. Lew Ayres
is not married but lives alone in Hollywood.
He was born Dec. 28, 1908. His hobbies
are music and astronomy—and listen, boys
and girls, he doesn't smoke or drink.

M. A. B. To keep a record of all the
divorces wouldn't leave us any time or
space for the marriages, birth-dates, etc.

Constance Bennett was married when six-

teen to Chester W. Morehead. The mar-
riage was annulled ; then she married Phil
Plante, and they were divorced; but I don't
know what fate had stored up for Mr.
Morehead I only record the stars that
shine—not their ex-husbands.

The Chicagoan. Constance Talmadge
appeared in "East Is West" for First Na-
tional in 1922. Belle Bennett was born near
Dublin, Ireland. She has blonde hair, grey
eyes, is 5 feet 2 inches tall and weighs 125
pounds. Among her latest pictures are,

"Their Own Desires," with Norma Shearer;

By

M-iss Vee Dee
This department will

answer your questions

about your favorites
and their films. You'll

have to be patient if you
wish to see your answer
in the magazine. If you
prefer a personal reply,

enclose a stamped ad-
dressed envelope. Ad-
dress Miss Vee Dee,
Screenland, 45 West
45 th Street, New York

City.

Clara Bow is the Star of the

Month in Miss Vee Dee's fan
mail. Read the story, "Dan-
ger Ahead for Clara" in this

issue — and don't miss Rex
Bell's account of his romance
xvith the Red-head on Page 66.

You'll find the stars' address-

es on Page 112; and the casts

of current films on Page 97.

Please consult these services

before asking your questions.

Thank you

!

"My Lady's Past," with Joe E. Brown, and
"Courage," with Marian Nixon.

Blondie. So you're crazy to know my
age—I'd be crazy to tell you. Marguerite
Churchill was born on Christmas day about
20 years ago. Marie Dressier was on the
stage 28 years, has been in pictures since
"Tillie's Punctured Romance" and maybe
longer, so figure out her age it you can.
Are you reading her own story? It's great
stuff. Jeanette McDonald is 23 and Rob-
ert Montgomery is 27.

Opal. How can you secure letters from
the stars? If I ever received any, I'd put
them in a strong box and mark them Ex-
hibit A. Sorry I haven't a record of Jacl
Buchanan, the English musical comedy fa

vorite. His appearance with Jeanette Mc-
Donald in "Monte Carlo" has made him
a great favorite with the picture fans and
here's hoping we will see more of his clever
acting and dancing. And can he wear
high-hats? Don't ask me, you've seen him.

V. M. B. I don't play second fiddle to

any saxophone player when it comes to

settling arguments over picture stars. In
Zane Grey's story, "The Water Hole,"
filmed by Paramount, Nancy Carroll played
opposite Jack Holt. John Boles and Jack
Perrin were also in the cast.

Jeanne of III. Among Robert Mont-
gomery's newest pictures are "Inspiration,"

with Greta Garbo, and "The Easiest Way,"
with Constance Bennett. He uses his own
name in films. He was born May 21, 1904,

in Beacon, N. Y. Bob is 6 feet tall, weighs
160 pounds and has brown hair and eyes.

He was married in 1928 to Elizabeth Allen
and their daughter, Martha Bryan, was born
Oct. 13, 1930.

5
1

; O. S. What's your hurry and how
have you been? Norma Shearer was born
in Montreal, Canada, on Aug. 10, 1904.

She was attending a convent in Canada
but at the age of 16 she found it neces-
sary to help the family out of financial

difficulties. She came to the U. S. in 1920,

for a picture career, but met with many
hardships. Her first part in pictures was
a small one in "The Stealers." In 1924 she
played with John Gilbert in "The Snob."
She was married to Irving Thalberg in

1927. There is a young son, Irving, Jr.

Norma's latest film, "Strangers May Kiss,"

is said to be her best.

Gomborra H. What do I think of your
name? It's grand, but what does it mean?
Lois Moran appeared at the Plymouth
Theatre in New York City in "This is

New York." Her last picture before her

stage appearance was "The Dancers," with

Walter Byron. Mae Clarke and Phillips

Holmes. Lois was born March 1, 1909,

in Pittsburgh, Pa. She has ash blonde hair,

dark blue eyes, is 5 feet 2 inches tall and
weighs 108 pounds. Lois is not married
or engaged as far as I know. She's back
in pictures now, for Fox.

Marjorie O. In a recent issue of
(Continued on page 123}
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Another great role-another blazing
triumph for the winner of the 1930

best performance award

NORMA
SHEA

in

STRANGERS
MAY
KISS

This is the statue
awarded to Norma
Shearer by the
Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts
and Sciences, for
her performance in

"The Divorcee."
the best given bv
any actres» during
1930.

To him it was just another epi-
sode — to her, a dream she could
never forget.

SHE faced life fearlessly — accepted love

where she found it—because she believed

a woman could "kiss and forget" even as a

man does. But heartbreak and cruel disillu-

sionment lay between her and ultimate hap-

piness with the one man in all the world
whom she did love. ... If you enjoyed Norma
Shearer in "The Divorcee"— don't miss her

in this dramatic picture based on Ursula
Parrott's sensational novel.

with ROBERT MONTGOMERY
NEIL HAMILTON MARJORIE RAMBEAU.

and IRENE RICH
Directed by

GEORGE FITZMAURICE

Robert Montgomery who helped
Norma Shearer make her great

success in "The Divorcee" is

again seen with her.

METRO-GO
Ursula Parrott, author of "The
Divorcee" has written another
absorbing story. Don't miss it!

N-MAYER
ire Stars Than There Are in Heaven

When you write to advertisers plea.se mention SCREENXAXD
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Charlie Chaplin, Harry Myers, and the inevitable policeman in "City Lights." Myers
gives a grand show as the bibulous millionaire who, when convivial, makes a pal of

the little tramp; but, when sober, has him thrown out.

screenland

Tage
won by

Charlie Chaplin

The one screen star who
is defying the talkie trend
and getting away with it:

Chariot. No—he can't
bring back silent films,
but he can stick to his
own pantomime and pack

them in.

T isn't "arty." It has no messasre—no conti-

nental camera angles—no dialogue—no mod-T
ern treatment. Maybe it s got "rhythm
—we don't know : we can't be bothered.

All we know is that "City Lights" is a good,
old-fashioned Chaplin comedy. We know that

practically everybody is laughing at it—Broadway
and Main Street mobs rubbing funny bones with
the Einsteins and the Shaws of the world. And
we know that we had a grand time, and that's all

we care about.

Of course, if you are looking for something
besides swell entertainment in a Chaplin comedy,
you won't find it in "City Lights." If Charlie

made any other kind of comedy, he wouldn't be

Charlie. Critics have written about his "Art."
But he keeps right on doing his stuff. He's a
real primitive. He knows it. And we think he is

pretty smart.
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Another invitation lost

. . . all because of 'B. O.
'

%J (Body Odor)

PEOPLE all agreed he was a nice chap.

But somehow they never had room for

him. The car was already filled. The bridge

table already arranged. A dance already

promised.

Then one day he discovered his trouble.

"B.O."

—

body odor. ... At once he adopted a

simple precaution. Now he's welcome every-

where. He knows the easy way to keep per-

spiration odorless.

A risk we all run

People won't tell us when we're guilty. They
merely avoid us. The "B.O." offender is the

last to realize his fault because we so quickly

become used to an ever-present odor. But
remember, pores give off a quart of odor-
causing waste daily—even in cool weather.

Why risk offending? Adopt this easy

It's New!
Lifebuoy

Shaving Cream
New double-dense lather
sootheB, lubricates and
protects . . . ends tender
spots that hurt when you
shave. Atyour druggist's .

pleasant way to be safe. Wash and bathe
with Lifebuoy. Its creamy, abundant, anti-

septic lather cleanses and purifies pores

—

ends every trace of "B.O."

Radiantly fresh complexions

"A wonderful complexion soap!" say thou-

sands of delighted women. Lifebuoy's deep-

cleansing lather gently frees clogged pores

of impurities—makes dull skins bloom with
healthy, radiant beauty. Its pleasant, extra-

clean scent—that vanishes as you rinse-

tells you Lifebuoy purifies.

Try Lifebuoy Free

If you don't use Lifebuoy and want to try this de-

lightful toilet soap, just send us your name and address.

By return mail you will receive one full-sized cake of

Lifebuoy free. Write today to Lever Brothers Co.,

Dept. 505, Cambridge, Mass.

stops body odor-
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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John and Genevieve had been photographed in "Seed" eating cake—which Miss Tobin declared
wasn't half as good as she could have made herself. John's "Oh, yes?" brought a real invitation

to tea—and Genevieve showed him. John went for the orange marmalade .'

I
T all came about when
John Boles smiled at the

idea of Genevieve Tobin
being able to make gin-

gerbread. They were work-
ing together in "Seed" and
had just been photographed
eating cake which Genevieve
declared was not as good as

that she could have made her-
self. Mr. Boles—frankly

—

had not taken her seriously.

(Confidentially, and for

your information, Genevieve
docs give the impression of
never having seen the inside

of a kitchen. As for know-
ing how to cook—well, almost
anyone would have smiled at

the idea just as John Boles
did. ) So Genevieve retaliated

by inviting Mr. Boles to tea,

vowing she'd prepare every-
thing herself.

The day was warm, and to

prove she was not only a good
cook but also a good hostess,

Miss Tobin had the tea table

taken out onto the lawn in a
charming spot where it was
easy to roll a tea wagon.
Then, with deft hands she ar-

ranged a lovely lace cover, and fixed a low blue bowl of
flowers for the centerpiece. They were sweet peas and
delphinias.

Her egg-shell tea set with modernistic teapot would
go well with the little chairs and table she'd chosen for
out-of-doors. Much better than the silver service and
not so formal. So a dainty napkin was placed between

Team Two
Genevieve Tobin convinces

John Boles she really can cook!

Don't miss her favorite recipes

for tea delicacies

By Betty Boone

GENEVIEVE TOBIN'S
ORANGE MARMALADE:

Take 5 oranges, 3 lemons, and 2 grapefruits.
Remove pulp and chop; put skirt through meat
chopper. Add pulp and juice to the skin. To
each pint of the mixture add 3 quarts of cold
water and let stand over night. Measure and
to each quart of the mixture allow 1 cup of

sugar. Boil for an hour. Take it off when a

little of it, tested in a cool place, hardens.

(It's the best marmalade
John Boles ever ate!)

the plates and with teapot,

sugarbowl, cups, saucers and
cream pitcher (Genevieve
would drink milk in her tea)

were fixed on the tray and put
on the table.

Out in the kitchen Gene-
vieve pondered a few mo-
ments before deciding what
kind of hot bread she should
prepare for her guest. No
tea would be complete with-

out hot bread ! Should it be
Sally Lunn ? No, too warm
weather for that. English
crumpets would be nice, and
Genevieve has an excellent

recipe for them that was
given her by a friend in Lon-
don when she was there two
years ago. Recalling John's
southern accent, however, she

crossed crumpets off her list

along with cinnamon toast

and proceeded to get out bak-
ing powder and flour and
shortening and milk. Tea bis-

cuits were southern enough
and she knew hers were good.

Two cups of flour ; two tea-

spoons of baking powder ; one
teaspoon of salt. She sifted

them all together. Shortening came next. This was laid

in carefully, or rather "cut" in, with a knife until the

flour looked rough and lumpy. She mixed the milk and
flour and shortening together and rolled it "out on a

floured board about an inch thick. The smallest cutter

in the kitchen was used and the biscuits were ready for

the oven. {Continued on page 88)
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The RADIO
GOLD RUSH

From $2,500 to $25,000 for a few
minutes of broadcasting! No
wonder your favorite entertainers

are rushing to the microphones

By Louis Keid

Will Rogers can always
command a high sti-
pend for broadcasting.

The golden voiced
tenor! Radio is making
Morton Downey rich.'

^BOUT the magic world of the

/_% is something of the hectic,

£ ^ mosphere of the days when
into the gates of Hollywood,

of entertainment the radio is most
promised land to fame and fortune.

The broadcasters not only
possess the bulkiest wallets in

the amusement world, they are

continuously unstrapping them
that 50,000,000 ear-cuppers may
be pleased. It is the rarest spec-

tacle of money-spending that has
yet been offered in what is

known as legitimate enterprise

in the land.

Those in control of the micro-
phone mills are the most reckless,

the most spendthrift of all the

providers of entertainment.
Their bank notes are limitless.

They think nothing of offering

sums that range from $2500 to

$25,000 for a few minutes of

broadcasting, for a brief and
spectacular catching of the ears

of the country. Even the leg-

ends of Hollywood, concerned,
as they have been and still con-
tinue to be, with the reckless

microphone there

breath-taking at-

the talkies rushed
Among all fields

surely today the

One of the mike'
the moment is

Chevalier. He is

Lawrence Tibbett

,

whose fine baritone
thrills radio listeners.

Ruth Etting, perhaps
the most popular torch
singer of our times.

gesture of shooting the bank-roll pale into insignificance

when the radio rajahs assemble in their counting-houses.
And maybe the entertainers are not aware of the

opportunity before them ! They know they are in de-
mand and they are asking fees that make those of the
movie stars seem like the wages of legislators. More-
over, in the majority of cases they are getting what they
ask, so spirited is the competition of the radio program
sponsors.

Radio, in short, is the sweetest racket yet developed
in America. And it grows sweeter by day as it reaches

out and embraces the foremost
personalities of the amusement
world.

Broadcasters, alert to the arm-
chair appeal of a big name, scour

the musical, dramatic, cinematic

marts for talent, waving in their

search gold certificates, con-
tracts, assurances of vast public-

ity upon which pledges of even
bigger money can be built.

Though radio is primarily a

musical instrument it has paid
curiously the majority of its

largest fees to those stars tem-
porarily, if not permanently, lo-

cated in the Hollywood heavens.

It has dug deeply into its purse
and come up smiling with a car-

load in gold to Maurice Cheva-
lier, Al Jolson, Will Rogers,
Lawrence Tibbett, Morton
Downey. The films made these

names famous throughout the

land. Radio has enlarged their

fame, extended it to the lonely

crossroads of the republic, made their personalities

known wherever the ether waves penetrate. And are

they downhearted ?

If money rolls into the radio rajahs—and even in

1930, year of financial calamity, it rolled in more than

at any time in its history—it also rolls out. To the

pockets of entertainers. If soap or soup must be ex-

ploited on the air there are hundreds of performers

ready for the job—and with no apologies.

There was a time, you may recall, when entertainers

concealed their association with radio. It had not

achieved the glamor of big business. There was a hap-

hazard, fly-by-night aspect about it that would lower

their prestige, they feared, were their connection with it

to become known.
Suddenly, it became an industrial giant, captured the

services of outstanding capi- (Continued on page 10S)

s particular pets at
Monsieur Maurice
in ze beeg money.'
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The Smart Screen Magazine

THE EDITOR'S PAGE

C
Delight Evans

AN you remember
when the high-hats of

your acquaintance
made refined fun of you be-

cause you went to the movies?

I can! And I didn't like it,

either. But somehow I could

never think of a bright retort in time, outside of

something like "Well, I like Charlie Chaplin";

or "The movies give you a lot for your money."
Now, how different! Now,

with Chaplin hailed as a Great

Creative Artist, and Mile.

Gabrielle Chanel designing

some of her smartest clothes

expressly for the screen, and
Lonsdale refusing to write an
original drawing-room story

for Garbo because he doesn't

think she speaks perfect Eng-

lish—now you don't need an
excuse for not going to the

movies; you have to alibi

yourself for staying away.

There's a nice little moral
somewhere in the visit of Ein-

stein to Hollywood. I'm not

going to look for it because

it's more amusing to think of

the Herr Professor, his kind
eyes very round and wide, ex-

ploring the screen city. With
Frau Elsa Einstein, the Big
Time and Space Man visited

the studios, went to Chaplin's

premier, were honor guests

at luncheons and dinners.

Einstein laughed and cried at

"City Lights." He was deeply moved by "All

Quiet on the Western Front." And at the

First National studio he changed his mind
about not posing for the movie camera and let

himself be photographed in an old, dilapi-

dated car, in which, by tricks of double ex-

posure, he was made to climb mountains,

speed through Los Angeles streets, and finally

fly! The master film was destroyed and the

only copy given to the Einsteins.

Einstein had the time of

his life in Hollywood. He
admits it. So you don't have

to sneak your movie fun

any longer. Come right out

into the open and admit,

with Einstein, that the movies

are more fun than any other

form of entertainment.

Here are Jack Whiting and
Harriett e Lake, leads in "Amer-
ica's Siveetheart," Broadway

musical hit of the moment.

And, while we're throwing

bouquets, we might as well

dodge one directed at us.

There's a new show on Broad-

way called "America's Sweet-

heart"—a brisk musical com-

edy burlesque of Hollywood.

It's all about a small-town boy

and girl who set out to win
fame and fortune in the mov-

ies. And when one of the

pretty screen-struck girls picks

up a magazine—of course it's

this one she picks. And the

line is: "Let's look at

SCREENLAND and get ail the

dope about Hollywood!"

Well, go ahead!
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DANGER
AHEAD

for

CLARA
BOW

Stop!

Look!

Listen!
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What will become of the Red-headed Riot? Here's a

story that will open your eyes—and Clara's!

SLOW down!
There's danger ahead.

Usually it's a red light

that flashes the warning.
This time it's a red head—the

most famous red-head in the

world. Clara Bow.
Back in the January issue, we warned her We asked

her to go slow. We wanted her to stay in the place she

has made for herself on the screen—to make it a bigger

place. To forget all about everything but making pic-

tures. Somehow we always felt that if Clara ever was
as much in love with her job as she seems to be with
Life, nothing could stop her. She'd be the biggest thing

on the screens. But this little red-head from Brooklyn
loves the bright face of danger. No sooner is she free

of one complication than she jumps into another. An-
other chance for Clara Bow? Why, she has had dozens
of chances. She's always taking chances ! And now

—

what's to become of her?
We won't go into the Bow-De Voe-de-o-do trial

—

that's old stuff. Clara's screen goose, for a while, there,

looked not only cooked, but burnt.

Because of the trial, she couldn't make "City Streets"

in which she was to play opposite Gary Cooper. Sylvia

Sidney went into the part instead. Clara went off to

the desert for a rest. Paramount issued statements.

Clara would have a month's vacation before starting

work in "Working Girl," adapted from a stage play

called "Three Blind Mice." Clara might go to work in

"Kick In," from Willard Mack's stage hit, if she recov-

ered in time to play in it according to schedule. Mean-
while the newspapers and the film trade papers asked
"Is Clara Bow through ?"

Her fans answered that question. They wrote 10,000

letters to her within a few weeks, expressing affectionate

sympathy. At the time of the rumpus Clara's picture,

"No Limit," with those scenes of the star gambling, was
playing the country. In New York City it didn't go so

well. A check-up by the leading film trade paper.

Motion Picture Daily, revealed that in ten different cities

Bow was holding her own, and in some cases, even going
strong. Here are some
of the figures, quoted
by kind permission of

Motion Picture Daily:

Boston, $44,500 ;

Cleveland, $25,000;
Minneapolis, $25,000;
New York City, $55,-

000; Philadelphia, $14,-

000; Denver, $18,000;
Portland, $15,000;
Houston, $11,500.

Of course, it must be
taken into consideration

that these figures vary
according to the size of

the city and theatre. In
Boston, Clara's picture

was aided by Rudy Val-
ine's personal appear-
ance the same week.
Clara on the screen and
Yallee in person bucked

By

Sydney Valentine

such opposition as "Little

Caesar" and "Inspiration," the

Garbo film, and proved the

high spot for the week.

On the other hand, Seattle,

Washington, failed to take

"No Limit" grossed only a

my

CLARA'S MESSAGE TO
HER FANS

"With all my heart I thank

dear fans for the thousands of kind

letters they have written me, and
for the affectionate sympathy they

express.

"It is precious to know that I have
so many friends!"

Clara back to its bosom,
fair business there.

But down in Louisville, suh, she retains her popularity,

and her picture drew better than any which had been
shown for several weeks. The comments from Kentucky
indicate that the public is all for the little It Girl and
considers her private life her own affair. The very idea !

All in all, she's holding her own so far. Her fans

have come through. Just as Garbo's fans have risen in

a body to steady the pedestal 011 which their idol stands

—

as if it were in danger of toppling! Clara has a public.

It's a great, big, generous, devoted public. They used to

say that English audiences are the most loyal in the

world, clinging to their favorites long after youth and
freshness had passed. But I think American audiences
can top them. Once their allegiance is won, nothing
short of a general cataclysm can shake it.

But there's no denying that this time, Clara Bow must
pull up short and take stock. She may be weathering
this latest storm. Incidentally, she and Charlie Chaplin
are the only stars who have been able to stand up under
so much unsavoury publicity. Once scandal has scorched
a screen celebrity, his or her days are usually numbered.
Charlie pulled through by sheer force of genius—world-
wide popularity—an unassailable position as the greatest

entertainer in the world. When Mary Pickford divorced

Owen Moore and later married Douglas Fairbanks there

was a flurry—for a while ; then Mary and Doug reigned
supreme. But the others—that pitiful procession of

once-loved, once famous players who lived too fast and
furiously and ran amuck—you won't find them on any
screen or stage today. Their fame was too false. Builded
on personal charm, beauty, or sex appeal, it couldn't

stand up under the sharp, hard blows of misfortune.
When once the public is through with a star, there's

no appeal. There's no light burning in the window.
All very well— if

Clara realizes what she

is up against. It is

doubtful if she does.

She has a lot of friends

—m ore friends than
you'd think. Her ex-

secretary the blonde

Miss De Yoe, alienated

sympathy by her expo-
sure of Clara's love let-

ters, even if they did

only prove that Clara is

a fascinator of men. It

was obvious that Clara's

extreme generosity in

money matters and in-

difference to bookkeep-
ing was partly to blame.

The Bow-DeYoe men-
age ran through $350,-
000 in slightly over a
year besides caring for
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Clara's rival! Carman
Barnes, who was starred
overnight by Paramount
at the height of the Bow
excitement. Carman's first
film is "A Debutante Con-
fesses," which she wrote
herself. Read more about

her on Page 51.

Another potential con-
tender for Clara's flapper
crown—Sidney Fox, New
York stage actress whom
Universal is starring.
They say Sidney has
everything. Maybe

they're right!

Clara's dependent relatives, including her father, Robert Bow.
Clara Bow is capable of more deep and sincere feeling than any

actress in Hollywood. Slangy—impulsive—child-like—now naive,

now hard-boiled—no one was surprised at Clara's plea to the district

attorney for mercy for Daisy De Voe. Clara was so poignantly
capable of putting herself in Daisy's position. This trial and the

bitterness distressed her to the point of a nervous breakdown.
Studio officials were alarmed at the embarrassing publicity occa-

sioned by the "revelations" and were frankly relieved when the floods

of sympathetic letters came pouring in. B. P. Schulberg, Clara's

studio boss, who gave her her big chance as a Paramount star, will

probably stand by. But Paramount refuses, at this writing, to

commit itself beyond the bare fact that Clara is scheduled to begin

"Kick In," in March, with Norman Foster. It all depends

!

Upon Clara. On how she feels and looks and acts when she

returns from that long rest in the desert. Will she think things

over out there—away from Hollywood and reporters and blonde
secretaries ? Will she probe a little, look into her own little mind
and heart and discover the Clara Bow that's tucked away in there

inside all the make-up and the tricks and the mascara?
There are two roads ahead for her. She can take one or the other.

She can grow up and be somebody—a rather splendid and under-

standing woman, capable of reaching dramatic heights on the screen.

Or she can keep right on being Clara Bow, the bad child of Holly-

wood—the girl who just can't grow up; who plays with fire and
then is surprised and hurt when she gets burned. I hope Clara will

take the right road. There's a lot more than the hoyden to her. She
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has the makings of a fine actress. She has the rich

warm earthiness—the unplumbed depths of emotion—

-

the zest, the fire. But she'd better hurry.

Because

—

Right now, out in Hollywood, there are more promis-

ing new girls than ever before ! And at least two of

them are apparently being groomed "to take Clara Bow's
place." Never before have there been so many potential

rivals for Bow's crown as queen of the co-eds. Just as

Garbo brought on the imitators, so did Clara. And as

always, the obvious imitators don't last long. But these

new girls—they are not imitations. The only thing they

have in common with Clara is the spirit of youth—sweet

and hot! They have dash and daring. They have full

red lips and big, big eyes. More, most of them have
ability of a very dangerous and competitive kind. Two
of them have already won their diplomas on the Broad-
way stage. And one of them is a real prodigy—

a

"child wonder'' you'll read all about in

Margaret Reid's story on Page 51 of this

issue.

Carman Barnes. The 18-year-old writer
whom Paramount suddenly made a screen
star, who will act in versions of her own
books. Something brand new—exciting

—

with a dash of the exotic, too. In fact, if

you can imagine anything so fantastic—if

there could be a combination of Garbo,
Dietrich and Bow, Carman is it

!

Sylvia Sidney. Lovely. Lush. Terribly
young. Terribly keen, and smart. Know-
ing in the New York manner. Sure of
herself—a little too sure, maybe; but so
exquisite you can't worry about that. She
was a hit on Broadway in "Crime" several
seasons ago when she was only seventeen
or so. A baby, really—but a wise baby.
And it was Sylvia who was thrust into
Clara's role opposite Gary Cooper in "City
Streets"—the role that was to give back
to Bow all her dramatic glory. Sylvia is

a very formidable rival, and you'll be in-

terested to see and read about her in this

issue in the special roto section, "Stars of
Tomorrow."

Sidney Fox. Also very young, also

Sylvia Sidney,
who was given
the role Clara
was to have
played oppo-
site Gary
Cooper in
"City Streets."
She's very
young and

beautiful.

brunette, with lovely big dark eyes, and a warmth and
sweetness to her that the camera will gulp in great big
bites. She's Universal's find, and Junior Laemmle has
big things in store for her. Miss Fox, too, was an es-
tablished actress on the Broadway stage before Holly-
wood grabbed her. You'll find her in that gallery.

Lillian Bond. Metro's latest discovery—and do they
know how to discover 'em out in Culver City ! An
English girl. A sweet little siren with irreproachable
diction and frank ambitions to create a new type of

vamp on the screen. Look for her in our special section,

too.

And Marian Marsh, the lovely little girl who looks
like Dolores Costello with a dash of Constance Bennett,
and who has been chosen by John Barrymore to play
opposite him in "Svengali." You'll see many more
exciting newcomers in that special gallery of ours.

So we're warning you, Clara. In a nice, friendly
way—as you'd be warned by the big brother you
should have had to back you in your Hollywood
battles. Maybe Rex Bell will prove to be just the

right boy to stand behind you and see you through.
Only we think you should know what you're up
against.

If you read the letters in the contest conducted by
a New York tabloid, asking if you should be barred
from the movies, you should have cried a little;

then, like one of your own (Continued on page 113)

Clara Bow, who has weathered more storms than any other star
in pictures. Will she come back strong against such formid-

able competition?
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Marlene Dietrich
can afford to
show her gor-
geous underpin-
ni n gs any old
time—and does.
Here's how Miss
Dietrich looked
in "Morocco."

That

GARBO-
DIETRICH
QUESTION!
Professor, will you please

play a little variation on

"Body or Sour'?

YOU'D think that with Marlene safely launched,
and Garbo sailing smoothly along, everything
would be all right. But no—the Dietrich adorers
and the Garbo defenders are still at it. And

while they're at it, we might as well join in with the

query, "Body or soul?"

If all you fans were as much concerned with the art

of these two stars as you say, there woudn"t be any
argument at all, for the respective techniques of Garbo
and Dietrich are as different as they can be. It's only in

their physical resemblance that there is really any basis

for comparison. And if you are going into that—
Garbo's face is more classic. And colder. There are

absolutely no other eyes like hers. They are incompa-
rable. Dietrich's face is more whimsical—and warmer.
Her eyes are impish, mocking, rather than cataclysmic.

Greta's, in fact, might be the face that launched a thou-

sand slips. Marlene's face changes with her moods.
One minute it's Mona Lisa's ; the next, a naughty little

girl's. Fascinating. But not the marvelous mask of

Garbo.

Then there is the matter of legs. And here Marlene

has everything her own way. She can afford to show
her gorgeous underpinnings any old time—and does. In

"Morocco" she wore some scanty costumes ; there was

scene after scene to show the symmetry of the Dietrich

pins and pedals. In "The Blue Angel," too, Director

von Sternberg was evidently bent on proving that his

star-discovery can always get a job with Mr. Ziegfeld

if she tires of the screen. Marlene Dietrich has show-

girl contours — if recently ac-

quired ; in her earlier German
films she was
too plump for

American taste.

Garbo is no
Ziegfeld candi-

date— and here

her admirers
will probably
rise in a body
and shout : "She
can be anything
she wants to
be!'' And
there's some
truth in that. If

for some reason
Greta wanted to

be accepted for

{Continued on
page 120)

By

Keith

Richards

Greta, who
goes in for
low-heeled
shoes and
sturdy clothes
o ff-screen—
and never has
staged a leg-
show on the

screen.
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THOUGHTS
While Being Interviewed
NEIL HAMILTON and I were chatting recently.

He wondered what writers really thought of

actors to whom they had talked and about

whom, on getting home, they wrote their

sugary interviews or invectives, although they had smiled

ever so sweetly while the interview was in progress.

I, in turn, wondered what an actor really thought about
the pencil pushers who interviewed him—the scribes on
whom he smiled so charmingly the while he graciously

gave the desired information.
"I'll tell you what," Neil volunteered. "I won't ex-

pound my thoughts to you orally, because you'd be con-

stantly interrupting and arguing, trying to convince me
that I have a wrong idea, but I'll zvrite my impressions

out for you. You won't use them because they will

probably pique your vanity and that must be preserved
at all costs. You interviewers might write anything you
please about us but woe betide the actor who ventures to

'be himself where a writer is concerned
!"

"You write it," I retorted, "and I'll print it as you give

it to me even though I haven't a shred of reputation left

when you've finished with me."
"O. K.," said Neil, "but—for the sake of our friendship

—I want to explain that although I'll use your name as the

writer, you simply—in this instance—represent a com-
posite of all the writers I've ever known."
And so—except for the parentheses in italics which rep-

resent my own comments—I am giving you this verbatim,

as it was handed to me by Mr. James Neil Hamilton

!

* * *

There are two sides to every story. Maybe mine will

interest you. My current production, "Strangers May
Kiss," in which I play opposite Norma Shearer, is fin-

ished. After three weeks of strenuously concentrated
work I am looking forward to a brief vacation.

On Tuesday morning the 'phone rings. On my way
to answer it, I think, "what a great day to go to the beach."

"Hello!" It's the publicity department asking me to be

at home this afternoon as I am to be interviewed. "Oh,
yeah? Male or female?" "Male. He will be there at

one o'clock. Good-bye." Why can't he get here at ten

thirty, or five thirty and, in either case, have given me
time to get to the beach? One o'clock spoils the whole
day.

This business of being interviewed is a funny racket,

anyhow. A perfect stranger walks into your home, know-
ing you to be a human being but expecting you to com-
bine all the virtues of the gods, and demands that you give

him some news that will startle the universe—or at least

that part of it that reads fan magazines. How the devil

can you dress up the same old story so as to make it

look new ? What is there left to say when you've already

told—more or less intimately—the story of your
life to a hundred interviewers in a concentrated

manner ?

I hope he doesn't start asking me how much
I make and whether I save anything and if so

how much, and whether I beat Elsa or if she
throws rolling pins at me and how often I

change my linen.

Maybe he'll be one of these guys with a su-

perior attitude who (Continued on page 106)

as given by

Neil Hamilton

To Peter Kent

The handsome
Hamilton plays
opposite Norma
Shearer in
"Strangers May
Kiss.'' And of
course you re-
member him in
"The Dawn

Patrol."
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Shedding a little light on that Dark
Continent! How much ofthe African stuff

you see on the screen is the real thing

—

how much is fake? This story tells you

Here's the girl who wrote
this article, just after
she had brought down
her first lion. Youngest
active member of the
Akeley gorilla expedi-
tion, Martha Miller was
getting her elephants and
lions and what-nots at

the age when other girls

were getting their high-
school teachers' goats!

She knows the real Af-
rica—and she gives you
the truth about the cell-

uloid versions

From
"Africa
Speaks."
(Columbia

What about these

African Films?
By

of African films

years you have sat

^ RE you Africa - con-

/ \ scious?

_\ You should he

;

and you would be,

if you have seen some of the waves
beached upon our shores. For
through sessions of seeing Africa parade before your
eyes. The animal kingdom of Africa—elephants, lions,

gorillas, and what-nots of the antelope variety — has
posed silently for you in these various manners :

—

Running.
Eating.

Standing still.

Alive.

Dead.
For a number of years I have been

interested in everything connected
with and pertaining to Africa. In
fact, a youthful ambition was realized
when I was fortunate enough to be
included as a member of a party of
six on the Akeley Gorilla Expedition
(1921-1922) for the American Mu-
seum of Natural History. Even
after one eventful year — crammed
full of interest and balanced with
sufficient discomfort to make it all

worth while—my appetite for things

Martha Miller Bliven

and was desirous of

1924, and 1925 found

Two native belles shown in
"Africa Speaks," one of the
films discussed in this article.

African had not been ap-

peased. There still remained
many sections of African

territory that I had not seen

seeing. So the years of 1923,

me "following the riverways and

the trails" of the Belgian Congo and of French Equa-
torial Africa as a member of my husband's expedition.

Now, as my thoughts rest upon Africa, that same urge

to return for a "look-see" enters my soul. I suppose

that it is natural that I have become an addict to these

African films, and that I have found some of them to

be good, some bad, and some indifferent.

Within the past year, "N'Gagi,"

"Jango," "Across Africa with the

Martin Johnsons," "Up the Congo,"
"Africa Speaks," and "Trader Horn"
have flashed before the public eye.

"Across Africa with the Martin

Johnsons" and "Up the Congo" syn-

chronized "talkie-lectures" with the

pictures. "Africa Speaks," during

its first showings on Broadway, pro-

fessed to have the first "all-sound"

film from Africa. However, it was
a known fact, from perfectly reliable

sources in Africa, that Mr. Hoeffler

had ho sound equipment in Africa
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Edwina Booth, above,
as the beautiful Nina

in the African epic.

W. S. Van Dyke, direc-
tor of "Trader Horn,"
with a crocodile prize.

Harry Carey, right, as
Aloysius Horn, the pic-
turesqueAfrican trader

.

for the filming of "Africa Speaks." At any rate, the

National Better Business Bureau, Inc., investigated the

situation and reported

:

"The distributor of the 'Africa Speaks' film has now-

added a foreword to the picture explaining that scenes

and sounds have been interpolated in the film in order

to give it added theatre entertainment value. Further-

more, all references in the accom-
panying dialogue and all scenes in

which sound equipment apparatus

is shown have been removed from
the film."

Therefore. "Trader Horn" has

the distinction of being the first

"'all-sound'' film actually made in

Africa and shown in this coun-

And, speaking of "Trader
Horn" ! Here at last has arrived

a production which had the fore-

sight to capitalize upon some of the

education that has been crammed
down the eyes of the movie-
going-public by releasing an Afri-
can film with a plot. "Trader
Horn." adapted from the book of

the same name, is brim-full of

thrills, narrow squeaks, love inter-

est, local color, animal lore, and
beautiful scenes. Furthermore,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer should in-

sist that the World Court at

Geneva introduce a foreword upon
the international value of this pic-

ture, as the "all-talking" film em-
ploys many languages. English is

clipped and drawled, Swahili and
other native languages are chanted,
lions roar in their own tongues
most convincingly, hyenas laugh
on both sides of their faces, hippos
snort, elephants trumpet, baboons
jabber, and — (yea, villains, look
to your laurels!) — crocodiles
gnash their teeth in most sinister

fashion. The only mis-cast animal
in the all-sound production is the
giraffe. He cannot help it. He

Jungle drama! Duncan Renaldo
as Peru in a scene with Edwina

Booth from "Trader Horn."

has no vocal chords. No "sound effects" from him.

Although the book setting for "Trader Horn" was
West Africa, the film location was changed to East
Africa and covered a territory from the East Coast,

through Kenya Colony, Uganda, Tanganyika and into

the Belgian Congo in Central Africa. The obstacles en-

countered in transportation alone for such a large as-

semblage, with tons and tons of

equipment, food, and baggage,
must have been tremendous. The
thought of the cost involved in such
an undertaking is staggering. Xo
wonder that it has not been at-

tempted on such a scale before

!

However, so smoothly flows the

continuity of the finished produc-
tion that the audience little realizes

the effort involved in the filming.

I know, from my own experi-

ence in developing films of still

pictures in the field, some of the

tragedies encountered. Many a

night I have developed confounded
pictures between the hours of two
and six A. M. I had to do it dur-
ing these hours as the buckets of

water, carried on the porters' heads
and placed in front of my tent,

took some six or eight hours to

cool in the night air sufficiently so

as not to melt the gelatine of the

film. Also, as I had to do this

work by candle-light or kerosene-
lantern light, all of the small pests

of the air—sand flies, mosquitoes,

and so on—were attracted into the

vicinity. Needless to say, many
a morning proved that the labor

had been in vain, as the drying
film had contacted a thick coating
of insect life. When this type of
work was accompanied by the

grunt of a Hon—not far away
enough for comfort's sake — i:

hardly seemed worth while.

As for Edwina Booth, who
played the part of Nina in

(Continued on page 121)
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HOW TO
BEHAVE
THOUGH
FAMOUS.1

Garbo is past mistress of the art of public life. She has
mastered it partly by accident but mostly by sheer in-

telligence and good management.

Living up to your
public's illusions is an

art. Ask any smart and
successful screen star

By

Allen Erwin

P
UBLIC life is an art; just like learning to dance
on your toes, or making the world's best corn-

bread, or playing tbe piano like Paderewski. It

has much in common with marriage ; it gets you
both coming and going.

Having chosen a public career, it enters into your
existence without being invited. If you ignore it, or
if you overdo it, it's likely to prove your undoing. You
can work at it conscientiously and never be quite certain

of the results. And what is it?

"The art of public life consists to a great extent of

knowing exactly where to stop and going a bit farther."

Clever, isn't it? Much as I'd like to take a bow I can't

because it isn't original. So I'll give credit where credit's

due, to Saki, and lie awake nights trying to think up one
as good.

Of course, you know I'm not going to waste a per-

fectly good quotation. Certainly not ! In these days of

Hollywood unemployment I'm not wasting anything, not

even quotations. So we'll take Saki's aphorism (Effie

rises to remark that by any name it's still just a smart-
crack for her ) and apply it to the movie personages, than
whom there is no class of people who have public life

thrust upon them quite so forcibly, nor who practice it

with such varying degrees of success.

Let's start with Garbo and be stylish. Every story

should start with Garbo. And end with Garbo. The
Great Allure is like the weather ; when the conversation

lags you can offer your own solution of the Garbo mystery
or wonder if it's going to rain. Only I'd advise sticking

to Garbo because what with having such reliable weather
bureaus and the elements refusing to assume any glamor
though goodness knows how many centuries they've frit-

tered away without acquiring it (or It, as you will) , Garbo
seems a shade smarter.

A varied assortment of diverse opinions notwithstand-
ing, Garbo is unquestionably past mistress of the art of

public life. She has mastered that elusive art partly

by accident but mostly by sheer intelligence and good man-
agement.

People who met her when she first came to Hollywood
say that she was then a shy, lonely girl. The stories

written about her recorded these facts and made the

pattern from which she was to fashion her public life.

We've had a few lonely idols before but instead of

emphasizing the situation with tact they forgot to stay

in character and spoiled the whole effect. W hite whales
and lonely idols are rather at a premium.

Garbo soon realized that her silence was not only

golden but that if she would, as the aphorism admonished,

go a bit farther and make it absolute, it would probably

become a platinum silence rather than one of mere gold.

There are those, of course, who insist that Garbo
shuns interviewers because she doesn't want publicity.

Just the same she receives reams more by not talking.

She could probably cut the amount of her publicity

material in half by seeing press representatives. If in-

terviewers could see her they would write their impres-

sions and there would be little more to conjecture about.

Neither is the Swedish star afraid of interviewers. If

she couldn't talk intelligently she might well shun the

press, but those who have been granted special dispensa-

tion to pump the Magnetic One all agree that she talks

most intelligently. Nor is her attitude a pose ; the young
actress merely slid into Hollywood and showed the local

boys and girls that you don't have to tell the press about
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Introducing a new writer we think you'll like. He has

a whimsical slant on Hollywood

your Love Life, discuss your Most Hectic Moment, nor

divulge the eccentricities of your second maid to attain

new heights in the art of public life.

Clara Bow goes at things in a different way. Where
Garbo says one word, Clara says ten, and where Garbo
says nothing at all, Clara makes the headlines. She is

almost a case unto herself in that she has merely to for-

get that there's such a thing as repression, and the rest

takes care of itself.

Our text, I mean our aphorism, says one should know
exactly where to stop, and then (and then only, if you
don't mind my interpreting it for you), go a bit farther.

Clara's bosses have begun to wonder if their little Ode
to the Joy of Living really knows when enough's enough.

They frowned their best front-office frown when Clara

recently crowded the Spanish situation and Mr. Gandhi
right off the front pages.

But those of us whose mundane existence requires

us to punch time clocks or type-

writers and pay for the vacuum
cleaner on the installment plan

rather side in with Clara because

we like to see someone else enjoy

those things for which we have
neither the time, money, nor

energy. What's more, Clara must
know we like to read about it. Re-
gardless of what the outcome will

be, the Brooklyn Bonfire has thus

far blazed brightly on the high

end of the public life seesaw.

To bow out of public life but

keep on making successful pictures

would be Richard Barthelmess'

idea of heaven. But since p. 1. is

forced upon him he resorts to a

modified Garbo gesture and makes suppression serve
a double purpose; he naturally dislikes telling intimate
details about himself and this dislike is in turn the thing
upon which he hinges his public life.

The Barthelmess personal press agent goes to no end
of pains to let the world know that Dick thinks it's no
one's business what he does after he leaves the studio.

He hasn't permitted his young daughter to be photo-
graphed for several years and he absolutely balks at

posing with his wife for the crazy-about-our-fireside
domestic sort of pictures.

His admirers consider him a modest, retiring young
man who vibrates sincerely all over the place and being
well up on his psychology he's staying in character.
Keeping his private life private and having the fact

understood all around makes a splendid selling point for

Dick's public life.

Janet Gaynor finds public (Continued on page 120)

Knowing when to apply the soft
pedal is a gift in any line, but in
Hollywood it amounts almost to
genius. Bill Haines knows how.

To bow out of public life but keep
on making successful pictures at the
same time would be Richard Bar-

thelmess' idea of heaven !

Wallace Beery has to be uncouth for
his art's sake and conveys much the
same impression in the cause of his

public life.
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CONFESSIONS
of a

Hollywood !Baby
Editor's Note:

Last month you met this Holly-

wood enfant terrible for the first time

in your life—and his! You read all

about his dawning doubts that his

parents' home life was not following

the continuity of the perfect screen

romance. In fact, a Latin lover

seemed to be doing his best to break up
the family. But Baby got busy, and
now read the rest—it's the laugh

of a lifetime. Baby Knows Best!

Continuing the intimate

diary of an infant

born to the cinema
purple. Smart Baby!

By

Owen Atkinson

Give me a

FRIDAY. Everything's all

right. Nurse says she's

never seen Dad and Miss Latour act

so affectionate. Mike says it takes

a kid to make a family.

Sunday. Cocktail party. Spent most
of the afternoon with Doak Williams and
Grace Rhodes. Grace said Doak couldn't

stay around me with a highball glass in

his hand. Doak put the glass away.
Didn't fall into the swimming pool, as

usual. Grace is swell. Said I was an
astonishing baby. If she thought she

could have a child like me, she might get

married herself. Good party. A boy of

my age likes to have something going on.

Tuesday. The twins come to visit.

Played with Bingo and Mitzi. One of the

twins pulled Mitzi 's tail so hard the hair

came out. Guess that cat won't hang
around any more. Never liked it, anyway
dog like Bingo every time.

McGuire and Dad came and watched us. Smoked
cigars. Talked about the days when they were on the

Force together. Dad's a real man. Got a bullet hole in

his shoulder. A crook took a shot at him. Not every
kid has a Dad like Bill Regan. Just because the twins'

father is a cop is no reason for them to act so fresh.

Guess Dad could be a cop again if he wanted to.

Thursday. Dad and Miss Latour had a row about
Del Santo. Miss Latour said that he was a lovely boy.

Went well with the flapper fans. Said she might use
him in her next picture. Dad said Del Santo was
crooked. Dad wants Miss Latour to take the lead in

his new outdoor epic. Said he'd make her famous.
Miss Latour said she was famous already. Didn't care

to play in any rough-neck horse operas. Guess things

aren't running as smoothly as I thought. A boy has a

hard time keeping his family straightened out.

Friday. Two months old today. Nurse says I'm

getting to be a big boy and ought to behave myself.

Saturday. Miss Latour has stopped production on
"Boudoir Brides." Nurse says they are rewriting the

Baby
Tells All!

script so Del Santo can be in the

picture. Going to call it "'Bride

of the Rio Grande." Will be

laid in Mexico. Dad's on location.

Sunday. Not many people at

the cocktail party today. Miss

Dad. Del Santo was here. Looked
mighty pleased about something.

Grace wouldn't dance with him.

Said when he touched her it

made her squirm. Not much of

a party. A dull time was had by all.

Tuesday. Went for a ride with Mike

and Nurse. Had no idea Hollywood was

such a big town. Saw a lot of people

wandering around the streets. Mike said

they were actors looking for jobs.

Thursday. Miss Latour held a story

conference at the house. All the big

shots from the studio were there. Seems

there is a row about putting Del Santo

into "Bride of the Rio Grande." Di-

rector said Del Santo couldn't act natural.

Always mugging. Miss Latour said she'd

have him or nobody. Guess she gets

what she wants.

Monday. No cocktail party yester-

day. Miss Latour and Del Santo started

work on the new picture. Wish Dad

would come back from location. Pretty lonesome

around here for Nurse and me.

Friday. Big excitement. Nurse and I had a call

from the studio. We're going to be in Miss Latour's

new picture. Nurse was so nervous she almost dropped

me. "Can you beat it, Spooks?" she

said. "I'm going to arrive at

last. Bet when the directors

see how I film, they'll
_ t
ytf

offer me a contract." >^
Saturday. An-

other exciting / i

day. Reporter u f.M I

from Picture jM J
News came / /ft
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An expose of the home life of the movie colony by its

youngest member, the son and heir of two screen celeb-

rities. The funniest Hollywood fiction you ever read!

to the house to interview Miss Latour. Story got out

that Miss Latour was going to use her own baby. Was
brought down from the nursery. Reporter took pic-

tures of Miss Latour holding me in her arms. Begin-

ning to worry about this business. Don't want to lose

Nurse because of any contract.

Sunday. No cocktail party. Getting ready to go to

the studio tomorrow. Mike came back this afternoon.

Doesn't like the idea of Nurse going to the studio.

Nurse showed me pictures and stories in all the news-
papers. "Can you beat it?" she said. "A kid like you
getting all that publicity. I'd have to bite a dog before

they put my name in the papers. Then they'd probably
spell it wrong."
Monday. Went to the studio. Mike took us in the

car. Didn't smile once. Nurse wore a new uniform.
Was so excited she didn't pay any attention to Mike.

Reported to the Millbank Company on Stage 7.

Millbank's the director. Mike drove us to the door.

Nurse took me inside. What a sight ! Couldn't see

much at first on account of the lights. Got used to

them after a while. On one side of the stage was the

set. Patio of a big hacienda in Mexico. People run-

ning around like they didn't know where they were go-

ing. Two cameras. Big lights everywhere. Noise and
confusion. Saw Miss Latour. Hardly recognized her.

Had a lot of stuff on her face. She was wearing a blue

dress with a long skirt covered with ruffles. Spanish,

I guess. Del Santo wore tight pants and a short coat.

Nurse told Millbank who we were. He didn't pay
any attention. "Run through it again," he yelled.

"Places, everybody! Quiet! All right, Miss Latour.

Give it to us !"

Miss Latour and Del Santo rehearsed the scene. This
was the big dramatic climax of the picture. Miss Latour
has been married before and has a baby. Del Santo is

in love with her but doesn't know about the child. When
she springs it on him, he's mad. He's not going to

marry her. That's where I come in. Nurse was to give

Illustrated by
Raymond Thayer

get a contract. Didn't like Del Santo. Didn't want to

lose Nurse. What could a boy do?
Miss Latour and Del Santo went through the scene

again.

"This is it," said the director. "Get the kid ready.

Quiet, everybody. On the set."

Somebody blew a whistle. "Hit the lights." It was
so bright I had to shut my eyes.

"Turn 'em over," said the director.

"Speed," said the cameraman.
"Red light."

Miss Latour and Del Santo began to act. Nurse was
excited. Held me too tight. Had to kick myself loose.

Carried me onto the set. Couldn't see anything. Heard
voices. Miss Latour took me in her arms. Now was
my chance.

Yelled

!

"Cut !" shouted the director.

A lot of excitement. Things quieted down. Heard
the director tell Miss Latour we'd have to take it over.

"Put a muffler on that kid," he said. "He'll break the

mike."

They tried it again. I yelled. Millbank said a lot of
words I never heard before. Said to stuff a rag in my
mouth. Miss Latour wouldn't

let him.

"All right," said the

director. "Let him yell.

We'll cut the sound
track. It won't
make any dif

ference. T

this is it.

Make
good

!

Now,

me to Miss Latour. When Del Santo sees me, he gets
over being mad and decides he will marry Miss Latour
anyway. Millbank said if the scene clicked it would
make the picture.

Started thinking things over. Suppose the picture
was a hit. Del Santo would be a success. Nurse would

Everything' s all right. Nurse says
she's never seen Dad and Miss Latour
act so affectionate. And then—they
had to have a row about Del Santo!

Quiet, everybody ! On the set ! Turn 'em over 1"

Was worried. Yelling wasn't enough. Had to do
something. Nurse whispered to me to be a good boy.

"This is my big chance, Spooks. Don't spoil it," she
said.

Hated to disappoint her.
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Lights went on.
Nurse carried me
across the set. Was
desperate. Nurse
handed me to Miss
Latour. Then it hap-

pened. A funny look

came over Miss La-
tour's face. She'd been
holding me on her lap.

Picked me up. Grabbed
her skirts. "Look at

this!" she cried. "He's
ruined my costume!"

"Cut !" yelled the di-

rector. "This scene is

out
!"

Tuesday. Dad came
home. Heard what had
happened. He laughed.

Miss Latour was mad.
Called him an unfeel-

ing brute. Said I was
just like him. Dad
said he was glad to

know he had a son who
took care of the family

interests. Hoped the
picture was a flop.

Nurse cried last

night. Said I'd spoiled

her screen test.

Mike's the only one
who's happy. Took his

new camera along. Got
one of the technicians

to look at it. Says it's

the first break he's had
in years. They're go-
ing to test it at the stu-

dio. Mike says I de-

serve ten percent of the

profits because I'm re-

sponsible for getting

him his chance.

Dad and Miss La-
tour not speaking to

each other. A boy has
a hard time in this

world

!

Sunday. Big cock-

tail party today. Nurse
said everybody in

Hollywood was there.

House and grounds
crowded. Nurse and I

had to stay in Mike's garden. Doak and Grace came to

see me. Doak looked fine. Said he hadn't had a drop
in a week. United Pictures have offered him a bit in

their next comedy.
Del Santo arrived in new clothes made by a Holly-

wood tailor. Looked even worse than the pants he
brought from South America. Everybody talked about
Miss Latour and Del Santo and the new picture.

Dad came to see me. Acted funny. Held on to my
perambulator. Said I was the only friend he had left in

the world. Wanted to pick me up. Nurse said not to

joggle me. Might whoop up my formula.
Party got loud. McGuire came in. Told Dad to pipe

down his friends. Neighbors were complaining. Mc-
Guire put his arm around Dad's shoulder. Helped him
into the house. Guess Dad wasn't feeling good.
Monday. Wow! What a night ! After the cocktail

Miss Latour and Del Santo went through the scene again. "This is

set." Somebody blew a whistle. "Hit the lights." It was so bright
Now was

party, Dad and Miss Latour had a row. Dad said if

Del Santo showed his face in the house again, he'd bust
him one. Miss Latour said she could invite anyone she

pleased. Said she'd had enough of Dad's rough-neck
ways. Why didn't he act like a gentleman? The door
was open. Nurse and I could hear everything. Nurse
said it looked like the end. Said I'd be an orphan before
long.

Supper didn't agree with me. Been worrying too

much lately. It's upset my digestion. Started to yell.

The more I yelled, the more my stomach hurt. Big
lump down there. Nurse gave me peppermint water.

Didn't help. Took me in her arms and bounced me.

Made it worse. Wanted Dad to walk me. Couldn't

make anybody understand.

Nurse called the family. Miss Latour's eyes were

red. Dad's jaw was grim. Things looked pretty black.
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Went to

Malibu is

and Miss
a cottage

it," said the director. "Get the kid ready. Quiet, everybody.
I had to shut my eyes. Miss Latour and Del Santo began
my chance!

I yelled. Both tried to pick me up at the same time.
Dad put me over his shoulder. Began to walk up and
down. Pain eased up. Put my head on Dad's shoulder.
Stopped yelling. "There," he 'said, "see how easy it is

to take care of a baby? Women never have any sense
about kids."

"Is that so?" said Miss Latour. "You have the next
one if you know so much about it." Went to sleep after
that. Guess everything was all right.

Thursday. Doak and Grace came to see me. Doak
brought a rattle. Didn't know what it was. Threw it

out of the perambulator. It's a blue rattle with a ring
on one end to put in my mouth.

Grace said that Doak made a come-back in the comedy
he's just finished. Wanted to know if I thought they'd
make a good team. Guess she managed to reform him
after all.

Friday. Mike heard
from the studio today.

His camera was tested.

Something went wrong
with the film. Mike's
discouraged. Nurse
says he's got to keep
trying. He'll win in the
end.

Saturday,
the beach,

swell. Dad
Latour have
there. Took Bingo
Dug a hole in the sand.
Can almost sit up by
myself now. Dad says
I've got arms like a
prize fighter. Miss La-
tour said why couldn't
she have a cute baby
like the Barrymore
child? No, I am a
rough-neck like my
father.

Started to eat sand.
Nurse stopped me. Dad
said : "Give him a
spoonful. Good for his

gizzard."

Monday. Saw the

rushes of "Bride of the
Rio Grande." Not so

hot. Miss Latour had
the film sent to the

house. Dad ran it off

in his machine. Del
Santo was there and
Grace and Doak.
Nurse sneaked me in

the back of the room.
Wanted to see if her
scene had been cut. It

had. Don't like movies.
They hurt my eyes.

Dad said the picture

was a flop. Said Mill-

bank ought to be direct-

ing barkies and not

making love stuff. Miss
Latour's worried. The
monitor man had
jimmed her voice until

she sounded like a bari-

tone. Most of the
scenes have to be re-

made. Moving pictures are a heart-breaking business.

Nurse cried because her scene had been cut. These
women

!

Wednesday. Dad brought me a suit of rompers.

Like 'em. Hope I don't have to wear any more dresses.

Thursday. Nurse's day off. She and Mike went to

the beach. When Nurse came home at night she was
happy. Kissed me. "Listen, Spooks," she said. "Tell

you a secret. Mike's asked me to marry him. Told him
I would when his camera is a success. That'll give

him something to work for. Think we'll be happy?"
Friday. First three months are the hardest. Weigh

fourteen pounds, six ounces. Can sit up without holding.

Saturday. Spent the afternoon with Dad and Bingo
in Mike's garden. Dad told Mike he'd use his camera
in his next picture. Dad's making another outdoor epic

called "The Broad Trail." (Continued on page 98)

if Hfi.'/c

On the
to act.
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John Considine, impor-
tant film executive, who
has been reported en-
gaged, first, to Carmen
Vantages, then to Joan
Bennett, and now to
Miss Pantages again.

Joan, youngest and
blondest of the beau-
tiful Bennett girls,

who has been mar-
ried once and re-
ported engaged more

than once.

Love on the

That dull thud you heard was the

crash of another crush. Is romance

just a racket in Follywood?

Lew Ayres, who has
been escorting Joan
Bennett about recently

,

and who was sister
Connie's escort before
that— to say nothing of

Lola Lane's.

The beautiful Car-
men Pantages, who,
according to report,
will be Mrs. John
Considine one of
these days in a Holly-

wood wedding.

Acme—P & A

Rebound
By

Samuel Richard Mook

I

"Men have died—and worms have eaten

them—But not for love."—Shakespeare.

"T'S A FUNNY thing how this love racket works,"
said the lady who goes to the theatre with me.
"Oh, it is, is it?" said I.

"You see," she explained, "you get up from the

tahle after eating—say half a bowl of spaghetti—and feel

that you never want to see another spag as long as you
live. But next day—if you're really fond of spaghetti—
you go out in the kitchen, warm up what's left and it's

good as new."
"Well, 1 don't like spaghetti," I tell her.

"No, of course you don't. Nor anything else / like

either," she comes back. "But if you did happen to like

spaghetti, that's how it would be. But now with love, it's

different. You care for someone and then you split up.
And after they've been gone awhile you forget all about
their bad qualities and only remember the good ones and
wish you had 'em back again. And maybe you're unfor-
tunate and get your wish. But the second try never
lasts. Warmed-over love is just no good."

"Oh, I don't know," I argue, "it's off-again-on-again
with us most of the time."

"Well, it's off again for keeps this time and the crack
still goes," says she flouncing out of the room. I rushed
to the door just in time to see her get into a Rolls and
drive off with another guy who didn't do my Ford any
good when he started backing away.
And then I got to thinking. It's true: people who

love, separate, and go back for another try don't usually
have much luck, but somehow, as fast as they fall out of
love, they seem to fall in again. Love on the rebound as

it were, and it knocks 'em for a goal every time.

"Sure it does," said Dorothy Mackaill when I men-
tioned the matter to her. "This love racket is the greatest

game in the world. We like to think of our affections as

eternal and everlasting and all that sort of thing but we
know down in our hearts that love isn't like that. Ninety-
nine times out of a hundred, what we call love is only

infatuation and it soon wears off. Every time I'm
troubled with a new heart attack, I think, 'Well, at last

!

Its the real thing this time.' But it never is and after a

few days or weeks or months, I pick myself up, brush
myself off and start out all over again. It's the ability

to take on a new love as you shed the old one that takes

the sting out of it. My heart may be a little shopworn
from all this rebounding but it still works as good
as new."
"The trouble with you," I pointed out, "is that you're

an incurable romanticist and more in love with love than

with an individual."

"Have it your own way," she answered. And a few
moments later she added dreamily, "Isn't that moon
beautiful, coming up over the water that way?"

Feeling that way, is it any wonder she married Lothar
Mendes as she fell out of love with someone else or that

another someone was on hand to ease the bumps as the

Mendes romance hit the toboggan?
Speaking of love on the rebound, and we certainly
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were, it would never do to

overlook the Considine-Pan-
tages- Bennett excitement.

Seems that John Considine,

leading young screen exec-

utive, was pretty generally

considered around Holly-

wood the lucky fiance of

Miss Carman Pantages, a

gorgeous brunette beauty.

They went about socially

and were popular in movie-
land's brightest and most
particular set. Then—one
day Hollywood heard they

weren't engaged any more.

A lovely blonde named Joan Ben-
nett stepped on the scene. Mr.
Considine became her escort to

screenland functions and gossip

buzzed that they would be mar-
ried. In fact, Joan, on a trip to

New York, confided to a girl

friend that "John doesn't want
me to go out with any other men
while I'm here." It really looked
as if the Bennett-Considine ro-

mance would be a permanent
rave. But wait ! You don't know
your Hollywood if you think
that wedding bells are ringing
by this time. They may be ring-

ing, all right—but not neces-

sarily for Joan and John. The
latest—to date, that is—is that Considine and Miss Pan-
tages have made up. In fact, those 'in the know' may
even go so far as to tell you a little tale about how Joan
jumped in a 'plane and went to Palm Springs in the
wake of John, who in his turn had gone to visit Miss
Pantages who was resting there with her mother. Joan
returned without Mr. Considine. So Hollywood waits,

watches, and wonders.
And meanwhile the blonde littlest Bennett is seen

places with Lew Ayres, who not so long ago was sister

Connie's proud young escort. But that wasn't serious.

Lew admired Constance Bennett extravagantly—and
still does. They played together in "Common Clay," you
know. But Lew has also gone places with Lola Lane.
And of course you all know that Connie and Henry
Falaise, once Gloria Swanson's Marquis, seem to think
a whole lot of each other. Gloria, these days, is often
beau-ed by Gene Markey, well-known writer, who is

$k m
Gloria ex-Mar-
quise de la Falaise
Coudraye Swan-

son.

Gene Markey, the
writer, often
Gloria's escort.

the way, was once Ina

Claire's devoted admirer,

before Ina up and married

Jack Gilbert. What's the

matter, is your head swim-
ming? You'll have to get

used to that; you're in Hol-
lywood now

!

Take Betty Compson
and Jim C r u z e . To-
gether today, apart tomor-
row. But don't make the

mistake of picturing Betty

as an Ariadne gazing long-

ingly out to sea, waiting for

her lover to return. Hardly
had the divorce papers been

signed and the furniture delivered

at her new home when there was
a ring at the doorbell and Hugh
Trevor dropped in to call. And
he's been dropping in ever since.

"How come?" I asked her.

"Well," Betty observed, "when
a love affair begins to wane you
sense it either consciously or un-

consciously, and nature begins to

make provisions to safeguard

you. For instance, if you lose

your eyesight, as a compensation

your senses of hearing and touch

become more acute. If you fall out

of love with one person, nature

sends you someone else to love.

"I think if you see a love is growing cold you should

never wait until you no longer care for a person before

leaving him. If you do that you have only horrible

memories left. But if you separate when it begins to

ebb, then you always look back with fond recollections

and think, 'We could have made it last a little longer and
still been happy.'

"

And look how one charming lady after another has

caught and lightly held the puff ball of John Gilbert's

ephemeral fancy. Married to a Southern girl, he came
west to seek fame and fortune in the movies. And while

trudging along the highway he met Leatrice Joy. Grow-
ing away from his wife at the time, he found comfort
and inspiration in the society of Leatrice. The story of

their love and romance is too well known to require repeti-

tion here. But when that flame began to flicker, the torch

was re-ignited from the dying embers and carried aloft

by no less than Garbo. Love's torch in her hands burned

Connie Bennett,
who may be the
new Marquise.

The Marquis,
otherwise Henry
'Hank' Falaise

.

good-looking enough to be a leading man. And Gene, by but fitfully and, as it began (Continued on page 109)

Gary Cooper, who has
admired Clara Bow,
Evelyn, and Lupe.

Evelyn Brent, now
happily married to di-
rector Harry Edwards.

Betty Compson, once
Mrs. James Cruze, re-
ported engaged to-

Handsome young
Hugh Trevor , who
plays leads for Radio.
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How Marian Marsh was

picked by Barrymore

to play in "Svengali"

Won out of
Sixty!

MARIAN MARSH
is still stunned

!

Nothing as sudden
or fantastic ever

happened to her hefore.

She's leading lady to John
Barrymore ! Playing Trilby

to the noted actor's "Sven-
gali" at seventeen. Glory
enough for any girl, isn't it?

And here is the how and why of it all. Just listen.

The scene is Hollywood, of course. Gray-eyed and
demure, a girl of seventeen named Marian Marsh has

rushed to the Warner Studios at Burbank in answer to

an urgent telephone call. She does not know what's in

the wind, for she has completed her last picture and has
no production schedule for at least a week. Very little

is said. She is bundled into the luxurious studio car

with the bare explanation that John Barrymore wishes to

look her over.

Marian has an inkling—no more than that. Holly-

wood gossip has been busy for some time over the im-
passe of John Barrymore, who can't find the right girl

for his leading lady for "Svengali," based on the Du
Maurier novel of Paris studio life, "Trilby."

The car sped on swiftly, smoothly, through the miles

of country road, past opulent estates, till it reached that

of John Barrymore. The chauffeur opened the door.

Marian was led into the house with its silence bespeaking
the illness of its owner. She ascended the stairs, her

heart in her mouth at the ordeal she knew awaited her.

A discreet knock, a "come in" from the temporarily

muffled stellar voice, and Marian stood before Barry-
more. He was in bed, his handsome head embowered in

Sixty actresses were after the role

of Trilby. This little girl got it

By

Brian Herbert

a mass of plump pillows.

Marian stood stock still,

feeling the stage-fright which
she had known only the first

day she faced a camera. But
something in the Barrymore
smile, his friendly appraisal

of her, his obvious interest,

disarmed her; and before

long she was at her ease,

feeling equal to the situation, and determined that she

would make a good impression ; so much depended upon

it! Trilby or not Trilby!

Barrymore questioned her. What parts had she

played? He knew her work in "Fifty Million French-

men" and "God's Gift to Women." And yes, he

remembered liking a glimpse of her in "Whoopee."

Did she think she would like to play the part of a Paris

studio model? She thought she would. And all the

while he was interrogating her, the shrewd eyes of

Barrymore were watching her poise, her carriage, her

photographic possibilities.

1

" And all the while, too. his

eyes roved from her to the batch of photographic "stills"

in his hands which the studio had sent for his study,

photographs showing Marian in a variety of poses.

After what seemed an interminable period, Barrymore

nodded. He had made up his mind. He assured her

she was the girl he had been looking for, and that he

would inform the studio that he wanted her to be his

leading lady for "Svengali."

And that was how Marian jumped to fame. At the

Warner Studio the cameras are whirring and the micro-

phones picking up the speech of Barrymore, completely

recovered from the fever he (Continued on page 107)
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Marian

Marsh

Marian Marsh, whose story
is on the opposite page,
was born Violet Krauth, in
Trinidad, British West
Indies, October 17, 1913.
She has blonde hair, gray
eyes, is five feet, two inches
talland weighs 102pounds.

Discoveries of today

stars of tomorrow!



inches tall, and weighs 104 pounds,
with dark brown hair and blue-
green eyes. She started her stage

career at the age of twelve.



Meet twenty-four-year-old Robert
Allen—a Dartmouth graduate, with
no professional experience either
on stage or screen. Robert was
born in Mount Vernon, New York;
is six feet tall and has light hair and
blue eyes; has a contract with
Warner Brothers, and you'll see

him in "Party Husband."

Bert Longworth

Robert Allen





A stage star signs for the screen!
Ivor Novello is an Englishman and
a decided hit on the London stage
and screen. Some years ago he
played in D. W. Griffith's "The
White Rose." Novello has written
many plays. He will make a screen
version of his own comedy, "The

Truth Game."

Ivor Novello



KentDouglaswasborn
October 29, 1907; is

six feet tall, weighs
170 pounds, has hazel
eyes and blond hair.

He's in "It's a Wise
Child."

Loretta Sayers, "discovered" by
Columbia, was born in Seattle,
Washington; is five feet, two
inches tall, weighs 112 pounds,
has blonde hair and blue eyes.

'Buds

and

Buddies

1

Constance Cummings
conquered Broadway,
then struck out for
the gold-coast. She
was born in Seattle; is

five feet, four inches
tall, and weighs 117
pounds, with brown
hair and blue eyes.

The villain entered
and he's going to stay—Clark Gable plays
"heavies." He was
born in Cadiz, Ohio,
February 1, 1901; is

six feet tall, weighs
190pounds, has brown
hair and gray eyes.

I



Miss Mary Blackford—Gladys Ford to you.
Gladys was born in
Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania; is five feet,
two inches tall, weighs
105 pounds, has blue
eyes, light brown hair,
andaWarnercon trac t

.

Conchita Montenegro
was born in Spain—of
course, she can dance!
Conchita has been
playing in Spanish
versions. She is five
feet, three inches tall,

weighs 108 pounds,
has brown hair and

hazel eyes.

An informal

introduction to

some interesting

newcomers





Joan Marsh was a movie actress be-
fore she could walk or talk, making
her debut at theageofnine months
She was born in Porterville, Cali-
fornia; is five feet, two inches tall,

weighs 104 pounds; is very blonde
and has light blue eyes. Her next
appearance is with William Haines

in "A Tailor Made Man "

Hurrell

Joan Marsh



Evalyn Knapp

Evalyn Knapp made Hollywood via

the stage route. She first played in
"shorts." Miss Knapp had the second
feminine lead in her first feature pic-
ture and then stepped right into lead-
ing roles. Evalyn was born in Kansas
City, Kansas; is five feet, four inches,
weighs 105 pounds, with blonde hair

and blue eyes.

Irving Lippmon



Joan Blondell

,;oan Blondell has been an actress al-

most all her life, playing in vaudeville,
stock, and on the Broadway stage.
Her first screen role was in "The
Office Wife"; her next is "God's Gift
to Women," opposite Frank Fay. Joan
is five feet, four inches tall, weighs 115
pounds, has gray eyes and blonde hair



SIGNED
for Screen Success

Donald Dillaway was born in New York City,
March 17, 1905; is six feet tall, weighs 150
pounds, has dark brown hair and eyes. He
played in vaudeville and stock. His next

picture is "Mr. Lemon of Orange."

Charge it to Irish luck! Ray Milland was
born in Drogheda, Ireland, January 3, 1906;
is six feet, one inch tall, weighs 168 pounds,
has black hair and brown eyes. He had

stage and screen experience in London.

Sweet sixteen.' Little Anita
Louise made her first stage ap-
pearance at the age of six. She
was a screen favorite as a child
actress. Now, grown up a little,

s/ie's in "The Third Alarm" and
"Millie."

180

Charles Starrett was born
Athol, Massachusetts; is six feet
two inches tall and weighs
pounds, with dark brown
and brown eyes. He appeared
in "Fast and Loose" and

Royal Family'

h,

Th



Raoul Walsh discovered
Rosalie Roy and gave
her a part in "Women
of All Nations." She
hails from Texas. Nine-
teen years old, she's
five feet, two and one-
half inches tall, weighs
112 pounds, and has
chestnut hair and gray

eyes.

Home town girl makes good—Mae Madison was born in
Los Angeles, California, in
September, 1913. She is five

feet, five inches tall, weighs
120 pounds and has gray-
olive eyes and auburn hair.
You'll see her in "Chances."

Karen Morley has had stagt
experience but her first pic-

ture was "Inspiration." She
was born in Ottumwa, Iowa,
December 12, 1911; is five

feet, fow inches, and has
brown hair and hazel eyes.

Arline Judge is a prod-
uct of the Broadway
stage. She is five feet,

two and one-half inches
tall, has brown hair
and brown eyes, and is

nineteen years old.

New York City claims James
Cagney, who is five feet, ten
inches tall, weighs 145pounds ,

and has reddish hair. He
has a long-term contract
with Warner and his next
film is "The Public Enemy



Sidney Fox is a little girl, but a
great big success on Broadway—
and more of the same is predicted
for her in pictures. Sidney was born
in New York City, is not quite five

feet tall, weighs 94 pounds, has
brown hair and hazel eyes, and a
contract with Universal. Her first

film will be "Gambling Daughters."

Freulich

Sidney Fox



Two new girls in Jack Oakie's new
talkie, "June Moon." The blonde,
June MacCloy, came from the
stage. She is five feet, five inches
tall, weighs 116 pounds, with blue
eyes. Brunette Wynne Gibson is

also from the stage; was born in
New York City, is five feet, two
inches tall, weighs 103 pounds.

Don English

June MacCloy and Wynne Gibson



company decided to film her story, "Debutante" and asked
Carman to star in it. Miss Barnes has had two novels pub-
lished and a play produced on Broadway. She was born in
Chattanooga, Tennessee, November 20, 1912; has red hair and
brown eyes, is five feet, five inches tali, weighs 111 pounds.

Read more about her on the opposite page.
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The

Child
Wonder

The new Hollywood
sensation— Carman
Barnes, starring in her

own story at 18!

By

Margaret Reid

A UTHOR of a published novel at sixteen, author

/\ of another novel and sensational Broadway
/ \ play at seventeen, filmwriter and movie star at

eighteen. Carman Barnes

!

She sat in the big chair beside her big desk in the

swank Writers' Building at Paramount, looking like a
little girl who has eaten too many chocolate-coated marsh-
mallows. She looked slightly sick.

"I wish things wouldn't happen so fast. I'm tired."

Her round cheeks were white, her eyes strained. A
masseuse had tried, without result, to loosen the taut

nerves in her shoulders and back. At the Mayfair, the

Saturday before, she" had run abruptly to the ladies'

room and cried and cried.

She smiled wanly.
"It's pretty silly—feeling like this. I ought to be

terribly happy. But I'm not, any more. I want—I want
to want something. But I don't."

Xow I was never one to become exercised about the

unfortunate successful. The penalties of accomplished
desire have always struck me as pretty pale beside the

pleasures therein. Me, I just can't shed a tear for the
tragedy of success.

Yet, on this day and occasion, I felt deeply and sin-

cerely sorry for a beautiful eighteen-year-old into whose
complaisant lap had been dropped considerable of the
treasures of earth. You would have felt sorry for her,

too. Maybe she would have felt sorry for herself, had
she been capable of feeling anything. Which she wasn't.

"I'm all numb. I can't get thrilled about anything.
I'll probably get over it—I certainly hope so. I hate
feeling old and satiated like this."

A few weeks ago, Paramount announced the acquisi-

tion of Carman Barnes' dialogue-writing services. "Oh
yes"—explanations were exchanged—"the dizzy kid who
wrote that show 'Schoolgirl.'

"

Five weeks later, Paramount announced the imminent
stardom of Carman Barnes in "A Debutante Confesses."
by Carman Barnes. "What next?'" was the general con-
census of opinion. A natural enough opinion to have

She's the hottest
thing in Holly-
wood right now!
You'll want to
know all about
Carman and this
story tells you.

about the precipitate enthronement of a child and
amateur.

But the Paramount ensemble is nobody's fool. The
stardom of Carman in her own story is, of course, a

trick. If, however, you think it isn't a good trick, you're

crazy. Sans experience, grooming, preparation, previous

exploitation, this youngster's first picture will be a box-
office clean-up. After that, nobody knows. Certainly

Carman doesn't. But no great anguish of suspense is

hers. Acting is incidental to a lady with the great Amer-
ican novel worrying at her vitals.

Stringing with the journalistic pack that formed at

Carman's heels when the story 'broke,' I went to have a
look at the—practically—child prodigy. She came into

the publicity department with her hands full of lists from
real estate offices.

"We're trying to find a house," she explained. "I've

been looking at houses all morning. I've never seen so

much rococo in my life. Don't you know of a nice,

simple house for rent?"

She speaks quietly, with the slightly plaintive inflec-

tion of the South. She has a gentle manner, well-bred,

self-contained. She has, as yet, no personality tricks.

She is not dizzy. Obviously, she has been nicely reared.

In appearance, she is an anomaly. Rather tall, slim,

there still is in her budding grace the last remnants of

adolescent awkwardness, though apparent infrequently.

Her hair shows evidence of relations with a bottle and

her nails are too tangerine—but she dresses in excellent,

sub-deb taste and uses little make-up. Her brown eyes

have a sophisticated expression not usually associated

with eighteen, but if you look more closely you will find

that the reason for this lies {Continued on page 126)
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Janet in her first

hit, "The Johns-
town Flood."

In her second fea-
ture, " The Sham-
rock Handicap."

As she looked in
''The Blue

Eagle," next.

Janet in "The
Midnight Kiss"—remember it?

Little Gaynor in
"The Return of
Peter Grimm."

TT7TJ A

does Numerology
I AM going to find consider-

able interest in analyzing

your numbers, Miss Gaynor,
according to the science of

Numerology.
Much of this interest will

come from the fact that your
numbers are so entirely different

from those of so many players

whom I have analyzed in the

course of my eighteen years'

practice of this subject.

When I interview men or

women who tell me that they are
on the stage or in the movies, I

have come to expect to find a number 7 as the outstanding
number in their names, for this number 7 being the
symbol of the hidden, the mysterious, the subjective and
creative naturally leads the individual into a phase of
work where 'in character' the true identity has to be put
aside.

Like water, and almost everything else, humans find

their own level in life sooner or later, sifting down
through what is called experience to a plane of ex-

pression for which their true natures fit them. When
this plane is reached it is seen to be that which the

measuring of their impulses and abilities by the num-
bers of their names and birthdates would have suggested.

After years of practice the analyst comes
mentally to place individuals who arrive

for an analysis into certain groupings of
numbers according to their occupation ; but
sometimes, as in your case, Miss Gaynor,
when the chart of the name and date is

completed the analyst gets a surprise.

In order to succeed as you have done,

you have had more influences in your own
nature to overcome than most of the screen

favorites that I have analyzed ; and had it

not been for circumstances indicated by the

numbers of your birthday which I shall

explain to you, I doubt whether, in spite

of your ability, you could have gained very
much public attention in any artistic direc-
tion.

Attaching the numerical values of the

How long willjanet hold

her high place on the

screen? Here's an analysis

of her life and career and

a forecast of her future

By

Clifford W. Cheasley

ancient Greek system of Numer-
ology to your name of Laura
Gainer, which is the form under
which you were born, I am able

to analyze the two most impor-
tant phases of your personality

:

your motives and your methods.
The addition of the vowels of

a, u, a, in your first name Laura
gives a total through the num-
bers 1, 3, 1, of 5. In the second
name there are the vowels a, i,

e, numbered 1, 9 and 5 respec-

tively and totaling 6. In your
'Ideality' or 'Motive' you are 'a

number 11.'

Placing a number under each letter of your name we
obtain 31391 for the first name, Laura, and 719559 for

Gainer. The first group totals 17, which reduces to 8;
and the second group to 36, which reduces to 9. The
addition of 8 and 9 is 17, again 8. This tells your
'Expression' 'Method number,' your outer general tem-
perament through which you would express your ideas.

Practically this means that your original outlook upon
life was imaginative, romantic, not really very definite;

and you must have found as a child that while you were
easily able to adapt yourself inwardly to the kind of

surroundings you found yourself in, you could not have

She gave a touch-
ing performance
in "Four Devils."

J a net starred
alone as "Chris-
tina," seen here.

She sang in her
first talkie, "Sun-
ny Side Up."
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ForeseeforJanet Gaynor?
told any one very definitely what
you really wanted to do.

Your number n 'Ideality'

caused you to be reaching up to-

wards the more idealistic, to live

somewhat in a world peopled by
your imagination, and I am sure
that when I analyze the numbers of the month, day and
year in which you were born, that I am going to discover

phases of your early life, association, and environment,

which made it necessary for you to bring your ideas to

a more sensible and reasonable basis, or you
would have had a great deal of disillusion-

ment which could easily result in fits of

despondency.
As a child you should have been fond of

music, of acting, of dramatizing the ordi-

nary situations of your life ; but because
your number 1 1 'Ideality' is composed of a

5 and 6, you were not all on the serious

side— for the 5 in this position of your
Xumberscope means a love for pleasure,

fun, social life, and quickly changing ex-

perience. This 5 combined with the dra-

matic sense of the 11 should turn you to

mimicry.

There is very little conceit in your deeper
nature, Miss Gaynor—in fact, as a child I

Cheasley gets a surprise when

he studies Janet's numbers!

Read what the next few years

promise for this little star

In her musical
movie, "High So-

ciety Blues."

As the girl in
"The Man Who
Came Back."

should have expected some evi-

dence of doubt as to whether you
could or would become success-
ful and happy, which made a
rather discouraging combination,
with the inability to make up
your mind a result of the inner

doubt already referred to.

With such a combination deciding your outlook on
life, you needed_ either great encouragement or somewhat
of a push into situations where you were forced to stand

upon your own decisions or
accept failure. It rather seems
that you strengthened your
character through the latter

means of experience, for I see

that you were born in October.
The presence of the number

S as -the symbol of your outer
temperament, your 'Expres-
sion number' reveals that

latent in your name at birth

were many stronger vibrations

giving you an unsuspected
ability as a business woman,
an organizer, one capable of
directing your own and other

people's thoughts and efforts

towards a material success.

This number would not make
you interested in a business

career but ensure that you
could give a good account of

yourself when forced to handle
situations that needed attention

to detail, the employment of

reason and judgment.
Indecision and doubt in your

deeper outlook upon life and
yet a latent ability to exercise

good judgment and common
sense in your outward expres-

sion, would make you uncer-

„„ r ,
tain whether vou wanted an

She s Mrs. Lydell Peck now.
Janet and her husband on occupation other than one m

vacation in Honolulu. {Continued on page 103)
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Rosita Moreno, one of the
lovely Zuloaga ladies who
help make Hollywood such

an exciting place.

Jfolljwood

Goes Spanish!

T'!

the

Rio

W O great pantomimists
are going to meet tonight

!"

exclaimed Patsy, "Charlie

Chaplin and Argentina,
Spanish dancer ! Dolores Del
Jose Crespo, Mr. and Mrs.

Rafael Rivelles and some of the

other Spanish players are giving a

party."

And for once in Hollywood a

Spaniard actually lives in a Spanish
house ! The home of the Rivelles is

a beautiful Spanish town house on
the side of a hill, and the view of the

city lights was like jewel-studded
black velvet.

Charlie hadn't arrived yet when
we came, but we found Mine. Ar-
gentina there, and she proved to be
one of those rare and radiant people,

all life and spirit. We heard that

she was a grandmother, but as the Spanish people achieve
motherhood early, it is possible to believe it, even though
she is probably much younger looking than she really is.

"I never saw so many pretty girls!" gasped Patsy,

"even in Hollywood."
Anita Page was there, and Lupita Tovar, Maria Alba,

Conchita Montenegro, Rosita Moreno, Maria Tubau, and
others, besides Dolores Del Rio, and any one of them
might have taken a beauty prize anywhere. All of them,
as well as Mrs. Rivelles, are playing in Spanish pic-

tures, and some of them in English ones, too.

Conchita Montenegro, a

pretty little importation, ap-
pears in both Spanish and

American films.

Dolores Del Rio, recovered
from her long illness, is now
being seen socially and

screenically

.

Come along to this picture

party! See Chaplin dance a

tango—meet Del Rio and
the other Spanish beauties.

By

Grace Kingsley

Ramon Novarro and Antonio
Moreno were to have been present,

but both had to work, so sent grace-

ful little telegrams of regret.

Anita Page was quite a belle, and
was the only blonde present. She
has Spanish blood in her veins, you
know, her real name being Pomares.
and her father being Spanish.

Charlie Chaplin arrived finally,

with apologies for being late. He
had been working at the studio, put-

ting the final touches and some new
music to "City Lights," and he came
in his business clothes, not having
time to go home and change.

Of course he and Argentina held

animated discourse, partly through
interpreters, but she had to leave

early, as she never permits herself late hours, due to the

strenuousness of her work. She danced only once, with

Jose Crespo, who is an old friend of hers.

Charlie told us he would write his next story in

Europe, and we were told by some of the Spanish people

that it is quite likely the story will have a Spanish back-

ground. After Argentina had gone, Charlie danced the

tango with Lupita Tovar, and danced it beautifully.

"Only," as Patsy remarked, "he did dance it rather

as an Englishman would dance the tango !"

For the most part Charlie {Continued on page 115)
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All about

Barrymore!
Answering your questions

about Jack, the man, and

John, the actor

By Bradford Nelson

Barrymore revels
his role of

'

' Svengali,' ' the
grotesque gentle-
man who eats
little Trilby girls!

DOLORES COSTELLO BARRYMORE calls
him "Winkie." Scolds him for being late to
appointments. And fusses with him when he
does not take his top coat, knowing that he

catches cold easily.

He has been called "America's foremost actor." This
pleases him. He declares it obviates the necessity of
further effort. Admits he is inclined to overact and
sometimes does so atrociously. Points out the fact that
he was connected with what was probably the worst
picture ever made. Played in it and had much to do
with the making of it. Declares that it is some dis-
tinction to be intimately associated with the world's
worst picture.

Admits he is a most indolent person. Wanted to be
an artist in his youth. Points with pride that he sold
a macabre drawing "The Hangman" to Andrew Car-
negie for $10.00. Also admits he was fired by Arthur
Brisbane when he was a newspaper illustrator. Still
has a "creative urge" in spite of his laziness.

Often flies into a rage at the studio. Seems pleased
and sometimes amused over his exhibitions of bad tem-
per. He once astonished the wife of an important film
magnate who was visiting the studio with a greeting that
left her breathless for weeks. Yet to a property boy or

a studio hand he may display the manners of a Chester-
field.

Selects his leading women carefully. But when it

comes to the love scenes he loses all interest. During a
big love scene in a picture his thoughts wander and he
remembers that fishing is a much more entertaining

business.

Says that if it had not been for talking pictures he

would be in the rub-

ber business. What-
ever that means.
Says that before the

talkies came the film

industry was the Sick

Man of the West.
Declares that now
the business is all

right but a lot of peo-

ple in pictures are

still bum actors.

Actors have not ad-

vanced as rapidly as

motion picture tech-

nicians, according to

Barrymore. Says
that on the "Sven-
gali" set they have
cameras that do
everything but read

the paper. They turn

somersaults, shoot up
in the air, slide or

gallop, chase him, or

let him chase them.

Likes to portray

character roles. Be-

cause they are more
fun. But he wel-

comed the opportu-

nity to play the mod-
ern inebriate in "The
Man From Blank-
ley's." His one ob-

jection to character

roles is make-up
(Con't. on page 90)

Jack Barrymore—the
Bad Boy of the Ameri-
can theatre, as he
looks when lounging
in the gardens of his
Beverly Hills home.
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They Get $1,000

Frances Marion, win-
ner of the Motion
Picture Academyprize
for the best original
scenario of the year,
"The Big House."

Louise Long, a stenog-
rapher, taught herself
to write for the screen.
It took five years to
win her present suc-

cess.

But how these women
scenario writers earn it!

"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," "Pollyana," and "Stella

Maris" were all the work of Frances. Later she wrote
and directed "The Lovelight."

Norma Talmadge secured Frances for scenarizing

"The Eternal Flame," "Secrets," and "The Lady."
"East is West," "Cytherea," "Tarnish," "The Dark
Angel" and "Stella Dallas" are among the many other

silents for which Frances Marion received screen

credit.

But if the men expected the talkies to flummox
Frances, they had another think coming. Instead she

won the Motion Picture Academy prize for the best

original scenario of the year with "The Big House," an
intensely all-masculine picture. She earned the fond

approval of Eugene O'Neill for her screen

version of his "Anna Christie," and was also

responsible for "Min and Bill" and "The

A LL the world wants to

/ % write scenarios for rao-

/ tion pictures. Not only

established writers, but
bell-boys, nurse maids, stokers,

politicians, bankers, et al. You
should see the mountains of

scenarios that flow into the stu-

dios. Almost every arrival in

Southern California, from celeb-

rity to immigrant, has a scenario

up his sleeve. Even weighty
nabobs, like Dr. Edward Smith
Williams, author of 100 scien-

tific books, self-consciously ad-
mit a scenario in the making!
Hence the competition is terrific. When the silent

screen took to talking, a perky male predicted, in print,

that women scenario writers would now make an in-

glorious exit. Just as though women did not know all

about talking

!

But instead, the clever scenario girls have covered
themselves with glory, and actually there are more
women successful in this difficult field than men. How
did they break in? That's the precious question all the

yearners are asking.

Take that brilliant Frances Marion, versatile, humor-
ous, immeasurably kind. Frances started in a newspaper
career in San Francisco, her home town. She comes
of aristocratic lineage, her great-grandfathers being
respectively Lord Douglas of England and General
Francis Marion of the Revolutionary War. But that

did not prevent her having to begin at the bottom, from
financial necessity. Besides the newspaper work,
Frances was doing art posters and going to college on
the side. You see, she had an intellect and cultivated it.

She didn't consider compulsory business an excuse for

ignorance

!

It was through writing short stories for magazines
that Frances attracted the attention of the studios. After
they had bought the scenario rights of a couple of them,

she was invited to go to Hollywood with Mary Pick-

ford. "The Foundling," "The Poor Little Rich Girl,"

Madeleine
Ruthven, left,

migrated from
an Iowa ranch
via newspaper
work to trium-
phant scenario
writing. She's
with M-G-M.

Bess Meredyth, above,
began as a newspaper
woman, also writing
short stories. She has
maintained her sce-
nario success
through the years,
with such hits to her
credit as 'Ben Hut,"
"A Woman Of Af-
fairs," "Don Juan,"
"Our Blushing
Brides" and Garbo's

"Romance."

Bradley King, above,
convent-bred, wrote
magazine stories,
caught Tom Ince's
attention, and has
been a successful
scenarist ever since.

Right, Ethel Doherty,
once a stenographer,
served a 7-year ap-
prenticeship and then
clicked with "The
VanishingAmerican . '

'
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to $5,000 for a Story!

By Alma Whitaker

Secret Six," all great screen successes.

It sounds alarmingly modern, but Frances Marion
has had four husbands. The first was a fellow news-
paper man when she was a mere girl. The second was
an invalid and died of tuberculosis. The third was
Fred Thompson, the athletic pastor, cowboy, actor,

u hose career she fondly fostered. And she is now
married to George Hill, the director of several of her
pictures. She has two dear small boys, one a son of
Fred Thompson, and the other adopted ; five dogs and
two lambs, and a secretary. They live in a charming-
home, and it is interesting to note that this remarkable
Frances is also an excellent housekeeper.

Elsie Janis, formerly a musical comedy star and
imitator, is now writing for pictures—mostly
dialogue and lyrics, as for "Madame Satan,"
and she is now working on "The Squaw

Lenore Coffee, for -

merly a stenographer,
has been writing sce-
narios for six years.
"Mothers Cry" is one
of her latest and best.

Florence Ryerson,
left, newspaper wo-
man, playwright, and
scenarist, is a versa-
tile success in all
branches of writing.

Eve Unsell,
righ t, has writ-
ten successful
scenarios for
years for our
most famous
stars, from
Mary Pickford
to Lon Chaney.

Jane Murfin, above,
creator of the
" Strongheart" stor-
ies, was an actress
and playwright before
adopting the scenario
field. She was co-
author of "Lilac
Time" and "Smilin'
Through," and at
present is a member
of the scenario staff
at Radio Pictures.

Dorothy Howell

,

above, worked in the
business departments
of Columbia Pictures.
In three years she has
become screen editor.

Left, Winifred Dunn,
who began screen
writing at 18, later
becoming editor for
Metro. She has twen-
ty good scenarios to

her credit.

Man," with Lenore Coffee for
Cecil de Mille. Elsie never went
to school, but her intellect was
not neglected, as she had private
tutors.

Bess Meredyth is another girl

who weathered the advent of
talkies. Besides the regular
schooling in Buffalo, Bess trav-
elled a great deal—Europe, Aus-
tralia, the South Seas, and
Alaska—very valuable in this

work. She, too, began as a news-
paper woman, and won her way
in via her short stories in maga-

zines. "Ben Hur," "Sea Beast," "A Woman of Af-
fairs," and "When a Man Loves" and "Don Juan" for
John Barrymore, were amongst her best known silents.

Since then she has been busy on talkies all the time.
"Our Blushing Brides," "Romance" ior Garbo, and so on.
Bess, too, is matrimonially experienced, her present
spouse being Michael Curtiz, the director.

Then there's Zelda Sears, former stage actress and
playwright, with forty years' experience behind her.

Zelda also began with the silents
—

"Covered," "The
Clinging Vine," "The Scarlet Woman," etc. Talkies
with which she has been connected in a scenario capacity
are "Rubber Tires," "Night Bride," "The Rejuvenation
of Aunt Mary," "Wise Wife," "Devil-May-Care," "The
Divorcee" and "Daybreak." Zelda Sears is with Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer under contract.

Madeleine Ruthven is an Iowa ranch girl, and a uni-

versity graduate, likewise beginning her career on a

newspaper. Her screen plays include "Love in the

Rough" and "Among the Married."
Alice Miller broke in via the reading department,

during the silent era. She is regarded as an excellent

assistant, having contributed much to such pictures as

"The Bridge of San Luis Rev," "Four Walls," "Two
Lovers," "The Devil Dancer," and many more.

Edith Fitzgerald, a Kentucky maiden, began as an
actress but later wrote plays for cne stage, through
which she naturally gravitated {Continued on page 127)
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Marie
dressler's
Own Story
A new chapter in the life of

the Laugh Queen

By

tAarte Dressier

The most beloved woman in Hollywood, Miss Marie Dressier,

resting in a sunny comer of the upstairs sitting room in her
Beverly Hills home. This installment of her own story, which
began in the March issue, is the most intimate and amusing

she has written. You ivon't want to miss it!

PART III.

L\ST
month I had just started to tell you about

home, sweet home in Hollywood, when we were

J cut off. Now I'm going on with my story and
just try to stop me

!

I want to give you my idea of a house. Or rather, a

home—there's a lot of difference, you know. "When
things began to look pretty good for me I gave up the

first house 1 had chosen and selected another one. This

was situated on a rock. It had a patio, a swimming
pool, and a view of the ocean. The view was immense,
hut the house was small and cosy. I always keep my
houses simple. Chintz is more to my taste than price-

less, musty fabrics valued because some king and queen
had a deuce of a time when they lived with them. Pal-
ace stuff never inspired the song, Home, Stveet Home.
1 like firm chairs when I sit socially. I've had more than
my share of collapsible stage furniture so that my aver-

sion to antiques may easily be explained. I do feel, how-
ever, that ancient furniture in the home should always
carry weight limit signs like country bridges

!

A house should be small enough and the furniture so

arranged that there are no bunkers in the way of a

straight drive to the kitchen ; for around the kitchen the

real home is built. A home with sloppy meals—whether

they are prepared by the maid or the madam—leads to

the divorce court sooner or later and the woman who
can give her husband better meals than any other woman
wins—sometimes! I've always wondered why folks who
were so anxious to get their bumps felt and their palms

Marie tells 'em! Newspaper men crowd around the star as she returns from one of her trips to Europe.

Miss Dressier is popular with the ship-news men; and that's an achievement!
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The Girl stood on the Burning Deck
read by experts didn't have their iceboxes and garbage
pails examined. These are the true character indicators.

In them you find extravagance, vanity, lack of imagina-

tion, laziness, stinginess, stupidity, carelessness, untidi-

ness and all the sins pictured by the handwriting expert

or other good guessers. Qn the other hand these tell-

tale containers may indicate tolerance, inspiration, en-

ergy, generosity, cleverness, carefulness and neatness.

The whole point is to make the most of what you have
and give the pigs a break. Garbage men respect me.

One told me once, "Miss Dressier, you have swell swill.

You see it's nice for pigs and it ain't taking away from
humans like most of 'em."

All of which is a delightfully direct way of informing

the world that I can cook and like it. Did you ever

notice that the bigger

the woman, the bet-

ter the cook? Well,

that means my cook-

ing is above the aver-

age. When I say I

cook, I don't refer to

those people who or-

der expensive materi-

als and then start a

meal. My idea of a

cook is somebody
who can take what
would otherwise be
thrown out and make
you want to come
again. Suppose I

give you a few fa-

vorite recipes a la

Dressier ?

Take steak-tails,

for instance. Every-
body takes a steak-

tail, lays it on a plate,

carefully puts it in

the icebox and throws
it out on the third

day. Somehow you
feel less extravagant
if you don't chuck it

out upon its arrival.

When it comes to

steak-tails with me, I

make both ends meat.

an engraved invitation to a meal so far ahead that J

have to turn a leaf on the calendar. 1 can see in advance
the crab flakes full of gill gristle carefully masked by
the cold gravy they call cocktail sauce. J can see the
mock turtle chilling its skin in the clear soup and the
other company dinner do-dabs which look so pretty in

the magazines and taste like kid gloves just home from
the cleaners. No, sir—my idea of enjoying my friends'

hospitality is to drop in when they are not expecting me
and enjoy honest-to-goodness food!

Compare company consommes and bouillon, for ex-
ample, with my favorite soup which anybody can have
every day.

Tomato Soup

Spoil the shape of four pieces of bacon
by chopping very fine, treat celery and
onions with equal lack of consideration, add
seasoning, a bay leaf, and one medium size

can of tomatoes. Nonchalantly consign this

luscious mixture to a bright clean stew-
pan and cook until tender, (the food, not

the pan, which will burn if, not watched,
but can never be made edible even by me).
This done, add one teaspoonful of soda
and one pint of milk, if you feel poor, or
the same amount of cream, if you feel

rich ; strain if you are in a Ritzy mood
or leave as is if you just want food, add

{Continued on page 117)

Miss Dressier was schooled in
slapstick. Here she is in one
of her early screen comedies,
"Tillie's Tomato Surprise."

Icebox Steak-tail
Take the steak-tail firmly and persuasively, all the

while thinking, "Come seven—come eleven,
-

' reduce it

to dice-like pieces. Worry some celery and potato into
a similar state. Add one chopped onion, tomatoes if at
hand, otherwise any vegetables left over in the icebox,
toss in a lump of butter, and simmer these ingredients
slowly in a frying pan in the vegetable juices or just
enough soup stock to keep from burning. When the
odor makes you hungry, put the odor and the mixture
causing it into individual ramekins, break an egg over
each, add grated cheese if desired, and place in the oven
to brown. If you have invited your worst enemy to
dinner this will be the beginning of a beautiful friend-
ship. And why not ask either your friends or your
enemies to a pick-up dinner? I shudder when I receive

A trouper who is also a home-maker. Marie Dressier
with a part of her cherished collection of china and

glass in her new home.
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Reviews th e

Six Best Films of the Month:

CITY LIGHTS

EAST LYNNE
DANCE, FOOLS, DANCE

RANGO
DISHONORED

TRADER HORN

Virginia Cherrill as the blind flower girl and Charlie
Chaplin as her admirer in "City Lights."

Joan Crawford is splendid in "Dance, Fools, Dance."
Lester Vail is her leading man.

City Lights
United Artists

HE'S back! Go to see "City Lights" with perfect
confidence—Chaplin won't let you down. He re-
serves those tricks for his cast, not his audience.
His new picture which took so much time and

money to make may not be his best—I don't know. And
I don't care. I know only that I laughed a lot at practi-
cally everything Charlie did, including all his old tricks and
a few new ones. His comic device of the rich stew who
loves him when he's in his cups and boots him when he's

sober is a grand chance for complications. There's even
a prize-fight. Romance—a little blind flower girl nicely
played by Virginia Cherrill. And lots of Chaplin—all of
Chaplin back again. Don't let it be so long next time,
Charlie, we need your kind of comedy.

Dance, Fools, Dance
Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer

IN
which Joan Crawford proves that her performance

in "Paid" was no accident. Now, I didn't say I ever
thought it was, did I? I mean that this picture fails

to give the star the dramatic opportunities of her first

serious film; so I applaud her splendid work all the more.
She has a pretty unbelievable role in this one—a pam-
pered darling who is forced to make her own way in the

world, goes to work on a newspaper, and gets involved in

gangster doings; but Joan flashes through it all with
brains and brilliance. But isn't she getting too thin? Go
out and celebrate your success with a nice, thick, juicy

steak, girl! Like Lester Vail? He's Joan's able leading
man, and you'll be seeing more of him.

Clive Brook, Ann Harding, and Conrad Nagel in
"East Lynne," all giving fine performances.

East Lynne
Eox

THIS picture has a rather rare quality—charm. And
that saves it! Given this good old tear-jerking melo-
drama to direct, Frank Lloyd turned aside from
the obvious treatment and endowed it with some

of his own poetic feeling, thereby lifting it out of bathos.

Lloyd manages to make the wooden puppets of the

tale appealing and sometimes human. In Ann Hard-
ing he has the perfect heroine—lovely in coiffure and
costume, competent in performance, and poignant in those

scenes with her baby which still have power to make
strong women filmgoers weep. Clive Brook is splendid

in a grand and nasty role; with Conrad Nagel, Cissie

Loftus and Beryl Mercer all fine.
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-' &-SEAL-OF

SCREENLAND'S
Critic Selects the

Most Important
Screenplays of

the Month

Ten Best Portrayals of the Month:

Harry Myers in "City Lights"
Charlie Chaplin in "City Lights"
Marlene Dietrich in "Dishonored"
Ann Harding in "East Lynne"
Clive Brook in "East Lynne"

Edwina Booth in "Trader Horn"
Joan Crawford in "Dance, Fools, Dance'
John Gilbert in "Gentleman's Fate"

Helen Twelvetrees in "Millie"
George Bancroft in "Scandal Sheet"

Trader Horn
Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer

THIS is a "special"—a combination adventure film

and romantic melodrama that will fascinate you.
There's excitement in practically every scene. And
while you'll leave the theatre feeling as if you per-

sonally had accompanied the Metro expedition to brightest
Africa and had fought off lions, elephants, and juju men,
you'll also feel you've had your money's worth. Speaking
of money—a million went into the filming of this picture.

Thrills in native sets are costly, and most of "Trader
Horn" is authentic. Harry Carey is the intrepid explorer
who helps rescue the beautiful "white goddess" of a
savage tribe. Edwina Booth as said goddess is gorgeous.
She has the part of a Hollywood blonde's lifetime.

Harry Carey, Duncan Renaldo, and Edwina Booth
in the African thriller, "Trader Horn."

Dishonored
Paramount

THE magic of Marlene Dietrich, and nothing else,

unless you count beautiful camera angles, lifts this

film into our feature class. Marlene is enough

—

which is why she should have better material. When
her lady spy of this story falls in love with the stalwart
enemy, and after considerable footage make the Supreme
Sacrifice, not even the marvellous Marlene can sway us to
the proper pathos. The same formula—foreign setting,
exotic stellar role, luscious Von Sternberg photography,
worked in "Morocco"; but this time it's not so potent.
You won't want to miss Marlene no matter what she
does; and she's lovely here, with more glamor than ever.
Victor McLaglen is all right, I suppose.

The magic of Marlene Dietrich makes "Dishonored'
of interest. With Victor McLaglen.

Rango
Paramount

AREAL novelty. Everybody will be talking about
it. The actors are monkeys, apes, tigers, buffalo,
panthers, and two natives of Sumatra, where

• Ernest B. Schoedsack, who also made "Chang"
and "Grass," photographed this picture. "Rango" paral-
lels the adventures of a native and his son, and Tua, an
elderly ape, and his little boy, Rango—the most engaging
discovery of the month. This little ape's antics will con-
vulse you. The two humans and the two apes have a com-
mon enemy, the tiger. The big fight—you knew there
would be one—is between a water buffalo and a tiger, and
it is a thriller. See this—and borrow all the small boys of
the neighborhood and take them along. They will love it.

'Rango," photographed in Sumatra by Ernest
Schoedsack, is a real screen novelty.
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There is one beauty upon which all
people agree and that is the beauty of
fine, glowing skin. Loretta Young has

that beauty.

Beauty is more
than skin deep!

But skin beauty is a deep subject,

so listen to this expert advice on
complexion care

By

Anne Van Alstyne

THERE are two great essentials for the beauty
of the complexion.
The first is: Keep your skin clean.

The other is: Keep your skin soft.

If you keep your skin clean, which means clear ; and
soft, which means rested and well-cared for, the fairest

beauty prizes will be awarded unto you.
For there is one beauty upon which all people agree

and that is the beauty of fine, glowing skin. Your com-
plexion may be one of several tints—and, thank good-
ness, we have come to realize within the last few years
that there are other facial shades besides white and less

white, besides blonde and brunette. Today we are in-

dividual in our beauty. We emphasize our own beauty
assets, knowing thereby that the defects will be ignored.
Only the most unsubtle girl today uses "white" powder
on her "white" skin. Even the old reliable "flesh" pow-
der, which used to be just plain pink has gone, to be
replaced by light rachel, dark rachel, and some forty

other shades. And very right that is, too, for Cauca-
sians though we may be, there are those of us who have
tawny skins or dark olive skins or pale olive skins ; there

are those who have blonde skins, all little pastel high-

lights and other blondes with

skins like white gold. And
there are girls who are

tanned till only their hair

color tells whether they are

naturally fair or dark.

Beauty lies in the eyes of

the beholder and people dis-

agree about the most beauti-

ful color for eyes and hair.

They also disagree about

shapes and sizes. Some peo-
ple—many men, by the way
—champion little girls and
find them most attractive.

Yet Peggy Hopkins Joyce,
who is very tall, holds the

American matrimonial rec-

ord and on the screen there

is the one and only Garbo,
who is really a lanky big-

boned Swedish girl. In this

LET'S BE BEAUTIFUL!

It isn't hard, it's comparatively easy

in these days of scientific rules. Anne
Van Alstyne knows all the rules, and

she will give you personal advice on
your own beauty problems. Please

enclose a self - addressed, stamped

envelope for personal reply. Ad-

dress Anne Van Alstyne in care of

SCREENLAND, 45 West45th Street,

New York City.

country we are all for diet and slenderness, yet Euro-
peans find our women much too thin for attractiveness.

So in every attribute of feminine beauty personal
inclination influences what we call attractive or ugly.
In all save the skin, that is. The tribute to lovely skin
is unanimous.

Fine skin means beauty, even though the individual
features be irregular. Uncared-for skin full of black-
heads, large pores, or other unsightly blemishes means
ugliness, even though the features they defile be flawless.

Yet isn't that really a thrilling thought? Isn't it

really thrilling to know that you can have the first, the

unanimous requirement for beauty, no matter what your
figure or your features may be? For you really can.

Any girL granted she has good health, can have good
skin.

It's really all marvelously simple, too. You don't need
lotions, creams, rouges or lipsticks, either. They are

aids. They are great, big wonderful helps, if you don't

mind my raving. But they aren't essentials. The only

essentials are health, diet, exercise and cleanliness.

Now if you think I am just a little bit touched on

the subject of health, diet, exercise and cleanliness when
it comes to beauty, you are

more than half right. If

you want to tell me that I say

one month that the combina-
tion of health, diet, exercise

and cleanliness makes for

hair beauty, and then this

month tell you it makes for

skin beauty, you will be

quite right. I said it last

month and I say it this. I

expect to be saying it when
I'm an old lady with white

hair and not much else ex-

cept a memory. I'll say that

it gives you beautiful finger-

nails and beautiful eyes, too.

For it does. It's all true.

The great thing I want to

get over to you girls who are

really sincere in your wish
to be more lovelv is that the
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body functions as a whole and you can't expect to put
one part of it in order—you can't make one part of it

ideal—unless all the rest of it is in order. (Well, I

except the feet. Their beauty is very dependent upon
the shoes you wear.)

In the old days when beauty wasn't considered quite

proper, yearning youngsters used to be put off with the

phrase, "Beauty is only skin deep." Well, no more of

that now. Beauty is more than skin deep and skin

beauty is a darned deep subject. Yet lots of girls, aware

of the importance of facial beauty, seem to regard their

faces as something detached from themselves, uninflu-

enced by food, sleep and general care. The reverse is

true. Nothing will do more for your face than an extra

nap and nothing will go further toward spoiling it than

an extra pound of chocolates, hastily eaten, or a pair of

tight shoes worn in agony for

hours.

Cosmetics, carefully used, are

pretty wonderful, but they are quite

powerless if your vitality is low,

your body tired, and your brain

fatigued.

You might, therefore, set this up
as a motto. If you are fair to your-

self, your skin will be fair to others.

To be fair to yourself—to give

yourself the breaks, as they say in

Hollywood—you must get, first of

all, as much sunlight and fresh air

as you possibly can, even.- day of

the year. You must get at least

seven, and preferably eight hours,

sleep each night. You must have a
daily bath with warm water and
pure soap, unless you live in a lo-

cality where the water is very hard
and the air very dry and hot. In

such communities, three or four

baths weekly are better for the

skin generally, if you are careful to

keep it clean by means of cold

creams at other times. Take warm
baths, rather than hot, and finish

off with a cold shower, whenever
possible. This keeps the pores

from getting coarse. Using ice on
the face to close the pores is some-
times advised, but personally I

Screen stars mu
plexions clear,

Evalyn Knapp

think it rather dangerous. It is severe in its action on
the skin, and unless protected by a piece of gauze or an
old linen handkerchief it may cause the delicate little

veins around the nose to react too violently and leave
you with tiny red lines showing under the skin.

If you are a working girl, or if you live in crowded
districts where the air is dust-laden, your face will prob-
ably need a cold cream or an astringent cleansing during
the day. But watch your skin carefully, under these

conditions, to be sure it is not getting too dry or too
oily. And that you should take off every dash of make-
up at night and go to sleep with a face as clean as
baby's, is just one of those beauty rules that you break
only at your own peril. I don't believe any one really

enjoys dieting, but the rewards of it are simply elegant.

A plain, wholesome balanced diet will do more for your
beauty than all the specialists from
Peking to Paris. So hard as it is,

train yourself to eat for your love-

liness' sake and snub the pastries

and candies.

Eat three balanced meals daily,

rather than a light breakfast and
luncheon and a heavy dinner. Try
to eat at least two green vegetables

daily and some roughage—that is,

fibrous fruits such as figs, prunes,
apricots or oranges ; or vegetables

like celery, spinach, asparagus, cab-

bage, lettuce and all greens ; or

cereals like bran. In breads, bran,

gluten or whole wheat are better

than white. For sweets stick to

fruits, honey, and natural sugars of

that character. You may indulge in

ice cream occasionally. If you are

not overweight, it is very good for

you. But it is important that your
weight is approximately correct for

your height. The fat of the land
are rarely fair of face.

So much for the general care.

Here are rules for specific prob-
lems.

All the letters you girls write me,
persuade me that there's a simply
unbelievable number of you suffer-

ing from blackheads. You hate

them, (Continued on page 90)

st keep their com-
clean, exquisite.'
knows the rules.

Kay Francis, above, has the skin
of natural softness and daily care.

Left, Mary Brian's "school-girl
complexion" glows with gay youth.

Leila Hyams, right, is one of those
blondes with skins like white gold.
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So here's the
Spring crop of

plays on Broadway!

As the poetess, Elizabeth
Barrett, Katherine Cornell
achieves the greatest heights
of her career. Her leading
man is Brian Aherne, playing
Robert Browning in "The
Barretts of Wimpole Street."

"The Barretts of Wimpole Street"

KATHERINE CORNELL, I hope, has left the

cheap vamp stuff forever. As Elizabeth Moul-
ton-Barrett in Rudolf Besier's "The Barretts of

Wimpole Street," a comedy-drama based on the

celebrated love-story of the Brownings, she achieves the

greatest heights of her career.

She is the famous invalid poetess, chained to a lounge,

streaks of gray in her hair, her whole face and manner
one of resigned but sweet suffering under the dominion
of a brutal puritan-punky father who rules his children

—

nine of them—as he had previously ruled his slaves in

Jamaica.
In hlows Youth, Revolt, Romance, in the shape of

Robert Browning. He marries her before she knows it

and whisks her off to Italy—long live Robert and Eliza-

beth Browning!— leaving the old father flat with the rest

of the family. Brian Aherne is superb as Robert and
Charles Waldron a fine Moulton-Barrett, the father.

The play itself is rather too long, but, in the main, is a

good piece of craftsmanship. Without any effort Cornell

rises to what is known as Dusean artistry. Her incarnation

of the poetess is all sheer beauty. A great true story cap-

tivatingly Actionized.

"America's Sweetheart"

With "Once in a Lifetime" making the movies more
popular than ever— (you can't kill Hollywood with a

joke or two: the old lady is tougher than "Camille")—
Fields, Rodgers and Hart, abetted by a whole lot of fel-

lows, concocted a singing side-swipe at the movies in

"America's Sweetheart" and her boy friend, God's Gift to

the Girls of America. It hit the clock with such a sock

that Schwab and Mandel immediately set sail for

Bermuda.
It's rousing, not always too funny, picks up, falls down

—but, in the main, makes a buoyant and entertaining

evening. There's a lot of fun about conferences, balled-

up executives, vamps—the kind I never saw in Holly-

wood—and some jokes.

The three Forman sisters, old-fashioned, with the curls

a-dangling down their backs, were to me, in their songs

—

especially Gcraldine—one of the best things in the show.
Harriette Lake, Jeanne Aubert, Jack Whiting, Gus Shv

and John Sheehan contributed to this musical smack-on-
the-wrist at Our Great Industry. And this magazine is

mentioned more than once as the guide to Hollywood.

"As You Desire Me"

Pirandello is the only metaphysical playwright that

gets away with it. (Metaphysics, you know, is, as some
one who isn't Walter Winchell said, a blind man looking

in a dark room for a cat that isn't there.)

"As You Desire Me'' is a fascinating play built around
a woman who is made to believe she is some one else ; she

doesn't believe it, but plays the impostor until the real

wife, who disappeared during the German invasion of

Italy, is brought into the family circle by a jilted lover of

the impostor. The real wife is hopelessly insane. They
are still all puzzled as to who's who when the curtain

falls. Pirandello says: "So long as the husband loved

the impostor, why bother about the real wife?"
This is a surface description only ; the depths and psy-

chological beauty of the play cannot be described here.

It must be seen and mentally munched over. I could

write a book about it.

Judith Anderson was superb as the L'nknown One.
She goes all through the first act drunk and never misses

a booze-gesture or trick. She retains the same high level

in the next two acts as the impostor who takes the air.

It's high-water mark in Miss Anderson's career.

"Green Grow the Lilacs"

A gay old time, an old-time old time, a romantic old

time, a breath-of-youth old time, a tinkling, chortling,

unsophisticated old time, and so forth, was had at the

Guild Theatre in "Green Grow the Lilacs," by Lynn Riggs.

It's a refreshing romantic comedy that went click ! click

!

right after the first act.

A simple, simple story of Oklahoma in 1900. A solid,

he-man, romantic, clean, sweet-smelling cowboy, Curley

McClain, goes a-courtin' after Lanrcy Williams, a dear

little orphan, played by June Walker. Well, up comes
Jeeter Fry, about the dirtiest skunk of a hired man you
ever heerd tell on. At a hoe-down Jeeter tries to kill

Curley over the gal. Of course, Jeeter falls on his own
knife, and that's the end of cock-robin.

A breezy, spanking show, I'll tell you. The only thing
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Stage in Review
By Benjamin De Casseres

that hurts it is the singing of the cowboys and the milk-
maids between the scenes. This ancient device almost
killed the play.

Helen Westley leads in laughs as Laurey's foster-

mother ; about the best thing of Miss Westley 's career.

Franchot Tone was a regular Hoot Gibson cowboy, and
Richard Hale a basso-profundo villain. The rest were
all tip-top.

A rattling show ; and the Guild has got its second wind.

"Anatol"

Bela Blau's production of "Anatol," Schnitzler's almost
satanic thrust at sex, is one of the most intoxicating, de-
lightful, hallucinating and brain-tickling events, from any
standpoint, that I can record that has happened in our
theatre for many an income tax.

Six scenes, six love affairs of this It-lassoing 'Anatol,"
six women who handed it to Anatol on the chin, six
masterpieces of the eternal comedy of sex-meouwing

—

all in about ninety minutes.

No one but a Continental could put the sword in the
gizzards of we men and women so daintily and airily as
is done in these little masterpieces. And while it is all

going on, a distant orchestra lulls us into hypodermic
heaven with those old Vienna waltzes. I tell you, it's

great magic

!

And the acting ! Dennie Moore,
Anne Forest, Elena Miramova,
Patricia Collinge, Miriam Hopkins

Below, Richard Hale and Fran-
chot Tone in "Green Grow the
Lilacs," the Theatre Guild's lat-

est offering, by Lynn Riggs.

Joseph Schildkraut left the screen to
star in "The Affairs of Anatol" on
the stage. Above, a scene from the

Schnitzler classic.

"As You Desire Me" is a
fascina tingplaybyPirandello,
with Judith Anderson giving

a superb performance.

and Ruthelma Stevens were
the six women, each one a dif-

ferent kind of a frail, with
high honors, from me at least,

going to — well, the whole
bunch, with Ruthelma Stevens
and Miriam Hopkins getting

two medals apiece. Joseph
Schildkraut was a good but

rather a tied-up Anatol, the It-

Boob, and Walter Connolly
played Max rather heavily.

The settings by Jo Mielziner

were the finest of their kind

ever seen on Broadway.

"Camille"

Maggie Gautier, the Paris

frail of the speckled Second
Empire, the lady who sported

nothing but camellias, and who.
in the middle of her rowdy life,

fell hard for the kid Armand
who had moonlight in his eyes

(Continued on page 111)
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C LARA'
Boy Friend
Rex Bell tells how
he won and holds the

regard of the It Girl

By

Helen Burns

Rex doesn't want Clara to feel too sure of him. He believes a boy
should keep his girl friend guessing.' As to a bit of discipline now and
then—Rex just leaves Clara alone for a while. And so far Miss Bow and

Mr. Bell have never had a quarrel!

Rex Bell admits he's
crazy about Clara
but won't let her

walk on him!

REX BELL, for many
months the dark
horse in the race
for Clara Bow's

affections, has announced
himself the winner and is

not loath to reveal the
methods by which he at-

tained his success. The in-

formation should be valu-

able. The taming of the

It Girl would be a feather
in the cap of any Don
Juan.

Other men have come
and gone during the year
Rex has courted Clara

—

Rex watched them come
with well-feigned indiffer-

ence— and watched them
go with ill-concealed
content.

"Harry Richman? I know all about him," says Rex.
"Clara told me. She didn't really fall for that guy.

"That Texas doctor? Yes, I know Daisy De Voe
says she is crazy about him, but she's wrong. I'm not
worrying."
Rex means that. He's settled, to his own satisfaction,

the problem of handling Clara. Rex is very good at

settling his own problems. I remember an interview I

had with him two years ago. That was before he had
met Clara. He was talking about his work in pictures

then, but he said that every situation could be handled
successfully if you gave it sufficient time and thought.

Rex did just that in gaining the ascendency over Clara's

numerous beaus.

In the first place, he reasoned that Clara was used to

being pursued. Other men rushed her madly, tried to

date her up weeks ahead, and made pledges of undying
devotion. Rex did none of these things. He says that

for many months he never asked for a date. When he

left her, Clara would usually ask, "When will I see you
again ?" and Rex would answer, "Oh, I don't know, call

me up soon." And she usually did.

Rex and Clara have never had a quarrel, and that is

saying a good deal in the tempestuous Bow's career. It

isn't just a hap-instance either. Rex spent plenty of

time and thought in fto-nring out the most efficient

Rex says: "I never liked her pic-

tures and I didn't figure I'd like

her, but I did!"

way to calm the temper of his red-headed girl friend.

Rex doesn't believe in treating 'em rough. The old

cave man stuff is out, he says. The modern young
woman has progressed to a point where she resents too

much domination on the part of a man. If he lays

down the law too forcibly, she walks out. Therefore,
Rex believes in being firm, but not too firm.

He also believes in being lover-like, but in keeping
the girl friend guessing. Rex doesn't want Clara to

feel too sure of him. Anyone as vital and adventure-
some as the It Girl is apt to lose interest in a cinch bet.

Rex is at all times calm and judicious in his dealings

with Clara. Much as he is interested in her, he doesn't

take her too seriously. He has found it necessary to

pass over many small flare-ups, for the It Girl is hasty

in both word and action at times. Rex just laughs at

her.

If the situation is important enough to warrant a bit

of discipline on the part of the boy friend, Rex falls

back on the time-honored weapon of indifference. He
just leaves her alone for a while.

It has been said that when a woman does not react

to the indifference of a male, he might just as well give

up. Rex evidently believes that, and he's never even

been on the verge of giving up.

"I don't say anything to Clara, I just leave her for a

while," says Rex. Then she immediately becomes con-

trite. She gets sorry. Rex says that he has never

known Clara to out-and-out apologize for anything in

her life, but she'll usually tell someone else that she

didn't mean to make him mad, and then Rex will make
the proper overtures and everything will be oke again!

"Clara and I got along from the very beginning," says

Rex. "I never liked her pictures and I didn't figure

I'd like her, but I did."

Evidently he liked her very well indeed. Rex says

that during the year he has been going with Clara he

has missed seeing her only four days during the time

she has been in Hollywood. He says he never lets the

tales he hears or reads about Clara while she is away

affect him. He cares more for her than to let the gossip

mongers come between them.

Rex savs he knows that Clara goes out with other

men, but he doesn't object. He couldn't expect anyone

as attractive and popular as (Continued on page 105)
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The Most Beautiful Still of the Month

From "SHIPMATES"



^EBE and ^BeN

AT HOME

A Hollywood library that's really

read? Oh, no—Bebe and Ben live in

Santa Monica! Some of their books
rare old editions. And Ben
reallv designed the room.

Every room in the house
telephone. That's so Ben

up Bebe.



SCREENLAND invites

you to visit the beautiful

new Santa Monica beach

house of Bebe Daniels and

her husband, Ben Lyon

Poor little Bebe! She has so many
perfume bottles on her shelf and so
many charming moods in her
make-up, she can't decide which to

choose for today.

"Hello, darling!" Hello, Bebe!
What? Oh, you weren't speaking to

us? Are you there? Yes, Mrs. Lyon!





THE star thinks it over. Richard—Dick to you—Bar-

thelmess between scenes on the set where the "The
Finger Points," the new Barthelmess gang-land picture, is

being filmed. Like it?

Will Walling. Jr







Smart Hollywood!

To select only the

most flattering of

the new fashions!

Brown and white for Spring,
says Paris; and Hollywood
agrees. Carole Lombard fol-

lows the fashion trend in this

white satin evening en-
semble trimmed with

kolinsky

.

Loretta Young likes this new
little evening hat—it's more
of a Juliet cap, really—that
shows a classic expanse ol
white brow and a bit of the
coiffure in the approved

fashion

Here is Laura La Plante in

her favorite evening frock
blue lace, appliqued in beige
sequins in a leaf motif.
Look at that semi-bolero
just above the ribbon belt,

and the deep flounce below
the brief peplum.

i



You'll find helpful fashion suggestions in

these pictures of screen favorites in their

new frocks, hats and accessories

Evalyn Knapp's hat is very
much of Spring, 1931; and so
is the novelty necklace with
matching bracelet she is

wearing. Inexpensive, but
really smart.

Fur cuffs are distinctly
popular. You'll find
them on the sheerest
of sleeves—and here
they are to make Carole
Lombard' s pajamas
more exciting. This
time the fur which
trims the elbow-length
sleeves is platinum fox.

The pajamas are black
transparent velvet with

a print bodice.

f %

A simple, but oh, so becoming eve-
ning gown of white satin is pointed by
lovely evening sandals of silver threads
in Paisley design. The beautiful girl?

June Collyer.

Just off-white in color is this
gracious satin evening gown
worn by Claudette Colbert in
her new picture, "Honor
Among Lovers." The wide
band of kolinsky fur at the
bottom gives a luxurious

finishing touch.

Loretta Young's aristocratic
little head looks even more
dashing than usual in this
new hat of crisp, shiny black
straw. Just the hat to wear
with that classic Spring tail-

leu i with a clip





C^FRICA

INSPIRED

THIS

EVENING
COSTUME!

Edwina Booth, the heroine of "Trader Horn," brought
back from Africa some interesting fashion inspirations,
and one of them is startling Hollywood right now. Miss
Booth borrowed from the African natives their pure white
ostrich feather trimmings, and designed the striking black

and white costume she is wearing on this page.

Photographs of
Miss Booth by Hurreti

Edwina
eveninggown
is black
transparen t

velvet, with
which she
wears a black
cap with a
long ostrich
feather, long
black gloves,
and a huge
white fan.
Left, the in-
spira tion— a
tribal chief
in his holi-
day regalia.'



JOAN CRAWFORD'S new film, "Dance, Fools, Dance,"
offers the star in a role which combines the dash and

daring of her dancing daughter characterizations with the

pathos of "Paid"—you'll like it!



Love ly hair is a
m o s t important

beauty feature. Live,
lustrous hair adds
charm to the whole
face,

says Joan Crawford, brilliant young
star of the M-Ci-M picture, 'Dance
Fools, Dance.

"

Joan Crawford
j

You, too, can have live hair that sparkles and gleams
by using Hennafoam Shampoo. The pinch of henna
in Hennafoam Shampoo brings out all the hidden
glory in your hair. It will not make your hair dry or
change its color. Your dealer can supply you. L

f your dealer is tumble in si

coupon with ti'n wilts.

HKNN VKOAM CORI'OK V'l'ION
51 1 W. 4 2ml S«ri-ct,
Nov \<irk. V V.

pply you. send this

n Hcm. n

>iis i rial bol 1 1<

for which pleasi.' sviul nu
if Hciiiuirimm Shampoo.



in Hollywood
they advise this way

to keep that schoolgirl complexion

Palmolive is recommended

by 76 of the 80 beauty ex-

perts in Screenland's capital

Here's the popular "Jim,"

beauty specialist to num-
bers of stars. "It gives us

great pleasure and satisfac-

tion that 76 ofthe 80 Holly-

wood salons recommend
Palmolive Soap, and we
specially use and recom-

mend it in our complexion

advice to stars."

1608 No. Highland Avenue

HOLLYWOOD knows. Hollywood can't afford to

guess. Beauty is too important, movie cameras far

too faithful to permit haphazard facial care. So 76 of

the 80 Hollywood beauty experts insist upon one thing,

to begin with. "Use Palmolive Soap," they say.

When the close-up flashes, you look for YOUTH!
And youth means, first of all, a schoolgirl complexion.

Here's the way advised by 76 experts in the center of

Screenland: first, a lather of Palmolive Soap and warm
water applied gently to face and throat. Then, a thorough,

refreshing rinse with warm water, and an icy-cold after

rinse. Ice (wrapped in a towel or piece of linen) is advised

by many beauty specialists. And, after that, make-up.

Over 20,000 experts say sol

You can't imagine a more worldwide beauty rite than

this twice-daily treatment. For there are more than 20,000

experts (licensed, operating specialists . . . every one)

who recommend regular use of Palmolive.

This pure soap has attained its worldwide popularity

because it is made of those priceless beauty ingredients

—

olive and palm oils . . . which harmonize so well with

the favorite face creams.

You can begin this popular facial this very day. And
the price of Palmolive—just 10 cents, you know—makes

it the least expensive beauty treatment in the world.

PALMOLIVE RADIO HOUR—Broadcast every Wednesday night—from 9:30 to 10:30 p. m., Eastern time; 8:30 to 9:30 p. m.. Central
time; 7:30 to 8:30 p. m., Mountain time; 6:30 to 7:30 p. m.. Pacific
Coast time— over WEAF and 39 stations associated with The

National Broadcasting Company.

Youth! Frcshncss! Natural loveliness.'

That's the trend in beauty today. And such
loveliness depends on keeping "that school-

girl complexion."

"I advise the use of
Palmolive twice daily

to provide really
thorough cleansing,"

says Mrs. Evelyn
Cassidy, Ann Mere-
dith Shop, 6j$4 Sun-

set Boulevard.

"Palmolive Soap I find most
effective in cleansing com-
plexions."— Ruby Hime,
Roosevelt Beauty Salon.

Retail

Price
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Dot
Dashes Along
Miss Lee's young life has been

one mad rush toward stardom

By Constance Can

N O. It isn't bad language. Dot. Dash. (And
how she dashes. ) Dot. Dash. Exclamation.

Exclamation. Exclamation— (from crowds).

Dot! Dot! Dot! Star!

Yah ! Old suspicious ! See, it's an impressionistic story

of the career of Dorothy "Midge" Lee, the girl with the

John Held Jr. legs, you know—or didn't you?
Dot dashes. Hurdles. Runs the hundred yards, the relay.

Pole vaults and cartwheels. She's dashed into this and
that. Onto the stage in "Hello Yourself.'" Just recently

dashed into marriage and certain stardom with R.K.O.
All in four years or so.

You can't keep up with her. She's a bundle of pep.

An even five feet of pep appeal. She looks like the little

girl you knew in grammar school, round straight legs,

round face, perky nose. But the eyes are reminiscent of

Clara Kimball Young's. Languorous, full of come-hither.

She's nineteen and still just a kid. Wanted a two-
wheel bike for Christmas. All the kids on her block have
them, she says. And, anyway, it's miles walking from
set to set on the R.K.O. lot—where she's been providing

Dorothy and her partners in chuckles, Bobby Woolsey
and Bert Wheeler. The trio may be broken up soon to

permit Dot to be a solo star.

the feminine laughs with Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey. Remember "Cuckoos" and "Half Shot at

Sunrise?" As it was, she had to ride one of the men's
bikes. That's Dot. Walking isn't fast enough. She
dashes.

Xow "Midge" is a voting matron. But she makes a

petite moue when you call her that. She was married not

so long ago to James Fidler.

"But gee, I don't feel settled at all," she says. "I always

wanted a home of my own to fix up. Xow I have it.

But I like to be working. It's more fun coming home at

night, having this place to come to—and Jimmie. than it

would be staying around all day. doing nothing."

You can't for the life of you imagine Dorothy staying

at home "doing nothing.''" She never did.

She kept the old home block all agog when she was
growing up. Climbing trees. Playing with the boys.

Tombov. Peck's bad girl. Dashing around.

"Remember the time we got caught smoking cigarettes ?"

giggles Dorothy, appealing to her cousin, who has been
her pal since they were knee-high ( Continued on page 108

)

Jackie Coogan's Brother, BOBBIE
A XOTHER Coogan. the five year old brother of Jackie, makes
/ \ his debut in "Skippy."

/ ^ It had not been intended that Bobbie should make his debut

so early, but he was taken on the set while big brother Jackie

was playing in "Tom Sawyer." This was Bobbie's first visit to a studio

since he was a baby, and he was thrilled over the fun the boys seemed

to be having. He wanted to play like that, too

!

It happened that the studio was hunting a half-pint youngster for

another kid picture. Mama and Papa Coogan allowed tests to be taken

of their Bobbie, which turned out so well that the role of Sooky in

"Skippy" was promptly his.

"They let me wear these nice old clothes." he beams, "and I can pull

a funny wagon around made of boards, and play in the dirt all I want

to. Xow let's go and play gold mines."

Bobbie announces that he. is not going to be an actor all his life, no

thank you ! Acting is all right for Jackie, but "I want to make money,

and I'm going to be a gold miner when I grow up."

"When Jackie heard I was being an actor." confides Bobbie, "he

wished me luck and told me it was a hard game. I haven't played any

games that were very hard yet. Do you know any hard games?"

Bobbie was required to sit for some stills. He moved slightly while

being photographed, and was told he must positively try to keep quiet.

"But isn't this a moving picture?" he asked indignantly.
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Critical Comment

GENTLEMAN'S FATE
Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer

Proof that all John Gilbert needs to bring him back as
a great popular favorite is—a big story. This isn't it

—

but it is the best Gilbert talker thus far, with Jack in a
robust underworld role, the picturesque Louis Wolheim,
and beauty by Leila Hyams and Anita Page. Well worth
seeing this Gilbert talker.

SCANDAL SHEET
Paramount

Don't miss this one! It's crammed with suspense, sur-
prises, and great performances. Bancroft is at his best
as a two-fisted newspaper editor whose paper comes first,

even when his wife—Kay Francis—becomes front-page
copy with Clive Brook. And then—but you'll have to see
for yourself. You'll like it.

MILLIE
RKO

You may have heard of Millie—"the right girl who met
the wrong men." Helen Twelvetrees is superb in a role that
ranges from girlhood to middle-age, and lifts the picture
from mediocrity to occasional excitement. Not as sexy as
its advertising, but Miss Twelvetrees makes it worth an
evening of your time.

KIKI
United Artists

Mary Pickford revels in the role of a little French cut-
up, created by Lenore Ulric on the stage. Mary pouts,
flirts, bites, scratches and spouts French in the most slap-
stick part she ever played—and she has her tearful mo-
ments, with all the Pickford pathos. If you like Mary,
obvious fun, or Reginald Denny, you might try it.

HONOR AMONG LOVERS
Paramount

It begins as a pleasant comedy, but it turns into melo-
drama before you know it! Nevertheless, it's never dull.

Claudette Colbert, secretary to Fredric March, has to draw
herself up and say "How dare you!" after which she mar-
ries a poor but dishonest young man. Complications!
Charm and good acting by the stars.

GIRLS DEMAND EXCITEMENT
Fox

And evidently the director decided to give it to them,
for he keeps the comely young ladies of the cast awfully
busy, in a "war" with the boys at this very co-educational
movie college. John Wayne and Virginia Cherrill are the

nice young leads, with Marguerite Churchill and William
Janney assisting.
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on Current Films

THE SOUTHERNER
Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer

You'll like this in spite of its improbabilites, because
there is charm in the telling and the acting of the story
of the prodigal son, Lawrence Tibbett, who sings and
laughs his way back home to mother—and Esther Ralston.
Esther, by the way, is lovely. Roland Young and Cliff

Edwards supply the laughs. And—Tibbets sings.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
Paramount

A good old stage favorite in a bright new dress. You'll
be entertained by the tale of the rich man's son who is

turned out in the cold, cruel business world to make his
fortune—but not alone! Norman Foster is assisted by
lovely Carole Lombard, and Skeets Gallagher and Eugene
Pallette—so it's all considerable fun.

THE ROYAL BED
RKO

Well, do you like Lowell Sherman? If the answer is
Yes, then you'd better hurry to see this one, for it's mostly
Mr. Sherman, playing a 1931 King with complications
which include a difficult consort, Nance O'Neil, and a
romantic daughter, the beautiful Mary Astor. Food for a
light and amusing evening.

FINN AND HATTIE
Paramount

The wildest nonsense—but you'll enjoy it. Imagine
ZaSu Pitts, Leon Errol, Mitzi Green, Lilyan Tashman,
and Jackie Searl "doing Europe," with ZaSu at her quaint-
est, Errol clowning around Paris, and Mitzi up to her old
tricks of picture-stealing. It's based on Donald Ogden
Stewart's story, "Mr. and Mrs. Haddock Abroad."

DRACULA
Universal

Just a real, good scare! If you like to shiver and shake,
"Dracula" is your picture. All about a weird gentleman
neither dead nor alive who terrorizes a very competent cast,
to say nothing of the audience. Bela Lugosi is the dread
menace, with Helen Chandler, Dwight Frye and David
Manners excellent foils.

THE LAST PARADE
Columbia

The best underworld melodrama in a long time, with
Jack Holt and Tom Moore simply swell as rivals for the
affections of pretty Constance Cummings—a newcomer
with rather original charm. There's comedy to space the
thrills, and a human quality to the characters. Good, well-

rounded entertainment; we recommend it.
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Farrell—Virginia Valli—just
before they sailed on that European honeymoon.
The Farrells were married in Yonkers, N. Y., Febru-

ary 14. They'll be away three months.

Acme—P. & A.

Charlie Chaplin's guests at the Hollywood opening of
"City Lights" were Professor and Mrs. Albert Einstein.
Here they are. Charlie went to New York for the open-
ing there—and then to London, where he has been
mobbed by his fans and entertained by Premier Mac-

Donald, George Bernard Shaw, and Lady Astor.

Screen

News
THE Editor's phone rang.

"Hey !" said an exuberant voice.

"This is Charlie—Charles Farrell."

He didn't have to tell us.

Charlie always says "Hey !" like that. He
has the most boyish and excited voice in

the world, and this time he was even more
so.

"Just got in from Hollywood—want to
see you—have lunch tomorrow ?—got a big
secret

!"

We're no Philo Vance but we guessed it

even before he told us, making us the only
living soul, after Charlie's manager, to

know that Virginia Valli was on her way
east, that she and Charlie would be mar-
ried—very secretly, mind you—before
sailing for Italy on a three months'
honeymoon.
No—it was no secret to Screenland.

We knew all about it. When Virginia
was East with Colleen Moore to be moral
support during rehearsals and production
of Colleen's ill-fated play, we saw her

—

in fact, we saw her off to the Coast again
the day after she had talked for an hour
long-distance to one Charles Farrell back
in Hollywood—an hour in which Charlie
and Virginia agreed once and for all that
they couldn't be happy apart ; that they
would be married as soon as Virginia came
back, and that they would build a new
house !

"You see," said Virginia, "I've always
liked Charlie—liked him a lot. But now
I'm sure I care more for him than any-
thing. As for that new house—Charlie's
present abode out in Toluca Lake was
built for a bachelor ; Virginia's handsome
home in Beverly Hills was built for her

—

and neither one wants to live in the other's
house ! So they'll build a brand new one

—

unless they change their minds

!

Anyway, when we saw Virginia off that

day she said she would be Mrs. Farrell

not very long after arriving. But the sad
death of Charlie's beloved mother altered

their plans. Until later on, when Fox
gave Charlie a three months' vacation

—

well-earned, by the way; for the boy has
worked hard and consistently these past

few years—and he persuaded Virginia to

sail with him. And so they were married,
on February 14; and we hope they'll be
awfully, awfully happy!

If we can believe Walter Winchell—
and sometimes we do—Nancy Carroll's

little daughter, Pat, may soon have a little

brother or sister to play with—and not
adopted, either.

:—o—•:

The Loretta Young-Grant Withers mar-
riage is on the rocks. Loretta. we hear,

will sue. Grant has been making a per-

sonal appearance tour, while Loretta, of
course, has continued making her pictures

in Hollywood ; and absence, in this case,

was not all the poets claim.

In fact, Hollywood is maintaining its

reputation for divorces.

Evelyn Laye, who made her screen debut
in "One Heavenly Night," after a glitter-

ing stage success in New York with
"Bitter Sweet," divorced her husband.
Robert Hale Monro, back in London.
Then there was the news that Kathlvn

Williams, formerly beloved as a star in

silent pictures, had divorced Charles
Eyton, to whom she had been married
since 1916. She slipped off to Reno and no
one knew anything about it until it was all

over. She accused Charlie of incompati-

bility. Now she's Kathleen Williams again.

Jean Harlow, heroine of "Hell's Angels,"
and now one of those sought-after belles

of Hollywood, was quietly divorced from
Charles F. McGrew, II, wealthy Oiicagoan,
in a Los Angeles court. Jean accused
McGrew of very ungentlemanly manners

—

like pushing her against mantelpieces and
saying naughty words to her—and the
court forbade him to alter a Trust Fund
of $200,000 which he had created for her
when they were first married. She also

acquires $375 a month and an automobile.

Likewise John Gilbert and Ina Claire

seem to have finally come to the parting of

the ways. All is over between them.

Jack did not meet Ina at the train upon
her return from Chicago, and she went
direct to the Beverly-Wilshire Hotel in-

stead of to the Gilbert home. This will

probably be a refined case of incompati-
bility.

The other William H. Boyd (as distinct

from Bill Boyd who recently married
Dorothy Sebastian) is securing a divorce
from Clara Joel Boyd, on the grounds of

desertion. But one has to say more than
that in a Los Angeles court, so he adds
that she was abusive to him. very tempera-
mental, and anyway, she won't live with
him any more.

All these in addition to the crop which
ushered in 1931—Gloria Swanson (from
the Marquis), Robert Ames, Lina Bas-
quette. Tom Mix. and Pauline Frederick.

The divorces of Billie Dove and Howard
Hughes, respectively, will soon become
final, after which Hollywood awaits the

announcement of their marriage to each

other.

If it goes on like this we should average
five divorces a month, or rather more than

(Continued on page 92)
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"YES am
SAYS

39 years

IRENE RICH

old!

87

This charming screen star

tells a complexion secret

605 of Hollywood's 613

important actresses know

I "I don't mind confessing it a

bit," says Irene Rich with her warm,
irresistible smile. "I really am
thirty-nine years old ! A screen star

never worries about birthdays, you

see, as long as she doesn't look old.

To face the cruel test of the camera

she must keep the fresh loveliness

of youth.

"That is why in Hollywood we
guard complexion beauty above all

else. Any woman who wants to

hold her charm should keep her skin

always soft, smooth, youthfully

aglow."

How does this lovely star

guard complexion beauty?

Just as so many other Holly-

wood actresses do— 605 of

the 613 important ones! "I

use Lux Toilet Soap regu-

larly," she says, "and have
for years."

Surely you will want to

try this fragrant, delicately

white soap for your skin.

IRENE RICH AND HER DAUGHTERS
(left to right) Frances, twenty years
old, Jane (in background), fourteen,
their mother, actually 39! Still radi-
antly youthful, Irene Rich says: "The
right soap can do wonders for your
skin. I have U3ed Lux Toilet Soap
regularly for years."

IRENE RICH, the screen star whose loveliness has endeared

her to millions, confesses frankly to thirty-nine birthdays.

And why not? Years have only added to her charm. Above
(in the circle) is one of her most recent photographs—below it,

a picture from one of her recent films!

The caress of dollar-

a-cake French soap Lux Toilet Soap io*
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENI.AND
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Tea for Two—Continued from page 14

From the pantry shelf Genevieve took
down her cake box. Three kinds of cake

!

It might be too many, but after all she had
been challenged and there was only one
way to prove her prowess as a cake maker.

The 'Devil's cake' had been prepared
from the following recipe

:

\
l
/2 cups pastry flour

V/2 teaspoons baking powder

lJ/2 teaspoons salt

Y\ cup of butter

2 eggs

Y2 cup sour milk or buttermilk

2 squares bitter chocolate

1 teaspoon baking soda

1 teaspoon vanilla

Measure the flour. Add baking powder
and salt, sifting together three times. Pour
boiling water over chocolate after the
chocolate has been cut into fine pieces, and
let stand while you are putting the other
ingredients together. Cream butter and
sugar. Then add eggs, one at a time, beat-
in well after each addition, then add the
vanilla. Add flour and sour milk alter-

nately, beat well and add mixture of water,
sugar and soda. Bake in two layers or
else in one oblong or square pan to be
cut into cubes. Use moderate oven—350°

—for 25 or 30 minutes.

Then, there was gingerbread. Old-fash-
ioned and good. The recipe had been in

the family for a couple of generations
and was dubbed 'Best Gingerbread' in the
old family cookbook. That was recom-
mendation enough and for the sake of
those who enjoy the delicacy, here is the
recipe

:

Cream together one-half cup of butter
and half a cup of sugar. Then add 1 egg,
beaten well, and a cup of black molasses.
Sift two and a half cups of Hour with one
and a half teaspoons of soda and add to

this a teaspoon of cinnamon, one of gin-

ger, a half teaspoon of cloves and a half

teaspoon of salt. Add this to the first

mixture, then take a cup of hot water and
pour over all, beating the mixture until

smooth. This makes a very soft batter

but is excellent cake when baked in a
shallow pan for 35 minutes in a moderate
oven. By adding a cup of nuts and
raisins the cake is much improved.

The last was real tea cake, made in muf-
fin rings and looking very dainty and
pretty in white icing. These had been the
easiest of all to make, so she set them
around the plate in an ornamental way
and smiled. Here is her recipe

:

Ya cup butter

2/3 cup sugar

1 pfrcr

Yi cup milk

\Y\ cups flour

2 teaspoons baking powder

Y2 teaspoon vanilla

Ya teaspoon salt

Cream butter and sugar, add egg beaten
very light. Sift flour, baking powder and
salt together. Add alternately with milk
to mixture. Add Vanilla last and beat all

until smooth. Bake in oven at 375°. Ice

when cool.

Genevieve's next addition to the little tea
wagon was from the cupboard also. Orange
marmalade would be exactly right for her
hot buttered biscuit. This marmalade had

- I •

Genevieve Tobin is one of the
most charming hostesses in
Hollywood. And as a tea-
pourer she can't be beat!

been made from a recipe discovered in

California, which seemed appropriate, and
while it was a bit of trouble to make, it

certainly justified itself by being perfectly

delicious. Miss Tobin's cook makes it

most of the time, but this particular jar
was some she had prepared herself to test

out her new recipe when she first acquired
it. She wras bound not to 'cheat' on her
tea prepared by herself.

Meantime, sandwiches were being made.
She wanted them to look lovely as well as
taste good and there was a delightful va-
riety when the plate was finally ready. For
example, there were 'open-faced' ones cut
round and spread with avocado, seasoned
with a little salt and lemon and decorated
with a smaller ring of green-pepper and a
dab of chopped parsley in the center. Also,
some crescent-shaped ones, spread with
soft yellow cheese and garnished with
strips of pimento. Nut bread had been cut
in diamond shapes and spread with white
cheese, softened with cream and flavored
with paprika and a little lemon juice. The
dish was prettily garnished with lemon, cut

in fancy shapes, and parsley sprigs. It

was cool and tempting

!

And at last, the tea cannister was looked
over to make sure the 'right kind of tea'

was ready for the party. When the boiling

water was poured over it the aroma of

jasmine was unmistakable. Nothing less

than jasmine tea for fastidious Genevieve,

but when the lovely brown biscuit had been
enjoyed, the tea sipped, the cake praised,

Mr. Boles voted orange marmalade the
piece dc resistance. He begged for the re-

cipe and in case there are others who might
enjoy the delicacy, Miss Tobin offers the

following to her fans:

Take five oranges, three lemons and two
grapefruits. Remove the pulp and chop;
put the skin through the meat chopper. Add
the pulp and juice to the skin. To each pint

of the mixture add three quarts of cold

water and let stand over night. Measure
and to each quart of the mixture allow one
cup of sugar. Boil for an hour and take

it off when a little of it, tested in a cool

place, hardens.

The moral of this story is that a smart,

modern girl, may have a career and still

find time to cook if she likes it well enough
to learn

!

Beautiful Kay Hush appears with Johnny Farrell, golf pro, in the
RKO-Pathe series of golf pictures.
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A GRACEFUL NEW \ O T E

PTiotoprapfts ~b'j Ray Jones

Genevieve Tobik, beautiful Universal star, demonstrates the versatility of present-day fashion.

Shorts and shirt for tennis. A soft and subtle satin gown for afternoon. And for moments' of
relaxation, afeminine gown, charming and comfortable.

Never were styles more truly feminine
than in this year of Fashion, 1931. Frills

are everywhere. Dresses are flowy . . .

with clinging, revealing lines that are
both graceful and alluring. How they
do set off the figure!

Ah, that's the point! The figure's

the thing, says Fashion. We must be
slender, to be sure—but slimly rounded.
We must remember calories, but not
forget complexions, vitality, glowing
health. And that's why so simple an
addition to the diet as bran is very,
very important.

For unwise dieting may do far more
harm than good. Diets which lack
roughage (and most reducing diets do)
frequently cause improper elimination.
Poisons accumulate in the system—caus-
ing pimples, wrinkles, sallow skins, head-
aches, dizziness and even serious illness.

AH this danger may be avoided by
simply including Kellog's All- Bran
in an adequate reducing diet. All-Bran
isn't fattening—it adds health instead
of calories. It provides the roughage
needed for proper elimination. It also

adds iron which brings color to the
cheeks and helps prevent dietary anemia.

Try this pleasant ready-to-eat cereal
instead of dangerous pills and drugs.
You'll enjoy the nut-sweet flavor—the
many ways you can serve it: as a cereal,

" sprinkled over salads, in soups and
omelets; cooked into muffins and breads.

Ask for Kellogg's—the original All-
Bran. Recommended by dietitians. In
the red-and-green package. Made by
Kellogg in Battle Creek.

• • •

You'll enjoy Kellogg's Slu?nber Music, broad-
cast over wjz and associated stations of the
N. B. C. every Sunday evening at 10.30 E. S. T.
Also kfi Los Angeles, komo Seattle at io.oo,

and koa Denver at io.ra.

SE.\D FOR THE BOOKLET
" THE MODERN FIGURE"

It contains helpful and sane counsel regarding the
modern styles and how to achieve the figure best
suited to them. You will find the suggested menus
and table of foods for reducing diets invaluable. It
is free upon request.

KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept. E-5, Battle Creek. Mich.

Please send me a free copy of your booklet,
'"The Modem Figure."

AT<zrae_

Address.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD
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Beauty is More Than Skin Deep

!

Continued from page 63

which is perfectly right. Sometimes they
are caused by bad health, sometimes by
faulty diet, but a great deal of the time,

they come from mere carelessness in cleans-

ing. They are more apt to afflict brunettes

than blondes since brunettes have more ten-

dency toward oily skin. Yet dry skinned
people can get them, too, particularly

around the nose.

To get rid of these horrid things, start

cleaning the face at night with a good cold
cream. Give your skin a few minutes' mas-
sage so that the cream will penetrate the
pores and soften the blackheads so that

they can be easily removed.
Wipe off the excess cream with cleans-

ing tissues and wash the face with pure
soap and hot—not warm—water. Scrub
energetically around the places where the
blackheads usually appear. Rinse with
fresh water. If there are blackheads that
may be squeezed out, do so by gently press-
ing the blackheads between the fingers

protected with pads of clean cotton. Never
do more than three or four blackheads at a
time, so that you do not irritate too large
a surface of the skin. And never squeeze
blackheads except when the skin has been
softened and replaced with this preliminary
treatment.
Next thoroughly close the pores by pat-

ting the face gently with a pad of cotton
dipped in witch hazel. Repeat the treat-

ment every three or four nights and as the

blackheads clear up, try to prevent the

start of new ones. The greatest aid to this

is very careful washing of the face with
particular attention paid to stimulating the

skin around the bad, sluggish spots. This,
and watching your diet. Stop eating oils,

sweets and fats which are tending to make
your oil glands over-active. And of course,
observe all the skin health rules.

The two next great problems are those
of too oily skin and too dry skin. The
oily skinned girl needs to watch her diet

particularly. As I said of the skin with
blackheads, so with oily skin—avoid too
much oil, sugar or fat in the diet. Drink
lots of water—six to eight glasses a day,
at least. Use a good astringent for cleans-
ing. There are several very fine ones on
the market. "I'll tell you the names of them
if you want to write to me. Or there is

the old reliable witch hazel, which is ex-
cellent. Or you may use alcohol or toilet

water. Obviously such a skin very seldom
needs any creams applied to it.

Dry skin rarely suffers from blackheads
but it has other irritating little tricks. It

chaps and it peels. It gets wrinkles easily

and it has a horrid tendency to make a girl

look older than her birthdays register.

The girl who has dry skin must protect

her face much more than her oily skinned
sister. She must never needlessly expose
herself to windburn, sunburn, dust, harsh
soaps or hard water. If the water is hard,

she will find it will repay her to boil it

and make it soft.

For dry skin use lots of cold cream.
Two or three nights a week leave a coating
of cream or a good skin food on the face
overnight. If there is a tendency toward
coarse pores, pat the skin with witch hazel
one night a week. But make all facial

treatments gently and always use cold
cream as a make-up base.

There are, of course, cases of acne.

There is, too, the matter of freckles. And
there are skins that are a bit of all types,

dry here and oily there, and in-between.
But those are individual problems that I

shall be only too glad to take up with you
directly if you will write me. There is the
problem of facial massage in beauty shops.
I don't recommend it too sweepingly. If

you know the beauty shop, if you know the
operator knows her art, a good facial is a
flattering and restful experience. But don't

let just anyone work on your face. It is

much too precious for that—and you really

can take such fine care of it at home, no
professional touch is necessary.
The rules I have given you here will

keep your skin perfect if it is really good,
or restore it to beauty if it is less lovely

than it used to be. These rules are simple
but they do work ! And after you have
applied them, remember there are two
other things that are most important for
creating your facial beauty.
The one is : Be Happy. The other is

:

Keep Growing Mentally. The greatest
source of beauty is a contented, vivid mind.

<$> _____ _

All About Barrymore Continued from page 55

trouble. For "Svengali" he had to be at

the studio an hour and a half before
shooting time—it took him an hour to put
on his make-up. The beard dried on his

face and became extremely annoying. He
is thankful he doesn't have to play the roie

night after night before an audience but is

through with it when the picture is finished.

Away from the studio is interested in

sketching and painting. Sketches himself
in each one of his roles. Then puts the

drawing away. Sketches picturesque folk

of tropical countries he has visited. For a
long time could not draw feet, so had his

subjects stand in high grass.

Has what might be called his "business
side." Is a director of a Hollywood bank.
Makes and spends a great deal of money.
Has wisely provided himself with a man-
ager who keeps a close check on his

finances.

Has always been reticent in matters per-
taining to publicity. With birth of Dolores
Ethel Mae Barrymore some of his reti-

cence vanished. To his neighbors he is now
known as a noisy, proud papa. Wrinkles
his classic brow and goes "squeegy-squeegy-
squeegy" to the youngster.

Dislikes impertinent people and bores.

Often tells them what he thinks of them.
In no uncertain terms. Dislikes interview-
ers. Once refused an interview with a

magazine writer. Said that interviewer
would probably ask about the condition of
his stomach. Which was bad.
Does not go to Hollywood parties. Cares

nothing for social affairs. Makes no friends
for policy's sake. Has insulted some people
who could have done him a good turn.

Enjoyed it hugely. Is unfailingly cour-
teous to most who work with him and for
him. Often respects their judgement.

The Barrymore home on the crest of one
o; the Hollywood mountains was once the

house of King Vidor. Barrymore has
added new wings to it. It is a rambling
affair, roughly squared about the inner
garden. It has a large pool. Not for
swimming. Aviary which houses two hun-
dred rare birds brought back from the
tropics. All are very much alive.

The trophy room would startle you. Es-
pecially in the dark. Here are stuffed birds,

stuffed fish, part of the vertebrae of a
whale, the skin and skeleton of a 560-lb.

Marlin swordfish, the stuffed remains of a

giant tortoise. A stuffed crocodile Dolores
Costello Barrymore shot in the Galapagos.
A dinosaur egg presented by Roy Chap-
man Andrews. Probably the only one in

existence outside of the American Museum
of Natural History.

Then there is the gun collection. He has
been collecting guns longer than anything
else. Has said that every time he was in

his cups in his youth he bought a gun.

Hence the tremendous collection. Duelling

pistols, elephant guns, flint-locks, muzzle-
loaders, Maxim silencers, early blunder-

busses, the latest Luders.

There are rare prints of all periods.

There is a Sargent sketch of Barrymore
as "Hamlet." And a marble head of Bar-
rymore done by Paul Manship. There is

old glass, and curios of all kinds.

He collects fine volumes and first edi-

tions. Has first editions of "Moby Dick"
and "Alice in Wonderland." Names Amer-
ican writers, such as Hawthorne and Mel-
ville, as his favorites. Admires the work
of the late D. H. Lawrence. Has a copy
of "Lady Chatterly's Lover" in his book
shelves. Goes in for literature on pirates.

sea lore, bird culture, and volumes on
hunting and fishing.

Would rather fish and hunt than do any-
thing else. Prefers to when it involves an
expedition in his new yacht, Infanta. The
yacht's cabins are luxurious. There is a
special cabin for the baby. During the

last cruise the baby was the best sailor.

Has three dogs and ten black cats. They
have the run of the house. His favorite is

Peter, his giant St. Bernard. Peter played
an important role in "Moby Dick." Barry-
more declares that as an actor Peter is a
fine dog.

He is exceedingly superstitious. Is in-

terested in the mystic and has firm opinions

regarding astrology. Believes that his life

has been greatly influenced by the planets.

Upon that theory he selects his stage and
screen productions. Upon that presumption
he times them and undertakes the casting

of them. Was most happy when he dis-

covered that Dolores Costello's planets

matched favorably with his own.

He is not robust yet he enjoys hazardous
and strenuous sports. He was born on
February 15, 1882. His eyes are gray and
he has brown hair which is greying at the

temples. He favors English clothes. Has
a reputation for dressing shabbily because

when he likes a suit he will not throw it

away. His favorite colors in the matter of

dress are grey and blue.

Likes to be photographed with a pipe

although he prefers cigarettes. Favors
profile portraits. Has a peculiar habit of

lifting his left eyebrow. A characteristic

of the Drews, his mother's family, which
he most resembles. He is not in favor of

the Volstead act. If he must go on a diet

he would like it to be liquid.
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How tlirilln findow thrilling • . . to

the fountain of youth

111 a neriumefume hottle!

savs

HELEN TVELVETREES

' Goodi ilorerlmess Jtnows ± m no explorer!

yet I ve found it . . . trie fountain of

youtli . . . ngkt bere at my own

dressing table! It came disguised as a

perfume, in a precious flacon . . . and

every droplet smiled and twinkled

. . . well
7
just like an April sunbeam.

I lifted tke stopper, and knew at

once . . . tkat Seventeen was no

ordinary perfume. For at once,

almost, it cauglit me up . and beld

and held me. m its own thrill-
"V«\

mg mood ... of Seventeen!'

1 o impart the shin-tone of Seventeen . . .

Seventeen Two-Tone Face Powder . . . a new and dif-

ferent powder -winch brings youtli to your complexion,

as Seventeen Perfume brings youtb to your mood!
Seventeen is a two-tone powder... in wbicb tones are

blended, just as Nature blends tbem in tbe youthful
(^~pfl£j

skin. Thus, Seventeen imparts the true shin-tone of ^ Jptr
i 1 • r i • • f <VoWvL&{^

youth to your complexion . . . the combination ol tones

gives life and radiance, and avoids the flat appearance

of ordinary powders. In four fascinating shades.

Otler Seventeen toiletries . . . Dusting Powder, Tal-

cum Powder, Compacts, a solid and

liquid Brillantine, Sachet, Toilet ^V^ater

. . . and the blithe perfume, Seventeen.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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one a week, for the current
year

!

Priscilla Dean is married,
but she isn't ! You see, Lt.

Leslie Arnold, her aviator
husband married Priscilla

after his divorce from Mil-
dred Arnold, and that lady
has succeeded in having the
divorce annulled. Very awk-
ward.

Lots of excitement when
Mildred Lloyd presented
Harold with a seven months'
baby—such a wee thing that
it has to live in an incubator.
But science works wonders
these days and Harold, Jr., is

gaining by ounces and will
probably be home with his

two sisters (the Lloyds had
just adopted a second little

girl J about the time he should
have made his original ar-
rival. Harold had to peer at
him ecstatically through a
glass case for weeks.

We hadn't heard of Kath-
leen Key for a year or more,
when she elected to bust Bus-
ter Keaton in the nose.
Buster's explanation of the
fracas is that he promised
Kathleen $500 if she lost

twenty pounds in weight, but
gave it to her anyway, al-

though she didn't quite make
the reduction. Later, when
things got horrid, Buster gave
her a check for $5,000 to go
way—a long way away—but
she had a photostatic copy
made of it instead, and demanded $25,000.

So Buster got mad and Kathleen got
madder, and nobody knows what Natalie
Talmadge Keaton thinks about it—just

yet.

Marian Lord becomes a sister-in-law of
Victor McLaglen by marrying his brother,
Arthur Robert McLaglen. This is a
younger one of the eight giants of that
family, whose father is an Episcopal
bishop. Another one is still suing Victor
for $90,000 for "defamation of character"
—that's Leopold. It will be awkward for
Victor if the rest of the eight show up in

Hollywood with picture ambitions

!

When Marie Dressier returns from her
rest in Honolulu, she and Polly Moran
will go into politics. Marie is

to be a lady candidate, in a
picture called "The Mayor of
Cicero."

Little 17-year-old Barbara
Weeks may possibly become
Mrs. George Gershwin.
They are seen together a
great deal these days, and
George is one composer who
can afford to get married

—

two houses, three cars. etc.

Mae Murray had another
law-suit on her hands—this

time for ill-fitting dresses.

Mae won. She usually wins
these recurrent law-suits, but
the poor girl is always rush-
ing off to lawyers and courts

The girl who turned her back on Hollywood! Edna
Best, stage favorite signed by Metro to play opposite
Jack Gilbert, never even played one scene! She said
she was homesick for her husband, Herbert Marshall.

between scenes and rushing back for the
next. The amazing part of it is that Mae
is always on time for all her appointments
—her chauffeur takes a gallant pride in

seeing she gets there and back with thirty
seconds to spare.

Even an offer of $650,000 failed to tempt
Charlie Chaplin to speak over the radio.

Instead, right after the most dazzling pre-
miere ever seen in Hollywood, he hopped
off to New York for another there, and
thence to London for a third. "City Lights"
is expected to net Charlie a couple of
million.

Which reminds us, Mrs. Albert Einstein
thinks Charlie is "Sooch a nice yoong
man !"

A great actor and gallant gentleman plays one of his
last scenes. Louis Wolheim with John Gilbert in
"Gentleman's Fate," his last picture, gave one of his

finest performances.

Thomas Meighan, veteran
of the screen in silent days,
Is to stage a come-back in
"Young Sinners."

What is an "extra girl"?
A court has decided that anv
girl who makes less than $65
a week in pictures is an
"extra," no matter how hand-
some a car she drives.

Ina Claire, (Mrs. John Gil-
bert) takes her place among
United Artists, with Gloria
Swanson, Charlie Chaplin,
Ronald Colman et al. She is

now under contract to Samuel
Goldwyn, and has given up
all thought of going back to
the stage.

Ina says her fuss with Jack
began when she tried to tell

him what was wrong with his
screen voice— and anyway,
they w^ere both too absorbed
in careers to let matrimony
come first.

In spite of "Once in a Life-
time," the stage play that
joshes the movies so unmerci-
fully, and shows what a hor-
rid time authors can have in

Hollywood. Frederick Lons-
dale, Michael Arlen, Louis
Bromfield and Sidney Howard
are al! accepting film money
these days. They cuss out
pictures in private, these au-
thors, but when pay day comes
around, feel maybe they can
stand them a little longer.
Ben Hecht and Charles Mac-

Arthur, the "Front Pagers," are here to
write Ronald Colman's next. Robert
Benchley has arrived to write for Howard
Hughes.

Helen Twelvetrees, recently divorced, is

seen frequently in the company of a Holly-
wood stunt man. Which reminds us, the
worst pun of the month is that the ro-
mance between Grant Withers and Loretta
Young "withered because Loretta took too
much for granted

!"

—

—

•

Enid Bennett, who once said she would
never, never, never return to pictures,
comes back in "Skippy" as Mrs. Skinner.
Enid is Mrs. Fred Niblo and has three
children of her own, so everyone really
believed she had forsaken the screen
forever.

Enid and Fred Niblo have
bought a big corner lot for an
office building. Corinne Grif-
fith is putting up a public
market that will cost $25,000
on a lot she owns. And
Belle Bennett is financing a
countryside restaurant to be
known as "Grandma's Farm-
house"—all furnished in an-
tiques. Mary Pickford talks

about going into cosmetics,
while Gloria Swanson is

thinking about a dressmaking
business.

:—o—

:

Lew Cody used to be a soda-
jerker. Recently he wagered
himself against a present pro-
fesssional and served sodas

(Continued on page 94)
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Is Wollywood's

Hidden in the

MAGIC

Indescribable
tf IT"

Make-up
Is make-up the secret of the

glamorous beauty of the screen stars?

Can every girl create a

beauty that thrills ... a personality

that attracts ... with Hollywood's

Make-Up Secret?

Read the answer . . .by

Hollywooa
1

"*

s Make- Up Genius . . .

Max Factor.

T t I J . . . that indescribable something about a

personality that attracts, that allures, that

A JL appeals; that is magnetic and electric. Every

famous screen star has it . . . and holds an audience ot mil-

lions spellbound. What is the secret?

"What we have discovered in pictures about beauty,

about make-up, about cosmetics ... every woman should

know. True! make-up is magic . . . and in the magic of make-

up lies more than new beauty .

.

. but the wand of make-up
is not so magical, so mysterious that every woman cannot

wave it over herself and produce in her own likeness the

vision of beauty she has always dreamed of." And then

Max Factor, Hollywood's genius of make-up, creator of

make-up for the leading motion picture stars and studios,

told me the secrets of make-up which every woman will

want to know.

If you would double your beauty . . . gain new personality . . . new charm . . . new attraction . . .

listen! In Hollywood, screen stars are using a new kind of make-up for street and social wear. It is

based on cosmetic color harmony . . . Max Factor's famous discovery which revolutionized make-up
in Hollywood, and caused all stars and studios to adopt his make-up exclusively. A make-up ensem-
ble ... powder, rouge, lipstick, eyeshadow and other essentials in perfect color harmonies for every

individual type of beauty ... in blonde, brunette, redhead and brownette.

And each star has her own individual color harmony, too. ..just the exact shades in each
essential to blend into a make-up ensemble exactly suited to her own individual personal

ity . . . suggested by Max Factor to accentuate the allure of natural beauty. No wonder
millions silently applaud the fascinating beauty of the stars.

Now you . . . like a screen star . . . may share this secret of beauty. Max Factor
will create for you . . . just as he would for a screen star . . . your own color har-

mony in make-up, according to your own complexion analysis, and with this

priceless gift you will receive a copy of his book, "The Neiv Art of Society

Make- Up." Discover this make-up secret of Hollywood's ... and you'll dis-

cover the one way to new beauty, new fascination, and that indescribable

something called "it" which until now has been held within the glamorous
world called Hollywood. Mail courtesy coupon now.

DOROTHY MACKAILL
starring in

First NationaP s production

Tarty Husbands"
Make-Up by Max Factor

Dorothy Mackaill, writes: "I use your

make-up exclusively, as there is none

just as good as Max Factor s Society

Make-Up."

* * *

LORETTA YOUNG,
First National Star and Max Factor,

Hollywood's Make- Up Genius using

the correct color harmony tone in Max
Factor's Face Ponder.

Photo study ofthe color harmony ensem-

ble ofMax Factor's Society Make-Up.

I M^~F^R~YVU^CdMPTEXiON~ANALYSTS
|

|Mr. Max Factor—Max Factor Studios, Hollywood, Calif. 4-5-40

|
Dear Sir. Send me a complimentary copy of your 48-page book, "The Nev Art I

yofSociety Make-Up", personal complexion analysis and make-up color harmony I

|
chart. I enclose 10c (coin or scamps) to cover cost of postage and handling. I

MAX FACTOR'S Society MAKE-UP
(^osmetics of the Stars ;> HOLLYWOOD

96% of all make-up including Technicolor used by Hollywood Screen Scars and Studios is Max Factor's.

(Los Angeles Chamber of Commer<t Statistics) (QlpJO Mjx Factor

I

In™,

\Oiy-

| Stjfg -

COMPLEXION
Light

Ruddy

COLOR EYES

COLOR LASHES Di

COLOR HAIR

Al.::
I
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for a whole evening at a Hollywood drug
store. Lew won. But the ice-cream was
awfully hard, and Lew confesses to giving

It a bath of hot water on the sly, so that

he might dig it out more speedily.

:—o—

:

Norman Foster and Claudette Colbert,

married, are so keen to defeat a fate that

keeps Foster in New York and Claudette in

Hollywood, that they are planning a hasty-

meeting in Chicago. We like our married
lovers to be like that.

John Wayne has been engaged to little

Josephine Saenz for some time, but she

wished to keep it secret "so as not to harm
his career." All the same John has been
escorting Virginia Cherrill, Charlie Chap-
lin's new leading lady, on one or two occa-

sions lately. At a suburban play recently

he was also introduced from the platform
as having brought Marguerite Churchill, but

Josephine was right beside him, and Mar-
guerite smiled amusedly from across the

theatre.

Carman Barnes, Hollywood's latest child-

wonder, author of three books, and writing

the picture play in which she will star, is

southern. "But I was careful not to seem
too smart," she says with a cryptic smile,

"southern men don't like their women to

be smart."

:—o—

:

Did you know that John Barrymore, of
all people, collects autographs?

:—o—

:

Joseph Cawthorn has been on the stage

for 50 years. He says he has defied all

the actor's usual superstitions—yet M-G-M
is now going to promote him as a male
Marie Dressier ! "And I always walk
under ladders, look at the new moon
through glass, encourage black cats to walk
across my path and would sign contracts

on Friday the 13th or April 1st!" he beams.

It was Paramount that rescued Ruth
Chatterton from a possible pending ob-
scurity and reinstated her as a popular
screen actress. Ruth signed the contraci.

with Warners, unbeknown to Paramount.
The very next day, before the news was
public, she threw an affectionate kiss to
Ben Schulberg of Paramount, which,
later, he did not entirely appreciate.
The case of Claudette Colbert and Nor-

man Foster is particularly interesting. Re-
member the picture "Holiday" in which the
th erne is that we should take our hohdavs
while we are young—after, say, the first

$20,000, and not dedicate our lives to money-
making? Well, those two did just that.

Not a newcomer—but a new
Mary Duncan, who will be
seen in "Among the Mar-

ried," for M-G-M.

Mae Murray, blonde and
svelte as ever, returns to

the screen in "Bachelor
Apartments."

Hollywood celebrities gather to hon-
or Carl Laemmle, the veteran pro-
ducer of Universal pictures. You
can see Mary Pickford, Will Hays,
Will Rogers, Constance Bennett,
Wally Beery, Buddy Rogers, Gary
Cooper, Ronald Colman, Jack Gil-

bert, and other stars.

They argued that they had enough money
for all modest needs and intended taking
the holiday both yearned for—a trip to the
South Seas. If they were popular, they
would be taken back in pictures, holiday or
no. If not—well, never mind.
They had a gorgeous time and took some

clever travel pictures. When they re-

turned, prepared for the worst, both were
snapped up again by an eager studio and
now those travel pictures are to be bought
and worked into a story, too. It's the best
argument for "Holiday" we've heard yet.

Saw Anita Page woman's clubbing. It

was a "recognition banquet" given by the

Los Angeles Ebell, (which has 4,000 mem-
bers and the most beautiful clubhouse), to

honor citizens who have "achieved." Voila!
Anita, Conrad Nagel and his wife, and
Louis B. Mayer wTere the only representa-
tives of the motion picture colony selected

for tnis honor. Governor Rolph sat right

opposite Anita and cast his Sunny Jim eye
upon her benignly. She wore black velvet
which set off her blonde hair discreetly,

and was generally a credit to her profes-
sion in the matter of deportment.

Two former stars of the silent screen

are staging come-backs—Mae Murray and
Clara Kimball Young. Mae appears with
Lowell Sherman in "Bachelor Apartments,"
and Clara is the lead in "Kept Husbands."
Mae is the same svelte blonde, graceful,

dashing beauty whom the fans worshipped
in such pictures as "The Gilded Lily" and
"The Merry Widow." She has kept every
ounce of her charm.

Clara is dark, matronly, even after hav-

ing laboriously shaved off 56 pounds via

masseuse, diet, and violent exercise. Mae
is gay, piquant, winsome. Clara is digni-

fied, earnest, and in the mood for leading

a crusade had she been a clubwoman.
Mae is the Princess Mdvani, the mother of

a four-year-old boy, and in love with her

husband and life. Clara has a canary and a

parrot and is married to a Dr. Forman.
Both Mae and Clara made over fifty pic-

tures in the old days. Mae filled the inter-

val with personal appearances for RKO
and Publix, and in having the baby, and
also with a trip to Europe. Clara played

(Continued on page 96)
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Already

3oo,ooo women
Acwt calledan m

Jor help

In her search for greater loveliness where

must a woman begin? During the last twelve

months Cleanliness Institute answered that

question for 300,000 women . . . sent them

free copies of The Thirty Day Loveliness Test.

And each day brings more and more requests.

IN spite of all that has been said and written, there

is, of course, no one great loveliness secret. Love-

liness consists of many things— many separate little

details. To achieve loveliness regular attention must

be paid to all these important little matters.

For instance, your skin. If you want it to look clear

and fresh and radiant, you must keep it really clean.

Every night, every morning— without fail— cleanse

your face with soap and warm water. If you like to use

creams, use them before or after, never in the place of,

soap and water.

And your hair! It should be soft and smooth and

lustrous. So don't neglect it. Shampoo frequently and

thoroughly. And incidentally there is a right way to sham-

poo and a wrong way. Read page 15 of our booklet.

To be dainty, to look your very best at all times, be

particularly careful ofyour clothing; nothing brings out

poise and charm like immaculate cleanliness in dress.

CLEAN LI NESS I N STITUTE
Established to promote public icelfare by

teaching the value of cleanliness

And it is for that same reason that the bath is so

important. Good grooming begins with the bath. Al-

ways step in before you step out!

Above all, guard against letting one or two little

things spoil the good effects of all the others. That,

perhaps, is the most helpful thing about Tlie Tliirty

Day Loveliness Test. It suggests a single, simple plan,

a definite program to follow.

Send for FREE booklet

Try this plan for thirty days. Begin now by clip-

ping the coupon below. It will bring you a free copy

of The Thirty Day Loveliness Test. In an easy, under-

standable way this interesting booklet tells exactly what

to do . . . exactly where to begin.

CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE. Dept R5, SM5-S1

45 East 17th Street, New York, N.Y.

Please send me free of all cost "The Thirty Day Loveliness Test."

Name

Street

City. State..

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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Raoul Walsh directed re-
hearsals of "Women of All
Nations" in the hospital
where Victor McLaglen
was recuperating from a
minor operation. Greta
Nissen returns in this,

andyes, that's Eddie Lowe,
at the left.

in stock for a while, then came back to

California and acquired weight.

Gary Cooper has plenty of confidence

now, but time was during the making of

"Children of Divorce" when he was so

awkward and cowboyish that Ben Schul-
berg fired him. Clara Bow and Hedda
Hopper were in that picture. They pleaded
for him and promised to help give him
confidence and teach him how to wear a
tuxedo with aplomb. They did their job
pretty well, especially Clara, with whom he
promptly fell violently in love. Clara re-

ciprocated for a while, but presently came
the break, after which they did not speak
to each other. And apparently they never
have made up.

Great pals, the two Jacks of Para-
mount's kid picture, "Skippy," although

as different as possible. Jack Cooper, who
plays the title role, is a cock-sure young
scamp of going-on-eight ; Jack Searl, the

"heavy," a thoroughly responsible gentle-

man of nine. Tow-headed Jackie Cooper
is always getting into difficulties; the other

Jackie is always getting him out, and when
his chum actually gets punished, it breaks

his heart. Jackie Cooper got into dire

trouble over some forbidden peanuts during
"time off" on the set, but when stern ma-
ternal justice was meted out. it was the

other Jackie who did the crying.

Another of their pals is Donald Haines,

the ten-year-old freckle-face, the dog-
catcher's son in "Skippy." These three

youngsters have been in a number of pic-

tures together, and hail each other de-

lightedly when they meet in a new one.

The real veteran of "Skippy," though, is

Payne Johnson, seven months old and do-
ing nicely, thank you. He's the youngest
of seven Johnsons, all film players, has
been on the screen since he was 17 days old,

and has spent most of his life in prop
baskets. And he's so masterly at dialogue
that they have put him in Will Rogers'
class, and let him ad lib!

:—o—

:

Prof. Albert Einstein had his picture

taken with Lew Ayres after witnessing a

special showing of "All Quiet on the West-
ern Front," and then autographed it "Fur
den braven soldaten, Lew Ayres and Albert
Einstein." Gracious old dear, Einstein.

Van Raaltc

Anita Page accents her flan-
nel sports dress in ice-cream
pink with pull-on gloves in

cedar brown.

Bobby Jones, who is mak-
ing a series of twelve one-
reel talking pictures called

"How I Play Golf."

John Barrymore en-
tertains Rear-Admiral
Richard Byrd on the
"Svengali" set, when
Byrd visited the Warner
Studio. Marian "Tril-
by" Marsh at the left.

And Executive Darryl
Zanuck, right.

Ivan Lebedeff, sometimes honored by es-
corting Mary Pickford, is to star in a story
of his own life for RKO. Lebedeff is

Russian and served at the court of Czar
Nicholas, became an aviator and covered
himself with glory, and then, when
wounded, was food administrator for Rus-
sia until the Bolsheviks made it wiser for
him to leave his country. D. W. Griffith

first brought him to Hollywood for "The
Sorrows of Satan." Ivan is easily the
most effective hand-kisser in all Hollywood,
not excepting Joseph Schildkraut and Jose
Crespo.

:-—o—

:

Gloria Swanson's Marquis and ex-spouse
is to blossom as director of the French
version of "Kiki" for Mary Pickford. He
has already directed French pictures with
great success.

Edna Purviance, Charlie Chaplin's first

leading lady, is back in Hollywood, after
making a French picture, "The Education
of a Prince," in France. Directly after

the premiere of "City Lights" she was
brought down with influenza and is only
now recovering. Edna is still on the Chap-
lin payroll and is as beautiful as ever.

Georsje Arliss voiced his disapproval of

24 bath ing girls draped around an empty
swimming pool, in a smart garden party
scene for "The Millionaire." It proved one
of those minor crises for a spell, but pres-

ently the inadequately clothed young ladies

were retired to a hazy background and
Arliss was spared appearing in a Alack
Sennett Comedy.

:—o—

:

Irene Dunne, who made such a buoyant
success in "Cimarron" and almost stole the

picture from Richard Dix, comes from a

career on the stage, in which she starred in

"Show Boat" for over a year, and then

played the same character in the screen

version.

She simply made them give her the part

for "Cimarron" even after the choice re-

mained between two others who had taken

tests. It was a case of persistence winning,

and she simply had to make good. She
will next be seen with Lowell Sherman
and Mae Alurray in "Bachelor Apart-

ments."
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Doris Kenyon, widow of Milton Sills, is

staging a nice come-back. She appears in

"You and I," "Upper Underworld," and

is now secured to play in "Alexander
Hamilton" with George Arliss. Doris has

a lovely voice and had taken up concert

singing before Milton Sills' death. She
has an adorable small boy who cannot bear

to have her out of his sight. This baby

has a whole house of his own to play in,

built in the center of the huge garden at

the Brentwood Park home (not far from
Joan and Doug, Jr.), and leads his govern-

ess a merry life. He can muss things up
all he likes.

Joan Bennett's former spouse, John Fox,

was recently ordered to pay Joan $1,200

for the support of Joan's small daughter.

And Joan has just signed a grand new
Fox contract.

:—o—

:

Esther Ralston retires from the screen

for the very excellent purpose of adding
to the population. The event is expected

in June. In the meantime she and her

spouse, George Webb, have left for a brief

visit to Europe.

John Barrymore was complimenting Car-
mel Myers on a facial expresssion she

used during the filming of "Svengali." "It

ought to be good," retorted Carmel, "it's

one of your own best!"

Will Rogers did the biggest "bit" to-

wards helping the drought sufferers, but
Mary Pickford begged for and helped
pack California oranges, and Bebe Daniels
did yeoman work in a food drive here.

Time was when Virginia Sales was
known as Chic Sales' sister. But Chic
must now look to his laurels. Virginia
returns to Hollywood in triumph. Perhaps
it is her success which inspired Chic to
come back with his 15-year-old daughter,
a son of 12, and twin boys of 10. They've
taken a house and the children all go to
Beverly Hills High School with a view
to future picture careers.

The triumphant girl of the new year is

Jean Fenwick, formerly known as Jean
Morgan. She changed her name because
eleven letters are supposed to be lucky

—

and she did get a part right away in

"Chances" with Doug Fairbanks. But
that is a minor triumph. Because, you
see, Jean brought her two brothers, Eddie
and George, and little sister Marian to
Hollywood with the prearranged idea of
getting them all into pictures. She herself
secured a few parts in dog pictures, just
before talkies came in, while the children
went to school. After talkies, it was just
extra work and trudging from studio to
studio. But always she took pictures of
the children along, and studios soon dis-
covered they had inadvertently hired two
or more Morgans every time. Eddie and
George both have parts in "Chances" with
Jean right now. Jean "sold" Marian to
Sam Goldwyn for a small part in
"Whoopee," giving her the name of Mar-
ian Marsh. Now Marian is leading lady
to John Barrymore in "Svengali" and is

put under contract to Warner Bros., and
is already beginning a second picture with
Barrymore, "The Genius." This Jean is
only 22 herself. She is very much the
mother of the family, since she takes care
of widowed mamma, too. The family
pool their finances and Jean is the investor
thereof. She runs the house on a budget
and everybody helps.
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Confessions of a Hollywood Baby
Continued from page 31

Says it's like "The Prairie Schooner"
only more so. Bingo had a swell bone.

Wanted to chew it. Dad wouldn't let

me. Need something like that to cut

my teeth on.

Miss Latour and Del Santo came out

of the house. Dad frowned. He put me
down and walked over to Del Santo.

"Didn't I tell you to stay away from

here?" he said. "And keep away from

my wife? Think I don't know what's

going on? Beat it! If I see your ugly
mug again there'll be trouble."

"Don't pay any attention to him, Ro-
land dear," said Miss Latour. "He's a

bad-mannered brute. I'm sorry I mar-
ried him." She turned to Dad. "You
have insulted me and my guest," she
said. "I'm through. This is the end.

I never want to see you again."
Sunday. It's happened. Dad and Miss

Latour have separated. Dad's gone to live

at the Hollywood Athletic Club. Miss
Latour cried all day. Del Santo came to

see her but she sent him away. What's a
boy going to do?
Tuesday. Situation unchanged. Bad for

all of us. Tired of seeing women around
the house. Only man in the family now,
I guess.
Wednesday. Dad telephoned yesterday.

Wanted to know when he could see me.
Miss Latour told him any time he felt

like it.

Friday. Miss Latour's new picture is

finished. Preview it at the Fairfax
Theatre. Wish I could be there.

Saturday. Visit from Dad today. He's
not looking well. Afraid he's worried
about Aliss Latour.
Sunday. No cocktail party. The pre-

view was a flop. They're going to make
over three scenes. Aliss Latour's dis-

couraged.
Monday. Del Santo was here today.

Spent the afternoon arguing with Miss
Latour about something. Everybody in

the house was nervous and upset. Even
Nursie acts strange. Wonder what's going
on.

Tuesday. Dad came to see me. Sure
like that man. Glad he's my father.

Brought me a doll that squeaks. Don't
like dolls as a rule but this one is funny.
Wednesday. Had a telegram from

Grandfather Hinkle. It seems that he's

pretty sick. Hope nothing happens to the

old gentleman.
Thursday. Dull day. Haven't seen

anybody in the family except Nursie.

Would like to know what's going on
around here.

Friday. Del Santo again. Nursie says

he's in the house entirely too much. Guess
I'm going to be an orphan.
Sunday. No cocktail party. Grace and

Doak came in and spent the afternoon with
me. They're swell. Doak has a contract.

Says he's not making much money but
having a hell of a good time. Grace has
just finished a heavy tragedy for World-
Famous. Critics say she has the best

voice on the talking screen. Seem mighty
happy. Guess Grace has got Doak straight-

ened out at last.

Tuesday. Telephone call from Dad.
He's on location near Santa Maria. Guess
he likes me or he wouldn't call. Wish I

could figure out some way to get Miss
Latour and Dad together. Tough on a

boy to have his family split up.

Wednesday. Mike's camera came back
from the studio. He's working on it

again. Told Nurse that the trouble was
that the film didn't run smooth. Trying to

dope out some way to put a roller in the

machine to hold the film flat. Hope it

works. Like to see Mike make good. See
a good deal of Mike these days. Hangs
around Nursie all the time. Don't blame
him as I think she's pretty sweet.
Thursday. Del Santo was here. Could

hear him and Miss Latour talking out by
the pool. It seems the new scenes have
helped the picture. Guess it will be a hit

after all. Tough on Dad.
Saturday. Del Santo here again.

What's he hanging around for ? Wish I

could figure out some way to get rid of
him. That fellow is going to make trouble

for us. Heard him telling Miss Latour
about his home in South America. It

seems his family has a big ranch on the

pampas.
Sunday. Dad on location. No cock-

tail party. Del Santo was here. Heard
him tell Aliss Latour she would love South
America. She'd better.be careful. Don't

trust Del Santo. Am worried because

Dad's not home. He and Miss Latour are

getting awfully chummy. Talks about

South America all the time. Says people

there lead a free life away from the false

Meet "Skippy," your favorite

cartoon kiddie. Little Jackie
Cooper promises to do right

by our "Skippy."

standards of America. Think Del Santo
is full of hokum !

Friday. Afraid there's something going
on. Nurse cried last night. Wonder
what's the matter.

Saturday. Bad news. Was asleep this
afternoon. Nurse went to see Mike. Miss
Latour came in and stood for a long time
watching me. Woke up but didn't let her
know. God protect Nursie. Pretty soon
Del Santo came in. Started to light a
cigarette but Miss Latour made him stop.
Said it was bad for me.
Del Santo put his arm around Miss

Latour and began to talk very fast.

"Come, my sweet one," he said. "Let us
go away from all this. Come with me to
South America. I will teach you love, love
as we Latins know it in a country where
there is peace and quiet and nobody cares
about moving pictures."

Miss Latour began to cry. "Yes. Roland,
yes," she sobbed. "Take me away from it

all. I am tired of this dreadful Holly-
wood !"

Del Santo smiled so that all his teeth
showed. "We will go at once, beautiful
one," he promised. "Come, get read}'. We
catch the boat from San Pedro in the
morning.
Miss Latour stopped crying. "And the

baby," she said. "We must take him with
us. He's such a beautiful baby."

Del Santo said something in Spanish
which didn't sound very nice. "Impos-
sible !" he frowned. "The child will spoil

everything. We cannot travel with a
baby."

"All right," said Miss Latour. "I
won't go."
They argued. Del Santo said he would

look very foolish arriving in South
America with a baby. His friends would
laugh at him.

"Let 'em laugh," said Miss Latour. "I'm
not going to leave the kid. If you love me
as much as you say, why do you object to

the boy? He's a sweet little monkey.
You'll like him after you get to know him."

More argument. Aliss Latour was de-

termined. Del Santo finally shrugged and
gave in. "Very well," he said, "we'll take

him. But not the nurse. There will be
plenty of nurses where we are going."

"Oh, Roland," cried Aliss Latour, "I'll

care for him myself."
When they had gone I opened my eyes

and did some heavy thinking. It was easy

to figure out what was going to happen.

Aliss Latour was planning to run away
with Del Santo. To South America. Go-
ing to take me with her. Boy ! A young
man of my age has his problems. Didn't

want to go to South America. Hollywood
is good enough for me. Wonder what will

happen when Dad finds out.

Saturday night. Nurse knows. Alust

have overheard Aliss Latour and Del

Santo talking. She was mad. "Take my
boy away from me, will they? Drag
Spooks off to South America? They say

you can't get fresh milk down there. He'll

"starve. Imagine Aliss Latour taking care

of a baby. I won't stand for it. I'll

—

I'll
—

" she began to cry. Knew what to

do but couldn't make Nurse understand.

Women are awful dumb sometimes. Tried

my best to talk. Said : "Da-da-da."

"That's it!" cried Nurse. "Your Dad!
I'll call Bill Regan. He'll take care of

us."

She ran out into the hall. Could hear

the telephone buzz. Believe me, I was

happy. In time of trouble a boy wants his

Dad."
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to remove dangerous dirt

That's why Jean Harlow insists on

Kleenex to remove cold cream

Nurse came back with her eyes shining.

"Don't worry, Spooks," she said. "Every-
thing will be all right. Your dad is on
the way. From the sound of his voice,

he's boiling mad. Hate to be in Del
Santo's shoes right now."

It was late and I was sleepy. But this

was no time to take a nap. Might miss
something good.
An automobile roared up the driveway

and stopped. Front door slammed. Could
hear Dad's voice downstairs. "What the

hell is going on here?" he roared.

Came up the stairs three steps at a

time. Miss Latour screamed and ran out

of her room.
"Where's my kid?" Dad bellowed.
"Bill, Bill," cried Miss Latour. "Stop

yelling, you'll wake the baby."

"Where's Del Santo?" boomed Dad.
"Wait 'till I lay my hands on that rat."

The nursery door opened and Dad came
in. When he saw me in my Kiddie-Koop,
he looked relieved. "All right, Nurse,"
he said, "put some clothes on that kid.

Pack your bag. You're both going with

me. This house is no place for a child."

"My baby ! My baby !" cried Miss
Latour.
Nurse grabbed me out of the Kiddie-

Koop. Began to take oft my nightgown.
Her hands trembled so she could hardly
undo the buttons.

"Hurry !" Dad growled.
"My baby !" cried Miss Latour. "You

can't have him, Bill. He's mine, all mine.
I'll have you arrested for kidnapping mv
child."

Dad only laughed. "Try and do it," he
said. "When I tell the court what's been
going on in this house there won't be any
question as to who gets the child."

"You're a liar," said Miss Latour. "I'm
a good woman and you know it. He's my
baby. You can't have him."
Nurse put me into warm clothes.

Wrapped a woolly blanket around my feet.

Packed her own suitcase and put in a lot

of extra pants and things for me.
"All right, Mr. Regan," she said. "We're

ready."

"Come on," said Dad. "Let's get out of
this dump."

Miss Latour grabbed Dad. Tried to
hold him. "Bill," she pleaded, "don't take
my baby. He's all I've got, Bill."

Dad pushed her away. "You don't de-
serve to have a kid," he said. "He's my
son and he goes with me !"

"Stop, stop!" screamed Miss Latour.
"Help. Roland ! Help I He's stealing my
baby."

We got downstairs. Headed for the
front door. Mike had the car waiting out-
side. Then Del Santo appeared. Dad
took one look at him and said : "Ah ! There
you are."

"You ruffian!" said Del Santo. "What
do you mean to be breaking into Miss
Latour's house and starting trouble?"

"Is that so?" said Dad.
Looked over Nurse's shoulder and saw

the whole thing. Wouldn't have missed it.

Dad balanced on his heels. Then he swunsr
at Del Santo. Sock.' Del Santo took a
nose dive into a corner. Got up quick.
Began to swear in Spanish. Reached under
his coat. Pulled out a long knife.
Miss Latour screamed. Covered her

eyes with her hands.
Del Santo started for Dad. Dad waited,

his eyes on the knife. Then evervthinsr
happened at once. Dad hadn't been" a cop
for nothing. He hit Del Santo on the side
of his jaw. Took the knife awav from
him. Threw it across the room. Smashed
Del Santo in the face with his other fist
Knocked him over a sofa. Hammered both
eyes shut. Jarred loose a few teeth.
Clipped him one on the chin and laid him
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cold. It was over almost as soon • as it

started.

Dad dusted off his hands. Picked Del
Santo up by the seat of the pants and
threw him through the open door. "That
ought to hold you for a while," he said.

Miss Latour stopped screaming. Rushed
to the telephone. "Police ! Police !" she

cried into the receiver. "He's stealing my
baby. Send the police !"

Dad pushed Nurse and me toward the

door. "Get out of here," he said. "Let's

be on our way."
Nurse carried me into the car. Dad

jumped in beside her. Mike slammed in

the gears. Away we went.
Hadn't gone two blocks before a cop on

a motorcycle came up beside us. "Pull

over to the curb," he roared. "Where's
the fire?"

Mike stopped the car. The cop looked
in through the window and saw Dad.
"Hello, Bill," he said. "Didn't know who
it was. Wouldn't have stopped you. We
got a call at the station that somebody
was stealing a baby."

"McGuire," said Dad thankfully. "Just
the man I'm looking for. Listen, Mac,
here's the story." Dad told him about Del
Santo and Miss Latour and how they
were planning to run off to South America
and take me with them.

"Don't blame you a bit," said McGuire.
"He's your kid, ain't he? Better get out

of the country fast. She'll have a flock of

cops after you. The sympathy is always
with the woman."
"We're headed for Mexico," Dad told

him. "Agua Caliente. Once we cross the

border I'd like to see her take the boy
away from me."

"O. K.," said McGuire. "I'll give you
an escort through the city. Ready, Mike?
Step on it. Let's go."

McGuire got out in front of us and
turned on his siren. We hit Hollywood
Boulevard at sixty miles an hour. Every-
body got out of our way when they heard
us coming. Boy, it was exciting. Never
had such a ride in my young life. We went
through Hollywood and Los Angeles so

fast that the street lights were nothing
but a blur. Came to the Coast Highway.
McGuire stopped. Gave us the signal to

go ahead. "You're safe now," he said.

"Good luck, Bill. Give my regards to the

kid when you get to Mexico."

Been a hard day. A boy needs his

sleep. Cuddled up in Nurse's arms and
shut my eyes. Sure glad to be with Dad
again. Wonder what this Mexico place

will look like.

Sunday. Slept 'til noon. Nurse gave
me an extra big bottle when I woke up.

Agua Caliente is swell. Beautiful Span-
ish buildings all over the landscape. Swim-
ming pool is pretty. So is the race track.

They won't let me into the gambling ca-

sino because I'm too young. Don't sup-

pose it amounts to much, anyway.
Monday. Things are not going so well.

Heard Nurse and Mike talking about
Dad today. "Been hitting the stuff ever
since we arrived," Mike said. "Hate to

see Bill Regan in that condition. He's
right in the middle of a big picture, too.

This little trip is costing the studio about
five thousand a day."

"Can't you get him straightened up?"
asked Nurse. "It's Miss Latour he's wor-
ried about."

"Don't blame him," growled Mike. "If

my wife had run off to South America
with a ham actor I wouldn't feel so cheer-
ful myself."
Tuesday. Dad's still hitting it up. Mike

says he lost ten thousand last night in the

casino. "Couldn't even see the chips,"

Mike said. "They took him for every-
thing he had. A crime, that's what it is."

Am getting worried. Hate to see Dad
making a fool of himself. Wonder if

Miss Latour and Del Santo went to South
America. Don't think she'll like him
much after Dad spoiled his good looks.

Friday. Something has got to be dene.

Nurse said that Dad has had ten tele-

grams from the studio. They're sore be-
cause he's holding up production on the

picture. Say they'll get another director

unless he comes back to Hollywood
at once.

Saturday. Don't feel well. Have been
worrying too much. Can't hold anything
on my stomach. Whooped up the last

four bottles. Am tired of Agua Caliente.
Wish we could all go back to the house in

Hollywood. Like that town a lot better

than Mexico.
Sunday. What a night ! Everything

happened at once. Dad got fired by the
studio. Lost every cent he had in the
casino.

Feel terrible myself. Haven't had a
decent meal in twenty-four hours. Every-
body's worried about me. Nurse says the
Mexican doctor at the hotel never saw
a baby before. Hasn't the slightest idea

what's the matter. Says if I'm not better

by noon, she's going to telegraph my regu-
lar doctor in Hollywood.
Sunday noon. Nurse telegraphed for

Doctor. He's coming by plane. Feel
awful. Wish we were home again. The
milk in Mexico doesn't agree with me, I

guess.

Dad's himself again. Spent the morn-
ing watching me. Nurse and Mike were in

my room. Everybody quiet and worried.
Wonder how sick I am ?

Dad said if he'd known this was going
to happen, he'd never have kidnapped me.
Said he guessed that a boy's place was
with his mother. Beginning to think so

myself. Wish Miss Latour hadn't gone
to South America with Del Santo. Was
just beginning to like her.

Boy, I'm sick ! The mere sight of a

bottle turns my stomach. Worrying about
my family has done it. A boy of my
age ought to lead a quiet life. Having
trouble with your parents is enough to

make anybody sick.

Elissa Landi, the Fox fascinator,
is not only a good actress but
she's a novelist, too, and besides
that she wants to be a director.
What's that crack about "beau-

tiful but dumb?"

Later. Doctor arrived. Was glad lo
see him. "What's wrong, young man?"
he said. "What's the trouble?"
Examined me carefully. Shook his head.

"Very strange," he said. "Don't under-
stand it. Afraid this is pretty serious.
W'here's his mother? She ought to be
with him."

"In South America," said Dad.
Doctor shook his head and went : "Tch,

tch.
t
You've got a sick baby, Mr. Regan.

I'll "do the best I can to save him."
Doctor gave me some medicine. Stuff

tasted awful. Whooped it right up.
After that they tried different formula?.
Couldn't hold any of them. Felt awful
funny inside. Saw Nurse crying. Guess
I was a pretty sick boy.
Dad began to pace up and down the

floor. "You've got to do something, Doc-
tor. Fle's my son. I can't give him up."

"I'm doing the best I can," snapped the
doctor. "There's something wrong with
this child I don't understand. Wish his
mother was here. Quite often they can
help a baby far more than a doctor.
Peculiar thing, but it's true."

Nurse stopped crying. "Going to try,"

she announced. "Miss Latour may not
have gone. May still be in Hollywood.
Let me send a telegram, Mr. Regan."
"Go ahead," said Dad. "Anything that

will help little Bill."

Guess I lost consciousness after that.

Room got blurred. Everything spun around
and around.
Sunday night. Heard somebody calling

my name and woke up. Didn't know-
where I was at first. Recognized the
room in Agua Caliente. A lot of people
crowded around me. Saw Nurse and
Mike. Saw Dad and Doctor.

"My baby! My baby!" Miss Latour
was bending over me. Sure glad to see
her. Took me in her arms and began to

croon a little song.
"Came as fast as I could, darling." she

whispered to me. "When I heard my
baby was sick, nothing could stop me.
Never leave you again, little sweetheart."
Dad put his arm around Miss Latour

and looked down at me. "The kid's smil-
ing. Well, I'll be— !" he said. "Believe
he knows you."
"Of course he does, Bill," said Miss

Latour. "Think a boy doesn't know his

own mother ?"

"Get a bottle ready, Nurse," said Doc-
tor. "Maybe he'll take it now."
"Did I ?" Gulped it down as fast as I

could. Was certainly hungry. Miss La-
tour and Nurse held on to each other and
laughed and cried. Was pretty happy my-
self. Swell to have my family together
again.

"Listen," said Dad, "after the kid has
a good nap we'll start for home. That's
the place he belongs and it's where he's

going to stay."

"No fooling," said Miss Latour. "They
won't be able to pry me out of that house
with a million dollar contract."

"How about Del Santo?" asked Dad.

"That bum?" said Miss Latour. "He
sailed for South America a week ago. I

was a fool. He was a bad actor, anyway.
He ruined my last picture."

Wait 'till I see the McGuire twins again.

What a story I'll have to tell them ! Felt

swell inside. Went to sleep happy for the

first time since we left home.

Tuesday. Home. No place like it.

Bingo almost chewed one of my ears, he

was so glad to see me. Mike found a

letter from the studio with an offer for

his new camera. Has to agree to operate

it himself until the technicians learn how
it works. Guess this means I'll lose Nurse.

Mavbe it's just as well. Was about to

fall' in love with that girl myself. A boy
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of my age has got no business getting

mixed up with women.
Have never seen Dad and Miss Latour

so happy. They act like they'd just dis-

covered they had a baby. Can't keep them

out of the nursery.

Had some bad news about Grandfather

Hinkle. He died last night—with his

boots on, trying to break a green colt. Just

like the old gentleman. Left me some-

thing called an "estate." Dad is going to

administer it for me.

Guess I'll be able to take care of my
family after this no matter what happens.

Dad asked me how I'd like to invest some

of my money in his next picture. Said

it was about time I got in on family con-

ferences. Told Miss Latour he was going

to make a new epic called "The Phantom
Rider." It's to be like "The Prairie

Schooner" only bigger and better. The
lead is a girl who pretends to be a man in

order to save her old father's ranch which
is being ruined by cattle rustlers.

"Listen, Gloria," said Dad, "this is your
big chance. It's time you quit your lingerie

parts and did something real. With me
directing, you'll be the biggest success in

the business."

"O.K., Bill," said Miss Latour. "Al-

ways did want to work with you. You
never gave me a chance. We'll knock 'em
cold."

Kissed each other and Miss Latour
cuddled up in Dad's arms.
A bright boy can certainly do a lot for

his family.
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screen and stage stars, or

of women who have un-

imited money to spend on

beauty treatments. Millions

cf women who are trying to

keep within a budget-— or

supporting themselves on a

moderate salary—find they can

save from $25 to $50 a year
— caring for their hair the Jo-

cur' Way— at home! YOU ccn do
v Laura La Plante, radiant film \\ too! It's eOSy! And yOU CC n keep
star, appearing in the Pathe'

i i i

feature, "Lonely wives". your hair looking its best— clways.

A Complete Hair Beauty Treatment

for Less Than 10 Cents!

Hard to believe, isn't it? But it's true! You can actually give yourself— at

home— the same complete beauty treatment for your hair that you have been
accustomed to pay from one to five dollars for. And you can do it easily

—

quickly— for less than 10 cents! Jo -cur' Hot Oil Treatment gives new health

to your scalp— new life to your hair. Delicately scented Jo-cur" Shampoo
concentrate removes the dingy film of dust and dirt, and leaves your hair soft,

fluffy and easy to finger-wave. Then a lovely, lasting wave with Jo-cur'

Waveset— just as easy as combing your hair. And finally— a touch of Jo-cur'

Brilliantine to bring out all its lustrous beauty.

Each of these marvelous preparations can be

used easily at home—each of them is composed
of the best materials money can buy, regardless of

price—and each of them can be obtained in gen-

erous sizes at most five and ten cent stores. 25c
sizes at your druggist's.

Economy is fashionable now!

At most 5 and 10c stores

25c sizes at your druggist's

1o -cur
Beaatq Aidz
far the Hair
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Seventeen perfume, presented by Colgate, suggests spring and pastel colors, laughter and sunshine. And
the Seventeen face powder is just as fresh and new

The Truth about Cosmetics
By Mary Lee

BEAUTY products used to be

content just to supply beauty

to you. But now they are

beautiful in themselves and

supply beauty to your dressing table,

as well as to your face and figure, and

I am a girl as likes that.

Do you remember when Pinaud's

Lilac Vegetal was put up in a funny
old-fashioned bottle with a dinky

metal cap, very much like the bottles

of bay-rum your father used after

shaving? Lilac Vegetal was, even
then, a most delightful toilet water

and deodorant—but it would never

have won an honor place in a smart

girl's boudoir.

And then do you remember, about

two years ago, when Pinaud's cream
came forth in that lovely green jar?

It was, and is, a dandy cream, but
I'm convinced hundreds of women
bought it as much for the jar as its

contents. Pinaud's followed up the

cream with powder in a black jar,

equally chic, and now they have pack-
aged all their liquid products in the

most delectable bottles you ever saw.
You can get them in a set of three,

or a set of six products, at $2.50 and
$5.00 respectively, and they are just

too doggy looking

!

The six products are Lilac Vege-
tal ; Violette des Bois, very like the
Vegetal only more woodsy smelling

:

Pinaud have all their liquid
products in the most delect-
able bottles you ever saw!
Shampoo, Eau de Cologne,
Eaude Quinine—all excellent.

Eau de Cologne, which I think is

quite the nicest one on the market

;

Eau de Quinine, which is Pinaud's
hair lotion and recommended for dan-
druff ; Eau de Portugal, a hair tonic
for blonde locks

; Shampoo, a nice
liquid one that leaves your hair very
soft and which has the virtue of rins-

ing easily.

You may pick your own three from
the six assortment or buy each sep-
arately. I know you'll like any one
of them. For myself, I'm all for the
Violette des Bois and the Eau de
Cologne for that after-the-bath mo-
ment. French women have long
known how to create a subtly per-
fumed atmosphere about themselves
through the use of eau de toilettes and
it's an art worth American girls know-
ing too.

I must say that this is a dandy job

!

The other morning I could barely

clear my office door, it being blocked
with a huge box from the House of
Colgate. Colgate's is as old as the

hills, of course, and just as reliable:

but they certainly know how to cap-

ture the youth-note in their Seventeen
line of products. I felt like a girl

away at school, delving into their

gift package and I thought it was
Christmas in Springtime when I saw-

that Papa Colgate had sent me all

—

{Continued on page 118)
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What Does Numer-
ology Foresee for

Janet Gaynor?

Continued from page 53

which there was a pay envelope to look
forward to regularly each week. An ele-

ment oi pure chance, such as there often

is in the profession of entertaining the

public, would appear as too much of a
chance to take.

Whoever was the person who en-

couraged you, or even forced you to apply
for work in the movies when you arrived
with your family in Hollywood, was a
definite instrument of destiny in your life,

although perhaps he or she did not look
upon their efforts in this way. The im-
portant people in our lives so seldom do
comprehend their larger usefulness to our
progress. You were by this influence

pushed to take more of a chance than you
would have been ready to take especially

as the suggestion came at the time when
you had expressed your number 8 'Expres-
sion' in a usual business position and dis-

covered that business could not satisfy

your inner 11 and the number 5's inclina-

tion for variety.

Once started in 1924, which according
to Numerology was not one of your best

years or quite in tune with you emo-
tionally, but a time of great surprises in

your life, you really came into a cur-
rent of events which had more to do
wiJi your destiny before the public than
with your own intentions, ideals or pref-
erences. In following the encouragement
given you to apply for work in the movies
one can imagine that in making your first

applications you were not at all sure of
yourself inwardly. The 11 in your 'Ideal-

ity' makes you only aware that you were
following that latest lead given to you
and you would not have been surprised if

you had not attracted some attention.

Oi course, w<ith your 8 'Expression' you
tried to appear practical, capable, coura-
geous and business-like, and this quality, to-

gether with the fact that you were making
the effort at a psychological moment,
brought opportunity quickly.

Your public knows how you took ad-
vantage of your opportunities and gave
your best interpretation of the roles al-

lotted to you, but through your numbers I

can see the processes of thought and ac-
tion that were employed for this result.

In your real name of Laura Gainer you
will note that the sum total of its vowels
is 11 and the total of all its numbers is 8
which was the 'Expression' I have already
explained.

To the Numerologer this means that
the number 4 was absent from your name
at birth and the qualities and abilities

oi which it is the symbol wTere absent from
your character.
Number 4 gives to the individual char-

acter, the capacity for hard work, physical
endurance: and without it. while we may
have talents and some splendid ideas, we
do not have the application and physical
and mental concentration to acquire the
technique or the proper method to produce
practical results.

\\ hile number 4 is in the same class
as the 8 of your 'Expression' it is not
exactly the same value to one who finds
himself faced with the chance of success
provided one can acquire in a short space
of time a technique of a kind to gain ac-
ceptance before the public.
W ith your name of Laura Gainer, with-

out the number 4, you would not have

THE smartest young things are

using Modess these days—because

they don't have to 'worry about it. Like

their mothers, they find Modess has

everything necessary to make it the

safest sort of sanitary convenience

—

perfect protection — complete com-

fort— deodorant— easily disposable.

And with its softly fluffed, gently con-

forming filler material, and skilfully

rounded corners, Modess can be worn

under the scantiest frocks without

being the least bit conspicuous.

There are two tvpes of Modess

—

Regular and the new Compact.

Modess Regular is standard thickness.

Thousands of women already know
that it is the best possible sort of sani-

tary protection.

The Compact is Modess Regular

gently compressed to half its thickness.

It is designed to supplement the Regu-

lar for wear with evening clothes—^for

packing in the week-end bag—for

times when less thickness is necessary.

Many women—and young girls par-

ticularly—wall find that the Compact is

satisfactory at all times.

The next time you buy, try a box of

each. See what a perfect combination

they are.

Aiodess CompactandModess Regularare packed

in boxes of twehe—and are priced the same.
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been able to meet so successfully the

practical demands of your early oppor-
tunities, but under this name you are not

known to your public, but instead as Janet
Gaynor.
Changing your name had therefore a

tremendous psychological importance upon
your life for in taking the vowels of this

name, a and e for Janet which are num-
bered 1 and 5 and added to 6; and a and

for Gaynor, which are numbered 1 and
6 respectively and add to 7, a final total

of 4 is found by the addition of the 6
for Janet and the 7 for Gaynor. Then if

we go farther and place the proper num-
ber values under each letter of this name
as follows, and make an addition of all

of them another total of 4 is found by re-

ducing the 14 of Janet and the 35 of

Gaynor. Thus

:

J-a-n-e-t G-a-y-n-o-r
115 5 2 7 17 5 6 9
1—4 3—5

5 X 8 = 13 or 4

Without any influence of 4 in the orig-

inal name of Laura Gainer you were in

some way led to adopt for your public

efforts a name that is a number 4 both in

its vowels which reveal its 'Ideality' or

motive and in its 'Expression' or ability.

As Janet Gaynor it is therefore perfectly

clear that your success has been due more
surely to hard work than to your being
really a creative artist. The capacity for

hard work was just what you needed so

that your inherent sense of adaptability

which was good for mimicry might be

trained, organized and expressed by your
number 8 'Expression' as a form of actual

success.

Under this name of Janet Gaynor you
are going to like hard work better ' than

almost anything and it will turn out that

you will be remembered as a sincere hard
worker, as one who expressed herself

simply, without show or pretense but in

a manner calculated to appeal to the masses
who themselves are the workers of the

world. You will come to believe that after

all you might easily do worse than settle

down to happy conventional married life,

for 4 is not a particularly social or pro-

fessional number but it is making you
set about the job of living very seriously.

I know that many students of the science

of numerology would not consider the

name that you had chosen to work under
a very lucky one, inasmuch as its number
4 is seldom connected with public success

and attracts a lot of hard work which no
one seems to be anxious for ! However,
1 think you know that the vibrations of

this name have helped you to perfect your
technique, to concentrate upon the job in

hand, to improve your physical endurance.

Just as our names reveal the quality of

our natures and our latent ability, so our
birthdates when reduced to numbers en-

able us to discover our path through life,

the direction of thought and action which
will prove to be the way to our greatest

success and happiness.

The addition of the numbers in your
birthdate, Miss Gaynor, produces the num-
ber 6. October is counted as 1, the 6th

day as 6, and 1907 as an 8.

The final number 6 which is termed in

numerology your 'Path of Life' or 'Des-

tiny' number, tells that you have a good
prospect of living out your life without
great tragedy. There are strong indica-

tions of home life and companionship in

the more substantial phases of social life,

which after your thirtieth year should
bring much satisfaction to the sensible de-

sires for sane expression which are so

characteristic of your name numbers.
There was a strong link formed with

professional life and the stage in your
childhood and this seems to manifest in

some expression on your part around your
seventeenth year. There is, however, an
undercurrent of experience in your life un-
til your thirtieth year, that being isolated

in nature and a little unhappy, tends to drive

you deeply within yourself to turn your
attention to study, to interests that are
rather individual and hard for those asso-
ciated with you closely to share. The per-
iods of meditation, aloneness which this

vibration seems to hring you, will add to

your original nature more poise, self-con-

trol, and greater intuitive powers.
The number of this early period of your

life continues its influence until your thir-

tieth birthday and being related to our
mysterious, subjective number 7, gives the
reason for your being more retiring in

your private hours away from the studio.

This influence, which has had a great
deal to do with bringing you into the line

of a professional career, ends with great
changes in your life in 1937. These changes
will lead to a retirement from the screen
and from public life and to your introduc-
tion into the happiest phases of your
domestic experiences.

Jeanette MacDonaJd can act as
well as sing. Proof—her work
in "Don't Bet on Women."

A period related to number 7 is not the
most fortunate time to accept marriage,
the heavier obligations of family life, or
of social prominence. This means that

until you are thirty years of age you will

seek more and more to find your happi-
ness not in married life or social advance-
ment but by added concentration upon your
work ; and you must not expect to dodge
phases of misunderstanding within your
family circle.

Even in your childhood, when, of course,

you were also under the subjective influ-

ence to which number 7 is the key, you
had some strange and not entirely happy
changes in your home life and relation-

ships. Many of the efforts you have made
since to establish happiness in personal
relationships have proved disappointing,

but by this means are changing your more
practical temperament into that of the

artist. When one cannot do what he wants
to do, if he be as practical and as adapt-
able as your numbers show you to be, he
accepts with good grace what has to be
done and does not permit progress to be
held up by childish resistance.

Your public will be interested to know
that the year of 1928 marked the end of

one phase of your screen work, a phase
that it is probable you will never be able

to repeat, although, because it was slightly
more romantic and less sophisticated than
what has followed, I expect that you would
really prefer it.

It is interesting to note that basing their
understanding of your style on such work
as you did in "Seventh Heaven" they al-

lowed their sentimental fancy to weave a
private romance with yourself and Charles
Farrell as the principals. 1929 came along,
a year that numerology points to as being
one of an entirely new beginning in your
life. You took advantage of this influence,
surprised and in some measure disap-
pointed your public by attempting a differ-
ent kind of role in "Sunny Side Up," and
by marrying someone else.

Your marriage to Mr. Lydell Peck from
San Francisco will, according to numer-
ology, be extremely important in your ex-
perience and your material success. There
is a degree of harmony between your num-
bers which ensures a measure of happi-
ness, but the most interesting point is in

the fact that your husband's number is 6
which has been found to be that of your
'Path of Life.' This relationship in num-
bers between people often means greater
importance and material advancement than
real personal happiness. It is indicated
that your paths may separate before 1937.
and then you will recall that your own
birthdate indicates the more permanent
phases of your home and family life as
after your thirtieth birthday, which sug-
gests a second marriage.

The end of a new cycle arrives with
1937 and so fortunately, for the delight
of your thousands of fans, I can promise
that you have, since your last birthday,
commenced a stronger phase of your public
work. This will, in 1931 and 1933 espe-
cially, mean greater success, more parts to
play and more roles in which you will be
cast to suit the demands of your public.

1930, however, is indicated by numer-
ology as one of your least satisfactory
years from all angles. Its nervous num-
ber of 11 brought you discouragement and
disappointment as well as nervous disorders
of the body. This year meant discipline
both in relation with your work, your as-
sociates and your health.

Your public will always consist in the
majority of those movie-goers whose tastes

are simple, who prefer natural feelings
portrayed without sophistication or too
much subtlety, neither of which qualities

come very easy to you for they are not
in your numbers. If you can be cast in

roles that are physically active and roman-
tic, and offer you opportunity to appeal
to the simpler emotion in stories that are
not far-fetched, your clean cut personality
will remain a favorite for the next seven
years, which will bring you to the year of
1937—when, as I have remarked, you will

be perfectly happy to seek seclusion and
to live your life in ways that concern
things that, if they had come into your life

in your earlier years, would have meant
that you would never have been a movie
actress at all !

*

With your complete chart before me,
Miss Gaynor, I am forced to draw a final

conclusion and that is this. Your success

is and will continue to be due to a fine

mixture of imitative talent, early oppor-
tunity, and a growing capacity for hard
work. You have deserved a large measure
of success because of the large part of
your own thought and effort you have
been able to bring to your work under the

fortunate influence of the name Janet Gay-
nor. As you absorb and express the num-
ber 4 of this name, you will never be

found among the class of entertainer who
tries to get something for nothing, whose
personality and work partakes of the gaudy
or spectacular.
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Claras Boy Friend

Continued from page 66

the It Girl to give one man all her time.

That is, Rex says, he doesn't object to her

going out with other men as long as she

tells him the truth about it.

But Rex isn't much worried about

Clara's lack of truthfulness. He says that

her honesty will probably prove her down-
fall. She is at all times herself, and in-

sists on saying what she thinks, often at

the wrong time. She doesn't see why she

shouldn't lead her own life, just because

she's headline material. Rex insists that

he believes what Clara tells him.

On the question of matrimony, Rex is

adamant. Perhaps because at present

things are too unsettled in the careers of

both Clara and Rex.
Rex is free-lancing. He has been tak-

ing tests at several of the studios, but

has no definite plans as to his future. He
wants to keep on in the picture business,

but he doesn't want to keep on as a cow-
boy. He seems to be more interested in

Clara's career than in his own. He thinks

she's the best actress the screen has ever
known—quite a change from his opinion
of her acting before he came to know
her—and he hasn't any great faith in

himself when it comes to setting the world
on fire as an actor.

Another newcomer. Alexander
Kirkland makes his film debut

in "Tarnished Lady."

It was the trial of Daisy De Voe,
Clara's secretary, that brought Rex into

the limelight as Clara's best boy friend.

Daisy admitted on the witness stand
that Rex didn't win out without r. struggle.

She bore out, to a great extent, Rex's
ideas on the successful handling of Clara.

"Harry Richman tried to boss her
around too much, and that didn't go," said

Daisy. "Clara has to be handled with
gloves on."

Rex admits that he's crazy about Clara
and that she knows it. But he adds that
he doesn't intend to let her walk on him.
Rex's theory somewhat upsets those of the
exponents of the successful love affair,

where the woman is invariably the diplo-
mat and handles her man skilfully and
subtly, without letting him know that he
is being handled. Rex Bell enacts the
role of diplomat in his dealings with the
It Girl, and the males should give him an
ear—he has accomplished what many men
have tried to do and failed—the taming
of Clara Bow.

WhyI changed to Marlboros
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you say why?
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want yours. For the best hun-
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Thoughts While Being Interviewed

Continued from page 23

FASHION AUTHORITIES

VOGUE says: "All Paris is creating more
natural appearing make-up. A vivid slash

of red lips has no place in today's very femi-

nine, individual mode. Avoid lipsticks

that do not match your natural coloring.''

HARPER'S BAZAAR says: "The rouge and

lipstick which blend into the natural flesh

tones, fit most perfectly into the fashion

picture of 1931. This is precisely what the

Tangee preparations do. They accentuate

the actual skin tones, and are becoming alike

to the blonde, brunette or Titian."

Tangee, the world's most famous Lipstick,

SI. Non-Greasy! Natural! Permanent!

New! Tangee Theatrical, a special dark

shade of Tangee Lipstick for professional

and evening use.

SEND 20c FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET

I
Containing miniature Lipstick, two Rouges,

I Powder, two Creams and "The Art of Make up"

The George W. Luft Co.. Dept. S4 I

I 417 Fifth Avenue New York
j

I
Name

J

! Address -— I

i- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — .

sits up like a blue-nosed deacon in a

Sunday school and dares you to be funny
—to make him laugh. I hate that kind of
writer. I can never be myself with them.
Thank goodness there aren't many of that

kind. But maybe, through' some freak of

fortune, he'll turn out to be regular. Al-
most too much to hope for, though.

One o'clock arrives and I am in the

middle of "Henry VIII." {Actors arc

always in the middle of something when
interviewers 'arrive. I even caught one in

the middle of a bath once.) The bell rings

and here's a man I've never laid eyes on
before to whom I must appear charming,
hospitable, amusing, intellectual : in other

words, reveal my inner thoughts. Apple-
sauce !

"How do you do, Mr. Kent? Come in

and sit down. Have you had lunch? No?"
(They never have.) "Then sit right down
and join me. The cook was not expecting
guests but there will be endugh."

Funny-looking guy, isn't he? Wonder if

he would look better with a mustache.
Suit fits him well. Wonder where he got

it Has on the wrong tie, however. (You
are at perfect liberty to send me the right

one.) Wonder if he is married (No! ! !)

and is supporting a large family. Woolen
socks at this time of the year. My, my.
(Slander! I never wear woolen socks. I

haven't got any. But Neil says if I don't.

I'm the type that would.)

"Oh, that's all right—don't mention it."

(He just spilled his coffee over Mrs.
Hamilton's new tablecloth.) "Accidents

are bound to happen, you know." (What
a whopper! They use lace doilies most of

the time that permit the 'gleaming mahog-
any' to shine through. If you make a pass

at the squab from the wrong angle, the

whole thing goes skitering over the table

like a rug on a slippery floor. Neil insists,

however, that if they did use a tablecloth

I would undoubtedly spill coffee on it.)

Lunch is finished

—

(entirely too soon

for my taste)—and, as he will doubtless

say in his article, -it is a glorious afternoon

in June. The sun is shining brightly over-

head; the air is soft and balmy—but for

me a perfectly good afternoon at the beach

has been ruined.

We go into the living room. "Would
you like a highball?" Thank heavens he

says yes. That eases the situation. Cur-

ious name—Kent. Never remember hear-

ing it before. I'll fool him and have him
talk to me about himself, instead of the

other way around. "Have an Old Gold?"
Oh, ho! He prefers Luckies.

He wants an unusual angle. I knew it.

They always do. But nothing unusual

happens to me. I am a young man who
is in love with his wife: lead a fairly re-

spectable sort of existence ; am kind to

dumb animals, babies and my parents.

Like to see the lawn looking nice and
don't pull the wings off of flies. I save my
money and have never run for President

of these United States.

He talks well. Tells me he was an

aviator during the war. Even so, he will

never get me up in a ship with him.

I shudder inwardly. After all, the old

story of from rags to riches will have to be

rehashed in order that the great American
Public may be satisfied. We talk and

talk and talk some more. He gets me
started on a couple of subjects on which

I like to theorize—in spite of myself

—

and the first thing I know, I become so

confused in my thoughts I spend half the

time analyzing thy own answers.

He is nervous. (Is that so?) Shouldn't
be. He makes no notes. I wonder how
he will ever be able to remember and put
on paper these gems of wisdom I am giving
him.

I wonder if he gets much money. Must
get awfully fed up listening to actors talk-

ing about themselves. Anyway, he laughs
at my jokes (No one can say I'm not a
good interviewer—or at least a polite one)
and I like him. ( Well, \r

eil, really, i

Casually mentions he plays bridge. So
do I. It would be fun to have him over
some night and give him a good trimming.
(It didn't turn out that way, though. He
got the trimming.) I wonder why he
wears his trousers so long. Has no idea

of economy or he'd realize the back of
cuffs will wear out quickly.

Saw me in a play in Washington eight

years ago. My public. I finish talking.

Can't think of anything else to elucidate

for him. Says he has had a most pleasant
afternoon.

Wonder what he can possibly go home
and write about now. Suppose he pans me.
Gosh ! Why do they have to do that ? I

know some of the boys and girls who
have been roasted to a turn are darn nice
kids and didn't" deserve it a bit. I guess
maybe the cream in the writer's coffee was
sour that morning or he got out of the
wrong side of the bed or something and
took it out on the actor because the player
wasn't the expected oracle—the font of
wisdom from whom all blessings flow.

Why can't they realize that our job is acting
and not orating?

I haven't created any intellectual up-
heaval so far but then, on the other hand.
I've never had to be ashamed of anything
that's been written about me. Well, if

he pans me, I'll just have to grin and bear
it. There has to be a first time for every-
thing.

I discover he is a neighbor of mine. .

Good to remember when a fourth hand is

needed.

Mrs. Hamilton returns from her shop-
ping. "This is Mr. Kent, dear," "How
do you do?" "How do you do?" He re-

marks when she goes upstairs: "Charm-
ing girl—rare judgment."

Four o'clock. He leaves—but too late

for me to go to the beach. (You couldn't

have gone, anyhow. And I could have
gone to the beach, too, you know, if I

hadn't had to interview you.) Too early

to go to the movies. I pick up "Henry
VTIL" Wonder what Henry would have
told him had this chap Kent come to in-

terview him concerning his ideas of a tie-

up between the cloth of gold and rayon
people? Henry had the best of me, though.
He could have sentenced him to the tower
of London. (Oh, yeah?)

Weeks pass. Suddenly someone hands
me a magazine containing an interview by
Peter Kent. I read in petrified astonish-
ment. Is that what I said that afternoon?
(What do you think?) Well, anyway, it

sounds good. (Then it must be what you
said.)

Think I'll call him up sometime—not
to thank him though. (Heavens no! That
just isn't being done.) He'd think I was
seeking favors, but maj'be I will be able

to find out a little more about him.

And so, dear little boys and girls of the

great Out There, thus comes to an end,

as all good things must, a somewhat hap-
hazard chronicle of a player's thoughts
while being interviewed.
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Won Out Of Sixty!

Continued from page 34

contracted on his Central American cruise,

Marian, and the members of the support-

ing cast as the story unfolds.

An interesting anecdote preludes this

interview which made Marian a leading

lad}- to Barrymore—a distinction which
every ambitious actress in Hollywood has
aspired to.

Before he requested that Marian be sent

to him, Barrymore studied a total of sixty

young players. It was essential that a

selection be made pronto, what with
mounting costs of production, and a sched-
ule that brooked no delay. Sixty players,

therefore, were given screen and sound
tests—do not make the mistake of thinking
them novices, one and all were seasoned
players—and then the lot was assembled
to form several reels of pictures. These,
Barrymore studied and re-studied from his

sick bed, finally eliminating all but one.

It is possible that Barrymore hit on the
type that Marian represents because it is

the type of his wife, Dolores Costello. who
is, incidentally, about to break her retire-

ment of several years to return to the
screen. Both Marian and Dolores are
blonde ; both possess a winsome quality of
beauty ; something of the shy April violet

is in their smiles. Marion will also be Bar-
rymore's leading lady in '"The Genius."

Those who know their movie history will
recall a similar predicament that faced
Barrymore when about to proceed with his

work in "The Sea Beast." This occurred,
you will remember, in the silent days.
Candidate after candidate had been exam-
ined for leading lad}- to Barrymore, all

were discarded. The studio executives were
in a quandary. Then the miracle hap-
pened ! Dolores Costello passed, on her
way to a studio set, where she had some
inconsequential part as a maid in a French
farce. Her beauty startled Barrymore,
who asked some questions about her. That
same day, Dolores met Barrymore, and
before the interview was terminated, it was
agreed that she would be his leading lady.
The rest is movie history. Dolores be-
came his leading lady, then a star in her
own right, and finally Mrs. John Barry-
more.
For her rapid rise. Marian has her sister,

Jean Morgan, to thank. Jean it was who
brought Marian as a young hopeful to the
studios ; she who persuaded casting direc-
tors to see her, and the publicity depart-
ment to have her photographed. Jean has
acted as her self-appointed and enthusiastic
press agent, and despite rebuffs has cour-
ageously returned to the battle of bringing
her beautiful young sister into prominence.
And now her efforts are rewarded.

"Are Women Less

Faithful Than
Men?" Read the

stars' answer to

this question in

the June issue
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The Radio Gold Rush Continued from page 15

talists and scientists, opened up vast chan-
nels of propaganda to the business men
and manufacturers of the land. In the
process it acquired an elaborate dignity.

It has lost none of its dignity with the

passing of the years, in spite of the con-
tinuous financial cut-throating that accom-
panied it. And though it has become stab-

ilized in its purely technical end, it is still

going around in circles so far as its eco-
nomic structure is concerned.
The artists hope, naturally, the revolu-

tions will continue. It means more to them,
to that dear financial security they are said

to dream about in their idle moments. The
more far-seeing broadcasters, however,
hope they will cease, hope that radio will

soon reach a calmer state, comparable to

that now visible in movieland.
More than $30,000,000 poured into the

coffers of the network Napoleons in 1930.

A large part of this sum reached the pock-
ets of the entertainers. So vast have be-
come the financial potentialities of the
microphone that radio has now engulfed
all the leading concert artist agencies in

the country. The microphone has become
the Eldorado of the amusement realm,
promising vast rewards for a minimum of
time and labor.

At present it is engaged in erecting a
vast reward for Morton Downey, husband
of Barbara Bennett, brother-in-law of
Constance and Joan, and himself an in-

gratiatingly high-voiced warbler of senti-

mental songs.
Downey's present success as a balladeer

can be traced directly to the microphone.
As a vaudeville headliner last fall he
inspired no ecstatic whoopla along Broad-
way, though his previous appearances in

the talkies were responsible for some ac-

claim among the bright young people.

Broadway catalogued him as a singer

with an unusually high tenor voice and
a pleasing personality and let it go at

that. No more was heard of him until he
had established a swanky night club in

the nifty Fifties and had listened to the

siren call of radio.

With Downey inside their corral the
radio men performed an adroit stroke of
showmanship. They scheduled him on the
air waves at the mystic hour of 7 P. M.,
in direct and defiant competition to Amos
'n' Andy. He clicked immediately, the

most successful entry in the broadcasting
ranks since Floyd Gibbons let loose his

adjectives.

The triumph of Downey may be attrib-

uted in good part to the fact that he comes
upon the air at a time when an ocean
of talk is tumbling out of the loudspeak-
ers. Listeners seeking relief from the in-

cessant gabbing turn on Downey, hear him
airing the sentimentalities of current bal-

lads, relish him with their meals. Fancy
a tenor with your meals ! It is something

new in America. Yet a tenor is preferable
to ceaseless chatter. Even a tenor helps
in the digestion of roast beef and apple
dumpling

!

Radio will make Downey rich as it has
made everyone whom it has precipitated
into nation-wide fame. The end is not in

sight. There are still some formidable fig-

ures outside the broadcast gates.

Last week radio offered a $650,000 con-
tract to Chaplin. Next week it may offer
even more to Kreisler or Wilhelm Hohenzol-
lern, though I doubt it. I doubt if any
price will ever top that submitted to

Chariot—and declined !

In this age of ballyboo, in this day when
voice is supreme it is worth noting that there
is one man who prefers silence.

It is. obviously, the need of advertising
that warrants the offer of such a sum U.

Chaplin and the payment of huge stipends

to Chevalier, Jolson, Rogers, Lauder, Mc-
Cormack, Amos 'n' Andy, Heifetz and
Tibbett for radio entertainment. You can't

blame them for demanding all they can
get for their services. That they are get-

ting more in radio than is possible in any
other field of entertainment shows what
a gold mine the microphone is.

And, lest we forget, it is the voice with
the smile that wins the greater part of
the gold

!

Dot DasheS Along Continued from page 83

to a pair of ducks. "My uncle was so
mad ! That night after dinner he pulled

out some cigarettes and made each of us
smoke one. The others cried. They were
so sick they had to go to bed. But I got
to laughing and just sat and blew smoke
through my nose." P. S. "Midge" doesn't
smoke now—now that she can if she wants
to!

"Oh, she was always the bad one
!"

smiles the cousin. "Father was so par-
ticular about the way we acted at the
table. He'd tell Midge to put on her nap-
kin and she'd say 'No, I won't !' So he'd
tell her not to dare to, and she'd tie it

around her neck so tight, she almost
choked." That's the way Dot treats ob-
stacles. She hurdles over them

!

Dorothy was born to be an actress. She
always wanted to be. Why, when she was
only two she danced on her toes, and was
one of the baby stars with a local revue.
And every time she came home from a
movie she'd keep her grandmother up all

night practicing the things she'd seen the
movie stars do. Norma Talmadge, for in-

stance !

"I knew I could act, if I ever had the
chance," Midge nods wisely.

Well, the chance came. When she was
fourteen, in fact. A vaudeville comedian
was looking for a mite for a sketch. He
found Midge at a party and asked her if

she could sing. She didn't know but was
willing to try. She did. And the result

was a six weeks' tour, then the Fanchon
and Marco circuit. But the act broke up
as acts have a way of doing and Midge
appealed to Miss Fanchon, who put her
in a "College Idea," to do her acrobatics
and sing and dance a little.

Then came New York and "Hello Your-
self." "It was just a small part," Midge
tells you. When it opened in Philadel-

phia I only had a couple of songs, but by
the time it got to New York I had four
songs and lots of dialogue. The reviews
kept saying I ought to be in the movies.

Louise Brooks is back in our
midst again minus her
famous bangs but plus an
in teresting microphone voice.

Imagine. And I'd come from Los Angeles
and the movies hadn't wanted me at all

!"

But New York wasn't much fun. Living
in dreary boarding houses, and not hav-
ing much money. Still she did her first

picture there with Fred Waring's Penn-
sylvanians and the trail led to Hollywood,
to "Rio Rita," to "The Cuckoos" and now
the final picture with Wheeler and Wool-
sey. Soon they will all go their separate
ways and Dorothy will have pictures of
her own

!

She has decided ideas of what she wants
to do. "Ingenue lead. I know very well
I couldn't do anything dramatic, like

Norma Talmadge, so why should I try?
I like comedy. But I like nice stories,

college stories, comedy drama, too. Not
all of the fantastic, hard-to-believe stuff

in lots of the movies."

She still speaks wistfully of the stage.
It was lots of fun having an audience out
in front to cheer you. It's harder in the
movies, doing scenes over and over and
over.

She's still a fan. Just as enthusiastic as
she was when she was a kid. Stares every
time she sees a noted star ! Adores Norma
Talmadge and Greta Garbo. Has no ra-
vorites among the men, but admires
Walter Huston and really fine actors like

that.

That's Dot. Just a little big-eyed kid.

Full of zest and enthusiasm. She likes

everybody and everybody likes her. At
present she's engrossed in her new house

—

hers to decorate as she likes. Choosing
furniture, curtains, pictures. It takes a

"

great deal of thought deciding if the rose
Persian rug or the green Persian rug
matches the living room best. And there's

the yard, and begonias to plant. And nice

new pictures on the lot

!
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Love on the Rebound—Continued from page 33

to smoulder, the sophisticated Ina Claire

fanned it into a new life. Love's feet may
falter in John's life but never its flame.

Since her divorce from Phil Plant,

Manhattan millionaire, Constance Bennett's
male admirers have been filling her home
like Penelope's while Ulysses was away
on his little jaunt. I expected to find her
subdued but she was more radiant than
ever.

"How," I asked, "does it happen a per-

son who is deeply in love with someone,
falis out of love with that someone and
immediately proceeds to fall in love with
someone else? If you were so deeply in

love with the first person, why wouldn't
you be broken-hearted and not be able to

think of anyone else?"

"That's just it," she answered, "it's be-

cause you are broken-hearted that you fall

in love again so easily. You become cyn-
ical, and if you're a man you turn woman-
hater, or vice versa if you happen to be a
woman. And there's no one in the world
quite so open to a heart attack as a person
on the rebound."
"How's that?"
"Well, all anyone has to do is to sym-

pathize with the bereft person, tell him, or

her, how misunderstood he is, how he was
never properly appreciated, etc., etc. I, for

instance, might be exactly like the person
he had just fallen out of love with, but
he would consider me the direct antithesis.

All the virtues that had been lacking in the

other one, he would find in me simply be-

cause I sympathized with him. I don't say
I would always be able to hold a man I'd

caught on the rebound, but I repeat that

a person re-acting from a violent love af-

fair is more apt to fall in love than any-
one else. It's what helps you to get over
the first affair quickly and painlessly."

Certainly there has been no paucity of
men to help her over the heartache her
marriage caused her. All one can do is

to applaud the valiant for their efforts and
to regret that they cannot all be fittingly

rewarded. It looks as if Henry Falaise is

favored. He's Connie's cavalier—and she

may be a Marquise one of these days

!

Harold Lloyd may be a one-woman man
but there have been at least two women
in his life who counted. Bebe Daniels was
his first leading lady and in those dear,

dead days she seemed to be all that counted.

As suddenly as the explosion that injured
his hand, the affair died out and it was
while his spirits were rebounding from the

depths to which they had sunk that Mildred
Davis captured and held his fancy.

Loretta Young, beautiful as a day in

spring, seems born for love and men have
not been lacking in her life to help her
fulfill her destiny. How deeply her heart

has been involved, one cannot say, but the

affection existing between her and Arthur
Lake appeared to be more than a passing

fancy. When a requiem had been sung
over their dead love, Loretta attended a

party alone with the naively girlish idea of

showing him "she didn't care." And her
searching heart brushed lightly against that

of Grant Withers', himself recovering
from a rather tempestuous affaire de coeur.

What was that little ditty Chevalier used
to sing?

"To see you, is to love you

—

And to love you is gr-rand
!"

So grand, in fact, that it was only a short
time until Loretta was answering to the
name of Mrs. Grant Withers.
Gary Cooper knows about love on the

rebound. New in pictures, he appeared
with Clara Bow and Esther Ralston in

"Children of Divorce." Gentlemen, may
prefer blondes—but the flaming locks of the
Brooklyn Bonfire obscured his vision to

such an extent that the beautiful but placid

Ralston registered not at all, apparently.
Gary and Clara went here and there to-

gether. But Clara's affections are as stable

as the ball on a roulette wheel and after a
short time Gary was all but forgotten.
When the barge of Clara's love began

touching at other ports of call, the brig of
Gary's did not flounder exactly helplessly

on the Black Sea of Despair. No less a
personage than la belle Brent, (first name,
Evelyn), took her place at the helmsman's
wheel. An expert pilot she proved herself,

for one heard no reports of storm ruffling

the smooth surface of their attachment.
Whether the tranquil sailing became

monotonous to the Silentish Man of the
Great Open Spaces, or whether Evelyn
herself grew bored with the inarticulate

love the lean Montanan is supposed to go
in for, no one will ever know. But pres-

ently the fiery Lupe was seen with Gary.
Nor did the latter pine in lonely soli-

tude. Her heart, rebounding from shat-

tered dreams with Gary, was caught and
tenderly guarded by Harry Edwards. And
it was not long thereafter until he found
himself promising a parson—or justice of
the peace, I forget which—to love, honor
and cherish the girl. And so it goes—in

Follvwood

!
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"BRIGHT LIGHTS." First National. From a
story by Humphrey Pearson. Directed by Michael
Curtiz. The cast: Louanne, Dorothy Mackaill; Watty
Dean, Frank Fay; Miguel Parada, Noah Berry;
"Windy" Jones, Eddie Nugent; Peggy North, Inez
Courtney; Mame A very. Daphne Pollard; Tom Avery,
Tom Dugan; Connie Lamonl, James Murray; Violet

Van Dam, jean Bary; Harris, Edmund Breese.

"CIMARRON." Radio. From the novel by
Edna Ferber. Adapted by Howard Estabrook. Di-
rected by Wesley Ruggles. The cast: Yancy Cravat,
Richard Dix; Sabra Cravat, Irene Dunne; Dixie Lee,
Estelle Taylor; Felice Venable, Nance O' Neil; The
Kid, William Collier, Jr.; Jess Rickey, Roscoe Ates;
Sol Levy, George E. Stone; Louie Heffner, Robert
McWade; Mrs. Tracy Wyalt, Enda Mae Oliver; Mr.
Bixby, Frank Darien; Isaiah, Eugene Jackson; Ruby
Big Elk (eldest), Dolores Brown; Ruby Big Elk
(younger), Gloria Vonic; Murch Rankin, Otto Hoff-
man; Grat Cotch, William Orlamond; Louis Venable,
Frank Beal; Donna Cravat (eldest), Nancy Dover;
Donna Cravat (younger.) Helen Parrish; "Cim"
(eldest), Donald Dilloway; "Cim" (younger). Junior
Johnson; "Cim" (youngest,) Douglas Scott; Yancey,
Jr., Reginald Streeter; Felice, Jr., Lois Jane Camp-
bell; Aunt Cassandra, Ann Lee; Dabney Venable,
Tyronne Brereton; Cousin Bella, Lillian Lane; Jouett
Goforth, Henry Rocquemore; Arminta Greenwood,
Nell Craig; Pal Leary, Robert McKenzie.

"CITY LIGHTS." United Artists. From an orig-
inal story by Charles Chaplin. Directed by Charles
Chaplin. The cast: Tramp, Charles Chaplin; Blind
Girl, Virginia Cherrill; Her Grandmother , Florence
Lee; Eccentric Millionaire, Harry Myers; Hi's Butler,
Allan Garcia; Prize fighter. Hank Mann.*

"DANCE, FOOLS, DANCE." Melro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. From an original story by Aurania Rouverol.
Directed by Harry Beaumont. The cast: Bonnie,
Joan Crawford; Bob, Lester Vail; Bert Scranton, Cliff

Edwards; Rodney, William Bakewell; Stanley Jordon,
Quilliam Holden; Jake Luva, Clark Gable; Watty,
Earl Foxe; Parker, Purnell B. Pratt; Sclby, Hale
Hamilton; Delia, Natalie Moorhead; Sylvia, Joan
Marsh; Whitey, Russell Hopton.*

"DAMAGED LOVE." Superior. From the stage
play "Pleasant Sins," by Thomas W. Broadhurst.
Directed by Irvin Willat. The cast: Jim Powell,
Charles R. Starrett; Rose Powell, Eloise Taylor;
Madge Sloan, Betty Garde; Ned Endicott, Charles
Trowbridge; Nita Meredith, June Collyer.

"DISHONORED." Paramount. From the story
by Josef von Sternberg. Directed by Josef von-
Sternberg. The cast; X 27, Marlene Dietrich:
Lieutenant Kranau, Victor McLaglen; Colonel
Kovrin, Lew Cody ; Secret Service Head, Gustav
von Seyffertitz; General von Hindau, Warner
Oland; Young Lieutenant, Barry Norton; Court
Martial Officer, Davision Clark; General Dymcn>,
Wilfred Lucas; Manager, Bill Powell.*

"DON'T BET ON WOMEN." Fox. From an
original story "All Women Are Bad" by William
Anthony McGuire. Directed by William K. Howard.
The cast: Roger Fallon, Edmund Lowe; Jeanne Drake,
Jeanette MacDonald; Herbert Drake, Roland Young;
Chipley Duff, J. M. Kerrigan; Tallulah, Una Merkel;
Bittterfield, Henry Kolker; Mrs. Doris Brent, Helene
Millard.

"DRACULA." Universal. From the novel "Dra-
cula." Adapted by Bram Stoker. Directed by Tod
Browning. The cast: Count Dracula. Bela Lugosi:
Mina Seward, Helen Chandler; John Harker, David
Manners; Dr. Seward, Herbert Bunston; Dr. Van
Helsing, Edward Van Sloan; Renfield, Dwight Frye;
Lucy, Francis Dade; Martin, Charles Gerrard; Maid,
Joan Standing.*

"EAST LYNNE." Fox. From the novel "East
Lynne" by Mrs. Henry Wood. Directed by Frank
Lloyd. The cast: Lady Isabel. Ann Harding; Captain
Levison, Clive Brook; Robert Carlyle, Conrad Nagel;
Cornelia, Cecilia Loftus; Joyce, Beryl Mercer; Lord
Mount Severn, O. P. Heggie; Barbara Hare, Flora
Sheffield; Sir Richard Hare, David Torrence; Doctor,

Eric Mayne; William, Wally Albright.*

"EX-FLAME." Liberty. A burlesque on "East
Lynne." Directed by Victor Halperin. The cast:

Sir Carlyle Austin, Neil Hamilton; Lady Catherine,
Marian Nixon; Beaumont Withrop, Norman Kern-

;

Barbara Lacy, Judith Barrie; Umberto, Roland Drew;
Kilmer, Joan Standing; Boggins, Snub Pollard; Lady
Harriet, May Beatty; Colonel Lacy, Lorimer Johnson;
Argentinian, Cornelius Keefe; Wilkins, Joseph North;
Parsons, Charles Crockett; Sluarl, Jr., Little Billie

Haggerty.

"FAIR WARNING." Fox. From the novel. "The
Untamed," by Max Brand. Adapted by Ernest L.
Pascal. Directed by Alfred Werker. The cast:
Whistlin' Dan, George O'Brien; Kate Cumberland,
Louise Huntington; Jim Silent, Mitchell Harris;
Purvis, Nat Pendelton; Lee Haines, George Brent;
Kilduff, John Sheehan; Dan Morgan, Ewin Connelly.

"FINN AND HATTIE." Paramount. From Donald
Ogden Stewart's story "Mr. and Mrs. Haddock
Abroad." Adapted by Sam Mintz. Co-directed by
Norman Taurog and Norman McLeod. The cast:

Casts of Current Films
* Films Reviewed in this issue

Finley P. Haddock, Leon Errol; Mildred Haddock,
Mitzi Green; Airs. Haddock, ZaSu Pitts; Sidney,
Jackie Searl: The Princess, Lilyan Tashman; The
Boltin, Mack Swain; Collitis, Regis Toomey; The
Street Cleaner, Harry Beresford.*

"GENTLEMAN'S FATE." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
From the story by Ursula Parrott. Directed by Mer-
vyn LeRoy. The cast: Jack Thomas, John Gilbert;
Frank, Louis Wolheim; Marjorie, Leila Hyams; Ruth,
Anita Page; Mabel, Marie Prevost; Florio, John
Miljan; Mike, George Cooper; Angela, Ferike Beros;
Dante, Ralph Ince; Francesco, Frank Reicher; Mario,
Paul Porcasi; Tony, Tenen Holtz.*

"GIRLS DEMAND EXCITEMENT." Fox. Joan
Madison, Virginia Cherrill; Peter Brooks, John
Wayne; Miriam, Marguerite Churchill; Gazella
Perkins, Helen Jerome Eddy; Simeon, Ralph Welles;
Mr. Madison, George Irving; Freddie, William Jan-
ney; Tommy, Eddie Nugent; Freshman, David Rol-
lins; Sheik Nevins, Terrance Ray; Margery, Marion
Byron; Harriet Munday, Martha Sleeper; Sue Street,

Addie McPhail .*

"GOING WILD." First National. From an orig-
inal story by Humphrey Pearson. Adapted by Hum-
phrey Pearson and Henry McCarty. Directed by
William A Seiter. The cast; Rolo Smith, Joe E. Brown;
Jack Lane, Lawrence Gray; Peggy Freeman, Laura
Lee; "Ace" Benton, Walter Pidgeon; Ruth Howard,
Ona Munson; "Rickey" Freeman, Frank McHugh;
May Bunch, May Boley; Herndon Reamer, Harvey
Clark; Edward Howard, Anders Randolf; Sammy
Cantor, Sam Cantor; Robert Story, Arthur Hoyt;
Simpkins, Johnny Arthur; The Conductor. Fred
Kelsey.

"HELL BENT." Tiffany. From the story by Ed-
ward Dean Sullivan and Adele Comandini. Adapted
by Julian Josephson. The cast: Nick Cotrclli. Leo
Carrillo; Platinum Reed, Lola Lane; Dr. Robert San-
ford, Lloyd Hughes: Dorgan, Ralph Ince; Sanford's
sister, Helene Chadwick; Gilbert, Richard Tucker;
Rosie, Gertrude Astor; Gaspipc, Harry Strang; Ham,
William Lawrence; Omaha, Martv Faust; Bat, Jack
Grey; Blimey, Bill O'Brien.

"HONOR AMONG LOVERS." Paramount. From
the story by Austin Parker. Directed by Dorothy
Arzner. The cast: Julia Traynor, Claudette Colbert;
Jerry Stafford, Fredric March; Philip Craig, Monroe
Owsley; Monty Dunn, Charlie Ruggles; Doris Blake,
Ginger Rogers; Maybello Worthington, Avonno Tay-
lor; Detective Conroy. Pat O'Brien; Margaret Blaine,

Janet McLeary; Police Inspector, John Kearney;
Riggs, Ralph Morgan; Louis, Jules Epailly; Butler,

Leonard Carey.*

"INSPIRATION." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. From
an original story by Gene Markey. Directed by
Clarence Brown. The cast: Yvonne, Greta Garbo;
Andre, Robert Montgomery; Delval, Lewis Stone;
Lulu, Marjorie Rambeau; Odette, Judith Vosselli;
Marthe. Beryl Mercer; Coulant, John Miljan; Julian
Montell, Edwin Maxwell; Vignaud, Oscar Apfel;
Madeleine, Joan Marsh; Pauline, Zelda Sears; Liane,
Karen Morley; Gaby, Gwen Lee; Jouvct, Paul McAl-
ister; Gavarni, Arthur Hoyt; Galand, Richard Tucker.

"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE." Paramount. From
the Broadway stage play by Roi Cooper Megrue and
Walter Hackett. Adapted by Arthur Kober. Direc-
ted by Frank Tuttlc. The cast: Rodney Martin, Nor-
man Foster; Mary Grayson, Carole Lombard; Am-
brose Pcale, Skeets Gallagher; Cyrus Martin, Eugene
Pallette; The Countess, Helen Johnson; Adams,
Lucien Littlcfield; Thelma Temple, Louise Brooks.*

"KEPT HUSBANDS." Radio. From an original

story by Louis Sarecky. Adapted by Alfred Jackson
and Forrest Halsey. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. The
cast: Dot, Dorothy Mackaill; Dick, Joel McCrea;
Parker, Robert McWade; Mrs. Parker, Florence Rob-
erts; Airs. Post, Clara Kimball Young; Mrs. Brunton,
Mary Carr; Gwen, Lita Chevret; Hughie, Ned Sparks;
Bates, Byrant Washburn; Mr. Post, Freeman Wood.

"KIKI." United Artists. From a Broadway play.
Directed by Samuel Taylor. The cast: Kiki, Mary
Pickford; Paulellc, Margaret Livingston; Victor

The picture producing com-
panies, each month in Screen-
LAND, announce new pictures

and stars to be seen in the thea-
tres throughout the country.
Watch this announcement. This
month they will be found on the
following pages: Radio Pictures
page 3; Paramoun'-, page 5;

Warner Brothers, page 7; First

National, page 9; Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, page 11.

Randall, Reginald Denny; Fred Warren, Joseph Caw-
thorn.*

"LONELY WIVES." From a Broadway stag play.
Directed by Russell Mack. The cast: Mr. Smith. Mr.
Zero, Edward Everett Horton; Mrs. Smith, Esther
Ralston; Diane, Laura La Plante; Minter, Patsy Ruth
Miller; Andrews, Spencer Charters; Mrs. Mantel,
Maude Eburne; Muzetle, Georgette Rhoades.

"MEN ON CALL." Fox. From the story by James
K. McGuinness. Adapted by James K. McGuinness.
Directed by John Blystone. The cast: Chuck Long,
Edmund Lowe; Helen Gordon, Mae Clark; Coast
Guard Captain, William Harrigan; Joe Burke, Warren
Hymer; Perkins, Joe Brown; Mrs. Joe Burke, Ruth
Warren; Mary Burton, Sharon Lynn; Surfman,
George Corcoran.

"MILLIE." Radio. From the novel by Donald
Henderson Clarke. Directed by John Francis Dillon.
The cast: Millie, Helen Twelvetrees; Helen, Lilyan
Tashman; Tommy, Robert Ames; Angie. Joan Blon-
dellj Jimmy Damier, John Halliday; Jack Maitland,
James Hall; Connie, Anita Louise; Attorney, Edmund
Breese; Holmes, Frank McHugh; Spring, Franklin
Parker; Mrs. Maitland, Charlotte Walker; Mark.
Harry Stubbs; Hawksworlh, Harvey Clark; Mike,
Charles Delaney; Miss Vail, Carmelita Geraghty;
Clara Roscoe, Geneva Mitchell; Luke, Otis Harlan;
Bobby, Marie Astaire; Landlady, Aggie Herring.*

"PAGLIACCI." Audio Cinema. From the opera.
Directed by Joe W. Coffman. The cast: Nedda
(soprano). Alba Novella; Canto (tenor). Fernando
Bertini; Tonio (baritone), Mario Valle; Silvio (bari-
tone). Guiseppe Interranti; Beppe (tenor), Francesco
Curci.

"RANGO." Paramount. An Ernest B. Schoedsack
Production. The cast: Theman, Claude King; The
boy, Douglas Scott; An old hunter, Ali; His son. Bin;
An old ape, Tua; His son. Range*

"SCANDAL SHEET." Paramount. From the
story by Vincent Lawrence and Max Marcin. Di-
rected by John Crormvell. The cast: Mark Flint,
editor. George Bancroft; Noel Adams, banker, Clive
Brook; Mrs. Flint. Kay Francis; Franklin, publisher,
Gilbert Emery; McCloskey, city editor, Lucien Little-
field; Regan, reporter. Regis Toomey.*

"THE SEAS BENEATH." Fox. From the story
by James Parker, Jr. Directed by John Ford. The
cast: Commander Bob Kingsley, George O'Brien;
Anna-Maria, Marion Lessing; Lolita, Mona Maris;
Chief Costello, Walter C. Kelly; Chief Joe Cobb, Walter
McGrail; Lieutenant McGregor, Larry Kent; Ensign
Cabot, Gaylord Pendelton; Ernst Von Steuben, Henry
Victor; Franz Shiller, John Loder; Adolph Brucker,
Ferdinand Schumann-Heink.

"SIT TIGHT." Warner Brothers. From a story by
Rex Taylor. Adapted by Rex Taylor. Directed by
Lloyd Bacon. The cast: Dr. winnie 0' Neil, Winnie
Lightner; Jojo, Joe E. Brown; Sally Dunlap, Claudia
Dell; Tom Weston, Paul Gregory; French Girl, Loti
Loder; Walter Dunlap; Hobart Bosworth; Olaf, Frank
Hagney; Charley, Snitz Edwards.

"THE LAST PARADE." Columbia. From the
story by Casey Robinson. Adapted by Dorothy
Howell. Directed by Erie C. Kenton. The cast:
Cookie Leonard, Jack Holt; Mike O'Dowd, Tom
Moore; Molly Pearson, Constance Cummings; Larry
Pearson, Gaylord Pendleton; Marino, Robert Ellis;
Lefty, Earle D. Bunn; Villi. Vivi; Rosenberg, Jess De
Vorska; Chief of Police, Ed Le Saint; City Editor,
Edmund Breese; Alabam', Clarence Muse; Joe, Gino
Corrado; Danny Murphy. Robert Graham. Faulkner.
Harry Stubbs; Sammy, Ernie Adams; Otto, Constan-
tin Romanoff; McGinley, Pat Harmon; Lieutenant,
Joseph Girard; Taxi-Driver, Eddie Dunn.*

"THE ROYAL BED." Radio. From the play by
Robert E. Sherwood. Adapted by J. Walter Rubin.
Directed by Lowell Sherman. The cast. The King,
Lowell Sherman; The Queen, Nance O'Neil; Princess
Anne, Mary Astor; Granton, Anthony Bushell;
Premier Northrup, Robert Warwick; Ambassador
Birten, Alan Roscoe; Crown Prince, Hugh Trevor;
Phipps. Gilbert Emery; Fellman, Frederick Burt;
Laker, Carroll Naish; Major Blent, Desmond Roberts;
Ladies in Waiting, Lita Chevret, Nancy Lee Blaine.*

"THE SOUTHERNER." MetroGoldwyn-Maycr.
From an original story by Bess Meredyth and Wells
Root. Directed by Harry Pollard. The cast: Jeffry
Lawrence Tibbett; Antonia, Esther Ralston; Doc,
Roland Young; Snipe, Cliff Edwards; Rodman, Pur,
nell B. Pratt ; Christine, Hedda Hopper; Mrs. Farraday,
Emma Dunn; Hokey, Stepin Fetchit; George, Louis
John Bartels; Carter Jerome, Theodore Von Eltz;
Peter, Wally Albright, Jr.; Elsbeth, Suzanne Rensom;
Naomi, Gertrude Howard; Jackson, John Larkin *

"TRADER HORN." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. From
the story by Ethelreda Lewis. Adapted by Dale Van
Every and John Thomas Neville. Directed by W. S.

Van Dyke. The cast: Trader Horn, Harry Carey;
Nina, Edwina Booth; Peru, Duncan Renaldo;
Rcncharo, Mutia Omoolu; Edith Trend, Olive
Golden*
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and wind in his pocket

—

Maggie Gautier,
alias Caniille, came back with a bang down
on Fourteenth Street at the Civic Reper-
tory.

A bang?—it's one of the season's sell-

outs ! Which shows that Love, Youth and
Romance have not yet gone to the electric

chair. It's a healthy reaction against the
sophisticated and the wisecracking.
Eva LeGallienne put on a splendid

Camille—in fact, one of the best Caimilles

of the American stage : she made up per-
fectly as the Second Empire's Wisecrack
in Decay, took Love on the chin like an
old trooper when it blew in the door in

the person of Armand Duval! gave him up
with really some good old-time pathos, and
finally when she died I myself, old Broad-
way runabout, felt something in my throat.

Dear old Mag Gautier, long may she die,

and die, and die

!

The rest of the" cast couldn't keep up
with Eva. Ben-Ami as Armani's swell
and moral pop was too phonographical.
Morgan Farley as Armand was icebergy.

"You Said It"

Jack Yellen and Lou Holtz wrote a

rompy, bumpy, fast-running college musi-
cal show called "You Said It," featuring
Lou Holtz himself and Mary Lawlor
and Stanley Smith.
But as there hadn't been a miracle on

Broadway for some months, the gods or-
dered one right out of the presto-box of
this show. For the next morning along
the Rialto and as far south as the Empire
only one word was heard

—
"Roberti !" The

conductors on the Forty-second street cross-
town cars mumbled "Roberti." Wires
poured in from the coast to Roberti—and
the little girl's salary—Lyda Roberti is her
name—jumped from $200 to $1,500 a week
(I have those figures from her manager).
This gangling, dangling, blondish, rather

plainish-looking young woman stopped
everything with her Polish variations on
Sweet and Hot. Now "You Said It" is

all Roberti. Hollywood will be wanting
her.

A glimpse of a moving picture
actress eating her breakfast.
Frances Dee's favorite fruit—

grapefruit/

C !

You Can Play Any Instrument
In a Few Months
This Delightful

New Easy Way

!

ANYONE can easily learn music by this re-
markable new method. And the cost is only

a fraction of the old slow way. You don't need
a private teacher. You study entirely at home.
Almost before you realize it you are playing
real tunes and melodies, both popular and classic,
to please your friends, amuse yourself and make
money. This wonderful new method of reading
and playing music is as simple .as reading a
book. No private teacher could make it any
clearer. The lessons come to you by mail at
regular intervals—complete printed instructions,
diagrams, all the music you need. You can select
your own time to study or practice. And the
cost averages only a few cents a day, including
the music. If you play, you are always in de-
mand. Many invitations come to you. And you

meet the kind of peo-
ple you have always
wanted to know.

Free Book
Tells All

Our free booklet, "Mu-
sic Lessons in Your Own
Home"—contains an offer
that makes the course
available at a very low
price. Also a Free Dem-
onstration Lesson which
shows how delightfully
quick and easy this won-

Learn to Play

By Note

Mandolin 'Cello

Piano
Organ
Violin

Banjo

Saxophor
Ukulele
Cornet
Trom bor

any other
strument

derfully simple method is. Instruments supplied when
needed cash or credit. If you really want to become
a good player on your favorite instrument, mail the
coupon now—to-day.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3225 Brunswick Bldg. New York City

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3225 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free booklet. "Music Lessons
in Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane, Free Demonstration Lesson, and particulars
of your easy payment plan. I am interested in the
following course:

Have you above instrument?

Name

Address

City State.

"South of the Mason-
Dixon Line" is but

another way of

saying "Hospitality"

!

HOTEL LUDY
South Carolina Avenue at the Boardwalk

Atlantic City's Newest Centrally Located
Fireproof Hotel is South of the

Mason-Dixon Line

Its rates are as pleasing as its hospitality.

$5 up Daily—American Plan—$30 up Weekly
$2.50 up Daily—European Plan

Fireproof Garage Attached.
R. B. Ludy, M. D.

7^e HOTEL

USX
SuperfluouyHAIRallGONE
Mahler method, which kills the hair
root, prevents hair from growing
again. Use it privately in your
home.
We Teach Beauty Culture
Send today 3 red stamps for

Free Booklet

D. J. Mahler Co., 35-B Mahler Park, Providence, R

ASHFULJ
"Shame on you!'" Are you nervous,

embarrwt J in company of the other
eox? Stop bein# eky of strangers. Con- m
guerthe terrible/earof your superiors. '

e cheerful and confident of your i
future! Your faults easily overcome T*

ao you can enjoy life to the fullest,

Send 25c. for this amazing book.
RICHARD BLACKSTONE

B-405 Flatiron Bldg. N. Y. C.

NURSING

V - 7

LEARNED AT HOME IN 12 WEEKS
Marvelous calling. Earn S20 to S30
weekly caring for invalid in your vicinity
WHILE LEARNING. We help secure
portions. Write me today! Don't
wait: MISS H. TULL. 6206 Winthrop.
Chicago. 111.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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Write to the Stars as Follows:

Metro-Goldywn-Mayer Studios, Culver

City, Cal.

William Bakewell

Lionel Barrymore

Wallace Beery

Charles Bickford

Lillian Bond
Edwina Booth

John Mack Brown
Harry Carey

Joan Crawford

Marion Davies

Reginald Denny

Kent Douglass

Marie Dressier

Cliff Edwards

Julia Faye

Clark Gable

Greta Garbo

John Gilbert

Gavin Gordon

William Haines

Hedda Hopper
Leila Hyams
Dorothy Jordan

Buster Keaton

Gwen Lee

Barbara Leonard

Joan Marsh
Adolphe Menjou
John Miljan

Ray Milland

Conchita Montenegro

Grace Moore
Polly Moran
Karen Morley

Conrad Nagel

Ramon Novarro

Ivor Novello

Edward Nugent

Anita Page

Marie Prevost

Esther Ralston

Duncan Renaldo

Norma Shearer

Gus Shy

Lawrence Tibbett

Lewis Stone

Ernest Torrence

Raquel Torres

Lester Vail

Roland Young

Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Richard Arlen

Jean Arthur

William Austin

Carman Barnes

Clara Bow
Mary Brian

Clive Brook

Nancy Carroll

Maurice Chevalier

Claudette Colbert

Jackie Coogan

Gary Cooper

Frances Dee
Marlene Dietrich

Leon Errol

Stuart Erwin

Norman Foster

Skeets Gallagher

Wynne Gibson

Harry Green

Mitzi Green

Phillips Holmes
Miriam Hopkins

Helen Kane
Carole Lombard
Paul Lukas

Fredric March
Rosita Moreno
Barry Norton

Jack Oakie

Warner Oland

Eugene Pallette

Charles Rogers

Jackie Searl

Sylvia Sidney

Charles Starrett

Regis Toomey
Fay Wray

First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.

Robert Allen

Richard Barthelmess

Sidney Blackmer

Joe E. Brown
James Cagney

Frank Fay
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Gladys Ford

Fred Kohler

Laura Lee

Dorothy Mackaill

David Manners

Marilyn Miller

Mae Madison

Ona Munson
Dorothy Peterson

James Rennie

Vivienne Segal

Otis Skinner

Jack Whiting

Edward Woods
Loretta Young

Fox Studios, 1401 North Western
Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.

Frank Albertson Robert Ames
Luana Alcaniz Warner Baxter

Rex Bell

Joan Bennett

Humphrey Bogart

El Brendel

Marguerite Churchill

Joyce Compton
Donald Dillaway

Fifi Dorsay

Charles Farrell

John Garrick

Janet Gaynor

Warren Hymer
Richard Keene

J. M. Kerrigan

Marion Lessing

Cecilia Loftus

Marjorie

Edmund Lowe
Myrna Loy

Sharon Lynn
Jeannette MacDonald
Kenneth MacKenna
Mona Maris

Victor McLaglen

Lois Moran
George O'Brien

Maureen O'Sullivan

Will Rogers

David Rollins

Rosalie Roy
Lee Tracy

Spencer Tracy

John Wayne
White

Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Henry Armetta

Mary Astor

Evelyn Brent

Sue Carol

Joseph Cawthorn

Betty Compson
Bebe Daniels

Richard Dix
Irene Dunne
Jobyna Hovvland

Arline Judge

Arthur Lake

Robert

Ivan Lebedeff

Dorothy Lee

Everett Marshall

Joel McCrea
Jack Mulhall

Edna May Oliver

Roberta Robinson

Lowell Sherman
Ned Sparks

Leni Stengel

Hugh Trevor

Bert Wheeler

Woolsey

Warner Brothers Studios, 5842 Sunset

Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

George Arliss

George Bancroft

John Barrymore

Joan Blondell

Ruth Chatterton

Claudia Dell

Irene Delroy

Kay Francis

James Hall

Walter Huston

Leon Janney

Evalyn Knapp
Winnie Lightner

Lucien Littlefield

Lotti Lodi

Ben Lyon
Marian Nixon

Walter Pidgeon

William Powell

H. B. Warner

Pathe Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Robert Armstrong

Constance Bennett

Bill Boyd

Tames Gleason

Offer Birthday Congratula-

tions to These May Stars:

William Bakewell May 2nd.

Juliette Compton May 3rd.

Gary Cooper May 7th.

Richard Barthelmess May 9th.

Billie Dove .May 14th.

Maureen O'Sullivan May 17th.

Anthony Bushell May 19th.

Dorothy Lee May 20th.

Estelle Taylor May 20th.

Robert Montgomery May 21st.

Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. May 23rd.

Norma Talmadge May 26th.

Al Jolson May 26th.

Paul Lukas Mav 26th.

Russell Gleason

Alan Hale

Ann Harding

Universal Studios,

Lewis Ayres

John Boles

Kathryn Crawford
Robert Ellis

Sidney Fox
Jean Hersholt

Rose Hobart

Dorothy Janis

Eddie Quillan

Fred Scott

Helen Twelvetrees

Universal City, Cal.

Myrna Kennedy
Barbara Kent
Mary Nolan
Eddie Philips

Slim Summerville

Genevieve Tobin

Lupe Velez

John Wray

United Artists Studios, 1041 North For-

mosa Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.

Don Alvarado

William Boyd
Eddie Cantor

Charlie Chaplin

Ronald Colman
Lily Damita

Dolores Del Rio

Douglas Fairbanks

William Farnum
Al Jolson

Evelyn Laye
Chester Morris

Mary Pickford

Gilbert Roland

Gloria Swanson
Norma Talmadge

Tiffany Studios, 4516 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood, Cal.

Gertrude Astor

Mischa Auer

Leo Carrillo

Helene Chadwick

Helen Chandler

Dorothy Christy

June Collyer

Marion Douglas

Robert Edeson

George Fawcett

Albert Gran
Ralph Graves

Carmelita Geraghty

Hale Hamilton

Neil Hamilton

Lloyd Hughes
Paul Hurst

Ralph Ince

Jeannette Loff

Wallace MacDonald
Ken Maynard
Blanche Mehaffey

Una Merkel

Geneva Mitchell

Charlie Murray
Sally O'Neil

Jason Robards

George Sidney

Bob Steele

Thelma Todd
Raquel Torres

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

William Collier, Jr. Bert Lytell

Constance Cummings Joan Peers

Richard Cromwell Dorothy Revier

Jack Holt Loretta Sayers

Buck Jones Barbara Stanwyck

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Charley Chase

Mickey Daniels

Oliver Hardy
Ed Kennedy
Mary Kornman

Harry Langdon

Stan Laurel

Za-Su Pitts

Our Gang
Thelma Todd

Educational Studios, 7250 Santa Monica
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

Marjorie Beebe

Ann Christy

Andy Clyde

Harry Gribbon
Nick

Eleanor Hunt
Patsy O'Leary

Daphne Pollard

Lincoln Stedman
Stuart

Sono Art-World Wide, Metropolitan

Studios, 1041 Las Palmas Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

Ruth Roland Edward Everett
Horton
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Danger Ahead For

Clara Bow
Continued from page 21

popular close-ups, winked the tears away,

flung up your head, clenched your hands,

and vowed, "I'll show 'em !" You owe a

debt of gratitude to all those people who
wrote in in your defense, and don't you
forget it

!

We could babble a lot about your little

debt to the screen industry—your obliga-

tion as one of its biggest stars to keep your
name out of the newspapers, to live quietly,

to help preserve the decency, the prestige

that the little fathers of Hollywood are
trying so hard to build. But somehow
we don't think that argument would count
with you. You probably feel, and why
shouldn't you?—that your long fight up
from the Brooklyn brownstones has been
hard— and lonely— and costly. Nobody
helped you—you helped yourself.

Fore! Bebe Daniels and her
spry grandmother. She is one
of Hollywood' s most enthusi-
astic golfers. She's arguing
with Mrs. Lyon about her
score and it looks like a walk-

away for grandma!

Your message to your fans sounds sin-

cere to me. I like the ring of it. It

seems to show a new awareness. Maybe
you know, now, that to be Clara Bow is a
rather swell thing. To have thousands
spring to your defense. To know they
want you back, no matter what. And, to
get right down to brass tacks, you may
learn to appreciate that the money you
have earned from their affection is pretty
precious stuff—because only so long as
they love you will it keep pouring in, a
steady, soothing, golden stream.
Meanwhile Rex Bell, his hair once more

its natural color—remember he had it

dyed?—is on the job. He's a rather nice
lad this cowboy actor, and if he only knew
with what passionate interest all Holly-
wood is watching developments

!

The next issue of

Will be on sale May 1st

x

I have found that
College InnTomato Juice
Cocktails are not only
a refreshing drink, but
a fine health tonic.l keep
several bottles on ice

and enjoy a modest
tumbler full with each
meal."

Sincerely,/i -

UNIVERSAL STAR

The renowned
Brdcer and
Appetizer

ill EKE*

ON SALE AT
DPUG STORES
FOUNTAIN GRILLS

AND ALL
FOOD SHOPS

COLLEGE INN FOOD PRODUCTS i

(Division of Hotel Sherman Co.)
CHICAGO

an_=h= mil

TO LOSE FAT
Why not get rid of your fat while you

take your bath? SansO Reducing

Bath Soap will wash your fat away.

Pleasant and healthful as your bath

itself. You can quickly be pounds

lighter and look years younger.

SansO costs nothing if it fails. Sim-

ply use it when you bathe if you
want to reduce and keep a smooth,

unwrinkled skin. Reduce any part

desired. Special price, three full

size 60c cakes of SansO $1.25.

SANSO SALES COMPANY
Dept. 77 Rochester, N. Y.

Mme Adele
WONDER
PEEL PASTE

1-Day Home Treatment for

freckles pimples, blackheads,
enlarged pores, wrinkles, pits,

scars, puffs. Acne condition of

back and shoulders. Wonder Peel Paste gives
new life and youth to aging faces. No fail-

ure, no redness afterwards. Price $5.

DEPT. 38

1005 BRACK SHOPS 1

LOS ANGELES
3j£fr* CALIFORNIA

SAFE WAY TO END

CORNS
One drop deadens pain, removes corn

H

ens pain

amazing.
Acts like a local anaesthetic; really

You wear tight shoes, walk, dance.

The corn shrivels and loosens. You peel it off

with your fingers. No more dangerous cutting.

Works alike on any corn or callus, no matter
how old or how painful.

ERE is a

remove
new and totally different way to

. corn or a callus. One drop dead- GETS-IT" World's

Fastest Way
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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Slams

Paul Lukas expresses his per-
sonality with his voice, says

an excited admirer.

romances ; and all the remembered roles

of Barrymore, Jannings, Reid, Ray, and
a host of others. I know that I would
rush to see at least one each week.

Ellis Jandron,
20 Randolph Street,

Cambridge, Mass.

CHEERING BEERY
Now that the sheiks have had their day

let's give credit to that one and only

—

(there could only be one)—Wallace Beery.
He hasn't the beauty or charm to hold his

audience spell bound, but wait—where can
they get as good a tough character as

this swashbuckling, dashing old buccaneer?
Where can they get such a heavyweight
mirth producer at the same time? The
answer is, they can't; there is only one
Wallace Beery. He has a different kind
of "It."

L. G. Ameson,
6257 Niagara Ave.,

Chicago. 111.

CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM
If the producers want the fans to be-

come more intimately acquainted with the

players why do they not have their pub-
licity departments include the cast of each
picture in the lobby display so that we can
refer to it when we come out of the

theater ?

Character names mean nothing to us at

the beginning of a picture—and, anyway,
the whole audience and his wife decide

to change seats just at the time the cast

is flashed on the screen. It's when the

picture is finished that we are anxious to

see who played "that part" so cleverly.

Hazel Van Tinkess,
The Carlinwood, 2612, Carter,

Detroit, Mich.

GARBO-DIETRICH AGAIN!
Everywhere one hears of Garbo and

Dietrich ! I find the discussions help both
actresses, since they invite interest just at

a time when the movies were falling into

monotony. Let us not be cruel or unfair

to either actress, but be thankful for this

new competition.
The great difference in this menace lies

in the fact that Marlene Dietrich is a

proven actress, whereas in former cases
the rival had merely the looks, not the
ability of the original favorite— (which
proves, folks, girls especially, that beauty
helps but there must be that something
more—brains and personality). Think of
the new things on the market; if good,
they stay ; but do older products go out
of business? No. Always—if good, both
stay and prosper.

Dietrich—Garbo—both good—both stay !

Competition is the spice of life!

Miss Louise Pettijiohn,

Hallock Street,

Amherst, Mass.

FOR JANET AND CHARLIE
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in

"The Man Who Came Back," true to
form, make this classic one of the greatest
romantic dramas ever played. Farrell de-
picts the fall and rise of a young man
who rallies with the assistance of Janet's
wonderful love. Miss Gaynor lifts a
wrecked human to the "Seventh Heaven"
and he comes back to live a life of honor
and achievement.
No young man can see this picture with-

out having a change of heart. I work
hard every day and when I envision this

play I triumph over obstacles which seemed
insuperable. Long live Janet Gaynor and
Charlie—together

!

R. J. Hubbard,
Box 353,

Little Rock, Ark.

HIS VOICE HAS "ZAT
SOMESING!"

Garbo and Valentino had the sort of
personality that could go over in a big
way on the silent screen

;
Rudy Yallee

expresses his personality in his voice ; and
sc. does Paul Lukas.

Before I saw Paul Lukas in "The Right
to Love," he had never made the slightest

impression on me. in silent pictures. His
looks didn't appeal, and there was nothing
about him to divert my attention from the

star. But now ! He has the most fas-

cinating masculine voice I have ever heard
on the screen. Just the faintest brush of

an European accent, and a charm of in-

An interested writer discov-
ers that Wallace Beery has a

different kind of It!

flection that bring color and romance to
his every look and gesture. At once, he
leaps into eligibility for the Adolph
Menjou sort of part. Only he has the
tremendous advantage of being— or at

least, looking—young enough for the hero.
That voice makes him universal. He
might be anybody from anywhere. And
now that the talkies have come, that's the
rarest asset an actor could have.

Priscilla T. Campbell,
Peterborough, N. H.

BOOSTING BICKFORD
Why don't we see more of Charles Bick-

ford? He's a splendid actor and domi-
nates every picture in which he appears.
He was just as good as Greta Garbo in

"Anna Christie" and he walked away with
all his other pictures. He's a new type of
leading man and is a relief from the usual
ga-ga heroes we've been seeing these many
years. And please, producers, don't polish
this diamond in the rough ; we like him as

he is.

We want Big Boy Bickford in bigger
and better pictures

!

Marion Simmons,
Hewlett, Long Island, N. Y.

AND STILL THEY COME!
The question that seems to be the most

frequently asked in the world today is

whether The Great Garbo has a rival.

Who but Greta Garbo could do the
things she does and make the people like

them? Who but Garbo could keep aloof
from the world and make people desire

them ? Who could be mysterious and quiet,

making no friends, and still have people
worship at their shrine?
Why tell her to beware of the new

rivals that are springing up ? Why tell

her that this French rival or that German
rival will steal the crown she is now wear-
ing ? It doesn't worry her and why should it ?

She knows" she is the only woman in the

world who can do the things she does and
make the people like it. She knows she

is the Darling of America

!

Miss Ruth Clifton,

1404 Summit Ave..

Springfield. Mo.
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Hollywood Goes Spanish!

Continued from page 54

was a little apart, chatting cheerfully with

anybody who sought him, but when left

alone merely looking on with amusement
and interest.

He was particularly interested in a

Spanish folk dance, in which the dancers

joined hands and danced around in a circle,

like children playing ring-around-rosy. It

is called the Sardanas.

Jose Crespo, who was dashing about as

co-host, explained to us that it w:as a dance
which was performed by all the populace

in the plazas of Barcelona and other cities

of Catalonia, in Spain, where the people-

gather of a Sunday afternoon and on holidays.

"Oh, Anita Page is trying to flirt with
the handsome Valentin Parera by using a

dictionary !" Patsy whispered. "Well, they
bcth have talkative eyes, so I suppose
they'll get along all right ! Anita doesn't

speak much Spanish, you know."_
Mr. Parera was gazing at Anita as if

he meant to paint her picture. He is an
artist and cartoonist, and speaks about four

words of English.

Suddenly there was a little stir in the

hallway, and the butler admitted a little

man with big, luminous eyes and classic

features, and a lovely and interesting look-

ing young woman.
Jose Crespo dashed down to meet them,

and they were introduced to us as the

noted Spanish playwright, Gregorio Mar-
tinez-Sierra, author of Ethel Barrymore's
play, "The Kingdom of God," and of
"Cradle Song," and Catalina Barcena, who
is one of the outstanding figures of the

Madrid stage. Both were associated with
Jose Crespo, when he was a star of the

Spanish stage, one being his stage director

and the other his leading lady.

Both of the latest arrived guests were
in street clothes, as they had just come, a
trifle bewildered at everything American,
from the train.

Senor Martinez- Sierra is to supervise all

the M-G-M Spanish pictures, and Senorita
Barcena is on a mission from the Spanish
government to look into the making of
American pictures. She will work at

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios also, ap-
pearing in Spanish versions.

Buffet supper was served, and then a
very funny little incident occurred.

Patsy, thinking that nobody around her
understood English, remarked to me. "I

don't see any Spanish shawls except those
on the stairway for decoration. I do wish
some of these ladies would wear the native
costume. It's a lot more becoming than
our American clothes."

Whereupon a beautiful young lady
turned and spoke politely and with gentle
reproof :

"Thanks for your charming compliment.
We like the native Spanish dress better
ourselves, and we have man}' beautiful
combs and shawls at home, but sometimes
when we've worn them, they haven't been
appreciated

!"

Patsy fried in her blushes. But she re-

covered a little when Conchita Montenegro
donned a shawl and comb, and showed us
how a Spanish girl flirts with her fan.

After supper lovely Celia Montelban,
noted Mexican singer, dancer and actress
in musical comedies, danced a Cuban
dance. She lately arrived from Paris,
where she has been appearing.

Cedric Gibbons had arrived with his wife,
Dolores Del Rio. Dorothy Jordan came
rather late, and was very popular.

After more Spanish "folk dances, and
some lovely songs by one of the Mexican
guests. Mme. Alma Real, prima donna, we
left for home, and saw the morning star
rising!

"\^7ELL, we'll probably just not go to
» » bed at all tonight," remarked Patsy.

"We're going to the opening of 'Trader
Horn,' and then there's a big party after-

ward at the Embassy, given by Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Hyman. Mr. Hyman is an
M-G-M official, you know."
The excitement of "Trader Horn"

seemed almost enough without anything
else happening, but the party proved a very
great delight.

Almost the first person we met was
Duncan Renaldo, who plays the lead in the
picture. He was on crutches. After going
through all the perils of South Africa, he
had come home to Hollywood to break his

foot in an automobile accident

!

Jean Harlow was there with Paul Bern.
"Paul takes more beautiful ladies to

parties than any man in pictures, and yet

he never seems to get a bit conceited about
it," remarked Jose.

Norma Shearer was there with her hus-
band, Irving Thalberg. She looked lovely

in a black velvet evening gown, made in

Grecian style carried out in silver cut-steel

bandings.

She declared that watching the animals
in "Trader Horn" had worn her out to

such an extent that she could hardly dance,
but she certainly looked radiant. Irving,

on the other hand, said that the wild ani-

mals had made him keen to go hunting
down there, but his wife said, "Remember
you are a father now !"

And Bess Meredyth reminded them of
the musical comedy in which the circus

widow had to keep her husband's grave
green by watering the lions

!

Anita Page came with her sweet mother
as usual, and looked charming in white
satin.

Lily Damita, very happy to be back in

Hollywood, she declared, arrived with our
host and hostess. She wore a white satin

form-fitting gown.
Leila Hyams was with her husband, Phil

Berg. She wore a black velvet gown with
long black gloves.

Harry Carey, director W. S. Van Dyke,
Edwina Booth and others had a quiet little

party next door at the Montmartre, but
managed to come in for a few moments.

Charles Bickford and his wife were
among the guests, and Michael Curtiz,

Marie Prevost, Carmelita Geraghty, Rob-
ert Montgomery, Air. and Mrs. Edgar
Selwyn, Air. and Mrs. E. J. Mannix, Mr.
and Mrs. B. P. Schulberg. Robert Leonard
and Gertrude Olmstead, Harold Lloyd and
his mother ; Jack Conway,—his wife was
at home with a recently arrived baby ;

—

Wallace Beery and his wife, Louella Par-
sons and her husband, Dr. Harry Martin.
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Beaumont, Sam Wood, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Graves, Mr. and Airs. David
Selznick, and many others.

Charlotte Greenwood was among the
guests, with her husband, the musician and
composer, Martin Broone, and she says
that she hopes she will remain in pictures,

as she feels a house in Beverly Hills com-
ing on

!

We chatted a minute with Robert
Leonard and his wife, Gertrude Olmstead.
They have moved out of their house at
Malibu, into an apartment in Hollywood

;

and Gertrude said they experienced" a few
very exciting minutes when somebody
called them up from the beach during the
recent fire which destroyed so many film
folks' houses down there, to tell them that
the fire was approaching their own beach
house

!

"I wanted to put a coat over my pa-
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THE CIGARETTE

IS MIGHTIER
THAN THE PEN..
No thanks, Mr. Webster ... no

words today. OLD GOLD, the

cigarette itself, tells its own story

better than all the diction in the

dictionary. One pack's worth
more than a thousand words. 158

victories in 165 public taste-tests of

the four leading brands show
how convincingly even a few puffs

tell OLD GOLD'S taste -winning,

throat -thrilling story. Light up . . .

and write up your own opinion.

C IGARETTES
NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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SOFT
HAVE YOU TRIED IT ? The new Liquid

Winx— so different from any cosmet-

ique you may have used before. Differ-

ent— because it gives lashes a Double

Treatment. First it darkens— then it

softens. Lashes are accentuated—always

with a smart, natural good taste effect.

Eyes take on new sparkle. And— no

matter how often you use Winx, lashes

stay soft and silky. You don't ever have

to be afraid of "brittle" lashes. Would
you like to try this new Liquid Winx?

Just send 10c for the new Vanity Size.

For Lovely hashes

winx
Ross Company, Dept. D-2

243 West 17th Street, New York
I enclose 10i for the new Vanity Size Liquid
Winx.

Name

Address_

Good and
Good for You.

AT H&ME
YOU can earn good money in spare lime at

I home making display cards. No selling or

|
canvassing. We instruct you, furnish com-

1 plete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
Tho MENHENITT COMPANY Limited

252 Dominion Bldg.. Toronto. Ont,

jamas,—it was the middle of the night,

—

and run right down there," said Gertrude,
"but my husband wouldn't let me ! I don't

know what I could have done anyway,

—

just dipped a little water from the ocean,

I suppose !"

Dolores Del Rio was there with her
husband, Cedric Gibbons, Dolores looking
a little better each time we see her. The
color is coming back to her face, and she
is putting on a little flesh. She will be
back on the screen soon for United Artists,

I hear.

Joan Crawford and Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,

were among the guests, and of course
danced together a lot, just as they always
do.

Supper was served at long tables, and we
sat with Bess Meredyth, Michael Curtiz.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Weingarten, Mr. and
Mrs. Hunt Stromberg and Anita Page and
her mother.
There was some excellent entertainment,

with some Spanish dancers giving a per-

formance, and then there was an an-
nouncement that two noted terpsichorean
artists would give an apache dance.

Our hostess had put on a black velvet

boy's costume and Albert Lewin had
donned an evening gown, and the two did

a burlesque dance that would have won
them laurels in a musical comedy.

"I don't know," remarked Jose as we
left, "whether to go home at all, or straight

to the studio. Although, come to think of

Greta Nissen has a charming
accent which will be heard in
"Women of All Nations," a
continuation of the adven-
tures of Captain Flagg and
Sergeant Quirt played by Victor
McLaglen and Edmund Lowe,

of course.'

it, these evening clothes might occasion re-

mark. So I guess I'll go home for a few
minutes after all

!"

"T THINK studio parties are such a lot

of fun !" exclaimed Patsy. "You don't

have to worry whether the curl is out of
your hair over your right eye or whether
your glove is split. And besides, the party
I mean, to which we are invited, is being

given by Carl Laemmle, Jr., in honor of
his famous dad, Carl Laemmle, Sr., head of
Universal, so it's sure to be a nice one.

It's a surprise party, and just about every-
body is invited."

The party was to be a luncheon affair,

to celebrate the elder Laemmle's birthday.

Mary Pickford's big Cord car whizzed
past us as we entered the old portals of
this most ancient of the cinema cities, and
Will Rogers followed in his big sports
Cadillac. You expect Rogers to come on
an Oklahoma pony somehow, but he never
does.

"Everybody loves Uncle Carl, and every-
body accepted his son's invitation," Charlie
Murray informed us, as we stopped to ask
him the way to Stage 12, where the party
was to be held.

When Carl, Jr., smiles at you, there's
something in his smile that warms your
heart and makes you just know you are
welcome, and so it was with assurance of
real pleasure that we passed through the
door of the stage after we had said hello
to our host.

Inside we found the guest of honor, who
was furtively wiping away a sentimental
tear following the good wishes of the
group of old friends who had been sur-
rounding him.

Betty Compson was present, lovely in

a new sports suit; and soon there arrived
Will Hays, Victor McLaglen, Cecil B. De-
Mille, Norma Shearer and" Irving Thal-
berg, Sidney Fox, Eddie Quillan, Sol
Wurtzel, Louis B. Mayer, Billy Haines.
Ronald Colman, Constance Bennett, Jack
Gilbert, George Sidney, B. P. Schulberg.
Hobart Henley, Wallace Beery, and many
others.

That other pride of Uncle Carl's heart,

—

of course Junior comes first,—his little

grand-daughter, child of his beloved Rosa-
lie, was not neglected. She was brought
in for a moment to be admired.

When everybody had gathered inside,

Monta Bell started proceedings by acting
as master of ceremonies and introducing
some of the famous ones. Mary Pickford.
Will Rogers, Will Hays, Cecil De Milk
and Irving Thalberg all paid tribute in

nice little speeches to Mr. Laemmle, after

which the guest of honor was presented
with a handsome golden scroll. There was
a funny little choking noise in Uncle
Carl's throat as he responded.

Mary Pickford recalled the days when
she worked for Universal. Mary was
sure not to forget.

Henry Henigson, studio manager, called

the guests to luncheon, which was served
in a set that had done service in the weird
"Dracula," and I'm sure the fun that went
on at the luncheon scared away all the
weird spirits which that story had at-

tracted.

Mary Pickford and Will Hays sat at

table with Uncle Carl, and Alary kept
Uncle Carl grinning with her humorous
little remembrances of the old days when,
as a timid little girl, she had played in

comedies for Universal.

Will Rogers remarked that he didn't see

any peanuts or chewing gum around, kid-

ding with B. P. Schulberg, but an attentive

waiter sprang to his side at once, and hand-
ed him a package of gum, and he told Will

there were some peanuts on a tray at the

serving table.

We learned with something of a thrill

that Professor Einstein was on the lot.

Carl, Jr., had begged him to come to the

luncheon, but we learned that the Profes-

sor, who knows all about space, has a fear

of crowds.

We noted still other famous ones at the

tables, including Buddy Rogers, Mary
Brian. Genevieve Tobin, Skeets Gallagher,

Lupita Tovar, and Lew Ayers.

The afternoon was well along when we
bade our hosts and our guest of honor

goodbye, with genuine good wishes that

Uncle Carl may have many, many happy
returns.
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The Girl Stood on the Burning Deck
Continued from page 39

chopped parsley to the top and fear no-

body.
The beauty of most of my recipes is that

you can make them in a mining camp where
there is only one store. You don't have to

go to a special importer's on an avenue

named after a street commissioner to buy
what you want. Obviously this keeps your

mortgage down. The simple and cheap
foods are often the best. Take my now
famous codfish balls.

Codfish Balls

Everybody knows the brand of codfish

which arrives in a plain wooden box minus
all frills. Open one of these unostenta-
tious containers, and remove the contents.

At this stage the appetite remains limp.

You are at the poor fish stage. That, how-
ever, is only the beginning. Even a paint-

ing requires background work before the

real picture emerges. It is necessary to

soak the codfish for thirty minutes or more,
drain off the water, then boil until tender
in a saucepan of fresh water. Drain the

water again, being sure it is all off. Shred
the fish carefully and add mashed potatoes

equal to the amount of fish used. Beat up
an egg, add one teaspoonful of baking
powder, combine with the codfish and po-

tato, make balls or cakes, drop them into

very hot, deep fat, brown, then drain the

grease from the balls on heavy paper. Serve
immediately garnished with watercress or

what have you, and I promise you that no-
body will leave the table while a single

ball remains on the plate.

Goose
Another of my favorite dishes is goose.

I've always wondered why people are so

afraid to cook one. I take this perfectly

tractable fowl, dry it inside and out, rub
it like mad with black pepper, fill it with

apples, and permit it to cook in its own
fat until brown. Then I have goose—and
believe me, sauce for this goose is sauce

tor any gander.

Oysters

Another of my suggestions for keeping
men home—if you have nothing better—is

the oyster stew. Never stew about this

stew. Just oysters, a big lump of butter,

seasoning and cream. The worst is over
quick. On such occasions men have actually

been known to part with money without
using a fountain pen dropper. Oysters, they

tell me, are easily digested and full of

many things, including those necessities

named after the alphabet which everyone
is chasing just now and which in some
miraculous way we managed without be-

fore some sap hit upon the word vitamin.

Now you can't really enjoy any food be-

cause you're so busy wondering if A, B,

C, D, E, and all the rest are absent. It

seems if you don't eat one of these letters,

your teeth fall out; the lack of another
letter makes you blind ; without another
letter you can't send any little Susies and
Johnnies out into the world. It was bad
enough to learn the alphabet without hav-
ing to eat it, but it does help when it

comes in tasty form. An oyster broiled or
baked in the shell with a strip of bacon
on top and plenty of seasoning is not only
the piece de resistance at Antoine's, the
famous New Orleans restaurant, but it

starts a meal well anywhere. The same
can be said of scalloped oysters. Oysters,
cracker crumbs, butter, seasoning and milk
thrown together and baked in the oven un-
til brown on top is an idea for next Sun-
day night if you have to stay home. We

predict that the boy-friend who has been
reluctant up to this time will decide that

he can make more than thirty-five dollars a
week if he has good food at home to give
him some pep. A general hint to the un-
educated is that the less an oyster is cooked
the better.

Still another suggestion which I make-
gratis to the menu-jaded housewife is:

A Regular Cut-Up
Take some pigeons cut up (if the pigeons

are pets, order something else for dinner.

If labelled butcher's squab, proceed with a

clear conscience), add mushrooms cut up,

veal kidneys cut up, onions cut up, pepper,
salt, spices and a bay leaf. (I'm a real

daughter of Eve. I always have a leaf

handy.) Simmer slowly in water for a long
time—then eat it. I promise that you will

either cut up or coo

!

Frozen Salad

My pet salad consists of an empty green
pepper packed solid with cream cheese and
chopped nuts, then frozen in the icebox.

I next slice this and place the slices on
lettuce leaves, covering the whole with
French dressing. When I say lettuce leaves,

I mean crisp lettuce leaves, not the dis-

couraged looking stuff that some people put
on their plates and that not even a chicken
would peck at. The vitality of the cook
is shown by the condition of the lettuce.

If it is limp, be sure that the cook is ab-

solutely lacking in sex appeal.

It is impossible to give all my recipes,

but in general I have several suggestions

to offer. First, I like a dash of onion in

everything—I don't practise breath control.

Onions, like perfumes, should never be ob-
vious. A subtle touch, as it were, back of

the ear. Sneak up behind the other in-

gredients with the chopped onion and then
insinuate it. Let it come on like a chorus
supporting the star. Just a merry villager

when celery is singing tenor and the tomato
yodeling high notes in soprano. A delicate

bay leaf is the ingenue and should have her

bit. Onions are the comedians of the cook-

ing pot, but while they furnish fun for the

palate they must never interfere with the

love interest of the plot.

Another idea of mine is that people cook
vegetables and eggs too long. Never cook
an egg to death. Put it on, take it off, give

it to your guests and lie back. Still another
of my conceits is whipping mild horse-

radish into mayonnaise combined with
whipped cream. It's as effective as the

ruche around a widow's crepe. Try it the

next time that you make a date with a

tomato.
Today I scarcely ever have time to cook

because Mamie knows exactly what I want
before I do and the viands await me with-

out any worry on my part. I must stop

right here to tell you about Mamie. Placed

end to end over eighteen years, Mamie and
I almost establish a statistic or at least

reach from coast to coast. She is the para-

gon for whom every woman searches in

the want ads. She is the priestess of my
kitchen and my chink-filler. She told a

friend of mine the other day: "Miss
Dressier is a darned good woman and can't

be beated. Look for a long time—you'll

never find another. That's from the heart.

To show you how much I think of Miss
Dressier, I left my husband to come West
with her." Just look at the woman who
would like to be able to do that ! Well.
Mamie's got her husband with her out

here now and all's as it should be in our

. . and now those

UGLY HAIRS

/
can never

grow again*

A Written Guarantee assures trie

permanent removal of unwanted hair

THOUSANDS ofwomen both here and abroad

now know the joy of an alluringly smooth

and beautiful skin, forever free from the re-

growth of ugly unfeminine hair. Koremlu Cream

—the achievement of a noted French scientist

—

not only removes the hair for all time, but actu-

ally is most beneficial to the skin itself.

Koremlu is a delightfully fragrant cream. You
easily and quickly apply it to the skin, like

cold cream, and leave it on all night. Koremlu

may be used with positive effectiveness on the

face, legs, arms, underarm or any other part of

the body.

Koremlu Cream is not to be confused with

temporary correctives that merely burn off the

hair and make it grow back coarser. Koremlu is

a permanent cure. It removes the hairs by weak-

ening the follicles that hold the hairs in the

roots, destroying them safely but surely.

Koremlu Cream, used regularly for a definite pe-

riod as directed, is guaranteed by a signed,

money-back guarantee to achieve the permanent

results you have always hoped for— the complete

and lasting removal of superfluous hair.

Rejoice that you can now be forever rid of all

unwanted hair. Send the coupon today for our

booklet containing full details of the Koremlu

Cream method.
' Koremlu Cream is for sale at leading depart-

ment stores (ask them for booklet). If you find

that you cannot get Koremlu Cream in your

locality, you may order direct from us.

KOREMLU INC., 11 W. 42nd St., New York

KOREMLU
CREAM METHOD
ofpermanent
hair removal

KOREMLU Inc., 11 West 42nd St.

New York. N.Y.

Kindlv send me booklet (in plain envelope)

information about Koremlu Cream for the
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MY DEAR, can

those be freckles

THIS will never do. Lovely ladies mustn't

look like young imps these days. Rush
out and get a jar of the new Golden Peacock

Bleach Creme this minute!

You'll love it. So safe—so gentle—so utterly

ruthless in its business-like banishment of

freckles and blotches, winter-weathering.

You'll find your skin shades and shades

lighter in just a few days, softer, smoother

—

and quite blemish-free.

Golden Peacock Bleach Creme is soothing,

healing and completely harmless—its base a

mild baby-skin cream. You'll find it at all

toiletry counters

—

$1 the jar.

THE NEW —

.
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G BLEACH CREME
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Every woman wants the Joy of lone, dark luxunoua cyelaBheB and
eybn>WH audi aa our amazinc new discovery produces. No matter,
how scant the growth, we Ktmr.mtoc. unconditionally, that within
two weeks" time Mme. Bonn's Pr»r>arnt ion will make them loncor.
darker and mi>re brilliantly beautiful than you <ver ima'-incd thov
could be.

Don't envy other cvch while this remarkable discovery is within
your reach. For YOU. too. can sunm-H then all with eves full of
expreasion and allurement. YOURS will be BETTER than the best
you've admired.

Send NOW for Mme. I.eone' B Evelash f J rower and WATCH
RESULTS IN A FEW PAYS. Price 9*.00 /WpaiU Money
back without question if you are not entirely satisfied.

MME. LEONE, Dept. S I. 12 West Street. Boston. Mass.

I enclose $2.00. Send me at once your new discovery for srowinit
beautiful eyelashes.

Song - Poem Writers
If we compose music to your words we will

guarantee that the song will be accepted
for publication by a New York music pub-
lishing company. Mail your best song-
poems to us today.

NATIONAL COMPOSING STUDIOS, 1475
Broadway, Dept. 106, New York, N. Y.

l£*£CHAPE
VENOSE

Anita Nose Adjuster
shapes flesh and car-
tilage—quickly, safely,

1 painlessly, while you
sleep or work. Lasting
results. Doctors praise
it. Gold Medal Winner.
87,000 users. Write for

FREE BOOKLET.
ANITA INSTITUTE. £-69, Anita Bldg.. Newark, N.J.

Joking aside, Mamie's devotion makes me
very humble. I am not telling you this to

brag—just to give you a hint. When peo-
ple say, "How do you do it?" I retort the
only thing retortable, "Cooperation is what
counts in any association—whether the con-
tact be business, professional, social or
domestic. Look at the other fellow's prob-
lems, be interested, sympathetic, and hu-
man ! I don't claim to be more sweet or
tolerant than anybody else. I am sure the
other person is as well meaning as I try
to be. But when I hear so many woofs
and yowls among all sorts of people about
their domestic service. I pause and wonder
where the blame can lie. I have had only
two maids in my long career—and I don't
mean one coming and one going, either.

The first one died. Mamie has been with
me since. When I have had an apartment
or house she has been in it. When I've
been staying at a hotel, she has sneaked in

and massaged me, pressed my gowns or
been the chink-filler which is entirely over-
looked these days as the noblest of profes-
sions.

The bond between Mamie and me is sim-
ple. Her problems and interests are mine

and mine are hers. What could be easier?
I value Mamie's love and loyalty because
nobody knows as I do how important back-
grounds are in our lives. An indifferent,
surly, careless servant can wreck one's
mood for the day without realizing it. The
fault may originally have been the em-
ployer's who was indifferent to some ache
or sorrow previously suffered by the em-
ployee. A bit of sympathy at the right
moment often forms a bond that nothing
can break.

I started out to say a word or two on
steak-tails and seem to have begun a novel
on the servant problem. Well, food isn't
really a digression because without it you
can't work and without work you can't
live.

(In the next, and final installment of her own
story, in the June issue of SCREENLAND,
Marie Dressier gives yon an intimate insight
into a screen actress' life—from the time she
gets up in the morning, through the stren-
uous studio day, until she goes to bed at
night, at nine o'clock! Human, amusing,
and told in the whimsical Dressier style—

don't miss it.

The Truth About Cosmetics Continued from page 1 02

every last one of them—all of the Seven-
teen items. Did I have a time

!

There was Seventeen face powder, dust-
ing powder, brilliantine. Seventeen per-
fume, toilet water, talcum and compacts.
The only one I've had time to try out as
yet is the Seventeen face powder, as that
is quite new. I am a blondish person and
I found it—in a shade called Champagne

—

particularly nice. The claim is that there
are two tones in the powder that give it

more life than the average powder in order
to make it combine naturally with the
skin. I wouldn't know about that, but I

do know it has a flattering tendency—and
what more could any girl ask?
The Seventeen perfume you probably

know. It is a "sweet" perfume, what I

call after my fashion, a blonde one, sug-
gesting, somehow spring and pastel col-
ors, laughter and sunshine. It is one of
those perfumes that go beautifully on the
skin, which, to me, is always the truest
test of any scent. It lasts, too.

And speaking of perfume reminds me
of the ultimate refinement in that line^-
perfumed soap flakes. You can wash your
hankies and scent them, all in one gesture.
Ain't that sump'n, as our friend Andy
says ?

The soap itself is excellent and won't
harm your finest silks and the perfume is

manufactured in France. This seems to
me like one of those nice, original gift
things. It might even make a different
kind of bridge prize. Why girls at after-
noon bridge don't give themselves more
prizes of beauty, I don't know. I think
it's a grand idea and personally, I'm tired

of getting double decks of cards and such
like. The price is only fifty cents a bot-
tle—a large bottle—and it comes in Jasmin.
Lilac, Chypre. Lavendar, Lily of the Valley
and Sweet Pea fragrances.

In the soap line, our old English friend,

Yardley, enters with a new shampoo, called

Lavendar Shampoo and Rinse. It costs

only a quarter and each package contains
two envelopes. The one contains the lav-

endar scented soap flakes. The other lit-

tle crystals to be used as a rinse. Nice, if

you like it. Personally, I find it easier to

use liquid shampoos, but the price is so
moderate you can certainly afford to ex-

periment and find out about it for yourself.

I've had one amazing experience this

month—probably the most amazing ex-

perience any person working in the beautv
trade could have. A charming girl called
at my office one afternoon. She said she
had a new beauty discovery. Having heard
that story before I remained calm while
she asked me if she could please demon-
strate it to me.
Then she set to work and when she fin-

ished I was about ready to burst forth
into tears. For she changed herself in
just a few moments from a beautiful girl
to one whose face was badly disfigured
with one of those hopeless birthmarks.
And then she did some work and trans-
formed herself once more back into the
beauty.

This amazing young woman, driven bv
sheer necessity, has invented a kind of
heavy cream that can be rubbed into
the skin and so cover any birthmark
or scar so that it can not be seen bv
even the most observant eye. I give you
my word that she was sitting directly in
the sunlight in my office. And I also guar-
antee you that I am generally regarded
as a most observant person. And I would
never have known, if that girl hadn't re-
vealed it to me, that she didn't have the
loveliest, most unspotted skin. The cream
is made of the purest products and is com-
pletely harmless. It comes in a full range
of colors, to match all skin tones, and
make-up may be put over it with the
greatest ease.

Just think what this means to hundreds
of hopeless men and women. In this
girl's case, she found it impossible to se-
cure a worthwhile position. She was a
colleare graduate and very intelligent. She
had youth and energy. But that facial ac-
cident, happening before she was born,
was enough to ruin her whole life. I re-

gard her as a very genuine heroine and a

true savior of many lives, as well as an
extraordinarily brainy young thing for
having studied chemistry to benefit herself

and mankind. Her name is Miss Lydia
O'Leary. Her address is 11 West 42nd
Street, New York. She will be glad to

give you a personal demonstration in how
to use her products, if you can call upon
her, or will advise you by mail. The
creams are very inexpensive—two dollars

the jar—and they have the endorsement
of physicians. And isn't her story a mar-
velous one? Life is sometimes better

than the movies.
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^m/ Tats
and

"Pokes
Join our Truth Game ! Tell us frankly

what you think of SCREENLAND.
We'll pay for your opinions

We want your impressions of the contents of SCREEN-
LAND be they sneers or cheers. For the best letter—and it

must be brief—giving us your constructive criticism of our
features, art and departments, we offer $20.00, first prize;

$15.00, second prize; $10.00 third prize; and $5.00, fourth
prize. Mail your letters so they will reach us the 10th
of each month.

Preference After Free Peek
First Prize Letter

YOU have to choose in life. After
glancing over the other movie
magazines (when the clerk wasn't

looking) I bought the March
Screenland because it is

—

1. Timely—Dietrich vs. Garbo, Discov-

eries of the Month, Screen News, Barry-
mores' and Buddy Rogers' trips.

2. Original—Editorials, honor page,

presentation of portraits.

3. Private Life-ish—Marie Dressier and
Bob Montgomery.

4. Intimate—High Jinks, Hollywood's
Favorite Economies.

5. Helpful—Van Alstyne, star's recipes,

addresses, birthdays, Ask Me, Tips on
Tempting.

6. Thought-provoking—Slams and Sal-

vos, Pats and Pokes, Is Education Help-
ful?

7. Informative—Revuettes, Screen Song
Hits, Casts and longer revues of Current
Plavs. Phyllis-Marie Arthur,

Box 177,

Lowville, N. Y.

Must We Tell All?
Second Prize Letter

Screenland is a smart, up-to-the-min-
ute, clean magazine. Ah—that's where the

"rub" comes in—it's clean, too clean. Give
us more truth and less poetry. Don't you
realize that poetry has gone out? Unless
you can make it read like the poetry of
Dorothy Parker or Samuel Hoffenstein.
Here's to a long life and a franker one

!

Alma Portegal,

326 West 47th Street,

New York City.

Par Excellence
Third Prize Letter

Screenland must eat three cakes of
Tasty Yeast daily. It has Pep ! Vim

!

Vigor ! multiplied. Such a number of de-
partments that make for interesting read-
ing. Vivid personalities. Stimulating con-
tests. Free advice. A relief from some
of the current movie magazines.

Just enough of everything, not too much
of anything. There isn't a thing I want
changed about it, thank you.

Mary Lyons,
91 Winthrop Street, Brockton, Mass.

Not A Poke In Our Contents
Fourth Prize Letter

Come here, Screenland
Pat! You are the Vanity Fair-New

Yorker screen magazine. De Paw's Screen
Slants, Louis Reid's department, The
Stage in Review and everything else in

you exemplifies what I mean by this. You
are modem and original, smart and clever.

Pat! Pat! In brief, Screenland, we
like you because your contents prove that

you are edited for intelligent readers.

And—I thought I had a poke, but—hon-
est, mister—I can't find a one!

E. C. Whelan,
3325 South 24th Street, Omaha, Neb.

Disapproval

Screenland is good and all that, but
may I suggest that you concentrate a little

more on Lew Ayres and Phillips Holmes
instead of on the Dietrich-Garbo melee ?

Of course. I'm interested in Greta and
Marlene, Clara Bow and Joan Crawford,
but please don't neglect our film boy-
friends for these females

!

Margaret Barris,

Providence, R. I.

The Glad Hand
Screenland makes the clock move

around, is a good recipe for blues, and
contains much information that is not ob-
tained from other movie magazines.
Your pages on "Favorite Parts and Pic-

tures of the Stars" proved highly interest-

ing. We appreciate viewpoints from the
stars regarding their pictures, as well as
their little economics question.

Might I add in way of suggestion that

we also like pictures of their children,
their gowns and hats even ; we can not all

be movie stars but we can at least copy and
compare their various costumes.

Mrs. George Wheelis. Tr.,

1105 Jackson Street, Dallas, Tex.

One Objection

You're my favorite magazine—just what
one would expect of a Smart Screen Maga-
zine. Your departments are fine; thev
contain all the latest material about film-
land. I have only one objection and that is

your Numerology articles.

Miss Julia E. Prejzicz.
43 Silver Avenue. Hillside, N. J.

-fascinateMEN'

what is their

dangerouspower?

THE siren type—the woman who fascinates
men at will. One woman in a hundred pos-
sesses this dangerous power. She is envied,

hated, feared—by other women. And she has
always been a mystery. You study her—and are
amazed, bewildered. For you can truthfully say
"I don't understand what men see in her."
But you want to know the secret—with all your
heart. You want the "dangerous power." It is
not that you desire to be the siren type. If you
could fascinate men at will, you would use your
power within reason. Well, then, you may; for at
last the secret is known. Lucille Young, the world's
foremost beauty expert, will give you the "dan-
gerous power"—give it to you free.

Nature's Greatest Mystery Unveiled
All your unavailing study of fascinating women,
your failure to succeed by like methods is easily
explained. Nature has never desired a race of
women, all fascinating. Her plan is for limited
charm. She has said, "I'll give women just enough
attraction to marry, and mate." But to a few
women she has said, "I'll give the dangerous power
of complete fascination."
You know that this is nature's plan—though you
may never have thought of it in just this way.
Instead you have been puzzled. You have seen
fascinating women possessed of no more than aver-
age looks—some that you may have considered
homely. You have seen women with poor figures
outshine women with perfect figures. You have
seen women of refinement cast into the shadow by
coarser women. You have heard of "sex appeal,"
yet you know that thousands of women have re-
sorted to physical charms as the main reliance—
with inevitable failure.
Strangest of all, you may have known some dan-
gerously fascinating woman as a friend—known
that she was willing to give you her secrets. But
she could not. For Nature, most cleverly, has made
her natural sirens blind to their own methods.

One Woman in All the World Can Tell You
Amazing, perhaps, but—so far as it is known

—

Lucille Young is theone woman in all the world who
knows the complete secret of fascination. A certain
amount of beauty is indispensable. This beauty
Lucille Young gives you through her methods

—

admittedly the most effective in the world—used by
scores of thousands of women.
But more than beauty is absolutely necessary.
Countless beautiful women are not fascinating

—

hardly attractive—as every woman knows.
So Lucille Young gives you also the very inmost of
Nature's secrets of fascination. These secrets have
been disclosed by nearly twenty years of study, by
gleaning from countless patrons the hidden ways of
fascination, by analyzing and putting together.

The revelations are startling, mysterious, strange

—

things you would never discover yourself.
Women are thrilled as never before—because they in-
stantly recognize that all the secrets they have longed
to know are revealed—that an amazing new life has
been opened up to them. No woman who reads will
again fear the siren type. She will meet her on her own
ground—be as irresistible as any woman living. And
remember, whatever your present appearance, Lucille
Young Methods will give the necessary beauty.

Find Out Free of All Cost or Obligation. So mar-
velous are the promises of complete fascination, that
Lucille Young is willing to convince you at her own
rtst. Simply mail the coupon for her booklet—the most
amazing thing you have ever read—and it will be sent
free and without the slightest
obligation.

FREE Lucille Young Bldg

I LUCILLE YOUNG.
| 5545 Lucille Young Building, Chicago, Illinois.

I
Without cost or obligation of any kind, send me
your free book. I want to read and understand

: Lucille Young's Discoveries. The postage is to

J

be prepaid by Lucille Young.

I Name™.

I
Street Address —

1 City _^ L,._.^_Statg_ .„

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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FRECKLES

Spring Sun and Winds Bring
Out Rusty Brown Spots. How

to Remove Easily

This is the time to take special care of your
complexion if you wish it to look well the rest of
the year. Spring sun and wind bring out freckles
that will stay all summer unless removed now.
What your skin needs is Othine-double strength.
A few nights' use of this dainty white cream
will show you how easy it is to fade out those
ugly-brown spots and restore the natural beauty
of your skin.

Be sure to ask for Othine-double strength at
any drug or department store. Money back if it

does not remove even the worst freckles and
leave your skin soft, clear and beautiful.

^co«*V Ha$
J
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HOW
TO WORK
WONDERS
WITH
WORDS

Ifyou are interested—
—to develop the ability to speak
effectively in publicorin everyday
conversation—to forge ahead twice
as fast as you are now doing, read
How toWork Wonders With Words
now sent free.

. «, i This new booklet/recently pub-

jfeoCT-P f/i :

lished, points the road that thou-
sands have followed to increase
quickly their earning power and
popularity.
It also explains how you can. by a

Dew, ensy home study method, be-
comean outstanding speaker and conquer staee fright,
timidity and lear. To read this booklet will prove to bo
all evening well spent.
Simply send" name and address and this valuable free

booklet will be sent at once. No obligation.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 4435, Chicago, IllinoisMM

Best Instruction Ever Offered The
American Public. Send 20c for first

lesson or #1.98 for complete course.

Money back after 5 days if not satisfied.

TAP and CLOG
( Af„r* X for the

BALLROOM { count JtsinJ.

DANCEOGRAPH DANCE ART, Inc.

555 Sutter St., San Francisco, California

PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS
Size 16x20 inches
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc., or
enlargements of any part,
of group picture, bate re-
turn of your own original
photo guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY £
and withii
ful life-like enlargement, size 16x20
teed fadeless, l'ay postman 98c plus postage

—

or send $1.00 with order and we pay postage.

With et
largcm*

send FREE a hand-tinted miniature reproduction of photo sent,
e advantage now of this amazing offer and send your photo today.

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY
900 W. Lake St.. Dept. E-201 Chicago. III.

TINT GRAY HAIR
Tint unsightly, gray, faded or bleached
hair to its original color and beauty easily
and instantly. From lightest blond to
deepest black. Comb through harmless,
odorless Brownatone. Used by millions.
Guaranteed results. At all dealers, 50c.
Or send 10c for trial bottle.

cat Co., Dept. GG-2, Brownatone Bldg.,

How to Behave Though Famous!
Continued from page 27

ivington, Ky. Canadian Address, Windsor, Ont.

BROWNATONE

life hardly a formidable problem so long as
her fans believe her to be the demure, wist-

ful damsel she portrays on the screen. All
of her publicity material is designed to
strengthen that belief. Analyzing such a
charming bit of femininity as Janet seems
a bit cold-blooded but with the decline of
parchesi and cross-word puzzles, 'Find the
Fallacy' has become my favorite indoor
sport. I'm getting to be just an old fal-

lacy ferret

!

And Janet does have a fallacy in the
closet. If she were the docile, trusting sort

of person we are sometimes led to believe
she is, it seems quite obvious that she
would usually come up with the short end
of the deal in such a highly competitive,
standardized industry as motion pictures.

She may be docile and trusting but she's

one of the best little stickers-up-for-her
own-rights in Hollywood. Her career has
been one long fight for her own interests.

You read about her last, now-forgiven-
and-forgotten rift with the Fox company
in which she emerged at 'least partially

victorious ; it was too open a breach to
prevent the facts from leaking out. But
you didn't read about most of her previous
difficulties; Janet knows her public life too
well. She'll fight her battles as privately
as possible and keep her sunny side up for
you.
Knowing when to apply the soft pedal is

a gift in any line, but in public life it

amounts almost to genius. William Haines
is sponsoring one of the swellest soft-pedal
acts ever seen on the Gold Coast.
Gentleman Bill became known as the

best cracker-wise on the screen and had
us all wishing we could be convincing
smart-alccks. Did Bill stop with being
clever on the screen? Pardon the foolish

question, because I know that you know
he didn't; he took his public life seriously
and went the bit farther. He was Holly-
wood's very funniest fellow: his best
stories were repeated (and published) ex-
tensively ; time, place, and appropriateness
were no object when he felt a funny spell

coming on.

This brings us to the question as to just
how far is 'a bit farther.' Mr. Haines
eventually got around to the same ques-
tion, decided he'd been somewhat over-
doing things, and forthwith toned down a
trifle. That happy and not very well de-
fined medium between overdoing and un-
derdoing is what makes 'em or breaks 'em.

Wallace Beery has to be uncouth for
his art's sake and conveys much the same
impression in the cause of his public life.

To be sure he's naturally rough and ready-
but he does have a private regard for some
of life's major niceties. Yet in public he
rarely misses an opportunity to impress
his uncouthness on the spectators.

Wallace's brother Noah says public life

can go to pot. He's one of the very few
players who can snort at it contemptu-
ously and still make a good living. He
affects a hat of the Northwestern Mounted
variety and a manner to match because he
likes it, and not for the sake of looking
picturesque.

In esse you're still not sold on public
life, let's have a look at a few more people
who use and recommend it.

Lilyan Tashman made it a useful ally
in achieving the title of Hollywood's Best
Dressed Woman. Jetta Goudal employed it

with telling advantage in creating an exotic
personality and having the world accept
that personality as exotic and not freak-
ish. Its intelligent use helped Buddv
Rogers escape the fate of just another
good-looking juvenile. It made Holly-
wood's First Lady out of America's Sweet-
heart.

There's no coupon to clip and I'm sorry
I can't tell you how it's done in ten easy
lessons because without talent and hard
work and some of those other homespun
virtues, this most elusive of arts will re-

main outside your pale.

But you might run along and develop a
flair for something, be it marathon sitting,

cubist sculpture, or talkie acting. Then
come back and we'll see what can be done
about your public life!

That Garbo-Dietrich Question!

Continued from, page 22

a Follies she would give an illusion of such

beauty of body that she would be as perfect

as the conventional Follies girl—and a

whole lot more interesting.

Dietrich and Garbo have never met.
Dietrich finished "Dishonored" right after

"Morocco" and sailed for Germany to

visit her family. Those last weeks on the

set were hectic, for Marlene was in a
continuous anxiety that the picture would
not be finished in time for her to get home
for her baby's birthday. There was a day
on which she was almost prepared to wreck
the picture, bust her contract and jeopard-

ize her whole career in order to get back.

On this occasion, at least, Marlene knew
that woman's place was in the home.

Here it may be mentioned that Mar-
lene's husband is said to have been more
successful in Germany than his wife, better

known, and receiving a bigger salary. His
name is Karl Seibert. Incidentally, Para-
mount is trying to land a job for Marlene's
hubby so that Marlene won't have to be run-
ning back to Germany to visit her husband
and baby.

In spite of her anxiety about the baby's

birthday, Marlene was a merry soul on

the set during the filming of "Dishonored."
In one scene she wears a short frock
(those legs, eh?) and she came bouncing
in like a kid excited over her first party
dress. She had any amount of fun with
Lew Cody, also in that picture. Lew prov-
ing a sympathetic confidant, and sooth-
ing factor, when things seemed to be
delayed.
When Marlene left Hollywood, to return

in April, it was a front-page story. When
she had arrived in New York a few
months before there was not a ripple of
excitement. But at the boat when she left

crowds assembled at the pier at midnight,
begged autographs, blew kisses, and gen-
erally raved.
A German picture of Marlene's that ap-

peared in New York about a year ago
created almost no attention. Hollywood
does things better. Von Sternberg, the

director, saw her in a Berlin musical
comedy and captured her for "The Blue
Angel" with Emil Jannings, after Jan-
nings had left Hollywood in eclipse, be-

cause of the talkies. This "Blue Angel"
was shown the same week Paramount's
"Morocco" was released, so that she
jumped into stardom.
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Rumors abound anent Dietrich. It is

variously claimed that she is really an
American-born German girl, just as Emil
Jannings was born in Brooklyn ; that she

lived in San Diego and won a beauty con-

test there; that she had played numerous
extra and atmosphere roles in Hollywood
without anyone discovering her, before go-

ing to Germany ; that she originally studied

to be a violinist, but hurt her wrist and so

drifted to the stage in Germany; that

her foreign accent is a clever pose and that

if one listens attentively, she will be heard
to relapse into good American. But I

haven't been able to verify the San Diego
beauty contest story, if true. I mention it

only to show how Dietrich is continually

discussed over Hollywood dinner tables.

While in Hollywood Marlene lives

quietly with a cook, a maid, and a Rolls-

Royce ! She is absurdly fond of toys and
owns a woolly toy dog on which she lav-

ishes much affection. She loves buying
American dolls and toys for the baby. She
has a gay sense of humor which is always
on tap, even when she's worried. In

Hollywood she has become "Dutchy" to all

her friends. She carries a portable phon-
ograph around with her, and she is per-

fectly piggy about strawberries.

All of which is different from Garbo.
Garbo keeps very much to herself, and
these days she goes straight from home to

the studio, and back again the moment
work is finished. She rarely chats on
the set and has a perfect horror of strang-

ers. For quite a while now it has been
impossible to get Garbo to a party. As
for interviewers, she still avoids them as

though they had the plague.

Still, there is a human side to Garbo.
When she first came to Hollywood, she
was a constant visitor at the home of
Frances Marion, the Fred Thompson
castle high on a hill. Then she became
just dear Greta, and was simply darling

with Frances' children, who adored her.

She would scamper around and play with
them like a kid. She loved the horses, too,

seemed to have a spiritual communion

<#•

with them, which they understood.
This Greta could sit placidly for hours,

admiring a summer sunset, revelling in a
summer night, from that gorgeous garden.
Frances said she seemed to become a part

of nature itself, actually to have spiritual

communion with the universe. This was in

the days of Frances' widowhood. They
don't see so much of each other now.

So the Greta she prefers to show to the
world is not necessarily the real Greta.
In those realms in which she differs from
Marlene Dietrich, she is a very distinct

personality, and there is room for both of

them. Off the set Greta is indifferent to

her personal appearance, whereas Marlene
is smart in appearance always—which
somewhat agrees with the American-born
theory.

However, her biography at the studio

sets forth that she was born in Berlin on
December 27th (no year mentioned!), her
father having been an army officer who
was killed in the war. Her mother still

lives in Berlin, and she is an only child.

She was educated at private schools,

proved good at languages, and later

studied violin for the concert stage. The
injury to the wrist spoiled that, hence her
entry at the Max Reinhardt School of

Drama, which soon supplanted concert

work ideas. Her very first part was in

the German version of "Broadway." Then
came musical comedy and the discovery
that her singing voice was unusual. Her
first pictures, both released in this country
without creating the slightest stir, were "I

Kiss Your Hand, Madame" and "Three
Loves." UFA productions.

Garbo, as we know, is now about 23,

going on 24. Dietrich might be about 26 or

27, yet has younger manners in public. Garbo
can only be playful in private, Dietrich is

naturally playful.

In the meantime, Hollywood won't be
quite happy until they have seen these two
together. One pictures Garbo being a

little formal and polite, and Dietrich mag-
nificently giving Garbo subtle homage.
Marlene is like that. She can afford to be.

What about these African Films?

Continued from page 2j>

Trader Horn," I marvel at her persever-
ance in braving the thorn brush in her
scanty costume, and at her courage in dar-
ing to encounter the African sun with no
head covering. From sunrise to sunset,

while I was in Equatorial Africa, I never
stepped out into the open without a helmet
or a double-terai hat on. (Believe it or
not, I even wore a helmet when I went
swimming in Lake Kivu!) I have heard
that Miss Booth, since her return, has
suffered either from the return of the
fever or from the effects of the sun. I

am not surprised when I consider the
risks she ran.

Into the two-hour showing of "Trader
Horn" there has been packed such a wealth
of material and thrills that the "shot" of
the pygmies seems a bit superfluous. How-
ever, it would have been a waste of time
and energy not to have brought in the
"Little People" inasmuch as the expedi-
tion traveled, by train, by boat, and by
car, at least a thousand miles from the
East Coast to photograph them. Also,
pygmies are popular this year

!

Naturally, there has been some very
clever faking in parts of this picture. For
instance, if you know your lions, it is easily
noted when the Hollywood lions enter the
field of action to fight over the dead ante-
lope. The Hollywood lions have beautiful
long thick manes which have thrived in
captivity, while the veldt lions' manes have

been kept closely cropped by contacts with
thorn brush !

Beyond doubt, brush-covered barricades
enclosed the arenas where the lion pur-
sued and brought down the impalla, and
where the leopard fought with the baboons
and with the hyenas. Experience has
taught me that lions and leopards natural-
ly do their prowling for food at night—
an inconsiderateness which makes photo-
graphing difficult.

Some of the photographs of the animals
were thrilling. The "shots" of the croco-
diles were especially good. However,
there were one or two gruesome close-ups
of dying animals which added no thrill to

the picture and left a bad taste. The
close-up of the death agony of the rhino
was horrible to watch.
On the whole, "Trader Horn" presents

a real melodramatic African spectacle that
no one can afford to miss. Personally, I

expect to see it again—at least two or
three times. Furthermore, to my way of
thinking, it seems ethical to "doctor" scenes
in "Trader Horn" for the sake of added
interest in a fictional picture, while it does
not seem ethical to impose such methods
into a "would-be natural history travel-
ogue" film.

"Ingagi," which created a stir last Fall,

was advertised as an authentic African
film wherein a gorilla captured and carried
off a woman. Thrills and shudders tickle

VQX time I ask
women why they

prefer Del -a -tone

Cream for remov-
ing hair, they invari-

ably begin: "Because it

QT-

is so creamy -white ..."
q* I like to hear them say this,

^ for it shows that they exercise

. discretion in what they put on
their skin. Then, too, Del -a -tone

is more daintily fragrant than or-

dinary depilatories— another reason
for their preference.

DIEL-A-TQNIE
The Wliite Cream Hair-remover

It actually removes hair in 3 minutes or

less—and, as you will notice, most thor-

oughly, too. Thousands upon thousands
of dainty women (including members
of the stage and society) use this cream
depilatory to keep their legs as well as

their underarms and forearms alluringly

smooth and hairfree. Write me for

trial tube.

Del-a-toneCream or Powder SI—at
drug and department stores,

sent prepaid in U. S. in

lin wrapper. Money back
lesired. (Trial tube. 10c
lse coupon below.) Write

ss Mildred Hadley.
he Delatone Co.. (Est.

1908) The Delatone
Bldg., Department

145, 233 East
Ontario St.,

Chicago,
Illinois.

Be fastidiousl Use Del-a-tone before wearing sheer silk hose

I

— — — — — 1

Miss Mildred Hadley, The Delatone Company
J

Dept.us Delatone Bids.. 233 E. Ontario St.. ChieaRO. El.
|

ease send me in plain wrapper prepaid, generous trial
tube of Del-a-tone Cream tor which 1 enclose 10c.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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HADE
your

?

Tell me and I will

tell you— an important little secret aboui
your hair that will enable you to bring out all its nat-
ural loveliness and sheen inz single, simple shampooing.

Your hair has a very definite shade of its own—

a

shade at least slightly different than that ofanyone else.

If you want to know its ful I beauty, you must pay as
careful attention to its shade as you do to your com-
plexion when you apply your "make-up".

Golden Glint Shampoo reveals the full beauty of
your particular shade because it is used differenrly on
your shade than on other shades. One shampoo and
your hair glows with a new radiance. Simple direc-

tions tell you how. 25c at your dealers'— or let me send
you a free sample and a personal letter about your hair.

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO.. 633 Rainier Ave., Dept. E
Seattle, Wash., » » » Please send a free sample.

Name
Address

City -State-

Color of my hair:

PHOTOS
ENLARGED

SIZE 8 X 10 INCHES

48uauul bamain.
Sftmfl price for
full Icncth
bust for...,
groups, land- EflCll
acdpee, or en- 1

InrLi'TiientB of anv (troup pic-
ture. Safe return of your
original photo Guaranteed.

Send NO MONEY
Juat mail photo or snapshot (anv
Bize) and within a week you will

receive your beautiful life-like

enlnr(!"ment size 8x10 guaran-
teed fadeless. Pay postman 48c
plus a few cents postage or send oOc
Take advantage of V '

REX ART
aiing ofter-

538 So. Dearborn, Dept. 670
Chicago, III.

EARN MONEY
r AT HOME

YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.

The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY Ltd.
346 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

WANT A STEADY JOB ?

Work for"UncleSam"
$1260 to $3400 year

MEN—WOMEN IS to 50. Common
Education usually sufficient. Short
hours. Vacation with full pay.
Write immediately for free 32 page
book, with list of positions anrl full

particulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. B308 Rochester. N. Y.

WERE YOU BORN UNDER A

Will you be Happy, Prosperous, Fortunate!
HERMES tells you about—Love— Marriage—Business—Friends, etc. from the position
of your birthday Sun. Just send 50 cents in
stamps, date of birth, name, address and
pet a most remarkable interesting astrologi-
cal reading and advice. Write NOW I

HERMES.Follo D, 149 Filth Ave,, New York, N. Y.

the spinal column at the mental images
created by this daub of words ! Investi-

gation revealed that the role of the gorilla

had been enacted by a man in gorilla's

clothes.

"Jango," according to its own press-
bulletin, "exposed the terrors of Africa in

the land of Trader Horn and represented
five years of travel and research of the

Davenport Expedition." The revelations

of the making of this film are too involved
and harrowing for detailed exposure. Suf-
fice to say, the aforementioned Dr. Daven-
port decided to operate upon some mediocre
African film with the assistance of a couple
of African natives. With poor dramatic
skill, he posed his African "local color"

upon would-be wild game trails through
the underbrush of Westchester county and
the rural settings of Connecticut. The op-
eration was not a financial success. Dr.
Davenport's fantastic sensation was re-

moved from the sign-boards. The gentle-

man himself disappeared from the East-
ern region of the United States, but his

hungry African native was left stranded.

In due course of ti.ne, "Africa Speaks"
drew me into its portals. The foyer-
lobby of the theatre was" bedecked with
spears, lion skins, ivory tusks, and two
shivery black boys in gala rig-outs of

leopard skins, shields and spears. A tribal

marking across the forehead and down the

nose of the nearest native classed him to

me as a boy from the Bangala tribe; so I

talked to him in his native language:
"What is your name?"
"Where is your village?"

"How did you get here?"—and so on.

The other native moved over to join in

the conversation. Then the arm gesturing
and the tongue-clicking began in earnest.

People clustered about us to witness this

unpremeditated side-show. We were block-

ing the lobby entrance, but the conversa-
tion was enlightening. It transpired that

they had set certain goals to be reached
before they could contemplate a return to

their villages on the banks of the Congo
River. They wanted to return in stvle

with fountain pens, watches and many pic-

ture post-cards.

"But why the post-cards?" I asked, be-
wilderedly.

"We want to tell about all the high
buildings, trains under the ground, and
all the things that we have seen, and we
do not want to be called liars," was the
answer.

If, and when these prodigal sons return
to their villages of thatched huts, I should
like to witness their first lectures upon
"The Dangers and the Wonders of Amer-
ica" as experienced by two adventurous
explorers. One boy proved to be Daven-
port's deserted actor ; and the other native
claimed to have made the "African sound-
effects" for "Africa Speaks" — not in

Africa, but in this country.

In "Africa Speaks" there were some
good "shots." The leaping impalla were
beautiful; the locust added a novel and
interesting feature, and the actual native
lion-spearing scenes were the best that I

have ever seen from Africa. Wr
hen

a lion snatched a dead wart-hog from a

hole in the side of an ant hill, the audible
"Oh's" and "Ah's" convinced me that the
audience was under the impression that
the lion had captured live bait.

The stage-set of the "boma lion filming"
was ridiculous. Two white men. apparent-
ly African-wise, went into a constructed
thorn brush enclosure to photograph lions.

As a protective measure, they carried only
revolvers—a bit thick that. Then one ab-

sent-minded gentlemen suddenly remem-
bered that the rifles had been left in the
truck and sent a boy out, empty-handed, to

dodge lions and bring back the fire-arms. I

cannot imagine a white master asking that

of his boy unless he intended to protect
the native with his own weapon—be it only
a revolver. At any rate, the episode of the
lion capturing the native was either a
clever bit of faking or else gross care-
lessness on the part of the organization.

In another scene of "Africa Speaks,"
two pygmies crept up to a small herd of
elephants. The elephants grazed on un-

This is Robert L. Ripley. In his
next " Queeriosities" he actually
presents a one-armed paper
hanger— believe it or not.'

concernedly. Why shouldn't they? The
elephants knew that they were protected
and belonged to the much-photographed
herd of young elephants in captivity on the
Government Farm in the Belgian Congo.
For the persons frankly interested in

the scientific study and real observation
of African game, the Martin Johnsons'
films offer the most authentic sources of
information. Their films have been spon-
sored by the American Museum of Natural
Historv.

You remember Roy D'Arcy,
popular villain of silen t screen
fame—well, he's back again.
Here's a scene from "Mas-
querade." aVitaphone short

subject.
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Ask Me— Continued fiom page 10

Screenland you saw some stars' signatures.

You are right, they really and truly orig-

inally signed those photographs. Lewis
Ayres is not engaged to Constance Ben-
nett nor is Jackie Coogan engaged to Mitzi

Green. Mitzi only said "yes" in "Tom
Sawyer." There's a picture, you can take

Grandma or little Junior to see.

Mary E. L. Who is the most popular
srirl in my department? You should ask vie

—but I don't mind patting myself on the

back now and then. The principal roles

in "Beau Geste" were taken by Ronald
Colman, Alice Joyce and Neil Hamilton,
with Ralph Forbes and Norman Trevor.
Mary Brian has one of her most important
roles in "The Royal Family of Broadway,"
with Ina Claire and Fredric March.

Yuke from N. Y. Your favorite big

moment is Lillian Roth. There are others

who have their heart troubles over Lillian

if "Ask Me!" is any indication of her pop-
ularity. She was born Dec. 13, 1911, in

Boston. Mass. She has dark hair and brown
eyes, and, my, oh my, what dimples ! She
has a sister Ann, who is 17, appearing in

Educational-Mermaid Comedies. Lillian

has been touring in vaudeville but will be

back on the screen.

N. U. T. There are but few who pass
this way who will admit to a name like

that. George O'Brien was born Sept. 1,

1900. in San Francisco, Cal. He has dark
brown hair and eyes, is 6 feet tall and
weighs 180 pounds. He excels in boxing,
swimming, and football. "Seas Beneath"
is a recent picture in which George's smile

and biceps will give his devoted fans a

thrill. Larry Kent and John Loder appear
with him also in what the well dressed sea-

man should wear.

Harriette. Can I predict the future of the

new screen players that are springing up
here and there ? I never say, "I told you so"
but from the many inquiries about Monroe
Owsley, the Georgia boy, I feel amply just-

ified. He was a newspaper man and after

a year on the Philadelphia Ledger, he
played in stock on the stage. He played his

role Ned in "Holiday" on Broadway before
he played it on the screen with Ann Hard-
ing. Since that film he has appeared in

"Anybody's Girl" with Barbara Stanwyck.
Sally Blane and Ricardo Cortez ;' and in

"Free Love" with Conrad Nagel and Gene-
vieve Tobin.

Elizabeth S. Will I tell Dorothy Mac-
kaill all the grand things you say about her ?

I'm the best little spreader of good news you
know and Dorothy will be glad to have such
a warm admirer. She is appearing in "Once
a Sinner" with Joel McCrea, John Halliday
and Sally Blane.

Topsy. And where have you been since

1927 not to know that Richard Arlen and
Jcbyna Ralston have been married all this

time ? He has a young daughter by a former
marriage but her name is unknown to me.
Richard was born Sept. 1, 1899, in Charlotte-

ville, Va. He is 5 feet 11 inches tall, weighs
161 pounds and has brown hair and blue eyes.

Goofy. You've picked a winner in Frank
Albertson. The boy was born about 25
years ago in Fergus Falls, Minn. He has
blue eves, dark brown hair, is 5 feet 9 inches

A family affair! Donald Ogden Stewart is the author of "Tarnished
Lady" and his wife, Beatrice Ames, plays a part in Tallulah Bankhead's

first talkie.

They Used to Call

Me

"FAT

EMMA"/
The Personal

Story of

Emma Courtney

"I will never forget the
unhappy days when as a fat

girl' I was the burt of all my
friends' jokes. They referred

to me as 'heavyweight,' 'Fat

Emma' and other odious
names. They never knew
how deep these jokes cut into

my feelings. But as I look
back, I am certain that my
friends were right, I was fat.

Almost every dress I put on
soon burst at the seams.
Carrying so much weight
tired my legs and weak-
ened my ankles so I had
no energy left at the
end of the day. Al-
though young and pretty, I found out that young
men did not care for 'fatties.'

"I was anxious to reduce, but everyone warned me
against the ill effects that follow from the use of
'anti-fat' nostrums and violent exercising machines.
I was desperate and didn't know what to do.
"Then a kind friend told me of Miss Annette

Kellermann and her wonderful reducing methods.
Interested at once I wrote her and soon received her
fascinating book, [The Body Beautiful.' and a lovely
personal letter, explaining her course in detail and
how I could easily reduce six to eight pounds a
month—safely. I followed her instructions. In a
few months I regained my youthful figure and have
kept it ever since. Life is once more worth living."

Simply write to Miss Kellermann for her new book.
"The Body Beautiful," and you will be told, without
obligation, all about her methods of reduction in a
sane, sensible, beneficial way—the way that will increase
your vitality and your strength, as it did Miss Court-
ney's. Send the coupon today. Address Annette Keller-
mann, Suite 925, 225 West 39th Street. Xew Tort City.

ANNETTE KELLERMANN, Suite 925
225 West 39th Street. New York City

Dear Miss Kellermann:
Kindly send me. entirely without cost, your new book.

"The Body Beautiful.'' I am particularly interested
in Weight Reducing.

Name

City State

HOLLYWOOD *»,

EDDING
I N C
3 GENUINE
. DIAMONDS

Be the
first among your
friends to adopt
this latest vogue

of Hollywood film players . . . the diamond-a-year wedding
ring. 1SK. solid white gold mounting, modishly and artistic-

ally designed, set with 3 genuine blue-white diamonds. Each
wedding anniversary add another diamond. Room for 20

I

diamonds. When the last diamond has been added you will

have an unbroken diamond circlet of scintillating beauty.
'Satisfaction guaranteed. A most amazing value . . . regular

317.50 ... at this very' low introductory price. 5S.95 C O. D.

References: Stcurtfy First National Bant, Las Anodes

HART'S
222 WEIT FIFTH STREET „

IQl ANOEIES, CALIFORNIA ____

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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both
succeed in

The open door to opportunity—
If you really want

—

—to get ahead faster—if you want
to make more money—if you want a
career filled with thrills and big op-
portunities—or want to advance in
your_ present position—read "Suc-
cess in Advertising," now sent free.

This new booklet points the road
hundreds of men and women have
followed to quickly increase their
earning power.

1 1 also explains how you can, by a
new, practical home study method,
qualify for a position in any one of
the many branches of Advertising. To read this booklet
should prove to be an evening well spent.

Send your name and address and this free booklet
will be sent at once. No obligation.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING
3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 6325, Chicago, Illinois

^ #

for
iX PLEASURE or PROFIT

A fascinating hobby or a profitable business
can now be yours. Prepare quickly at homo
under the personal guidance of leading ex-
perts in the fine art of photography. No
experience necessary. Full or spare time.
Many earn while learning. Our thorough
studio method also qualifies you to fill a well
paying position upon graduation. Send cou-
pon below at once for FREE booklet. Op-
portunities in Modern Photography.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY™
3G01 Michigan Avenue Dept. 4335
Send booklet. Opportunities in Modern Photography, and full infor-
mation
Name _ „ „ _

Address „

City State „

Hair
w OFF BE
^SiP^ I once looked like this. Ugly hair

fin ini/prl on face . . . unloved . . . discouraged.
1 " Nothing helped. Depilatories,

waxes, liquids . . . even razors failed. Then I dis-
covered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. My FREE Book, "Getting Rid of All Ugly.
Superfluous Hair," explains the method and proves
actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial
offer. No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzettet
109 W. Austin Avenue, Dept. 702, Chicago.

MercolizedWax
KeepsSkinYoung
Absorb all blemishes and discoloration by regularly us-
ing pure Mercolized Wax. Get an ounce, and use as
directed. Fine, almost invisible particles of aged skin fleck
off, until all defects, such as pimples, liver spots, tan,
freckles and large pores have disappeared. Skin is beauti-
fully clear, soft and velvety, and face looks years younger.
Mercolized Wax bringsout the hidden beauty. To quick-
ly reduce wrinkles and other age lines, use this face
lotion: 1 ounce Powdered Saxolite and 1 half pint witch-
hazel. At Drug and Department Stores Everywhere.

SONGS tUK PICTURES
Radio Broadcast and commercial usage bring big

returns. Writers of WORDS or MUSIC should send
for FREE copy of 20-page instructive booklet giving
full details of opportunities in song writing. We
revise, arrange, secure U. S. Copyright, broadcast your
song over the Radio and submit to Motion Picture
Studios here in Hollywood. Write Today.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE
604 Meyer Bldg., Western & Sierra Vista Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.

liMeetyour favorite

IfMovie star<~~>
all original photos of your favorite stars, sizo
8 v 10. glossy prints. 25c eacli. 5 for 51.00. Your
favorite scenes from any of the recent photo ff^^J l/y
playB, 25c each. 12 for .T2.50. P»si[v.:l<i II, >- finest S-,,. \ V r
lA'Unnnhle anywhere. We have the largest collec- \\ » \ l\
tion of movie photos in the country. Just nnme Vr^Cv^
the star or sceneB vou want. Keinit hv money .

order or U. S. 2c Btamps. —
] j,BRAM STUDIO Studio 316

630 - 9th Avenue New York City

tall and weighs 145 pounds. He is not mar-
ried but lives with his mother in Hollywood.
The pictures that have put Frank near the
top of the ladder are "So This is London"
with Will Rogers, and "Just Imagine." His
new picture is "Big Business Girl."

Waiting Dot. Isn't it fun getting into
print even if one has to wait—getting in is

the thing. Louise Brooks and Clive Brook
are not related. Billie Dove has not made
a picture since "The Lady Who Dared"
with Sidney Blackmer and Conway Tearle.
Richard Dix will long be remembered as
Yancy Cravat in "Cimarron," the best role
he has ever played.

Vee to Vee. If you like your name as I

like mine, you'll never change it. Put that
on your grocery list. Ruth Taylor hasn't
appeared in films since her marriage on
March 17, 1930, to Paul S. Zuckerman.
Stage experience and a good recording voice
would be a great help to you if you are con-
sidering a picture career. When you make
good in pictures I'll be the first to ask for a
personally signed photograph.

Annette S. You want better and bigger
pictures for Evelyn Brent—this may be a
knock-as-good-as-a-boost for Betty Riggs
(yes, that's her real name). She was born
in 1899, in Tampa, Fla. She has brown hair
and eyes, is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs
112 pounds. Harry Edwards, the director,

is her second husband. She was on the
stage in England for four years before
going into pictures. Her latest film is "The
Mad Parade," the all-girl picture.

Thelma L. Don't believe all the rumors
or boarders, either. You take all the unkind
things you hear about the players and I'll

take all the nice things I know about them.
Jack Pickford hasn't made a picture since

"Gang War" in 1928. Richard Barthelmess
played a dual role in "Wheel of Chance."
One of his latest releases is "The Lash"
from the story "Adios."

Jose A. Bautista. Am I a plain Miss or
else? Just try to find a plain Miss in this
advanced day and age. John and Jack Gil-
bert are one and the same Gilbert. Buster
Keaton doesn't have to smile to make us
laugh and Charlie Chaplin doesn't need to
talk to make pictures. A kiss in sound pic-
tures doesn't need to make a lot of noise—

a

kiss is a kiss and that's that.

Helen W. If I answered all your ques-
tions I'd have to take on a night shift and
you wouldn't treat me like that. Bill (Pathe)
Boyd is 31. He married Dorothy Sebastian
in Jan., 1921. Bill is a 6-foot "blond with
blue eyes, and weighs 180 pounds. Nils
Asther is 29. He is the husband of Vivian
Duncan, one of the Duncan sisters, you
know. Barry Norton is 25 and not married.
Marguerite de la Motte and Dorothy Revier
played with Douglas Fairbanks. Sr., in

"The Iron Mask."

Bubbles. I think you refer to Jane La
Verne, who played with Reginald Denny
in "That's my Daddy." Jane was born July
27, 1922. She has brown eyes and blonde
hair but is growing up so fast I can't keep
her height and weight on record. Esther
Ralston plays with Lawrence Tibbett in

"The Southerner." A grand comeback for
Esther to play opposite the golden-voiced
Tibbett. You'll adore him as a tramp—and
how he sings

!

Jackie from Calif. Don't let the b.f. (boy
friend) keep you away from David Rol-
lin's pictures—put the soft pedal on your
ravings and all will be well. David appears
with George O'Brien in "Seas Beneath."
He was born Sept. 2, 1909, in Kansas City,

Mo. He has brown hair, blue eyes, is 5
feet lO 1/; inches tall, and weighs 135 pounds.
He attended school at Culver Military Acad-
emy at Culver, Ind. His hobbies are riding,

tennis, swimming, golf, hiking and motor
boats. Not married.

There was a lot of ice cream on the "Party Husband" set. Dorothy
Mackaill is feeding James Rennie his lines. What a break.'
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ReVUetteS—Continued from page 6

THE GORILLA. First National. A couple of

cluck detectives, a gorilla, mystery, and murders and
a capable cast make this fair entertainment. Lila
Lee. Joe Frisco, Harry Gribbon and Walter Pidgeon
are featured.

THE LADY REFUSES. Radio Pictures. A not-
so-good drama with British background and with
Betty Compson as the highlight, Gilbert Emery and
Margaret Livingston also ran.

THE LAST PARADE. Columbia. And still they
come—another racketeer fil-m and a good one, too. It

has supsense. mystery, romance, comedy, Jack Holt,
Constance Cummings and Tom Moore.*

THE ROYAL BED. Radio Pictures. A sophisti-

cated yarn with intimate glimpses of royalty. Lowell
Sherman acts and directs. Mary Astor, Hugh Trevor
and Robert Warwick are fine.*

THE SINGLE SIN. Tiffany. Should a lady tell

her husband all? Kay Johnson makes this film in-

teresting. Bert Lytell and Paul Hurst are the male
support.

EX-PLUMBER. Educational. Lioyd Hamilton is

induced to pose as the husband of the lady where he
is doing a plumbing job—and her real husband
shows up and is very jealous! Giggles galore.

GIRLS WILL BE BOYS. Educational. Hubby
and wife swap places in this talkie comedy, it should
have been funny but it fails to click. Shortage of
gags.

HEY DIDDLE DIDDLE. Radio Pitlures. Fairly
amusing comedy with Henry Armetta and Nick Basil
cavorting aboard a ship.

HOT AND BOTHERED. Universal. George
Sidney. Charlie Murray, pretty girls, boudoirs, wives
and the usual complications and gags. Funny.

KANE MEETS ABEL. Universal. One of the
"Leather Pushers" series, on the usual order and not
very exciting.

LET'S TALK TURKEY. Columbia. A scenic
journey through Constantinople; contrasting the
ancient to the modern Turkey. Very good.

Joan Marsh gives us an impression of her lips. And you'll see those
lips in action in "A Tailor Made Man.''' vrith Billy Haines.

THE SOUTHERNER. Metro-Goldwfn-Mayer. A
charming tale of the south with Lawrence Tibbett in
magnificent voice as usual. Esther Ralston, as the
girl, looks beautiful and acquits herself creditably.*

Short Features:
ANGEL CAKE. Vitaphone Varieties. A nice

snappy musical comedy with dancing, singing, girls

and" everything.

BABY FOLLIES. Metro-Gold'jryn-Mayer. A juve-
nile review neatly handled and very entertaining.
Will please the whole familv.

COURT PLASTER. Vitaphone Varieties. A court-
room farce with Helen Broderick and Lester Craw-
ford. Far fetched but funnv.

ONE YARD TO GO. Educational. An amusing
burlesque and slapstick comedy with Marjorie
Beebe supplying many a laugh in her efforts to get
her -man

OSWALD ON MARS. Universal. Animated car-
toon featuring Oswald and Peg-Leg. theme song and
unique effects.

Pathe. A funny comedy
Built around a ridiculous

OVER THE RADIO.
with Franklin Pangbom.
political campaign speech.

THE LITTLE TRAIL. Columbia. A Krazy Kat
cartoon mimiking the "covered wagon" theme, with
musical effects. Entertaining.

VOICE OF HOLLYWOOD. Tiffany. Off-stage
shots of various players which should prove inter-
esting to all movie fans.

ZUYDER ZEE. Pathe. A scenic journey through
the canals of the Zuyder Zee with Tom Terris con-
ducting and talking in a capable manner.

See Page 110 for complete casts of current films.

Note the pictures selected as worthy of Scrjeenlaivd'S

seal of approval. Make this your guide to the worth-

while screenplays.

KNOW THESE
FAMOUS EYES?

You should for she's one of Universal' Pictures'
greatest stars. This brown-eyed actress, who
wears 14 year size clothes, is now appearing in
a dramatic picture of Russian life. See below*.

refreshes eyes
after motoring
Motoring causes eyes to tire and
burn; often makes them blood-
shot. Relieve tbese annoying
after-effects by applying a few
drops of harmless Murine. In a
jiffy your eyes -will feel fresh

and rested*, soon the bloodshot
condition will disappear. Also
use Murine after golf and other
outdoor sports to offset eye ir-

ritation. 60c buys 60 applica-
tions at drug and dept. stores.

*Lupe Veles in "Resurrection"

Wilt,
Millions of Bottles Lsed Nearly!

MODERN SEXUAL MORALITY
AND MODERN NERVOUSNESS

Onlu ONE DOLLAR.
This book is one of the
most significant and im-
portant ever written by
Dr. Freud. In it he not
onlv reveals the keenness
and deep penetrating pow-
er of psycho-analysis, but
also presents the drastic

change and complete revolution necessary in
dealing with modern sexual morality.

It is a book that every serious-minded man
and woman should read.

It is finely printed and handsomely bound,
and will be sent prepaid, to adults only,
upon receipt of only SI.00, plus 10c for pack-
ing and mailing charges. We suggest that
you order your copy at once. This advertise-
ment may not appear again.

EUGENICS PUBLISHING CO.,
250 W. 54th St., Dept. F 17, N. Y. C.

Beautiful Complexion
IN 15 DAYS
Clear roar complexion of pimples, blackbeai*.
whiteheads, rea spots, enlarged pores, oily skin
and other blemishes. I can give yon a com-
plexion soft. rosy, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. And I do it in afeie day*. My
method is ciiferent. No cosmetics. lotions,
salves, soaps, clay, ointments, piasters, baud-
ages, masks, vaporsprays. massage, rollers or
other implements. No diet, do fasting. Nothing
to take. Cannot injure the most delicate skin.
Smrf for nrv FY+e Booklet. Yon are not obli-
gated. Srnd no stoaor. Jtat get the facts.

Dorothy Ray, SAB N. Michigan Bird., DcpL 2551, Chicago

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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Welcome to

NEW YORK and

©VERNOR
QlNTON
3rST>°7wAVE.

opposite PENNA.R.R. STATION

ROOM and BATH 3°°UP

$$ Photoplay Ideas $$
For Silent and Talking Pictures

Accepted in any form for revision, criticism,
Copyright and submission to studios

Not a school—no courses or books to

sell. You may be just as capable of

writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
ideas are what is wanted. Plots ac-

cepted in any form. Send for free book-
Id giving full details.

Universal Scenario Company
(Established 1917)

504 Meyer Bldg., Western and Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

LOVE CHARM
French PERFUME

Ferfume brings pe-
culiar and subtle psychological reactions on the
human emotions. The enchantresses of old-
Cleopatra —Du Barry— understood this magic
power. Stars of screenland are inspired by real-

istic odeurs. Certainly a man's idea of awoman's
charm may easily be changed with the proper
perfume. That Love Charm is such we ask you to

prove to yourself. Send 10c for sample vial. Love

Charm Co., Dept. 101- E 585 Kingsland, St. Louis, Mo

HOW TO REDUCE
OR INCREASE WEIGHT
Weight control Is but one of the many

vitally Important things easily learned from
an amazing new course on dietetics by
Judge Daniel A. Simmons, noted scientist
and author whose works in behalf of
human welfare have gained him an inter-
national reputation.

FREE To Screenland Readers
Arrangements have been made with Judge Simmons

whereby his great introductory lecture. "The Miracle of
Food, or Eating to Live 100 Years," will be sent free
and postpaid to prove to you how simple it is to quickly
gain glowing health and vigorous vitality merely through
proper eating. Just send your name and address for
free lecture today.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
205 Law Exchange Bldg.. Jacksonville, Fla.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing

and Head Noises enjoy conversation,

go to Theatre and Church because they

use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. "Write for

booklet and sworn statement of

the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. 0. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 984, 70 5th Ave., New York.

The Child Wonder

—

Continued /rom page 31

in the fact that they tip upwards. Her
skin is colorless, but its smooth, heavy
white has the translucence of extreme
youth. Her lips are full and curved, but

as a child's are. Not a beautiful face, it

is already provocative, arresting.

As we went up to her office, people

stopped her along the way with congrat-
ulations. The announcement of her star-

dom had been made the day before. A
couple of young men evinced more than
professional approval. Carman was po-

lite and friendly—but undisturbed, un-
impressed.
She sank gratefully into the chair by

her desk. The door into the next office

opened and Samuel Hoffenstein, brilliant

young poet-turned-scenarist, stuck his head
in for a moment's chat. All along the

corridor were offices occupied by mature,

famous writers of whom this terribly

young person had suddenly become con-

temporary. Yet she wasn't bewildered

—

just weary. I think she would have liked

to run home and be a little girl again.

"Now I've started all .this, I have to

keep it up. I can't ever go back." She
paused, as she often does in mid-idea, her

eyes wandering to space as if she had for-

gotten where she was and what she was
saying. After a moment, she recollected

herself and went on.

"Not that I really want to go back, I

guess. I sound ungrateful, but I'm not.

Such wonderful things have happened to

Presenting the movie version
of "God's Gift to Women"—
or Frank Fay all dressed up for

his new picture of that title.

me and they're exactly the things I wanted
to happen. Only now that they have,
there's nothing more to want, no," she
added more brightly, "that's not quite true.

There's Europe. I've always wanted to

go there."

This adolescent who is already reduced
to wanting a trip to Europe in lieu of
any more proportionate desire, was born
in Tennessee and, as a child, played with
literature rather than dolls.

"I was sort of weakly," she explained,
in her plaintive little voice, "always hav-
ing measles or whooping cough or pneu-
monia or something. And, not being able
to play outdoors with other children. I

spent most of my time reading. And then
writing. Long, elaborate stories about love
and tragedy and divorce and all. They
were very funny."

Prolific, if nothing else, Carman con-
tinued to write, having determined that
literature was to be her aim and destiny.
"My mother always told me I could do

anything I wanted with my life and she'd
help me. She's a grand person. She was
quite a belle when she was a girl and
always wanted to go on the stage. But
you know how Southern people are. Her
family wouldn't let her and she deter-
mined that her daughter would choose her
own career freely. When I said I wanted
to be a writer, she was so pleased—after
she married, she had written verse, under
the name of Dinantha Mills."

When Carman was fifteen, evidences of
genuine talent began to appear in the
theses which had heretofore been like the
usual literary efforts of childhood. An
interested friend, sensing the embryonic
ability now becoming apparent, suggested
that she abandon love triangles and such
until she knew something about them and
write on a subject with which she was
familiar.

"1 had just come home from boarding-
school in Nashville for summer vacation,

so I decided to write a boarding-school
story. A novel—I'm not awfully inter-

ested in the short story form.
"We have a house up in the mountains

where we spend the summers—a sweet
old place with big stone fireplaces, away
up among hills and trees. I love it. It's

so quiet and peaceful. And it's a perfect

place to work in. so all summer I worked
on my novel

—
'Schoolgirl.' Then, in the

autumn. Mother sent it to Horace Live-
right, the publisher."

That November saw her sixteenth birth-

day. A month later, while she was dec-
orating her Christmas tree on Christmas
Eve, a wire came from the Liveright of-

fices notifying her that "Schoolgirl" had
been accepted for publication.

"And I guess probably that was the

nicest Christmas present I ever had. I

was terribly thrilled." Her eyes shone with

the recollection of that first, fine thrill.

A year later, after being news-interest

throughout the country because of her

book's place among the best-sellers, she

began work on her second novel. Also,

in collaboration with A. W. Pezet, on the

dramatization of "Schoolgirl."

Last September, after the appearance of

"Beau Lover" on the book-stands. Para-

mount signed her to a writing contract,

to begin after the opening of "Schoolgirl"

on Broadway. The play opened on Novem-
ber twentieth, Carman's birthday. The
fates, you see, are still indulgent of her

youth-^dressing up her attainments in the

guise of presents for a good little girl. In

December, she came to Hollywood with

her mother. And now look at her. Small

wonder she can't quite get her breath.

"I alwavs thought I'd like to act," she
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said, "but, of course, writing will always
come first. There are so few women nov-
elists in this country—and I think there

is a place for more. I have a book in

my mind now, that I'm terribly anxious
to write. I've been thinking of it for a

long time—but I want to sort of grow up
to it, first. I have an awful lot to learn

about writing and I want to wait until I

feel I can more nearly do it justice."

No, she is not dizzy.
" 'Schoolgirl,' " in answer to my ques-

tion as to her own reactions to her work,
"has a good deal of color, I think. But
it's poorly written. 'Beau Lover' is better

written, but I don't think it's nearly so

vivid. Of course, it's plain that they are

adolescent work. But I'm gradually find-

ing out just what I want to do. Plots
don't interest me as much as characteri-
zation. I like to use situations, rather
than stories — situations that develop
naturally from human characters."

It is only, one notices, when she is talk-

ing of her work that she is really artic-

ulate—articulate beyond her years.

About "Schoolgirl" as a play, she
smiled sheepishly.

"It went over pretty well, but it got
hell from the critics

!"

Her own tastes in literature run to
Hemingway, Somerset Maugham, Bert-
rand Russell—with a particularly soft
spot in her heart for Van Loon's "Story
of Wilbur the Hat."

She likes the idea of being a movie
star, but is in mortal terror of losing her
head in Hollywood. That head appears,
however, to have sustained a level balance
thus far-—a balance amazing for the brevity
of her years. She may be unduly young,
but she is already an aware and conscious
person. And such people seldom go, to
coin a phrase, haywire.

Juliette Compton is one of the
best dressed women in pic-
tures; anyway, you'll be able
to judge for yourself when
you see her in "City Streets."

They Get $1,000 to $5,000 For a Story

Continued from page 57

into pictures. Since coming to Hollywood,
she has "The Southerner" and "Inspiration"
to her credit, and is now working on "Five
and Ten."
Florence Ryerson is a California girl,

college graduate, whose father and grand-
father before her were newspaper men,
so she naturally began writing before she
was out of school—sold her first story at

eight, a melodrama about Indians ! Her
first husband, Harold Ryerson, went to

war, whereupon Florence started designing
pretty house dresses and had a full-fledged

factory doing a national business to hand
him when he returned. Now she is married
to Colin Clements, another writer, and they
collaborate on books, plays, poetry, scena-

rios, one of which won the O. Henry prize

for 1930. Florence has a jolly boy of
about 15.

It was five 3'ears ago that she began her
scenario career—one-reel comedies for
Arthur Lake at Universal, putting in lots

of time in the cutting room, so as to learn
all the ropes. Her pictures since sound
arrived include "The Canary Murder
Case," "Hot News." "Dr. Fu Manchu," and
"The Return of Dr. Fu Manchu," also "We
Three" for First National, just finished.

She and Colin Jive in a Spanish house at

Beverly Hills, wTith three typewriters, a
secretary, a dictaphone, and several cats

!

They work at night, from 9 p.m to 2 a.m.,
and turn out a prodigious amount of work
between them.
Dorothy Farnum, who is Mrs. Maurice

Barber, is now in Paris writing for French
production, but she hops back here to help
out once in a while, notably with "A Lady's
Morals," for Grace Moore. Dorothy always
seemed much too pretty to be a writer,

but she has over twenty pictures to her
credit.

Another clever dear is Maude Fulton,
first famous as a child prodigy piano player
at 9 years of age. She was 12 when her
first book, "Sir Sidney's Revenge," was
written. Her writing proclivities probably
were encouraged by the fact that she
haunted her father's newspaper office. But
family finances failed, and at 12 the young
novelist was carrying hat boxes for $2 a
week, to help out. At 13 she played the

piano in a ten-cent store for $3.50 a week,
but an old friend of father's got her pro-
moted to secretarial work—she learned
shorthand, typewriting and had the measles
all in the same week

!

When she had saved $100—15 years old
then—she sallied forth to conquer the
world via New York. After some starv-

ing days she got work in the chorus, lodged
in a house for immigrant girls, and lived

on 15 cents a day. In five years she was
a star dancer on Broadway. Then she
toured Europe, as a dancer. It is on rec-

ord that she turned down an invitation to

dine with Stanford White the night he
was murdered. All this time she was
writing, too. and presently came the suc-

cessful stage play, "The Brat," in which
she herself starred. Followed "The Hum-

*50,000
to tickle

chocolate

palates

If there is one thing on which
all Americans agree, it is good
chocolate!

That's why $50,000 was spent
to perfect the formula for the
syrup which is used in all the
chocolate drinks at the Rexall

Fountains.

The world markets were ex-

plored for cocoa beans with the
proper richness, flavor, sweet-
ness, color and cocoa butter
content. Blend after blend was
made until the "tasters" were
satisfied.

Next, came the more import-
ant test—to be sure the $50,000
syrup satisfied the public.

The verdict was quickly seen.

Every Rexall Agent gave his

answer promptly with orders for
more!

In a few years' time, the use
of this delicious, 100% pure,

chocolate syrup has exceeded
half a million gallons yearly

—

and its popularity has more than
doubled the business of Rexall
Fountains! _.

Liggett and Owl Fountains are also

Rexall Fountains.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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Freckles
VANISH LIKE MAGIC

TDEMOVE those embarrassing freckles.
Surprise your friends with a new

velvety soft, crystal clear complexion.
You can — with Stillman's Freckle
Cream. It bleaches them out while
you sleep. Done so quickly and easily—secretly too. The first jar proves its
magic worth. At all drug stores.

Stillman's
Freckle Cream t/U

Removes Freckles—Whitens Skin

The Stiltman Company,

I.

"fi/llTl Aurora. III., U. S. A.
1 RflOlMt-' B Beauty Dept. 20. send free

booklet. Tells why you have^^^^^
freckles—how to remove them.

Miss. Mr.

g or Mrs

|^^Address

^Jj

wewitchinchEYE S
Maybelline Eyelash Darkener
will instantly transform your
lashes into a dark, luxuriant
fringe, making them appear
longer. Harmless and easy to
use. A touch of Maybelline
Eye Shadow to your eyelids
will add depth, beauty and
"expression." Form the
brows with the clean, smooth
Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil

—

then you will have re-made
your eyes into soulful pools
of loveliness. Insist upon the
genuine — preferred by mil-
lions for over fifteen years.

How To Obtain
A Better Looking Nose

Improve Your Personal Appearance

My free book tells you how I guarantee
to improve the shape of your nose by
remolding the cartilage and fleshy parts,
quickly, safely, and painlessly, or re-

fund your money. The very fine, pre-
cise adjustments which only my new
patented Model 25 Nose Shaprr pos-
sesses, make results satisfactory and
lasting. Worn night or day. Over 100,-

000 users. Send for free book to

M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping
Specialist, Dept. 250 Binghamton, N. Y.

Are Vou Always Excited?Fatigued? Worried?
Gloomy? Pessimistic? Constipation, indigestion,

told sweats, dizzy spells and sex weakness are caused by NERVE
EXHAUSTION. Drugs, ionics and medicines cannot help

weak, sick nerves/ Learn how to regain Vigor, Calmness and
Self Confidence. Send 25 cents tor this amazing book.

RICHARD BLACKSTONE, N-505 Flatiron Bldg., N. Y. C.

LEG TROUBLES VANISH!
Don't Bufler any longer. The LIEPE
METHOD relieves and permanently bene-
fits Varicose Ulcers, Enlarged and Swollen
Veins, Eczema, etc., while you walk. Aspe-
clal prescription for each case. 40 years of
success!Praised and endorsed by thousands.
FDFFI n.-w h.»*vt -mm n i sr< vksm m i ymCC: HEAL I EG DISEASES AT HOME" sent
FREE. Just send name and address. Write today.

LIEPE METHODS INSTITUTE
3284 N. Green Bay Ave., Dept. 29

Milwaukee. Wis.

your own home. Simple easy method
successful 28 years. No medicine, no grease,

nothing to wipe off. Results where needed-
Arms, Legs, Neck, Bosom, ANY part. Send
10c for Full Information and a Big Four Dram
Box (note the size) of my PEERLESS W0N0ER
CREAM, the original All-in-one Cream. Remember

10c, NOT 50c. Wrap coin or send stamps, but do
it now. MADAME WILLIAMS. CLIO. Buffalo. N. >.

ming Bird," and all the rest of them. She
produced plays at her own theatre in Oak-
land, California, for a time; was produc-
tion manager for Edward Everett Horton
in Hollywood for a year, and now she is

one of the most successful scenarists in

Hollywood, with "Once a Gentleman,"
"The Command Performance," "The Steel

Highway," and "Maltese Falcon" to her
credit, the last two about to be released.

Little Dorothy Yost is another who started

in journalism. Her father, Robert Yost,

was a managing editor in Los Angeles.
She was sixteen when Julian Johnson
helped her write for the screen. She loves
animals and so many of her pictures have
featured horses and dogs—a la "Kentucky
Pride," a race-horse story. Now, in ad-
dition to writing for Universal, she has
had a play presented with great eclat, "The
Emperor," written in collaboration with her
young husband, Dwight Cummins—another
couple like Florence Ryerson and Colin
Clements.
Eve Unsell is another bright dear, col-

lege bred, who began her career in her
teens. Studied drama, literature, voice,

and has all sorts of university degrees.
Her motion picture interests began after
three years of brilliant newspaper writing
and stage acting, when she became a play
reader for Mrs. Beatrice DeMille, and
later editor for Paramount and Fox. She
has won screen credit for scores of pic-

tures, many originals as well as adapta-
tions, for dozens of our most famous
screen stars from Mary Pickford to Lon
Chaney. At 16, this bright girl had plays
copyrighted and produced under the name
of Oliver Wallace Geoffreys, which sound-
ed nice and important.
Agnes Brand Leahy began as a script

girl, which means she held the scenario and
informed the director which scenes came
next. She has about ten screen stories to

her credit.

This story will never end if I don't

crowd the rest ! Marion Orth, who once
meant to be a trained nurse, married, one
boy baby, and doing scenarios for Fox,
First National, Paramount, and de Mille.

Bradley King, convent-bred, wrote maga-
zine stories, caught Tom luce's attention,

did scenarios for him until 1924, and has
since written for Fox. Warners, and M-
G-M. Helped Frances Marion on "Anna
Christie," and is screen credited for half

a dozen by herself. Maurine Watkins,
Radcliffe and Yale, began on Chicago
Tribune ; wrote plays, notably "Chicago"

;

now doing screen stuff for Fox.
And Sonya Levien, Russian. New York

University education, daughter of Siberian

prisoner ; meant to be a lawyer ; wrote for

national magazines ; two successful plays

;

edited for Roosevelt ; married to Carl

Hovey ; son 9 ; hates being on time ; rest-

less, clever, does Will Rogers' scripts for

him. Gladys Lehman, university graduate,

began as story reader for Universal ; made
herself learn to write, did synopsing first;

first screen story for Reginald Denny, now
leading scenarist for Universal with a

dozen first-class talkies to her credit.

Beulah Marie Dix, college bred, MA. and
A.B. degress, author of 20 books, entered

film work through Cecil de Mille. and
since bristling with screen accomplish-

ments. Jane Murfin, associated with

"Strongheart" pictures, was a New York
playwright—two of them made in pictures,

"Lilac Time" and "Smilin' Through."
Studied art and languages in Europe. Is also

an actress. Now a staff writer at RKO.
Then there's Gertrude Orr, another

Kentuckian, college girl, former newspaper
reporter, overseas with the Red Cross in

war, marvelous experiences. Visited the

Orient, and came to Hollywood in 1922,

did publicity in studios, and now a flour-

SCREENL AND

ishing scenarist. Can't leave out Doris
Malloy, college girl, war worker in France,
fiction and advertising writer ; broke into
screen work with W'estern serials, and
now on Fox staff. Helped with that all-

woman picture, now titled "The Mad
Parade," because of her war experience.
Also Winifred Dunn, scion of British

statesmen ; took up world reformation at

18 ; wrote a screen play to promote it

which was produced as "And the Children
Pay." Found the world didn't want to
be reformed and so to Hollywood. Be-
came scenario editor for Metro, wrote
several herself. Has 20 screen plays to
her credit. Now head of woman's "com-
mittee for the Olympic Games in Los
Angeles for 1932. Viola Brothers Shore,
Ursula Parrott, (author of "Ex-Wife").
Virginia Kellog, Peggy Thomson, Gert-
rude Purcell, Ethel Doherty, Louise Long,
and Dorothy Howell are all bright girls

whose names appear as scenarists or dia-
logists of screen stories and really should
not be lumped in a footnote like this.

Lenore Coffee, formerly a stenographer,
author of short stories, is another girl

Apparently, Marguerite Church-
ill keeps a diary, in fact, several

of them.

who has been writing scenarios for at

least six years, weathering the talkie rev-

olution with honor. "Mother's Cry" is her
latest.

Then there's Jeanie Macpherson, Cecil

B. de Mille's scenarist for years, includ-

ing "The Ten Commandments," and "The
King of Kings"— single, formerly an
actress, director and writer in the days
when $22.50 a week covered all those jobs

at one studio.

You will note that 85 per cent of these

girls were newspaper women or writers

of some kind before entering this work.
Two-thirds of them are college bred. All

of them had considerable experience be-

fore becoming scenario writers. It isn't

one of those jobs that just anyone can do.

It calls for not alone a vivid imagination,

a knowledge of life, an exact efficiency,

but a naturally versatile intellect as well.

They must have a vast sympathy and un-

derstanding of their fellow human beings

in various walks of life, and they have
to be diplomats, for actors, directors, pro-

ducers, supervisors, authors and techni-

cians all have to be placated and convinced

that the scenario is first class—to say

nothing of an exacting box office public.

They are paid everywhere from $200 to

$1,000 a week, with Miss Marion getting

$3,500 every seven days. Yes they are

paid at the rate of from $1,000 to $5,000

for a story. But oh, they earn it

!
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cA Challenge to Keen Observation!-

We Present This Original Test For An Opportunity

To Win $700.00 Cash
No sport of today surpasses in thrills or skill the

chariot races of ancient Greece and Rome. And in

those pompous days, not even the return of a victorious

general created a greater stir, for often the contenders
in these famous races were national heroes, famed as

warriors. The excited populace crowded to witness

the spectacle of these great drivers matching their skill,

wits and daring in the arena below—risking life and
limb as they guided their horses through perilous open-
ings or rounded a sharp curve without slackening their

speed. Their horses responded quickly—seemed to

catch the spirit of the race, for they were chosen with
care and trained to amazing perfection.

Now in the illustration above, which pictures one of

these great races, a surprising thing has happened. Just

at the moment the artist chose to picture the horses, he
caught full or partial views of them which appear to

he alike. In fact, at first glance, comparing what you
can see of the different horses, many of them appear to

be identical. But. just as the drivers of old needed a

keen eye to see the opportunity to speed through an

opening to victory, so must you have a keen eye to find

the only two horses, of the twelve pictured above,
which are exactly alike.

Of all the horses shown either in full or in part

—

two, and only two, are identical in every visible detail

—

in harness, ornaments, markings, position of legs and
head, etc. Will you be successful in finding them ? That's
the test. Duplicate prizes will be paid in case of ties.

There are Ten First Prizes—Ten new 1931 Chevrolet
Sedans or Ten prizes of $600.00 each and several extra
prizes of $100.00 besides for being prompt, making ten
total cash prizes of $700.00 each. A total of $7940.00
will be paid to the winners selected by their grades
when the final decision in this friend-making-prize dis-

tribution is made. No answers accepted from persons
living outside U. S. A. or in Chicago. No obligation.

So look closely and if you think you have found the
only two identical horses, just mail their numbers
promptly by letter or by card to

W. C. DILBERG, Publicity Director,
Room 228, 502 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND
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Ifs just a

Lot of Talk!

That's what Evalyn Knapp has

to say about her screen success

By Helen Howard

HERE'S a girl who calmly surveys her success in

Hollywood and remarks, "It's just a lot of talk !"

Modesty? Not particularly ! Evalyn Knapp
means just what she says. Talk—the common

garden variety that you and I use every day, has played

such an unusual part in her life that almost every time she

opens her mouth it seems as if it brings her either a tri-

umph or a sorrow.

Evalyn was born and educated in Kansas City, Mis-
souri. The "you've-got-to-show-me" state. Evalyn started

showing 'em at an early age—in high school, with her

acting in amateur dramatics. In junior college it was
the same way. Whenever there

was a fat leading role to be played,

Evalyn got it, and carried off all

honors. When her school days

were over, she got a job in a local

stock company, and for a while it

looked as though she had found a

clear road to success.

And then—she talked herself

out of it

!

Just as everything was at its

rosiest, the manager came to her,

and turned Evalyn's whole world
dark with just one sentence.

"You've got a perfectly horrible,

middle-western accent," he said,

"and you'll never get anywhere in

the theatre until you get rid of it."

Evalyn resigned from the com-
pany then and there. Talk had
gotten in its first blow

!

In spite of parental opposition,

Evalyn went to New York. Her
family felt that any success their

daughter might win would be val-

ued the more because she had
earned it all herself, so she painted

Christmas cards, laboriously, hun-
dreds upon hundreds of them, to

get the money for her ticket. Once
there, she studied elocution and
enunciation for six long months
without once going near a theatre

to try for a job. How she ever
lived through it, Evalyn herself

isn't quite sure, but there was a

succession of unpleasant, poorly-
paid jobs that helped her eat and
pay rent for a half-year that she
will never forget.

Finally her teacher pronounced
her ready, and Evalyn landed her
first New York role, in "The
Patsy." No chance to use the
new cultured accent here, though,
nor in any of the parts that fol-

lowed. She went on the road, too,

playing, incidentally, for several "7he" M?nionaZe
weeks in Los Angeles without ever Arliss; and in '

going to Hollywood or any of the studios.

Back east again, she was given a picture test, and
because the studio liked her voice so much, she received
a lead in a Yitaphone short subject. But—it was a
ga-ga, baby talk role. Evalyn, imitating a soft-voiced
Southern girl she had known, did it so well that the
studio officials, thinking it the only sort of thing she
could do, put her in twenty-eight more of them ! Even
so, they won her a long term contract to make full-length

pictures.

After a month on a boat, to help her put on a little

weight, Evalyn reached Cinema City, and reported for

work. Darryl Zanuck, Warner
executive, who was the first to in-

terview her, drew back when he

heard her speak.

"Why, you don't talk baby talk

at all !" he exclaimed.

Another disappointment, to be
laid at the door of talk. Seeing
Evalyn's downcast face, Zanuck
added kindly, "Never mind, prob-

ably we can find something else

. for you to do." He gave her the

JlK lead in "Sinner's Holiday." But
Sg* — (yes, another one) — it was a

penny arcade play, with a Coney
Island accent

!

Here was a jinx that could not

be broken. Was the Kansas City

manager wrong after all ? Evalyn
despaired of ever winning a
chance to use her dearly-bought
cultured accent. Then, the jinx

did break ! Out of a clear sky,

just as she was about to give up,

Evalyn graduated overnight from
the language of the bowery to that

of Boston. In other words, to the

leading feminine role in a George
Arliss picture

!

Mr. Arliss, notoriously careful

as to the quality of his supporting
casts, was interviewing all pros-

pective leading ladies himself. Ner-
vous, facing tremendous competi-
tion, Evalyn read over the play

with him. But Mr. Arliss' first

words, too, were a disappointment.

"Where are you from?"
When Evalyn tremblingly re-

plied "Kansas City," he answered
"I thought so

!"

So the mid-western accent still

clung. All was lost.

Not quite. The eminent actor's

next words reassured her. "I

don't think there is anything in

vour speech that cannot be over-om you 11 see in J r
~. r ,

with George come
-

You get the Part -

You and I." Talk had scored again

!



if you really

knew about

PRINCESS PAT

powder you'd

surely try it"

here we shall try to give

the facts— read carefully

In the first place, Princess Pat is the only face

powder that contains almond. Your accustomed

powders likely have a base of starch. This change

of the base in Princess Pat makes a completely

different powder. Almond makes a more clinging

powder than can possibly be obtained with starch

as a base. So point one in favor of Princess Pat

is that it stays on longer. Every woman will ap-

preciate this advantage.

Almond makes Princess Pat a softer powder than can be

made with any other base. The softer a powder, the bet-

ter its application.

So point hco in favor of Princess Pat is that it can be applied

more smoothly, assuring the peculiarly soft, velvet}' tone

and texture which definitely establishes Princess Pat as

the choice of ultra fashionable women everywhere.

A deciding factor in choosing powder is perfume. Will you

like Princess Pat— an original fragrance? Yes. For it

steals upon the senses subtly, elusively. Its appeal is to

delicacj", to the appreciation every woman has of finer

things. It is sheer beaut}-, haunting wistfulness expressed

in perfume.

So point three in favor of Princess Pat is perfume of such

universal charm that every woman is enraptured.

Even beyond all these advantages, Princess Pat pos-

sesses a special virtue which should make even- woman
choose Princess Pat as her only powder.

For Princess Pat powder is good for the skin. Not merely

harmless, mind you, but beneficial! And once again the

almond in Princess Pat is to be credited— the almond

PRINCESS PAT
CHICAGO, V. S. A. (iN CANADA, 93 CHCRCH ST., TORONTO)

Princess Pat Ice Astringent is the one vanishing cream that acts like ice to close
and refine the pores. Ideal as the powder base—effective longer—cool, pleasant,
refreshing as ice. Prevents and corrects coarse pores. Always use before powder.

S "Princess Pat powder for me," this photograph

i of Dorothy MacKaitl plainly says. And Miss
ilackaill, helmed star of the silver screen, makes

||1K her selection from experience.

found in no other face powder. You know how confidently

you depend upon almond in lotions and creams, how it

soothes and beautifies, keeping the skin soft, pliant and

naturally lovely.

Almond in Princess Pat face powder has the selfsame prop-

erties. Fancy that! Instead of drying out your skin

when you powder, you actually improve it. Constant use

of Princess Pat powder is one of the very best ways to

correct and prevent coarse pores, blackheads and rough-

ened skin texture.

Princess Pat has been called "the powder your skin loves

to feel." It is a most apt description; for the soft, vel-

vety texture of Princess Pat is delightful— and different.

And now, if you have read carefully, learned the unusual

advantages of Princess Pat you will sureh- want to try it.

get this Week
-SPECIAL

End Set

The very popular Princess Pat Week End Set for

this CCiVPOX and 5-5c ,coin\. Easily a month s

1 supply of almond base powder and FIVE other

delightful Princess Pat preparations. Beautifully

decorated boudoir box.

PRLXCESS PAT. 2709 S. Wells St.. Chicago

Dept \-1545 Enclosed find 2.1c for which send

me the Iriucess Pat Week End Set.

Xame print). ..

Street

City and State.
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LUCKIES are
always kind to

your throat

Everyone knows that sunshine

mellows -that's why the "TOASTING"
process includes the use of the Ultra

Violet Rays. LUCKY STRIKE-made of

the finest tobaccos —the Cream of the

Crop-THEN -"ITS TOASTED"— an

extra, secret heating process. Harsh

irritants present in all raw tobaccos

are expelled by "TOASTING." These

irritants are sold to others. They are

not present in your LUCKY STRIKE. No
wonder LUCKIES are always kind to

your throat.

The advice of your physician is: Keep out

of doors, in the open air, breathe deeply;

take plenty of exercise in the mellow' sun-

shine, and have a periodic check-up on the

health of your body.

It's toasted
Your Throat Protection—

against irritation— against cough.
evening over

N.B.C networks

© 1931, The A. T. Co., Mfrs.

THE CUV. Q PRESS, INC.. CHICAGO
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ITS COLOR CHA1VG£§
to blend with aour comjj/eL/on

teased on a marvelous color prin-

U) ciple, Tangee changes as you

put it on— and blends perfectly

with your individual complexion, ;

whether blonde, brunette or titian.

For Tangee gives a natural glow

without thickness or substance

—

permanent, with never a trace of

grease or smear. The exact shade of

this glow depends both upon how

much Tangee you apply and upon

your own natural coloring!

Unlike other lipsticks, Tangee

has a solidified cream base— it not

only beautifies, but actually soothes,

heals and lasts twice as long!

VI

SEND 20^ FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET
Containing miniature Lipstick, two Rouges,
Powder, two Creams and "The Art of Make-up"

The George W.Luft Co., Dept. S6

417 Fifth Avenue New York

Name

Address.

NEW! Tangee THEATRICAL, a
special dark shade of Tangee
Lipstick for professional and

evening use.

Tangee Lipstick, Si. The same mar-
velous color principle in Rouge
Compact, 75c.

Creme Rouge— Most natural and
permanent of all rouges, $1.

Tangee Face Powder, soft and
clinging, blended to match your nat-

ural skin tones, $1.

Night Cream, for both cleansing

and nourishing, $1. Day Cream, to

protect the skin and as a powder
base, $1.

Tangee Cosmetic, a new "mascara,"
does not smart the eyes, used also

for tinting the hair, $1.
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//
TITAN STAR OF CIMARRON SWEEPS TO NEW
HEIGHTS IN ANOTHER GREAT ACTING ROLE!

ES

BORN TO THE RACKET
From the Tumultuous Panorama of Empire that was "Cimarron", RICHARD DIX returns to

1 new Triumphs as the Hero of REX BEACH'S Stirring Story "Big Brother". . .A Robin Hood
Racketeer in the Fantastic Tapestry of New York's Underworld! Great Actor! Great Star!

The World will Cheer his Superb Portrayal of this Fearless Fighter and Courageous Lover!

II

R K O
Watch for this and other great RKO
RADIO PICTURES Now Playing: "White
Shou/ders"with Jack Holt and MaryAstor;
"The No Girl", a Gorgeous Technicolor
Production.

mm
PICTURES

re i o

"Laugh and Get Rich" with Edna May
Oliver and Dorothy Lee; Wheeler and
Woolsey in "Cracked Nuts"; Lowell Sher-
man and Irene Dunne (glamorous"Sabra"
of Cimarron), in "Bachelor Apartment."

EH n
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENL.VND.
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The big mid-summer issue—July

—will be on sale June first. And
here's a friendly tip—don't miss it.

Beginning with a particularly ex-

citing cover, and continuing right

through the book, including the

very last page, this issue matches
the summer season. It has that care-

free vacation spirit. For one thing,

there will be an art section of bath-

ing girls in the new beach fashions

—and when we say bathing girls,

we mean Hollywood's prettiest and
youngest stars, 1931 style. Fashion

and beauty!

Then the fastest-rising young man
in motion pictures begins his own
story—Phillips Holmes is the name,
and we know you'll want to read

his own account of his life and
career, illustrated with family pho-

tographs never before published. It

wasn't easy to persuade Phil to let

us have his baby pictures! You'll be

amused, too, at the article revealing

your film favorites' bad habits—yes,

we know the old-fashioned idea was

to pretend that movie stars have no
bad habits; but it's more modern
and endearing to know them as they

really are.

This isn't all—but we want to

save a few surprises for you to dis-

cover for yourself, in that July issue

out June first!

Published monthly by Screenland Magazine, Inc. Executive and Editorial offices, 45 West 45th Street, New York City. Alfred A. Cohen, Chairman of the Board ;

Delight Evans, Vice-President; H. C. Olpe, Secretary. Chicago office: 919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago. Manuscripts and drawings must be accompanied

by return postage. They will receive careful attention but Screenland assumes no responsibility for their safety. Yearly subscription $2.50 in the United States,

its dependencies, Cuba and Mexico; $3.00 in Canada; foreign, $3.50. Entered as second-class matter November 30, 1923, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y..

under the act of March 3, 1879. Additional entry at Chicago, Illinois. Copyright 1931. Member Audit Bureau of Circulations.

Printed In the U. S. A,
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1912! Movies in their infancy. Adolph Zukor visions

a mighty dream ! Wholesome entertainment for all

— young and old, rich and poor alike! Across the

screen thunders the first long motion picture — im-

mortal Sarah Bernhardt in " Queen Elizabeth "
!

Since that time Paramount has been known every-

where as the greatest name in entertainment.

PARAMOUNT PUBL1X CORP., ADOLPH ZUKOR,

1931 ! Paramount's greatest triumph ! The 20th Birth-

day Jubilee Program for 1931-2. Your Theatre
Manager is arranging now for the pictures you will

see in 1931-2. Tell him now that you want to see
this program of 75 marvelous entertainments, the

climax of 20 years of supremacy! "// it's a Para-
mount Picture it's the best show in town!

"

PRES.. PARAMOUNT B LDG ., NEW YORK CITY

("paramount N| Cpicturei
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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EVUETTES
Screenland s guide to the current films—dependable

help to an evening of good entertainment

Class A
JL. A CONNECTICUT YANKEE. Fox. Will™ Rogers at his best. Mark Twain's funny story
interpreted by Rogers leaves nothing to be desired.
Gorgeous entertainment with Maureen O'Sullivan and
Frank Albertson also in the cast.*

JL. A TAILOR MADE MAN. Melro-Goldwyn-™ Mayer. William Haines at his funniest best in
this made-to-order comedy. Dorothy Jordan is a
charming heroine.*

JL- CIMARRON. Radio. Richard Dix at his best^ in one of the most interesting films to date

—

the early history of Oklahoma. Irene Dunne and
Estelle Taylor are excellent.

JL- CITY LIGHTS. United Artists. A typical^ Charlie Chaplin picture with all the trimmings
including Harry Myers and pretty Virginia Cherill.

JL. DANCE, FOOLS, DANCE. Metro-Goldwyn-^ Mayer. Joan Crawford gives a glamorous per-
formance in a fast-moving talkie. Lester Vail is her
capable leading man.

JL. DISHONORED. Paramount. Marlene Diet-^ rich
,
as a lady spy, lifts this picture into the better-

class group. Josef von Sternberg directed and Victor
McLaglen is the boy-friend.

JL. EAST LYNNE. Fox. The good old-fashioned^ tear-jerker charmingly directed by Frank Lloyd.
Ann Harding. Conrad Nagel and Clive Brook are all

fine.

JL. RANGO. Paramount. Everyone will go for^ this. The actors are monkeys, apes, tigers, buf-
falo, and panther. It's grand entertainment, especi-
ally for the youngsters.

MAYJL. STRANGERS MAY KISS.^ Mayer. Norma Shearer is

Melro-Goldwyn-
sensation in this

film. It's a sophisticated adult drama with comedy
touches, with Neil Hamilton and Robert Montgomery
as the male support.*

JL TABU. Paramount. Charming South Sea ro-W mance with a native cast. Beautiful photography
and good direction by F. W. Murnau.*

JL THE FINGER POINTS. First National.^ Richard Barthelmess is splendid as a reporter
entangled with racketeers. A real punch. Fay Wray
and Regis Toomey are competent support.*

JL- THE FRONT PAGE. United Artists. A highw voltage newspaper yarn packed with laughs and
thrills. Adolphe Menjou, Mary Brian, Edward
Everett Horton, and Pat O'Brien do fine acting.
Don't miss this one.*

JL TRADER HORN. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. A^ fascinating African adventure and romantic
melodrama. Harry Carey, Edwina Booth and Dun-
can Renaldo acquit themselves admirably.

Class B:
BACHELOR APARTMENT. Radio. A snappy,

sophisticated film. Lowell Sherman acts and directs.
Irene Dunne and Mae Murray supply the feminine
pulchritude.*

BEHIND OFFICE DOORS. Radio. Another poor
working girl falls in love with her boss. However, it's

a good picture with a good cast including Mary Astor.
Robert Ames and Ricardo Cortez.*

BODY AND SOUL. Fox. The new and charming
Elissa Landi makes her American screen debut in a
war story that could be better. Charles Farrell has
the male lead and handles his role very nicely.*

CAUGHT CHEATING. Tiffany. George Sidney
and Charlie Murray are the innocent victims of gang-
land. The laughs are few and far between.

CHARLIE CHAN CARRIES ON. Fox. Warner
Oland gives an interesting characterization in one of
the best murder mystery stories to reach the screen.
John Garrick and Marguerite Churchill supply the
romance.*

CRACKED NUTS. Radio. Bert Wheeler. Robert
Woolsey and Dorothy Lee are at it again. Too much
talk—but you'll be laughing at the comedy trio.*

This is a scene from Educational's "A Fowl Affair," with chickens of the
barnyard variety performing. It's a grand new novelty short feature with

snappy dialogue. You'll enjoy it.

DON'T BET ON WOMEN. Fox. Jeanette Mac-
Donald and Edmund Lowe in a smart, sophisticated
comedy-drama. You'll be amused by Roland Young.

GENTLEMAN'S FATE. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
John Gilbert's best talker to date—a gangster yarn.
Leila Hyams, Louis Wolheim and Anita Page are
splendid support.

GOD'S GIFT TO WOMEN. Warner Brothers.
Frank Fay is an amusing Don Juan in this comedy
smash. Laura La Plante. Louise Brooks and Joan
Blondell are Frank's girl-friends. Good for many
laughs.*

JUNE MOON. Paramount. Jack Oakie is swell as
a sappy song-writer in Tin Pan Alley. Frances Dee
is the heart appeal. Entertaining.*

KIKI. United Artists. Mary Pickford is funny but
not convincing as Kiki. Reginald Denny and Mar-
garet Livingston complete the usual triangle.

LAUGH AND GET RICH. Radio. A fast moving
comedy with snappy dialogue, some pathos, and many
laughs. Edna May Oliver, Dorothy Lee and Hugh
Herbert supply the guffaws.

See page 110 for complete

casts of current films. Note

the pictures selected as

worthy of Screenland'S seal

of approval. Make this your

guide to the worthwhile

screenplays.

LONELY WTVES. Pathe. Many laughs in this

tale of mistaken identity with Edward Everett Horton
handling the comedy and Laura La Plante, Esther
Ralston and Patsy Ruth Miller handling the charm.*

MAN OF THE WORLD. Paramount. This melo-
drama isn't up to the usual William Powell standard,
although Bill as a blackmailer is splendid. Carole
Lombard and Wynne Gibson are the exciting feminine
interest.*

MY PAST. Warner Brothers. An unusually good
triangle love story extremely well done. Bebe Dan-
iels. Ben Lyon and Lewis Stone do a fine job.

RIVER'S END. Warner Brothers. Charles Bick-
ford in a dual role well acted. This is one of James
Oliver Cunvood's yarns of Canadian Northwest
Mounted. Evalyn Knapp is the interesting heroine.

TEN CENTS A DANCE. Columbia. A rambling
story with lovely Barbara Stanwyck and Ricardo
Cortez. Melodrama at loose ends—could have been
better.*

THE AIR POLICE. Sono Art-World Wide. A good
action air picture with thrills galore and a cast in-

cluding pretty Josephine Dunn. Kenneth Harlan and
Charles Delaney.

THE AVENGER. Columbia. Buck Jones in a
highly entertaining story based on the life of a notor-

ious bad man. Dorothy Revier is the girl.

THE LAST PARADE. Columbia. Another gangs-
ter story with a new slant and plenty of comedy and
thrills. Jack Holt. Constance Cummings and Tom
Moore are splendid.

THE RIGHT OF WAY. First National. A rather
gloomy "meller" with the Canadian backwoods as the
background and Conrad Nagel and Loretta Young as
the hero and heroine.*

* Rcviczvcd in this issue.

V^- These pictures have been selected

by Delight Evans as worthy of
Screenland's seal of approval.

(Continued on page 105)
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GEORGE

THE MILLIONAIRE
George Arliss in his first modern role! A merry gentleman

of the old school who became a millionaire at 30, a semi-

invalid at 40, and a playboy at fifty. His doctor thought the

pace was too swift for him— so he retired, but his idea of

the quiet life would put an ordinary man in the sanitarium!

See him in "The Millionaire" and you'll understand why

the great army of Arliss fans is always growing greater.

ff

Based on "Idle Hand?" by EARL DERR RIGGERS
Screen plav by J. Josephson & Maude T. Powell

Dialogue bv Rooth Tarkington

Directed by JOHN ADOLFI
"Vitaphone " is the registered trade-mark

of The } itaphone Corporation

DAVID MANNERS
EVALYN KN APP
JAMES CAGNEY
NOAH BEERY
IVAN SIMPSON

A WARNER BROS. & VITAPHONE PICTURE
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD.
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Si 2.II1S and Salvos
Give us your screen impressions—write 'em and reap!

REAL TRIBUTE
(First Prize Letter)

As a preacher I am not hostile to mo-
tion pictures. To me they are educational

and not wholly materialistic. A moving
screen-drama absorbs me because I desire

to see life from many different angles. I

want to see life as it is. It isn't a ques-

tion of realism versus idealism. The ques-

tion is one of balanced facts. I have a

vital fear of being self-blinded—refusing

to see what can be seen. If a slight noise

annoys me I can shout loud enough to

drown out the little noise. But that

wearies me and fails to eliminate the an-

noyance. Many people are like that with

life. Moving pictures show life in real-

ity. When I see human hate, passion, and
love upon the screen I see life. I see

where is my battlefield. I am more eager

after that to combat hate and boost love

and charity.

Norman Ritcey,

Caledonia, Queens Co., N. S.,

Canada.

DEDICATED TO DIRECTORS
(Second Prize Letter)

One hears people say how a star's act-

ing makes a picture. Maybe the actor

does deserve the credit—maybe ; but I had
the opportunity of seeing a picture made
and from now on the director gets plenty

of laudation from me

!

One seldom hears of the hours the di-

rector must drill the star until the action

and dialogue reach the smooth perfection

the public sees. Nor does one usually real-

ize that the director must see that the set-

ting is in keeping with the picture and that

the scenes are realistic. He makes the plot

either funny or pathetic and sees that the

costumes fit into the atmosphere. There
are people to do the work in each of these

departments, but it is the hand of the di-

rector that smooths the rough edges to

make a picture.

So, come on, fans, give the director a

great, big hand

!

Dalpha Fasken,
2010 King St.,

Seattle, Wash.

'RAY FOR "RICH"
(Third Prize Letter)

After reading "Cimarron" I heard it

was to be picturized with Richard Dix in

the role of Yancy Cravat. And what a
serious mistake, I thought, on the part

of the casting director. Richard Dix
could never do this part which called for

such a great character ! That was my
opinion because I had never seen him in

anything except pictures which required
only ordinary actors. So when "Cimar-
ron" was billed at my favorite theatre,

I said that I would not waste my time in

seeing what should have been a magnifi-
cent picture, only to have it spoiled by
Richard Dix.
But being truly feminine I changed my

mind. What a frightful mistake I had

Charming Claudette Colbert all dressed up in nice, new summery clothes.
Claudette will next be seen in "The Smiling Lieutenant," opposite that

very fascinating Frenchman, Maurice Chevalier.

made about Mr. Dix! He was splendid

as Yancy Cravat. His acting was superb.

And if "Rich" never makes another pic-

ture, he should be content to rest with the

laurels that he won in "Cimarron."
Flora Pipes.

Box 104.

Texarkana, Texas.

BUDDY, BE YOURSELF!
(Fourth Prize Letter)

I might forgive anything like Anita
Page's extra pounds, Vallee singing through
his nose or Betty Compson's two chins

—

but to have one of your own Kansans

Let's get together in this depart-

ment every month and see who can

write the best letter. The most
sincere and constructive letter will

win the first prize of $2 0.00. Sec-

ond prize, $15.00. Third prize,

$10.00. And there's a fourth prize

of $5.00. All winning letters, not

over 150 words, will be printed.

Mail your letters so they will reach

us the 10th of each month. Ad-
dress Slams and Salvos Department,

SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th
Street, New York City.

prove disappointing—it's too much ! Please,

someone, persuade Buddy Rogers to shave
off that mustache—it is terribly unbecoming
to the naive Buddy. Let William Powell
or the suave Menjou wear the adornin?
hair in their own sophisticated way but

never the childish Buddy ; rompers would
be more becoming.

Sl-
e Haney.

Girard, Kansas.

FOR—
As an artiste, Garbo is unsurpassed. Ex-

teriors other actresses may copy, but they

may never achieve the depth of feeling,

the sincerity of emotion, and the marvelous
art—the careful and detailed execution of

a performance—that have made. Garbo a

name in the history of the modern drama.
Take a day off and spend it with Garbo's

"Inspiration." A day with Garbo will

teach you many wonderful things : it will

give you an appreciation of the art of the

drama such as you have never known be-

fore.

If ever a performance raised a film from
the commonplace to the sublime, it is

this most sensitive and human of the

Garbo creations. To speak of another
actress surpassing one who climbs ever

upward on the ladder of histrionic art, who
seems, indeed, to have reached the pin-

nacle, and yet continues on, is absurd be-

yond any word of refutation.

Richard E. Passmore.
Media. Pennsylvania.

(Continued on page 10)
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THE VOICE ON THE PHONE: "Listen, you!

This is a friend of yours, and I'm wising

you up. Thefinger's on you! They're goin' to

get you this time sure. Even a reporter can't

get away with the stuffyou've been pulling."

THE REPORTER :
" What! — say look here!

They can't kill a reporter! Why there's a mil-

lion readers behind me and a million dollars

to back me up. The "Press " ivould bust this

town wide open and all you cheap mobsters

would fall out through the cracks. They

can't kill a reporter, I tell you, they can't!"

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS

FAY WRAY
REGIS TOOMEY
ROBERT ELLIOTT

Adaptation by ROBERT LORD
Dialogue byJOHN MONK SAUNDERS
A John Francis Dillon Production

"Vitaphone" is the registered trade-
mark of The Vitaphone Corporation

Dick Barthelmess plays a new role.A reporter

in on the most dangerous secrets of gangland.

His paper paid him fifty dollars a week for

the "inside stuff"— hut the under>vorld

offered fifty grand for the news that never got

into print. And then—his best friend spilled

the story that he had never dared to write!

in

7Ae linger Points
A FIRST NATIONAL ^ VITAPHONE PICTURE

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXP.
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Slams and Salvos
Continued from page 8

With the talkies came sophis-
tication and Kay Francis—
and unanimous okay on Kay.

—AND AGAINST
They're dragging Greta Garbo down

again. Before I saw "Anna Christie" I

was one of the few who mocked the coun-
try's glorious Garbo. I said she was stu-

pid, maudlin, and affected. Then I saw
her in "Anna Christie." I saw her drink-
ing beer with Marie Dressier. I saw her
smoking and standing there like a goddess
on her father's boat. I heard her husky,
mannish voice and I became one of her ad-
mirers on the spot.

Then I saw "Inspiration," and instead of
being inspired I went back to my original

opinion of Garbo. There was no reason
for that picture, "Inspiration." It gave
Garbo no opportunity for acting, for char-
acterization.

Greta Garbo was not good in silent pic-

tures. Pictures like "Inspiration" will kill

her slowly but surely.

Etta Levine,
412 N. 15th Aye. E.,

Duluth, Minnesota.

CICERO VERSUS CINEMA
Cicero glares at me and says, "Young

lady, do your Latin !" Sadly I open the

book. Words to look up, syntax to find,

and the principle parts of the most diffi-

cult verbs ! Why should I worry whether
a noun is masculine or feminine, or
whether a pronoun is in the dative or the

ablative case? I think Cicero is very
conceited if he thinks for a single moment
that I shall spend all my time picking
apart his troublesome anatomy.

No, Cicero, something, something you
never dreamed of, has come into this

world. It entertains thousands of people !

People whose ancestors might have been
in the forum listening to your fourth ora-
tion against Cataline. We have an amuse-
ment which surpasses all forms of enter-

tainment you had in Rome. Cicero, al-

though you have been dead for many
years, even you must have heard of the
movies !

Eva Anttonen,
6 Blodgett Place,

Worcester, Mass.

AGE—A DEEP, DARK SECRET
There's one topic that never will have

even as much privacy as a goldfish has.

and that's a person's age. That's why I'm
inclined to pity the screen people. If they
choose to broadcast their age, okay. Es-
pecially do I admire Mary Pickford and
Marilyn Miller in this respect. This is al-

so probably the reason "Our Mary" had
sense enough to cut off her curls and de-

sist from playing kid roles, although I'd

give anything to see her return to them oc-

casionally.

But, oh, those actors who persist in be-

lieving we fans are too gullible! I'm not
going to divulge this star's name. One-

day I read that she gave her age as 23.

I know that isn't true. Years ago I read
her life story and those same books are
in my basement. This is bringing the

coals to Newcastle, is it not?

Kay Matthews,
6300 14th N. W.

Seattle, Wash.

WHOA, BUDDY!
What is this I hear about the screen idol,

Buddy Rogers, can it be that he is to stop

playing the role of the playboy. If by
any chance he should start playing in the

more serious films he will ruin the hopes
of many a young man of to-day who hold
him as their idol.

I am a real fan and never miss a picture

that Buddy plays in. He is made for his

part. Why spoil a good thing? To me
ajid to many others there will never be an-
other to take his place on the screen as

the smiling curly-headed boy of screenland.

Grant Harrison,
Kila, Montana.

OKAY!
Kay Francis has not acted any predom-

inating part in pictures I have seen, but

her strong characteristic qualities have
given concrete support toward the suc-

cess of the film.

In pictures where she played opposite
William Powell she portrayed the part of
a neglected wife and was given a similar
part in "Scandal Sheet." I'll wager that
if Kay were given a part opposite some
emotional hero than these matter of fact
men she would, as the phrase goes, "knock
'em cold."

A. R. Joy,
1009 West 10th Avenue,

Vancouver, B. C.

PAGING LILLIAN ROTH
What has happened to Lillian Roth?

That little girl deserves to be starred.

Anyone who didn't laugh at her antics in

"The Love Parade" isn't human. True,
she didn't shine in that picture, but that's

because it was so generally excellent. Her
dramatic performance in "The Vagabond
King" was perfect, and with O. P. Heg-
gie she saved that picture from being
mediocre. As for "Honey," what a flop

it would have been without Lillian and
Skeets Gallagher ! Since then Lillian's

roles have been cut to nothing. She is a
splendid actress, an excellent blues-singer,
and an adorable girl. I, for one, should
like to see her given fair treatment on the
screen again, and I am sure there are
many others who feel as I do.

Pearl A. Katzman,
601 West 189th Street.

New York.

LIKES SLIM STARS
People are always writing in and say-

ing so-and-so is too thin. What's the mat-
ter with them? Are they jealous? They
know that being this is all the rage this

year and has been for many years past,

and, of course, the stars must be up to

date. Who wants to see a fat star cross-

ing the screen ? I don't for one and I

don't think anyone else would, either. Give
me the thin stars. I'm satisfied.

Mary Virginia Rinkenbach,
215 Forster Street,

Harrisburg. Pennsylvania.

There has been a "Rich" rave ever since the release of "Cimarron."
Here's Richard Dix as he appears in his new picture, "Big Brother,"

which promises to be another winner.
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Miss frs

1931 &f
I'LL GIVE YOU

SOMETHING TO
REMEMBER

ME BY!

A NOTHER sure victory for Leo, th

JL 3L M-G-M lion! Take a look at these great'

pictures which have recently come out of the

marvelous Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.

Even if we stopped right here, Metro would

walk off with 1931 honors. But there are

many, many more marvelous dramas, up-

roarious comedies, sensational hits now be-

ing made, not only on the busy M-G-M

lot, but "on location" in many odd corners

of the world. You can always look to Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer for real entertainment in

pictures that you will never forget!

METRO
GOLDWYN
MAYER

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAA'D.



Yoo Hoo, Lew!
But Lew Ayres won't look around. He can't; he is too busy making this
scene for "Iron Man," his latest opus, in which he plays—you've
guessed it—a pugilist. See the suspended microphone? The cameras
are catching Lew against the ropes—just so he doesn' t go through them.
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Hearts
will throb-

Blood
will race-

Eyes will fill

with tears!

THE WORLD WAS TOO SMALL .

.

Only God's Limitless Sky Was Big Enough

For This Mighty Drama

!

DIRIGIBLE! Gigantic challenge to the elements . .

.

forged by the hand of Man! Cleaving with its silver

sheath the forbidden world of hurricane rising above

the earth . . . and in the ears of the super-men spinning

its treacherous helm comes the roar of motors like the

thunder of heaven defied ... a sinister reminder that

the silver wings on their brave breasts mean "eagle'7

... or in one moment of flashing, blinding holocaust

.. /'angel"!

COLUMBIA'S
LEVIATHAN
OF THE
AIR!

JACK HOLT
RALPH GRAVES

and FAY W RAY
From trie story by

Lt. Comdr. Frank Wilber Wead, USN.

A Frank Capra Production.
Adaptation and Dialogue

by Jo Swerling

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN IT WILL BE SHOWN

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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The Cleverest Girl in Hollywood!

WE'LL have to explain that. We'll be glad to ! There
may be prettier girls and more poignant per-
formers. But there is no other star in pictures

with the all-around competence of Norma Shearer.
She can give the illusion of great beauty—even though you
may not consider her actually beautiful. She can play comedy
and drama with equal facility. She has never yet turned
out a mediocre picture. "Strangers May Kiss," her latest,

isn't art—but it is good box-office entertainment, enhanced
by the sparkling performance of its star.
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Screenland \

In ''Strangers
May Kiss' ' Robert
M o n t g o m e r y
plays a lonesome
lover—he knows
fs hopeless, but
he can't help fol-

owing her
around.' His char-
acteriza tion in
Miss Shearer'

s

latest film has
won stardom for
Mr. Montgomery.

An indication of Miss Shearer's clever-
ness—the way she wears her clothes.
Norma is a little girl, really, but she
gives an impressive illusion of stateli-
ness in the lovely clothes she wears on

the screen.

Dedicated

to

Norma
Shearer

Norma is a deft actress. Her
comedy scenes in "Strangers
MayKiss" are entirely charm-
ing. The hat? Its part of the
costume she wears when the
story of her latest picture

shifts to Mexico.
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Ylenry 'pood. cTr.

SHE WAS BORN
IN THE CITY

OF BERLIN,
GERMANY

© 4^ /tTR/CYf

ft

MUSICAL CAREER WAS
PLANNED FOR HER, 50

SHE STUDIED SINGING*,

LANGUAGES AND THE.

V/IOLIN AT WEIMAR AND
BERLIN

OVER-

PRACTICING
CAUSED AN

jNcTURY TO HER
left hand and

she. was forced
to discontinue. her

musical work for a period
OF SIX MONTHS

BcrltN

SUCCESS FOLLOWED IN

BOTH STAGE AND SCREEN
WORK. SHE CAME TO
AMERICA AFTER COMPLETING
*I KISS YOUR HAND MADAME,"
* THREE LOVES", AND
*THE. BLUE ANGEL", ABROAD

©

DURING
THIS TIME SHE ENTERED
THE MAX REINHARDT

SCHOOL OF DRAMA. BEFORE
LONG HER UNIQUE
TALENTS WON HER A ROLE

IN THE GERMAN
VERSION OF

xX BROADWAY"

©
STARDOM IN

THIS COUNTRY WAS
ATTAINED THROUGH
THE PICTURES
MOROCCO" AND
DISHONORED"
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th SHE next best thing to going

to Hollywood yourself is

to listen to Cecil Beaton

Mr. Beaton is the celebrated

young English artist who comes
Delight Evans oyer ^ere once a y£ar tQ ta jce

tures of the film famous. And

what pictures! You'll remember this Magazine gave

you a special gallery of them last year, and that Cecil

selected his "Six Most Beautiful Women in Holly-

wood" for us. I thought you'd like to know how he

feels about it in 1931. You'll find his new gallery

of stars' portraits in the first rotogravure section in

this issue—each photograph autographed both by the

stars and Mr. Beaton, so that they are well worth

saving and framing.

Incidentally, since Screenland last year invited

Mr. Beaton to name his selection of the loveliest ladies

in pictures, newspapers have been after him to do it

for them this year! It's a good idea!

Last year's list of Beaton's Six Most Beautiful

Women in Hollywood:

Greta Garbo. Norma Shearer. Dolores Del Rio.

Marion Davies. Lillian Gish. Alice White.

This year's list:

Greta Garbo. Ina Claire. Marlene Dietrich.

Marion Davies. Norma Shearer. Lilyan Tashman.

And Beaton adds one more for 1931: Tallulah

Bankhead, the amazing American girl who has made

such a success in Cecil's London, and is now over

here making pictures.

Consider the two lists. How times have changed!

No mention of Lillian Gish or Alice White or Del

Rio. Garbo—Shearer—Davies hold their own. Now
look at the newcomers—Ina Claire, filmatically ob-

scure last year, now a bright and blazing star.

Dietrich, who has swept all before her. And Tash-

man—about whom Beaton says: "I suppose she is not

strictly beautiful. But I love her nose!"

And now for a bit of "film chat." Garbo and

Dietrich? Mr. Beaton sees no good reason for odious

comparisons in this case, but he still puts Garbo first.

Though, he adds, Dietrich was charming in "Moroc-

co." Garbo? Ah, Garbo! He still has made no

pictures of her. That doesn't worry Mr. Beaton, what

with all the other girls swarming to sit for him. "She

has a sense of humor," he says. Shearer is "amaz-

ing." Tashman—-not only clever, amusing—but

really intelligent. "I have talked to her, seriously,"

says Mr. Beaton, "and she has a most interesting

mind." And—that adorable nose!

Tallulah—she is an old friend; he has made some

lovely pictures of her. Will she be a success with

American movie audiences, with her exotic appeal

and sophistication? He doesn't know. He wonders.

But his greatest enthusiasm—and if you knew Mr.

Beaton you would understand that his enthusiasm is

rather a tribute, for he looks at Hollywood beauties

with the cold, cruel eye of an artist—is Ina Claire.

To him, she is incomparable. She has a quality,

Beaton believes, shared by no other screen actress.

And—I really don't know if I have his permission to

quote him on this, but I'm taking that chance because

I think it is so interesting—it seems that Miss Claire

has determined, from now on, to put more heart into

her screen portrayals. To feel it here—to make her-

self, in other words, a warm, human favorite rather

than the brittle, sophisticated Claire that Broadway

knows. Beaton thinks she will be a very great screen

star in her "new personality." You'll find his cam-

era impression of her in our section.

And now I won't keep you in suspense any longer.

Turn to the Beaton pictures. They will give you an

intimate insight into the moods and manners of these

stars of ours. I'm sure you'll have a good time!
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A New Slant
y^l on

(jfARBO
You've read what cer-

tain writers think ofher.

But here she is through

the eyes of those who
know her best—her co-

workers. They see her

every day—from nine

to five. She couldn't

fool them! What do
they think?

By Vaul Hawkins

Phlegmatic, enthusiastic, helpful, in-

different, shy, cordial, friendly, aloof,

a worker, a genius— which is she?

PERHAPS never in screen history will there be

another person so richly endowed with the pot-

pourri of talents and contradictory traits that go
to make up Greta Garbo.

Her co-workers describe her as being phlegmatic, en-

thusiastic, helpful, indifferent, shy, cordial, friendly,

aloof, a worker, a genius.

Ask the people who have appeared in pictures with the

glamorous Garbo why she is the Enigma of the Screen

and they will tell you there is nothing whatever mysteri-

ous about her. But sum up the opinions of these same
persons and you will find that she is a greater mystery
than ever.

Clarence Brown, for instance, who has directed Greta's

best pictures, feels that he knows less about her than

anybody.
"Socially, I don't know

her at all," he told me.

"Only when she invited me
to her home to work on a

script, did I learn that I had
been living directly across

the street from her for

more than a year

!

Will the greatest love team
in screen history be revived?
There is talk about Garbo
and Gilbert playing together
again in "The Rise and Fall
of Susan Lenox." Here's how
they looked when they were
making "Flesh and the

Devil." Remember?

"On the set, Garbo means simply work to me. She is

perfect to direct. She knows her business. She's a
great actress. Not strong physically, she works very
hard, giving everything she's got, from 9 A.M. to 5 -.30

P. M. She quits promptly then and feels that when her
work is done she should be free to go where she pleases
and do what she pleases. No studio dinner parties, pos-
ing for pictures, meeting people on business, for her.

"I remember the time I received a note from the
Swedish ambassador to America," Mr. Brown continued.
"His wife wanted to come on the Garbo set and meet
her and watch her work. Garbo refused.

" 'Why should I meet her?' she-asked me, 'I don't need
her and what need can she have of me?'

"I told her that one never knows what might happen
and that some time the ambassador might be in a position
to do her a valuable turn.

"Greta merely shrugged. And her reason for declining

the meeting was so logical

that I didn't press her further.
" 'People don't expect to

meet a bank employee dur-
ing his business hours merely
to watch him count currency,

or stand over a writer's

shoulder while he works on
a manuscript. With me. I

feel the same. Why should

my work be disturbed or in-

terfered with ?' she asked me.

"The truth is." Mr.
Brown confided. "Garbo is

shy, almost abnormally so.

She is awkward in meeting
people. She is so shy that
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What do Garbo's leading men

you here! Read their views and

"When Carbo
made 'The Mys-
terious Lady'
she was very shy,"
says Gustav von
Seyffertitz, who
worked with her.
"Unassuming,
yet strangely

fascinating."

if anyone watches her on
the set—even I, her direc-

tor—she becomes confused
and finds it difficult to go
on with the scene.

"Her judgment on mat-
ters affecting screen tech-

nique is excellent. So
highly do I regard it that

often, as in 'Anna Chris-

tie,' I adopt Garbo's ideas

rather than my own.
'Anna Christie' was one
of M-G-M's best sellers;

it made Garbo one of the

greatest talking picture

stars, and it placed my
name among the ten best

directors of the year—so I believe 1 have been
justified in having done the picture Garbo's
way."

Quite a tribute, that, from one of the in-

dustry's ace directors ! But opinions from
other members of the "Anna Christie'' cast

offer contrasting highlights upon its star.

"Oh, not a great actress, but rather, an

effective actress," replied Charles Bickford,
when I asked him whether, in his opinion,

Greta Garbo wasn't the screen's greatest

actress.

"Personally, she is the most unaffected in-

dividual 1 have ever known—and I really

doubt whether she places a whole lot of im-
portance upon pictures and her own position

in the film industry.

"When she works," Bickford declared, "she gives

everything to the success of the production, and she is

essentially frank and sincere—on and off the screen."

"Phlegmatic !" said Marie Dressier, when I asked for

her opinion of Miss Garbo. "I have never known her

to exhibit a lively interest in anything, except once, when
I suggested the life story of Christina, the madcap
Queen of Sweden, as a splendid Garbo screen vehicle.

She was really enthusiastic about that, but except upon
that one occasion, she always seems totally uninterested

in her surroundings, even a trifle bored.

"No one I have ever worked with in pictures has made
me work so hard," continued Miss Dressier. "Greta
works almost to the point of exhaustion, and her capacity

for work is contagious. The fact is, an actor must put

forth every last ounce of effort every minute of his

working time, or his role will fall short miserably in

"Pleasant, quiet,
and cordial,"
reports the Rev-
e r e n d N e a 1

Dodd, who ap-
peared in "Flesh
and the Devil"
with Greta.

' 'Gee, she's a
marvelous girl!"

sighed Johnny
Mack Brown,
who worked
with Garbo in
"The Single

Standard."

comparison to Greta's uniformly splendid work. There
are several actors, for this very reason, who have risen

to great heights when playing opposite Garbo, only to

fall back to their natural levels when appearing in other

casts.

"Hard work," added the expert Miss Dressier, "is

largely instrumental in anyone's success, and it is not the

least factor responsible for Greta's fame. She has ex-

ceptional talent, it is true,

but I believe if you were
to put the question to

her, she would tell you

:

'Hard work has brought
me what success I have
today.'

"As for the off-screen

Garbo," Miss Dressier

declared, "I consider her

a charming young per-

son, with the same mys-
terious sort of appeal

that attracts you to her

screen personality — to-

gether with a lot of sub-

stantial common sense

that one seldom finds in

the youth of today."

"There is a fascination

about the art of Greta
Garbo that inspires the

best from her fellow
players." This is the

opening tribute from
George F. Marion, who,

at seventy years of age.

modestly says he is still

"striving to learn enough
to be an actor."

He is strongly enthusi-

astic over Miss Garbo's

ability, and says: "She
has a distinctive genius

for characterization that

Conrad Nagel,
Greta's leading
man in "The
My s t e r i o u s

Lady , '

' says

:

"What do you
mean, 'Woman
of Mystery' ?
The only mys-
tery was the ti-

tle of the pic-
ture!"
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really think of her? They tell

then form your own opinion!

brings the breath of life into the puppets of the dram-
atist's imagination. Hers is a personality that literally

walks into the roles she imparts. She seems to possess

an insight into the soul of character and she renders her-

self to its portrayal with little thought of self, content to

register by the sympathy she feels for the character pre-

sented. This, in my opinion, purely bespeaks true art."

"Gee, she's a marvelous girl," sighed Johnny Mack
Brown. "I worked with

"It's the secret
wish of every
young actor to
be cast with
Greta Garbo,"
declares Bob
Montgomery.
"To work with
her is an educa-
tion in screen art."

Miss Garbo in 'A Wom-
an of Affairs' and 'The

Single Standard' and I'll

never forget what a

grand person she is.

"Yes," Johnny admit-

ted, when I mentioned
Miss Dressler's reference

to hard work being syn-

onymous with a Garbo
picture, "I worked hard,

all right, but I never be-

fore or since enjoyed
working hard so much
as I did in my two pic-

tures with Greta. To
borrow a phrase from
baseball, Greta keeps you
'on your toes,' but there

is no nervous tension

about it. Miss Garbo is

so conscientious that she

inspires the best that is

in her fellow workers.
"And she's a good

scout, too," Johnny
drawled, "and has a great

sense of humor. She was
very active between shots

on the set of 'The Single

Standard.' We tossed

the medicine ball around
and laughed and chatted

just like school kids.

"She is origi-
nal," is theopin-
ion of Gavin
Gordon, the
young actor
who was Greta's
leading man in
"Romance."

Charles Bick-
ford, whoplayed
in "Anna Chris-
tie,'' says:
"She's not a
great actress,
but an effective
actress . '

'
(Below)

"She's a peach!"
enthuses Lew
Ayres. "In the
big scene of
'The Kiss' she
threw the action
my way. And
she's the most
even-tempered
star I've ever
worked with."

Take it from me : Greta

is a good sport all around,

and as fine a person as I've

met since I came to Holly-

wood four years ago."

Conrad Nagel knit, his

brows and looked puzzled.

"What do you mean,
'Woman of Mystery'?" he
asked me, after I had
asked him what, in his

opinion, made Garbo "The
Great Enigma."
"We worked in two pic-

tures together," he went
on, "and the only mystery
about Greta was possibly

in the title of the first,

'The Mysterious Lady.' 'The Kiss' was the

other, her last silent picture.

"I found Miss Garbo to be a thoroughly
enjoyable person. Every day we would come
to the studio with a new joke, and although
Miss Garbo was a newcomer to this country
and perhaps not fully acquainted with Ameri-
can humor, she was quick to get the point of

every story. We had a delightful time, all

through the making of those two pictures.

"I suppose everyone has told you that she

is a Trojan for work," Conrad laughed. "But
have they told you that she always quits

promptly at five-thirty, while many of us
lesser souls sometimes have to work all night ?

Greta won't work one minute over time. I

admire her for it—and I'd do the same thing

were important enough to get away with it!"

Since the occasion seldom arises for Miss Garbo to

have anything to say to the various studio technicians,

her co-workers outside the cast itself know little about
her. During the filming of "The Single Standard,"
however, when the yacht used in that picture was
anchored off Catalina Island, an incident occurred which
illustrates the Glamorous One's inborn curiosity and her
pride of achievement.

Emil "Doc" Ploen, electrician for "The Single

Standard" unit, told me the story.

"We had been anchored about 500 feet from the

Catalina shore for about a week. The weather was too

cloudy for shooting and so the whole company sat

around, telling stories, playing cards and just killing

time. Garbo and Nils Asther sat apart from the rest or

walked along the deck {Continued on page 112)
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Barbara
comes back

to

BROADWAY
A little girl named Ruby Stevens made her first

New York appearance as a dancer on the Strand
Roof on Broadway five years ago. Today, Bar-
bara Stanwyck, dramatic actress, stars at the

Strand Theatre downstairs, with her name in

lights. Just another romance of the Big Street!

Here's the Strand Theatre on
Broadway, New York City, as
it looked all dressed up to
show Barbara Stanwyck in
her latest picture, "Ten Cents
a Dance." It was at the
Strand Roof that Barbara,
then Ruby Stevens, made her
first Broadway appearance as
a dancer. The arrow points
to the Strand Roof Dance-

land, still going strong!

Below, a cross-section of the
Strand Roof as it is today.
"Continuous dancing from
8 P. M. to 3 A. M." Is there
another little ambitious Ruby
Stevens among the girls who

dance there?

THE Strand Theatre on
Broadway recently blazed

with lights and banners
announcing the fact that

Barbara Stanwyck was starring

there in "Ten Cents a Dance.'"

And right upstairs is the Strand
Roof, where, just about five years

ago. Barbara made her debut on
Broadway as a dancer, at a salary

not much more than that ten cents

a dance of the title of her latest

movie ! That's Broadway ! She
was little Ruby Stevens then. No-
body dreamed that she could act

—except Ruby herself. She knew
she could if she had half a chance

!

But that chance was long in com-
ing, and meanwhile she danced on.

in cabaret and vaudeville. Until

one night a play called "The
Xoose" opened on Broadway. And
Ruby Stevens, still with plenty of

ambition and the brand-new name
of Barbara Stanwyck, flashed to

overnight fame as—a dramatic

actress ! Nobody knew she had it

in her. Everybody was surprised.

Barbara just smiled—and dreamed
some more big dreams. It was
"Broadway" that gave her the

next great opportunity and shoved
Miss Stanwyck into a real career.

Then the screen claimed her. Co-
lumbia is starring her now. She's

one of the greatest bets in pictures.

And over the Strand Theatre on
Broadway, in the Strand Root
Danceland, girls are still dancing

from 8 P. M. to 3 A. M. Will

another Barbara Stanwyck dance

her way from there to stardom?
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Confessions of a

Gangsters

Moll
"Little Caesar" meets
his match — the
Missus! Read what
Edward G. Robinson
is really like; you'll

be surprised.

His wife tells on "Little Caesar"

By

Eddie's gangster snarl
is in evidence only
when Gladys wears an
unbecoming hat or
the telephone rings

before noon.

HOW does it feel to be

a gangster's moll ?" or

"Seriously speaking,

aren't you terrified to

be married to the man who can
send shivers down the spines of thousands of people?"

These are the questions I am usually asked after every

preview or opening of a new picture in which Mr. Rob-
inson portrays a gangster. My answer is, "It feels great

!"

There's never a dull moment—not that I wouldn't wel-

come a dull moment now and then

just to get my breath. To justify

my answer it is only fair to take

you behind the scenes and give you
a glimpse of "Little Caesar" at

home.
First of all, he's fond of sleeping

mornings. Shortly after noon you
may see your bad man rearranging

some pictures or pottery before he
starts out for an afternoon stroll,

probably ending up in a picture gal-

lery or a department store, purchas-

ing such dainty articles as cobwebby
lace handkerchiefs or Guerlain's latest

for—well, you probably can guess.

Sometimes he even comes home with

a charming new lamp under his arm
—nothing would surprise me any
more. Of course, you understand,

this is when he is not working.
The other day he walked in with

enough Wagnerian records to start a

music shop. Wagner, by the way, is

his favorite composer. I firmly be-

lieve those famous warrior motifs
have done as much toward making
him a good cinema scrapper as any-
thing. He's an unusually good-
natured person. The well-known
gangster snarl is occasioned only by

Mrs. Edward G. Robinson

(Gladys Lloyd)

So this is "Little Caesar".'
Edward G. Robinson with his
wife Gladys, ready to step out.

the wearing of an unbecoming
hat on my part or the ringing of
the telephone before noon.

Just imagine having your
butcher and baker and candle-

stick maker in constant awe and almost apologizing
for sending the monthly bill merely because they re-

fuse to believe that your husband is anything but
a killer, not to speak of the genuflecting officers of
the law, and taxi drivers all over town afraid to dis-

please.

Of course, there are some disadvan-
tages. Sometimes he works out his

parts with me. He considers me his

most severe critic—where have you
heard that before?
W hen he is rehearsing and playing

a part he abandons himself so com-
pletely to the character that subcon-
sciously he lives the character in his

sleep.

Many times I am awakened and
startled by villainous threats. I

dream occasionally myself—and I'll

tell you this one just to prove how
this gangster business gets under
your skin.

I dreamed we were both out speed-
ing and were finally picked up. When
told to pull up to the curb Eddie
asked the officer how he'd like to carry
a lily for the rest of his days. We
were promptly arrested, and then it

finally dawned on him that he was
only rehearsing his part for the next

day and we were trying vainly to con-

vey this to the copper when—thank
God—I woke up and decided that as

long as I was married to a gangster I

was happy that it was only a make-
believe gangster

!
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exican

lvorce

By

Charles

Winfield

Fessier

N OT only have you a blonde
head but your brain is

blonde," spoke Horace
Randolph to the girl

perched atop the table in his office.

"Nature didn't bother to give you grey
matter. She gave you a colorless fluid

substance upon which there is no more
chance of making an impression than
there is of carving one's name on a
wave. You give me a mental hang-
over every time I think of you !"

The blonde smiled sunnily and
studied the effect of light on the black
sheen of hosiery that accentuated the

curves of her trim out-thrust leg.

"You should rent an hour each eve-
ning at some broadcasting station and
call yourself Big Brother," she re-

marked. "You'd even be a good
preacher if you didn't have such a

nasty disposition. What do you care
if I marry Kergan Montgomery? I'll have to sit across
the breakfast table from him, not you, you know. And
if he snores it won't keep you awake."

"Surely," said Horace angrily. "It's none of my busi-

ness, I know. Only thing is that I hate like the devil to
see Kergan Montgomery improve upon nature in making
a sap of you. You don't love him. He doesn't love
you "

"Oh, but he's so interesting," interrupted the girl. "He
plays polo and flies an airplane and he's been married to

so many really important women—I'll be the first movie
actress he's ever married. Think of it! Mrs. Kergan
Montgomery, formerly Iola Lane, star of the silver

screen
!"

Horace gestured impatiently.

"And then it'll be Iola Lane, seventh ex-wife of the
much-married Kergan Montgomery, who is now reported

Horace glanced up. Iola was standing there dressed in
gave off a shower of sunbeams under the light. "Please
meet Kergan. I just want you to see that he isn't an ogre;

engaged to an East Indian princess in Paris," he pre-

dicted. "You know darned good and well that Mont-
gomery doesn't think any more of marrying and divorcing

women than I do of having the radiator of my car filled.

He asked you to marry him merely because he's a rotten

conversationalist and he couldn't think of anything else

to say at the moment. He'll chuck you in six months
and you know it. Remember, the ex-wife of a notorious

man is like an ex-heavyweight champion. Newspaper
men interview both of 'em to see what they think of

their successors, then forget all about 'em."

Iola powdered her nose and shot a sidelong glance at

the irate Mr. Randolph.
"But it'd be good publicity," she pointed out.

"Bah!" snorted Horace. "You'll get about as much
beneficial publicity out of it as you would if you con-

tracted a bigamous marriage with an assistant alcohol

"Not only have you a blonde head, but your brain is blonde!" moaned
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something as golden as her hair, a shimmering thing that
don't be a wet blanket," she pleaded. "Come on over and
that he hasn't scales, and that he's really quite nice."

cooker from Cicero. When Babe Ruth gets a home run
it's he who gets the publicity. No one writes a story

about the baseball. It's the same way with Montgomery
and his wives. You'll be fattening his marital batting

average and it's he who will get the publicity ; not you.
I tell you, Iola, you're committing professional suicide.

When Montgomery gets through with you you'll have
about the same box office appeal as a talking news reel

depicting a spelling bee at a school for tongue-tied
Welshmen."

Iola Lane closed her compact with a decisive snap
and climbed off the desk.

"Listen here, Horses," she said, using her own peculiar

version of Horace, "when I was quite young my father

ran off with the girl third from the end of a traveling

musical comedy's Orange Blossom Ensemble. Since
then I've struggled along without a father's guidance.

Beginning the gay
romance of a very

beautiful blonde
screenqueen,whose
heart is torn be-

tween a millionaire

playboy and— her

own press agent!

1/lns/rated by Addison Burbank

I don't need it now. If you insist

upon giving fatherly advice, go adopt
yourself an orphan ; don't practise on
me. I'm free, white, twenty-one and
I know my own mind, such as it is and
what there is of it. I may be dumb,
as you so subtly intimate, but as yet I

don't need the services of a mental
step-father. As a business manager
and press agent you're the best ever
but as a self-appointed watch dog for

my heart you're a flop. I'm going to

marry Kergan Montgomery. So
there!"

"Sold," said Horace wearily. "Go
ahead and see if I care. I was trying

to help you but I won't rub any skin

off my nose in the process. Don't
think there's anything personal in my
attitude. If it weren't for business

reasons I wouldn't give a darn if you
married a troop of Marines or a tat-

tooed man from the circus. Go ahead
and be another stepping stone in

Montgomery's marital marathon if

you insist. Only you'll be ruining

yourself as a star. I wouldn't be sur-

prised if they cancel your contract.

Marrying Kergan Montgomery's like

getting killed in Chicago
;
people con-

sider that something's wrong with
you or it wouldn't happen."

A pained look appeared in Iola's eyes and she bit her
lips in vexation.

"That's just like you," she declared. "You're just like a

prize fighter's manager. Figuratively speaking, you don't

care if I get a clout on the nose so long's it doesn't cripple

my money-making possibilities. Isn't that about it?"

She was poised for departure, looking back over her
shoulder at him. Horace wanted to leap over the desk,

capture her and admit that he was a darned liar ; that

money had nothing whatsoever to do with his objection

to the proposed marriage and that a healthy masculine
jealousy displaced reason in his arguments against it.

But he did nothing of the kind. Pride, which had kept

him from disclosing his affection for the girl, withheld

confession of a second emotion which could not have
existed save as an offspring of the first.

"Sure," he declared, striving {Continued on page 106)

the publicity man to his star. But he was in love with her, too!
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Mr. Arliss Looks at the Movies

THERE has
never been, in

my opinion,
such a stimulus

to the drama as that

which is offered by the

mechanical contrivance

which permits the best

that the country can

produce to be seen and
heard in the most ob-

scure corners of the

United States.

I think there can be

no doubt about the edu-

cational possibilities to

be derived from talking

pictures. It is, in fact,

difficult to realize the im-

mense stride that has

been taken from the si-

lent to the talking

screen.

To tell stories by
means of pictures, is, I

suppose, the most primi-

tive stage of education

;

whereas the literature of

any country is its crown-
ing glory. And just as

soon as you get talking

pictures you automati-

cally get literature.

The great authors of

the world will soon be

turning their attention

to writing for the

screen ; in fact, they are

doing so now. The great

mass of the movie public

is quick to learn and to

appreciate style in writ-

ing as they have already

learned to appreciate

good music.

I hope as the talkies

get better and better

—

and they will—that they

will be used in schools

and even universities as

examples of the best

speech. This will neces-

sitate some improve-
ment on our part, I

mean on the part of the

actors, and will close the

door to some unworthy
aspirants to the screen.

We have been given
time to grow gracefully

out of the silent pic-

tures into the talking

pictures. We have come.

Arliss always has a full four weeks' rehearsal before
starting to "shoot "a picture. Here he is coaching
Evalyn Knapp and David Manners for "The Million-
aire," while director Adolphi and Noah Beery look on.

A photographic impression of George Arliss in his
new talking picture, "The Millionaire." He plays a

rich man masquerading as a garage worker!

What the eminent actor believes about the

past, present and future of motion pictures

By

George Arliss

first of all, to the habit

of listening.

After a little more
time we can experiment
with Shakespeare—who.
after all, was not a
"highbrow" playwright
in his day but the au-
thor of popular come-
dies and tragedies which
the public flocked to

see.

Our first experiment
with a picture which re-

quired exceptionally

close attention of listen-

ers, which depended as
little as we dared upon
spectacle and action, was
"Disraeli." It was a

gratifying success. Then
we tried "Old English,"

written by one of the

great masters of English
play writing, John Gals-

worthy, which depended
even more upon the

close attention of the

listener for its appeal.

From these we know
now that people have
learned to listen. It

gives us more confidence

in the future of the talk-

ing pictures.

In the theatre, as

stage managers discov-

ered three hundred
years ago, if a featured

play was not long

enough for a full eve-

ning's entertainment, the

piece selected to precede
it was selected so as to

harmonize with it in a

way. A farce did not

precede a tragedy.

So with talking pic-

tures, the entire pro-

gram should be harmo-
nized. It should go out

from the studio as a unit

and not be put together

haphazardly by the ex-

hibitors.

The average talking

picture lasts about an
hour and twenty min-
utes. Why should it not

be as long as a stage

play? If it requires two
and a half hours to de-

(Continued on 103)
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'The Original

C HANEL
By Herbert Cruikshank

You know those little Chanel copies. Well, here's the

original model—the famous couturiere herself, come
to Hollywood to create clothes for Ina Claire and other

stars. Because Chanel is a piquant personality as well

as a great designer, we assigned a mere man to inter-

view her—and he came away with not only the most
amusing story of the season, but real fashion news.

IN
a cigarette it may be taste, just as the bill-

boards say. And in publicity it most certainly is

hooey. But in fashions it is Gabrielle Chanel. Don't
let anyone tell you—or Samuel Goldwyn—different.

Or, if you feel grammatical about it, differently.

When it comes to la mode, Chanel is le dernier cri.

If it weren't for Gaby the gals would think la mode was
what the Greeks put on strumberry pie. She tells Paris

what to put on, and what to take off. And Paris passes

the golden apple of her style decree to a world of flut-

tering femininity.

Chanel speaks, and the world of women clothes itself

in raiment of rough tweed and jersey fabric. She waves

her wand, and the Circes of all seven seas add the subtle

allurement of Chanel perfumes to their illusive charms.

A nod from her, and a million lovely ladies adorn their

beauty with costume jewelry. By Chanel, of course.

She personifies Fashion, first goddess of femininity.

And from her Parisian shrine proclaims oracularly, "La
mode, e'est moil"

Once, perhaps, it was true that mankind would blaze a

trail to the door of him who builded mouse-traps best.

But interest no longer centers in mice—or men. Today
it's to the ladies, God—er—bless 'em, that all eyes are

turned. So Gabrielle Chanel be-

person of supreme im-

commercially,

The long bob?

Chanel.

Jersey and tweed

for smartness?

Chanel.

Costume jewelry?

Again Chanel! Mile. Gabrielle Chanel. She
tells Paris what toput on, and
what to take off. She personi-

fies Fashion.

Gaby has turned the

comes a

portance, artistically,

industrially.

And now Samuel Goldwyn has

brought Mohamet to the mountain.

To be more exact, to the hills of

Hollywood and Beverly canyons. For
Sam has enticed Mile. Gabrielle

Chanel from her vast European en-

terprises to show his stars that all

fine linen need not be purple.

Damned clever, these Goldwyns.
It was the bait of costumes "by

Chanel" that snared the style-con-

scious Ina Claire in the meshes of a

Goldwyn contract. Competition to

be a Colman heroine is hotter now
that the winner will be Chanel-clad.

Even the blase bosoms of Norma and
Gloria are palpitant at the prospect

of Chanel adornment. And Lily

Damita lies dreaming of the hour
when her Chanel clothes will brine

more knees in suppliance bent,
movie stars to mannequins.

It's a proverb that the boot-black needs a shine. But
judging by Chanel, the proverb's false. She looks the
part. Not only of a creative genius, a sensative artist

and a keen business woman, but one who is her own
best show window. She practices convincingly that

which she preaches. She wears
the things she sponsors with an
enviable chic. In a room full of
smart women, you'd select her as

Chanel. There could be no ques-
tion.

The lines and curves of her
slender figure melt graciously to-

gether. Her well-shaped head is

mounted on a sturdy, shapely neck
Short, thick, dark hair is coiffed

severely. And while we're at it.

Chanel's approval and advocacy is

responsible for bobbed tresses.

She speaks directly, and her
answers indicate a clear, incisive

mind. Her manner speaks of end-

less energy. One feels the pres-

ence of a powerful personality.

Yet with all these traits, more
usually ascribed to masculinity.

Gaby is fascinatingly feminine. It

isn't difficult to imagine her as a
sweetheart. (Cont'd on page 120)

SAYS CHANEL—and lis-

ten ifyou'd be Fashion- wise:

Be careful of your color

combinations this season. Viv-
id solid colors, fine; prints,

not so good.

In the evening your gowns
may reach the ankles. But
while the sun is up, your
skirts must be likewise. A
full fourteen inches up!

Red is grand—but black is

safer.

Wear jewelry as "junk" for

daytime—in profusion. For
formal wear, little or none.

The present flair for for-

mal pajamas is detestable!
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Carole Lombard told Bill Powell
she adored him in "Ladies'
Man" and Bill believed it. The
Lombard-Powell love scenes look

like the real thing now.

When Ramon Novarro requested
that Dorothy Jordan should be
his leading lady for the second
and even the third time, Holly-
wood began to buzz. But Doro-
thy and Ramon insist they are
not and never have been in love.

DOES just saying "I love you!" before a camera
and microphone make you feel that way?
Kay Francis and Kenneth McKenna said it to

each other shortly after they met to work to-

gether in "The Virtuous Sin," and now they are married
and on the way to finding out whether or not they can live

happily ever after.

Bill Boyd and Dorothy Sebastian murmured it in "His
First Command" and rushed to the altar to be sealed.

Carole Lombard told Bill Pow-
ell she adored him in "Ladies'

Man" and "Man of the World,"
and Bill, after years of indiffer-

ence to all feminine wiles, fell all

of a heap.

After Kay and Kenneth had
played their love scenes for the

benefit of Paramount's box office,

they used to play bridge with each
other every evening. They never
quarreled. I don't suppose Kay
ever trumped the man's ace or

Kenneth ever explained how she

might have taken that other trick,

but even a good player can strain

a partner's patience at times.

"Oh, ho!" other people used to

cry, watching the pasteboards be-

ing dealt, "you're going to get

married !" And they always denied

it. But presently they decided that

a good card partner ought to make
a good life partner. And that was
that.

Bill Boyd's love scenes in his

first starring picture, "The Volga
Boatman," had the same fatal ef-

IS ROMANCE
Do the great lovers of the screen really feel

that way? Just how real are those movie

kisses? This story tells you!

By Ruth

feet. He emerged from the film

with his leading lady as his wife.

Elinor Fair always gave the long
months on location the credit for

that romance. Propinquity, you
know, and having to "register love"
all the time. And now Mrs. Bill

Boyd's name is Dorothy Sebastian.

Well. Well!
Bill Powell has always appeared

to be a cynic about women. Romance
was just one of those words you
didn't connect with him. W hich

probably made his fall all the harder.

Carole must have uttered the deadly
phrase more intensely, for Bill's had
leading ladies before. Anyway, Bill,

who used to dodge society, takes

Carole everywhere ;
they dance—always together

;
they

dine—together, but not in parties—they haven't time for

anyone else ; at concerts, plays or the opera they are to-

gether, finding so much to say to one another that they

don't go out in intermissions lest someone else waste
precious moments. You wouldn't know Bill!

Let anyone who feels inclined to sniff and say ; "It won't

last !" consider the case of Harold and Mildred Lloyd.

They used to play love scenes together. During their

Kay Francis and Kenneth
McKenna said "I love you!" into
the microphone in "The Virtuous
Sin." Now they are married.

But Ronald Colman and Lily

Damita were only acting in those
love scenes in "The Rescue."

There was no love lost!
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SYNTHETIC
in Hollywood?

Tildesley

first picture, Harold asked Mildred
if he could come to call on her that

evening and Mildred said no,' she

saw enough of him all day ! But
got over that. They've been married
for more than eight years and are

devoted to each other and to Gloria,

Peggy and baby Harold.
Then there's exhibit B, the John

Barrymores.
It was "The Sea Beast" that began

the romance of John and Dolores,

back in 1925. Those much-talked-
of love scenes eventually culminated
in a wedding ring. The durability

of that bond has been tested by long
and hazardous ocean voyages on
fishing boats and yachts, shared
lately by little Miss Barrymore. one of the world's best
sailors. Dolores lets John bring home gigantic, smelly
sea trophies

—

and keep them .' The once-vagabond
Barrymore has developed into an ideal husband and
father.

Ain't that somethin' ?

At the same time that Dolores was succumbing to the
magic of her first love scenes, her sister Helene was play-

ing in a picture with Lowell Sherman. Yet we can't blame

They are billed as "the screen's
favorite lovers"—but Janet is

Mrs. Lydell Peck and Charlie is

Mr. Virginia Valli! You'll still

thrill to their screen romances.

Tender interludes in "Wolf
Song" between Gary Cooper and
Lupe Velez got in their work.
Tha t romanceseemspermanent.
Some say Gary and Lupe
were married sometime ago.

When little blonde Mildred Davis
became Harold Lloyd's leading
comedienne, one of Hollywood's

real romances began.

And those Dolores Costello-John
Barrymore love scenes in "The
Sea Beast" have been going on

ever since—in real life.

their subsequent marriage on that because Lowell set to

work and married the other girl in the opus, Pauline

Garon, and both he and Helene had to divorce first mates
before the)- found their present happiness together.

Sometimes the public reads romance into pictures when
no romance is there. For years fans strove to get Richard
Dix married to Lois Wilson, Ronald Colman interested

in Yilma Banky, and Charles Farrell wedded to Janet
Gaynor, and John Gilbert married to Greta Garbo.

Richard and Lois were and are

sincerely fond of one another, in

a friendly fashion, and outside in-

sistence on Cupid almost wrecked
a beautiful thing.

Charlie and Janet seemed en-

amoured of one another during
the making of "Seventh Heaven,"
but publicity was fatal to the boy-
and-girl romance. They played
up to what was expected of them
and the next thing they knew the

dew was off the rose, the bloom
gone from the grape, the sawdust
leaking from the doll, and the

little god roaming other pastures.

Janet married Lydell Peck and
now Charlie has married Virginia

Valli. No amount of billing as

"the screen's favorite lovers" will

make any difference now.
Ronald and Yilma were never

"that way" about each other.

"We're just like an old married
couple—there's no thrill to it."

Yilma used to explain in her
quaint way, "if the scene tells kiss

or make (Continued on page 124)
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The script girl holds a respon-
sible job. Here's Alma Thomp-
son laying down the law to the

"You and I" company.

If an actor loses a button
from his coat it may hold up
the production—unless Alma
checks up. Lewis Stone's O.K.!

simply

HOLLYWOOD has an
important place for the

girl with brains.

She needn't he pretty

—she may be plain as plain.

But if she has beauty, all the

better

!

For one of Hollywood's most
interesting, most difficult, and
most necessary jobs calls for the

head for detail that seems to be
a peculiarly feminine attribute. The movies
could not get along without the script girl.

Remember the old, old days (the pre-script girl era),

when a screen actor might leave a room wearing a pair

of fur chaparejos—to return in half a minute wearing
a pair of leather pants? Remember when an actor would
be riding a spotted horse on the first part of a short

journey, and be seen at the end of the ride dismounting
from a steed that had turned coal black?

Of course, every cinema goer knows that pictures prac-

tically never are taken in the

sequence in which they finally

appear. Sometimes it is ex-

pedient to start work on the

picture by "shooting" the

very last scene.

And the script girl is right

there when the shooting be-

write down everything.

Even if you don't look like Garbo

there may be a place for you in the

screen studios

When the

MOVIES
DEMAND
BRAINS
More Than

BEAUTY
The script girl need

not be pretty but

she must be smart!

By

John O'Hara

gins noting every minute detail.

Camera angles—wardrobe—fur-
niture—spots on clothing. Details

—

details—details

!

Better let Miss Alma Thompson,
one of Hollywood's leading script

girls, tell about it.

"I've been at it for ten years. In

other words, for ten years I've been
checking up and keeping tabs and
minding p's and q's. One of the

best examples of what my work consists of was in the
filming of 'You and I.'

"Robert Milton, the director, had ordered a retake of
a scene in an artist's studio. The scene had been shot

eleven days before, and Mr. Milton called me, as he al-

ways does, and told me to get out my notes. Retakes are
the most difficult part of my job, by the way. Retakes
are a constant challenge, because it's impossible to re-

member every detail, and it's manifestly impossible to

For example, in an artist's

studio scene there would be

palettes with dabs of paint on
them. If an artist should

see 'You and I' he naturally

would be interested in all the

details, and he would remem-
ber the dabs of paint, the

{Continued on page 123)
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REVEALING RAMON
An intimate typewriter sketch

of that Galahad-with-guitar,

Senor Novarro

By

Ralph Wheeler

Real name, Samaniegos. Was once a bus-boy in the New
York automat, then a movie show usher. Now acts in

and directs English and Spanish pictures.

Wl
singingSIR GALAHAD

a guitar. A
valentine. But not as

saintly as pictured. Al-
ways gets hats too small. Never
sends postcards. Almost became
Mexican general.

Real name Samaniegos. Named
Novarro by Rex Ingram who
couldn't pronounce or spell the other.

Was bus-boy in New York automat.
And movie show usher. Shaves him-

self and hates haircuts. Doesn't know
his own telephone number. Has it

changed every week because of annoy-
ances. Never intends to be a monk. Ac-
tually drove the chariot in "Ben Hur."

Talks with his hands. Never has a dime
or a check in his pocket. He knows his

chili and came when it comes to cooking.

Bring your own fire extinguisher ! Sleeps

in antique bed with his head where his feet

ought to be. Loves jaunts to Europe. Al-

ways comes back laden with gifts for friends.

Never owned an automobile until this year and
can't drive the one he has. Mildly enthused
over flying but contract has him grounded.

Doesn't live in Hollywood. Has fourteen

brothers and sisters. Raffles off $1000 pool for,

working crew every time he makes a picture. Serv-

ice? He gets it. Hates cafes because he used to

sing in them. Roadside barbecue joints his favorite

eating places. Built stockily as a prize-fighter. Loves
to swim, play tennis and wrestle. Saw his first foot-

ball game last season and thinks it's better than bull

fights. Wants studio in Nice, France, to make own
pictures in all languages. Already directed himself in

two foreign versions. Never been engaged. AVears
smoked glasses when traveling but doesn't fool anybody.
Likes to pose for pictures. Always forgets gloves.

Eats lunch in bathrobe. Sings dressing room duets

with Lawrence Tibbett. Shuns openings. Thinks Skippy

is a great kid. A glutton for

work. Never misses singing

in St. Vincent's choir Sunday
mornings. Doesn't enjoy going
to dentist any more than you do.

Hates run-down shoes. And pins

laundries put in shirts. Has a

theatre of his own in his house.

Black tea favorite dinner tipple.

Can't stand bow ties. Won't wear 'em.

Has every record the late Enrico
Caruso made. "Honor Thy Father
and Mother" the motto he lives by.

His parents, his family, first in every-

thing. Two sisters in Holy Orders in

Spain. Spends most of his time at piano,

singing random compositions. Louis
Graveure his vocal teacher. Deeply ap-

preciative of sincere criticism. Loathes
back-slapping. Can't tell a Jew-Irishman
joke to save his life. Enjoys radio appear-
ances. Would like to do "Ben-Hur" over
again as a talkie. Never worked on any
other lot than M-G-M where he started as

extra. Speaks English, Spanish, French and
German. And good American

!

Never knew the thrill of a snow-ball fight

or ice skating. Always remembers names and
faces. Spends idle moments glancing through
names in telephone book. Hasn't a wrist watch. Or
a pipe. Does wear a beret.

Gets tons of foreign fan mail and presents from
fans all over the world. Shrinks from personal ap-
pearances. Modest but not timid. Finds most com-
panionship in non-celebrity ranks. Enjoys shower
baths. They can be as cold as possible.

A charming host to a limited circle. Ever courteous,

even when annoyed. Won't change his mind once it's

made up. But likes to listen to any and all arguments.
Has most of Latin superstitions. Loves gaiety and
freedom and people who don't talk about themselves

and their latest pictures. Where does he find them?
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One of those Hol-
lywood blondes,
Dot Mackaill, re-
ceiving expert
beauty instruc-
tion from Max
Factor, wizard of
make-up. Factor
says: "The cam-
era is kinder to

the blonde."

WANT
BLONDES!

Say s'

Hollywood

BLONDES quote high on the Hollywood curb.

Bull or bear market, almost any blonde rates

far above par. If angels are blonde—and who
says they aren't?—then Hollywood must be a

stock broker's dream of heaven. If statistics are right,

the cinema World is full of gentlemen

!

For those gilt-edged ladies said to be

preferred are also common (that is,

ubiquitous) in the movie capital. Some
are cradle blondes; others—well, a blonde

by any method is just as much in evidence.

The fact remains that they over-run the

place. Golden blondes. Ash blondes.

Brown blondes. Dizzy and giddy blondes.

Manicurists. Hash slingers. Lunch
sellers by the roadside. Beauty contest

winners. Infant prodigies. Tom Mix's
horse. Even Oscar, the doggy female im-
personator. Blondes

!

Blondes in the casting offices. Extra
blondes. Featured blondes. Blonde stars.

Blondes are getting scarce, they say.
In spite of hair dressers growing richer
and peroxide flowing like water, still only
ten per cent of the pulchritude of the coun-
try belongs to the fair. Yet six out of
ten movie stars who have found any meas-
ure of fame and fortune are—yes, gentlemen—are
blondes

!

Call the roll and convince yourself.
Let's see. Ruth Chatterton. Bennetts, one and two.

Dolores Costello. Dorothy Mackaill, and don't forget
Mary Pickford. Marlene Dietrich, Betty Compson

—

and oh yes, Greta Garbo. Ann Harding, certainly.

Helen Twelvetrees. Loretta Young. Jeanette Loft.

Carole Lombard. Jeanette MacDonald. Marilyn Miller.

Genevieve Tobin. Thelma Todd. Mary Nolan. Anita
Page. Grace Moore. Leila Hyams. Esther Ralston.

Anna O. Nilsson. Marion Davies. Laura La Plante.

Lilyan Tashman. Natalie Moorhead. Lois Moran.
Claire Luce. Marjorie White. Dixie Lee. Virginia

Cherrill. They can't even begin to tell the story.

Why are blondes
the camera fa-
vorites? Is there
some secret about
it? Constance
Bennett can' t tell—or if she can,
she won't! She
looks blondely

,

most beautifully
mysterious.

Ann Harding, blonde of
blondes. That lovely, long
hair of Ann's is the envy of
some other Hollywood
blondes because it's Nature'

s

idea, with no outside aid!

Blondes are pli-
able by nature,
sympathetic—
mercurial—vola -

tile, according to

Max Factor.
Blonde beauty is

sensitive to every
emotion. Marion
Davies has it.
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What, are blondes more

successful than brunettes?

And why?

By

Marie House

Why, when only
10 out of every 100
women can lay
claim to blonde
heritage, are there
so many blondes
at the top of the
movie ladder? Per-
haps because they
look like Leila

Hyams!

Is there some spark of per-
sonality, some special per-
ception which makes blondes
especially susceptible to the
lure of the lenses? Ask Laura
La Plante—she's blonde by

choice!

Why is blonde
stock so high? It

may be that the
answer is to be
found on these
two pages. Carole
Lombard is fast
forging ahead to
real screen suc-
cess. She's a real

blonde.

Why are blondes evidently preferred by filmdom ?

Is there some secret alchemy whereby the gold of the

head is converted into the gold of fame? Some cabal-

istic abracadabra? Some spark of personality, some
special perception which makes blondes especially sus-

ceptible to the lure of the lens and microphone?
Why, when only ten out of every hundred women

in everyday life can lay claim to the heritage of the

blondes—why are there so many blondes at the top of

the ladder in the movies ? Why is blonde stock so high ?

Perhaps an expert on blondes, brunettes, red-heads
and brownettes can tell. Perhaps a master of make-up
knows the secret of the blondes' success.

Max Factor, the wizard of movie beauty, says:
"The camera is apt to be kinder to the blonde. There

is a definite harmony about the coloring of the blonde,

the way in which the hair relates to the complexion
which makes it beautiful before the lens. It is this

which makes every feature of the blonde stand out. No
one feature overshadows another. And every subtle

expression, every nuance of emotion can be portrayed

—

not better—but it can be shown more clearly for the

camera.

"Then, too, the idea of blonde beauty has always
been associated with romance. All down through his-

tory, it has been the blonde who has been worshiped
for beauty. The heroines of legend and story have been
portrayed as blondes. It is the soft pastel coloring of

the blonde which has been associated with love, with

romantic stories. Angels are thought of as blondes.

Madonnas. Perhaps it is for this reason that authors,

directors ask for blondes to create their roles.

"I believe that blondes are pliable by nature. Not
too deep. Not too thoughtful. But sympathetic. Able
to take direction, suggestions. They are mercurial.

Volatile. Their beauty is sensitive to every emotion."
There's Dietrich ; and Chatterton, Garbo,

Harding, Constance Bennett, all noted
mistresses of emotional roles. There's
Betty Compson, Dorothy Mackaill, Mary
Pickford, Loretta Young. There's—but

why go into that?

Look at the girls who have become
blonde, just for ducks, and maybe drakes,

too. Laura La Plante became famous as

a blonde, but it's no secret that those who
knew her when called her hair dark.

Would she have achieved her standing if

she hadn't gone blonde? Laura dyed her

hair dark again for "Captain of the

Guards" and Laura slipped a little!

There's Alice White who had some meas-
ure of success with her own brown hair

but scored a distinct hit when she bleached

her hair.

Perhaps this is a blonde era. Perhaps
a certain well-known book all about gen-

tlemen and blondes had something to do
with it. That's what blonde Betty Compson says.

Betty doesn't think there's any special reason why
blondes are successful. In fact she's doubtful if they

actually are. But then she's a blonde and duly modest.

She became more blonde because a certain director said

she could have a part she coveted only if her hair were
light—so good-hearted, obliging Betty bleached it. She
insists it hasn't made any difference in her roles, that

she's played the same kind of parts ever since "The
Miracle Man." But she does admit that since the ad-

vent of the panchromatic film, blondes get the break

with lighting and camera men probably prefer them.

Well, look at Bebe Daniels. Just look at her. Dash-

ing Bebe with her black, black hair, a blonde for her

newest picture—or a reddish (Continued on page 113)

Well
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JUST FINE
and

AnDI!
That's Elissa, Fox's find and run-

ner-up for Garbo Dietrich honors

By

Constance Carr

She's tall, blonde, intense, with amazing green
eyes. Her first Hollywood film was "Body and
Soul." You'll see her next in "The Yellow

Ticket."

the dotted

:e land of
ELISSA followed Bre'r Fox down

line and found herself in a strai

wonders. The Planet Hollywood !

"It's incredible!" declared Elissa, rubbing the

cigarette smoke out of her eyes. "Amazing! A differ-

ent country. An entirely different planet. Like Mars.
The Planet Hollywood !"

"Why not write a book about it," exclaimed the Mad
Fan, furiously drinking the very nice English tea. It

wasn't such a mad suggestion at that. The name of
Elissa Landi adorns the covers of at least two best

sellers in England—not to mention the book that she is

now writing in Hollywood, which will soon see the light

of print on this side of the Atlantic.

"Impossible," scoffed Elissa. "It would take at least

four volumes. One volume to explain it to the rest of
the world. They couldn't possibly begin to understand
it in less. The openings like 'City Lights' or 'Morocco.'
Premiers! Lesser premiers and just openings. The fact

that Charlie Chaplin can walk
along Hollywood Boulevard un-
noticed and be mobbed on a first

night.

"Everything is backwards
here. A truly important person,

someone who really matters in

the world, someone like H. G.

Wells, could go to a first night

or. some important Hollywood
gathering and be pushed aside

Elinor Glyn calls Elissa Landi

"the typical English girl." But

Elissa was born in Venice and

claims Austrian heritage!

while people Hocked around Mr. Whoos-
is, president of the Thingumy Film
Company. Even the secretary to Mr.
Whoosis is a far more important person-
age in Hollywood. I could imagine one
being rude to the secretary of someone
like Premier McDonald and getting away
with it. But the secretary to Mr. Whoos-
is in Hollywood is someone to cater to.

Importance here is out of relation to any-
thing anywhere else!"

You can imagine the kind of books this new Fox
star writes. Send to England for "Neilsen" or "The
Helmers" if you want to know more. You see in Elissa
Landi a girl in whom the muses unite. She writes books.
Poetry. Acts like nobody's business—except several mil-

lion European fans who can't be wrong. Plays a mean
piano—and is beautiful.

"Why not write a play for yourself to star in?" sug-
gested the Mad Fan, munching cake.

"Oh, that would be too obvious," said the English
Landi.

"Not at all. After all, how much better to have an
authoress interpret her own role—her own creation?"

"I think you would be too close to it," objected the

authoress. "Someone else could probably round out the

character and make it much better. When Ernest Hem-
ingway's 'Farewell to Arms' was produced on the stage in

New York— (that was where Fox discovered Elissa)—
I think there was far more in it

than he had written. I believe

that Laurence Stallings when he

adapted it, Reuben Mamoulian
when he directed, and I like to

flatter myself that I too—added
something to the personality that

was Catherine Barkley.

"When Catherine enters and
says 'Hello, darling'—- she put

the (Continued on page 102)



TARS

AS THEY
ARE!

Presenting a Grand

De-bunking

Gallery of

Hollywood Portraits

7

SCREENLAND is proud to present the following
portrait pages, each an exclusive picture by the noted
young English artist, Cecil Beaton. With the little

camera you see him holding in this informal photo-
graph, Mr. Beaton makes these amazing camera
studies of the Hollywood girls and boys—showing
them, we feel, as they really are, without frills or
affectations. To get the effects he wants, Mr. Beaton
sometimes climbs ladders and perches precariously
on studio scaffoldings—but he always gets his star.'
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Lil Reforms
When a wrong woman goes
good in Hollywood— that's

news ! Hereafter Miss Tashman
will play more sympathetic roles

By Sydney Valentine

IF
a man biting a dog is news, what about a wrong

woman going good—in Hollywood? Well, it's hap-

pened !

"I've reformed," admits Lilyan Tashman. Im-
agine! "No more vamping. No more home-wrecking.
I'm going to be good.
"But—not too good ! I hope I always play heroines

with a sense of humor. I couldn't bear to he a dull,

stodgy woman, whose only talent is virtue."

So Lilyan beams at the thought of reforming. But
shed a tear, little fan, for the past. Weep for the

alluring naughty girl, the dizzy vamp, the menace. Weep
for the good-hearted, wise-cracking chorus girl with

Jimmie Gleason in "Putting on the Ritz." Weep for

the smart sophisticate in "Craig's Wife,"' for the gor-

geous chorine of "The Trial of Man? Dugan," for the

"I'm going to be good on the screen
from now on—but not too good.'"

says the lovely Lilyan.

Cecil Beaton photographs Lilyan Tashman, whom he
selected as one of his "Six Most Beautiful Women
in Hollywood." And one of the most intelligent.

beautifully dressed worldling of "The Marriage Play-
ground." Weep. But don't break down.

Good. But not too good !

Not that Lilyan regrets a career of vamping and pun-
ishment, of ogling the weak and willing hero and luring

him to fun and frolic. It's made her what she is today.

One of the outstanding actresses of the screen. Known
wherever movies are known. But now that official star-

dom has been conferred upon her by Paramount, she's

leaving the celluloid primrose path behind—and no fair

looking back over shoulders, either!

But on second thought, let's look over shoulders.

Whose? Personally I nominate Lilyan's. Encased at

the moment, and very smartly encased, too—in a navy-
blue tailored frock with little buttoned jacket. (Navy
is the color for spring, cables Paris.) Busily engaged on
an excellent luncheon at The Embassy Club. It's a
celebration day for Lilyan with her brand new stardom,
just out of its tissue wrappings and sparkling—well,

very nearly like a cool million ; and how the stars rush
up to congratulate her.

A pair of personal congratulations too, Lilyan. For
here is a stardom built upon a career of villainy. That's
unique. True, others have played sirens, women with
slightly soiled pasts—but Lilyan has made a habit of

playing the villainess. Not the kind that strangles in-

fants in their cribs, that go in for mayhem and arson.

But the kind that sneaks into the home and steals the

husband with a flick of the eyelash and a wisecrack

—

the baddie, the meanie ! And how we rush home to

practice the technique in our mirror behind our door

!

She started as a vamp. And that's just where she
chose to start. Many times in the past she has had
offers to star—and refused. She made of herself, in-

stead, one of the best known bad women of the screen.

A star of vamps. A reputation as a smart woman.
Smart to know that it is a decided character like a

vamp who registers on the screen; that any audience
has a sneaking liking for the other woman, the siren.

Hasn't Greta Garbo always played sirens—practically?

Smart to know that playing such parts is really acting

—

not just a straight lead that walks through a picture.

Smart to play the first vamp with blonde hair and give

the dark-haired temptresses a run for their diamond
bracelets. Smart to built a personality that is known to

the movie world for sophistication. Smart to know that

while the interest, the emhu- {Continued on page 102)
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What part does religion

play in the lives of the

screen stars?

Will Rogers is deeply religious,

although he marches under no
specific label.

Here's a view of Hollywood—famous the world
homes — prosperous shops — and you' 11 find

By Alma

Is Hollywood a
AN ill-informed preacher referred to Hollywood
/\ as a godless town. Nothing could be further

/ % from the truth. The majority of picture people,

just like the rest of us frail humans, have felt

the necessity for spiritual solace and divine guidance.

Of course they don't prattle about it and exploit it. but

a recent painstaking survey has convinced me that there

is as much sincere religion in Hollywood as any-

where.

Some of these picture peo-

ple will admit that they are

not regular attendants at any
particular church. Some of

them have evolved spiritual

philosophies of their own,
rather than accepting any
established creed, but it is

rare to find one of them who
is wholly indifferent to the

importance of religion in life.

The Roman Catholic
Church can boast many de-

vout members. Ramon No-

varro has always been an ardent Catholic, as are his

entire family. His sister is a nun, and another sister

may take the veil. A brother is preparing for the

priesthood. Ramon himself is said to have expressed
a desire to retire sometime from the world and enter a
monastery.

Marion Davies is a Catholic and finds time for her

religious duties, in spite of the endless calls upon her.

Eddie Quillan and his entire

family are devout Catholics,

and would not even consider

opening their Christmas pres-

ents before attending church
on that sacred morning.
Tom, Matt and Owen Moore,
Sally O'Neil, Gilbert Roland.
Anita Page, ZaSu Pitts, all

proudly claim this religion.

Colleen Moore has found

Norma Shearer and her hus-
band, Irving Thalberg, are

steadfast church-goers.

Maurice Chevalier, the French
playboy of stage and screen, is

devout.

Mary Pickford has a deep
strain of the spiritual in her

make-up.

Ramon Novarro is one of the
most devout members of the

movie colony.
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Fairchild Aerial Surveys, /tie

over as the Screen City. Busy studios—beautiful
churches here, too! Read this fine article.

Whitaker

The first article we have

ever published on this

big subject!

Conrad Nagel was an usher in
his church for years, and is still

a regular attendant.

Godless Town?
infinite solace in this church in spite of the fact that it

disapproves of divorce. Norman Kerry comes from a

long line of Catholics and was educated at a Jesuit

school. He never travels without a shabby little testa-

ment and a medal of the Holy Virgin. A crucifix and
rosary hang by his bed.

Bebe Daniels was baptized a Catholic but married

out of her church when she took Ben Lyon, who is

Jewish, for spouse. Mae
"Murray, on the other hand,

became an ardent Catholic

when she married Prince

David Mdvani. She also has

evolved a philosophy of her

own, in which "serenity"' is

the keynote. She believes

ardently in an after life.

Although Gaston Glass

and Lyota Karlin were mar-

Doug Jr. and Joan Crawford
credit their religion with
making their successpossible.

ried at the home of James Cruze, they went directly

from there to a Catholic priest to have, the union sancti-

fied in their faith, by which they took each other "for-
ever and ever.

-

' Those four remarkable youngsters.

Jean Fenwick, Marian Marsh, Eddie and George Mor-
gan, sisters and brothers, are devoted Catholics and
church attendants. Marian, you know, is John Barry-
more's new leading lady in "Svengali." Maureen O'Sul-

livan, Maurice Chevalier,

Claudette Colbert are all

earnest Catholics.

The Catholic Motion Pic-

ture Guild, founded for char-

itable and spiritual purposes
in Hollywood, claims many
devout members. May Mc-
Avoy, Thomas Meighan,
George O'Brien, Neil Ham-
ilton, James Gleason, Skeets
Gallagher, Rod La Roque.
Yilma Banky, Nancy Carroll,

Antonio Moreno, Jackie Coo-
gan, (Con't. on page 115)

Dick Barthelmess says: "I just
try to practice simple Chris-

tianity."

Bebe Daniels married out of
her church when she was wed

to Ben Lyon.

Charles Farrell is one of only
two Quakers among screen

stars.
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Miss Dressier hopes that you have enjoyed read-
ing her own story as much as she enjoyed writing
it for you! Beginning in the March 1931 issue of
SCREENLAND, Marie's story continued in the
April and May numbers, and now concludes
with this latest chapter in her fascinating career.

Below, the most beloved star in Hollywood
rests by her own fireside after a hard day's work
at the studio. Her new film is all about a lady

politician—it's her funniest

.

Marie

Dressier 's

wn 5tory

IN
order to live, then, I

am up every morning at

six-thirty A. M., and
while this will be a jolt

to those who think of movie
stars as dozing until after-

noon in thousand dollar neg-

ligees on leopard skin rugs,

my hours are no better than,

if as good, those of clock

punchers anywhere. Mamie
brings me tea and toast—not
champagne, as you would like

to believe—and I am off to

the lot before nine.

In the old days, boys used to talk about "the lot" as

the place where they chopped or sawed wood and they
never loved it much, except afterward—when they be-

came presidential timber ! The same can be said of
Culver City. Our lot is a work-place. Indeed, the
folks who haven't been to Hollywood and think of it

as the Devil's Hop Yard would discover that it's not
unlike Fall River or any other mill town. You'll hate me

Concluding "The Girl Stood
on the Burning Deck," the

real-life story of our greatest

trouper

Marte

for saying this because you
want to believe what you
want to believe and I have

no business to destroy the

illusion of the talkies, but the

truth can be so irritating that

it's fun to use it once in a

great, great while

!

Yes. when a pretty girl is

seen smiling into the face of

her lover on the screen, the

audiences drinking in her

avid glances have no idea that

she has been through so much
that she could bite nails. She

doesn't bite the hero for fear she might get ptomaine,

for the hero, too, is in a poisonous temper. Even a

milkman couldn't get romantic so early in the morning

!

When a picture finally flickers off to orchestral ac-

companiment of Hearts and Flozvcrs in the splendid

setting of our palatial movie houses, it all seems spon-

taneous, but there has been plenty of combustion before.

Believe me, the glare of the klieg lights is ruinous to the

By

Dressier
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Marie Dressier, screen sensation at
sixty, at home in Beverly Hills.

Right, Marie, at her desk, catches
up on some of that heavy fan mail.

Below, Miss Dressier in an early
movie with Mabel Normand

.

eyes and to the disposition. Xo
other trying details are needed, but

there are always plenty of them.

Before one gets round-shouldered
carrying around bank-books, there

is much to be suffered and learned.

To begin with, it is necessary to

memorize the scene which is to be

played. Expertly written material

is so cued that it is fairly easy to

get, but sometimes there are jaw-
breaking combinations and word ar-

rangements which are very trying

to an experienced actor just as a

singer must have a proper arrangement of vowels in

order to get the best tones. Well, whether the stuff is

good or bad or whether we like it or not, we recite it to

ourselves and everybody who will listen, until we are

perfect in our own estimation. Then we start to re-

hearse and everything goes like a train on rails. We
are on our tip-toes. We know this is going to be the

best picture yet. We are

extremely careful be-

cause although words can

sometimes be slurred and
slips covered on the

stage, the talkies have a

way of exaggerating any
fault. As a result the

work of a movie actress

must be much more pol-

ished and finished than

that of any performer
on the legitimate stage.

Few realize this and it

will be news even to

many actors.

When we are ready
and "just rarin' to go,"

the director says, "Now
we'll take it." We feel

at our best, our cos-

tumes are fresh, our
make-up right on the

spotted line, our voices

clear, our bodies as glow-
ing as morning tubs can
make them. Men are

hurrying about us, big

electric light wires are
trailing here and there.

The air is pervaded with

so much anticipation that you could

put gravy on it and eat it.

First, the camera is focused. For
this procedure the principals either

stand within range or have some-
body stand for them. I usually do
all my own standing. Before the

picture is over I will have to stand
for a good deal worse. Well, after

I begin to feel slightly less peppy,
the announcement comes, "Camera.
(J. K." Whereupon, we all brighten
and look like the prize Sunday
School class. "That's over," we

think. But that's not the half of it— oh, no

!

Next come the lights. It is necessary to stand again
while the lights are tried out, for it is absolutely essen-
tial that they cast no shadows in the wrong places. It

takes from three-quarters of an hour to an hour and a
half to get the lights behaving as they should. If the

movie characters are supposed to be young and beautiful,

the light men have a

more difficult time, and
the harder and longer
this process is. Gosh,
I ought to be popular
with the light boys ! It

may interest you to

know that there is al-

ways a good or bad side

to one's face or fig-

ure. It is, consequently,

necessary to find out

and exploit this selling

side.

I know you are al-

ready surprised because

you can't believe that

we don't go gaily about
allowing the cameras to

catch as catch can. As
Al Jolson says, "You
ain't heard nothin'."

When the lights are

pronouncedsatisfactory,

the lines are next said

for the sound. It is

important to know how
the voice is registering.

The intricate mechan-
ism of the sound ma-
(Con't. on page 117)

In the old Sennett days Marie Dressier was a
riot as a slapstick performer. Today she is

acclaimed for her portrayals which combine
pathos and comedy with inimitable artistry.
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Her Best

Friend

Won't Tell Her!

Evelyn Brent won't know that her chum

wrote this story for us until she reads it

here! Evelyn is the hardest girl in Holly-

wood to interview; that's why we went to

her best friend for this frank, penetrating

personality impression

IT
WAS noon. The usual and the not so usual theat-

rical and motion picture groups crowded the Al-

gonquin lobby. A hubbub of voices and clouds of

cigarette smoke completed the familiar scene. Glanc-

ing around, I espied two well known faces surrounded

by a gay, grapevine fortress of friends. They were

John and Josephine Robertson, just returned from Spain

and England where John had directed "Spanish Jade."

Conversation tumbled merrily from personalities to

picture making on Spanish soil to personalities. Very
much present amongst the latter was one whom the

Robertsons vivaciously referred to as Betty.

"Who is this Betty?" There were limits to curiosity.

"Betty?" John's eyes widened. "Betty Brent?"'

"Betty played the lead in John's picture," Jo rescued.

"Never heard of her," with the rude indifference of

one who has trouble enough keeping abreast of the

home-bodies.
"You will," John prophesied, and Jo nodded agree-

ment. "She's just signed to appear opposite Douglas
Fairbanks in his next picture. There she is now."
The elevator door had opened and two girls, attired

in unpretentious tennis clothes, holding uncovered rack-

ets, stepped into the lobby.

"Betty," Jo called.

The darker of the two girls stopped. Her rather

pointed chin—a stubborn chin, I categoried it—raised

arrogantly. The eyes were cool, indifferent, searching,

yet I vividly recall that despite her apparent arrogance
she seemed slightly confused both at the greeting and
being halted in the crowded lobby. Signaling out the

Robertsons, the set expression of her face relaxed and
she hastened over, her eyes softening and smiling.

"This is Betty Brent." Jo turned to me.
Miss Brent nodded and glanced at me cursorily. A

few more words with the Robertsons, her acceptance of

their week-end invitation to visit them in Great Neck,
and she joined her companion by the desk.

"She's a grand girl," Jo beamed.
I had my doubts. I considered her casualness axd

abruptness entirely uncalled for. I could neither under-
stand their superlatives nor their enthusiasm and imme-
diately forgot Betty Brent in the rush of events of the
next six months.

She has been characterized as "high hat." But she
isn't. Evelyn Brent is one of the most strongly in-
dividualistic stars in pictures. You'll like this honest

appraisal of her by her best friend.

At the end of that period, I came West and became
affiliated with the Fox Studios. Strolling on a stage

one day, I espied a girl in oriental garb doing an emo-
tional scene before the camera.

"Isn't that Evelyn Brent?" I asked the assistant di-

rector.

"Yeah."
I watched with more interest. There was nice re-

straint and sincerity in her work.
"Okay," called the director.

She walked to her chair, her face setting in the same
aloof mould that had irritated me that first meeting.

"Flelen." Her voice clipped the word. "Cigarette,

please."

The maid struck a match. Miss Brent inhaled the

smoke in thorough relish. Her eyes encountered mine,

the same cool, indifferent brown eyes that I remembered.
A puzzled expression flitted into them. I remained
where I was.

She smiled, a warm, infectious smile. She smiles

rarely. When she does, it is neither rusty nor affected.

It induced me to go over.

"Hello !"

She extended her hand. I liked the way she shook
hands—firmly. "I met you with the Robertsons," she
time-lapsed. "What are you doing out here?"
"What are you still doing here?" I retaliated. "I

heard you were going to do just the one picture with
Fairbanks and return to London."
"My plans have changed. I didn't do that picture

and I'm still here."

I asked no more questions. Her tone was not a "mind
your own business" one, but it discouraged queries. She
is a difficult subject to interview for this reason, but an
interviewer skilled in cloaking questions in conversa-
tional anecdotes can stimulate response from Betty
Brent and get an excellent (Continued on page 121)
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WOMEN LESS
WE'VE heard so much of

gay Lotharios, of men
who love 'em and leave

'em, that it's a shock to

read the statement of Sir Ellis Hume
Williams, eminent London divorce

court lawyer, to the effect that his

long experience has convinced him
that women are less faithful than

men.
Can it be true ?

Hollywood stars, consulted, agree

and disagree.

Among the heads nodding "Yes !"

to this vital question are those of

Lupe Velez and Genevieve Tobin,

two of the loveliest of the younger
players.

"I think women are less faithful

than men,'' declares Lupe, her black

eyes snapping, "but that is because

men make them so.

"A man comes along, young, good-
looking, very attractive—see? He
sees a girl. She looks swell—see?

He thinks, 'Oh my golly, what a fine

girl that is !' So he starts in and he

gives her a swell time, lots of pres-

ents and flowers ; he takes her places,

sticks around underfoot all the time

until she is just gone crazy over him.

"And then what happens?
"Why, another girl comes along, a

little bit maybe prettier than the first

one—or anyway different—and the

Always the gentleman! Dick
Arlen says men hold the
record for being unfaithful.

Irene Dunne says that faith
is based on confidence—the
first breach destroys faith.

What do you think?

Read the screen stars'

views on this much
discussed question

and see if you agree

man thinks, 'Oh my golly, what a

fine girl that is !' And the man for-

gets about the first girl and runs af-

ter the second.

"Then the first girl, what does she

do, poor thing? She is jealous, I tell

you ! She can hardly stand it, how
she is jealous ! So she must do
something. And what does she do,

she is not faithful any more. She
try to pay back all men for what this

one man do to her.

"Sometimes such a girl marries
and has little children because she

hopes she can get happiness from be-

ing a mother, but even then she is

not faithful, for she is not in love."

"Statistics probably show that wo-
men are more faithful than men, but

I personally doubt it," says Gene-
vieve Tobin, thoughtfully. "Out-
wardly, women may live more seem-
ingly faithful lives than men, but
in their hearts most women are fickle.

"If this were not true, more wo-

The charming Genevieve Tobin
says that in their hearts most

women are fickle.

John Barrymore believes
women are the dominant sex;
men are easily molded.

"Women are less faithful than
men," says Lupe Velez, "but only
because men make them so."
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FAITHFUL THAN MEN?
By

Ruth

Tildesley

men would exert themselves to be

entertaining to their husbands. They
would keep themselves looking smart

instead of dragging about the house

in soiled kimonos. They'd try to be

alluring instead of constantly nag-

ging their men. This can't be just

thoughtlessness on their parts. It is

a natural deduction that when a wo-
man ceases to bother about attracting

her husband, subconsciously at least,

her heart and mind have become di-

verted into other channels."

Conrad Nagel agrees with Lupe
that a woman may become faithless

if she has been badly hurt.

"But honesty of purpose is second

nature to women," he insists. "A
situation may arise that is tempo-
rarily tempting to her, but at its root

you will find she has been terribly

hurt. I don't believe a good woman
is ever faithless to a man to whom
she is bound by ties of home, religion

or children."

John Barrymore smiles and neither

According to Kay Francis, women
are unfaithful in mind only; they

like to flirt with danger.

Ralf Harolde maintains that
if women are faithless it is

all the fault of the men!

EsteHe Taylor is a feminist.
"Women are not faithless!"
declares Mrs. Jack Dempsey.

Ramon Novarro avers there
is no constancy today com-

pared with olden times.

assents nor dissents, but looks wise.

'"Charles Dickens created the wo-
men in his books on a pattern that he
wished existed. They were sweet
and submissive and loyal and impos-
sibly, sickeningly virtuous. Nancy
Sykes was faithful to the horrible

Bill until death.

"As a matter of fact, women are

the dominant sex. Men are what-
ever women want them to be."

The most vehement of the denials

are led by Estelle Taylor and the

Gleasons.

"For a very practical reason, wo-
men are not faithless," cries Estelle.

"Women have behind them the tra-

dition of centuries in which fidelitv

has been held up as essentially wo-
men's virtue. All their lives they
have heard women who slip con-
demned.
"With men, it is exactly the op-

posite. As a boy it is impressed on
him, perhaps unconsciously, that he
is a potential Don Juan. He must
conquer every woman he can for he
is more of a man if he does so. Men
who are upright are called molly-
coddles by this strange twisted point

of view.

"Another reason : Even with the

changed status of women they sim-
ply haven't the opportunity to be un-
faithful that is accorded to men. A

(Continued on page 125)

Irene Rich says that women love
to play with fire but will turn and

run as fast as they can.
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Reviews th e

Six Best Films of the Month:

THE FINGER POINTS THE FRONT PAGE

A TAILOR-MADE MAN STRANGERS MAY KISS

TABU A CONNECTICUT YANKEE

Turn to page 110 for casts of current films

Richard Barthelmess is excellent in a stirring story
of gangland, "The Finger Points."

Dorothy Jordan is an appealing heroine in "A Tailor-
Made Man," opposite Bill Haines.

The Finger Points

First National

IF YOU are up on your crime news you've read the sen-
sational newspaper story of the shooting of a certain
reporter who played the game two ways. Here's that

reporter in film fiction—played by Richard Barthelmess, of
all people. I like Barthelmess. He isn't afraid of what "his
public" will think if he plays a wise guy. He prefers the
hazards of an interestingly tricky part like this to the tame
safety of sure-fire romantic "heroes." You see him as a
reporter covering the activities of the racketeers; then ally-
ing himself with the bad boys and enjoying the spoils

—

until the tragic end. An exciting picture. Dick is splendid.
Fay Wray and Regis Toomey are excellent support.

A Tailor-Made Man
Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer

THE William Haines addicts will be cheering. Here's
the best picture their idol has made in a long, long
time. I think that Bill was one of the screen stars

hardest hit by the microphone. His is the gift of pantomime,
and the demands of dialogue robbed him of some of his
spontaneous charm. But he is gradually absorbing the new
technique, and in this picture he proves he can still be
counted among the sure-fire comedians. The story is the
old stage success, and it is hokum all the way. However,
Haines gains some guffaws as the brash pants-presser who
masquerades in another man's evening clothes and crashes
the gate to fame and fortune. Joseph Cawthorn and
the lovely little Dorothy Jordan help a lot.

Tabu
Paramount

'Tab u. filmed in the South Seas, is a charming pic-
ture with an all-native cast.

FOR sheer photographic beauty, "Tabu" is the film of

the month—incomparably lovely. You'll come away
from the theatre moaning those South Sea blues. The

tale is simple and romantic, enacted by an all-native cast.

A brave pearl diver is in love with a charming maiden
chosen by the native tribal chief as a sacred goddess—which
makes the girl tabu to the ordinary mortal. The direction

by the late F. W. Murnau is remarkably effective. If the

picture seems to drag it may be due to the fact that it is a

silent film—although it has a nice musical score by Hugo
Riesenfeld. You will like the sweet little native girl and the

stalwart lad who play the leads—they are natural and ap-

pealing, with no kleig-and-camera inhibitions.
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SCREENLAND'S
Critic Selects the

Most Important
Screenplays of

the Month

Ten Best Portrayals of the Month:

Adolphe Menjou in "The Front Page"
Pat O'Brien in "The Front Page"

Norma Shearer in "Strangers May Kiss"
Neil Hamilton in "Strangers May Kiss"

Robert Montgomery in "Strangers May Kiss'
Richard Barthelmess in "The Finger Points"

Will Rogers in "A Connecticut Yankee"
William Farnum in "A Connecticut Yankee"
Joseph Cawthorn in "A Tailor-Made Man"

Paul Lukas in "Unfaithful"

The Front Page

United Artists

THE greatest newspaper play of them all is now a screen
smash. It's hot, stirring entertainment. Milestone, who
directed "All Quiet on the Western Front," did a grand

job here, too. It's all about a star reporter whose plans to

marry the girl and settle down and get out of the news-
paper game for good are rudely interrupted—and there's the
drama, and the punch, and the comedy. Pungent dialogue;

raw-meat melodrama; romance, and ruthless characteriza-
tion. Menjou—our suave Adolphe—plays a hard-boiled
managing editor and gives the best male performance of the
month. What an actor he turned out to be! Pat O'Brien
from the stage is very good as the reporter. Please don't

miss this. Mary Brian and Mae Clarke are the femmes. Don't miss "The Front Page," with Adolphe Menjou
and others giving great performances.

Strangers May Kiss

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

E^TLE Snow White is dead. And Norma Shearer
killed her! Norma has been on her trail for a long
time; "The Divorcee" hastened her demise; and now

"Strangers May Kiss" finishes her off, and a good job, too.

Never again will the movies dare to tell with a straight face
the tale of the poor little, pure little heroine. Miss Shearer's
ultra-modern pictures have done a lot to advance the cause
of adult screen entertainment. Her new film is a rich, racy,

and entirely unbelievable show, about a "modern girl" who
wants to be free and won't marry her foreign correspondent
until he asks her to. It's all very opulent. Norma is ex-
citing. Neil Hamilton and Robert Montgomery are very,

very neat. A smart, beautifully mounted show.
'Strangers May Kiss" stars Norma Shearer, with Neil

Hamilton as her leading man.

A Connecticut Yankee gfe

Fox ^
THE most spectacular picture of the month, and a

gorgeous show, Fox's new version of Mark Twain's
comedy classic. And what a chance for Will Rogers

as the twentieth-century Yankee transplanted 1500 years
back into King Arthur's time! You'll find it fresh, novel,
and different after our orgy of gangland films. It was a
smart thing to do, making this picture at this time. Rogers
as Sir Boss and William Farnum as the King engage in the
adventure to rescue the fair princess and when they get into
difficulties and their trusty henchmen ride to their rescue in
Austins, you'll get your big laugh of the month. Maureen
O'Sullivan and Frank Albertson furnish Grade A juvenile
appeal. Farnum is excellent as the King.

Will Rogers, with Frank Albertson in "A Connecticut
Yankee"—a spectacular show.
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Mary Brian is one of the screen stars who
guards her loveliness at all times. The
Brian beauty is absolutely sun-proof!

Keeping Cool

and Lovely

By

Anne Van Alstyne

I DON'T suppose there* is much argument about

summer being the loveliest time of the year. Sum-
mer, for most of us, means more leisure, half holi-

days out in the sunshine, two weeks, at least, on
vacation, charming week-ends in the country with

friends, hikes through the woods. Summer is charming
—but—summer makes its demands.

For there is no time when a girl's beauty is so impor-
tant. The very informality of our summer attire de-

mands that our skins be their finest, our hair most
glowing, our eyes bright and our figures, oh goodness
help us, quite perfect. In winter and autumn and spring

we can, to a great extent, mask our defects. We are

indoors more. We are under artificial light. But sum-
mer we are out in the open, in more ways than one. You
can't hide overweight in a bathing suit. You can't con-
ceal blackheads when you are going hatless beneath the

afternoon sun.

Thus summer time must be beauty culture time ; and

Loretta Young knows that twenty-one is not too

young to begin to observe the rules of lasting beauty.
She believes in beauty culture!

whisper it. summer isn't nearly so kind to our beauty

as many of us have believed it to be. Too much sun-

shine is very coarsening to the skin. Sunburn is an evil

we should absolutely avoid. We must watch that our

scalps do not get too dry and we must protect our eyes

from too much glare, so' that we do not begin frowning"

and squinting, thus giving ourselves wrinkles. And
above all things, we must look clean and dainty at all

times

!

That isn't easy, of course, but it is less difficult than

you probably think. The best method to follow, I be-

lieve, is to lay out a summer beauty schedule for one's

self and to follow it just as faithfully as possible.

Let's start with figures, first. If your figure isn't

perfect, do start before summer comes to remedy its

defects. If you are overweight please put yourself on
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When a girl looks sweet and spotless on a hot after-
noon she gets the constant compliment: "How cool
you look!" And Dorothy Jordan does, doesn't she?

a diet and a regular routine of exercising. If you are
underweight, do the same thing—with a difference in the
diet and the exercises, of course. I will be glad to advise
any of you on diets and exercises if you will write me
personally, but right here I'll give a few superficial rules

that work in the majority of cases.

For girls overweight. Cut your diet down to not more
than 1200 calories a day. Eliminate sweets, fats such as
butter and cream, and all "second helpings." Eat a bal-
anced diet at all times. It is just silly to try to live on
orange juice exclusively, or lamb chops and pineapple or
any of the other faddist diets. The main thing is to eat
less food than you have been eating, to avoid the obvious
fattening things, to consume enough roughage in your
diet—fresh fruits, vegetables, bran, etc., to have proper
elimination, and to drink lots of water.

June MacCloy has the delicate blonde
charm that is at its best in the fluffs and

frills of spring and summer fashions.

Here is a beauty schedule to help

you look your best in the charming

—and exacting—Summer months

SUMMER DAINTINESS
Anne Van Alstyne knows all the beauty rules no
matter what the season of the year. But she will

be particularly glad to help you solve your beauty

problems for the exacting summer months. Write
to Anne Van Alstyne, SCREENLAND, 45 West
45th Street, New York City, enclosing a self-

addressed, stamped envelope for personal reply.

All reducing exercises should be vigorous and regular.

Swimming, bicycling, rowing, hiking are all excellent.

All exercises that tend to keep the body supple—that is,

bending, squatting and such, are very fine, too.

For girls underweight. Eat more than average. Eat,
in fact, more than you want. Drink at least one quart
of milk and a half pint of cream daily. Get lots of
sleep—nine hours at night and a nap during the dav, if

possible. Exercise regularly but gently. Exercises that

tend to relax you are best—as most underweight is

caused by nervous disturbances.

So much for figures. Now for skins.

The great thing about skin care in the summer is

bathing often enough. It's always a very important fac-

tor, but in summer it becomes paramount. And right

here seems the best place for me to write you about how
proper cleanliness creates beauty.

The days of the "Saturday night bath" are gone
forever—except where the (Continued on page 104)
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William Haines is the
life of every party he
goes to. Hollywood
waits for Billy's wise-

cracks!

ICTURE PARTIES
Step out with the screen stars

By

Grace Ki n gs I ey

T
them,

flyers

HESE lady aviatrixes come sometimes one at

a pop, sometimes two at a pop, these days,''

remarked Patsy, the Party Hound. "And now
Betty Compson is giving a tea for two of

And they're not just flyers, either, but record
They are Edna May Cooper and Bobbie Trout,

who hold the record for sitting up in the sky longer than
any other ladies have ever done before. That sounds as

if they might have had their knitting with them, but they

say they didn't. It took them all their time to run the

machine and do their housekeeping, they say."

"Housekeeping?" I inquired.

"Why, yes. They had to roll their blanket shipshape

and sweep out crumbs, and pack things away."
We were on our way then to Betty Compson's new

home. At least it is her old home on Hollywood Boule-
vard where she lived before she married James Cruze,

but she has had it beautifully renovated. It was ex-

quisitely furnished in styles of Louis XV. and XVI.,
with predominating colors gold and blue, and was a

fitting background that day for the lovely Betty, who
wore a long brown accordion-pleated Greek gown, of

a style called "The Greeks Have a Word For it"—you
know how they name gowns

!

"And this American girl had a name for it, too, when
she got the bill !" laughed Betty as we complimented her

on its beauty.

Edna May was wearing a fancy aviator's suit, like one
for a comic opera, especially designed for her to wear on
the stage, and which had been planned for her by
Howard Greer, noted Hollywood designer of women's
clothes.

"Of course, I couldn't really fly a mile in it," smiled

Edna May.
Bobbie Trout had decided to park her aviation cos-

tume, and to come looking just feminine and helpless

like the rest of us.

Both girls are very charming, and had thrilling tales

to tell of their endurance flight over Glendale and
Southern California.

We learned then that sitting on the air isn't at all like

sitting on the front piazza. The first day the girls hit

a down-draft, broke contact with the fueling plane, and
Edna May dislocated her finger. She got gasoline all

over her face and arms and in both eyes, and her eyes
burned and wept for two hours afterward.

"Next day," Edna May told us, "when I was receiv-

ing oil before the container was unhooked, contact again
was broken, and I was afraid to let go for fear the

heavy bag would demolish the wing. But I held on
until there was danger of my falling out of the plane.

When I did let go, I fell into the refueling department
and injured my back."

Of course, sleep was a difficult proposition, because
in their airplane they had to double up to get into their

tiny bunk.

"The worst accident of {Continued on page 98)

A gay group at a Spanish picture party: Dolores Del
Rio, Raquel Torres, Maria de Guevara, Renee Torres,

Jose Crespo, and Don Alvarado.
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Mr . S e n -

nett's most
brilliant
pupil:
Charles
Spencer
Chaplin.

Gloria
Swanson
used to ca-
vort in the
Sennett
slapsticks.
Mack was
the first of
the "Swan-
son discov-

erers."

Maestro Sennett, whose screen
clowns still make the world laugh

when he pulls the strings.

Andy
Clyde,
chief funny
fellow of
the new
Mack Sen-
nett come-
dies. His
voice is as
funny as his

face.

Sennett
cutie, 1931
style, talks
and every-
thing: Miss
Marjorie

Beebe.

ENNETT: CHAPTER II

IN
the dear old days following

1913, all that was necessary

to get a laugh out of the

public was to slap a slab of

pre-war custard pie on the tip-

tilted nose of Gloria Swanson or

to have Charlie Chaplin lose his

pants on a public thoroughfare.

"But no more," says Mack
Sennett. "When talkies came in

the studio door, slap-stick comedy
flew out of the window."

"There's nobody better qualified to give us the low-
down on the Ha-Ha business than Mr. Sennett. For
in 1913, with no understanding of the speaking stage

and absolutely ignorant of all dramatic tradition, this

Irishman was the first man to make the moving picture

sit up and perform funny stunts. He introduced a new
art form into the world, besides giving it such outstanding
comedy personalities as Charlie Chaplin, Mabel Normand,
Louise Fazenda, Ben Turpin, Wallace Beery, Harry
Langdon, Marie Prevost, Phyllis Haver, Chester Conklin
and Polly Moran—to say nothing of the elegant Miss
Swanson.

It was nearly twenty years ago that this big, blunt

Irishman, handsome in his big, blunt way, gave up
hammering rivets into boilers in East Berlin, Connecticut,

to go down to New York and try to become a singer. But
being a business man first and a hopeful singer second,

when he found he would have to study seven or eight

years in order to earn seventy-five dollars a week, he
gave up his concert stage aspirations and went down on
Fourteenth Street where even to this day bargains are

to be had. Down on Fourteenth Street to the Biograph
Studio where a couple of crazy men were making little

pictures that moved, and were paying lucky people three

dollars a day plus a substantial lunch of liverwurst, pickles,

brown bread and coffee, just to stand around in front of

The Old Massa of
Comedy reveals his new
laugh formula for 1931

By

Rosa Keilly

something that looked like a glori-

fied magic lantern, and take or-

ders.

It was all a big joke to Mack

—

he had always had a way of laugh-

ing at serious things like trouble

and work. He thought everybody
on the lot was too solemn. What
the world needed was a good
laugh. Burlesque was the thing,

he decided. Burlesque movies to

make men forget taxes and wo-
men forget teething babies. And right there was born

the idea which laid the comedy foundation of all moving
pictures.

With a man named Fred Mace, Sennett got a little

money together and started for California. There he

had to write, direct, act, build the sets, answer all business

letters, cut the films, title them, and ship them away to

New York- Then all he had to do was to sit down on a

dry-goods box with his heart in his mouth and wait

for the verdict.

The verdict on his first two was
—

"awful!" Mack's
money was gone. It looked as if he would have to go
back to pounding rivets again. But before deciding any-

thing, he took his camera and started for w-hat was then

down-town Los Angeles. Suddenly he saw a Shriner's

parade of ten thousand men coming up the street. Work-
ing out a story as he went along, Mack shot a lot of

sequences, inserted some swell comedy scenes with Mabel
Normand, and shipped it all off to the office back in

New York.

The verdict was "wonderful" !

Able now to get the financial backing he needed, and

encouraged by his mother, a witty widow from the south

of Ireland, Mack Sennett started out and used every form
of humanity as ingredients for his laugh machine: babies,

bathing beauties, cats, dogs, {Continued on page 126)
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COMPSON
Close-Up
About Betty, the beautiful perennial of pictures

By Mary Howard

HOW'S the view from the peaks of success

—

sitting on top of the world? Don't you wish
you knew? Have you ever met a real, live,

honest to goodness success? Wouldn't you
like to know about the home life of a success? What
a success thinks of success? You would?
Then meet Betty Compson. Twice she's climbed to

the rarefied atmosphere where stars twinkle on top of

the movie world.

Yoo hoo, Betty ! How's the climate up there—on

top of the world? How does it look from the peaks

and the pinnacles?

Well, the view's grand ! And even looking back on
the rugged road, full of hard rocks, hard work, ups
and downs, getting to the top once and sliding back,

getting up again—Betty says she wouldn't change a

thing! If she had her career to go over again, she

wouldn't have a thing different. Not a bump. Not
a view. Except, perhaps, she might have liked to stop

long enough to pluck a college degree from the tree

of knowledge

!

"Success," muses Betty, "means happiness. It means
accomplishing the things you set out to do. It's having
the material advantages to do the things you always
wanted to do." It means acting to Betty, because acting

is "fun." It means time out to read. Betty is an avid

reader. She's always intending to take up the violin

again. It means travel. Living comfortably—doing
things for people.

"Everyone wants to be a success," adds Betty. "But
almost everyone is a success at something if they only
knew it ! A successful mother—housewife—bookkeeper.

"Success is happiness. And happiness is not taking
things too seriously. If you do a bad picture today,

you'll do a good one tomorrow. If you lose some part

Betty today—one of Hol-
1 y w o o d ' s
most expert
actresses,
and one of
the few film
veterans to
hold her high
place from
the silent era
to the pres-
ent golden
age of sound
pictures.

This scene from an early two reel
comedy shows Betty Compson
in her Christie days, before she
was jumped to fame in "The
Miracle Man." The embarrassed
gentleman resisting Betty's coy
advances is Lee Moran—do you

remember him?

you particularly wanted, there'll be another one just

as good later. Even my marriage to Jim Cruze—we
parted when we were still good friends—that's a great

deal
!"

Betty can't honestly think of a thing she'd have dif-

ferent. Unless—she could have had her start in the

movies while still young and yet somehow have managed
to finish her formal education. She left high school in

her junior year.

If given her choice she would never have lived a
purely domestic life. Well, didn't she once? And
didn't the kleig lights lure and the microphone call?

Perhaps if she had been left a bank full of money when
she came of age, she might have gone to Europe and
studied the violin—married, lived a social life. She
doubts if she would have tried a screen career. For
necessity is the mother of ambition. But probably she

would not have been as contented. For Betty is happy.

"I'd rather do this than work," she says, toiling before

the camera. "It's fun to me." (Continued on page 127)



Will Walling, Jr.. First National

The Most Beautiful Still of the Month

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Rose Hobart m -'Chances"



MENJOU! If you saw him in "The Front Page"

you will not be suprised to hear that he is to be

starred — again. In silent days Adolphe played only

one role — the movie man of the world. Today he is

a brilliant actor of unlimited versatility.



SHE'S all you mean when you say "Blonde!" Jean

Harlow is recognized now as one of Hollywood's

most decorative young women. She has not yet

repeated her rather startling performance of "Hell's

Angels '- hut watch her, she will!



Hurrell

JUST another leading man for a while, Neil Hamilton

has come into his own in Norma Shearer's "Strangers

May Kiss," now that the standards of the modern

screen permit a hero to he human. Neil, like Men|ou.

is no longer a "type"— he's an actor





Bredell



Preston Duncan

BEAUTIFUL Billie Dove is coming back, and it's

about time. We've missed her. She didn't like

those last talkies she made, but now she has found

a story called "The Age for Love" and will give

us a picture worthy of her talents.

JACK OAKIE, just before he begins work in a

brand new picture, practices the Oakie grin before

recording it once more for the customers. Jack's new

film will be a novelty
—"Dude Ranch," with June

"Dimples" Collyer opposite.



SPilmy Fashions !

IOOK to your stars

J for fashion tips

!

The Hollywood Girls

know what is being

worn long before the

rest of the world, for

most of the new clothes

are designed expressly

for them.

Loretta Young, below, is

wearing a spring supper frock
of beige net and lace over
flesh satin, with a bunch of
hand-made flowers at the
point of the ruffled shawl col-
lar. The perfect dress for the
girl just stepping out of her

' teens!

A new note from Paris —
thejeweledcomb to match
the shoulder straps of the
evening gown Loretta
Young has chosen this

comb to harmonize with
her silver blue gown.

Dorothy MackailV s spring
chiffon is carried out in

printed marquisette in tones
of green, yellow, and gray,
the underbodice marked b\

velvet ribbon ending in a flat

bow at the cowl neck Love
ly, isn't it? And isn't she*

The smartest hat
we have seen so
far this season—
Laura La Plante's
natural straw Ba
kou trimmed in
brown grosgrain

.

And, of course,
the La Plante
smile helps, too'



ClNEN and XACE!

Above, Carmel Myers il-

lustrating an important
fashion point: matching
touches on frock and hat.
The wing ruffle at the
yoke of her frock is new.
Her pert bicorne has an

animated cockade.

Laura La Plante, left, is

shown in her new sports suit
of natural kasha-colored silk

with its pleated skirt and
/aunty finger-tip jacket. The
scarf is smartly checked in

brown, orange, and green.
Cool—da in ty

'

Dorothy Mackaill
shows us her pro-
file hat. It's of
shirred velvet
and horsehair,
trimmed by two
gardenias. One of
those hats not
eve ry girl ca n
wear successfully

.

All Photographs hy
Elmer Fryer

YOU'LL like these

spring and summer

fashions, for they are

the smart, simple things

essential to every wo-

man's wardrohe. Study

them and choose your

own frocks and hats

accordingly'

An exquisite white chiffon
evening frock, worn by Lor -

etta Young, below, has a
bolero effect edged in real
black Chantilly lace that also
forms the all-over pattern in

the new spring manner of
black and white.



DOROTHY LEE may be looking up at her own

name in electric lights by the time you read this.

She is slated for stardom, this pert, pretty child who

has been the charming feminine foil for Bert Wheeler

md Bobbv Woolsey.



Preston Duncan

HE IS Edmund Lowe here. But when you see him

with Victor McLaglen in "Women of" All

Nations" you'll be calling him Eddie again! And that

will be quite all right with Mr. Lowe, an excellent actor

who would hate to be "typed.





Frcuiictt

IF YOU don't know Rose Hobart, you should! She's

the girl who made her screen debut in "Liliom" and

then hurried right back to Broadway! But now Hoik
wood has her again, and you'll be watching her in

some verv interesting performances



Autrey

YOU remember Greta Nissen! Greta, say hello to

the home folks! Her accent mastered, Miss Nissen

returns to the screen in "Women of All Nations," with

Messrs. Lowe and McLaglen. And then she will be

the beautiful blonde heroine of "Transatlantic.

"



AN ADVANCE fashion note by Ona Munson!

Ensembles like this will be worn near all our best

oceans this summer. The short jacket of russet-brown

linen, wide slit trousers in egg-shell shade, and natural

linen hat are all very good, savs Miss Munson.



0«(o Uyar
CAROLE LOMBARD is busy these days. She is

scheduled to play the heroine in "Up Pops the

Devil" with Norman Foster, and "Night Before Mar-

riage," with Gary Cooper. And now see the opposite

page for a sparkling story about her.



What about

Carole Lombard?
You know she's beautiful

—

but what's she really like, this

blonde who is Bill Powell's

best girl? Meet her here

SHE looks New Yorkish.

She talks slightly Bostonish.

She acts (on the screen, mind you) very Lon-
donish.

The geographical phenomena in question is Carole

Lombard, blonde, svelt and smart-cracking.

She was immured in Hollywood at the age of seven

and by some miracle escaped the fate of a screen child

prodigy.

She has divided the ensuing years between school, an

apprenticeship in the Mack Sennett Seminary of Hur-
tling Pies and Non-Swimming Bathing Beauties, an

ingenueship on the Fox lot,

a similar vessel at the Pathe

studios, and at the given mo-
ment is answering Para-

mount's prayer for a beauti-

ful actress who can also act.

The Lombard family hails

from Fort Wayne, Indiana,

whence they came to Holly-

wood four strong—mother,

two brothers and Little

Sister.

The brothers deserve a

chapter in any story about
Carole, because they seem to

be responsible for little sis-

ter's utter lack of feminine
complexities such as nerves,

affectations and moods.
Freddie, the elder by six

By

Betty

Boone Carole—don't forget the
"e"—Lombard . Para-
mount has big plans for

this pretty girl.

Her very first photograph,
made at the age ofeighteen
months. A good camera

subject, even then.

years, and "Tutti" (for Stuart) previous by three years,
decided at an early age to make their sister into a model
A- 1 female relative, with ultra-gratifying results.

Whining, tattling and crying were among the early

luxuries denied Little Sister. She didn't miss them
much, however, because she didn't know that other little

girls enjoyed them.

Carole trained easily, it seems, because she was in-

cluded in all such masculine excursions as baseball

games, riding jaunts, tennis and golf and even sailing.

By the time she had reached
a gangling sixteen the broth-

ers showed little or no dis-

inclination to accompanying
her to numerous dances and
theatre parties.

A few months before the

issuance of a diploma from
the Los Angeles high school,

Carole decided that she was
tired of it all. The urge to

do great and stupendous
things sent her thoughts to

the nearest studio.

She expected parental and
fraternal objections. She re-

hearsed her impassioned plea

carefully before the familv

conclave. She was surprised

(Continued on page 111)

When she was plain
Jane Peters, of Fort
Wayne, Indiana.

She was seven when
this was snapped—
and a little shy.

Carole Lombard in her first

motion picture: "The Per-
fect Crime," with Monte
Blue. She was just twelve.

Below, when she was adorning Mack Sen-
nett's comedies, at the age of eighteen.
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Comment

MAN OF THE WORLD

A William Powell picture can never be dull. This isn't

one of Bill's best—but he is well worth seeing in the role

of a gentlemanly blackmailer who falls in love with the
blonde niece of one of his victims. Powell appeals—and
Wynne Gibson, as his faithful accomplice, and Carole
Lombard, as the blonde, are delightful.

GOD'S GIFT TO WOMEN
Warner Brothers

Sparkling and spicy! Nothing slow about this comedy,
with Frank Fay at his sly suavest as a ladies' man, and
such beauties as Laura La Plante, Joan (Big Eyes) Blon-
dell, Louise Brooks, and Margaret Livingstone as his ex-
cellent excuses. You'll like Laura; and the blonde Miss
Blondell looks like a real bet.

BODY AND SOUL
Fox

It isn't the fault of the co-stars if this vehicle is shaky.
Blame the story and the silly dialogue. Elissa Landi,
making her American screen debut, shows glamorous
potentialities which are never quite realized here. Charlie
Farrell works hard with competition from Donald Dillaway
and Humphrey Bogart, both swell.

BACHELOR APARTMENT
Radio

Most of this is fun. Lowell Sherman is pretty much
the whole show as a rich bachelor who has a hard time
convincing his pretty stenographer—Irene Dunne—that he
is really in love with her and not a couple of other girls.

Mae Murray comes back, as sprightly as ever. Claudia
Dell, Ivan Lebedeff, and Norman Kerry contribute.

CRASHING HOLLYWOOD
Educational

A miniature feature with many laughs and lots of
Hollywood atmosphere. All about three girls trying to
crash the screen gates, with hilarious complications. The
cast includes some players you have liked in features

—

Eddie Nugent, Phyllis Crane, Rita Flynn and Bryant
Washburn. Nice to see Nugent again.

CHARLIE CHAN CARRIES ON
Fox

Here's corking entertainment—the best mystery movie in

months. Warner Oland appears in a new role as Charlie
Chan, Earl Derr Biggers' popular Oriental detective, work-
ing this time to solve a series of murders on a world
cruise. Thrills and chills and comedy—and a great cast,

including Marguerite Churchill and John Garrick.
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UNFAITHFUL
Paramount

They haven't done right by our Ruth this time. Here's
a creaky "society drama" with Miss Chatterton playing
an aristocratic martyr whose husband is in love with her
brother's wife! Heavy with complications—and, although
the star does her best, it is really Paul Lukas who strolls

away with the histrionic honors. He's great!

BEHIND OFFICE DOORS
Radio

You'll like this gay romance of a business girl in love
with her boss. She helps him "put it over"—only to find

herself left at the typewriter when Catherine Dale Owen
comes along. However, love—and a good head for busi-
ness—find a way. Mary Astor is charming as the girl,

with Robert Ames as the boss.

THE RIGHT OF WAY
First National

Folks who remember Sir Gilbert Parker's novel may
find this talker version mild entertainment. But the rest
of us will call it old-fashioned and slow. Conrad Nagel
plays Beauty Steele, the English barrister who finds him-
self living a new life in the Canadian wilds. Loretta Young
is the fair heroine.

85

nt Films

TEN CENTS A DANCE
Columbia

Or, the private life of a dance-hall hostess! We won't
deceive you—it's not as exciting as it sounds. The heroine
marries, repents, and finally finds happiness with another
fellow. Barbara Stanwyck is as fascinating as ever, but
the story gives her no new opportunities. She is assisted
by Ricardo Cortez and Monroe Owsley.

JUNE MOON
Paramount

It's a grand comedy-with-pathos, this screen version
of the Broadway stage hit. Jack Oakie is at his best as
the sap from up-state who comes to Tin-Pan Alley to
make his fortune rhyming "June" with "moon." You'll
enjoy it whether you saw the play or not. June MacCloy,
Wynne Gibson, and Harry Akst are splendid support.

CRACKED NUTS
Radio

If you are a Bert Wheeler-Bobby Woolsey fan you had
better not miss this, even though it isn't as hilarious as
some of the team's previous efforts. There's too much
talk, which retards the action. But Bert and Bobby, aided
as they are by luscious Dorothy Lee and Edna May Oliver,
make it all good fun.
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The

^TAGE
in

Review
"The Wonder Bar."

JOLSON blew back on to the stage of the Nora
/\ Bayes Theatre in a European novelty called "The

Wonder Bar." The stage runs over into the
audience and the whole theatre is part of the

gaudy Parisian night club, the Wonder Bar.
But it's all Al. He's the same funny, eye-rolling, crack-

ling, quick-witted, snappy, colloquial, singing comedian
that we knew of old. When he's on the stage, it's a good
show. When he leaves it, "The Wonder Bar" falls down

so flat that there is no
thud at all. It just isn't.

There is a "plot," but,

as Moran used to say,

why bring that up? Jol-

son sings a Yiddo-Rus-
sian song new to these

ears that got me ap-
plauding furiously. It

was worth the whole
evening.

And there's Patsy
Kelly and Trini and Al
Segal and a Palace- full

of good vaudevillians.

But for all that, there is

only Al. The rest is

just stuffin'. But—see

it for that Jolson

!

Charming Pollock's new play, "The House Beautiful,"
the Bible Belt, says Mr. De Casseres. Although it

lock's fine showmanship. Mary Phillips—at the right

"Miracle at Verdun."

This fifth production of the season of The Theatre
Guild by Herr Chlumberg—"Miracle at Verdun"—is a
superb but spotty spectacular satire which in its colossal

conception calls to its aid the talking motion picture. The
shots that give us the screen speeches of the Prime Min-
ister of France and the Vice Chancellor of Germany over
their dead in the World War, showing the reaction on the

patriotic boobs in the crowd, are an effective aid. The
stock shots do not help.

At a cemetery at Verdun, among a gang of jabbering
tourists, one man remains to dream on the possibilities of
the dead soldiers of Europe coming to life. The play is

the dream. The dead return and demand an accounting.

After a series of dramatic, comic and ironic revelations

as to what the living world of today thinks of them,
they crawl back to their graves. The idea is monumen-
tal, but the author has not put it over simply enough.
Besides, since when have the living to account to the

dead ?

Claude Rains, in the long cast of all nations, is the one
actor who projects himself beyond the footlights. In the

conclave of the nations, as the representative of the

workers, he is cyclonic, torrential. This is the second
time that I announce Mr. Rains as the Guild's most fin-

ished actor.

-all of them.

The others were unintelligible because they

talked in lingo. But their acting was good-

Al Jolson is back on
Broadway inperson, not
a motion picture, as the
star of an imported
novelty called "The
Wonder Bar." When Al
is on the stage, it's a

good show.

In the revival of Barrie's
play, "The Admirable
Crichton," Fay Bain-
ter and Walter Hamp-
den head an important
cast. Movie goers may
recall it as a DeMille
movie titled "Male and

Female."
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boasts a splendid cast. It will make a good picture for
drags, somehow no one walks out on it, due to Pol-
in the scene above—gives a beautiful performance.

"Miracle at Verdun'' is great entertainment if you can
forget the futility of the theme.

"The House Beautiful."

"The House Beautiful" is another allegory of the

Right, the Good, and New Jersey real estate investments
by our great Casabianca of the drama, Channing Pollock.

He stands on the burning deck of our ethical values

waving his sword of Excalibur, on which is graven

:

Truth, Honor and Chastity. I say give him three cheers
and a tiger, boys ! And when we have finished, boys,

bring me the stomach pump.
For "The House Beautiful," in spite of its splendid

acting, its startling scenic effects, and the logical story of

the commonplaces of a family during a generation, is

mawkish and draggy. But somehow no one walks out on
it. This is due to Mr. Pollock's fine showmanship. He
knows how to hold you even if he has got to put you to

sleep to do it.

The scene is West Hills, N. J. The action runs for

about thirty years and tells of what happens to a Family
that Obeyed the Commandments. There are allegorical

scenes that should be cut out. The more commonplace
this story is the better it will age in the wood. It will

make a good picture for the Bible Belt.

Mary Phillips, Roy Gordon, Helen Flint and Joseph
Baird were the bell-ringers in a fine cast.

Looking over the latest

Broadway hits and misses

By

Benjamin De Casseres

"The Admirable Crichton."

Practically a new play after twenty-eight years, when
William Gillette was first seen in J. M. Barrie's "The
Admirable Crichton," I—who saw that first production
—must admit I did not get the kick out of it in 1931 that

I did in 1903.

It is one of Barrie's best—next to "Alary Rose" his

very best. There is an eternal idea in it—that class dis-

tinctions are founded on natural laws. The London but-

ler is a Napoleon on a desert island and the British lords

and ladies wrecked with him slip down to the servant

level. Barrie does a lot of soul-washing in this play; but

to me it now seems weak in the hams, although still re-

taining its core-strength.

Walter Hampden played Crichton too seriously. I do
not think that either he or Gillette ever squeezed the

essential humor out of this character. Fay Bainter was"

beautiful but listless.

Estelle Winwood
didn't hit it off as

Tweeny. Effie Shannon
was admirable in her

small part.

"As Husbands Go."

What's the antonym
of Paris? Dubuque,
Iowa, of course

!

Taking this idea, just

budding and bubbling
with chortles, Rachel
Crothers bottled up one
of the cleverest and
cleanest comedy hits of

(Con't. on page 101)

Germaine Giroux, one
of the players in the
Theatre Guild's new
production, "Miracle at
Verdun," a superb but
spotty spectacular sat-
ire, according to our

critic, De Casseres.

Marjorie Lytell and
Robert Faulk as the
young lovers in Rachel
Crother's charming
newplay, "As Husbands
Go." It's one of the
cleanest and cleverest
comedies of the season.
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"Put 'em up!" You
can't scare us,

Louise Dresser, we
know you. Any-
way, this is how
Louise will look as
Calamity in
"Roped In," in

which she plays a
bold, bad woman
of the old western

frontier.

Inside Talk of

Talkie Town!

annexed Pola Xegri's ex-spouse, Prince Serge Mdvani,
brother to Mae"s Prince David. One way and another,
the two quiet young Roumanian princes who slipped
into Hollywood about five years ago, working in the oil

wells, have done pretty well for themselves.

ONE of Eddie Cantor's small daughters

collects autographs. After getting

Gloria Swanson, Mary Pickford, etc.,

dad asked, "Don't you want me to sign?"

She looked utterly blank as she said, "What-
ever for?"

A rumor persists that Gloria Swanson will

play the heroine in a screen version of Eugene
O'Niell's "Strange Interlude," which, as a stage

play, took seven hours each evening to produce
with an intermission for dinner.

Papa Bennett, father of Constance and Joan, secures
the role of the poor-rich five-and-ten store owner in
Alarion Davies' picture, "Five and Ten." We can re-
member when Richard used to talk wisely about raising
the girls in a broad-minded way, answering all

childish questions about embarrassing subjects truthfully,
and generally permitting them to develop untrammeled.
He declines to state whether he is satisfied with the
results !

"Never injure your mate's feelings," was the maxim
on which dear old James Neill and his wife consummated

thirty years of happiness. James
was a famous character actor in

silents, and died a few days after

celebrating that thirtieth wedding
anniversary.

After "Scandal Sheet," made more than eight

months ago, George Bancroft demanded $75,000
a picture from Paramount. He mentioned the

same sum to Warners, who were scouting

around, at the time they annexed Ruth Chat-
terton. But neither W'arners nor Paramount
accepted the idea amiably. Now, however, we
hear that George has re-signed with Paramount
—not quite, however, for $75,000 a picture.

Imagine a picture containing over 50 topnotch

stars. That's "The Stolen Tools," to which all the

glamorous ones contributed their services, the pro-

ceeds to go to the National Variety Artists'

Fund.
It opens with Wally Beery as a desk ser-

geant at the police station, writing a scenario.

He's informed Los Angeles is burning down,
and absently promises to send a man over.

But presently news comes that someone has
parked on the wrong side of the street—so

the police reserves are called out. The stolen

"jools" belong to Norma Shearer, and, after

everyone has been a suspect, Mitzi Green
proves to be the sinner ! It's good fun.

Gold fillings in teeth barred ac-

tors from studios because they
photographed black. Now a new-
sensitive film overcomes this

drawback—and Hollywood den-
tists are jubilating

!

This is the girl Charlie Chaplin
discovered in England—Patricia
Detering, actress and model.
Sari Maritza is her stage name.

Marlena Dietrich visits the Para-
mount studio in France. With
Marlene are Suzy Vernon and
Thorny Bourdell, French players.

Mae Murray made a sufficiently good come-
back in "Bachelor Apartment" to have won
a contract with R.K.O.—so now her next
will be "High Stakes," again with Lowell
Sherman and this time as the lead. Mae is

now a sister-in-law of Mary McCormick, who
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^(ews
Such a relief to know that Billie Dove is to return to

the screen—in, of course, a Howard Hughes production.

It is called "The Age for Love"—now, children, make a
good euess. What is the age for love?

Paramount has been out on a juvenile signing spree.

They have issued contracts to Mitzi Green, Jackie Searl,

Jackie Coogan, Carman Barnes and Sylvia Sidney.

Mitzi was dragging down $625.00 a week but now
she commands $1,250 a week. Jackie Searl's weekly
stipend jumped from $125.00 a week to $300. Jackie
Coogan is to get $25,000 a picture. Carman Barnes,
author turned actress, gets $1,000 a week. And Sylvia

Sidney, from Broadway, has a sliding wage—six months
at $500. a week ; six months at $750. a week ; then a

year at $1,000 ; a year at $1,500; a year at $2,000; and a

year at $2,750. Not so bad for youngsters.

Another Cinderella story—little Sally Sweet, an un-
known, sang with Eddie Cantor in Miami. Eddie thought
she had beauty, personality, and everything, so he asked
Samuel Goldwyn to give Sally a screen test. And now
Miss Sweet may have the lead opposite Eddie in "Palmy
Days." It is whispered that Rudy
Yallee is sweet on Sally.

Mitzi Green is insured for

$1,000,000. It costs $15,000 a

year. The doctors said this cute

kid was 100% healthy. You
should see her tuck away choco-
late cake

!

South America is trying to lure

Lupe Yelez. She is turning them
down—probably because Gary
Cooper has to stay in Holly-
wood.

S. S. Van Dine, who writes the
Philo Vance detective novels, has
arrived in Hollywood. His "Blue
Moon Murder," will be a movie.

Rennie Renfro, trainer of the
Metro "Barkies," giving the
canine actors their Saturday

night bath. They love it!

Hollywood made a
"gangster' s moll"
out ofpretty Sylvia
Sidney, from the
Broadway stage.
This is a scene from
"City Streets,"
in which Sylvia
makes her picture
debut opposite

Gary Cooper.

"An American Tragedy" was one of those

books bought for the screen, but never used.

Now Phillips Holmes, son of Taylor Holmes,
after his success in "The Criminal Code" will

play the role of the boy who went so bitterly

wrong for such desperately natural reasons.

Phil is the fastest-rising young man in pic-

tures.

Jetta Goudal has taken to tarn o'shanters,

with dashing success. She wears her wedding
ring on her middle finger, instead of the third

like the rest of us. Trust Jetta to be unusual.

Quite an emotional experience for Dolores
Costello when she faced a camera for the first

time in two years.

What with her marriage to John Barrymore
and the baby, Dolores has been considerably pre-

occupied since talkies came in, but watch her
blossom forth in "The Passionate Sonata" with
Anthony Bushell.

Since Edna Best, English actress, ran away
from Hollywood ditching a picture with John
Gilbert, in favor of returning to her British

actor husband. Herbert Marshall, and Mar-
lene Deitrich insists upon returning to Ger-
many after every picture to be with her actor

busband and the baby, Hollywood is busy
finding local jobs for foreign husbands. It's

quite a lark. But MGM wants Edna and
they're going to work it, just as Paramount
plans to keep Marlene on the job. Those
jobs for husbands will surely be forthcom-
ing.

When a lovely young thing asked Edward
Everett Horton what was the most essential

asset to get into pictures, he replied that a
good figure and a pretty face helped a lot but
that "an influential relative is much better!''
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Evalyn Knapp and John Harrow getting into
the swing of the picture, "You and I," with
instructions from director Robert Milton.

None of the comforts of home on this loca-
tion. Ramon Novarro is seen shaving himself

for his next scene in "Daybreak."

other lines is pre-
cious, too—a fellow
like Chaplin who can
act, direct, write his

own stories, com-
pose his own music,

and— ahem— make
his own business

deals has an edge on
most of them. A
girl who looks lovely,

acts well, sings, plays

an instrument, can
do either comedy or

tragedy, is a good
dancer—and is also

capable of writing

her own scenario a
la this new little

Carman Barnes, is

bound to crow over
less accomplished
souls.

Even a fellow who
can stutter comically,

in addition to doing
the things the other

actors do, gets an ex-
tra bit on his salary

!

Norma Shearer says she likes drama best as it keeps

her talking—nothing so difficult as comedy which de-

pends more on facial expression. So now she is mak-
ing "A Free Soul" and her next will probably be Noel
Coward's "Private Lives."

Dorothy Mackaill is considered the most recklessly

outspoken of all the stars and she loves to give her
naughty witty tongue free range. But at that she is

artful about it—Dorothy can make naughty remarks with

just the right disarming expression, so that people don't

know they've been hit. So, notwithstanding, Dorothy
has seen stars come and go and she now occupies the

most desirable bungalow on the

First National lot. As a small girl,

going to music and dancing lessons

alone in London, Dorothy ditched

the classes and got herself a job at

the London Hippodrome, some days
before mamma and papa knew a
word about it.

Lew Cody and Harry Myers are both popular in the
roles of funny drunks—get chosen for such roles prettv
well every time. Yet both have been on the water wagon
for ages—Lew for two years, Harry for six. Never
take a drip. But then, you see it takes a fellow who
once knew how, but is now dead sober, to be a funny
drunk. Real drunks are just a nuisance on the set!

Greta Nissen ignored a speed tag, so they arrested
her just like anyone else, and stuck her just about twice
as big a fine. That cop cannot have really looked at Greta.

Harold Lloyd's children are to have a proper christen-

Hollywood's foreign films are not

proving profitable. A Norma
Shearer picture with Lily Damita
in the leading role for Paris audi-

ences, for instance, just isn't a

Shearer picture and the fans de-

cline to be enthusiastic. So our
stars will simply have to learn for-

eign languages. The most valuable

in future will be those who can both
act, look handsome, and do it in

several tongues. So far Ramon No-
varro and Antonio Moreno, with
their Spanish pictures have proved
profitable, but they pretty well stand
alone. Adolphe Menjou can speak
five languages—watch him soar.

So, you ambitious would-be screen
luminaries, polish up on your lan-
guages !

For that matter, versatility in

"Anyhow, it's a clean picture,"
remarks Wallace Beery to George
Hill, his director, between scenes

of "The Secret Six."

Jackie Searl, standing, and Bobby
Coogan on the "Skippy" set. King
Tut, the dog, is serving as sound

mixer.
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ing ceremony as soon

as the incubator baby
Harold, Jr., is able

to be out and around.

It will be a double

event, because Mar-
jorie Elizabeth, the

new adopted little

girl, will also be
officially christened
and baptized at the

same time. It will

all take place in the

Episcopal church, by
the same pastor who
married Mildred and
Harold. Little Gloria,

their own daughter,

was christened by
him, too. Theadopted
girl is named after

Harold's mother, who
left for Europe di-

rectly after she knew
the new babe was out

of danger.

Olsen and Johnson, the stage and
Lupe Velez will screams, and their midget horse in

appear in the Stage from "Gold Dust Gertie."

play "Argentina" in

New York, when she finishes in "The Squaw Man." In

the meantime, her Gary Cooper has been warding off

a nervous breakdown and may retire to his dude ranch

in Montana for a good rest.

screen "Junior, come down offyour perch and study
a scene your lines," says director Mervyn Le Roy to

William Collier, Jr.

At the last Mayfair dance (an exclusive motion pic-

ture club) Mary Pickford danced a good deal with

Johnny Mack Brown. No, Mrs. Brown didn't mind.

Funny to be a raging success in a picture, yet be pretty

certain she will never play in another. That is the out-

look for Reri, South Sea Island maiden, leading lady

in "Tabu" for Paramount. She has any amount of

"it," quite a Hollywood sensation—but she is to return

to tropical obscurity after the picture is finished. Any-
way, that's the plan at present.

Zion Myers, brother of Carmel, who has made such

a hit with his dog comedies, used to be a red-headed
office boy on the Los Angeles Times. He's still red-

headed but he has forgotten all about office boy's duties.

Quite an outbreak of unhappy endings in pictures

these days: in "Dishonored" Dietrich is shot; in "Sven-
gali" both hero and heroine die ; in "Woman of the

World" Bebe Daniels goes to jail. Both heroes are

killed in "Public Enemy;" Dick Barthelmess dies in "The
Finger Points," and we know what
is going to happen in "An American
Tragedy."

A mid-western fan of John Bar-

rymore wrote in, criticising his act-

ing and remarking that John needed
a haircut.

"I've played in great cities, towns,

hamlets," said John," but this is

the first time I have ever known the

village barber to be a critic."

Of course Norma Shearer, Nor-
ma Talmadge, and Colleen Moore
all married producers. Maybe An-
ita Page has the same idea. Any-
way, she is around a good deal with

Carl Laemmle, Junior. And young
Carl is certainly some pumpkins as

a producer these days.

Paul Lukas displays some of his
versatility—if you don't think it

takes technique, try it with your
cane.

Rosamond Pinchot, director
George Cukor and Tallulah Bank-
head on the set of "Tarnished

Lady."

Two more sad deaths are being

mourned by the film colony. Di-

rector, F. W. Murnau, and Robert
Edeson, stage and screen veteran.

Murnau, one of the screen's most
interesting directors, had just re-

turned from the South Seas where
he had spent a year making "Tabu."
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Phillips Holmes

,

his sister, Made-
1 i n e, and his
brother, Ralph.
The handsome
leading man is just
"Phil" to them.
''An American
Tragedy" is his
next, from Theo-
dore Dreiser' s sen-

sational novel.

Just before the
shooting! Director
John Cromwell
illustrates a bit of
action for Ruth
Chatterton while
the slate boy reg-
isters the scene
number. Mr.Crom-
well is one of our
ace directors.

He died of injuries received in an automobile accident

when the car he was driving left the road to avoid a
truck.

Robert Edeson died of a heart attack. His wife and
daughter and his old friend Edmund Breese were at his

bedside when the end came.

have to, since she gets any amount of good publicity
anyway, and besides, the studio boys adore boosting her.
It must be that she loves them for themselves alone!

When Marie Dressier isn't working on her own lot,

she visits on other sets and gives the actors a cheerio.

Two of her pets are Johnny Mack Brown and Neil
Hamilton—and she always
wants to mother them.
Any new venturers in

screen work from the stage
find her most helpful; she
minimizes the terrors of the

microphone for them and
jollies them up in their

blackest hours.

Little Mary Brian was
a joyous time thehaving

night they held a strictly

professional pre-view of
"The Front Page" at United
Artists' studio—newspaper
and magazine writers
flocked around to congrat-

ulate her. Lewis Milestone
got his share of the kudos,
too, and was host at a sup-
per party afterwards. Lew-
is had a hard job trying to

seem modest and give all

the credit for the picture

to Ben Llecht and Charles
McArthur, the authors.

None of your "Once in a
Lifetime" stuff for those
authors—Hollywood is

theirs.

Marie Dressier enter-
tained lavishly for half a
dozen studio press agents
recently. And she didn't

We've had horse pictures, dog pictures, monkey pic-

tures (a la "Rango") and now Educational is screening
"A Fowl Affair." This portrays the romance between a
Plymouth Rock rooster and a white Leghorn hen. A
white Mallard duck is the villain of the play. A red
rooster is the sheriff, and ducks fill such roles as a smug-

gler, a vegetable peddler, a
maid, and several cops.

Picture without words? Six-year-old Jackie
Cooper, who plays the title role of Percy Crosby's
"Skippy," outside Clara's dressing-room. You

can write your own caption.

Universal City celebrated

its sixteenth anniversary as

a picture studio. When
Carl Laemmle founded it

Henry Ford and Thomas
Edison helped with the ded-
icating ceremonies in 1915.

Universal was the very first

studio in California, and at

one time there were forty-

two companies working on
the lot. It has turned out

over a thousand full-length

pictures and shorts galore.

The studio grounds cover
over 300 acres.

Did you know that Mon-
roe Owsley was once an
opera critic in Philadelphia?

That Ricardo Cortez was
once general manager of a

new York Shipping Com-
pany ?

That Lew Cody was once
a drug store clerk?

That Lawrence Grant
was adopted by the Black-

feet Indians as a tribes-

man when he visited then-

country to get pictures for

a lecture?

That one of the best cam-
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eramen in Hollywood
is James W o n g
Howe, a Chinaman?

That Ina Claire's

brother, Allan Fa-
gan, is a director?

That the "sinful"

city of Hollywood
has 43 churches, 20
schools, and branches

of the Y. M. C. A.,

Boy Scouts, etc?

Norman Kerry is

godfather galore to

the children of all

his servants, past and
present. The latest

is Norman Kerry
Togakawa, son of his

Japanese gardener.

Evelyn Knapp,
who once packed
Christmas cards for

a living, soars apace

in Hollywood. She's

a lovely thing and
has the prettiest teeth

in all filmland. You'll

like her in the George

and will probably
weather any terrors

the mike may offer.

Anyway, she is com-
ing back.

Maurice Chevalier with his arms full of beautiful femininity—
blonde Miriam Hopkins and brunette Claudette Colbert. This is

a scene from "The Smiling Lieutenant" which is directed by
Ernst Lubitsch.

When W ill Rog-
ers appeared at the

studio driving a small

roadster instead of

the usual swanky car,

he explained that at

his house the guy who
got up first snatched

the best car. That
day daughter Mary
had swiped Will's

regular car, and Mrs.

Rogers had annexed
the grand one she

gave Will for Christ-

mas to trot off to

Palm Springs in and
so dad just meekly
took what was left.

Arliss film, "The Millionaire."

Irving Thalberg carries snapshots of his baby around
and makes everyone admire the little son Norma Shearer
presented him with.

Talking about cars,

Adolphe Menjou
used to drive a dis-

reputable old Ford

when he was at the top of his glory in silent' films.

Later, when things weren't going so well, Adolphe
emerged into greater grandeur. Now that he is back,

shining triumphantly in talkies, behold the return of

the shabby car ! It's something or other in psychology.

Louise Brooks returns to the screen in "It Pays to

Advertise" and "The Public Enemy." Louise is an-
other girl who felt the talkies had defeated her. Now
she hops back into a leading role.

Even if Corinne Griffith's voice doesn't seem to reg-

ister so well, she looked gorgeous in a blue evening gown
to match her eyes at a George Arch-
ainbaud party. Her spouse, Walter
Morosco, is now producing pictures

at Columbia. Walter used to sell hot-

water heaters, even if papa was a

theatrical producer. As Corinne told

us when she married him, "They
were very good heaters !"

After departing from Hollywood
when her contract with Paramount
was concluded, Pola Negri is being

tempted back to American films by
RKO. We missed our Pola, she

was always good for copy. No one
was ever so frank about love affairs,

for instance. We knew when it was
Charlie, when it was Rod LaRocque,
when it was Valentino, when it was
Bill Haines, and just what Pola's re-

actions to these gentlemen's methods
of love-making were. When it was
Serge Mdvani, however, we were to

understand it was forever and ever.

He, it seemed, met all the require-

ments. But now Serge is married to

Mary McCormic, since Pola shed him
in Paris.

Pola has never played in talkies,

but she's an intensely capable person

When Mary Astor was in the midst of a passionate

love scene with Ricardo Cortez, and the cameras were
grinding away, a wicked little house-fly alighted on

Mary's nose. Of course the entire shot was ruined.

Now it transpires that nasty little flies can cost the

studios as much as $5000 a day, when they fly into

camera range just because of the necessity for re-takes.

Ronald Colman is a wonder at

card tricks and kept the party amused
at the Dick Barthelmess home re-

cently. That and tennis proved the

entertainment of the day. Gloria

Swanson, in black velvet with a red

coatee, and Corinne Griffith in black

crepe, were two of the charmers look-

ing completely entrancing. Gloria's

latest picture is called "Obey that

Impulse."

Tony Moreno has only played in

Spanish versions since talkies came
in, but the fans have been so com-
plimentary that Tony will now play

in "The Night Court" for Para-

mount. Tony married a charming
widow, Mrs. Daisy Danziger. several

years ago, and so acquired a delight-

ful flapper daughter and a handsome
young son right off the bat. Tony is

adored by the step-children, who
make him do their dares in the swim-
ming pool, help with their Spanish,

and dance at their flapper parties.

Mrs. Johnny Mack Brown
and her father, Judge Foster
of Alabama, come to visit

Johnny at the studio.

Did you know that Maureen
O'Sullivan owns a chicken ranch in

Dublin?
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The house of Myrurgia at Barcelona,
Spain, makes enticing perfumes,
soaps, creams, powders, sachets and
other beauty products—all utterly

fascinating. The

TRUTH
about

Cosmetics
y, n Miktoi

By Mary Lee

I'VE
had perfumes from France and perfumes from

Araby. I've had eau de colognes from Germany
and scented soaps from England, but never until

this month have I had perfumes and powders and
scentsand the most indescribable creams from Spain.

Get set for a rave, for this is going to be a real one,

and as sincere as a baby's dislike of creamed spinach

!

The perfumes, soaps, creams, powders, sachets and
every other enticement you could think of are made by
the house of Myrurgia at Barcelona, Spain. Jt is. so far

as I can find out, the first attempt of a Spanish firm to

invade the already crowded beauty market, but I would
certainly like to advise other Spanish firms to come on
in too if they can put out things as utterly, devastatingly

fascinating as these Myrurgia products.

They have, to begin with, the most alluring names.
One scent, which goes throughout the powder-cream-
cologne-soap-perfume stages, is called "Maja," which
you pronounce "Maha" which is Spanish for flapper.

It has a heavy and insinuating scent, this Maja, with an
amber-base, and is dandy if you like amber perfumes.
1 don't very often. But that's a matter of taste.

Another is "Maderas de Ori-

ente" which means woods of the

orient, and in order to prove it to

you, has a stick of very rare wood
plump in the center of it ! It is

stronge and powerful, and as you
might suspect, very woodsy.

There are next four divine

flower odeurs—Orgia, which means
orgy, just as you'd suspect but

which is a delicate, floral bouquet
just the same; Flor de Blason,

which is a heavier perfume but
delightful

;
Surpiro de Granada,

meaning breath of Granada, that

lovely Spanish city, a very worldly
fiower scent ; and Clavel, a carna-

tion fragrance, which was my own
particular favorite since it smelled
totally unlike any other perfume
I've ever sniffed.

All these come in the most de-

htful, almost humorous pack-
ages. The creams, for example,
are in tiny glass jars, as delicate

as Venetian glass and just as

Coty has invented a perfume
gadget called "The Diadem"—hold-

ing Coty's different perfumes.

charming. I fully expect to use mine for holding salted

nuts and such like, when the cream gets out of them.
The creams, too, are tinted in heavenly shades. None
of that commonplace white business for this firm.

The Maderas de Oriente comes in a funny little brown
wooden box with blue and green woolen tassels all over
it. It makes you feel as excited as a two-year-old on
Christmas morning. This perfume is $12.50 the bottle,

and the powder $4.00 the box.

The soaps are fifty cents a cake but as they have been
aged for several months—eight months, the company
says—before being put on the market they really re-

semble an economy. And the way those soaps do scent

you up ! In case you don't know the value between
"new"soap and "old," old is that unbelievable kind that

never gets gobs of soap jelly all over it, when you leave

it in your tub, but which stays beautifully dry always.
None of this Myrurgia line is inexpensive. You can

get a small bottle of Maja perfume for $3.50 and a
larger one for $6.00. You can also pay $30.00 for the

breath of Granada. But honestly, if any perfume is

worth such prices—and good perfumes are always ex-

pensive—this Myrurgia line de-

serves your attention. And just

. the sheer amusement of seeing

these charming, utterly different

containers dressing your dressing

table seems to me worth more than

half the price.

Coming back to France from
that Spanish tour I'd like to point

out to you M. Coty's newest con-

tribution to the girl with the deli-

cate nose. Coty has invented a

perfume gadget called "The Dia-

dem" and a little darling it is, too.

It is a sort of holder, very much
like the "lazy Susan'' affairs peo-

ple used to have on their dining

room tables. You remember those

things that whirled around, don't

you, holding salt and pepper on
one side, and catsup, mustard or

what have you on the other. Well,

the "Diadem" is arranged like

that.

It holds five medium-sized bot-

tles of (Continued on page 122)
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Louise Fazenda is al-

ways looking for an
excuse for a picnic.
Itmeansimpromptu
fun, but not so im-
promptu food. For
Louise has recipes
for the most de-
licious sandwiches
and the most tempt-
ing devilled eggs you

ever tasted!

^Picnicking With Jouisc Yazenda
Guests at the popular comedienne's picnics

always have the most fun—and the best

food! Save Miss Fazenda's sandwich recipes

By

Blanche Meredith

THERE is the fabulous phoenix bird said to rise

from its own ashes to live again.

And there is the very real Louise Fazenda
who views the ruins of her fire-razed Malibu

beach cottage from the cool shelter of a neighbor's gar-

den, planning the new construction—and picnicking

meanwhile.
Louise Fazenda is always looking for an excuse for

a picnic. If it isn't the anniversary of something-or-

other for her husband and herself, or their immediate
families, a perfectly legitimate reason for a celebration

can usually be found. Louise is just a picnic hound.

Maybe the next door neighbor

boy surprised both himself and
his parents by not "flunking" the

semester at school. Hurray!
We'll have a picnic.

Or Louise has a day off and
takes the neighborhood ladies

motoring to the beach with her

while she discusses plans for the

new sea-side home with her ar-

chitect. Fine ! An impromptu
picnic.

Or the little daughter of a

friend is recovering from an ill-

ness and a day of ocean air and
sun will do her good. Voila ! A
piquenique

!

So Louise consults Anastasia
in her kitchen. Luncheon bas-

kets are teetered off high perches
on top shelves. Cupboards are

opened and shut with a great

bustling. And out of the delight-

ful maelstrom on such a day as

this Louise finally emerges with
arms laden. The engine of her
big sedan whirs, and the picnic

has started.

Here's the hostess, la Fazenda, the
most beloved comedienne on the
screen, presiding at one of her very

popular picnics.

When there are children in the party, Louise always
includes a basket of "Diploma Sandwiches." These are
made from whole wheat bread, cut very thin, and tied

with a bit of ribbon. They can be merely bread and
butter sandwiches or can be spread with a thin layer

of cream cheese, jelly, ham, or any other sandwich filling.

There is a little ceremony that goes with the distribu-

tion of these "Diploma Sandwiches." Louise, looking

as much like a high school superintendent and a dig-

nified college president as possible, proffers each child

one of the sandwiches, with this remark:
"After four hours of patient waiting, ahem—I present

you with this diploma. I hope
you will make good use of it and
honor your alma mater."

Youngsters always give a little

crow of delight when they see

these sandwiches, says Louise,

and it's worth the extra work in

preparing them.
"It's most fun to chew these

diploma sandwiches from both
ends, slipping off the ribbon

when you come to the center."

Another kind of sandwich that

will please children is called the

"Witch's Sandwich." Louise
gives its preparation as follows

:

Cut out slices of white bread
with a round cutter. Have an

equal number of slices of Boston
brown bread. Butter the white

bread. With a thimble, press out

circles for eyes in the brown
bread. With a sharp knife, make
a small triangle for the nose in

the brown bread and a slit to

represent the mouth. Spread a

little orange marmalade on the

(Continued on page 100)
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Big Boy Bickford is busy again, hav-
ing signed a new contract with M-G-M.
Here he is between pictures with Mrs.
Bickford. You'll be seeing Charles
in Cecil DeMille's "The Squaw Man."

Answering your questions about

screen plays and players By Miss Vee Dee

TilCKFORD FAN. There,- there—it'sD all right ! Your boy friend, big Char-
lie Bickford, is working again and regu-
larly. He said for a while there he didn't

care if he ever made another picture; but

apparently he changed his mind, for he is

performing, and quite docilely, too, for

Leo the Metro Lion. You'll see Bickford
in "The Squaw Man" with Lupe Velez,

Warner Baxter, and Eleanor Boardman.

Johnny IV. And still they come—quer-

ies about Clara. Clara Gordon Bow was
born July 29, 1905. Evelyn Brent, whose
real name is Betty Riggs, was born in

1899. Joan Crawford, March 23, 1908.

Dolores Del Rio, Aug. 3, 1905. Colleen
Moore, Aug. 8, 1904; and Norma Shear-
er, Aug. 10, 1904.

Alice K. You thought I was a "wow"
in "Wings," did you ? Please pardon the

correction but I did not appear in "Wings"
—that was two other pretty girls. But
to give you the low-down, I'm not an ac-

tress, except incidentally. Jack Holt ap-
pears in "The Last Parade" with Con-
stance Cummings and Tom Moore. The
addresses you asked for will be found
in the Write to the Stars Department in

this issue.

Etta F. More good old pie and slap-

stick comedies and less murder and gang-
ster pictures if you had your say about
the production end of the business—hur-
rah and a hoop-de-do for you ! Joan
Crawford's given name is pronounced as
one syllable—Joan. Norma Shearer's new
picture, "Strangers May Kiss," will have
been released before you read this. Play-
ing with her will be Irene Rich, Mar-
jorie Rambeau, Neil Hamilton and Rob-
ert Montgomery.

Corinnc of Newark. Charles Delaney's
wife is Mary Meek, a professional. He
entered pictures in 1923 after working in

stock and vaudeville. One of Charles'
latest releases is "Millie" with Helen

Richard Dix, one of our hand-
somest he-man heroes, has that
outdoors complexion and the
physique of a football player.

You'll find the stars' ad-

dresses on Page 114. Turn

to Page 110 for the casts of

current films. Please consult

these services before asking

questions. Thank you!

Twelvetrees, Lilyan Tashman and Rob-
ert Ames. Charles was born Aug. 4, 1907.

in New York City.

Nancy H. Sorry to disappoint you but
I'm not a male grouch, I'm not waiting
for a street car, do not say "and how"
and believe it or not, I'm just a little rich

girl, poor but honest, trying to get along.

You can write to Cecil Blount DeMille at

Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, Cal.

Billie of B. C. So I'm funny, am I?
That's far too mild a word, but don't

blame me for the stock market or the

price of spinach. If you must have the

exact age of Charles Rogers, he is 25
years and about 10 months old when you
read this—his birthday was Aug. 13, 1905.

He has black hair and brown eyes and he
plays with Frances Dee and Stuart Irwin
in "Along Came Youth."

A Dominion Girl. Billie Dove's latest

release was "The Lady Who Dared,"
from the story. "The Devil's Playground."
by Kenneth J. Saunders. Appearing with
Billie were Sidney Blackmer and Conway
Tearle. She is one of the screen's most
beautiful women and is a charming person
to meet. She has hazel eyes, brown hair,

is 5 feet 5 inches tall and was 28 years
old on May 14 of the present year. Swim-
ming, riding and golf are her favorite
pastimes when not engaged in screen

work. Her next film will be for the

Howard Hughes Company.

Betty from N. J. You ask Bebe
Daniels' director to put her in a series

of college pictures where she gets her
man—doesn't Bebe always get her man,
I ask you? She is 30 years old, has
black hair and eyes, is 5 feet 5 inches

tall and weighs 120 pounds. She is hap-
pily married to Ben Lyon. Her new
pictures are "Reaching for the Moon"
with Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. ; and "My
Past" with Joan Blondell, Ben Lyon and
Lewis Stone. (Continued on page 128)
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SAYS

RICHARD
DIX

R.K.O. Radio Pictures'

Star

IRENE DUNNE, R. K. O., says of white

Lux Toilet Soap: "For very smooth skin,

Lux Toilet Soap is wonderful."

Learn the Complexion Secret

nine out of ten lovely

Screen Stars know

THE woman who wants to keep
her charm must keep her

youth!" says Richard Dix . . . star of

R.K.O. 's. production, "Cimarron."

"And certainly there seems to be
no reason these days to lose this

endearing charm! Every day here
in Hollywood I meet actresses no
longer young as birthdays go, but

still radiantly attractive."

The fascinating stars do know the

secret of growing lovelier each year.

"Regular care with fragrant Lux
Toilet Soap is the secret," they will

tell you. "This lovely white soap
keeps skin youthfully aglow."

Lux Toilet Soap is found in thea-

ters everywhere. It is official in all

film studios, for 605 of the 613 im-
portant screen actresses use it!

ESTELLE TAYLOR says: "Every woman
wants beautiful skin but a star must have

it. Lux Toilet Soap is a boon to me."

Lux Toilet Soap..IO«
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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Picture Parties

—

Continued from -page 64

all came," recounted Edna May, "when
the parachute became entangled in the tail

surfaces, when I stayed out on a wing in

a hundred-mile gale, trying to cut the

parachute loose. Finally when I was ex-

hausted and there was still a cord or two
to cut, I got so tired I had to give up or

be blown off, and then— 1 prayed ! And
the cords loosened themselves and we
were saved!"

Billy Haines, blithe and debonair, ar-

rived just then, and delivered himself of

a wisecrack or two, amusing as ever. The
party stops, looks, and listens when Bill

comes in.

Lowell Sherman and Helene Costello

came in soon, and Helene declared she

wanted to learn to fly.

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon came, too.

Bebe herself is some sort of courtesy fly-

ing officer or other, and really knows how
to run a plane. She is expecting to solo

any day now and probably has done so be-

fore this gets into print. She and Ben
hope to take a flying trip one of these

days.

Jetta Goudal arrived looking pretty in

black and wearing a black hat with a brim

and trimmed with feathers. She and her

artist husband, Harold Grieve, seem very

happy.
Hugh Trevor and John Roche were

among the guests, John arriving with Lady
Cleaver, whose father is Minister of Fi-

nance in Ireland. She and the Honorable
Mrs. Victor Bruce are flying around the

world in opposite directions and have met
in Los Angeles. Mrs. Bruce was to have

been present too, but had been delayed in

San Francisco on account of bad weather.

However, we found out afterward that

the two flyers had tea together the next

day, along with Edna May and Bobbie.

"Mrs. Bruce," Lady Clever told us,

"has installed a dictaphone in her plane,

her husband having told her she would
never be happy unless she could talk!"

Walter Pigeon was there, and Thelma
Worth, Betty Compson's cousin, Benny
and June Rubin, Howard Greer and a

dozen others.

Edna May's and Bobbie's plans include

a vaudeville trip for both and quite prob-

ably a picture or two, for Edna May at

least.

Miss Cooper was a picture actress be-

fore doing aviation stunts, you know. She
and Betty Compson have been friends ever

since the old Lasky days.

We drank deep of the demon tea as we
listened to the adventures and plans of

Betty's guests of honor, and am afraid

that we overstayed the conventional tea

hour, we were so charmed.

T MUST confess that Gershwin's Rhap-
A sody in had always sounded to me
like a crazy man's idea of grand opera, but
all the same I, together with everybody
else, was anxious to meet this genius and
see what makes the wheels go round. We
always imagine we shall find out, but we
never do, what it is that is the main-
spring of genius.

So when Leonard Sillman, writer and
actor of Hollywood, invited Patsy and me
to a Sunday afternoon tea given in honor
of George Gershwin and his brother Ira,

we were very keen to go.

But, alas, the genius was laid low with
the flu at the last moment, and it was too
late for Leonard to call off his party.
However, Ira was a lot of consolation,
especially as he is a very charming per-
son, and George sent a nice little letter

of regrets.

Our host lives in one of those artistic

Hollywood apartments, that is half stu-

dio, half residence, and as he is a lover
of statuary, he has many beautiful pieces,

besides rare paintings and tapestries

brought from abroad.
An especially intriguing object, or rath-

er pair of objects, were two swinging
gates, exquisite Italian hand-wrought
grilles, representing leaves on a trellis,

which were placed in the arched doorway
between the drawing room and dining
room, and which had been brought from
Europe by our host. The gates were
carved of wood, but bronzed in some way
like copper, and so delicately wrought that

you fairly seemed to see the leaves trem-
bling in a breeze.

Suddenly, we caught sight of Mary
Miles Minter, and forgot all about every-

Spanish Conchita Montene-
gro. She is new to Hollywood
but one of the most popular
and beautiful girls on the

cinema coast.

thing else, it had been so long since we
had seen her.

Mary was looking very beautiful. She
weighs a hundred and thirty-six now, she
says, although a few months ago she
weighed something like a hundred and
seventy.

She told us that she is going on the

stage as soon as she finds the right play.

It seems that she has offers from both
New York and Los Angeles managers.
You remember, probably, that she was a

child actress on the stage before she be-

came a picture star at the age of four-

teen.

Ramon Novarro was there. He had
come in his make-up, right from the

studio ; had been working all night, he
said, and was very tired : but when he
met his old friend, Frances Beranger,
daughter of Clara Beranger, the writer,

he pepped up at once for a nice little chat

over in a corner.

We spotted an interesting looking man
who had just come in. and found out that

he was Prince Jean Chica of Roumania.
who has been sent by his country to rep-
resent and study aviation. He is at pres-
ent making an air trip from Budapest to
Cape Town, South Africa. This is con-
sidered the most difficult air voyage in the
world, and Patsy and I got a great thrill
as his dark eyes flashed over the remark-
that "there is a possibility I may never
reach my goal

!"

Grace LaRue, Laura La Plante, Leni
Stengel and all the other charming lady-
guests were simply hanging on the avia-
tor's words, while just for once the mas-
culine picture stars were being a bit neg-
lected.

Edgar Selwyn, noted playwright, theat-
rical producer and now motion picture di-
rector, brought his lovely wife, who was
once on the stage, but who turned pro-
ducer last year in New York. It does
seem too bad that the stage should lose
her beauty and vivacity.
Hale Hamilton was among the guests,

and King Baggot, the Sisters G, Ju-
lanne Johnston—who, by the way, told us
she is going to London to dance at the
Kit-Kat Club—Mr. and Mrs. Robert Arm-
strong, Mr. and Mrs. Regis Toomev, Mil-
dred Harris, ZaSu Pitts, Lola Lane, Lew
Ayers, Tom Douglas, Jobyna Howland,
Gavin Gordon, Catherine Dale Owen.
Horace Liveright, Sue Carol, Nick Stuart.
Richard Cromwell, Mr. and Mrs. James
Gleason, John Murray Anderson, and a
score of others.
The guests simply overflowed the big

rooms, but there was such a spirit of en-
thusiastic friendliness and interest and
pleasure in the gathering, all attributable
to our charming host, that nobodv minded

;

indeed, those who did it seemed" to enjov
finding seats on cushions on the floor.
We chatted with Ramon Novarro dur-

ing the buffet tea which was served, and
he told us about his first radio work.

"I was all right from my neck up. but
my legs were trembling so I could hardly
stand," he laughed.
Micho Ito, the noted Japanese dancer,

was there with his beautiful American
wile. They have two children and are
very happy, but when she was first mar-
ried, we learned, her family were angrv
and turned her out.
"But inside of two weeks my family met

my husband and at once took him to their
hearts," his wife smiled.
After tea there was some delightful en-

tertainment. Ramon Novarro sang Span-
ish songs, Leonard Sillman gave some
humorous songs and a dance; Mildred Har-
ris sang two numbers most pleasingly, and
the Sisters G sang and danced a couple
of cute little numbers and were very
amusing.

FOR once a Spanish house in Holly-
wood is really occupied by Spaniards,

and a Spanish party is to be given by the
people in it!" exclaimed Patsy, as she
glanced up from a letter she had just re-
ceived, as we were having tea at her
bungalow.

"Jose Crespo is giving a party for Con-
chita Montenegro. Jose, you know, stars
in all the Spanish versions of the pic-
tures in which John Gilbert appears."

Jose was giving the party in honor of
Conchita's birthday, and it was a Saint's
birth'day, too ; which made it all the more
appropriate for our hosts to serve a huge
cake, as is done in Spain, filled with all

sorts of good luck emblems.
Later that cake was to turn out to be

rather dramatic as a prop, but at the time
it promised only romance and fun.
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Jose Crespo, handsome and dashing as

ever, hastened forward to bid us a cor-

dial welcome, as we came in through the

great door of the house, with its veranda
which looked out over the city with its

million twinkling lights.

Scores of people already were in the

big drawing room, but as Patsy glanced up
at the graceful, winding stairway, deco-

rated with its gay Spanish shawls, she

gasped. Down its steps came a lovely,

slim figure.

"It's Conchita !" she whispered. "But
just for the moment I felt as if we were
really back in the old Spanish days of
the dons, especially with Conchita wear-
ing that billowing skirt."

As a matter of fact, nobody had worn
a Spanish shawl to the party, however,
except Patsy

!

Senorita Montenegro speaks very good
English, and is brightly witty despite all

the dramatic roles she plays.

Dolores Del Rio was among the gay
guests, looking prettier than ever since

her illness. Cedric Gibbons, her handsome
husband, was with her. They are tre-

mendously in love, you can easily see.

We asked her when she was going to re-

turn to work, but she said, with a look

at her husband that might easily turn any
man's head

:

"I'm not thinking of work now. I'm
thinking only of love!"

Then her husband finished for her: "We
are still honeymooning, you see. Or may-
be you might say we are just beginning
to honeymoon. My wife has been ill ever
since we have been married"—Dolores
turned a sad smile to him. "But Dolores
was a lovely bride all the time she was
in the hospital," went on her husband with
gay fondness. "She never did look the
least bit sick."

Dolores told us that she wanted her hus-
band to learn to speak Spanish, but he
said that he was afraid he couldn't learn.

However, he is picking up a word here and
there in spite of himself.

Ramon Novarro was there, and Don
Alvarado, Ramon having brought his

pretty sister, Carmen, whom he won't let

to go into pictures, although she has had
offers, and his brother, Antonio Sama-
niego ; and other guests included Raquel
Torres and her sister Renee, Dorothy Jor-
dan, Alma Real, the Spanish prima donna;
and two score of Spanish players now
working in Spanish versions of pictures.

Many guests had brought gifts for Con-
chita, and after she had opened them sup-
per was served.

And then it was time to cut the big

cake

!

What fun there was as we bit charily

but hopefully into our slices, expecting to

find a little good luck piece, but hoping not
to choke on it

!

Raquel Torres nearly swallowed her
little lucky piece, which was a tiny re-
plica of the three sacred Japanese mon-
keys made of amber. Renee Torres found
a tiny gold cross in her cake, and Dolores
Del Rio found a half-guinea English gold
piece, while other guests discovered tiny
rings, and somebody discovered a gold
wishbone.

Dolores had cut the cake, and we told

her that she, being a banker's daughter,
had been able to craftily page the money

!

Some way Conchita disappeared, but we
paid no attention at the moment, and in

the meantime Mrs. Eernando Mignoni, who
is a gypsy, and who deserted her clan to

be wed, danced a real gypsy dance, with
the only music accompanying her the
castenet-like finger snapping of guests. It

was weird and charming and graceful.
Alma Real sang some lovely Spanish
songs, and after that there was dancing.

Suddenly Conchita's sister appeared
dramatically with a telegram in her hand.
She was very white. Conchita had gone
home and was wiring that she was ill

!

There was a deal of telephoning, but it

was learned that nothing serious was the
matter—only Conchita feared she had
swallowed the little gold four-leaf-clover

in her piece of cake

!

Next day we met her at the studio, how-
ever, rosy and smiling as ever.

Picnicking with Louise Fazenda—Continued from page 95

under side of the brown bread face and
place on top of the white bread. The
effect is that of a round brown face, with
white eyes, nose, and mouth where the

butter shows through.

The only drawback to such a sandwich
is that they are so interesting to look at

that all eating proceedings are held up
until the guests decide whether to eat them
or take them home as a souvenir ! Varia-
tions to this sandwich can be had by mak-
ing some of the mouths smiling, others

scowling, and changing the shapes of eyes
and nostrils.

One sandwich that Miss Fazenda al-

ways includes in her picnic baskets is

:

The Sweet SaiKhvicli

The following proportions will make
sufficient filling for twenty little sand-

wiches.

Yi cup soft butter

Y2 cup chopped dates

Ya cup chopped figs

Ya cup chopped prunes
3 tbs. cream

Y& teasp. salt

Arrange slices of bread in pairs. Mix
the chopped fruits with the butter, salt

and cream. Stir until the mixture is soft

and creamy. When sandwiches have been
filled, wrap them in a dampened tea towel
until the rest of the picnic luncheon is

prepared.
Of course, there are devilled eggs packed

away in one corner of a basket. With
them Louise likes to serve crisp crackers,

or tiny biscuits.

Here is her recipe for making the dimin-
utive biscuits

:

2Y2 cups pastry flour

5 tsp. baking powder •

Ya teasp. salt

5 tbs. butter

1 cup milk
2 tbs. sugar

Mix flour, baking powder and salt. Sift.

Cut in butter with a knife until well mixed.
Add milk slowly until soft dough is

formed. Place on floured board and pat

into small mounds. Drop on buttered

pans. Mix the sugar with a little milk
and spread on top of each biscuit. Bake
for 15 minutes.

Devilled Eggs

Remove shells from hard boiled eggs.

Cut in two, lengthwise. Remove yolks.

For nine eggs, use the following pro-
portion of ingredients:

Y2 cup mayonnaise
1 tsp. salt

Y% teasp. paprika

Y2 tbs. chopped parsley

Y2 tsp. chopped green pepper
3 pimento-stuffed olives chopped fine

Mix thoroughly with yolks and stuff.

Wrap in oiled paper.

The ideal salad for picnic days is one
called "The Summer Salad." Louise says
it is most refreshing for outdoor serving.

3 cups shredded cabbage
1 cup shredded lettuce

2 cups diced pineapple

1 cup red cherries

2 tsp. salt

Y2 tsp. paprika

Ya tsp. celery salt

1 cup mayonnaise or any
salad dressing preferred

Mix all ingredients except dressing,

which can be added just before serving.

A big platter of chocolate cookies rounds
off the menu. And if you would see

smiles of contentment settle over the faces

of your guests at this last course, Miss
Fazenda suggests

:

Chocolate Bodies

Y2. cup fat

\Yi cups sugar
2 eggs
4 tbs. milk
2 squares chocolate, melted
1 tsp. vanilla

2Y2 cups flour

Yi tsp. salt

3 tsp. baking powder

Cream the fat. Add eggs and sugar.
Beat for two minutes. Add milk, melted
chocolate and vanilla. Next add all dry
ingredients, which have been mixed and
sifted together. Drop from the end of a
spoon on greased baking pan, spacing about
2 inches apart. Sprinkle top of each
cookie with finely chopped walnuts and
almonds. Bake for 15 minutes in a mod-
erate oven.

In that drowsily pleasant hour between
luncheon and a swim in the surf, Louise
will mentally reconstruct the seashore
haven where so many picnic parties have
been held in the past. The new home will

be under construction soon and there are
many gay plans for the summer.
"The kitchen will be started first," de-

clares Louise. "I don't care how long
I have to make a bivouac under the stars

until my bedroom is finished. But a pic-

nic is so much more fun if there is an
honest-to-goodness kitchen stove near by
to warm up a final social cup of coffee."

And all the time Louise is talking she
will be moving nearer the charred mass
that was once a beautiful home, pointing

out the proposed location of a sink there

and a bedroom window overlooking the

Pacific here.

Her friends say that the only reason
Louise doesn't simulate the phoenix more
completely and lay her picnic cloth right

on top of the beloved beach house site is

that she is afraid the children will get

cinders in their eyes and she herself pre-

fers to include charcoal in her diet in a

more subtle form

!
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the season in "As Husbands Go." It's

a laugh-epidemic from the beginning to the

end. John Golden has cast it to the queen's.

A married woman and her widowed
friend, both from Dubuque, shake a wild

leg in Paris and bring back to Dubuque an
English writer—for the married woman

—

and an international gigolo of an elderly

and monocled breed for the widow. The
husband is the town banker- Babbitt, but

also a wise guy. The drunken scene be-

tween England and Iowa is a perfect work
of the comic art.

The widow keeps her Boulevard pick-up

and marries him. But the English lover

likes the husband so well that he streaks it

back to London, sinless and conscience-

clean.

The dialogue snaps like a Bismarck her-

ring. If it wasn't for a bit of a let-down
in the third act, I should pronounce 'As
Husbands Go" a little masterpiece.

Catherine Doucet, gurgling, bouncy,
mock-satiric and mock-stupid by turns, was
the main works, with Lily Cahill and Jay
Fassett as the wife and husband perfect

seconds. No one can tell Miss Crothers
how to write a play.

"Napi"

Napi is the pet boudoir name of La
George, of the Comedie Frangaise, for Na-
poleon, the fellow, as you remember, who
continually got his military It mixed up
with his primordial It.

Ernest Truex, who plays a double for

Napoleon in order to get him out of his

trouble with La George, is a funny pic-

ture and decants a great many laughs out
of the audience, especially in the bedroom
scene in the second act. Truex is a fine

comedian—he has gusto and a chirrup in

his voice and motions.
The play itself is hopelessly thin and

bodiless. A corkingly comic idea, there

isn't enough action or dialogue to stretch

it out for three acts. But Truex as a fake
Napoleon is worth the price.

The Misses Frieda Inescourt and Peggy
Shannon decorated the stage.

"Privilege Car"

A circus story that is overloaded with
color, character and humor, but that

wabbles, creaks and flounders in the telling

like a bank examiner before a District

Attorney.
Foran and Keefe, the authors, have laid

their piece in the restaurant car of a trav-

elling American circus—there's the handy
shoplifter, the dopey dip, the trapeze per-

former, who is stooling for another circus,

the clean cornet-player, and a lot of other
rough-and-tumbles who are well-drilled and
quite recognizable.

Paul Guilfoyle, Harry Tyler, William
Foran and Lee Patrick get prizes for their

acting in this show that will make a rous-
ing picture for the not too-arty zones. But
the authors try to tell us too many stories

in three acts.

"A Woman Denied"

Mary Nash is good Old Original Sin to
the bitter end in this lurid pash play from
the Italian of Gennaro Curci.
The yarn runs this way : An artist has

a Barbara lying around his studio for art
purposes only. But she's on the make by
nature and always at It. Nay, nay, says
Paolo Vanni (McKay Morris). But it

looks as if he couldn't stand the electronic
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tug much longer. Barbara nearly has
Paolo ulriched when the brother steps in

to save the wife and baby from what the
Times would call "undue notoriety."

Well, the brother gets almost tumbled,
too, when Barbara—flaming with what
Buddha calls Desire—necks a shepherd,

who eventually chokes her to death while
they are both posing for Paolo.

I've seen all this before somewhere—was
it in Ouida or Archibald Clavering Gun-
ther?
Miss Nash was good, however ; but such

caloric roles must tell on her eventually.

The rest were merely g-nashing 'round.

"Give Me Yesterday"

The pediculous drama of Broadway re-

ceived another solid thumb-crack in Charles
Hopkins' production of A. A. Milne's "Give
Me Yesterday," a superb play, beautifully
produced and acted with rare skill.

It is a satire on Success. In the second

act there is a fine dream scene where
Mannock, a member of the British Cabinet,

becomes a boy again, meets the "Buteus
Maiden" and the real flesh-and-blood Sally

of his boyhood. He discovers he has sold

his soul for social and political advance-
ments. The real Mannock no longer exists.

Resolved to can the whole fake show of

his life, he is elevated to be Chancellor of
the Exchequer at the moment he is about
to return to Sally. He surrenders. The
real Mannock is dead. Vive la Fake!

It is a great play with satire and senti-

ment mixed in exactly fifty-fifty doses, as

is proper. Sylvia Field as Sally is the most
beautiful apparition you ever dreamed of

in your most romantic youth. Louis Cal-

hern is a perfect Success-boob. Gladys
Hanson is a handsome and vivid Lady
Mannock.

It is going to be a Prize AA picture some
day. It would be nice to see Sylvia

Field in the role of Sally in the screen

version. Meanwhile, see this perfect play.

"The Gang's All Here"

Here was something that Russel Crouse
aimed at that looked like a bull's eye. But
too many people handled the gun, or it was
overloaded, maybe. Anyhow, "The Gang's
All Here" exploded all over the lot.

It is intended to be a satire on our gang
warfare. It becomes a burlesque, almost
slap-sticky. There is a rich guy to be
knocked off. Of course there's a "goil,"
too. Atlantic City and Nantucket are the
places where these musical comedy gang-
sters cavort, headed by Ted Healy, who has
a smile that would melt to laughter the
Great God Cal.

Gina Malo has a hand in the matter as
well as Zelma O'Neal. But it is Hal Le-
Roy, a kid of seventeen, who dances off
with the show. Some ankle-shaker !—the
latest "find." Lewis E. Gensler wrote what
is known as the music, Oscar Hammerstein
and Morrie Ryskind directed, and the
ballet was staged by Tilly Losch.

Just Fine and Landi—Continued from page }4

whole world in those words. Two very
ordinary words, but Catherine puts into

them everything she would give to her
lover. I hardly believe Mr. Hemingway
imagined half as much in those words when
he wrote it. But each of us building up
the part, adding to it, brought more depth
and beauty to the character. No. I would
rather have someone else act any roles I

might write. Though I doubt if I could

do a movie story. The things I write are

not very plotful."

Well, what sort of parts do you yearn
to do? Dramatic? Ibsen, perhaps? No
one has done Ibsen on the screen.

"Ibsen," thoughtfully. "What would
you suggest? 'The Dolls' House'? But
that could only be clone in costume, as a

period play. It was, after all, propaganda
for the enfranchisement of women. Ibsen

is too 'dated'. Shakespeare isn't. He
didn't try to point a moral. Ibsen did.

'Hedda Gabler' might be nice to do. Yes,

I think I should like to do Hedda—but

when I am older in pictures. I think a part

like that should belong to someone like

Greta Garbo."
Ah, Greta Garbo ! Someone has been

murmuring about Elissa Landi being Fox's
Garbo. She might be. Who knows?
She's tall, blonde, intense, with amazing
green eyes. An English girl—who yet
was born in Venice and claims Austrian
heritage. That almost makes her a good
American, doesn't it ? She played in films

on the Continent, in England. She played
with Lars Hansen in Swedish pictures.

With Adolphe Mcnjou in a French film.

Played the lead in "The Storm" in Lon-
don. Appeared in "Lavender Ladies," "The
Constant Nymph." All in all. her career

has been seven years long—she's now
twenty- four

!

She played in several films written by
Elinor Glyn—the perpetrator of It, re-

member? Madame Glyn declared Elissa

was the typical English girl, but Elissa

smiles about it. She doesn't think she is.

The typical English girl is solid, rather

large, calm—and well, nothing at all like

Landi.
But with her very nice and authentic

English accent, how can she help but play

English girls?

Elissa doesn't like things just because

they are fashionable. She thinks Beverly

Hills is less than nothing. Imagine! Like
some clerk's suburban heaven in Eng-
land, only there are dozens of rosebushes
in Beverly Hills front yards, instead of
one. It's quite ordinary. Stereotyped.
Little homes in the hills that ramble up
and down are something else again. She
finds Hollywood artificial, adolescent and
sophisticated, all at the same time. But
where all the orgies and "Queer People"
hide out she can't imagine.
She takes long walks, knows the eti-

quette of riding a horse, and plays a
diffident game of tennis. Reducing is just

a word in the dictionary to her. She's
naturally slim. She loves children and ani-

mals. Elissa enjoys motoring and is an
expert driver. She's married to an Eng-
lish barrister called "Johnny"—J. C. Law-
rence to the public at large.

Her next picture, after a comedy just

to show she's versatile—and by the way
she admires Ina Claire more than other
talking star—will be "The Yellow Ticket."
"Body and Soul" with Charlie Farrell

will soon be released and then fandom will

know that everything is now just fine and
Landi

!

Lil Reforms—Continued from page 31

siasm of the audience may be with you

in a well-drawn characterization, it is the

thought of the heroine who actually gets

her man in the final reel, that is left

with the audience as they leave the theatre.

That's why she wants to be good.

Good. But not too good. Lilyan prom-
ises to go on being just as chic, as

smartly groomed—but with a difference.

Being good won't mean Queen Mary hats

and muslin underwear. Nunno

!

"Certainly there is a difference in the

clothes a character wears," says Lilyan.

"You instinctively react to the way you
are dressed. In my personal life when I

get ready to go somewhere, I always
try to imagine who will be there and
dress and unconsciously react to the part

that they expect of me. I have two or

three kind of personalities like that—and
yet they are all myself.
"So a character in a play will react to

the scene she finds herself in and the
kind of clothes she wears. Obviously a

heroine, even a 'good' heroine—providing

it were a modern role, would be smartly

dressed. After all you must conform to

the rules of good taste to be truly chic.

If you try to be too different, you be-

come just frumpy. Naturally a vamp can

get away with a more bizarre type of

dress than a woman of accepted standing

—otherwise there would not be too much
difference."

And that's that. Lilyan is the arbiter

of elegance and fashion in the movie cap-

ital. So in the screen world, what Lilyan

wears today, we will try to wear tomorrow.
Lilyan started her career in New York.
She posed first for a noted artist, then

joined the "Follies." Well, didn't they

all ? Then came a season in stock, where
she played everything from old ladies to

ingenues. Fine training, she declares.

Don't they all?

Then came the romance with Edmund
Lowe. Lilyan is just a little worried about

what a contract may mean. Her marriage

has always come before her career, she

says. She likes to be free to go with

Eddie when and where he goes. Wliat

Eddie says goes—practically—in the Tash-
man-Lowe household. Why, just the

other day Lilyan yearned to go to Santa
Barbara to see some polo matches but

Eddie didn't want her too, so she stayed

at home.
"And you always mind your husband?"
"Oh, yes," admits Lilyan cheerfully.

"Life is too complicated to get into end-

less arguments. It's much simpler to do
what Eddie wants—or doesn't want."

The private life of a vamp

!

Lilyan is much smaller, slighter than

she appears on the screen, with very

bright blond hair— (never mind if it wasn't

always that color, it looks swell). And
she's as pleased as a child with a pair of

shiny red wagons, at being good.

A blonde vamp has made good ! And
trust her to keep on—even if they make
her be ^ood

!
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Mr. Arliss Looks at

the Movies
Continued from page 26

velop a theme on the stage, why should we
give the film story a less adequate treat-

ment? If the theme is a worthy one and

the writing is good, I see no reason why
a talking picture need be compressed into

half the length of a stage play.' There
could be intermissions, of course, as in

the theatre, to let the audience rest its

mind.
I was frankly surprised when Mr. H.

M. Warner invited me to make talking

pictures for his company two years ago.

1 explained to Mr. Warner that I had
none of the qualifications for the cinema.

My personality does not lend itself to sen-

sational exhibitions of osculation. My
kisses are usually fatherly or avuncular.

They are of the briefest duration—it is

practically impossible to fade in on one of

my kisses ! I do not ride horseback, nor
swim, nor drive a motor car.

Mr. Warner replied that it did not mat-
ter, that they wanted me to do "'Disraeli."

My next picture is not adapted from a

play. I don't quite know how it will turn

out. It takes me some time to work into

a part. After appearing for many months
in a play, it was not difficult for me to act

it in the pictures. We simply followed
the stage production. This next charac-
terization, however, will be new, one that

I have never studied or played before.

But the studio is being most kind to

me. I asked for—and they most gener-
ously permitted me—a full four weeks' re-

hearsal. That is most unusual, for sala-

ries must be paid during that time. But
in the end it costs no more, for rehearsals

are held in private with no need for
wasting the time of cameramen and elec-

tricians. The actual time spent in pro-
duction later is cut down enormously.
My experience in the movies has taught

me mam- things that have been useful to

me in the theatre as well. First and fore-

most, it has brought home to me the value
of sincerity; I found that every flicker of
an eyelash, every shade of thought was
registered on the screen, and so I reason
that what is seen by the camera may be
felt by an audience. The art of restraint

and suggestion may be studied by watch-
ing Charlie Chaplin on the screen : he is

in my opinion the deal picture actor.

I have the greatest respect for the

screen and its people. It is unfortunate
that the newspapers seem to find so much
profit in the reporting of the peccadillos

of those who are guilty of spectacular

misbehavior, in the quest for happiness or
publicity. The public soon believes that

the conduct of these few is a fair example
of the manners of the movie world.
They do not take into account the thou-

sands of steady, hard workers who are
the real backbone of the industry. My ac-
quaintance with the wickedness of the
movie actors and actresses has been gained
entirely through the press. I have never
met any of these people—or if I have,
I've been unaware of their wicked ways.
Work in the studios is arduous. To me

it is always interesting but rather ex-
hausting. The real fun and pleasure is the
outdoor work—in the country- on charm-
ing, sunny days. I am never happier than
on location work in such a picture as
"The Millionaire." It is a picture in
which I am supposed to work in a garage
and when I have on my overalls and am
pottering about outside my workshop in

real earnest. I begin to realize the pleas-
ures of being a "working man."

I trust only Kleenex •

to remove creams

and cosmetics safely"

Soys Universal's lovely star, 1^1 I'E ^ EEEZ
Even such dramatic beauty
as hers needs the protective

cleansing of Kleenex!

HOW interesting is this statement

from Lupe Velez—the beautiful

screen actress who starred so brilliantly

in "Resurrection."

She says: "One of the first things we
learn in a screen career is the use of

Kleenex for removing creams and cos-

metics."

Why do you suppose screen actresses

are so insistent on this matter of Kleenex ?

It's because they know that you simply

must get cold cream and dirt out of

the pores.

Kleenex does. It is far more absorbent

than towels or "cold cream cloths."

As Miss Velez says, "The blemishes

that start from embedded dirt or cos-

metics just don't have a chance . . .

Kleenex is so soft and gentle, and

absorbs so quickly."

Kleenex does away entirely with the

ugly, germ-filled "cold cream cloths."

Kleenex saves towels from cosmetic

stains and grease.

For handkerchiefs

Doctors and health authorities discov-

ered that Kleenex is a health necessity,

to replace handkerchiefs. And now thou-

sands of people will use nothing else.

It prevents self-infection from germs in

handkerchiefs. It is discarded after a

single use. Kleenex comes in packages

at 25 cents, 50 cents and SI.00. Prices

are the same in Canada. At drug, dry

goods or department stores.

KLEENEX COMPANY. Lake Michigan Bldg.,

Chicago, 111. Please send free sample of Kleenex.
SL-6

Name-

Strcct-

Use Kleenex for adjusting make-up as tceU as for re-

moving creams and cosmetics. This dainty dressing
room accessory comes in your favorite pastel tint as

well as in pure white-

City. State
In Canada, address: 330 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.

When yon write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD.
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Keeping Cool and Lovely—Continued from page 6;

Saturday bath is added to the bath of all

the other days in the week, just as it should

be. But despite the fact that we are all of

us taking more baths than we used to, it is

surprising how many of us do not know
how to get the greatest benefit from them
both for health and appearance.

In winter we should all have at least one
bath a day ; and in summer, I think, we
should all have two—a warm bath on re-

tiring, or a hot bath at the end of our
working day—and a cold or a cool shower
in the morning.
Men have used shower baths for ages

and more and more girls are beginning to

use them. But do remember this. A
shower is not as cleansing as a tub bath,

no matter what anybody tells you, and it

is not nearly so good for the skin. Show-
ers are invigorating. If you are one of

the lucky people who react to a cold

shower, nothing is better for waking you
up briskly in the morning, for generally
toning the whole body, and for guarding
against colds and disease of all types.

But if you don't react to cold showers,
don't indulge in them. If you find you
stay chilled and blue after taking them,
no matter how vigorously you use your
drying towel, avoid them. They are bad
for you. Take warm or hot showers, in

those cases, but not cold ones. Either way,
use showers in relationship to tub baths.

Use them for pepping you up, and when
you are in such a rush that a tub bath is

impossible. But don't use them exclusive-

ly.

Tub baths, besides being the most cleans-

ing baths, have two other values. They
are stimulating or relaxing, depending
upon how hot you take them.

Contrary to what you might expect,

summertime is one of the best times for

hot and warm baths and it is the least

good time for cold ones. When you come
home "hot and sticky" at the end of the

day, a warm tub bath will do much more
toward doing away with your fatigue than
a cold shower. Warm baths are restful, al-

ways, which makes them the best baths to

take before retiring. Hot baths are stim-
ulating. Jumping into a tub of hot, sudsy
water just before dressing for dinner is

one of the surest ways of pepping yourself
up for the whole evening. And always
remember to use soap. Slightly scented
soap is very nice, as it is both cleansing
and acts as a pleasant deodorant, but soap

of some kind is imperative. The body is

an oiled surface, you know, and just plain

water slides off of it as easily as from
the proverbial duck's back. Lots of girls,

during the summer, have the mistaken idea

that a dip in the ocean or a swim in some
rippling lake are sufficient for cleansing.

They're not, unless you take your soap
with you and use it vigorously. One more
rule about baths and I'm through.

If you are so situated that a quantity of
water, either hot or cold, is difficult to

attain, here is a bath which you'll find very
refreshing. Fill a large bowl with very
hot water. Immerse a huge bath towel
and sponge the body with it, having al-

ready covered it with suds. Rub until the

towel becomes cool. Dip it once more in

the hot water and wash off the soap. Dip
a third time, in cool water this time. Pat
your body dry, instead of rubbing vigor-
ously.

After bathing, you should always add
two special summer time refinements. One
is a dusting with lightly scented powder,
or a rub down with a good eau de cologne

;

and the other is the use of a deodorant
as a check against excessive perspiration.

You may have to shop a bit to find the
right deodorant for yourself—just as you
have to shop to get the correct depilatory.

Deodorants come in varying strengths,

however, so I know you can find the right

Lillian Roth's brunette
beauty is a Joy forever. She
is making short features now.

Joan Crawford always wears
galoshes when it rains. Won-
der if that's one of her beauty

secrets?

one for yourself. At first you may need
to use them every day or so. After a bit

you will find twice a week enough and if

you use them properly they are quite

harmless.
Bobbed-haired girls will find it wisest,

I think, to cut their locks a bit shorter

during the heat of midsummer. It is ter-

ribly important to look neat, and scraggly
locks will defeat this. When one looks

very spotless on a hot afternoon one gets

the constant compliment, "How cool you
look !" and after a bit you begin believing

it, no matter wjiat the temperature. Long-

haired girls should dress their hair close
to the heads with every last lock of it in
place. And naturally the hair should be
washed more often. There's only one word
of caution about that. Protect the scalp
from sunburn, just as you do your face.
When you are going out in the brightest
sun, wear a hat, I beg you.
For summer gloves I always choose cot-

ton or fabric ones—cotton is ever so much
cooler than silk, you know. They are very
smart and quite cheap and my own expe-
rience is that my hands, remaining un-
soiled, seem cooler wearing them than they
would if I went without them. You don't
have to wear long gloves with your short

Clara Kimball Young made a
nice comeback in "Kept Hus-
bands." She dieted intelli-
gently and always dresses

well.

sleeved dresses, either. Short gloves and
short sleeves are a very chic combination.

Finally your make-up itself can give you
that fresh, dainty look. During the "dog
days" you will want to use less cream and
substitute in its place, more astringents

and cooling lotions. There are many fine

ones on the market. Use more powder
than you wear in winter and abandon your
dry rouge for a cream one. Perspiration
will disturb your make-up, of course, but
if you put a good light cold cream founda-
tion underneath, add cream rouge, applied

delicately, then lipstick, and then powder
very carefully and quite heavily over it all,

I think you will have little trouble. Work-
ing girls will find it very valuable to keep
a cleansing lotion and a box of face pow-
der with, above all things, spotless powder
puffs, in their lockers.

It sums up to the fact that you do need
to spend more time on your appearance in

summer than in winter—and it also follows

that you won't want to. You'll want to

succumb to the languid, lazy feeling, but

please don't. From June until September
you need both the ounce of prevention

—

against too much sun, too much exposure
and too much relaxing—as well as a half

a pound of care. So do invest it, you girls

who want to be not only pretty but charm-
ing. You'll find it quite the best invest-

ment you ever made. For I promise you
you'll hear said of you (in strong, mas-
culine voices) "Oh. she's a great girl!

She always looks so fresh and charming."
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Revuettes
Continued from -page 6

THE SOUTHERNER. Melro-Goldwyn-Moyer.
Lawrence Tibbett scores in a modern story about a

prodigal son. Esther Ralston is lovely. Cliff Edwards
and Roland Young earn the laughs.

THE SPY. Fox. Reconstruction days in Russia,

with dreaded secret police system and their spy oper-

ations. Neil Hamilton and Kay Johnson give per-

formances well above par.

UNFAITHFUL. Paramount. Another Ruth Chat-

terton winner. An English society story well acted by
the cast including Paul Lukas and Paul Cavanaugh.*

WAY DOWN EAST. The old D. W. Griffith melo-
drama continues to hold interest. This revival has

sound effects. Richard Barthlemess and Lillian Gish
are the stars.

WOMAN HUNGRY. First National. You'll

recognize this as "The Great Divide," and it 's old and
weak with age. Lila Lee, Sidney Blackmer, Fred
Kohler and Kenneth Thompson do their best with
the familiar plot.

Short Features:
A FOWL AFFAIR. Educational. A grand new

novelty with chickens of the barnyard variety per-

forming. Clever "dialogue"—see it.

BE BIG. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. This one isn't up
to the usual Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy standard.

A marital yarn sprinkled with laughs.

CHASING AROUND. Tiffany. The Chimps are

better actors than human beings. This one is a do-

mestic comedy packed with howls.

CRASHING HOLLYWOOD. Educational. A
snappy yarn about three girls trying to crash the
studio gates. Lots of comedy and studio atmos-
phere.*

LA PASTORALE. Cines-Piltaluga. One of the
finest European shorts to date. Thirty women harp-
ists are shown playing Bellotta's Pastorale. For the
music lovers. ,

LEGEND OF THE SKIES. Ideal. Gorgeous
panoramas of clouds with Frank Ormton describing
the mood of the celestial vista. Enjoyable.

MODEL WOMEN. Paramount. A funny idea
with all the action taking place in front of a shop and
the wax models coming to life and wise-cracking.

PARTNERS. Yilaphone. A fast moving sketch
with Billy Gaxton, of the Broadway stage, piling up
the laughs with his clever patter.

PETE AND REPEAT. Educational. A black
face team on the Amos 'n' Andy order. All about a
blacksmith's shop and escaped convicts with the duet
as the fall guys. Not so good.

RODEO DOUGH. Columbia. A good Krazy Kat
cartoon. All about a dude ranch. Funny situations
and clever gags.

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS. Columbia. T. Roy
Barnes introduces places and people of interest in

Hollywood—such as Mary Pickford's golf course and
Dorothy Sebastian and Bill Boyd. Mildly interesting.

SHE WENT FOR A TRAMP. Radio. This
comedy involves a railroad president, two tramps and
two bank robbers and lots of fun. Hugh Herbert and
Roscoe Ates are the tramps.

TIGERS IN THE DEEP. Pathe. Whether you are
a fisherman or not you'll enjoy this Grantland Rice
Sportlight. It combines beauty and excitement.

TONS OF TROUBLE. Paramount. The young-
sters will like this. All about a boy who is an animal
fan—the climax comes when he tries to get an ele-

phant in his home.

UNDER PAR. RKO-Palhe. Johnny Farrell, the
golf champion, explains some new golf pointers.
Recommended to the golf enthusiast.
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Read our Revuettes and

keep informed about

the pictures to see or

not to see!

+ -r^/ou will like the Linit

Beauty Bath because the

results are immediate J- Jm

Y/ OU need not wait weeks for

y some sign of improvement in

your skin. The Linit Beauty Bath is

an outstanding beauty secret—
not only is it amazingly econom-

ical, but the soothing, luxurious

results are IMMEDIATE.

Merely dissolve half a package

or more of Linit in your tub—
bathe in the usual way, using your

favorite soap—and then feel your

skin— soft and satiny smooth!

This soft, velvety "finish" comes

from a thin coating of Linit left on

the skin which is invisible to the

naked eye. This coating of Linit ad-

heres well, never comes off on the

clothing— eliminates "shine" and

harmlessly absorbs perspiration.

THIS TEST PROVES IT TO YOU

After dissolving a handful or so of

Linit in a basin of warm water, wash

your hands. The instant your hands

come in contact with the water

you are aware of a smoothness

like rich cream— and after you dry

your hands your skin has a delight-

ful softness. You'll be convinced!

IS so

your Cjr

l

*X?fiii fcaifiu'aif to a

soft, smooth sdin.
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Mexican Divorce

—

Continued from page 25

to appear unconcerned, "it's purely a busi-

ness proposition. If you're determined, go
ahead and marry Montgomery ; I'll see

what can be done about ameliorating the

financial consequences. If things go pot

you can live on your alimony and I have
a job open any time as business manager
for Joe McGinnis, a trained ape whose
affairs of the heart will have nothing
whatsoever to do with his value as a

"A Cure for the Blues" is the
title of Will Rogers' next pic-
ture and an appropriate one

at that.

featured player. Remember I warned you,

you stubborn, fuzzy-headed little sap, you
!"

"All right," said Iola as she walked to-

ward the door. "And if you talk to the

ape like you do to me, I hope he goes in

for a carnivorous diet with both your ears

as the menu. Goodbye, Horses ; I'm having
tea this P. X. with Mr. Montgomery; we're
planning a rather significant party. You
might drop around and make a face at

him. He'll be delighted to meet you."
She was gone but Horace stared mo-

rosely at the space she had occupied,

breathed the perfume of her late presence
and heard the echo of her voice.

Horace really didn't believe Iola was
dumb. He thought her quite intelligent

—

except for the Montgomery matter. His
brusque attitude and unkind phraseology
had been adopted as a sort of conversa-
tional cloak for the feeling that he was
afraid some one might detect.

A year before Horace had started hand-
ling Iola's Hollywood film career, manipu-
lating things so successfully that she was
a star before he realized it. And, so in-

tent had he been upon his task that he
did not realize that he was in love with
her until she became a success. Then
it was too late to declare himself. He
had gazed with unsentimental eyes upon
the girl during her incumbency as an un-
known. Now that she was a success no
one, least of all Iola, would believe that

his motives weren't mercenary in case he
proposed wedlock. He was determined to

save his pride the sting of rejection.

"And now," he muttered gloomily, "she's

going to marry a man to whom she'll mean

no more than another name on the register

does to a hotel clerk. I ought to trade
my brain for an extra pair of lungs and
become a train announcer. There I was
head over heels in love with her and my
brain didn't have sense enough to find

out what was going on in my heart until

it was too late for my tongue to do any-
thing about it."

He moped about the office for a while,

then pulled on his hat and walked down
the corridor, his hands in his pockets and
his head lowered. He bumped into some
one.

"Sleep in bed," suggested that individ-

ual. "Oh, it's Randolph ! Just coming to

see you, Randolph. About Miss Lane."
The speaker, a pudgy little man, was

Sem Hodges, president of Ace Films, to

whom Horace had contracted Iola.

"What about Miss Lane?" Horace asked
crossly.

"About this marriage business," an-
swered Sem. "Marriage is all right, you
understand, but it's got to be committed
with somebody that en-joys more public re-

spect than a hi-jacker. This here Mont-
gomery isn't any president of the Chris-
tian Endeavor, you know. I don't like

the idea of Miss Lane marrying him."
Horace spat his cigarette to the floor

Frank Albertson on the sands
at Malibu beach. Frank and
Maureen O'Sullivan were the
romance in "A Connecticut

Yankee."

and ground it beneath his heel, wishing
it were Sem's nose.

"Oh, you don't like the idea?" he
snapped. "What does it matter what you
like or don't like? Listen, you just hired
Miss Lane; you didn't buy her. I think

she's capable of handling her own private

affairs."

Sem wriggled his hands angrily.

"But the contract," he spluttered. "I'll

cancel it if
"

"Think you're the only producer in Hol-
lywood?" inquired Horace. "Well, you're
not. I'm handling Miss Lane's business
affairs and for her I'm telling you to take
that contract and set fire to your lot with
it."

Whereat Horace stalked away, thinking
acrid thoughts about people who couldn't

mind their own business. Sem proceeded
in the other direction, laying the ground-
work of an elaborate plot whereby he was
determined to maneuver Mr. Randolph in-
to a strategic position and then kick him
in the trousers, figuratively and financially
speaking.

In the solitude of his apartment, Horace
prepared to dedicate an evening to nursing
vain regrets. But fate, perfumed with a
faintly alcoholic breath, intervened. Al-
vin Young, gag man, arrived unannounced
and uninvited. He found Horace slouched
in a chair, holding his head in his hands.
"Come on and let's manufacture an-

other," Alvin suggested cheerfully.

"Another what?" inquired Horace with-
out looking up.

"Hangover," explained Alvin. "Isn't
that what's the matter with you? No?
Well, no matter. The proceeds of acquir-
ing one'll be good for what ails you. Big
whoopee party tonight. Somebody asked
me to see that you attended in person.
Come on, get on the old bike and let's go
away from here."

"Beat it," suggested Horace. "I don't
want to go on a whoopee party. Neither
do I wish to entertain guests. I'd like to
be left alone. Who's giving the party?"
"Montgomery," stated Alvin. "Kergan

Montgomery. At his country home back
of Beverly. Coming?"

"I wouldn't even attend his funeral,"
Horace declared. "Did he ask you to in-

vite me?"
"No," said Alvin, a look of keen dis-

appointment crossing his face as he tipped
a cocktail shaker and found it empty.
"Iola Lane did. You'd better come. Mont-
gomery's going to announce his engage-
ment to marry your meal ticket."

Horace sat upright, portraying active

interest at last.

"You mean "

"Surely," stated Alvin. "He's going to

marry her. You don't think he's been

sticking around her for an autograph, do
you? Tonight's the night. It's going to

Freddie and Florence. Or Mr.
and Mrs. Fredric March, re-

turning from a vacation cruise.
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be some party. The bootleggers'll date

time by it."

Horace Randolph had never been shot in

the pit of the stomach by a Krupp gun,

but he knew now how it would feel. He
had known that it was going to happen but

subconsciously he hadn't believed it. Hope
had struggled for existence like a weed
growing from a brick wall. And now the

announcement was going to be made this

very night ! Hope began to wither and
in its stead came despair.

"Well," urged Alvin, "coming?"
Horace's first impulse was to toss Al-

vin out of the apartment by way of say-

ing no. Then he suddenly decided to go.

The thing developed a morbid fascination

for him. He wanted to hear the announce-

ment for the same reason that crowds rush

to watch police drag a body out of the

river.

"All right," he said listlessly, "wait while

I get dressed."

"Shake a leg," advised Alvin. "To-
morrow I'm going to pay like thunder for

the fun I have tonight so I want to have

enough fun to compensate me for the in-

evitable hangover."

Horace went to his room and removed
his clothes. He caught his reflection in the

mirror and walked closer. He wasn't bad
looking, he decided. Black hair, grey eyes

and a jaw that was firm. Funny looking

nose, but one couldn't have everything. He
waggled his chin aggressively and drew his

eyebrows into twin black lines. Then he
smiled. More of a grin, but not bad.

What could Iola see in Montgomery? A
stuffed shirt, that's what Montgomery was.

Horace studied himself to ascertain what
could be wrong with him. He found noth-

ing outstandingly defective. He practised

a wan, suffering look with some success.

"Now imitate a tomato that's been
stepped on by a truck." suggested Alvin
from the doorway. "That was fine but
glycerine'd have improved it some. What
you doing, rehearsing for an attack of
pneumonia ?"

"Shut up," snapped Horace, turning his

face to hide the angry blush. "Shut up
and clear out before I rattle a shoe tree

off your skull."

"All right, all right," agreed Alvin
hastily. "But no more bedroom dramatics.
I'm in a hurry. I want to get there be-
fore the drug store tea runs out."

Horace completed the business of dress-
ing and descended to Alvin's roadster; Al-
vin piloted the car into the flowing streams
of light that marked the evening traffic

and headed west. Horace slumped down
into the seat and chewed a cigar.

"I'm thinking of promoting a pool on
the marriage," commented the driver as
he dodged between two trucks and flicked

the fenders of an old woman's slow-mov-
ing coupe. "We'll all draw tickets on the
number of months Montgomery'll stick it

out. Number six ought to win."

"If you haven't any other use for your
wind, whistle," suggested Horace sourly.

"Why don't you let your brain collaborate
with your tongue on your conversation ?

As it is your brain hasn't the slightest idea
what you're going to say until your mouth
opens and wind starts rushing past your
ears."

Alvin cocked his head sideways and di-

gested this.

"Pretty good," he finally conceded, "but
you could never use it against a truck
driver. Make your insults explicit, my
lad, so that the lowliest of creatures may
know the proper moment to slap you down.
What's eating on you, anyway? Some-
body steal your skates or swipe your favor-
ite agate?"
"When one goes to a funeral," blurted

Horace, "one doesn't appreciate having a
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^Nnat kind
-dhall I take ? ?
"I've just read the most astonishing book-

let...about baths! Imagine a book about

baths being so interesting,and so helpful!

tr
But when I think of all the sleepy,

'no-account' mornings I have had; the

evenings spoiled by being inexcusably

tired; and the nights I've been too

excited or nervous to sleep ! And then

to learn (among lots of other things)

that the right kind of baths probably

would have saved many of those

precious hours . . . well! ... I can't

tell you how sorry I am this little book

wasn't published a long time ago".

You'll feel the same

way about it, we are

certain, when you get

your free copy of 'The

Book About Baths".

So use the coupon.

CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE
Established to promote public welfare by teaching the value of cleanliness

Important: Perhaps you also

would be interested in "A

CleanerHouse by12 O'Clock",

or "The Thirty Day Loveliness

Test." These, too, are free . .

.
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tow-head wise-cracking by his side."

Alvin whistled. Then he chuckled de-
lightedly.

"Funeral!" he repeated. "Oh, oh! So
that's it? I can't see your eyes, but I'll

bet they're green. Wanted her, yourself,

eh?"
"No," snapped Horace. "It'd take a sap

like you even to think of that. I meant
the funeral of her career. Does that ex-

plain things and will you quit your in-

fernal giggling? I don't and never did

want her."

"The explanation," stated Alvin, "shall

be given a file number and placed on the

shelf next to that made by the fox in re-

gards to his inability to pluck the grapes."

"Fool!" commented Horace.'
"A frank confession," applauded Alvin.

"The fox at least snapped at the grapes,

but I've never seen you make a pass at

Iola."

Horace, not wishing to give Alvin fur-

ther openings, discontinued the verbal

sparring match, maintaining a sullen silence

until they reached Montgomery's estate.

After parking the car Alvin went in

search of the drug store tea. Horace
seated himself in the shadows on the porch

and brooded until the business became tire-

some. Inside there was music, the soft

shuffle of dancing feet and occasional bursts

of laughter. He went inside and took a

seat, partly concealed by a palm. Couples

on the floor were dancing quite decorously

for this late in the evening. Horace
thought everybody too serious. Gaiety

would have been a better background for

liis sombre mood. He had a vague desire

to stand out as a sort of Banquo's ghost

at the feast.

"Oh, you're here?"
Horace glanced up. Iola was standing

before him dressed in something as golden

as her hair, a shimmering, flowing thing

that gave off a shower of sunbeams under

the light. The sight of her sent a rush

of elation coursing through his being. Re-

alization of his impending loss coated his

heart with black ice.

"Yes, I'm here," he muttered. "An-
noyed ?"

Iola grimaced.
"Don't be that way," she pleaded. "This

is supposed to be a happy night, you know.
Please don't be a wet blanket. Come on
over and meet Kergan."

"Don't want to meet him," Horace
grumbled.

"All right, be stubborn," said Iola

pleasantly. "I'll bring him over here. I

just want you to see that he isn't an ogre

;

that he hasn't scales and that he's really

quite nice."

She departed and came back with a

tall, sallow man whose main claim to dis-

tinctive looks was a bored expression. As
Iola led the fellow toward him Horace
decided that she looked amazingly like a

lily pad floating downstream towing a frog.

"Kergan," said Iola, "this is Mr. Ran-
dolph, my business manager."

"A pleasure," declared Montgomery,
bowing from the waist and studying Hor-
ace intently. "I suppose you know that

she is going to have a new manager soon,

eh?"
"Heard Iola say something about it,"

answered Horace as he rose to give the

man an unenthusiastic handshake. "Con-
gratulations."

"It's a habit I have," said Montgomery
boastfully. "I just can't resist marrying
beautiful young ladies."

"So I hear," remarked Horace. "Some-
thing like collecting postage stamps, eh?"
Montgomery's rather thick lips twisted

into a pleased smile.

"Yes," he admitted, "only I concentrate
on modern issues, so to speak."

"And when you get old," snapped Hor-
ace, "I suppose there'll be plenty of ancient
Norwegians on the market."
Montgomery's smile sagged in the mid-

dle. Iola glanced swiftly from one man
to the other. Obviously they did not like

each other. She didn't seem particularly
displeased.

Montgomery's retort was lost when
three girls, whom Horace knew casually
as featured extras, fluttered up, clustering
about the somewhat shopworn Romeo.

"Monkey's a hero," said one of them
gravely. "Aren't you, Monkey? Did you
tell 'em about the airplane crash, Monkey?"
The man gestured impatiently.
"It was nothing," he muttered.
Iola caught him by the sleeve.
"Do tell me," she pleaded. "I haven't

heard it. You've done so many thrilling
things."

"Trying to show him off before me,"
Horace muttered under his breath. "Prob-
ably that's why she asked Alvin to bring
me."

"Oh, it was nothing," stated Montgom-
ery uncomfortably. "Just one of the mi-
racles that saved my life, sweetness. I

was up in my mono' one day and a strut or
something broke while ' I was in a tail-

spin. I couldn't pull 'er out, so I kept on
falling. I fell a couple of thousand feet
and I would have been killed save for the
fact that the tail absorbed the shock. I

came out unscratched."
"Oh, that was wonderful !" gasped Iola,

eyeing Horace covertly. "But I do hope
you quit flying, Kergan; I'm so afraid
you'll get hurt."

Horace had decided to keep his mouth
shut, but Iola's last remark infuriated him.

"I'll say it was wonderful," he stated
pointedly. "Astonishing, in fact."

Montgomery sent him a quick, question-

ing glance.

"Think so?" he asked.

"Sure do," said Horace, lighting a cig-

arette. "Especially when you consider the

fact that a tailspin does not mean that a

plane falls tail first; it falls nose first

and the wings spin about the axis of the

epinage. What you accomplished was
something like dropping a rock tied to a

string off a roof and having the string

hit the ground first."

Montgomery's face flushed and there

was a gleam of white as he bit his lower

lip. His hands clenched and his eyes nar-

rowed but he said nothing.

"Aw, what do you know about air-

planes?" demanded one of the featured

Frank Eastman is Educa-
tional's gift to the feminine
contingent—and does he

slay 'em!

extras, a blonde. She turned from Horace
to Montgomery. "Don't you believe him,"
she advised. "He's probably spoofing you.
Maybe an ordinary pilot couldn't make a
plane fall on its tail, but I'll bet you could.
Anyway, don't take it so seriously. Come
on over and buy Georgine a snort before
those cannibals that crashed the gate get
it all."

The other two featured extras, blondes,
also desired snorts and Montgomery al-

lowed himself to be dragged toward the
place where snorts could be had. Appar-
ently he was glad thus to remove himself
from an embarrassing situation.

"I think you're a beast!" asserted Iola,

who had not gone shopping for snorts.

"You're behaving like a cad. Why don't
you fool people and act like a gentleman?"

"If he'd said a word I'd have poked
him," growled Horace. "He's a liar and
a fool and I wouldn't be surprised if he's
yellow. And you're marrying' him ; for
what reason I wouldn't try to guess."

Iola's anger faded and in its place came
an amused sort of tolerance.

"Listen, Horses, old dear," she said
calmly, "please don't make a fool of your-
self any more. People'll know what's the
matter with you. Can't you forget that

I'm a piece of money-making machinery
for one night? Did it ever occur to you
that I'm a human being and that I want
happiness just like other people? Don't
you think you might help make things
pleasant for me, just for old times' sake?"
A wistful appeal lived in her eyes. In-

stead of melting Horace it infuriated him
further against Montgomery.

"If you were going to be happy—but
you're not," he declared. "I can't work
up any more enthusiasm about what y»u're
going to do than I could over watching a
kid crawling forward to stick its hand in

the fire. Why in the world did you choose
that ape, Iola? Lord!—him standing here,

grinning like a codfish, bragging about all

the women he'd married and comparing
you to a postage stamp ! And you taking
it all ! Then he goes rambling off with
three dumb bottle-blondes and you don't

bat an eye. Are you hypnotized or just a
darned sight sillier'n I suspected?"

Iola sighed and shrugged her shoulders.

"All right, big brother," she said with
an air of resignation. "I see that you'll

not sanction the marriage, but that won't
make it illegal, so I don't care. Now go
out into the light and mingle with the
others before people think you're the de-
tective hired to watch the silver cocktail
shaker."

Horace obeyed ungraciously. He walked
across the room, nodded to a few acquaint-
ances and sat beneath another potted palm.
After a while he noticed that Montgomery
had eluded the featured extras and was
standing with Iola. By his gestures Horace
could tell that he was angry. Even from
where he sat, Horace could catch the

sharp, impatient inflection of the man's
voice.

Montgomery suddenly pointed toward
him and Horace realized that Iola was
being criticized for having invited him
Seething rage possessed him, but he could

think of nothing definite to do. Iola

shrugged, placed her arms about Mont-
gomery's shoulders and drew him onto the

dance floor, pressing her face against his

breast.

"Maybe that's the secret," Horace
guessed. "Talk rough to 'em and they like

you for it."

He forgot that he had long since adopted

the same attitude toward Iola and that it

had borne no apparent fruit.

By dinner time many guests seemed to

have a goodly supply of assorted intoxi-

cants aboard. Noisily they gathered at
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the table and the sound of their chatter

drowned out the clatter of knives and
forks. Iola sat directly across from Hor-
ace. Beside her sat Montgomery. His
face was flushed and his conversation was
fuzzy. He divided his attentions between
Iola and Myrna Gregory, leading lady for

a pie-throwing comedian. Iola seemed to

care not in the least.

"Guess that's another of his secrets of
success with empty-headed women," Hor-
ace told himself. "Don't let 'em know
you're crazy about 'em."

Once again he forgot that he had been
employing the same tactics with no star-

tling success. He left his food untouched
and gazed at Iola. Never before had she
appeared so enticing, so desirable. A queer
feeling possessed him, causing acute suffer-

ing. He sought to analyze the sensation.

"Feels like my heart hasn't had anything
to eat for a century," he finally decided.
"Gosh—here I am talking like a theme
song writer

!"

Horace's nerves were vibrating like harp
strings as time for the inevitable announce-
ment drew near. He deliberately insulted

an assistant director sitting next to him
and so brusquely answered an innocent re-

mark from a bathing beauty at his right that

the poor creature was forced to flee to the

haven of the room wherein the drug store

tea was brewing in a large punch bowl.
Finally Montgomery rapped for silence

and slowly rose to his feet. He swayed
slightly.

"Ladies and gentlemen," he began, "in-

asmuch as there are no parents here to do
the honors I shall do them. Perhaps you
have suspected it, but I will make it con-
clusive. Miss Iola Lane, the little lady on
my right, is to be my bride—soon."
There was a perfunctory patter of hand-

clapping. The eaters went on about their

business. Montgomery was annoyed.
"The little lady," he said in a louder

voice, "the little lady will be my sixth—no,
seventh—no, sixth

—
" He laughed loudly.

"Seventh," he pronounced. "Seventh's
right. Sometimes I forget. Drink to
number seven

!"

Horace held his glass aloft and won-
dered if he could splatter Montgomery
with its contents without hitting Iola.

Then he decided not to make a fool of
himself. In order to carry out that resolve
he knew that he'd have to remove himself
from Montgomery's vicinity. Unnoticed,
he left the room.
He made his way to a darkened corner

of the porch and sat with his head bowed
low. The last vestige of hope had given
up the ghost ! He sat motionless for an
hour. Then he started nervously. From
the darkness came a familiar musical voice,

a scared "Oh !" and the slam of a car door.
There was a subdued roar, the clash of
gears and a long blue sedan shot past.

Montgomery was driving. The interior of
the car was resplendent with flashing rays
of light beaten back from a shimmering
golden dress. Iola was with him

!

Horace required no explanation of the
sudden departure. It had entered Mont-
gomery's head to be married that night.
Iola had agreed. Horace leaped to his

feet with some vague notion of running
after them. He took a step forward, then
sank back to the bench. It was too late.

A vague shape weaved through the
blackness across the porch.

"Halloo," said a voice. "Dark, isn't it?

Darker'n the inside of a goat's belly.

Who're you?"

(Does Iola Lane, the screen beauty, marry
Kergan Montgomery — or does Horace
change the scenario to suit himself} You'll
find out next month—and there are lots of
laughs before "Mexican Divorce" whirls
along to an exciting finish.)
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ages, in fear, discomfort, uncertainty!

Today all women can know at all times the
poise and the peace of mind that come from
perfect protection.

Active, athletic women, too, can be free
today to pursue their sports at any time.

Free, to wear filmy frocks on any occasion.

For there is now an utterly new and totally

different hygiene for women.

Not merely another sanitary pad, but an
immaculate and complete protection! A san-
itary napkin that is New in design; New in

material; New and remarkable in the re-

sults it gives.

It is so unique that we want to send you a
sample free of charge (in plain wrapping, of

course). So you can examine it fully. Judge
for yourself its two distinct advantages that
have never before been offered to women.

Ends All Chafing— All Irritations!

Made under rigid U. S. Patents, it is pure
Rayon cellulose filled. And you will find it

as gentle as fluffed silk.

This softness comes because of its totally

new construction—as well as its rayon
cellulose filler—as you will note the moment
you see it and compare it with any other
pad. You see at once why it is preferable.

For it is not made from mere layers of crepe
paper as in old-type sanitary methods.

Once the discriminating woman tries one,
she never goes back to old ways. Its name
is Veldown. Most stores can now supply you.

Effective Hours Longer

It also has another important feature. It is

absolutely protective for the reason that the

outer side has been specially treated to make it

moisture-proof and impenetrable.

This innovation makes Veldown 5 or more
times more absorbent than other sanitary
methods. And it gives Complete Safety
and protection Hours Longer than other
ways. Hence a danger that every woman
carries in her mind is absolutely eliminated.
And no other protective garments are nec-
essary.

It is specially treated with a deodorant

—

and thus ends even slightest danger of em-
barrassment. Discards, of course, easily as
tissue.

Accept Trial

Go today to any drug or department store.

Obtain a box of Veldown. You will find that
it is a Vast and Great Improvement on any
other pad you have ever worn.

Or, if }
rou prefer to investigate before buy-

ing, simply write us for a trial pad free. For
the sake of your own comfort and safety,

don't delay to learn the unique advantages
of this remarkable new invention.

Veldown Company, Inc., 220 East 42nd
Street, New York City. One of the Divisions

ofthe International Paper & Power Company.
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Casts of Current Films

"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE." Fox. From the
story by Mark Twain. Adapted by William Consel-
man. Directed by David Butler. The cast: Hank
(Sir Boss), Will Rogers; King Arthur, William Farn-
um; Alisande, Maureen O'Sullivan; Clarence, Frank
Albertson; Queen Morgan Le Fay, Myrna Loy;
Sagramor, Mitchell Harris; Merlin, Brandhurst.*

"A TAILOR MADE MAN." Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. From the play "A Tailor Made Man." Di-
rected by Sam Wood. The cast: John Paul Bart,
William Haines; Tanya, Dorothy Jordan; Huber,
Joseph Cawthorn; Kitty Dupuy, Marjorie Rambeau;
Jellicott, William Austin; Dr. Von Sonntag, Ian Keith;
Mrs. Stanlaw, Hedda Hopper; Mr. Stanlaw, Hale
Hamilton; Peter, Henry Armetta; Abraham Nathan,
Walter Walker; Pomeroy, Forrester Harvey; Bessie,

Joan Marsh; Corrine, Martha Sleeper.*

"BACHELOR APARTMENT." Radio. From the
story by John Howard Lawson; Adapted by J.
Walter Ruben. Directed by Lowell Sherman. The
cast: Wayne Carter, Lowell Sherman; Helene And-
rews, Irene Dunne; Agatha Carraway, Mae Murray;
Lee Carlton, Norman Kerry; Lita Andrews, Claudia
Dell; Henri De Mancau, Ivan Lebedeff: Janet, Noel
Francis; Whoopee Girls. Roberta Gale. Arline Judge;
Henry Carraway, Purnell Pratt; Rollins, Charles
Coleman; Miss Clark, Kitty Kelly; Charlotte. Bess
Flowers; First Drunk, Arthur Houseman; Mrs.
H alloran, Florence Roberts; Brown, Boston Winston.*

"BEHIND OFFICE DOORS." Radio. From a
story by Alan Brener Schultz. Adapted by Carey
Wilson. Directed by Melville Brown. The cast:
Mary Linden, Mary Astor; James Duneen, Robert
Ames; Ronnie Wales, Ricardo Cortez; Dolores Kogan,
Kitty Kelly; Daisy Presby, Edna Murphy; Ellen
Robinson, Catherine Dale Owen; Ritter, Charles
Sellon; Robinson, William Morris.*

"BODY AND SOUL." Fox. From the play.
"Squadrons." by E. W. Springs and A. E. Thomas.
Directed by Alfred Santell. The cast: Mai Andrews,
Charles Farrell; Carta. Elissa Landi; Jim Watson,
Humphrey Bogart; Alice Lester, Myrna Loy; Tap
Johnson, Donald Dillaway.*

"CAUGHT CHEATING." Tiffany. From a story
by Scott Darling. Directed by Frank Strayer. The
cast: T. McGillicuddy IIungerford, Charles Murray;
Sam Harris, George Sidney; Madelynne Cabrone,
Nita Martan; Joe Cabrone, Robert Ellis; Tcssie,
Dorothy Christy; Lena Harris, Bertha Mann; Tobcy
Moran, Fred Malatesta; Guiseppe, George Regas.

"CHARLIE CHAN CARRIES ON." Fox. From
the novel by Earl Derr Biggers. Directed by Hamil-
ton MacFadden. The cast: Charlie Chan, Warner
Oland; Mark Kcnnaway. John Garrick; Pamela
Potter, Marguerite Churchill; Max Minchin, Warren
Hymer; Sadie Minchin, Marjorie White; John Ross,
C. Henry Gordon; Patrick Tail, William Holden;
Captain Ronald Keane, George Brent; Inspector Duff,
Peter Gawthorne; Dr. Lofton, John T. Murray;
Elmer Benbow, John Swor; Mrs. Benbow, Goodee
Montgomery; Walter Honywood, Jason Robards;
Inspector Hartley, Lumsden Hare; Mrs. Luce, Zerhe
Tillbury; Sybil Conway, Betty Francisco; Kent,
Harry Beresford; Martin, John Rogers; Eben, J. G.
Davis.*

"CIMARRON." Radio. From the novel by Edna
Ferber. Adapted by Howard Estabrook. Directed
by Wesley Ruggles. The cast: Yancy Cravat. Richard
Dix; Sabra Cravat, Irene Dunne; Dixie Lee. Estelle
Taylor; Felice Venablc, Nance O'Neil; The Kid,
William Collier, Jr.; Jess Rickey, Roscoe Ates; Sol
Levy, George E. Stone; Louie Hcffner, Robert Mc-
Wade; Mrs. Tracy Wyatl, Edna May Oliver; Mr.
Bixby, Frank Darien; Isaiah, Eugene Jackson; Ruby
Big Elk (eldest), Dolores Brown; Ruby Big Elk
(younger), Gloria Vonic; Murch Rankin, Otto Hoff-
man; Grot Gotch, William Orlamond; Louis Venable,
Frank Beal; Donna Cravat (eldest), Nancy Dover;
Donna Cravat (younger). Helen Parrish; "Cim" (eldest),

Donald Dilloway; "Cim" (younger). Junior Johnson;
"Cim" (youngest), Douglas Scott; Yancey, Jr.,
Reginald Streeter; Felice, Jr., Lois Jane Campbell;
Aunt Cassandra, Ann Lee; Dabney Venablc, Tyronne
Brereton; Cousin Bella, Lillian Lane; Jouclt Goforth,
Henry Rocqyemore; Arminta Greenwood, Nell Craig;
Pat Lcary, Robert McKenzie.

"CITY LIGHTS. United Artists. From an original
story by Charles Chaplin. Directed by Charles
Chaplin. The cast: Tramp. Charles Chaplin; Blind
Girl, Virginia Cherrill; Her Grandmother, Florence
Lee; Eccentric Millionaire, Harry Myers; His Butler,
Allan Garcia; Prize fighter. Hank Mann.

"CRACKED NUTS." Radio. Screen play by
Douglas MacLean and Al Boasberg. Directed by
Edward Cline. The cast: Wendell Graham, Bert
Wheeler; Zander Ulysses Parkhurst. Robert Woolsey;
Betty Harrington, Dorothy Lee; Carlotla, Leni Sten-
gel; General Bogardus, Stanley Fields; King Oscar,
Harvey Clark; Revolutionist, Boris Karloff.*

"DANCE, FOOLS, DANCE." Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. From an original story by Aurania Rouverol.
Directed by Harry Beaumont. The cast: Bonnie,
Joan Crawford; Bob, Lester Vail; Bert Scranton, Cliff

* Films Reviewed in this issue

Edwards; Rodney, William Bakewell; Stanley Jordan,
Quilliam Holden; Jake Luva, Clark Gable; Wally,
Earle Foxe; Parker, Purnell B. Pratt; Selby, Hale
Hamilton; Delia, Natalie Moorhead; Sylvia, Joan
Marsh; Whitey, Russell Hopton.

"DISHONORED." Paramount. From the story
by Josef von Sternberg. Directed by Josef von
Sternberg. The cast: Lieutenant Kranau. Victor
McLaglen; X 27. Marlene Dietrich; Colonel Kovrin,
Lew Cody; Secret Service Head, Gustav von Seyffert-
itz; General von Hindau, Warner Oland; Young
Lieutenant, Barry Norton; Court Martial Officer,

Davison Clark; General Dymov, Wilfred Lucas;
Manager, Bill Powell.

"DON'T BET ON WOMEN." For. From a story
by William Anthony McGuire. Adapted by Lynn
Starling and Leon Gordon. Directed by William K.
Howard. The cast: Roger Fallon, Edmund Lowe;
Herbert Drake, Roland Young; Mrs. Drake, Jeanette
MacDonald; Chipley Duff. J. M. Kerrigan; Tallulah,
Una Merkel; Btdlerfield, Henry Kolker; Mrs. Doris
Brent. Helene Millard.

"EAST LYNNE." Fox. From the novel. "East
Lynne," by Mrs. Henry Wood. Directed by Frank
Lloyd. The cast: Lady Isabel, Ann Harding; Captain
Levison, Clive Brook; Robert Carlyle, Conrad Nagel;
Cornelia, Cecilia Loftus; Jocye, Beryl Mercer; Lord
Mount Se-i'ern, O. P. Heggie; Barbara Hare, Flora
Sheffield; Sir Richard Hare, David Torrence; Doctor,
Eric Mayne; William, Wally Allbright.

"GENTLEMAN'S FATE." Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
From the story by Ursula Parrott. Directed by
Mervyn Le Roy. The cast : Jack Thomas, John Gilbert;
Frank, Louis Wolheim; Marjorie, Leila Hyams; Ruth,
Anita Page; Mabel, Marie Prevost; Florio. John MU-
jan; Mike, George Cooper; Angclo. Ferike Beros;
Dante, Ralph Ince; Francesco. Frank Reicher; Mario,
Paul Porcasi; Tony, Tenen Holtz.

"GOD'S GIFT TO WOMEN." Warner Brothers.
Suggested by the play, "The Devil Was Sick," by
Jane Hinton. Directed by Michael Curtiz. The cast:
Jacques Duryea. Frank Fay; Diane Churchill, Laura
La Plantc; Doctor Dumont, Arthur E. Carewe; Mr.
Churchill. Charles Winninger; Florine, Louise Brooks;
Fifi, Joan Blondell; Tania Danilicff, Margaret Liv-
ingston; The undertaker. Charles Judels; DeGoncourt,
Armand Kaliz; Other girls, "G" Sisters, Nena Quar-
taro. Ethlynne Claire, Hazell Howell.*

"JUNE MOON." Paramount. From the play by
Ring Lardner and George S. Kaufman. Adapted by
Keene Thompson. Directed by A. Edward Suther-
land. The cast: Frederick Martin Stevens. Jack Oakie;
Edna Baker. Frances Dee; Eileen Fletcher. June
MacCloy; Paul Sears, Ernest Wood; Maxie Schwartz,
Harry Akst; Lucille, Wynne Gibson; 5am Hart, Sam
Hardy; Goldic, Ethel Sutherland; Window Cleaner,
Frank Darien; Young Goebcl, Harold Waldrige; Miss
Rixey, Jean Bary.*

"KIKI." United Artists. From a Broadway play.
Directed by Samuel Taylor. The cast: Kiki, Mary
Pickford; Paulette, Margaret Livingston; Victor
Randall, Reginald Denny; Fred Warren, Joseph Caw-
thorn.

"LAUGH AND GET RICH." Rcuiio. From the
story by Douglas McLean. Directed by Gregory La
Cava. The cast: Alice Austin. Dorothy Lee; Sarah
Austin, Edna May Oliver; Joe Austin. Hugh Her-
bert; Hepburn. John Harron; Larry, Russell Gleason;
Vincentini, George Davis; Miss Teasdale, Maude
Fealy; Biddlc, Charles Sellon; Phelps, Robert Era-
mett Keane.

"LONELY WIVES." Pathe. Based on A. H.
Woods' stage play. Directed by Russell Mack. The
cast: Mr. Smith, Mr. Zero, Edward Everett Horton;
Mrs. Smith, Esther Ralston; Diane, Laura La Plante;
M inter. Patsy Ruth Miller; Andrews. Spencer Char-
ters; Mrs. Alantel. Maude Eburne; Muzelle. Georg-
ette Rhoades.*

"MAN OF THE WORLD." Paramount. From an
original story by Herman J. Mankiewicz. Directed by
Richard Wallace. The cast: Michael Trevor, William

The picture producing com-
panies, each month in SGREEN-
LAND, announce new pictures
and stars to be seen in the thea-
tres throughout the country.
Watch this announcement. This
month they will be found on the
following pages: Radio Pictures,
page 3; Paramount, page 5;
Warner Brothers, page 7; First
National, page 9; Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, page 11; Columbia,

page 13.

Powell; Mary Kendall, Carole Lombard; Irene,
Wynne Gibson; Harold Taylor, Guy Kibbee; Frank
Thompson, Lawrence Gray.*

"RANGO." Paramount. An Ernest B. Schoedsack
Production. The cast: The man, Claude King; The
boy, Douglas Scott; An old hunter, Ali, His son. Bin;
An old ape, Tua; His son, Rango.

"RIVERS END." Warner Brothers. Based on
James Oliver Curwood's story of the same name.
Adapted by Charles Kenyon. Directed by Michael
Curtiz. The cast: John Keith, Sergeant Conniston,
Charles Bickford; Miriam, Evalyn Knapp; O'Toole,
J. Farrell MacDonald; Colonel McDowell, David Tor-
rence; Louise. ZaSu Pitts; Mickey, Junior Coghlan;
Martin. Walter McGrail.

"STRANGERS MAY KISS." From the novel by
Ursula Parrott. Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
The cast: Lisbeth, Norma Shearer; Steve, Robert
Montgomery; Alan, Neil Hamilton; Geneva, Mar-
jorie Rambeau ; Celia, Irene Rich; Andrew, Hale
Hamilton; Spanish Dancer, Conchita Montenegro;
Harry, Jed Prouty; De Bazan, Albert Conti; Waiter,
Henry Armetta; Waiter, George Davis.*

"TABU." Paramount. A story of the South Seas
told by F. W. Mumau and R. J. Flaherty. Directed
by F. W. Murnau. The cast: The Boy, Matahi; The
Girl, Reri; The Old Warrior, Hitu; The Policeman,
Jean; The Captain. Jules; The Chinese Trader, Kong
Ah*

"TEN CENTS A DANCE." Columbia. From the
story by Jo Swerling. Directed by Lionel Bam-more.
The cast: Barbara. Barbara Stanwyck; (Carlton,
Ricardo Cortez; Eddie, Monroe Owsley; Molly,
Sally Blane; Mrs. Blanchard. Blanche Frederici;
Eunice. Phyllis Crane; Smith, Victor Potel; Jones. Al
Hill; Leo, jack Byron; Casey, Pat Harmon; Nancy,
Martha Sleeper.*

"THE FINGER POINTS." First National. From
a story by John Monk Saunders. Adapted by Robert
Lord. Directed by John Francis Dillon. The cast:
Breckenridge Lee, Richard Barthelmess; Marcia
Collins, Fay Wray; Charles Russell, Regis Toomey;
Frank Carter, Robert Elliott; Louis Blanco, Clark
Gable; Managing Editor Wheeler, Oscar Apfel; Larry
Hays, Noel Madison.*

"THE FRONT PAGE." United Artists. From the
Broadway play by Ben Hecht and Charles Mac-
Arthur. Adapted by Bartlett Cormack. Directed by
Lewis Milestone. The cast: Walter Burns, Adolphe
Menjou; Hildy Johnson, Pat O'Brien; Peggy, Mary-
Brian; Bensinger, Edward Everett Horton ; Murphy.
Walter Catlett; Earl Williams, George E. Stone;
Molly, Mae Clarke; Pincus, Slim Summerville;
Kruger, Matt Moore; McCue, Frank McHugh;
Sheriff Hartman, Clarence H. Wilson.*

"THE LAST PARADE." Columbia. From an
original story by Casev Robinson. Adapted by Doro-
thy Howell. Directed by Erie C. Kenton. The cast:
Cookie Leonard, Jack Holt; Mike O'Dowd, Tom
Moore; Molly Pearson, Constance Cummings; Larry
Pearson, Gaylord Pendleton; Marino, Robert Ellis;
Lefty, 'Earle D. Bunn; Vhi, Vivi; Rosenberg, Jess De
Vorska; Chief of Police. Ed Le Saint; City Editor.
Edmund Breese; Alabam', Clarence Muse; Joe, Gino
Corrado; Danny Murphy, Robert Graham.

"THE RIGHT OF WAY." First National. Based
on the novel by Sir Gilbert Parker. Adapted by
Francis Edward Faragoh. Directed by Frank Lloyd.
The cast: Charles "Beauty" Steele, Conrad Nagel;
Rosalie Evantural, Loretta Young; Joseph Porlugas,
Fred Kohler; Billy Wantage, William Janney; The
Cure, George Pearce; The Judge, Emmett King;
Kathleen, Olive Tell; Gosslin, Harry Cording; Crown
Attorney, Brandon Hurst; The Siegneur, Holliwell
Hobbes; Suzon, Yola D'Avril; Louis Trudel, Snitz
Edwards.*

"THE SOUTHERNER." M etro-Goldw\n-M oyer

.

From an original story by Bess Meredyth and Wells
Root. Directed by Harry Pollard. Trie cast: Jeffry,
Lawrence Tibbett; Antonia, Esther Ralston; Doc,
Roland Young; Snipe, Cliff Edwards; Rodman. Pur-
nell B. Pratt; Christine. Hedda Hopper; Mrs. Farro-
day, Emma Dunn; Hokey, Stepin Fetchit; George,
Louis John Bartels; Carter Jerome, Theodore Von
Eltz; Peter, Wally Albright. Jr.; Elsbcth. Suzanne
Rensom; Naomi, Gertrude Howard; Jackson, John
Larkin.

"TRADER HORN." Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer. From
the story by Ethelreda Lewis. Adapted by Dale Van
Every and John Thomas Neville. Directed by W. S.

Van Dyke. The cast: Trader Horn, Harry Carey;
Nina, Edwina Booth; Pern, Duncan Renaldo; Ren-
charo, Mutia Omoolu; Edith Trend, Olive Golden.

"UNFAITHFUL." Paramount. From an original

story by John Van Druten. Adapted by Eva Unsell.
Directed by John Cromwell. The cast: Fay, Ruth
Chatterton; Colin Graham. Paul Lukas; Ronald Kil-
kerry, Paul Cavanagh; Gemma Houston. Juliette Comp-
ton; Terry Houston, Donald Cook; Auntie Janie,
Emily Fitzroy.*
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What About Carole Lombard?—Continued from page 83

and not a little disappointed when her
mother placidly assured her that no inter-

ference would be forthcoming from her,

and the brothers "ribbed" her nonchalantly
about her career.

Now, the Lombard mere is just about
100 years ahead of her time in the job
of mothering. She does not believe in

that sacred thing called parental rights.

She is satisfied with the sincere friend-

ship and love that her children offer her,

and refuses to block with advice, tears or
commands any course they care to follow.

Her platform of "I do not choose to

interfere" is the scandal, so I'm told, of
all the Lombard relatives, and nourishing
gossip for the neighborhood sewing clique.

"You simply couldn't go wrong with a
mother like mine," Carole told me one day
when the subject of progeny versus par-
entage was food for discussion. "I think

the 'life of the Lombards' is the real

reason for my shying from the matri-
monial leap.

"Our house is usually ringing with
laughter. My brothers are wits in their

own right and they do a good deal of
practicing about the house. Freddie and
Tutti always bring home a few friends

apiece for dinner, and those added to a
few of mine makes the Lombard mansion
a little like a madhouse. But I love it.

I am afraid that when I leave home for

one of my own I'll be gnawed with home-
sickness and loneliness."

Due to brotherly interest, no doubt,

Carole goes about the business of being

a motion picture player with a masculine
deliberation that is amazing in one so

blonde, so blue-eyed and so fragile.

She studies the intricacies of make-up,
coiffures, diets, exercises, gestures, voice
pitches, clothes and mannerisms as method-
ically and thoroughly as an income tax
collector.

She believes that a flawless figure and
plu-perfect grooming are far more essen-
tial on the screen than mere beauty. And
I, for one, say the Lombard girl is right.

Carole has trained her figure into a sym-
metry of liquid lines that nettles fifty

percent of Hollywood's feminine popula-
tion. She does not diet, but she does
believe in sensible eating and plenty of
outdoor exercise.

Her hobbies are interior decoration and
perfumes. She is reluctant to admit to

the latter interest, since ninety percent
of the film colony claims the same avoca-
tion.

"I really love perfumes," Carole said on
one occasion when she returned from
Mexico with twenty bottles of rare scents.

"I don't buy the stuff for the bottles to

be used as decorations on my dressing
table. I open every bottle the moment
I get it home and use it until I tire of it.

I change perfumes on an average of once
a week, returning to old favorites or new
possibilities, and the stimulating effect of
this variety in aromas is quite pleasant."

At this writing, Carole's home is the
ultimate in Colonial furnishings, drapes
and things. It will remain Colonial until

she can afford to sell out the entire house
and start from the ground up creating a

new and exciting domicile.

When she has finished her last scene in

"Up Pops the Devil," she will make a
speed-limit trip to Los Angeles' largest

furniture establishment and, aided with an
army of rug-men, chair-men, table-men.
drapery-men and lamp-men will "do over"
the house in French Provincial style.

To the suggestion that clothes should be
added to her list of hobbies, Carole is

scornful.

"Clothes a hobby?" she echoes incredu-
lously. "Clothes should be a business, a
very serious business to every woman,
whether she likes it or not.

"Shopping is never a pleasure for me.
Keeping one's mental balance in a sea
of eager saleswomen calls for every ounce
of sales resistance and poise."

Having won sartorial laurels right along
with Kay Francis, Lilyan Tashman and
Norma Shearer, with no obvious effort,

Carole admits that no woman is smart by
virtue of talent or bank account, but by
gruelling toil and exhaustive study.
The fact that she now is riding on the

crest of a very well behaved wave has not
stirred Carole's equilibrium. Her con-
tract with Paramount is just six months
old, and she has been assured that stellar

roles are in the very near offing.

Carole says that she always knew she'd
make good. You see, she's not inhibited

by inferior complexes. Even when she
was lying in a hospital after a severe
motor accident, and doctors were indefinite

when asked about her return to the screen,

Carole never doubted her destiny for a
moment. When a numerologist advised
her to final the "e" to her first name she
did that calmly, too.

Freddie and Tutti still "rib" her for
being an actress, but they are terribly

proud of her.

Beech-Nut Gum
MAKES THE NEXT SMOKE TASTE BETTER
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Also in
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—

In the United States and Canada.
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A New Slant On Greta Garbo—Continued from page 21

together, looking out over the water, and
talking Swedish most of the time," Ploen
related.

"One afternoon one of the fellows got
out a revolver and several of the company
started shooting at a five-gallon can on
shore, but they were all missing it. Be-
sides being an electrician, I am also a.

gunsmith," Ploen explained, "so one of
the boys brought the revolver to me and
asked me to see what was wrong with it.

I aimed at the can and hit it three times
in succession. 'The gun's all right,' I told

him, 'what you fellows need is practice.'

"Garbo, sitting away from the group,
seemed suddenly interested. 'Can you show
me how to do that ?' she asked me.

" 'Sure, but don't let these fellows onto
the trick,' I told her. We walked away
from the group and I explained how to

aim and fire correctly.
" 'Oh,' she said, 'then there is a trick to

it!'

"She watched closely and then very
earnestly took practice shots at objects

in the water. Then she walked back to

the waiting group, and tried her aim at

the target on shore. Over-anxious, she
missed in her first attempt, but then hit it

three times straight," Ploen recalled.

"She thanked me, and laughing heartily,

handed the gun to one of the boys and
walked back to her seat to see whether
any of the fellows could beat her mark.
None could—and she seemed as genuinely
'tickled' with her performance as a young-
ster would be with a new toy."

"Everyone trembled when Garbo first

came on the lot," Dorothy Sebastian, who
played in "A Woman of Affairs" and
"The Single Standard" with Garbo. in-

formed me. "That is, everyone but I,"

she amended. "I decided that I would
just 'be myself ; that Greta must be only

human and that she probably disliked all

the kowtowing that greeted her from all

sides. So, when our director introduced

us, I said, 'Hello' casually, for I was ac-

tually not much impressed.
"1 must have betrayed my feelings, be-

cause Greta inquired: 'How do you feel?'
" 'Tired,' I answered.
" T do, too,' said Greta.
" 'Good,' I grunted. I am afraid that

I was almost rudely laconic, for I was
really dead tired.

" 'I'm glad that you are tired,' Greta
went on ; T like tired people.'

"We seemed to get along famously
from then on. A few minutes later it was
lunch time, and Garbo invited me to eat

with her, in her dressing-room. I had
lunch with her often, after that.

"When we had finished 'A Woman of
Affairs,' I rented a new house and started

in to re-furnish it. Greta asked to come
over and see the place. I told her to come
right along, but warned her that every-
thing was terribly topsy-turvy.

"When Greta dropped in, my chairs

hadn't yet arrived and so we ate our
luncheon—baked beans and Boston brown
bread—sitting on the floor. Greta seemed
to enjoy the grand confusion. It was
really a lark for her, as she enjoys her-

self most when she can romp about and
not have to give a thought to how she
looks.

"Mentally, she is very bright. She is

stimulating to talk to. She enjoys a good
joke, even when it is on herself, which is,

after all, the acid test for a sense of
humor.
"From a professional angle," Dorothy

went on, "I believe Greta is born with
the gift of genius and that as a film star

she hasn't yet scratched the surface of the

glorious future that awaits her. I think
her role in 'Anna Christie' came closest

to showing us what the real talents of
Greta Garbo can do."
"She is original. Her acting finesse is

very nearly perfect. Although the term
is popularly misused, I must say that

Greta Garbo is a genius," is Gavin Gor-
don's tribute to the star of "Romance,"
in which he played opposite the glamorous
Greta.

He, like Dorothy Sebastian, believes

that Garbo is merely at the beginning of
her success. "I have never worked with
anybody that I thought was a finer art-

ist. She has a terrific personality which
she carries into her work ; and she does
not take the easy road to success. Usually
genius goes hand in glove with laziness,

but Miss Garbo is the very epitome of
hard work and conscientiousness," says
Mr. Gordon.
"Her thorough understanding of acting

technique is amazing. It is second nature
to her. In talking over the script of
'Romance,' I thought she showed more
brains and good judgment than anyone on
the set. I believe no one on the screen
today approaches her for sheer acting

knowledge and ability."

"Unassuming, yet strangely fascinat-

ing," said Gustav von Seyffertitz, when
questioned upon the subject of Greta
Garbo.
"When I first met her," he recalled, "she

was very, very shy. We were making 'The
Mysterious Lady' and American picture-

making methods were, strange and com-
plex to her.

"Although I had a big part in that pic-

ture, I had little chance to become ac-
quainted with Miss Garbo, for between
scenes she would sit away somewhere by
herself, a bit scared, I believe, by the
unfamiliar surroundings. In our few con-
tacts between scenes, I found her to be
most unassuming and fascinating, with a

peculiar flavor of recherche.

"I do not believe you can call Greta
Garbo a 'popular' actress, even though she
is universally acclaimed," said Mr. von
Seyffertitz. "She is, instead, an intriguing

personality and her tremendous appeal is

largely due, I think, to the aura of for-

eignness which envelops her.

"Her low, rumbling voice, which has
occasioned widespread comment, is rather

characteristic of Continental women, I be-

lieve, and is a great asset toward main-
taining that foreign atmosphere about
Garbo. In Europe, you know, we all speak
like that, from away down deep in the

throat."

"Have you noted any great improve-
ment over Miss Garbo's work from when
you first worked with her up to the
present?" I asked him.

"I don't believe she has changed her
style materially," von Seyffertitz replied.

"She was a star when we made 'The Mys-
terious Lady,' only the producers hadn't

realized it yet. Garbo has her own meth-
ods of portraying characters; her tech-

nique is individual, and so I do not be-

lieve she has changed much. She is es-

sentially the same actress : original in her
art and possessed of that magnetic attrac-

tion, mystery."
"She's a peach !" enthused Lew Ayres,

when I called upon him for his opinion

of his heart's desire in "The Kiss."
" 'The Kiss' was my first picture," Lew

told me, "and in my one big dramatic
scene with Garbo, she threw the action so

entirely my way that I actually dominated
the scene."

"She's a good business woman, then,"

I suggested, "for being willing to pass up
self-glorification for the sake of the pic-
ture."

"Maybe," Lew reflected, "but I can't
help but feel that she did it for me.
Throughout the picture she gave me hints
that I could have known otherwise only
through long experience. Greta is my
favorite actress and I shall always be
grateful to her, for she helped me over
the hurdles when I was just learning to
toddle in this business.
"She is the most even-tempered star I

have seen so far. Even in the most try-
ing situations she was always serenely
calm, complete mistress of whatever prob-
lems came up. She is a delight to work
with, because she appreciates sincere
effort from her co-workers and she is

wholly unselfish in giving credit where it

is due. I hope some day I may play in a
Garbo picture again."

"I have watched Greta Garbo's steady
rise in pictures with great satisfaction,"
said the Reverend Mr. Neal Dodd, pastor
of St. Mary of the Angels Church in

Hollywood.
"When I worked in 'Flesh and the

Devil' with Miss Garbo, she was not yet a
recognized star, but I considered her an
actress of great potentialities. She was
very quiet but cordial, and I noticed par-
ticularly that she had no exalted opinions
of herself," continued the leader of Holly-
wood's "Little Church Around the Cor-
ner."

"I found her to be a very pleasant per-
son, and ever since I worked in that one
picture with her, I have watched her pro-
gress by dint of excellent performances to

the position in screenland she now en-
joys."

"It is the secret wish of every young
actor to play in a picture with Greta
Garbo," says Robert Montgomery. "You
can imagine how excited I was when I

was assigned a part in 'Inspiration.' To
work with Garbo is an education in screen
art. I thoroughly enjoyed every minute
of the making of the picture. Miss Garbo
is not only a real actress, she is a re-

markable woman with a keen sense of
humor and a sympathetic understanding of
life."

"I have worked with Greta Garbo in

many pictures and each one has been an
enjoyable experience. Miss Garbo is an
artist and she gives to her work an en-

thusiasm which communicates itself to the

other players. As a woman she is ever-

changing in her moods and is, therefore,

always interesting and charming." That's

what Lewis Stone thinks of her.

And so it goes

!

Phlegmatic, enthusiastic, helpful, indif-

ferent, shy, cordial, friendly, aloof, a

worker, a "genius: Greta Garbo is each

and all of these.

Each of her co-workers recognizes an-

other facet of the sparkling jewel which

is Garbo's many-sided personality. All

of them love and admire her.

Watch for the lovely portrait of

Greta Garbo, which you will

want to keep, which will ap-

pear in the rotogravure art

section of Screenland next

month—the July issue, on sale

June first!
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We Want Blondes!

Continued from page 53

blonde—and a very fascinating blonde,

too. Bebe decided that the contrast of her
dark hair against her face was not as

flattering as the luminous chestnut red she

has adopted, and as always Bebe is right.

Why are blondes so successful in

pictures ?

Loretta Young, one of our most pre-

ferred blondes, has this to say: "Blondes
are more feminine. More beautiful, per-

haps. And beauty means a great deal to

the screen. I always think of blondes as

dainty, ethereal, like Dresden china

figures." (Loretta does not consider her-

self a blonde, by the way.)
"Blondes," says Lilyan Tashman scorn-

fully, "are clinging vines, dependent on
men for support. They are fluffy and
frilly and delicate." Is that the reason

so many are successful in pictures?

Lilyan is not at all that type, but Lilyan

is one of those blondes by preference.

For professional purposes, she admits, be-

cause the "other woman" had always be-

fore been dark and she was the first blonde

vamp on the screen. Lilyan claims she

is a blonde with a brunette character, so

that explains everything

!

Dorothy Mackaill says that blondes just

naturally attract attention, and therefore
experience, and it is the woman with ex-
perience who can play the emotional roles

on the screen. Men always turn to look at

a blonde blonde. They may not look

twice, but they always take the first look.

And if this is natural for men, and men
are fans and women want what men want
—then everyone wants to see the heroine

a blonde. And that's that. When you
say "blonde" you think of women, not men,
she says. Most women prefer dark men,
and since dark heroes are the rule, blonde
women playing opposite are preferred.

Then Mary Pickford, the first big hit in

pictures, was a blonde. She thinks that

blondes are apt to be more modern, can
change moods more rapidly, and, too, that

cameras prefer them.
Perhaps this is the era of gentlemen

preferring blondes. Perhaps in another
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Max Factor, wizard of beauty,
makes up Dorothy Mackaill.

era there won't be so many gentlemen.
But the movie lots are full of ambitious
mothers dragging about blonde infants,
the casting office registers more blondes
than brunettes. Max Factor must be right.

And it hardly looks as if there would be
a slump in the blonde market very soon

!

Why waste time
old fashioned methods
—when you can learn to play at

home without a teacher?

DON'T let the thought of long years of tire-

some practice and an expensive teacher scare

you away from learning to play! For you can
easily teach yourself—right in your own home.

It's so easy! Just look at that sketch. The note in the
first space is always f. The note in the second space is

always a. The way to know the notes that come in these
four spaces is simply to remember that they spell

face.

You don't have to know one note from another in

order to begin. The lessons come to you by mail.

Then the U. S. School way explains everything as

you go along—both in print and picture—so that,

almost before you know it, you are playing real tunes

and melodies right from the notes. No wonder over
600,000 men and women have learned to play this

easy way!
Those who can entertain with music at parties

—

who can snap up things with peppy numbers—are
always sought after, always sure of a good time!

Start now and surprise your friends.

LEARN
BY NOTE
Mandolin

Piano Violin
Banjo Cornet
Saxophone
Ukulele

or any other
instrument

Free Book and Demonstration Lesson
"Music Lessons in Your Own Home" is an inter-

esting little book that is yours for the asking. With
this free book we will send you a demonstration
lesson that proves how quickly and easily you can
learn to play your favorite instrument by note—in

less than half the time and at a fraction of the cost
of old, slow methods—the U. S. School way. No
obligation. Clip and mail the coupon NOW. Instru-

ments supplied when needed, cash or credit. U. S.

School of Music, 3226 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
3226 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
Send me your amazing free book, "Music Lessons in Your Own

Home." with introduction by Dr. Frank Crane, also Free Dem-
onstration Lesson. This does not put me under any obligation.

Have you
.this instrument.
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CORNS

One drop does it immediately

TOUCH the most painful corn with
this amazing liquid. Acts like an

anaesthetic. In three seconds pain is

deadened. You wear tight shoes, dance,
walk again in comfort!

No cutting—that is dangerous. This

way loosens it. Soon you peel the
whole corn off with your fingers.

Doctors approve it as safe. Millions
employ it to gain quick relief. There is

no other like it.
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Mahler method, which kills the hair
root, prevents hair from growing
again. Use it privately in your
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We Teach Beauty Culture
Send today 3 red stamps for

Free Booklet

D. J. Mahler Co., 36-B Mahler Park, Providence, R.

Good and
Good for You.
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Write to the Stars as Follows:

Metro-Goldywn-Mayer Studios, Culver

City, Cal.

Wilkam Bakewell

Lionel Barrymore

Wallace Beery

Charles Bickford

Lillian Bond

Edwina Booth

John Mack Brown
Harry Carey

Joan Crawford

Marion Davies

Reginald Denny

Kent Douglass

Marie Dressier

Cliff Edwards

Julia Faye

Clark Gable

Greta Garbo

John Gilbert

Gavin Gordon

William Haines

Hedda Hopper
Leila Hyams
Dorothy Jordan

Buster Keaton

Gwen Lee

Barbara Leonard

Joan Marsh
Adolphe Menjou

John Mil j an

Ray Milland

Conchita Montenegro

Grace Moore
Polly Moran
Karen Morley

Conrad Nagel

Ramon Novarro

Ivor Novello

Edward Nugent

Anita Page

Marie Prevost

Esther Ralston

Duncan Renaldo

Norma Shearer

Gus Shy

Lawrence Tibbett

Lewis Stone

Ernest Torrence

Raquel Torres

Lester Vail

Roland Young

Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Richard Arlen

Jean Arthur

William Austin

George Bancroft

Carman Barnes

Clara Bow
Mary Brian

Clive Brook

Nancy Carroll

Maurice Chevalier

Claudette Colbert

Jackie Coogan

Gary Cooper

Frances Dee
Marlene Dietrich

Leon Errol

Stuart Erwin

Norman Foster

Skeets Gallagher

Wynne Gibson

Harry Green

Mitzi Green

Phillips Holmes
Miriam Hopkins

Carole Lombard
Paul Lukas

Fredric March
Rosita Moreno
Barry Norton

Jack Oakie

Warner Oland

Eugene Pallette

Charles Rogers

Jackie Searl

Sylvia Sidney

Charles Starrett

Regis Toomey
Fay Wray

First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.

Robert Allen

Richard Barthelmess

Sidney Blackmer

Joe E. Brown
James Cagney

Frank Fay

Douglas Fairbanks,Jr.

Gladys Ford

Fred Kohler

Laura Lee

Dorothy Mackaill

David Manners
Marilyn Miller

Mae Madison
Ona Munson
Dorothy Peterson

James Rennie

Vivienne Segal

Otis Skinner

Jack Whiting

Edward Woods
Loretta Younsr

Fox Studios, 1401 North Western
Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.

Frank Albertson Robert Ames
Luana Alcaniz Warner Baxter

Rex Bell

Joan Bennett

Humphrey Bogart

El Brendel

Marguerite Churchill

Joyce Compton
Donald Dillaway

Fifi Dorsay

Charles Farrell

John Garrick

Janet Gaynor

Warren Hymer
Richard Keene

J. M. Kerrigan

Marion Lessing

Cecilia Loftus

Marjorie

Edmund Lowe
Myrna Loy
Sharon Lynn
Jeannette MacDonald
Kenneth MacKenna
Mona Maris

Victor McLaglen

Lois Moran
George O'Brien

Maureen O'Sullivan

Will Rogers

David Rollins

Rosalie Roy
Lee Tracy

Spencer Tracy

John Wayne
White

Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Henry Armetta

Mary Astor

Evelyn Brent

Sue Carol

Joseph Cawthorn

Betty Compson
Bebe Daniels

Richard Dix

Irene Dunne
Jobyna Howland
Arline Judge

Arthur Lake

Robert

Ivan Lebedeff

Dorothy Lee

Everett Marshall

Joel McCrea
Jack Mulhall

Edna May Oliver

Roberta Robinson

Lowell Sherman
Ned Sparks

Leni Stengel

Hugh Trevor

Bert Wheeler

Woolsey

Warner Brothers Studios, 5842 Sunset

Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

George Arliss

John Barrymore

Joan Blondell

Ruth Chatterton

Claudia Dell

Irene Delroy

Kay Francis

James Hall

Walter Huston

H. B.

Leon Janney

Evalyn Knapp
Winnie Lightner

Lucien Littlefield

Lotti Lodi

Ben Lyon

Marian Nixon

Walter Pidgeon

William Powell

Warner

Pathe Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Bill Boyd

James Gleason

Robert Armstrong

Constance Bennett

Send Birthday Wishes to

These June Stars

:

June MacCloy June 2nd.

Davey Lee June 3rd.

Lane Chandler June 4th.

J. Farrell MacDonald June 6th.

William Austin June 12th.

Ona Munson June 16th.

Barry Norton June 16th.

Vivian Duncan June 17th.

Ivan Lebedeff June 18th.

Edmund Breese June 18th.

Jeanette MacDonald June ISth.

Gladys Ford June 22nd.

Jack Whiting June 22nd.

Ernest Torrence June 26th.

Mary Lawlor June 28th.

Lester Vail June 29th.

Russell Gleason

Alan Hale

Ann Harding

Universal Studios

Lewis Ayres

John Boles

Kathryn Crawford

Robert Ellis

Sidney Fox
Jean Hersholt

Rose Hobart

Dorothy Janis

United Artists Stud

mosa Avenue,

Don Alvarado

William Boyd
Eddie Cantor

Charlie Chaplin

Ronald Colman
Lily Damita

Dolores Del Rio

Douglas Fairbanks

Eddie Quillan

Fred Scott

Helen Twelvetrees

Universal City, Cal.

Myrna Kennedy
Barbara Kent
Mary Nolan
Eddie Philips

Slim Summerville

Genevieve Tobin

Lupe Velez

John Wray

ios, 1041 North For-

Hollywood, Cal.

William Farnum
Al Jolson

Evelyn Lave

Chester Morris

Mary Pickford

Gilbert Roland

Gloria Swanson
Norma Talmadge

Tiffany Studios, 4516 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood, Cal.

Gertrude Astor

Mischa Auer

Leo Carrillo

Helene Chadwick

Helen Chandler

Dorothy Christy

June Collyer

Marion Douglas

Robert Edeson

George Fawcett

Albert Gran

Ralph Graves

Carmelita Geraghty

Hale Hamilton

Neil Hamilton

Lloyd Hughes
Paul Hurst

Ralph Ince

Jeannette Loff

Wallace MacDonald
Ken Maynard
Blanche Mehaffey

Una Merkel

Geneva Mitchell

Charlie Murray
Sally O'Neil

Jason Robards

George Sidney

Bob Steele

Thelma Todd

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

William Collier, Jr. Bert Lytell

Constance Cummings Joan Peers

Richard Cromwell Dorothy Revier

Jack Holt Loretta Sayers

Buck Jones Barbara Stanwyck

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Charley Chase

Mickey Daniels

Oliver Hardy

Ed Kennedy

Mary Kornman

Harry Langdon

Stan Laurel

ZaSu Pitts

Our Gang
Thelma Todd

Educational Studios, 7250 Santa Monica

Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

Marjorie Beebe Eleanor Hunt

Ann Christy Patsy O'Leary

Andy Clyde Daphne Pollard

Harry Gribbon Lincoln Stedman
Nick Stuart

Sono Art-World Wide, Metropolitan

Studios, 1041 Las Palmas Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

Ruth Roland Edward Everett
Horton
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Is Hollywood a

Godless Town?
Continued from page 5)

June Collyer, Junior Coughlan, Trixie Fri-

ganza, Eric Von Stroheim, Eddie Dowling,

John Ford, Winfield Sheehan, William K.

Howard, Leo McCarey and Sam Taylor.

Polly Moran is a member, too, and de-

clares herself "rabid Catholic"—although,
interestingly, she sometimes listens to

Rabbi Magnin's Liberal Jewish sermons
over the radio with particular interest.

There are not nearly as many Jewish

actors as one might suppose, although sev-

eral of the producers embrace that faith.

Norma Shearer adopted Judaism when she

married Irving Thalberg, and both she

and her husband are steadfast church-

goers. Carmel Myers is the daughter of

a Jewish Rabbi. And of course, every-

one knows Charlie Chaplin is of the Jew-
ish faith, but not, perhaps, that he is a

deep student of the Bible.

The Christian Scientists can claim a

great many Hollywood followers. Co-
rinne Griffith attends this church and her

recent testimony appears in The Sentinel.

Conrad Nagel was an usher in the Fifth

Church of Christ, Scientist, in Hollywood
for some years, and is now a regular

attendant at the one in Beverly Hills.

Mary Pickford was formerly a Catho-

lic, but after her divorce from Owen
Moore, became a deep student of Chris-

tian Science. She often attends the Wed-
nesday night meetings at Santa Monica,

and at one time testified frequently. When
in town the Beverly Hills Church sees her

an attendant. Douglas Fairbanks was
once an altar boy in a Denver church,

but is now interested in Science with Mary
and occasionally accompanies her to serv-

ices.

Doug, Jr. and Joan Crawford attend

the Christian Science Church and are also

deeply interested in Metaphysics. The
first Mrs. Fairbanks, young Doug's moth-
er, is earnest in Metaphysical belief, and
it is through her that this young couple

have taken up its study. Joan and Doug
were married in a Catholic church in

New York, Joan being a Catholic at that

time. Since their Metaphysical interests,

however, both have changed markedly in

their attitude on all phases of life and
work, and have forged ahead amazingly.

They credit their religion with making
these new successes possible.

Belle Bennett has been an earnest stu-

dent of Christian Science for the past

three years and proclaims that she has

found it a great solace during her many
sorrows. There have been six deaths in

Belle's family during that time and she

tells how Science saved her from in-

sanity.

Little Philippe de Lacy attends Chris-

tian Science Sunday school regularly.

Through Philippe, his foster mother also

began attending the church, since she
noted the self-control and serenity her
boy was gaining from this teaching.

Other Scientists are Leatrice Joy, a

member in good standing, Charles Ray,
Enid Bennett, Charlotte Greenwood, Fan-
chon and Marco, Ernest Torrence, Nigel
de Brullier, and DeWitt Jennings.

The Episcopal Church, also known as

the Church of England in that country,

boasts a number of regular members.
Joan and Constance Bennett are both
Church of England, and Victor McLag-
len's father is a bishop in that creed.

Richard Barthelmess was raised in the
Episcopal Church, later went to a Chris-

QUALIFY FOR THE OPPORTUNITY
TO WIN $650.00

THE hunt is about to start. The hounds
have been unleashed and are impatient to pick

up the scent. Somewhere in the pack are two
dogs exactly alike—identical to the eye in size,

pose, markings on the legs, bodies, heads and
tails. How well developed are your powers of
observation? How quick is your eye? Can you
find the twin dogs? It will cost you nothing to
try for the Grand Prizes which will be awarded
according to the contestants' standings when the
final decision is made.

If you can find the twin dogs send the numbers
together with your name and address. Six thou-
sand dollars to be paid in 10 equal first prizes.

Each one $600.00 or a brand new Chevrolet,
2-door sedan, the model pictured above, with
many extra prizes of $50.00 each—you can win
one by being prompt—making a total first prize
of $650.00 cash if you prefer. In addition to the
first prizes there are dozens of other well chosen
prizes which will be given to the winners in this
unique "advertising - to - the - public " program.
Duplicate prizes will be awarded in case of ties.

Solutions will not be accepted from persons living

in Chicago, Illinois, or outside of the U. S. A.
Mail your answer today.

W. C. DILBERG,
Dept. 393, 502 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago. 111.

EARN MONEY
j AT HOME
YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.

The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY Ltd.
346 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

'MMectyour favoi

JfMovie star<—^
all original photos of your favorite stars, size
8 i 10. gloBBy prints, 25c each, 5 for $1.00. Scenes
from any of your lavorite recent photo
plays. 25c each. 12 for $2.50- Potiiitdy the final
obtainable anywhere. We have the largest collec-
tion of movie photos in the country. Just name
the star or scenes you want. Remit by money
order or U. S. 2c etamps.

BRAM STUDIO
630 - 9th Avenue

Studio 320
New York City

LEG TROUBLES VANISH!
Don't suffer any longer. The LIEPE
METHOD relieves and permanently bene-
fits Varicose Ulcers, Enlarged and Swollen
Veins, Eczema, etc.. while you walk. A spe-
cial prescription for each case. 40 years of
success 1 Praised and endorsed bvthousands.
COarCI New booklet "HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY
TIICC: HEAL LEG DISEASES AT HOME" sent
FREE. Just send name and address. Write today.

LIEPE METHODS INSTITUTE
3284 N. Green Bay Ave., Dept. F-29

Milwaukee, Wis.

How To Obtain A Better LookingNose
Improve Your Personal Appearance

My free book tells you how I guarantee
to improve the 8hape of your nose by
remolding the cartilage and fleshy parte,

quickly, safely, and painlessly, or re-

fund your money. The very fine, pre-

cise adjustments which only my new
patented Model 25 Nose Shaper pos-

sesses, make results satisfactory and
lasting. Worn night or day. Over 100.-

000 users. Send for free book to

M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping
Specialist, Dept. 250, Binghamton, N. Y.

MercolizedWax
KeepsSkinYoung
Absorb all blemishes and discoloration by regularly us-

ing pure Mercolized Wax. Get an ounce, and use as

directed. Fine, almost invisible particles of aged skin fleck

off, until all defects, such as pimples, liver spots, tan.

freckles and large pores have disappeared. Skin is beauti-

fully clear, soft and velvety . and face looks years younger.
Mercolized Wax brings out the hidden beauty. To quick-
ly reduce wrinkles and other age lines, use this face

lotion: 1 ounce Powdered Saxolite and 1 half pint witch-

hazel. At Drug and Department Stores Everywhere.

o™NURSING
LEARNED AT HOME IN 12 WEEKS
Marvelous calling. Earn $20 to $30
weekly caring for invalid in your vicinity

WHILE LEARNING. We help secure
positions. Write me today! Don't
wait! MISS H. TULL. 6206 Winthrop.
Chicago. 111.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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JOAN BENNETT
POPULAR STAR

Hidden Gold
in your hair too!

(Rediscover it tonight

in one shampooing}

A Measure hunt— in your hair! Hidden there is

something precious! Loveliness undreamed of; a

sparkling radiance that is YOUTH—key to popularity,

romance, happiness

!

You can revive this charm tonight. Just one Golden
Glint Shampoo will show you the way.

No other shampoo like Golden Glint Shampoo.
Does more than merely cleanse. It gives your hair a

"tiny- tint" — a wee little bit—not much — hardly per-

ceptible. But what a difference it makes in one's ap-

pearance. 2 5c at your dealers', or send for free sample.

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO., 633 Rainier Ave., Dept. F

Seattle, Wash. •••« Please send a free sample.

Name
Address

City -State-

Color of my hair:

Advertising
as a CAREER for
Men and Women
If you really want— to get ahead
faster— if you want to make more
money— if you want a career filled

with thrills and big opportunities—
or want to advance in your present
position— read "Success in Adver-
tising." now sent free.

This new booklet points the road
hundreds of men and women have
followed to quickly increase their
earning power.

It also explains how you can, by a new, practical home
study method, qualify for a position i n any one of the
many branches of Advertising. To read this booklet should
prove to be an evening well spent.
Send your name and address and this free book et will

be sent at once . No obligation.

pageVdavis school of ADVE RT I 5 I NG~
3601 Michigan Avenue Dept. 632A
Send FREE booklet "Success in Advertising"

Name
Address

City

SONG WRITERS
requirements] Advance RoyaltyPayments,

(TALKING PICTURES Talking-Picture Soog requirements.

etc., fully explained in onr Free instruc-

tive book. Writeri of Words orMusic
\
for songi may submit their work (or free
examination and advice* Past ex*
perience unnecessary. We revise, compose,
arrange music and secure Copyrights.

Our modern method gnarantees approval.

Write Today—Newcomer Associates.

1676-0 Broadway. New York, N. Y.

I AN

NOSE
Anita Nose Adjuster
shapes flesh and car-
tilage—quickly, safely,

painlessly, while you
sleep or work. Lasting
results. Doctors praise
it. Gold Medal Winner.
87.000 users. Write for

FREE BOOKLET.
ANITA INSTITUTE. F-69, Anita Bldg.. NowarU. N. J.

tian Science boarding school, and from
thence back to an Episcopal college. "Mix
them in a hat and you have my religion,"

says Dick. "I just try to practice simple
Christianity."

Irene Rich was brought up in the Epis-
copalian church, but is not now a regular
attendant. She says she feels nearer to

God now when she is swimming far out
into the ocean, or taking long walks in the

woods—out in the heart of Nature, from
which she has evolved a simple philosophy
of her own.

Virginia Cherrill, Charlie Chaplin's
leading lady in "City Lights," is Church
of England and was educated in Episco-
palian convents. Edna Purviance, his for-

mer leading lady, started out as an Episco-
palian, and loves the ritual "of that

church, but she, too, has acquired a "per-
sonal, private religion" of her own now.

Joseph Cawthorn, who may be starred

as the male Marie Dressier, belongs to a
long line of Church of Englanders, and
has a brother who is an Episcopalian
rector. But Mrs. Cawthorn is a Catho-
lic, so he frequently accompanies her to

her services. Mrs. Cawthorn says that

Joe is "a Christian gentleman through
and through."

And the same may be said of dear old
Alec B. Francis, who attends church reg-
ularly, speaks before the Church Fellow-
ship, and is a personal friend of the
Bishop of his Diocese.

Other faithful Episcopalians are Esther
Ralston, Ronald Colman, and Anthony
Bushell—Anthony having several clergy-
men in his family back in England.
George Arliss is also Church of England.
George Fawcett says he was a faithful

Episcopalian for years, but now simply
reveres all religions, observes the Ten
Commandments, and earnestly believes in

prayer. Ethel Wales began as an Epis-

copalian, but says she has marked leanings

toward Christian Science now, and be-

lieves in the power of the mind over
destructive thought. Doris Lloyd belongs
to the Church of England but often attends
Unity lectures. Clive Brook, Mary Forbes,
and Ralph Forbes all profess the Church
of England faith.

Clara Kimball Young tells me that she

has studied all religions, oriental and occi-

dental, and is more partial to that of the

old Persians, which is similar to the Uni-
tarian. She believes that "all conceptions

are immaculate," vide Bernard Shaw, but

does not accept the power of prayer. Her
husband, Dr. A. S. Forman, however, in-

sists that he is an Atheist; that all life

will soon be created in a laboratory.

Joe E. Brown favors the Golden Rule as

his fundamental creed, and Mrs. Brown
says he lives up to it. Little Evalyn
Knapp also holds for the Golden Rule,

and believes in a God which might also

be called the "Creative Mind." She talks

of "our individualized universal mind"
and believes that we are all the result of

our thinking.

Louise Fazenda is an ardent Golden
Ruler and successfully works out a prac-

tical line of conduct for herself. Lawrence
Tibbett believes in a religion of joy and
beauty and our duty thus to express life.

Will Rogers is deeply religious although

he marches under no specific label. Marie
Dressler's religion is the simple creed of

doing as one would be done by. Greta
Garbo was raised as a Swedish Lutheran.

John Wayne attended Methodist schools and
colleges. Little 17-year-old Barbara Weeks
feels that Universal Love is the essence of

religion. Barbara also takes astrology very
seriously as a guide in her career.

Harold Lloyd was brought up in the

Christian Church and was married to

Mildred Lloyd in it, but he, too, says the
Golden Rule is his essential creed. Noah
and Wallace Beery were both raised in

the Christian Church ; Noah was married
to his Marguerite in her Episcopalian
church. Charlie Farrell comes from good
old Quaker stock. He and Hedda Hopper
are the only two Quakers among the screen
stars. Charlie Mailles and Claire Mc-
Dowell are earnest Presbyterians and at-

tend church regularly with their boys.
Lawrence Grant says he dislikes the word
"religion," as he thinks it is tinged with
satisfied dogma. "Faith," too, he feels

indicates a blind acceptance of the im-
probable. But a well-grounded "belief"
is important to us all. "There is no ma-
terial waste in the world. Life is ever-
lasting," he says reverently.

Nor does this list include them all.

Several, like Ann Harding, preferred not
to discuss their religion for publication,

and yet have abiding faiths. Even Lilyan
Tashman, who always plays somewhat
hard-boiled roles, says she earnestly be-

lieves in the essential importance of doing
unto others as one would be done by. All
those who wished to be omitted from this

story, nevertheless held to various religious

faiths, while preferring to regard them as

a strictly private matter.

The Catholics are so strong in Holly-
wood that they even publish a fan weekly,
surely the only one under church auspices.

The next strongest faith is Christian

Science, the third Episcopalian, with the

individualists a close fourth. Next come
Judaism, the Christian Church, Presbyte-
rian and Methodist, in that order, with
only two discoverable Quakers in Hedda
Hopper and Charlie Farrell. The first two
named are the most regular and earnest

attendants at their churches and the most
willing to proclaim their faith.

The reason given by some picture play-

ers for not wishing to make known their

religion was "the narrow-mindedness of

the fan readers" whose prejudices might
be aroused. We are confident that no such

fears are justified. Americans have long

since agreed that there are many roads

to Heaven

!

Tom Meighan comes back. Here
he is with Mrs. Meighan—Frances
Ring. Tommy will be in " Young

Sinners" for Fox.
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chines must be adjusted and synchronized.

After it has taken two hours or more
to get ready to shoot a scene and one is

feeling more shot against than shooting,

the director says, "Everybody ready ! I

will take the scene !" Jaded from the

preliminaries, but still anxious to do a

good job, the actors get set. It's like a

race. We get all our sinews and all our
biceps ready. We spurt and put all we
have in the run and just as we are con-

gratulating ourselves on how truly mag-
nificent we are and this picture is going
to knock 'em cold, the camera man says,

"Sorry, but I was out of focus on that."

We go through the focusing again and
the "cuss" in focus is accented this time.

By now I'm so tired that I think of

myself as "The Two Orphans."

You can't get through it again. You
won't. This is intolerable. You look

around. Everybody is taking a long breath

and moving into position, so you think of

the bread-line and gird up whatever one
girds up. You crawl on the floor or up
the ladder or put on the fur coat or do
whatever you have to do that you'd rather

not, and everybody starts again from the

judge's stand. We are even more deter-

mined. "We'll do it this time, by George
!"

Our enthusiasm by now is somewhat
forced, but still, second wind, like second

thoughts, may be best. When we are well

on our way toward the home stretch, the

light man electrocutes us by saying, "Sorry,

there are shadows in that. We'll have to

try again." Hell's bells and Christmas
trinkets ! You can see that the goings-on

at Culver City make it no place for the

fellow who boasts he'll "try anything once."

If one wants to be Alice-in-Movieland,

one will do it "again and again."

More focusing. The camera men wel-

come the interruption to do a little more
experimenting. Finally we are off on a
new gallop when the sound man stops

us. "Sorry, I didn't get that last." In the

pause the director achieves an inspiration.

There is a general conference. When we
finally begin the scene again for recording,

the actors have said their lines so many
times and gone back and jumped and re-

ceived so many instructions, that they can't

remember their lines. This time we are
allowed full authorship for the fault. It

is brought home to us that the delay is

all ours. We old-timers take it with an al-

leged grin—the young ones with not so

good a grace. By this time nobody feels

as if he had a feather left to fly with.

The only consolation is that it happens to

everybody, novices and veterans alike, but

it hurts just the same when it happens
to you.

In "Caught Short" I sang I'm Going
Spanish Now. My goodness, by the time

I got that one off my chest, I could have
gone any nationality and been buried as

the unknown soldier ! You see I had to

go back for one thing or another so many
times that when the music finally started,

I couldn't remember I'm looking for a
toreador. I was looking for any old door,

the wider the better. When I could work,
old man Mike couldn't. By the time he
was on the job, again, my mind was a

cipher with the rim left off. Then I just

slunk right out in the alley with tears of

rage and humiliation in my eyes. If I

had let loose the volcano inside it would
have blown up Culver City. As I paced
up and down calling myself everything
from a jellyfish to the best words found

in a pirate's vocabulary with a few dough-
boy terms thrown in, I asked myself,
"What made you think you could play

in the pictures ? Why didn't you bake
buns for a living?" Tum-tidi-tum-tum

—

Looking at the pedigree of my famous
family tree—suddenly the words came back
to me. I rushed back and announced that

I was ready if the mike was, and it was.
We snapped into it and I had as much
fun as you thought I was having if you
saw "Caught Short."

The mike and I get along very well these

days because it is now so arranged that

the actor is less hampered by the little

sound-demon. Nobody knows what a

strain it used to be to try to look and act

natural, realizing that it was possible to

move only in a limited space and hold one's

head at a certain angle in order that the

sound could be properly reproduced. In

"Anna Christie" I told the director that

the mike would have to follow me instead

of my following the mike. . As a result a

man shadowed me wherever I went and
carried that little instrument which re-

corded Marthie's words to film lovers

throughout the country. The result was
good because I was not worrying about
mechanical conditions and trying to pull

my stuff at the same time.

After a hard day on the lot, I don't

dress up in my best clothes and parade
Hollywood Boulevard or go to an all-

night party as many suppose. Instead, I

am put to bed at nine o'clock, my windows
opened so that I get the fresh fragrance
of my garden and the sound of the sea,

and I am asleep. I don't even need night-

ingale songs and scented breezes to in-

duce sleep. Yes, I have that kind of a
conscience. I have learned that the only
thing to do when there has been a hard
day behind and a bad one ahead is to put
water on the slate and sponge out all mis-
takes and worries. After all, we never do
say any of those scathing things to the

other fellow that we so carefully plan
during a pillow conference with ourselves.

I do not alternate work and play. When
I work, I work; and when I play, I play.

In the days when I made "Tillie's Punc-
tured Romance," we took our picnic pails

along, had a lark of a time, and spent
some fourteen weeks producing the pic-

ture. Today some of our biggest and
most expensive films are started and com-
pleted within four weeks. While we are
working, I give all that I have to the
job. If it's necessary to stay over time at

night, I never whimper. I'm on the job
promptly in the morning because punctual-
ity is my greatest virtue or sin, which-
ever you consider it. I never have been
able to understand or forgive the many
people who are so inconsiderate of the
time and pocket books of others as to

appear for appointments with lame ex-
cuses of slow clocks or unexpected callers.

I am sure that I have just as many inter-

ruptions and know just as many people,
if not more, than the average person, but
if I can say to a dear friend, who has
just come to see me on her return to the
city, "I'm terribly sorry, but I have an
engagement in ten minutes," I do not see
why others can't pursue the same tactics.

As it is I give up something that means a
good deal to me to keep my appointment
only to find that the other person keeps
me waiting half an hour. We ought to

get together on this and change things for
the better ! Time in George Washing-

Let me tell you
of this better way
to remove hair

by

Removing ugly superfluous hair— swiftly

—

easily—from the under-arms*, fore-arms and
legs is a problem many women find hard to solve

. . . I, myself, had just about given up hope
when I discovered DEL-A-TONE Cream.

You can imagine my delight in finding, at last,

a cream that removes hair more quickly and
more thoroughly than anything I had ever used.

Creamy white — DEL-A-TONE removes
hair in 3 minutes or less. Faintly fragrant—it

is just as easy to use as cold cream and leaves

your skin clean, smooth and white.

Soon as you try DEL-A-TONE you'll under-

stand why, after using, women say, "Now ... I

can stand the public gaze." *Reinoval of under-

arm hair lessens perspiration odor.

DEI-ATONE
The White Cream Hair-remover

—now comes in two sizes

50c New Larger §1

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Del-a-tone has attained wide popu-
larity on real merit alone. No
extravagant, exaggerated adver-

tising claims have ever been made.

Superior quality is the reason for

asking you to try it and to

guarantee that your money will

be cheerfully refunded if you
are not satisfied.

Del-a-tone Cream, 50c and SI (also Del-a-tone

Powder, SI size only) at drug and department stores.

Or sent prepaid in U. S. in plain wrapper. Money
back if desired. (Trial tube, 10c:—use coupon below.)

Write Miss Mildred Hadley, The Delatone Co..

(Est. 1908) The Delatone BIdg., Dept. 146, 233 East

Ontario Street, Chicago, Illinois.

iss Mildred Hadley, The Delatone Company
Dept. 146. Delatone BIdg., 233 E. Ontario St.. Chicago. 111.

Please send me in plain wrapper prepaid. Kcnerous tube
of Del-a-tone Cream for which I enclose 10c.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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Hen
IMITATED
but never

DUPLICATED
YOU 6nd Katherine Mac-

Donald's Lash Cosmetic
as used by the stars of Holly-

wood gives no hint of artificiality, for it leaves your lashes

soft and silky, yet is positively waterproof. Cry, swim,

get soaked in the rain. . . no water can make it streak

or run. Contains no varnish, so cannot flake or break

your lashes. Easily removed with cold cream.

Efforts have been made to copy this wonderful liquid

mascara but without success. Handy purse size gold

capped bottle, black or brown, $i.

IKATIHEIRIINE MUclDONAILID'S

LASH
COSMETICm*

Katherine MacDonald, Hollywood, Calir.

What Made His
Hair Grow?

Read His Letter for the Answer

"New hair came
almost immediately
after I began using
Kotalko, and kept on
growing. In a short time
I had a splendid head of

hair, which has been per-
fect ever since."
This statement by

H. A. Wild is but one
of many which volun-
tarily attest that hair

has stopped falling,
dandruff has been elimi-

nated, or new luxuri-

ant hair growth has been
developed where the roots
were alive, after using
KotalkoandKotalkoSoap.

Hnir roots that remain
In the sculp Ions after the
surface hairs are lost, may
regain their original power

through proper encouragement. The process of hair
growth depends on the nourishment the hair roots re-

ceive. Are yours getting all they need?
Women also report new hair growth. Many testi-

monials from men and women whose health obviously
aided the hair roots Into producing abundant hair, after
using Kotalko and Kotalko Soap.

Are your hair roots alive hut dormant? If SO. why
not use Kotalko and Kotalko Soap to stimulate them
Into growing new hair?
Kotalko and Kotalko Soap are sold at drug

stores everywhere. Or you may write for sample to

Kotal Company, E-539, Station O, New York.

$$ Photoplay Ideas $$
For Silent and Talking Pictures

Accepted in any form for revision, criticism.
Copyright and submission to studios

Not a school—no courses or books to

sell. You may be just as capable of

writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
ideas are what is wanted. Plots ac-

cepted in any form. Send for free book-
let giving full details.

Universal Scenario Company
(Established 1917)

604 Meyer Bldg., Western and Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

Beautiful Complexion
IN 15 DAYS
Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
whiteheads, red spots, enlarged pores, oily skin
and other blemishes. 1 can give you a com-
plexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. And I do it in afew days. My
method is different. No cosmetics, lotions,
salves, soaps, clay, ointments, plasters, band-
ages, masks, vapor sprays, massage, rollers or
other implements. No diet, no fasting. Nothing
to take. Cannot injure tho most delicate skin.
Send for mn Free Booklet, You are not obli-
gated. Send no mtmeii. juat get the facts.

Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Dept. 25AI, Chicago

ton's day meant very little; today half

an hour is part of a lifetime.

While I'm prompt on the job and slow
to quit, I'm a strictly union man at noon
time. My breakfast is so light that I am
roaring by twelve and by now everybody
begins to look at me when the hunger hour
strikes. No matter what the director is

doing, he says, "Let her out of her cage.

She's growling again," and I'm off.

They treat me like a child and often
say, "Don't hurt her," as if I were easily

breakable. As a matter of fact, I've en-

countered only the greatest kindness and
consideration in Hollywood, which is con-
trary to the generally accepted notion that
everybody is indifferent and hurried. This
impression is gained from the fact that
literally hundreds of persons, often with
most mediocre talent, come to Hollywood
expecting to be met with contracts on sil-

ver salvers and the proverbial brass band.
Few of these aspirants would have suffi-

cient stamina to stand the gaff if they
did get in, but while they are on the side-

lines, they rail because they do not re-

ceive instant reception. As a matter of
fact, everybody in Hollywood who is work-
ing, is too busy to be on a reception com-
mittee.

Take the director, that much feared and
much maligned man. He certainly earns
his salary, no matter how fabulous it may
seem to fans wbo are merely reading about
it. When a story is sold to the lot, it is

immediately adapted by special writers
to some particular star or stars. The
director is then chosen. The moment he is

called, he takes the veil, so to speak. He
hasn't a minute, an hour, or a day to him-
self. He is obliged to go over the script,

familiarize himself with it, plan what he
can do with it and what it is possible for

the cameras to do. This is where experience
plus artistic feeling is essential. After hard
creative labor on the script and in casting,

he gets out on the lot, and goes through
the work we have already noted of coping
with balky machinery, varying tempera-
ments of both mechanics and stars. In

general, the director's job is to take a
green gooseberry and inflate it into a lus-

cious melon. Despite rumors to the con-
trary, he is expected to consider expense
and other factors. When he has com-
pleted the difficult work of assembling and
directing a large cast so that there is that

perfect team work which is essential to

any success, the job is not over.

No, indeed! While the rest of us are
hitting our beauty rest mattresses, the

director is sitting up laying out our hurdles
for the next day. He is sort of a band-
master reducing a chaos of assorted notes

into rhythm and harmony. When the last

scene has been shot, the director cannot
pack up his camp outfit and go trout fish-

ing. The previews of the picture are
shown, the supervisors arrive and announce
to the sleepy-eyed director that the picture

of which he is so proud will never do for

the moving picture public. With the words,
"If you believe me, it's terrible," ringing

in his ears, the director girds up what-
ever one girds up, orders strong coffee,

shouts for all hands and goes at the pic-

ture again, re-shooting much of it and
swearing through his teeth because some
of the points that pleased him most must
now be eliminated.

Originally directors had a worse time
than they do today because people used to

have little patience and everybody, par-

ticularly the new actors, was thinking of

himself and feeling that he could not

be really great unless he splashed tem-
perament and ideas all over the place. To-
day not only the actors, but all concerned
are showing greater tolerance and under-

standing. This is partly because there are
now so many legitimate actors in the
talkies and they all know what it means
to be good troupers. Their acceptance of
unpleasant situations has, I feel, steadied
the colts in the profession very often.

Of course the public sees only the actors,
but they are only a small part of the mak-
ing of a picture. There are the scenic men
and the light men who lie all day on their
stomachs on the rafters, working with the
director. There are property men who
can get you anything from a peanut to an
express train on a moment's notice; elec-
tricians who have long ago mastered dim-
mers and spots and borders and have
climbed to the zenith of their art; con-
struction experts who know how to build
mountains and cities with magical iron-
work so that the actors are safe while
fake earthquakes or volcanoes or sea
storms apparently work havoc. There are
engineers of all kinds, technical directors,
camera men, designers, make-up men, even
men who do nothing but "age" costumes
and make them look old, and nursery men
who furnish gardens and trees. There are
authorities on every subject, from men
who know where to find a snowstorm if

it's wanted or a desert scene, to women
who can tell without hesitation whether
Queen Victoria wore garters. Many of
the people composing the huge staff of the
behind-the-sceners must reach the lot as
early as seven in the morning to get things
ready for the rest of us.

Of course each department in Holly-
wood is a city in itself. The wardrobe
department is perhaps one of the most
interesting. The one which furnishes me
with most of my clothes is three stories
high and quarter of a city block in length.
In one end hang the new costumes and in
the other, the old, both totaling well in

the neighborhood of five thousand com-
plete gowns or suits of all periods. It is

not unusual for our dressmaker to be
called upon to outfit a mob of one thou-
sand characters on twenty-four hours' no-
tice, so it is necessary to be prepared.

I am often asked where I get my clothes.
I don't know whether this is criticism,

flattery, or curiosity. As a matter of fact,

it all depends on whether I am depicting
rags or riches or whether I am in my own
home or one made of board. When I am
supposed to be regal, I go to the costume
department and say, "I'm a queen," and
they say, "We know it," because they al-

ready know the story and what is wanted.
The probability is that my gowns and ac-
cessories are all laid out, or if my raiment
is to be new, it is ready for fitting.

When I want character stuff, I go to

the other end where Mrs. Coulter, former-
ly of the Coulter Opera Company, has
charge. She, too, knows what the play is

about and has dug out old sweaters, dilap-

idated hats, worn shoes, and every article

that she thinks I could or would use. I

go through her selections and we try this

and that until, between us, we achieve an
effect that is the part. I not only feel it,

I am it.

For my own clothes—well, I don't buy
them in Paris ! And I don't patronize ex-
pensive shops in America. This is not the

kind of presidential hooey where the can-

didate poses before the camera milking the

cow. I just don't spend money on clothes.

I do one of two things : when the ward-
robe I have gets down to the place where
the soup rights are of no value, I either

go to a dressmaker or hat maker who suits

me and put myself in his or her hands,

knowing that the expert in the craft will

do better for me than if I try to mess in—
or, now get this, I make my own

!

Scissors intimidate some people, but I
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am in the garden of Eden, almost literally,

when I get hold of a pair !—some good-

looking cloth, and then lie on my stomach
on the floor. I never let the goods know-

that I am afraid of it so that it does not

take me long to whittle out covering,

though I admit that I sometimes feel as if

I were trying to dress the statue of Lib-

erty. I have started a gown in the morn-
ing and worn it at night, and I haven't

looked like the covered wagon, either

!

Women who have clothes sense can
dress on less than the alimony they collect.

Many of my sex can stand lots of scen-

ery—even need it. As for me, if I get

dolled up too much, I look like a cozy
corner in the 90's, a Mardi Gras, or Pio-

neer Day in Sait Lake City. To the

woman who says wistfully, "I wish I

could make my own clothes," I can only

say what a bearded native said to a tourist

who stated that he certainly would like to

see Hollywood Boulevard, "Who in hell's

stopping you
!"

Curiously enough, the screen is very
hard on clothes. One picture will leave

gowns in a worse condition than a long
run for stage wear. The black velvet

dress which I wore in "One Romantic
Night," the stage version of "The Swan,"
cost four hundred dollars. The first time
I put it on the lights burned holes in it and
left it in such a rotted condition that I

was afraid it would fall off of me before
the picture was finished. I have been
asked if these same lights which burn the

clothes off our backs won't burn our skins.

All I can say is that God gave us our
skins and the manufacturers give us our
dyed clothes. The camera has a very
searching eye and we have experts who
do nothing but note incongruities in cos-
tume. You probably hadn't thought of it,

but there is always somebody to see that

if you go out of a door in white shoes,

you don't re-enter in black ones just be-

cause the scene happens to be shot the

next day. This is as important as that the

same flowers are not left on the piano for
both April and October. Every little de-
tail is watched by somebody.
Yet careful as we are about detail, no

point is ever missed by an audience. A
colored porter stopped me in a station one
day and told me how much he liked "Anna
Christie." He said that he had been to

see it three times. "The point that got
me," he said, "was when the old man gave
you the gate outside the saloon and you
took your mad out just standing there
picking at your cuff. Gee, I got a kick
out of that and it taught me a lot. After
that I started taking my mad out on my
cap. I've worn out two."

Next to clothes, people are most curious
about make-up. Their favorite question
is, "Who puts on your make-up?" If it

didn't sound as if I had the big head, I

would answer, "God." My face may not
be much, but I don't do anything to it to

make it either worse or better. I wear
very little make-up as a matter of fact,

particularly in character parts. I believe

that make-up takes character away and is,

therefore, a serious handicap. A face like

mine has tremendous advantages. I don't

have to park it in a cold cream jar. I

don't have to spend two hours nightly
ironing out the day's wear and tear. If I

worried as much about my face as some
folks do, I bet I could get the prize as
Miss Coney Island. I used to cry as a
little girl when I realized that I wasn't
pretty like my sister and other children.
It really hurt. Then I began to find that
I could do many things that the beautiful
ones could not do.

I have learned since to be sorry for a
beautiful woman—yes, really. You see,
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we all start in life with some personality,

but when we don't use it, it goes. The
creature who is good to look upon makes
people so happy just to be near her that

they wait on her and spoil her and soon
the personality goes, leaving nothing be-

hind. I saw the beautiful Langtry once at

a gaming table in Monte Carlo and, believe

me, I was glad I had a rubber face that

was still an asset. Langtry's beauty was
gone ; her face was vapid, expressionless,

inert. There are, of course, exceptions.

Lillian Russell, on the other hand, was
always beautiful, because her nature was
generous and lacking in ego. Her person-

ality developed and enhanced her beauty
which otherwise would have withered.

As a matter of fact, I have no idea

what I really look like. With an acro-
batic face like mine, I never look twice

alike either in a photograph or in a part.

If a chameleon were asked for its picture,

it would not know whether to give its ad-
mirer one of the pink or plaid photos. I

am in the same fix. When I'm asked for

my photograph I wonder whether I shall

send myself as a queen or a derelict.

"Caught Short" of queens, I send Marthie!
Another question is, Do I like animals?

Sure ! I can make elephants do things

that nobody else can make them do. Ele-
phants understand me and I understand
elephants. I've owned every breed of dog
and even parrots. At present I have no
animals, but I'm scared to death for fear

I shall fall for something. Some day my

Marie Dressier is not only
adept at acting but she can

crochet, too—exhibit A.

sales resistance may be low and I'll walk
home with a giraffe, but in the meantime
I avert my eyes when I pass pet stores. I

think that every house on the ground floor

should have a dog, a cat and a parrot

—

the dog to keep the burglars away, the cat

to keep the mice away, and the parrot to
keep callers away

!

A car? Yes, I have two, but there is no
use rousing you by telling you their makes.
An auto is the same as your religion. The
one you understand is the one you like.

What do I read? Histories and biogra-
phies chiefly. I like to know about the
people who messed up the world for us.

I get a great kick out of French history.

I read it and read it. By the end of a
page I've killed off a family. At the end
of a chapter a city is gone. It's as good
as fly swatting when your nerves are on
edge and you want to commit murder.
My vacations? I spend them abroad be-

UGLY
HAIRS
can never

grow again

A Written Guarantee
assures permanent re-

moval of unwanted hair

THOUSANDS ofwomen both here and abroad
now know the joy of an alluringly smooth

and beautiful skin, forever free from the re-

growth of ugly unfeminine hair, The Koremlu
Cream Method— based on the discovery of a

noted French scientist— removes the hair for

all time.

Koremlu is a delightfully fragrant quick-dry-

ing cream, applied to the skin and left on all

night. The Koremlu Cream Method may be

used with positive effectiveness on the face, legs,

arms, and underarm.

The Koremlu Cream Method is not to be con-

fused with temporary correctives, nor is it to be

confused with any other method. The Koremlu
Method gives permanent results. It removes the

hairs by weakening the follicles that hold the

hairs in the roots, so that they are most easily

lifted out. A number of applications definitely

destroys the growth of hair. The Koremlu Cream
Method, used regularly for a definite period as

directed, is guaranteed by a signed, money-back

guarantee to achieve the permanent results you

have always hoped for

—

the complete and last-

ing removal of superfluous hair.

Rejoice that you can now be forever rid of all

unwanted hair. Send the coupon today for our

booklet containing full details of The Koremlu
Cream Method.
Koremlu Cream is for sale at leading depart-

ment stores (ask them for booklet). If you find

that you cannot get Koremlu Cream in your

locality, you may order direct from us.

KOREMLU INC, 11 W. 42nd St, New York

KOREMLU
CREAM METHOD
ofpermanent Sj^r
hair removal

KOREMLU Inc., 11 West 42nd St. ^-^?V
New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me booklet (in plain envelope) giving full

information about Koremlu Cream for the guaranteed
il of superfluous bair.

Na

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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FRECKLES
Remove The Ugly Mask

This Way

Only that freckle-mask keeps you from a lovely
complexion. Get rid of those homely spots and
your skin will look soft and fine instead of dry
and harsh; clear, fresh and young instead of
rusty, patchy and old.

What you need is Othine -double strength.
After a few nights' use of this dainty white
cream, you should find that even the worst
freckles are disappearing while the lighter ones
have vanished entirely. It seldom takes more
than an ounce jar of Othine to fade out those
homely blemishes and restore the natural
beauty of your skin.

Be sure to ask for Othine-double strength at
any drug or department store. Money back if

it does not remove even the worst freckles and
leave your complexion soft, clear and beautiful.

r r
* PLEASURE or PROFIT

A fascinating hobby or a profitable brjBmeaa
can now be yours. Prepare quickly at home

r tho personal fruidance of leading ex-
perts in the fine art of photography. No
experience necessary. Full or spare time.
Many earn while learning. Our thorough
ptudio method also qualifies you to fill a well
paying pj>Hiti<in up"n gr/tilnntion. S<-nd cu-

9 #y pon below at once for FREE booklet. Op-
-f portunities in Modern Photography.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF "pH~OTOCRAPHY~
"

3601 Michigan Avenue Dept. 443-A Chicago, III.

Send booklet. Opportunities in Modern Photography, and full infor-
mation.
Name .... ^ -

Address „

City ....State

1 AT HOM E w
YOU can earn good money in spare time at
home making display cards. No selling or
canvassing. We instruct you, furnish com-
plete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY Limited

252 Dominion Bldg.. Toronto. Ont.

SONGS FOR
TALKING
PICTURES

Radio Broadcast and commercial usage bring big
returns. Writers of WORDS or MUSIC should send
for FREE copy of 20-page instructive booklet giving
full details of opportunities in song writing. We
revise, arrange, secure U. S. Copyright, broadcast your
song over the Radio and submit to Motion Picture
Studios here in Hollywood. Write Today.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE
604 Meyer Bldg., Western & Sierra Vista Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.

N ew Perfume
The most exquisite perfume in the world!
Sells at $12 an ounce — $2.50 for bottle
containing 30 drops.

Rieger's Flower Drops are the most refined
of all perfumes. Made from the essence of
flowers, without alcohol.

ROMANZA
(The aristocrat of perfumes)

A single drop lasts a week. Hence very eco-
nomical. Never anything like this before!

s
f

c n
r

d TRIAL BOTTLE
Send only 20c (silver or stamps) for a trial bottle.

Paul Rieger & Co., 169 First St., San Francisco

cause every time I come home, I like to

find how much my own country has im-
proved. Yes, I am able to afford vacations
again. 1 have climbed off the Burning
Deck into a house with a garden ; my
name again gleams in front of theatres

from Maine to California and greets all

my friends when they cross to the other
side of the Atlantic.

What is my suggestion for making
good? Don't expect to succeed over night

and be assured that if you do, the result

may not be lasting. Don't get the idea

that the world owes you a living. You
owe the world something and if you make
good you can collect. Keep trying, keep
smiling, and never forget that there is no
part too small to play and to play well

—

and there's no age limit. Never be jealous

of the man higher up, the star of your
organization

; your bit can stand out, too,
and may lead to something better. Many
people in all walks of lite work industri-
ously in small parts for a certain length
of time without murmuring and then be-
cause they are not noticed when they feel

the reward is due they kick over the traces
just as they are spotted for promotion.
Then they lose out entirely and blame
their plight on bad luck, woofing that the
world is against them when in reality they
simply aren't stickers.

Whale bait is courage, hard work,
friendliness, cooperation, and patience.
With these the whale will ultimately land
at your feet. My whale has been washed
up at last and with your help I am now
eating him

!

-

The Original Chanel—Continued from page 27

Or the kind of wife who always remains
the mistress of her husband's love.

On the Bois, along the boulevards, they'll

tell you that Mademoiselle might have been
Madame the Duchess of Westminster. And
that her corsage of the evening like as

not was presented by the Grand Duke
Dmitri. Had her courage not been equal

to her charm, she might have been a

modern du Barry. But her talent, and
her will to win—alone, have lifted her

from the lowly estate of a little milliner

to national and international pre-eminence.

War, the ruiner, was in some measure
the maker of Chanel. She sensed the fit-

ness of severity in times when the enemy
pounded at the portals of Paris. She ob-

served the war-time popularity of the

smart uniforms worn by all of France.

And she capitalized the vogue by inaugu-

rating a fashion of mannish materials and
tailored things which spread like good
news to an emancipated womanhood that

stood shoulder to shoulder with its men
against the invader.

War passed. But the new liberty sym-
bolized by Chanel lived on amid a world
of sports clad women—short-skirted

—

bobbed-haired—free ! The responsibility

for the entire revolt of women against a

tradition symbolized by stays and bustles

and binding swathings of the sort rests

upon the shoulders of Chanel. For the

mode reflects the life of its time. When
women sat back and rested on their

—

shall we say—laurels, fainted now and
then for divertissement, and were given

to fits of "the vapors," the stifling styles

of the period were satisfactorily impris-

oning. But today the girls enjoy a free-

limbed liberty—morning, noon, night—in

business, in pleasure. And Chanel has

dressed them to enjoy the new life to the

limit.

Mademoiselle no spik VAnglaise. But
although grandpa did little in the Great

War, he has, none the less, read sufficient

books, seen sufficient plays, heard sufficient

talkies—and enough stories about dough-
boys and French girls to know the proper

approach.
So "Parley-voo Franchise?" said I.

Now, had Mademoiselle responded "wee,

wee," I would have caught the cue and

come back with the proper snapper about

"Then why don't you give the guy his

change"—or perhaps one of those "voulez-

vous avec moi" things.

But, apparently, they don't speak French

in France any more, because Gaby looked

a little blank and turned to the interpreter.

My French was Greek to her. Thereafter

the dialogue became an animated conver-

sation with the svelte Miss Davidow giv-

ing us both an even break, and not being
in the least perturbed by being caught in

the middle.
And this is what I learned.
You will not be wearing prints this

season. But vivid color schemes will be
de rigeur. And please be careful of your
color combinations. See, too, that the
hues you effect become your complexion.

In the evening your gowns may reach
the ankles. But while the sun is up

—

your skirts must be likewise. A full four-
teen inches from the ground.

Mademoiselle's styles will be introduced
through Goldwyn pictures six months in

advance. Her creation of special costumes
suited to star personalities is vitally differ-

ent from the practice of her establishment
in the Rue de Cambon where her work is

purely impersonal.
Fashions are made for you, and you and

you—for the multitude, not for the excep-
tion ; for the many, not for the few. Most
girls look well in the current styles—else
the mode would change.
Although Gaby has never been here be-

fore, she is familiar with New York
through motion pictures. She can call its

tall buildings by their first names. Like
Ed Wynn, she "loves the woods." After
a strenuous season in Paris she seeks rest

in the country.
She doesn't know many movie stars.

But she likes Marlene ' Dietrich.

To her, the present flair for pajamas
for formal wear is "destestable." The
place for pajamas is in the home.

Styles are created for Youth. And the

dowagers may look out for themselves. The
trick is, of course, that fashions designed
for youth lop off years from the age of

maturity.
A good figure is more to be desired than

a pretty face. Which is a break, the for-

mer being more easy of attainment. And,
incidentally, it is as easy to dress a "stylish

stout" as it is a boyish form.
Red is her favorite color. It is the

shade of happiness, gaiety, life. It ex-
hilarates. But—be careful—black is safer.

Most girls may look trcs snob in black

without risking colors. Mademoiselle pre-

fers white flowers.

Perfumes must be mysterious—subtle

—

vague. They must not be recognizable.

Upon smelling "Jockey Club" one should

never be able to say, "Phew, there's Cruik-

shank." Be vague, intangible in your per-

fumes—and they must" be faint, suspected.

Wear jewelry as junk. No foolin'. Its

function is to "amuse," to be decorative.

This regardless of its intrinsic value. In

fact, an expensive jewel may be a bore

—

like, if you'll pardon the interpolation, an
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expensive woman. When Chanel is "care-

lessly" dressed in the daytime, she wears

a profusion of jewelry. But for formal

wear—little or none. Perhaps a single

jewel. Something to frame, or enhance

the beauty of the wearer.

A friend says that Gaby once objected to

her "funeral appearance" and draped a rope

of jewels about her neck. Later she found
them to be worth almost a half-million—
dollars, not francs. Chanel has a remark-
able collection of the most precious stones

—but treats them as of no importance.

Nothing, she says, is interesting to her

after midnight. Ah, ah !

Fashions, like loves, are never revived.

Fashions become costumes. Loves—cus-

toms.
Chanel likes the "long bob"—the little

knot at the back of her head.

She is casual about everything—except

her work.
She has factories manufacturing the

fabrics she sponsors.

She exports millions of dollars' worth
of perfumes all over the world.

She owns an artificial flower factory.

And manufactures costume jewelry and
glassware.
Her establishments give employment to

9,000 workers. She is reputed one of the

wealthiest women in France. And is

famed for her philanthropies.

Her age is trent-ct-sept—thirty-seven to

you. She doesn't look it.

She has no recreations. Only work

—

and rest in the country. No hobbies.

She's frank as only the French can be,

and refuses all pose and posture. Thus
she means it when she says American
women have fine taste, invariably selecting

models she, herself, would choose for them.
Because of her employees, she will never

retire.

Five is her lucky number. She calls

all her perfumes and dresses by number
only. Titles

—"Keep the Husband at

Home" and so forth, are vulgar, she says.

Five is the number of her most popular
scent, and the best of her models.
The gowns to be created for the Samuel

Goldwyn-United Artists stars are to be
made by her own fitters from sketches
sent by her from Hollywood.

She declares her fame in fashions is

based upon her simplification of women's
clothes.

And by then I had gained courage to

try my French again.

I said "adieu," which seemed to be the
only word of French Mademoiselle under-
stood. At any rate, her radiant smile

showed it was the most pleasing word I

had spoken

!

Her Best Friend Won't Tell Her!

Continued from -page 57

story from her without her suspecting.

It was from another source that I

learned the Fairbanks picture never ma-
terialized because Fairbanks had sold the

rights of it, "Monsieur Beaucaire," to

Paramount for Rudolph Valentino. Fur-
thermore, since I had met Betty, she had
married and her husband was a producer

in Hollywood. So she settled here and
at the moment was engaged in making a

series of pictures for Fox.
I have known Betty six years, now, but

there are many cubby-holed yesterdays that

are new to me. She is no patroness of

the personal pronoun. What she has ac-

complished is in the past and remains in

the past. She can't be bored cluttering

up the present with it. At rare intervals,

I have heard her say that she considers

her performance in "The Showdown" one

of the finest she has ever given. That
she enjoyed making "Underworld" and
"The Last Command." But this is said

as though it were about another person
entirely.

She is skittish of friendships. . The
word, to her, touches the idealistic. It is

expressed by silence or by actions ; it is

a mutual "going to bat" ; it is sympathetic

understanding to the most minute detail.

She has been hurt often by "friends," hurt

in funny little ways that perhaps were un-
intentional. She is sensitive to the nth.

degree. Why one so sensitive should have
entered on a motion picture career is sur-

prising. Heaven alone knows to the full

the exquisite brutality of this industry.

But she entered upon it because, as she

says

:

"It was all I could do. Many was the

time when work was nothing but a hope
and I was down to my last nickel that I

wondered if I could do that." Her sensi-

tiveness, her shyness of people made me
realize that the cool indifference of that
first meeting was not intended as such at

all. But she is still that Betty Brent. I

have heard people characterize her as
"high hat" and even "snooty." She isn't.

They appreciate this when they know her.

She enjoys having people come to her
home, people who enjoy being there. She
serves a meticulous dinner. Her appetite
is small but she insists upon a tastily ap-
pointed service. Before going to bed, she
likes a cup of tea, regardless of the hour,
and, sometimes, a sandwich, preferably an
egg sandwich. She invariably adventures
to the ice-box, and after scrutinizing it in-

variably spurns what she sees with

:

"There ! Nothing to eat in this house
again

!"

Bridge is the only "social" card game
she really likes. She will play for the
amusement of it or for whatever stakes
her guests decide upon. She is thoroughly
miserable when accidentally enmeshed in

a serious game. She plays bridge to have
a good time, not to be on the defensive,
if she by chance bungles a hand.

Solitaire is her particular sport. Betty
knows more games of solitaire than any
human extant, I do believe. She has
learned two new games which she plays
with two decks of cards. She likes them
because they take longer to play ! Rummy
and Russian bank are favorites. Also
casino

!

She loves books. She has a standing
order with a local bookstore and receives
all the new novels, plays, and biographies
as they are issued. First editions mean
little to her, yet among her most prized
possessions is a first edition of Mark
Twain's "Huckleberry Finn." She gets
a chummy feeling from having books
around her. People who borrow them
and neglect to return them are among' her
particular aversions. She also has an
autobiography by Sarah Bernhardt, now
out of print, that is a favorite. Finding
space for her rapidly increasing library

has -become one of the lively bugaboos of
the maid.

1
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Girls
DoWell in
Art

DO YOU like to draw? Develop
your talent, make the most of

your natural ability! Get into

Commercial Art—a field where youth
is an asset, not a handicap, and where
you are paid as much as a man of

equal ability.

Federal Graduates Are Successful

Many Federal school students and
graduates—girls as well as men—are

making $2,000, $4,000, $5,000 and
$6,000 yearly—some much more.
Art is a vital part of modern business

—millions of dollars are paid yearly

for illustrations and designs.

Learn at Home in Spare Time
Why spend your time in wearisome routine

work that gets you nowhere? Many Federal
students have quickly doubled and tripled

their former incomes. The thorough Fed-
eral Course prepares you quickly. Contains
lessons by leading artists. You get personal
criticisms on your lessons.

Test Your Ability Free
Test your natural sense of design, pro-

portion, color, perspective, etc. Find out
how much talent you have. Send for Art
Questionnaire today. We will also send
our book, "Your Future," explaining the
Federal Course in detail.

Use Coupon be.ow
NOW!

School
. - -C/ofCommercial Designing - -

1087 Federal Schools Building

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Send me your Art Questionnaire and book. "Your
Future," without cost or obligation.

Present
Age Occupation

Address

.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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IN times of financial depression and

unemployment, widowed mothers

and orphaned children are first to

suffer—and silently, they suffer most.

Thousands of them today need help

—money help—for food and clothing

and creature comforts.

It is for them that we ask your

help this Mothers' Day. Whatsoever

your mother would do for a sick

neighbor or hungry child, do in her

name for unemployed and destitute

mothers and children who lack the

comforts and necessities of life.

The Golden Rule Mothers' Fund

will be distributed through the most

efficient agencies where the need is

most acute.

Give for mothers— for their chil-

dren—the gift that will make

them happiest.

National Committee, Golden Rule Mothers* Fund
lRS. FaANELIItD. Roo*BVBLT Honorary OmirmaH
>«•• >»>.-. U. Fii*let ..•.„..,.,
1«8. Edckbtoh Passorts Secretary

liaa Jane Addems Mrs. Ruib Bryan Owen
<rs. J. C. A«ar Miss Ellen F. Pendleton
Mr. Merlin H. Ayleawoeth Mm. Perer V. Pennybecker" 1 Cli0ord W. Barnes Mrs. Daniel A. Poling

nmander Evangeline Booth Mr. William A. Prmdergaa!
i. S. Partes Cadmao Mr. Frank Presbroy
i. Arthur Capper Mrs. Thomas J. Preston. Jr.

'. Norman S. Case ' Mrr. Willism Gorham Rice
a. James J. Davie Mrs. Jane Deeter Rippin

Mr. Robert W. DeForest Mrs. J. T. Rourke
Joseph P. Ely Mr. Oliver J. Sanda

'. Louis L. Emmeraon Mrs. Albert Shaw
a. Hamilton Fiah. Jr. Mra. Robert E. Speer

Mrs. Charles W. Cilkey Mrs. William Dick Sporbora
a, Henry V. Cillmoro Mrs. SUas H. Strawn
a. Walter W. Head Mrs. Henry A. Strong
I. Charles S. Macfarland Mrs. Arthur II. Sulibergcr
a. Walter H. Mallory Miss Lillian D. Wald

Mra. M. C Migel Mrs. J. P. Weyerhaeuser
Mr. William B. Millar Gov. Ceoree White
Mrs. William H. Moore Hon. Ray Lyman Wilbur
Major CeneraJ John F. O'Ryau Mias Mary E. Woolley

IN HONOR OF MOTHER—HELP OTHER MOTHERS
To The Golden Rale Mothers- Fund Committee
Lincoln Building, 60 East 42nd Street
New York, N. Y.

I hereby subscribe „_ Dollars
to the GOLDEN RULE MOTHERS' FUND, to be applied
by the Committee where most needed, unless specifically
designated below.

Signed

Address

This gift is to be recorded in the name of.

and used for

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE GOLDEN RULE FOUNDA-
TION MARKED FOR "COLDEN RULE MOTHERS' FUND"

A v>

GcHxLerL FWLc"

Mothers day
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED

The collecting of perfumes and lovely

bottles is a pet pleasure. Betty has a
three-shelved perfume table crowded with
almost every make of perfume manufac-
tured.

She has an amusing fad of purchasing
pencils that boast enormous lead. She has
been known to write letters but she is a

zero correspondent. "I write enough
checks to keep my hand in !" she defends
herself.

Clothes lure her. One closet is devoted
to evening gowns alone. She doesn't

fancy herself in sport attire. Semi-sport
is the nearest she comes to this phase of
dress. Hats and slippers she is also most
fastidious about. She recalls with a shad-

owy smile that her mother used to tell her

:

"If you are well shod and well gloved,

you are well dressed."

The beach is her paradise. She feels

stifled living the year around in a house
or a hotel apartment. When near the
water, a buoyant, untrammeled freedom
possesses her and one comes to know the

real Betty Brent in this environment. She
likes to get sunburned and is systematic

about it, careful to burn evenly on back,

front, and sides. She would stay in the

water the day long if some one didn't

literally chase her out. Her beach house
is always a cheery place to be. You come
and go as you please. You can walk
through the place in wet feet, dripping

salt water. At night, a talkative log fire

crackles in the grate and Betty either

reads, plays bridge or solitaire, or talks.

She's a night owl. When she isn't

working in a picture her day really be-

gins after luncheon. She likes to sleep

late. In the afternoon she will go shop-

ping, or keep appointments with furriers

or modistes or something of the sort. She
is home about five, however, and ready
for tea. She prefers getting into lounging
pajamas, rather than staying in street

clothes. She relishes dancing and going
with a congenial party of four or six to

the Mayfair or the Embassv more than

any human I have ever known. In New-
York, she completes an evening with a
sandwich and coffee at Reubens. In Hol-
lywood, she has been known to finish it

with bacon and eggs in B. B. B.'s Cellar
or at the Brown Derby.

She has little desire for week-ending.
"By the time I pack a bag and unpack

it it's time to come home," she dismisses
such a notion.

The beach, however, is different. She
can slip into a sweater and coat, a beret,

wooly socks and sport shoes and that's all

there is to that. She likes to drive to
the beach in her Packard phaeton, but she
loathes driving in town.
She lives a curiously comfortable and

evenly organized life. She refuses flatly

to be rushed. Time, as time, has little

significance. She is usually late for ap-
pointments, but to any voiced complaint
she retorts above her surprise

:

"What is half an hour more or less?"
Yet, irrelevantly enough, she is relig-

iously prompt for studio calls. If she
happens to be a few minutes late, she
apologizes to her director and to the com-
pany.

Most everything of moment that she has
done in her life has been done on a
"hunch." She is strongly intuitive and
psychic to a distressing extent at times.
She is highly strung. A little incident

may set her nerves awry. Her nervous-
ness is inward. To the obvious glance,

she is cool as a cucumber always.
An intriguing personality, Evelyn Brent.

A curiously lonely personality with a little-

girl love for life and a natural woman's
realization of its callousness. At mo-
ments, a cynic; at- other moments, an op-
timist. Moody. Fascinating depths. The
genius of "wearing well" when her inter-

est has been stirred. A straightforward
down-to-earth attitude toward existence
and people. Restless, nomadic by tempera-
ment, stationary by necessity. A one-
hundred-percent person to have as a

friend !

Truth About Cosmetics—Continued from page 94

Coty's different perfumes and its cost

depends upon which perfumes you select.

You can get a very nice assortment for

$5.00 or if you want to be careless with

your change you can pay $10.00 or $15.00

for it. Again, something grand for gift

giving, for bridge prizes, and to lead young
men up to when they are having a bad

attack of generosity.

Coty also has a new indelible lipstick

—priced one dollar or one fifty, depending
upon the case. It is a swell lipstick, really

indelible, and not so sticky as lots of the

indelible kind are. Coty guarantees that

it isn't made with aniline dyes, which is

important, and that it won't wrinkle the

lips. The more expensive case is a flat,

modernist one, very chic if you can afford

it. As I got mine free, that is the one I

instinctively selected.

Somebody wrote in to me and told me
I seemed enthusiastic about most things.

I'm not. But the ones I don't care for in

a big way I don't write about. So you
may draw your own conclusions.

Finally this month a little note of apol-

ogy. I wrote two months ago that the nice

Lydia O'Leary, who invented that mirac-

ulous cream that covers ugly birthmarks,

was selling the cream for two dollars.

That was wrong. The price is three dol-

lars a jar, but at ten times that, for people

who need it, I'd consider it a bargain.

The glamorous Constance
Bennett divides her movie
activities between Pathe and
Warner Brothers. Her next
picture is "Bom For Love."
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When the Movies Demand Brains

More Than Beauty
Continued from page 30

kind of brush the actor was using, and so

on.

"Well, my notes fortunately covered
such details pretty thoroughly, and I told

Mr. Milton to go ahead. Everything was
ready, all the actors were ready, and the

shooting was about to begin. I sat beside

Mr. Milton and waited for him to give

the signal.

"Suddenly I felt a cold chill. Instinc-

tively I reached out and tapped Mr. Mil-

ton's arm. 'Wait !' I said.
" 'What's the matter?' he asked.
" 'Mr. Stone,' was all I could say. Then

I got up and examined Lewis Stone's

smock. From where I'd been sitting it

seemed that he had lost a buttor And I

had a momentary vision of a stack of

letters from neat women all over the

country, who would remember that in one
scene the buttons on Mr. Stone's smock
were intact, and a second later a button
was missing. Oh, women notice those

things, and thev write letters about them.

When the script girl makes a slip she
hears from her own sex. Of course she
doesn't write to the script girl, but to the
director, but the director isn't responsible

for those details, and the kidding and
razzing and indignant letters come from
girls and women all over the country.

"However, I soon saw that the buttons
were all right. The smock merely had
rolled back and hidden the button that I

thought was missing. The scene went on.

"The directors get used to these inter-

ruptions on the part of the script girl. It's

annoying, of course, to be all ready to take
a scene, only to have the script girl put

up her hand in the signal to halt. But it's

more annoying to have to take a long
scene all over again because of an irregu-

larity of detail."

The script girl is responsible for more
than meets the eye. Her duties do not
begin or end with remembering the length

of star's cigarette or the kind of shoes that

were worn by an ingenue. Far from it.
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A colored attendant, in a white jacket, is
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Hello, Mrs. Matey I Still feorry
aoout the punch bowl I broke —
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(covers his eyes in mock dismay)
Oh, I mustn't say it— I can feel
my shroud if I do —
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This is what a script page looks like. The lines mark off the length of the
different shots with notations as to the camera's use, the number of

minutes and seconds consumed by each shot, etc.

KURLASH » »

Curls Lashes Instantly

K IO heat, no cosmetics! Just slip
I N

yQur lashes between Kurlash's

rubber pads, press gently, and your
lashes are curled— beautifully! See
how your eyes sparkle! How much
larger, deeper, darker! You display

greater charm, more personality.
Even short lashes appear long. Get
this Hollywood favorite today. At
beauty shops, drug and department
stores, $1.00.

Lashpac» »Mascara Compact
Stick mascara and imported brush,

in attractive enameled compact.
Used like lip-stick—anywhere,

a any time. Keeps lashes dark,

alluring. Handy purse size

—

folds up like pen-knife. Never
JP^ mussy in purse or in use. Mas-

cara in black, blue or
brown. $1.00.

Kurlene— to grow long lux-

uriant lashes.

Shadette — intensifies eyes'

natural color,

shtint—perfumed waterproof
liquid mascara.

Tweezette — automatic painless

tweezer. Each $1.00.

IVrite for booklet "Fascinating Eyes and How
"To Have Them.** Beauty secrets told in pic-

tures. Mailed free.

THE KURLflSH COITIPflnM
77 SOUTH AVE. - ROCHESTER - N.Y.

AnyPHOTO

ENLARGED
Size 16x20 inches

Same price for fall 4fe
length or bust form, MBjf
groups, landscapes, ^JVr
P*?c animal 8. etc.. or ^M^^
enlargements of anyWl
part of group pic- ^^^^
tore. Safe return of your own
original photo guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail photo or jnapshottany
si^eland within aweek youwill
receive your beautiful life-lika
enlargement sizel6x20in.guar-
anteed fadeless. Pay postman
9Sc plus postage or send SI.00
with order and wo pay postage.

. With
each

enlargement wo will send Free
b hand-tinted miniature repro-
duction of photo aent. Take ad-
vantage now of this amazing
Dffer--aeod your photo today.

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY
900 W. Lake St., Dept. G-201, Chicago. III.

When you write to advertisers please mention ,

c' Zil EENLAXD.
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Welcome to

NEW YORK and
%>HOTEL©VERNOR
GJNTON
3I"ST.-«»7™AVE.

opposite PEN NA. R.R. STATION

1200 Rooms
each with

Bath, Servidor

and Circulat-

ing Ice Water

ROOM andBATH 3

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,

go to Theatre and Church because thev

use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for

booklet and sworn statement of

the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. 0. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 984, 70 5th Ave., New York.

Song - Poem Writers
If we compose music to your words we will

guarantee that the song will be accepted
for publication by a New York music pub-
lishing company. Mail your best song-
poems to us today.

NATIONAL COMPOSING STUDIOS, 1475
Broadway, Dept. 106, New York, N. Y.

Allen's Foot * Ease
SHAKE IT INTO YOUR SHOES
Makes new or tight shoes feel

easy. Soothes tired, aching feet

and stops the pain of corns,

bunions and calluses. A Foot=
Ease Walking Doll Free, address

ALLEN'S FOOT EASE. LE ROY, N. Y.

in your own home. Simple easy method
successful 28 years. No medicine, no grease,
nothing to wipe off. Results where needed-
Arms, Legs, Neck. Bosom, ANY part. Send
10c for Full Information and a Big Four Dram
Box (note the size) of my PEERLESS WOHOER
CREAM, the original Ail-in-one Cream, Remember
10c, HOT 50c. Wrap coin or send stamps, but do
it now. MADAME WILLIAMS, CLK-3, Buffalo. N. T.

The Only Ten Cent Screen

Magazine on the Newsstands

Silver Screen
The J une issue is out May
tenth. Buy a copy and judge

for yourself. You'll never be

without it again.

As a matter of fact, one of her most im-
portant duties is to write down the exact
location of all the cameras and lights used
in the filming of a scene. Cameramen
sometimes are pretty hard to deal with,
because most of them have a very high
opinion of their ability to tell, by looking
through the lens, the distance from a table
or a chair or a tree or an automobile when
the scene was shot for the first time.
"Some of them are troublesome," accord-

ing to Miss Thompson. "When we take
one part of a scene, I measure out the
exact location of every camera, down to
the last inch. Then if we come back to

that scene, I order the set-ups to be made
as I had measured them. Of course if the
cameraman wants to be malicious, he can
move the lens without moving the camera.
But there is a way of telling when a lens

has been moved, and it doesn't take me long
to find out. To tell the truth, though,
there isn't as much friction between the
cameramen and the rest of a staff as
there used to be. Most of the oldtime

hostility was caused by the cameramen's
penchant for practical jokes, but the mod-
ern studio has no time for that sort of
thing on a set. Studios today have
achieved a degree of efficiency that makes
a veteran of a decade ago wonder how
we ever got out a picture.
"And with the increased efficiency of

everything else about the studio, the script
girl has had to stay awake and to progress
accordingly."

So that's the kind of job a girl with
brains can get in Hollywood—one of sev-
eral that are open to girls who haven't been
endowed with extraordinary good looks.
But good looks do not bar a young woman
from a script girl job. Alice White was
a successful script girl and learned a great
deal about acting technique while holding
down that job, long before she ever had
appeared before the camera as an actress.

So pretty features and a well-shaped
head neither help nor hinder a script girl.

All a young woman needs is an en-
cyclopedic head for detail

!

Is Romance Synthetic in Hollywood?

Continued from page 29

love, we are so used to the other one that

we do this or that without thinking. It

might tell, instead, pass the potatoes or
zvash the dish. No, making love in pictures

is just business to us!"
It is reported that Gary Cooper refused

to do "Dishonored" with the gorgeous
Marlene Dietrich. It wasn't because he
didn't like the lady, but because he thought
the director gave her the best of the picture

in "Morocco."
Love scenes had failed to create even

synthetic romance between Marlene and
Gary. But then, they got in their work
with Gary in "The Wolf Song" where he
met Lupe Velez.

Lupe, it seems, keeps him from noticing

other screen sweethearts, though June Col-
Iyer was mentioned rather widely as a

possible rival when she and Gary made
their first picture.

The Jack Gilbert-Greta Garbo romance
became almost an idyl after their perform-
ance in "Flesh and the Devil." I remember
being on the set when they did the dancing
scene in which the young soldier falls

madly in love with the siren, and thinking:

"If that isn't real, nothing is!" It raged
wildly while it endured, at any rate.

If propinquity and the constant necessity

for registering love for a beautiful co-

worker tended to enhance this widely-pub-
licized affair, the same condition had no
effect when Jack Gilbert played opposite

Lillian Gish in "La Boheme." Report had
it at the time that one or other of the stars

walked off the set every second day. It

couldn't have been as bad as that, but at

any rate it was no secret that neither Jack
nor Lillian felt even tepid enthusiasm for

his or her co-star.

Another of the Great Lovers of silent

days found himself incompatible with the

fair one to whom he had to profess un-
dying adoration.

Perhaps the antipathy between Lily Da-
mita and Ronald - Colman dated from the

day of her arrival in Hollywood. In the

interests of publicity, Sam Goldwyn re-

quested Ronald to meet the beauteous Lily

at the train, present her with flowers and
proceed to a feast in her honor at the

Roosevelt Hotel. Ronald was on his va-

cation ; to break into it involved incon-

veniencing his friends as well as himself,

but his objections were over-ruled by Mr.

Goldwyn and Ronald duly appeared at the
train to present the flowers and be photo-
graphed greeting his new leading lady.

After that, however, he considered that

the job was done and proceeded to fulfill

his interrupted personal plans, while Lily

was escorted to the feast minus her ex-
pected starry partner.

Lily is a girl accustomed to having men
fall at her feet at first sight and this cava-
lier treatment made no hit with her.

Thereafter it was war—and I mean war.
Sometimes the rosy haze engendered

by youth meeting youth under the kleigs

and indulging in murmured tenderness
accompanied by uncounted clinches de-
parts after the two have been separated
a while.

Russell Gleason and Marguerite Church-
hill thought it must be love when they
played opposite one another in "Seven
Faces." But Marguerite went out on "The
Big Trail" for months and now Russell

seems to be rushing June Collyer.

After "Harold Teen." if you men-
tioned "she" or "her" in the hearing of
Billy Bakewell he thought you were talk-

ing about Mary Brian, but there has been
a succession of girls in his life since then.

Mary Brian is a sort of ideal girl to

nearly all young males who play with her

;

there was a picture
—"River of Romance'"

—in which Mary and Charles "Buddy"
Rogers believed for an interval that they

had found the thing the river was named
for, but they are just good friends now.

Clara Bow and Gary Cooper got "that

way" during "Children of Divorce," their

first picture together. Clara is anything

but the personification of the constant

nymph, however, so Rex Bell is the way
to spell her current fiance.

Hugh Trevor was cast as the devoted

swain of Betty Compson in "Midnight
Mystery," and no matter how many
screen sweethearts he's had to make_ love

to before the camera since then, he's re-

mained devoted to Betty outside.

Betty has had that effect before. Wasn't
Grant Withers romantically upset about

her while they were playing in an early

talkie, before Grant had met Loretta

Young ?

When Ramon Novarro requested that

Dorothy Jordan should be his leading

lady for the second and even the third
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time, people began to wonder if the sweet
little Southerner had accomplished the

seemingly impossible and won the heart

of this elusive bachelor. But there seems

to have been no cause for agitation. Ra-
mon and Dorothy are not and declare they

never have been in love.

Richard Arlen often remarks that two
who play love scenes together should in-

dulge in at least a mild flirtation in order

to put over the illusion of reality, but

Richard has never been even mildly affec-

ted by the screen heroine since that time,

years and years ago when he played a

small part in a picture featuring Lois Mo-
ran. All three young men in that film

thought Lois, with her long curls and
baby face, just about perfection. Who
were those other two, anyway? I used to

meet the three of them, escorting Lois and
her mother, wherever I went.

During the filming of "Her Man,"
Helen Twelvetrees became almost certain

that Phillips Holmes represented the an-

swer to the well-known maiden's prayer.

The illusion has faded, though.

A good many maidens are credited with

feeling the same way about this tall fair

youth, and he seems to have had moments
of thinking them right. But a boy's will

is still a wind's will, and Phillips isn't

grown up yet.

Whether or not Edwina Booth and
Duncan Renaldo imagined themselves in

love while they were on location in Africa
for "Trader Horn" seems to be a ques-
tion for the courts, but after seeing the
picture, I should think that if there were
any members -of the company, the crew
or the denizens of that continent who
were not smitten with the gorgeous
blonde they ought to have their heads
examined.
Going into the infant class, we have

Mitzi Green, aged eleven, admitting the
attentions of Leon Janney, aged thirteen,

although she says nothing may come of
it. An older but still juvenile romance is

that between Joan Marsh and Billy Jan-
ney begun during a picture of last Fall,

and still holding out.

Is romance genuine or synthetic in

Hollywood ?

I don't know! Do you?

-<§>

Are Women Less Faithful Than Men?
Continued from page 59

woman's life is an open book. Always
someone wants to know where she is go-
ing, how long she will be gone and what
she expects to do while away. When she

returns she is asked hundreds of questions

as to whom she saw, what she did, where
she went, why and what of it? A man,
married or unmarried, has long spaces of

uncounted time. Not one thinks of ques-

tioning him."
"I've hired and fired many an actor in

my long stage experience," contributes

Jimmy Gleason. "In all the years, I

never saw an actor dragging a bunch of

kids around the country, yet many an
actress has done it. Faithful to the last

ditch, I've found women, but a man
won't inconvenience himself for any-

body."
"For years my mother was president

of the Orphans' Home in Oakland," adds
Mrs. Gleason. "In it were some 250
small children. During the whole time
of my mother's connection, there was no
case of mother desertion; always it was
the father who had deserted the family.

Up to the point of starvation the mother
would try to keep the family together,

faithful to the wretch who had left, in

case he should some day return."

Richard Dix wags his head "Yes" and
shakes his head "No."
"Where her man is concerned, a

woman is likely to be the acme of fidel-

ity," he explains. "A man can love a
woman and become at the same time in-

fatuated in another direction—and re-

cover at will. If a man has any prin-

ciples at all, he is likely to adhere more
strictly to them than is a waman. We
run in circles when we discuss this sub-
ject abstractly. A better answer would
be 'Every human being is an individual
case.'

"

Supporters of the theory that faithless-'

ness is about evenly distributed between
the sexes are Irene Rich and Louise
Fazenda.

"It depends on how much they have to
do," remarks Louise. "If a woman has
a lot of money and plenty of time, she
likes to wander. If both she and her hus-
band work, they are apt to be glad to
see each other at the end of the day and
to feel that their meeting is more of an

adventure. A husband seems like a new
person when you have been deprived of
his company.
"But a woman is unconsciously cruel

when she falls out of love, especially
if there are no children. Sentiment
means so much to her, and when romance
is gone, the once beloved is just another
man and rather annoying at that—and
she shows it."

"Women have come to feel that old
standards have fallen and they have as
much right to wander as men," observes
Irene Rich. "It has become a fifty-

fifty affair. Women without much to

occupy them, often drift into flirtation

because they enjoy thrills. I don't mean
to imply that these flirtations are neces-

Edmund Breese, veteran actor,
says that women are more
faithful than men. 'Ray for

our side.'

dxmt bji oJjpjouA
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STAY SOFT

cJuST A TOUCH of dark-
ening shadow on lashes— what can be
more flattering to pretty eyes? . . But—
ordinary cosmetiques so often look un-
natural — "made-up." So often they
make lashes brittle. Now — a new cos-

metique has been created which gives

lashes a Double Treatment. First, it

darkens lashes—with a delicate and ab-
solutely natural touch. Then it sojlens

lashes. Of course "brittle" or coarse
lashes are impossible. . . . This Double
Treatment cosmetique is the new Liquid
Winx. . . . Try it? Send 10c for Vanity
Size (enough for a month's use).

winx
Ross Company, Dept.D-3

243 West 17th Street, New York

I enclose lOi for Vanity Size of the new Liquid
Winx. Black Brown

Name. _ _
Address_
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in z Weeks

Ev ekv woman wants the joy of lone, dark luxurious eyelashes and
eyebrowB such as our BmaiiDR new discovery produces. No matter
how scant the growth, we guarantee, unconditionally, that within
two weeks" time Mme. Leone's Preparation will make them longer,
darker and more brilliantly beautiful than you ever imagined the>
could be.

Don't envy other evea while this remarkable discoverv is within
vour reach. For YOU, too. can surpa.-a them all with eves full of

expression and allurement. YOURS will be BETTER than the beat

y
'send NOW for Mme. Leone's Eyelash Grower and WATCH
RESULTS IN A FEW DAYS. Price tt.00 Poitpaid. Money
back without question if you are not entirely satisfied.

MME. LEONE. Dept S-2. 12 West Street. Boston. Mass.

I enclose $2.00. Send ma at once your new discovery for growing

City , State,

The next issue of

SCMEENLAND
Will be on sale June I

I

When you write to advertisers please mention SCRF.ENLA^'D.
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Peel Off The

Ugly
"THINGS"!

Have a New
Clear Skin ^"/O^-v-i '<

j

in 3 Days! BLEMISHES <

Remove Those Pimples, Black-

heads, Freckles and Blem-
ishes This New Way!

READ FREE OFFER BELOW
IOOK in your mirror in just a few days after

-/ you do as instructed, and behold the clear,

new, youth-like skin and beauty complexion.
Instead of seeing those awful "things" in your
skin called pimples, blackheads, large pores,

freckles, signs of aging and other ugly blem-
ishes that hide the true beauty you possess

but do not know it.

A new discovery now actually peels them
off, and they're gone positively, not covered
up as with paint and powder. It's the most
amazing, yet simple, way of removing skin
blemishes and making yourself more beautiful
and youthful -looking you ever read of. And
it's all explained in a new treatise. "BEAU-
TIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS." which now
is being mailed to readers of this magazine
ABSOLUTELY FREE. Send no money, just
name and address, and you will receive it by
return mail, in plain wrapper. If pleased,
simply tell your friends who may also wish
a clear, new, spotless skin and youth-like com-
plexion. Address. Marvo Beauty Laboratories,
Dept. M-63, No. 1700 Broadway, New York.
N. Y. Don't delay; write now!

The Home Hotel

of New York

Homelike in service,

appointments and lo-

cation . . . away from

noise and congestion,

yet but a few minutes

from Times Square . .

.

garage facilit'es for

tourists.

Room and Bath from

$3 single $4 double

500 Rooms

Home folks will

like this hotel

HOTEL:

BRETTON HALL
BROADWAY at 86th ST.

NEW YORK

WANT A STEADY JOB ?

Work for"UncleSam"
$1260 to $3400 year

MEN—WOMEN 18 to 50. Common
Education usually sufficient. Short
hours. Vacation with full pay.
Write immediately tor free 32 page
book, with list of positions and full
particulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. C308 Rochester, N. Y.

sarily serious or that these women go too
far, for I think as a rule when she sees
that she is getting into danger, she turns
and runs as fast as she can. But women
do love to play with fire."

"A few years ago, when women were
dependent, they had less chance to be
faithless," is Edmund Lowe's opinion,

"but now men and women are alike. If

a man is a Don Juan or a woman a flirt,

that doesn't condemn the sexes.

"I do believe, though, that women enjoy
notoriety about it more than men do. Take
Peggy Hopkins Joyce, for example—she
seems to revel in rushing from husband
to husband and keeping her affairs in the
limelight. Men hate it. I don't know of
any man who gets a thrill out of his

infidelity.

"All through history, much is made of
the vamps, such as Cleopatra, Josephine,
Du Barry, and so on. Against these,

stands but one man—Byron."
"There is no such thing as constancy

today in the sense in which we read of it

in olden time. No modern Jacob could
hope to serve seven years for a modern
Rachel, for by the time the first year was
over Rachel would have decided not to
wait for him," states Ramon Novarro.
"She is business-like today. 'This man

is hopeless. He will never be able to marry
me, and my youth will soon be gone. So
I will get another man just as good.'

"

"Sad to relate, women are more faith-

ful than men," sighs Mary Nolan. "I've
known mountain women who clung to
faithless men and wouldn't give them up.
That primal instinct is in every woman.
If she loves a man, she can't wean herself
away from him, or she couldn't until civi-

lization taught her she was lacking in pride
and self-respect. Now she may become
divorced from the man she loves and so
no longer be capable of being true, but by
nature she is faithful."

Mary Brian's reason for disagreeing with
the savant is that women have more
sense than men. "Men are like boys and
seldom grow up. They like adventure.
But women take on responsibilities when
the time comes for them."
According to Kay Francis, women are

unfaithful in mind only; it is men who
are actually so.

Richard Arlen thinks men hold the
record, though married women may upon
occasions seek excitement in forbidden
fields.

"Circe has been held up throughout the

ages as an example of feminine wile to

lure men from fidelity," says John Boles.
"Kipling's poem 'The Vampire' is also

quoted. But these alibis are inadequate.
Women are and always have been more

faithful than men. At least, I think so."

"Men more frequently make their faith-

lessness apparent because for centuries
society has overlooked any peccadilloes of
men, while it condemned women," is Lew
Ayres' sage opinion. "Women still resort
to white lies to protect their reputations
and 'mental cruelty' is an excellent screen
to hide behind."

"It's the men who kiss and tell

Who drive the women straight to hell V
laughs Blanche Sweet. "All women would
be very glad to be known as good and not
bad. For the most part, they are."
"Time has shown that men feed on

intrigue." declares Natalie Moorhead.
"Faithlessness, therefore, can be attributed
to express male desire. The insidious
seed of intrigue lies dormant in every
woman, more so than in a man."
That women are much more faithful

than men is claimed by a majority.
Ralf Harolde, Radio's favorite menace,

maintains that if women are ever faith-

less it is due to the long and careful
campaigning of men, and to the conduct
of those to whom the women are supposed
to be true.

Dorothy Lee, a recent bride, thinks a
woman always faithful when she is in

love. "If she's not in love, she doesn't hold
to the code of honor as stubbornly as a
man. Women are more practical and less

likely to be guided by mossy traditions."

"Insofar as marriage is concerned," adds
Irene Dunne, "the whole fabric of faith

is based on extreme confidence. The first

breach destroys faith."

"My firm contention is that the single

standard is upheld by women by their own
wish," insists George Duryea. "Women
are more faithful than men because they
want it so."

"The statement of the eminent lawyer
is ridiculous," says Edmund Breese. "Evi-
dently he doesn't understand animal nature.

The male species of the animal is polyg-

amous, it is always anxious and willing

to cohabit, but in the female the desire
is evidenced only in seasons.
"More men fall down on marriage vows

than women, and the answer goes back to

the fundamental laws of nature.
"Money plays a big part in weakening

marriage vows. There are many cases of
a man being faithful to his wife while
they were in moderate circumstances. Then
when wealth comes, leisure permits more
time for new acquaintances. Sometimes
it is the man who progresses beyond his

wife and forms new and younger ties.

Many times it is the wife who develops
beyond her husband and the result is a
lessening of the marriage ties."

Sennetf. Chapter II—Continued from page 65

comedy cops, ducks, geese, trains, auto-
mobiles, there was no limit to his ingenuity.

"The first thing I learned about making
the world laugh," said Sennett, "was that

comedies must be short, simple, varied, and
human. And they must be packed with
action—otherwise they are a total flop.

"Making a comedy," he continued, "re-

quires a whole lot of horse sense. You
can't do anything without a reason. And
you can't get high-hat. People love natural,

homey ideas—ideas for 'just folks.'

Things that could happen to Uncle Jim or
Aunt Min. And not only is this true of
American people but of folks everywhere.
Once I was doubtful how a picture would
go in the Far East. So I called in a Japa-
nese scholar—a highly educated man who
had little in common with movie comedies.
I had the picture run off for him. 'What do

you think of it?' I asked. 'I think it will

go very well in my country. It is human."
It did go well in Japan, and in many other
far-flung countries. And it was in this

way that I learned that human nature is

the same in Japan, Java, Ireland, Iceland

—

in fact, everywhere

!

"The greatest difficulty of all in pro-

ducing comedies is to get an idea, a story.

I can hire all the comic actors I want but

it is the rarest thing that I can find a
writer who can turn out a good comedy
scenario single-handed. We have a whole
staff of writers, working in pairs, some of

whom get as high as thirty thousand dol-

lars a year apiece. Two of them will work
on an idea until they have given it all they

have. Then two more take it, and so on
until the whole staff has worked on it.

When it's finally finished, we have a gen-
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eral story conference and everybody is al-

lowed to sit down and try to tear the struc-

ture to pieces. Once we get what we con-

sider a fairly fool-proof story, the rest is

easy."
After seventeen years. Mack Sennett had

turned a few one-room shacks into the

most famous comedy studio in the world.

He had discovered Swanson, Chaplin, and

the rest. He had made plenty of money,
bought his mother a great big ranch in

Canada, built her a fourteen-room bunga-

low at Santa Monica Beach, and was just

ready to sit back—a rich good-looking

bachelor—and twirl the world by the

tail.

But it wasn't to be ! Overnight, talkies

hit the front page of the dramatic world,

and the pantomimic art was murdered at

one blow.
"I had to start from rock bottom again,"

Sennett explained. "As soon as my gro-

tesque characters started to talk, they
weren't funnj- any more. Reality blotted

out laughter. Even to see a man lose his

pants to music didn't cause a chuckle.

"After thinking it over a good while, I

decided that instead of being a hindrance,

talk could be made to help the comedy
world because it would add the element of
hearing. All wit wouldn't have to be vis-

ual. But it was a mighty, mighty tricky

transition—adding dialogue to pantomime.
"I determined to stick to the old silent

formula for comedies but to add sound,

dialogue, and color—sparingly. Further, I

found it absolutely necessary to delete slap-

stick and introduce in its stead sophisti-

cated situations. Subtlety was the keynote
now—instead of fann3- flops !

"First, I changed my sets. Modern
drawing rooms were the thing—not the

old fashioned 'parlor.' Handsome period
furniture which could still break against

the cranium of the villain was the next
order. And, last, out went the comedy
clothes. Instead of loud checked suits and
fantastic get-ups. today the hero and
heavy wear well fitting sack suits, dinner
jackets and tail coats. And the girls ! Why,
they all have Paris models, and now when
Patricia O'Leary or Marjorie Beebe faw
down and go boom, the daintiest of French
lingerie peeps out.

"Although the environment has changed,
the comedy sense remains the same. The
sight of a man falling into a bodv of water

will still bring down a big movie house.

But instead of the victim diving into a
muddy sewer we find him falling into a

cool, crystal pool in a cypress-fringed gar-
den.

"The old-fashioned 'chase,' introduced

by the French, without which a picture

could scarcely be made, remains the same
except that modern dress is utilized. In-

stead of the old Keystone Komedy Kops
finishing off the picture in a mad dash
down the street, now we utilize gigantic

forces. For instance, lately I used most
of the United States' Navy forces in the

Pacific fleet, in one of my comedies for

Educational. The chase started with one
coast guard cutter. A destroyer joined in,

and these were augmented by a fleet of bat-

tle planes, an airplane carrier, and finally

the Pacific battle fleet with the navy dirigi-

ble 'Los Angeles' floating over head."

Mr. Sennett's next comedy will have
startlingly new ingredients. It will be an
airplane picture having as the background
the entire country from the Atlantic clear

to the Pacific. The Transcontinental and
Western Air Company have agreed to

supply Mr. Sennett with many planes. An
entire sound studio—complete with cam-
eras, lighting, and sound equipment—will

be fitted up in one big airship—the first

complete floating sound unit, we under-
stand. A tri-motored Ford plane will be
used for the flight from New York to

Kansas City and a big Fokker from Kan-
sas City to Los Angeles.
One of the most novel features will be

the use of color in this film, and, in this

connection, it is interesting to know that
Mr. Sennett is the only producer to use
color in short comedies.
"On my recent flight from Los Angeles

to New York," Mack says, "the continual

change in the panorama proved one of the

most thrilling experiences I have ever had,
and it is my intention to reproduce these
scenes in natural colors so that none of the

beauty of the California orange groves,

the gleaming snow-capped Rockies or the

Painted Desert may be lost.

"Novelty, reality and humanity are what
I am tr}'ing to put into my pictures," Mr.
Sennett concluded. "Every human expe-
rience I have ever suffered or enjoyed has
been turned into grist for my comedy mill.

"That is my little personal contribu-
tion toward the laughter of the world

!"

Compson Close-up with Betty

Continued from page 66

Time was when Betty wasn't a success.

Back in a small LT
tah town, small Betty

studied the violin and longed to be an
actress. It was inevitable. Being an only
child of moderately poor parents, Betty-

was taken to the theatre when anything
good came along because there was no
one to mind the baby. So she always
knew the theatre. Papa and Mama Comp-
son visioned her as another Maude Powell.
But not Betty. In Betty's blue eyes, she
saw herself as another Olga Nethersole.
"When my father asked me why I didn't

spend more time on my violin, I told him
I didn't want to be a violinist. I wanted
to go on the stage. He said I should go
to a dramatic school, but I knew that
wasn't the way to start. I wanted to
join a stock company. As a matter of
fact, I didn't. I started in vaudeville. I

was playing in an orchestra to pay my
way through school. It was one of those
old-time shows with several short films
and two or three vaudeville acts. One day
one of the acts didn't go on. They asked
me if I didn't want to try a single with

my violin. I did. After that I had sev-

eral seasons in vaudeville. When I found
myself in Hollywood I heard they needed
a swell actress at Universal. I told them
I was it. And they believed me !"

That was the beginning of fifteen years
and 312 pictures ! After several comedies
and serials, came "The Miracle Man" and
it was a miracle to Betty. She was a
star over night. Success followed suc-
cess. Then Betty tried domesticity and
dropped out of pictures. Came the talkies

and she scored again.

When the time comes, if ever, that

Betty leaves the screen it won't be to
sit and fold her hands. She'll take up
interior decorating in a serious way. Even
now she gets more fun out of doing the

old home site over every year or so. "You
wouldn't think of wearing the same dress
for several years," says Betty logically.

"Why wear the same house?"
She's devastatingly frank. She likes to go

to fortune tellers because they have such a
bland way of assuring you even-thing will

turn out all right—as it usuallv does

!

30 lbs Off
-safely/

REDUCE
^myway

"t weiglied 16
1 pounds." says Mrs.

F. B. McC. of Phila-
delphia. "Now I weigh
130 pounds and my
measurements are
much better. I feel so

relieved to know that

I need never be stout

again."
This is only one of

hundreds of other let-

ters in my files (always
open to^nspection) . giv-

ing actual evidence of

sure results with my
safe reducing method--;,

lany women report

better health,
boundless ener-

gy, losses of 1 5.

2 0. 35 pounds, and even
more. All are delighted
with their newly-found
freedom from the burden
of weakening fat. Over
40,000 women have bene-
fited—-my ifay. You can. 1

too —- you can regain
|

smart, graceful slender-
ness and keep your figure

the way you want it. I'll

show you how.
Nothing "tricky."

dangerous or difficult

about my methods. I
offer you only the simple
natural way I myself dis-

covered and used for 19 years to keep my own figure cor-

rectly proportioned——if hasn't changed more than an inch

or a pound. Whether you are generally overweight or

just a "little plump"—in spots—arms, shoulders, chest,

waist, hips, ankles—at least investigate my methods with-
out obligation. See what they can do in your ease.

FREE "The Body Beautiful"
Simply send for my tree book "The Body Beautiful."

With it I'll send you full facts about my easy, scientific

way to reduce—a way that will appeal to your own com-
monsense as the pleasantest, safest, fat-banishing method
imaginable! And the sooner you ACT the quicker you
will be able to slenderize your figure and gain increased

vitality at the same time. There is no obligation. Mail
coupon below or write a letter TODAY. Address Annette
Kellermann. Inc.. Suite 925. 225 W. 39th St.. X T. C.

Annette Kellermann, Inc., Suite 926

223 West 39th Street. New York City
Dear Miss Kellermann: I want to lose pounds. Tell

me about your method and send me your booklet. "The
Body Beautiful." There is no obligation on my part.

Xame - - -

Address

City VsJ State
'Please print plainly)

TO LOSE FAT
Why not get rid of your fat while you

take your bath? SansO Reducing

Bath Soap will wash your fat away.

Pleasant and healthful as your bath

itself. You can quickly be pounds

lighter and look years younger.

SansO costs nothing if it fails. Sim-

ply use it when you bathe if you

want to reduce and keep a smooth,

unwrinkled skin. Reduce any part

desired. Special price, three full

size 60c cakes of SansO $1.25.

SANSO SALES COMPANY
Dept. 77 A Rochester. N. Y.

A "Golden Rule

Mothers' Day
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENL.AND.
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Nancy
Carroll's

Life Story

BEGINNING in the June Silver

Screen, Nancy Carroll, that lovely

little Irish girl, tells in her own words

the story of her life. It's a love story,

packed with drama. It ranges from

Tenth Avenue, New York, to Europe and

Hollywood; with fame and laughter,

tears and struggle. You'll certainly

want to read this.

This is just one of the many fascinat-

ing features in the June Silver Screen.

$1,500 IN CASH PRIZES is offered

for the smart moviegoers who can un-

scramble four scenes each month. The
scenes have been as scrambled as your

breakfast eggs, but all you have to do
to win a prize is re-assemble them cor-

rectly, name the picture, the star, and
the company which produced it. Full

details of the contest in July issue.

IS GARBO DOOMED? The shadow
of a strange fate that hangs over the

most beautiful woman. The June Silver

Screen will tell you all.

Great interviews with Marie Dressier,

Ramon Novarro, Gavin Gordon, Clau-

dette Colbert, John Boles, Elissa Landi,

Neil Hamilton and others. Beautiful

new pictures, and Silver Screen's own
exclusive Movietown Topics, the snap-

piest gossip out of Hollywood.

The June issue of Silver Screen will

be on sale May tenth.

Arlen Fan, Drexel Hill. This depart-
ment is offered for your entertainment
and approval. If I should by accident
scare up a laugh now and then, be non-
chalant and don't scatter the ashes on
the girl friend's best welcome mat.
Richard Arlen is giving you another West-
ern picture, "The Conquering Horde" with
Fay Wray and plenty of Indians. He is

not appearing in "Dirigible"«but Jack Holt
and Ralph Graves and Fay Wray are
featured in that film. Richard was born
Sept. 1, 1899. He is 5 feet 11 inches tall,

weighs 161 pounds and has medium brown
hair and grey eyes. He and his pretty

wife, Jobyna Ralston, have been married
since Jan. 27, 1927.

Anne of N. Y. Do I start the day with
a smile ? Truer word was never spoken
even in jest. Lionel and John Barrymore
are the famous brothers of Ethel, whose
parents were Georgia Drew and Maurice
Barrymore. John was born Feb. 15, 1882,

in Philadelphia, Pa. He is 5 feet 10
inches, weighs 160 pounds and has brown
hair and light brown 'eyes. Dolores Cos-
tello is his third wife. Lionel doesn't give
his age. He is 6 feet tall, weighs 155

pounds and has dark hair and blue eyes.

He was on the stage with his parents
when an infant. Screen career began in

1915.

Helen L. No. William Haines has never
been led to the altar in real life, though
no doubt many of the girls would gladly

take the fatal leap with him. Billy was
born Jan. 1, 1900. He has black hair,

brown eyes, is 6 feet tall and weighs 165

pounds. He played with Marion Davies
and Polly Moran in "Show People."
Helen Foster was born in 1907 in Okla-
homa City, Okla. Dorothy Janis, real

name Dorothy Penelope Jones, was born
Feb. 19, 1910, in Dallas Texas.

Wandering Willy. Phyllis Haver has
not made a picture since she became the

wife of William Seeman of New York
City. She is 32 years old. Alice White is

23, Dolores Del Rio is 25, and Barry Nor-
ton is 26.

Helen S. Marion Davies is not mar-
ried. She has the lead in "The Bachelor
Father" with Ralph Forbes and C. Aubrey
Smith of the New York stage. Dorothy
Gulliver was married in 1926 to C. W.
DeYite, a director. Marceline and Alice

Day are sisters. Alice is married and the

mother of a baby son. Leila Hyams is

the wife of Phil Berg. Anita Page is still

single at the ripe old age of 20 years.

Listening Hard. For all the nice things

I can tell you about your favorite, are you ?

John Mack Brown is happily married to

Cornelia Foster, a college sweetheart. They
have a young daughter, Harriet. Joan
Crawford's latest pictures are "Paid" and
"Dance, Fools, Dance."

Charles S. V . From the frozen north

to South America is some little step but

you'll find my "Ask Me!" department
tucked away in every corner of the globe

if you buy Screenland. (Not an Adv.)
Milton Sills passed awav at Santa Monica.
Cal., on Sept. 15. 1930. He was 48 years

old. His last picture was "The Sea Wolf,"
from a Jack London story. Laura La
Plante plays with Edward Everett Horton,
Esther Ralston and Patsy Ruth Miller in

"Lonely Wives."

Molly C. You extend your sympathy to

me for my big job—I'd rather have your

congratulations and a big hand if I'm to
take care of all questions that come to my
department. Raymond Kean was born in

Denver, Colo., in 1907. He has black hair,
blue eyes, is 6 feet tall and weighs 168
pounds. As far as I know, he isn't mar-
ried.

Laura M. One of your big moments is

when Screenland arrives. My personal
endorsement on that neat line. You and
your brother want to know if Monte Blue
can run an airplane—no doubt he can fly

one as he can do almost anything. He has
been a sailor, soldier, lumberjack, miner,
cowpuncher, locomotive fireman, commer-
cial traveler and an Indian agent. Can
you beat that record? His latest picture
is "The Flood."

Lena V. Ramon Novarro was born Feb.
6, 1900, in Durango, Mexico. Possessed
of an excellent speaking and singing voice,

he is right at home in the talkies. He is

devoted to music, playing the violin, piano
and organ. He is not married or engaged.

Josie C. The six aviators in "Lilac
Time" with Colleen Moore and Gary
Cooper were Dick Grace, Stuart Knox,
Harlan Hilton, Richard Jarvis, Jack Pon-
der and Dan Dowling, but I haven't their

addresses. The cast of "The Racket"
with Thomas Meighan is too long to give
here but Frank Albertson was not in it.

John Darrow who plays with Betty
Compson in "The Lady Refuses" was in

the cast of "The Racket." Marian Nixon
in private life is Mrs. Edward Hillman.
Jr. David Rollins and John Darrow
played with Nancy Drexel in "Prep and
Pep," released in 1928.

Patsy S. You can't believe all you hear,
less of what you see and button, button,
who has the button? That swell gangster
(in pictures), Edward Robinson, can't re-

call ever meeting an underworld character,
thus proving the above assertion. Charlie
Chaplin's new silent picture, "City Lights,"
is too funny for words. Richard Barthel-
mess is 34 years old, 5 feet 9 inches tall,

weighs 150 pounds and has brown hair and
eyes. Jean Arthur is 5 feet 3 inches tall,

weighs 105 pounds and has blonde hair

and blue eyes. Jean's pet aversions are
noise, confusion, glitter and crowds! Jean's

a quiet home girl.

Roberta from Wash. Conrad Nagel is

about the most farmed-out player in pic-

tures. In the last two years he has ap-

peared in 28 films and only about half a

dozen of these have been made for M-G-
M, though he is under contract to them.
Don Alvarado is 26 years old, 5 feet 11

inches tall, weighs 160 pounds and has
black hair and brown eyes. He is married
to a non-professional. One of Don's re-

cent pictures is "Captain Thunder" with
Victor Yarconi and Fay Wray.

Margie L. Sue Carol has many followers

who would gladly park on her door step

and even part with hard-earned "what
have you" to get a glimpse of her pretty

face on the screen. Come on. Sue, give

us a break. Sue's real name is Evelyn
Lederer. Her first husband was Allan
Keefer. Sue was educated at National

Park Seminary and at Kemper Hall. She
has had no stage training. Among her

popular films were "Air Circus" and
"Walking Back."

Caroline H. You have the wrong im-
pression of my department. I do not
receive and read all of Clara Bow's let-
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ters. I have to work overtime to read

my own fan mail but I'll tell Clara you
want her picture the worst way and she

may respond, for Clara is a good little

scout and is anxious to please her public.

Her next picture is "Kick In."

B. V . D. of Texas. So you've been timid

about writing me. Put your reserve in

your pocket and give me your hand and
we'll have a get-together meeting and talk

about your favorite, Clive Brook. He was
born June 1, 1891, in London, England.
His mother was an opera singer. He has
grey eyes, brown hair, is 5 feet 11 inches
tall and weighs 149 pounds. He is a pro-
ficient violinist and has written a number
of successful short stories. He came to
America to make one picture and has re-

mained six years. He is Captain Levison
in the Fox production of "East Lynne"
with Ann Harding and Conrad Nagel.

Puzzled from Zanesville. I don't blame
you, who wouldn't be? If the first request
for a photograph from a star fails to
bring the coveted prize, write, write again
—more than that, I can't advise you. Buck
Jones' wife is Odille Osborne but I don't
know her birthplace. Sally Eilers and
Hoot Gibson were married June 28, 1930.

Conrad Nagel's wife is Ruth Helms, a
non-professional. John Gilbert is 33.

Tom Mix is 44. Monte Blue is 31 and
James Hall is 30.

A Hobo in Hoboken. You are ready to
place a heavy bet that the screen stars

never see any of their fan mail. I'll take
you up on that for I've known many to
fairly eat their mail if you know what I

mean. Charles Rogers has been reported
"this way and that" about several screen
beauties but my private deduction is that
Buddy's best girl friend is his mother. No
cause for tears there.

Dorothy S. Roderique La Rocque, bet-

ter known as Rod, was born Nov. 29, 1898.

in Chicago, 111. Rod's father was French
and his mother English. Rod has black
hair, brown eyes, is 6 feet 3 inches tall

and weighs 181 pounds. I do not know
Lon Chaney's wife. He left a son who
has never been in pictures. Leatrice Joy
and John Gilbert were divorced when
their daughter was just a baby.

Chickie. Clara Bow won't mind your
calling her names if they all begin with
darling, adorable, and every other sweet
nothing. I have rather a hazy suspicion

you like Clara—excuse me if I'm wrong.
A great cast was assembled to make her
last picture, "No Limit"-—Norman Foster,

Stuart Erwin, Harry Green, Thelma Todd
and Dixie Lee.

Arthur Rankin Fan. It isn't that the
old players are forgotten but with the new
crop of screen material coming on, some-
times it's a bit difficult to locate our old
friends. Arthur Rankin has been appear-
ing in shorts (comedies) for quite some
time but I haven't his address as he works
for several studios. Donald Keith was
born in Boston, Mass. He is 5 feet 11

inches tall and weighs 155 pounds. His
real name is Francis Feeney. His wife is

Kathryn Stuckuzze.

Brown Eyes, Cleveland. Just a rough
guess, but you're quite easy on the optics.

Gary Cooper is 30 years old and Colleen
Moore is 28. • Colleen's last release was
"Footlights and Fools." She toured the
country in "On the Loose," a stage play,
since releasing her last picture. Among
Gary Cooper's newest films are "Morocco"
with Marlene Dietrich and "Fighting Cara-
vans" with Lily Damita. Gary, at the
moment, is recuperating from an illness.

Theresa M. The principals in "Hang-
man's House" were Victor McLaglcn,
Larry Kent, Earle Fox, Hobart Bosworth
and Belle Stoddard. The film was re-

leased in 1928. Eva Von Berne made but
one picture in America—"Masks of the
Devil" with John Gilbert and the late

Alma Rubens.

Ruth F. So you're crazy to be a radio
announcer—well, for the love of mike

!

Lilyan Tashman was born in New York
City and at the age of 16, made her debut
in the Ziegfeld Follies. In 1924 she en-
tered motion pictures. She has a delight-
ful sense of humor and is very popular
with the film folks. She is 5 feet 7 inches
tall and weighs 119 pounds. She is the
wife of Edmund Lowe.

Arlena P. We are always glad to wel-
come an old friend and to hear that you
like Screenland better than ever. Ramon
Novarro's name is pronounced Ramon
with a long o as in moan. His new picture
is "Daybreak." Robert Montgomery was
a stage favorite on Broadway before going
into pictures. He was born 27 years ago
in Beacon, N. Y. He is 6 feet tall and
has wavy brown hair and blue eyes. He
was married in 1928 to Elizabeth Allen.
Their daughter, Martha Bryan, was born
Oct. 13, 1930. Mr. and Mrs. Montgomery
recently visited New York for a vacation.

Luvcnia G. You will find quite a few
colored people on the screen and stage but
to give you instructions on how to become
a player is more than I can do. "Hallelu-
jah," a King Vidor production, used an
entire negro group of players. Although
none of the cast had ever worked before
in pictures, they gave excellent perform-
ances.

Juks S. R. You want to be at the tc,

don't we all ? You'd like the stars to s

back all the money and stamps you' v

spent on them without the long looked-
results. Too bad you have been diss

pointed. Nancy Carroll is the wife
Jack Kirkland and they have a > ou
daughter. Nancy is 24 years old and
great little actress.

Somebody. How do I know you art

Warner Baxter was born March 29, 189

in Columbus, Ohio. Score one for Ohi'

Warner spent 14 years in various stoc
y

companies, vaudeville and Broadwa\
before he obtained his first picture

as leading man for Ethel Clayton in

Own Money." But it was in his first ta\

ing picture, "In Old Arizona," that J
ner showed the world what he cou -

His new picture is "Doctor's Wives with

Joan Bennett.

Just Nee. Don't ever tell me I have a

funny name ! Rudy Vallee's one and only

film was "Vagabond Lover." Sally Blane

was his sweetheart in the picture. Stanley

Smith appeared with Nancy Carroll in

"Honey." Mitzi Green was there, too.

If you ask me, she's my favorite actress.

Go ahead and ask me

!

Jeanne T. To appeal to my intel-

ligence puts me right on my toes for I

love to dance around with words of

more than one syllable. Reginald Denny
has light brown hair, blue eyes, is 6 feet

tall, weighs 178 pounds and is married
to "Bubbles" Steiffel, better known as

Betsy Lee. Reginald entered pictures

in 1919, is a licensed aviator, drives a

white roadster, speaks with a slight

British accent and has a charming grin

that endears him to all boys and girls

from 6 to 60. You've seen him in "A
Lady's Morals" with Grace Moore, and
"Kiki" with Mary Pickford. no doubt.

YOU CAN,—
BE BEAUTIFUL/
I do two things. I correct every defect. T % Tpf
develop hidden beau.lv. My startling results .

with more than 100,000 women prove that ^hj^y
any one can be given beauty. No matter how C TBLf w
hopeless, write me. My way of making women \JKfttL/
over completely is amazingly different. Thou- wSM&f
Bands write me that results are almost beyond
belief. Yet every Lucille Young beauty aid is scientific—known
to act for allalihe. That is why I can guarantee your absolute
satisfaction. Not a peony to pay unless I give results you
say are marvelous.

BE RID OF . AMAZINGLY QUICK
rimplei. Freckles / xr » T * j «

Blackheads, Whileheada / No low waiting In a few day* clean

Coarse Pores / your akm. End pimples, freckles.

Wrinkles / b'^kheads, whiteheads, muddy skin.

Muddy Skin / 8^'n > dry skin, liverspots, rough-

Sallowness § nes3
!

redness, sallow appearance.

Thinness i B<inwh wrinkles. Reduce fatlegs, arms.

Fat / an *£,C8 ' your whole body. Or build
m scrawny figure to beauty. Grow eye-

IMPROVE lashes, eyebrows, hair. Beautify com*
Eyelashes M pletely.
E

Xl / FREE TRIAL
k m You can try all of my beauty aids

—

offm just the ones you need most

—

absolutely

i^M J S without, risking a penny. I want you to

^^^^f make me -prove that I can take any degreo
i ^^Bf K of homeliness and i mpart beauty instead. . .^ U or take some prettiness andimpart stunningAll U oood looks. I will send you everything to try

^^^j my beauty aids full two weeks. There are no
f^^^K conditions, strings, excuses. You are the sola

1. W judge, Ef no) delighted, you just say so—and
your word 13 final.

U And I Teach You Fascination.
^Bl^ Your physical beauty is not all. I give you, too;
^^fc the innermost secrets of fascination. I disclosa

^ ^ this priceless art in my sensational book "How
MB to Fascinate Men." In an hour you will learn

marvelous thing3 you could not discover your-
^^^^^B self in a lifetime. You willlearn how the world's^H^H sirens make men their helpless slaves, learn to
^HB ^ha love, to control men, to pick and choose at

will. These secrets are free to every woman with
her free trial of my beauty aids. Remember, you

n| have everything to gain—absolutely nothing toM lose. So TODAY—

} Send Coupon For Free Trial Offer

TlUCILLE YOUNG, 5546 Lucille Young Bid*., Chicago, IIL !

I Absolutely without obligation on my part, send your |

|
wonderful FREE OFFER and Booklet. This coupon

j
only tells you I am interested. It does not commit me |

I
in any way,

| Name I

New fie'd offers tnuneti
of $1,500 to $7,000 a ye
studio of your own. or
lished. Opportunities c\

ture, commercial and
Many successful
photographers start-

ed with little capital.

Previous experience

/} i unnecessary. Train
through our Simpli-

fied System. Earn while you learn,
i

Life Membership FREE of extra

charge in Personal Service Bureau which helps

you start your studio or puts you in touch with
opportunities. Hundreds of N. Y. Institute

Graduates have won quick success in this profit-

able new profession. Send for FREE Book, tell-

ing how to qualify for Motion Picture Pho-
tography or Projection Commercial and
Portrait Photography or Photo-Finishing. w

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. AG-554. 10 West 33rd St. New York City.

) cents lb. Make
kitchen your Candy Shop. Almost
no cash required to start. Profits

at once. We show (by mail) how
to Make and Sell. Free illustrated booklet explains.

Capitol Candy School. Dept. R-3140, Washington, D- C.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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The Bond
Bonfire

Introducing a new red-head

named Lillian Bond. Watch her!

By Myrene Wentworth

1ILLIAN BOND is the name. Frankly in Holly-

wood on wickedness bent. Theda Bara, in her

A vampiest days, never breathed a sigh as sirenical

as Lillian hopes to heave by way of scorching

the sound screen.

Lady Hamilton ; Mme. Du Barry ; Camille—yes, and

Cleopatra, Salome, and all the rest of the bygone ladies

of lure, never aspired to the ambitions voiced by this

fiery lass from England who burned up Broadway last

season and who is now out to start bigger and better

motion picture bonfires of emotion.

"What we need is a little incense »r atmosphere,"

we sugge^tcu as Lilian started confidii./ her secret ani-

ses in captivity.

in history books
trappings usually

ie explained.

I were women of
•

khey gained through

e no modern sisters
' different today, the

,< so changed, a woman
n diose of history

play. My experi-

i ed the ambitions
..iiei w^s fourteen years

. al school. It was in St. Vincent's

, London that I first began reading of women
figured so tremendously in the making of world

. , , whose conquests meant kingdoms, wars; whose
sacrifices cost thrones, nations. From the very begin-
ning such women fascinated me. As I read I lived
their lives, I studied them, absorbed the glamour, the
romance and the glory. The tragedies, too, were grip-
ping in magic interest. They made me want to act their

lives, wicked as wickedness could be, but authentic, real,

convincing.

"Yes, I went on the stage while I was still at school
studying oratory. Salome ? Hide my blushes ! I played
in a Dick Whittington pantomime. Everyone in Eng-
land at some time or other plays in pantomime when they
are at school age or even younger. Proud mothers put
children into the little plays when they are barely able
to walk. It's just English tradition, I guess. I went
because I wanted to go on the stage and it was the only
way I knew to break the ice without running away from
home. My mother had been an actress as a child and

You had better be
keeping an eye on
this girl. Lillian
Bond is the name;
hair, red; eyes, al-
luring; ambition—

unlimited!

shared my ambitions. La-
ter I went into the 'Piccadilly

Revels.' That's a cabaret but
not the cabaret as you know it

in this country. There it is con-

sidered quite a thing. This gave me
a chance to try the musical revue
stage and it was there I remained until

I came to the United States several years

ago.

We recalled that Miss Bond was recently

brought to Hollywood by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer to repeat the vamp role she created on the

stage in "Stepping Out," now being made into a
talkie with Reginald Denny and Charlotte Green-
wood.

"No, that wasn't my first 'vamping' experience," she
said. "I don't know how I really happened to get my
first opportunity for that kind of part unless someone
with a clairvoyant mind knew the ambitions I was carry-

ing around while singing and dancing ingenue roles.

Anyway, I was given the part of the native girl in

'Luana' in New York and all my friends burst into gales

of laughter. (Catchline: They laughed when I told

them I could play the Luana.) I put so much energy
into that characterization that the part was built up
and built up until it established me as a siren.

"I never want to play a straight role of any kind
again. I prefer what I call character roles. Commer-
cially, I guess a vamp by any other name is just as vamp-
ish. But no two sirens are alike and, as everyone knows,
the only difference in ingenues are their ages and de-

grees of blondness. A man or woman who plays straight

parts limits his or her professional life. You can go so

far and there you are. When you are too old to be a

leading man or leading lady your career is ended unless

you hang on and grab whatever crumbs are scattered

your way in bits and minor characters.

"Personally, I admit a weakness that surges in every
feminine bosom. I want to be as beautiful as possible.

I want my characterizations to be gorgeously exotic,

bizarre and laden with tons of lure. Those were the

glorious creatures who made history who sighed with

their Alexanders the Great for more worlds to conquer.

I ought to have a chance with only one world to work
out on !"
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Princess Fat

Men

omen Use

Too A4uch Rouge'

The men, poor dears, are not

quite correct. They judge t>y ap=

pearances solely. What they

really protest is the "painted

look"—and "too much rouge"

is not really a question of quan=

tity. It is a matter of kind; for

even the tiniest bit of usual rouge

does look unreal.

Women have startling proof of difference in rouges once

the}- try Princess Pat. Have you sometimes watched fleecy

clouds at sunset shade from deepest rose to faintest pink,

every tone pure and luminous? So it is with Princess Pat

rouge. Every tone is pure and luminous, seeming to lie

beneath the skin and not upon it. You obtain more, or

less, color by using freely or sparingly. But there is never

a question of too much, never the unlovely "painted look"

to which men object.

Purity, delicacy, the most costly color tints, and a secret formula com-

bine to make Princess Pat the most natural rouge in the world. And
whether blonde or brunette, you can use any and all of the six Princess

Pat shades with perfect effect— instead of being limited to one as

with usual rouges.

Velvet Your Skin with Princess Pat Almond Base Powder Vel-

vet is just the word; for the soft, soothing almond base imparts to

Princess Pat an entirely new "feel," makes its application a veritable

caress. Most powders contain starch as a base—hence their drying

effect. The almond in Princess Pat definitely helps the skin, assists it

to remain pliant and fine of texture. And there has never been a powder
to go on so smoothly, or cling so long—never because only in Princess

Pat do you find the soft, naturally adherent almond base—instead

of starch.

Princess Pat almond base face powder now comes in two weights.

Medium weight in the familiar oblong box—lighter weight in the

Princess Bvr
CHICAGO, U. S. A. (IN CANADA, 93 CHURCH ST., TORONTO)

new round box. It has been possible because of the almond base to

make the lighter weight powder just as clinging as the medium.

Wonderful New Color for Lips Just what you've wanted — lip

rouge that colors the visible part of the lips and also adheres to and
colors the inside; moist surface. Thus, parted lips show beautiful color

all the way back—no unlovely "rim" of color as with usual lipsticks.

Try the Six Aids-to-Beauty in Princess PatWeek End Set This
is really an "acquaintance" set—enough of each preparation for a

thorough trial—enough for two weeks. And the beauty book sent with

set contains information on skin care of real value—besides artful

secrets of make-up which vastly enhance results from rouge, powder
and lip rouge. You will be delighted with the set.

get this Week— SPECIAL
End Set

The very popular Princess Pat Week End Set for
this COUPON and ZSc (coin). Easily a month's
supply of almond base powder and FIVE other

delightful Princess Pat preparations. Beautifully
decorated boudoir box.

PRINCESS PAT, 2709 S. Wells St., Chicago.

Dept. A- 1546. Enclosed find 25c for which
send me the Princess Pat Week End Set.

Name (print)

Street

City and State



MAYBELLINE products may be
purchased ac all toilet goods coun-

ters. Identify the genuine by the

Maybclline Girl on the carton.

MAYBELLINE CO., Oicagl

This delicately perfumed cosmetic instantly makes the eyes appear larger

and intensely interesting! It deepens the color and imparts a wonderful
brilliance that vivifies the expression, at the same time giving new
loveliness to all the tones of the complexion.
Applied lightly for daytime use and with somewhat deeper shading

in the evening, the four colors of Maybelline Eye Shadow are most
effectively used as follows: Blue is to be used for all shades of blue
and gray eyes; Brown for hazel and brown eyes; Black for dark
brown and violet eyes. Green may be used with eyes of all colors and
is especially effective for evening wear. If you would make the most
of your appearance, a thrilling discovery awaits you in Maybelline Eye
Shadow. Incased in an adorably dainty gold-finished vanity at 75c.

clashes {f-ifafioar -J^ongcv by Q (sing

Qllaybellme (Dyelcisli CDarleener
Dark, luxuriant lashes are essential to feminine beauty and Maybelline
Eyelash Darkener is the choice of millions of women the world over.

A few simple brush strokes of either the Solid or Waterproof Liquid
form and the magic of Maybelline Eyelash Darkener is achieved in-

stantly. This easily applied, perfectly harmless beauty aid, in Black or
Brown, will delight you, particularly when applied after Maybelline
Eye Shadow. Be sure to insist upon genuine Maybelline. Price 75c

OIC
aii( It

O /

Neatly lined, perfect!

j

formed eyebrows— every
woman desires them for

the added expression they
lend. They are nocdifh-

cultto acquire with the

newstyle indestruct-

ible Maybcl J inc Eye-
brow Pencil. You'll

like this pencil

—

you'll revel in its
smoothness and
cleanliness—
it'ssoeasy to

use. Colors,

Black or
Brown,
35c

EYELASH DARKENER EYE SHADOW
(tfnsiani (0*5eciaiifiers jov ilic Oi;c

EYEBROW PENCIL
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THE WORLD THUNDERS ITS WELCOME

TO METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER'S

NEW STAR

HIS STEPS TO STARDOM

with Joan Crauford in «The Big House"
in "Untamed"

with Qreta Qarbo
in "Inspiration"

if
ROBERT

with Norma Shearer
in "The Divorcee 'and
"Strangers May Kiss"

MONTGOMERY
THE public has made Robert Montgomery its new idol

—

made him an outstanding star by the tremendous enthu-

siasm it showed for his great work. Here he is in one of the

finest performances of his career—a glamorous, thrilling sea

romance. He's a fighting, loving gob whether on the high seas

or on the dance floor with the Admiral's daughter in his arms.

SHIPMATES
The Greatest Sea Drama Ever Filmed!

with
ERNEST TORRENCE HOBART BOSWORTH
DOROTHY JORDAN CLIFF EDWARDS
Directed hy Harry Pollard . . . Produced
in conjunction with the U. S. Navy.
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DADDY
LONG
LEGS

withWiTtl

JANET GA
and

WARNER BA

Glamorous Janet Gaynor sweeps to

new triumphs of enchanting appeal,

as the bewitching, wistful waif who
wins the love of her handsome million-

aire guardian. A magical masterpiece

of tears and laughter, tenderness and

charm, with youth and years contend-

ing for the love of a little Cinderella

mysteriously lifted from drudgery to

delight. As dazziingly joyous as a

flood of sunlight— this latest direc-

torial achievement by Alfred Santell.

ANOTHER
^Sk MASTERPIECE

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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qAre you a

SHADOW

SLEUTH ?

How well do you know your

stars? Here's a chance to prove it.

Turn to our Star Shadow Contest,

on the first pages of the first roto-

gravure section in this issue, and
have some fun. And not only fun

—

$2,500 in cash prizes for the win-

ners!

The contest will run for four

issues: this issue, July, the next

issue, August, September, and Octo-

ber. You'll find it more fun as you

go along. It will sharpen your wits,

intrigue your imagination, and

develop your interest in your film

favorites. You may think you know
your Hollywood celebrities as well

as your next-door neighbors—that

you'd even recognize their shadows.

Well, go ahead! We're backing

you—and may the best shadow
sleuth win!
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Here are the n&w
motion picture

avorile^i Your Favorite Stars!

HAROLD LLOYD
MARLENE DIETRICH

MAURICE CHEVALIER

GEORGE BANCROFT
MARX BROTH ERS
RUTH CHATTERTON
GARY COOPER
NANCY CARROLL

CLARA BOW
JACK OAKIE

RICHARD ARLEN
FREDRIC MARCH
CLAUDETTE COLBERT

CLIVE BROOK

CHARLES ROGERS
JACKIE COOGAN

i ^
Be sure to see:

Nancy Carroll
Fredric March

in

"The Night Angel'
Edmund Goulding Prod.

"The Vice Squad"
Paul Lukas— Kay Francis.

'Up Pops The Devil"
Norman Foster, Carole Lombard

Skcets Gallagher, Stuart Erwin

"The Lawyer's Secret"
Clive Brook, Richard Arlen,

Charles Rogers, Fay Wray

ROBERT
COOGAN

ARAMOUNT, with already the great-

est stars in motion pictures, is constantly

enriching the screen with new personalities.

From the New York stage, from Hollywood,

from all over the world they come! At-

tracted to Paramount for the opportunity to

play in some of the world's greatest stories.

Under expert showmen. And in the most

lavish productions. Watch for these new fa-

vorites in current Paramount Pictures! And

in Paramount's greatest triumph . . . the

20th Birthday Jubilee Program! "If it's a

Paramount Picture it's the best show in town
! '

'

(^paramount
~

"

— DimunituT purity roup inni ph 7iiirnn pnEcPARAMOUNT PUBLIX CORP.. ADOLPH ZUKOR, PRES. -
'

' J - > ' -- - -TU ^ PARAMOUNT BLDC. N. Y.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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Andy Clyde, Harry
Cribbon and George
Wilson as they ap-
pear in "In Confer-
ence." It's a grand
burlesque on the
talkies—the strong,
silent he-man hero
breaks his silence
with a falsetto voice.'

^EVUETTES
SCREENLAND'S First Aid to the Movie-Goer—Read These

Revuettes and Let Your Good Sense Be Your Guide!

Class A:
A CONNECTICUT YANKEE. Fox. Will
Rogers scores in this very funny Mark Twain

story. Maureen O'Sullivan and Frank Albertson
carry on a pleasant romance.

A TAILOR MADE MAN. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. William Haines handing out plenty of

laughs as a brash pants-presser. Dorothy Jordan is

the lovely heroine.

CITY LIGHTS. United Artists. This Chaplin
classic is worth waiting two years for. Virginia

Cherrill and Harry Meyers contribute pleasing per-
formances.

CITY STREETS. Paramount. A thrilling gang-
ster story with plenty of action—with Gary

Cooper at his best and Sylvia Sidney, from Broadway,
as the charming heroine.*

DIRIGIBLE. Columbia. Spectacular air thrills,

a good story and entirely human people. Ralph
Graves, Jack Holt and Fay Wray present the eternal
triangle. See it.*

IRON MAN. Universal. A plausible romance
of the ring with Lew Ayres taking it on the chin

from his unfaithful wife, Jean Harlow. Robert Arm-
strong, as the prize-fighter's manager, is excellent.*

SKIPPY. Paramount. Corking entertainment^ for the whole family. Jackie Cooper and Bobby
Coogan are natural actors. Don't pass this by.*

STRANGERS MAY KISS. Metro-Goldwyn-
Maycr. Norma Shearer at her best in her best

picture to date. It's a sophisticated tale of an ultra
modern maiden. Robert Montgomery, Neil Hamil-
ton and Marjorie Rambeau are splendid support.

,jl SVENGALI. Warner Brothers. John Barry-
" more comes through again with an impressive
performance. Marian Marsh is a captivating Trilby.
See this one.*

JL. TAPU. Paramount. A thing of beauty—with
an all-native cast. Charming photography and

natural acting. A silent film.

.JL. THE FINGER POINTS. First National. A^ newspaper yarn with Richard Barthelmess giv-
ing a grand performance. Fay Wray and Regis
Toomey are interesting support.

JL- THE FRONT PAGE. United Artists. Sure-fire
entertainment. Drama, comedy and pathos

packed in this newspaper tale. Adolphe Menjou and
Pat O'Brien are great.

Make this your guide to the worth-

while screenplays. Note the pictures

selected as worthy of Screenlands

seal of approval. See page 98 for

complete casts of current films.

THE MILLIONAIRE. Warner Brothers. George
Arliss is splendid in a delightful screen treat.

Evalyn Knapp and David Manners supply the
romance. Don't miss this one.*

Introducing Floyd Gibbons,
famous war correspondent
and renowned radio person-
ality, who will make a series

of short features for RKO-
Pathe.

Class B:
BAD SISTER. Universal. This Is a trifle old-

fashioned for our sophisticated tastes. Bad Sister

flirts with all the boys including Nice Sister's beau.
Sidney Fox and Bette Davis are new and nice.*

BEYOND VICTORY. Pathe. A fair war drama.
This one concerns four buddies and their experiences.
Bill Boyd. Marion Shilling and James Gleason give
ace performances.

BIG BUSINESS GIRL. First National. A sophis-
ticated tale of how "Miss 193 1" manages love and
business with Loretta Young as the heroine and Frank
Albertson and Ricardo Cortez as the male interest.

A good picture.*

DIVORCE AMONG FRIENDS. Warner Brothers.

A marital mix-up with James Hall, Irene Delroy, Lew
Cody and Natalie Moorhead and spicy dialogue.*

DUDE RANCH. Paramount. A swell burlesque
on the "wild west." Jack Oakie is a riot as an actor
putting on a brave front. June Collyer is lovely:

Mitzi Green and Stewart Erwin are howls.*

FIFTY MILLION FRENCHMEN. Warner Broth-

ers. An amusing light comedy with Olsen and John-
son clowning. The story is weak but Technicolorful.

GOD'S GIFT TO WOMEN. Warner Brothers.

Frank Fay is an amusing Don Juan in this farce.

Laura La Plante. Louise Brooks and Joan Blondell are

Frank's girl-friends. Good gags and lots of laughs.

GUN SMOKE. Paramount. A thriller—this two-
fisted cowboy picture with Richard Arlen as the strong
but talkative hombre and Mary Brian as the sweet
heroine.

LAUGH AND GET RICH. Radio. Edna Mae
Oliver. Hugh Herbert and Dorothy Lee make this

homely boarding house comedy interesting by their

characterizations.*

* Reviewed in this issue.

These pictures have been selected

by Delight Evans as worthy of
Screenland's seal of approval.

{Continued on page 124)
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HE is genius—madman

— lover! His hypnotic

spell reaches out of

darkness controlling

love— hate— life itsel f

.

SHE is the beauty who

has all Paris at her

famous feet—who wins

men with a smile—who

hates Svengali the sinis-

ter love maker— until

his magic spell forces

even her heart to beat to

his manufactured love!

as BARRYMORE
SVENGALI

TheHypnotist

MARIAN
MARSH
us Trilby 95

Directed by ARCHIE MAYO
Based on the novel "Trilby" by DU MAURIER

~Vitaphone~ is the registered trade-mark of
The Vitaphone Corporation

Don't miss the newest beauty of the screen, alluring Marian
Marsh, selected for this great part by Mr. Barrymore. himself.

A WARNER BROS & VITAPHONE PICTURE
When you write to advertisers please mention SCKEEXLAXD.
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e?LAMS and e^ALVOS
Send us your screen views. We'll pay for the best letters

THE FAN'S STAND
Garbo still holds her throne—she reigns supreme. But the fans

want to crown John Gilbert—that is, they think he belongs by
Garbo's side, cinematically speaking, of course!

Marlene Dietrich manages to hold her own and then some.

Clara Bow, the film flapper, is still blazing with the fans. We
hope she kicks in with a good performance in "Kick In."

There's a trend toward musical movies with Lawrence Tibbett
nominated as head man.

Charlie Chaplin can make all the silent films he cares to—he has the

crowd with him.

More "kid" pictures wanted. We'll get more Paramount is going

to make "Huckleberry Finn" with Jackie Coogan playing Huck.
Apparently Charlie Farrell's marriage to Virginia Valli hasn't wilted

the interest in the Janet Gaynor-Charles Farrell films. Some one sug-

gests "Kitty," by Warwick Deeping, as a suitable vehicle for them.

The blond Phil Holmes continues to be one of the most popular screen

juveniles. Read his life story on page 2 4. It begins in this issue.

WHAT ABOUT "SKIPPY"?
(First Prize Letter)

The movies have taken the place of

Goldilocks and Cinderella in the make-
believe of our children. A group of eight

and nine-year olds were playing outside

my window. "I'm Loretta Young," one of

them announces, "and my sweetheart is

Arthur Lake." "I'm going to be Clara

Bow," one daring mite discloses.

What are we going to do about it? We
can't have censorship— it is an affront to

adult intelligence—but our children cer-

tainly cannot have the moving-pictures as

they are at present. No matter how much
I like Greta Garbo, Ruth Chatterton, and
William Powell, I cannot permit my chil-

dren to see them in their glorifications of

gangsters and illicit loves.

But it does seem cruel to keep them
away from the theatres altogether, when
they so love the charm and fantasy of the

screen. Please, producers, come to the

rescue of the poor youngsters

!

Sue F. Cope,
2525 Jennings Ave.,

Fort Worth, Texas.

THAT HOLLYWOOD TOUCH
(Second Prize Letter)

Even though it makes me froth at the

mouth when the producers take flagrant

liberties with the title and plot of well-

known books, yet sometimes I am glad.

They make the ending so much more sat-

isfactory than it was in the book. For
instance, there is "The Divorcee" which
made my spirits soar as they didn't when
I read "Ex-Wife." Marion Davies' "The
Patsy" was grand ; the play, when I read

it, lost its zest after I had seen the Marion
Davies version. And then there is "Dra-
cula." As a piece of literature, I honestly
believe it was a fizzle, but as a movie, with
that Hollywood touch— it was something
worth remembering! All of which makes
me wonder why the producers don't buy
authors' unsuccessful brain-children; they
seem to know the secret of making some-
thing out of nothing.

Samela Kay Parkhurst,
1 146 West 63rd Street.

Seattle, Washington.

Greta Garbo and
John Gilbert in a
scene from "Love,"
one of their old si-

lent pictures. "Gar-
bo and Gilbert be-
long together—with-
out each other there
is something lacking
in their acting,"
chants one of their
public. All those in
favor of re-uniting
John and Greta, clap

hands.'

DAT OLE DAVIL GOSSIP!

(Third Prize Letter)

A "choice" piece of news may seem no
more harmful than a bit of thistle-down
blown against one as he walks along. But
the sharpest knife could not hurt more
terribly than the thorn of a bit of thistle-

down.
That's why I believe that the divorces

and marriages of the film people should
be locked away from the public. If you
don't love your "bitter half" of the mar-
riage bargain, it does make you feel ex-
hilarated to flaunt your broken marriage
in the face of the four winds. But if you
do love that person and are sanctioning
a divorce only because of necessity—well,

all that rumor hurts. Fed by the facile

Let's get together in this department
every month and see who can write the
best letter. The most sincere and con-
structive letter will win the first prize

of $20.00. Second prize, $15.00.
Third prize, $10.00. And there's a
fourth prize, of $5.00. All winning
letters, not over 150 words, will be
printed. Mail your letters so they will

reach us the 10th of each month. Ad-
dress Slams and Salvos Department,
SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th Street,

New York City.

pens of writers and press pull, these leg-

ends become Brobdingnagian in appearance.
As a result, film-players live in a shell and
paint on its surface a gay mask which is

anything but fun.

Kay Matthews,
6300 14th St.. N. W.,

Seattle, Washington.

A BOOST
(Fourth Prize Letter)

Some things Talkieland can be mighty
proud of

:

Clarence Brown's directorial ability;

Greta Garbo's eyes;

Clara Bow's curves

;

Ruth Chatterton's voice

;

Norma Shearer's poise;

John Gilbert's pluck;

Garbo's personality;

Marlene Dietrich's legs

;

Janet Gaynor's youth fulness

;

Constance Bennett's sophistication;

Mary Pickford's lasting youth

;

Gloria Swanson's finesse;

Marie Dressler's talents

;

Ann Harding's fragile beauty.

Ralph C. Byfield,
620 Oregon Street,

La Fayette, Indiana.

(Continued on {'age 97)
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DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS J it

"CHANCES
Wlth

ROSE HOBART
The picture thousands of fans have waited for,

clamored for, actually demanded— Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. in a greater role than in "The
Dawn Patrol" . . . He reaches full-fledged star-

dom in " Chances ?s where men sport with fate,

honor and life; and love tramps the shambles
of the battlefield . . . "The Dawn-Patrol-
Fairbanks" as you would have him in war and
love—with the gorgeously beautiful Rose Hobart.

^Vitaphone^ is the registered trade-
mark of The Vitaphone Corporation

Directed by ALLAN DWAN
Story by A. HAMILTON GIBBS
Adaptation by Waldemer Young

with a cast including

ANTHONY BL SHELL
HOLMES HERBERT
MARY FORBES

A F I R ST NAT IONAL W VITAPHONE PICTURE
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD.
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Because she was the daughter of a
famous actor, Joan became cam-
erawise at the age of seven. Very,

very dignified!

Having made a stage debut with
her father in "Jarnegan," Joan
went into films opposite Colman

in "Bulldog Drummond."

When the youngest Bennett was
twelve, before any thoughts of a
stage or screen career had entered

her dainty blonde head.

JOAN—So Far!

A pictorial account

of little Miss Ben-

nett's career—like

herself, short and

sweet

And now the Joan of today—the pretty Bennett, bare-
ly out of her teens, whom
you'll see in "Doctors'
Wives" and other Fox films.

Cecil Beaton, that author-
ity on loveliness, says Joan
Bennett's little-girl wist-
fulness ishergrea tes tcharm

.
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HE shortest speaker may be

the most important. It's a

cinch he's the most interesting.

The shorter items on the movie program, too, may be

the most important. Certainly those short comedies and

novelties bearing the "Educational Pictures" trade-mark

always challenge the best of feature pictures for first

honors as entertainment. Product of the industry's only

big specialists in short features, they bring you, minute

for minute of vour time, more real amusement than

almost anything else you'll find on the screen.

So it's always good judgement, not only to pick your

feature picture, but to find out also what short features

are on the program. You won't want to miss such excellent

comedies as Sennett's "Coircatcher 9s Daughter"
and "GhostParade", or those HOLLYWOOD GIRLS
in the Ideal Comedy ''The Lure of itollytcood"$

the thrills of the latest William J. Burn s DetectiveMystery,

"'The Strangler": the beauty of the Romantic
Journey "'Cross Roads'9

, or the delightful cartoon

whimsicalities of the latest and funniest Paul Terry-Toon,

"The Sultan's Cat.'9

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
E. IF.HAMMOXS, President-Executive Offices: 1501 Broadway,NewYork

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD.
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Dorothy is one of
Hollywood' s grand-
est hostesses—and
when she serves her
crisp summer salads
she gives you one of
the famous Mackaill

smiles, too!

Rummer (Specials
Referring to Dorothy Mackaill and her favorite warm-
weather recipes, which she divulges here for your delectation

DOROTHY MACKAILL
|

has a grand maid, Ce-
celia, who has been all

over the map with her,

and if she keeps on making the

kind of salads Dorothy likes she will be the gorgeous
star's right-hand salad-maker dc luxe for many more
years to come.

But this story is not about Cecelia. She may make the

delectable epicurean tid-bits into tasty concoctions, but
the brains of the outfit is our own little Dot. She is a
self -admitted connoisseur. Her observations have been
taken from Hollywood to Hull, England, her old home
town, and from New York to Honolulu and waypoints in

between. But after gathering salad statistics at random
and by blandly inquiring of waiters at such impressive
hostelries as the Ritz-Carlton in New York and the

Royal Hawaiian Hotel in Honolulu as to what goes into

the vivid parti-colored dish set before her, to the amaze-
ment of her more formal and restrained friends, she has
the salad situation well in hand.
As she says, "Believing that thousands of rabbits thrive

on lettuce yearly with scarcely a newspaper line telling

of an early and untimely death of one from eating the

stuff, I guess it won't hurt me, and I eat it with a
vengeance !"

But what goes on the lettuce leaf is quite another and
important matter, which should be gone into directly.

First into the little green-garden, a specially reserved and
cultivated plot in the backyard of her Santa Monica
Beach home. Yes, movie stars do grow vegetables.

Blanche Nleredith

By believe it or not, and Dorothy's

garden contains every kind of

green vegetable from broccoli to

spearmint grown for her house-

hold consumption.
Furthermore, she may, on occasion when her studio

duties permit it, be found fondly digging around the

roots of an aspiring bean vine, now and then furtively

plucking a very young onion from its bed and unabash-

edly popping it into her mouth. Of all the vegetables

invented by Nature and Burbank, Dorothy bends toward

the young onion, and this little member of the "lilia-

ceous" tribe, commonly considered an offender by indi-

viduals less frank and direct than Dorothy Mackaill,

occupies a warm and seasoned spot in her heart.

All this salad discussion developed the idea for this

story while Dorothy, clad in a sporty pair of lounging

pajamas, reclined in a wicker lawn chair during a mo-
ment's respite from her picture under production. Ce-

celia had hunted up a pet recipe book containing some

hundred of Dorothy's immortal salad works, and just

for a surprise had painstakingly followed the directions

and concocted three of her most luscious ones for her

luncheon. Dorothy wandered up to the little informal

table set in the sun in a beautiful rose-bowered corner

to find one of the most inviting lunches of her career

all ready and waiting.

"Well, 'Celia, which number is this?" she asked, pok-

ing an inquiring finger at a spring strawberry perched

on a mound of whipped cream.

"Tha's numbah fohty-th'ee, {Continued on page 102)
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n discreet
Through one indiscretion -a woman with

a future became a woman with a past

A new year ..... A new life

So Jerry Trent (Gloria Swanson)]

New Year's resolution.... Her past was a*

.... Her romance with Jim Woodward,

— On fresh, clean pages she'd,

the stor\L,

new

greater

lore... But th<?

winds of fate blew.^

Love demanded a sacrifice...

Joseph M. Schenck presents

A DeSYLVA,BROWN and HENDERSON
Production

GLORIA SWANSON
///

ftINDISCREET"
with

Ben Lyon Arthur Lake
Directed by Leo McCarey

A NITED ARTISTS PICTURE
"UNITED FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT"

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAXD.
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"Skippy" is a "kid picture,"
but it is for grown-ups, too.
No matter how young or how
old you may be, you'll get a
great kick out of the screen
adventures of Percy Crosby's
cartoon characters. We wish
we had room here to cheer
Jackie Searl and Mitzi Green

as well.

^GREENLAND j^/ONOR T^AGE

Won by

The Boy Stars of "Skippy"

PRESENTING the
youngest stars ever to

win our Honor Page

—Jackie Cooper and
Bobby Coogan, who score in

"Skippy."' Jackie, because he
is not only a delightful little

boy, but a really gifted actor

who troupes with all the

assurance of a Barrvmore.
Bobby, because he is an en-

dearing kid making his first

screen appearance and trying

oh, so hard to make good.

Jackie Coogan's little

brother Robert—Bobby
to you—makes a hit
in his first picture,
"Skippy,"just asJackie
did in Charlie Chap-
lin's "The Kid." Same
big cap and swea ter and

wistful look.

This is a close-up from thepic-
ture showing Jackie Cooper
as he cries over the loss of his
dog. The screen has never
seen a more touching scene.
Master Cooper is a former
member of "Our Gang."

Two boys and a dog—and
what fun and what pathos
they provide in "Skippy."
It's the picture that will si-

lence all censors of the screen.
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THE RADIO TITAN, INDOMITABLE SYMBOL OF
SCREEN LEADERSHIP, UNFURLS THE GOLDEN
BANNER OF A GLORIOUS NEWSHOW SEASON

!

RICHARD DIX
When Colossal "CIMARRON" swept triumphantly to the
screen, RADIO PICTURES set a new standard for itself and
the amusement world I... A standard of artistry and enter-
tainment that inspires RADIO'S 1931-32 program.

Thirty-six superlative productions . . . among them "THE
BIRD OF PARADISE," Richard Walton Tully's immortal play
with Dolores Del Rio.

"MARCH ETA," Glamorous romance of old Spain and
"FRONTIER," companion spectacle to "Cimarron" with its

stars, RICHARD DIX and IRENE DUNNE.

Fanny Hurst gives you "SYMPHONY OF SIX MILLION," in-

triguing story of Hollywood; and Wesley Ruggles, great
director, brings a penetrating drama of today, "ARE THESE
OUR CHILDREN?" Other attractions of road-show calibre

are "MIRACLE CITY" by Howard Estabrook and Willard
Mack's "THE DOVE" with Dolores Del Rio.

Great Pictures ... Great Stars ... Great Entertainment, the
reward for those who follow the RADIO TITAN on his Trium-
phant March to New Conquests.

LILY DAMITAAD D2 PICTURE
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD,
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Charlie Chaplin, as his friend,
young Fairbanks, sees him. He
may be the world's greatest panto-
mimist, but he is just a funny face

to Doug.'

Can this be the face that a million
maidens sigh for? No—it's just
Junior's impression of John Gil-
bert. Incidentally, Jack and Doug

are good pals.

Junior, How Could You?
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., caricatures a few of

his Hollywood friends. Are their faces red!

As Junior sees Senior. Did
Douglas Fairbanks take one
look at sonny's sketch and de-
cide to hunt tigers in India?

Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., or
our Mary of the curls, the pout,
and the purposeful chin—caught

by Doug, Jr.

Here's the profile that is said to

have inspired young Doug in his
own career. It belongs to Jawn

Barrymore.
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The Smart Screen Magazine

THE EDITOR'S PAGE

I

Delight Evans

T'S about time to do a little

attention-calling!

The most exciting thing

about this motion picture business

is the swift, sudden discovery of

new stars. Things may be a bit

dull; then

—

wham!—along comes

a fresh, smart youngster; or a blaz-

ing new beauty; and Hollywood and the world perks

up and looks about and takes a new lease on life.

And here's where you come in. You, and you,

and—yes, you over there. Without your okay a new

find has about as much chance as a 1910 silhouette

on a 1931 beach. It's your approval and applause

that securely establishes a newcomer. That's why I

wish you would keep your eyes open—well, if they

are open, then open them wider. You can be my
little scouts and watch out for talent. Do a Sam
Goldwyn—you know Sam picked Bill Haines, Eleanor

Boardman, Ronald Colman, Lily Damita, Constance

Bennett—and pick your winner and then let me know.

I'll put him or her over for you. Fame and fortune

positively guaranteed in two years! All I don't guar-

antee, in fact, is that I can get you a personally auto-

graphed photograph once the star is "over." No—
I can't promise that.

This Magazine has a way of picking them. 'Way
back in 1925—if it hurts to think back so far, just

make that "some time ago," but stay with

me

—

Screenland ran a piece called "The Most
Valuable Baby on Earth." At

the time, this baby was just a

few minutes old; but here was

his horoscope which said that

by the time he was eight, he'd

be world famous. The name of

the baby? Bobby Coogan!

If you've seen "Skippy," and

I hope you have, you know
that the littlest Coogan is

Have you heard about

the Scotchman who

wants to marry Greta

Garbo for her money?

already well on his way. He is a sweet, sensitive

kid with eyes as big and brown and wistful as his

big brother Jackie's. Paramount has signed Bobby,

too, to a real contract. And right here it might be

interesting to review some of the points brought up

by the astrologer who doped out Bobby's destiny. It

seems that Baby Coogan will be a screen star of

unusual ability, along emotional lines; and that he

will be a great financial success as well. According

to that horoscope there is artistic genius of a rare

sort, and it is added that if Bobby's directors are

wise, they will only suggest to the child what they

want him to do, and leave the details to the new Kid's

original imagination. Jackie, if we can believe the

'scope, will help Bobby at the start, but later each

may go his own way for business reasons. Fair

enough.

Watch Bobby Coogan. And don't forget we told

you. And here are more "I told you so's."

It was in 1929 that we selected Lew Ayres as a

coming star and invited you to watch him—no hard-

ship at all. When Connie Bennett came back to pic-

tures we told you, in her own words, why she came

back—and predicted she would be a bigger hit in

her second screen career than in her first, which she

left for marriage. We told you about Tallulah Bank-

head first, and advised you not to miss her—and now
they are saying that this blonde Alabama girl has

them all stopped. Wait and see. But meanwhile

watch the youngsters like Carman Barnes and Sidney

Fox and Sylvia Sidney and Eva-

lyn Knapp—we picked them,

too. And we gave you Phil

Holmes first—and how you

took him!

And now if you have any

other candidates let me know.

How about picking Dolores

Ethel Mae Barrymore as die

coming star of 1947?
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CKETEERS
Oh, yes—movie stars are fortune's darlings.

But they are also open targets for more
scheming sharp-shooters than any other nota-

bles. Read why they must learn to say "No!"

HP

Ben Lyon reveals
that he is bom-
barded with de-
mands touching
every branch of fly-

ing. Ben, with his
mother.

HE successful Hollywood screen star is a target

« for more scheming sharp-shooters and petty

J racketeers than any other notable in the public

gaze. Experience forces him to look with sus-

picion on every stranger who approaches him, and much
time and money have been saved by the almost universal

filmland custom of saying no to every question and
demand.

Repeated burnings have made Hollywood not only

afraid of fire, but of smoke ;
sparks and dead embers

as well.

Borrowers of money are the chief and most fre-

quent offenders. Salesmen offering everything from a

40-acre estate in the south of France to a chance in the

Havana lottery stand on almost every street corner and
at every studio gate, waiting for star victims.

Whether Hollywood
wants it or not it has the

reputation of being an

easy money town, and the

"gimme boys" are out to

get some of it. And not

only the boys who operate

within the shadow of the

studios. Each incoming

mail brings pleas, threats,

demands and proposals

from all over the world,

and from all sorts and
conditions of people.

The most frequent re-

quest made of women
stars is for dresses and
dress accessories, accord-

ing to Bebe Daniels. An
especially well-chosen and
attractive gown, worn in

the briefest of scenes in a

picture, will be noted with

envy by millions of wom-
en, and of these millions

five hundred or more will

write in to praise it—and
to ask for it.

"I could give away not

only my entire wardrobe,
but a wardrobe ten hun-
dred times its size every
month," Miss Daniels

admits. "Many of the letters are from obviously de-

serving cases. In reply to them I do what I can. but
I'd have to have the combined fortune of the Rocke-
fellers, the Fords and the Morgans to meet every request

made of me."
Ben Lyon reveals that he is an open target for every

fly-by-night (that is not an attempt at humor) airplane

and aviation scheme on two continents. Ever since the

world became aware that he is one of Hollywood's most
ardent and active aviation pilots, he has been bombarded
with offers touching every branch of the flying industry.

"Much of my mail of this sort comes from inventors

and pseudo-inventors who claim to have a device or ship

which will revolutionize aviation,"' says Lyon. "Jules

Verne had no imagination at .all compared to that mani-

fested by some of the cranks who write to me, describing

Doug Fairbanks,
Jr., a favorite
for the marks-
men, had four-
teen new tele-

phone numbers
in ten months!

Dorothy Mackaill had to dodge an oil-stock
salesman who said he'd been sent by "your

friend, John Barrymore."
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OLLYWOOD
By

Brian Herbert
a contraption or contrivance in which they want me to

invest."

An offer frequently made to screen stars is that seek-

ing their help toward a Hollywood career. Many have
been approached on the street and through the mail by
ambitious souls who offer a percentage of their wages
if the star only will help them get a job before the

cameras.

"You can do it easily," they say, "and I'll give you
half of what I earn for the next five years. All I want
is one chance."

Dick Barthelmess seems to be the particular victim

chosen by these ambitious hopefuls. Especially during
his frequent visits to New York.
Hotel bellhops, waiters, waitresses,

the man on the street, and even cab

drivers tell their troubles to Dick
and wind up with the plea, "Get me
in the movies

!"

Radio salesmen, bond salesmen,

vacuum cleaner salesmen, automo-
bile salesmen, real estate agents, oil

promoters, race track tipsters, and
easy-money operators of all descrip-

tions track and trail the famous
screen star in all his wanderings.

Some are unbelievably ingenious in

finding out telephone numbers, and
for this reason the average Holly-

wood star has the 'phone company
give him a new listing once each

month or oftener.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., a favorite

for the marksmen, had fourteen

new telephone numbers in ten

months.
"I changed it so often I never

could remember it myself," he ad-

mits with the grin that has done so

much to advance his career.

Fraudulent charity schemes are

bobbing up in Hollywood almost

every time the clock ticks. Lacking
the time to investigate them all, the

average screen star makes it a prac-

tice to ignore them, and only when
the Community Chest or the Motion
Picture Relief Fund solicitors come
around does he get out the well-

worn check book.

Studios take extreme care to see

that players and directors are pro-

tected while on the lot, but occa-

sionally some wily book salesman or

insurance peddler will find a hole in

the fence and slip onto the stages.

A few days ago one such individ-

ual sneaked his wav to the set where

"/ could give away not only my
entire wardrobe, but one ten
hundred times its size every
month," says Bebe Daniels.

A flunky in a New York hotel
serves the tea and says to Dick
Barthelmess: "Get me in the
movies, yes, sir?" Dick seems to be

the victim of the hopefuls.

Dorothy Mackaill and her com-
pany were filming "The Reckless
Hour" at the First National stu-

dios. Approaching Miss Mackaill,

Conrad Nagel, H. B. Warner and
other members of the troupe in

turn, he represented himself as

having been sent by "your friend

John Barrymore, who did not

want you to miss this opportunity
for quick return." The man was
selling stock in a newly-formed oil

company. Barrymore never had
seen him.

When all-talking, all-singing, all-

dancing productions were the vogue
Hollywood was over-run with
dancing schools of all kinds, sorts

and sizes. Tap dancing, ballet,

acrobatic, soft shoe, eccentric and
"Spring-is-here" studios were on
every corner, street and alley. But
now the racket has somewhat
abated. The same could be said

for schools of the voice when talk-

ing pictures first appeared. Some
were legitimate. Many were not.

Until recently one of Holly-

wood's chief sore spots was the

schools for motion picture acting

that attracted a gullible and eager

clientele. Recent activity by the

Los Angeles city prosecutor re-

lieved this situation.

It is true that Hollywood is an
easy-money town. But it's not

nearly so easy as it was.
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CRY,
BABY!
MR. and Mrs. Coye Watson

have done more than

their bit for motion pic-

tures. For lo, these

many years, they have been con-
tributing actors and actresses to the

sum total of the Hollywood scheme
until today they have, if you please,

eight little Watsons working in the

studios ! And of the eight, Delmar,
age four, is the brightest and busi-

est ; I'm going to tell you about him.
The Watson clan is Hollywood's royal family of the

screen, from a standpoint of talent as well as numerical
weight. From Coye, Junior, now 18, to Garry, two years
of age, they are by, of and for the cameras. Eight
youngsters : five boys and three girls, all of them trained

and ready for the first part that comes along, each of

them an experienced Thespian.
Coye Watson, progenitor of this amazing Rooseveltian

family, is the coach, guide and counsellor of the fireside

circle. He has trained for the cameras in turn Coye, 18;
Vivian, 16; Gloria, 14; Louise, II

;
Harry, 9; Billy, 7;

Delmar, 4 ; and Garry, 2. Coye, pere, knows his motion
picture art. He has been a part of the business for 15
years, specializing, as one of his several cards reads, in

:

"Motion picture piano wire and mechanical gags."

A "piano wire" or "mechanical gag," if you must
know, is the thing that made the magic carpet fly in

Don't feel sorry for the little

boy who cries in "We Three."

It's his job and he loves it!

On the "We Three" set, with
Coye Watson—the man kneel-
ing, with cap—coaxing tears
from one of his eight little act-

ing Watsons, Delmar.

Here's Delmar between scenes.
He's a happy little boy who
only cries when daddy asks
him to. It' s all a game to him.

By

Garret Fox
Douglas Fairbanks' picture, "The
Thief of Bagdad," the 54 swimmers
swim in "The Black Pirate," and
the Hairy Brute climb in "The
Gorilla." Coye Watson, while not

coaching a little Watson for a part,

did those things.

The bright particular star of the

family group is Delmar, the four-

year-old. A few Sundays ago, in

that magazine section that comes as

a part of your Sunday paper, you
saw Delmar's picture in a very special pose. He was
that little fellow whose likeness hangs in the London
Salon of Photography, under the title "Broadcasting"

;

a picture of a wailing infant, clad in overalls, standing

with mouth wide, tears on cheeks, one hand to his ear

and the other extended in an Atlas-like attitude. That
picture bids to make Delmar internationally famous.

Just now, today that is, Delmar is the only one of the

family working. He is playing an important part with
Ben Lyon and Rose Hobart in First National's "We
Three." Together they are the trio of the title. As far

as the picture itself is concerned Delmar probably will

walk away with it. No adult actor has a chance against

a youngster-—-any more than he has a chance in a scene

with a flag or a dog. And no aspersions cast at any of

them.
The simple secret of the {Continued on page 106)
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Call Her

T B I N
That's what Genevieve calls

herself—and she should know

By

Marie House

SHE calls herself Tobin. She's the golden-haired

Genevirya of the Universal lot.

But of course you've heard of Genevieve
Tobin. When all of the hair-tearing producers

of talkies went prospecting in New York, "Tobin"
became the trophy out at Universal City. One of

those big names featured in expensive Broadway
lights—and what chagrin, Cinemaland refused to

be impressed! What if she was Polly
in "Polly Preferred?'' What if she

did co-feature with Henry Hull in

"The Youngest?" What if she did

score in London in "The Trial of

Mary Dugan" or was the reason why
"Fifty Million Frenchmen" couldn't

be wrong? What if she played in

"Little Old New York" for seasons?

Everyone knows "Little Old New
York" was a Marion Davies pic-

ture ! But since "A Lady Surren-

ders" movieland has, too—and it's

a different story about "Tobin."

Just wait and "Seed" will show
them something else again !

Genevieve plays the part of the

woman who wins a husband
away from his wife and five

large-eyed children.

"It's really too bad,"

mourns Tobin. "All of the

She's very smart and cor-
rect and vivid, with lots of
vivacious gestures, this
Genevieve Tobin who is

Universal' s trophy from
the Broadway stage.
You liked her in "A
Lady Surrenders."
You'll like her even
more in "Seed,"
with John Boles.

sympathy is bound to be with the wife. I feel sorry for

her myself. 1 can't help but feel that as the woman who
is the man's real inspiration, I haven't any right to him
and when the audience takes one look at those big

brown-eyed children—they'll feel that way, too
!"

Oh well, lots of other "other women" are popular
;

we try to be consoling. Look at Dietrich and Garbo
and sirens like that. They steal the men and just

Mk^ look at them.

But that is different, insists Gene-
ieve; and on second thought, it is.

Genevieve, domiciled with her
lother—she's one of those "mother
nows best" kind—is a nice girl. It's

do bad but you simply can't dig up
ny scandal about her. She's vivid,

nth lots of vivacious gestures. She's

retty, and very smart and correct.

>he wears the right thing, being well

sed without making a fuss about

Well dressed in the manner of

lglish women who wear their

clothes as if they'd always had
them.

Picture her curled up with

her feet under her in a big

chair, wearing a swagger
and quite inconspicu-

ous suit of brown
woolen, with short-

sleeved yellow
knitted sweater,

brown and
. white sports

pumps, and
(Contin-

\ ued on

V page
\ 123)
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John Barrymore
How her husband coached

Dolores for her screen come-back

By

Gary Gray

T h e Barry-
more Voice is

famous on
stage and
screen. Now
John is teach-
ing Dolores
Costelloallthe
intonations
for her new
screen career.
Here's a hus-
band who not
only gives his
wife every-
thing she
wants in the
way of a beauti-
ful home, cars,
and jewels—
but is giving
her a grand
new voice as

well'

JOHN BARRYMOR
Costello a new voice

!

Not an easy matter, perhaps,

easy as more material things.

As, for example, when Mrs. John Barrymore
needs a dress-maker, a hair-dresser, a dentist, a

doctor, she sends for the best she can get like any
other American woman versed in the art of com-
fortable living. But when she desired to lower
her voice for her return to the talking screen,

that was something else again. And she found
all of the help she needed right at home.
You will remember, no doubt, that Dolores Costelio

helped to usher in the era of talking pictures at the time
the Warner Brothers brought about no small upheaval
into the industry with the debut of the Yitaphone. In
those days her voice, nat-

Not so

HPf

urally soft and well-mod-
ulated, recorded in a

higher pitch than it

actually seemed to pos-

sess.

This was not consid-

ered detrimental in the

youthful ingenue roles

Miss Costello was play-

ing at that time. But
with her return to the
screen and with her deci-

When Mrs. John Barrymore needs a dress-

maker, a hair-dresser, or a dentist, she sends

for the best she can get. But when she

wanted to lower her voice for her return to

the talkies, she found all the help she needed

right at home!

sion to play more mature and sophisticated parts, such

as Noyla Noycs in her return picture. "Expensive
Women," it was believed both by studio and star that

a lower voice was more desirable.

The Barrymore family

is probably more famous
for its voices than for

any other one histrionic

gift. They are low-

pitched voices, almost
throaty. Ethel Barry-
more has one of the low-

est, most unusual voice?

on the American stage.

When John Barrymore
planned his famous pro-

duction of "Hamlet"
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gives Dolores Costello

A NEW VOICE!
some years ago, he took a series of lessons from a
famous voice teacher for the sole purpose of perfecting

his own qualifications, generally considered more than
good enough, to read those immortal lines.

'"I had to make over my voice," Barrymore declares,

"and work unceasingly on intonations."

So what could be more natural than for Dolores Cos-
tello Barrymore to receive help and expert tutelage

from her husband in the privacy of the Barrymore
home during the months of preparation for her return

to the screen?

Voice experts agree that nothing so improves and
enriches the human voice as exercises reading profound
and serious literature, particularly blank verse, and more
especially. Shakespeare. Barrymore adds "The Sermon
on the Mount" and Lincoln's

"Gettysburg Address" as "simple

things of great beauty" which are

valuable for the same purpose.

Rules were laid down by Barry-

more and passed on to his wife

Dolores, as svelte as when she
first appeared in "The Sea
Beast," stages a come-back in

"Expensive Women."

from his own experience. There was much reading

aloud from these masterpieces. There were diaphragm
exercises, instructions as to proper breathing, care with

intonations, use of the soft pallet or the nasal cavities.

There is no evidence that Dolores Costello rehearsed

the now famous gutteral line always connected with

Ethel Barrymore, "That's all there is—there isn't any
more." But she did spend long, leisurely hours with

her husband practicing intonation and low register dic-

tion.

And now that she has acquired a new voice—a Barry-

more voice—she is ready for a career again.

She has returned to the talking screen after two
years of happy retirement with reservations. Her con-

tract with the Warner Studio is an optional one with

Miss Costello exer-

cising the options.

She is to make one
picture and then de-

cide.

When that one
picture, "Expensive
Women," is com-
pleted, she will em-
bark on a summer
cruise with her hus-

band and their in-

fant daughter, Do-
lores Ethel Mae,
aboard the Infanta.

By then she will

know if it is possible

to combine happily

the business of being

wife and mother with
what she considers the

less important business

of being a motion pic-

ture star.

"I hope I can," she
says.

Dolores Ethel Mae
was almost a year old

when her mother re-

turned to the studio to

begin her picture. Only
a few months before,

the mother had been
questioned about her

probable return to the

screen. She had only

smiled, thoughtfully.

"I have been so com-
pletely happy here," she

countered, looking
about her in the garden
of the interesting hill-

top home. "I dislike to

think of leaving, even
{Continued on page 1 IS )

Lovely as ever,

isn't she?
Here's a close-
up ofMiss Cos-
tello as she
looks in her
new picture.

If "Expensive
Women" is a
hit, Dolores will
stay on the
screen. If not,
she'll be per-
fectly happy to
retire perma-
nently as Mrs.
John Barrymore.
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Phil Holmes today, who tells you his own story, be-
ginning in this issue. He said: "It will probably be a
rotten continuity job!" but we told him to go ahead—
to be himself and let us worry about the results. Well,
we're not worrying, for we know you'll like this frank
account of the life and times of a young actor who,
one of these days, will be second to none among the
stars of the screen. Remember SCREENLAND first called
your attention to Lew Ayres—and look at Lew now!

1HAD every intention, before this was begun, of

reading up a few of the better biographies, study-
ing the accepted form and thinking up a few bright

innovations of my own. But what with one thing
and another, I just didn't seem to get around to it.

Therefore, my life story—as if anyone cared—will prob-
ably be piecemeal and a rotten continuity job. My memory
is nothing if not spotty. I can remember incidents which
took place when I was four or five—and very dull in-

cidents they are, too—but that doesn't mean anything,
for there are whole periods in my life which are com-
pletely blank (in retrospect). As I look back, it would
appear that I went into frequent comas—making gaps in

my recollection that can only be traced by the school I

went to that year. And you will see that I apparently
did little besides change schools

!

To begin at the very beginning is the simplest plan, J

suppose, but it will annoy Mother, who is, to this day,
painfully embarrassed about the circumstances surround-

Phillips

HOLMES'
Own Story
The life and career—so far—of the fast-

est rising young man on the screen.

Watch Phil. SCREENLAND predicts he
will be among the first great stars in

popularity and performance within two
years. And we picked Lew Ayres!

As told by

Phillips Holmes
To Margaret Keid

ing my birth. I don't like to annoy her by revealing them,
but who am I to disregard a claim to a unique entry into

the world ?

My mother was Edna Phillips before her marriage to

Taylor Holmes, my father. She was a Shakespearean
actress and met my father during E. H. Sothern's first

production of "Hamlet," in which Mother was the Player
Queen and Dad played Rosencranc. They are, inciden-

tally, just about the grandest people I've ever known

—

and that, regardless of our relationship. After they were
married, they both continued on the stage. At the time
of my anticipated arrival, Dad was under contract to

llelasco. He had just finished a tour in "The Music
Master" and was playing a brief engagement in Ramona
Park, a suburb of Grand Rapids—principally because

Mother thought it would be a fine idea to go there so

she could shop for furniture

!

They liked the lake at Ramona Park, and one day
decided to go fishing. They did, had a grand time, caught

their first fish, and had it cooked at the hotel for dinner.

The next morning, Mother woke up in acute discomfort.

As the pain intensified, she and Dad were alarmed and
wondered what it could be. Then they realized—the fish

they had caught and eaten yesterday had not been good,

and here was Mother with an attack of ptomaine poi-

soning. Dad hastily summoned a doctor, who listened to

their explanation, looked at Mother and smiled indul-

gently at these young babes-in-the-wood. And a few
hours later, I was born—removing all stigma from the

fair name of the accused fish!

I was probably the homeliest baby that ever wounded
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a mother's pride. I was red and completely bald—devoid

even of fluff on my shining pate until I was a year old.

But to Mother, who had immediately become rather fond
of me, I was beautiful—but only for a short while. As
soon as she was able to travel, Dad took her borne to

New York, where all the layettes and what you call 'ems

had been prepared in expectation of a more timely ar-

rival. On the train were two ladies—the kind who coo
and gush over any baby, just because it's a baby. They
promptly accosted Mother.

"Oh, we just must see the baby," they twittered. "Do
let us have one little peek."

So Mother opened the coverlets and proudly exposed
my countenance. The ladies took one look, then another

—and after an embarrassed pause, walked away without

saying one word. Poor Mother !

When I was two months
old, Dad was doing "The
Grand Army Man" in New
York and they needed a

baby to be carried on in the

third act. Mother took me
down to the theatre but

David Belasco looked at me
and decided that I wasn't

the type, that I would prob-

ably start crying in the mid-

dle of the scene. I guess I

gave the appearance of an

irascible infant who would
bawl at any moment—and

did.

It was, however, not until

I was eighteen months old

that I seriously set about

being a nuisance to my par-

ents. By then, Dad was tour-

ing in "The Grand Army
Man" and Mother was doing

a vaudeville sketch called

Phil was al-

ways a snappy
dresser.'He was
prettyproud of
his new hat
when, at the
age of six, he
posed for this
photograph

.

Those big, blue
eyes that are
making girlish

hearts flutter

these days look
wide and seri-

ous in Phil's
baby picture.

A kindergarten
group which in-
cluded a future
film star.
There's Phil on
the right with
the anchor on
his chest, and
next to him,
with the rib-
bons, Ruth, his
first romance!

"Lost. A Kiss." I was in Chicago with

my grandmother, and proceeded to con-

tract pneumonia in an important way.
Mother heard of it in New Orleans and
rushed frantically to Chicago. Dad had
just gotten back to New York and was
tied up there with a new show, and go-

ing crazy with worry about me. And
at that moment, the wires between Chi-

cago and New York were blown down
by a storm and there was no means of

telegraphic communication. Dad was
wandering around the Players' Club, looking like a ghost,

when a newspaperman—a friend of his—spotted him
and asked what was the matter. When Dad told him,
the man rushed him out to the newspaper office, pulled

about fifty strings and turned over to him the use of

the special Associated Press wires, the only ones repaired.

And for three days I was News, Mother and Dad com-
municating over the sacred Press wires.

I remember being four years old, because that was
the time of my first great love. Her name was Ruth and
she attended the kindergarten in New York which I had
just entered. Ruth was extremely beautiful, with big

eyes and alluring curls and, during school-hours, I sat

and gazed at her, completely enslaved.

From there, as I said, my recollections are sporadic.

My childhood seemed to consist, principally, of a suc-

cession of schools. You see. Dad of ten played engagements
in Chicago and Mother, not wanting to be separated

from him, would pick me up and go along. In Chicago,

we usually lived with my grandmother—Dad's mother.
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The first school I

attended after kinder-

garten was the Le
Grange School in Chi-

cago. I remember lit-

tle about that period

except skiing— very

badly, but with great

aplomb. I do remem-
ber our departure and
my noisy anguish be-

cause I wasn't allowed

to take my kitten,

which Grandmother
had given me, back to

New York. I sat on
her comfortable lap

and argued that I

didn't see why the

kitten couldn't be
packed in one of the

trunks. Grandmother
gave me very good
reasons why this was
impossible.

"And besides," she

added, "it would be
better, anyway, for you to get another one in Xew York.
This little cat has fleas."

"Well, Grandmother," I reproached her sagely, "we
all have to have something, you know."
The dialogue of this incident, I admit, was recalled to

me by Mother, who was impressed by such profundity
—after the manner of mothers. It is Mother, too, who
recalls the circumstances of my first spanking—my only
one, by the way ; which should warn parents to smack
their children often, lest they grow up to be movie actors!

Anyway, I was on an allowance of ten cents a week

—

the idea being to teach me the value of money. Vain
hope ! I began coming home with picture-books and toys

and marbles—things I could never have purchased legit-

imately. Mother asked me where I was getting them
and, after stalling around a bit, I admitted that a kind
gentleman, whom I met even- morning on the way to

school, gave them to me. Mother was highly shocked
and threatened to stop my allowance then and there.

The Holmes family. Left to right, Taylor Holmes, Phillips,
his mother, his brother Ralph, and his sister Madeline.
Phil is named after his mother, whose maiden name was

Edna Phillips.

"All right," I cried,

"you can keep your old

allowance. I can make
more money on the out-

side, anyhow."
Perhaps it was the

whaling I got that in-

tercepted what might
have been a brilliant ca-

reer in larceny.

We moved to Forest
Hills when I was seven.

The identifying time-

marks are the beginning
of the War and the

birth of Madeline, my
sister. And I also re-

member my teacher at

the school I went to in

Forest Hills. She was
a young German wom-
an— gentle, intelligent

and marvellously under-
standing. I remember
taking walks with her,

when she tried to ex-

plain to me the beauty
of tolerance and warned me against falling prey to the
hatred of the entire German race that prevailed at that

time. I was an ardent, though uncomprehending, disciple

—mostly because she was such a very pretty teacher.

Oh, yes, and it was also in Forest Hills that I acquired
my first chum. His name was Dick Fancy and he used
to lick me regularly because I said I was going to Har-
vard and he claimed Yale as the only possible spot for

a man. Dick and I used to sneak through the fence at

Forest Hills and watch the championship tennis tourna-
ments. And one day I showed up at home three hours
late for lunch. Mother put me to bed for the rest of the

day. That punishment, too, was the first and last of its

kind—Mother apparently being a very faint-hearted dis-

ciplinarian. It didn't work out so well anyway, since

Molly—my sweet Canadian nurse—couldn't stand it any
longer by five o'clock and let me up, gave me a dime to

buy some seeds and I spent the twilight planting a gar-

den, with the calm self-satisfaction of a rewarded martyr.

A production of "Twelfth Night" by the Harvard Military Academy included among the cast one Phillips
Holmes. He's the last boy on the right—and willyou look at that wig!
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Phillips Holmes' life

story—short in years,

but packed with color

and interest!

When I was eight, I attended the

Collegiate School on Seventy-seventh

Street in New York. The pupils wore
military caps, rather like those worn
in the Civil War, and flashing swords.

I never lost the thrill of wearing those

insignia of importance. Each time I

crossed Broadway, to and from
school, I was quite convinced that,

were I to hold up my hand, all traffic

would immediately stop and the po-

licemen come to attention. I wanted
terribly to try it, but something inside

warned me not to—so I continued

blithely in my earnest belief.

I think that the next in the educa-

tion series was that interval which
stabbed my soul with an agonizing-

shame. We were in Chicago and
Mother sent me to the University for

Girls. It is true that they had classes

for small boys, but the humiliation of

attending a girls' school could not be
qualified. I sulked continually, but

Mother refused to heed because the

French teacher was excellent and I

was learning such beautiful French. I

remember thinking
—

"just like a
woman !"

It was during this period that

Ralph, my brother, was born. Dad
was playing in "His Majesty Bunker
Bean" at the time and his managers
wanted Mother to name the baby
"Bunker Bean, Junior." Finally, with
considerable disgust, she did relent

enough to put "Bunker Bean, Junior"
in the corner of the announcement
cards.

The next school was Swift, also in

Chicago, where I was subjected to a
Navajo coat which I loathed and
where a boy named Herbert Cline

persecuted me. He was, even then,

a clever artist and would draw pic-

tures of me lying on the ground with
a black eye and in the last death
throes and captioned "This is how
you'll look when I get through with you after school

!"

The terror this instilled in me grew so intense that one
day I just wouldn't go to school at all. Finally, Molly
wormed out of me what was the matter and urged me
to go and lick him. She bolstered up my courage so

that I went to school next day and was so fresh that

Herbert didn't offer to fight, drew no more pictures and
we even became friends. Just a few days ago, I had a
letter from him—he is now a promising commercial
artist.

We returned to New York when I was nine, but I

had hardly started in at Collegiate again when Dad
signed with the old Triangle company. That meant Cali-

fornia and we all trekked across country to make our
first acquaintance with Hollywood. New Yorkers all, we
turned up our respective and collective noses at the sight

of the shabby old Santa Fe Station in Los Angeles and

A remarkable study of Phillips Holmes as Clyde Griffi ths in "An American
Tragedy," the picturization of Theodore Dreiser' s novel, directed by
Josef von Sternberg. In this picture Phil gives a performance that tops

his portrayals in "Her Man" and "The Criminal Code."

continued to sniff audibly all the way out to the strange

conglomeration of orange groves, cheap stores, patches

of desert aridness and monotonous bungalows that was
Hollywood at that time. Most people, thinking of me
as a comparative newcomer, forget that I can stroke a
long, white beard and remember Hollywood "when."

I think we were here for about two and a half years
that first time, but always with trips east every few
months. I went to Harvard Military School in L. A.
and one of my classmates was Douglas Fairbanks. Junior.

It was in the nature of a reunion, since my family had
known his family in the east and young Doug and I were
already old friends.

Ralph and Madeline and I were allowed very little

contact with Dad's new trade, the movies, so I have no
reminiscences of pictures in The Old Days, although it

was then that I was first intro- (Continued on pucjc 110)
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Robert Montgomery has the scribble-pad habit, not
only while talking at the telephone, but even in general
conversation. His friends often feel his thoughts are

elsewhere when Bob gets that far-away look.

^Hollywood's

BAD
HABITS

OF COURSE, you understand, in a general way,
our manners in Hollywood are impeccable.
But most of our starry ones have managed to
retain some naughty tricks that Emily Tost

would shudder to observe !

There was an old Phil May cartoon which depicted a
horrified cockney spouse gazing at her erring husband,
who held a saucer full of tea poised for easy blowing.
"Good 'eavens. Bill," she was gasping, "it's orl right to
slush hit hin the sorcer, but yer mustn't blow hit!"'

In somewhat the same way our glamorful Mr. and
Airs. Douglas Fairbanks evidently think it is quite all

right to chew a little gum once in a while, so long as
they do it in the dark. What a chuckle we had one night
at a grand premiere in Hollywood, watching Doug and
Mary chewing solemnly, in the firm belief that no one
would know in the dark. We never did discover how
they parked their gum. though.

Doug, too, has a naughty little trick of balancing him-
self back and forth on his toes while he is talking.

"
Can't

keep still. But, of course, the doctors say that is very
good for the tummy line.

Charlie Chaplin's worst habit is being temperamental
about working hours. The entire staff must be on the
lot on time, just in case Charlie might want to work that
da)'—but he is quite likely never to show up for days

Joan Crawford loves
to sit on one foot.
She will start de-
murely with both
feet on the floor like
a well-behaved
young lady — but
pretty soon she for-
gets! Above, Joan's

favorite pose.

In spite of her poise in
pictures, Norma
Shearer has a little

nervous school-girl
giggle that is most
unexpected—and
most endearing, too.

Wally Beery can be a perfect gentleman for
ever so long, but the moment he sits down
to table, he lets himself go. Good food is

Wally' s pet diversion.



$2,500.00 ^ Prizes!

First Prize

Second Prize

Third Prize

Fourth Prize

Fifth Prize

Ten Prizes

of $50. each

Five Prizes

of $25. each

$1,000.00

500.00

200.00

STAR SHADOW
CONTEST!

Brown
Brothers ^

Dorothy Lee

Here's Dorothy Lee in the act of doing what you'll
be doing—selecting a picture of a star in SCREEN-
LAND and planning to fit it to its shadow in our
contest. No—you won't find a clue here; this pic-
ture is for decorative purposes only. Butyou may
be sure that Hollywood is as keenly interested in
this contest as you are. Now turn the page and
read the rules; then do a Dorothy Lee and be a

winner.

How accurate is your memory?
Do you retain correctly in your
mind the form and proportions of
your screen favorites?

Personality is the inseparable
attribute of each of us. Even our
shadows bear the indelible imprint
of our characters. Can you tell

which stars cast the shadows
printed on the next two pages?

If you can, you are in line to
win one of the prizes offered in

this novel contest!

See Next Page—Try For P%ize



Somewhere in this issue of SCREENLAND are the

pictures of the stars which conform in size and

shape to the silhouettes printed on these two pages.

There are four star shadows—can you find their

originals? Some page in this issue bears the picture

of the star which exactly fits each shadow. These

heads when cut out or traced or copied will match

up perfectly with the black flat silhouettes you see

here.

Can you spot them? Can you carry in your

mind's eye the proportions of the shadow and, as

you look through the magazine, mentally test each

photograph-head for shape and size? It will be a

fascinating game, and to the successful contestant

the prize money will be a fitting reward for the

skill and care expended.

After you are convinced that you have found

the head that fits the shadow, cut out or trace or

copy the head carefully and paste it upon the sil-

houette. Then remove or trace or copy the puzzle

picture—that is, the original shadow with its cor-

rect photograph or copy pasted upon it.

If you have found the correct picture in the mag-
azine, you will find that the head just matches the

shadow, so that when the head is pasted upon the

shadow, none of the black will show. Of course you-

must match the amount of bust to be left with the

head, but that is a part of the puzzling details! And
of course you will follow the same procedure with

each of the four pictures and shadows in this issue.

How To Enter The

Here are their shadows—can you find the photo-

graphs to fit them? Each picture of each star is on

some page in this issue of SCREENLAND. When you

find a star whose picture would just fit this or that

shadow, cut out or trace the head and as much of the

body as needed to cover all the black. Place the picture

over the black and write or typewrite the name of the

star beneath the pasted picture—you will see the

dotted line and space left for you to fill in.

The best way to do is to decide first whether the

shadow is that of a man or a woman; then, fixing in

your mind's eye the size of the head, look through this

issue of the Magazine. You will be surprised how
hard it is, but for those who accomplish it, the prize

will well repay them. When preparing your solution

for submission use all your skill and care, for it is

your neatness and accuracy that will count.

There is no ruling as to the method of mounting the

sixteen pictures when they are finished, nor is the mat-
ter of assembling the sixteen a matter of rule. Just

use your taste and good sense and the judges will use

theirs—and may the best boys and girls win!

<~*lLs <-^> <-^L, <-^L,

<-^L. <-%IL, <~Ssl>



Star Shadow Contest

All set? Read all the rules and advice on these two
pages and you'll be ready to enter this Star Shadow
Contest. The whole thing should be done with neat-

ness and accuracy and taste, if you want to win some

of that $2,500.00 prize money!

The name of each star must be filled in on the dotted

line beneath each star shadow, when you have com-

pleted the identifying process.

After you have completed the puzzle pictures,

hold them until you can send in the entire set of

sixteen at the same time. Four of the sixteen are

presented here. Next month—the August issue

—

there will be four more, followed by another four, in

the September number, and the final set of four in the

October issue.

In other words, Star Shadow puzzle pictures for

your entertainment and profit in four issues of

SCREENLAND. Sharpen your wits, get the whole

family together 'round the good old library table,

use your imaginations, and have a lot of fun

—

then send in your sixteen completed, pasted-up Star

Shadow pictures to the judges.

'""Sik^ '"^^ <~5^-> r^t>

The Rules of the SCREENLAND Star Shadow Contest:

1. Twenty cash prizes will be paid by SCREENLAND Magazine as

follows:

First Prize $1,000.00

Second Prize 500.00

Third Prize 200.00

Fourth Prize 100.00

Fifth Prize 75.00

Ten prizes of $50.00 each 500.00

Five prizes of $25.00 each 125.00

2. In four issues—July, August, September and October numbers

—

SCREENLAND is publishing cut puzzle pictures of well-known mo-
tion picture actors and actresses. Four complete cut puzzle pic-

tures will appear in each issue. Each cut puzzle picture will

consist of a silhouette, or shadow. In the same issue of the maga-
zine with this shadow will be a photograph of some actor or
actress which will exactly fit the silhouette or shadow. When the

photographs are properly located, cut out and pasted upon the
shadows, the names added and the whole rectangular puzzle pic-

ture removed from the magazines, there will be sixteen separate
portraits. $2,500.00 in prizes as specified in Rule No. 1, will be
paid to the persons sending in the nearest correctly named and
most neatly arranged sets of sixteen portraits.

3. Do not submit any solutions or answers until after the fourth
set of cut puzzle pictures have appeared in the October issue.

Assembled pictures on the shadows must be submitted in sets of

sixteen only. Identifying names should be written or typewritten
below each complete portrait. At the conclusion of the contest
all solutions should be sent to The Star Shadow Contest Editors,
SCREENLAND Magazine, 45 West 45th Street, New York City. Be
sure your full name and complete address is written on, or at-
tached to your entry; that your entry is securely packed to guard
against damage in transit; and that it carries sufficient postage to
avoid delay.

4. Bear in mind that it costs absolutely nothing to enter this con-
test. Indeed, the contest is purely an amusement. You do not
need to be a subscriber or reader of SCREENLAND Magazine to
compete. You do not have to buy a single issue. You may copy
or trace the pictures from the originals in SCREENLAND Maga-
zine, and assemble the copied portrait with the copy of the
shadow. Copies of SCREENLAND Magazine may be examined at
the New York offices of the Magazine or at public libraries, free
of charge.

5. Aside from accuracy in assembling and identifying the cut puzzle
pictures, neatness in contestants' methods of submitting solu-
tions will be considered in awarding prizes. The sixteen cut puz-
zle pictures, or their drawn duplicates, must be assembled and
pasted or pinned together, with the name of the player written or
typewritten below.

6. The judges will be a committee of members of SCREENLAND
Magazine's staff. Their decision will be final. No relatives or
members of the household or anyone connected with this publica-
tion can submit solutions. Otherwise, the contest is open to
everyone everywhere.

7. In the case of ties for any of the prizes offered, the full amount
of the prize tied for will be given to each tying contestant.

8. The contest will close at midnight on October 20th. All solu-
tions received from the time the fourth set of pictures appears to
the moment of midnight on October 20th will be considered by the
judges. No responsibility in the matter of mail delays or losses
will rest with SCREENLAND Magazine. Send your answers as
soon as possible after the last set of cut puzzle pictures appears
in the October issue, which will be on sale on the newsstands on
or about September 1st. The prize winners will be announced in
the February 1932 issue of SCREENLAND.

9. Because of the time and labor required to re-pack and re-ship
thousands of entries, it will be impossible to return any of them.

<~sS&_> <"^sk_ <"^-v



GRETA (yARBO

An Etching



)

The Vikings' Daughter
Verse and etchings by Eliot Keen

The sagas of the Norsemen ring

With lusty paeans of conquests won;

But, Greta dear, until you came

No Viking liking had begun.

O Scrumptious Scandinavian!

Your charm is quite enslaving an'

Persuades us to convictions legion

For sveltes and Swedes and things Norwegian.

Now Viking claims are understood:

Carbo-like, they landed first—

They wouId!



Shalitt
——"

"

—"~~ ~"~~"~~~~~~

HE DID a Barrymore in "The Royal Family."

Now there are plans over at Paramount to star

him in a new version of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."

But if you think Fredric March will do a Barrymore

in that, you're wrong. He'll give his own conception

of the character.



"T7VER since that clever young Englishman, Cecil

I—' Beaton, descended on Hollywood with wit and

camera there has been a vogue for "different" portraits

or screen celebrities. This new picture of Kay Francis

with its stunning lights and shadows shows the Beaton

influence.



Right, an ensemble of "heavenly blue" crepe, with an
interesting jacket, cut with a novel sleeve treatment

and circular peplum.

Billie, above, makes a beautiful picture in this
cool, serene white chiffon, which clings to the
svelte Dove figure. The slight fullness in the
skirt is achieved, by godets of tiny ruffles.

A LITTLE

FASHION SHOW
The dress of the ensemble pictured above. It is

trimmed with small mirrors surrounded with
rhinestones; slightly bloused, then form-fitted
to the knees and falling in soft folds to the floor.



The black taffeta model at the left shows the
separate sleeve treatment . All edges are
finished with a smallpointed scallop. Like it?

Ivory white satin, bloused at the waist line,
stresses the tubular silhouette. The back treat-
ment is of particular interest with its crossed
bands and loops from the shoulders to the waist.

STARRING
BILLIE DOVE

Billie's pet pajama suit, which she is wearing at the left,

is carried out in her favorite colors—blue and white.
The bodice is of blue flat crepe, the trousers are white

shantung.



THE proudest man in Hollywood today and the

luckiest baby. Here's one of the very first formal

portraits of Harold Lloyd, Jr., whom his father calls

'Bud." The baby is still a little camera-shy but he'll

get over that when he knows us better.



CoNN I E

!

When screen audiences begin to call a
girl by her nickname, she has not only
arrived; she has come for a long stay.
Right after she made a little box-
office history in "Common Clay" you
began to write us letters about "Con-
nie." And so we knew that you had
picked a new star and intended to
keep her in the manner to which her

million had accustomed her.

u've seen her in "Born to Love" and she
warmer, more sympathetic than ever to

you. To her superb sophistication and talent
for clothes she has added a human touch. Her
forthcoming film, "The Common Law," gives

her her most popular r61e so far.



The kind of action that
conquered the tennis aces
of the world. William
Tilden in one of his series

of tennis pictures.

\

In his film series for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Tilden shows some of
the shots that won so
many honors for him.

The Big

Racketeer
Big Bill Tilden crashes a

new racket, the movies

Right, Big Bill gets some new
court angles in the "sights" of a
slow motion camera used to film

some scenes for his tennis shorts.



Big Bill demonstrates the grip for a back-
hand smash, one of the strokes that
made him the terror of the courts. Isn't
the screen going sporty, though.' Here's
Tilden -and Bobby Jones is starring for
Warners, and Vincent Richards is appear-
ing at Universal. Take your golf or ten-

nis lessons from the movies.'



The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
CONSTANCE BENNETT and JOEL MCCREA in "BORN TO LOVE"

Photographed by Emmett Schoenbaum, RKO-Pathe
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The Prodigal Daughter
Advance Note: Tallulah Bankhead is a

panic in her first picture, "Tarnished
Lady." That's why you'll want to read this

amusing story and find out all about her

TALLULAH BANKHEAD is her right name,
but in London she was known as the Alabama
Hell-cat, which was doubtless a source of un-
ending pleasure to her.

Tallulah is the girl who wouldn't wait for recognition.

She went to Europe to woo Fame. Fame didn't have a
chance.

For eight years she has held London captive. A
Bankhead premiere is the signal for pandemonium, as

it is known over there. Over here it would be termed
a riot. The natives form queues blocks long, standing
in line for days until the gallery opens. After her
performances crowds wait outside the stage entrance to

see the lady. Reporters are assigned to her as though
she were City Hall or the He de France. In London
Tallulah is a panic.

I doffed my prophetic robes just after the Wall Street

cataclysm, but I would venture the guess that Tallulah
is going to be a drawing-card
for Paramount in American
pictures. Of course it is possi-

ble that I was unduly dazzled

by Tallulah in person. It is pos-

sible that, the screen will fail

to capture her magnetic drive.

But I have faith in the cam-
Aid I've seen Tallulah.

She has been called "the Alabama Hell-
cat," and liked it! Garbo and Dietrich,
watch out! Paramount is calling Tallulah
"the woman every woman wants to be!"

era.

At luncheon in gay Astoria,

with actors made up to re-

semble society people and so-

ciety people made up to re-

She has light brown hair, a
willowy figure that pleases her,
and a slender, knowing face.

By

Rowley Trench

semble actors, Miss Bankhead graciously motioned me
to sit at her right. "My better profile," she explained.

She has returned to America to see if the streets

are really lined with gold. She is here to do "Tarnished
Lady" written especially for her by Donald Ogden Stew-
art, whose hilarious "Haddocks Abroad" resulted in

the sometimes hilarious "Finn and Hattie."

Tallulah Bankhead is energy compact, talking quickly,

entertainingly, brightly. Words tumble over them-
selves in their haste to express her thoughts. "I find

pictures delightful, really, because they're new and
different. I was definitely fed up on the stage ; the

crowds; the parties; the bores; the newspapers. li

was all so much the same after each play opened and
after each succeeding night of a run. Here, you see,

I have different work every day. The sheer novelty

of it enthralls me. My friends, I daresay, should be
amazed to hear me so enthusiastic. But I am. I am a con-

vert to the great god Cinema."
All this should be read at

double quick time to produce
the effect Tallulah produces.
And then it would be slow.

She came out of Alabama in

the early twenties to be chosen
one of a group of winners in a
beauty contest. There was no
sequel, so she embarked for

London, having made no mark
in the one or two American

{Continued on page 120)

In "Tarnished Lady" the su-
per-sophisticate has touching
scenes with a baby actor.
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What do Screen Stars

Think About?
WHO said picture people never talk about any-

thing serious?

Who said they never think because most of

them can't? Who said Hollywood was dumb?
It is a tense game of the survival of the fittest, this

professional racket ! The players are constantly up
against all sorts of trickery, petty meanness, generosity,

life's emotions at highest and lowest peak. They rub
shoulders with every class of life's children, at their

worst and at their best. Each must sink or swim on his

own merits. No one cares what happens to the other

fellow. It is no game for a weakling and certainly no
game for a lazy thinker!

Professional people have perhaps the most solid and
definite ideas on life of any class, because to most of

them it has been a con-

stant struggle against

odds of one sort or an-

other. Professional life

is eternal conflict.

Knowing all this and
hearing the conversation

on the set that afternoon,

I started out on a quest

of professional philoso-

phies first hand.

Richard Dix was my
first victim. He defined

philosophy as "one's in-

dividual reaction to life.

"Then it must, of
course, be as changeable

as the events and the

circumstances of one's

surroundings and one's

age," he said.

"Life is an interesting

adventure to youth, an
conflict and

battle against odds as one grows older, and in old age it

is usually a mellowed understanding of its futility and a
sort of resignation, half religion and half fear!

"We live, we read, we associate and absorb ideas.

From this we unconsciously form definite convictions

and we try to live up to them or preach them to others.

How sincere and practical we are in these convictions

depends on the broadness of our minds and how willing

we are to drop the old convictions and adopt new ones
as we advance to broader mental horizons."

. In other words, Dix believes one's philosophy of life

should include the best of opinions and impressions of

the world we contact, and that we should never be com-
pletely smug and satisfied with our own little philosophy,

but reach out for greater understanding of life, and its

meaning, in daily contacts.

"Pshaw!" says the terse and matter of

fact Helen Twelvetrees. "The only solu-

tion to this old existence is 'keep your
sense of humor' ! That's all anyone can
hope to do; and if successful, one has at

least a refuge always from every emotion.
Life is a laugh if you never get serious

over it."

"Ah, but that is impossible," said Neil

Hamilton quickly. "One must get serious

occasionally over some things in life—for

after all life is a rather interesting ques-
tion if we do take it a bit seriously and
try to work out each problem—up here,"

pointing meaningly at his head.

Constance Bennett looks on life as an
exciting game to be played intensely, in-

Constance Bennett
looks on life as an
exciting game, to be
played intensely
and intelligently.

Billie Dove says:
"Do not expect
too much of life.

But leave your
mind open for
the good things."

NeilHamilton be-
lieves one must
get serious oc-
casionally—but
Neil is smiling
when he says it!
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Maybe it's news to you that they think at all!

Well, read this article ifyou believe that Holly-

wood is dumb. Youll change your mind!

By

Doris Denbo
telligently, and honestly. That's her philosophy.

She believes it is every person's privilege to attain

happiness. That happiness cannot be attained through
money, beauty, or social position. That there is no sin-

cere and lasting happiness except mental. Therefore
one must be at peace with oneself mentally. One must
face life candidly, without fear or bitterness, if one wishes
to get the best out of living, according to Constance.

"Life, to me, is a game to be played," she says. "One
necessarily must gamble now and then, and, of course,

must sometimes lose ! Then be a good loser and start

over with a stiff chin—and if at all possible, a grin.

That grin sort of helps the old moral for some reason

or other

!

"The game of living has to be played every day. It is

up to us as individuals to make it an interesting, profit-

able, and fascinating game with a fair break for all the

players
!"

Constance is a spirited, self-assured young lady who
seems to have solved her life's problems and to be play-

ing the game of life to her own complete

satisfaction. She always seems to be in-

tensely interested in—just living!

Bebe Daniels feels that without work
and incentive, life is an empty dream.

"If work can be called a philosophy of

life, then I have one," said Bebe. "I be-

lieve a full and active life, with a goal to

strive for. (and never quite attained), is

the solution to the problem of living life

fully and keeping young mentally.

"A certain balance between work and
play, of course, is essential. Live each

year for the net return to you, whether
your goal is money, activity, or love.

Your life must be filled with incentive

and activity to find happiness and a cer-

tain solution to living
!"

Bebe has always been a dynamo. When she is not

appearing in a picture she is building and furnishing a

home to rent or live in, or dabbling in flying. Bebe is

never idle or just resting, even between pictures.

Lupe Velez says, "Live just for today, this very

minute. You do not know what 'appen tomorrow. You
should not care what 'appened yesterday. Live for the

now I

"We must 'ave 'appiness,'' says Lupe. "We are only

conscious of the moment—is it not so? Then why not

insist to yourself that that moment be a 'appy one? You
are wasting precious moments of life if you are bus}

thinking what 'appen tomorrow or if you are thinking

about what 'appened yesterday. If 1 find I am thinking

sad thoughts I jump up and go play hard or do some
very energetic work until I get over it. Then I am
'appy again and see how foolish I wa>!"
That is characteristic of the vivid, vibrant and very

much alive Lupe, child of impulse. She believes you
must train your thoughts to enjoy every moment, the

moment you are living.

If it makes you happy to

make others happy—if

it is good—do it ! That's

all there is to living, in

Lupe's estimation.

Joan Crawford admits
it has only been in recent

years that she has had
any workable philosophy
in her life. She does
not believe any one gets

a true philosophy until

they have lived for some-
one else. When a love

comes into life which
makes its objective that

person's happiness, then

one stops and thinks

about life—not before,

according to Joan.
"Without a definite

objective and reason for

(Gontimied on page 117)

"Livejustfortoday!"
cries Lupe. "You
don ' t know wha t will
happen tomorrow—

so have fun!"

HelenTwelvetrecs
thinks the only
solution to this

old existence is—
keep your sense

of humor!

We should reach
out for greater
understanding in

ourdaily contacts,
in Richard Dix's

opinion.
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Maude Turner Cordon,
below, came to pictures
from the stage in silent

days, and is still going
strongasagrandedame.

Triumphant
Here's to the grand old

girls of the screen! This
is their story

Beryl Mercer has
forged ahead. You
liked her in "Seven
Days' Leave," "East
Lynne," and "The
Public Enemy."

Claire McDowell, right,
plays one of the two
mother roles in "An
American Tragedy"—
and you remember her

in "Ben Hur."

OH, YES, of course,

Hollywood is crazy

about Youth — but

we have our incom-
parable Marie Dressier and
Polly Moran as well. And
ihey are not the only veterans
who are winning triumphant
success later in life. You have
read in Marie's own biography
in this magazine, how she
snatched victory from defeat
less than a year ago.

It was in 191 3, after a hectic vaudeville career, that
Polly hit Hollywood and pictures, for Mack Sennett.
But it wasn't until Al Christie starred Marie and Polly
together that M. G. M. realized their hilarious possibil-

ities, and now these two make many younger and more
beautiful screen charmers green with envy.

See, too, how Beryl Mercer has forged ahead. Beryl
with her fat, dumpy little figure and her amazing capacity
for wistful misery. Beryl was born in Spain, but mamma
was English, hence a long stage career in Britain.

A successful stage role in New York in 1914, Theatre
Guild work there, and then Hollywood. "Three Live
( rhosts" established her in talkies, and since then there
have been good parts for Beryl. She's a gem as a
funny cockney woman, as witness her in "Seven Days'
Leave." Marvellous in tender mother roles—comedy
and tragedy come equally easy to her. You'll see her next
in "The Public Enemy," and soon in "Right You Are If

Maude Eburne was
a stage success for
twen ty - th reeyears.
She was a screen
hit in "The Bat

Whispers."

Helen Ware, left,

came to Hollywood
as a coach for talk-
ies. But now she is

winning laurels as
a character actress.

Of course you all

know Louise Dres-
ser, right, famous
in "The Goosewo-
man," and now in

"Roped In."

Lucy Beaumont, above,
is one of the most charm-
ing of screen "mothers."

You Think You Are," if the wish of her life comes
true. Beryl has a young daughter, a Pekingese dog, a

modest apartment in Hollywood, and a nice comfy bank-

account, thank you.

Or lovely Louise Dresser, of "The Goosewoman"
fame—just signed with Paramount to co-star with Dick
Arlen in "Roped In." Louise is an Indiana girl who
once wrote ballads and sold 'em. Played in "Peck's Bad
Boy" at 14, and thereafter made a success in stage and
vaudeville productions for 16 years. Breaking into pic-

tures was hard, though, and it wasn't until "The Goose-
woman" that her talents were really acclaimed here.

Louise has gone along triumphantly ever since. She's

in "Lightnin' " with Will Rogers—glories in her age

—

and expects to reach her best success after fifty.

I love to see these old dears successful and blithely

confident. Still, it isn't a good idea for every nice older

woman to hop oft to Hollywood. Most of these vie-
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Veterans
By

Alma Whitaker

Emily Fitzroy, below, is

another famous veteran
of stage and screen. Her
first film was "The
Lightning Conductor."

torious veterans had long stage experience. I wish we
could picture every one of them for you—but here are

only a few

!

Florence Oberle, for instance—playing a very wet
comedy role for Pathe in which she has to get soaked

through and through—but for years she played Shakes-

peare and the higher drama, and comedy roles galore

in Los Angeles theatres, with her husband. Then Ess-

anay saw her in Chicago and hired her for three years.

She has divided her time between stage and screen ever

since, and raised three children as well.

Florence Roberts began with Mack Sennett, after

Alack had seen her in "Your Uncle Dudley" on the

stage. That was in "Grandma's Girl.'' Now she's do-
ing talkies right along—adores playing funny grandmas.
She's working in "Too Many Cooks" with Bert Wheeler.

Cissie Loftus was born in 1876 but she's just started

a new picture career, after many, many years on the

Bodil Rosing, in circle
at left, plays the other
mother role in "An
American Tragedy."
She's Monte Blue's

mother-in-law!

stage. Cissie is English. She's

an inimitable mimic. Tried
movies in 1912 without suc-

cess. Now Fox has her under
contract and fondly hopes she

will compete with her old

friend Marie Dressier.

That's one thing Marie has

done—all the studios want to

mid Marie Dresslers now. and
it's a great time for the old

girls.

So watch R. K. O. boost

Edna Mae Oliver after her

work in "Cimarron." She's a

scream. They popped her into "Board and Room"
right away and raised her salary because of that sump-
tuous sniff. Edna played Aunt Martha Hawks in

"Showboat" for three years, prior to the screen break
in "Cimarron." Other comediennes whose stock rises

rapidly now are Allison Skipworth, whose dowager part

in "Outward Bound" brought "Raffles," "The Circle."

"Du Barry" and "The Virtuous Husband" roles in

quick succession. Ethel Wales, from silent days, who
shines now in "The Criminal Code," "Subway Express,"
"Tom Sawyer" and half a dozen other talkies. Tempe
Pigott, whose talkie success began with "Seven Days'
Leave," in which she was hilarious as a cockney slum
gossip. Maude Truax, who began with the old Biograph,
in New York, and just accidentally walked into a role with
Christie in Hollywood after 26 years on the stage, and
found talkies most hospitable. She is now working in

"Daybreak" for Metro. (Continued on page 107)
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Jean Harlow,
above, daughter
of luxury, played
in pictures just
for a lark but now
she is serious!

June Colly er

,

left, above, led
the social life

until director
Allan D w a n
coaxed her to

the screen.

Maureen O'Sulli-
van , a Dublin
debutante, was
dancing at a
smart restaurant
when Frank Bor-
zage saw her.

YOU know how hard
it is said to be for

a rich man to get

into heaven ? It's

almost as hard for a rich

girl to rise to stardom on
the screen. Believe it or

not

!

This poverty stuff seems
to have been a grand
background for success in

cinema*land, ever since

Mary Pickford and the

Talmadge and Gish girls

walked into the first stu-

dios practically in rags and
rode out of other studios

in Rolls-Royces.

Against the long roll

call of those who have
been desperately poor or
moderately so, including

Joan Crawford, Louise
Fazenda, Wallace and
Noah Beery, Betty Comp-
son, Janet Gaynor, Clara
Bow, Norma Shearer,
Greta Garbo, Sidney Fox and Ramon Novarro, among
others, the names of the sons and daughters of the rich

is pitifully small.

There's Sue Carol, of course ; and June Collyer, Jean
Harlow, and Maureen O'Sullivan, each of whom was
born with the well-known silver spoon to cut their teeth

on. But it wasn't eold that grave these three maidens

ICH

Robert Montgomery had to go to work
when tne family fortunes were lost.

He made good on the stage and screen.

zMan
Little Rich Girl or Poor

chance for screen success?

By Ruth

their chances to make good on the screen.

Sue saw Nick Stuart dancing at Cocoanut Grove
one night

; they fell in love; in order to spend more
time in one another's company, Sue visited Nick at

the studio and attracted the attention of his

director.

"How would you like to take a screen test?"

asked the director.

"No, thank you,'' said Sue.
But the third time he asked her she let him make

one to shut him up. Which led to a contract.

June Collyer's father was a friend of Allan
Dwan, so when Allan came east to make a picture

he met the beauteous June, and sug-
gested that she might get a thrill out
of doing a bit. June "clicked" and came
to Hollywood.

Maureen O'Sullivan was at a fash-

ionable cafe in Dublin, dancing with a
party of young society people, when
Frank Borzage saw her. He watched
her with interest and presently sent his

card over to her table with the request

that she take a test. And so Miss Ire-

land stepped onto the screen

!

Yet none of the three has yet had the

sensational success of three young Cin-
derellas—Clara and Janet and Joan.

Clara Bow, from Brooklyn's back
streets, won a beauty prize that did very
little toward helping the Flaming Flap-

per to fame. She fought her way up
the ladder, alone.

Janet Gaynor worked in the office of

a shoe store in San Francisco before

ushering at the California Theatre there

turned her thoughts screenward. Then
she moved to Hollywood, worked as an
extra and in western shorts, until James
Ryan, casting director at Fox, chose her

for a part in "The Johnstown Flood."

Is

i n

wealth a help

the race for
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N
Cinderella, who has the better

This story will surprise you

Tildesley

Joan Crawford put herself through school by
working for board and tuition. She worked for

dancing lessons, too, and had inserted herself into

a musical comedy chorus on Broadway when Harry
Rapf of Metro-Goldwyn saw her and sent her

west with a contract. She didn't step into big parts

at once, though ; she learned her business in the

years before she was starred.

In answer to "What qualifications are necessary

to break into talkies?" Edward Everett Horton re-

plies : "A good voice is a help, and it's well to be
beautiful, but the most important thing is to be

-

born with the right relations
!"

The Bennett girls, Constance and
Joan, Russell Gleason, Leila Hyams
and Kay Francis followed his advice

by selecting stage parents. Constance
married millions, as well. And besides

that, she was chosen by that infallible

star-picker, Sam Goldwyn, for her first

picture.

Connie was attending an Equity Ball

when Sam's eagle eye fell upon her. He
gave her the flapper role in "Cytherea"
and she ran off with the show.
A father, mother or other relation

can further any youngster's career, even
when said relative isn't in favor of it.

Witness Kay Francis, whose mother,
Kathleen Clinton of repertoire fame,
wanted her to go into the business
world. Kay didn't finish her business
course. She went to her mother's stage
friends and got a job behind the foot-

lights.

Neither Irene Dunne nor Richard
Dix, of "Cimarron," had influential re-

lations. Irene was rich and Richard
poor. Both won fame first on the stage.

Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
were poor boys. Which might prove

or a handi cap

screen success?

Janet Gaynor is

one ofour Cinder -

ellas. She worked
a shoe store

before she won
her silver slipper!

Hardwork made
Joan Crawford—right, above— the success
she is today.
And she is still

working.

From rags to
riches is Clara
Bow's success
story. She liter-

ally fough t her
way up to star-

dom.

something—only Amos "n"

Andy were half 'n' half,

Amos being rich and Andy
poor

!

Of the names that have
endured through the years,

the children of the poor
have the best of it.

There's Charlie Chaplin,

born in London's slums

;

Harold Lloyd, a country
boy ; Wallace and Xoah
Beery, who knew bitter

poverty in the mid-west;

Jack Mulhall, who was a

grocery boy at Wappin-
gers Falls, Xew York

;

Betty Compson, who acted

as maid in a time of finan-

cial stress : Bebe Daniels,

who knew the rigors of

cheap four-a-day vaude-
ville as a child: Marie
Dressier, acknowledged
character queen of screen-

land today, who left a poor
home at the age of thirteen

to win her well-earned crown; and Louise Fazenda. who
has been a consistent favorite for fifteen years.

Louise was the child of poor people. As a very small

girl, she sold newspapers outside the Arcade in Los
Angeles, helped deliver groceries from her father's

store, and took care of babies whose mothers had to go out.

Though they were very poor, (Continued on page 122)

Harold Lloyd was a poor country boy.
Now his income is in the vicinity of
$30,000 a week—nice vicinity, too!
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Reviews
Six Best Films of the Month:

SKIPPY SVENGALI
IRON MAN DIRIGIBLE

CITY STREETS THE MILLIONAIRE

Turn to page 98 for casts of current films

George Arliss, David Manners, and Evalyn Knapp
in "The Millionaire," a charming film.

th e

The Millionaire

JVarner B?-others

HERE'S the family film of the month. Take ma and pa
and the young folks— and don't forget to go yourself.
It's a picture for everybody. Simple, and quiet— no

gangsters, no murders, no molls. New York, which after all likes

millionaires, adopted this one right away; but the Manhattan
applause was echoed elsewhere—which is news. It's George
Arliss' most popular picture, and the first time the great English
star has ever played an American character. You'll enjoy every
scene in chis refreshing comedy drama about the rich man whose
doctor orders him to retire—but who goes to work instead. And
makes good. There's an engaging romance between the very
charming Evalyn Knapp and the likeable David Manners.
There's Booth Tarkington dialogue. You simply mustn't miss it.

>
Iron Man
U/liversal

Robert Armstrong and Lew Ayres in "Iron Man," in
which Lew plays a prizefighter.

WHAT, Lew Ayres as a prizefighter? Wait until you
see this picture before you complain! It isn't the
routine prizefight film and Lew is far from the famil-

iar hero. I believe this is the role Lew didn't like. Well, you'll

like him in it. He gives an interesting performance; it isn't his

fault if he looks more like an appealing prep-school boy than a
pugilist. Robert Armstrong plays the manager who shoves Lew
to success—and how Armstrong plays that part. He steals every
scene he is in. "Iron Man" packs a punch and serves suspense.
Jean Harlow as the wife who causes the champ's downfall may
be seductive and luscious and all those adjectives—but I wish
she'd try exhibiting a little more of acting ability and a little less

of Jean Harlow. But perhaps I expect too much.

City Streets

Paramount

The big scene in "City Streets," in which Gary
Cooper and Sylvia Sidney do fine work.

HOW many pictures do you forget as soon as you leave the
theatre? How many stay with you? "City Streets" is

memorable for me for just one scene. Touching and
true, it pictures the poignancy of young love as beautifully as if

it were part of a pastoral romance instead of caught in a gangster
melodrama. Yes, here's another one of those, with its booze-run-
ning and its killings and its what-nots. But here, too, is a real

love story told by Gary Cooper and Sylvia Sidney, and it's this

story that will get you. Especially that scene in which Gary
visits Sylvia while she's doing her stretch. Pathos here,

and drama—different from other love scenes. Sylvia is a smash
hit in her screen debut, by far the finest actress of the new in-

genue crop. Gary was never better. Mamoulin directed.
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Best Pictures
f$7
&-SEAL-OF)

SCREENLAND'S
Critic Selects the

Most Important
Screenplays of

the Month

Svengali

Warner Brothers

JOHN BARRYMORE in his greatest role. The du Maurier
classic, "Trilby," provides John with the juicy character of
Svengali and he plays it to the hilt. His new leading lady,

Marian Marsh, is an enchanting Trilby—emotionally immature
as yet, she's just a child—but with genuine appeal and promise.
Here's a grand old story of the picturesque Latin Quarter Paris
when artists wore smocks and their garret studios bloomed with
beauties like Trilby, beloved of Little Billee. The sinister

Svengali stalks in, enslaves Trilby, and hypnotizes her into the
singing sensation of the Continent. It's the master's dread in

fluence against Little Billee's devotion—and it's all a perfectly

dandy escape from current film fare. The powerful ending
rounds out a rather magical movie that may very well become a
screen classic. And you will welcome Marian Marsh.

Skippy
Paramount

IF
YOU haven't seen "Skippy" please hurry right out and do

it now. This picture is the most ingratiating entertainment
on current screens. You may "hate kid pictures." You

may run from child actors. Ordinarily I wouldn't blame you.
But if you miss "Skippy" you're just an old dog-catcher. And
speaking of dogs—when you see Skippy and Sooky mourning
the loss of their pet you'll break right down and have that good
cry you've been denied since the gangster epidemic. Percy
Crosby's cartoon kid comes to life in the person of Jackie Cooper,
the best actor of any shape or size I've ever seen. He's amazing.
Bobby Coogan is an endearing Sooky, the shanty-town kid who
is Skippy' s best pal. But director Norman Taurog deserves the
most applause. What a job! He must really like kids.

Dirigible

Columb ia Pictures

THE thriller of the month. I hand it to Columbia Pictures
—while other producers are still messing around the under-
world, they are looking up and filming the grand melo-

drama of a dirigible flight. It's a splendid picture because it has
sensational thrills and entirely human people. For every thrill

there's a heart-throb—there's a twenty-four-sheet phrase they
can have for nothing! A spectacular South Pole conquest by
dirigible and plane supplies sufficient excitement for thirty pic-
tures. Ralph Graves as an air ace, Jack Holt as the dirigible
pilot race for the Pole and the acting honors, with Graves winning,
but Holt not far behind. Fay Wray is the girl—she usually is!

"Dirigible" has thrills of the good, clean, old-fashioned kind in a
smashing 1931 setting. All small boys will love it.

Ten Best Performances of the Month:

Jackie Cooper in "Skippy"
Sidney Fox in "Bad Sister"

Marian Marsh in "Svengali"
John Barrymore in "Svengali"
Ralph Graves in "Dirigible"

Gary Cooper in "City Streets"
Sylvia Sidney in "City Streets"

Robert Armstrong in "Iron Man"
George Arliss in "The Millionaire"

James Cagney in "The Public Enemy"

John Barrymore has his greatest role in "Svengali,"
with Marian Marsh as Trilby.

Jackie Cooper and Bobby Coogan score in "Skippy,"
from Percy Crosby's popular cartoons.

'Dirigible" is i

Wray.
thriller, with Jack Holt and Fay
Ralph Graves also scores.
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Neil and Elsa Hamilton gave a
party for an old friend who once
helped the host when he was out

of a Job.'

G
rreeted by the

UESTS buy their own
food here I" a hot-dog
vender bally-hooed.

And inside, afterward,

we were told, "You have to buy
your own refreshments!"

Lights, like those used at big

theatre openings, played on the

house as we approached, and just

as we turned in at the gate we had been 8
hot-dog man, the odors of whose cooking rose pleas-

ingly to our noses.

Our invitations had read, "Olsen and Johnson's Hood-
lum Party !"

"A gesture of dissent," Patsy opined, "against the

many high-brow parties they've been giving lately in

Hollywood."
Despite the hot-dog

man's warning, down in

the whoopee room we
found plenty of free lunch

and near beer. That room
was most amusing. It had
been fitted up as an old

fashioned dance hall—bar,

sawdust on the floor, little

tables and plain chairs and
all—and here most of the

guests gathered. A little

cigarette girl circulated

and asked us to buy cig-

arettes.

Just as we were sipping

a glass of near beer we
heard a commotion. Patsy
rubbed her eyes as we be-

held an apparition at the

door.

"Do you see what I

see?" she demanded.
"A pony, as I live and

breathe !" I gasped.
Olsen and Johnson had

brought their pet pony
right into the house, and
it made us feel like Alice
in Wonderland to see him

Hoodlum

Parties

and

House

Warmings
You'll have a good time this

month with our Hollywood

Party Reporter

By

Grace Kingsley

Rita Stanwood Warner, whose
house warming was a huge suc-
cess. She is the wife of that pop-

ular actor, H. B. Warner.

there in person.

He made himself quite at

home, however : was evidently

used to being a member of the

family, and probably wouldn't
have turned a hair if we had
shown him the early French fur-

niture in the drawing room

How the hosts entertainedat their "Hoodlum Party."
Olsen and Johnson brought their pet horse into the

parlor just for a laugh.

above. He was very nonchalant.
And how that pony did love his beer! He did his

tricks for a drink. Finally, I have to report, however,
that he went Hollywood, drank so much that he fell

asleep in the sawdust on the floor, and had to be sent

home in a taxi

!

Jack Oakie arrived in his usual sweater and sports

trousers, and Polly Moran came with Billy Haines as

usual.

Just as we were saying

hello, we heard a clangor

coming up the hill.

"I do hope it isn't the

patrol wagon come for us

because we're making so

much noise !" gasped Polly.

And it wasn't. Instead,

an ambulance swung up to

the gate.

We all ran out to see

what it was all about. The
doors opened. A solemn
nurse and doctor hopped
out, and amid a deathly

stillness, out of the depths

of the ambulance slowly

limped Monte Blue, assisted

by another nurse

!

Monte began a speech in

a feeble voice : "Folks, I

was sick, but I just had to

come to this party-
—

"

when we heard a stifled

giggle. There back of us

stood Monte's wife; and
then we knew it was a gag.

Monte dropped his limp

and made a dive for her in

(Continued on page 104)
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The

Z)lSCOVERY

of the

MONTH
Is Hollywood overlooking

a bet in Brian Aherne,

Broadway's combination of

Gary Cooper and Ronald
Colman?

THERE'S star material in those broad
shoulders, clean-cut features, Cooper
eyes and Colman accent—to say nothing
of an acting talent that made all the

New York critics eat their old adjectives.

The name? Brian Aherne, from Britain. At
the moment Air. Aherne is playing in America
for the first time—imported especially to play

Robert Browning to Katherine Cornell's Elizabeth
Barrett in "The Barretts of YVimpole Street."

a play based on the poet's real romance. The play

is a success, as are all Miss Cornell's productions

;

but for the first time in this great young actress'

career she has shared her applause and critical

attention with her leading man. Mr. Aherne has
scored with his portrayal of Browning ; playing a
\ ictorian poet, he yet manages to be vital, in-

gratiating, humorous

!

It Hollywood doesn't know about Brian
Aherne, we're suggesting that he be signed with-
out delay ! He has had not only an important
stage career, but has won popularity in English
films, having played in Anthony Asquith's
"Shooting Stars" and "Underground." His last

screen appearance was in "The W Plan." made
by British International and released in this coun-
try by R.K.O. Aherne has a vigor not always
exhibited by leading men from Mayfair ; he has
some of the best qualities of Colman and Clive
Brook with, as we mentioned, a dash of Gary
Cooper. And since there has been no riotous
male discovery since Lew Ayres, Bob Montgom-
ery, and Phil Holmes, to balance the Dietrich-
Bankhead onslaught, Brian Aherne looks like the
answer to the producers' praye'r. What do you
think? Does he look like a bet to you?
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Unravel this Hollywood triangle! Beautiful

screen star, her millionaire fiance, and her

press agent, with scrambled hearts—read

the rest of this sparkling romance here

Last month you met lola Lane, lovely blonde screen star,

among whose million or so admirers is her own press

agent, Horace Randolph. But lola has promised to marry
the wealthy Kergan Montgomery. At one of those Holly-

wood parties there's a clash—and the first thing Horace
knows, lola is in Kergan's car speeding toward Mexico!
Horace follows—now read the finish of this romance race.

PART II.

HORACE was silent. The intruder

lighted a match and held it above his

head, peering intently at Horace. The
glow disclosed him to be Alvin Young.

His expression was so solemn that Horace knew
him to be intoxicated.

"It's Horace," announced Alvin. He chuckled
gravely. "Just heard something funny," he
stated. "It ought to interest you. It's about
Montgomery and his lawyer. They had an ar-

gument."
"Yeah ?" said Horace without interest.

"Oh, I should say so," Alvin assured him.

"Devil of an argument. W as under a table and
I heard it, every word. Acoustics 're good when
you're under a table. Try it sometime when your
radio's playing something you like. 'You can't

marry her,' says the lawyer. 'I can't, huh?' says
Montgomery, and—hey ! you quit choking me.
I was just

"

Horace had him by the shoulders, shaking him
savagely.

"Tell me quick," he snapped. "W'hy'd the

lawyer say Montgomery couldn't marry her?"
"Leggo and I'll tell you," complained Alvin.

"Lordy, the joke I'm going to tell you isn't like medicine
that has to be shaken well before using! 'You'd better

not,' says the lawyer. 'Oh, I'd better not, huh?' says
Montgomery. 'Well, I will,' he says. 'Better not,' says
the lawyer. T will,' says Montgomery. 'Take the con-
sequences then,' says the lawyer. 'I'm willing,' says

Montgomery. 'Better not,' says—hey! you hit me with
that bunch of bananas and I'll sue you for all you're
worth."

Horace held his fist beneath Alvin's nose and waggled
it threateningly.

"Tell me and tell me quick," he roared. "Why didn't

the lawyer want Montgomery to marry lola ?"

"I'm telling you," said Alvin plaintively. "No need to

murder me. Tt won't be legal,' says the lawyer. 'The
devil it won't,' says Montgomery. 'I'm telling you it

won't,' says the lawyer. 'I'm telling you I don't give a
hang,' says Montgomery. 'Better wait,' says the lawyer.
'I'm marrying her tonight,' says Montgomery. 'Better

not,' says the lawyer. T will,' says— —

"

Horace cautrht him by the ears and shook him vigor-

ously.

"Now tell me once and for all : tvhy did the lawyer
say Montgomery couldn't marry lola?" .

Frightened, Alvin jerked away.
"All right, all right, spoil the story," he said. "The

lawyer said something about Montgomery's last divorce
being got in some Mexican state and about how Amer-
ican courts won't recognize divorces srot there and

—

Illustrated
by

Addison Burbank

where you going ?"
,

; ntT?$^
Horace was sprinting

down the driveway, his brain

working at top speed.

"Can't get married in California,"

he gasped. "Three days' notice required

and they've got no license. They're heading for

Mexico. Ensenada, probably."

He leaped into Alvin's roadster and stomped on the

starter. The motor roared into life and he sent the car

down the driveway at top speed. The roadster listed to

one side, there was a thump and Alvin plopped into the

seat beside him.

"Not that it's any of my business," Alvin remarked,

rubbing a bruise on his shin, "but where might we be

going?"
Horace sent the car skidding around a curve and onto

a dirt road, straightened it out and stepped on the gas

unmindful of the ruts that threatened to shake the top

down about his ears at any moment.
"Going to catch her and poke him in the nose," he

answered Alvin's question. "What's the idea of you
tagging along?"

"I like that," said Alvin. "Here a fella steals my car

and objects if I come along. Bet you a dollar he licks

you. After you catch her, what you going to do with

her?"
"Take the dollar," muttered Horace. "They'll prob-

ably hit the boulevard, head for Long Beach and
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EXICAN
By Charles Winfield Fessier IVORCE

He

then San Diego. Ought to gain on 'em this way."
"Not so fast," pleaded Alvin. "My uncle used to

drive a fire truck and he gave me some good advice.

Alvin,' he said, 'Alvin, if you ever grow up and get

a job driving a fire truck remember this: speed's all right

but too much of it is like too much salt in ice cream.
Take care that you don't drive so fast that you get your
truck all mixed up with a brick wall. A dead fireman's
practically no good whatsoever to the owner of a build-

ing that's burning fifteen blocks away.' If you want to

poke Montgomery in the nose, take my uncle's advice
and drive slow. Otherwise, instead of poking Mont-
gomery on the nose, you'll have to write him a dirty

letter from the hospital."

"You're about as pleasant company as a stowaway on
a trans-Atlantic plane," commented Horace and stepped
on the throttle.

The rough short-cut behind him, Horace sent the car
speeding along a smooth crowded highway, darting in

and out of traffic, leaving a sizzling trail of curses behind
him and sending a look of startled fear into Alvin's wide

eyes. A traffic policeman on foot barred the way.
leaped to one side just in time to save his neck.

"Oh-oh," moaned Alvin. "He's taking the number
and I'm the guy they'll lock up tomorrow !"

Horace searched the line of cars for the familiar blue

sedan. It was not in sight. He pressed harder on the

throttle with no result. The car was giving all it had.

Somehow he cut through Los Angeles without being
stopped. Then he was on the highway leading to Long
Beach. Traffic had thinned. It ought to be easier to

locate the blue sedan now.
"Seems to me," complained Alvin, gripping the door

and pressing his feet against the floorboards, "that you'd
use your bean. You had all night to punch Montgom-
ery on the nose but you couldn't think of it until he
starts going somewhere. Hope he licks the devil out of

you."
Horace curved around a track and slithered back to

his own side of the road. Far ahead a red light weaved
back and forth across the highway. At first the inter-

vening distance seemed to remain unchanged. Then it

gradually closed up. Finally Horace's headlights revealed

a glint of blue ahead. It was Montgomery's sedan.

Horace drew alongside,

leaned out and waved toward
the curb. Montgomery, prob-

ably considering himself ar-

rested for speeding, obeyed.

Horace parked alongside and
got out. Montgomery opened
the sedan door.

"What's this?" he demand-
ed.

"Assault and batten', I

think," explained Alvin. "My
boy friend wants to poke you
in the nose."

Montgomery caught sight of Horace. He stepped
from the car.

"What the devil's the idea?" he demanded. "Stopping
a man like this! Are you drunk or something?"
"Show you," grunted Horace, and let fly, striking

Montgomery a glancing blow on the cheek.

Montgomery crashed a huge fist against Horace's jaw
and Horace hit the pavement. He stayed there a moment.
Then he crouched low, got a football linesman's start

and hurled himself forward. His head caught Mont-
gomery in the pit of the stomach. The man sighed gustily

and collapsed, his head striking the running board of his

sedan.

"Have you killed him?" came a timid voice.

Iola was leaning out the sedan window, studying the

recumbent Montgomery with interest.

"Hope so," muttered Horace, fingering his abused
jaw. "Now vou get out of that car and come with me.
You've caused me enough trouble for one night. If you
argue I'll hit you on the head with a wrench and take

you anyway." (Continued on page 123)
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^TAGE in ^VIEW
The summer show season is in full swing

on Broadway. Read these pungent com-

ments on the most interesting new plays

Th

"Peter Ibbetson"
By

IIKE an old love-rose inhaled again

in dreams, like a bundle of

J perfumed love-letters that

tumbles out of a drawer un-

expectedly, like some exquisite first-

love emotion re-evoked over a bottle of old wine in a

somnolent inn—so was I enswaddled again in that magic
that the story of "Peter Ibbetson'* has always re-evoked

in me at the beautiful revival of this play by Shubert-

Raphael and Constance Collier. (Nearly all the wise-

cracking and sophistication of the present day is fake.)

Dennis King was an almost ethereal-looking Peter,

something indeed for romantic maidens (Oh, there are

a few of 'em left!) to swoon over. Jessie Royce Landis
as Mary, the Duchess of Towers was compelling, espe-

cially in the dream-scenes. The Colonel Ibbetson of

Charles Coburn was so rascally—from any standpoint

—

that I wanted to howl "Bravo!" when Peter killed him.

However, the finest bit of acting was done by W'allis

Clark as Major Duquesnois—and what a tremendously

spontaneous hand he got

!

The Younger Generation will have no use for this

play. That's because they are dead and buried emo-
tionally—but do not know it yet.

"The Wiser They Are"

Ruth Gordon and Osgood Per-

kins romp through "The Wiser
They Are," by Sheridan Gibney,

like two kids, although Osgood is

a bit too severe looking and o'er-

grown to be an ideal lover. Ruth
is Trixie Ingram, a girl who
doesn't know her own It, rather

flirtatious and dancingly funny
wherever she is allowed to be

just Ruth Gordon. Perkins is

her guardian who is set on mar-
rying her, although he is deep in

many unsevered and half-severed

affairs. And Trixie is, of course,

Benjamin
De Casseres

Jack De Leon and Jack Celestin, with the aid of
Lionel Atwill, Kay Strozzi, Fortunio Bonanova and
Marry Gribble, have put over a corking good mystery
show in "The Silent Witness."
The same lady of uneasy virtue (played by Kay

Strozzi) is murdered twice before our very eyes by the

use of picture technique. The second time it was the

real stuff. The first time a Nize Boy from Such a Xize
Family thought he had done it. His father goes to

trial for the boy (some cleverly worked-out incidents

point to the Head of the Nize Family), and he has
even confessed in a remarkably good court-room scene,

when a stranger (to the audience) rushes in to tell the

court that Carlo Forli (Fortunio Bonanova), a gig-
really strangled the Abandoned Woman. The stranger
was hiding behind a curtain, as we see in another flash-

back. Clever!

Lionel Atwill as the father is at his best. Young
Anthony Kemble-Cooper as the

Blond Kid in the Toils of Sin
did a rattling fine job, while

Harold De Becker as a cockney
witness came near walking off

with the act. He sent us into con-

vulsions. No doubt about this as a
slam-bang sell-out as a picture.

"Getting Married"

In spite of the fact that the

Theatre Guild dredged the whole
town for about eight of the best

players known hereabouts, it

could not infuse any life into

George Bernard Shaw's "Getting
Married," which is Shaw at his

very worst.

In this word-scenario in two
acts (for "Getting Married" is

all titles and no picture) a lot of

miscellaneous people sit around
and emit a lot of ancient wheezes
and bromides about marriage.

The sex-meouwings of these

two persons, with the antics of

six others of various sexes as

foils, provide a great deal of

smart entertainment for two acts.

The third act, on board the

steamer Olympic, goes clean

boom. A sheer collapse of in-

ventiveness and exhausted dia-

logue. Result : bedroom horse-

Ruth Gordon romps through "The
Wiser They Are," a new play which
provides a great deal of smart enter-

tainment.

play, vintage of 1898. Ho-hum

!

Julia Hoyt was there. It was a

Jed Harris production. And that

explains its success.

"The Silent Witness"

There is no play at all. The
"characters" are epigram-spout-
ing dummies, and what little

champagne there is in the con-
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versation dissolves in buckets of

flat beer.

But the Guild did its finest.

There was Margaret Wycherly
(positive), Henry Travers (lin-

geringly delectable). Ernest Cos-
sart (pompous), Dorothy Gish
(beautiful and gishable). Regi-

nald Mason (a sweetly tolerant

Bishop), Romney Brent (only

one Romney: charm)—and Hel-
en Westley, egad !, in fine purple
and linen who goes into a Shav-
ian trance and emits romantic
blather that only Miss YVestley

could get away with. And she

did—for she's a superb actress.

Shaw's played out—and the

Guild knows it. ''Getting Mar-
ried" is probably the last of the
Old Man in Xew York.

"Melo"

Lionel Atwill is at
his best in a corking
good mystery show,
"The Silent Wit-
ness." Kay Strozzi
is seen with Mr. At-
will in the scene at

the left.

Right, Dorothy Gish
and Hugh Buckler in
George Bernard
Shaw's comedy,
"Getting Married,"
which has been re-
vived by the Theatre

Guild.

are excellently cast as wife, hus-

band and lover respectively.

"Melo"' will make a finer pic-

ture than a play. It is much
worth the seeing. It clicks after

the first act.

The magic of Du Maurier's "Peter
Ibbetson" is again on Broadway . Here
is Dennis King with Charles Coburn.

"Melo," by Henry Bernstein,
begins slowly, almost boresomely. It gradually trots,

and ends in a fine scene between two men, in which one
lies like a gent, and the other swallows the lie about his

dead wife after nearly yanking the secret out of the
other fellow.

Both are musicians, close friends. There is a wife.

She loves them both, her husband in a maternal way
and the lover, famous violinist, in an ulric way. She
tries to poison the husband, thinks better of it, and,
conscience stricken and not having the courage to leave
him for the lover, throws herself in the Seine. The
husband never suspects. He thinks she committed
suicide because there was no baby. But suspicion begins
to tickle his brain, and then comes the most effective

scene in the play, the lying lover and the finally re-

adoring and believing husband. The final curtain de-
scends on them playing a violin-piano duet. The treacle
is sometimes thick.

Bernstein is a master craftsman. "Melo'' is, stripped
of all of its box office accessories and effective settings,

a psychological melodrama more to be seen than remem-
bered. Edna Best, Earle Larrimore and Basil Rathbone

"Six Characters"

The great success of "As You
Desire Me" put enough nerve

and sinew into the will of Tom
Van Dycke to revive "Six Char-

acters in Search of an Author,"

the play that made Pirandello

famous. And if you want to

know the greatest and most orig-

inal dramatic mind of the cen-

tury see. read and study Luigi

Pirandello.

Six characters out of real life

with a tremendous family tra-

gedy brewing in them—a father,

mother, three illegitimate children

and one legitimate child, with
the father tangled up in a scrape with his step-daughter
—walk in on a stage director about to put on a Piran-
dello show and demand that tlicir story be Actionized.

There follows such gorgeous, brainy, stimulating, para-
doxical talk (and action) as never has been heard on
any stage before. This play is not for the papoose
mind. It is rich caviar.

The production was flawless. Eugene Powers. Walter
Connolly, Doris Rankin, Eleanor Phelps and Paul Guil-

foyle played in Model A style, with the great burden
on the shoulders of Eugene Powers, who was actually

the brain of Pirandello.

Sheer brains, no sugar here

!

umph of thought over diabetes.

Pirandello is the tri-

"The Rap"

Who murdered Frederick Harrington, ex-District At-
torney, who is conducting an investigation for the Bar
Association ?

\Ye get the corpse right off the bat as the curtain rises.

He is dum-dummed as he is {Continued on page 124)
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Lucky little Helen has a great
part in the new Richard Barthel-
mess picture, "Spent Bullets."
She is the only girl in an all-man
cast which includes John Mack

Brown and Leslie Fenton.

Helen Chandler is married to
Cyril Hume, the novelist who
wrote "Wife of the Centaur,"
which was one of Jack Gilbert's
best silent pictures—remember?
Helen met Cyril on a rainy day,
and married him on a rainier
one. And she has had the best
breaks when it rains, ever since
she was born in Manhattan in

1909—on a rainy morning!

RAIN and Thursday are two pet aversions of most
women.
The first because it spoils new frocks and

straightens waved hair. And the second be-
cause it means the maid's day out and therefore a more
complicated existence.

1 o Helen Chandler, neither one is an annoyance. In
fact, when the Weather Man reports rain on the day
the calendar pad shows up Thursday, Helen starts the
day with the high assurance that important things are
under way for her.

"Although I never think about it at the time, looking
back I always find the big events happen on Thursdays,"
declared this young actress. Important things began
happening when she was eight years old and got her
first stage job through her own efforts. When she was
fifteen she was a leading lady on Broadway. Later she
became known as a fine player of dramatic roles with
the Theatre Guild and in numerous Broadway produc-
tions. In talking pictures she is identified with "Out-
ward Bound," "Mother's Cry," "Dracula," "Daybreak"
and "Salvation Nell."

As for- rain—Park Avenue was flooded with rain on

The Rainy
Thursday
Girl

Helen Chandler gets the best

breaks on bad days. Let it rain!

By

Mary
Howard

the morning in February,

1909, when she was born
at the Hahnemann Hos-
pital in New York City.

The diary which Helen kept

faithfully for more than ten

years hadn't been launched

at this early date, so the re-

port on climatic conditions

in New York on this im-

portant date comes from her

mother.
There was never any dif-

ficulty : about keeping little

Helen indoors studying

school lessons on an average

sunny afternoon. But let

dark clouds begin to gather

in that section of the

heavens that weather experts always know means rain

and Helen would remember she had an errand four

blocks away. And she would make her calculations so

perfectly that she would always come home muddy and
drenched to the skin, with eyes shining.

When she was older she must have realized that rainy

weather enhances the beauty of a natural curl. But at

the age of eight, when she accidentally stumbled into

her first job, it was rain for rain's sake and let the long

yellow curls take care of themselves.

"It was drizzling on this particular afternoon when I

left school with a chum. This little girl was stage-struck

and would often go to the different theatres where they

were casting children's parts,'" said Helen.

"The idea of going on the stage didn't interest me at

all. But when this little girl said she was going to ride

to a certain theatre in the subway—well, that settled it.

I had never ridden in the subway. I always came
straight home from school each afternoon in a cab.

That ride is even more vivid in my mind than my first

interview with a producer, which happened a few
moments later."

Arthur Hopkins was cast- {Continued on page 115)



Dorothy Jordan prefers a one-piece
bathing suit of white with blue
trim. And Dorothy also chooses a
practical helmet when she makes
a date with the Pacific. Dorothy is

another picture girl who can swim.

Bull



Our
OWN

The "tab sea suit" is worn by
Mary Carlisle, below. It lives

up to its name by showing an
abbreviated top with a tab
anchoring it to the shorts.
Designed to make swimming

easy.

Crimes

v \

Fryer

That beautiful blonde, Joan
Blondell, above, wears the 1931
version of the Grecian san-
dal with her two-piece brown
and orange suit with its pleated
trunks and zipper side fasten-

ing. Smart.'

If Edwina Booth isn't careful
she'll have a striped sunburn!
She's wearing something
pretty new in backs. Do you
notice how many of the girls

pictured here are wearing be-
rets? And Garbo started it all.

Bull



BATHING

^Beauties

Here is one of the neatest
beach ensembles we have seen
this season. Evafyn Knapp is

wearing it. The jersey suit
with striped top has its match-
ingcoat—smart enough, really,

to wear with a sports dress.

Two-timing pajamas.' Frances
Dee's bathing suit comprising
trunks of blue jersey and bod-
ice of white becomes a striking
beach costume by the addition
of a pair of white jersey trou-
sers, striped with matching

blue.

Marian Marsh shows off her
"conch-shell cap" -which is a
little more swagger and be-
coming than the usual bathing
cap, and just as practical for

mermaid purposes.

Lippman









You'll notice that for serious
swimmingpurposesJoan Blonde II

wears a simple, one-piece suit!
She saves her snappy ensembles
for frivolous afternoons. Gone
are the days when Hollywood
bathing beauties would sooner
have sacrificed their best close-
ups than get all wet in that
nasty ocean. The 1931 beauties
believe in sun, surf, and all the
exercise they can find time for.

Richee

Something pretty fancy in beach attire. Frances Dee's
suit and cape of yellow jersey are trimmed with bands of
red. Wooden beads are nice and new and decorative.
Frances wears one string of white and one of red, carrying
out the ensemble idea. She selected an adaptation of the

Grecian sandal to complete her costume.

Of course, if you want something really grand, you
can go in for a black satin suit like Evalyn Knapp's,
right. 11 has a bodice for all the world like an evening

gown's. Like it?

Fryer



It looks like a mil-
lion dollars—but
it's made of cotton,
this two-piece pa-
jama outfit worn
by Evalyn Knapp.
The colors? Brown
and white , ve ry
good this year as
you k no w; and
don't you like the
smart stripe and

the emblem?

Over that bathing
suit you saw her
wearing a fewpages
back, Conch i ta
Montenegro wears
plaid gingham
trousers and a navy
blue bolero lined
with the plaid.
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Pajamas!

The French apache inspired this

costume.' It's red, white, and
blue jersey with matching
here t, and wide draped belt. Pep

by Joan Blondell!

Flannels.' Lilyan Tash-
man advocates their use
in one of the season's
gayest costumes—wide
white trousers and red
and white blouse with
sash. And Lilyan knows

her clothes.

Richee

We couldn't resist
showing you this per-
fectly lovely and simply
ridiculous "sugar -

cookie" beach hat. Only
a Marian Marsh can
wear it, we're warning

you! Lippman



AND 2 AJAMAS!

One of the three or four "best-dressed women in
Hollywood," Lilyan Tashman, is elegant even in
summer beach attire. She wears a pajama suit of
skipper-blue jersey, with a terrifically becoming

linen vest.

fryer

Joan Blondell can
crash this section as
often as she pleases
if she wears such be-
coming beach paja-
mas as these, in blue
and white jersey.
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VITATONIC WAVE

DOROTHY MACKAILL, whose soft,

lustrous wavy hair is the subject of

much admiration and not a little envy,

says: "The secret of keeping my hair soft

and wavy and naturally beautiful is my
Frederics Vita Tonic Permanent Wave.
I feel especially safe in recommending
the Frederics Vita Tonic Process be-

cause I know it will not harm the deli-

cate shade and texture of my hair".

Soft, lustrous, wavy hair—the alluring beauty
you've longed for, can be yours if you demand
a Genuine Vita Tonic Wave. We will gladly send
you a free Vita Tonic Wrapper to take with you
when going for your Permanent. Compare it

with the wrappers used by your Hairdresser
—assure yourself of getting a Genuine Vita
Tonic Wave. At the same time we will send you
an interesting booklet on the care of your wave
and a complete list of Hairdressers in your
vicinity who give Genuine Vita Tonic Perma-
nent Waves. Write Dept. 188. E. Frederics, Inc.,

235-247 East 45th St., New York, N. Y.

7mWi/||TATOHIC



German beauty experts advise

olive and palm oils

to keep that schoolgirl complexion

Carsten—and others equally renowned—join vast

group of more than 20,000 beauty experts the

world over in urging daily use of Palmolive.

Carsten says:
frI recom-

mend all my clients to

use Palmolive Soap at

least twice a day, mas-

saging its wonderful

lathergently into the skin

for a couple of minutes, 99

LEO CARSTEN, whose
Berlin beauty shop on the

Kurfurstendam is quite

the smartest salon in Mid-
dle Europe.

Beauty belongs not to one race, nor to one
country. And is it not remarkable that the
lovely women of almost every civilised nation

find this one method of skin care bestf

TEJERO of Barcelona
helps the olive-skinned

Spanish beauties to keep
complexions lovely by
advising Palmolive Soap.

HOARE of London, who served
women of the world's diplo-

matic circles during the naval
conference.

TODAY, despite differences in type,

lovely women all over the world

are acquiring "that schoolgirl com-
plexion." The fresh colorful English

skin; the lustrous pallor of the Pari-

sienne; the rich, olive-tinted Spanish

and Italian complexion . . . each one
retains its characteristic beauty through

a simple formula recommended by

more than 20,000 beauty specialists.

In 16 countries, 1691 cities

"Wash the face with a pure soap

—

a vegetable oil soap— and water,"

they'll say, "but not any soap will do.

It must be Palmolive!"

If you should question this state-

ment, you'd learn some interesting

facts about the cosmetic value of olive

and palm oils. Those are the vegetable

oils of which Palmolive is made, you

know. They cleanse without irritation.

They are mild, gentle, easy on the

texture of the skin. Specialists have

made many tests with Palmolive and

they are universally enthusiastic.

An easy method, too

You massage Palmolive lather into

the face and throat until the impurities

are freed from the pores. Then you
rinse it off with warm water ; after that

with cold. And—if you like—an ice

massage as an astringent. That's what

you are advised to do morning and

evening by more than 20,000 of the

world's best known beauty specialists.

They, don't forget, are professionals.

Their recommendation deserves your

attention. Buy a cake of Palmolive

and try the facial treatment tonight.

You'll find it the easiest way to keep

that schoolgirl complexion.

PALMOLIVE RADIO HOUR—Broadcast
every Wednesday night from 8:30 to 9:30

Eastern Standard time; 7:30 to 8:30
Central Standard time; 6:30 to 7:30
Mountain Standard time; 5:30 to 6:30
Pacific Coast Standard time — over

p
p. m.,

p. m.,
p. m.,
VVEAF and 39
Stations associated
with The National
Broadcasting Co.

Q (J Retail Price lOc
6277
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LIVING on

LAUGHS
By

Joe E,

Brown

Joe, the old laugh-
maker, regards
comedy as a pretty-

serious business.
Right, with Mar-
jo r ie White in
"Broadminded."

THIS funny business, this living on the laughs

you get out of audiences—well, it's a very seri-

ous proposition with me, and I'm not smiling
when I say it, either

!

There's fun in being funny, of course, and it isn't

exactly my purpose to play Pagliacci and tell you that

behind all my smiles there lurks a tear. You'd stop me
because you've heard that one. But I do mean that

what apparently is the most extemporaneous form of

entertainment—in other words, comedy—is as a matter
of fact apt to be the most studied and most carefully

worked out. And in no form of amusement is this truer

than it is in the talkies.

\\ hen you laugh, as I hope you do, at things I do
and say, don't remember what I am about to tell you.

It might spoil your fun, and my job in the world is

anything but fun-spoiling. What I am about to tell

you is the reason or reasons why funnybone tickling is,

with me, such a serious business.

In the first place, I regard comedy as seriously im-
portant in itself, and not alone because it is a difficult

form of expression and entertainment. A little story

explains this firm conviction of mine. A couple of

years ago I broke my leg for the second or third time.

Ten days after I broke that leg I opened with a show
in New York. My leg was encased in a cast, but even
so, I danced a little. My doctor threatened to put me
in a straitjacket. He said I was insane.

Without arguing the merits or demerits of that accu-

sation, let me explain that I finally convinced the doctor

that all his threats meant nothing to me. It was the

trite philosophy of the trouper: "The show must go on."

The doctor looked at me and shook his head and
smiled. "Well, I give up, Joe." Then he told me some-
thing that may or may not {Continued on page 113)

Joe lives on the laughs he gets out

of you—and he tells here how he

earns his living

•
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Critical

THE PUBLIC ENEMY
Warner Brothers

The gangland film to end all gang films! Here's one
that will never be topped. It will get you, with its stark
realism, its superb acting, its ruthless direction. A new
star is born—James Cagney. What an actor! Jean Har-
low, sumptuous blonde, assists. Exciting? It's one con-
tinual thrill. See it if you're over 21!

DUDE RANCH
Paramount

If you're an Oakie enthusiast you'll have a good time;
and if you're not, then we're sorry for you. Jack and his

pals stage a "wild west" act for the benefit of paying guests
at Stuart Erwin's dude ranch—and it turns into the real

thing, with lots of laughs. June Collyer is the "beautiful
dame" and Mitzi Green helps.

THE PERFECT ALIBI

Radio Pictures

We want to give English-produced pictures every break
in the world but we can't go into a rave over this very mild
picturization of A. A. Milne's mystery play. It's only
moderately interesting. No fault of the actors—C. Aubrey
Smith and Robert Lorraine are two of the best, while the
heroine, Dorothy Boyd, is competent and attractive.

SCREENL AND

Comment

BIG BUSINESS GIRL
First National

A nice little picture. What happens when a boss falls in
love with his secretary—and she is lovely Loretta Young?
Frank Albertson is the interference, Ricardo Cortez the
boss. Of course, it's all too romantic to be true, but
there's a lightness about it that makes for good, mild en-
tertainment. And Loretta is more charming than ever.

THREE ROGUES
Fox

The West is having a fling on the screen this month.
Here's a land-rush melodrama-with-laughs, all about three
bad boys who take a big-brotherly interest in Fay Wray
and fight for her rights and her honor. Victor McLaglen.
Lew Cody, and Eddie Gribbon are the three ridin', fightin'

fools, and small boys of all ages will cheer.

DIVORCE AMONG FRIENDS
Warner Brothers

Just another case of good actors and elaborate trimmings
wasted on a weak story. The domestic complications of

pretty Irene Delroy and handsome Jimmy Hall get to be
a great, big bore to their audience. Lew Cody as an
amiable drunk and Natalie Moorhead as a strenuous vamp
are too obvious to help much. Don't hurry to catch this.
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BAD SISTER
Universal

Introducing a new star, Sidney Fox. She's something
new and fresh—very fresh; you'll like her. She plays a
mean little minx in this devitalized movie of Booth Tar-
kington's novel, "The Flirt"—but her personality is poign-
ant and you'll want to see her again. Bette Davis, another
newcomer, and Conrad Nagel are good, too.

LAUGH AND GET RICH
Radio Pictures

If you like pictures about homespun folks, you'll enjoy
these family affairs of a boarding-house keeper, Edna Mae
Oliver, from hash to high society. The angular Miss
Oliver is almost always amusing; and Dorothy Lee as her
daughter romances agreeably with Russell Gleason. But
by far the best performance is given by Hugh Herbert.

QUICK MILLIONS
Fox

Have just one more racketeer film before you swear off!

This happens to be different. It has a strong punch and a

somewhat fresh slant. Spencer Tracy is a new thrill as a
trucking king amorously involved with two beauties

—

Marguerite Churchill as a debbie and Sally Eilers as an
underworld gal, both splendid. Well worth seeing.

85

t Films

THE SECRET SIX

Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer

Oh, for the good old days when a movie "Gang" meant
Hal Roach's comedy kids! But here's a much better than
average gangster film, glorified by Wallace Beery in a
grand roystering role, and directed by George Hill with a
crisp combination of suspense and satire. Marjorie Ram-
beau teams with Beery; a great combination.

PARLOR, BEDROOM, AND BATH
Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer

This is good, old-fashioned, rowdy slapstick, frank and
unashamed. We welcome it as a change from too much
gang drama. Buster Keaton is really funny as a would-be
great lover, especially in his scenes with Charlotte Green-
wood. A great cast, including Reginald Denny, Sally
Eilers, and Cliff Edwards, help make this comedy a riot.

THE CONQUERING HORDE
Paramount

This superbly mounted western, in Paramount's usual
lavish style, will please all followers of the outdoor drama.
It gives Dick Aden his best western role to date, with Fay
Wray as his sweetheart, against a background of the ante-
bellum cattle country. Beautiful scenery. But isn't it about
time to give Dick an acting chance?
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The ^ight ofWeigh !
*

You can be just as slim as you

will—and will is the right word

SOMETIMES I am persuaded that there are only

two real beauty problems—blackheads and over-

weight. I get scores of letters, of course, about

hands and faces, about hair and eyes, and make-
up. But they are never unhappy, overwrought letters.

They are simple letters, simple to answer. Only on the

subject of blackheads and reducing do I get heart-

broken epistles that sound as though the world would
end for my correspondents if I couldn't do something
to help them.

And really, without meaning to sound just too severe,

I can't see why these terrible problems should exist for

the average girl, or even why, when they do exist, they

should seem so dreadful. For blackheads can be cured,

absolutely. And figures can be reduced. One can be as

slim and lovely as you will—and will is the right word.

So here I am, all set on this lovely early summer day,

to try to solve one of those problems for you, to tell

you how to become a sylph, or to stay a sylph. I'll even

be generous and give you two simple little truths to

memorize and then tell you how to go about making
them true for you. Here they are. Too much food and
too little exercise make you overweight. Less food and
more exercise make you slender. Now isn't that simple?

But let's suppose you are—well, let's be honest about

it—plain fat. You want to reduce. You've tried diet-

ing—a little; and exercising—a very little. But noth-

ing much happens to your weight. You did cheat on
a couple of ice cream sodas, one day, and ate macaroni

one dinner time; but still you tried. And it didn't

get you anywhere.
All right. Let's look your problem severely in its

round, comfortable lace.

The most important thing to find out, before you
start to reduce, is what is causing your overweight.

The chances are a hundred to one that you are eating

more than you need and not exercising at all. The one
chance is that your overweight is caused by glandular

disturbances—that is, genuine ill health—but that chance

is so remote you do not need to worry about it unless

you are really ill.

The next thing to find out is how much overweight
you really are. Some girls have exaggerated ideas on
this score. Only this morning I got a letter from a
fourteen-year-old, five feet in height, who was worried
because she weighed ninety-five pounds. She only

wanted to weigh eighty! If that youngster should go
on a diet that would reduce her to eighty pounds, she'd

be a doctor's patient within a month ! Remember that

your height and the actual weight of your skeleton has

a tremendous lot to do with what you weigh. Your
temperament influences poundage, too. Very nervous
people are almost always thin. Then consider your
age. It is best to be a bit overweight up until thirty,

while after that you should be a little underweight.
That's for your heart. After maturity it doesn't like

the strain of carrying excess pounds.

By

Anne

Van Alstyne

Get a good scales, if you can, preferably one with-

out springs. One of those old-fashioned affairs like

they have in freight offices, or the swank kind doctors

use are best—the kind with the weights. The spring

ones are always springing—and forgetting to come back.

Weigh yourself before and after meals. You'll be sur-

prised to find how much heavier you are after a hearty

dinner. Then rate yourself on a standard that gives you
five to ten pounds for each inch of height over five

feet, the five feet being about one hundred pounds.

This is an accurate enough gauge, allowing for differ-

ences in large and small bones, age and such things.

Also allow for your type of work. If you are a

sedentary worker, an office or shop girl, or a home
maker, the chances are that your day will provide you
with very little muscular exercise. If you are an exec-
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DO YOU WANT TO
REDUCE ?

Ask Anne Van Alstyne! Read this article

first. Then, if you find you still have an

unsolved beauty problem—figure, skin, hair,

feet—write to Miss Van Alstyne and she

will help you; Address : Anne Van Alstyne,

Screenland, 45 West 45 th Street, New
York City, enclosing a self-addressed,

stamped envelope for personal reply.

utive, you should have a bit more weight to allow for

the nervous strain you are under. If you are a vig-

orous outdoor worker, your exercise should prevent

your storing up fat.

If, after all these considerations, you find you really

are overweight, then you just must diet and you just

must exercise.

Does dieting sound like an awful bore to you ? W ell,

perhaps it will help you endure it if you think of it as

a definite accessory of charm and a real gift toward
beauty. A charming girl is one with vitality. Fat slows

How not to do it!

Anita Page does
her fingers- touch-
ing-the-floor ex-
ercise incorrectly

.

Mustn't let your
knees bend, Anita—and get out of
those high-heel-

ed slippers!

Sylvia, Hollywood's famous masseuse, who keeps
some of the loveliest picture girls in trim, illustrates
the right way of body bending to attain suppleness.

you up. An attractive girl is one who suggests youth,
either real or simulated. A slender figure is a youth-
ful figure. A beautiful girl is one with clear, trans-

parent skin. If your diet is full of starches and fats

you can't have clear skin. But isn't it worth dieting

to attain youth, beauty and charm? I think it is. But
be careful of what diet you choose.

There are diets that are faddish. There are diets

that are downright harmful. There are many that will

reduce you very quickly but the damage they do to

the nervous system, the face, and the morale is very
serious indeed. Other diets are merely deceitful. PJy

eliminating all liquids from one's meals and thereby
cutting down the natural "water weight" of the body,
they make the scales record a lighter figure. But once
you return to your normal diet, the poundage returns.

A good reducing diet, that will get you thinner and
make you stay at your ideal weight, must be varied.

It must contain all the essentials for health and elim-

inate only the things that make for excess. It must
have tissue builders, energy builders, minerals and all

four vitamins, and have them arranged so that some
foods containing all these elements are eaten every day.

What are tissue builders, you -ask, and what do they

do? You'll find them in lean meat, cheese, fish, flour,

peas, beans, milk, eggs and cereals. They keep your
skin clear, your eyes bright and your hair healthy.

Energy builders, which destroy fatigue, are in butter,

bread, cereals, sugar and all sweets, potatoes, peas and
beans. All fresh vegetables contain minerals. Milk is

particularly valuable. All raw vegetables and raw fruits

contain vitamins.

So, for a reducing diet you not only can eat lots of

things—but you should eat them. You can reduce and
yet have, every day, some meat, cheese or fish

;

two fresh vegetables ; some butter ; at least a
slice of bread ; milk ; raw fruit, preferably

oranges, and a quart of water. Xow isn't that

easier and more pleasant than "doing'' without
something—bread and butter, for instance, or

all vegetables? Following such a plan, you
will not have to live on oranges alone, or lamb
chops and pineapple, or cucumbers and stale

toast, or some such senseless combination of

foods.

Remember that (Continued on page 100)
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and all that

HELEN TWELVETREES. recently divorced
from Clark Twelvetrees, has married Frank
Woody, Hollywood real estate broker and for-

mer actor. The wags are saying that after
"12 trees" you'd think she'd have had enough "Woody."
Now don't crack about little splinters

!

^creen
J\ews
Serving you gossip
from the camera coast

Ruth Chatterton is going to remain with Paramount.
You know, of course, that Warner Brothers had Ruth
dated up for a long-term contract, with a great increase
in salary, at the expiration of her Paramount contract.
But now Warner Brothers and Paramount have come
to an understanding that Miss Chatterton shall stay on
the home lot. And no hard feelings. Especially from
Ruth, who will make more money than she ever did.

Now don't begin feeling sorry for Warner Brothers
about Ruth Chatterton because they have an ace up their
sleeves. They have signed Lil Dagover, a foreign im-
portation and prominent actress abroad. Strangely,
Miss Dagover was formerly a Paramount player too,

having appeared in foreign productions for them.
Miss Dagover is Warners' Garbo-Dietrich-Landi-

Bankhead. And as Maurice Chevalier would say—she
is "bee-u-ti-full !" Anyway, big things are planned for
her so watch out for this newest Garbo menace.

Warners aren't only going in for foreign players,

they are also grooming some of our nice American
youngsters for stardom. The fortunate youngsters are

Evalyn Knapp, James Cagney, Marian Marsh, Joan
Blondell, Warren Williams, David Manners and Don
Cook. We hate to brag but Screenland predicted

stardom for most of these youngsters a few short

months ago. Remember ?

Julia Faye and Estelle Taylor have paid their tuition

and booked their reservations to attend a Conservatory

of music in Salzburg, Germany, this summer, where,

you will recall, Doris Kenyon is also booked on her

concert tour. Julia and Estelle decided it was important

to continue their singing lessons. But the rift in the

Taylor-Dempsey household altered Estelle's plans. Es-

telle is busy divorcing Jack and Jack has already estab-

lished residence in Reno. The end of another Holly-

wood romance.
Here's irony or something—Estelle was on the United

Artists payroll for a year but was never given a part in

a picture. The only work Estelle did in that year was

to collect her weekly pay check. Now that she's in the

limelight she has been offered, and has accepted, the

vamp role in Ronald Column's next picture, "The Un-
holy Garden."

Claire Windsor, whose career began by her getting

lost on horseback while at a mountain party with Charlie

Chaplin and his friends, is going on the London stage.
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An artist recently made a clever

sketch of Claire via television—she

sitting in a booth in New York and he

four miles away in another. They were

able to converse while the sketch was
being made and see each other all the

time.

After more than a year's absence

from the screen, Dolores Del Rio re-

turns in "The Dove" and after that

sbe will make "Bird of Paradise."

Dolores has a nice contract with RKO
—she's well again and very much in

love with her husband, Cedric Gibbons,

thank you.

'When Constance Bennett says

"Dad" or "Pop" or anything paternal

in "Bought," she'll be talking to her
own father, Richard Bennett. He is

starting a new career as a Hollywood
screen actor and daughter Connie gave
him his first job.

Rudy Yallee wants to make another
picture and there's a possibility that

he will. Rudy has been talking things

over with the Fox organization. Incidentally, the "Vag-
abond Lover" doesn't want to sing or play the saxophone
in his next picture ; he wants to make films on the

Richard Dix order—two fisted he-man stuff. They say
Rudy makes tests of himself with his own home-movie
camera.

Director Edmund Goulding isn't really as stern as he looks (why should
he be?) and Nancy Carroll isn't as worried as she looks. They are both
hemming and hawing about the hem of Nancy's skirt, for a scene of

"The Night Angel."

Janet Gaynor, working on "Daddy Long-Legs," slips

away to Palm Springs nearly every week-end. Janet
has learned the importance of frequent little retirements

to preserve the strength of the soul.

Would you call the red-headed Margaret Livingston

"The Queen of Jazz" now that she has married Paul
\\ hiteman ? Not so long ago both Paul and Margaret vig-

orously denied they would wed. Paul has even been quoted

as having said that marriage was a middle-class institu-

tion. Maybe Mr. Whiteman wants to prove he's one
of the crowd—anyway, Miss Livingston is his fourth

wife

!

Buddy Rogers is growing up at last—has lately de-

veloped a deep bass voice and his acting in "The
Lawyer's Secret" is said to be sensationally good.

Paramount considers it has a new find. He's a young
colored boy with a funny face and actually answers to

the name of "Eaten Sleep" !

When Marie Dressier returned from her rest-cure at

Santa Barbara, she discovered Polly

Moran with a broken nose, and as-

sured her that not one shot of their

next picture should be made until

Polly's nose had been restored to its

normal beauty. They are great

friends, these two, with a special

chair in Marie's dressing room, ex-
clusively for Polly.

// you don't believe Charles Rogers is growing up witness this emotional
scene from "The Lawyer's Secret." Buddy doesn't want to be starred
again until he has proven his dramatic ability. He does it in this new
film, in which he appears with Dick Arlen, Jean Arthur and Clive Brook*

Bebe Daniels and her Ben Lyon,
who appeared together in "My Past,"

have a grand dressing suite on the

First National lot, next to Edward G.
Robinson's. They are quite the roy-

alty on that lot.

Ben has just won a United States

lieutenancy in the 322nd army corps,

which he had to earn with 450 hours
of flying, and by passing a very

stiff examination, physical, mental,

and temperamental ! He gets $30 a

week for this, with a $15 a week
allowance for Bebe in time of war.

But the joke is that Bebe is the

fully accredited honorary colonel of

that regiment, allowed to wear
the uniform, medals and every-

thing—and Ben, like all the rest,

has to salute her. Bebe srets no
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Oh, how they love their art! Clive Brook, Ruth Chat-
terton, Carman Barnes and Carole Lombard all wait-
ing for the studio doors to open so that they can make

nice talking pictures for you.

It isn't necessarily pure delight to be invited to be a
bridesmaid at a fashionable Hollywood wedding. At one
recent affair, after all the bridesmaids had accepted the

offer, they found it entailed going to a special dressmaker
and milliner and paying $300 for their dresses and $50
for their hats.

As one bridesmaid remarked, "They should only let

us in for that for golden weddings in Hollywood."

Mrs. Robert Montgomery isn't a myth—she's real! Mrs. Montgomery was
kept a deep, dark secret from the pub-
lic and this is one of the first pictures of
the Montgomerys together since Bob

made a hit in pictures.

What the fashionable woman wears
when traveling. Little wonder that
Lilyan Tashman has the reputation as
being the best dressed woman of Holly-
wood or anywhere. Note the luggage.

end of a kick out of that situation.

Bebe has always been a good busi-

ness man—bought up lots of real es-

tate. Seems curious to recall that only a
year or two ago, Bebe was so discour-

aged she thought she was through with
pictures. Paramount, after 9 years.-

failed to take up her new contract.

There seemed to be a conspiracy to be-
lieve that Bebe couldn't do talkies. But
Le Baron of RKO finally gave her a
contract without even a test—and "Rio
Rita" did the rest. Bebe waxes poign-
antly grateful anent Le Baron and
shudders to think how different life

might have been but for his faith in

her acting ability.

Paramount paid Theodore Dreiser $150,000 for the

screen rights of "An American Tragedy," they say

—

and now he is all set to bring suit against them for what
he considers mal-treatment of his

story. "When I read the script I went
into a trance. When I came to, I

bellowed, I screamed, I wept," he

bawls. "They tell me I'll be just

crazy about the finished picture," he

snarls. "You bet I will !" Oh, Drei-

ser is one mad author these days

—

but most people insist the picture is

great all the same.

Hollywood is very ironical—loves

to pursue the reluctant and turn

down the eager pleader. So that it

was only when Lois Wilson had de-

cided to give up the struggle and go

to Europe with Auriol Lee to try the

London stage, with passage all

booked, that Universal implored her

to remain for "Seed." Lois is love-

lier than ever, and much too young
to be the mother of five children as

depicted in "Seed," in spite of her

compelling performance. She is

quite a diet fiend, even unto carry-

ing her special milk around with her.

Not safe to start a diet conversation

when Lois is around.

Lois has never married, although

we insisted upon getting romantic

about her friendships with Eddie
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Determined to live up to his reputation and have a
bath tub in every picture, Cecil B. De Mille inserts one
into the script of "The Squaw Man" and asks Lupe

Velez to step into it.

Horton and J. Warren Kerrigan, both bachelors of too

long standing. But Lois insists both affairs are dis-

tinctly platonic. It was Universal that gave Lois her

very first screen chance as a little girl 15 years ago, and
the same studio rescues her from permanent retirement

from the screen for "Seed." Lois remembers Carl

Laemmle, Jr., as a small boy whose dad was her friend.

Now he"s her boss.

Doris Kenyon had permanently renounced pictures

and gone over to the concert platform because of her
fine voice. She was booked to leave for Europe with

her small 4-year-old Kenyon soon af-

ter the sudden death of Milton Sills,

to sing in Berlin and Salzburg. But
First National offered her such a

fancy contract for three pictures that

she agreed to be persuaded. She left

for Europe, however, on May 24th

and won't return for more pictures

until September. Doris looks sweeter

—the suffering of her last few years

has had a soul-stirring effect. She
still owns the gorgeous home at

Brentwood where Milton Sills planted

so sumptuously with his vast botan-

ical knowledge. And the baby is

adorable.

Louise Brooks had a bad break
when talkies came in, because the

"Canary Murder Case'' was first

made as a silent, and when it was
decided to turn it into a talkie, Louise
had gone to Europe for a trip. So
of course, the substituted voice didn't

^fit^so well—voices are just a personal
thing. So she remained to make a
few silents in German}- and France,
and when she returned it was neces-
sary for her to accept very small
par>s to break into the game again.
So Ler second lead with Frank Fav

Walter Huston welcomes to Hollywood
his daughter-in-law and his son John,
who will write for the films. Walter
plays detective Philo Vance in "The
Blue Moon Murder Mystery," his next

picture for Warner Brothers.

Jackie Searl is the best bad boy in pic-
tures. Master Searl is all dressed for
"The Queen of Hollywood" in which he
plays with Mitzi Green. You remem-
berhim in "Skippy" and " Tom Sawyer."

in "God's Gift to Women'' is some-
thing of a triumph.

Louise has a nice natural voice, but
she hasn't quite outgrown her conver-
sational reserve—never could get Lou-
ise to unbend and rattle along like most
girls do. Her nice mamma says its

because in numerology, Louise is dom-
inated by sixes, whereas fives are bet-

ter for self-confidence and the frank
manner. But sixes always work-
through in the end.

Greta Nissen comes back in "Wo-
men of all Nations," speaking excel-

lent English, looking prettier than
ever, and wearing her clothes much
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more smartly. This will be her first

talkie—and in the interval she has

been doing stage plays which are

spoken of as "artistic successes but

financial failures." Anyway, Fox has

given her a contract, and her next

picture will be "Trans-Atlantic" with

Eddie Lowe.

Enid Bennett, who played Skippy's

mother in that kid picture, says she

doesn't feel she has really "come
back"—that was just a little flyer.

"There may be a place for me in

pictures, of course," she says, "but

I cannot see it just yet awhile."

And then, of course, there's El-

eanor Boardman, who retired from
the screen just before her first baby
was born, but now has four talkies

to her credit—including "The Squaw
Man," and "Women Love Once."
Maturity and maternity have added
to Eleanor's charms—she used to

adopt a slightly hard attitude before she married King
Yidor—liked to say stinging naughty things—but now
she is very feminine and sweet.

Will Rogers doesn't smoke or drink, but oh, he chews
gum—even unto borrowing a wad from anybody handy.

Except at home. Mrs. Rogers says Will parks his gum
outside the home like a good little boy and none of the

Beverly Hills furniture is mussed up.

This Will is easily one of the most unique figures

in America today—author, journalist, actor, speech-

maker, polo player, arch-humorist, arch-publicity man,
political moralist, cowboy, to the tune of half a million

a year.

Mrs. Rogers says he sleeps seven hours and snores

;

detests card games ; owns a dozen funny musical in-

struments which he cannot play but tries to ; and has

never been known to speak a cross word at home.
"I never had no high ambitions," drawled Will re-

cently, "and even now I don't know what it's all about,

In the foreground, from left to right, Constance Bennett, Joan
Crawford, Sally O'Neil and Edmund Coulding. Polish up your
memory— this was on the set of the silent "Sally, Irene and Mary."

The little girl in the back row? Molly O'Day!

this success." That's Will, just a regular guy.
He's 52 years old, tousled, untidy, refuses to bother

about clothes, and makes little use of the grand bunga-
low built for him on the Fox lot. As for schooling

—
"I

studied the fourth reader for four years," he grins. And,
yes, really, he says his mother wanted him to become
a Methodist minister—but he went into the Ziegfeld Fol-

lies, instead

!

Mary Brian and William Bakewell seem to be very
good friends these days. William has been the favored
escort on numerous occasions. What about Arthur
Lake, Mary?

On "Dirigible," an essentially masculine picture, just

one lone woman gets in on the credits—Dorothy Howell,
who wrote the continuity—the clever girl who rose from
the business department of Columbia studio to become
screen editor, all in three years. In the meantime, out-

side of working hours, Dorothy Howell often trots

around with Eddie Buzzell.

Bebe Daniels and Gloria Swanson
brighten up little old New York.
The girls came east on a combined

business and pleasure trip.

Remember Mae Marsh? Here she
is being greeted by Janet Caynor.
Miss Marsh has been signed by
Fox to play in "Over the Hill."

Tango teas have come in again,

a pre-war vogue. Saw LiIvan

Tashman, Charlotte Greenwood
and Grace La Rue all showing off

their Terpsichorean abilities at the

Ambassador recently— Charlotte

has the perfect legs for the tango

!

Just before starting on "The
Queen of Hollywood," Louise Fa-
zenda took two weeks off and
drove her nice old mater and pa-

ter all through northern Califor-

nia, with a few frisky days in San
Francisco. Louise loves to drive

her own car and adores the open
road. She says after we see the

picture we may think someone else

is the Queen of Hollywood but
for the present she accepts the

crown and the throne.

"It certainly is hard times. Ju-
nior hasn't worked for a month
and we are way behind in the

rent," sighed one mother rr£ a
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Anita Page has invented one hat to fill the need of three distinctly different occasions. In the first picture Anita
uses the brim for an eye-shade for golfing or tennis; in the second, as an afternoon hat with the brim detached and
three rows of ribbon to edge the crown; third, a day-time model with a medium brim. Smart hats—smart girl!

young Hollywood actor. Ho, hum ! All the same it

is great days for most child actors in Hollywood just

now, what with Alfred Santell hiring 'em for "Daddy
Long Legs'' with Janet Gaynor ; and Bill Beaudine for

"Penrod and Sam."
Anyway, Mitzi Green's parents have no possible ex-

cuse to get behind in the rent !

•

tests of young actresses. So she flew down to Hollywood
by plane, took her tests and got back in time for the eve-
ning performance, with a contract in her little purse.

How's that for enterprise?

Bela Lugosi of "Dracula'' fame on both stage and
screen has never seen himself in a picture. He's made
three, but had to sail for Honolulu with "The Black

Camel" company before any one of them were released.

One of Bela's pictures is "Broadminded." The gentle-

man is most broad-minded in his tastes in ladies.

Things happen like that. Nils Asther, young Scandi-
navian actor, had not been embarrassed with offers for
screen work in America, so when his wife Vivian Dun-
can cabled that she had produced that small daughter in

Paris, Nils eagerly accepted an offer from a French film

company. Then he received a good Hollywood offer

right away ! But France and the baby won.

Lew Ayres seems to be winning his fight for a larger

salary from Universal. He had been getting a bonus

at the end of each picture, but Lew thought a higher

salary would improve his standing generally, especially

as the life of a screen star's popularity is apt to be

brief.

Lady Mountbatten, declared to be England's most
beautiful peeress, had a grand time in Hollywood as

the guest of Mary Pickford. Pickfair has been the

scene of glamorful social affairs, with the entire Holly-
wood peerage doing the young lady honor. Marion
Davies was also her hostess, providing gala entertain-

ment for Lady Mountbatten at both her Beverly Hills

and beach homes.

Maureen O'Sullivan had a

joyous visit back to her folks

in Ireland, just before begin-

ning "Skyline" for Fox.

She hadn't seen them since

that exciting occasion when
she was annexed for "Song
o' My Heart"—just picked

out from a restaurant party

in Dublin and asked if she

would consent to become a

Hollywood star ! Can't you
imagine the family excite-

ment—having said goodbye
to an unknown little girl a

year ago and to welcome
back a famous young lady

drawing as much salary in

a month as would run her
Irish family for a year?

Watch out for a young
woman named Shirley Gray,

23, blonde, adventurous and
highly practical. Shirley was
taking part in a play at

Oakland but heard that

United Artists were takin°-

Stockbrokers are in good
standing in Hollywood. Jean-
ette MacDonald, by the time
you read this, will be Mrs.
Robert G. Ritchie.

Olive Borden was expected
to appear in a stage play on
Broadway but instead she
married Theodore Spector, a
stockbroker, too. Olive was
married on March 28th and
kept it a secret for nearly a
month.

Alfred hunt and Lynn Fontanne, or Mr. and
Mrs. hunt of the Theatre Guild, will make
their screen debut together in the talkie ver-

sion of Noel Coward's "Private hives."

Time was when the screen

vamp was brunette and
slinky—a la Theda Bara and
Virginia Pearson of silent

days. But now, the minxes
are all blonde—Jean Harlow.
Lilyan Tashman, Garbo,
Dietrich, et al. If they put
Cleopatra on the screen to-

day they'd surely make her

a blonde. Even Bebe Dan-
iels, brunette charmer for

(Continued on page 129)
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The Truth about Cosmetics

By

Mary

Lee

One of the really distinguished women of the screen, Aileen Pringle, in her
very modern boudoir. Miss Pringle enjoys the scents and lotions that come in

stunning bottles because they help "dress up" her dressing table.'

THE Ambrosia company has gone and done it

again. Ambrosia is the firm—and the product

—that launched liquid cleansers so successfully

about two years ago. They put across Ambrosia
so thoroughly that every other beauty house had to adopt

liquid cleansers into their lines. And a very good thing

that was, too, for we did need correct counter-balance

against the heavy creams so many of us had been using.

Now Ambrosia itself is putting out a cream—but it's

a different cream from the rest, and very very nice

indeed, I assure you. It comes in

the same spiffy little bottle with the

black top that Ambrosia appears in

and sells for the same price, that is,

in one and two dollar sizes. It has

been on the market for a couple of

months, but I have saved it to write

about until now, as I consider it one
of the finest "summer" products

I've yet come across.

The old theory of beauty care

used to be that the skin dried out

in winter and must be cared for

particularly during that time. Do
you recall how our maiden aunts

used to wear veils through Febru-
ary and March to keep their skins

from chapping? The skin does dry

out in winter, particularly where
the owner of the face lives in a

steam-heated apartment, but the

winter drying is as nothing to the

summer-time drying, now that the

sun-tan vogue has been so thorough-

ly accepted. One case of moderate
sunburn can dry your skin more

Ambrosia, the popular liquid
cleanser, has a new sister—

a

liquid cream, as soft as real
cream, and very useful.

than ten winters. Hence my
enthusiasm for a cream with
penetrative and nourishing
qualities, which this Ambrosia
cream genuinely seems to have.

Having myself a tendency
toward dry skin, I've been
trying out this cream and I

recommend it very highly. It

is a liquid, as soft as real

cream, and very softening.

Another great thing about it

for summer is that it is the

best little sunburn cure I've yet heard about. Of course,

you shouldn't get sunburned, if you value your skin.

But if you do, dash this Ambrosia cream on quickly and
you'll be delighted with the way in which it takes out

the soreness and the burn. Also as a base under make-
up, to act as protection against excessive burning or

tanning, I know you'll find this cream more useful than

a dozen sunshades.

Another product particularly needed in summer is

a good depilatory. You simply can't wear short sleeved

dresses and go stockingless if you are

shaggy. It's offensive and unsightly

and "just not done." So to over-

come this handicap comes a new Zip

production.

Zip in cake form you undoubtedly
know about, but Zip in cream form
is something new, and much more
pleasant to use. It comes in a tube

and is pleasantly scented. It takes

only five minutes to use and its re-

sults are amazingly lasting. It is

not so strong as the cake Zip but I

like it better. And the price is simply

marvelous—fifty cents for a big fat

tube of it.

Further in the summer line comes
a body oil from my pet house, Len-
theric. It is to be rubbed over

the body before sun bathing and it

will make you appear brown without
being brown actually. You probably
know that it isn't so smart to be
"dark-skinned" this summer, particu-

larly in evening clothes, so this is

one of (Continued on page 125)
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JNN HARDIXG Adorer. So it's like

Vjlthat, is it? Well, you aren't the only

boy friend Ann can boast among her audi-

ences. Every other fan seems to be a

Harding booster. Yes—Ann is married,

to Harry Bannister; and has a blue-eyed

baby girl named Jane.

Question Box. Will I do a paragraph
about Joan Bennett? It will take more
than one blurb to do justice to Joan. She
was born Feb. 27, 1911. in Palisades, N. J.

She is 5 feet 5 inches tall, weighs 108 pounds
and has blonde hair and blue eyes. She has

been married, has a young daughter, and

is divorced. One of her latest releases is

"Doctors' Wives" with Warner Baxter and
Victor Yarconi. Marilyn Miller was born

Sept. 1, 1930, in Evansville. Indiana. She
has blonde hair and green eyes. She has

been married twice. Her first husband
was Frank Carter; her second, Jack Pick-

ford, from whom she was divorced.

R. M. D. From this world-wide "Ask
me" station, we are prepared to clear

up most anything, giving you bright mo-
ments and setting you right about the

screen stars' favorite birthdays, if any.

Lew Ayres was born Dec. 28, 1909. He
was christened Lewis Ayres but prefers

to be called Lew.

Susie. To the many Barry Norton fans

who have been asking for a glimpse of

him in the galloping talkies : you can see

and hear him as the young lieutenant in

"Dishonored" with Marlene Dietrich and
Victor McLaglen. Marlene sings in "Blue
Angel" and "Morocco" and she does som_-

high-powered piano playing in her latest

release, "Dishonored." Marlene returned

from her vacation in Germany in April

and is now working in her new picture,

tentatively titled "Indiscretion," and di-

rected, of course, by Josef von Sternberg.

R. F. Your questions may come and go
but my answers are like Amos 'n' Andy,
they go on forever. Stanley Smith was
born Jan. 6, 1907, in Kansas City, Mo. He
is 6 feet tall, weighs 160 pounds and has
blond hair and blue eyes. He was on the

stage six years before his film bow in

1929. He appears in "From Soup to

Nuts" with Ted Healy and Frances Mc-
Coy.

Miss Buddy. You'll let me take all the

time in the world to answer your inquiry

—but I don't need it, thanks. Here's the

answer right on time. In "Dawn Patrol"
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., was Douglas Scott
and William Janney was Gordon Scott, his

young brother. Janney also appeared with
Conrad Naa;el and Loretta Young in "The
Right of Way."

Phyllis L. How do you like your pretty

name in print? I know the answer and
so do you. John Boles' wife is a southern
girl, the former Marcelite Dobbs. They
have a three-year-old daughter and a
younger child too. Tohn was born Oct.
28. 1900. He is 6 feet 1 inch tall, weighs
180 pounds and has grey-blue eyes and

You'll find the stars' ad-

dresses on Page 114. Turn

to Page 98 for the casts of

current films. Please consult

these services before asking

questions. Thank you!
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Vee Dee

brown hair. His next film is "Seed."

Dolores J. I'll admit I'm as wise as
some owls but I can't tell you why Buddy
Rogers doesn't patronize his barber as
often as his admirers think he should. But
I'm a willing worker and will see what
can be done about it. Charles' next is

a character role in "The Lawyer's Secret,"

and he is great in it.

Helen J. I haven't a record of Carl
von Haartman—except as the captain of
the Zeppelin in "Hell's Angels," the four
million dollar picture. Ben Lyon and
James Hall are the brothers and Jean
Harlow made her debut in this Howard
Hughes film.

Nicholas. You want me to settle a dis-

pute out of court
—"who is the handsomest

of these three screen players, Charles
Rogers, Ramon Novarro or Lewis Ayres ?"

If you won't mind my saying so," 1 think
I'll take Robert Coogan, who plays so natu-
rally and delightfully in "Skippy" with
Mitzi Green and Jackie Cooper. No,
Jackie isn't a brother of Gary Cooper but
Robert Coogan is Jackie's young brother.

Can you figure that out?

Sonnie of Dallas. I can't give you my
personal promise that Ramon Novarro will

answer your letter but drop him a line or
two and trust and hope as you've never
hoped before. Durango, Mexico, claims
Ramon as one of her celebrities. He was
born Feb. 6, 1900. He has black hair,

brown eyes, is 5 feet 8 inches tall and
weighs 155 pounds. His latest film is

"Daybreak" with Helen Chandler. Ramon
may go to Europe to make pictures soon.

Corn-Fed Girl. If you're one, I'm a
milk-fed chicken. David Lee's name is

just that. He was born Dec. 29, 1926, in

Los Angeles. Cal. He made his first pic-

ture, "The Singing Fool," in 1928. He
also appeared in "Frozen River" and "She
Knew Men." Louise Brooks is back again
after spending some time abroad making
films. She plays in "It Pays to Advertise"
with Norman Foster, Skeets Gallagher
and Carole Lombard; and in "God's Gift
to Women" with Frank Fay. James Hall
was 30 years old on Oct. 22, 1930.

Joseph Peters. Am I a drawing-card
for your favorite magazine? What do
you think? I'm a master hand at draw-
ing—my breath. Har-har, also tee-hee!

Anita Page was born Aug. 4, 1910, in

Flushing, Long Island, and educated in

New York Cit3r
. She is unmarried and

lives with her mother, father and young
brother in Beverly Hills. Lon Chanev was
born April 1. 1883, and died Aug. 26, 1930.

His first and last talking picture was "The
Unholy Three."

Mona B. Away back in 1926, before
our favorite screen stars could or did
talk, Richard Dix and Esther Ralston
played together in "The Quarterback."
Esther's latest (Continued on page 96)
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release is "The Southerner" with Lawrence
Tibbett ; and Richard's is "Cimarron."

Sue Carol Fan. You are not the only
one who wants to see Sue in better and
bigger pictures. Her first screen appear-
ance was with Douglas McLean in

"Soft Cushions." Among her latest are
"Check and Double Check" with Amos
'n' Andy, and "Dancing Sweeties" with
Grant Withers. Sue was born in Chi-
cago, 111., on Oct. 30, 1908. She has
dark brown hair, flashing brown eyes, is

5 feet 3 inches tall and weighs 108
pounds. She and Nick Stuart were
married July 28, 1929. They kept it a
secret for several months.

D. York. Robert Woolsey claims 41

years but he doesn't look it. Bert Wheeler
doesn't tell his age but he's a good come-
dian at that. Ralph Forbes is an English-
man. He was born Sept. 30, 1902 in Lon-
don. He has blonde hair, blue-grey eyes,

is 6 feet tall and weighs 165 pounds. And
married to Ruth Chatterton.

Johnny Mack Drown Fan. You have the

wrong telephone number if you think your
idol isn't a big favorite—who said he wasn't?
Since he made his first screen appearance
with Marion Davies in "The Fair Co-Ed,

"

John has been traveling fast. He recently
made "The Great Meadow" with Eleanor
Boardman, "Billy the Kid" with Kay John-
son and Wallace Beery; and his next is

"The Secret Six" with Jean Harlow, Mar-
jorie Rambeau and Wallace Beery.

A. B. of Ohio. You hit your head on the
nail when you hope Will Rogers will go on
poking fun at all events as long as he lives.

A wave of my hand to you. Eddie Quillan
was born in Philadelphia, Pa., on March 31,

1907. He has brown hair and eyes, is 5
feet 6 inches tall and weighs 140 pounds.
From the time he was able to walk, he
toured the country with his family who were
vaudeville troupers. He has made 18 two-
reel comedies for Mack Sennett. He is good
in "Big Money" with Robert Armstrong
and James Gleason.

Francis X. G. You want some one to
give you a shove into the movie business

—

willing to learn a few odds and ends of the
trade before you take up the work seriously,

are you ? Ho-hum ! If you have talent, looks,

and brains, willingness to work and a few
more good qualities, apply at some studio
and try your luck and may good fortune
be with you. But be sure you have a healthy
bank account before you try Hollywood.

Enid G. How can movie stars cry in pic-

tures when there isn't anything to cry about ?

You're one girl in a million who doesn't take
her movies seriously. In "Riders of the
Dark" with Tim McCoy, you saw Dorothy
Dwan as Mary and Rex Lease as her brother
Jim. Rex is a free lance player and I haven't
his permanent address. Virginia Grey was
Little Eva in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." Nena
Ouartaro appears with Marion Davies in

"The Bachelor Father." Nena, whose real

name is Gladys, was born March 17, 1910,

in New York City. She has black hair and
eves, is 5 feet 3 inches tall and weighs 108
pounds.

Leatrice and Beatrice. Twins, are you?
From this distance I can't tell you apart.

Clara Bow i= 25 years old, has red hair,

brown eyes, is 5 feet 316 inches tall and

weighs 110 pounds. Bebe Daniels was 30
her last birthday ; she is 5 feet 3 inches tall,

weighs 120 pounds and has black hair and
eyes. Greta Garbo is 24, weighs 125 pounds,
is 5 feet, 6 inches tall, and has golden hair
and blue eyes.

Brown Eyes. Pauline Frederick was never
the wife of Will Rogers. She has tried

matrimony four times but Will Rogers has
had the first and same wife for many years.

Gilbert Roland played opposite Norma Tal-
madge in "Camille" and "The Dove."

Midge. You have the same nickname as
Dorothy Lee. If you want to enjoy a good
cry, take plenty of hankies and go see your
favorite actor, Clive Brook, in "East Lynne"
with Ann Harding and Conrad Nagel. Clive
has brown hair and grey eyes, and was born
in London, England. His wife, Mildred
Evelyn, was a popular English actress. They
have two charming children, Faith Evelyn
and Clive. Jr.

Miss R. M. Monte Blue is not on con-
tract just now. "White Shadows of the

South Seas" was filmed in the Society Is-

lands group—on the Island of Tahiti, in the

South Pacific. These islands are spoken of

as the Polynesia group, which includes the

Samoan, Tonga, Phoenix, Society, Mar-
quesas and Hawaiian islands, as well as

numerous smaller groups.

Cherie. Entrez. Je suis de service. Charles
Rogers will be 26 years old on Aug.
13, 1931. Nancy Carroll is 24; Mary Brian
is 23. Louis Wolheim's last release was
"Gentleman's Fate" with John Gilbert, Leila

Hyams and Anita Page. Mr. Wolheim
created the role of Capt. Flagg in the first

Broadway stage production of "What Price
Glory." His next picture was to have been
"The Front Page," in which he had the part

of the managing editor of the newspaper
film, when he passed away. Adolphe Menjou
plays the part. Louis Wolheim will be

greatly missed. He was unique on the screen
and a fine gentleman off. Who will forget
him in "All Quiet on the Western Front"?

Dorothy Jordan is one of the
most popular ingenues ac-
cording to Miss Vee Dee's
statistics. "Shipmates" is

her new film.

Harriette D. Little girls are still ask-
ing, "How can I get in the movies?" If

you ask me and I think you did, I wouldn't
try. There are so many on the flicker-

coast who are without even part of a day's

work. Better stay under the old roof
where you are sure of your sundaes. No
extra charge for the advice, Harri ! Doro-
thy Lee is playing with Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey in "Cracked Nuts."

Flo from Wcstficld. You do think of

the funniest questions, don't you? How
old is Miss Vee Dee and has she a hus-

band? Am I 'telling? Sue Carol is 22,

Nancy Carroll is 24. and Bebe Daniels is

30 years old. Bebe's next film is "The
Maltese Falcon."

Brown Eyes, New Haven. Clara Bow
is too busy making films and gathering in

her fan mail to visit your city, I'm afraid.

Neil Hamilton was born in Lynn, Mass.,

on Sept. 9, 1899. He plays with Norma
Shearer and Robert Montgomery in

"Strangers May Kiss." Warner Baxter
and Janet Gaynor play together in "Daddy
Long Legs."

T. B.. Texas. How would I like to have
my face on the coin of the realm? To
quote Robert Woolsey of Wheeler and
Woolsey, I'd rather have my hands on it.

Ha-ha! Nils Asther and Vivian Duncan
announced their marriage on May 30, 1930.

Nils appeared with Joan Crawford in

"Dream of Love." Jackie Coogan was 16

years old on Oct. 14, 1930. His latest re-

lease is "Tom Sawyer."

Estelle G. I'll be frank with you; in

fact, I'll be both frank and earnest. Joan
Crawford is one of our best loved screen

favorites. She can pack 'em in with each

new film. "Paid" and "Dance, Fools,

Dance" are among her latest releases.

John Mack Brown was her leading man in

"Montana Moon." Benny Rubin and
Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike) supplied the

comedy and Ricardo Cortez was Jeff, who
did the grand tango with Joan.

Angela L. Going back six or seven

years in the cinema industry for a com-
plete cast is going back pretty far but I

can give you a partial cast of "Chickie."

Dorothy Mackaill, Gladys Brockwell,

Myrtle Stedman and Hobart Bosworth
played the principal roles. Barbara La
Marr's last husband was Jack Dougherty.
She left three adopted children when she

died.

Just Three Girls. Let's get together and
put the pep in pepper. Have you ever

tried to beat the high-powered Floyd
Gibbons' record of 217 words per min-
ute ? Floyd is in the movies now. Ber-

nice Claire and Alexander Gray do not

give their birth dates. Bernice appeared
in "Kiss Me Again" with Walter Pidgeon
and Edward Everett Horton. Bernice is

single. Alexander has been married but

his wife was killed in an automobile acci-

dent in 1929. He lives with his mother
and father and young child. Both Bernice

and Alex are playing in vaudeville at

present.

Alice .1/. David Manners was born Ap-
ril 30. 1902. in Halifax. Nova Scotia. He
is 6 feet tall, weighs 169 pounds, and has
brown hair and grey-green eyes. His real

(Continued on page 127)
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Slams and Salvos

Clara Bow fans are sticking by
her. Let's hope she gives a good
performance in "Kick In."

WANTS GARBO AND GILBERT
RE-UNITED

Why must actors like John Gilbert and
Greta Garbo be separated, when their best

work was done playing together ?

Surely, John's acting has not improved
much since he became a star. His most
splendid work was done opposite the great

Garbo. And why must they be separated
now ? To be stars in their own right ?

But what difference does that make, when
a star seems to do better work as a fea-

tured player?
Greta Garbo. and John Gilbert belong

together. Without each other there is

something lacking in their acting. They
are such an ideal pair, and work beauti-

fully together, and their love scenes were
created so realistically that they always
left me spellbound. And now, must they
be separated forever or will someone get
wise and cast them together again, where
they both belong, before anything happens
to their popularity?

Sybil Steinberg,
71 West 182nd St.,

Bronx, New York.

ANOTHER CHANCE FOR CLARA
Should Clara Bow be given another

chance? I should say so!
Clara cannot prove she is a great actress

because she has not been given good
stories. I'd like to see her play Sadie
Thompson. She'd walk away with it

—

she'd make screen history

!

I want to see Clara Bow on the screen
and I know there are a million others like

me.
Dina Martin,

1343 South 51st Street,
_

Cicero, Illinois.

SEE PAGE 24
All my life I've boohed the blondes !

Blonde women were pretty bad, but
blond men—well, they were like stale

crackers

!

A dashing, dark, daring lover, or even
the brutal black-hearted brunette villain

Continued from page 8

sounded pleasing notes in my responsive
heart. But, invariably I edged toward an
exit when a slim-shouldered corn-haired
hero hounded the films.

And, after a good many years of feeling

frankly justified in blasting bland blonds,

I have to take it all back and sneak in to

see a Swede

!

And what a sweet Swede he is

!

Broad, bracing, brawny shoulders. Keen,
kind, kingly eyes. Wide, winning, will-o'-

the-wisp smile. Low lilting, ravishing
voice, and a dashing, debonair, deliberate

manner—crowned with a wealth of golden
hair

!

And who is this wondrous, winning
wizard ? Why, Phillips Holmes, of course !

Jeannette Lloyd,
Apartment 2-F,

Sherwood Hall,

4322 45th Street,

Long Island City, N. Y.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Wouldn't it be wonderful if

—

John Gilbert could make a big comeback?
They would film "Blossom Time"

;

We could see Molly O'Day again

;

Joan Crawford would quit smoking;
Norma Shearer wasn't so conceited;
Bebe Daniels would sing more.

Willie Summers,
619 Cypress,

Kansas City, Mo.

A TOAST TO TIBBETT
The producers are correct in their as-

sumption that movie-goers are tired of

musical pictures. They are—but not to the

extent the producers seem to think. Pic-

tures in which the players break into song
for no apparent reason, and at illogical

intervals, are embarrassing to the audience,

but pictures such as "The Prodigal" with
Lawrence Tibbett are a treat. His songs
were delivered at sane times and places,

and did not interrupt the natural unfolding
of the plot. And what a grand voice and

personality he has ! His exuberant good
humor is as irresistible as his glorious

voice—there is nothing of the wilting

crooner about Tibbett. (I'd like to see

him in a role of the D'Artagnan type; he
would understand the robust adventure and
gallantry of that day.)

Yes, when musicals are as stimulating

as "The Prodigal," they are welcome.
Miss L. Chapman,
665-a Castro Street.

San Francisco, California.

A SUGGESTION
You fans who have read "Kitty," by

Warwick Deeping, don't you think it is an
ideal vehicle for Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell ?

I can think of no other actress or actor

so ideally suited to these parts as Gaynor
and Farrell. Can't you just see Janet as

tiny, lovable, brave Kitty Greenwood, and
Charles as pathetic, war-torn Alex St.

George?
This story is one of the sweetest I have

ever read, and I would like to see Janet
and Charlie make a talkie of it.

Marion Morris,
Conwav, Arkansas.

ROASTING THE AUDIENCE
I used to become outraged at the type

of motion picture shown on the modern
screen. Especially those comedies whose
high spot was a sequence in which the men
had to run around sans trousers, finally

ending with a general house-wrecking.
And then I saw "City Lights."
Remember the final sequence, when

Charlie is out of prison and he walks
along the street, a pathetic figure, and the

two newsboys begin to pester him? It

was during this scene that the audience
laughed

!

The only person who thought there
might be some pathos in the scene was a

(Continued on page 126)

Charlie Chaplin can make as many silent pictures as he chooses—the
crowd is with him. "City Lights" is his most successful film to date, so

Charlie can't be wrong!
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Casts of Current Films

"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE." Fox. From the
story by Mark Twain. Adapted by William Consel-
man. Directed by David Butler. The cast: Hank
(Sir Boss), Will Rogers; King Arthur, William Far-
num; Alisande, Maureen O'Sullivan; Clarence, Frank
Albertson; Queen Morgan he Fay, Myrna Loy; Sagra-
mor, Mitchell Harris; Merlin, Brandon Hurst.

"A TAILOR MADE MAN." Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. From the play "A Tailor Made Man." Di-
rected by Sam Wood. The cast: John Paul Bart,
William Haines; Tanya, Dorothy Jordan; Huber,
Joseph Cawthorn; Kitty Dupuy, Marjorie Rambeau;
Jellirotl, William Austin; Dr. Von Sonntag, Ian Keith;
Mrs. Slanlaw, Hedda Hopper; Mr. Stanlaw. Hale
Hamilton; Peter, Henry Armetta; Abraham Nathan,
Walter Walker; Pomeroy, Forrester Harvey; Bessie,

Joan Marsh; Conine, Martha Sleeper.

"BAD SISTER." Universal. From a story by
Booth Tarkington. Adapted by Tom Reed and Ray-
mond L. Schrock. Directed by Hobart Henley. The
cast: Dick Lindley, Conrad Nagel; Marianne, Sidney
Fox; Laura, Bette Davis; Minnie, ZaSu Pitts; Sam,
Slim Summerville; Mr. Madison, Charles Winninger;
Mrs. Ma lison, Emma Dunn; Valentine Corliss, Hum-
phrey Bogart; Wade Trumbull, Bert Roach; Hendrick
Madison, David Durand.*

"BEYOND VICTORY." Palhe. From the story
by Horace Jackson. Adapted by Horace Jackson and
James Gleason. Directed by John Robertson. The
cast: Bill, Bill Boyd; Frilzie, ZaSu Pitts; Lew, Lew-
Cody; Ina, Marion Shilling; Jim, James Gleason;
Katherine, Lissi Arna; Major Sparks, Theodore Von
Eltz; Mother, Mary Carr; Russell, Russell Gleason.

"BIG BUSINESS GIRL." First National. From
the story by Patricia Reilly and H. N. Swanson.
Adapted by Robert Lord. Directed by William A.
Seiter. The cast: Claire Mac lntyre, Loretta Young;
John Goodman, Frank Albertson; Ralph Clayton,
Ricardo Cortez; Pearl, Joan Blondell; Mrs. Emery,
Dorothy Christy; Sally Curtis, Virginia Sale; Office
Boy, Mickey Bennett; Messenger Boy, Bobby Gordon;
Sarah Ellen, Nancy Dover; Walter Morley, Oscar
Apfel.*

"CITY LIGHTS." United Artists. From an
original story by Charlie Chaplin. Directed by
Charlie Chaplin. The cast: Tramp, Charlie Chaplin;
Blind Girl, Virginia Cherill; Her Grandmother, Flor-
ence Lee; Eccentric Millionaire', Harry Myers; His
Butler. Allan Garcia; Prize fighter , Hank Mann.

"CITY STREETS." Paramount. From the story
by Dashiel Hammett. Directed by Rouben Mamou-
lian. The cast: The Kid, Gary Cooper; Nan, Sylvia
Sidney; Big Fellow Maskal, Paul Lukas; McCoy,
William Boyd; Pop Coolcy, Guy Kibbee; Blackie,
Stanley Fields; Agnes, Wynne Gibson; Pansy, Betty
Sinclair.*

"DIRIGIBLE." Columbia. From the story by
Lieutenant Commander F. B. Wead, U. S. N.
Adapted by Jo Swerling. Directed by Frank Capra.
The cast: Brandon, Jack Holt; Frisky Pierce, Ralph
Graves; Helen, Fay Wray; Rondelle, Hobart Bos-
worth; Sock McGuire, Roscoe Karns; Hansen, Harold
Goodwin; Clarence, Clarence Muse; Admiral Martin,
Emmet Corrigan; Commander of U.S.S. Lexington,
Al Roscoe; Lieutenant Rowland, Selmer Jackson.*

"DIVORCE AMONG FRIENDS." Warner Broth-
ers. From the story by Jack Townley. Adapted by
Harvey Thew. Directed by Roy Del Ruth. The cast:
Helen Morris, Irene Delroy; George Morris, James
Hall; Joan Whitley, Natalie Moorehead; Paul Wilcox,
Lew Cody; Tom Chadwick, Edward Martindel.*

"DUDE RANCH." Paramount. From an original

story by Milton Krims. Directed by Frank Tuttle.
The cast: Jenifer, Jack Oakie; Chester Carr, Stuart
Erwin; Judd, Eugene Pallette; Alice, Mitzi Green;
Susan Meadows, June Collyer; Spruce Meadows,
Charles Sellon; Mrs. Merridew, Cecil Weston; Burson,
George Webb; Simonson, Guy Oliver; Blaze Denton,
James Crane.*

"FIFTY MILLION FRENCHMEN." Warner
Brothers. From the play by Herbert Field. Adapted
by Joseph Jackson. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. The
cast: Jack. William Gaxton; Violet, Helen Broderick;
Simon and Peter, Olsen and Johnson; Baxter, Lester
Crawford; Michael, John Halliday; Pernasse, Charles
Judels; Looloo, Claudia Dell; Joyce, Evalyn Knapp;
Marcelle, Carmelita Geraghty; Mrs. Carroll, Daisy
Belmore; Mrs. Rosen, Vera Gordon; Mr. Rosen, Nat
Carr; Fakir, Bela Lugosi.

"GOD'S GIFT TO WOMEN." Warner Brothers.
Suggested bytheplay, "The Devil Was Sick," by Jane
Hinton. Directed by Michael Curtiz. The cast:
Jacques Duryea, Frank Fay; Diane Churchill, Laura
La Plante; Doctor Dumont, Arthur E. Carewe; Mr.
Churchill , Charles Winninger; Florine, Louise Brooks;
Fifi, Joan Blondell; Tania Danilieff, Margaret Living-
ston; The undertaker, Charles Judels; DeFoncourt,
Armand Kaliz; Other Girls, "G" Sisters; Nena Quar-
taro; Ethlynne Claire; Hazell Howell.

"GUN SMOKE." Paramount. From a story by
Grover Jones and William Slavens McNutt. Directed

*Films Reviewed in this issue

by Edward Sloman. The cast: Brad Farley, Richard
Arlen; Sue Vancey, Mary Brian; Kedge Darvas,
William Boyd; Stub Wallack, Eugene Pallette; Tack
Gillup, Charles Winninger; Hampsey Dell, Louise
Fazenda; Posey Meed, Guy Oliver.

"IRON MAN." Universal. From the novel by
W. R. Burnett. Directed by Tod Browning. The
cast: Young Mason, Lew Ayres.; Regan, Robert Arm-
strong; Rose, Jean Harlow; Lewis, John Miljan; Jeff,

Eddie Dillon; McNeil, Mike Donlon; Rattler 0' Keefe,
Morrie Cohan; The Show Girl, Mary Doran; Gladys
DeVere, Mildred Van Dorn; Riley, Ned Sparks; Man-
dell, Sam Blum; Trainer, Sammy Gervon.*

"LAUGH AND GET RICH." Radio. From a
story by Douglas MacLean. Directed by Gregory
La Cava. The cast: Alice Austin, Dorothy Lee;
Sarah Austin, Edna Mae Oliver; \Joe Austin, Hugh
Herbert; Hepburn, John Harron; Larry, Russell
Gleason; Vincenlini, George Davis; Miss Teasdale,
Maude Fealy; Biddlc, Charles Sellon; Phelps, Robert
Emmett Keane.*

"MR. LEMON OF ORANGE." Fox. From the
story by Jack Hayes. Directed by John G. Blystone.
The cast: Mr. Lemon and McGee, El Brendel; Julie La
Rue. Fifi Dorsay; Mr. Blake. William Collier. Sr.;

Mrs. Blake, Ruth Warren; June Blake, Joan Castle;
Jerry, Donald Dillaway;- Waiter, Eddie Gribbon;
Gangster, Nat Pendelton.

"OTHER MEN'S WOMEN." Warner Brothers.

From an original story bv Maude Fulton. Directed
by William A. Wellman. The cast: Bill, Grant With-
ers; Lily, Mary Astor; Jack. Regis Toomey; Ed,
James Cagney', Haley. Fred Kohler; Pegleg. J. Farrell
MacDonald; Marie, Joan Blondell; Bixby, Walter
Long.

"PARLOR, BEDROOM AND BATH." Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. From the play by Charles W. Bell

and Mark Swan. Directed by Edward Sedgwick.
The cast: Reginald Irving, Buster Keaton; Polly
Hathaway, Charlotte Greenwood; Jeffery Haywood,
Reginald Denny; Bell Hop, Cliff Edwards; Angelica
Embrey, Dorothy Christy; Nita Leslie, Joan Peers;
Virginia Embrey, Sally Eilers; Leila Croflon. Natalie
Moorehead; Detective, Edward Brophy; Frederick
Leslie, Walter Merrill; Butler. Sidney Bracy.*

"OUICK MILLIONS." Fox. From the story by
Courtenay Terrett and Rowland Brown. Directed by
Rowland Brown. The cast: Bugs Raymond, Spencer
Tracy; Dorothy Stone, Marguerite Churchill; Daisy
Dc Lisle. Sally Eilers; Arkansas Smith, Robert Burns;
Kenneth Stone, John Wray; Nails Markey, Warner
Richmond; Jimmy Kirk, George Raft.*

"SKIPPY." Paramount. From the story by
Percy Crosby. Directed by Norman Taurog. The
cast: Skippy Skinner, Jackie Cooper; Sooky Wayne,
Robert Coogan; Eloisc, Mitzi Green; Sidney, Jackie
Scarl; Dr. Herbert Skinner. Willard Robertson; Mrs.
Ellen Skinner. Enid Bennett; Harlcy Nubbins, Don-
ald Haines; Mrs. Wayne, Helen Jerome Eddy; Dog-
Catcher Nubbins, Jack Clifford; Dad Burkey, Guy
Oliver.*

"STRANGERS MAY KISS." Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. From the novel by Ursula Parrott. Directed
by George Fitzmaurice. The cast: Lisbcth, Norma
Shearer; Steve, Robert Montgomery; Alan, Neil Ham-
ilton; Geneva, Marjorie Rambeau; Celia, Irene Rich;
Andrew, Hale Hamilton; Spanish Dancer, Conchita
Montenegro; Harry, Jed Prouty; De Bazan. Albert
Conti; Waiter, Henry Armetta; Waiter, George Davis.

"SUBWAY EXPRESS." Columbia. From the
stage play by Eva K. Flint and Martha Madison.
Adapted bv Earl Snell. Directed by Fred Ncwmeyer.
The cast: Kellian, Jack Holt; Dale Tracey. Aileen
Pringle; Borden, Jason Robards; Kearney. Fred Kel-
sey; Tracey. Alan Roscoe; Mrs. Cotton. Ethel Wales;
Mrs. Mullins, Lillianne Leighton; Mason, Selmer
Jackson.

The picture producing companies,

each month in SCREENLAND, an-

nounce new pictures and stars to

be seen in the theatres throughout

the country. Watch this announce-

ment. This month they will be

found on the following pages:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, page 2; Fox
Films, page 3; Paramount, page 5;

Warner Brothers, page 7; First Na-

tional, page 9; Educational, page

11; United Artists, page 13; Radio

Pictures, page 15.

"SVENGALI." Warner Brothers. From the novel
by George Louis Du Maurier. Directed by Archie
Mayo. The cast: Svengali. John Barrymore; Trilby,
Marian Marsh; Little Billee, Bramwell Fletcher;
Honori, Carmel Myers; Taffy, Lumsden Hare; The
Laird, Donald Crisp; Gecko, Louis Alberni; Concert
Manager, Paul Porcasi.*

"SWANEE RIVER." Sono Art. From the story
by Barbara Chambers Woods. Adapted by Arthur
Hoerl. Directed by Raymond Cannon. The cast:
Garry, Grant Withers; Caroline, Thelma Todd; Jack
Bradford, Philo McCullough; Morton, Walter Miller;
Colonel Bradford, Palmer Morrison. Esau, Robert
Frazier.

"TABU." Paramount. A story of the South Seas
told by F. W. Murnau and R. J. Flaherty. Directed
by F. W. Murnau. The cast: The Boy. Matahi; The
Girl, Reri; The Old Warrior, Hitu; The Policeman,
Jean; The Captain, Jules; The Chinese Trader, Kong
Ah.

"THE CONQUERING HORDE." Paramount.
From the story by Emerson Hough. Directed by
Edward Sloman. The cast: Dan McMasters. Richard
Arlen; Tais'.e Lockhart, Fay Wray; Jim Nabore,
Claude GUlingwater; Marvin Fletcher, Ian MacLaren;
Spud G,-o%ar. Frank Rice; Lumpy Lorrigan, Arthur
Stone; C :nco Centux>$, George Mendoza; Mr. Corley.
James D-irkLi; John. Charles Stevens; Splint Goggin.
Edwin J. Brady: Digger Hale, Robert Kortman;
Butch Daggett, Harry Cording; White Cloud, Chief
Standing BeaT;*Captain Wilkins, John Elliott; Mrs.
Corley, Kathrin Clare Ward.*

"THE FINGER POINTS." First National. From
a story by John Monk Saunders. Adapted by Robert
Lord. Directed by John Francis Dillon. The cast:
Breckenridge Lee, Richard Barthelmess; Marcia Col-
lins, Fay Wray; Charles Russell, Regis Toomey;
Frank Carter, Robert Elliott; Louis Blanco, Clark
Gable; Managing Editor Wheeler, Oscar Apfel; Larry
Hays, Noel Madison.

"THE FRONT PAGE." United Artists. From the
Broadway play by Ben Hecht and Charles Mac-
Arthur. Adapted by Bartlett Cormack. Directed by
Lewis Milestone. The cast: Walter Burns, Adolphe
Menjou; Hildy Johnson, Pat O'Brien; Peggy, Mary
Brian; Bensinger, Edward Everett Horton; Murphy,
Walter Catlett; Earl Williams, George E. Stone;
Molly, Mae Clark; Pincus. Slim Summerville; Kru-
gcr. Matt Moore; McCue, Frank McHugh; Sheriff
Hartman, Clarence H. Wilson.

"THE LIGHTNING FLYER." Columbia. From
an original story. Adapted by Barry Barringer.
Directed by William Nigh. The cast: Jim Nelson,
James Hall; Rose, Dorothy Sebastian; Tom. Walter
Merrill; Mr. Nelson. Robert Homans; Durkin. Albert

J. Smith; Mr. Rogers. Ethan Allen; Slats. Eddie Bo-
land; Pudge, George Meadows.

"THE MILLIONAIRE." Warner Brothers. From
the story "Idle Hands" by Earl Derr Biggers. Dia-
logue by Booth Tarkington. Directed by John Adolfi.
The cast: James Alden. George Arliss; Barbara Alden.
Evalyn Knapp; Bill Merrick, David Manners; Mrs.
Alden, Florence Arliss; Peterson. Noah Beery; Oldest
Employee, J. Farrell MacDonald; Andrews, Bramwell
Fletcher; Schofield, James Cagney; Briggs. Tully
Marshall; Davis. Ivan Simpson; Dr. Harvey, J. C.
Nugent; McCoy, Sam Hard}-.*

"THE NAUGHTY FLIRT." First National. From
the story' by Earl Baldwin. Directed by Edward
Cline. The cast: A'ay Elliott, Alice White; Alan
Ward, Paul Page; Linda Gregory. Myrna Loy; Wilbur
Fairchild, Robert Agnew; Jack Gregory, Douglas Gil-

more; John Elliott, George Irving.

"THE PUBLIC ENEMY." Warner Brothers.

From the story by Kubec Glasmon and John Bright.

Adapted by Harvey Thew. Directed by William A.
Wellman. The cast: Matt, Edward Woods; Tom,
James Cagney; Mike. Donald Cook; Mamie, Joan
Blondell; Gwen Allen, Jean Harlow; Tom's mother.

Beryl Mercer; Bugs Moran, Ben Hendricks. Jr.;

Paddy Ryan, Robert Emmet O'Connor; Nails
Nathan, Leslie Fenton; Bess, Louise Brooks; Putty
Nose. Murray Kinnell; Kitty, Mae Clark.*

"THE SECRET SIX." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
From an original story by Frances Marion. Directed
by George Hill. The cast: Scorpio, Wallace Beery;
Newton, Lewis Stone; Hank, John Mack Brown;
Anne, Jean Harlow; Peaches, Marjorie Rambeau;
Mizoski, the Gouger, Paul Hurst; Carl, Clark Gable;
Johnny Franks, Ralph Bellamy; Colimo, John Miljan;
Donlin. Dewitt Jennings; Melz, Murray Kinnell;

Delano, Fletcher Norton; Eddie, Louis Natheaux;
Judge. Frank McGlynn; District Atlornev, Theodore
Von Eltz*

"THREE ROGUES." Fox. From the novel.

"Over the Border." by Herman Whitaker. Directed

by Benjamin Stoloff. The cast: Bull Stanley. Victor

McLaglen; Lee Carlcton, Fay Wray; Ace Beaudrey.

Lew Cody; Layne Hunter, Robert Warwick; Nelson,

Franklyn Farnum; Bruce, David Worth; Bronco Daw-
son, Eddie Gribbon; Bull's Girl, Carol Wines; Ace's

Girl, Joyce Compton; Bronco's Girl, Louise Hunting-
ton; Marshall Dunn, James Farley.*
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as though I J had it made to my order!

says

JOAN CRAWFORD

I had always told my friends

that some day I would

make a perfume . . . not sim^

penng sweetness . . . hut dash,

and zip . . . oh, gay modern

things] And then, one day,

I found it ... I didn t make

it . . . hut Seventeen is all I

wanted it to he.

Three quick aids to the complexion of Seventeen

The exquisite coloring of youthful skin is in these

new make-up accessories! Seventeen Youth-tone

Rouge brings elusive color tones to your complexion

. . . and forms, with tke Lipstick, a stunning ensemhle

in tlack and silver .... Seventeen LipsticJc comes

in youth-tone shades, and is permanent or not, as

you choose. Atoisten the lips hefore applying and

the color becomes indelible .... Seventeen Two-

Tone Face Powder blends shades to simulate the

radiance of youthful skin .... Also : Seventeen

Perfume, Dusting and Face Powder, Xalcum Pow-

der, Compact, Brillantine, Sachet, Xoilet W^ater.

iSeventeen Bridge Ensemble will lend

a new, smart note to your entertaining. Ask
for it at your favorite toilet goods counter.

menieenj)
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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The Right Of Weigh!—Continued from page 87

the very fact that you are overweight
means that you have a vigorous appetite.

You can't curb it in a moment. Remem-
ber, also, that you have been consuming
lots of food to give you energy enough to

get through your days and that you can't

tamper vigorously with that energy source.

It takes energy to lose weight, which is a

point lots of people ignore.

Here, then, are some sane menus
planned for the girl who wants to reduce.

Such meals plus twenty minutes of daily

exercise will reduce you harmlessly, pain-

lessly, and the reduction will be perma-
nent.

For Breakfast:
Juice of one orange, or unsugared grape-

fruit, or cooked, unsweetened fruit; bran
muffins.

Black coffee or tea with lemon ; no sugar.

One slice of toasted rye, gluten or

graham bread.
One poached egg with two curls of

bacon ; or one boiled egg.

For Luncheon :

Vlegetable or any clear soup ; green
salad with vinegar dressing ; fresh fruit

salad; glass of milk; tea with lemon.

For Dinner :

Clear soup of any kind; moderate serv-

ings of chicken, beef, or lamb.
One helping of spinach, asparagus, cab-

bage, or cauliflower. Eat two vegetables,

or one vegetable and green salad with
vinegar or light French dressing.

Twice a week, some sweet, preferably

ice cream, in moderate portion.

Now that doesn't sound like starvation,

does it? It isn't starvation. It is simply
reducing, but it is also a healthy menu. It

gives you enough variety to balance meals
and not be too bored with eating the same
thing all the time. It also makes you eat

three times a day, which is much better

than eating twice or once a day, as some
girls foolishly do while reducing. You ac-

tually eat less if you cat three times daily.

When you only eat once, you get too

fatigued and over-hungry.
You may change these menus to suit

your personal taste, also. Don't be too

hard on yourself at any time. It takes
courage to reduce, and greater courage
to eat not quite enough food when you
have a long habit of eating too much.
Try not to eat between meals but if you
get too hungry, take sips of milk or but-

termilk, or even water.
And now for the exercises.

People put on fat in different places, so

it is hard to give exercises that will be
ideal for everyone. I'll give you a few
here that are good in the majority of
cases, and if you want further help with
your particular problem, do not hesitate

t ) write me personally, and I'll be glad to

a.lvise you directly.

General rules first. Walk whenever you
can and wherever. A mile a day is splen-
did, and more is better. Stand instead of
sitting. Don't exercise just before or just

after a meal. Do deep breathing. This
helps in the oxidation of your food and
keeps it from turning into fat.

For reducing the abdomen. The bi-

cycle. Lying flat on the floor, arms at

the sides, raise the knees back over the
abdomen, and pedal an imaginary bicycle,

right leg, left leg, right leg, left leg, twelve
times. Rest and repeat in three more
groups of twelve pedals each. This exer-

cise is particularly good for heavy thighs.

Riding a real bicycle is excellent, too, and
if you want to go in for real gym equip-
ment, a stationary bicycle is very fine.

Another excellent gym furnishing is

one of the rowing machines. They are
quite inexpensive now and the rowing ex-
ercises they help you do are great both

Joan Crawford knows the
right of weigh! Joan's figure
is considered one of the best

in Hollywood

.

for the chest and for the abdomen. What's
more, you'll find this kind of apparatus
fun to have around. Like scales, everyone
always wants to get on them and try them
out. And five and ten pound dumbbells

—

despite the fun that has been made of
them—are dandy little things for exer-
cising the arms. I recommend all these

things, simply because I think you'll find

they break the monotony of straight exer-
cising and make it a kind of game.

Still further on this subject. If you
are going to exercise regularly and faith-

fully, you'll enjoy having an exercise mat.
In many of the better shops you can buy
them already made up, nice soft affairs

of hair-filled leather or satin, or you can
very easily make one for yourself. Make
it about six feet long by three feet wide.

If you make it up in satin or silk, quilt

it in soft rolls and when you are through
using it, you can fold it and retire it

quietly to a closet shelf.

On an exercise mat, or on the floor or
your bed—a bed is not so good as it yields

too much—do this rolling exercise. Grasp-
ing the edge of the mat with the hands,
roll your body back and forth, back and
forth ten times. Rest and repeat three
times in groups of ten. Rest and then
do the "wagging" exercise, particularly

recommended for girls who sit all day and
have "broadened out" unattractively. Ly-
ing flat, bring the heels back against the
thighs, so that your knees are in the air.

Raise the torso, keeping only the arms
and shoulders on the floor or mat. Then

shake yourself, really "wag" the torso,
like an energetic puppy when the family
comes home. This exercise sounds silly

and looks silly when you do it but its

results are lasting and gratifying.
Two "crossing" exercises should be done

every day. You take both of them lying
down. Lying flat on the back, arms at the
sides, cross your left leg over your right
and touch the left toe to the floor as far
away from the right side of the body as
possible. Do the same thing with the
right leg, over the left side. Repeat six
times, rest, and do three times in groups
of six. That's easy, but the second exer-
cise is harder. Still lying on the back,
bring the left toe up across the body and
touch the floor beside the right shoulder.
Go back to first position and touch the
right toe over the left shoulder. This
sounds hard and it is. Be sure to rest
in between times, so that you do not get
too exhausted, but practice regularly until

you can do it ten times, five times on each
side without trouble. The way this exer-
cise eats up fat is just miraculous.

Finally, it is good to remember that
every thing we do contributes to or takes
away from—our beauty. For instance, you
can bend to pick up things and make an
exercise of it, or merely slump lazily and
do yourself no good. Sweeping—as just

one household task—is an excellent exer-
cise for the arms. Climbing stairs is fine

for the ankles. There are moments in the
busiest day for beauty, if you will only use
them.

But on this subject of reducing, let me
caution you not to be over ambitious at

first. Overweight is the result of a long
regime of bad eating habits. These can
not be cured in a week or a day. But by
careful, sensible dieting and regular exer-
cise, results will be produced that will be
permanent. Rapid reducing only produces
flabbiness. Rational reducing produces
good health and charm.

Polly Walters, a newcomer
signed by Warner Brothers,
has beauty of face and figure.

Have you an unsolved beauty problem, if so, Miss Van Alstyne will be glad to help you. Write to her

at Screenland Magazine, 45 West 45th Street, New York City, and send a stamped addressed envelope.
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Now , , ,

I can stand the Public

Gaze" * , Can You?
At a swimming party, you slip

your beach-coat from your shoul-

ders— and suddenly your bath-

ing-suit seems all too brief. . . At

a dance, you raise your arms to

pin back a stray lock, forgetting

that your dress is sleeveless.

These moments, in fact any mo-

ment, in public, need not be em-

barrassing if your skin is free of

disfiguring hair.

And it's really easy to keep

your underarms, ' forearms and

legs smooth and hair-free if you

use Del-a-tone Cream.

Like most fastidious moderns,

you are probably particular about

what you put on your skin. Con-

sequently, Del-a-tone will appeal

to you because:

... it is not only a white cream, but

it is made according to our exclu-

sive formula— the result SIst/j * <^ / / />

of over 23 years experience // (^LsC^Lsfc&ttt^ /r-Jl^ts&OC/--

m the manufacture of depilatories

... it is made of the finest ingre-

dients money can buy

. . . faintly fragrant, it is as easy

to use as cold cream

... it removes hair in 3 minutes

or less

... it leaves your skin velvety-

smooth.

Thousands upon thousands of

dainty women have turned to

Del-a-tone to solve their super-

fluous hair problem. Asoneyoung

woman writes me: "Del-a-tone

leaves my skin so much smoother

and cleaner than after removing

hair any other way.

Let this creamy-white depila-

tory keep you daintily feminine

. . . Let Del-a-tone give your skin

that alluring smoothness that

adds so much to a woman' s charm

Alluringly lovely . . . charming . . .

totally at ease because Del-a-tone has

left her skin satiny smooth and free of all

traces of disfiguring hair.

NOW COMES
IN TWO SIZES

NEW LARGER
Del-a-tone Cream, 50c and $1 (also Del-

a-tone Powder, $1 size only) at drug and

department stores. Or sent prepaid in

U. S. in plain wrapper. Money back if

desired. (Trial tube, 10c—usecouponat

right. ) Write Miss Mildred Hadley , The
Delatone Co.

,
(Est. 1908) The Delatone

Bldg., Dept. 147, 233 East Ontario

Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Here's the triple-proof of
DEL-A-TONE's superiority;

Your eyes will tell you—because you can set

how creamy-white it is.

^ Your nose will tell you. for Del-a-tone hasn't

any of that over-powering, offensive odor

of ordinary depilatories.

^ Your skin will tell you (after you
have rinsed off the Del-a-tone and

along with it, the ugly fuzz) for J J
it will have an alluring,

velvety-smoothness. j^fc^

P. S.—I almost forgot to tell you that

Del-a-tone is sold on a Money-Back

Guarantee. We have seen Del-a-tone

win wide popularity on real merit alone,

that's why we offer to refund your

money cheerfully if you are not satisfied

with this dainty depilatory. By the

way, I hope you've noticed that no

extravagant claims

have ever been made
regarding Del-a-tone.

*RcmoiiiI of underarm

hair lessens perspiration

odor, you know.

DEL-A-TONE
The White Cream Hair-remover

J
Miss Mildred Hadlcv, The Delatone Companv

I Dept. 147, Delatone Bldg.. 233 E. Ontario Street, Chicago, 111.

|
Please send me in plain wrapper prepaid, generous trial tube of Dcl-a-tonc Cream, for which I enclose 10c.

Name

I Street

I City

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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Summer Specials—Continued from page 12

Miss Do'thy," smilingly admitted her
dusky servitor. "Tha's the one you in-

vented when we was in Del Monte. It has
apple, an' celery chopped real fine with
that berled dressin' like you make, an' I

mixed a little of the dressin' with the
whipped cream, jest like you do, and cut
up some orange twists

—

"

"Yes, I remember," enthused Dorothy,
"that's a good one, but how about this?"
pointing to a refreshing looking bunch of
crisp watercress festooned around garden
peas, two quarters of tomato, stalks of
new asparagus, an artichoke heart and a
strip of crimson pimento.

"Tha's numbah sixteen, Miss Do'thy.
You made it up in Yosemite." 'Celia
showed her white teeth in pride as Dorothy
leaned forward to examine the detail of
the salad with a practiced eye. "It's a
beauty, it is," she pronounced.
There was one more green, yellow, and

orange delight that caused a dreamy look
to come into her eyes. She fondly gazed
at the sliced avocado, a luscious one, not
too ripe, and cut into green-edged mounds
in a graduated line across the amethyst
Mexican hand-blown glass plate. She
seemed to disregard the effectively placed
pears that flanked the center fruit with
tiny slices of a fresh peach and the dab of
Russian dressing with a bit of watercress
blending with a ring of parsley surround-
ing the plate's edge.

It was a moment before she said, remi-
niscently, "Yes, this is the one I'll eat first.

And with every bite I take I will think of
that gorgeous evening in Honolulu when
someone helped me invent it. It was a
special sort of 'someone,' and we picked
the avocado, and chilled it, and then we
found a very ripe Hawaiian mountain ap-
ple and a mango that would melt in your
mouth—

"

She broke off, suddenly conscious of her
listeners, and snapped back into the typical
debonair Mackaill manner. Few people
realize that she has another side—that
there is a decidedly soft and feminine qual-
ity in "Dot." But just mention Honolulu
to her and watch the effect. When the
mists of a poignant memory have cleared
a bit, leaving an impression that something
quite wonderful must have happened to her
in that tropical mecca of successful stars,

she talks quite naturally and easily of the
gorgeous Island fruits that she has wan-
gled into salads to the delight of the
hospitable Honoluluans, who appreciate
nothing so much as witnessing the en-
thusiasm of a Mainlander or "malihini"
over their Island products.

So she consoled herself with the pear
and the peach that acted as a home substi-

tute for the mountain apple and the mango,
and pouring a cool amber glass of iced
coffee she abandoned herself to her lunch-
eon.

"You know," she remarked over a half-
raised forkful, "I wish I could live entirely
on salads. I just about do. Of course, there
are gorgeous meats and desserts and all

that, but just look at this salad. It has
everything that I want, and honestly, if I

cram myself full of hot food in the middle
of the day, I can't work. That sort of
over-stuffed feeling seems to creep up into

my brain and my lines go blooey. But a
chilled salad with good wholesome vege-
tables hits the spot. It fills and chills and
'satisfies the inner man,' and I have to
watch my step or I can even feel stuffed
on it !" she laughed.

"This salad today is fine. I like it about
the best of any in my salad category. But
for every-day consumption it is too rich.

I like lots of vegetables all mixed together,
and nearly every day I eat the same kind
for luncheon. 'Celia makes it strictly ac-
cording to my rules, and I hereby reveal
the ingredients, only I do reserve the orig-
inal copyright for my own.

"In the first place, the vegetables should
be washed carefully and chilled, the cooked
ones particularly. The number of vege-
tables I use in this salad that I call the
'High Type Mackaill Special' sounds ap-
palling, but it really is not any trouble and

Dorothy Mackaill is about to
indulge in salad Number 16—
one of Miss Mackaill's special

summer specials.

tastes so good that it's worth the effort.

It calls for three carrots, four beets and
one cucumber diced into small pieces, but
not too small, so that the juices are not
dissipated, a cup of fresh green garden
peas, lots of celery and chopped chives or
green onions, one pimento (for its color,

mostly) and three tomatoes, peeled and
cut into quarters. Shred a small head of
lettuce, add the onions or chives and mix
the whole in a large bowl.
"Then here's the secret part. I take the

end of a French loaf and rub it well with
a split garlic clove and before placing the
prepared vegetables in the bowl I rub it

with the garlic-tinted bread ! The garlic

melody doesn't linger on if it is done
carefully, and gives the salad that spicy

and subtle touch. Then three tablespoons

of mayonnaise made more liquid by squeez-
ing in a little lemon juice is poured in the
mixture and stirred thoroughly but care-
fully so that the individual cut vegetables
are not injured or mashed. Arrange a
crisp lettuce leaf on each plate and mound
the vegetables carefully in a mold in the
center, sprinkle with paprika and garnish
with a bit of parsley or watercress."
Although Dorothy knows how to "throw"

a formal dinner party with all the proper
and correct appointments, she prefers the
simple little informal luncheon affairs
where she can do most of the preparing
herself. She is not a home-body in the
sense that she totes her sewing basket
around the house trailing a half-hemmed
window curtain, or wears a white smudge
of flour on the tip of her very attractive
nose, but she does appreciate the little in-

timacies of a successfully prepared lunch-
eon where she can shine in her chosen
home profession of salad-making.

Contrary to the general belief that all

movie actresses hold perpetual open house
with hundreds of their professional and
admiring friends trailing in and out, Dor-
othy Mackaill does not employ this policy.
She believes that her "house is her castle,"
and lives with her mother, who is just
what any girl's mother should be. She
runs the rancho while her talented daugh-
ter works away at being one of the coun-
try's most popular motion picture stars,

and that's that.

Dorothy's friends are legion. She is

definitely the type of girl that people in-

stinctively like to be with. But she has a
lot of reserve, and just try to shake her
independence. It can't be done. She is a
good fellow, and at the same time she
commands admiration for her poise and
good nature. She "kids" wonderfully with
everyone on the lot from prop boys to
studio powers and knows the messenger
boys by their first names.
Most people of her distinction who have

"arrived" cherish a hobby. Dorothy has
a natural bent toward salad-making at

home or abroad. Wherever she travels her
recipe book goes along to help her charm
the palates of those she invites in for a
salad and a chat.

Mrs. Hoot Gibson—or the girl

Florenz Ziegfeld selected as
the most beautiful in Holly-
wood, but she's Sally Eilers to
you. Sally has a grand new
contract with Fox and her
next picture will be "Bad
Girl," adapted from Vina Del-

mar's best seller.
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If You Were
» «- Your

Make-Up
Would Be

Max Factor's
Although Stardom May Be Just a

Cherished Dream . . . the Ravishing

Beauty
y
the Alluring Charm Youve

Longedfor May Now Be a Reality

Hollywood's Make-Up Genius

Explains How You Can Realize

Your Dream ot Beauty with an

Entirely New Kind of Make-Up

IN
Hollywood, make-up means so much . . . more

than the enhancement of beauty. . . more than just a puff

ot powder or a pat of rouge. It means the study of types ... of

personalities ... of individual complexion colorings. The reward is a new
beauty. . . even a new personality. . . alluring, magnetic, fascinating . . . like an

artist's vision of feminine loveliness given the vibrant animation of life.

For more than twenty years now, it has been Max Factor's honor to create

make-up for the famous stars of the screen. And as the glorious beauty of your favorite

star flashes on the screen, you see the matchless artistry of make-up by Max Factor, for in

all Hollywood Studios ... in all the thrilling pictures of the year. . . Max Factor's Make-
Up is used exclusively. An amazing achievement . . . awarded notable recognition by the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Now you are invited to share the magic make-up secrets of the motion picture world.

Based on his revolutionary discovery, cosmetic color harmony, Max Factor has created Society

Make-Up for every woman, for every day . . . powder, rouge, lipstick, eyeshadow
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ScHeeri Star

a sensation in

Hollywood, for street and social use.

The magic secret is a color harmony ensemble in make-up for your individual type ... to exactly

blend with your complexion colorings, whatever your variation in blonde, brunette, brownette or redhead

Natural color tones in powder, rouge, lipstick, eyeshadow, etc ... created to living screen star types

Matchless in their perfection of luminous depth of color, in delicacy of velvety texture. Proved perfect

famous screen stars whose beauty is a thrill to millions. And now
for you, Max Factor will create your own individual color

harmony in Society Make-Up, in exact harmony with your

complexion colorings. You'll discover the one way to de-

velop your beauty . . . the charm and magnetism ofyour per-

sonality to the utmost. Mail the courtesy coupon now.

Max Factor's Society Make-Up
" Cosmetics of the Stars"

HOLLYWOOD
96% of all make-up including Technicolor used bj

Hollywood Screen Stars and Studios is Max Factor's.
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Marion Davies approves the

lovely natural color imparted by

Max Factor's rouge!

J^farion Davies
in "The Bachelor Father"

Metro-Golduyn-Mayer Picture . . . Make- Up by Max Factor

Marion Davies, who never even thinks of using any
but Max Factor's Make-Up says in a note to Max Factor:
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Hoodlum Parties and House Warmings—Continued from page 60

mock anger at spoiling his effect, and
presently the two were dancing in the

living room.
There were so many noted guests present

that Polly Moran remarked comically

:

"It's a big-time bill they've got here to-

night !"

Abe Lyman had sent one of his or-

chestras, and so those who wished danced
down in the whoopee room.
Among those we noted up-stairs and

down were Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey and their wives, Lew Cody,
Harry Carey and his wife, Bert Kalmar
and Harry Ruby, Vivian Oakland and
John T. Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Caesar, EI Brendel and his wife, Robert
Vignola, Charles Judels and a score of

others.

A small boy was on hand, giving out

delivery tags to guests, in case you for-

got your way home

:

"My name is ," the cards
said. "I have been to Olsen and Johnson's
party. Please deliver me to

"

A newsreel outfit arrived, and every-
body went out to do a stunt. Most of

them were very funny, and probably
you've seen them on the screen ere this.

The Mosconi Brothers were doing a
funny stunt inside meanwhile. They were
wearing beards like the Smith Brothers,

and went about dispensing cough drops.

"I've never seen so much liveliness,"

whispered Patsy, as we came upon Messrs.
Olsen and Johnson in a crowd in a corner
of the room, singing She's the Floivcr of
My Heart. Every place that the party

seemed to be dying for a minute found
the comedians bursting in with that song.

Edgar Allan Woolf did one of his fa-

mous imitations, this time burlesquing
Greta Garbo playing "Anna Christie."

Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby sang
some duets of old-fashioned sentimental
songs in a way that simply brought the

house down, and Polly Moran of course
made a speech.

"I think," remarked Patsy on the way
home, "that I like hoodlum parties

!"

A HOUSE warming and a garden
party both ! You stay in and look

out, or stay out and look in !" exclaimed
Patsy, referring to an engraved card that
had just arrived by mail. It was from
that most charming lady, Mrs. H. B.
Warner, who used to be Rita Stanwood
on the New York stage, and who will

probably be Rita Stanwood again now that

the talkers are in, since she is having tests

made. She has three growing youngsters,
but looks exactly as young as she did be-
fore they came.
We were to meet at H. B. Warner's

first, a crowd of us, and proceed thence
to the home of Mrs. Katherine Humphreys,
a dear friend of Mrs. Warner's, and her-
self a most interesting lady, being the
daughter of a former governor general
of Canada, an artist, and a much traveled
person Mrs. Warner was to be co-
hostess.

So we gathered, a number of us, in-

cluding Mrs. P. G. Wodehouse, Dorothy
Mackaill, Walter Pidgeon, Polly Moran,
Billy Haines, Theda Bara and her hus-
band, Charles Brabin, and others, in the
Warner drawing room ; but Mr. Warner
simply would have us out to look at his
flowers by electric light, as he is an ardent
gardener and knows all the flowers by
their hish-brow as well as their pet names.

"Don't you suppose we're keeping the
flowers up?" inquired Dorothy Mackaill,
as the light fell on some gorgeous
roses that were climbing over the

children's playhouse in gay profusion.

"Oh, they're quite used to Hollywood
hours," Airs. Warner laughed. "Harry is

always showing them off."

At Mrs. Humphreys' house we found
the place a bower of flowers—the most
beautiful private display I have ever seen.

Roses, jasmine, all sorts of flowers, were
banked on window seats, mantels, stair

landings, pianos, tables.

And there was a great marquee in the
back garden, with floods of soft light

everywhere.
Rita and Mrs. Humphreys both looked

lovely, Rita in pale green and Mrs.
Humphreys in white.

Dorothy Mackaill was dressed in a
black evening gown, and it was highly
effective.

H. B. Warner told us how willing Miss
Mackaill had been to take instruction from
the stage actors on the set, even though
she was star of a recent picture in which
they played together.

"And she is so intelligent that she made
better use of our advice than we could
have made ourselves," he remarked.

Rita was to have done the honors by
introducing the society folk present and
the picture people to each other, in cases
where they were strangers, but when she
saw all her picture friends there, she

rushed away to talk to them, leaving Harry
Warner to do the honors.

But, clad in fullest evening dress, tails

and all, he was quite capable of filling the

post, and everybody seemed to have a won-
derful time.

Robert Ames was there with Jean Spain,

and there were David Newell, Edgar Al-
len Woolf, Eddie Kane, Edmund Lowe
and Lilyan Tashman, Elsie Janis, who
came as usual with Jack King, ZaSu Pitts,

Mr. and Mrs. Victor Varconi, Lew Cody,
and others.

Supper was served at tete-a-tete tables,

both in the house and garden, and as it

was warm, most of the guests seemed to

prefer the garden.
Polly Moran did, and as usual Polly was

bubblingly funny. She was talking to a
group, and finding herself speaking rather
loud, said, "Why, I might as well make it

a speech," and forthwith stood up to talk.

"I don't want to wave the red flannels

at such a wonderful party, so I'll be care-

ful. Especially as there may be a pro :

ducer or two around. You never can tell.

But I've got four thousand dollars in the

bank, so I don't have to be as careful
what I say as I used to be !" And more
like that.

After supper many of the guests gath-
ered in the beautiful ball room to dance
to the music of the orchestra that had
been earnestly, but quite fruitlessly at first,

scraping and blowing away in there for

dear life. It was a very nice orchestra,

and presently nearly everybody was danc-
ing.

Cecelia Loftus came in rather late, and
was soon surrounded, but excused herself

to dance with Jack King; and among those

who were on the floor were Robert Ames
and Miss Spain, Rita Warner and David
Newell, Billy Haines and Dorothy Mack-
aill.

While Patsy danced, I talked to David
Newell, and he told us amusingly about
learning to play golf.

Just then Rita Warner came up and
told on him.

"David," she said, "refused yesterday
to count on his score anything above
eighteen, because he said it discouraged
him

!"

Polly Moran came in just then, and

going to the orchestra leader began to
kid him, whereupon he turned the direc-

tion of the orchestra over to her for the
next dance.
There were about a hundred guests pres-

ent, and as we were leaving Mr. Warner
exclaimed

:

"Such a big party, and the only speck
of damage done was a tiny cigarette burn
on a table. Two fish-ponds—and not a
single body dragged out of them!"

NO matter how much the wild waves
are waving to us," remarked Patsy,

"when we get an invitation that is waved
at us by Mrs. Neil Hamilton, we just can't

ignore it, can we?"
I ardently agreed with her. And so,

although we were enjoying ourselves
hugely at the beach when Mrs. Hamilton's
invitation to a party arrived, the occasion
being the celebration of Neil's birthday
and also the welcoming of a house guest,

we couldn't resist. The house guest was
Melville Rosenow, so arrestingly hand-
some a man that Patsy fell under his spell

immediately. He was formerly an actor,

afterward an agent, and now is a trav-

eler. He hadn't meant, he explained, to be
a professional traveler, but so many peo-
ple had besought him for routes, following
his many trips abroad, that he was being
a guide, philosopher and friend to such
as wanted to gallivant the earth.

Neil generously told us how, when Mr.
Rosenow was an agent for theatrical peo-
ple, he had often handed from his own
pocket sums to actors out of jobs, includ-
ing Neil himself.
Some of the guests were down in the

party room, some were in the drawing
room, while others found fascination in

the beautiful patio of the Hamilton house,
which is built in the Spanish style.

Richard Cromwell, who recently dis-

tinguished himself as "Tol'ble David." was
one of the first guests we said hello to.

He had recently returned from one of
those personal appearance tours, and had
some funny happenings to tell.

"These personal appearance trips are
supposed to be all sweetness and light

— full of hero worship," said Richard,
"but I didn't find it that way at all. In
one town they made me pass the hat for

the unemployed," he went on with a hu-
morous grin, "and it was awfully em-
barrassing, especially when a small boy
called out to me, 'So you're the handsome
hero!' and razzed me!

"In another town they made me sell red
apples, just as a gesture of democracy, I

suppose.
"In still another city the theatre man-

agers wrote a speech for me. They
wanted me to begin it, 'I feel just like

Alice in Wonderland !' Well naturally no
full grown, normal young man in pos-
session of his faculties is going to say
that. I tried to get around it, and to speak
as well as I could, but the more they tried

to make me feel at home, the more I got
the jitters."

Richard is only twenty-one years old,

but is already an artist. He painted the

panels in Colleen Moore's palatial house.

He admitted that he'd far rather paint

than act.

"I just want to make a lot of money
acting so that I can go abroad and study

painting," he said. "You can paint when
you are ninety, you know."
We said hello to Air. and Airs. Sam

Hardy, and to Flora Sheffield and her hus-

band. Reginald Sheffield, both of the New
York stage

;
Virginia Hammond and

Josephine Whytel, other New York play-
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ers; and to Leonard Sillman, Airs. Reg-
inald Denny—the first one—J. Grendon
and his wife, Viola Brothers Shore, and
others.

Supper was served, and there was a lot

of amusing gossip passed about. Ronald
Colman, we learned, is crazy about an-

agrams ; and Ann Harding has a cigarette

holder that is exactly like a little meer-
schaum pipe.

After supper, coffee was served as a
novelty in big vodka glasses that were
like young gold-fish bowls. Drinkers of
vodka, we learned, sometimes inhaled it,

and the same was done with benedictine,

irom these glasses. You put a little

liquor in it, hold the glass in your hands
until it becomes warm, then shake the
liquor about, put your face down to the
glass, and breathe the fumes. It is said

to be as intoxicating as drinking the stuff.

Neil Hamilton told us how Eddie Phil-

lips got his start in pictures, when he won
a part in "Rosita."

"It was back in New York," Neil said,

"and Eddie and I were friends. Eddie
was pining for a chance to come to Cal-
ifornia. He heard that Mary Pickford
was looking for a foreigner to play in

'Rosita," and he said he was just dying
to play the role. I didn't think he'd get
it, for he is as New Yorky as Times
Square. But next day he came to me all

aglow, and so excited he could hardly talk.

'I've got the part!' he cried. 'I'm going
to Hollywood with Mary Pickford !'

"It seemed Eddie had pretended that he
was an immigrant just off a boat from
Europe, and couldn't even speak English
at all well. He had spent half a day lis-

tening to some Italians to learn their dia-

lect. He had put on a dark make-up and

had slept in his clothes to make the gar-
ments look sufficiently unkempt, and at

that they were pretty well worn anyhow.
"Mary was deceived and signed him.

But on the way to California there were
other foreigners going out for the pic-
ture, and as he didn't know a word of
Italian or Spanish, he was in fear and
trembling that somebody would find him
out and tell Mary. He went to Mary
and confessed, and she laughed and for-
gave him. So he won the part anyway,
and came to California, where he was
duly launched on his picture career."
There were games and dancing down in

the party den after dinner, and some of
the guests went down there, while others
remained above for bridge.

We did hope, we told Mrs. Hamilton
and Neil when we left, that our hostess
would think up another reason for a party.

Cry, Baby!

—

Continued from page 20

amazing success of the Watson family as

juvenile actors and actresses is to be found
in the philosophy of Coye, the father, and
in the patience of Mrs. Watson, the mother.
"We make it play, this picture work,"

Coye Watson will tell you. "Suppose little

Delmar has been chosen for a part in

some picture. I get a copy of the script,

take it home, and have a couple or three
of the older children learn the various
'sides' in his particular scene. They play
it just as I feel the director will have it

played. First Billy will go through Del-
mar's part. Then Harry. Then one of
the girls will try it. Delmar sits and
watches. When it comes his turn he has
the advantage of observation and study.

Young as he is, he feels the spur of com-
petition, and tries to do it better than the
rest. The result is to make him feel as if

he is playing a game, and lie learns each
line and bit of action perfectly.

"We work along the same idea when we
come home at night from the studio. Dur-
ing filming of 'We Three' I'll spend all

of my time on the set with Delmar. If 1

take him home at night and tell the rest

of the family that he's been a fine boy, all

will congratulate and praise him. If he's

been naughty, or missed any of his lines,

the rest of the youngsters put him on the
pan and kid him. The system brings re-

sults."

Watson, the elder, started training his

children for the screen as fast as they ap-
peared. In this Mrs. Watson played no
small part. Obedience was the first law
they had to learn. After that the rest was
easy.

Directors like to work with the Watson
children. John Adolfi, directing "We
Three," believes that little Delmar is one
of the brightest youngsters he ever has
seen.

"1 get results from him I wouldn't ex-
pect to get from a child ten years older,"
Adolfi says. "The baby is absolutely nat-
ural in everything he does. I get no
suggestion of acting from his work. Un-
cle uibtedly this is the result of the home
training, the spirit of play, that enters into
the immediate training of the child."
During those long waits between scenes,

when the other actors are at work and
Delmar is free for the time, the father
sees to it that his talented four-year-old
continues in the mood of play that makes
his work a pleasure. They report on the
set in the morning, loaded down with a
big satchel from which, at intervals dur-
ing the day, various toys and games are
produced : marbles, guns, balls, toy soldiers,

and so on. Also, there is a package of ar-
rowroot biscuits, fine to nibble on when the

stomach begins to distract the young mind.
Coye Watson knows how to get along

with youngsters. He's had. as you might
say, ample opportunity. He is bound,
some day, to have a famous screen star in

his family. The law of averages should
enter to take care of that. The chances are
just eight to one that it will be Delmar. His

work in "We Three" seems to indicate it.

At any rate, Delmar is at the ideal age
and is breaking in at the right time—what
with Jackie Cooper, Bobby Coogan and
Jackie Searl just as popular as any grown-
up actors. The public always did like

youngsters in pictures but right now they
seem to be more "kiddie conscious" than
ever before. Anyway, keep your eye on
Delmar—he's a comer !

Little Delmar Watson gets paid for crying out loud! This is a scene from
"We Three" with Rose Hobart, kneeling, and that's director John Adolfi

with his hand raised.
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Triumphant Veterans
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Pathetic mamas are often precious

>creen assets. Mary Carr first -rose to

fame as the mother in "Over the Hill."

Although she is reported as being in vol-

untary bankruptcy, R.K.O. rushed to the

rescue and she played in "Kept Husbands."
Bodil Rosing jumped back to picture suc-

cess with "Sunrise," in a marvellous hys-

terical scene, after twenty years on the

stage in America. Talkies ignored her
for a while, but now she has the mother
role in "An American Tragedy." Claire

McDowell, so famous as the mother in

"Ben Hur" and numerous other silents,

is the other mother in "An American
Tragedy." Claire has two big boys of her
own, and a jolly Hollywood home. She,

too, was a successful stage actress in her
youth, before mothering for the movies.
Both she and Charlie Mailles, her spouse,

began with D. W. Griffith in 1910 in pic-

tures.

Recent stage recruits are Nance O'Neil
and Marjorie Rambeau. Nance's fame on
the stage is recent enough to be familiar.

It was while starring in a stage play in

Los Angeles that pictures claimed her for
"One Glorious Night" with Gilbert. Since
then she has been royalty right along—the
queen in "The Queen's Husband." a count-
ess in "The Registered Woman," and so on.

But Nance cannot quite forsake the stage
and hopes to do another play shortly.

Of course, dear old May Robson has
been on the stage forever. Now she has
made "Mother's Millions" out at Liberty
Studio, along with that mad, mad "Mad
Parade" all woman-picture on the next set.

Lillian Elliott has thirty years of stage
behind her and was the wife of the late

Edna Mae Oliver had her
salary raised because of that
sumptuous sniff that made
everyone laugh in "Cim-

arron."

James Corrigan. She did many silent pic-

tures, and has made successes in talkies in

"Liliom," (as the grumbling old aunt) and
in "Swell Head." She loves doing char-
acter parts and has no regrets for a youth
that has vanished.

Louise Carver used to be an opera
singer, but later became an eccentric
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comedienne in vaudeville. She adores

hard-boiled old lady roles and doesn't care

how unlovely she looks in her make-up.
She was in "The Man From Blankley's"

with John Barrymore, and in "The Big
Trail."

Remember the dear old mother of the

blind girl in "City Lights"? That is

Florence Lee, who began with pictures

way back in 1916 as a screen mother.

So they've held her to elderly roles ever

since, although she has to make-up cleverly

to look as old as that. She has been

grandma to half the players in Hollywood.
Of course, as Charlie's picture took two
years to make, "City Lights" is her only

new film to date.

Grayce Hampton used to be a singer.

Later she played in the famous Drury
Lane pantomimes in London, and was so

beautiful that King Edward expressed

great admiration. She was the wife of

wives with Otis Skinner in "Kismet," and
made a great hit. She was called to the

screen for "The Bat Whispers" and is

predicted as another winner.

Emma Dunn is a stage actress gone over
to the screen since talkies, although there

were some silent pictures from stage suc-

cesses as early as 1916. She is the mother
in "Bad Sister" and other talkies are "The
Texan," "Broken Dishes," "Manslaughter,"
"Side Street," "The Prodigal." Leah
Winslow, who plays such very unsym-
pathetic roles on the stage, usually un-
pleasant aunts, is with May Robson in

"Mother's Millions" as a well-bred, pat-

ronizing person, which she does so well.

Lucy Beaumont, who played for 47

weeks in "Berkeley Square" on the stage,

is making no end of a hit—three talkies

for Warners, including "Sonny Boy," "The
Girl in the Show" with Bessie Love, "The
Greyhound Limited," as the sorrowing
mother, and her next is with Norma
Shearer. Lucy came to Hollywood in

1923 from the stage—very English—and
did 10 pictures in 18 months; but after a
while Mary Carr snatched the fanciest

old lady roles from her. That's when
"Berkeley Square" and the stage inter-

vened. Things are swimming along
nicely now again.

Maude Eburne, in "The Bat Whispers,"
was a stage success for twenty-three years

before trying Hollywood. She just "fell"

into fame originally, by clowning in the

wings during rehearsal of "A Pair of

Sixes," pretending she was a fainting

heroine of melodrama. The boss put the

stunt into the show and it wowed the

audience. Her father was a Canadian
gentleman- farmer, and later she married
Eugene J. Hall, manager of several stock

companies.
Emily Fitzroy is another famous veteran

of stage and screen. After twenty years

on the English stage, she tried pictures as

long ago as "The Lightning Conductor"
with Bill Farnum. They always give her

hard old cat roles, so that it's a compli-
ment when the audience gets mad at her.

There was an interval of New York
Theatre Guild and Broadway plays, during
which pictures were regarded as profitable

summer vacation work. Emily has hob-
nobbed with royalty in real life too, nota-

bly the Crown Prince of Sweden and his

consort, who presented her to King Edward
of Britain. It was in "Driven" for

Charles Brabin that she really won her
picture spurs. Talkies have found her
busy right along.

Lillianne Leighton, who is also chairman
of the drama department of the Holly-
wood Woman's Club, once owned a weekly
paper in Auroraville, Wisconsin, began
with amateur shows, migrated to profes-
sional work, and broke into pictures with
the old Selig Polyscope in Chicago in

1911, being in the first multiple-reel picture

ever made, "The Two Orphans." It's been
pictures ever since, with such talkies to

her credit as "Abraham Lincoln," "Call of

the Flesh," "Feet First," "Subway Ex-
press," etc.

Mary Forbes, the mother of Ralph
Forbes, and the charming mother-in-law

of Ruth Chatterton, is always in demand
for queenly aristocratic roles chiefly be-

cause she holds herself with such patrician

rectitude, and can wear jewels as though
to the manner born. She was the English
aristocrat in "So This is London" with
Will Rogers, and Charlie Farrell's mamma
in "Sunny Side Up." She divides her
time between stage and screen, wherever
an aristocratic grand dame is needed.

' Evelyn Sherman was once an expert ac-
countant for five years, but dreamt of
pictures while poring over figures. So
she saved up enough to stake her through
a try. She trudged from casting office to

office in New York, and finally got a call

from Paramount, as a society-lady extra

at $7.50 for one day. Smart evening gown,

gloves, hat, shoes were necessary and
Evelyn plunged to the tune of $300 and
caught a shocking cold into the bargain.
But her investment was good all the same,
for soon she won a mother role and was
established. By and bye it was Hollywood,
beginning with "Suzanna" and Mabel
Normand and the duchess in "Three
Weeks." Talkie roles haven't been quite

so stylish so far but Evelyn knows they
will soon get better.

Maude Turner Gordon comes from In-

diana and the stage. Broke into pictures

with Paramount in New York, and then
came to Hollywood, doing many silents

and talkies, including "The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney." She is a marvellous needle-

woman, too, and her darling Alta Loma
home is rich in superior samples of her
work.
Dale Fuller, California born, began as a

chorus girl, and finally captured a good
musical comedy role. Her picture career
began with Mack Sennett, as a glorified

extra at $3.50 a day, some days, which led

On the set of "The Mad Genius'" with John Barrymore, in high hat and
fur-trimmed coat. Notice all the lights and prop men and paraphernalia

because you won't see any of these when the picture is released.
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to pie-throwing parts and animal comedies.

Since then she has worked in every one of

Von Stroheim's pictures and has weathered
the talkie advent handsomely. She owns
an orange grove at Covina.

Vera Lewis made a stage debut in

"Madame Sans Gene" in 1896. She be-

;
gan her picture career in "Intolerance" in

! 1914 and has gone strong ever since—now
signed for "The Night Nurse" with First

National. Lottie Williams is a sweet old

! dear who divides her time between stage

land screen, was in "Sarah and Son,"

"Strictly Modern," and 'What a Man"
in talkies.

Vera Gordon was Russian-born but good
American now. She played the role of a
woman of 60 at the age of 14 in Russia
and has been an actress ever since. She
married at 16 and later went to Canada
where the Russian colony hailed her as a

star. Later, in America, Fannie Hurst
picked Vera for "Humoresque," and so

began her screen career. Dear old Mar-
garet Mann, who made such a hit in

"Four Sons" as the German mother, was
one of a family of ten children born in

Scotland, and had little schooling. She
worked as a dressmaker in South Africa,
but later played hostess in a colonial cos-
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Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and his
boss, Jack L. Warner. Young
Doug's new contract with
Warners allows him to write
for the screen as well as act.

tume in the Washington Building at San
Oiego. That was when people began
talking about her being a good type for
pictures and there you are.

Helen Ware, whose first professional
appearance was with Maude Adams in
"The Little Minister" at S7 a week, and
was later to rise to stardom in "The Third
Degree," came to Hollywood for Fox in

1928 as a coach for talking pictures. But
six months later she was the blonde pro-
prietress in "Speakeasy" and has been con-
tinuously employed in character roles ever
since as society grand dames, mothers poor
and prosperous, educated or common, kind
or hard, with great versatility. "The
Reckless Hour" was her 13th picture in

rather over a year. The veterans are in-
deed triumphant!

1 avoid

complexion troubles
by using Kleenex to remove cold cream"

says LAURA LA PLAXTE
Screen beauty tells how bad com-

plexions get their start— and how

Kleenex helps prevent them.

SIMPLE as it may seem, cleanliness

is the great underlying principle of

beauty stressed by experts.

But wait a moment. That may not be

as simple as it seems

!

Take the matter of removing cold

cream. Towels, harsh cloths, inferior tis-

sues, aren't absorbent. They only scrape

off surface cream and dirt. "Cold cream

cloths" are unclean—filled with germs.

Kleenex tissues are sanitary in them-

selves. And, Miss LaPlante says, "Kleenex
absorbs dirt and cleans-

ing cream like a sponge

absorbs water."

Other tissues can't

compare
Do not imagine that any
tissue has the same ef-

fect. Authentic labora-

tory tests of all leading

tissues shows that none

can match Kleenex' marvelous efficiency.

The most absorbent of them all has only

79% of the absorbency of Kleenex.

So, don't let yourself be deceived by
extravagant claims. Those informed on
beauty, as Miss La Plante is, are not
deceived. They have found Kleenex re-

mains— as always— the one safe, de-

pendable way to remove cold cream.

Kleenex is increasingly popular for

handkerchiefs. It saves laundering. Use
Kleenex for polishing spectacles; for

bandaging minor wounds; for mani-

"Ifs so necessary to re-

move all cleansing
cream . . . other-wise it

holds tiny bits of dirt
and powder and even
germs in the pores. And
skin specialists tell one

this isjust the wayso
many bad complex-
ions get their start.

"

LAURA LA PLAXTE
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KLEENEX COMPANY. SL-7
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Phillips Holmes' Own Story—Continued /rom page 21

duccd to them. Bessie Love was using one
of our horses in a picture—Mother's great-

est consolation for living in Hollywood
was the three riding horses she acquired

for the family—and she wasn't quite up to

taking hurdles. I was just about her size

at that time and doubled for her on Mid-
night, Mother's black jumper. I liked do-

ing it because every moment in the saddle

was a delight to me, but beyond that my
interest in movies was tepid.

Back in New York again, I went to De
La Salle and there achieved the last black

eye of my pugilistic career. And it was a
honey, I remember. But to this day I

stoutly maintain that I licked the other

boy.

There was another return to Hollywood
and to Harvard Military Academy and
then I went east to Georgetown Prep for

half a year. I was just sixteen when I

entered and I remember feeling a definite

turning-point on my sixteenth birthday! I

was no longer a kid and the possibility of
actually becoming a grown man—a pos-
sibility that seems so remote in childhood
—was now a certainty.

Those days were gone when I would
drive Mother crazy by always being dis-

covered perilously clinging to some tree-

top, torment her soul by being in a per-

petual state of skinned knees and torn

shirts, worry her into a frenzy by staying

indoors all day buried in a book and then,

when forcibly ejected to get some air, re-

maining outside until hauled in by the

scruff of the neck—mine was a single-

track mind, concentrated placidly on what-
ever I happened to be doing at the mo-
ment or wherever I happened to be. Of
course, I'd find other ways in which to

harass her maternal soul now, but they

would be of a different, more dignified

nature. For I was precipitately growing
up.

There was, after this momentous feat,

a brief season with the family at Forest
Hills. Then I went on to Newman, at

Lakewood, New Jersey. This is one of
the best prep schools in the country and,
when I was graduated from there at seven-
teen, I was equipped for entry into any
university. And when I went to California

to spend the summer with Mother and Dad,
I already knew where I wanted to go.

That was Cambridge.
1 had several good arguments ready

—

the boy who was, and still is, my best and
closest friend, was going there ; Mother,
who had been born in Canada, would nat-

urally like me to attend an English uni-

versity and had also been feeling an urge
for a trip abroad ; and I had decided to be
a diplomat, for which career an interna-

tional education seemed invaluable.

So, in September, a month or so after

my eighteenth birthday, Mother and I

sailed for England—a voyage of which I

remember practically nothing, so eager
was I to get there and join John in a new,
exciting country. After a short holiday in

London, I saw Mother off to Paris and
left to meet John in Tunbridge Wells,
which was where we were to cram for
Cambridge at a tutoring school called Hen-
ley House.

I shall never forget that arrival. It was
dark when I drove from the station to the

school—dark and raining. The whole
countryside appeared dismal, cold, hostile.

It was as if someone had laid a clammy
hand on my spirits. Suddenly, I didn't

feel very grown-up and self-reliant any
more. And when I reached Henley House,
the feeling accentuated rather than abated.

It was a big, old-fashioned country-

house, to which numerous wings had been
added from time to time, making innum-
erable, unexpected stairs and alcoves and
corridors. It seemed full of shadows to

me. Mrs. Alalden, the headmaster's wife,

greeted me, suggested I probably wanted
to join my friend immediately and show:ed

me to my room, which adjoined his. The
minute she left, John and I sat down in

the chilly, severe, candle-lit room and
looked at one another aghast. It was too

late to back down now—and here we were
stranded in an alien place and feeling as

forlorn and insecure as a couple of stray

pups.

With the morning, we felt a little bet-

ter—a sunny morning in the country in

England is irresistible. But it was two or
three weeks before we conquered the sen-
sation of strangeness. The other boys, all

English, were very polite to us. but aloof

—as, indeed, we were too. At table, we
would grow inwardly hysterical like a pair

of ten-year-olds at things like their broad
accents and habit of keeping the fork
always in the left hand.

After a bit, however, we got over this

silliness, became friendly with the boys,

grew accustomed to our surroundings and
settled down to work. Our one deviation
from conforming was when John had his

father send us some coal for the grates
in our rooms and I had Mother send us
some oil-lamps. Raised on American
steam-heat and electricity, we couldn't

adapt ourselves to the chill of the rooms
—which the hardy Englishman doesn't no-
tice—and to the shadowy desolation of a

room lit by one flickering candle.

The headmaster, Mr. Maiden, was a

marvellous person—white-bearded, always
impeccably groomed, brisk and incredibly

precise in manner, a brilliant mind and al-

together delightful person. He was famous
all over England for his high record in

turning out students who made university

at the first go. When you left Maiden's,

you were equipped—and if you flunked, it

was your own fault.

It isn' t considered polite to whis-
per before company! But maybe
Lew Ayres and Al Hill are plot-
ting anothergrandgangs terfilm.

Because I liked Maiden and enjoyed
studying with him, I got along well. I

made my first half-term at Cambridge and
was read.v to enter Trinity College when
John contracted a cold that developed into

pneumonia and caused him to miss exams.
I didn't want to go on without him so,

during his long convalescence in London I

with his father, I went to France and en- i

tered Grenoble, a university in the south.
]That was marvellous. My principle ex- J

cuse had been to perfect my French—but
jmy real purpose was to tear off one perfect «

holiday. School was more or less inci- a

dental. I managed to cover a good deal
of territory in the six months I was there. J

I fancied myself as a connoisseur of
French vintage wines, of French feminine
beauty, of French whoopee. I must have
been insufferably callow, but I did have a
grand time—and I did polish off my i

French.
That summer, I came home to America

and California, to be with the family, then
back to England and Trinity—I had been
lucky enough to be one of twenty selected

out of a hundred and twenty applicants for
i

that historic and glamorous House.
Trinity was wonderful— it is thrilling to

have a definite and rightful place in the
very centre of tradition itself. I loved it .

with the frankly sentimental love I believe
every Cambridge man harbors. Studies
were routine; more sharply etched episodes
were the lead in the May Week Show,
holidays in London and rowing in the races,

where I made my colors.

The next summer I came home again,
and this time refused to go back to Eng-
land, much as I loved it. Mother was not
well and I didn't like the idea of being so
far away. So, in the autumn, Princeton
was startled and chagrined suddenly to find

me in its midst.

Princeton, too, was stimulating—and
good fun. I'm afraid I remember the fun
more clearly than the work. Rowing there,

too, I was in the boat that won the fall

Regatta. I made my Triangle the first

year and did the leading lady in "Na-
poleon Passes," with which we toured
eighteen cities and stood them up at the
Metropolitan Opera House in New York.
Acting was still foreign to my inclina-

tion. By this time, I had abandoned my
idea of a diplomatic career and planned
to go into Wall Street, in the office of a

friend of my father. He was a great guy
—showed me the romance of high finance,

fired my ambition, offered me a berth in

his company at a higher salary than most
of my friends could hope to command when
they left Princeton. I was all set, intent

on preparing to become a magnate as soon
as I got my degree

!

And when some Hollywood friends

wrote me that Mary Brian and Buddy
Rogers were coming to Princeton to make
"Varsity," my interest was so slight that

I promptly forgot it

!

Then things began happening fast—my
life speeded up to a breathless pace. It

started on the day that I received a note

to report to Dean Stewart's office. He is

a brother of Donald Ogden Stewart and
dean of French and English drama. Won-
dering what the message was about, I

walked into the office. Three strange men
were seated there.

"Are you Phillips Holmes?" the tall,

dark, scholarly-looking one asked.

I admitted it.

"Dr. Stewart has probably told you what
we want to see you about. What do you
think of the idea?"

"Oh, very good, very good," I said, not

knowing why except that it seemed a con-

venient thing to say.

"Then you'll do it?"

"Well
—

" I hesitated ponderously. "I'd

rather talk it over with Dr. Stewart first,

and let you know."
As soon as they left, I found Dr. Stew-
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art and asked what it was all about. And
it was about the movies. The man who
had talked to me was Frank Tuttle, a
Princeton man himself, who had brought
the "Varsity" company to the school on lo-

cation—the company whose pending arrival

I had completely forgotten. Tuttle had
turned his script over to Dr. Stewart for

advice and had also asked for a boy to

play Buddy Rogers' room-mate in the pic-

ture. The doctor had suggested me, as an
actor's son and with the Triangle expe-
rience behind me.

It entailed a trip to Hollywood for in-

teriors and I wasn't very keen about los-

ing all that time. But my friends per-

suaded me to go out and see what it was
like—and bring them back souvenirs of

Greta Garbo ! I had previously refused to

go out for First National when they made
their little collection of college boys, but
this time I decided it really might be a
great idea. The company promised to send
me back by plane in time for summer-
school cram. So I did it. But even then
the embryo financier didn't know what was
happening to him.
After we had finished work on the cam-

pus, we came to Hollywood and finished

the picture. Paramount offered me a con-
tract. Studio wages looked very important
to me—it would be years before I could

make so much as an apprentice broker.

And, at last, blood was beginning to tell

—

I found myself becoming interested in this

business of acting. I flew east to consult
Mother and Dad. After days and nights

of talking, talking, talking— I still wasn't
entirely sure I wanted to act and yet 1

thought I did; Mother and Dad had the

usual theatrical family's horror of seeing
their offspring become embroiled in the

insanity of "show business" and. at the

same time, the furtive hope that they will

—we reached a unanimous "aye."

And I came back to Hollywood, keyed
to a high pitch, all ready for a Career and
liking the notion. The satisfaction of be-

ing my own man was tremendous. I was
so eager to get to work that I could
scarcely wait to get to the studio.

(The next issue of Screenland will

continue Phil Holmes' own story—his real

career in Hollywood, with all its glamor
and excitement—and all its hard knocks
and discouragements. Don't miss it!)

An unusual view of Bobby
Jones, golf pro, putting for
the camera. You'll see him
in a series of golf features he
is making for Warner Bros.
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Hollywood's Bad HabitS—Continued from page 29

scribble-pad habit—not only while talking

at the telephone, but even while in general

conversation. It always makes one feel

that his mind is elsewhere. Any odd note-

book or envelopes within his reach are

covered with scrawls.

As befits his calling, Lawrence Tibbett

sings all over the place at any old time.

Unlike many opera singers, Lawrence
doesn't spare his voice one iota. It's

quite startling to hear him suddenly try

out some new chords on the most unex-
pected occasions.
Adolphe Menjou persistently twiddles

his little moustache.
Jack Oakie can be most disconcerting.

He is quite liable to leave a lady stand-
ing in the middle of a public dining room
while he rushes off to greet a man friend.

In fact, keeping his mind on the lady is

apparently beyond Jack's capacity. Con-
chita Montenegro has a fidgety trick of
snapping and unsnapping the clasp on her
purse. Richard Dix is very naughty about
interrupting conversations with some re-

mark that proves his mind was very much
on other things—but he's always charm-
ingly apologetic afterwards.
Dear old Joseph Cawthorn, notwith-

standing his unimpeachable upbringing,

loves to break Emily Post's dictums anent
table manners. Oh, just watch him drink
his coffee out of a saucer, leave his spoon
in his cup, and, if he wants really to shock
Mrs. Cawthorn, to eat with his knife. And
oh, he will put his hat on the table!

Norman Kerry loves to mix his bacon
and toast all up with his egg in a glass

and spoon it out, no matter what breakfast

company he is keeping. George Fawcetl
simply will feed his Polly Parrot at the

table, to the strong disapproval of Mrs.
Fawcett. De Witt Jennings adores "dunk-
ing"—you know, dipping his coffee cake
in the coffee. He can also alarm hostesses

by sub-consciously polishing the table silver

on his napkin.

Genevieve Tobin is another naughty
scribbler—scribbles on books, magazines,
walls near telephones—oh, a very bad lit-

tle girl ! Writes people's names over and
over when she is talking to them on the
phone. Bette Davis is so shy that she

always wants to run when she is intro-

duced to anyone—just says "How do you
do?" hurriedly and then begins arranging
llowers or something.
John Boles, yes, really, is capable of

going to sleep on a guest. He gets so

sleepy that if he doesn't just drop right

off in his chair, he will excuse himself and
take a nap upstairs.

Lew Ayres loves to wear old clothes

—

will attend quite nice social functions most
carelessly dressed, when he thinks he can
get away with it. Only one hostess has
called Lew clown so far.

Dorothy Lee has a very funny little

trick of making faces—she is so sym-
pathetic with what one is talking about
that she grimaces all the emotions as one
talks. It's cute—when you get used to it

!

And Betty Compson, such a nice man-
nered person herself, just will let her lit-

tle dog dominate her tea parties. The
wicked little thing can just sniff around
all he likes and beg for morsels, with nary
a chide from his mistress.

Edna Mae Oliver is too alarmingly
frank; she meets one with a sort of chal-
lenge the first time—and loves remarking
"My dear, your powder is streaked across
your nose" and so forth. But she's really

a dear.

Lowell Sherman quite deliberately dis-
concerts people—experiments with start-

lingly frank remarks and watches the
effect. He says you get to know people

better after you've seen their reactions

under these circumstances—the bad boy.

Wheeler and Woolsey are naughty too,

because they love playing tricks on their

guests and breaking out into vaudeville

stunts without warning.
Clara Bow is a tea fiend—drinks it with

all meals, even the meat course, which our
British friends regard as a gastronomical
crime. Gary Cooper is thoroughly wicked
about keeping engagements. He is dread-
fully apt to turn up at the right house on
the wrong day or vice versa. Mama tries

to watch out for him but gets worn out
with the job.

Jobyna says Dick Aden's naughty habit

is leaving electric lights burning where
they shouldn't, and sending the bills up
something awful.
Give Brook suffers from the saddest

of complaints, forgetting names. He will

forget the names of people he knows really

well, stand and flounder horribly when
making introductions, and generally find

himself in a continually explanatory mood.
Fay Wray is one of those girls who has

a place for every thing and believes in

keeping everything in its place. But she
can never remember which place it was
and therefore spends her young life hunt-
ing purses, gloves, lip-sticks, letters, books,

etc., and is therefore usually tardy at en-

gagements.

Charlie Farrell is back from his
honeymoon with Virginia Valli
and is all set to co-star againwith
Janet Gaynor in "Merely Mary-

Ann."

Warner Baxter likes to dodge undesir-

able visitors and will tell all sorts of polite

fibs to avoid meeting such. But once one
does catch him he makes up for every-
thing handsomely. Eddie Lowe doesn't do
any dodging, will make engagements with
anyone quite charmingly, but somehow
just has to phone that something has hap-
pened and he cannot come ! Charlie Far-
rell drives them crazy on the lot practise

ing on an old cornet—wonder if Virginia
Yalli has a notion what she is in for

!

Victor McLaglen loves to talk war—the

inevitableness of another war—and so ruin

the evening for all the people who believe

that international brotherly love and peace
are at hand.

Will Rogers borrows gum shamefully.
We ought to support our own vices. Mar-
guerite Churchill loves to throw knives,
just to show off her skill—to the extreme
alarm of her friends. Myrna Loy's worst
habit is changing her appearance—she can
look like a different girl every day—and
then reproachfully chides her friends for
not recognizing her.

And would you have supposed that
little Janet Gaynor had a prodigious ap-
petite for Italian spaghetti and gorges
wickedly? Lois Moran loves to annoy
her beaux by talking about high-brow
books they haven't read. Jeanette Mac-
Donald reads vast numbers of mystery
novels. She is also very superstitious and
can read calamity into the simplest action.
I mean a black cat walking across her
path not only spoils her day but that of
anyone who is with her, too.

Edmund Breese annoys his meticulous
wife by wearing old linen smocks around
the house, usually messed with paint and
varnish, because of his passion for car-
pentry. And oh. his nasty beret and pipe!
William Janney's mama is in a constant
state of nerves because Willie just will

slide down the bannisters and leap wildly
to the ground at the bottom.
The Gleason family suffers continual

disgrace because James wears soft collars

on all occasions, even with his tuxedo.
And his preference for sweaters over coats
is the despair of his tailor. Anthony
Bushell's most annoying habit is that of
turning the other cheek. He won't argue,
but always—a trifle sarcastically—agrees
with everybody.
William Beaudine is a miser—can't

throw anything away, hoards every trifle,

even unto bits of paper, string, rubber
bands, silver paper. Lawrence Grant al-

ways leaves dresser drawers and cupboards
open and never puts anything away.

Louise Fazenda keeps her car full of a
weird assortment of truck, which may in-

clude some shirts of hubby's, make-up
boxes, books, bundles of fan letters, bas-
kets of cakes, bunches of flowers and
bundles of clothing, so that she always
seems to be a carrier—and it's a crime to

treat a stylish Cadillac like that.

Irene Rich likes to make fudge and eats
lots too much of it—says it's a sign of
nervousness when she does.

If anyone essays to light three cigarettes

on one match, just watch Norma Tal-
madge dash in and blow it out, no matter
whom she shocks. Winnie Lightner's
naughtiest habit is shouting whenever she
feels like making a jolly lot of noise, no
matter what the occasion. Joe E. Brown
shames the family regularly by not recog-
nizing a salad fork when he sees one, and
blissfully using the meat fork. David
Manners is a shameless gum-chewer. Joan
Blondell eats chocolate eclairs in her
fingers and licks the fingers afterwards.

Loretta Young, like Janet Gaynor, has a
tireless, unappeasable appetite. Loretta al-

ways eats more than a refined young lady

should.

Frank Fay is one of those bad boys who
is always late for appointments, no matter
who is being kept waiting.

Ronald Colman has a curious little habit

of curling up his lips under his little mous-
tache, as though he were about to say
something sarcastic, although he rarely

does.

Reginald Denny accepts invitations from
clubs charmingly but always forgets to

turn up. And Gloria Swanson—would you
have supposed that Gloria, given a good
start, could talk about babies for hours?
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Living On Laughs—Continued from page 83

be strictly accurate scientifically or med-
ically, but it sounded like common sense.

"Joe," he said, "I don't blame you for

wanting to make people laugh. And I'm
going to tell you what good you are do-
ing when you cause your audience to

guffaw. Do you realize that if a man
gets ten good laughs in a day, it adds a

day to his life?"

I was amazed. "Do you mean that?"

"Absolutely," he said. "I do mean that.

You can depend on it. It has been figured

out that when you laugh you bring into

play certain muscles, many more than

when you frown. That's the basic prin-

ciple of my argument. The rest is too
complicated to explain further, but it's

the truth."

Never before had I looked at laughter

quite so abstractly and statistically, but to

show you that I was duly impressed, I had
the stage manager of that show count
the real, hearty laughs. Not the titters

or little murmurs. I mean the real manly
and womanly ones. According to his

count the audience felt that way thirty-

eight times in a single performance. So
I became statistical myself. My average
audience in that show numbered 2,000 per-
sons. Thirty-eight times 2,000 is 76,000,

according to my fingers. Therefore there
were 76,000 laughs in one show, and we
played eight shows a week, and that's

608,000 laughs a week. The show ran
almost a year, and that's 30,400,000 laughs.

Divide that by ten and you have 3,040,000
days added to the lives of the theatre-

going public

!

And if that theory of mv doctor's is

true, think of the computations and com-
plications I'd be getting into if I tried to

estimate the number of days added to

moviegoers' lives. Why, I'd have to figure

it out on the basis of light years.

When I first began to be serious in a
funny way I used to take quite a little

pride in impromptu comedy. That was
possible and, in fact, it was encouraged
on the burlesque stage. Later, too, in

musical comedy I would sometimes decide

to change my entire gag routine during a

performance. I would ad lib at a great

rate, and it was fun. I really enjoyed
myself.

In pictures, however, it's something else

again. I am happy in pictures and I don't

think I'll ever go back to the stage. But
it's practically impossible to ad lib in the
talkies.

Everything about the making of a talk-

ing picture is arranged with the precision

of a fine watch. And cues mean a great
deal not only to the other actors, but to

the men in charge of the lighting, the cam-
eramen and all the others who have non-
acting, mechanical positions. A cue, either

gesture or word, which has come too

late because of an ad libbing comedian, can
spoil a day's work. And retakes cost a
great deal of money. An ad libber who
won't reform and conform to these con-
ditions can do ten times more harm than
he can good. Even if a gag of that kind
goes over it isn't worth the trouble or
the wear and tear on the studio people's

nerves.

And so, in pictures, our comedy is well
thought out ahead of time. The director

and the comedian talk over the gags, and
the spacing after the gags, so that laughter
won't drown out the plot development and
dialogue. Everything is decided to a
nicety. And it's all a very serious busi-

ness. Of course the movie-goer doesn't

see that phase.

Sometimes even in this enlightened age
a person will say to me : "Joe, you have
the best racket in the world. You like to

be funny and here you are, getting a
swell salary for having a good time." Sez
he! If he really wanted the truth he
might ask Mrs. Brown or one of the boys,
Don, thirteen years old, and Joe E. Jr.,

eleven. Right now Don and Joe attend
Urban Military Academy in Hollywood.
Well, they could bear witness to the fact

that their father, who is known for his

comedy performances, has never been com-
pletely satisfied with any performance he
has given ; that he has been known to
mope because he hasn't been satisfied with
the "rushes," or daily showings of the
previous day's work on a picture. They
could tell anyone who asked that their

Dad plans a campaign of comedy with as
much care as any general plans an at-

tack. Goodness knows they have a good
reason to be good students, for they know
how attentive their father is to his own
particular kind of home work.
But at least they have one relief. If

he is serious about being funny, he can
be just as funny in his attitude toward
something serious. It's all very compli-
cated, this serious funny business. It gets
more and more like the Einstein theory.
(My doctor's name isn't Einstein.)
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Write to the Stars as Follows:

Metro-Goldywn-Mayer Studios, Culver

City, Cal.

William Bakewell

Lionel Barrymore

Wallace Beery

Charles Bickford

Lillian Bond
Edwina Booth

John Mack Brown
Harry Carey

Joan Crawford

Marion Davies

Reginald Denny

Kent Douglass

Marie Dressier

Cliff Edwards

Julia Faye

Clark Gable

Greta Garbo

John Gilbert

Gavin Gordon

William Haines

Hedda Hopper

Leila Hyams
Dorothy Jordan

Buster Keaton

Gwen Lee

Barbara Leonard

Joan Marsh
Adolphe Menjou
John Miljan

Ray Milland

Conchita Montenegro

Grace Moore
Polly Moran
Karen Morley

Conrad Nagel

Ramon Novarro

Ivor Novello

Edward Nugent

Anita Page

Marie Prevost

Esther Ralston

Duncan Renaldo

Norma Shearer

Gus Shy

Lawrence Tibbett

Lewis Stone

Ernest Torrence

Raquel Torres

Lester Vail

Roland Young

Fox Studios, 1401 North Western
Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.

Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Henry Armetta

Mary Astor

Evelyn Brent

Sue Carol

Joseph Cawthorn

Betty Compson
Bcbe Daniels

Richard Dix

Irene Dunne
Jobyna Howland
Arline Judge

Arthur Lake

Ivan Lebedeff

Dorothy Lee

Everett Marshall

Joel McCrea
Jack Mulhall

Pola Negri

Edna Mae Oliver

Roberta Robinson

Lowell Sherman
Ned Sparks

Leni Stengel

Hugh Trevor

Bert Wheeler

Robert Woolsey

Warner-First National Studios,

Burbank, California.

Robert Allen

George Arliss

John Barrymore

Richard Barthelmess

Joan Blondell

Joe E. Brown
James Cagney

Bebe Daniels

Claudia Dell

Irene Delroy

Doug Fairbanks, Jr.

Frank Fay

Gladys Ford

James Hall

Walter Huston

Leon Janney

Evalyn Knapp
Fred Kohler

Laura Lee

Loretta

Winnie Lightncr

Lucien Littlefield

Lotti Lodi

Ben Lyon
Dorothy Mackaill

David Manners
Marilyn Miller

Mae Madison

Ona Munson
Marian Nixon
Dorothy Peterson

Walter Pidgeon

William Powell

James Rennie

Otis Skinner

Polly Walters

H. B. Warner
Jack Whiting

Edward Woods
Young

Frank Albertson

Luana Alcaniz

Rex Bell

Joan Bennett

Humphrey Bogart

El Brendel

Marguerite Churchill

Joyce Compton
Donald Dillaway

Fifi Dorsay
Charles Farrell

John Garrick

Janet Gaynor

Warren Hymer
Richard Keene

J. M. Kerrigan

Marion Lessing

Cecilia Loftus

Marjorie

Robert Ames
Warner Baxter

Edmund Lowe
Myrna Loy
Sharon Lynn
Jeannette MacDonald
Kenneth MacKenna
Mona Maris

Victor McLaglen

Lois Moran
George O'Brien

Maureen O'Sullivan

Will Rogers

David Rollins

Rosalie Roy
Lee Tracy

Spencer Tracy

John Wayne
White

Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Richard Arlen

Jean Arthur

William Austin

George Bancroft

Carman Barnes

Clara Bow
Mary Brian

Clive Brook

Nancy Carroll

Ruth Chatterton

Maurice Chevalier

Claudette Colbert

Jackie Coogan

Gary Cooper

Frances Dee
Marlene Dietrich

Leon Errol

Stuart Erwin

Norman Foster

Kay Francis

Fay

Skeets Gallagher

Wynne Gibson

Harry Green

Mitzi Green

Phillips Holmes
Miriam Hopkins

Carole Lombard
Paul Lukas

Fredric March
Rosita Moreno
Barry Norton

Jack Oakie

Warner Oland

Eugene Pallette

Charles Rogers

Jackie Searl

Sylvia Sidney

Charles Starrett

Lilyan Tashman
Regis Toomey
Wray

Pathe Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Robert Armstrong

Constance Bennett

Bill Boyd

James Gleason

Send Birthday Congratulations to

These Following July Stars:

John Gilbert July 10th.

Lily Damita July 10th.

Evelyn Laye July 10th.

Joan Marsh July 10th.

Sally Blane July 11th.

Olive Borden Julv 14th.

Ginger Rogers July 16th.

Lupe Velez July 18th.

Irene Delroy July 21st.

Ken Maynard Julv 21st.

Phillips Holmes July 22nd.
Lila Lee July 25th.

Alice White July 25th.

Skeets Gallagher Tuly 28th.

Clara Bow July 29th.
William Powell Julv 29th.

Russell Gleason

Alan Hale

Ann Harding

Universal Studios,

Lewis Ayres

John Boles

Kathryn Crawford

Robert Ellis

Sidney Fox
Jean Hersholt

Rose Hobart

Dorothy Janis

Eddie Quillan

Fred Scott

Helen Twelvetrees

Universal City, Cal.

Myrna Kennedy
Barbara Kent

Mary Nolan

Eddie Philips

Slim Summerville

Genevieve Tobin

Lupe Velez

John Wray

United Artists Studios, 1041 North For-

mosa Avenue,

Don Alvarado

William Boyd
Eddie Cantor

Charlie Giaplin

Ronald Colman
Lily Damita

Dolores Del Rio

Douglas Fairbanks

Hollywood, Cal.

William Farnum
Al Jolson

Evelyn Laye

Chester Morris

Mary Pickford

Gilbert Roland

Gloria Swanson
Norma Talmadge

Tiffany Studios, 4516 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood, Cal.

Gertrude Astor

Mischa Auer

Leo Carrillo

Helene Chadwick

Helen Chandler

Dorothy Christy

June Collyer

Marion Douglas

Robert Edeson

George Fawcett

Albert Gran
Ralph Graves

Lloyd Hughes
Paul Hurst

Ralph Ince

Jeannette LofT

Wallace MacDonald
Ken Maynard
Blanche MehafTey

Una Merkel

Geneva Mitchell

Charlie Murray

Sally O'Neil

Jason Robards

Carmelita Geraghty George Sidney

Hale Hamilton Bob Steele

Neil Hamilton Thelma Todd

Columbia Studies, 1438 Gower Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

William Collier, Jr. Bert Lytell

Constance Cummings Joan Peers

Richard Cromwell Dorothy Revier

Jack Holt Loretta Sayers

Buck Jones Barbara Stanwyck

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Charley Chase

Mickey Daniels

Oliver Hardy-

Ed Kennedy
Mary Kornman

Harry Langdon

Stan Laurel

ZaSu Pitts

Our Gang
Thelma Todd

Educational Studios, 7250 Santa Monica

Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

Marjorie Beebe Eleanor Hunt
Ann Christy Patsy O'Leary

Andy Clyde Daphne Pollard

Harry Gribbon Lincoln Stedman
Nick Stuart

Sono Art-World Wide, Metropolitan

Studios, 1041 Las Palmas Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

Ruth Roland Edward Everett
Eddie Dowling Horton
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The Rainy Thursday
Girl

Continued from page 66

ing for "Barbara." Helen remembers that

she stood in the alley by the stage door
while her friend went inside. A man
bundled up to the eyebrows who looked
as though he were freezing to death
stopped as he was entering the stage
door. He shivered as he saw her half

socks and short little mackinaw and told

her to step inside out of the wind and
the rain.

"I found out afterward it was Arthur
Hopkins. He hated the cold and the rain.

After he had talked to half a dozen chil-

dren he called me over and asked me how
I would like to play in 'Barbara.'

"

Helen told him, she couldn't, thank you,
because she was going to have tea with
her mother.
"Come tomorrow and bring your

mother," said the producer.
So Helen became an actress and found

it so entrancing that it wasn't long be-
fore she knew her way around to all the
theatres and would dicker for jobs like

an old-timer.
"I was always most ambitious on rainy

days. I'd let whole weeks of sunshiny
days go by and never bother about going
out to look for jobs. But let it start rain-

ing and I would dig up my old coat with
the moth-eaten collar and start out to

conquer the world. When there was a
whole stretch of rainy weather I would
have so many jobs lined up that I would
make my little brother take one of them.
Oooh, how he used to hate me for that

!

He didn't want to be an actor in those
days."

Helen remembers when she was about
eleven years old she played in Rex Beach's
"The Barrier." There was a little boy
and a little girl role in the play.

"I liked the boy's role best so I per-
suaded my little brother Leland to play
the girl's part. He did it under duress
and gave me a big hoot when the first

night notices came out and the critics had
me credited with the girl's part and he the
boy's

!"

When "The Wild Duck" was to be
staged in New York Helen set her heart
on a part in it. She was fifteen and just
at the age, she said, when her hair seemed
suddenly to go straight and she looked
just like every other little girl of fifteen.

In despair at the long, lanky locks, her
mother did them up in rag curls.

"I wailed when I looked at my fuzzy
head. On the way to the theatre the
dampness frizzed up my hair worse than
ever. I looked like a blonde pickaninny. It

surprises me yet that I got the part."
As little Hedwia in "The Wild Duck"

Helen received splendid notices without an
exception.
During the years that followed, Helen

played with John Barrymore in "Richard
the Third" and with Lionel Barrymore in

"Macbeth." She was the original Mar-
jorie Jones in "Penrod." "The Constant
Nymph," "Hamlet," "Faust," "The Silver
Cord," and "Mr. Pirn Passes By" further
established her ability in dramatic work.
Helen was a student at the Professional

School for Children when she got her
first picture work. It was in Allan Dwan's
"The Music Master."

"All the other girls in my class seemed
to be growing up into young beauties," said
Helen, in explaining how she happened to
get into film work. "I would hear about
the spending money they earned doing
little parts in pictures in addition to sta^e

It Seemed
to Hear

We Knew She Had Never Taken
a Lesson from a Teacher

THAT night of the party when she said,
"Well, folks, I'll entertain you with some
selections from Grieg"—we thought she was

joking. But she actually did get up and seat
herself at the piano.
Everyone laughed. I was sorry for her. But

suddenly the room was hushed.
She played "Anitra's Dance"—played it with

such soul fire that everyone swayed forward,
tense, listening. When the last glorious chord
vanished like an echo, we were astonished—and
contrite. "How did you do it?" "We can't be-
lieve you never had a teacher!"
"Well," she laughed, "I just got tired of being

left out of things, and I decided to do something
that would make me popular. I couldn't afford
an expensive teacher and I didn't have time for a
lot of practice—so I decided to take the famous
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time.
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from music. Now I can
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London, too
advises this

M NATURAL
LIPSTICK

SKETCH, famous London
magazine, says: "This season, a

vivid artificial looking make-up
is entirely out of harmony. The
first essential is to choose
a lipstick and rouge that

blend perfectly with your own
natural coloring.
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work. And all because they had nice long
eyelashes, smiles that photographed, and
the general appearance of being young
ladies instead of a child, as everyone re-

garded me."
Helen decided to slay her inferiority

complex in regard to pictures once and
for all. She would show them ! When
they had class discussions and the others
got up and told about their experiences
working in films, she would have some-
thing to say herself

!

It would be raining the afternoon she
walked to the Fox studio. She was spat-

tered with mud by the time she reached
the big red brick building on Tenth Ave-
nue. Before she ducked inside she noticed
a very long car parked outside with the
initials "W. F." on the door. "Aha," she
thought "the big boss himself is here."
She did not know that Fox was not the
one to interview for film work, that his

interest was in the distribution end.
Inside, Helen found an office filled with

hopefuls. She noticed that those who
asked for the director were sent to the
assistant director. And those who asked
for the assistant director—waited.

"So I decided that the sensible thing
was to ask for Mr. Fox," laughed Helen.
In a few seconds she was scooted into an
office and found she was standing before
Allan Dwan.
"You have an appointment with Mr.

Fox?" she was asked.
"No," replied a very dignified Miss

Chandler, "I only said I wanted to see
him."

After an astonished silence, the director
asked her if she would like to take a test

for "The Music Master." A make-up kit

was handed her and, to use her own words,
"she used a little bit of everything."

The test was hopeless, of course. Helen
had never used a bit of make-up in all

her stage work and knew nothing about
handling the cosmetics.
Dwan scrutinized her face carefully and

said : "Go wash your face and let's see
how you look."

"So I washed my face clean and started
my picture career—with plenty of things
to talk about in class discussion from then
on."

When Helen Chandler came to Holly-
wood to work in pictures it was March
and raining—in spite of Hollywood Cham-
ber of Commerce reports and Southern
California weather enthusiasts.

And it was still raining, a few weeks
later, when the romance started which to-

day means that she signs checks for the
water and gas bills of a Hollywood hilltop

home with the distinguished signature,
Mrs. Cyril Hume.
Helen met the noted novelist and film

writer at a dinner party. Several days
later she was just hoisting her umbrella
to search for a cab to take her to a lunch-
eon date with Joan Bennett when there
was a toot of an automobile horn at the
curb and Cyril Hume suggested taking her
where she was going.

"Cy had a new green car that had a good
engine but sat up in the air like a bath tub.

He had just bought it that day and hadn't
had a chance to get a perspective view of
it. Incidentally, I embarrassed him for

months afterward by getting in the wrong
car. There were so many just like it—all

long on good engines and short on good
looks."

Several hours passed by over the lunch-
eon table. When Helen finally left Joan
Bennett and looked for a cab, she spied

the green "tub" down the street, waiting.
It was Cyril Hume.

"I thought you were a writer," she said.

"I was," he replied, "but today I'm a
cab driver. Step in."

One Sunday afternoon the two were out
riding. Helen said she, being used to the
rolling country of Connecticut, liked hills.

When they spied a hill in the distance,
Helen said : "Oh, let's drive up there."

They drove and drove and drove and
when night came they were still driving—
and it was raining. The hill had begun to
assume unending proportions.
"When we finally landed on top we

found we were on Mt. Wilson, one of the
highest mountains in Southern California,"
laughed Helen. "And I had an early call

at the studio. We snatched a quick dinner
and started back down again.

"It was so dark and rainy by the time
we skidded to the bottom of the mountain
again that we didn't know which way to
turn. So when two little boys asked for
a lift we said all right—provided they
would direct us back to Hollywood. They
agreed. But after we had dropped them
off at their destination we found we were
in some place called San Fernando. Seven
times we drove back into San Fernando
until we finally found the road back to
Hollywood."
And she still likes the rain

!

The Humes are one of those young
couples who are always celebrating some-
thing. The anniversary of the day they
met. Or the commemoration of the day
they were engaged. Or a wedding anni-
versary.

Joe Donahue—you saw him
in "Sunny" with Marilyn
Miller, and you'll see him
again in '

' The Reckless Hour,"
with Dorothy Mackaill.

During the last rain, a rain which
Southern Californians will remember be-
cause it marooned beach residents and
played havoc with lowlands—on that day
the Cyril Humes were due for a celebra-
tion !

"I had a Ford convertible coupe that

leaked," reports Helen. "I picked Cy up
at the studio and we drove down to a
beach club for luncheon. I remember
there wasn't another soul in the club dining
room that day except Cy and me. And
coming home it got wetter and wetter.

We found a fire truck stalled in the center

of a big lake of water. The fireman
called to us and Cy and I 'Forded' blithely

through all the wrater and sent a rescue
party back from the fire station. Oh, it

was a big day
!"

So the next time you wake up to find

your bedroom windows drenched with
showers, don't think the whole world is

joining you in lugubrious groans.

Helen Chandler is probably up and out,

signing new- contracts, grabbing life by its

horns, and finding the world all wet—and
a delightful place to live in!
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What Do Screen Stars

Think About?

Continued from page 53

happiness life is just one indifferent ex-

perience after another," says Joan. "But
when one is suddenly faced with a radiant

reason for everything and a person to

think for in every thinking second, a phi-

losophy is a necessity.

"I believe that a certain portion of a

person's life is spent in getting impres-

sions about life, people, things and emo-
tions. There seems to be no real logical

reason for anything. Life is—just life!

"Then comes a person into that life to

give it meaning. You want to be a success

because of that person ; you want to be

able to give something beyond just body
and empty, purposeless soul. You begin

to look at life with entirely different eyes.

You want to be things, do things, and
think things

!

"Philosophy comes when the conscious-

ness is awakened to a purpose, and I be-

lieve my philosophy is to live my life so

that I may serve Douglas Jr. in any need
he may have, to make my life a worthy
monument to him and his life. I want to

be a success so that he may be proud of

me. I want to help him in every activity

of his life and to be a reason for his

finding a purpose in life. I think this is

just what we have meant to each other
!"

Dear, beloved Marie Dressier ! Co-
medienne, philosopher, philanthropist

;

chuckling, blunt, honest, forceful Marie,

has a philosophy one would expect from a
matured life which has been full to over-

flowing.

"Don't fight life!" warns Marie. "Have
faith in the goodness of things and hang
tightly to a confidence in the earnestness

of life and a certain delivery from all

obstacles to your objective. You might
as well be like that ; it doesn't do any good
to be otherwise, does it?" she questioned
with a chuckle.

"I have been hungry, I have been well

fed; I have had everything, I have had
nothing ! I have found that to live life

each second to the best of your ability, be

game, and never to allow your perspective

to become warped solves this little old

problem of living as well as any other

recipe one might follow. In other words,
take life by the hand, not by the throat!"

Sounds like Marie Dressier, doesn't it?

John Boles majored in philosophy and
allied sciences in college, so he goes deeply

into human motives and human reactions.

"We all have potential possibilities to do
a certain something. If we are wise we
will cultivate that natural inclination and
concentrate on lifting ourselves above the

station to which we were born," says John
Boles. "This is only possible where we
have the initiative and force to push our-
selves above and beyond our limitations."

He can explain all this very scientifically

and as he talks his eyes glow and his

fine face is alight with vivid interest. Some
are born with one gift, believes John

;

some with others. What we individually

do with these natural gifts determines the

mark we will make in this world and what
we will take with us into the next.

Billie Dove, the beautiful, the gracious,

says, "Do not expect too much of lif e

!

Believe that everything that happens is

for the best ! Don't try to climb the lad-

der of life too fast, or you may find your-
self out of breath and with no energy to

go on, or you may fall mortally hurt at

the bottom, with no more courage to try

and climb again
!"

A New Test for the

Opportunity toWin $2,500
SIGHTS like the one above were not

uncommon in the days of settling our
great West. Pony express riders were
courageous, keen-eyed Indian fighters who
risked their lives daily in keeping the

growing frontier outposts in touch with
civilization. It took a keen eye and great

quickness of thought to keep from being

slaughtered by bloodthirsty redskins and
plundered of the important packets in

their charge.

Here is a test of what keen-eyed obser-

vation might be necessary. The rider above
has perceived an ambush, has goaded his

horse into a frenzied dash for life and
has wheeled in his saddle to cut down
any pursuer who might get within rifle

shot. There is no trace of an Indian to

the casual observer, yet there are the faces

of five Indians concealed in the picture.

How sharp is your eye?

60 Grand Prizes, including prizes of

$2,500.00, $1,100.00, $1,000.00, $900.00
and $500.00 in value will be given in

our newest advertising offer. First prize

will be $1,785.00 cash or a Studebaker
Commander eight-cylinder Sedan, and
$715.00 will be added to the first prize

on the proof of promptness, making a

total of $2,500.00.
There is absolutely no charge to you

for trying for these prizes, which will be
given in accordance with the contestants'

standings when the final decision is made.
Just think! A $2,500.00 prize to you if

you answer correctly and are prompt and
win first prize

!

Look carefully. If you can find at least

4 of the Indians' faces, lose no time, but

mark them with a cross, tear out the pic-

ture and mail it to me. Duplicate prizes

will be given in case of ties and the prizes

will all be given free of all charge and
prepaid. Answers will not be accepted

from persons living outside U. S. A. or in

Chicago. Send no money. There is no
obligation. BUT IF YOU CAN FIND
AT LEAST 4 OF THE HIDDEN
FACES, RUSH YOUR SOLUTION
TODAY TO

T. A. HUGHES, Adv. Dir., Dept. 245, 500 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

EARN MONEY" AT HOME
YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.

The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY Ltd.
346 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

SOHC WRITERS
SOKG REQUIREMEHTS Don't Fail To Read

"Song Reqnirements of Talking Pictures,

Radio and Records", an explanatory in-

structive book, SENT FREE on request.

Writers may submit song-poems for free

examination and advice. Past experience

unnecessary. We revise, compose and ar-

range music and secure Copyrights. Our
modern method guarantees approval.

Write Today. S. L Newcomer Association,

1674 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

in your own home. Simple easy method
:essful 28 years. No medicine, no grease,

nothing- to wipe off. Results where needed-
Arms, Legs, Neck, Bosom, ANY part. Send
10c forFull Information and a Big Four Dram
Box (note the size) of my PEERLESS WONDER
CREAM. the original All-in-one Cream, Remember
10s, NOT 50c. Wrap coin or send stamps, but do
it now. MADAME WILLIAMS. CLK-9, Buffalo, N. T.

XaVe* at Home
Make money in advertising. Prepare quickly during spare
time. Also earn while you learn. No experience necessary-
New easy method. Nothing else like it. Send at once for
free booklet—"Win Success in Advertising"* and full

particulars. No obligation.
Page-Davis School of Advertising

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 632 B, Chicago. U. S. A.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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JUNE COLLYER
POPULAR STAP

Your hair— lovely, lustrous, sparkling with a myriad
of tiny dancing lights

—

pretty as a picture! That is the
way it will look after a Golden Glint Shampoo.
The secret of this marvelous shampoo is its differ-

ence. It is used differently— just to suit your own
shade of hair—and what a delightfully different effect

it gives. Your hair will glow with a soft loveliness.
You'll see beautiful undertones that hide from ordi-
nary shampoos! Just one Golden Glint Shampoo will
make your hair lovelier than you have ever seen it.

And it's so easy to use—you'd never believe so small
an effort could bring such wonderful results! 25c
at your dealers', or send for free sample.

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO., 633 Rainier Ave.. Dept. G
Seattle, Wash. * * * * Please send a free sample.

N ame
Address

City _Stat<

Color of my hair:

FRECKLES
Get Rid of Those

Ugly Foes of a Fair Skin

Even the fairest-skinned woman need no longer
dread the sun and winds. Though they cover
her face with ugly freckles, she can easily and
safely fade out these homely blemishes in the
privacy of her home with Othine-double
strength.

It is seldom that more than an ounce jar of
Othine is needed to clear the skin of the ugly,
rusty-brown spots. After a few nights' use of
this dainty white cream you will see that even
the worst freckles are disappearing while the
lighter ones have vanished entirely.

Be sure to ask for Othine-double strength at
any drug or department store. Money back if

it does not remove even the worst freckles and
leave your skin soft, clear and beautiful.

New Perfume
The most exquisite perfume in the world!
Sells at $12 an ounce — $2.50 for bottle
containing 30 drops.

Rieger's Flower Drops are the most refined
of all perfumes. Made from the essence of
flowers, without alcohol.

ROMANZA
(The aristocrat of perfumes)

ygjtf A single drop lasts a week. Hen ce very eco-
nUir nomical. Never anything like this before!

S
fo
n

r

d TRIAL BOTTLE
Send only 20c (silver or stamps) for a trial bottle.

Paul Rieger & Co., 179 First St., San Francisco

Billie cried herself to sleep for two
nights because she lost the opportunity to
play a part in a picture which afterwards
never saw the light of day. Had she ob-
tained this part she would have missed
the opportunity to play a much more im-
portant part which gave her career a big
boost toward stardom.

"Ever since that experience," says Bil-
lie, "I have never worried over the turn
affairs might take. I may want some-
thing rather badly, but I always hold a
reservation in my thought that maybe it

is not the thing that is best for me.
"If you do this and do not plan your

life too far in advance you will some-
how find things working out for you bet-
ter than you could have planned them.
Leave yourself open at all times for the
good things of life. Expect them! Do
not ever be too sure that you know what
is right for you to do, or that you must
have a certain result ! It's fatal

!

"There is a destiny that guides our
lives far more wisely and correctly than
all our own human planning could do. I

cannot tell the number of times I have
been wrong in my plans,- and when I let

go of them, things worked out more
smoothly and rightly than I could have
imagined

!"

On the other hand, there is Mary Pick-
ford who believes we shape our own desti-

nies. We visualize a certain thing we
want to happen in our lives. If we keep
that always in the background of our

minds, we are almost certain sooner or
later to experience that thing.

"Just the things we keep in the sub-
conscious as desires, ambitions, longings,
call them what you will, we will sooner
or later bring into expression outwardly.
We are creators of material things by our
thoughts about them. But this takes a
certain sort of concentration and forceful
thinking which must be cultivated," says
Mary.

"It takes study, knowledge and practice
to be able to run our lives mentally. There
are mental forces about which we know
little as yet, but which are just as present
as the physical forces which we do know
about. It is these forces which human
beings are discovering as the human mind
reaches out for more and more knowledge
and understanding. Some days our lives

and our environment will all be controlled
by a knowledge of ever present mental
laws."

You see, after all it is rather a shame
for folks to create the impression that
our screen friends are all shallow, selfish,

pleasure-loving people. If the truth were
known there is not a harder working, more
intense-living and vivid-thinking people in

the world than screen players.

The so-called beautiful but dumb ones-

are anything but dumb, for they have
known how to use life's greatest gifts to
get where they want to go

!

No—Hollvwood's not so dumb!

John Barrymore Gives Dolores Costello

A New Voice—Continued from page 23

for a few hours a day. I have almost
forgotten what the studio is like."

Now she says, "One never gets entirely

away from the thrill of it," without man-
aging entirely to contradict her earlier

statement. "I know now I can be com-
pletely happy away from the studio but

I hope I will be able to do justice to

both my family and my profession."

The Barrymore tradition puts no stum-
bling blocks in the way of Dolores Cos-
tello's return to the screen. The Barry-
more women have mixed family raising

and curtain raising for at least three gen-
erations.

Barrymore's mother brought three chil-

dren into the world during a comparatively
short and very busy professional life. Her
mother, John Barrymore's grandmother,
did the same. When Dolores Costello an-
nounced her retirement from the screen

and admitted the approach of an "interest-

ing event," both she and her actor hus-
band took care to add that she might,

in due time, return to the profession.

Barrymore has never urged his wife to

give up her career entirely.

It is her own idea, the business of coming
back to the screen with her fingers crossed.

She hopes, and the studio hopes, and judg-
ing from the never-faltering influx of fan
mail, the public hopes, that she will find

the time and the energy and the desire

to divide her time between the public as

Dolores Costello and her family as Mrs.
John Barrymore.
Her return to the studio was the occa-

sion for quiet rejoicing among the "un-

knowns." One of the first to welcome
her was Mrs. Gruber, who has for some
years been matron of the Warner lot

and who has personally seen to it that

the dressing rooms assigned some years

ago to Dolores Costello when first a star

have never been profaned by any other

occupant

!

The more humble workers welcomed her
with real affection. In many ways she has
shared with her husband the reputation for

indifference to the opinions of "important"
people and never failing courtesy and
understanding in her dealings with those
generally considered of little importance.
And the people of little importance, who
somehow are very important indeed in the

final analysis, were the ones who were
happiest to see Dolores Costello come back
to the studio.

There was, for instance, Elmer Fryer,

portrait photographer for the combined
Warner Brothers-First National Studios,

who was once still cameraman on an
early Costello picture. While Dolores
Costello had been gone from studio and
screen, Fryer had "arrived" in importance.
His portrait studies have been widely cop-
ied all over the world.

Into his gallery came Dolores at the end
of one of the first days she spent on the

studio lot. preparing for her new picture.

Mr. Barrymore was with her. They were
to do something they had not done for a
number of years, pose together for por-
traits.

Perhaps she had forgotten what Fryer
just then was remembering. That once,

years before, she had "gone to bat" for

him when a studio shut-down loomed and
salaries were being cut. Fryer had never
forgotten her valuable help at that time
even if she had.

For a short time Fryer worked behind
his camera in silence. It was the first

time in two years that Dolores Costello

had submitted to the trying ordeal of
studio still portraits. It was an important
moment because these portraits would go
over the world to be scanned by a curious

public anxious to know if marriage and
motherhood had "done anything" to the

Madonna-like quality of Dolores Cos-
tello's beauty. Obviously she was nervous.
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Then Fryer, who had been a "still man"
and who had won fame and distinction as

a portrait artist during the intervening two
years since he had seen Miss Costello, came
out from under his black velvet focusing

box and away from the tell-tale ground
glass which shows him, long before the

subject knows, just what the public will

eventually see in pictures he makes.
He went out in front of his camera and

sat down beside Dolores Costello.

"You are more beautiful than ever, Do-
lores," he said directly and sincerely.

"You will be pleased with what the cam-
era will show you."

Important executives had told her sim-
ilar things, of course, but Fryer's state-

ment brought quick tears. She knew that

he did not need to say such a thing, that

some people might have considered it im-
pertinent for him to have said it, but she
knew too that one of the "unimportant"
people who had worked faithfully with
her in the past years when she, too, was
climbing to success, would not deceive her.

For the first eleven months of her baby's
life Dolores Costello devoted more at-

tention and time to her child than the av-
erage mother. There was a nurse, natu-
rally, but she often found herself left

to her own devices while the mother took
personal charge of little Dolores Ethel
Mae.
Two short trips away from the baby

were made during that period, but on the
longer voyage south the child was taken
along. It was after these trips away from

her baby that the mother agreed to listen

to the insistence of the studio executives
who wanted her to return to the screen.

No picture work would take her away from
the child more than a few hours at a time
and she was convinced that such absence
would in no way be detrimental to the
child.

As a matter of fact the little girl prob-
ably did not know that her mother had re-

turned to her career. There was always
an hour for play with her in the morn-
ing and the "tuck-in" half hour every
night ; and in between the baby was taken,

almost every day, for a ride to the stu-

dio where Miss Costello worked.
It was necessary for Miss Costello to

lose some twelve pounds of weight. This
was undertaken under a physician's ob-
servation. Exercise and a diet which
consisted principally of spinach and as-

paragus, proved effective. Dolores Cos-
tello returned to the screen after a two
years' absence weighing within a few
ounces of her former screen weight. And
she also decided she must have a new
voice in keeping with the new roles she
was to play.

"I have always intended to return to

my work," she explained to this first inter-

viewer upon her return to the studio.

"The only thing I was not certain about
was the proper time. My baby comes
first. But she has been so well and I have
been so happy. If we both stay that way
while I make pictures it will be fine. I

will just have to wait and see."

Dolores Costello Barrymore and voice teacher John Barrymore—at home.
You'll hear Dolores' new voice in "Expensive Women."

When and how to

shampoo page 15
Once in two weeks is the average time . . . The

ideal shampoo takes lots of

water and soap . . . Rinse

out and then go through the

process again . . . removes

the last traces of first wash
. . . Gives the hair its she< n

and gloss. The final rinse

water should be . . .

for a clear skin . . . page 12

The fundamental need of any face is cleanli-

ness. Choose a pure soap.

Nothing else will reach

down into the pores and

cleanse them properly.

Go to bed with a face

really cleansed and re-

laxed . . . Keeps your

face young and fresh.

Some skins are . . .

For more attractive

hands .... page 9
Both hoiv and how often you wash your hands

are important. Hands must be washed fre-

. quently . . . Dry them thor-

oughly. Finish with a quick

*i run around under the nails

with an orange wood stick. If

your hands chap easily use . .

.

Quotedfrom this FREE

booklet . . .

The three quotations

above are from our

free booklet The
Thirty Day Loveli-

ness Test. It outlines

a definite program to

follow. Use coupon.

CLEANLINESS
INSTITUTE

CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE. Dept. R7 SM7-31

45 East 17th Street, New York, N. Y.

Please send me free of all cost, The Thirty-Day

Loveliness Test'*.

Name _

Street

City
- State .

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD.
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KNOW

IS A DISEASE !

In the medical world it is known as

"Canities." In your world there are mis-

guided souls who think it's "distin-

guished." It isn't— it's the danger signal

that says, "You are now approaching

Heartbreak Age!" Turn back the calen-

dar! NOTOX, the scientifically correct

tinting method re-colors your hair in a

decidedly new scientific way. It does not

crust your hair with a surface plate of

dye, as do old-fashioned "clear white re-

storers." It penetrates the hair and colors

it inside the hair shaft! No "dyed" arti-

ficial look. Your hair remains uncletec-

tably natural and as fine, lustrous and

supple as ever. Washing, waving, sun-

ning NOTOXED hair does not affect it

in the slightest. Finest hairdressers and

beauty parlors use it exclusively. Resent

a substitute— a like product does not

exist! Buy it for home use at smart shops

everywhere.

IOTOI
MADE BY INECTO Inc. 33 W. 46T

.
M ST. NEW YORK

JEM
Best Instruction Ever Offered The
American Public. Send 20c for first

lesson or #1.98 for complete course.

Money back after 5 days if not satisfied,

TAP and CLOG I Ma,t X /or lie

BALLROOM ( count Jnirtd.

DANCEOCRAPH DANCE ART, Inc.

555 Sutter St., San Francisco, California

PRETTYANKLEST$5.^
AND CALTOSf pe^paif^

Dr. Walter's Special Ankle Bands—extra
live flesh colored. Para rubber, support f
and shape ankle and calf while reducing ?/

/

ihem. Perfect fitting. Can be worn un
der hose—or worn at night, reduces and
shapes while you sleep. You can note im-
provement in shape of ankle at once.
Relieves swelling and varicose veins.

In ordering send ankle and calf
measure, and cheek or money order
[no cash] or pay postman.
Dr. JEANNE S. C. WALTER
339 Fifth Avenue New York City

My
reducing
rubber 19
nown tho

world over
for its 25
years of
success and
reliability.

Allen's Foot; Ease
SHAKE IT INTO YOUR SHOES
Makes new or tight shoes feel

easy. Soothes tired, aching feet

and stops the pain of corns,

bunions and calluses. A Fool -

Ease Walking Doll Free, address

ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE, LE ROY, N. Y.

The Prodigal Daughter—Continued from page 51

plays she did bits in.

Gerald du Maurier cast her in "The
Dancers" (done over here by Richard
Bennett) and she registered vividly. Then
she established herself in "Fallen Angels,"
starred in "The Green Hat" and "Her
Cardboard Lover," and enchanted London
in such various pieces as "Garden of
Eden," "They Knew What They Wanted,"
"Let Us Be Gay" and, of all things,

"Camille."
Tallulah reads reviews of her work, but

when they are adverse she does not agree
with them.

She sprinkles her conversation with good
old Anglo-Saxon words, smiles beguilingly,

and refers constantly to well-known Bibli-

cal characters.

She is a Lorelei by Lanvin ; the little

Clive Brook and Tallulah
Bankhead in a scene from
"Tarnished Lady." This is

Miss Bankhead's first Ameri-
can picture and she has

scored a hit.

girl who was reared on Boccaccio instead

of Mother Goose; the last of the mad
Yaricks trying on a green hat ; Sappho
sliding down the bannister.

She has light brown hair, a willowy
figure that pleases her, and a slender,

knowing face. She is not a beauty but

she handles men as expertly as a Child's

chef flips flapjacks.

*'In London I was fearfully afraid of

the press," she said. "You see they regard
anything I do as news over there. What-
ever I say is distorted ; whatever I do,

magnified. It's well enough to say that

it's good publicity but it ceases to be en-

tertaining when things are put in your
mouth that you never dreamed of saying,

when you are reported engaged to lads

you've hardly known, when you are held

up to gossip and ridicule almost daily."

Augustus John did a portrait of Tal-

lulah with which she was delighted. It

was sent to her London home while she
was being interviewed by a British news-
paperwoman.
The painting was carefully unpacked

and hung. Tallulah walked over to it en-
thusiastically and said "God, you're beau-
tiful!" Whereupon the next day's papers
headlined this remarkable version : "Good-
ness, But I'm a Beauty, Says Tallulah."
The life of a star is not all roses, even
in Piccadilly.

Tallulah is a composite of all the ex-
travagant heroines she has ever played.
She has a definite flair for the melodra-
matic, vitalizing an anecdote as thoroughly
as though it were a third-act climax. She
spends her emotional forces in a profligate
manner, pouring herself into a trivial dis-

cussion as though it were a tremendously
important matter.

"It was nice having my clothes made for
me, in London," said Tallulah. "Worth,
Chanel, and Molyneux all designed ex-
quisite things for me, and were perfectly
satisfied simply that I should wear them.
In this country that is not done.

"Yet I spent everything I made over
there. Here I hope to save a bit. After
a day at the studio, so far at least, I've

been too tired to do anything. No parties.

Really ! And I'm on the wagon. To keep
my weight down. You see they want my
face gently rounded but my figure slim.

Quite. They forget that the figure takes
on weight with the face. All part of the
same system, you know.
"Anyway, the champagne I've had here

has been vile. So it isn't difficult to be
dry."

She was modest about her overwhelming
success in London, but positive about her
artistic ability. In speaking of "Her Card-
board Lover" I said that Leslie Howard
stole the play from the star when it was
produced in New York.
"He didn't steal it from me, in London,"

said Tallulah.

For all her egotism she was straight-

forward in telling how Somerset Maugham
refused to permit her to play Sadie
Thompson after seeing her in rehearsal.

"It almost broke my heart," she said. "I

loved that part."

Tallulah is the type that will always
get her share of the breaks or find out
why. She is distinctly feministic, asking
no consideration merely because of her
sex, yet getting what she wants by exert-
ing a highly magnetic sex attraction.

As soon as she had started working for
Paramount rumors were circulated about
her temperament, but this is one of the
standing charges leveled at almost any
dynamic newcomer. When I saw Tallulah

rehearsing for the camera she impressed
me as a very earnest actress, thoroughly
engrossed in the scene at hand.

Whether or not the citizenry will stand

in line for Bankhead pictures remains to

be seen. That portion of Manhattan that

has seen her has put a frank approval on
the Alabama flame.

Before I left I sneaked a look at her

other profile : that was good, too

!

Broadway has seen Tallulah Bankhead's
new picture, "Tarnished Lady," and she is

acclaimed by the critics as a serious

Garbo-Dietrich-Landi menace. And she's

our own home-brew even if she did have to

make good in England before she was dis-

covered by our movie producers. Anyway,
Tallulah is back and she's here to stay this

time ! An original story by John Colton
called "China" is scheduled for her second
talking picture.

Tallulah came, we saw, she conquered

!
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Mexican Divorce—Continued from page 63

'I'm not arguing, am I?" asked Iola

iicckly as she climbed from the car, step-

iing gingerly over Montgomery's pros-

rate form.
"Well, get in the car, then," commanded

-lorace. "Alvin, you get out and take care

if Montgomery. Maybe he'll need a doc-

or."

. Alvin had given up argument and ob-

jection. With a sigh of resignation he

stepped from his roadster and surveyed

Montgomery, who was showing faint signs

1 life.

"You've got a surprise coming, old

fella," he remarked. "You started out to

,-narry a blonde and you'll wake up with

your head in a gag man's lap."

He sat on the running board and lighted

b cigarette, smoking complacently.

Horace started the motor, turned the car

and headed back towards Los Angeles.

"Now who's the sap?" he demanded.

, "What's this, a guessing game?" in-

quired Iola sweetly. "Did you chase us

down, beat up poor old Kergan and kidnap

me for the purpose of asking me riddles?

By the way, what is this all about? Being
the principal in the abduction I'm mildly

interested, you know. Why'd you come
after me?"
Horace glanced down at her upturned

face, caught the faint perfume of her hair

and saw something bewildering in her eyes.

"Because I wanted you," he blurted. "I

mean I wanted you to I mean I didn't

want to get into trouble. You see, there's

a Mexican divorce and—well
"

Iola snuggled up to him and sighed con-
tentedly.

"I heard you the first time," she said.

"I knew all about that Mexican divorce.

I was going to leave Kergan at San Diego.
I was afraid

"

She paused.
"Afraid of what?" Horace asked.
"Afraid that you'd never find out what

I've known for six months." answered
Iola. "I was afraid you'd never think of

coming after me. No, Horses, not now,
please ! There's a car coming. Park off

the highway."
The car skidded off the pavement and

halted beneath a tree where the sight of

a young man kissing a young lady wouldn't
divert drivers' minds from their business
of driving.

Call Her Tobill—Continued from page 21

mesh hose and a nice coat of tan.

"You'd never think of wearing clothes

like these on the streets of New York,"

she murmured, staring at the brown tips

of her shoes, "unless you came in from
Long Island or somewhere, would you,

mother? But here, I always think of it as

the country. Why, look down there—they

keep chickens
!"

Looking down the street from the very

exclusive Chateau Elysee on the site of the

old Ince home, there were indeed chickens.

Feathered ones too, busily laying eggs

!

But Genevieve, having been born and
brought up among the tall buildings of

New York, loves the country, so she's

perfectly contented with Hollywood.
She says movies are difficult even for an

experienced actress, and wasn't she a chiid

stage performer with her sister Vivian?
The way you pitch your voice is something
to relearn. On the stage you throw it

toward the back of the hall naturally, but

that is impossible with the microphone
practically in front of you.

She didn't miss an audience in her first

picture for her first scene was a comedy
sequence, and as she said her lines she
could see the grips, the extras, the camera-
men, et cetera, grinning with their hands
over their mouths to keep from laughing
out loud, because it was funny, and their

evident enjoyment gave her confidence.

Now she doesn't miss the feel of an au-
dience. Besides, lines are the important
thing. It takes a great deal of rehearsing
to get them just the way they should be
said.

Tobin's first part was on Broadway.
She landed in a featured part on the main
stem—just like that. She was going to

school in New York and her brother was
going back to Yale after a vacation. He
wanted to see a certain show so she called
the manager to see if she could get a box
and although she didn't get the box he
asked her if she was grown up enough to
do a part he had in mind. Certainly, said
Genevieve, being then at the ripe old age
of fifteen. So he said come on over. And
she did. And her career was started. (This
method of starting is not recommended

unless you have been on the stage very-

young and have been dandled on the knees
of producers—while very young.)

A native New Yorker who first saw the

electric lights about twenty-five years ago,

she learned her a b c's in her birthplace

and later attended the Institute de l'Etoile

in Paris. Which probably explains her

absorbing interest in fashions, for she de-

signs many of her own clothes—and has
ideas about the rest.

Howard Greer is her designer in Holly-
wood, Maybelle Manning in New York.
You should see one lace creation in cream
with "Empress Eugenie, isn't it, mother?"
waistline. A mass of lovely flaring ruffles.

A black lace with a lighter lace bertha

that looks as if it had come untacked in

the back
—

"notice these jeweled chain

shoulder straps, that's all I wear ! It's

darling to dance in. Lace is so flattering."

Besides clothes. Genevieve likes the

movies. Lots. When a child she went
seldom, but Sunday matinees at the Cap-

itol theatre were treats for her and her

sister. She adored seeing Lillian Gish.

But she actually saw few of the old silent

pictures. For there was always Ethel Bar-

rymore or Jeanne Eagels to see and learn

something from. Movies were for pure
enjoyment. Thrilled with westerns.

"Cimarron" is a perfect talkie !

At the grand premiere of "Seed" in Los
Angeles, Genevieve Tobin, the minx of the

picture, was dressed quite girlishly, while
Lois Wilson, who plays the mother of five

children in the picture, and who is a spin-

ster in real life, wore a chic, sophisticated

Parisian gown. So you never can tell

about these "other women."
The girls received a tremendous ovation

for their work in "Seed." Genevieve Tobin
scored another hit and for Lois Wilson it

was a victorious come-back after ten

months minus work.
Genevieve has never married. But when

she does she is quite willing to be per-
suaded to give up the stage. It depends,
of course. After all, she has had her
career and tasted the nice sweet dish of
success—so if love and marriage comes
along, it might be nice to try that.

This anniversary special includes:

the famous

CURVFIT
Woman's RAZOR
with blade . . value $1°°
Curvfit Shaving Cream .5©
Curvfit Mfeoilorant . . .50
Extra Curvfit Iflade . . . 1

82.10

You get all for -M-

THE large 50-cent tube of Curvfit Deluxe
Underarm Shaving Cream—exquisitely
scented, latherless requiring no brush, and

specially created for delicate armpit use! The 50-
cent size of delightful Curvfit Deodorant Toilet
Powder! And an extra Curvfit famous super-
lasting blade! Enough to keep your underarms,
back of neck and limbs, fashionably hair-free,
sweet, comfortable and suavely in the mode ALL
SUMMER LONG—FREE with the lovely stand-
ard SI model of the world's finest razor for women

!

Unlike any man's razor, the patented, narrow
curved head of the Curvfit fits the curves of the
feminine figure, and protects the most sensitive
tissues with its exclusive blade-guard. Modern
women ha ve long since discarded
messy, costly, unsafe depilatories ,

for this easier, daintier, pleas-

1

anter and safe, medically ap-
proved way. It also saves loads
of expense because the razor lasts eu

**f
a lifetime and new blades, ob-
tainable from your druggist or
us, cost only 50 cents for five.

Tivo ways to get this wonderful bargain !

IBuy the famous dollar Curvfit from any dealer, anJ
• send us the COVER OF THE BOX. with the

coupon below. We will mail you the shaving cream,
powder, and extra blade FREE.

* Ifyour dealer hasn't the Curvfit, send ONE DOLLAR
with the coupon. We will promptly mail the
ENTIRE $2.10 OUTFIT with an absolute guaran-
tee to refund your money instantly if you are not
utterly delighted with your purchase.

here's the COUPON!^ Dept S, CURVFIT SALES CORP.^ 119 W. 23rd St., New York.
Please send me your amazing Curvfit

• Anniversary Special. Enclosed find
One Dollar (or) Box Cover

>i (Check Which).

c

Name.

Address

City State

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAN'D.
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Reduce
Hips

ReVU£tteS—Continued from page 6

often 2 to 4 inches
in 10 days

VOU can do It

—

easily—
-1 with the wonderful new
Perfolastic Reducing Girdle.
Makes you look slimmer
the Instant you put It on.
Exerts a constant, gentle
massage that breaks down
the fat cells, moulds away
flabby flesh and reduces
waist and hips

—

often from
2 to 4 inches in 10 days.
Made of finest quality, fresh,
live, pure Plantation Rubber
by the famous Goodrich
Rubber Co. Cool, comfort-
able, light — some models
weigh as little as 9M ounces
(garters Included)—full of
tiny holes to let skin breathe.

Write today for FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
with full details about this marvelous girdle, also par-
ticulars of our I O-day trial offer and money-back guaran-
tee. No obligation. Just fill out and mall coupon below
to Perfolastic, Inc., Dept., 37, il East /,2nri Street, Xeic
York City.

PERFOLASTIC, INC., Dept 37.

41 East 42nd Street, New York City

Without obligation please send me FREE BOOKLET
describing and Illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle
also particulars of your 10-day trial offer.

City State

Beautiful Complexion
IN 15 DAYS
>lear your complexion of pimples, blackheada,
whiteheads, red spots, enlarged pores, oily skin
nd other blemishes. I can give you a com-

fondest dream. And J do it in a few da.ua. My
method is different. No cosmetics, lotions,
salves, 6<>nps, clay, ointments, plasters band-
ores, masks, vapor sprays, massage, rollers or
other implements. No diet, no faatlnp. Nothing
to take. Canrmt injure the moat delicate skin.

dMRF Send for mil Free BookUt You nrr not obli-
, , gated. Smd no money. Just get the facts.

Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Dept. 25 BI, Chicago

$2,500.00
IN PRIZES.
SCREENLAND'S
Star Shadow

Contest
You can enter a fascinating

contest; utilize your wits; de-

velop your powers of obser-

vation; train your eyes ! And

—

WIN A PRIZE—MAY BE
—By turning now to page 36.

Coming Awards Cast Their Shadows

Across Your Path!

CAN YOU RECOGNIZE
THE STARS' SHADOWS?

MR. LEMON OF ORANGE. Fox. If you are
rabid El Brendel and Fifi Dorsay fans, you'll like this
comedy—if not, it might prove tiresome.

OTHER MEN'S WOMEN. Warner Brothers. A
melodrama with a railroad background and with
Grant Withers and Regis Toomey staging a big fight
over Mary Astor. Fair.

PARLOR, BEDROOM AND BATH. Melro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. Buster Keaton and Charlotte Green-
wood are riotous in this fast moving farce. Buster, as
a synthetic Romeo, is a wow.*

QUICK MILLIONS. Fox. More proof that
"crooks can't win." Spencer Tracy, Sally Eilers and
Marguerite Churchill are worthy of better material
than this.*

SUBWAY EXPRESS. Columbia. Murder in the
subway. An interesting mystery story with Jack
Holt, Aileen Pringle and Jason Robards as the prin-
cipal players.

SWANNEE RIVER. .Sono-.4rf. This melodrama
has been kept in moth balls too long. The luscious
Thelma Todd and Grant Withers are present, which
helps considerably.

THE CONQUERING HORDE. Paramount. A
typical "western" with Indians, villains. Richard
Arlen as the he-man hero and Fay Wray as the girl.*

THE LIGHTNING FLYER. Columbia. The son
of a railroad president makes good on his own—under
an assumed name. James Hall and Dorothy Sebas-
tian do good work but the story is poor.

THE NAUGHTY FLIRT. First National. This
isn't naughty but just a nice unexciting film with
Alice White, Paul Page and Myrna Loy.

THE PERFECT ALIBI. Radio. A neat murder
mystery picture which has lots of suspense. C. Au-
brey Smith and Warwick Ward carry off the acting
honors.

THE PUBLIC ENEMY. First National. The most
exciting gangster yam to date. James Cagney. as a
racketeer, is splendid. Jean Harlow and Joan Blondell
are the femmes.*

THE SECRET SIX. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. A
clever racketeer film with Wallace Been' and Lewis
Stone scoring. Marjorie Rambeau and Jean Harlow
are the feminine contingent.*

THE SUNRISE TRAIL. Tiffany. A peppy little

"horse opera" with an interesting story and Bob Steele
and Blanche Mehaffy.

THREE ROGUES. Fox. Victor McLaglen. Lew
Cody and Eddie Gribbon battle for a map, the spoils
and the girl. Fay Wray. Entertaining.

Short Features:
BIRDS OF A FEATHER. Ideal. An interesting

presentation of the varied bird life on the Isle of Bona-
venture in Nova Scotia. For the bird lovers.

CINDERELLA BLUES. RKO Pathi. A fair
fairy tale cartoon done in modern style. Fun for the
kiddies.

DOLLAR DIZZY. iIctro-Goldwyn-.\fayer. Charlie
Chase inherits millions and all the gold-diggers chase
him. A smart comedy with Thelma Todd as a vamp.

FRESHMAN LOVE. Vitapkone. A snappy short
with Ruth Etting's songs against a collegiate back-
ground.

HELLO SUCKER. Vitaphone. Hugh O'ConneU
does a pretty good job with a pretty bad story. Just
another night club comedy.

HEROES OF THE FLAME. Universal. And the
fireman saved the child! Nice comedy drama with
Tim McCoy as the hero.

HUNTING THRILLS. RKO Pathe. An alligator
hunt in Florida. One of the most exciting shorts to
date with thrills aplenty.

IN CONFERENCE. Educational. Harry Gribbon
plays a Hollywood he-man with a falsetto voice; Andy
Clyde and George Wilson are producers who want to
cancel Harry's contract. Grand burlesque.

LET'S PLAY. Universal. Slim Summerville is a
tough sergeant in the Orient. Slim and his buddy get
into many mix-ups. Funny in spots.

MICKEY'S STAMPEDE. RKO. Mickey Mouse
and his gang play football. Funny incidents and lots
of action.

NIGHT CLUB REVELS. Vitaphone. Walter
O'Keefe peps this one up with his humorous patter

—

the Collett Sisters and the Muriel Abbott Dancers are
also present.

OPENING NIGHT. Vitaphone. A corking bur-
lesque on premiere nights in New York with Dorothy
Sands. Tom P. Jackson and Leo Hoyt handing out the
laughs.

PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL. Paramount. Lowell
Thomas conducts a brief but interesting tour of India.
Educational as well as entertaining.

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS NO. 6. Columbia. Eddie
BuzzeU does a good job as master of ceremonies intro-
ducing Hollywood and sporting world celebrities.

THE COWCATCHER'S DAUGHTER. Educa-
tional. A clever cowboy burlesque with lots of laughs
including Harry Gribbon. Marjorie Beebe and Andy
Clyde.

THE FIREMAN. Universal. An Oswald cartoon
with the rabbit taking his girl to the firemen's picnic
but her pesty brother spoils the fun.

THE PUTTER. Warner Brothers. Whether you re
a golf enthusiast or not, you'll like this. Dick Barthel-
mess introduces Bobby Jones and Bobby gives a few
tips on golf. There's comedy, too. by Joe E. Brown
and Frank Craven.

THE TRIANGLE MURDER. Educational. The
latest of the William Burns detective series—all about
a murder committed in the presence of the police.
Interesting.

The Stage in Review—Continued from page 65

about to enter his office. A corking be-

ginning, and we all settled down to yelp

across the aisles, "Who do you think?"
The Finger of Suspicion (which needs

manicuring, technically speaking, in two
or three places in this play by Peter
Leister) whirls around hither and thither

and yon like a weathervane in hell when
it finally settles on Policeman Due/an, who
first discovered the corpse. It rests there

until this day. By the time you read this

Duqan has probably been electrocuted and
"The Rap" is being rehearsed for Holly-
wood.
Not a bad show. I enjoy these old

dime-novel thrills, although approaching
my hundredth birthday

!

"Precedent"

The old Provincetown Theatre, with
newly numbered seats, got all brushed up
again for Mooney and Billings. The play

about these two martyrs (maybe) to labor

was written by a Chicago lawyer, L J.

Golden. It is called "Precedent," and
while it is crude in spots, labored in others,

and at all times directly but not insistently

propagandist, it must be confessed that it

makes a solid appeal as simple photogra-
phic drama.

It is in ten scenes and follows the

fortunes of Delancy, a labor organizer
(who is a combination of Mooney-Bil-
lings), from the frame-up by a utilities

magnate through all the faked evidence,

the hearing before the Governor, and,

finally, to a scene in the cell in this very
year of grace and hokum.

The most delightful incident of the eve-

ning was the razzing and booing by the

audience when the crooked State's attorney

came before the curtain. A tribute to

William Bonelli, who played the part. The
rest of the company needed more drilling.
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Truth About Cosmetics—Continued from page 94

those very chic compromises that clever

girls will want to use. Like all Lentheric

products this "Huile Lentheric" comes in

a stunning bottle that you'll be proud to

have on your dressing table.

Fashion says that we are going back
to delicate, youthful complexions, to keep
us in tune with the frilly new summer
clothes. I think this will be pretty true

and generally observed. And certainly

girls who do observe it will have to change
their whole make-up scheme. We all were
pretty "red Indian" last summer, and
violent lipsticks, dark powders, and oh-
so-vivid rouges have become monotonous
even though startling. To be an old-

fashioned girl once more, even in appear-
ance only, may be rather charming after

all.

Primrose House has recognized this

need and has put out a new powder in a

shade called "Rose Petal." It is a warm
pink tone, very soft and flattering. The
powder is moderately heavy, as a summer
powder should be, as too light a one blows
off and too heavy a one gets your face all

gummy on hot days. The packaging on
this powder is delightful. The box is

palest yellow outlined in silver with a big
silver monogram on the fastener. And

these powder packages that close tightly

are fine for traveling, as you probably
learned many vacations ago. The Prim-
rose Powder is priced $3.00 but it will

go a long way.
Two other houses, trying to be helpful

along these lines, are putting out tiny "tint

cards" giving dabs of their rouges and
lipsticks in all their colors so that you
may try them out at home and discover
which colors are quite the best for you.

Coty, which always does things amus-
ingly and cleverly, is putting out their

little test card in the form of an artist's

palette. Louis Philippe, who makes that

divine Incarnat lipstick—the kind that

won't come off—puts out a more modest
little square card, but both houses have
sweetly volunteered that they will be glad
to send these cards to any of my readen
who desire them. For the Coty card,

address "Elizabette" of Coty, 714 Fifth
Avenue, N. Y. C. Louis Phillipe you can
reach at 100 Smith Street, Port Chester,
N. Y., and just ask for their shade selector.

I'm sure you will find both of these worth
sending for and the products themselves
are so well known they do not require ad-
ditional recommendation. But if they did,

I'd gladly give it.

Do you read Mary Lee every month? Don't miss her authoritative— and
amusing—comment on the newest, smartest, and safest powders, soaps,

perfumes, and other exciting cosmetics.

Bebe Daniels' pet hobby is perfumes in bottles of all shapes and sizes.
Here's Bebe and her priceless perfume cabinet.

"brittle" lashes , .

.

" "llcoarse lashes...

no more I

The new Liquid Winx is utterly

different from anything you may
have tried. Different— because it

is an eyelash preparation with a

"Double Treatment." First, it

beautifies lashes by giving them a

dark, enticing shadow. And then
—it actually sojtens lashes.

This "Double Treatment" idea at

last gives smart women what they

want. Beautiful, bewitching eyes

—

without fear of brittle lashes.

Would you like to try it ? Just send

10c with the coupon for the Vanity
Size—enough for a month's use.WINX

Ross Co., 245West 17th St., N.Y. C, Dept.D-4
I enclose 10c for the Vanity Size of the new
Liquid Winx.

Address
..

Black Brown

The next issue of

Will be on sale July 1st

» Tells About

wTo SecureA
Government Position

Tells About These and Other Positions
RAILWAY POSTAL CLERK

$1850 to $2700 a year
POSTMASTER

$1200 to $2500 a year
CUSTOMS HOUSE CLERK

$1140 to $2700 a year
INTERNAL REVENUE MEN

$1140 to $2700 a year
R. F. D. MAIL CARRIER

$1800 to $2000 a year

FREE BOOK tells how I can
For S years I v

helped thousands. If citizen IS to 50.
for the next Railway Postal Clerk E
Write or mail . our.no TODAY.

Civil Service Examiner
u can qualify. Get ready
nination! Send for free

t Job.
-have.
NOW
book.

A. R. PATTERSON. Civil Service Expert
57 Wisner Bldg.. Rochester. N. Y.
Please send me your free book "How to secure a Government Positio

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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ten

IMITATED
but never

DUPLICATED
YOU find Katherine Mac-

Donald's Lash Cosmetic
as used by the stars of Holly-

wood gives no hint of artificiality, for it leaves your lashes

soft and silky, yet is positively waterproof. Cry, swim,

get soaked in the rain. . . no water can make it streak

or run. Contains no varnish, so cannot flake or break

your lashes. Easily removed with cold cream.

Efforts have been made to copy this wonderful liquid

mascara but without success. Handy purse size gold

capped bottle, black or brown, $i.

IKAYiriHEIRIINE MacIDONAILID'S

LASH
COSMETIC

WATERPEIOOF

*
T

Katherine MacDoruld, Hollywood. Cain.

AAAAAAAAA

A

$$ Photoplay Ideas $$
For Silent and Talking Pictures

Accepted in any form for revision, criticism.
Copyright and submission to studios

Not a school—no courses or books to

sell. You may be just as capable of

writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
ideas arc what is wanted. Plots ac-

cepted in any form. Send for free book-
let giving full details.

Universal Scenario Company
(Established 1917)

504 Meyer Bldg., Western and Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

AT HAME
YOU can earn good money in spare lime a t

home making display cards. No selling or
canvassing. We instruct you, furnish com-
plete outfit and supply you with work
Write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY Limited

252 Dominion Bldg.. Toronto. Ont.rxn mar

The Home Hotel

of New York

Homelike in service,

appointments and lo-

cation . . . away from

noise and congestion,

yet but a few minutes

from Times Square . . .

garage facilities for

tourists.

Room and Bath from

$3 single $4 double

500 Rooms

Home folks will

like this hotel

===HOTEL==
RETTON HALL
ROADWAY at 86th ST.

NEW YORK

Slams and SalvOS—Continued from page 97

four year old child who demanded tear-

fully, "What are the boys doing to Char-
lie?" He was promptly hushed up.

I crept from the theatre. Give the audi-
ence back their custard pies— that's all

they understand. Main Street—Broadway.
Gopher Prairie—New York. They are not

so far apart, after all.

Lester Asheim,
1819 12th Avenue,
Seattle, Washington.

THAT RICH CHARM
Movieland to me will always be linked

with that most charming star, Irene Rich.
Passing by her attractive home one eve,

I visualized in my mind her genuineness as
I had seen it so often portrayed on the
cinema screen. Hers is a lasting beauty
and unaffected charm as I had always be-
lieved and always will. Who could forget
her sincerity in "Ned McCobb's Daughter"'
and "Craig's Wife"?. Someday, somehow,
somewhere, I hope to meet her in person.

Dorothy Fanning,
1231 Webster Street,

San Francisco, Calif.

SPEAK AMERICAN
It has taken me most of my life to learn

to play Beethoven, and so when I saw a
girl, like Joan Crawford was supposed to

have been in "Dance, Fools, Dance," one
assiduously engaged in the art of perfect
smoking, perfect swimming, and perfect
dancing—"snort off" the Moonlight Sonata
(even a la Jazz) without a flaw, it made
me realize what a wonderful thing a re-

producing piano is

!

How contradictory this girl ! Cultured
enough to say "bean" for been, but not
cultured enough to spell exaggerate and
parallel correctly.

It may be all right for Give Brook,
Ronald Colman, and other Englishmen to
speak English as Englishmen speak it with
their "beans," "cawn'ts," "leftenant," "lug-
gage," ct cetera, but for the sake and
love of everything American, why not have
Americans be natural and speak American ?

H. E. Schimmel,
14 N. W. 8th St.,

Faribault, Minn.

A PLEA FOR BETTER
OPERETTAS

I saw the German screen operetta, "Zwei
Herzen im Yn, Takt." It made me jealous
of the Germans who can hear such plays
frequently. Why can't we have plays like

this? Our "singies," Jeanette MacDonald
variety, are so artificial. The songs seem
to be dragged in by the heels ; action stops
while the heroine breaks gaily into irrele-

vant song.

In this German operetta, the music be-
longed there ; the songs were truly a part
of the story; they were a delight to listen

to.

I saw the play ten times, and it was in

German, too, and the only German I know
is ja and ncin. I cannot remember ever
having had the courage to sit through an
American musical comedy twice. So. please,

can't something be done about it? I'm
dreadfully poor and I don't know how I'll

ever raise enough money for passage to

Germany

!

Emily H. -Hucker,
28 Elam Place,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Write in to this department—give us

your views of the stars and screenplays.

Betty Compson and Hugh Trevor played in a picture together and ever

since then Hollywood has reported them engaged.
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Screen News —Continued /rotn page 93

years, turns very blonde. Aileen Pringle

and Carmel Myers did it too. If Pola Negri

comes back she'll find the brunette market

very weak. Someone has even been trying

to persuade Gloria Swanson to bleach.

Have to be rich to boss your own shows
in Hollywood. It seems strange to hear

of such people as Mary and Doug. Chester

Morris, Ann Harding, Gloria Swanson,
demanding "freedom" to select their own
roles and pictures. It transpires that

Charlie Chaplin, Harold Lloyd, and Buster

Keaton are really the only ones who have

been entirely "free" all these years.

Still, of course, Mary and Doug have

been practically "free" except for certain

financial overlords—and Mary told me only

a few months ago that she was really hap-

pier when someone else had the responsibil-

ity of bossing her screen career. She
wasn't at all sure her own judgment was
best.

To promote a picture at the Paramount
Theatre in Los Angeles, the studio had
Mary Brian act as an usher. "No one
recognized me for ages," grins Mary, "but

finally a boy said I was Mary Brian and
the girl denied it. Presently she accosted

me with 'Say, when did you quit making
pictures?'

"

Mae Marsh burst into fame under the

D. W. Griffith banner in the days of "The
Birth of a Nation" and "The White Rose."
Then matrimony, babies—and now her

-mall 11-year-old daughter wants to be

shown. Was mother ever really an actress ?

So Mae is signed with Fox and is all ex-

cited as to whether she can make the

Lrrade in talkies so the three babies will

continue to be proud of her.

Another "women" complex on the way.
Titles run in vogues

—"Women of All

Nations," "Women Love Once," "God's
Gift to Women," "Expensive Women,"

—

and "The Impatient Virgin," "Lady of Re-
source," "Confessions of a Co-Ed,"
"Merely Mary Ann," "Debutante," "Susan
Lennox," "Girls Together," "The Be-
haviour of Mrs. Crane," "Queen of Hol-
lywood," "The Registered Woman," "Left-

Over Ladies," "Meet the Wife," "Good
Bad Girl," "The Miracle Woman," "Night
Nurse," "Gold Dust Gertie," all give am-
ple indication that the day of the all-male

picture's triumph was short-lived. Fem-
inism on the war path again

!

When the poor men do get into the

titles they have to be "Blind Husbands,"
"Travelling Husbands," "Virtuous Hus-
bands," or become involved in "Bachelor
Apartments."

The unsung doubles who "stand in" for

the stars have formed a Hollywood
Doubles Revue which promises to be a
good vaudeville stunt. Geraldine D'Vor-
ack, who has "stood in" for Garbo, is to be
featured.

Adele Watson is an interesting Holly-
wood character—she has played minor
roles, such as maids, in pictures for four-
teen years. In fact, while stars come and
go, Adele goes on forever, making a first

class living. But it was not ever thus

—

time was when Adele could take a glorious
high E flat and played in musical comedy
with John Barrymore, 25 years ago. But
because she never was much on looks, her
job was to be in the front row of the
chorus, right behind the star, who would
get all the credit and applause for those
clear high E flats.

Can you picture the confident, success-

ful Bebe Daniels of today once applying

to Harold Lloyd for a job as his leading

lady when she was only 15 years old, and
garbed in an old blue suit belonging to her
auntie? They turned her away saying they

wanted a blonde—but her salesmanship
was good in those days, too—and she duly
won the job, which lasted four years.

Coupled with William Farnum's come-
back to the screen, his wife sues him for

divorce, after many years of married life.

All the same, I recently gathered some
data on the Darbies and Joans of Holly-
wood—anyway, those married more than
10 years, and "there were 57 couples. These
included such people as the George Arliss-

es, Joseph Cawthorns, George Fawcetts,
Cecil De Milles, Claude Gillingwaters,

Claire McDowell and her Charlie Mailles
and so on. Dear old Mr. and Mrs. Jay
Hunt take the bunch of orange blossoms
with 53 years of happy married, life to-

gether and still sweethearts. Jay, by the

way, is writing his memoirs.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., undertook the

task of writing hundreds of appealing let-

ters to all the actors for contributions to

the Actors' Relief Fund this year. But
they report that they were such engaging
letters that they all rushed for their check
books right away

!

A cute little blonde we are likely to

hear from is Polly Walters, age 19, dainty

and fairylike. She is the little pest who
plagues everyone in "Expensive Women"
and does it diabolically well. Polly has a

contract with Warners, which she secured

in New York while she was vaudevilling

with Eddie Cantor. They sent her west,

but when she arrived the Hollywood stu-

dio had never heard of her and snubbed
her. Five days later she was about to

return to New York with hauteur when
the contract arrived.

She is the most self-possessed atom,
chews gum nonchalantly, has the loveliest

soulful eyes, an adorable mouth which
quivers with mischief, and giggles deli-

ciously when she explains that, strictly in

the play, Warren Williams has to kick her
in the pants.

Polly comes from Columbus, Ohio, where
she went to the Roosevelt Grammar
School, and almost got through the North
High School. "Oh, I was a simply awful
pupil," she assures one with shocked seri-

ousness, as she waggles her blonde curls.

She also assures us she has never been in

love yet, thank you

!

So Polly is" quite different from this new
vogue for the older women which has al-

most crowded the baby cuties off the screen.

It's your Ruth Chattertons, Norma Shear-
ers, Constance Bennetts, and all the mar-
ried ladies who are snatching the bouquets
in films today, and it's the experienced older
girls who are being snapped up by the
studios on all sides a la Lois Wilson, Doris
Kenyon, Dolores Costello, Eleanor Board-
man, and so on. Baby Stars are prac-
tically non est—but oh, those darlings had
a long, long session, in which screen
actresses were considered passe at 25.

When the lady stars vote like good citi-

zens in Hollywood—which many of them
do—they have to sign themselves Bebe
Lyon, Ann Bannister, Dolores Barrymore,
Norma Thalberg, etc. It causes no end of
flutter at the voting stations when these
dazzling dames undertake this civic duty
and clerks brag of having handed them
their voting slips.

TRY TO GUESS
THESE EYES!

This darling of the New York stage, who i.<

appearing in Universal Pictures' sensation
"Seed," is 5 ft. 3Vfe in. tall, weighs 105 lbs., and
has reddish gold hairand green eyes. See below*.

so soothing to

golfers' eyes!
Or, for that matter, to the eyes of
any one who spends much time
out of doors. Always apply Murine
immediately after prolonged ex-

posure to sun, wind and dust to

end that heavy, burning feeling

and to prevent a bloodshot con-
dition. Formula ofa veteran eye
specialist, this soothing, cool-

ing lotion is used regularly by
millions for the quick relief

of eye irritation and strain.

At all drug and dept. stores.

*Genevieve Tobin

60 Applications Cost Only 60c!

WEf^ft THE
N£W'ASTKOlOG?CAl

BRACELET

Your Initials
and Zodiac Sign
The latest craze—new and unusual! Every-

body is wearing this personalized Zodiac
Bracelet—attractive and durable—Embossed
with Zodiac sign of birth and hand raised

initials as ordered. Set the style

—

own the first Zodiac Bracelet in

your crowd!

Wonderful Birthday Gift.

Under what stars were you
born? Send date of your birth and
initials desired when ordering.
Only $2.00 (C. O. D. plus postage).
Order yours now!

NATIONAL NOVELTY CO.
20 West 27th St..

SS3 Dept. 774. New York City
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t
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Irene looks more like a debutante than an actress.
Her next picture will be "The Great Lover,"

opposite Adolphe Menjou.

WHEN an actress gives a tea to the press, that's

nothing. But when an actress' bosses give a

tea for her—that's something ! A girl should
know that when the company to whom she is

under contract tenders her that kind of reception, it

means stardom. And if Irene Dunne doesn't know it—
we're telling her

!

But getting an interview at one of these teas is about
as hard as learning how to play the piccolo via the cor-

respondence course. However, undaunted, we arrived
un fashionably early determined to talk with Miss Dunne
before the other scribblers arrived. We sat with Miss
Dunne in a little room while she performed the last min-
ute rites, such as powdering her tip-tilted nose, before
facing her guests.

I don't know whether this is going to be disillusioning

or not—but Irene doesn't look any more like an actress

than you, or you, or you ! She looks more like a debu-
tante. Irene was dressed in a smart gray crepe frock
with a touch of jade and a wide band of gray fox fur
on the sleeves of her dress. She wore a smart gray tur-

ban with a jade clip and gray shoes and stockings. She
isn't beautiful but she is charming. She looks intelligent

and what's more she is!

Irene's hair is blonde and her eyes are blue. Her
startling success in "Cimarron" hasn't affected her un-
favorably ; in fact, she wears the same head-size as she
did when she played in road-show musical comedies, and
she has both feet firmly on the ground.

Before the tea had reached that glowy, chummy stage,

whispers went the rounds that Miss Dunne is really Mrs.
F. D. Griffin ; and that her husband, a doctor, was also

one of the guests. By the process of elimination we dis-

DUNNE
*(UCK

But it isn't all luck—talent plays a

large part in Irene Dunne's success

By

Evelyn Ballarine

covered Dr. Dunne—er—Griffin. He re-

mained in the background. He's a handsome
man ! The Griffins have been married for

three years and the marriage has been kept

a secret for publicity reasons. It isn't con-

sidered good publicity for a screen heroine to

have a husband. However, it isn't Irene's

fault that you didn't know she was married,

as she is very proud of her doctor husband.

Irene entered pictures when the vogue for

song and dance films was at its peak. She
had (and still has) a lovely soprano voice

and stage experience, having played in

"Sweetheart Time," "Irene," "The Clinging

Vine," and in the road company of "Show
Boat." Radio Pictures signed her and Irene

made her debut in "Leathernecking," but let's

not go into that— it was a pretty bad picture. The only

bright spot in the film was when Irene sang—and she

sang only one song

!

After that Irene sat and sat. waiting for a studio call

for months, but nothing happened and she was discour-

aged. Then suddenly came the announcement that Miss
Dunne was to have the coveted role of Sabra Cravat in

"Cimarron." There was a wail of disappointment—many
well known and established stars had taken tests for the

part—and it was given to Irene Dunne, an unknown, and
a musical comedy actress at that ! It was incredible

—

imagine a musical comedy actress playing a dramatic

role ! It isn't necessary to go into a rave about Irene's

acting in "Cimarron"—it's a well-known fact. Anyway,
let's get back to the tea before it gets cold.

Irene had sung over the radio the night before for the

first time, and was a little worried about how she went
over. (She needn't have been.) She had been seeing

Broadway plays and was particularly impressed with

Herbert Marshall's performance in "Tomorrow and To-
morrow." And she was quite thrilled because she was
leaving for Honolulu the following day, for a vacation.

We asked Miss Dunne if she liked pictures and she

said. "Of course, I like playing in pictures, but the stage

is my first love and always will be." So that's that. Miss
Dunne is studying for the concert stage and is aiming at

the Metropolitan Opera and it's our guess that she'll

make it.

However, it will be a long time before we lose Irene

to the stage because Radio has her under a long term

starring contract. And besides, she likes the talkies and

the microphone likes her and the fans like her, so figure

it out for yourself

!
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Princess Fat

lo,ooo en

Women Use

Too Much Rouge"

The men, poor dears, are not

quite correct. They judge by ap=

pcarances solely. What they

really protest is the "painted

look"—and "too much rouge"

is not really a question of quan>=

tity. It is a matter of kind; for

even the tiniest bit of usual rouge

does look unreal.

Women have startling proof of difference in rouges once

they try Princess Pat. Have you sometimes wati hnl tlivt y
clouds at sunset shade from deepest rose to faintest pink, HB
every tone pure and luminous? So it is with Prim ess I'at

rouge,. Every tone is pure and luminous, seeming to lie ;

beneath the skin and not upon it. You obtain more, or fl^^^H
less, i olor by using freely or sparingly. But there is never ft

a < [uest ii m of too much, never the unlovely "painted look" illHnHI
to which men object.

Purity, delicacy, the most costly color tints, and a secret formula com-

bine to make Princess Pat the most natural rouge in the world. And
whether blonde or brunette, you can use any and all of the six Princess

Pat shades with perfect effect— instead of being limited to one as

with usual rouges.

Velvet Your Skin with Princess Pat Almond Base Powder Vel-

vet is just the word; for the soft, soothing almond base imparts to

Princess Pat an entirely new "feel," makes its application a veritable-

caress. Most powders contain starch as a base—hence their drying

effect. The almond in Princess Pat definitely helps the skin, assists it

to remain pliant and fine of texture. And there has never been a powder
to go on so smoothly, or cling so long—-never because only in Princess

Pat do you find the soft, naturally adherent almond base—instead m
of starch.

Princess Pat almond base face powder now comes in two weights.

Medium weight in the familiar oblong box—lighter weight in the

Princess E\t
CHICAGO, U. S. A. (IN CANADA, 93 CHURCH ST., TORONTO)

new round box. It has been possible because of the almond base to

make the lighter weight powder just as clinging as the medium.

Wonderful New Color for dps Just what you've wanted — lip

rouge that colors the visible part of the lips and also adheres to and
colors the inside, moist surface. Thus, parted lips show beautiful color

all the way back—no unlovely "rim" of color as with usual lipsticks.

Try the Six Aids-to-Beauty in Princess Pat Week End Set This
is really an "acquaintance" set—enough of each preparation for a

thorough trial—enough for two weeks. And the beauty book sent with
set contains information on skin care of real value—besides artful

secrets of make-up which vastly enhance results from rouge, powder
and lip rouge. You will be delighted with the set.

get this Week End Sei

—SPECIAL
The very popular Princess Pat Week End Set for
this COUPON and 25c (coin). Easily a month's
supply of almond base powder and FIVE oilier

delightful Princess Pat preparations. Beautifully
decorated boudoir box.

PRINCESS PAT. 2709 S. Wells St., Chicago.

Dept. A-1547. Enclosed find 25c for which
send me the Princess Pat Week End Set.

Name (print) .

.

Street

City and State.



Dorothy Mackaill, poised and lovely First National star. For sports she wears the simplest things . . . a white tennis

coat, a swimming suit as active as the aquaplane she rides. Butfor evening . . . this magnificent couturier gown of black

lace, with its stunning wrap of velvet and whitefox.

IS TME NEW Pi

The modern girl may revel in a

veritable galaxy of gowns. There
are charming costumes for almost

every hour of the day. But if

these are tempting, they are none
the less exacting. They require a

figure with graceful curves, with
rounded contours to set them off

to best effect.

Clinging gowns reveal the form
almost as much as the audacious
swimming suit. Both are subtle com-
pliments to the vibrant beauty of

modern women.

Fortunately, most women can
attain this fashionable figure

—

by

wise control of their weight. Yet there

are pitfalls. Unless a reducing diet,

otherwise adequate, contains plenty

of roughage, improper elimination

may develop. Poisons spread through
the body. Headaches, dizziness, yel-

low skins, pimples are natural results.

There is a pleasant, modern way to

insure plenty of roughage in the diet.

Simply eat two tablespoonfuls of

Kellogg's All-Bran* daily. This deli-

cious cereal is guaranteed to over-
come thedangerof faulty elimination.

Isn't it much better to enjoy this

natural food than to risk habit-
forming pills and drugs?

You will like the many ways Kel-

logg's All-Bran* can be eaten with-

out adding many calories to the menu.
Milk brings out the delightful nut-

like flavor. Use All-Bran in cooking

too. Kellogg's All-Bra.v. also pro-

vides iron, Nature's rouge for cheeks
and lips. Eat it regularly. Ask for the

red-and-green package at y< ur gro-

cer's. Recommended by dietitians.

Made by Kellogg in Battle Creek.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET

"THE MODERN FIGURE"
Leading motion-picture ac-

tresses are shown to you in

"fashion close-ups," wearing
the costumes that millions of

critical eyes will see on the

screen. Everything from
sports-togs to evening gowns.
In addition, the booklet is

full of valuable information

on how to reduce wisely. Free upon request.

KELOGG COMPANY
Dept. E-7, Battle Creek, Michigan

Please send me a free copy of your booklet,

"The Modern Figure."

Nam e

Address.

THE CUNEO PRESS, INC., CHICAGO AND NEW YORK
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worldfamous
because ofUs

Marvelous Color Principle

IN an amazing way, Tangee changes color as

you apply it to your lips . . . and blends per-

fectly with your own natural, individual coloring.

It is the one perfect lipstick for blonde, brunette

or red-head

!

You can see the color come to your lips . . . color

so lovely, so natural that it seems a very part of you.

In truth it is, for Tangee is permanent and leaves no

coating or greasy smear!

Unlike other lipsticks, Tangee has a solidified cream

base, soothing and healing to the lips. And it outlasts

several ordinary lipsticks!

New! Tangee Theatrical, a special dark shade of

Tangee Lipstickforprofessional and evening use.

Tangee Lipstick Si. The same marvelous color principle in

Rouge Compact, 75c . . . Creme Rouge, the most natural and
most permanent of all rouges, $1. Tangee Face Powder, soft

and clinging, blended to match your natural skin tones, $1.

Tangee Night Cream, for both cleansing and nourishing, $1.

Tangee Day Cream, to protect the skin and as a powder base, $1.

Tangle Cosmetic, a new "mascara," does not smart the eyes,

used also for tinting the hair, SI.

SEND 200 FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET

Containing miniature Lipstick two Rouges,

Powder, two Creams and "The Art of Make-Up"

The Gforge W. Luft Co., Dept. S6*
417 Fifth A\enue New York

Name

Address.
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Who is she?

And why does Holly-

wood fear her?

You'll find out in the

next issue of SCREENLAND

—September, on sale Aug-
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6 SCRE ENL AND

EVUETTES
Let SCREENLAND help you select your

film fare—read these Revuettes and

let your good sense be your guide!

Class A:
.JL. A FREE SOUL. M ,-tro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Mark^ up another winner for Norma Shearer. A mod-
ern, adult picture with Lionel Barrymore. Clark
Gable and Leslie Howard supporting the star.*

JU CITY STREETS. Paramount. A thrilling gang-" ster story packed with action, and with Gary
Cooper at his best and Sylvia Sidney, new and inter-

esting, as the heroine.

,JL. DIRIGIBLE. Columbia. Spectacular air thrills^ with an interesting story well acted. Ralph
Graves, Fay Wray and Jack Holt present the eternal
triangle.

FAME. Warner Brothers. You'll be sorry if

you miss this nicely acted and directed picture
about nice, human people. Lewis Stone and Doris
Kenyon are excellent.*

IRON MAN. Universal. A plausible romance
of the ring with Lew Ayres taking it on the chin

from his unfaithful wife, Jean Harlow. Robert Arm-
strong, as the prize-fighter's manager, is excellent.

SEED. Universal. An intensely human mother
love and triangle drama with John Boles, Gene-

vieve Tobin and Lois Wilson doing brilliant work.*

SKIPPY. Paramount. Grand entertainment for

the whole family. Jackie Cooper and Bobby
Coogan are delightful. Don't miss this one.

SMART MONEY. Warner Brothers. Thrills
and plenty of action, and lots of humor, too. Ed-

ward G. Robinson is grand as usual and Evalyn
Knapp is the girl.*

SVENGALI. Warner Brothers. John Barrymore
in his greatest rflle. Marian Marsh isan enchant-

ing Trilby. See this first-rate picture.

± THE MILLIONAIRE. Warner Brothers. Another^ George Arliss film treat which you'll enjoy thor-
oughly. Evalyn Knapp and David Manners supply
the romance.

THE FRONT PAGE. United Artists. A high
voltage newspaper yarn packed with laughs and

A new screen hero—Robert ( Bobby to
you) Jones, who
stars in a series of
twelve short fea-
tures entitled
"How I Play Golf."
This is a new type
of sports short,
and stars such as
Richard Barthel-
mess, Joe E. Brown
and Zelma O'Neal,
appear with Bobby.
These features are
amusing as well as

instructive.

thrills. Adolphe Menjou. Pat O'Brien, Edward
Everett Horton and Mary Brian are splendid.

THE SMILING LIEUTENANT. Paramount.
Zat charming Maurice Chevalier in a uniform

again—but this isn't quite up to "The Love Parade."
Claudette Colbert and Miriam Hopkins assist the
star.*

W YOUNG DONOVAN'S KID. Radio. A potent
"* underworld drama with Richard Dix and Jackie
Cooper giving great performances. Marion Shilling
is the feminine interest.*

Class B:
ALWAYS GOODBYE. Fox. Elissa Landi's per-

sonality shines in this crook drama. However, the
entire cast is good, too—Lewis Stone, Beryl Mercer.
Paul Cavanaugh and John Garrick.*

BACHELOR APARTMENT. Radio. A naughty
bachelor. Lowell Sherman, falls in love with a nice
stenographer, Irene Dunne, and marries her after
many complications. Mae Murray is in the cast, too.

BORN TO LOVE. RKO-Pathe. A commonplace
story with Constance Bennett doing her best to make
it interesting. Joel McCrea has the masculine lead.*

CAPTAIN THUNDER. Warner Brothers. All
about a chivalrous bandit played by Victor Varconi.
Fay Wray and Don Alvarado also ran. Fair.

DAYBREAK. Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer. A nice ro-
mantic tale of a student prince and a girl of the people.
Ramon Novarro and Helen Chandler are the charming
hero and heroine.

DOCTORS' WIVES. Fox. A sophisticated drama
with no action or comedy relief. Warner Baxter and
Joan Bennett do their utmost but have thankless
parts.

EVERYTHING'S ROSIE. Radio. Robert Wool-
sey minus his side-kick, Bert Wheeler, tickles the
customers with this one. Anita Louise and John
Darrow are the love interest.

Make this your guide to the

worth-while screenplays.

Note the pictures selected as

worthy of Screenland s seal

of approval. See page 93

for complete casts of current

films

HELL BOUND. Columbia. A racketeer film with
a different angle. Leo Carrillo. Lola Lane and Lloyd
Hughes present the usual triangle.*

INDISCRETION. United Artists. One of those
"should a woman tell" tales—but it isn't drama, it's

practically all comedy. Gloria Swanson, Arthur Lake.
Barbara Kent and Ben Lyon are present.*

IT'S A WISE CHILD. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
A merry and risque film with Marion Davies heading
a fine cast including James Gleason, Marie Prevost,
Polly Moran and Lester Vail.*

KICK IN. Paramount. Clara Bow gives a grand
dramatic performance in her best talker to date. It's

a crook yarn with Regis Toomey and Leslie Fenton
featured.*

LADIES' MAN. Paramount. "Just a gigolo" but
William Powell makes this rather depressing film
interesting. Carole Lombard. Kay Francis and
Olive Tell are the feminine contingent.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET. Melro-
Coldwyn-M ayer. An out-moded story saved by Leslie
Howard's good performance. Conchita Montenegro
is an interesting heroine.*

PARTY HUSBAND. Warner Brothers. A hack-
neyed plot/vith Dorothy Mackaill and James Rennie
trying to make a go of marriage on the "modern"
plan—each leading a free life.

SHIPMATES. Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer. Robert
Montgomery is in the navy now. If you're a violent
Montgomery see it. otherwise don't rush. Dorothy
Jordan is a very pleasing heroine.*

SIX CYLINDER LOVE. Fox. This is as old-
fashioned as a horse and buggy; however. Spencer
Tracy, as a high-powered automobile salesman, peps
things up a bit. William Collier, Sr., and Sidney Fox
are among those present.

SUBWAY EXPRESS. Columbia. Murder in the
subway. A plausible mystery story with Jack Holt.
Aileen Pringle. and Jason Robards as the principal
players.

* Reviewed in this issue,

fa TJicsc pictures have been selected

by Delight Evans as worthy of
Screexland's seal of approval.

{Continued on page 106)

$2,500 in prizes! Enter our Star Shadow contest and see

if you can be one of the twenty winners. See page 35
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BARBARA

STANWYCK
/yv

BEN LYON
JOAN BLONDELL
From the novel Night Nurse by
Dora Macy .... Screen play
by Oliver H. P. Garrett ....
Additional dialogue by Charles
Kenyon .... Directed by
WILLIAM WELLMAN

" Vitaphone" is the registered trade'
mark of The Vitaphone Corporation

NIGHT NURSE
Utterly revealing! Night Nurse, by the author of Ex-Mistress,

is a human document— the story of the woman who must do
men's bidding in the long watches of the night . . . After the

first hundred shocks nothing gets under her skin . . . She
learns how to take them or to laugh them off ... A nurse's

thousand and one nights! Not to be missed!

A WARNER BROS. & VITAPHONE PICTURE
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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What do you think of players and

pictures? Money for your thoughts!

i

Jean Harlow is the
subject of much dis-
cussion for and
against her — how-
ever, the Platinum
Blonde must be pop-
ular because she has
been borrowed by
practically every
movie company

.

"Coldie" is her next
film.

MOVIE MAGIC
(First Prize Letter)

I am a beautiful, desirable and cultured
young woman. Gorgeous clothes adorn my
slim, seductive body. My hair is smartly
done, my hands are long and tapering with
exquisitely tended nails and my voice is

low and sweet. For two evenings a week
and thirty-five cents I am what most every
young girl dreams of being—a charming
person.

This is a letter of gratitude, a letter of
thanks to the persons who make it possible

for me to receive such value for my money.
In reality I am a rather ordinary young

wife and mother. But twice a week I for-

get all about trying to make a very small
allowance cover very large demands and
grasp thirty-five cents in my hands and
hie me to our community theatre where I

become a charming heroine of a charming
world.

Robin Adair,
3800 14th St., N. W.,

Washington, D. C.

A CLARA BOW RALLY
(Second Prize Letter)

"Clara Bow !" Those two words seem
to be stretched across every newspaper in

the country at the present time. They tell

The most sincere and constructive letter

will win the first prize of $20.00. Second

prize, $15.00. Third prize, $10.00. And
there's a fourth prize of $5.00. All win-

ning letters, not over 150 words, will be

printed. Mail your letters so they will

reach us the 1 0th of each month. Ad-
dress Slams and Salvos Department,

SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th Street, New
York City.

the story of a young girl who has been
betrayed by her friends in whom she had
confidence. A girl who has contributed to

the screen some of the finest performances
ever witnessed, both in the field of comedy
and drama.
Who will ever forget her as the dazzling

flapper in "Black Oxen" and "Mantrap."
or her fine dramatic performance in "Ladies
of the Mob"? They w7ere all portrayed by
a girl who had neither stage experience
nor lessons in the art of acting but who
was richly endowed with that natural born
talent which is so scarce among movie
stars.

Come on. all you Clara Bow fans, stand

by your favorite and wish her a speedy

recovery and bigger and better roles in the

field of drama.
Boden A. Daniels,

91 Eighth Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

MOVIES—A TONIC
(Third Prize Letter)

Nobody can deny that the movies are:

—

A comfort to the distressed.

A cordial to the heart-sick and home-sick.

An example to the foolish.

And sometimes a restraint to the wicked.

Nothing but the movies can so conduce
cheerfulness, and everyone knows what
a tonic is good cheer. Movies leave us

comforted and gay. They are friends when
we are alone. They make us feel keenly

the magic and mystery of beautiful things.

Bringing us in contact with all the won-
ders that our unlimited imagination craves,

and our limited resources too often deny
us. Helping us to acquire knowledge and
self-development which comes only by con-

tact with the finer things of life. Giving

us the courage of our dreams, and the faith

to look for the happiness that lies just

around the corner.

Mrs. W. W. Geraughtv.
1412 Central Street,

Kansas City, Mo.
(Continued on page 98)
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DOROTHY *IAC It 111 L

THE RECKLES§ HOUR
WITH COMRitD jUAftll - H.B,Hilll^IIl

JOAN BLONDELL
WALTER BYRON
JOE DONAHUE
DOROTHY PETERSON
Bated on Arthur Richman'e play,

Ambueh. Adaptedby Florence Ryereon

A John Francis DUlon Production

SSI

'Vitaphone^ is the registered trade-
mark of The Vitaphone Corporation

Love and lies lead her to the reckless hour

with one man—to marriage with another . . .

Too proud to accept a marriage bargain,

she pays the check, and sets out to collect

from the world of men . . . But her desires

are stronger than her hate. Gorgeously

gowned Dorothy Mackaill as the model

who makes her reckless hour pay dividends.

A FIRST NATIONAL Sc VITAPHONE PICTURE
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD.
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ITS WRITTEN/the STARS

Leo's crown fits him

better than ever!

J
F only you could take a peek through the tele-

scope with Leo, what a thrill you would have

watching M-G-M's brilliant stars, directors,

writers and technical experts—all busy on the

greatest production program in the history of

this company. Week after week during the com-

ing season new M-G-M hits will come out of

that miracle city known as the M-G-M Studio.

Mighty productions that are destined to take

their place with such M-G-M triumphs of past

seasons as "The Secret Six," "Reducing," "Our

Dancing Daughters," "Anna Christie," "The

Divorcee," "Min and Bill," "Paid," "Strangers

May Kiss," "Trader Horn." It's written in the

stars that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will again

prove during 1931-1932 that it is the greatest

producing organization in motion pictures.

^\ ^ ^^^^^ .^^^

M> '^ "More Stars Than Ail TP ^\
There are in Heaven" | | |%^/ m
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Alfred LUNT
The Theatre

Quild Stars

Lynn FONTAINI

1931-1932 Will Be
CROWNING GLORY
These famous stars and featured players will make the coming

year the greatest in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer history:

-G-

Marion DAVIES Wallace BEERY
Marie DRESSLER Greta GARBO
William HAINES Buster KEATON
Ramon NOVARRO Norma SHEARER

Joan CRAWFORD
John GILBERT
Robert MONTGOMERY
Lawrence TIBBETT

Alfred LUNT Lynn FONTAINE

Dorothy Appleby
Lionel Barrymore
Edwin Bartlett

William Bakewell

Charles Bickford

Lilian Bond
Edwina Booth
John Mack Brown
Janet Currie

Reginald Denny
Kent Douglass

James Durante
Cliff Edwards
Phyllis Elgar

Madge Evans

Clark Gable
Ralph Graves

Charlotte Greenwood

Neil Hamilton
Helen Hayes
Leila Hyams
Jean Hersholt

Hedda Hopper
Leslie Howard
Dorothy Jordan

Joan Marsh
Adolphe Menjou

John Miljan

Ray Milland

C. Montenegro
Polly Moran
Karen Morely
Conrad Nagel
Ivor Novello

Monroe Owsley
Anita Page

Irene Purcell

Marjorie Rambeau
C. Aubrey Smith
Ruth Selwyn
Gus Shy
Lewis Stone

Ernest Torrence

Lester Vail

Robert Young

In stories by the world's most brilliant writers. Directed by men who are making screen history.

You'll Soon
APPLAUD

Marion DAVIES
in "Five and Ten"

Norma SHEARER
in "A Free Soul"

Marie DRESSLER
Polly MORAN

in "Politics"

RobertMONTGOMERY
in "The Man in Possession"

Greta GARBO
in "Susan Lenox, Her Fall

and Rise"

and many others

——— " > «
GOLDWYN-MAYER

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD.
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Charles H. Connie Bennett is still un-
married ; but you had better watch out for

Henry Falaise and Joel McCrea—both—if

you are planning to rush Miss Bennett to

the altar. But good luck, my boy—she

may send you her photograph.

Alice M. Be sure you're right, then go
ahead—he who hesitates never gets the big

answer from me. Ruth Chatterton has blue-

eyes and brown hair. Did you know that

Ruth has written 25 songs, sang in musical
comedy and at one time played in stock

with Lowell Sherman, Pauline Lord and
Lenore Ulric? David Manners has grey-
green eyes. His wife is Suzanne Bushnell.

Kay Johnson is in "The Single Sin" with
Bert Lytell. Kay is married but has no
children.

May oj Glendale. This business of being

all bothered can't sleep at night or snatch
a nap or two at the movies, with a gen-
erally run-down condition over the movie
stars, isn't a joke, is it? Perhaps these

lines will take a load off the chest. Buddy
Rogers, Clara Bow and Audrey Ferris are
all Americans ; Norma Shearer is a Cana-
dian, and Greta Garbo is from Stockholm,
Sweden. Greta was born Sept. 18, 1906.

For March and April birthdays of the

players, consult those same issues of

SCREENLAND.

Madeline D. All the grand things you
say about my department are true, but I'm
far too modest to admit it. Joan Craw-
ford weighs 110 pounds; Billie Dove, 115

pounds and is 5 feet 5 inches tall. Marion
Davies weighs 120 pounds. Myrna Loy is

5 feet 6 inches tall. Kay Francis weighs
112 pounds and is 5 feet 5 inches tall. Kay
was born on Friday, January 13, but doesn't

tell what year.

Vivian R. So you've heard a lot about
me—just as I thought, even my best friends

would tell me. Sue Carol is 22, Nancy
Carroll is 24, Alice White is 23. Helen
Kane is 22 and Nick Stuart is 25 years old.

Sue Carol is the wife of Nick. Stuart;
Nancy Carroll's husband is Jack Kirkland.
Helen Kane is married, but the matrimonial
bark struck a rock some time ago. Latest
reports are, a reconciliation has made the
sailing smooth again.

Miriam F. In "The Divorcee," starring
Norma Shearer, you saw Chester Morris,
Conrad Nagel and Robert Montgomery.
Paul Lukas was not in the cast. William
Janney played the role of Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr.'s brother in "The Dawn Patrol."
Sally Starr, Ben Bard, Ralph Graves and
William Desmond were born on January
23. In my usual assortment of stars' birth-
days, I haven't one to offer for December
21, but December 24 was Ruth Chatter-
ton's, and what a grand Christmas gift she
proved to be.

The Girl of the Month—and a lot

of other months, too. Constance
Bennett keeps right on adding to

her army of admirers; and Miss
Vee Dee keeps right on answering

questions about Connie!

Sue Broicn. You ask what is this world
coming to? What I'd like to know is

when! Robert Montgomery was on the

stage before he was 20 years old and had
played about seventy-five different parts in

less than sixty weeks. He was on the New
York stage when M-G-M gave him a pic-

ture contract. His first film was "So This
is College," then followed "Untamed" with

Joan Crawford, and "Their Own Desires"
with Norma Shearer. Irene Dunne, star

of "Cimarron," with Richard Dix. is the

wife of Dr. F. D. Griffin of New York
City.

K. Yoo-Hoo. Yoo-Hoo yourself, I'm
fine. Come on over ! "The Blue Angel"
was recorded in Germany with Emil Jan-
nings and Marlene Dietrich, and released

by Paramount for this country. Sorry I

haven't the names of the two songs Mar-
lene sang in the film. Her latest release

is "Dishonored," with Victor McLaglen.

A Friendly Joan. If love is blind how
can so many fall in love at first sight, has

SHADOWED!
Yes, you're being shadowed

—

and you're going to like it!

Every fan will want to enter
SCREENLAND'S Star Shadow
Contest. Turn to Page 3 5, and
first thing you know, you'll be
competing for some of that

$2500. in cash prizes. Go to it!

SCREENL AND

By

Miss Vee Dee
Miss Vee Dee will answer your
questions about screen plays and
players in this department of
SCREENLAND. But you must be
patient and await your turn. Turn
to Page 93 for the casts of current
films. See Page 97 for stars' ad-
dresses. Please consult these serv-
ices before asking your questions.

puzzled even greater minds than mine.
Anita Page was born Aug. 4, 1910, and
Joan Crawford on March 23, 1908. Joan
and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. were married
June 3, 1929. "Joan's new picture, "Torch
Song," has been retitled "Laughing Sin-
ners." She also stars in "This Modern
Age."

Eleanor R. It is almost impossible to
keep a record of players who appear in

just one or two pictures. Sorry I do not
know Dick Alexander, who played with
Jacqueline Logan in "The Leopard Lady."
But if he should bob up again I'll let you
know.

Peggy W. You can't hear enough about
Charles Rogers to suit you. Buddy is such
a modest young man, hard worker, never
finds time or place or the girl to startle

the world with an engagement, so there's

nothing exciting to tell you about him

—

except that in "The Lawyer's Secret" he
appears with an honest-to-goodness mus-
tache. His own, too. Buddy is 25 years
old, has black hair, brown eyes, weighs
175 pounds and is 6 feet tall. He is an
accomplished musician, being able to play
every instrument in a dance orchestra.

Emma Helenc K. Wearing eye-glasses

once in a while might prove a handicap in

crashing the Hollywood gates, for glasses

do get smashed about so, but with hundreds
of movie aspirants waiting at the gate
for that same chance, your make-up
wouldn't get you very far. Nils Asther
was born 29 years ago in Malmo, Sweden.
He is 6 feet tall, weighs 175 pounds and
has black hair and greenish eyes. Nils'

wife, Vivian Duncan, has been living in

Paris for some time. They have a baby
daughter. Charles Farrell is 26, weighs
178 pounds, is 6 feet 2 inches tall and has
brown hair and eyes. Virginia Yalli and
Charlie were married Feb. 14 in Yonkers.
N. Y. Myrna Loy, whose real name is

Williams, was born in Helena, Montana,
in 1906. She has green eyes and titian-

colored hair.

Nancy G. You wonder why Greta
Garbo was so anxious to go back to

Sweden for a visit? She has a very devoted
mother and brother over there. Blanche
Mehaffey was born July 28, 1907, in Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. She has red hair, grey-

blue eyes, weighs 119 pounds and is 5

feet 3 inches tall. She was on the stage

two years and has been in pictures about

seven. Alice Joyce was born in October.

1890, in Kansas City, Mo. She is 5 feet

7 inches tall, weighs 120 pounds and has

brown hair and hazel eyes. Her first

husband was Tom Moore. She has been

the wife of James Regan for ten years

and has two daughters.

(Continued on page 95)
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MODESS
VACATION
SPECIAL

A summer thrift idea

You save on every purchase during July and August

2 BOXES OF MODESS . 900
J2 Regular in each

1 TRAVEL PACKAGE . . 250
6 Modes; Compact

Total Value $1.15

ALL THREE FOR
^^(^(~

OUR Vacation Special—a travel package of six

Modess Compact and two boxes of Modess
Regular—was so popular last summer that we de-

cided to offer it again. It has all the charm of an

irresistible bargain—$1.15 worth for 79c.

And the two types of Modess featured in this

Special are a perfect combination for summer
comfort. Modess Regular is standard thickness. The
Compact is Modess Regular, gently compressed. It

is designed to supplement the Regular for wear

when less thickness is necessary.

The travel package of Modess Compact is a very

useful thing. The amount of room it takes in a

traveling bag is hardly noticeable. It comes in very

handy when you need a few extra Modess to see you
through. You can tuck it away in a bureau drawer

and save it for a guest accommodation.

Why worry about summertime protection? You
can wear Modess under your sheerest dresses with

an easy feeling of perfect safety—perfect comfort.

The softly fluffed filler is cool and evenly absorbent.

Modess will never be conspicuous, because the edges

and corners are carefully rounded and it smoothly

fits to the figure. It is

deodorant-easily rt^mtm/<^JvnWTV
disposable. (J new brunswick. (/ n.j..u.s.a.

World's largest makers ofsurgical dressings, bandages-, Red Cross absorbent cotton, etc

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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Miriam

Hopkins,

TAKE YOUR BOW!

You win Screenland's Honor Page
this month with your performance

in "The Smiling Lieutenant"

BECAUSE she brings something entirely novel to

the screen, Miriam Hopkins gets our Honor Page.
Jt isn*t beauty that she brings—or supreme talent

—or glamor. It's—suppose we call it just a sense
of humor. So few of our ingenues have one—that the

advent of Miss Hopkins with a twinkle in her eye, a
quirk to her lips and her tongue in her cheek was particu-
larly welcome at this point ! She plays a prim princess

with a Chevalier crush, and pretty soon it's apparent that

underneath the tiara there's a lot of primitive girl. The
camera has been none too kind to Miriam, but you'll find

her quaint, clever, and refreshing all the same.

One of the snappy scenes in Lubitsch' s smart screen
comedy, "The Smiling Lieutenant," starring Maurice
Chevalier, with Miriam Hopkins playing a love-lorn
princess who suddenly begins to behave quite like

other girls.
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YOU can say all you want about this foreign

menace—-and you will anyway; 7 can't stop

you—but it seems to me it's a good thing for

Hollywood.

That thriving cinema city is up on its toes. All the

little boys and all the little girls—and especially the

little girls—are getting jittery. They never know
when a new foreign menace is going to sweep down
on them. They sleep with one eye open; they walk
looking back over their shoulders. How do they know
when a Continental Novelty will sneak up and shove

them right off those comfortable thrones they have

been occupying for so long? Answer: they don't; and
that's what makes it all so exciting.

Ever since Garbo, in fact, the stars and starlets

have been harboring a horrid suspicion that their

dynasty's days are numbered. That, after all, maybe
the divine right of celluloid kings could be questioned.

After sharing the same screens as Edward and Carol

and Marie and Alfonso they had begun to believe that

they too were born to the poiple—I mean purple. But

then—one day Alfonso left suddenly and went to live

in Fontainebleau. And by that time Dietrich had
arrived over here and got settled. And it was all

very, very perplexing.

To top it, Tallulah came marching home. And Pola
Negri decided that she would like to see that dear
Hollywood again. And—oh dear, oh dear!—if War-
ner Brothers didn't have to go and look for more
trouble in the person of the exotic Lil Dagover, pride

of Germany's Ufa studios. Lil was signed up and will

be over here soon; and then, little boys and girls of

the screen colony, you will be in a state!

For Lil is no upstart, no mere pretender. She's a
legitimate empress of emotion—a magnificent actress,

as well as a disturbingly lovely woman. She has

glamor, all right—but she also has talent, and that's

much more dangerous. Glamor has been known to

wear thin, but ability is good for many seasons. A
recent Dagover effort was released over here about a

year and a half ago—"Hungarian Rhapsody," a Ufa
production. Dagover is no youngster, but then neither

is Mitzi Green, and look at the sensation she turned
out to be.

George Arliss, the most illustrious star of them all,

reads and enjoys his fan mail. And that's more than
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some of our baby blondes and soulful

heroes can be bothered doing.

Germany. Everybody happy?

You should hear Arliss tell about one

letter in particular, in which the writer

said he had enjoyed "The Millionaire" more than any
other Arliss picture, because the star gave such a fine

performance. "I especially liked the way you got off the

street car," concluded the volunteer critic.

Delight Evans

How do those wild Hollywood stars spend their play

time? I'll tell you. Take Marlene Dietrich, for in-

stance. When Dietrich isn't working hard in "The
Lady and the Lions," her latest opus, she's at home
trying to coax her little daughter Maria out of the

swimming pool where she persists in staying all day.

Maria loves Hollywood. And she says she won't ever

leave as long as she can have her swimming pool. Now,
Marlene—don't go being a disciplinarian. Let Maria
live in the pool. As long as Maria is happy in the pool

she'll like Hollywood. And as long as Maria likes Hol-
lywood, you'll like it, too. And you'll never go back to

Marlene Dietrich and Tallulah Bank-
head—what a combination!
The two gorgeous girls met in Man-

hattan when Marlene returned from her European
vacation. Dietrich was in town only two days, but

she managed to lunch at Sardi's, see three plays, and

meet Tallulah. They liked each other right away.

Tallulah and a friend took Marlene up to Harlem,

where the German actress saw chocolate-colored

night life for the first time. And got quite a drive

out of it. Nobody, though, asked Tallulah if Greta

Garbo is still her favorite screen star.

Miss Bankhead, by the way, saw "Skippy" six times

and thinks it's the greatest picture ever made. And
she paid a fine tribute to that little boy who played

Skippy.

"I hope some day I'll be half as good an actor as

Jackie Cooper," says Tallulah. And means it.

COMPETITION!
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Clara is facing the
crisis of her life. Will
her friends stand by,
or will they desert her?
The little Bow has
been handcuffed by
bad publicity and her
own indiscretions.
Can she throw off her
shackles and make a
come-back? She says:
"I believe I'm capable
of better work if they
give me a chance!"

JfELP
Clara needs your

help now as never

before. Read this

inside story of her

fight. What will

happen to her next?

By

Sydney

Valentine

CLARA BOW,
her back to the wall,

CRIES:
"I'm tired of being the It Girl! I

want to play a woman's part now.

"I'm through with love affairs

and don't expect ever to marry.

"Perhaps things have been too

easy for me—perhaps I needed this

suffering
—

"

WHAT will save Clara Bow?
Save her for more pictures? Save her for

the future that may be awaiting her as one of

the great dramatic actresses of the screen?

Save her from the pitiless publicity—the mockery of

men—the ingratitude of "friends"?

Save her—from herself?

You can

!

But first—is she worth saving?

This little girl—only twenty-five

—who has everything: youth,

fortune, talent—everything, that

is. except good common sense

—

is she worth salvaging? Or has

she forfeited the friendship and
interest of the millions who have

admired her ? You may condemn
her—but you can't forget her.

She has what every girl in the

world would want if she were
honest. And her very gifts have

led her astray.

Clara said to Screenland:
"Oh, I'm so tired of being the

It Girl ! So sick of this flapper

stuff. I want to play a woman's
Read what Clara says part now j believe I am capable—the only words she has / i i- •! ii. m . _
uttered for publication of better work if they 11 give me
in months—at the left. a chance.
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"Of course all the hateful publicity has been ghastly.

But perhaps things have been too easy for me, perhaps I

needed some suffering
—

"

Rather pitiful words, these. "Perhaps I needed some
suffering

—
" She isn't hard. She is humble. She's hurt,

and bewildered.

And it's you who can save her. And it's up to you to

save her—because you made her what she is today ! Your
paid admissions made her one of the great screen stars.

Your insistence upon her in "It Girl" roles sentenced

her to serve as the hot baby of the movies. Maybe, if

she'd had more chances to play the dramatic roles she

craved—but that's mere speculation. We're concerned

with Clara today—right now. The girl who is the sole

survivor of the reckless young phase of the films. The
phase when youth and beauty came from squalid homes
to Hollywood, land of gold and glory, and were buried

in that golden dream. Hollywood is safe and sane today.

The present picture girls are, oh, so sensible. They diet,

they read books, they go to bed early. Not like Clara.

Clara is frank—free—untamed. She is not afraid to

live. She is not a business woman like Norma Shearer.

She never had the driving social ambition of a Joan
Crawford. She lacks the poise of a Dietrich, the back-

ground of a Bankhead. The cold self-possession of a

Garbo. She's—just Clara Bow. A little bit of a girl

who used to like candy but never had enough of it. And
when she could buy herself all she wanted, she ate too

much.
But Clara is a part of the motion picture scene. You

can't ignore her. You can't say, "Oh, Clara Bow— !"

and dismiss her with a gesture. Because Clara is real.

And she is always news. From the first day she left that

Brooklyn brownstone to enter a movie contest, she has

been news. And she's not stopping now ! Clara will be
playing madcap grandmothers in i960. You can't keep
her down. She's too hot, too colorful.

Yes, she is worth saving. In spite of the temperament
that has led her across the front pages of every news-
paper in the world—in spite of the silliness, the cheap-
ness, the melodramatics, the extravagances. No matter
what she has done, she has had a bad break. Screen-
land believes this. And you believe it, too, if we can
judge from the letters that you write to us begging to

give Clara Bow another chance.

Did audiences stay away from Sarah Bernhardt's plays
because the Divine Sarah's private life was slightly more
colorful than the average? Did the world think any the

less of Duse's art because of her confessed love for
Gabriele d'Annunzio? In the world of opera, two of
the great idols, Caruso and Farrar, bore their share of
gossip and publicity—but they never lacked a following.
Why, then, should we take Clara's little case too seri-

ously? If she were less colorful she couldn't be Clara.

The red-headed little gamin who has held the spotlight

for five years has almost been broken by scandal this

time. The most unfortunate day for Clara was that upon
which Rex Bell closed the door against Daisy de Voe,
secretary-companion to Clara, had the keys changed for
the locks, and denied Daisy even a chance to converse
with Clara again.

The gambling check incident a few weeks earlier had
not aided Clara's cause, but Paramount tried to offset

Clara Bow is not
brazenly hardened
by her misfor-
tunes. She is
hurt, bewildered.
In "Kick In" she
proves that she is

a better actress
than, ever. This
story tells you
just how she feels

today—her hopes
and fears for her
screen future.
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Clara working in a scene at the
studio. Troubled as she was at
the time of its making, she
gave a good performance in
"Kick In." Then, as she was
starting her next picture, the
jinx got her again. Another

breakdown!

this with changes in the pic-

ture "No Limit," giving" a sly

angle to the gambling story.

Judging from Clara's fan let-

ters, that might have worked
had not Rex Bell entered the

De Yoe-Bow scene with such

a flourish. Daisy told plenty

before she was stopped by
the judge—and that is when
Clara's nerves began to jitter.

Gladly would she have with-

drawn the charges against Daisy, but the law insisted

upon taking its course.

During the making of "Kick In" it was obvious that

Clara was working under a high strain. The studio had
not risked putting her in "City Streets" at all.

It was during the making of "Kick In" that a scandal

sheet began publishing" what was purported to be Daisy
de Voe's revelations about Clara—so bad that the Federal
Government took a hand to prevent its being sent through
the mail. Five issues of this scandal sheet sold on the

streets with flaming headlines, making charges against

Clara under the guise of revealing her "love life."

Rex Bell had supplanted Daisy as Clara's secretary-

manager. This seemed to be an unfortunate error of

judgment, adding new flames to the fire.

Critics have agreed that Clara
Bow, given a good part, is a
splendid actress. Her love
scenes on the screen have a
poignant sincerity. But in
life, real romance has eluded
Clara. And now she says she
is through with love affairs!

Clara, under the care of a

physician for months, began

to break seriously. A rest in

the desert seemed to help

things and the studio had de-

cided to risk one more pic-

ture, "The Secret Call." with

Charles Starrett, from the

New York stage. Work be-

gan on Friday, May ist. On
Sunday the cook discovered

Clara weeping in wild hys-

terics, her nerves finally out of all control, and Rex Bell

called the doctor, who had her immediately removed to

the Glendale Sanitarium.

An official bulletin was issued to the effect that Clara

Bow was suffering from complete nervous breakdown
and could not hope to recover for several months. The
studio announced her withdrawal from any further pic-

tures at present. As her contract with Paramount will

be up next December anyway, the studio had already been

hesitating about renewing it. This breakdown seems to

decide the matter finally.

Too many men conspired to complicate life for Clara.

Her sister actresses of Hollywood are not blameless in

this tragedy, for they held aloof socially, in fact, almost

ostracized the flamboyant little (Continued on page 117)
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(Igney!
JAMES CAGNEY'S scrap book is all blank sheets

after the first twelve pages !

Every actor keeps a scrap book—you might be

surprised to know what a store they set by them

—

but Cagney's is, so far as the memory of interviewers

runneth not to the contrary, the emptiest one in existence.

It covers, in eloquent brevity, a period of more than

five years, since that eventful autumn morning in New
York in 1925 when Cagney found his name featured in

every review of the play "Outside Looking In" which
had opened the night before at the Greenwich Village

Theatre.

If Cagney is without any particular pride in the past,

as evidenced by the scantiness of the clippings he has

seen fit to include in his scrap book, he has some con-

fidence in the future. It is a big book and the blank pages

run on to great numbers.
A considerable number of them can be

used to hold the complimentary things that

are being said about him in New York
papers and elsewhere for his work in

"The Public Enemy," the first picture in

which he has played the leading role.

In six years Jimmy Cagney saved only

twelve pages of notices. Within six days
after the opening of "The Public Enemy"
the possible material for additions to the

book exceeded all the previous copy he
had pasted in.

The young red-headed character actor

claims that he is "shanty Irish." He
admits it freely and smilingly, while car-

rying' the wing collar he hates to wear,
from scene to scene in sequences in which
he appears in dinner clothes. The col-

lar goes on just before the cameras start

to grind and comes off only seconds after

the director says "cut."

But if Cagney is "shanty Irish," his

shanty was a four-storied one because he
was born in a New York tenement dis-

trict and spent much of his youth there.

His boyhood companions were boys who
later became gangsters, racketeers and
criminals. One of them has been hanged.
Several are dead. Others are in prison.
But James Cagney and three brothers
were taken in hand by a mother who made
no compromise with right and wrong.
The family (Continued on page 102)

A close-up of
the boy all
Hollywood is
talking about.
He gave a great
performance
in "The Pub-
lic Enemy."
Read this story
and find out
what he is

really like.

He's "The Public Enemy"
and the audience's friend!

Here's James Cagney, new
screen sensation

By

Carlisle Jones
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Joel McCrea — Connie
Bennett' s boy friend on,
and, some insist, off.

j

1
-

•

Below, Spencer Tracy T
likes heavy leads, and
how he can play 'em!

Above, Pat O' Brien, right
off "The Front Page,"
now with "Personal

Maid."

Ivor Novello, above, is
something of an older
and wiser Novarro. Eng-
lish—and very nice, too.

Left, James Cagney.
See Page 21 for full

particulars.

0?

JXew men
WANTED

Above, Warren William
from the Broadway-
stage, who makes his
screen bow in "Expen-

sive Women."

Right, Charles Star-
rett, whom you met
in "Fast and Loose"
and "The Royal Fam-
ily of Broadway."

Like him?

WE WANT good leading men—and we want
them bad!
Here we have all these new girls— Dietrich,

Tallnlah, Elissa Landi, Sylvia Sidney, Car-
man Barnes, and soon Lil Dagover—to keep up the fem-
inine tradition. Grand new girls—exciting—glamorous
—lovely. But where, oh where, are the new Colmans
and Coopers, the Powells and the Barthelmess's (we
simply can't spell that out), the Holmeses and Mont-
gomery's and the Ayreses ? Yes, I -know these are
tongue-twisters ; but we're terribly, terribly serious about
all this. Something has got to be done. And soon.

Out in Hollywood today there are very few new and
dashing heroes to play with these new and lovely ladies.

Oh, there are enough actors—there always have been
and always will be. But where among them will you
find the male equivalent of our Garbo or our Dietrich or
our Landi ? Is there a thrill in a carload ? Look them
over and see.

Hollywood
In the interests of all the eager young ladies of the

moving picture audience, we have asked the young men
of Hollywood to assemble more or less in a body and
be reviewed. It isn't at all fair to them—we know that

;

but what can they do? They aim to please or they
wouldn't be in pictures. Besides, among them are some
glowing exceptions who may turn into potential Col-

mans and Coopers before our very eyes. And they are

just the boys we have been looking for!

Don't be bashful,' boys. And don't crowd, girls.

We're all just one big quarrelsome family. Some of us

like that grinning young man in yon upper left-hand

corner ; others may prefer that soulful-eyed gentleman
to the right. Let's all get together and have an argument.

But no biting and scratching, please.

To begin. Mr. Pat O'Brien, step right up here, please.

Will you move your head just a little bit to the left?

There^-that's better. Now! Mr. O'Brien will tell us

all about himself. What? Oh, you won't, Mr. O'Brien?
Well, then we'll have to tell on you. And how will you
like that? It doesn't matter. You can't deny that you
were born and brought up in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

and educated at Marquette U, where you studied law
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Above, Leslie Howard,
waiting for a role to make
him as popular on the
screen as on the stage.

You saw Hardy Albright
in "Young Sinners"
with Dorothy Jordan.

He's good.

Right, Kent Douglass,
a tall, blonde lad who
won plaudits in "Paid."

Where are all the new men to keep up

with the new girls? Will some of the

boys assembled here supply the de-

mand? The Editor wants to know!

By

Delight Evans

and starred in football. Then—stock companies and
finally Broadway, where you won plauditsin "The Up
and Up" and "Overture," until Howard Hughes bought

your contract from a stage producer and brought you

to Hollywood and "The Front Page." You look very

good to us, Pat, and if "Personal Maid" with Nancy
Carroll gives you half a chance, you're with us to stay.

Married? Yes.
It isn't Joel McCrea's fault that he has been most

widely publicized as Connie Bennett's current crush

rather than as a good actor. He's such a big, good-look-

ing kid that we're apt to overlook his ability as a trouper.

But in "Born to Love" he shows signs of acting talent.

He's a Hollywood boy who has made good in his own
home town.
A far, far different type is Spencer Tracy. From the

stage, where he scored in "The Last Mile," Tracy brings

a real punch to pictures as you know if you saw him in

"Up the River," "Quick Millions," "Six Cylinder Love,"
or the forthcoming "Goldie," with Jean Harlow. He
prefers heavy leads. Threw his hat away as soon as

he came to Hollywood. He's married to Louise Tread-
well and they have one son, five years old. The real

thing, Spencer Tracy.
Ivor Novello has made the girls' hearts beat a little

faster—a little faster ? pardon us, a whole lot faster !

—

by his Latin good looks, his English accent, and his fine

technique in stage plays. He made one silent movie in

America, D. W. Griffith's "The White Rose," with Mae
Marsh ; and many movies in England. He should be
good in M-G-M films if he has the right sort of ro-

Boyd of Paramount
who isn't the Bill Boyd
of Pathe. Seen in
' 'Murder by the Clock."

Metaxa plays oppo-
site Claude tte Colbert
in "Secrets of a Secre-
tary." He was a suc-
cesson the Continent.
First name, Georges.

mantic role. He's an older, wiser Novarro, if you want
comparisons. Not married.
Two of the most promising and picturesque new young

men in Hollywood today are James Cagney and Clark
Gable. In fact, they are so darned good they get stories

by themselves, because we're getting so many letters cry-

ing for information about them. If you want to know
our private opinion, these are the two boys most likely

to succeed in 1932. But we don't like to play favorites.

In fact, we flatly refuse. So—on with the show!
There's Charles Starrett. It's hard to tell about him.

because he has always been pretty much part of the

background in every picture in which he has appeared
—not that it's his fault, you understand. Remember
him in "The Royal Family of Broadway?" He can do
better than that. He played football at Dartmouth,
made his screen debut in Richard Dix's "The Quarter-
back," had his best part so far in "Fast and Loose" with

Miriam Hopkins, and is (Continued on page 126)
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Lilyan Tashman and
the lightnings

.

Gloria Swanson
on the rack.

Clara Bow lets
herself go!

"LET THEMSELVES GO!"
When they look ugly on the screen they're beautiful in the box-office

THERE comes a time, a moment, in a scene,

when an actress working up to the emotional
crisis of a picture, makes a decision. It is made
in a second. It is made without her volition,

by that something within her which has ever been push-
ing her forward, which has from her first thinking days

restlessly sought for expression. And this decision made
between the swings of a pendulum will decide her whole
future, will determine whether her name shall be an
immortal name of the theatre or whether she will be

forgotten. It is perhaps the most important decision

of her life, this conclusion that she arrives at so hur-
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By

Eliot

Keen

Sylvia Sidney in
the moment in
"An American
Tragedy" when
it dawns upon
her that her
lover means to
end her life and
that other, too.

riedly, but for all that she can exert no influence upon the matter

by thinking; wisdom and calculation clamor in vain. Her judgment,
her hopes, her plans fall from her and the actress that she is, takes

possession.

The question that springs to her mind is this: "Shall I throw
myself into this scene and really look and behave and feel as the

girl would, or shall I remember to keep an expression that will not

be bad for the camera?" Before the scene starts they argue the

matter out with their subconscious selves and they placate and sub-

due the artistic scruples of the actress soul, but all to no purpose.

When the great moment of the crisis arrives, wisdom, plans, all go
flying before this mad woman who raves like one possessed, as in-

deed she is. But before we bewail the lost virtues which have so

hurriedly gone scuttling away, look upon the picture that we have.

Often it is a gem of pure Art. And the moment when the actress

abandoned all hope of being pretty, practical and wise, threw the

whole schedule out of the window and "let herself go," was the

moment when she entered into her kingdom, wrote her name in

electric lights and in' the book of the great, and justified her existence.

Such a moment arrived for Clara Bow 'way back in the dear,

dead days of the silents. Clara had made herself a little place with
"Down to the Sea in Ships,"' but nothing to establish her, only
enough, in fact, to win her a chance. Then came "Black Oxen." In
this play Clara set the speed record for flappers and has flapped ever
since because of it, but the great moment was when Clara in a
terrific arraignment of her mother shook herself

free from every restraint and lived her part

dramatically, thrillingly, and unforgettably. Her
chin stuck out, those black eyes flashed. The
frenzied jerking unschooled movements meant
something and they meant that something with
a vehemence that roused the most lethargic spec-

tator. The great moment arrived for Clara,

and in spite of the fact that she knew that she
mustn't look so and mustn't do that, nothing
could stop her. Clara Bow, Actress, took com-
mand, and that scene in "Black Oxen" became
a treasured memory for evervone who saw it.

No man can resist
a woman's tears
and Constance
Bennett in "Born
to Love" in one
outburst subdues
the males of Amer-
ica and outlying

districts.

The great-

ness of an actress

is shown not by
beauty but by ugliness
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^HAT

JACKIE—
As he looked ten years ago in his first

picture, "The Kid, "with Charlie Chaplin.

CHANCE
You saw Bobby Coogan in "Skippy." Will

he be a million dollar movie kid like big

brother, Jackie ? Read the answer in one

of the finest stories that ever came out of

Hollywood

IF
YOU were a Jackie Coogan fan ten years ago,

there is something of a thrill awaiting you in the

film version of the cartoon strip "Skippy." It

comes after Skippy's mother tells him not to go
over the railroad tracks and he crosses under them to

enjoy the forbidden delights of "Shantytown."
There Skippy meets up with a tattered little waif

named Sooky—and I hereby caution you to hold your
hats and don't stand up. Because your eyes are going
to bug out at a familiar Dutch bob, haunting big brown
orbs, and an immense torn cap with the bill flopping

over one cheek—to all intents and purposes, the Jackie

Coogan of "Daddy" and "The Rag Man."
A rapid mental calculation assures you that this is

1931 and that the former child idol of the screen may
at the moment be boning over a trigonometry assign-

ment—or possibly hacking himself up with a razor. A
belated glance at your program notes will inform you
that Sooky is played by "Robert Coogan." Thus your
thrill is elucidated but not dispelled. The Dutch bob
and wistful eyes continue to fascinate even after you
know they aren't a hallucination.

You might be interested to know that this little actor

had a startling experience two years ago which was quite

analogous to the pleasant shock he has just given you.
When he was four years old, Robert was taken to his

first movie—a revival of "The Kid"—made when Jackie
was four. He was spellbound by the antics of the child

on the screen. They told him it was his brother—but
he knew that couldn't be so, because his brother was
big and old and had short hair—and anyway he was
'way off at military school.

Robert could see that the boy on the stage (he didn't

know it was a picture) was little and had bobbed hair
and looked exactly like himself! By some strange pro-
jection of childish imagination, he decided the little boy
was himself—that was the only possible explanation.
And when it came to the scene where Jackie is separated
from his vagabond foster father and forced into the
orphan asylum conveyance, Robert threw his arms
around his mother and screamed, "Mother, don't let

them take me away in that black box ! I don't want to

go away
!"

Later, he saw Jackie make a personal appearance in

his cadet uniform during the showing of "Tom Sawyer."
The picture started the moment Jackie left the stage.
Robert was dumbfounded. "How did my brother change
his clothes so quickly?" he queried.

"The part I liked best about acting in 'Skippy'

was the clothes, because they were very dirty and

mostly holes. When I act in another picture I

hope my clothes will be much more dirtier and

much more holier."

In the accompanying story you will read just what
Jackie Coogan thinks of his baby brother's bid for the

screen kid crown he himself once wore.
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has a second

Coogan?
By

Weldon Nlelick BOBBY—
Theyounger Coogan as the adorable Sooky
of "Skippy," Bobby's very first picture.

From these incidents, you will infer correctly that

Robert is rather unsophisticated. He is bright—and
the most perfectly behaved miniature gentleman you
could ever hope to run across in this day and age. But
except in looks, he is not the Coogan that Jackie zvas

at six. At an age when his brother loved chess and
checkers, this youngster is still playing with dolls.

He doesn't have the savoir faire that Jackie had ac-

quired before he was half Robert's age. But he does
have something his older brother never had—an un-
spoiled sweetness, a charming innocence that Jackie's

premature wisdom robbed him of.

That quality has rarely, if ever, been brought to the

screen before, so we can't predict its possibilities of

captivating an audience. But if you stop and think, you
will realize that precocity is sometimes distasteful in a
child—while innocence never is. Jackie, of course, is

the shining example of a child actor who got away with
precociousness and made you love it—but only because
he was always so marvelously poised, so consummately

That wonderful scene from "Skippy" in which Bobby Coogan, as
Sooky, sobs his grief over his dog's death to his mother, played by

Helen Jerome Eddy.

the actor. You inevitably admired his fine technique.

You won't admire Robert's technique. He doesn't

have any. But Paramount studio executives and the

first director to work with him are so sure he is going

to be another million-dollar kid that they have placed

him under three-year contract and are already hunting

for a story to suit his individuality.

The diametric difference in the two Coogan personal-

ities may be largely a matter of environment. Jackie

started his life as a comparatively poor little boy. He
had been earning his own living for four years before

he reached Robert's present age. (That sounds like

"Little Bunky" but his mother assured me it wasn't

bunk.) He grew up in hotel rooms and in the wings
of vaudeville theatres.

Robert, on the other hand, was reared in a back yard
—but oh, what a back yard !—with a swimming pool,

miniature golf course, and everything a little boy could
wish for, except perhaps the Rocky Mountains. It goes

without saying that he had a few
more tons of toys than Jackie did to

make life interesting—a seventeen-

room mansion will hold more toys

than a travelling wardrobe trunk. Be-
sides, as already noted, Jackie had
professional worries on his little mind
to take the place of tiddle-de-winks.

Robert has been sheltered and pro-

tected like an orchid. He has the

constant attention of a nurse, a lux-

ury Jackie never knew. Every mo-
ment of his life is guarded zealously

from influences which might tend to

destroy the fragile qualities of child-

hood. One might suspect the Coog-
ans of deciding that one prodigy in

the family was enough, and of set-

ting out deliberately to see that their

second son should develop more nor-

mally.

The product of an entirely differ-

ent regime from that of his prede-

cessor, Robert is taller and weighs
more than Jackie did when he was
eight and a half, but is far more
youthful than "The Kid" was at four.

Jackie talked like an attorney when he
still should {Continued on page 114)
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IS

GLORIA'S

GLAMOR
GONE?

Her Opinion—

And Another!

By

Ida Zeitlin

GLAMOROUS GLORIA
they used to call her ! Gol-

den Gloria ! Glittering Glo-

ria. Or any other adjective

beginning with a G that described the

effect she seemed to create for her

huge fan following. And now? Gal-

lant Gloria, they might call her with

truth. Or—with equal truth—Glim-

mering Gloria. Or—more bluntly

—

Gloria Going Rapidly Downhill.

And yet it isn't so simple as all

that. For somewhere between Gloria

in the flesh and Gloria on the screen

there stretches a mysterious gap.

Meet Gloria Swanson—a slim,

small, attractive, beautifully tailored

person with blue-gray eyes—and you
come away impressed—admiring her

looks, approving her low, pleasant

voice, applauding her intelligence,

cheering her pluck, marveling at her

clear-sightedness, pledging yourself

to defend her to the last ditch against

all detractors, meanies and oafs who
tell you that her day is done. Go to

see "Indiscreet." her latest picture,

and you come away— (maybe you
don't, but for every one of you who
doesn't there are dozens who do)

—

sick and sorry at having seen a lady

A drawing from life of Gloria
Swanson, by Vladmir Chenkoff.
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La Swanson gives you her own
frank opinion of her future
you like making a spectacle of herself. And since it's by
her shadow, and not her living, personality that Gloria

falls or rises, figure it out for yourself.

What wicked magic is there in the screen that changes

the soft contours of her face into a hard mask ? that trans-

forms her agreeable voice—a "voluptuous"' voice, I have
heard it called—into a rasping mockery of itself ? Worst
of all, what has happened to the poised and self-possessed

charmer for whom the public clamored so loudly in the

old De Mille days that, willy nilly. she was forced to

stardom—literally forced, for she was shrewd enough to

perceive beyond the dazzling triumph the shadows of a

heavy responsibility.

Well, look at "Indiscreet"' again and see what's hap-

pened to her. The film ma)' prove to be a money-maker.
Certainly its New York audiences greeted it with such
shrieks of delight as the Marx Brothers needn't have
scorned. But that's neither here nor there. The laughter

mav have been a tribute to Gloria's cleverness in selecting

a scenario filled with sure-fire slapstick situations, or in

Gloria, at the crossroads of her screen
career, contemplates the success that
was hers as "Sadie Thompson" and
wishes there were more parts like that
for her to play. She thinks she has an-
other great role in "Rockabye." "The
girl's a character," says Miss Swanson.
"She might even be sordid if she
weren't played right."

surrounding herself with an attractive and competent
cast. It wasn't, alas, a tribute to either her competence
or attractiveness as an actress. She—the veteran—gave
an exhibition of such self-consciousness as would have
shamed a novice. She smirked and she capered. She
crushed the comedy scenes flat beneath an avalanche of

coyness, and she hammed the dramatic ones. From little

Barbara Kent to Big Ben Lyon there wasn't a member
of her cast who, in ease and naturalness before the cam-
era, didn't outpoint the once gorgeous Gloria.

You see what's happened to her, but you don't know
why it's happened. Are the talkies responsible? Ac-
cording to Gloria, no. "The microphones have never
bothered me," she says. "Naturally when I made my
first test, I was nervous, but when I'm actually playing

and singing, I'm conscious of nothing but the part. After
all, even in the silent days we had to do a certain amount
of talking to put the scene over. The only difference

is that now the audience hears it and then they didn't.

But so far as the actor's concerned, the technique is the

same."
It sounds reasonable enough, and deepens the mystery

of why a person who says she's conscious of "nothing
but the part" should give the impression of being con-
scious of nothing but herself.

Is the passing of time to

blame? You would never say
so to look at her. I defy anyone
to detect in the smooth oval of
her face the least sign of the

fading of youth. Whatever the

screen ma)- show is the work of

the disfiguring camera. Gloria
herself is still radiant. Besides,

even if she weren't, why should
that make her stiff and unnat-
ural ? The years should have
brought her assurance and au-
thority, and not a schoolgirl's

gciucheric minus its charm. Can
it be some subconscious fear

that takes this way of revealing

itself ? Whatever heartbreak
the disfiguring years may bring
to the average woman must be
intensified a hundredfold for the

woman whose public life de-

pends on her youth and beauty.

"What shall I do without my
pretty face?" cried Scott Fitz-

gerald's heroine, and many a

movie star must have echoed
that piteous cry.

Yet nothing could be saner or

more admirable than Gloria's

expressed views on the subject.

"Why worry about age?" she

says. "Like any woman I'd like

to stay young forever, but wish-

ing won't do it, so " and she

finishes with a shrug. "I have
my moods of depression, but

they're neither so black nor so

frequent as they used to be.

After all. you grow older along

{Continued on page 99)
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Those Little Gay Homes in ^^West!

Summer stars—and some are not, but every- ^
one in Hollywood has a little beach "cottage" Alma Whltaker

THIS is the month when the stars can enjoy

their beach cottages for more than mere week-
ends. Cottage is an all-too-modest name for

some of them, which are almost palaces.

Consider, for instance, the beach home of little

Marion Davies at Santa Monica—thirty rooms, two
garages to house thirty cars, butlers, cooks, housemaids

!

Marion's real home is in Beverly Hills, and she also

owns an apartment in Paris. But it is at Santa Monica
that she does most of that luxurious entertaining for

which she is so famous.
It stands behind massive walls, a giant Georgian co-

lonial house with huge white columns and is guarded
from the curious by four guards, day and night. It is

at the foot of a high cliff, right on the ocean front.

The three gates are kept bolted. Above the two
garages are the servants' quarters—handsome enough
for, say, any newspaper woman

!

Once through the entrance the eye greets an ex-

quisite garden, with a fountain that plays colored lights

at night. No flowers ever die in this garden ; each sea-

son they are replaced by gorgeous blooms. Exquisite
hand-made laces adorn the windows and French doors.

The summer spirit

of Hollywood, im-
personated, and oh,
how ably! by Miss
Joan Blondell. Joan
isacomparativenew-
comer to the cine-
mopolis but she has
already staked a
claim on the Malibu

sands.

In the entrance hall six life-size portraits of Marion in

her favorite roles by famous artists, hang above little

tables which form altars. On these and throughout the
house stand flowering growing orchids. When they
cease to flower, they are exchanged for others. They
are valued at from $500 to $1000 a plant. Peerless Ori-
ental rugs, luxurious divans, brocaded drapes enhance
this scene, as they do throughout the house. Many of
them especially woven for this famous young lady. The
whole of the second floor wall is hand-painted with his-

torical scenes.

The reception room is done in peacock blues and gold.

A hand-sculptured marble table adorns the center, and
a great carved mantelpiece, bijou tables of great value,

gorgeous lamps abound.
The gold room is utterly regal, sixty feet long, with

a gold leaf ceiling that cost $50,000 alone. Ten throne-
like chairs are set at austere intervals down each side,

shimmering chandeliers form the lighting, and four rare

paintings hang upon the walls. The grand piano was
specially done by a Japanese artist. The fireplace is a
veritable shrine of beauty.

The Marine Room is the playroom, with gorgeous
views on two sides, through many glass doors, over-

looking the swimming pool. A carved table bears a
royal crest. Wood for the walls was imported from
Europe, and drapes are of costly brocade in rose.

The dining room is one hundred feet long, and con-
tains four huge dining tables, each to seat twelve

people. High-backed chairs give an impression of im-
perial splendor. The ceiling is carved, and gold cande-

labras hang from it. A fifty foot sideboard is weighed
down with antique silver, bearing the crests of the royal

houses of Europe, the Hapsburgs, the Romanoffs, the

Dick and Jessica Barthelmess have a little "shack" at
Malibu. The Barthelmess beach house is rented while
Dick and Jessica are in Europe on their semi-annual
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The show place of Santa Monica beach—Marion Davies'
beach house. Above and to the right you see the first pic-
tures everpublished of Marion' s summer home. It is guard-
ed from the curious day and night, by four guards. At the
foot of a high cliff, it is righ t on the ocean. You get a glimpse
of the garden in the picture above. No flowers ever die in this
garden—each season they are replaced by gorgeous new

blooms. May we come right over, Marion?

Hohenzollerns, etc. Marion's
.

English butler rules

supreme here, custodian of the keys and the servants.

His name is Albert May and he spells it "Hem Hay
Why!" He, too, formerly served the great in Europe.
Two original Sir Joshua Reynolds pictures hang in glo-

rious and aloof majesty.

The library is another huge room, lined with such
valuable books that they are kept behind gilded grills,

to which the butler holds the key. The books were all

especially bound in red morocco. Here too, motion pic-

ture apparatus is concealed, so that private views of

pictures may be enjoyed.

The breakfast room is homey and folksy—sunny, gay
with old Sheraton and criss-cross curtains and lots of

precious old china in corner cabinets.

The pantry and kitchen are a sheer housewife's de-

light—the butler says he can serve one hundred people

without embarrassment—and often does. Oh, you should

see the lovely silver, chinaware. linen, glass

!

Each of the ten master bedrooms on the two floors

above are carried out in different periods—thus there is

a Napoleonic, an Italian Renaissance, old English, old

Colonial and so on, perfect in every detail. All have

sumptuous bathrooms—twin-bed rooms having twin
bathrooms. Marion's own room is strictly colonial, done
in mulberry and ruffles, a huge four-poster bed, and an
old hand-made coverlet. But beside her bed stands a
little table with magnesia, aspirin, seidlitz powders—just

like the least among us ! And in her gorgeous black

marble bathroom, an alarm clock hangs beside the mirror
—so after all she is still the slave of a clock like the rest

of us.

Leading from this is Marion's sun-porch—an
utterly delightful place—comfy chairs, a jolly desk,

tables with sewing baskets and books, chocolates,

magazines. (Continued on page 118)

John Boles has
an Early Ameri-
can house at
Malibu, where
he reinforces
those biceps be-
tween Universal
pictures. Mrs.
Boles and the
two children
won't shareDad-
dy's pictures or

publicity.

V/ith the ocean at his front door, Big George Bancroft
builds a swimming pool hard by his Malibu Beach
"cottage." George needs lots of room for his daily

dozens.
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Angela and Gerry

They stepped out on the terrace of the penthouse. Neither felt the
cold; they were young, and their blood was hot and eager. They

stood with their hands locked together.

SHE clung to him, tenderly, passionately.

"Gerry, don't go."

"Dear heart, come with me. Say you'll come."'

"I can't. You know I can't."

His body stiffened. He released her gently. "Let's

get out of here, then. The room, is stifling,

out on the terrace."

They closed the door behind them, and stepped out on
the terrace of the penthouse. Snow was falling in large,

soft flakes. New York looked like a fairy village made of
sugar icing. Lights twinkled on the Palisades ; the clock
on the Paramount Tower said twelve-thirty. The snow
made little jewel-like crystal flowers on the girl's black
hair ; it made the red, thick hair of the boy look pale and
silvery. Neither felt the snow or the cold

;
they were

young, and their blood was hot and eager. They stood

Let's go

Pent
House
A love story about some pic-

ture people you have never

met before—with an entirely

new angle on the most fasci-

nating business in the world

!

By

Paula Gould

Illustrated by Addison Burbank

with hands locked together, and both, au-

tomatically, looked toward the Battery.

They could see nothing ; the city was an

indefinite blur of white, sparkling with

tiny lights that looked like huge fireflies.

But there, downtown, at the end of the

city, was the Battery. The Battery, where
the boats went far, far away . . .

Angela Calvert knew that it was neither

sensible nor honorable for a girl to bring

her lover to her office at midnight. But
where else could they go, after the theatre?

W here could a man and a girl go in New
York, if they wanted to be alone? Gerald

March shared a three room apartment
with his mother

;
Angela shared hers with

her mother and younger sister.

There was the penthouse
;
glamorous,

invested with romance because it was not

a penthouse in which people lived, but one
in which they worked. When Don Bosin-

ney left the cattle business in Montana
and charged into the motion picture in-

dustry in New York with the ferocity of

a bull at the sight of a red flag. Supreme
Pictures, which he bought, was housed on

the thirtieth floor of a huge sky-scraper on the corner

of 50th Street and Broadway. With the impulse and
daring that were so characteristic of him in the five years

in which he bought, sold and merged picture companies as

other men buy coats, hats and shoes, he called a meeting

of executives one morning and announced that the or-

ganization would move one floor higher. When one of

the vice-presidents timidly suggested that there was noth-

ing but the roof to move to. Bosinney announced with a

chuckle that work on a million dollar penthouse would
be started immediately.

Three months later, one hundred and thirty-five Su-
preme employees moved into the completed penthouse.

The wise mob on Broadway said it was another of Bosin-

ney's dramatic gestures. But Don Bosinney's employees,

who adored him. said it was romantic, thrilling, glamor-
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Love or a career? Which did Angela choose?

ous. And why not? Wasn't it nicer to be a stenographer

for a motion picture company in a penthouse than a sten-

ographer for a cloak and suit house on the third floor of

a loft ? We'll tell the world

!

But Angela Calvert, who was his press agent, knew
why Don Bosinney moved his employees into a pent-

house. Because Bosinney lived in a flat, rambling house
in Westchester ; because Bosinney was fascinated with

the skyscrapers of New York and because he wanted the

thrill of being on top of the world, both actually and
figuratively.

But the penthouse did more than inflate the ego of a

multi-millionaire and thrill a corps of office workers. It

brought life to Angela Calvert, who was perhaps the

prettiest and most intelligent girl in the motion picture

industry in New York. It brought life to a girl who was
so avid, so eager, so hungry that sometimes she was
afraid the fire in her heart, the passion for living would
consume her. Her friends, her intimates laughed the

rare times she told them this. But Gerald March didn't

laugh. Gerry took her face between his hands when she

told him and sighed, and looked a little sad. Then he
gently kissed her. Gerry understood. He understood
everything. And tomorrow Gerry was going away . . .

They were back in the penthouse, wiping the snow
from their hair, their clothes. Angela's office, tiny, com-
pact, with an open fireplace, looked like the window of

a shop that specializes in antique Colonial furniture.

The room was papered in a flower design in blue and
rose against a white background. There was the fire-

place, and the andirons of brass, the secretary of maple,
with a typewriter on it, the small couch covered in chintz,

a swivel chair of maple and two tables with small, old

fashioned brass lamps on them. These lamps Angela
now lighted. There was a soft, dim look about the room.
The logs crackled in the fireplace ; a bowl of roses on the

desk sent out a sweet and heavy fragrance. The snow
fell heavier, faster ; the wind moaned as though its heart

were breaking.

And suddenly, she was in his arms again.

"Give up the job, Angela, and come with me," he
whispered, as his lips caressed her eyes, her cheeks, her
neck. "You've had trouble with Cummings and it will

be worse later. Angela, come with me !"

It was she who now sought his lips with hers. "I want
to, Gerry, I do! But I can't give up the job. I can't!

I love it so !"

He drew away from her embrace.
"Let's sit down and talk this thing over." He frowned,

but drew her to his knee as he sat down in the swivel
chair before the desk.

He held her to him. When she looked at his profile

her heart did strange things in her body. There was
something about the look of him with those blue eyes
and that thick, auburn hair and his long, thin body that

always set her on fire. Angela knew suddenly that this

was the happiest moment of her life. She must hold on
to it and make it last. She couldn't let him go tomorrow.
She couldn't

!

"You care more about the job than about me," he said
bitterly.

"No, Gerry, no
!"

"Yes, Angela, yes !" His voice was mocking, angry.
She rose, and stood leaning against the desk, staring-

down at him.
"That's not fair, Gerry."
"Why isn't it fair? You're crazy about all this"

—

his hands swept the tiny office
—

"you're crazy about
being the great Don Bosinney's press agent ! You're
crazy about the flattery, the adulation you get here.

From six, eight men. You love the feeling of superior-

ity it gives you to get a two hundred dollar check every
Saturday! You can't give up half a dozen men for one
man, or a two hundred dollar check for one hundred
which you would have to share with someone else. 1

don't blame you, Angela. You're waiting for some great

director, or writer to fall in love with you !" His voice

grew louder, his cheeks flamed. "You girls in the picture

business are all alike. Nobody pleases you but three

thousand dollar a week directors. Big reputations! Mil-

lion dollar bank accounts ! Oh, Angela, you can't do this

to me !"

Her fingers touched his cheek softly, gently. "Gerry,
I do love you. I do ! I do!"
"Then why don't you come with me? Paris in the

spring, Angela! Can't you picture it, and you and I

together ? And then London ! And later Vienna ! Angela,
we won't have much, but we'll be so happy!"

"Don't, Gerry. I can't stand it."

"We can be married in the morning. And you can
send Bosinney a cable from the boat ! I can picture his

face when he gets it ! Say you'll do it, Angela, please
!"

"I can't do that to Mr.
Bosinney. I can't, Gerry.

He's been too sweet to

"Angela, I love you.

Bosinney doesn't. Neither
does Cummings or anyone
else in this outfit. They

When she looked
at his profile her
heart did strange
things in her
body. There was
something about
the look of him
with those blue
eyes and that au-
burn hair that
always set her on

fire.
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need you now ; you're useful to them. That's why they

tell you how wonderful you are, and that's why Bosinney

gives you a Colonial office for a Christmas gift. But

wait! They won't need you always. Then see what
happens !"

"Stop it! You're jealous and bitter, and trying to

make me bitter, too
!"

"No, my dear, I'm only trying to make you see reason.

All right, keep your job."

"Gerry! Don't let's spoil our last evening together!

You may come back, you know."
"Not a chance. Williams did the best he could for me

after the reorganization. Foreign correspondent is the

only possible post on the paper. I go to stay.''

She drew him to the window again.

"Look ! It's two o'clock. We ought to go. It will take

hours to get home in this storm. I have the British book-

ing story to write first thing in the morning."
He groaned.

"Stay a little while longer—just a few moments—and
I'll write the story for you. Stand there, against the

wall, with the firelight in your face. I want to think of

you as I last saw you. Does Cummings ever tell you how
pretty you are ?"

"No," demurely. "But he always tells me how clever

I am !"

He pulled her to him roughly.

"Angela, let's stay here tonight." His eyes were
drugged. They held hers.

A little shiver ran through her from head to foot.

Angela

She came alone
to the Colonial
office. Every-
thing looked the
same. The
couch, the dim
lamplight, the
fireplace—no, it

was not the
same! The
couch was cov-
ered with ciga-
rette holes—
mean, brown,
cigarette holes!

leaving tomorrow;

"If you wish, Gerry."
"You mean, you would ?"

"Why not? I love you."
"You would, knowing that I'm

That I may never see you again?"
"Yes, Gerry, of course."

"You're wonderful, Angela. Wonderful." He looked
at her steadily for a moment, then took her coat from
the hanger and held it for her.

"Come on, get into this and let's go before I forget

my manners. Come on," angrily, as she stood staring

at him. "What are you waiting for?"
"You're a strange boy, Gerry. I can't understand you."
"That's because I've got red hair. Xo, sweet, it was

my error. It just occurred to me that you might feel

differently about it tomorrow."
"I meant what I said. I want to stay."

"Well, I don't. Come along, or I'll let you go home
alone."

Neither said a word in the thirty floor ride in the

self-service elevator. The snow had stopped. Broadway,
white and winding, was deserted. The siren of a taxi

honked shrilly in the distance. The electric signs were
blurred and dim. Like my eyes, like my heart, thought
Angela. I'll cry all night.

"Taxi, sweet?"
"Xo, let's walk. It's so near."

A few more moments with him . . . Tomorrow, at this

time! Don't think of it . . . She took his hand. Xot a
word was spoken in the walk to 52nd and Park. At

the door of her apart-

ment house, he said

gruffly :

"Angela, won't you
come with me ?"

"Don't. Gerry
!"

"Goodby, darling."

He took her hand,

then dropped it. quick-

y. "I'd better be go-
ing now."
"Gerry, you'll

write ?"

"What for? Letters

are so silly."

Write me, Gerrv.

e

d

on



screenland's
Star Shadow
Contest

$2,500.00

PRIZES
Fit the stars to their

shadows

It costs nothing to enter and you

may win one of the twenty prizes

VeiV Hamilton knows the stars, and knows their shadows, but he never sew
them separated before. Can you re-unite them?

ON THE next pages are the shadows, but where,

oh where are the stars? They are, of course,

somewhere in Screenland, all the stars are.

I'ut can you rind them? When you have one located,

put your ringer on the star and your eye on the direc-

tions and learn how you can win a prize.

The prizes are ample to repay you tor careful study

of the shadows. \fter all, the originals are right in

this copy that you hold in your hand, so that if you
study the size and shape of the silhouettes you ought
to be able to select the photographs which would just
fit these shadows.

This contest began in July Screenland. Back
copies may be had by addressing Contest Department.
Screenland. 45 West 45th St., New York City. -See

next page—try for a prize.

FOLLOW THE DOTTED LINE!



HERE ARE THE

Otar
(Shadows
Can You Find the Stars? They

Are Somewhere in This Issue

If you correctly combine the stars with their

shadows, you are eligible to enter the contest.

There is nothing else required to win even the

$1,000 prize; no letter to write

THE Star Shadow Contest which began last month
is again before you with tantalizing shadows. To
whom do these shadows belong? The photographs

which are exactly the same size and shape are printed

in this issue.

That does not mean that they are printed without

a background. On the contrary, there may be back-

grounds and in fact the person whose head will fit a

shadow may be one of a group. If, however, you can

spot the original of the shadow and can arrange it

with its shadow as directed, you will be eligible to be

considered for a prize.

After you have looked through Screenland and

have found the heads which are the* right size and

shape, you must put them upon the shadows, neatly.

Then the pasted heads with their names beneath must

be sent in to this office. However, do not rush in your

answers until the contest is completed. It would be

fatal to your chances, for the entire series of Star

Find the Stars to

Fit the Shadows!

Shadows— (there will be 16 in all)—must be sent in

at the same time.

In filling in the name of the picture, that is, the

name of the star, you may typewrite the name or it

can be written in, but the correctness and neatness

count in the final selection of the prize winners.

Read the rules and consider carefully all the re-

quirements. It is a test of your intelligence and a

test of your skill, as well. The prize, then, will be

won by one possessing quite accurate vision, and it will

be a testimonial to his or her carefulness as well.

When you have selected the photograph and fitted it

to the shadow, filled in the name and prepared your

solutions for mailing, you will have had to use your

own sense and taste. Your full collection of solutions

will be a real exhibit of your skill and intelligence and

it will put you in line for one of the prizes.

In contests of this character it is often interesting



to make a tracing of the shadow to use in making

the selection of the star whose photograph will fit it.

There is no rule against this practice and as the prizes

are generous, it is reasonable that one should make
every effort to secure a place among the fortunate

twenty who will receive the prizes.

The twenty prizes vary from S 1,000.00 for the first

prize down to the last class of prizes which will be for

S2 5.00. Perhaps you could afford to spend an hour

or two each month in preparing your solutions with

such rewards in sight, but whether you win a prize or

not it is all in fun and it will renew your dexterity

which has been languishing since the days of paper

dolls.

One of the satisfactions of this contest is that you

know -whether you are right or wrong before you have

finished your solutions and you do not have to wait

with bated breath until later on to find out if the

owner of the shadow is your favorite star or her boy

friend. If the photograph which you decide on does

THE STARS THROW
THEIR SHADOWS
ACROSS YOUR PATH!

not fit the shadow, continue your search, until your

patience is rewarded. Then test your skill.

Now get set!

Take one last look at the directions and then on

your way through the star-strewn pages of Screen-

land seeking for the substance for the shadow, the

substance in this case being S2,500.00!

The Rules of the SCREENLAND Star Shadow Contest:

1. Twenty cash prizes will b<- paid by SCREENLAND Magazine as

follows

:

First Prize $1,000.00

Second Prize 500.00

Third Prize 200.00

Fourth Prize 100.00

Fifth Prize 75.00

Ten prizes of $50.00 each 500.00

Five prizes of $25.00 each 123.00

2. In four issues—July, August, September and October numbers

—

SCREENLAND is publishing cut puzzle pictures of well-known mo-
tion picture actors and actresses. Four complete cut puzzle pic-

tures will appear in each issue. Each cut puzzle picture will

consist of a silhouette, or shadow. In the same issue of the maga-
zine with this shadow will be a photograph of some actor or
actress which will exactly fit the silhouette or shadow. When the

photographs are properly located, and pasted upon the shadows,
and the names added, there will be sixteen separate portraits.

$2,500.00 in prizes as specified in Rule No. 1, will be paid to the
persons sending in the nearest correctly named and most neatly
arranged sets of sixteen portraits.

3. Do not submit any solutions or answers until after the fourin
set of cut puzzle pictures have appeared in the October issue.

Assembled pictures on the shadows must be submitted in sets of

sixteen only. Identifying names should be written or typewritten
below each complete portrait. At the conclusion of the contest
ail solutions should be sent to The Star Shadow Contest Editors,
SCREENLAND Magazine, 45 West 45th Street, New York City. Be
sure your full name and complete address is written on, or at-

tached to your entry; that your entry is securely packed to guard
against damage in transit; and that it carries sufficient postage to

avoid delay.

4. Bear in mind that it costs absolutely nothing to enter this con-
test. Indeed, the contest is purely an amusement. You do not
need to be a subscriber or reader of SCREENLAND Magazine to
compete. You do not have to buy a single issue. You may copy
or trace the pictures from the originals in SCREENLAND Maga-
zine, and assemble the copied portrait with the copy of the
shadow. Copies of SCREENLAND Magazine may be examined at
the New York offices of the Magazine or at public libraries, free
of charge.

5. Aside from accuracy in assembling and identifying the cut puzzle
pictures, neatness in contestants' methods of submitting solu-
tions will be considered in awarding prizes. The sixteen cut puz-
zle pictures, or their drawn duplicates, must be assembled and
pasted or pinned together, with the name of the player written or
typewritten below.

6. The judges will be a committee of members of SCREENLAND
Magazine's staff. Their decision will be final. No relative* or
members of the household or anyone connected with this publica-
tion can submit solutions. Otherwise, the contest is open to
everyone everywhere.

7. In the case of ties for any of the prizes offered, the full amount
of the prize tied for will be given to each tying contestant.

8. The contest will close at midnight on October 20th. All solu-
tions received from the time the fourth set of pictures appears to
the moment of midnight on October 20th will be considered by the
judges. No responsibility in the matter of mail delays or losses
will rest with SCREENLAND Magazine. Send your answers as
soon as possible after the last set of cut puzzle pictures appears
in the October issue, which will be on sale on the newsstands on
or about September 1st. The prize winners will be announced in
the February 1932 issue of SCREENLAND.

9. Because of the time and labor required to re-pack and re-ship
thousands of entries, it will be impossible to return any of them.
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LEADING man—by special request or Mis>

t Constance Bennett. Joel McCrea, selected bv

the star to play opposite her in "Born to Love,

was also chosen for "The Common Lav



THE most interesting portrait we have ever

seen of Miss Bennett. Don't ask us whose

handsome face she sees in the smoke of her

i^arerte—vour guess is as good as ours.
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Conchita Montenegro, in "Never
the Twain Shall Meet" expresses
the freedom which is Beauty and
illustrates the new mode that is

taking control of the fashions
for women of a smartness.'

Maria Alba as she in-
sidiously charms in
one of those Spanish
versions. What, no
Spanish! Well, one can
understand the dance,
anyway. It is the pos-
ture of the moment.

ASHIONS
ARE GOING

NATIVE
But Hula Complain of That?

nr.1

The SCREEN-Who's-Who Girls are bending like

reeds before the typhoon of the South Sea Island

Fashion invasion. Hips are wobbly these days

and even the strictest follower of fashion must

bend her knees

IHE palm trees sway in rhythmic gract

I as the breezes ruffle the lagoon of the

South Sea Isle. The hula girl dances

with swaying languid sensuousness. The
guitar pleads and entices. It is "Never tin

Twain Shall Meet" and Conchita Montenegro
is dancing. The audible screen has brought

the witchery of the islands of Frederick

O'Brien to our own movie house, and we arc

going native

Ta-da-da-DA, ta-ta-Ta-TA ! Oh, to danct

and love! Oh, to drink dee]) of romance and

deeper of squareface gin. Glorious Jack



Kay Francis in presenting this flesh satin
gown sways into the svelte grace of the
hula attitude. It's the pose that inspired

Gaugain.

Conchita Montenegro, whose hips are as
restless as the seas that swirl about her

own coral reefs.

London ! Glorious summer, sweet odors

and sweeter glances

!

It is not to be marvelled at with the

allure of the I sles-of-Gay-Abandon on
everv screen that Paul Poiret, Chandon
and Hart. Schaffner & Marx should

have felt the urge. They too have

their pet yearnings, their hidden life of

imagination and after all these years,

it has burst forth, and with a mighty
>urge overthrown Paris and taken com-
mand, trampled upon customs, and set

up its own dynasty. The waist line

has gone Hula ! The subtle inviting

surrendering: bend of the palm shad-

x^lara Bow's gown is from Paris, the fur
from Saskatchewan, but the lyric pose is

from the islands where maidens sway to
seductive music and the purple seas

whisper of love. Tra-la-la-la!

owed dancer has become the mode.
How much of the abandon of the South Seas

has been adopted ? How far have the smiling

easy loving customs of the voluptuous hula girls

found supporters among our own screen girls?

Ta-ta-dah-DAH—ta-ta-TAH—da

!





Character studies of

that amazing young

actor, James Cagney

—who isn't as tough

as he looks

He scored such a hit a.s sue): h

mean guy in "The Public Enem\
that his audiences are inclined to

believe James Cagney is always that
way. No.' He's just a good actoi
In his next film, "Larceny Lane '

he will be seen in a slightly mort-
sympathetic part

In the pictures on these two page-
Cagney gives you some idea of how
he can change perfectly nice fea
tures into a mask of mean emo-
tions. If you'll glance to the upper
left you'll see the Cagney face in its

natural state. Why, they even call

him Jimmy

'



(J^ARION
GIVES A PARTY

Jack Gilbert—grin just as wide and
ingratiating as ever—and the dusk-
ily beautiful Dolores Del Rio.
Aren't they a splendid couple?
Dolores is stunning in severe black

satin, with a bizarre pendant

.

A group that fairly glit-

ters! Norma Shearer, Will
Hays, Marion, and Irving
Thalberg. Marion is wear-
ing one of the girlish, lacy
frocks that suit her blonde
beauty so well. Note that
Marion's only jewelry is a
string of pearls but
they're real! While Nor-,
ma Thalberg is dressed in
the most perfect taste and

simplicity

.

Hedda Hopper, that smart
matron, wears a dignified
gown of satin and sequins,

with long sleeves.



Lily Damita is wearing one of those
awfully simple gowns that only a
Damita can wear. She, too, scorns
adornment, except for the jewelled
clasp of her belt. Lily is one of

Marion's best friends.

Never think of Ramon Novarro as the life of the party, would
you? But Ramon is really a gay lad, and he seems to have
Connie Bennett simply fascinated . The rival blonde? Adolphe

Menjou's wife, Kathryn Carver

Marion Duties is always giving parties. She's Holly-

wood 1

's most lavish hostess. But she doesn't always let

our cameraman come in and take pictures of her guest*,

as she did this time. Glance around and see the stars as

they look away from the studios—when they are in

party mood and mode. Pick the prettiest girl—is she

Norma, Lily, Connie—or the hostess?





Adrian designed the costume
Joan Crawford is wearing at
the right. White—with gay
Roman-striped scarf and cuffs
and matching band on the
beret. Joan's shoes and bag
are particularly smart. A

good little dress to copy.'

Carole Lombard , below,
wears this white cotton
mesh frock when she plays
tennis with Bill Powell.
Her string beret is yellow
jersey. Carole always wears
socks with her sneakers.



And now we come
to the clothes of a
perfect summer
evening! Lilyan
Tashman has se-

lected one of the
new backless
evening frocks in

a white net mod-
el, accented with
green Mowers and
rows of green

ruching.

Lilyan obliging-
ly turns her back
on us so that we
can see the decol-
letageofher gown
also the Tash-

man coiffure of
<-losely clustered
curls. It's a rath-
er extreme frock,
tnd unless you
'eel you have the
Tashman flair
vou'd better be
ontent toadmire

it. but not to

opv it!

Here's a hat! Yel-
low, coarse-weave
straw with a brown
ribbon accenting the

bandeau.





Hall

REMEMBER when Lois occupied the place at

. Paramount that Mary Brian does now—their

>weet, simple ingenue? Well, Lois left those

urts rar, far behind when she struck out for

lerself as a dramatic actress. Look at her now!
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Lois Talks About

Gloria and x^uth

!

Miss Wilson, their best friend,

gives you intimate close-ups of

Swanson and Chatterton

Ben Maddox

RUTH CHATTERTON is a perfect

double for Gloria Swanson

!

Aw, g'wan with your fairy tales!

I suppose Lillian Gish will be given
another crack at the talkies because she's such a dead-
ringer for Garbo

!

Don't be like that. I know it's a jolt to learn that

Ruth and Gloria are as alike as two peas in the same
pod. It bowled me over, too, when their best friend

told me so. But it seems that they are even twin minds
when it comes to picking their best friend. They chose
the same one—Lois Wilson!
Ruth and Gloria look, think, act, and live alike. Be-

Lois Wilson has made a smashing screen come-back in
"Seed." A fine actress and splendidperson, Lois is one
of the most popular girls in Hollywood. And Gloria

and Ruth are her best friends.

Do you think Ruth Chat-
terton and Gloria Swanson
look alike? Lois Wilson, the
chum of both glamorous
girls, thinks so. Ruth and
Gloria look, think, act, and
live alike, according to Lois.
Both are honestly shy. Their
sophisticated, calm manner

is a cover-up.

lieve it or not, but you must admit that no one knows
us as well as our particular best friend. And, strangely

enough, both Ruth and Gloria chose Lois out of all

Hollywood to function in this capacity.

In their ups and downs, their triumphs and mistakes,

Ruth and Gloria have turned to Lois for companionship
and advice. Both Chatterton and Swanson have reigned

supreme at the box office. Right now Ruth seems to

have the edge. Lois is the right-hand woman in the

regal courts which surround them.

And both Ruth and Gloria have had tough sledding.

They have dared everything and lost, at times. In

the dark moments their most loyal friend was the ever-

faithful Lois.

Off-hand you wouldn't think Chatterton and Swan-
son had a thing in common. Ruth with her broad A's

is generally considered ultra-refined, swanky, ladyish.

Gloria is apparently the other extreme—exotic, moody,
sensational. In reality, according to Lois, Ruth is not

half so elegant nor Gloria so wild as they have been
pictured.

"Disregard their coloring and they have a remark-
able physical resemblance to each other/' says Lois in

beginning her comparison. "In 'Paramount on Parade"

Ruth looked more like Gloria than Gloria does herself.

"They were brought up much alike." Lois continues.

Most of us have heard that Ruth attended a good
private school and that Gloria grew Topsy-fashion.

Lois says this is not true.

"Gloria's early days have been misrepresented by
the publicity men who have persisted in building a

Cinderella legend about her. Both girls went to

private schools until their middle 'teens. Each had to

make her own way in the world later on, but they both

had a good educational start."

So when it comes to intelligence Lois ranks them
equal—and on a very high plane.

"Their worst enemies never have accused them of

being dumb. Their minds are as quick as a whip.

Ruth and Gloria have superior brains. Each is ten

times as bright as the average woman.
"Their talk is extremely stimulating. Because they

are both exhaustive readers. (Continued on page 113)
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Clive Brook Confesses!
You've read interviews with him before.

But here the usually quiet Brook actually

babbles— and reveals some new and
interesting facts about himself

By

Hayel Hairston

SLEEP? Just something to do when there is noth- just as polished and his conversation just as crisp,

ing more interesting. Clive Brook doesn't believe I was somewhat surprised at his diction. I expected
in it. He would rather read any old day than it to be more English. He explained later why it isn't,

curl up and steal a little shut-eye. Sometimes he "When I first came over to America," he said, "many
doesn't go to bed for days and days. Late hours, and of my friends kidded me about my British accent, and
in fact, almost any hours at all appeal to him. If there so naturally I became conscious of it and tried to alter

is a party on—a small and select one—the host or hostess it. I must have succeeded because on my first visit back
need never worn,- about Mr. Brook being the one to

break it up with a sudden departure. But more often

it is reading, rather than parties, that keeps him awake
long after the lights in the other part of the house, or

train, are off.

He especially likes train journeys.

"Because," he told me, "when I am on the train, take

that trip to New York from the

Coast, for example, I know there

wall be no phones ringing, no di-

rectors wanting to see me. and no
alarm clocks reminding me to be

on the set at 8 or 9 o'clock in the

morning. I tell you, that is great

!

You would be surprised how
much pleasure most of the screen

people get out of that journey
across country. And the return

trip is just as fine."

Maybe Clive Brook's fond-

ness for late hours is a result

of his youth—his early youth.

He used to be a reporter, you
know. And his love of reading

could have easily surpassed his

love for sleep. He reads al-

most anything, provided it is

good. Goes in for fourth

dimension literature, novels,

and biographies. Likes

read in bed.

He writes a little, himself.

Is afraid any minute he is

going back to writing seri-

ously. Used to write short

stories.

Meet Clive Brook, suave
and polished, at luncheon
at the Paramount Studios
on Long Island. He is

wearing a brilliant blue

dressing gown that makes
his gray eyes more blue
than gray. His hair is

brown, darkened some-
what by the dressing
applied to it. He is an
Englishman, all of his

five feet, eleven inches.

Off-screen he appears
much younger than
on. but his manner is

He has a reputation for reserve but in this story he lets himself
go. And you'll learn all you've been wanting to know about

Mr. Brook.'

to England my friends said I had turned American, even
in dialect.

"Now what I am trying to do is to take the best
qualities from each form of speech and combine them.
A perfect blending of the English and American methods
of speech is the perfect diction. Ronald Colman has
achieved it as nearly as anyone I know."

Before the interview with Clive I

had been warned by the entire pub-
-licity department that he was "a
hard guy to talk to.'' I had been
especially warned about asking any
questions concerning his personal
affairs.

He didn't wait for me to begin.

Before we were seated five min-
utes, he warned me that he would
discuss nothing pertaining to love.

Only he pronounced it "1-u-v"
and put into the saying of it all

the scorn he could muster.
"Why must reporters always

ask a man about love?"' he
asked me. "Why is what that

particular person thinks or does
about love of any importance ?"

Mr. Brook was interviewing
me. I refused to answer.

But, when a screen star

refuses to talk of love, that

is at least news. So I didn't

mind.
"And you can say that

Clive Brook has no sex
ife !" came next.

More news : an English-
man with a sense of

humor

!

It seems that Mr.
Brook's name causes him
no end of trouble. Few
people know how to pro-

nounce it. The correct

way is with a long "I,"

making it rhyme with
"dive." But the ma-
jority of people insist

on making it rhyme
with "leave." His
close friends always
call him "Cleeve,"

(Cont. o)i page 104)
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I WANT two hundred dollars !" The words were
spoken firmly, though the lips trembled a little.

The speaker was a slender, dark-haired girl

whose warm brown eyes were shadowed by deli-

ciously curling lashes, and who might have been the 17
she claimed but looked more like 12. The speakee, a
poker-faced theatrical producer, gazed down in mild
amusement at the glowing young face that suggested an
eager doe rather than a hard-headed business woman, and
drawled : "I could get Margalo Gillmore for two hundred
dollars. How about a hundred ?"

What she wanted to do was to fling her arms in Thanks-
giving around his neck, to carol with joy at the top of
her lungs, to dance a wild dance of triumph. With
difficulty she restrained herself. "I thought

—
" she

stammered, "I thought it isn't who does the part that
counts but how it's done," and wondered if she looked
as foolish as she felt. "Anyhow," she added, blushing
furiously, "I'll take the hundred," and went home in a

daze of happiness.

"I WANT
A new idea—character stories of the

stars! In which you'll read the most

intimate and interesting, never-before

published slants on their lives and

careers. The first, Claudette Colbert

By

Ida Zeitlin

The girl was Claudette Colbert, who stepped from
success on the stage to success on the screen in "The
Lady Lies" and "Manslaughter," who has been variously
called Paramount's rising star, the Norma Talmadge of
the talkies, the most unaffected actress on the screen and
the most considerate one off it. But on that day six
years ago, when no one outside her family and small
circle of friends had ever heard of her, she didn't even
feel in her heart of hearts that she had the right to call

herself an actress. W ithout money, without experience,
without backing or any kind of theatrical connection, this

17-year-old had made up her mind she was going on the
stage, and let anyone try to stop her! She had also

made up her mind she was going to get $200 a week.
Why just two hundred she didn't know. It had struck
her from the first as the proper salary for a self-respect-

ing actress, and she clung to it as a baby clings to his

pet elephant. Round and round she walked, from agent
to agent, from one producer's office to the next. "I want
$200!" That was her magic formula, her one steadfast

rock in a strange . and stormy sea. Sometimes they
laughed at her, sometimes the)' snarled at her, sometimes
they offered her less. She could always back water. But
next time the question was put, she bobbed up once more.
"I want two hundred dollars," she would say sturdily,

and in the end she got it—and as much more as made the

two hundred look like two bashful cents.

Claudette Colbert has been blessed with many good
things. To her native loveliness and charm has been
added the rarer gift of intelligence. She thinks straight

and she sees clearly. She keeps her sense of proportion

in success as in failure. It doesn't occur to her to clamor
for the thousand marks of artificial deference, for the

forced lip homage that is meat and drink to so many of

her colleagues, because she takes the respect of her fel-

lows as much for granted as she takes her respect for

herself. And because she has no use for the fake article,

she gets the real thing.

But to see her against the background of her own
home explains her better than a mountain of words. It

is dusk of a winter's day, and the quiet, spacious living-

room, high above the din of the city, looks out over the

bare trees and twinkling lights of the park to the fan-

tastic line of architecture beyond, and on into the deep

blue evening sky. The peace without is matched by the

peace within. Soft lights, soft colors, furniture so art-

fully arranged that it seems to melt unobtrusively into
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$200!"
55

A fresh viewpoint on your film favor-

ites! You think it can't be done? Well,

here it is! And not only a new slant

but a new writer—Ida Zeitlin, who

also wrote the stunning Swanson story

the background. Yellow roses in a low bowl. A gro-

tesque idol, souvenir of a recent trip to Bali, lurking in

the shadow. On the grand piano the photograph of a

man with a fine, sensitive face and kindly eyes. A slen-

der, black-gowned lady comes in to greet you—a gray-

haired, gently-bred lady, with pearls at her throat and
ears, and an air of old-world dignity and grace that lends

the final note of perfection to a perfect room.
"I am Claudette's mother," she says in her charmingly

accented English. "She will be not long. I am sorry

she ees late, but I 'ope you will excuse "er." And you
excuse her freely for her mother's sake as well as for

her own.
Madame Colbert talks to you of this and that, only

not of Claudette until you ask her. Then she answers
your questions willingly enough, yet always with a touch

of reserve. She cannot control the lighting up of her

face when her daughter's name is mentioned, but she can

and does control the expression of her feeling to a

Just before the Colbert family moved to America, Claudette
posed for this picture with her teddy bear! This is the first time
the Colbert family album has been opened to the public. Wasn't

she cute?

A picture taken some time ago in France—
Madame Colbert with her son, Charles, and her

daughter, Claudette.

stranger. Qaudette enters, slight, vivid, her face, like a

freshly washed flower, holding humor as well as sweet-

ness. Her small hand is extended in friendly welcome
before she stoops to greet her mother, who adores her
in silence.

"If you want me to begin at the beginning," she says,

when the preliminaries have been disposed
of, "then I must begin with my father. He
started it all when he decided to bring us to

America after his business in Paris failed."

Claudette was six, her brother Charles thir-

teen, when her father turned his back on the

country he knew and loved, and set out with
his wife and children to try his luck in a
strange land. The luck was elusive at first,

and only Madame Colbert could have told

how, with her French genius for home-mak-
ing, she managed to keep her family not

merely fed and clothed, but healthy and con-
tent on practically nothing a week. But after

a while the new land proved friendly enough,
if not exactly prodigal of her favors, and
Claudette's happy, uneventful childhood was
spent in a comfortable household whose lack

of luxury was more than compensated by the

atmosphere of warmth and graciousness that

her mother knew so well how to create.

Though their home had been transplanted

to New York, it was still in all its essentials

a French home. Claudette lived the life of

the sheltered jeune fille in the bosom of her
family, and because her parents were wise as

well as loving, and because she had no need
to look beyond her own four walls for the

gaiety and laughter and sympathetic compan-
ionship that young people crave, "this new
freedom" meant nothing to her and she didn't

miss it.

Nevertheless, there was a difference be-

tween the Claudette Colbert who grew up in

America and the (Continued on page 119)
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LOOK OUT, You
Such a sweet little hand,
and yet so bare! Won't one
of the 38 step up and slip a
nice big solitaire on the
right finger? Incidentally,
to whom does this hand be-
long? She's one of the pret-
tiest ingenues in Holly-
wood, and she has set her
cap for one of these boys.
We're not telling which one.

H
38 rich and eligible bachelors, in a city

of so many beautiful girls! It can't last.

In fact, by the time you read this, some

of these boys may have fallen. Which one?

Claudia Dell,
with Holly-
wood's favor-
ite Iitera ture.
But Claudia
herself isn't

angling.

f Si

Good
Catches .

if*

OLLYWOOD may not be a happy hunting
ground for husbands, but the Hollywood woods
are full of matrimonial prizes, just the same.
Take comedians alone

:

From Charlie Chaplin to little Eddie Quillan, they

seem to be inlaid with much fine gold.

Charlie Chaplin, being ballyhooed as the world's great-

est funny man, gets top prices for every picture he
makes, and his pictures go right on selling year in and
year out, like "Alice in Wonderland." He owns much
real estate, too, some of it, like his studio, being so

strategically situated that business has moved up to its

door and doubled or trebled its value.

Of course, Mildred Harris and Lita Grey didn't seem
to get along with him as nicely as might have been ex-

pected, but from a gold standard isn't he a prize?

Mack Sennett has more than a million dollars invested

in California real estate, including a skyline ranch in

Hollywoodland, eighteen acres in Studio City on which
the new Sennett Studio is built, and the old acreage in

Edendale where the bathing beauties originated, now
valuable business property. His mother lives on the 450
acre Sennett Ranch in Dansville, Quebec, which has been

in the family for more than 200 years, and supervises

the maple sugar industries and asbestos mines that flour-

ish on the ranch.

Aside from real estate, Mr. Sennett is an active pro-

ducer of comedies that are going over in a big way, has

his own sound and color processes and uses very little

red ink in his ledgers.

He has never been married but is a most de-

lightful escort.

Can some bright girl annex him?
William Haines not only draws a handsome sal-

ary each week for being amusing on the talking

screen, but owns a prosperous antique and interior

decorating shop on the side.

To show that Bill is a crafty business man, let me tell

you that he happened to hear of a collection of alabaster

vases coming to the Pacific Coast one morning and be-

fore afternoon he had bought the whole shipment and
cornered the market to the healthy profit of his shop.

Bill also possesses a home in Hollywood, filled with

interesting furniture, and knows how to buy priceless

t boy star. Lew
bachelor, and

raise.'

sal City. Girls, girls!
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Hollywood Bachelors.
By

Ruth Tildesley

things. A good catch for some enterprising female.

Jack Oakie's sole family consists of his mother. They
rent their house and invest his money in securities. Jack
says he isn't extravagant, but he could be if he liked

and still not spend all his salary.

That highly paid comedian, Eugene Pallette, has a
home and a car that any girl might fancy. In addition,

he has a trailer consisting of a little house on wheels com-
plete with bunks and kitchen, the bunks folding back to

form a comfortable sitting room. In this equipage, Eu-
gene sallies forth to the wilds. No wife, so far, has sal-

lied forth with him.

Stuart Erwin says he has never been in love. He
earns a fine salary, lives in a bachelor apartment, has

a car and saves his money.
People seem to think that Eddie Quillan supports his

huge family, but that isn't true. Eddie's money is in-

vested conservatively by Eddie's father, who is business

manager for the Quillans, all of whom work, and any
girl who wins this matrimonial prize won't hear the

wolf howling at her door.

Drawing an enormous salary is no guarantee that a

young man is a good "catch." During Lew Ayres' first

year in the big time, he didn't save a cent and found
himself, at the end of it, in debt.

"This won't do," said Lew to Lew. So he got a man-
ager, who allowed Lew a reasonable amount to live on
and invested the surplus for him. At this rate, Lew will

soon be independent.

Russell Gleason needed no manager to guide him.

Pathe pays him a thousand dollars a week, and when
the studio gave him a contract three years ago, the canny
youth bought an annuity that will make him independent

at the age of 25. Russell lives at home, draws
only $15 a week spending money, and has decided

to leave pictures in two years' time, go to Oxford
to study for the succeeding two and prepare him-
self for a career in writing. In another four years

he may look over the {Continued on page 123)

Jack Oakie. Invests his
money in securities. Not
extravagant—but could be.

T h ere was a
time when Olive
Borden seemed
to threaten
George O'Brien's
bachelor stand-
ing. But now
Olive is married— to someone
else; and George
still wears that
broad grin, and
lots of Holly-
wood ladies are

hoping.

Don't overlook
the directors
when you're
makingyour list

of matrimonial
prizes. Clarence
Brown is one of
the very best
catches. He's a
highly paid di-

rector, owns his
own airplane,
and is often ru-
mored engaged.

Right, Eugene
Pallette, the
popular co-
median, may
not be as hand-
some as some
of the men on
these pages,
but he has a
home,a carand
a fat salary.

Russell Gleason—only 22, and he
earns $1,000 a week. But he's not
marrying for four more years.

Above, Richard Dix. He has threatened
to get married but he never has done it—

so far.

Left, above, Paul Bern, popular associ-
ate producer, who has a fine home and

a very large salary.
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eviews of the
Six Best Films of the Month:

SEED SMART MONEY

THE SMILING LIEUTENANT FAME c"

A FREE SOUL YOUNG DONOVAN S KID

Turn to page 93 for casts of current films

Lionel Barrymore, Norma Shearer, and Clark Gable
in "A Free Soul" give splendid performances.

A Free Soul
Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer

Maurice Chevalier, in "A Smiling Lieutenant," has
twoheroines—Miriam Hopkinsand Claudette Colbert.

/ANOTHER smash for Norma Shearer. Her part in

AA "A Free Soul" is an actress' holiday—it combines
1 A. the daring of "Strangers May Kiss" and the drama
of "Mary Dugan." Kisses and court-room confessions

—

and Norma plays every scene as if this were her first big
part and she had to make good. That's her success secret
—a sincerity that makes her throw herself into each new
role and give it her best. She plays, here, the beloved
daughter of a noted criminal lawyer whose weakness

—

straight Scotch—is translated in her character into a crav-
ing for Clark Gable, a high-powered gambler whose life

father—Lionel Barrymore—defends and saves. How father
and daughter join forces to fight for each other makes
poignant drama. Gable and Barrymore score.

The SmilingLieutenant
Para??iou?it

RIGHT now I'll warn you that this isn't another
"Love Parade" so that you won't go expecting too
much. Then when you do see this new Lubitsch-

Chevalier show you'll like it. It's always good fun, with
Maurice as an irresistible young Viennese officer in love
with a girl violinist, Claudette Colbert, but pursued by a
princess, Miriam Hopkins. With a true love like Claudette
you'll wonder why he'd marry the princess—until the pic-

ture tells you in a series of smart, amusing scenes. Those
"Lubitsch touches" you hear about are more like slaps.

Can it be that the Herr Direktor's famed finesse is going
Broadway? Nothing subtle about some of those scenes.
A song or two. Maurice—Claudette—Miriam—see it!

Smart Money
Warner Brothers

Edward Robinson, Noel Francis, and James Cagney
in "Smart Money," in which Robinson scores.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON in a picture without a leer

—at least, not the brand of leer that made you shiver

in "Little Caesar." Robinson has lost none of his

wallop but he is also appealing, as Nick the Greek, a barber
who is a gambling fool with only one weakness—pretty

blondes. When a blonde crosses his path the little fellow

comes to grief. You see him rise from a small-town
barbershop to his own smart gambling house in the Big
City. A character comedy-drama, not a gangland thriller

—but absorbing entertainment nevertheless. Besides the

highly deft and humorous characterization by Robinson,
there's that fast-punching fellow, James Cagney, this time
more sympathetically cast. Beauty by Evalyn Knapp,
Noel Francis and others.
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Best Pictures
SCREENLAND'S
Critic Selects the

Most Important
Screenplays of

the Month

Ten Best Portrayals of the Month:

John Boles in "Seed"
Lois Wilson in "Seed"
Lewis Stone in "Fame"
Doris Kenyon in "Fame"
Genevieve Tobin in "Seed"

Clark Gable in "A Free Soul"
Norma Shearer in "A Free Soul"

Edward G. Robinson in "Smart Money"
Jackie Cooper in "Young Donovan's Kid"

Miriam Hopkins in "The Smiling Lieutenant'

Seed
U?iiversal

HERE'S the picture people are talking about. And
no wonder. It's the most human drama that has
come to the screen in a long time. Director John

Stahl has done a good job, although his scenario dodges
the theme of Charles Norris' best-selling book—which was
birth control. The picture becomes an absorbing, sym-
pathetic cross-section of an American family—about a man
who, after ten years of married life, leaves his wife and
children for another woman. Now don't think of this

in terms of the usual movie triangle. John Boles as the
husband isn't a cad. Genevieve Tobin as the other woman
isn't a "vamp." And Lois Wilson as the wife is far from
being the old-fashioned snivelling martyr. They're all real.

Splendid acting, especially by Miss Wilson. See it.

Fame
First Natio?ial

HERE is as neat and witty and bright a picture as you
can find. Directed by Robert Milton, who gave us
"Outward Bound," it's safe and sane for the whole

family. It's a comedy drama of thwarted ambitions—but
don't let that keep you away. This story of an aspiring

artist who gives up his hopes for a substantial job with
a soap manufacturer for his family's sake is spirited and
clever. Ironic when the man in question quits his job to

dabble in art again only to sell his masterpiece for use in

a soap advertisement! With such splendid players as
Lewis Stone, Doris Kenyon, Evalyn Knapp, Charles But-
terworth, Una Merkle and John Darrow in the cast you
are assured of fine entertainment. Butterworth is really
funny. The quaintest man on the screen.

Young Donovan's Kidm
Radio Pictures

STRONG men swallow hard and weak women love to
weep when Jackie Cooper comes on. And here he is

again, this wonderful kid whom even our meanest
critics are calling a genuinely great actor. Jackie doesn't
steal "Young Donovan's Kid"—he is "Donovan's Kid."
Even a fine performance by Richard Dix can't take this
picture away from its rightful star—that tough, homely,
intelligent child known as Skippy. You'll like Jackie
even more as the gangster's son who is adopted by Dono-
van after daddy bites the dust. Marion Shilling is the
girl interest. The story? Punch and pathos—or bunk and
bathos, it all depends upon how deeply the Cooper kid can
move you. I'm for him, so I liked "Young Donovan's
Kid." And I hope you do, too.

John Boles, Lois Wilson, and Genevieve Tobin, the
"triangle" in the fine domestic drama, "Seed."

"Fame" is a charming picture, in which Lewis Stone
and Doris Kenyon are seen to advantage.

' Young Donovan' s Kid" features Jackie Cooper and
stars Richard Dix, with Marion Shilling.
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"Tomorrow's big star" tells more

about his career and himself. If you

want to know what a young man on

the high road to stardom thinks and

feels—how hard he works and hopes

—read this remarkable life story

Last month Phil Holmes began his own story. He told you about

his family background, his school years, his early ambitions, up
to the time he crashed the studio gate. Now, read the rest

—

it's the most intimate and revealing account ever published of a

youngster's heart-breaking struggles for success in Hollywood.

We salute this boy brave and big enough to write it for us!

A S I boarded the westbound train, I felt that the

/\ last pages of the introductory chapters of my
/ \ life had been turned. Facing me was the first

of the clean, blank pages which, I determined,

would be more carefully written.

It was the first day of September, 1928, when I

arrived back in Hollywood. Paramount had stipulated,

when the prolonged family conferences bad ended in a

decision to "let the boy see how he likes

it," that I be in town on that date. And,
with touching naivet, I rushed breathless

across the continent lest I disrupt the en-

tire company by arriving late.

That was in the days when the Chief

got in early in the morning. By the time

I drove out to Hollywood, the California

sun was making the Chamber of Com-
merce eat its words. Hot, dusty, and
weary, I nevertheless took a quick shower
and shave, changed my clothes and was
at the Studio in less than two hours after

my arrival at the station.

I remember the ride along the Boule-
vard, down Vine Street and across Mel-
rose Avenue to Paramount. I felt ca-

pable of picking up the Roosevelt Hotel
between thumb and forefinger and plac-

ing it on Whitley Heights. It was with
a little difficulty that I restrained myself
from trying it, anyway. Hollywood
looked exciting to me—more exciting than
it ever had before, or ever has since.

Everything seemed terribly significant to

me—and I felt significant to everything
and to myself ! The world was important
and I had an important place in its

pattern.

I really wasn't any more cocky
and self-confident than the average
boy just out of college and about
to make his own way. It is the
normal, inevitable thrill of beinsr

Just about fifteen years ago Phil Holmes
& looked like this. You'll read here how the

idealistic boy was molded by hard work and
his own courage into the splendidyoungman

and fine actor he is today.

Left, Phil's first fashion picture. He's
showing what the well-dressed infant
should wear in the evening. How he

hated those curls.'

your own man at last. Childhood and
adolescence suddenly seem like a pre-

lude. This is the actual beginning of

everything and the sheer excitement of

it can never be approximated by any-

thing else.

It was on the crest of all this that

I hurtled in to the studio. God knows
a motion-picture studio has no definite

glamor, no unique flavor. But, on that

morning, I was terribly conscious of

my heritage. I had the blood of actor?

in my veins—and I imagined I sensed

in the studio that thrilling, indefinable

aroma that prevails back-

stage and epitomizes the

term "theatre."

I had brought a make-up
box along, in case I had to

start work before noon . . .
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"The handsomest young man on
the screen," they're calling him.
But they didn't always think so.

Read about Phil'slight for success

.

A great scene from an amazing
screenplay: Sylvia Sidney and
Phillips Holmes in "An American
Tragedy," from Dreiser's novel.

Well, they were very nice to me.

Polite, amiable. They gave me a

dressing-room and I settled my
things—tidily, in such order as

would have warmed the cockles

of my mother's heart. After I

had done that, I sat there a while,

looking out the window. I wasn't

quite sure I could wander around
at will—an unemployed actor,

you know. For that is what I

had turned out to be.

Here it was, the first of Sep-
tember. And here was I, as per
orders. But to say that the

studio was hanging out banners
and singing "Holmes Is Here"
would be making a slight exag-
geration. It amazed me—the
total lack of excitement my ar-

As told to

Margaret Keid

rival had occasioned. I was bewildered,

the rhvthm of excitement, that had
I had expected
been gathering

momentum in me all the way across the country, to

continue in an unbroken chain. I was, in short,

younger than I had any right to be. But I learned

!

For ten days I didn't work. Then they sent me to

Frank Tuttle, who had directed "Varsity." He gave
me a bit in the last picture Adolphe Menjou made as a
Paramount star. It was a charming little scene—I as

Pierrot and Tanya Akron as Pierette, hired by the hero

to stage a romantic interlude for the heroine's benefit.

It was just one day's work, but that didn't bother me.
Here was the wedge, the necessary start. I was all

set. You see, I still didn't know my movies.

Full of renewed confidence, I turned up at the studio

early next day, to see what was planned for me. 'What
they had planned was a nice long rest. Perhaps they

wanted me to conserve my strength. But I couldn't

see it. I was a man now, damn it, and I wanted a job.

For the following two months, my sole occupation

was a daily haunting of the studio and keeping gen-
erally underfoot. The casting-department would tell

me to go see this director

—

"maybe you'd do for this little

bit"—and that one
—

"perhaps
he'll let you play that small part."

But I was never quite the type.

And I began to feel that my type
must be a strange and uniquely
unnecessary one.

Then, too, I couldn't under-
stand a business organization

working oh such lines. They
were paying me a weekly salary

—

yet they were not demanding
value received. To one who had
almost become a broker, that

seemed like very inefficient busi-

ness tactics. And I wanted to

work—I was straining at idleness

like a dog on a leash. The per-

petual inactivity drove me crazy.

Then, one morning, when I

was proving that I at least had
nuisance value around the place,

they told me to go in and see

John Cromwell. He had just

come out from New York, one

of Broadway's finest stage direc-

tors, and I was deeply impressed

by having just the chance to ap-

ply for a bit. He talked to me

—

and told me that the interview

didn't {Continued on page 111)
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Make-up, says Anne Van
Alstyne , your Beauty
Counselor, is just about
the nicest little thing in
the life of a girl today.
And Miss Van Alstyne
doesn't stop there—she
goes right ahead and tells

you how to make good
looks better, by the intel-
ligent use of cosmetics.
And, to your right, the
lady who's known as Lil—
Miss Tashman, who is

two or three of Holly-
wood's six best-dressed
girls—surveys her stun-
ning features after she
has used some of the
powder and rouge con-
tained in those fascina ting
bottles on her dressing

table.

Let's

Make Up!
Read how the right make-up
can make a plain face beautiful

and a beautiful face exciting!

I WISH I were a poet instead of a mere beauty
editor. For then I could tell you how I really feel

about make-up.
I think make-up is just about the nicest little

thing in the life of a girl today, to be classed right

along with boy friends, exciting jobs, new clothes and
general blessedness.

I think the things that make-up can do toward making
a plain face beautiful and a beautiful face utterly devas-
tating are simply too exciting. I feel that when you real-

ize that make-up can change not only your whole appear-
ance but your whole character—for it really can—and
that destiny does depend upon character, no matter what
anybody tells you—well, then you begin to appreciate

this wonder stuff. And when any mere man comes up
to me and sighs over the fact that women spent eight

billion dollars a year on cosmetics and moans that it is

all vanity, vanity, I always reply that it is ninety per-

cent pleasure and ten percent good common sense and
that the world is a much nicer place because of it.

But—it is strange that with make-up so generally used

By

Anne

Van Alstyne

and so really inexpensive, considering the benefits it

showers upon us—that so few girls know exactly how
to put it on, or even how to buy it, the right kinds orig-

inally. This unfortunately being the case, I'm going

to give you a few simple rules to guide you ; and of

course, if I can help you further through personal letters

of advice, don't hesitate to write me.
The first big important thing about make-up is get-

ting yourself the right colors. The correct shades of

powder, rouge, eyeshadow and lipstick are absolutely im-

perative and with our new smartness in dressing we are

discovering that we need more than one set of colors.

It's obvious that a yellow dress, or a green one, throws a

different light on the skin than a red or black one. A
hat with a brim shows )'our eyes in a different light

than does a little close beret. So you must have various

make-up shades for different costumes, if you want to
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be really chic, and experiment

with them until you know just

how effective they can be.

The next most important thing

is the right kind of skin to apply

your make-up on. It doesn't

necessarily have to be perfect—

-

though, goodness knows, it ought

to be—but at least it must not be

full of large, ugly pores, black-

heads and such disturbances. So,

if your skin isn't clear, start per-

fecting it before you start taking

your make-up lessons. If you've

been following my articles you
have, perhaps, learned how to

care for your skin from them.

But if you haven't, or if you need

to give it new, special care I've

lots of advice I'll be glad to send

you. But I'm going to take it for

granted here that you know all

about such things—that your skin

is as fair and lovely as it ought
to be. \Yhich brings us straight

up to how to find the best colors,

among all the heavenly shades the

cosmetic manufacturers show, to

find the shades that will be most
becoming to you yourself.

There are now about ten dif-

ferent shades of powder and six

shades of rouge and lipsticks in

most beauty lines. So the only

thing is to determine which ones

you want for yourself. The skin

on the inside of the arms retains

a very true tone, more so than

your face which changes a great

deal with the seasons. Or the skin on your chest, just

below the neckline on your average dress, is another good
"testing" place. Match powder to the skin at these spots

and it will be very flattering to the face.

Lipstick and cheek rouge should be chosen

plement each other. I think the shade

is the more important, just as the

way you make up your lips is

more important than any other

beauty detail, but the two must

always be in harmony.
Lipstick for daytime wear

should be one shade lighter than

the natural color of the lips.

Some girls make the mistake of

choosing one shade darker. This

gives a terribly artificial look.

Remember in buying "indelible"

lipsticks that the shade as you put

it on the mouth, and the shade as

the color "sets'' are two different

affairs—so never judge an indel-

ible lipstick until you have worn
it for a half hour or more. For
evening you may choose much
"higher," more brilliant lip

shades. They go fascinatingly

under the electric lights.

Cheek rouge should be still

lighter than the lip rouge. For
instance if your lipstick is a me-
dium red shade, let's say. your
cheek rouge should be lighter but

more brilliant in tone, tending

Anita Page makes that cupid's
bow a little more alluring than
nature by the judicious application

of her pet lipstick.

ASK FOR BEAUTY!
And Anne Van Alstyne will

answer. Just put your beauty

problems up to her. Address

Anne Van Alstyne, Screenland,

45 West 45th Street, N. Y. C,
enclosing a self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply.

to com-
of the lipstick

more toward the orange reds

—

that is, lighter—than toward the

blue reds, which are purplish in

tone and therefore darker. The
reason for this is, of course, that

the cheek rouge is whitened down
with the coatings of face powder
that go over it. Personally I don't

like dry, powder rouge as well as

paste cream rouge. The latter is

harder to apply until you have
learned the trick (I'll tell you how
further on in this article ) but

once donned it stays on. Powder
rouge blows off, and you are

never sure how you are looking.

Eyeshadow is very sophisti-

cated and must be used with intel-

ligence. But buying it with intel-

ligence is more important. Match
it to the shadows under your eyes

—which are usually blue, but in

some girls soft shades of brown
—rather than to the color of your
eyes. Naturally if you have blue

shadows and blue eyes that's just

dandy. Buy blue eyeshadow.
The same follows for mascara
for lashes and brows. Be very

careful of black. It is usually too

harsh. Brown is best, and some
very sophisticated girls use a

touch of blue, which is delightful

on blue eyes.

Now that's not so hard, is it?

That's the first half of the lesson.

Here's how to put on the make-up
after you've bought it.

First you need a very good
mirror lighted by very strong lights and the courage not

to be afraid to face it. Examine your face just as criti-

cally and dispassionately as you can. Get acquainted with
your face. After all, you might just as well. It's the
only one you're

willing to make th

Frances Dee doesn't overlook those
last, finishing touches to her make-
up. Eyebrows are awfully important—and Frances knows it.

ever going to have and you should be
best of it.

Study it thoroughly for its con-
tours. Find out where it is good
and where it isn't. Look at your
self full face and profile, both
right and left. See yourself under
the lights you are going to be seen
under—sunlight, electric lights,

candle light. It makes all the

difference in how much make-up
you put on. And don't let any-
body tell you electric light is

harder than sunlight. That's just

their little joke. Sunlight is the

hardest thing in the world to

make up for.

When you have finally deter-

mined that your face is too thin

or too long or too broad or too

what, you must put on your
rouge to overcome these little

deficiencies. Rouge, correctly

placed, can do more for your ap-
pearance than a congress of plas-

tic surgeons.

If your face is too thin, place

the rouge about in the center of

your cheeks. Shade it outward
(Continued on page 124)
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Fannie Biice—you
met her in the mov-
ies—is the leading
comedienne of
"Crazy Quilt," a
new summer revue.
Ted Healy and Phil
Baker are the other
two stars. In this
picture, Ted at the
left, Phil at right.

Th

J?TAGE tn

"Review
Gilbert & Sullivan: Salute!

MILTON ABORN'S revivals of "The Mikado"
and "Pinafore" took the younger, middle-aged
and bald-headed generation by storm.

The old cocks remembered Fay Templeton,
who played Little Buttercup. The audience finally allowed

her to sing—what a reception the immortal Fay got

!

And Bill Danforth's Mikado! A work of art—the

greatest of all Mikados. Then he switched just as

suavely to Sir Joseph Porter in "Pinafore."
'Member Frank Moulan as the Sultan of Sulu, ve

elder birds? Well, here was that grand old fellow as

Ko-Ko and Dick Deadeye, playing as festively as of old

—as of yore and galore.

Ethel Clark and Ruth Altaian are comely members of

this group, too. This Gilbert & Sullivan music will out-

last Al Smith's smokestack at 34th and Fifth Avenue.

"Crazy Quilt"

Billy Rose and a gang of fair experts sewed this crazy
quilt together, in the center of which you will see the

great kosher hoyden, Fannie Brice ; the chubby-faced,
smile-it-out, concertina-lugging Phil Baker, and old kick-

you-in-the-slats, Ted Healy.
The three of them when on the staee knock out a con-

The new plays are as bright as

the sun over Broadway. Read

these amusing comments by

a famous critic

By

Benjamin De Casseres

tinuous shower of laughs and keep the Depression, the

Dumps and the Slumps clamped down tight in what Sig.

Freud calls the Unconscious.
Fannie appears, among other make-ups, as a man in

his glad rags, even the old stovepipe. She looks slick

and naughty. Then she has some good songs and busi-

ness, among which is a delectable bit, / Found a Million-

Dollar Baby in a Five-and-Ten-Ccnt Store, snored out by
Fannie in a way you won't forget, for some minutes,

anyhow.
Phil Baker had his stooge up in a box, of course. Phil

looks as if he liked to laugh. It's a crazy quilt all right,

and probably won't hit the hay till next fall.

"Brass Ankle"

"Brass Ankle," by DuBose Heyward. comes very near

being one of the few great American plays. It is cer-

tainly the greatest play produced during the last season.

It is intense, inexorable, fatalistic and moves to its tragic

end with the solemn rhythm of Greek tragedy.

In the Deep South. Ruth Learner, with only a drop

of negro blood in her veins married to a pure white,

gives birth to a pure white child and then to a throw-

back, a negro baby. To save the daughter from the

stigma she plants a musket where she can easily get it.

calls in the neighbors, and before them and her frantic
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husband announces that she is pure white and that the

child is by a negro farm-hand—all of which is a lie.

The husband shoots both wife and babe dead off stage,

as she had planned. Only the doctor knows the truth—
that Nature is the villain. Mrs. Learner was a "brass

ankle," a part-negro that can pass for a white anywhere.
Mr. Heyward's play is simple and logical in its con-

struction. Alice Brady did very well in a part that did

not always fit her. But she still remains our leading

emotional actress. Ben Smith as the tortured and torn

husband gave a superb performance. Lester Lonergan
as the doctor was fine.

This is a play of pathos, irony and pity. Had I the

giving, I'd have given it the Pulitzer Prize.

"Old Man Murphy"

Arthur Sinclair is the finest all-around actor that the

Mother of Cops, whose capital is Dublin, has ever sent

us. There is a vitality, an inherent comic-sentimental-

dramatic kernel to his work that comes out sometimes
subtly and sometimes blastingly in all he does.

He is, however, best in comedy, and in this play, "Old
Man Murphy," which Pat Kearney has built for him and
Maire O'Neill especially, Sinclair simply keeps the house
in an uproar, whether he opens his mouth or not, for his

dress, his walk, his face, his lightest gesture are instinct

with the grotesque, the original, the absurd.

The play is tissue. It is laid in a Mid-W estern city

where the Murfrecs (born Murphy from the Patch)
lord it over the town. Charles Murfrcc is running for

Mayor. In blows grandfather Murphy out of Ireland,

and the fun begins. W hat he does to the fake Murfrces,
the town, the Patch and the whiskey, is none of your
business if you haven't seen it. Maire O'Neill does
splendid funny work as a widow over in the Patch.

"Private Lives," the Noel Coward comedy which will
soon be seen in its screen version, has Madge Kennedy
and Otto Kruger as the leading actors in the play.
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"Brass Ankle," according to Mr. De Casseres, comes
very near being one of the few great American plays.
Alice Brady, one of our leading emotional actresses,
is in the principal role of this powerful but sordid

drama.

Want to blow up with belly-laughter? See "Old Man
Murphy." I'd like to see this expanded to picture-

dimensions with Sinclair and O'Neill in it, of course.

"Private Lives"

Gorgeous. Gay. Sparkling. Winey. Biting. Keen.
Scintillant. Rollicking. Wise; Catty. A laughquake.

That, ladies and gentlemen of the screen audience of

America, is my spontaneous description of "Private

Lives," an "intimate comedy," written by the Pooh-Bah
of the Seven Arts, Noel Coward.

It is a story of the psychical, physical and vocal ins-

and-outs of the thing called Love in two beings who
have been divorced, meet again, run away together, leav-

ing their wife and husband to fiddle-faddle after them.

Finally, after wrecking an apartment in Paris during a

love-battle, they make a getaway while the other couple

in pursuit have started a fist-fight of their own.
Otto Kruger and Madge Kennedy were top-notch as

the handlers of the brilliant dialogue and the swift verbal

punches. They are real men and women, not Shaw
epigram-dummies.

Marriage unmasked is a little masterpiece, with some
subtle side-swipes at Life.

A great picture for Brain Alley in Hollywood.

"Her Supporting Cast"

Eleanor Curtis had a grand old Louis the Dumpteenth
hideaway apartment somewhere in the Furtive Fifties, I

should say. Eleanor was about as shrewd a chiseller,

gold-digger and sugar-daddy frisker as you ever met.

And in the hands of Mildred McCoy she certainly toyed
with the strings of the brass-fiddle which I call my libido.

Well, Eleanor makes a comic sucker of three different

kinds of saps : an artist who is a romantic Rudy, a

champion heavyweight w-ho cracks her bones even when
he looks at her, and a wall-street coupon cormorant who
sneezes into the sawdust for the bills.

She strings 'em along, each one believing he's the Only
Guy, when—of course !—they all meet one another in a

little trap Eleanor has laid for (Continued on page 127)
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Sally and Hoot! The Gibsons gave
a real rodeo and invited all their
friends, the Hollywood stars, out

to their ranch.

See
hoots

rodeo show
with

Grace Kmgsley

A'
RODEO and supper at Hoot Gibson's ranch

!

Good old Spanish hospitality !" exclaimed Patsy,

the Party Hound. "And won't it be
fun

!"

We traveled out to Saugus, to Hoot's ranch, where
we found some thirty thousand people on the bleachers,

at the rodeo, but we managed to thread our way to Sally

Eilers' box. Sally was looking too cute for anything in

a white duck riding suit with a big, ten-gallon white
sombrero on her bronze curls. Hoot, of course, was in

the arena directing events. He was riding the handsome
cream-colored horse, Palamaris, and looked awfully hand-
some. Patsy was especially enamored of his carved leather

riding boots, black and white and beautifully made.
In the boxes all round, we discovered a lot of celebri-

ties, including Reginald Denny and his cute wife, Bub-
bles; Sue Carol and Nick Stuart; James Gleason and
Lucille Webster Gleason and their son, Russell, who
seems to be the latest aspirant for Marguerite Churchill's

favor, as he had brought her, and was very attentive

;

Lew Cody and Phyllis Crane, that cute Arline Judge and
a lot of others, all looking charming in sports clothes.

We heard a wild hurrah from the crowd and dis-

covered that the horse Tumbleweed, a wild broncho that

had never been ridden, although numerous aspirants

among the cowboys had tried, was being brought into

the ring.

Cecil Henley, a Washington cowboy, mounted Tum-
bleweed, and amidst deafening cheers, kept his seat,

though Tumbleweed tried his best to unseat him, bucking
and rearing and paw-
ing like mad.

Arline judge, re-

cently from New York, decided that she had fallen in

love with. Cecil, although she said she had a hard time
imagining a cowboy named Cecil

!

And Russell Gleason owned that he had a yen for
Mabel DeFreest, the pretty cowgirl, who really was very
chic. But he said he didn't know how to write a mashr
note to a cowgirl

!

While we were chatting, in came a new line of cow-
girls, all picturesque in their short skirts or riding

breeches, with their bright kerchiefs around their necks,

their slender bodies swaying to the motion of the horses.

But next moment there was a cry, then a horrified

silence. One of the bravest and prettiest of the cowgirls,

Juanita Ortega, who had been urging her horse forward
into the procession, was hurt. Her horse had in a flash

risen on his hind legs, fallen backward and crushed the

girl beneath him

!

The ambulance rushed in, and there was a report that

the rider's back had been broken, and she was hurried to

the hospital. That put a sad quietus on events for a
while; but nevertheless the show went on, as shows will,

and we were fascinated in seeing Everett Bowman es-

tablishing a record at steer decorating. In just five and
a half seconds cowboy Bowman had managed to get a

rubber band arOund a steer's jaws

!

Somebody exclaimed: "Oh, there's Bill Hart!"
And sure enough, there sat Bill in a box. Some one

near him sent the word around that he was to be intro-

duced. Hoot introduced him, and Bill rose and took a

bow from a cheering crowd,

that Hart had made
as one of his best

(Cont. on page 115)

Some of us remembered

Marguerite Churchill went to Hoot Gib-
son's rodeo and was greeted by some of
the cowboys who have worked with her
in pictures. She's a good scout—and she
really can ride. No doubles need apply.'

Russell Gleason, son of Jimmy and Lucille
Gleason, escorted Marguerite. Russell is

very attentive to Miss Churchill, but so far

they haven't been reported engaged—they
are both too young!



The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
Phillips Holmes and Sylvia Sidney m "Confessions of a Co-ed"

Photographed by Elwood Bredell. Paramount

m



HE'S had a raise! Or, since we're speaking of

Mr. Arliss, we'd better be correct and say

"rise." Warners have handed George a new con-

tract at much more money because he is one of the

most popular stars in the business. With you

—

with us—with everybody!

Fryer

George

Arliss



THE most romantic portrait ever published of

two of the most romantic persons in pictures.

Usually when John Barrymore can be induced to

pose for the photographer he looks pretty bored.

But here he actually seems to enjoy it. And

—

looking at Dolores—we add, why not?

Dolo res and John

Barrymore



Dolores

Del Rio

Bacbracb

DOLORES is happy now. She is playing the

colorful character of Luana in "Bird of Para

dise." Later on, she may be cast opposite Gar\

Cooper in "Broken Wings," for Paramount. And
how will that other lovely Mexican, Lupe Velez.

like that, we wonder? Wait and see'



Bacbracb —

—

AT LAST she will be seen in a role worthy of her

k. tempestuous talents. Evelyn's own husband,

producer Harry Edwards, will present her as "Pagan
Lady"—the part that Lenore Ulric played so effec-

tively to capacity audiences on Broadway last season.

Evelyn

Brent



Ricbee

I LUFF Garee!" Those are Lupe's sentiments,

and they are echoed by young ladies throughout

the land. So that Gary, when he sails into individual

stardom on "Broken Wings," may be sure of a sell-

out. Now cheer up, Gary, and give us a grin!

Gary Cooper



Bull

WHY won t Greta and Jack Gilbert play to- f+ f°* rsrV\r\
gether again ? Well—you see—er—that is— T6 1 a LldlDO

go ahead and ask her yourself! Maybe this is the

way she looked when the suggestion was made to

her that the Garbo-Gilbert screen team be revived!





Ann

Harding

Dorothy

Mackaill

ISN'T this a pieasant pu

ture of the RKO-Patht

pride and joy? After an

airplane vacation with her

husband, Harry Bannister.

Ann is back at work in

the studio in a picture ten

tatively titled "Devotion
"

DOT goes to Honolulu

on a vacation and

gets herself reported en-

gaged not once, but three

times! Then, back home
in Hollywood, she smiles

and advises us not to be-

lieve all we read in the

papers. What a girl'



AGREAT star on the stage, Leslie Howard is just

. another leading man on the screen. But we
think that's because he has not yet been given a role

tailored to his talents. Please, Mister Metro, won't

you give him a chance to make good in a big way?

Leslie Howard



Greta Nissen WHAT an excuse for "Disorderly Conduct!"

Greta Nissen supplies the feminine excitement

in the new Victor McLaglen-Edmund Lowe feature,

and succeeds in convincing her public that she was
away from the screen too long.





Pat

O'Brien
OWARD HUGHES
had to buy Par

O'Brien's stage contract

from a Broadway pro-

ducer to get him to play

the reporter in "The

Front Page." Pat was

worth it, as lie proved in

that hit; and he is repeat-

ing in "Personal Maid.'

with Nancy Carroll

Bebe

Daniels

BEBE is wearing her

favorite summer frock

—its name is "Caballero,"

and it is made of red and

white dotted crepe with

collar and cuffs of starched

white linen. There's no

star on the screen who can

wear clothes with more

dash than this pretty

Daniels girl.

Bait





Jona

ONE screen smile chat is never self-conscious,

whether you encounter it in a western or in

heavy drama: Richard Aden's. You'll like Dick

in "The Lawyer's Secret"—and watch for him in

"The Marines Have Landed," with Charles Rogers

and William Boyd.

Richard

Arlen



actresses. You'll enjoy Margaret Reid's frank

story about Sylvia on the opposite page.
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"Who is Sylvia—what is

she, that all our swains
commend her?'' Or
words like that? Mar-
garet Reid tells you in this

story. Here's Sylvia peek-
ing at you over her garden

wall.

WHO
Is Sylvia?

By
Margaret Reid

You'll find out all about

this Sidney girl right here.

And if you saw her in "City

Streets" you'll want to know

IT
WAS last January that Clara Bow and Daisy

deVoe (sec.) took a dislike to each other. In Holly-

wood, two ladies aren't permitted to argue in peace

and comfort—so the local dailies were giving the

two little girls great big headlines. And it was bruited

about that the new notoriety was to be the professional

end of Clara. Of course, that is always bruited when-
ever la Bow makes the newspapers—but this time, the

hulking bruiters insisted, the final gong had sounded.

At that moment, Sylvia Sidney arrived at Paramount's
western studio and was immediately put into the picture

slated for Clara. She would be groomed, it was said,

to take Clara's place. It stopped being said on the eve-

ning when "City Streets" was shown to the press at the

studio.

In this picture, (directed by Rouben Mamoulian and
one of the finest ever made anywhere, if you will pardon
this interpolation by one who really ought to be a re-

viewer herself!), Miss Sidney pulls no Bow. In no
way is she an imitation of anyone and she is, besides,

an extremely competent performer, a refreshing and
arresting personality.

Those two factors will survive, regardless. But al-

ready her appearance is being tampered with, after the

manner of Hollywood where one lady must look as much
as possible like all the other ladies. The little Sidney
is blessed with a quite remarkable face, Slavic contour
making sculptural planes for the camera's especial de-
light. But no. To be different around these here parts

just isn't cricket.
" 'They' tell me," she explains, "that I looked ghastly

in 'City Streets.' So they're making me curl my hair,

reduce my mouth to as near a cupid-bow as it will come,
and make long, waving eyelashes with lots of mascara.
And who am 1 to talk back ? I zvould go in the movies !"

A Marx Brother, who hovered intermittently during
lunch, pronounced her O. K. the way she was, with con-

siderable enthusiasm. (It has
become impossible, of late, to keep
the several last of the mad Marxes out
of any story gathered on the Paramount
lot. If only by force of numbers, they pervade
the atmosphere—and a very nice atmosphere it is,

too, since these admirable lunatics moved west.)
Other people had approved Sylvia an natural—among

them, the very ones who signed her up in the first place,

and now their idea would be to obscure the qualities that
originally commanded attention. But that's life, all over.
And anyway, it really isn't as bad as all that—a Sidney
will look like a Sidney in spite of them.
Roumania and Russia collaborated on this provocative

little face. Her mother is of Russian descent and her
father is a Roumanian—Dr. Sigmund Sidney, a well-
known New York dentist. The Sidneys had always been
apart from the theatre, until—out of the nowhere—came
Sylvia, who was going on the stage or know the reason
why. She never needed to know the reason why, because
she went on the stage. When Sylvia gets an idea, she
gets it good and proper.

"I was about five, when I first got the yen. I didn't
do anything about it. One doesn't, at that age. It was
just a general yen, enough to make me difficult to have
around the home."

That was fifteen years ago and she continued to do
nothing about it for seven years. At the end of that
time, however, some immediate action was deemed neces-
sary by parents grown just a little weary of the one
sustained theme. So Sylvia was permitted to study with
a private tutor of the drama and, a few months later,

was appearing in recital at the Little Theatre.
When she was fifteen, she entered the exclusive Thea-

tre Guild School. After a year's intensive work, she
played the lead in "Prunella," the graduation plav pro-
duced under the distinguished {Continued on page 100)
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INDISCREET

United Artists

Where's that lovely lady of "The Trespasser"? She's in

farce comedy, that's where she is, and her devotees are
going to be disappointed, even though "Indiscreet" is often
entertaining. Laughs here and there—handsome sets

—

clever cast including Ben Lyon—but Gloria is wasted, ex-
cept for a few good scenes.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET

Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer

And so they took the good old south-sea story and made
it talk. All right—if you crave tropical romance. Con-
chita Montenegro she love Leslie Howard—and he love
her; but—ah, that but! You'll like Conchita as a Polyne-
sian charmer. She's colorful and clever. Mr. Howard
isn't quite at home. But he is very likable.

THE GOOD BAD GIRL

Columbia

Or, the love life of a gangster's moll. Mae Clark decides
to go straight. She marries a nice young man, and then
her past sneaks up and snaps at her. Yes, it's all pretty
lurid, but Mae's performance is interesting. You believe
in this girl. She's a good actress. James Hall is the nice

young man. A splendid supporting cast.

SCREENL AND

Comment

SHIPMATES

Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer

Robert Montgomery sets sail in his first starring vehicle

as a sailor but the story nearly sinks him. Bob meets Dor-
othy Jordan, the admiral's daughter, and falls for her hook,
line, and sinker—but has to win an appointment to Annap-
olis before he can win Dot. Good work by Bob and the
rest of the cast and thrills by the Pacific fleet!

YOUNG SINNERS

Fox

Thomas Meighan comes back—and it's a good thing for

this picture! Tommy saves it. Dorothy Jordan and Hardie
Albright are sadly miscast as a couple of wild young things.

It's Meighan's job to make a man of the wastrel boy and
marry him to the minx. The nice young leads just can't

be convincingly bad!

ALWAYS GOODBYE
Fox

Elissa Landi's great hit is still ahead of her. Still, this

story gives her her best role so far, as the stranded lady

whose career is—men. John Garrick, Paul Cavanaugh,
and Lewis Stone—if you know your movies you will be
surprised to learn that Mr. Stone is the lucky man. Landi
is lovely—a potent person. Mr. Stone is splendid, too.
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BORN TO LOVE
RKO-Pathe

You Constance Bennett fans will gobble this one. It

gives the star a highly emotional role, some big scenes, and
love passages with her own real-life beau, big, good-looking
Joel McCrea. The critical may complain of the story, con-
cerning erring war nurse, very cute baby, and complica-
tions; but Connie will please.

KICK IN

Paramount

Clara Bow can act! She proves it in this exciting melo-
drama. Even though her role is held down, Clara is al-

ways sincere, and, whenever she has a chance, really mov-
ing as the wife of a crook who tries to keep him straight.

It's Regis Toomey's show, though, for his is the best role.

A good crook show.

HELL BOUND
Tiffany

A mild gangster film with Leo Carrillo as the gangster
chief who murders men but loves flowers and Lola Lane,
who, in turn, loves Lloyd Hughes. Involved?—so's the

picture, but Leo gets what happens to all bad racketeers

—

thereby paving the way for true romance. Lacks punch

—

it's about as stimulating as a glass of warm water.

85

nt Films

UP POPS THE DEVIL

Paramount

A nice, light-weight summer offering which you'll enjoy
thoroughly. Carole Lombard decides to be the bread-
winner so that hubby, Norman Foster, can concentrate on
his writing. You won't take it all too seriously because
Skeets Gallagher keeps things popping with his wise-cracks.
Good work by a grand cast. See it.

TARNISHED LADY
Paramount

Too bad, Tallulah. No, not you—your picture. Creaky
story, uninspired direction, silly dialogue. But the star's

moody beauty and decidedly different appeal may fascinate

you. Clive Brook is good, and Osgood Perkins is interest-

ingly real. But please do better by your Alabama bet next
time, Mr. Paramount.

IT'S A WISE CHILD
Metro-Gold ivyn-Mayer

Naughty, naughty! Don't take the kids. It's a risque
trifle involving a misunderstanding about an impending
baby, with Marion Davies as the innocent victim. Of
course it's funny, with Marion sparkling as a well-meaning
fixer, and Sidney Blackmer, Polly Moran, and Marie Pre-
vost lending excellent support.
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On the spring board we
have a lovely boarder,
Dorothy Jordan. Before
you go gracefully into
your swan dive tell us,
Dorothy, is Ramon No-
varro waiting with arms

extended?

e^CREEN
<!A(ews

Rumors, whispers,

gossip, news!

Reinhardt's invitation and will

also play in Vienna and Berlin
under his direction. However,
don't place any bets on this tip!

The most interesting news right
now is the anticipated "blessed
event'* in the Bebe Daniels-Ben
Lyon menage. Bebe's baby is

expected to make its debut in

September.

Soft music, professor, to the
tune of Lohengrin's Wedding
March—Carole Lombard and
W illiam Powell have announced
their engagement and will ankle
to the altar some time soon. In
fact, they may be married by the
time you read this. Here's hap-
piness !

Marlene Dietrich has started
something—you should see the
fancy hosiery she has brought
back from Europe, with the
clocks going around instead of
up and down—very effective, but
only on the right kind of leg.

Xow we are all excited about
John Gilbert's fond attentions to

Joan Bennett. They are seen
together on all social occasions
these davs.

Terrence Ray, Fox actor, has been given the mitten

by Fifi Dorsay, within a few weeks after the announce-
ment of the engagement.

"He's too young, and besides, he didn't pay me enough
attention," confides Fifi. "Why he went a whole week
without calling me up

!"

W I
S GARBO sroing staee ?

Rumors have been floating

around for the past few months
that she is. The latest sup-

posedly authentic report is that Greta
has been invited by Max Reinhardt to play a star role

at the opening of his new private open air theatre in

Leopoldskron, his castle home near Salzburg, this sum-
mer. The story goes that Greta has accepted Herr

The fans are delighted that Marlene Dietrich brings a

few curves into fashion. None of your emaciated effects

for Marlene and how she does love a good meal ! Just
at present Joan Crawford is so thin that all her friends

are advising a let-up on Joan's stern diet.

So if you haven't the strength of mind to imitate Joan,
have a good time and copy Dietrich.

Charlie Chaplin has selected Rita Poulton, a practically
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unknown English actress, for his next picture. Miss
Poulton was a night club performer and at one time

organized her own band—she plays a mean violin. You
probably won't be seeing her for a few years because

it usually takes Chariot that long to make a picture.

To bob or not to bob ? In spite of the vogue among
college girls to grow long hair, most of the famous
beauties still favor the short crop, or, at worst, the

long bob. The long-bobbed include Norma Shearer,

Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford, Constance Bennett, Helen
Twelvetrees, Lilyan Tashman. Those who never did

cut off their hair include Ann Harding, Dolores

Costello, Barbara Stanwyck, Eleanor Boardman—and
among those who have
definitely decided to grow
their hair long again are

Lois Wilson, Loretta
Young and Betty Comp-
son.

In the main, however,
the bob holds its own in

Hollywood—so much easi-

er to find becoming hats,

say its followers.

Mary Pickford, for in-

stance, Ina Claire, Norma
Talmadge. Dorothy Mack-
aill and Leila Hyams all

insist nothing could induce

them to forego their bobs

at present.

Helen Hayes comes to

Hollywood to make a

talkie of "Lullaby." Helen,

it will be remembered, had
to leave the cast of "Co-
quette" in Los Angeles
because of an impending
visit from the stork, so

the play closed and the

manager refused to pay
the actors, claiming Helen's

condition was an Act-of-

"Meet my new leading
lady, Irene Purcell," says
Bill Haines. It's our
pleasure.' We'll be seeing
her in "Just a Gigolo."

Pola Negri, for whom or-
chids in exotic beauty
blossom their heads off,

is again in Hollywood
where RKO-Pathe will
take pictures of her.
Welcome, Pola. Here's
wishing you a nice
snappy come - back.

God. However, the court

didn't agree with him
and he had to pay them
for the two weeks' notice

they didn't get just the

same. The Act-of-God
baby is a darling. Helen
and her husband, Charles
McArthur, are running a

charming domestic me-
nage for her benefit in

Hollywood.

Maurice Chevalier
brings a new Erench
game to Hollywood,
called "Boule," a varia-

tion of bowling. He has

all the equipment out at

his California home and
promises to have all the

men bouleing all summer.

house to take his mind off

fellow has done his best to

and Mrs. Hamilton have
baby girl. It is not often

promptly

!

A few weeks ago we
reprimanded Neil Ham-
ilton for having been
married nine years with-

out producing a little

Neil—we told him he

needed a child in the

himself. The nice obedient

remedy the situation and he

adopted a seven-weeks-old

that our advice is taken so

M-G-M is bringing Sir Harry Lauder to the screen

—

he of the Scotch kilts and the Scotch brogue who has
been singing Scotch songs for a couple of generations.

When he came out in the dim past for Selig he was
very upitty—asked indignantly who the female person

was who was to be photographed with him. She was
merely the leading lady. Talk about temperament

!

But perchance age has slightly reduced his ego since

then.

Bill Boyd and his wife, the former Dorothy Sebastian,
off on Bill's new yacht for a vacation between pictures.

Room for us aboard, Bill?

Eighty thousand dollars' worth of antique furniture

had to be protected day and night by an army of guards
on the "Alexander Hamilton" lot. Phew

!
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Doris Kenyon made "The Other Man" with Bill

Powell before she sailed for Europe for the Mozart
festival at Salzburg.

Mozart, by the way, died in dire poverty—and 140
years later he gets a world celebration ! Aren't we
ironical ?

A tough, rough, roaring bosun in one picture, and a
valet in the next—that's what has happened to Ernest
Torrence

!

Charlie Chaplin, badgered by criticisms in the British

press for declining to make a personal appearance at a
national charity performance under the patronage of
King George, turned on his tormentors. They had de-
clared he had insulted the King and reminded him that

he owed much to his country.

So Charlie retorted that he never made that sort of an
appearance anyway, but had sent $1000 instead. He
received no command from the King, but only from a
theatre manager. He didn't owe anything to England,
since it hadn't been interested in him 17 years ago and
he had to go to America to get his chance. That, any-
way, $1000 was about all he earned in the

last two years he was in England.
And perhaps Charlie's strength lay in the

fact that he could also add, "I really don't

care if I never make another picture."

Charlie, you see, could well afford never to

make another picture. He has amassed a huge fortune.

Jackie "Skippy" Cooper, the boy wonder, contracted
for four years to Hal Roach at $50.00 a week when he
isn't working and $75.00 a week when working, has a
two year contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer whereby
he may receive $125,000 gross for both years!
Warner Brothers and Howard Hughes angled for

Jackie but Hal Roach favored M-G-M due to past dis-
tribution connections.

Richard Dix and Radio Pictures got together on a new
five year contract. Rich will receive $50,000 a picture
plus a percentage. That "ole davil" wolf won't be prowl-
ing around Richard's door.

Song and dance films may be out but that doesn't
effect Marilyn Miller. As a tribute to her acting ability

Warner Brothers will give her dramatic roles. "Ladv
From New Orleans" will be Marilyn's first dramatic

Marie Dressier has been promoted by M-G-M—she
will only make specials for them. One reason is to avoid

overworking Marie and
another good reason is

that she is the queen of

comedy and rates worth-
while stories.

Dorothy Mackaill is

back in Honolulu again.

Last time Dot went to

Honolulu she got herself

engaged three times

!

Dorothy was only in

Hollywood ten days—she
expected to start work
on her new picture but
found the production was
off—so off she went to

Honolulu.

Remember Sessue Haya-
kaxva from silent film
days? You' 11 see Sessue
in "Daughter of the
Dragon" with Anna May
Wong playing opposite.

A big-time comedy team—but only socially.
Marie Dressier and Harpo Marx at Marion
Davies' party forNorma and Irving Thalberg.

Ann Harding and Harry Bannister after a game of tennis. The
Bannister home, built on a hill, overlooks Hollywood . What a

swimming pool.'
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Is Ina Claire about to become the fifth (or is it the

sixth?) Mrs. Robert Ames?
That gentleman is forever at the beauteous Ina's side,

having, apparently, completely forgotten Jean Acker
Valentino, to whom he was recently devoted.

At ail events, all Hollywood notes that moon-calf
look that comes to Robert before a new matrimonial
venture. Some of his former spouses were Frances
Goodrich, Vivienne Segal, Muriel Oakes—oh, yes, and
wasn't there a Helen Lambert?

In the meantime Ina is looking entirely lovely in large

droopy brimmed hats, and rapidly gaining a reputation

as the film colonv's brightest feminine wit.

will Hollywood do without its king and queen?

Told you so ! Warners have taken up Polly Walter's
option—she's that pretty petite bit of blonde impudence
who was sent out from New York only to find no one
knew anything about it out in Hollywood, where she was
treated with chilly disbelief. It was when Polly decided
to go home, and weep all the way, that the documents
safely arrived just in time to restore Polly's amour
propre. Two good pictures—and behold, the new con-
tract.

Doug gives his wife a

good testimonial.

"I have had a very hap-

py married life, thanks

to Mary," he told a Lon-
don interviewer. "She
knows the meaning of

matrimony and how to

run it. Her feet are on
the ground, while I am
often floating through
space."

Incidentally, Doug and
Mary may remain in

England for an indefinite

period. It is said that

Mary may do a stage

play in London. What

Peggy Ross, California
society girl, was given
an informal screen test
with a home camera by
director Frank Borzage—
now she's a Fox player.

Remember Sessue Hayakawa, brilliant Japanese actor

of silent days, who, with his dainty little wife, won so

many friends in Hollywood? Well, he's being recalled

from Japan to try to fill Lon Chaney's shoes to some ex-

tent, and will have arrived before this is printed. He
and Anna May Wong, who won such high plaudits in

Europe, will be co-slarred by Paramount. Anna has come
home like a Chinese Cinderella, to her dad's Los Angeles
laundry, a radiant, cultivated princess, speaking five lan-

guages perfectly, weighed down with European eulogy.

We are positively assured that Marlene Dietrich car-

mines her toe-nails, to go with the fancy Parisian ho-

siery she has brought home with her.

Sylvia Sidney has certainly made a deep impression

on Carl Laemmle, Junior—escorting her everywhere
lately. And she doesn't work on the Universal lot, either.

Jack White, Educational film producer, pleaded dire

poverty when Pauline Starke took her plea to court for

$750 a month alimony, in the pending divorce suit. The
judge only believed it 50% and ruled that she

receive $400.

Jn the meantime, White mournfully told

how he had been offered $100,000 a year by
Universal but had to turn it down for rea-

sons of ill-health.

George Arliss, in the costume for "Alexander Hamilton," is Leo Carrillo greets his wife after a two-year
indulging in an old English custom—a cup of tea at four o'clock separation due to Leo's stage and screen

in the afternoon. work which carried him all over the world.
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Thelma Todd,
the contagious
blonde beauty,
was once a school
teacher — she al-
ways was good at

figures.

Meet Patricia
Hamilton. She's
the adopted
daughter of Neil
and his wife,
Elsa, going on
eight months —
Pat, not Elsa!

Because some fans write critical letters to Norma
Shearer, confusing her character with the sophisticated

roles she plays, Irving Thalberg is going to see Norma
gets more sympathy-arousing stories. So the next is

to be "Smilin' Through,'' in which the other Norma
(Talmadge) made herself famous, in silents. So
Shearer must reverse the order and become innocent-

girlish as she grows older and forsake her naughty
woman-of-the-world ways.

Evidently marriage, combined with individual inde-

pendence, doesn't always work in business arrangements.
Quite a flurry among the United Artists, who, a few
years ago, took each other for better or worse, under
the unimpaired individuality plan.

Mary Pickford left Hollywood without arriving at

any agreement on a story.

Gloria Swanson packed up
for New York when Sam
Goldwyn disagreed with her

about "Rockabye." And Ur-
sula Parrott, writing "Love
Goes Past" for Gloria, finds

that lady fractious, and con-

tinuously making changes in

the story.

And now Norma Tal-

madge, of all people, is de-

clared to be renouncing
United Artists forever—af-

ter nine years—and don't for-

get that Joseph Schenck, boss

executive of United Artists,

is her spouse ! Norma was
to have made two more pic-

tures under an existing con-

tract, but she has now been
officially "released."

Norma says she is not re-

tiring from the screen ; on
the contrary she may make a

picture abroad, since she is

snowed under with European
offers.

Joseph Schenck, aforesaid

spouse, says he is glad to

have Norma do anything her
little heart desires.

"Of course I shall marry again," says Pola Negri.
"And it will be an American next time. He's waited
for me five years, while I've been making silly mis-
takes."

Pola is looking very handsome these days, with a
clear ivory skin, guiltless of rouge, and eyes more flash-

ing than ever. She says she made a great success on
the stage in England, and
hopes to do one of John Col-

ton's plays on the stage here,

besides the picture work.
She assures us she has devel-

oped a good singing voice

and, like Bebe Daniels, wants
to do a screen version of

"Carmen" with a few songs.

Bebe has been trying to sell

some producer this idea for

a year or more. Which will

win first?

Pola's RKO test was per-

fect so Pola has a three year

contract and is all set for a
grand come-back. She is

happy again—she has her ca-

reer and she's in love

!

Mae Marsh left the screen for motherhood—
exhibits A and B, Marguerite and Bobby—but
she returned to make "Over the Hill."

So Mary McCormick is

probably welcome to Pola's

ex-Prince Serge Mdvani.
who gave his age as 27 as

against Mary's 34, when they

were married in Phoenix, Ari-

zona. These foreign prince-

lings have a marked taste for

older women. Serge was 24
and Pola 32 when that mar-
riage took place. His brother

David is less than 30 now
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HasMa urice Che-
valier been on our
Star Shadow con-
test spree? Don't
give up the chase,

Maurice!

Portrait of the
future Mrs. Wil-
liam Powell —
Carole Lombard—in a dramatic
scene from "I
Take This Wo-

man."

and his wife is Mae Murray, who is a soupcon older

than that

!

A fellow has been seen following Josef Yon Stern-
berg around and studying him earnestly. We now dis-

cover he is a sculptor, about to make a bust of Yon,
and merely trying to grab sittings as best he may.

Young Doug Fairbanks, Jr. is still sporting that gor-

geous blue Cadillac around Hollywood which his father

gave him for his first starring picture, "Chances." N.B.
Joan likes that Cadillac, too.

Joan Blondell's proving herself a little picture stealer,

the rascal. So now she's being borrowed so fast by
other studios for comedy roles that she has to stop to

think where she really belongs.

Other Man." Four pictures in three months, with no
rest between except four days snatched at Palm Springs
after "Svengali." And she's eager for more. Says she

wants to "do things."

Would you believe it of

Frank Fay, of all people ! He
and a friend were driving to

the studio in a hurry the

other day. A cop pulled up
alongside and found fault

with Fay's speed to the ex-

tent of a ticket. But he was
out of tickets, and told Fay
to wait there until he could

get one from the station up
the street. And Fav waited !

Louis Calhern doesn't lose

much time. He arrived in

Hollywood from Xew York
late one night, and early the

next morning was at work
in "The Other Man." There's
a prompt lad.

Is temperament in Holly-
wood on the wane? Look at

Marian Marsh, the young
thing John Barrymore picked
to play opposite him in

"Svengali," and then in "The
Mad Genius." The minute
she finished the latter, she

jumped into "Five Star Fi-

nal," and then into "The

Mary Astor hasn't been going about with anyone
since the tragic death last

year of her flyer husband,
Kenneth Hawks. She's try-

ing to forget herself in work,
she says. She doesn't mix
much in screen society, and
drops completely from sight

at the end of every picture.

Her contract, you see, calls

for a two weeks' vacation be-

tween pictures, and woe be-

tide anyone who tries to bust

up that two weeks. She's

fond of riding horseback
alone, and spends much time
on the back of the horse she's

just bought herself, although
during the hot weather she
usually hides out at Malibu
Beach. Mary's one person
everyone speaks of as "a
grand girl."

Joan Marsh tests a sun-mask which allows the
wearer to retain white skin on the face and tan

the rest of the body.

Lowell Sherman has a pet

superstition that it's bad luck

to start a picture without car-

rying over at least one player

from a preceding production.

Going to be a bit rough on
some actor he's carried over
now if Lowell runs into bad
luck!" (Cont'd on page 127)
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Prince Matchebelli Toilet Waters come
in delightful crown bottles with frosted
stoppers. Read about the chic new

fragrances they offer.

The

Truth
about

Cosmetics
By

Mary Lee

WHAT a dandy little month this has been for

your girl friend that writes this page to you.

For while it may seem early summer to you, it

is autumn in the hearts of the cosmetic manu-
facturers and every one of them are now spending out

their days turning out the most delectable things for you
to buy the moment you return from your summer vaca-

tions. The result is that my office—high up in a New
York skyscraper—smells as sweetly as an old fashioned

garden and looks, what with gay packages in gay wrap-
pings, just like Christmas and combines the best features

of both.

I can't begin to tell you about all of it this month. But
if you'll let me I'll start with one of the nicest practical

items I've yet discovered and lead up gradually to the

luxuries.

I'm sure you all know Odorono. It is the oldest of

the deodorants on the market and still one of the finest.

And it is one of those grand little products that gets

wiser with age. At least its

manufacturer keeps it up to

new tricks constantly and
everlasting improvements.

Its newest stunt is to appear

in a new bottle and with a

new applicator, blessed with

a new speed in drying and
effectiveness but endowed
with the same old price

—

that is, thirty-five cents for

the small bottle and sixty

cents for the larger size.

If you were one of the

people like myself who nev-

er did like that pink shade
of the old Odorono, vou'll

be glad to know that this

Instant Odorono is crystal

clear and utterly colorless.

The new applicator is

very handy. It does away
with using little cotton wads
or pouring it out in either hand or any of that nuisance.

The applicator is a special sponge attached to the end of

the bottom stopper. You just dab this sponge under
either arm and there you are, free from any danger of

perspiration for one or two days. The old Odorono,
which you have to put on several hours before dressing,

is recommended for longer protection—that is, three

days to a week—but personally I prefer this new version.

And of course I don't have to tell you that this saves

.your sheer summer frocks from stains and that it is

really becoming one of the rites of good grooming. Also
you probably know that it has been medically proven
that the under-arm use of deodorants is not harmful.

So it's utterly safe to use it and it relieves you from any
worry or embarrassment on hot summer days.

Did you ever see anything more ducky than those

three little crown bottles

at the top of this page ?

Those are the new toilet

waters created by that

royal perfumist. Prince

Matchebelli. and perfectly

elegant they are too. You
can get them in fragrances

to match his perfumes
which you already know

—

Empress of India, a san-

dalwood affair : Duchess
of York, that lovely lilac

scent and all the others

:

or if you want to be very,

very new and chic you
may choose Damas, a per-

fume that achieves the im-

possible being both exotic

(Continued on page 106)

The Elizabeth
Arden Treas-
urette is a
blessing to the
girl who trav-

els. Filled
with a selec-

tion of Arden
specialties, it

retails at $16.
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Casts of Current Films

"A FREE SOUL." Melro-Goldwyn-Moyer. From
the novel by Adela Rogers St. John. Adapted by
John Meehan. Directed by Clarence Brown. The
cast: Jan Ashe, Norma Shearer; Stephen Ashe, Lionel
Barrymore; Ace Wilfong, Clark Gable; Dwight Sutro,
Leslie Howard; Eddie, James Gleason.*

"ALWAYS GOODBYE." Fox. From the story by
Kate McLaurin. Directed by William Cameron
Menzies and Kenneth MacKenna. The cast: Lila,

Elissa Landi; Graham, Lewis Stone; Reginald, Paul
Cavanaugh; Cyril, John Garrick; Landlady, Beryl
Mercer; Sir George Boomer, Frederick Kerr; Merson,
Herbert Bunston; Blake, Lumsden Hare.*

"BACHELOR APARTMENT." Radio. From an
original story by John Howard Lawson. Adapted by
J. Walter Ruben. Directed by Lowell Sherman. The
cast: Wayne Carter, Lowell Sherman; Helene An-
drews, Irene Dunne; Agatha Carraway, Mae Murray;
Lee Carlton, Norman Kerry; Lila Andrews, Claudia
Dell; Henri De Naneau, Ivan Lebedeff; Janet, Noel
Francis; Henry Carraway, Purnell Pratt; Rollins,

Charles Coleman; Miss Clark, Kitty Kelly; Charlotte,

Bess Flowers; Mrs. Holloran, Florence Roberts.

"BORN TO LOVE." RKO-Pathe. From the story
by Ernest Pascal. Directed by Paul L. Stein. The
cast: Doris Kendall, Constance Bennett; Barry Craig,

Joel McCrea; Sir Wilfred Drake, Paul Cavanaugh;
Lord Ponsonby, Frederick Kerr; Leslie Darrow,
Anthony Bushell; Lady Agatha, Louise Closser Hale;
Major General, Claude King; Duchess, Mary Forbes;
Evelyn Kent, Elizabeth Forrester; Tom Kent, Ed-
mond Breton; Foppish Gentleman, Reginald Sharland;
Tibbelts, Daisy Belmore; Butler, Fred Esmelton;
Head Nurse, Martha Mattox.*

"CAPTAIN THUNDER." Warner Brothers. From
an original story by Hal Davitt and Pierre Couderc.
Directed by Alan Crosland. The cast: El Caption
Thunder, Victor Varconi; Ynez Dominguez, Fay
Wray; El Commandante Ruiz, Charles Judels; Juan
Sebastien, Don Alvarado; Pete Morgan, Robert
Elliott; Bonila Salazar, Natalie Moorhead; Pablo,
Bert Roach; Hank Riley, Frank Campeau; Don
Miguel Salazar, Robert Emmett Keane; Pedro Dom-
inguez, John Sainpolis.

"CITY STREETS." Paramount. From the story by
Dashiel Hammett. Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.
The cast : The Kid, Gary Cooper; Nan, Sylvia Sidney;
Big Fellow Maskal, Paul Lukas; McCoy, William
Boyd; Pop Cooley, Guy Kibbee; Blackie, Stanleu
Fields; Agnes, Wynne Gibson; Pansy, Betty Sunclair.

"DAYBREAK." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. From the
novel by Arthur Schnitzler. Adapted by Ruth Cum-
mings. Directed by Jacques Feyder. The cast: Willi,

Ramon Novarro; Laura, Helen Chandler; Herr
Schnabel, Jean Hersholt; General Von Hartz, C. Au-
brey Smith; Otto, William Bakewell; Emily Kessner,
Karen Morely; Von Lear, Kent Douglass; Franz,
Glenn Tryon; Josef, Clyde Cook; Emit, Sumner
Getchell; Frau Hoffman, Clara Blandick; Herr Hoff-
man, Edwin Maxwell; August, Jackie Searl.*

"DIRIGIBLE." Columbia. From the story by
Lieutenant Commander F. B. Wead, U. S. N. Adapted
by Jo Swerling. Directed by Frank Capra. The cast

:

Brandon, Jack Holt; Frisky Pierce, Ralph Graves;
Helen, Fay Wray; Rondelle, Hobart Bosworth; Sock
McGuire, Roscoe Karns; Hansen, Harold Goodwin;
Clarence, Clarence Muse; Admiral Martin, Emmet
Corrigan; Commander U. S. S. Lexington, Al Roscoe;
Lieutenant Rowland, Selmer Jackson.

"DOCTORS' WIVES." Fox. From the novel by
Henry and Sylvia Lieferant. Screen play and dialogue
by Maurine Watkins. Directed by Frank Borzage.
The cast: Dr. Jude Penning, Warner Baxter; Nina
Wyndram, Joan Bennett; Dr. Kane Ruyter, Victor
Varconi; Vivian Crosby, Helene Millard; Dr. Calucci,
Paul Porcasi; Julia Wyndram, Nancy Gardner; Dr.
Mark Wyndram, John St. Polis; Aunt Amelia, Cecelia
Loftus; Dr. Roberts, George Chandler; Lou Roberts,
Violet Dunn; Charlotte, Ruth Warren; Mrs. Kent,
Louise Mackintosh; Rudie, William Maddox.*

"EVERTHING'S ROSEE." Radio. From the story
by Al Boasberg. Adapted by Tim Whelan. Directed
by Clyde Bruckman. The cast: Dr. J. Dockweiler
Droop, Robert Woolsey; Rosie, Anita Louise; Billy
Lowe, John Darrow; Mrs. Lowe, Florence Roberts;
Mr. Lowe, Frank Beal; Oberdoff, Alfred P. James;
Miss Van Dorn, Lita Chevret.

"FAME." Warner Brothers. From the play "You
and I" by Phillip Barry. Directed by Alfred Green.
The cast: Nancy White, Doris Kenyon; Maitland
White, Lewis Stone; Roderick White, John Darrow;
Veronica, Evalyn Knapp; Geoffrey, Charles Butter-
worth; G. T. Warren, Oscar Apfel; Etta, Una Merkel.*

"HELL BOUND." Tiffany. From the story by-
Edward Dean Sullivan and Adele Commandini.
Adapted by Julian Josephson. Directed by Walter
Lang. The cast: Nick Cotrelli, Leo Carrillo; Platinum
Reed, Lola Lane; Dr. Robert Sanford, Lloyd Hughes;
Dorgan, Ralph Ince; Sanford's Sister, Helene Chad-
wick; Gilbert, Richard Tucker; Rosie. Gertrude Astor;
Gaspipe, Harry Strang; Ham, William Lawrence;
Omaha, Marty Faust; Bat, Jack Grey; Blimey, Bill
O'Brien.

*Films Reviewed in this issue

"INDISCRETION." United Artists. From the
story by DeSylva, Brown and Henderson. Directed
by Leo McCarey. The cast: Jerry (Geraldine Trent),
Gloria Swanson; Tony Blake, Ben Lyon; Jim Wood-
ward, Monroe Owsley; Joan Trent, Barbara Kent;
Busier Collins, Arthur Lake; Aunt Kate, Maude
Eburne; Mr. Woodward, Henry Kolker; Mrs. Wood-
ward, Nella Walker.*

"IRON MAN." Universal. From the novel by W.
R. Burnett. Directed by Tod Browning. The cast:
young Mason, Lew Ayres; Regan, Robert Mont-
gomery; Rose, Jean Harlowe; Lewis, John Miljan;
Jeff, Eddie Dillon; McNeil, Mike Donlon; Rattler
0' Keefe, Morrie Cohan- The Show Girl, Mary Doran:
Gladys De Vere, Mildred Van Dorn; Riley, Ned
Sparks; Mandell, Sam Blum; Trainer, Sammy
Gervon.

"IT'S A WISE CHILD." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
From the play by Laurence E. Johnson. Directed by
Robert Z. Leonard. The cast: Joyce, Marion Davies;
Steve, Sidney Blackmer; Cool Kelly, James Gleason;
Bertha, Polly Moran; Roger, Lester Vail; Annie,
Marie Prevost; Mrs. Stanton, Clara Blandick; G. A.
Appleby, Robert McWade; Otho, Johnny Arthur;
Alice, Hilda Vaughn; Bill, Ben Alexander; Jane
Appleby, Emily Fitzroy.

"KICK IN." Paramount. From the stage play by
Willard Mack. Directed by Richard Wallace. The
cast: Molly Hewes, Clara Bow; Chick Hewes, Regis
Toomey; Charley (Molly's Brother), Leslie Fenton;
Myrtle Sylvester, Wynne Gibson; Benny La Marr,
James Murray; Garvey (Police Commissioner) , Donald
Crisp; Whip Fogarly (A Detective), Paul Hurst; Diggs
(A Detective), Wade Boteler; Piccadilly Bessie, Juli-

ette Compton.

"LADIE'S MAN." Paramount. From the story
by Rupert Hughes. Directed by Lothar Mendes.
The cast: James Darricott, William Powell; Norma
Page, Kay Francis; Rachel Fendley, Carole Lombard;
Horace Fendley, Gilbert Emery; Mrs. Fendley, Olive
Tell; Anthony Fendley, Martin Burton; Peyton Wel-

don, John Holland; Valet, Frank Atkinson; Therese
Blanton, Maude Turner Gordon.*

"NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET." Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. From the novel by Peter B. Kyne.
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke. The cast: Dan, Leslie
Howard; Tamca, Conchita Montenegro; Mr. Prilch-

ard, C. Aubrey Smith; Maisie, Karen Morley; Lar-
rieau, Mitchell Lewis; Mellenger, Hale Hamilton;
Porter, Clyde Cook; Tolongo, Bob Gilbert; Julia,

Joan Standing; Mrs. Graves, Eulalie Jenson.*

"PARTY HUSBAND." First National. Based on
the novel by Geoffrey Barnes. Adapted by Charles
Kenyon. Directed by Clarence Badger. The cast:

Laura, Dorothy Mackaill; Jay Hogarth, James Ren-
nie; Kate, Dorothy Peterson; Henri, Paul Porcasi;
Mrs. Ducll, Helen Ware; Horace Purcell, Don Cook;
Bee Canfield, Mary Doran; Pal, Joe Donahue; Sally,

Barbara Weeks; Ben Halliday, Gilbert Emery.

"SEED." Universal. From the novel by Charles G.
Norris. Directed by John Stahl. The cast: Bart
Carter, John Boles; Mildred, Genevieve Tobin; Peggy
Carter, Lois Wilson; Junior Carter (elder), Raymond
Hackett; Nancy, Bette Davis; Jennie, Frances Dade;
Bliss, ZaSu Pitts; Dicky Carter (cider). Jack Willis;

Danny Carter (elder). Bill Willis; Johnny Carter
(elder), Dick Winslow; Junior Carter, Kenneth Sell-

ing; Dicky Carter (younger), Don Cox; Danny Carter
(younger), Terry Cox; Margaret Carter, Helen Par-
rish; Johnny Carter (younger), Dickie Moore.*

"SHIPMATES." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. From
the story. "Maskee." by Ernest Paynter. Adapted by
Lou Edelman and Delmar Daves. Directed by Harry
Pollard. The cast: Jonesy, Robert Montgomery;
Scotty, Ernest Torrence; Kit, Dorothy Jordan;
Admiral Corbin, Hobart Bosworth; Bilge, Cliff Ed-
wards; Mike, Gavin Gordon; Mary Lou, Joan Marsh;
What- Ho, Edward Nugent; Wong, E. Allyn Warren;
Captain Beatly, George Irving; Auntie, Hedda
Hopper; Admiral Schuyler, William Worthington.*

The picture producing companies,

each month in Screenland, an-

nounce new pictures and stars to

be seen in the theatres throughout

the country. Watch this announce-

ment. This month they will be

found on the following pages:

Fox Films, page 3; Paramount, page

5; Warner Brothers, page 7; First

National, page 9; Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, page 10-11; Radio Pictures,

page 15.

"SIX CYLINDER LOVE." Fox. From the play by
William Anthony McGuire. Directed by Thornton
Freeland. The cast: Donroy, Spencer Tracy; Monty
Winston, Edward Everett Horton; Marilyn Sterling,
Sidney Fox; Richard Burton, William Collier. Sr.;

Margaret Rogers, Una Merkel; Gilbert Sterling, Lorin
Raker; Staplcton, William Holden- Mrs. Burton, Ruth
Warren; Harold Rogers, Bert Roach; Janitor, El
Brendel.

"SKIPPY." Paramount. From the story by Percy
Crosby. Directed by Norman Taurog. The cast:
Skippy Skinner, Jackie Cooper; Sooky Wayne, Robert
Coogan; Eloise, Mitzi Green; Sidney, Jackie Searl;
Dr. Herbert Skinner, Willard Robertson; Mrs. Ellen
Skinner, Enid Bennett; Harley Nubbins. Donald
Haines; Mrs. Wayne, Helen Jerome Eddy; Dog
Catcher Nubbins, Jack Clifford; Dad Burkey, Guy
Oliver.

"SMART MONEY." Warner Brothers. Screen
story and dialogue by Kubec Glasmon, John Bright,
Lucien Hubbard and Joseph Jackson. Directed by
Alfred E. Green. The cast: Nick, Edward G. Rob-
inson; Irene, Evalyn Knapp; Jack, James Cagney;
Sleepy Sam, Ralf Harolde; Sport Williams, Boris
Karloff; District Attorney, Morgan Wallace; Dis-
trict Attorney's Girl, Margaret Livingston; Marie,
Noel Francis; Greek Barber, Maurice Black; Hickory
Short, Ben Taggart.*

"SUBWAY EXPRESS." Columbia. From the stage
play by Eva K. Flint and Martha Madison. Adapted
by Earl Snell. Directed by Fred Newmeyer. The cast:
Kellian, Jack Holt; Dale Tracey, Aileen Pringle;
Borden, Jason Robards; Kearney, Fred Kelsey;
Tracey. Alan Roscoe; Mrs. Cotton, Ethel Wales; Mrs.
Mullins, Lillianne Leighton; Mason, Selmer Jackson.

"SVENGALI." Warner Brothers. From the novel
by George Louis Du Maurier. Directed by Archie
Mayo. The cast: Svengali. John Barrymore; Trilby,
Marian Marsh; Little Billee, Bramwell Fletcher;
Honori, Carmel Myers; Taffy, Lumsden Hare; The
Laird, Donald Crisp; Gecko, Louis Alberni; Concert
Manager, Paul Porcasi.

"TARNISHED LADY." Paramount. From an
original story by Donald Ogden Stewart. Directed
by George Cukor. The cast: Nancy Courtney, Tallu-
lah Bankhead; Morman Cravath, Clive Brook; Ger-
maine Prentiss, Phoebe Foster; De Witt Taylor, Alex-
ander Kirkland; Ben Sterner, Osgood Perkins; Mrs.
Courtney, Elizabeth Patterson.*

"THE FRONT PAGE." United Artists. From the
Broadway play by Ben Hecht and Charles Mac-
Arthur. Adapted by Bartlett Cormack. Directed by
Lewis Milestone. The cast: Walter Burns, Adolphe
Menjou; Hildy Johnson, Pat O'Brien; Peggy, Mary
Brian; Bensinger, Edward Everett Horton; Murphy,
Walter Catlett; Earl Williams, George E. Stone;
Molly, Mae Clark; Pincus, Slim Summerville; Kruger
Matt Moore; McCuc. Frank McHugh; Sheriff Hart-
man, Clarence H. Wilson.

"THE GOOD BAD GIRL." Columbia. From the
story by Winifred Van Duzer. Directed by R. Wil-
liam Neill. The cast: Marcia, Mae Clarke; Bob
Henderson, James Hall; Trixie, Marie Prevost; Tyler,
Robert Ellis; Mrs. Henderson, Nance O'Neil; Mr.
Henderson, Edmund Breese; Donovan, James Donlon;
Pagano, Paul Porcasi; Roach, Paul Fix; Moreland,
Wheeler Oakman; Spike, George Berliner.*

"THE MILLIONAIRE." Warner Brothers. From
the story "Idle Hands," by Earl Derr Biggers. Dia-
logue by Booth Tarkington. Directed by John
Adolphi. The cast: James Alden, George Arliss;
Barbara Alden, Evalyn Knapp; Bill Merrick, David
Manners; Mrs. Alden, Florence Arliss; Peterson,
Noah Beerj'; Oldest Employee, J. Farrell MacDonald;
Andrews, Bramwell Fletcher; Schofield, James Cag-
ney; Briggs, Tully Marshall; Davis, Ivan Simpson;
Dr. Harvey, J. C. Nugent; McCoy, Sam Hardy.

"THE SMILING LIEUTENANT." Paramount.
Screen story by Ernst Vadja and Samson Raphaelson
based upon "Waltz Dream" by Leo Jacobson and
Felix Doorman and also the novel "Nux Der Prinzge-
maht" by Hans Muller. Directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
The cast: Niki, Maurice Chevalier; Franzi, Claud-
ette Colbert; Nanne, Miriam Hopkins; King, George
Barbier; Orderly, Hugh O'Connell; Max, Charles
Ruggles; Adjutant Von Rokoff, Robert Strange; Lily,
Janet Reade; Emperor, Con Macsunday.*

"THREE GIRLS LOST." Fox. From the story by
Robert D. Andrews. Directed by Sidney Lanfield.
The cast: A'oreen McMann, Loretta Young; Gordon
Wales, John Wayne; William Marriott, Lew Cody;
Edna Best, Joyce Compton; Marcia Tallanl, Joan
Marsh; Mrs. McGee, Kathrin Clare Ward; Tony,
Paul Fix, Andre, Andre Beranger.

"TOO YOUNG TO MARRY." First National.
From the play by Martin Flavin. Directed by
Mervyn Le Roy. The cast: Elaine, Loretta Young;
Bill, Grant Withers; Cyrus Bumpstead, O. P. Heggie-
Mrs. Bumps'.ead, Emma Dunn; Justice of Peace. J.
Farrell McDonald; Sam Green, Lloyd Neal; Myra,
Virginia Sale; Chester Armstrong, Richard Tucker.

(Continued on page 129)
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Left, Mr. Edwards has an inspira-
tion. Interesting—but is it art?

Right, Cliff, having tried brains, now
uses brawn—but to no avail.

Above, grit and determination
count—but not, it seems, in this

case.

Left, Edwards demonstrates
the good old reliable finger-

poke method.

Right, how a handy man
around the house would do

it—or try to do it.

Below, the last resort—quick,
positive, sure—but painful.

How to open

a milk bottle

in 7 easy

lessons!

Come into the

kitchen with

Cliff Edwards

Success.' Cliff proves that persis-
tency wins—after a struggle.
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—Continued jrom page 12

Little Christine. I'm always happy to

help the little ones in distress, but your
favorite actor, Richard Talmadge, is hard
to keep track of. One of his latest films,

"The Yankee Don," released in December,
1930, was produced by his own company,
so you can take a chance on writing him
in care of Richard Talmadge Productions,
Hollywood, Cal.

Joan and Jcanine. You'd like to have
Jackie Coogan's residence—so would I,

but what would we do with it ? If you
ever get down to your last quarter, you'd
gladly give it for Screenland. That's the
spirit. Jackie Coogan hasn't an European
address to my knowledge, but you can
reach him at Paramount Studios, where
he is under contract. It is said that Ruth
Roland has a fish pond in her back yard
and friends must pay 15 cents for every
fish they land out of it. Poor fish

!

Esther A. Olive Borden hasn't made a
film since her marriage to Theodore Spec-
tor on March 28, 1931. Among her latest

releases are "Dance Hall," with Arthur
Lake ; "Half Marriage," with Morgan Far-
ley and Ken Murray, and "Wedding
Rings," with Lois Wilson and H. B.
Warner.

Miss Ruth W. Home addresses of the
stars are as hard to locate as money on
trees, but our page of stars' addresses will

get the same results. Ramon Novarro has
five brothers and as many sisters. Lie

lives with his family, father, mother and
several of the clan. I haven't the faintest

rumor to pass you about his matrimonial
prospects. His love making is for screen
rights only.

Mary Elizabeth H. Dolores Costello
Barrymore played in pictures with her
father, Maurice Costello, at the age of five

years. She was on the stage in George
White's Scandals when she signed a con-
tract to appear in films. Her first screen
role was in "Bobbed Hair," and later she
played with John Barrymore in the silent

version of "The Sea Beast." Her first

picture since the birth of her daughter is

"Expensive Women," with H. B. Warner
and Anthony Bushell.

Eileen C. Thanks for your praise of my
department and your journalistic sympathy
for my "come-backs." Now what we want
to get together on is bigger and better

"come-hithers." Camilla Horn was born
April 25, 1908, in Frankfort-on-Main, Ger-
many. Olga Baclanova was born in Mos-
cow, Russia, but she doesn't reveal the
date. Dolores Del Rio was 26 years old

on August 3. Lily Damita was born in

Paris, France, on July 10, 1906.

Irene K. You have been misinformed
if you heard you had to be dumb but
beautiful to get a start in pictures. If

you want to go very far in any line today
it takes more than just beautiful dumbness
to make the grade. Lola Lane is the
pretty girl in "Hell Bound," with Leo
Carrillo and Lloyd Hughes. Leila Hyams
is John Gilbert's leading lady in his new
picture, "Cheri Bibi."

Just Red. Will I give you some nice
fresh answers ? You don't expect stale,

shop-worn stuff from my department, do
you? Tish-tish, Red. Dorothy Janis was
christened Dorothy Penelope Jones. Born

Feb. 19, 1910, in Dallas, Texas. She has
dark brown hair and eyes and weighs 94
pounds. Her first films were "Fleetwing,"
"Kit Carson" with Fred Thompson, "Hum-
ming Wires" and "The Pagan" with
Ramon Novarro.

Fern L. I'm not so sure about any of

the Hollywood stars having their faces
lifted, but many have to have their voices
lowered. Ronald Colman has added more
fans to his already large collection, since

he began to talk in pictures. He appears
in "Devil to Pay" with Loretta Young, and
his next will be "The Unholy Garden."
Ronald was 40 years old on Feb. 9. He
has brown hair and eyes, weighs 175
pounds and is 5 feet 11 inches tall. He
has been married some years to an English
woman, but they are now separated.

Veronica D. Had you given up seeing
yourself in print in this thrilling column?
Better now than never, as the man said

as he hit the nail on his head. Alice
White hasn't made a picture since "The
Widow from Chicago" with Edward G.
Robinson, and "Sweethearts on Parade"
with Lloyd Hughes for Columbia Pictures.

Birdie from Wash. I'd be no end pleased
if I could arrange the casting of the stars

to please my friends, but the studios don't

or won't ask my advice and so what does
that make me? Colleen Moore hasn't

made a picture since "Footlights and
Fools." She toured the States in a play,

"On the Loose," in 1930, but it was with-

drawn after a short booking. Colleen is

a grand girl and a clever actress and de-

serves a big come-back. We're for her.

Broivn Eyes. Al Jolson of "The Sing-
ing Fool" fame is playing in "The Wonder
Bar," a musical comedy, in New York,
and hasn't made a film for some time.

Greta Nissen appears in her first talking

picture, "Women of All Nations," with
Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe and El

Brendel. Greta was born in Oslo, Nor-
way. She has blue eyes, golden hair, is 5

feet 4 inches tall and weighs 115 pounds.

Jean Hersholt was born in Copenhagen,
Denmark, but I don't know the year. He
has dark blue eyes, brown hair, weighs
180 pounds and is 5 feet 11 inches tall.

He plays in Ramon Novarro's "Daybreak."

Miss Blue Bird. In this case, a blue

bird in the hand is worth four and twenty
black birds in a pie, or who killed cock
robin? Bill Boyd, your favorite star, was
born June 5, 1898, in Cambridge, Ohio,
later going to Tulsa, Oklahoma, where he
received his high school education. Bill

worked at many jobs before breaking into

You don't need three guesses to know that the lad with Jean Hersholt is

his son. Alan is a schoolboy, and it isn't necessary to tell you that papa
Hersholt is one of the best character actors on the screen.
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pictures. Cecil DeMille gave him his start

in pictures. He has heen married three

times ; his second wife was Elinor Faire,

and the present Mrs. Boyd is Dorothy
Sebastian. Bill has blue eyes and light

brown hair, weighs 180 pounds and is 6

feet tall. One of his releases was "The
Painted Desert" with Helen Twelvetrees.

Kathryn L. You'd be surprised at the

strange questions the postman brings me,
and do I have to think fast ? But never-
theless it still takes three minutes to boil

a three-minute egg. No, Tom Mix isn't

Bebe Daniels' leading man, but Ben Lyon,
Douglas Fairbanks Sr. and Ricardo Cortez
have been in her last three releases

—"My
Past," "Reaching for the Moon" and "The
Maltese Falcon." Tom Mix and Tony
haven't made a picture for some time.

They are still the head-line attraction

with Sells-Floto Circus.

Elisabeth J., Orchard Dale. Can I tell

you the way for a famous stranger to

meet a perfect actress or a perfect stranger
to meet—but who started this monologue,
anyway ? Lack of space prevents a re-

cital of how the various celebrities have
met me. Gary Cooper and Lupe Velez
are busy denying and affirming their

engagement, and who am I to dispute their

word? Gary was 30 years old on May 7
of the present year. He has blue eyes,

dark brown hair, weighs 180 pounds and
is 6 feet 2 inches tall.

Josephine H. You're in great luck to

get one reply from a busy star, so why ask
for another. They get hundreds of letters

and requests for pictures and personal re-

plies every day, so don't be too hard on
the poor dears. John Mack Brown has
been married some time to a college sweet-
heart, Cornelia Foster, and they have a
little daughter, Harriet. Loretta Young

was born Jan. 6, 1912. She is 5 feet 3%
inches tall, weighs 100 pounds and has
light brown hair and eyes. Her first

screen appearance was with Colleen Moore
in "Naughty But Nice," and was just a
small bit and no credit given in the cast.

Gloria Swanson and Warner Baxter were
born on March 29, Betty Compson on the

18th and Joan Crawford on the 23rd of

March.

Pauline, Cleveland, O. The theme of

this month's letters seems to be, "Take
My Last Quarter But Give Me Screen-
land." Edward Nugent was born in New
York City Feb. 7, 1904. He has dark
brown hair, green eyes, is 6 feet tall and
weighs 150 pounds. He was on the stage
before going into pictures. He is What-
Ho in Robert Montgomery's first starring

film, "Shipmates." Louise Brooks is in

"The Public Enemy," with Edward
Woods, James Cagney and Donald Cook,
all three new screen names but well known
on Broadway. Tom Tyler is making good
pictures in a Western way and knows how
to handle a naturally good voice as well
as his horse. He appears in "Rider of the
Plains," with Lillian Bond.

Marjoric H. So "you think these fan
letters to me are just "make-believe" and
so you're writing to find out. How's that

for a pain in the neck to me? Sally
O'Neill and sister, Molly O'Day, have been
on the stage for the past year and haven't
made any pictures. Sally isn't married as

far as I know. Donald Keith was Emil
Jannings' young son, who played the violin

in "The Way of All Flesh." Cullen
Landis was Thomas Meighan's brother in

"We're All Gamblers," and not Gareth
Hughes. Now that you know I'm not a

myth and the letters are honest-to-good-
ness ones, come again and I hope you
like us.

SCREENLAND

Andy of Miljord. Pleased to meet you,
but where's Amos and Madame Queen?

|

Clara Bow's hair has been described as
fiery red, auburn and dark brown with red
glints, whatever that is, but her agate
brown eyes are the original color with the
usual sparkle. Clara's latest picture is

"Kick In," with Regis Toomey and others.
David Rollins was born Sept. 2, 1909.
weighs 135 pounds, is 5 feet 10^4 inches tall
and has brown hair and blue eyes and a win-
ning smile. David loves dogs, rides horse-
back, swims and plays a good game of golf
and tennis. He is still a single man at 21.

Louise Brooks Fan. Wouldn't Louise
be happy if she could see the many in-
quiries I received this month about her?
We are glad she came home from her long
stay in Germany, looking prettier than
ever. Louise was born in Wichita, Kan-
sas. She is 5 feet 2 inches tall, weighs
120 pounds and has black hair and brown
eyes. Her first pictures were "Evening
Clothes," "Rolled Stockings," "Now We're
In the Air," "City Gone Wild," "Girl In
Every Port," "Beggars of Life," "Canary
Murder Case."

Mike W. of La. If I tell you all I know
about Anita Page, you'll send me a Georgia
watermelon from Louisiana. That melon is

practically mine right now. Anita Pom-
ares, but Anita Page to you, was born
Aug. 4, 1910, in Flushing, L. I. She has
blonde hair, blue eyes, weighs 118 pounds
and is 5 feet 2 inches tall and not married.
Her first M-G-M picture was "Telling the
World," with William Haines. Louise
Brooks was once the wife of Edward
Sutherland, the director. Sally Eilers was
married to Hoot Gibson on June 28, 1930.
Lewis Stone was married in October, 1930,
to his third wife. Josephine Dunn was
married the first of the year to her second
husband, Clyde E. Greathouse. Her first

was William P. Cameron, but they were
divorced in 1928.

Thehna H. Will it surprise you when
I tell you Thelma Todd was one of 16
graduates of the Paramount School, in

which Buddy Rogers, Josephine Dunn,
Jack Luden and Roland Drew, known then
as Walter Goss, were the bright and shin-
ing pupils? Thelma was born July 29 in

Lawrence, Mass. She is 5 feet 4 inches
tall, weighs 120 pounds and has blonde
hair and grey eyes. While teaching school
in her home town she won a beauty con-
test as Miss Massachusetts and was selected
by Paramount for its school of acting.
She excels in light comedy and has made
an excellent foil for Charlie Chase in his

side-splitting comedies.

Boots B.—I wouldn't call you curious or
a nuisance for I never use such violent

language. One of Don Alvarado's latest pic-

tures is "Beau Ideal," with Ralph Forbes.
Lester Vail and Loretta Young. Richard
Arlen has gone Western in "Roped In"
with Louise Dresser and Frances Dee, and
in "Gun Smoke" with Mary Brian and
William (Stage) Boyd. How we kids

love our Westerns, don't we, Boots ?

Billy B. Aren't you glad you came in

at the finish ? It's an art to take the air

at the close of such a dignified column.
Stop again when you're sailing by. George
O'Brien's last release before going on a
vacation trip of several months was "The
Seas Beneath" with Marion Lessing, Larry
Kent and Warner Hymer, who is also the

life of the party with Marjorie White in

"Charlie Chan Carries On." George
O'Brien was born Sept. 1, 1900, in San
Francisco, Cal. He has dark brown hair,

brown eyes, is 6 feet tall and weighs 185

pounds.

Introducing Hollywood's champion movie family—Mr. and Mrs. Coye
Watson and their nine actor children. Last month in SCREENLAND you
met little Delmar Watson. Delmar is the star of the family at present,

but watch the others?
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Write to the Stars as Follows:
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver

City, Cal.

William Bakewell

Lionel Barrymore

Wallace Beery

Charles Bickford

Lillian Bond
Edwina Booth

John Mack Brown
Harry Carey

Jackie Cooper

Joan Crawford

Marion Davies

Reginald Denny

Kent Douglass

Marie Dressier

Cliff Edwards

Julia Faye

Clark Gable

Greta Garbo

John Gilbert

Gavin Gordon

William Haines

Hedda Hopper
Leila Hyams
Dorothy Jordan

Buster Keaton

Rolan

Gwen Lee

Barbara Leonard

Joan Marsh
Adolphe Menjou
John Miljan

Ray Milland

Conchita Montenegro

Grace Moore
Polly Moran
Karen Morley

Conrad Nagel

Ramon Novarro

Ivor Novello

Edward Nugent

Anita Page

Marie Prevost

Esther Ralston

Duncan Renaldo

Norma Shearer

Gus Shy

Lawrence Tibbett

Lewis Stone

Ernest Torrence

Raquel Torres

Lester Vail

d Young

Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Henry Armetta

Mary Astor

Evelyn Brent

Sue Carol

Joseph Cawthorn
Betty Compson
Lily Damita

Bebe Daniels

Dolores Del Rio

Richard Dix

Irene Dunne
Jobyna Howland
Arline Judge

Arthur Lake

Ivan LebedefT

Dorothy Lee

Everett Marshall

Joel McCrea
Jack Mulhall

Pola Negri

Edna Mae Oliver

Roberta Robinson

Lowell Sherman
Ned Sparks

Leni Stengel

Hugh Trevor

Bert Wheeler

Robert Woolsey

Warner-First National Studios,

Burbank, California.

Robert Allen

George Arliss

John Barrymore

Richard Barthelmess

Joan Blondell

Joe E. Brown
James Cagney

Bebe Daniels

Claudia Dell

Irene Delroy

Doug Fairbanks, Jr.

Frank Fay
Gladys Ford

James Hall

Walter Huston
Leon Janney

Evalyn Knapp
Fred Kohler

Laura Lee

Loretta

Winnie Lightner

Lucien Littlefield

Lotti Lodi

Ben Lyon
Dorothy Mackaill

David Manners
Marilyn Miller

Mae Madison

Ona Munson
Marian Nixon
Dorothy Peterson

Walter Pidgeon

William Powell

James Rennie

Otis Skinner

Polly Walters

H. B. Warner
Jack Whiting-

Edward Woods
Young

Fox Studios, 1401 North Western
Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.

Frank Albertson

Hardie Albright

Luana Alcaniz

Robert Ames
Warner Baxter

Rex Bell

Joan Bennett

Humphrey Bogart

El Brendel

Marguerite Churchill

Joyce Compton
Donald Dillaway

Fifi Dorsay

Sally Filers

Charles Farrell

John Garrick

Janet Gaynor

Warren Hymer
Richard Keene

J. M. Kerrigan

Elissa Landi

Marion Lessing

Cecilia Loftus

Edmund Lowe
Myrna Loy
Sharon Lynn
Jeannette MacDonald
Kenneth MacKenna
Mona Maris

Victor McLaglen

Thomas Meighan

Lois Moran
Greta Nissen

George O'Brien

Maureen O'Sullivan

Will Rogers

David Rollins

Rosalie Roy
Lee Tracy

Spencer Tracy

John Wayne
Marjorie White

Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Richard Arlen

Jean Arthur

William Austin

George Bancroft

Carman Barnes

Clara Bow
Mary Brian

Clive Brook

Nancy Carroll

Ruth Chatterton

Maurice Chevalier

Claudette Colbert

Jackie Coogan

Robert Coogan

Gary Cooper

Frances Dee
Marlene Dietrich

Leon Errol

Stuart Erwin
Norman Foster

Kay Francis

Skeets Gallagher

Wynne Gibson

Harry Green

Mitzi Green

Phillips Holmes
Miriam Hopkins

Carole Lombard
Paul Lukas

Fredric March
Georges Metaxa
Rosita Moreno
Barry Norton

Jack Oakie

Warner Oland

Eugene Pallette

Charles Rogers

Jackie Searl

Sylvia Sidney

Charles Starrett

Lilyan Tashman
Regis Toomey

Fay Wray

RKO-Pathe Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Robert Armstrong Bill Boyd

Constance Bennett James Gleason

Send Birthday Congratulations to

These Following August Stars:

Dolores Del Rio August 3rd.

Anita Page August 4th.

Colleen Moore August 8th.

Charles Farrell August 9th.

Norma Shearer August 10th.

Charles Rogers August 13th.

Mary Duncan August 13th.

Regis Toomey August 13th.

June Collyer August 19th.

Leatrice Joy August 19th.

Natalie Moorhead August 27th.

Fredric March August 31st.

Russell Gleason

Alan Hale

Ann Harding

Universal Studios,

Lewis Ayres

John Boles

Kathryn Crawford
Robert Ellis

Sidney Fox
Jean Hersholt

Rose Hobart

Dorothy Janis

Eddie Quillan

Fred Scott

Helen Twelvetrees

Universal City, Cal.

Myrna Kennedy
Barbara Kent
Mary Nolan

Eddie Philips

Slim Summerville

Genevieve Tobin

Lupe Velez

John Wray

United Artists Studios, 1041 North For-

mosa Avenue,

Don Alvarado

William Boyd
Eddie Cantor

Charlie Chaplin

Ronald Colman

Douglas Fairbanks

William Farnum

Hollywood, Cal.

Al Jolson

Evelyn Laye

Chester Morris

Mary Pickford

Gilbert Roland

Gloria Swanson
Norma Talmadge

Tiffany Studios, 4516 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood, Cal.

Gertrude Astor

Mischa Auer
Leo Carrillo

Helene Chadwick
Helen Chandler

Dorothy Christy

June Collyer

Marion Douglas

Robert Edeson

George Fawcett

Albert Gran

Ralph Graves

Carmelita Geraghty

Hale Hamilton

Neil Hamilton

Lloyd Hughes
Paul Hurst

Ralph Ince

Jeannette Loff

Wallace MacDonald
Ken Maynard
Blanche Mehaffey

Una Merkel

Geneva Mitchell

Charlie Murray
Sally O'Neil

Jason Robards

George Sidney

Bob Steele

Thelma Todd

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

William Collier, Jr. Bert Lytell

Constance Cummings Joan Peers

Richard Cromwell .Dorothy Revier

Jack Holt Loretta Sayers

Buck Jones Barbara Stanwyck

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Charley Chase

Mickey Daniels

Oliver Hardy
Ed Kennedy
Mary Kornman

Harry Langdon

Stan Laurel

ZaSu Pitts

Our Gang
Thelma Todd

Educational Studios, 7250 Santa Monica
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

Marjorie Beebe

Ann Christy

Andy Clyde

Harry Gribbon
Nick

Eleanor Hunt
Patsy O'Leary

Daphne Pollard

Lincoln Stedman
Stuart

Sono Art-World Wide, Metropolitan

Studios, 1041 Las Palmas Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

Ruth Roland Edward Everett

Eddie Dowling Horton
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Slams and Salvos
Continued from page 8

Clara Bow scores again/ Letters
are pouring in asking for another
Bow picture as soon as possible

and even sooner.'

IF

(Fourth Prize Letter)

If I had my choice of wishes, I would
wish these

:

The choice of clothes like Norma Shear-
er

;

The realness of Barbara Stanwyck;
The figure, voice and hair of Joan Craw-

ford

;

The singing voice of Bebe Daniels;
The charm of Fay Wray;
The sophistication of Kay Francis;
The mystery of Greta Garbo;
The legs of Marlene Dietrich;

The sweetness of Lupe Velez;
The hands of Mary Brian

;

The cheeks of Mary Nolan

:

The eyes and lashes of Clara Bow;
The mouth of Leila Hyams

;

The teeth of Barbara Kent

;

The dimples of June Collyer;

The nose of Ruth Chatterton

—

And a boy friend like Gary Cooper.
If all these were mine—the world would

be mine, too.

Lee Green,
Detroit, Michigan.

STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!

Let's forget about Garbo and Dietrich

for a while and do a little heavy concen-
trating on Jean Harlow for a change. I

think she is the most alluring actress on
the screen today. Jean has a figure that

rivals Joan Crawford's and hair like—well,

there isn't anything like her platinum
blonde hair. I wouldn't miss a Jean Har-
low picture.

Eve Ballow,
Woodcliff, New Jersey.

NOW, NOW!
I think Jean Harlow is a poor excuse

for an actress. She lacks personality, her
voice is harsh, her hair is impossible and
her make-up is grotesque.
Why doesn't someone awaken Miss Har-

low to the fact that rapid picture progress
has educated the theatre-going public to
look for superior acting, cultured beauty
and pleasant voices ?

C. G. Elefante,

160 State Street,

Albany, New York.

CHEERING CLARK GABLE
I noted with great satisfaction the pic-

ture of Clark Gable, the sensational young
actor from the New York stage, in a recent

issue of ScREENLAND.
As the sleek, tigerish Jake Litva in

"Dance, Fools, Dance" ; the swaggering
Louis Blanco in "The Finger Points" ; and
as the "heavy" in "The Painted Desert" he
had distinct appeal. He was even a very
fascinating laundry driver in "The Easiest

Way." In all these pictures he gave per-

formances that lingered in the memory.
He is handsome—has smouldering eyes

and devastating dimples—a compelling, dom-
inating personality, and a rather primitive

allure.

Gertrude Westenberg,
334 Randolph Avenue,

Seattle, Washington.

DISPLEASED WITH TALLULAH
Those who have awaited with baited

breath the much touted appearance of Tal-
lulah Bankhead can relax now that "Tar-
nished Lady" has been released. Personal-
ly. I believe Tallulah could depart for

England tomorrow without causing even a
ripple on the cinema horizon.

The ingredients of a successful picture

usually embrace a good story, attractive

stars and more or less pleasant voices.

The theme of "Tarnished Lady" was any-
thing but new or thrilling; Tallulah's

beauty was conspicuous by its absence and
her voice was not particularly appealing,

nor was there anything out of the ordinary
about her acting. Even Give Brook failed

to redeem the picture—Give so obviously
was born knowing exactly the right fork
to use that it's impossible to accept him in

the role of a parvenu.
Irene Cavers,

25 Highland Ave.,
Detroit, Michigan.

DEFENDING TALLULAH
Why, oh why, didn't they give Tallulah

Bankhead a picture worthy of her talents ?

I saw her on the stage once and I know
she is a good actress. If she had been
given the right vehicle she would have
been a sensation in her American screen
debut. However, Miss Bankhead can't be
judged by "Tarnished Lady" so I shall

await with even more interest for her sec-

ond picture. Please, Paramount, do right

by Tallulah and give her a good story.

A. J. Manfred,
Garden City,

Long Island.

GRETA AGAIN
The enigmatic Garbo ! What is the se-

cret of Garbo's unique appeal to the Amer-
ican public ? She has the courage to be
her innate self—despite the fact that off-

screen, she has been censored—because she
remains silent and indifferent and does not
join the crowd. Greta has no time for
frivolity. Genius labors for perfection.

Within a year her contract will be com-
pleted. It is rumored that she will then
return to Sweden, and give up pictures
forever. But Greta Gustafsson never for-

gets a friend. She crossed the ocean to

stand by the grave of the great man, Stil-

ler, who recognized her possibilities. So

I feel assured that Greta will come back to

America ; as a token of faith, to the movie-
goers who respect the serious-minded girl,

who has become a mystery to many be-
cause she moves in an atmosphere created

by her own natural self.

Charity Domigan,
The Lilley Co.,

Columbus, Ohio.

AND DIETRICH
Since the majority of the Garbo fans

seem to derive a great deal of pleasure
from continually criticizing Marlene Diet-
rich, I'd like to say a few words in her
behalf.

Why not give her a fair chance? I'm
sure we would like Marlene if we could
forget our silly prejudices. I have alway-s
been a Garbo fan but I think Marlene
wonderful, too. She is very beautiful and
a real actress. I would like to mention,
though, that I believe they are making a
grave mistake in over-emphasizing Marl-
ene's legs. To my mind, the most poignant
scene in "Dishonored" lacked sympathetic
appeal; first, by Miss Dietrich casually
applying lipstick; and second, by having
the camera focused on her pedal extremi-
ties while she fixed her stocking.

Anyway, I admire Marlene Dietrich. If
given the right roles and direction, I'll

wager she will become one of our most
popular stars.

Jean McKenzie,
3691 West 25th Ave.,

Vancouver, B. C.

lJ*

AN OVATION TO ANN
Amid the pandemonium raised by fans

anent Garbo versus Dietrich and the Bow
situation, and while Hollywood itself has
been made blatant by stars trying to out-
shine and outdo one another, a quiet young
lady has come upon us unobtrusively with
a display of genuine histrionics deserving
of ovation. We liked her in "Holiday,"
knew she must be a lovely person by "The
Girl of the Golden West," but it took

(Continued on page 128)

A fond fan predicts stardom for

Clark Gable. If you've seen him
in "A Free Soul," with Norma

Shearer, you'll understand.
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Is Gloria's Glamor Gone?

with your friends and there are compen-

sations. You develop a sense of humor
and proportion, you learn to take life lightly

instead of tragically. ' You remember that

what's happening to you has happened to

millions of others who survived it, so why
should you bleat and be sorry for your-

self? As for my work, I'm much more
interested in character parts than in straight

ones, and thank heaven, you don't have

to stay young and good-looking forever for

those."

Sour grapes? I don't think so. It sounds

more like an excellent combination of

courage and horse-sense than either sour

grapes or a hidden complex.

Nevertheless, there's something wrong.

She used to be a sensational box office draw,

and novv she's in the position of a suppliant

for popular favor. "There's nothing

strange about that," you may say. "She's

not the first and she won't be the last to

know first the adoration and then the in-

difference of the great 'movie public."

True, but her case isn't quite that of the

average movie star. She was to her fans

a creature apart. She was the Glorious

Gloria, and she held the same place then

as that other phenomenon, the Glorious

Garbo, holds today. Besides, there was
"The Trespasser." How generously she

was welcomed back in that ! How widely

it was believed that Gloria's stock had
taken a second upward leap! Only to

plunge again to a new low with "What A
Widow !"

Has the fans' taste changed perhaps?

Are they demanding something more or

something different from what they used

to want? If Gloria can't meet that demand,

it won't be for want of trying. When the

talkies came in she didn't, like so many
others, get panicky. She didn't charge the

game like a loco steer, head down and eyes

on the ground. She set about coolly study-

ing the problem. She found a good story,

she sought a first-rate adviser in the per-

son of Laura Hope Crews, she engaged a

first-rate director in Edmund Goulding.

For twenty-one days the three sat together,

begrudging time out for food and sleep,

and worked on the scenario, changing, ar-

ranging, improving, perfecting it down to

the last minute detail before rehearsals be-

gan. And she hasn't abated her efforts

since. She reads hundreds of scripts her-

self in her determination to find the best.

Her next picture. "Rockabye," is a dis-

covery, a newcomer's first attempt. She is

wildly enthusiastic about it. "It's the best

material," she says emphatically, "that I

ever had in my whole life. I've never
known anything that impressed me so much
or that I wanted more to do. The girl's

a character—alive, unusual—she might even

be sordid if she weren't played right. And
her mother's a tously old party with a bun
on most of the time; I'm trying to get
Laura Hope Crews to play it.

"You see, with every new picture I

make," she adds earnestly, "I grow more
critical of myself. I love perfection. I

may make a picture that isn't as good as

the preceding one, but if I do, it's not be-
cause I haven't tried hard enough to make
it better."

Maybe the secret lies somewhere in those
words. Maybe she tries too hard. Cer-
tainly that's the impression created by the
acting in her last picture—the effort is

too much in evidence. Maybe Gloria's
critical faculty stops at the same point as
that of so many of the rest of us—our-
selves.

She thinks that perhaps she hasn't made
enough pictures to keep her place in the

Continued from page 29

sun. And it's true that one a year is hardly
more than a crumb to feed to the ravenous
fans. Only a Chaplin can afford to be
so restrained. She produced "The Tres-
passer" herself and found it such interest-

ing and exciting work that she wanted to
go on producing all her pictures. But after
"What A Widow" she changed her mind.
Exciting it remained, but also so laborious
and exhausting that it took her practically

a year to prepare for the picture, to make
it and to recuperate from it. "It was a
great relief," she says, "almost a vacation,
to have United Artists produce "Indiscreet"
for me—just to come and work every day
and collect my salary and not have to worry
about any of the details. Just the same,
I'm not giving up producing. I'll alternate
—do one myself, then have them do one.
That way I hope to make three pictures a
year." That will help, Gloria, we venture
modestly—provided the quality rises with
the quantity.

What do we think of her chances? On
her side she has capital and a clear head,
the prestige of the past and—one of her
greatest assets—grit and then more grit.

The kind of grit illustrated by the follow-
ing story. She started by playing comedy
roles, which she hated. Like all youngsters,
she wanted to play a dramatic part, and the
first dramatic part she was offered was
that of an athletic girl who did stunts in
the water, one of them being to rescue a
drowning man at night. Now Gloria didn't
know how to swim and she was afraid of
the water. But she kept that piece of in-

formation to herself and took the part.
Meantime she went to the Y. W. C. A. for
lessons, but every time the instructor came
near her she shrieked and fled. At last

the time arrived for the shooting of the
rescue scene. It was a moonless night,
dark as pitch, and the place was lit by
flaring torches. Gloria, in evening dress,
approached the director. "Just what do I

have to do?" she asked, stalling.

"Haven't you read the script?"
"Yes," she said weakly, "but I thought

you might have changed it."

"Nary a change," he assured her. "You
just dive off."

"Well," she blurted, "I don't know any-
thing about diving."

"Don't you think it's time you learned?"
he asked unsympathetically.

"Yes, but I saw another girl in the car.

I thought maybe you brought her along
to double for me in this scene."

"Well, maybe I did, but I'd like you to

try it first."

She walked blindly to the edge of the
dock and waited in agony till she heard
her name called, then tore off her dress
and, a small bundle of terror and despair,
jumped.
What happened after that she doesn't

remember—she may have fainted—but the

next thing she knew, she was clutching

the drowning man. an excellent swimmer,
and being hauled into a boat.

And the funniest part of the story is that,

though they had the double do the dive
after her, they used Gloria's shot. It was
more graceful

!

If that kind of grit were enough to

boost Gloria back where she wants to be,

she'd get there. But is it enough ? She has
grave handicaps to fight against—-the vague
but growing sense in the public mind that

she is through, the fact that the present-
day screen doesn't do justice to her physical
attributes, the competition of newer and
younger and more exciting rivals who have
mastered a subtler and more appealing dra-
matic technique than Gloria has ever
learned.

What does she think of her own chances?
"I don't think about them," she smiled.
"And I don't make any plans. I just go
on, trying to discover where I stand. Of
course, it's much easier getting to the top
than staying there—but the toughest job
of all seems to be climbing back after

you've once fallen off.

"Sometimes, when I'm tired and things
don't go right, I think I'll quit. But I

know I'm only fooling myself. Two weeks
away from the studio, and I'm like an old
circus horse, sniffing for the sawdust again.
Still, if the time does come when I'm con-
vinced they don't want me any more, I

like to believe I'll step out with a good
grace.

"I have no complaints to make. The pic-

tures and the picture fans have always been
more than generous to me and, whenever
I go, I'll say 'thank you very much for a
nice time.'

"

Spoken like a gentleman ! Whether she
comes back or doesn't come back, we offer

a salute to Gloria, the Good Sport.

How would you like to sit in a projection room with all these famous
screen players? Find Anita Page, Joan Marsh, Edwina Booth, Nils
Asther, Polly Moran, John Miljan, Neil Hamilton, Dorothy Jordan, Leila
Hyams, Monroe Owlsley, Marjorie Rambeau—and there are others, too!
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Who Is Sylvia?—-Continued from page 83
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direction of Winthrop Ames, one of New
York's best producer-directors. And Syl-

via was good. Even Mr. Ames, himself,

told her so. She received notices, and
compliments from professionals.

"So I decided I was a cinch for a real

. job and I started out to get one. Then
there was the inevitable spell of managers
taking one look at the gawky kid with her
hair down her back and carrying a pile

of books and saying, 'Look what wants
to be an actress—my God, throw it out,

quick.' But it never seemed to bother me.
I always went back again, keeping pretty

well under foot."

Having at least made managers con-
scious of her for several months, one of
them finally broke down and gave her a
job. It was a part in a play called "The
Challenge of Youth." The play wasn't
very good—but that was quite beside Syl-

via's point. She was now a professional,

and at peace with the world.

"Then, on the second night of the run,

I suddenly fainted in the middle of the

first act. They thought it was appendicitis

and were all for rushing me to a hospital.

But 1 had read enough back-stage stories

to know that 'the show must go on.' So
I wouldn't listen to them and, with a brave
little smile on my lips, I finished the show,
loving every minute of it. Next day, an
X-ray showed a torn ligament in my right

side, result of jumping over a bannister

in one scene. But, still the girl-martyr, I

continued with the show.

"In fact, I was having such a swell time
being the heroic trouper that they were
afraid to tell me that the show was fold-

ing up at the end of the first week. Fi-
nally, on the last night, Mother broke
it to me very gently. And I went to bed
for two weeks— I think it was as much
chagrin as torn ligament

!"

Her next engagement was the ingenue
in "The Squall," another play with a dis-

tinct aroma. Following that, however,
was "Crime." With her in this cast were
Chester Morris, Robert Montgomery, Kay
Johnson and Kay Francis. Little did they
all know, etc.

"After that, I reverted to routine and
picked a couple more flops. 'Mirrors'
and 'Don't Count Your Chickens,' both of
which died on me almost immediately. I

decided I'd never get anywhere by rehears-
ing two weeks, playing one and then doing
nothing for several. So I joined a Denver
stock company, where I'd work constantly
and in a variety of parts, getting the ac-
tual training I wanted. And in that com-
pany was Fredric March. It just goes to

show you."

It was around this time that Fox, hungry
for stage actors with which to feed their
microphones, went berserk on Broadway
and looted every theatre from the Bat-
tery to the Bronx. Included in one ship-
ment west was Sylvia.

"That's a long story which we won't
go into. It's a very sad one, it would
break your heart ! I did one picture—and
what a picture it was, to be sure—and then
there was just a general confusion. I've

never been so miserable in my life. I like

work too well to fancy being lost in a
shuffle. They said I was hard to handle
and I guess I ivas pretty disagreeable about
the whole thing. Both sides were awfully
relieved when I just stalked out and went
home."

Pausing long enough in New York to
say how do you do to her family, she con-
tinued on to Rochester to join the stock

company there. Here, too, the talkies cast
their shadows before. The director of
the company was George Cukor, now one
of Paramount's aces ; and, when Sylvia
played the daughter in "The Royal Fam-
ily," the tempestuous Julie was done by
Aline MacMahon, now Edward Robin-
son's decorative opposite in "Five Star
Final."

After a long and successful engagement
in Rochester, Sylvia returned to New
York. By now an actress of some stature
and reputation, she was recognized as one
of Broadway's most promising. After
playing with Robert Warwick in "Nice
Women," she did "The Old-Fashioned
Girl."

"I pulled my martyr stunt there, again.
At the start of the run, sure-footed Sidney
fell again. It was in the middle of the
second act and the fall broke my ankle.
They rang down the curtain until I came
to, then I insisted we go on with the per-
formance. Next day, they put a cast on
my ankle and I went through the rest of
the run leaning picturesquely on a cane.
And adoring it.

"Before each performance, I had the
stage manager announce to the audience
that Miss Sidney was playing in spite of
a broken ankle— I didn't want them to
think I was born that way and it was al-

ways good for a hand when the brave little

trouper made her entrance. And I could
do just what I wanted with the other ac-
tors. I wonder they didn't get together
and have me bumped off. I'd park myself
in the centre of the stage and take every
scene for myself—and they couldn't get
mad at a pale, suffering wench who, every
now and then, bit her lip to stifle a cry of

pain. And the foolish ankle didn't hurt
me a bit, you know. Someone really
should have killed me."

Following this spectacular engagement,
were "Crossroads," "Many A Slip," and
then "Bad Girl," with Paul Kelly. It was
in the latter that she was spotted by Para-
mount. After the brief formality of a
test in the eastern studio, she was imme-
diately signed on a long-term contract and
brought west for "City Streets." Straight
from this picture, she went into the much
sought-after role of Roberta in "An
American Tragedy," and then to "Con-
fessions of a Co-ed."

She hates to see "rushes"—is terriblv
depressed by the record of the previous
day's work and always wonders why the
picture is continued. She has worked al-

most continuously since her arrival on the
coast, for which she is glad : because,
when she has time to think about it, she
is nostalgic for New York and misses her
father. She can't understand a town where
the majority of people are in bed by ten
or eleven. She is to be observed some-
times with Phillips Holmes, sometimes
with Leonard Sillman, New York dancer.
She has the impulsiveness and spontaneity
inevitable to twenty, and a nice wit and
intelligence not usually associated with
that age.

She isn't at all sure that she will get
by in pictures—says her mother overheard
a woman remark, at the preview of "City
Streets," that 'Sylvia Sidney was perfectly
terrible.' But, on the other hand, there
is them—including your, as they say, cor-
respondent—as considers her just about the
best of the younger acquisitions to the
screen !

Eyes right! Dorothy Jordan and her sister, Mary Jordan, just stepped
out of the Pacific to say hello to you. Dorothy is resting between pictures

and Mary is on her summer vacation—s/ie's a college student.
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NAZIMOVA
am over 4-0 years old !

Famous stage and screen

star declares years need

not rob you of Youth

"/^"\NLY the woman who looks it is

K.S afraid to admit her age," says

Nazimova. "But I am proud of mine
—look at me— I am over forty!

"It is easy to be lovely at sixteen,

but to be still lovelier at forty . . .

well, that is easy, too, if a woman is

wise! Actresses rarely look their age,

you notice. Like me, they guard their

complexions with Lux Toilet Soap.

"It is a marvel, that soap. For
years I have been faithful to it—and
my skin is so soft, so smooth. A
woman's age is not the measure of

her charm—oh, no."

How 9 out of10 screen stars

guard complexion beauty

Nazimova is only one of countless,

perpetually youthful stage and screen

stars who use Lux Toilet Soap to

guard complexion beauty.

In Hollywood, actually 605 of the

613 important screen actresses use

this fragrant white soap regularly.

NAZIMOVA. Who would guess, looking at this re-

cent photograph, that she is over 40! More fascinat-

ing than ever she seems, this star who won early

stage fame in The Doll's House, became a favorite

of the screen in such hits as Salome, and returned

to the stage recently in The Cherry Orchard.

LuxToilet Soap.JCK
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLANE
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Cagney!—Continued from page 21

moved out of the district and James even-

tually started to Columbia University.

Two brothers preceded him to college and
are now doctors. The third brother en-

tered the commercial advertising field. All

that remains of James Cagney's early en-

vironment is his knowledge of the life

and language of the district, so expertly

used to make his role convincing in "The
Public Enemy" and a tendency toward
liberal political views.

"Shanty Irish" he may be, like Jim
Tully who wrote the story from which
Cagney's first successful part was culled,

but he has most of the virtues and few
of the vices of that strong-willed national-

ity. He has a jaunty, loose-jointed walk
which makes him distinguishable in a

crowd from any angle. It was the ac-

centuation of this particular mannerism
that made his amateur jigging amusing
to his friends during that first year in

college and that in turn furnished the back-

ground for his first professional engage-
ment soon after that first college year
when his father died and it became neces-

sary for him to go out "on his own."
Out he went and back he came with a

job dancing in the chorus of a big vaude-
ville act at $35 a week. A friend had
helped him win the job and Cagney
trusted his Irish resourcefulness to pre-

vent the losing of it if the manager
learned that it was his first professional

engagement. He distinguished himself

then by a trait he has always kept, a will-

ingness, almost a passion, to learn.

Cagney is probably the best audience for

an advice giver in the motion picture or

theatrical world. And, if he thinks the
adviser knows what he is talking about,

he is certain to try it out.

In the comparatively small role he played
with George Arliss in "The Millionaire,"

Cagney worked out his own interpreta-

tion of the insurance salesman part. It

was admittedly an excellent bit because it

gave the key to the whole action of the
play. He rehearsed for three full weeks
on those few lines, faithfully.

"I would have played the part at a

slower tempo," Cagney confesses. "I still

think it would have been better if I had
played it that way. But Mr. Arliss is too

good an authority for me to discard his

advice, even if I disagree with it. And
what I learned from watching him work
with the others in the cast was worth a
great deal to me."
The first entry in the abbreviated scrap

book is a yellowed newspaper clipping that

is not quite two inches square. It reads

:

"James Cagney has replaced Donald
Kerr as a dancing feature with the 'Pitter

Patter' company, which opened for a
week's run at the Shubert-Riviera Theatre
last night. Some time ago it was pre-

dicted that this young man's cleverness

would result in the recognition of his

talent and that more of his work would be
brought into the limelight. Now he is

rapidly coming to the foce at a pace that

eclipses all predictions."

That is the only scrap book entry of the

early years of struggle for recognition on
the stage. The next entry, on the same
page, is an account of the opening night

of "Outside Looking In." Charles Bick-
ford made a name for himself in that pro-
duction, too.

Strangely enough Cagney won his chance
in "Outside Looking In" by trying out for

a part with a road company which was to

play "Desire Under the Elms."
"My reading of O'Neil's lines was so

effective that I was chosen to play Little

Red in Maxwell Anderson's play," he says
with a chuckle.

Four pages of reviews of "Outside Look-
ing In" follow and there is revealed an
absolutely unanimous opinion that the work
of James Cagney was very good indeed.

Percy Hammond wrote, "Charles Bick-
ford and Mr. James Cagney do the most
honest acting now to be seen in New
York."
But though Cagney's partner in "honest

acting." Charles Bickford, was persuaded
to try picture making shortly after that,

Cagney himself stayed by the stage for
five more pages of the scrap book and four
more years.

They were not particularly prosperous

Maria Alba, the Rio de Ja-
neiro beauty whom you'll see
in "Goldie"—but Maria isn't
dyeing for her art. Jean

Harlow is Goldie.

years. One show after another in which
Cagney appeared died in its infancy, leav-

ing only comments from the critics upon
the excellent work of Cagney and the

worthlessness of the vehicles in which he
appeared.
From time to time he returned to dancing

and to revues and vaudeville. He headed
the "Cagney School of Dancing" which
furnished support for himself and his wife
during the lean times between stage en-

gagements. His stage life alternated be-

tween comedy dancing roles and dramatic
"weakling brother" parts. He liked to do
the latter.

"The Grand Street Follies," "Maggie
the Magnificent" and "Penny Arcade" were
the rather unsuccessful shows which proved
to be sturdy stepping stones for Cagney.
He emerged from each near failure with
additional flattering personal notices and
valuable experience.

The boy who had so narrowly avoided
becoming a tough in real life, found him-
self heralded as the most promising tough
on the stage

!

Then, of course, the screen claimed him.
He was taken to Hollvwood bv Warner
Brothers for the part of an unregenerate
brother in "Sinners' Holiday" which he
played so effectively that he was kept there

to play in "Doorway to Hell."

Clippings from that picture complete the
twelve pages of Cagney's scrap book. It

is Cagney's past. His present and his

future are yet to be pasted on the blank
pages and registered on the public's con-

sciousness.

James Cagney represents the most amaz-
ing combination of contradictions in the
picture colony.

He drops into the gangster lingo as
easily and naturally as a Chicago police-
man but off the set he talks like a college
professor. He shares with Bickford, who
won fame with him in their first important
stage roles, an intense resentment toward
any pretentions of the "classes" as against
the "masses." It has already been sug-
gested that he is something of a liberal

in his political views. He is a student
of economics and philosophy and is almost
too willing to discuss them when the op-
portunity presents.

His opinions are firm but his manners
are pleasant. He is almost gentle. His
voice is low, his words tumble out. his

red hair and freckles making the serious
sentences sound almost incongruous. He
refuses to learn to play bridge. He spends
his evenings arguing with friends, telling

stories, comparing beliefs and ideas. The
art of conversation is not lost with him.
And this is the boy who was once known

officially as the red-headed terror of Ave-
nue A before his mother took him in

hand and moved the family out of the
district.

He fights at the drop of a hat even to-
day, but not always with his fists. He is

very earnest, very Convincing, very gen-
erous. With a comfortable salary he saves
no money but he has acted as a hard-times
bank for his actor friends who are out of
work. He apparently has no bad habits,

except that he swears. If this is too
noble a picture of the young actor who
is playing "baby scarer" roles in notably
successful pictures, I can only plead that

it is the result of a canvass of those who
agree and those who disagree with him.
Having got along this far in life with-

out ever having played the piano he has
suddenly registered great interest in music,
and is taking lessons. When not working
in a picture, he practices several hours
each day. He has an ambition to be able
to play Debussy, whose music is, qualified

experts say, as different from the Cagney
type of stage character as it is possible
to find. He reads long-winded Russian
novels. Dostoievsky is his favorite. He
is a severe critic of his own work and of
the work of others. Asked how he liked a
Los Angeles showing of a popular play
he said

:

"It's a great play—with some very
hammy performances."

Mrs. Cagney was a dancer on the stage
when they were married. She left the
stage permanently when she went to the
altar with him and has never ventured
back. There are no children.

Independence is his weakness and his

strength. His first day in Hollywood is

the proof of that.

Cagney had an appointment with Di-
rector John Adolfi that day at the studio.

Promptly on the hour he was there but
Adolfi was not. Cagney waited fifteen min-
utes and then said to the secretary, "Tell
Mr. Adolfi that Mr. Cagney was here."

Then with all his motion picture career
still ahead of him in a not any too certain

future. Cagney walked out of the office,

out of the studio and out of sight so far

as studio officials could discover. It took
them two days to find him

!

They found him eating spaghetti in an
Hungarian cafe and discussing Russian
novelists.

He is, so far as I know, the only am-
bitious young actor who ever walked out

of a studio when he had been invited to

stay.
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PRICE DOES
NOT MEASURE
QUALITY IN THIS
TOOTHPASTE

Council on Dental Therapeutics

accepts

COLGATE'S

See if the seal of

acceptance is on
the toothpaste

you buy

(OLGATE'S is the biggest selling toothpaste on the

market— and has been for 30 years.

Colgate's is more universally recommended by dentists

through the years than any other dentifrice ever made.

Colgate's now—climaxing 30 years ot leadership—has

been accepted by the American Dental Association,

Council on Dental Therapeutics. The seal signifies that

the composition of the product has been submitted to the

Council and that the claims have been found acceptable

to the Council.

Colgate's sells for 25 cents because more people use it than

any other make. The price is important—but the quality,

not the price, has held Colgate leadership for 30 years.

FOR THIRTY YEARS COLGATE'S HAS BEEN THE WORLD'S BIGGEST SELLING TOOTHPASTE
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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Clive Brook Confesses!—Continued from page 53

to annoy him.
Movie fans are forever writing to "Miss

Clive Brook," and "Miss Olive Brook."

Most of the letters contain requests for

photographs. He has a form letter with

which they are answered, and it begins

"Dear Friend : If you will kindly send

ten cents in stamps, etc."

One of his old friends wrote a personal

letter asking for a photograph. It became
mixed in the fan mail and he received the

form letter. Imagine what trouble there

was for Clive in squaring that.

He spoke of his home life only once,

when I asked if he liked dogs.

"Crazy about them," he said. "I have
one—a Doberman Pinschcr, but he is so

ferocious that I can't take him around
with me—keep him at home to watch over

the children."

Mrs. Brook, as you know, was the for-

mer Mildred Evelyn, popular English ac-

tress. They met when she played opposite

Clive in "Over Sunday," his first big stage

success in London.
She stays out of the spotlight now, be-

lieving that the only thing for a wife to

do when her husband is famous.
Although Clive taught topography dur-

ing the war, he has no sense of direction,

he revealed to me. He is forever getting

lost. Even in the studios he has trouble

finding his way about. When he is in

New York, Mrs. Brook is his chief guide

around the city.

He loathes anything pertaining to

clothes. Hats, particularly, cause him
much anguish. He can never find one that

feels comfortable after he tries it on at

home. Fie buys them by the score, and
seldom wears them. He prefers a bowler,

or none at all. And as for his dozens of

suits, he has them made and wears them
just because it is expected of him. The
back-to-nature cults springing up in Ger-
many sound good to him.

In the privacy of his own boudoir, he is

happiest. In the winter he sleeps in just

the top of his pajamas. In the summer,
wears none at all.

Outstanding in his memory is his first

real stage appearance.

"I played in 'Oliver Twist,' " he said,

smiling at the memory of it. "It was in

a province of London. There has never
been anything like that thrill since. Of
course I was scared. But at last, I was
on the stage

!"

And the desire for the stage that arose

in Clive when he was just a youngster
came from his mother. She was an opera
singer.

His family tried so hard to dissuade
him from seeking stage fame that he left

home at the age of 14, and became assist-

ant secretary at the Colonial Club in Lon-
don. It was not until after the war,
though, that he took the stage seriously.

Before that, he did everything from teach-

ing elocution to starring frequently in

amateur dramatics.
After the war, he broached the subject

of a stage career to Sir Alfred Butt, fa-

mous British producer, and was awarded a
role in "Fair and Warmer"—the leading
role, to be exact. This led to a contract
with Basil Deane, and later to a movie
role opposite Betty Compson. It was two
years after his first screen appearance in

England that he came to America to ac-
cept a contract with Thomas Ince for one
picture. He has stayed six years. At
first he free-lanced, and later was placed
under a long term contract with Para-
mount.
When the talkies came along he was

ahead of the majority of screen stars.

His long stage training had made his

voice acceptable.

Clive Brook has a strange philosophy of
life. Says it isn't exactly fatalism, but
smacks of it.

"My belief is that we are influenced en-
tirely by secretions from various glands.
I mean, for instance, it is the chemical
make-up of people that determines their
actions and reactions. Wr

e like some peo-
ple and dislike others all depending on
this. We do one thing and do not do an-
other because of it," he told me. "But
it is hard to explain. When you get into

it, I suppose it is fatalism, in a sense."

He has no desire to be fabulously rich,

like many stars.

"I want just enough money to permit

Blonde Mary Nolan has a
corner on beauty—her face,
figure, and coloring are things

to talk about.

me to travel," he pointed out. "I want the

money and time for it, that's all. Home
life is great for a while, but it can get

tiresome. And it is very easy to become
hampered with too many possessions.

"Right now I'd rather go to Russia than

any place I know. Why? Because I have
never been there, I suppose."
And speaking of possessions, his most

precious ones are his collections of pewter
and glass. Not large collections, but very
rare and valuable.

He picked them up in his spare mo-
ments. His other spare moments he spends
playing tennis or polo. And sometimes
he writes. Now, he writes for amusement,
rather than publication. And although he
won't discuss love, he writes about it.

His first short story, which he sold to

Smart Set, was about "1-u-v," he con-
fessed, laughing.

Dancing appeals to him. So does chew-
ing gum. His favorite drink is cham-
pagne. And he smokes almost anything.

He prefers cigars. Oysters and partridge
are his favorite foods.
He is on a diet, now. Doctor's orders.

Before the doctor came along he used to

eat enormous breakfasts.

Yes, he can remember being hungry and
broke. It was no fun. He doesn't like to

talk about it.

He admits a strong streak of sentimen-
tality.

"Past happenings and associations are
very dear to me," he said. "They are the

two things that stir up my sentimental
side."

Perhaps it is his moodiness that makes
him hard to know. Or maybe it is just his

British nature. Anyway, his circle of real

friends is small, his circle of acquaintances
large. People who know him slightly can-
not understand him. One day he is up in

the clouds ; the next, in the dumps.
He is reticent about speaking of himself.

Doesn't feel that his opinions are of in-

terest to anyone except himself. And he
is petrified when a reporter approaches
him.

"I like reporters only in the abstract," he
said. "In real life they can do too much
harm. A star is at their mercy."

Besides having an extensive screen ca-
reer, Clive has had another—that of a
soldier.

In September, 1914, he joined the Ar-
tists' Rifles as a private. Six months later

the unit was dissolved and all of its mem-
bers made commissioned officers. His first

duty as a subaltern was to take charge of

the machine gun section of a London reg-
iment which waited for Zeppelins on the
east coast of England.
Next, he was assigned to the machine

gun corps and saw service in that organi-
zation for the greater portion of the war.
Among the larger engagements in which
he was active were the second battle of
Yimy Ridge and the Battle of Messines.
The latter was the fight in which the Brit-

ish mined a tremendous portion of the
front and blew it up with an explosion
so great that it was heard in London.

Clive was among the soldiers buried be-
neath the avalanche of earth, but escape;!

apparently unhurt. Five days after this

rather hectic experience he was sent home
on a ten-day leave.

While attending a theatrical perform-
ance in London, his memory suddenly left

him. In the early morning hours he
found himself on the opposite side of town,
not knowing how he happened to be there.

Because of this attack he was retained in

England to drill troops there. During the
course of the work he suffered a second
attack. Tells how he went down to the
drill grounds in the middle of the night
and drilled squadrons of troops which were
not there. But this was the last attack of
amnesia.
He rose to the rank of Major during the

war, winning his commission because of
gallantry in the front lines.

Since coming to America he has been
one of the most popular leading men. Be-
fore the talkies became popular, he tells

how annoyed he used to be when on en-
tering a theatre, people would reach out
and touch him.

"Suppose now that audiences actually
hear their favorite stars talk, they know
we are real," he explained. "Until the
talkies they thought touching us was the
only way to find out. It was awful

!"

Because he hates being pointed out in a

crowd explains probably why he seldom
goes to the theatre.

And if you ever write him a letter, don't

expect to receive a reply in his own hand-
writing. He writes on the typewriter, al-

ways. His handwriting is so terrible that

ofttimes he finds it difficult to read it him-
self. It is the only handwriting in Holly-
wood that handwriting experts have been
unable to copy.

It is no wonder that Clive Brook has
succeeded in the world. He got a great

start.

He weighed 20 pounds when he was
born

!

If you don't believe it, he'll show you
his birth certificate

!
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ROUNDED SU
is the subtle part

of every smart
ENSEMBLE
The new ensembles are getting more in-

volved. Paris even specifies now about

figures and faces! We must be slender,

ah yes! But rounded. We must glow with

health while we grope with calories!

And after all, what's the good of losing

your health to regain your figure? It's

possible to emerge from a reducing diet

pounds lighter and actually prettier!

So simple a thing as the addition of

Kellogg's All-Bran to an adequate
reducing diet will work wonders. All-
Bran itself isn't the least fattening. But

it adds the "bulk" your system needs

to keep it regular and healthy.

Nothing causes more unpleasantness

than improper elimination. Pimples, sal-

low skins, headaches, wrinkles, back-

aches, dizziness—are only a few of the

most common symptoms.

Why not prevent them by enjoying

Kellogg's All-Bran every day? It is so

much wiser than taking dangerous pills

or drugs. For All-Bran not only adds

bulk—it also contains iron, which brings

rosy color to the complexion.

Start building health and beauty to-

gether with All-Bran. Recommended by

dietitians. Many attractive recipes on the

red-and-green package. At all grocers.

Made by Kellogg in Battle Creek.
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1UAK y NULAN
,
charnung Universal star, wears this moulded evening gown o) satin and pailletted chiffon.

i>ne is equally adorable in satin and vdvtt lounging pajamas, or in this striking bathing suit.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET
"THE MODERN FIGURE^

Leading motion-picture actresses

are shown to you in "fashion

close-ups," wearing the costumes

that millions of critical eyes will

see on the screen. Everything

from sports-togs to evening

gowns. In addition, the booklet is full of val-

uable information on how to reduce wisely.

Free upon request.

KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept. E-S, Battle Creek, Michigan

Please send me a free copy of your booklet,

"The Modern Figure."

Name

Address-

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREE.VLAND.
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The Truth About Cosmetics—Continued from page 92

and light; Queen of the Nile, which is just

as seductive as you hope it will be, and
Royal Gardenia, which is our favorite.

They are all the same price, $6.50 per

bottle, which contains four ounces.

Another house has been doing itself

proud with a new perfume. This is called

"Orchis" and is made by that fine old Eng-
lish firm, Yardley and Company. It comes
in a very simple little bottle with bevelled

edges dressed up in a charming yellowed
silver box. In fact the press agent of this

perfume—ah, yes indeedy, perfumes have
press agents these days and why not?

—

said something about its looking like silver

birches under the November sun. Of
course, I have no words after a statement

like that. But the perfume really is swell.

It's delicately fresh and spring-like. And
it isn't too fearfully expensive. There's a

two ounce size for $7.50, a one ounce size

for $3.75, or if you want a trial size you
may try a quarter of an ounce of it for a

mere dollar and a half.

And here's Elizabeth Arden's Treas-
urette kit. It has a lock and a great big

mirror, as well as any selection of Arden
products that you desire, and I recommend
it heartily for summer travelers. It is

light and compact and it will save your
having to have cosmetics rattling around
in your bags or your trunk to say nothing
of saving your sweet-girl-graduate com-
plexions. The price is $16 complete, unless

you go wild and select the most expensive
things in a shop that has very costly—and

delightful—things indeed.

One more perfume and I'll have to cease
for this month. This is Prelude and is put
out by Pinaud. One look at the package
Prelude comes in and you want it, and one
sniff at the perfume and you hear yourself
murmuring "Daddy, buy me that." This
Pinaud company do have what it takes
when it comes to putting selling packages
on the market.

Prelude comes in a soft green shade in

a bottle so simple and yet so lovely it is

almost impossible to describe it. You real-

ly must see it for yourself. Even the label

has been put on the top of the broad rec-

tangular stopper so that nothing will clutter

up the face of the bottle itself. Then the
bottle has been slipped into a case lined

with padded white crepe de chine, no less,

and sits on a little white satin ribbon that

pulls it politely out of the box whenever
you desire it. The outside of the box is

of a heavy black paper that looks like fine

leather with one chaste little silver label.

Now I ask you, does that sound like some-
thing you'd cry for? If you wouldn't
you're just too strong minded. The price
is reasonable for all this splendor.

Yardley introduces a new
scent; it's called "Orchis"
and is delicately fresh and

spring-like.

Do you read Mary Lee every
month for the latest about the

newest and most exciting cos-

metics? You should!

Revuettes—Continued from page 6

TARNISHED LADY. Paramount. T.illulah

Bankhead makes a personal triumph in a shop-worn
story. Clive Brook and Phoebe Foster do their best.*

THE FLOOD. Columbia. Fair melodrama with
some good river flood scenes and Eleanor Boardman
and Monte Blue—but a poor story.

THE GOOD BAD GIRL. Columbia. Still another
gangster yarn. Mae Clark does good work as a gang-
ster's moll who tries to break away from the gang.
James Hall is the nice boy and Robert Elliot is the
"heavy."*

THREE GIRLS LOST. Fox. The adventures of

three small town girls who come to the big town
to make good. Mildly interesting film with Loretta
Young, John Wayne, Joan Marsh and Joyce Compton.

TOO YOUNG TO MARRY. Warner Brothers.

An uninteresting story with no kick, but sprinkled
with a few laughs. Loretta Young. Grant Withers,
O. P. Heggie and Emma Dunn are featured.

UP POPS THE DEVIL. Paramount. The trials of

a young married couple who live in Greenwich village.

Carole Lombard and Norman Foster play the Mr.
and Mrs. Skeets Gallagher cops all the laughs.*

VIRTUOUS HUSBANDS. Universal. An amus-
ing farce for grown-ups with Elliot Nugent as the
"virtuous husband" and Jean Arthur as his charming
modern wife.

YOUNG SINNERS. Fox. Thomas Meighan saves
this trite story of modern youth. Dorothy Jordan
and Hardie Albright are the romance.*

Short Features:
AIR TIGHT. Melro-Goldxvyn-Maver. An amateur

rides in a glider. It should have been thrilling but
instead it fell very flat.

ALL GUMMED UP. RKO-Pathe. You'll get

quite a few chuckles out of this domestic comedy tri-

angle with Edgar Kennedy, Florence Lake and Louise
Carver.

BETTY CO-ED. Paramount. Rudy Valine singing

and his Connecticut Yankees playing. College at-

mosphere. You'll like it.

CHIP SHOTS. Warner Brothers. Another golf

lesson by that expert, Bobby Jones. John Halliday,
William Davidson and Robert Elliot are some of

Bobby's cinema pupils. See it.

Warner Baxter and Joan
Bennett in a scene from
"Doctors' WiVes," a sophis-
ticated yarn. Joan and War-
ner make this film interest-

ing.

COUNTRY SCHOOL. Universal. Oswald, the

rabbit, is very naughty in this one; and besides, he
offers only a sprinkling of laughs.

DON'T DIVORCE HIM. Educational. Clyde
Cook plays a sap clerk employed by a divorce lawyer.

It's slapstick which the kiddies will enjoy.

HERE'S LUCK. Universal. A Slim Summerville
comedy with the comedian scrapping with a tougn
sergeant. Good for many laughs.

LAUGH IT OFF. Paramount. June McCloy plays

a nurse who thrills the men patients with her voice.

Trite songs and story-

MIDNIGHT IN A TOY SHOP. Columbia. A
spider goes haywire in a children's shop. Entertaining.

NOT SO LOUD. RKO-Pathe. Not so good.
Edgar Kennedy plays a dumb detective who tries to
keep tabs on the goings-on in a roadhouse.

OUTBOARD STUNTING. RKO-Pathi. A zippy
Sportlight showing some hair-raising stunts in out-
board sports. It packs a wallop.

SKTDOO. Vilaphont. Lew Fields doesn't
register very well in this comedy due to a weak story.
Fields plays a hen-pecked husband.

THE MAD MELODY. RKO-Pathe. One of the
best cartoon comics with Professor Lion writing an
opera. Good gags.

THE SPIRIT OF 76TH STREET. Yitaphone.
Most of the action takes place during a spiritualist

seance with Helen Broderick wisecracking. Enjoy-
able.

THE TROUBADOUR. Vilaphone. If you go for

opera you'll enjoy this one. Giovanni Martinelli is

in splendid voice as usual.

THOU SHALT NOT. Paramount. Billy House
as a sappy waiter in a night club manages to be funny
despite the poor plot.

WTLD WEST OF TO-DAY. Fox. Beautiful
scenic backgrounds with sequences showing wild
horses, steers, sheep and bison. Well worth seeing.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT. Yitaphone. An interest-

ing Ripley feature showing various oddities he has
encountered. Entertaining.

HE WAS HER MAN. Paramount. Dancing,
music and Gilda Gray doing her famous dance.

"Frankie and Johnnie" is the theme.

ROUGH SEAS. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. A war
comedv of high standard with Charlie Chase and
Thelma Todd at their funniest best. Good gags.

THE HUDSON AND ITS MOODS. Paramount.
Showing the beauty and charm of the Hudson caught

from a river boat. Good photography.

TIGERS VERSUS ELEPHANTS. Talking Pic-

ture Epics. A thriller. Deals with a herd of ele-

phants surrounding tigers. A lecture accompanies

the film. You'll enjoy it.

WINE, WOMEN, BUT NO SONG. Columbia.

Eddie Buzzell manages to instill laughter in this one.

Eddie masquerades as a butler and, of course, things

go wrong.
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Pent House—Continued from page 34

the lips. "Be good, kid. I'll send you the

booking story in the morning."
As he walked quickly away, she saw the

glint of his cigarette against the pale glow

of his face. Through her tear-dimmed
eyes, it looked like a tiny heart, that was
bleeding. He did not look back.

* * *

When Don Bosinney purchased Supreme
Pictures, he brought with him what the

industry laughingly referred to as the

''fifteen cowboys from Montana" to help

him run the business. They were in

reality fifteen subordinates who had served

Bosinney faithfully in his various enter-

prises over a period of many years. Before
their dramatic appearance on the movie
horizon, they had been employed by Bosin-

ney in one form or another on his ranches

in the west. If the truth were known, not

one of them had ever sat on a horse. They
now occupied various executive posts. One
was a vice-president ; another was a super-

visor on the lot in Hollywood ; a third

had been appointed purchasing agent, and
so on. And John Cummings, who had an
uncanny flair for phrases, had been given

the post of advertising and publicity direc-

tor.

And so when Cummings turned over the
entire publicity campaign and opening on
"The Love Melody" to Angela, she was
glad. It meant work, day and night work,
until the premiere of the picture. There
would be no time to think, to brood, to

yearn for a Gerry who would not write.

She didn't mind the days. But the eve-

nings were lonesome. She went to no more
premieres. There were no more after-

theatre excursions to the penthouse with a

red-haired boy whose beauty brought a
lump to one's throat and a trembling to

one's body. She made a habit of coming
back to the penthouse, alone, after her
dinner. She would sit in the little maple
swivel chair and look toward the Battery.

And when Broadway became aglitter with
a million lights, she felt a strange ache in

her heart, an aloneness. She sometimes
found herself calling Gerry's name aloud.
But there was no answer ; nothing but the
excited, expectant beat of her heart. She
was grateful to Cummings for loading her
with twice as much .work as any human
could possibly turn out.

The work preceding an opening night was
almost as much fun for Angela as the

premiere. There were the first and second

night lists to be prepared. The first night

list consisted of celebrities of the stage

and screen, political figures, the world of

art and society. And the press. Angela
concerned herself most seriously with the
press. Don Bosinney sincerely valued
their opinion; unlike the majority of pro-
ducers, he wanted Supreme to make pic-

tures that received their approval and ap-
probation as well as pictures that swelled
box office receipts. And Angela wanted
him terribly to have what he wanted. She
felt it was a pity that he was called to

London two days before the premiere. He
seemed so disappointed about missing it.

As the night of the opening approached,
excitement in the offices of Supreme grew
to fever pitch. Five years in the picture

business had not dampened the enthusiasm
of the fifteen cowboys for a "world pre-

miere." There was even a rumor, which
went the rounds of the various depart-
ments, that John Cummings had grown so
mellow on the afternoon of the last open-
ing, that Mrs. Brady, the young and red-
cheeked charwoman of the organization,

had been the somewhat amazed recipient

of his alcoholic embraces. Angela dis-

missed the yarn with a laugh.

Two o'clock of the great day arrived.

Angela sat at her desk with a layout of

the theatre seats, and the opening night list

before her. It had been John Cummings'
suggestion that the opening night tickets

be painted red, and shaped like hearts.

These now lay in neat little piles on her
desk. She had inaugurated the custom of
having opening night tickets delivered by
messenger boys on the afternoon of the

premiere. This created a dramatic effect

;

made the opening seem more important
when the little pasteboards were delivered
personally and signed for by the recipients.

Angela worked quickly, placing two of
the little red hearts in each round, red en-
velope. She was happy. For the first time
since Gerry had gone, there w:as a singing
in her heart. Before he left for London,
Don Bosinney had laughingly promised her
another increase in salary. She knew he
would keep his word and that she might
expect a check for two hundred and
twenty-five dollars in her envelope next
week. She was easily the best paid girl

press agent in the industry. Her cheeks
flushed at the thought. Yes, she was

happy. And Pierre de Grossac, who had
directed "The Love Melody" and was* in

New York expressly for the opening, had
invited her to go with him. She would
wear that new flesh-colored satin gown,
with the maroon gloves and slippers. A
dream of an evening ensemble ! It was
nice to be asked to the biggest premiere of
the season by the greatest director on the
lot. He would take her to a night club
afterward, and try and make love to her
in the taxi. It was sweet to be desirable

—

it was good to be alive. Yes, she was
happy

!

She placed the last little red heart in

the last little round envelope, and walked
across the hall to give John Cummings
his tickets for the evening. She knocked
on the door. There was a mumble,
blurred, indistinct. She knocked again,

then slowly turned the knob and went in.

The room was pitch black. The hands on
the clock of the Paramount Tower, bril-

liantly lit, pointed to ten minutes after five.

A voice from the blackness mumbled:
"Who is it?"

"It's I, Angela. Why isn't your light

on, Mr. Cummings?" Her hand felt for

William Bakewell jumps over the net to meet his opponent for a game of
tennis. You're on, Billy, but if you play as well as you act we'll have to

look to our laurels.
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the switch.
"No ! Don't want any lights. Want to

sit in the dark." His voice was thick.

"Mr. Cummings ! Let me bring you
some water. And perhaps I'd better turn

on the light."

"No!" he roared. "I don't want any
lights. Only gin. C'me here, Angela. I

been thinking about you all day." He felt

in the darkness for her hand.

She drew away. "Don't, Mr. Cum-
mings. Here are your tickets. I've got

to go." She started toward the door, feel-

ing her way along the side of the table.

"Stay and have a drink. One HI' drink
!"

"You don't know what you're saying."

Her voice trembled. She kept her hand
on the knob of the door.

He lurched to his feet. The glass on
the table fell to the floor with a crash.

Angela felt the liquid dripping on her in-

step.

"You didn't mind that red-haired fellow

on Talkie Topics, did you?" He walked
over to the door heavily, brushed against
her, and covered her hand on the knob,
with his. "I know all about you and that

Gerry March and your carryings on in

your office. What do you think Bosinney
will say when he hears that your boy
friend

"

Angela swayed dizzily for a moment,
then jerking her hand away from under
Cummings', she raised it in the air for one
second of indecision, and brought it across
his face in a stinging slap. She heard his

gasp of pain, of amazement.
She could never remember how she got

into her hat and coat, and out of the pent-

house. She suddenly discovered that she

was on the street, and that there was such
a pain in her heart that she felt she could
not bear it. Not even when Gerry went
away had her heart ached so. Across the
street, the electric letters on the marquee
of the Supreme Theatre mocked her as

they announced the world premiere, to-

night, of "The Love Melody."

She heard nothing from anyone in the
penthouse. She did not expect word from
Cummings. But it was a month now
since that night, and Don Bosinney had
evidently been informed of every detail.

She suspected that the story might have
been greatly garbled, but still she knew he
had returned from London. He might
have telephoned her or written to her to

come and give him some explanation of
her strange conduct. This indifference, as

though she had been no more important to

him than the most impudent office boy,
hurt like a physical pain.

Yes, yes, Gerry, you were so right

!

When they need you they smile on you and
flatter you and give you a Colonial office

for a Christmas gift, but 'when they don't

need you any longer, you do not exist for
them. What do your feelings matter?
Pride ? Banish the thought. You must
have no pride. Love of the work? More
fool you, then. Collect your salary each
week and love a man, not a job. The
motion picture industry can well get along
without you, little one. Someone else will

place the little red invitations in the little

red envelopes as capably as you—someone
else will use his ingenuity, his wit, to make
the front pages of the newspapers—some-
one else will sit in the Colonial office on
the pretty couch—someone else will step

out on the terrace on warm summer eve-
nings and on cold winter nights when the
snow comes down in merry, mad little

flurries. Angela stood on the corner of
45th street and Broadway and looked at
the clock on the Paramount Tower. The
electric lighted hands pointed to ten min-
utes after ten. A little further north, a
toothpaste girl swung gaily back and forth,
smiling coquettishly at the Broadway
strollers. Directly in back of the swing-
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ing girl stood the penthouse, slim and ma-
jestic and gray against the star spangled
sky. The thirtieth floor was dark. She
suddenly felt chilled, and drew her coat
more tightly around her. She had avoided
the penthouse for weeks. She didn't want
to see it, or anyone connected with it.

But tonight something stronger than her
own will had drawn her to it. She had
been sitting in the living room of the

apartment, alone, trying to read. But she

could concentrate on nothing; her eyes
had been drawn to the leaping flames in

the fireplace; it was so like—and yet not
like—another fireplace. And suddenly, she

wanted to see that other fireplace ; to sit

before its cozines-s again, if only for one
moment. To see the maple desk and the

chintz couch and the Colonial lamps and
the view of the city from the balcony of
the penthouse.

Her heart beat heavily as she stepped

out of the elevator. There was a dim
light in the entrance hall; a murmur of

voices from the executive offices. An all-

night conference, of course. She heard

her own labored breathing as she made
her way quietly down the hall to the

Colonial office. She opened the door softly

and turned on the lights of the lamps. She
looked around quickly. Everything was
the same. The couch, the desk, the dim
lamplight, the fireplace. Just as she had
left it, six long weeks ago. No, it was not
the same. She looked more closely at

the couch. The couch, the dear little

chintz couch, was covered with cigarette

holes, dozens of mean, brown cigarette

holes !

The little brown cigarette holes were
more than she could bear. In one more
moment, her heart would burst.

Blindly, in the dim light of the lamps,

she groped her way to the balcony. She
opened the door, and stepped out on the

terrace. The wind groaned, moaned and
softly died. Below her, thousands of

humans swarmed, like mad little ants,

creeping feverishly, no one knew where.

To what purpose, to what end? Above
her, the stars, piercingly beautiful, white
and peaceful, twinkled back: To no pur-

pose, to no end.

Her mind was playing her tricks. Her
eyes closed. For one brief moment, she

swayed dizzily, drunk with wretchedness,
heartache, futility.

"Miss Calvert ! What are you doing out

there in the cold?"

She opened her eyes, and as if in a
dream, turned slowly. "I—don't—know,
Mr. Bosinney."
"Come in here and close that door."

She obeyed mechanically. Bosinney
looked at her.

"I telephoned your house tonight. But
you were out. Strange, your coming here
this way." He lit a cigarette and puffed

at it slowly. "You're trembling. Lie
down on the couch and let me put a coat

over you." He left the room and re-

turned almost immediately with a large,

woolly coat which he spread over her.

She lay breathing quietly, her eyes closed.

She could feel the scent of his cigarette

in her nostrils.

"Very unhappy, Angela?"
"Yes," she whispered.

"I see." He rose, and started to pace

the tiny room with quick, nervous strides.

He turned to her suddenly.

"Why didn't you write to me, cable me
to London, make some explanation of your
sudden departure? At least, in fairness

to yourself ?"

"I couldn't," she whispered. "I was
ashamed—of my temper."

"Nonsense. You did exactly right. But
you made a mistake when you left. You're

much too highly strung, too sensitive, and
think too much of the other fellow's re-

actions." His voice grew harsh. "I will

not tolerate any drinking during office

hours and Cummings knows that he goes
back to the cattle country if it happens
again. Angela, I telephoned you tonight

—

to—ask you to come back to us. We need
you."

She sat up suddenly, her cheeks flushed,

her eyes shining. The coat dropped to the
floor, unnoticed.

She walked over to the fireplace and
stood leaning against the mantel. The
flames brought a ruddy glow to her
cheeks, a brighter sparkle to her eyes.

Ruth Etting, the sweetheart
of the radio and queen of
short features, on her farm in
David City, Nebraska. You
make a right nice farmerette,

Ruth.

Don Bosinney looked at her, a little smile

playing around his lips.

"Angela, tell me how a girl as intelligent

as you could let a boy like Gerry March
walk out of her life? I saw him—in

—

Paris. He's heartbroken about you. In

the good old-fashioned way."

"Is he?" She sighed. "No one would

suspect it. He didn't write; I haven't
had a word from him since he sailed. I

thought he'd forgotten me completely."

"Quite the contrary," dryly. "Tell me
something, Angela. I'm enormously in-

terested in the modern young women I see
around me. There are so many of you
clever young ones. You all want big jobs,
high salaries. Don't women still need love
more than anything else in life? Can
business life be as much of a retreat for
them from the world of feeling as it is

for men?"
"Gerry explained that the night before

he sailed," Angela answered. "If we're
more intelligent than the average girl our
egos become inflated. Like the men around
us, we become drunk with power—in our
own small way," as she saw him smile.
"I'm afraid we have a terrific amount of
energj—arid brains—and that loving a
man isn't a sufficient outlet."

"You don't think loving a man is a suf-
ficient outlet, Angela?"

"I don't know," soberly. "I've never
given it a fair chance."

"Angela, will you come back to us? I

want you to, very much. We need you
more than you know."

"It's sweet of you to ask me, Mr. Bosin-
ney. But you don't really want me. No,
I'm through with the penthouse and the
penthouse is through with me. But this

unhappiness I've gone through seems to
have suddenly set me right with life. A
woman is stupid who thinks she can sub-
limate her emotions in a job. If she's
fortunate enough to be loved by the man
she wants and to have a job she's crazy
about, then she's lucky. But if she must
choose between the two, then she—she
should take love."

"You've come to a very wise conclusion,
my dear, and I'm glad of it. Very glad.
Will you excuse me for a moment?"
"Of course." She watched him as he

walked quickly out of the room, his step
gay, light-hearted. A great man, a bril-

liant man, but best of all, a good man.
She sat on the couch, her eyes drawn to

the golden flames. Just so she had sat

with Gerry a long, long time ago, watch-
ing the flames, the falling snow, the mil-
lion lights of New York. "Gerry, Gerry

!"

she whispered.
"Here, my darling."

She turned her head slowly. Someone
was coming toward her—someone who
looked exactly like Gerry, with Gerry's
blue eyes, and Gerry's mop of ruddy hair.

"Gerry ! It is you !" And as she felt

his arms tighten about her she murmured

:

"How did you know? Gerry, how did

you come, when I needed you most?"
"When I need you most, you mean," he

whispered. "I saw Bosinney in Paris.

He was awfully decent to me. He wormed
everything out of me, my feeling for you,
and told me I was a fool to let you go the

way I did. That a man in the cattle coun-
try would kidnap a woman if he wanted
her hard enough." He smiled wryly.

"I've come to kidnap you, if you'll let me.
I couldn't stand it any longer, Angela. I

caught the 'Paris' and got in this morning.
I telephoned Bosinney and he asked me to

come over tonight. He was going to tele-

phone you to come over, too. And then

put it up to you straight in man-to-man
fashion. Offer you the job again. And
if you accepted it, I was to go back with-

out seeing you. If you turned it down,
then

"

"Then you would know that you and not

the job are the biggest thing in my life.

Gerry, I turned the job down, and you can
kidnap me any time you want to. There
never was a more willing victim! How
about right now?"
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Phillips Holmes' Own
Story
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concern a picture. It was about a play,

the first of a series to be produced by the

Los Angeles Civic Repertory Company in

their effort to establish a western Thea-
tre Guild. The play was Sidney Howard's
"The Silver Cord"—one of the big hits of

that season in the east—and Nance O'Neil,

Kay Johnson and Philip Strange were al-

ready signed for it. And Mr. Cromwell
gave me the role of the younger brother,

one of the most dramatic parts in the play.

You know that old expression about
"walking on air." Well, as a matter of
fact, it isn't nearly so silly as it sounds.

I literally couldn't feel the ground under
my feet when I came out of that office,

having read the part for Mr. Cromwell
and gotten his definite approval.

All the circumstances were with me, this

time. The Repertory group spared no
money on production, the play was a bril-

liant one and Mr. Howard himself was on
the coast and supervised ; Miss O'Neil,

Miss Johnson and Mr. Strange are all fine

actors
;

and, of course, Mr. Cromwell is

one of the very best directors. Because
of his careful rehearsal, I managed to

evolve a pretty fair performance.
During our run, all the studio executives

and directors saw the show at one time or
another. And, all at once, my stock rose.

Big plans were made for me. As soon as

the play closed, they told me I was to do
"The Genius." This was a script by one
of Professor Baker's students at Yale—

a

really marvellous story and I was to have
the lead, virtually a star role.

That script was as vital a part of my
daily routine as breakfast, lunch, and din-
ner. I steeped myself in it, I learned
every line and every scene of it, and I

continued to probe still deeper into the
nuances of character in the leading role.

It was the part of a violinist and I religi-

ously studied fingering and bowing, so that
that detail, too, would look authentic.

This intensive work followed directly on
the nervous strain that had carried me
through "The Silver Cord." I had been
totally unprepared, technically, for the de-
mands of a role that would have taxed the
ingenuity of an experienced, seasoned ac-
tor. Because I had lacked technical equip-
ment, my one resource had been a complete
immersion of myself in the character, a
resource which experienced players are
never forced to employ by itself.

On top of this had come the weeks of
study and practice and rehearsal and ex-
cited concentration on "The Genius." It

was just then that the story was shelved.
I was left hanging in mid-air. Because I

had been living and working on my nerves,
they inevitably snapped. I went to the
hospital with a nervous breakdown.
As I see things now, from the superior

vantage point of my present experience
and common sense, an overabundance of
earnestness, so misdirected, is certainly the
better part of futility. Even granting that
life really is real and earnest and all the
rest of it, one human being is a pretty
small part of the general machinery. Fly-
ing into a lather about the little disasters
—or, on the other hand, good fortunes

—

that drop into one's path strikes me now as
quite a bit sillier than beating the head
against a well-made concrete wall.

But, two years ago, I was still idealizing
the importance of things in relation to me,
and me in relation to things. So I had a
nervous breakdown. Nozv will you all

troop upstairs and relax?
It was bound to happen. I had been
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headed that way ever since I got back to

Hollywood. I had been so damned intense

about everything—all my nerves strung

so tight. First, there had been the long

idleness when all my energies were keyed
up for work. Then the concentrated work
I had put in on the play and the even

more concentrated work on preparation

for "The Genius." And when that picture

fell through and I appeared to be back
where I started, something inside me
seemed to snap.

I was in the hospital for six weeks.
During that time, an option came up and
Paramount temporarily suspended my con-

tract, the idea being that I was "unreli-

able."

That hospital room, symbolic of that

period of my life, was a more dismal,

nightmarish, hopeless place than I ever

want to be in again. The minute they

heard about it, Mother and Dad rushed

west to be with me—Dad leaving an all-

star revival and, since he and Raymond
Hitchcock were the mainstay of the show,
his going meant that the play closed.

When the door of that hospital room
opened and disclosed these two people, my
parents, I was never so glad and so sorry

to see anyone in my life. Glad, because I

knew that their beautiful understanding
would encompass every smallest detail of

the whole affair and I could lean on them
for comfort and support ; sorry, because I

was mortally ashamed of myself for get-

ting into such a mess.
Hollywood being Hollywood, the con-

ventional rumors were launched. Inevi-

tably, they came to my ears—vague, un-

pleasant stories for which there could be

no decisive come-back. I had failed in the

first important attempt of my life and
seemed to bear the bad name that hung the
dog in the proverb.

When I came out of the hospital, I

wanted to get away, far away—to Europe,
South America, anywhere that was several

thousand miles from Hollywood.. And I'd

have gone, if it hadn't been for Mother
and Dad. They nipped any such notion in

the bud. If I didn't stay and fight this

out, they insisted, I'd never be able to cope
with anything else again ; it would mean
that the rest of my life would be spent

in running away from things. So I stayed.

The moment I was well enough I went
to the studio and asked to have my con-
tract renewed—not an easy thing to do.

After due cogitation, they agreed to give

me another chance.

For several weeks I didn't have an as-

signment. Then, brief bits in "The Wild
Party" with Clara Bow and in "Illusion"

with Buddy Rogers did little to re-estab-

lish my self-confidence. Again there was
another long interval of idleness. After
which, they gave me the juvenile lead in

"Stairs of Sand," the last silent picture

made by Paramount, and a routine western
which they hurried out unobtrusively to

fulfill previous contracts with exhibitors.

That picture was a considerably mitigated
pleasure. I was terribly anxious to do a

good job of it—the first real work they

had given me since the great debacle. The
two men who were featured in it were
notoriously "tough guys" to work with.

They delighted in discomfiting any young-
er, less calloused player—and I was great
game for them. Particularly because Jean
Arthur was also in the picture. I had
always had a slight crush on Jean and the

chance to play opposite her was an Impor-
tant Occasion. The two men sensed this

and made my life miserable.
After this opus was finished and duly

sneaked into the sticks, I again retired to

my retreat. Mother and Dad stayed with
me. They took a beautiful place on a hill

side where we still live. For six months,
I went nowhere and saw no one. Occa-

sionally, but very rarely, I'd go to a movie
at some neighborhood theatre ; or maybe
go for a long drive. But that was the

extent of my social activities. Mostly, I

sat in the garden, overlooking the whole
valley from Los Angeles to the ocean and
read and loafed—trying to restore myself
to health and strength.

During that long period, I didn't once
take a girl out or even go out with any
of the boys. I went occasionally to the
studio to see if there were anything for
me—but always making brief, unobtrusive
visits. I really believe that such a battle

—a fight to regain a reputation—is the
hardest of all, if only because it must be
an inactive one.

And then, when I had begun to feel that
this nightmare would go on forever, the
studio called me—told me I was to do the
juvenile lead in "The Return of Sherlock
Holmes" to be made in the east, and that

I would leave for New York in a few
days !

The significance of that assignment ! It

meant that I could get away from Holly-
wood for a bit, without running away. It

meant that the studio still had a little faith

in me. It meant work—active, actual
work.
When I arrived in Ntw York, I was put

to work at once. The fact that the pic-

ture didn't turn out to be any world-beater
didn't matter. I was working. Also, I

saw a good deal of my old Princeton
friends. And again tasted the sane, prosaic
normalcy I had known before. In my con-
fusion, I had been making a range of
mountains out of a very modest molehill,

and contact with these sane friends com-
pleted the restoration of balance.

And, as is the way of such things, when
the sun does shine after a storm, it grows
steadily brighter and brighter. Before we
had finished "The Return of Sherlock
Holmes," word came from the Hollywood
studio that Edward Sutherland wanted me
for "Pointed Heels" and was holding up
production until I could get back.

I can't tell you what that did for me. It

was the first time that anyone had openly
expressed a desire to have me around a set.

My acquaintance with Mr. Sutherland had
only been a very casual one. but he had
decided that I could do the part and

wouldn't take anyone else. I shall be eter-

nally grateful to him.

So, once more, I came back to Holly-
wood. But this time I was a conscious,

azvare person. I had acquired a sense of

values and proportion now—and I wasn't
afraid of anyone or anything.
From "Pointed Heels" on, things have

progressed more or less smoothly. After
"Only the Brave"—my first real chance to

characterize— I did "Devil's Holiday" for
Edmund Goulding. That was a marvellous
schooling. I played a young boy—the kind
of part usually done by an older actor

whose experience can express such a char-

acter much better than a boy of requisite

age who, consequently, has no perspective

on it. Goulding almost fought with me,
wresting from me the requirements of the

part by sheer force. When I finished that

picture, I had acquired, in a few weeks,
technical experience that would ordinarily

have taken me years to learn.

Then, another conventional juvenile in

"Grumpy." And then Tay Garnett gave
me one of my best breaks by letting me do
the tough sailor in "Her Man." This was
the hardest actual labor I've ever done in a
studio—whatever athletic training I'd had
in school stood me in good stead then—and
I loved it. Also, it served to prove that I

needn't always be the "juvenile love in-

terest."

Being farmed out to other studios and
being, at one time, in demand for the leads

in "All Quiet," "Journey's End," and "The
Case of Sergeant Grischa," did me a lot of

good on my home lot. even though they

didn't let me do one of those three parts.

I feel that I have some sort of footing

now. We are just finishing "Confessions

of a Co-ed" now, and I'm hoping for good
tilings from the previous one,. "An Amer-
ican Tragedy."

Life has balance, now. I shouldn't want
to live the last couple of years over again,

but I'm glad that things happened just as

they did. My lessons were forcible ones,

compressed into a short space of time.

Usually, that period of learning extends
from twenty to, say, thirty. I think that,

in a way, I am lucky to have learned my
lesson quickly, gotten it over with, and
settled down to the enjoyment of its mas-
tery already. I hope

!

Our hero at the age of three—or Phillips Holmes as a heap-big-Indian

Chief with a head-dress, and a canoe, but, alas, no tribe. This was his

first American Tragedy.
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Lois Talks About Gloria and Ruth!—Continued from page n
they talk well on any subject. Rutli reads

two newspapers through every morning
at breakfast, whereas Gloria depends on
'Time' to keep her posted."

We recognize the obvious fact that both

Ruth and Gloria are women of great de-

termination and individuality. Left to

shift for themselves at the age when the

average girl is being protected by her fam-
ily, they had to develop their own char-

acters.

"Neither of them ever flinches," Lois

testifies. "They are wonderful sports.

Gameness is their god. Playing square
against big odds is their meat.

"I don't suppose most people would be-

lieve it, but both of them are honestly shy
when they meet strangers. Their sophis-

ticated, calm manner is a cover-up."

Gloria is Lois' longest-known friend.

They have been pals ever since they
worked together at Paramount in those

by-gone days when Gloria was a clothes-

horse and Lois the eternal ingenue. Re-
member how we used to rationalize the

wild things we heard about Gloria with
the fact that Lois approved of her?
We were right, too. Lois says in ex-

plaining this side of Gloria. "She is the

more impulsive of the two, but she is not
as gay as her screen roles. Gloria is not
flamboyant in person. Her publicity has
played up the colorful angle. All of the
'wild' rumors about her have been built

up around her fictitious screen character.

In real life she is as normal as anyone
else."

When Chatterton came to Hollywood to

enter pictures, Lois was one of the first

film people she met. Immediately a great
friendship arose. Lois spends half her

time at Ruth's cottage at Malibu nowa-
days.

"Because Ruth's past in the theatre has
been dignified, due to the inherent differ-

ences between the legitimate and the mov-
ies, people are apt to jump to the conclu-
sion that Ruth is a perfect lady and
Gloria a mere engaging poseur.

"Actually, Ruth is not Bostonian in her

Jill Esmond, British beauty
and star of numerous stage
successes on both sides of the
Atlantic, has signed a con-

tract with RKO.

tastes and Gloria is not at all the amateur
in the art of gentility. Both of them
can, and do act like ladies when they feel

so inclined. But their dignity is a mask
which they drop whenever they feel in

the mood to cut up, caper, and laugh.

"What I like is the grand sense of hu-
mor each has. It enables them to see

through the tinsel and false glamor which
inevitably surrounds a movie star. And it

makes life a gallant battle. Whether they
win or lose in each problem that con-
fronts them, they are sure to have fun

facing the working-out of the dilemma.
"Women do not like Ruth or Gloria

as well as men do. This is due to the

fact," says Lois in analyzing them, "that

they are essentially men's women. Men
flock to them. Their male admirers are
legion and are sincere and true. Women
are jealous of their vitality and charm.
The few girl friends they have, however,
are terribly loyal." Which one can well

believe after consulting Lois

!

As regards acting, Gloria and Ruth take

an equally intense interest in heir produc-
tions, sitting in on the writing most of
the time. They will go to infinite pains to

see that every detail is correct. Both of
them are musical, having studied voice and
possessing fine singing voices.

Emotionally, Ruth and Gloria love with
the passion one would expect from them.
Behind the glitter they have each known
heartbreak, but both are too proud ever
to refer to the past. What is done is to

be forgotten, they think.

Their best friend vouches for their sim-
ilarity. But whoever would have thought
that Regal Ruth and Glorious Gloria could
double for each other?

Before you light the
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What Chance Has a Second Coogan?
Continued from page 27

have been lisping. His only companions
were grown-ups—other stage people—who
treated him more as an adult midget than

a child. He was unbelievably smart. Even
smart enough to cover up his sophistication

in his picture roles. Technique. Acting

was nothing new to him when he entered

the movies at the more or less mature age

of four. Hadn't he already spent half of

his life on the stage?

But when Robert was taken out of his

backyard world and put on a motion pic-

ture set, everything was new to him. He
hardly knew what a moving picture was,

having viewed only four of them in his

life. He was afraid at first. But he dis-

covered that playing with other children

and people is an altogether delightful ex-

perience. And that messing in plain mud,
muck, and assorted goo is heavenly, after

having to get along somehow for six

years in an ultra-sanitary back yard where
even the dirt was liable to be sterilized.

It seems that orchids are fond of good

rich loam.

Robert has picked up an idea somewhere
that children should govern their actions

by the wishes of their elders. A rather

quaint notion for these modern times. He
is careful to conduct himself quietly in the

presence of grown-ups, but at other times

is a bundle of energy. He will answer
your questions very seriously and deliber-

ately.

"The part I liked best about acting in

the picture," he told me in his shy, yet

precise way, "was the clothes I could wear,

because they were very, very dirty and
mostly holes. If I act in another picture

I hope my clothes will be even much more
dirtier and much more holier."

He really didn't mean "acting." He
meant "living," but he doesn't know there

is a distinction between the two. He lived

every moment of his part as Sooky. When
they made the scenes in which he is cry-

ing for the dog—he actually believed

Penny was going to die. After the com-
pletion of the picture, he couldn't under-

stand why they wouldn't let him have the

clog to keep. Didn't he and Skippy work
hard to earn the three dollars for his

license fee?

It took three days to make the crying

scenes. To coax the tears, they had to

keep convincing Robert that Penny was
going to expire at most any moment. The
proverbial cat hasn't any more lives than
that much- lamented canine. On the third

day, when both kiddies were completely
"cried out" but there still remained some
scenes to be shot, Mr. Coogan said wear-
ily, "Well, Robert, I'm awfully sorry to

have to tell you this, but the dog is very
sick and I think he's going to die again."

There wasn't a tear left. Robert gave
his father a most reproachful look and
said, "Daddy, I'm ashamed to say it—but
I don't believe you're telling me the truth.

I just saw Penny five minutes ago and he
never looked more friskier."

The hardest scene was getting him to

fight Jackie Searl. "I can't fight Jackie,"
he pleaded pitifully, "he's my friend. I

like Jackie— I can't hit him !" This prob-
lem held up production until the director
learned from the family that Robert can't

stand to be called "Chicken." He in-

structed Jackie Searl to use the abhor-
rent epithet, and it worked like magic.
Little Robert flew at him in a blind rage.
After the scene was taken, they explained
to him why it had been necessary to trick
him. He ran to his friend, threw his

arms around him, and wept on his neck.

One day Mr. Coogan was sick (instead
of Penny, for a change) and as Mrs.
Coogan was in New York, Big Brother
Jackie stayed on the set to help the di-

rector manage Robert.

Perhaps in the hope of inciting him to
greater histrionic achievements, Jackie told

him he was a bum actor.

The credulous little fellow took Brother
at his word and promptly walked off the
set, announcing to the astonished company
that he had no future as an artist, so he
meant to take up a useful trade without
further waste of time. He was going to

learn to be a cameraman right then and
there!

Daddy Coogan had to be called from his
sick-bed to untangle that one.

Need it be added that the incident

abruptly terminated Jackie's career as an
assistant director?

Robert was evidently reconciled to his

destiny as an actor, for when he had seen
some of the rushes in the projection room
and his father asked him what he thought
of them, he replied very solemnly, "Daddy

— I think I'm positively marvelous!"

After the picture was finished, Norman
Taurog, the director, sent Robert a mam-
moth battleship—about the only toy he
didn't have, and one his heart had been
aching for. He called up Mr. Taurog
to thank him. "Uncle Norman—that is

the most beautiful battleship God ever
created," he said over the phone. "I
think it is perfectly gorgeous, and I don't
know how to thank you for it but there
is something wrong with the propeller

!"

"Maybe you don't know how to wind it,"

the genial director suggested.

"Oh, yes I do," he contradicted, "but
it liasn't got any brakes!"

I saw Robert after the preview of his

picture the other night. Effusive women
were covering his cheeks with their car-
mined congratulations. He had the most
bewildered look—to see him was to won-
der how long he can keep that quaint, ethe-

real charm under the wilting incandescents
of Hollywood.

Well, I suppose one can't go on being

an orchid forever!

Lew Ayres at home. Lew might be pulling a "Romeo and Juliet" except
that "Juliet" isn't on the balcony with him. However, take note of the
girl's picture on the cabinet—it's Lola Lane! Lew's next picture will be

"Heaven on Earth."
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Yip-ee! See Hoots
Rodeo Show

Continued from page 66

pictures a film called "Tumbleweed."
Starting back to Hoot's and Sally's ranch

house, cowboys mingled with the crowd,

and Marguerite Churchill took a delight in

talking to them, as she is a great horse-

woman, and has worked in pictures with

many of them. From every side we heard

the call, "Hello, Miss Churchill !" as cow-
boys recognized the actress.

Everybody loves Marguerite. She is a
good scout, as the small boys say.

Patsy wanted to visit the corrals on the

way back, and we saw the horses being

loaded into trucks for their trip home, hav-
ing earned their ride.

We expected the cowboys and girls to be

all worn out, but instead they were kidding

among themselves, twirling ropes, and chat-

ting vivaciously over the rodeo matters.

We talked a moment to the woman who
was running the hot-dog and sandwich con-
cessions, too, and found that she follows

rodeos all over the country ! Then we
drove over to the ranch house.

And what a delightfully picturesque place

it is ! Built in the old Spanish mission
style, it has broad verandahs surrounding
it, amidst its old-fashioned gardens and its

lawns. Its guest suites, we found, when
we went in to remove our wraps, all face
a patio, and are simply but most comfort-
ably furnished, as becomes a ranch house.

The cool of its verandah was most wel-
come after the heat of the bleachers, and
there a lot of us gathered to have a chat
before supper, which was to be served in

the huge living room.
Hoot and Sally live there all the year

round, coming and going to their work, no
matter how far the distance may be, for

they love this home of theirs.

"I suppose," remarked Sue Carol, "that

if we really could bring back those old

Spanish days in California, we should be
terribly disappointed. There wouldn't be
any proper plumbing, we'd have to ride in

those terrible old carretas with the wooden
wheels, that would certainly jolt the life

out of us modern girls, athletic though we
imagine ourselves to be, or else get our-
selves all dusty riding horseback for miles,

and the cooking would give us indigestion.

No, I'm sure I prefer this imitation Span-
ish life."

Sue was looking cute as paint in a white
knitted sport suit with a white beret to
match.

She was telling us, too, about losing that

thirty-five thousand dollars' worth of jew-
elry which was stolen from her and Nick
in Chicago, and right from under the shad-
ow of the police station, too.

"But Nick and I got one thing out of
it," said Sue. "We went over to see the

prisoners, among whom were the two girl

bandits who had made their victims take off

their trousers after they had robbed them
so that they couldn't run away. They were
awfully cute girls, and I think Nick liked

them !"

George Lewis, who has gone completely
Spanish, now that he is playing in Spanish
versions, was there with his pretty wife,

and others were Mr. and Mrs. Abraham
Lehr, Clark Gable, Marie Prevost, who
has grown very chubby, and who was wear-
ing khaki riding breeches ; Howard
Hawks, Micky Neilan, Eddie Sutherland,
Alan Crosland and his wife, Natalie
Moorhead; Wesley Ruggles, Alyce Mills,

and many others.

Ed Hillman, Marian Nixon's husband,
had flown down to the rodeo, we learned,

but Marian had not flown with him, but

had arrived discreetly, at the conservative
speed of sixty miles an hour, in her road-

ster !

Skeets Gallagher and his wife were
among the guests, and Mrs. Gallagher said

the baby was growing beautifully, spending
a lot of time out-of-doors arrayed in little

except a smile.

When supper was announced, we all

went inside, and Sue brought us a plate,

the supper being a buffet affair where you
buttled for yourself.

"I've brought you," Sue said, glancing
with comic ruefulness at the very full plate,

"all the things I'd like to eat myself, but
cannot account of fearing the ruinous fat."

Sally had rushed in, when she reached
home from the rodeo, to wash her face,

powder her nose, and change to some very
cute blue-flowered silk pajamas; but just

before dinner she disappeared again and
came back dressed in a suit of rose-colored
pajamas, with wide sleeves and trousers,

and most becoming.
Sally's father and mother were among

the guests, Sally's dad being just seventy

years old that day.

Over at the Gleason table, where were
Lew Cody, Natalie Moorhead, Alan Cros-
land and others, they were kiddingly offer-

ing prizes for whoever could eat the most.

"But we're stopping now, and concen-
trating on Lew Cody. We know he'll win
anyway," laughed Mrs. Gleason.

Mrs. Gleason said she herself was worn
out—that she had been personally riding in

every race and doing every stunt, right

along with the rodeo performers—in her
mind, of course—and that she was com-
pletely tired out.

"It's very hard," she grinned, "that buck-
ing contest, on a middle-aged lady's liver

and heart
!"

"Altogether a great day !" exclaimed
Patsy, as we took our leave.

"I find that string quartettes," remarked
Patsy, "are something that you either like

very much or don't like at all. No one
ever seems to be neutral about them. Now
as for me, I like any kind of string quar-
tette, whether it's good or not. And I'm
sure one which Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett

is to have at her party will be the best

possible in that line."

We went with Jose Crespo over to the
Tibbett home that evening, where, although
we weren't to have the pleasure of seeing
Lawrence Tibbett, since he was absent on
a concert tour;, we were to be Mrs. Tib-
bett's guests.

And certainly it was a wonderful quar-
tette—the London String Quartette, and
really and truly from London, too, as
one could readily tell when its members
stopped being musicians and became guests
and talked with us.

It was performing when we came in, and
we had to tiptoe around behind the en-
raptured guests to find seats in the semi-
circle which was gathered in the big living

room.
And what a wonderful hostess Grace

Tibbett is ! She has that amazing vitality,

that quick warmth and cordiality, which
make her able to radiate welcome and kindly
friendliness to all her guests at once.

When the program was over, we drew
together in little groups.
Fay Wray declared herself charmed

with the Brahms numbers.
"Yes, he always seems to mean some-

thing without being too awfully serious
about it," Kathlvn Williams declared.

Miss Williams only lately returned from
Europe, but is going traveling again very
soon.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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"I'm an inveterate globe trotter," she
said, "but I love China best of any place,

Shanghai in particular. There is a won-
derful cosmopolitan society there that is

very fascinating."

She said that she knew two Chinese
princesses, both writers, who had been
ladies-in-*waiting to her majesty, the Dow-
ager Empress, about whom one of the

princesses had written under the title of

"The Old Buddha."
"And it's quite true," she said, "that

the old Dowager had thrown a rival into

a well, and listened to her drowning cries.

They said, these princesses, that being

lady-in-waiting to her celestial majesty-

had been a tough job, inasmuch as they

never knew when she was going to fly

into a cold, cruel rage over some small

matter."
Miss Williams lost an only son a few

years ago, you know, and never since has

she been able to settle long in one place

—

while the edge of her sorrow is dulled,

she is forever restless.

Mr. and Mrs. Gleason were among the

guests, and we went over to chat to the

vivacious Mrs. Gleason, while James
joined Walter Huston and his son in an-

other corner of the room to argue about
stories.

Mrs. Gleason told us of a chat that

she had had with Charlie Chaplin just

before Chaplin went abroad.
"He said -he would be happy," she told

us, "if England would confer knighthood
on him, saying, 'Here, little Cockney, good
for you !' But they wanted, it seemed,
that he should make some pictures over
there in return for knighthood, and he
wouldn't stand for that. Then he whim-
sically drew a coat of arms," she went on,

"with mustache rampant, cane a bar, and
his shoes couchant

!"

Ramon Novarro was there, and joined

our group just then, and the two talked

of their travels. Ramon, you know, may
retire from pictures and live in Europe.
He wants to keep on with his musical
studies.

Mrs. Gleason told about how she and
Jimmie had lived in cold old London, in

the same square where the Prince of
Wales had his apartments, of how the
guards came every morning to awaken
him at six o'clock with the band playing.

"And all the Americans," she said,

"used to come to our house because they
said it was the only place in London
where they could get warm ! We had a
lot of fires."

Jane Cowl, she said, had an apartment
right across the square from theirs, and
Jane used to stick her head out of the
window every morning and call across to

tell them how bad the plumbing was.
Then we spoke of dear Robert Edeson

and his passing, and of the devotion of his

wife, and of how, because he could not
sleep for pain, she would sit all night on
the bed, holding his head and shoulders
upon her breast.

"I went to see him just a few days be-
fore he passed away," Mrs. Gleason said,

"and his eyes sparkled with humor, though
he could talk but little. The barber came
to shave him while I was there, and
thought to cheer him up by saying, Ah,
but Mr. Edeson, you'll be coming to me
soon !' 'Don't kid me.' Bob answered.
'Don't worry about me. I'm not worried.
I've had my life !'

"

Eleanor Painter was among the guests.
She is to do some picture work one of
these days, following her marriage.

Janet Gaynor was there with her hus-
band, Lydell Peck : and other distinguished
guests included Elsie Janis, Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Howard, John Monk Saunders,
Theda Bara and Charles Brabin, Paul
Bern, Doris Kenyon, Mr. and Mrs. P. G.

Wodehouse, Laura Hope Crews, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Hornblow, Mr. and Mrs.
Rob Wagner, Carmen Pantages, and many
others.

Supper was served in the big living

room, after which we chatted with Rob
Wagner, who told us an amusing incident

about the butler.

"I asked him for a drink of water,"
he said, "and told him that the food was
very good. 'Ah !' answered the butler,

rolling his eyes up, 'That is true—but ah,

sir, the music— !'
"

"Well, of course," Elsie Janis retorted,

"the Lawrence Tibbetts would have a
musical butler

!"

We had a few words with Mrs. Tibbett,

who told us that Lawrence was expected
back soon. Indeed by the time this is

printed he will be in California again and
at home.

Do you remember Madge
Evans, the child actress?
Well, Madge is all grown up
now and is playing in "Son of
India" opposite Ramon No-

varro.

Somebody rallied her on the fact that

she once sang herself.

"But that's forgotten now !" she said

brightly, "and I'm happy just to be Mrs.
Tibbett and the Tibbett twins' mother!"

"Thalians," Patsy remarked, "is just a

classic name for a classy bunch of picture

youngsters. They're giving a party tonight

at the Cocoanut Grove at the Ambassador,
and of course we wouldn't miss that lively

crowd."
I have never seen the Cocoanut Grove

so crowded, and momentarily expected to

see a bunch of Thalians climbing a cocoa-

nut tree to find a nice, cool place to sit

and watch the crowd, but nothing of the

kind happened.
"They are the nicest youngsters in the

business," Anthony Bushell confided.

"There's not a cocktail in a carload of

them !"

Anthony had brought his wife, Zelma
O'Neal, and as we had to wait for some
friends who were to join us, Anthony and
Zelma kindly invited us to sit at their

table with them. Zelma. who created such

a furore in "Good News" in New York,
and who had just returned home from
another Broadway show, said she didn't

intend to leave her husband again, show
or no show.

"I don't blame Zelma," Patsy confided

to me as we returned to our own table.

"Anthony is one of those real gentlemen
of whom the world has all too few."

Charlie Murray came over to ask Zelma

if she would help with the entertainment
'

by dancing the Varsity Drag, but after
she had conferred with the orchestra
leader, and he had conferred with the
musicians, and Zelma had conferred with
her husband, and it was found that the
orchestra didn't have her music and
couldn't play it, why, they reasonably de-
cided to drop the idea, although I'm sure
everybody was disappointed.
A lot of cute feminine Thalians were

selling gardenias, including Nancy Drexel,
who came up to us just then.

The object of the party, we learned,
was to raise funds to build a real club
house for the Thalians.

"It will be so different," Sue Carol, who
had just come by our table, said, "from
the beginnings of the club, when nobody
was club-conscious at all, but we were all

just a lot of kids who gathered at the
Montmarte for dancing and fun."
Nick Stuart, of course, had brought Sue,

and we decided they are one of the nicest
couples in pictures.

Out on the floor we met Lincoln Sted-
man, president of the club, who had
managed to leave off his heavy duties as
special host long enough to fox trot.

We met a lot of stage people there, in-

cluding Edward G. Robinson and his
lovely wife, Gladys Lloyd, who has just
entered pictures

; James Gleason and his
wife, Lucille Webster, Chic Sale and
Virginia Sale, Arline Judge, Sadie Burt,
who looks like a child, although she said
she had put four children to bed just
before coming to the party : Joseph Santley
and his wife, Ivy Sawyer; Eddie Cantor,
and a score of others ; while included
among the dyed-in-the-wool screen folk
were Laura LaPlante and William Seiter,

Martha Sleeper, John Wayne, Lenore
Bushman, Dixie Lee, Harold Goodwin,
Edna Murphy and Mervyn LeRoy. all

Mary Carr's children; Reginald Denny
and Bubbles, Polly Ann Young, George
Lewis, Rex Bell, Florence Lake, Jose
Crespo, Sally Phipps, Frances Lee,
Russell Gleason, Barbara Kent, Mary
Brian, Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey, Fifi

Dorsay, Matty Kemp, Ivan Lebedeff, Jack
Oakie, Harry Green, Georgie Stone, and
many others.

Charlie Murray was master of cere-
monies to open the show, and was followed
by Benny Rubin, and both were a very
good part of the show.
Everybody dined and danced, or at least

you might call it dancing if you wanted to.

although, as Billy Bakewell put it, it took
an hour to pass a given point, the floor

was so crowded.
Quite late the various artists were

called on to perform, and it was certainly,

as Patsy remarked, a million dollar big
time bill.

Eddie Cantor sang and danced ; Fifi

Dorsay was as seductively wicked as usual
in a little song and dance; Arthur Lake
did a funny burlesque of Rudy Yallee
crooning a song

;
Georgie Stone and the

Mosconi Brothers danced ; Dixie Lee imi-

tated her husband, Bing Crossby, in a

song ; Rosco Ates stuttered as amusingly
as only he can ; his lovely daughter,
Dorothy, did a wonderful tap dance, and
after that Rosco played the violin without

a single stutter : Harry Green made a
little speech, saying that he was just back
from a hospital operation in which he had
lost his appendix, and Benny Rubin de-

manded to see his scar

!

We noted Alice White dancing a lot

with Jack White, who, you know, is di-

vorced from Pauline Starke.

It was all so wonderful that I am sure

the sun would have been shining into the

Cocoanut Grove if its rays could have

gotten in, but as it was the synthetic

moon kept right on shining above us!
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Help Save Clara Bow!
Continued from page 20

schoolgirl beauty-contest winner from the

first. Thus Clara was forced to be a man's

woman as distinct from a woman's woman
—where the friendship of fine women could

have done so much to develop this harassed,

alluring child.

Nor was Clara vouchsafed the right kind

of men—their interest in her was ever

selfish, never toward the spiritual and in-

tellectual progress of Clara's character.

Of the dozen men we know to have been
romantically interested in Clara—Donald
Keith, Gilbert Roland, Robert Savage. Vic-

tor Fleming, Gary Cooper, Morley Drury,
Bela Lugosi, Dr. William Pearson, John
Rinehart. Harry Richman and Rex Bell

—

not one of them could claim to have con-

tributed anything to Clara's spiritual, moral,

intellectual or professional progress.

Which is one reason why an autographed

Another one of Hollywood's
best dressed women—Juli-
ette Compton! Miss Comp-
ton's evening wrap is of
white satin trimmed at the
cape border and the hem with

wide bands of red fox.

portrait of Rudolph Valentino still occupies

the place of honor next to Clara's bed.

Valentino asked nothing of this little girl,

risen to stardom from the brownstones of
Brooklyn. Instead he treated her like a

princess, paid her the deference due a
charming cultured woman, enhanced her
self-respect, contributed to a righteous pride
rather than to a jazzy vanity.
Alma W'hitaker, Screexland's Western

Editor, gave Clara her very first interview
when she came to Hollywood, self-con-
sciously stepping through the door of fame.
Clara was so anxious to do the right thing,
to behave courteously, to make a nice im-
pression. But her father, in his shirt

sleeves, with a handy cuspidor in constant
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use, made things difficult even then. He
broke frequently into the conversation with
remarks about knowing just what men
wanted from his girl and he was going to

show 'em. Mr. Bow had been a barker in

Coney Island and his outlook on life was
just that. Always talking about "keeping
my girl out of trouble with these guys," al-

though it was later pretty obvious that

Clara's job was keeping father out of
trouble.

Things might have been so different had
Clara's mother lived. No one of Clara's

sister-actresses felt impelled to take social

responsibility for this dashing, eager, flam-

boyant girl. Instead they snubbed her with
designed neglect.

Yet Clara has a sweet, generous, and
deeply sympathetic disposition—born in

July, she comes under the sign of Leo, .and

so has great power for feeling. When mor-
ally developed such characters can rise to

fine heights.

Elmer Clifton, who gave Clara her first

chance in pictures, still believes her capable
of great dramatic portrayals. Even under
the multitudinous handicaps that have beset

Clara in Hollywood, shackled as she has
been by parasite relations and lovers, ha-
rassed on all sides by second-rate men, at-

tacked by the gutter press, Clara has de-

<§>

veloped a fair measure of soul—her very
break under the brutality of scandal proves
that she has not become brazenly hardened.

It was only a few days before her break-
down that Clara said, "Perhaps things have
been too easy for me, perhaps I needed
some suffering."

So Clara was well on the way to learn
that out of sorrow comes happiness after all.

She seemed so hopeful, so eager to be
brave and to set things right. She knew
this was to be a test picture upon which her
future fate depended. She tried to rise to

it, to throw off this hovering impending
break, to hold her chin in the air and con-
found her foes. But things proved too
much for little Clara.

She has always been loyal and generous.
According to report her father had finally

been forbidden to show his face on the
Paramount lot. If only he could have been
persuaded to take a long, long trip three
years ago, it would have helped Clara's case
considerably. She was always beset by all

sorts of undesirable hangers-on who helped
to complicate things for her. It is now
conceded that the whole affair with Harry
Richman was designed as a publicity stunt

for Harry, and a great many of Clara's

beaux have made similar use of her fame
for their own benefit.

'

But Clara is a loyal, trustful soul—never
could believe people were faithless until it

was proved.
Only a few days before the final break-

down Clara had said. "I am just trying to
work hard now, and putting in all my spare
time at my beach cottage to try to keep
well. If the worst comes to the worst, of
course," she added wistfully, "I have my
trust fund which will support me in my old
age. I'm through with love. I don't ever
want to marry. I want most of all to be
a good dramatic actress now—and, oh, I

do hope I am going to make good !"

Will you help her? If you are still for
Clara—if you want her to stay on the
screen—write to her and tell her so. Your
letters will help to bring her back. It was
her fan mail that persuaded her company
to give her another chance. This fan mail
is an indication of just what her audiences
think of her—whether they still want her
or are through with her. There's a definite

place for a new Clara Bow on the screen.

And when she does come back—perhaps in

a role different from any she has ever
played—a highly emotional role to test her
talents to the utmost—then is your chance
to give her your support. Help her forget
the wild little "It Girl" and you'll help save
Clara Bow.

Those Little Gay Homes in the West!—Continued jrom page 31

Downstairs again, that utterly gorgeous
swimming pool—sculptured marble, with a

sculptured bridge across it, and a fancy
tiled bottom to reflect the colors. Around
this are grouped canvas chairs and sun-
shades, and flower beds let in the marble
floor, gay with blooms. To the south of
this is the tennis court—swing-seats and
umbrellas all around—and flowers every-
where.
The tap-room, beneath the house, was

brought over entire from an old English
inn, with bar, chimney seat, carved oak
tables and chairs, and a big fireplace. Here
the bathers may frolic and refresh in

their wet suits. On either side are rows
of dressing rooms, one side for the men
and the other for women. These arc fitted

with every imaginable need, cosmetics,

combs and brushes, mirrors, lights in the

right places, and Marion can also supply

her guests with bathing suits, caps, shoes,

and wraps.

Next door Ina Claire occupies Marion
Davies' first beach cottage, and up the

street is the new adorable Spanish one of

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon—which boasts

an entire wing of guest bedrooms. It, too,

is ensconced behind a high patio wall.

Mary Pickford and Doug are also at

Santa Monica—a compact little pink

stucco, with a swimming pool and sun-

bath privacy. Aileen Pringle and Dorothy
Mackaill also favor this end of the beach.

Malibu Beach beyond Santa Monica is,

of course, very famous as a picture colony.

Frank Fay and Barbara Stanwyck have a
twelve-room "cottage" and they have gone
in strong for trick lighting. Dick Bar-
thelmess has just rented his Malibu home
—brown frame house of seven rooms, fur-

nished in wicker. John Boles has a duck
of a place, and they manage to keep a
lovely garden and lawns, too—so hard to

grow them at the beach. It's Early
American, two stories high, with jolly

open fireplaces. Lew Cody has joined the

beach cottage ranks, by renting Pauline
Frederick's place ; and Louise Fazenda.
whose cottage was burned down, is about
to raise another more beautiful one upon
the site. Leila Hyams' cottage escaped
the fire, although built of cream boards.

It has a huge living room done in chintzes

and lots of wicker furniture. Xeil Ham-
ilton has gone in for cream and green
color scheme, with a wicket fence and a
ping-pong court.

Charles Bickford and Dorothy Jordan
are a bit different—they favor Playa del

Rev, beyond the Venice end. The Bick-
ford place is high on a bluff, done in

brown stucco with a red roof, and Charlie

has devised a most dashing garden down
the hillside which is quite enchanting.
Dorothy is on that bluff, too, only her

house is white stucco with a red roof and
she has actually contrived a lawn right

down the side of the hill. She, too, has

a garden, but it is enclosed at the back of

the. house, protected from the wind.

Greta Garbo has left the beach in favor

of a home in the canyon. Joan Bennett,

John Gilbert, Polly Moran. Eddie Lowe
and Lilyan Tashman, and Clara Bow are
all Malibu beach-combers, as are also

Warner Baxter and George O'Brien.

Constance Bennett has usually rented

Corinne Griffith's place at Malibu, but will

take a different one this year. Victor
McLaglen goes as far away as La Jolla

—

•very remote and exclusive. Will Rogers
owns a ranch at Santa Monica. Mae Mur-
ray has a home at Venice, right next to

the oil wells. Mae Marsh is renting a
house at Manhattan Beach. Nils Asther
did own a fine place at Malibu but is part-

ing with it this summer. Jetta Goudal
and -her Harold Grieve live at Manhattan
Beach all the year round, in an old Spanish
place, which one reaches via a high nar-
row stone staircase.

This does not complete the list of beach
homes on the shores of the Pacific at

which our starry ones acquire their lovely

summer tans and maintain their health at

high standard. Naturally they enjoy them
for week-ends all the year 'round in that

California climate. And down there they
dress in pajamas or bathing suits almost
all the time, and set the beach styles for

the world. Most of the girls are wear-
ing huge beach hats this year to protect

their pretty noses from sun blisters.

Charlie Ruggles lives in his charming beach house at Malibu all year
'round. Charlie has a garden and tennis and ping-pong courts.
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one who might have grown up in France.

Despite her guarded girlhood, despite her
European upbringing, the new world left

its mark on her, and it was the mark of a
greater independence than she could have
achieved in the old. Here every girl, bar-

ring the daughters of the very rich, took
it for granted that she would work, and
Claudette took it for granted with the rest.

Her father wasn't exactly smitten with the

idea, but he had no valid objection to offer.

Of course she'd marry early. It needed
no fond parent, but only a casual glance at

her winsome face, to offer that prediction.

Meantime, what harm in letting her flap

her wings a little and play at working?
She had studied commercial art at Wash-

ington Irving High School, and she was
going to earn her living by designing beau-
tiful clothes. But when she discovered
that she wouldn't be allowed to design
beautiful clothes until she'd spent a long
time copying ugly ones, she abandoned
Fashion for private lessons in French. It

wasn't an exhilarating job, but at least

she liked the people she worked with and
she made as much as thirty dollars a week.
One of her pupils whom she particularly

liked was Helen Hackett, and one day
Helen Hackett, after studying her face

thoughtfully for several minutes, suddenly
demanded : "Claudette, why don't you go
on the stage?"

"Why don't I !" cried Claudette. "How
can I ? I don't know a soul on the stage."

Well, it seemed that Helen Hackett
knew a soul named Anne Morrison, who
had just written a play called "The Wild
Westcotts" which contained a part of three
lines that Claudette ought to go after. It

couldn't hurt to try. No experience ? Who
was going to prove it? If Claudette was
willing, she'd speak to Anne Morrison
about her.

Claudette went home in a state of bab-
bling excitement. Could she try? She
must try. They couldn't say no—they'd
always given her everything she wanted,
and she wanted this more than she could
ever possibly want anything" else in the
whole wide world. She had to do it, and
even if father thought it was dreadful to

be an actress, it really wasn't, anyway not
in America, and no matter how much of
an actress she turned out to be or not to

be, she'd always be the-same nice Claudette—"I promise you, father."

Her mother, as always, was on her side.

"You know we cannot help you," she said
gently, "but if you think you can do it

—

well," turning to her husband, "why not
let her try?"

It wasn't easy to persuade him. All his

preconceived ideas of the theatre, of its

dangers, of its evils, of its tawdriness, had
to be combatted. But in the end they won.
It was difficult for him to resist his daugh-
ter, but it was almost impossible for him
to resist his wife. "I honestly believe,"

said Claudette, "that if she had said to
him, 'I'm going to jump out of that win-
dow,' he'd have answered, 'I'll go with
you.'" (A soft sound of protest from the
other end of the sofa.)

Not only did she try for the three-line

part, but got it, and with it an Equity con-
tract and a salary of fifty dollars a week.
Every day she would look at herself in the
dressing-room mirror and ask solemnly, "Is
it you, Claudette?" and watch her own fa-

miliar head nodding back at her. But even
then she found it hard to believe that this

real actress in a real dressing-room in a real

theatre was the girl in whose skin she had
been living all her life long.
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Still no one took her seriously. When
the girl who was playing the second lead

had to leave the cast and she asked the
manager to give her the part, he gave her
the horse laugh instead. Her friends

smiled maddeningly. It was just by a fluke

she had managed to get this job. What
would she do when the play lay down and
died, Ss it gave every sign of doing?
Look for another, of course. But look-

ing and finding are two different things.

Back and forth she trudged, up one pair

of dingy stairs and down another, from one
rebuff to the next, the heartbreaking rou-
tine that most theatrical aspirants know
too well. "The question I always dreaded
most was, 'What experience have you

A French doll—even at the
age of three Claudette Col-
bert had poise and person-

ality.

had?' I knew that if I said none, my
goose was cooked. So I lied. 'Stock.' I'd

say. 'Where?' they'd ask. 'In France,'

I'd say. It never went over very big.

They didn't say in so many words, 'What
a liar you are !' but they'd slide their eyes

up at me and say, 'Yeah?' and they knew
and I knew exactly what they meant. But
I swallowed it all and went right on lying."

"Yes," her mother's quiet voice inter-

posed, with just the barest shade of dis-

approval, "that always seemed to me a
little silly." Claudette threw her a smile

and went on.

"One day Madame Burani. who had
been my music teacher and who played

character parts occasionally, phoned me
that she was rehearsing in The Marionette
Man' and that Brock Pemberton needed an
ingenue who looked like an Italian. I gave
him my usual song and dance about having
played in stock and wanting two hundred
dollars. He offered me a hundred and I

grabbed it."

Her father frowned at the notion of her

going to Washington, where the play was
scheduled to open. But Madame Burani

was an old friend of the family, and
Madame Burani promised to look after her
like her own mother, so, reluctantly, he
yielded. Unfortunately for Claudette. Wash-
ington agreed with her father. Washington
didn't think Miss Colbert was an actress.

"The ingenue," said Washington, "was a
particularly weak spot, and since she forms
the pivot of the play, the whole structure

naturally collapses with a crash and buries

her under it."

Madame Burani spent the following day
trying vainly to stem the flood of tears

that threatened to drown the already buried
ingenue. The play closed after a brief run,

and Claudette returned to her mother's
consoling arms and to a father who con-
cealed his pity for his griefstricken child

beneath a stern ultimatum. "Now you must
stop !" he said. "Now you see you have
no talent, you will never be an actress, and
you must put this mad idea out of your
head and be content to do as other sensible

girls do."

But a little time and a little thought went
far toward resurrecting his daughter. All
right, she wasn't a world-beater. All right,

she had a lot to learn. Who said she
couldn't learn it ! Better men than she had
been panned and lived to thumb their noses

at the panners. If she was going to col-

lapse at the first unkind word, her father

was right. She'd better stay at home and
wash dishes. She went to him and said :

"Give me five years. I'm young yet. If

at the end of five years, I haven't done
anything, if by that time my name doesn't

count for something in the theatre, I give

you my word I'll quit and do as other
sensible girls do—get married or anything
else you like." He looked at the pleading
eyes, at the resolute young chin that was
doing its best not to quiver, and his heart
melted. "Very well," he said finally, "I

will give you five years."

What happened next wasn't designed to

steady his faith. She got a job in a show
that was opening in Chicago. That was
the first thing about it he didn't like, but
when she came home, wildly waving her
first $200 contract, he hadn't the heart to

be a wet-blanket. "I don't believe it
!"

cried her mother. "It's true ! Look

!

Look!" and three heads were bent incredu-
lously above the miraculous sheet of paper.

There was a word after the figure 200

—

the word co-opcratwe—but it meant noth-

ing to any of them. It was just one of

those words that lawyers like to stick into

legal documents to make them harder.

But at the end of her first week in Chi-

cago Claudette discovered what co-operative
meant. It meant that instead of $200 for

her week's work she collected $15. It

meant that she would have collected two
hundred if the play had been a success

which, alas ! it wasn't. But her hotel bill

wasn't co-operative—that was flat, and ex-

actly four times as large as her salary

check. She had to write to her father for

money to pay it. He sent the money with

a peremptory note: "Come home at once!"

He didn't realize that Claudette's obliga-

tions weren't co-operative either.

For three weeks Papa paid Claudette's

hotel bills. When she got back, even her
mother was beginning to waver. Perhaps
Father was right. Perhaps it was going

to be too difficult. But she shook her head
doggedly. She wouldn't give it up. "Yery
well," said her father. "I've pledged my
word and I won't break faith with you.

Go on if you must, but only in New York.

Here at least you can live for nothing.

Here at least I know you are properly fed

and cared for. But to pay bills for you
somewhere else, for some manager to make
experiments with a play—no, that I have

done for the last time."

Well, as it happened, he had done it for

the last time. Claudette got an engage-
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rnent to tour in an "all-star" company of

"Leah Kletschna" at a straight salary of

$125 a week. She not only paid her own
bills, but saved money. She not only saved

money, but taught herself to act. If she

was going to be an actress, she'd have to

make herself one. Nobody else would.

Helen Gahagan was in the cast, and Jose

Ruben and Lowell Sherman— seasoned

troupers all. Every night for nine months
she stood in the wings and went to school

to them—drinking in every intonation,

every gesture, and going home to repeat,

to analyze and to remember.
But despite the glory of this all-star en-

gagement, the managers remained undaz-

zled. The disheartening trail that led from
agent to producer and back home again be-

gan once more. One day she was steered

by a tip to Al Woods' office. His secretary

looked her over. "Are you by any chance
English?" she asked.

"Yes," said Claudette. After all, why
not? Her brother had been born on the

Island of Jersey and she might have been.

"All right," said the secretary. "Come
back at 2:30 and see Mr. Woods."
"Did you say you were English?" asked

Mr. Woods at 2:30. "You talk like an
American."

"I've lived in America a long time," said

Claudette in a hastily manufactured British

accent, "but I was born in England."

"All right. Come back at 4 and see Mr.
Lonsdale. It's his play."

She came back at 4 in a fever and read

the part to Mr. Lonsdale.

"It's a curious accent," said Mr. Lons-
dale doubtfully. "Where did you say you
came from?"
"The Island of Jersey," faltered Claud-

ette, close to tears.

Mr. Lonsdale fell on her neck. He him-
self had come from the Island of Jersey.

He cherished a passion for the Island of

Jersey. Anyone who came from the Island

of Jersey was practically his brother.

She got the part and she got her first

straight contract for $200. She was in a

Lonsdale comedy. She was to play op-
posite Godfrey Tearle. Her costumes were
to be by Bendel. She was to have a wed-
ding gown smothered in pearls. Life's cup
was full.

They rehearsed for almost three weeks
without Mr. Tearle. He arrived from
England on the Thursday before the open-
ing. On Friday she was at Bendel's with
her mother, having her final fitting. Sud-
denly the telephone rang. How or why
she cannot explain, but she was seized by
a sudden premonition of evil. "It's for

you, Miss Colbert. Mr. Woods wants to

see you." Her heart sank.
At the office building her mother waited

downstairs. Claudette went upstairs and
was received by Al Woods' brother. "I'm
sorry, Miss Colbert, but you'll have to give
up the part. They've decided you're too
young." She couldn't protest, she couldn't

utter a sound. She felt as if she'd been
dealt a stunning blow on the head. The
room began whirling round and she re-

membered nothing more till she found her-
self lying on a couch, her mother's tears

falling on her face.

She knew there was nothing to be said

or done—that this decision, whatever lay

behind it, was final. They'd give her two
weeks' salary in lieu of notice and that

was all. It was. finished. But her gentle,

timorous mother, who didn't feel comfort-
able with theatrical people and never went
near them if she could help it, was sudden-
ly a creature transformed. Eyes blazing
while the tears still streamed down her
cheeks, she said what she felt needed to

be said.

"Yes," Madame Colbert contributed calm-
ly at this point, "I said I could not see
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them do this to 'er and say nothing. I

said, "Ow could you do it? She never
'urt anyone. 'Ow could you 'urt her like

this?' I think 'e was sorry. O yes—

I

think so. 'E took my 'ands and 'e said,

'In the theatre business, madame, you can-

not 'ave a 'eart. Believe me—you cannot
'ave a 'eart. These things 'ave been done
to everyone—to Jane Cowl, to Elsie Fer-
guson, to everyone.' 'Yes?' I said, 'that is

bad. I am sorry for these ladies, though
I do not know them. But still, I do not
understand 'ow you could do it to my
Claudette !' Oh," with a reminiscent shud-
der, "it was 'orrible

!"

But if this was the most tragic experi-

ence of Claudette's professional life, it

was also the turning point. "Listen, kid,"

said Mr. Woods, "next show I have, I'll

give you a part. No matter what it is,

I'll give you a part." And he was as good
as his word. He gave her a part, and she

got such enthusiastic notices that from that

moment everything began to change. No
longer did she run after managers. They
ran after her. She was earning $200 a

week regularly. People who had laughed
at her began to flatter her. "Watch Claud-
ette Colbert !" sang the critics in chorus.

"She's going fast and far!" Only one
year was gone of the five she had begged,
and already her name was beginning to

mean something in the theatre. Her father

still pretended to pooh-pooh the whole
business, but he wasn't fooling anyone
much.

"
'E carried all 'er notices about

with 'im in 'is pockets," said his wife
softly, "and when 'e thought I am not
looking, 'e took them out and showed them
to 'is friends."

Madame Colbert was in Chicago with
Claudette, whose play had two more weeks
to run, when she suddenly decided that
she must return to her husband, that two
weeks was too long to wait. A week later

Claudette received word that her father

was ill with pneumonia, and three days
after that he was dead.

She went home—to a home that had lost

half its light—to a stricken mother who
lay for weeks in a stupor of indifference

out of which only her daughter could coax
her.

"That's my father," she said, nodding at

the picture on the piano. "He lived

through all the worry, but he didn't have
much of the fun. He never saw me play a
really good part."

The good part came later—the part of
the swaggering little tent-show tramp in

"The Barker"—and if her joy in it was
darkened by the fact that there was no
longer anyone to stuff his pockets with her
notices, she played it none the less mem-
orably for that.

To Claudette herself the play was mem-
orable for more reasons than one. As
she hurried into the theatre, late, for the
first reading of the play, her eye was
caught by a long-legged youth, obviously
the juvenile lead, sitting on the floor on
a telephone book. She liked his face, and
she liked the way he read his part, and
she liked his manner generally. And the
better she learned to know him, the better
she learned to like him. His name was
Norman Foster and he came, as she did, of
a non-theatrical family. "I think that was
the first bond between us," she said.
"Most of the actors I had met were stagey
and he wasn't. I'd been warned again
and again, 'Don't fall in love with an ac-
tor,' and I was sure I never would. But
I was wrong," she concluded, a contented
little smile playing about her lips.

"We were married secretly five months
after 'The Barker' opened. Don't ask me
where," she cried impulsively, "we've never
told anyone. Even the witnesses were peo-
ple we'd never seen before. I was terribly
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happy. The only flaw was having to hide
it. I knew it would make my mother mis-
erable. She thought I was too young to
marry and she was afraid of losing me.
She thinks," teased Claudette, "I'm much
nicer than I really am. But when we were
playing in London and mother went to
Paris for a few days, Norman and I

stayed together, never dreaming anyone
would pay any attention to us. And then
one day a reporter stopped us as we were
leaving the hotel and asked pointblank
whether we were married. Well

—
" with

a Gallic shrug, "—what could we say!
Poor mother saw the news first in a paper
and came dashing back. But it's all right
now—and she's discovered she can't get
rid of me. You see, Norman and I de-
cided to go modern and keep two establish-
ments—one for him and one for mother
and me. We see each other every day and
spend as much time together as we like.

But when I have a headache or he has a
grouch, each of us crawls off to his own

Maurice Chevalier said Fran-
ces Dee has the makings of a
great actress—and that's
praise from an expert, Fran-
ces.' "You'll see Miss Dee in
"An American Tragedy."

SCREENLAND

hole and sulks in peace. And the result
probably is," she said, nodding her head
wisely, "that we do far less sulking that
we otherwise might.

"Well, that brings me to the pictures,
which just followed naturally on my stage
work. I wasn't interested in the silents,

but when the talkies came and Paramount
made me an offer, I was only too happy to
accept. I love the screen and I love the stage,
and I'd hate to give up either. Sometimes I

still have that sense of strangeness about
being an actress that I used to have in the
beginning—especially when people stare
at me in the street. It makes me feel like

a sap, and
—

" with disarming candor, "my
husband says it makes me act like one too.
If I'm with someone, I begin talking very
fast, and if I'm alone, I generally dive
into a taxi. But most of the time I know
I'm the same girl, only

—
" and the corners

of her eyes crinkled engagingly, "a great
deal richer than I ever expected to be.

"My biggest kick? It's hard to say, but
working with Chevalier was one of them.
He'd always been a family idol. When-
ever we went back to Paris, I'd rush
straight from the train to the theatre to
get tickets for his show. Once he walked
down the aisle and I saw him close, and
I can still feel the thrill I got out of that.

So when they told me I was to work with
him," she said, raising her silken lashes
demurely, "naturally I was pleased. And
now that I have worked with him." she
added emphatically, "I like him better than
ever. He's just about the nicest French-
man I know."
Madame Colbert was leaning forward

eagerly. "We saw 'im long ago," she said,

"I and my 'usband—in Paris. We went
one night to a little small theatre—and
there was a boy—very young—very slim

—

with a funny red nose
—

'oo sang. 'Is

voice was nothing but 'e made us laugh
down to our feet. Afterward 'e said—my
'usband

—
'I will be surprised if that boy

isn't going to be something great some
day.' And you see—that boy is Maurice
Chevalier. So you may think if I was
pleased when they ask Claudette to play
with 'im. And when I talked with 'im I

was pleased still more, because 'e is ex-
actly like I. Ah no, Claudette, you mustn't
laugh at me—you know 'ow I mean it

—
'e

is simple, 'e is kind
—

'e doesn't know 'ow
to make 'imself grand."
"He doesn't know 'ow to make himself

grand!" She was speaking of Chevalier,
but she might have applied the words with
equal accuracy to her daughter. It's a
trait they have in common—these two at-
tractive children of France—the inability

to "make themselves grand." Ask any-
one who has had any dealings with Claud-
ette Colbert what he thinks of her. His
eyes are likely to light up and in nine cases
out of ten the answer will be, "She's a
darling !" And if you want to know why,
you will probably be told : "Because she's
simple. Because she's genuine. Because
she doesn't think she's the sun and the
moon and a couple of planets thrown in.

Because you don't have to kneel when you
talk to her. Because she keeps her feet

on the ground and her head on her shoul-
ders. Because she knows what it feels like

to be the other fellow."

"I'll tell you why," said one man who
has had his troubles with screen stars,

"it's because she's the kind of darned nice
kid you'd like to have running around your
house all the time. And how many of
them," he demanded fiercely, "do you think
I'd say that about

!"

How many indeed ! Perhaps only one
who has been in the business can appreciate
the splendor of that accolade.

You'll soon see Claudette in "Secrets of
a Secretary" with Georges Metaxa.
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Look Out, You Hollywood Bachelors!

Continued from page 5 7
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field for a wife—or a wife may overtake

him before he expects her. He'd be worth
having—not only for his gold and his ex-

pectations as an only child of two famous
Gleasons, but because of his personal charm.
Kent Douglass and Joel McCrea are two

youngsters with wealthy families behind
them ; the former the son of a Pasadena
jeweler, the latter, of Hollywood's million-

aire colony. Both youths seem to spend

their money freely, but why not? Joel has
built himself an elaborate home, which
might be considered an investment.

Donald Dillaway and Douglas Walton,
both now under pleasant studio contracts,

insist that if films ever fail they have other

ways of bringing home the bacon. Donald
studied law before he became an actor and
has sung in public since he was twelve

;

and Douglas had a three year course in

architecture.

Billy Bakewell and John Darrow can use
their excellent salaries as they see fit, for

Billy's mother has a successful insurance
business, and John has no dependents. John
is saving his money on a novel insurance
plan ; and Billy's mother is advising him.

Junior Laemmle at the age of 23 is per-

haps one of Hollywood's best "catches,"

as heir to "Uncle Carl" and producer in

his own right. But Junior, though popular
with girls, has never been serious about
one yet.

Richard Dix, Ramon Novarro, George
O'Brien, Gary Cooper and Charles Rogers
have been on lists of bachelors-in-Holly-
wood for lo, these many years.

Richard lost heavily in the stock crash,

but since his salary runs into four high
figures weekly he has doubtless retrieved

his losses by this time. He has a six hun-
dred acre secret ranch in Topango Canyon
where he hides away from too much social

attention, and is creating a trust fund to

take care of Old Man Dix's son.

Periodically, he threatens to get married,

but he never does it.

Ramon Novarro bought the big old-

fashioned home in which his parents and
numerous brothers and sisters live and is

often said to be their sole support. But
many of the brothers and sisters are earn-
ing their own livings now, and since Ra-
mon's investments are conservative, and
his way of life not extravagant, he should
have a fortune to bring a successful hunt-
ress.

George O'Brien's father and mother were
well off before George started in pictures,

so he is not called on for support: He
lives at the Athletic Club but owns a home
in Malibu, an expensive car and a pile of
gilt-edged securities. Olive Borden, who
used to be spoken of as his fiancee, has
stepped out of the running and married
another man.
The dude ranch Gary Cooper bought a

few years ago is making money for its

starry owner, so Gary recently bought an-
other ranch in the Imperial Valley near
Palm Springs, where he hopes to raise
lucrative crops.

Lupe Velez seems to have the tall Mon-
tanan fettered, however, and unless the en-
gagement is broken, hunting for Gary will

be just no use.

A home in Beverly Hills, a Dupont and
an Austin—plus a father, mother and
brother—are Charles Rogers' assets. He
speaks of trying the stage for a year, and
says he won't be in the market till he's 32.

Any girl who snares Travis Banton,
clothes creator for Paramount, will be
lucky. He's building a French home which
will be fitted with museum pieces picked

up on his yearly trips abroad, and his ex-

cellent housekeeper, butler and chauffeur

will take all housekeeping cares off her
hands.

Twice a year Travis goes to Europe
with all expenses paid. That wouldn't be
hard to take, now would it?

Carole Lombard seems to have the inside

track with Bill Powell. However, if Carole
shouldn't accept a wedding ring, Bill should

be worth a campaign.
Alfred Santell, now drawing three thou-

sand a week, has made big money for

years. Since he hasn't been involved in

any stock or bank crashes, he still has
most of it. He owns a fine home in Ma-
libu, where he keeps three servants and
three cars, and a large apartment house in

Hollywood where he maintains a place for

himself. Plans are also being drawn for

a new home in Bel Air.

Lew Cody has a delightful bachelor home
built to his own ideas seven years ago ; his

servants have been with him ever since the

house was finished, so no servant problem
faces a possible wife.

Lew's money is invested mainly in real

estate—houses and apartments, including a
new summer home in Malibu, but he has a
hundred thousand in bonds.

Six thousand a month is the remunera-
tion paid to Bela Lugosi by Universal, but
Bela turns it over to a bank for investment
and keeps but a small sum for himself.

He's been married and divorced twice but

has no alimony to pay since each wife had
her own fortune.

Then there's Paul Bern, the associate

producer, who pays attention to lovely

ladies and knows how to present beautiful

gifts, though up to now he hasn't deco-
rated any feminine fingers with wedding
rings. Paul has a fine home in Benedict
Canyon and a very large salary.

Clarence Brown is said to be the highest
paid director in pictures. He owns his

own plane, rides sky lanes as his own
pilot, is a major stockholder in an airplane
concern. He has been divorced for a num-
ber of years and is often rumored en-
gaged, but it never seems to come to any-
thing. At present Mona Maris is seen
with Clarence most often.

Among the available producers, matri-
monial prizes may be found in James
Cruze, who has an estate in Flintridge and
makes his own pictures ; and Harry Joe
Brown and Sid Rogell of Pathe.

James Cruze says that Walter Lang is

the "best directorial bet in Hollywood" ; he
has many of the qualities women like,

sings, plays and paints, plays bridge well,

is cultured and traveled and has a dream
of buying a chateau in France.
Nick Grinde, one of our younger direc-

tors, might be considered by maidens with
minds toward matrimony. He has a house
in Hollywoodland and a contract.

Newcomers who might be worth consid-
eration, also, are Monroe Owsley, former
stage actor, who has acquired a home in

Beverly Hills; Donald Cook and Hardie
Albright, neither of whom have dependents— (Hardie breeds wire-haired terriers on
the side) ; and Lester Vail, who swears
that he spends his money as he makes it,

but who might be controlled by the Right
Woman.

Oh, and I almost forgot Phillips Holmes,
who has bought a home on a Hollywood
hillside and a high-priced car, and is in
such demand for pictures that producers
cry for him.

Thirty-eight matrimonial prizes

!

Well, anyway, any girl can look at them.

I have

GOOD
j

NEWS
about removing

SUPERFLUOUS
HAIR

.Money Saving News
. Time Saving News

DEL-ATONE
Hair-re

50'
The Alt-trhittt Cream Hair-remover

NOW in a
New . Large Size

the former
women use

Contains almost as much as

$1 tube . . . Each year more
Del-a-tone because:

1) it removes hair in 3 minutes or less.

2) does not cause heavier regrowth of hair

(Some users report lessened hair-growth)

3) it is creamy white.

4) has no over-powering, offensive odor.

5) easy to use as cold cream.
6) leaves skin clean and smooth as satin.

Del-a-tone advertising carries no exagger
ated statements. In our
opinion, Del-a-tone
Cream is the best depil-

atory. Made of the
finest ingredients money
can buy.

Del-a-tone Cream also in new
SI tube. More than twice former
size.

Money-bach Guarantee
If Del-a-tone Is not the best de-
pilatory you have ever used

—

your money cheerlully refunded.

50c and S 1 sizes, also Del-a-tone
Powder In SI jars only,
at your favorite toilet
goods counter. Insist
on Del-a-tone. The ^KP1

DelatoneGo. (Est.1908)
Dept. 148. 233E.Ontario
St., Chicago. Illinois.

Acquaintance Offer
[isa Mildred Hadley. The Defatone Compa..,
Dept. HS.Delatone Bldtr.. 233 E. Ontario St. . Chicago. III.

Please send me in plain wrapper prepaid, generous ac-
quaintance tube ot Del-a-tone Cream for which 1 en-

Name-
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FRECKLES
An Easy Way To

Remove The Ugly Mask

Do what thousands of other women do to fade
out freckles and gain a beautiful complexion.
Use Othine-double strength, and you will no
longer need to dread the sun and winds.

You will find that after a few nights' use of
this dainty white cream even the worst freckles
are disappearing while the lighter ones have
vanished entirely. It is seldom that more than
an ounce jar of Othine is needed to clear away
these ugly blotches and restore the natural
beauty of your skin.

Be sure to ask for Othine-double strength at
any drug or department store. Money back if

it does not remove even the worst freckles and
leave your complexion soft, clear and beautiful.

HOME-STUDY
BUSINESS TRAINING
Your opportunity can never be bigger than your
preparation. Prepare now and reap the rewards in
earlier and larger success. Free 64-Page Books Tell
How. Write now for book you want, or mail coupon
with your name and address in margin today.

O Higher Accountancy O Business MSni't
O Mod. Salesmanship O Business Corres.
O Traffic Management O Credit and Collection
O Law : Degree of LL.B. Correspondence
O Commercial Law O Modern Foremanship
O Industrial Mgm't O Personnel Mgm't
O BankingandFinaoce O Expert Bookkeeping
O Telegraphy O CP. A. Coaching
O Rail. Station Mgm't O Business English
O Railway Accounting O Commercial Spanish
O Paper Salesmanship O Effective Speaking

LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
Dept. 8419-R. Chicago

$ 1 ,000.
FIRST PRIZE may be

won by you, or you, or

you, if you can find the

photographs of the stars

that fit the silhouettes.

Both are in this issue.

The Star Shadows are

on pages 36 and 37 and

the photographs are on
—?—?—pages

!

Read the rules and

try for some of the

$2,500.

Let's Make Up!

toward your ears in a sort of triangle, out
toward the end of the eyes, down toward
the jaw. But don't let the rouge touch the
hollows in your cheeks as it will only make
them more pronounced.

If your face is round, don't put your
rouge on in little round spots, unless you
want to look like a Christmas doll. It

should come in fairly close to the nose and
fairly low on the cheeks.

For a face that is too long, apply rouge
high on your cheek bones and shade out-
ward toward the temples. If this sounds
as though it were too high on the face,

you try it and you'll be amazed at the re-
sult. Also remember that the smartest
make-up now-a-days tends to emphasize
the eyes more than any other feature—and
very right that is, too. Never, however,
rouge the cheek bones themselves, partic-
ularly if they are too prominent. Put a
little extra color beneath them and their
prominence will be less noticeable.

For an oval face, simply apply rouge at
the spots where your color would nat-
urally appear.

One rule applies for every type of face,

however. Always put on rouge with an
upward and outward motion shading it

carefully so that no sharp edges of color
are left. It should all blend into the real
skin tones.

The cheek rouge—if you are using paste

SCREENLAND

—Continued from page 63

rouge—ought to be put on before any
other make-up. Naturally you've started
with your face perfectly clean and have
rubbed in just a bit of cold cream, unless
you are usually oily-skinned, as a base
for the make-up. Now with your rouge
applied, the next big thing to worry about
is your lips.

To make up your lips correctly is ab-
solutely the hardest thing of all to do.
Even picture actresses who have spent
years in Hollywood, making up carefully
every day, tell me lip make-up still bothers
them. You'll just have to work and work
at it until you master it Here are a
few rules to help you.

If you have a small mouth that you want
to look bigger, rouge it to the corners.
If you have a thin mouth that you want to
look broader, accentuate the center of the
upper and lower lips. If your mouth is

too large, make up the center of the lips

and don't shade the ends of the lips very
much. Full lips should be very lightly

made up. But whatever you do, don't make
your mouth look artificial. Think of Greta
Garbo. It is that long, lovely mouth of
hers made up in its full line" that gives
half the charm to her face. Artificial

"Cupid's bows" and such are not only
passe but bad taste.

After making up your mouth, turn your
attention to your eyes. If they are too

Lloyd Hughes, Laura La Plante and Marian Marsh introducing a new in-
novation in beach costumes of red and white Turkish towelling.
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Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett welcomes her famous husband home in Holly-
wood on his return from a successful concert tour. Larry is all set to

start on his next picture.

far apart, though this is really interesting,

a bit of eyeshadow at the inner corners
of each eye will make them seem closer
together. And naturally you do just the
opposite for eyes that are too closely

spaced. Put your eyeshadow over your eye-
lids, heaviest next to the lashes and shading
lightly back toward the eye sockets. Never,
never put any eyeshadow under the eyes.

That will merely make you look ill.

You are almost finished now, and all that
remains to do is to put on your powder
and a few extra touches. I think a large
Mat powder puff is best and a big, gener-
ous box of powder that you can dip your
puff into. I hate little dabs. Cover your
whole face with the powder very gen-
erously. Don't be afraid that you're get-
ting on too much, for I want you to have
the powder, the cold cream and the paste
rouge all thoroughly blended. So when
you have powdered all your face you can
gently brush off the extra powder and
your skin will be very soft and glowing
and your make-up will be one that will
last through hours, even though you are
dining and dancing, or doing something
equally strenuous.
Now you are nearly all finished. Inspect

yourself carefully in your mirror. Put on
just the tiniest bit of extra rouge on your
lips and cheeks. This is just to heighten
the whole effect of the make-up all nicely

set under your powder. Take the towel off

your head, that you wrapped around your
hair before you started (you must always
start this way). For the final touch

—

dust off all the powder from your eyelashes
and brows and brush them lightly with
mascara. That's all and I hope you look-

exquisite. You will if you really have
followed the instructions.

But that isn't quite all. The final thing
is to positively, absolutely, remove every
bit of make-up before retiring at night.

It is only the work of a minute or two,
particularly if you use liquid cleansers, but
it makes all the difference in the world
in the appearance of your skin the next
morning. Your skin simply cannot remain
its loveliest if you sleep with your pores
all clogged up. So take your hot bath, rub
in your cold cream, if you are dry skinned,
or your liquid cleanser if you are more
oily skinned, no matter how late the party
broke up or how sleepy you are. For this

will save your beauty, which is quite the
most important asset you have.

Girls
foui;Art Ability

REE

IF
YOU LIKE TO

DRAW, here is your
opportunity to find

out how much talent you
have. Test your natural

sense of design, propor-

tion, color, perspective,

etc., with our simple

scientific Art Ability

Questionnaire. Learn if

your talent is worth de-

veloping. You will be
frankly told what your
score is.

Federal Graduates

Are Successful

Many Federal School stu-

dents and graduates—girls as

well as men—are making
$2,000, $4,000, $5,000, and
$6,000 yearly. In Commer-
cial Art work you can earn as

much as a man of equal ability.

Millions are paid yearly for

illustrations and designs. Learn
at home in spare time. The
Federal Course contains les-

sons by the leading artists,

gives you personal criticisms,

and leads rapidly to practical

work.

Send for Free Art Questionnaire

By all means get this free

test — send now for your
Questionnaire—and we will

also send our book, "Your
Future." showing work of

Federal Students and explain-

ing the course in detail. Please

state age and occupation.

C/ofCommercialDesi^aiii^
86-A Federal Schools Bid g., Minneapolis, Minn. |

Please send Free Art Questionnaire and book,
J

"Your Future."

Name

.

Present
Age Occupation .

.4 ddress

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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T/iis Lash Cosmetic
DEFIES

DUPLICATION

EVERY effort made to

copy this wonderful

liquid mascara has been a fail-

ure. (Catherine MacDonald's

Lash Cosmetic— which is

used by the stars of Holly-

wood— is the only one that

leaves your lashes soft and

silky, yet is positively waterproof. Cryproof... rainproof...

no water can make it streak or run, yet it gives no hint

of artificiality. Contains no varnish, so cannot flake nor

break your lashes. Easily removed with cold cream.

Handy purse size gold capped bottle, black or brown, $i.

KATIHERINE MLclDONAID'Sm LASH
r COSMETIC
TCatherine MacDonald, Hollywood, Calif.AAAAAAAAAA

$$ Photoplay Ideas $$
For Silent and Talking Pictures

Accepted in any form for revision, criticism.
Copyright and submission to studios

Not a school—no courses or books to
sell. You may be just as capable of
writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
ideas are what is wanted. Plots ac-

cepted in any form. Send for free book-
let giving full details.

Universal Scenario Company
(Established 1917)

504 Meyer BIHg., Western and Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

The Home Hotel

of New York

Homelike in service,

appointments and lo-

cation . . . away from

noise and congestion,

yet but a few minutes

from Times Square . .

.

garage facilities for

tourists.

Room and Bath from

$3 single $4 double

500 Rooms

Home folks will

like this hotel

L=HOTEL=J
BRETTON HALL
BROADWAY at^8 6th ST.

SCREENLAND

New Men Wanted In Hollywood
Continued from page 23

hoping his Paramount contract will give

him his big chance.
Warren William, who makes his bow

in "Expensive Women," Dolores Costello

Barrymore's come-back picture, has had
a long and honorable career as a Broad-
way leading man with famous stars. Wil-
liam went on the stage to escape being
what his father ordered—a newspaper man.
He's from Minnesota, and served in the

Donald Dillaway's work in
"Body and Soul," with Char-
lie Farrell, resulted in a Fox
contract. His next picture is

"Over The Hill."

war, and after the armistice he stayed in

France for a while with a theatrical troupe.

He's suave and rather subtle, and he just

may develop into a Powell-Lukas menace.

As we have said elsewhere in this issue

of Screenland, Leslie Howard hasn't been

done right by so far in Hollywood. In

Norma Shearer's "A Free Soul" he is

somewhat submerged by the more bril-

liant roles of Lionel Barrymore and Clark

Gable, while to Broadway audiences who
raved about "Berkley Square" it comes as

something of a shock to see their Leslie

in "Never the Twain Shall Meet." But

sooner or later they are sure to cast the

clever Mr. Howard in a properly poetic

role, and then watch him. He is an Eng-
lishman, married and a devoted father, and
writes clever satire in his spare time.

"Don't say Geoffrey Kerr. Say Jeffry

Karr. Not that June Walker's charming
husband is a stickler for pronunciation.

He doesn't care so much what you fans

call him just so you call him. He's a well

known actor from Broadway with an im-

pressive English stage background, and

his father is that delightful old actor, Fred-

erick Kerr, whom you liked in Ronald Col-

man's "Devil to Pay."
Another stage recruit is Hardie Albright,

who has made his mark in pictures with

his performance in "Young Sinners." He
is scheduled to play opposite Janet Gay-
nor. Albright hails from Pittsburgh and

is a graduate of Carnegie Tech. He isn't

married.

You liked Kent Douglass in "Paid," with
Joan Crawford, "Daybreak" with Novarro,
and "It's a Wise Child," with Marion
Davies. He was born in 1907, in Los
Angeles, and began acting as a boy in

community theatres, performing in every-
thing from classics to musical comedy.
No wonder he's good ! He's six feet tall

and prefers character leads to straight. A
lad of promise.
William Boyd—we refuse to designate

him as William (Stage) Boyd, because the
other Pathe Boyd is known definitely now
as Bill— is hardly a newcomer. He's a
veteran from Broadway with years of ex-
perience. He likes to play bold, bad roles.

Paramount has him under contract and will

present him next in "Murder by the Clock."
And then there's Donald Dillaway. Don-

ald was born in New York City on March
17, 1905. He went to Cornell University
and the University of Buffalo but he did
not graduate from either university. Don-
ald studied law but quit to go on the stage.

His first talking picture role was in "Min
and Bill" his next is "Over the Hill." He
is six feet tall, weighs 150 pounds, has
brown hair and brown eves and is a bache-
lor

!

Another comer is Ray Milland who was
born in Drogheda, Ireland, and who played
in "Bachelor Father" and "Strangers May
Kiss." His first stage experience was in

London which accounts for his grand
British accent.

Probably the most colorful new man on
the screen Is Metaxa—first name Georges,
but call him Metaxa—programs do. He
plays with Claudette Colbert in "Secrets
of a Secretary" and if you like him he'll

be shoved into more and more important
roles. Metaxa's father was a judge in

Bucharest. His grandfather was General
Metaxa of the Russian army, and his an-
tecedents were of Greek origin, having
migrated from that land through Russia
and into Roumania. Plenty of picturesque

background, you see, to say nothing of a

grand voice and genuine acting talent. He
is married, and has a seven-year old

daughter, Yvonne. And admits it. You
like Metaxa—yes, no?

Ray Milland has a contract
with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Remember him in "Bachelor

Father?"
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The Stage in Review—Continued from page 65

them. While they are demanding of one
another who's who and what's what, the

delightful frail, our little Eleanor, kisses

them a collective good-bye and goes to

Boston to see Aunt Hattie.

It's by Philip Gerton and moved my
larynx to intermittent ha-has! Here's a

mighty fine little picture for some sophis-

ticated director, made for intelligent City

Folks.

"Rhapsody in Black"

The best negro revue I have ever seen

blew into Broadway. It is Lew Leslie's

"Rhapsody in Black." The art-effects of

"The Green Pastures" are plainly visible.

"Rhapsody in Black" is actually, in parts,

serious. It is a forerunner, I hope, of the

collapse of the cheap Harlem vulgarity and
imitation-white claptrap that have hereto-

fore passed for black entertainments.

No cheap humorists. No scenery of any
consequence. But solid eye-tickling and
stirring entertainment from the appearance
of the Only Ethel Waters in "Harlem In-

terlude" until Cecil Mack's chorus con-

cludes with a stunning rendition of the

St. Louis Blues.

The Cecil Mack chorus with the songs

of Ethel Waters are alone worth the price

of admission. Then there are Valaida,
Blue McAllister, the Berry Brothers and
Al Moore—all gold medallists.

I hand Lew Leslie this year's Nobel
Prize out of my own pocket. And the
audience howled itself black-in-the-face the
night I was there. We all went Afric.

"Devil in the Mind"

Leonid Andreyev has in "The Devil in

the Mind" builded a play on the Raskolni-
koff theme of Dostoievsky's "Crime and
Punishment." A doctor, a "superman,"
believes he can murder as a psychological
experiment by feigning insanity. After he
murders he really goes insane because the
widow of the murdered man, whom he
loves, does not believe he is sane.

This rank Russian dish by an incompe-
tent playwright was made memorable by
those who saw it by the epical acting of

Leo Bulgakov. Seldom have I seen such
a marvellous portrayal—of a man whom
everybody believes to be insane trying to

convince himself and the world that he is

sane, a "superman." His acting is literally

terrific. The lovely Barbara Bulgakova was
superb as the woman he was in love with.

Screen News—Continued /rom page 91

Irene Dunne, of "Cimarron" fame, also

has a pet idea, which she brings with her

from the stage. She never "fancies up"
her dressing-room. Says it means a short

stay

!

review of his book in much the same man-
ner in which one gives an order to a bell-

boy. We still prefer our small boys with
nice minds and good manners.

A while ago that affair between Con-
stance Bennett and the Marquis Henri de
la Falaise de la Coudray, former spouse

of Gloria Swanson, seemed to be worth
a couple of aces. Recently it dropped to

Jacks, and now I wouldn't call it worth
even a couple of ten spots.

Notice the scintillation that has crept

into Kay Francis' work since Kenneth
McKenna slipped that wedding ring on her
finger? Yes, those two are still honey-
mooning, and happy.

Theodore Dreiser, with all his interna-

tional fame, could not prevent his "Amer-
ican Tragedy" being changed to suit movie
tastes—although they paid him $95,000 for

the story as it is. But Dreiser threatens

unpleasant reprisals. He maintains that

the author has a lifetime equity in his

brain children, whether they have been
sold or not, and that no producer has any
moral or legal right to make changes and
thus jeopardize an author's reputation. So
we may have a very fancy law-suit in the

news presently, in which every writer

everywhere will be vitally interested.

Motion picture celebrities are planning
other methods of keeping the wolf from
the door—knowing how uncertain is the
life of fame in their treacherous business.

So we find Cecil B. De Mille running a
bank, Belle Bennett a roadside restaurant,

Lois Wilson with a major share in a
laundry, Jean Hersholt an art shop, Jetta
Goudal an interior decorating business,
Hoot Gibson a ranch rodeo, James Hall
a hot-dog stand, Ethel Clayton a beauty
shop, Fritzi Ridgeway a hotel at Palm
Springs, Noah Beery a trout ranch, Co-
rinne Griffith a drive-in market, Bill

Haines an antique shop, Lina Basquette a
gown shop, Raymond Griffith a market.
Hugh Trevor retaining his insurance busi-
ness, Kathleen Clifford a florist shop, Vera
Gordon an antique shop, Chic Sale writing
advertisements, Esther Ralston a beauty
shop, Charles Bickford a gas station—and
every one knows Charlie Chaplin has an
interest in Henry's restaurant.

Just as well to be on the safe side
against that day when the studios no
longer open gates at their bidding.

This gossip writer,- in the long ago, sold

a scenario for $1,000. When the picture

finally appeared, there was not one single

item of the original story left. Never
could understand what they paid the $1,000
for!

There's a gang that calls itself the "Hor-
rible Hemingways," youngsters organized
for purely social purpose. One of their
dinner-dances at the Town House proved
most hilarious, with Fifi Dorsay singing
"Oh, but I could eet you" with enormous
verve. Fifi is one of the good-natured
dears who will occasionally accept invita-

tions from non-professionals and win their
everlasting gratitude.

An unpleasant little boy, Horace Wade,
once known as the 11-year-old boy author,

but now 22 years, of age, has written
a particularly messy book about Holly-
wood. The lad let go all his repressions.

He's a cocky youngster and quite insuffer-

able in conversation—told me to write a

The Four Marx Brothers are duly set-

tled in their California homes. Mr. and
Mrs. Zeppo Marx at Beverly Hills, Mr.
and Mrs. Groucho Marx at Hollywood-
lands, Mr. and Mrs. Chico in Hollywood,
and Harpo, the bachelor, in an apartment.

, and now those
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can never
/grow again £

A Written Guarantee assures the

permanent removal of unwanted hair

THOUSANDS ofwomen both here and abroad

now know the joy of an alluringly smooth

and beautiful skin, forever free from the re-

growth of ugly unfeminine hair Koremlu Cream
—the achievement of a noted French scientist

—

not only removes the hair for all time, but actu-

ally is most beneficial to the skin itself.

Koremlu is a delightfully fragrant cream. You
easily and quickly apply it to the skin, like

cold cream, and leave it on all night. Koremlu

may be used with positive effectiveness on the

face, legs, arms, underarm or any other part of

the body.

Koremlu Cream is not to be confused -with

temporary correctives that merely burn off the

hair and make it grow back coarser. Koremlu is

a permanent cure. It removes the hairs by weak-

ening the follicles that hold the hairs in the

roots, destroying them safely but surely.

Koremlu Cream, used regularly for a definite pe-

riod as directed, is guaranteed by a signed,

money-back guarantee to achieve the permanent

results you have always hoped for

—

the complete

and lasting removal of superfluous hair.

Rejoice that you can now be forever rid of all

unwanted hair. Send the coupon today for our

booklet containing full details of the Koremlu

Cream method.

Koremlu Cream is for sale at leading depart-

ment stores (ask them for booklet). If you find

that you cannot get Koremlu Cream in your

locality, you may order direct from us.

KOREMLU INC.. 11 W. 42nd St., New York

KOREMLU
CREAM METHOD
ofpermanent
hair removal

KOREMLU Inc.. 11 West 42nd St.

New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me booklet (in plain envelope) giving full

information about Koremlu Cream for the guaranteed

removal of superfluous hair.

Name
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Hollywood

TI TOULD you

like toknow

how the stars keep

their cooks and

their butlers and

their maids—and

what those same

cooks, butlers and

maids think of the

stars?

The

August

Silver Screen

tells you. And

that's on sale on

all newsstands July

tenth. The price

is ten cents.

Lois Moran opened up her Beverly
Hills home again after her New York
engagement in "This is New York," after
she had persuaded her tenants to find other
quarters. Lois has a huge room devoted
to dancing, with a big piano in the cor-
ner. Here she keeps in trim with all

sorts of terpsichorean gymnastics and is

aLo teaching her small niece to grow up
and be a svelte modern athletic girl.

case of Wyndham Standing, who hadn't
worked for lo, these many moons. Then
he gets a corking good role with Pauline
Frederick in "Elizabeth the Queen" in the
stage version, also to be done on the screen
—and the poor chap falls sick right after
the play opens. However, he's been prom-
ised his part back directly he's out
of the hospital.

Although Ina Claire's contract says she
need not appear on the set before 9 a. m.
and may leave at 5 p. m., she has been at
the studio at 7.30 a.m. every morningsince
the filming of "Rebound" and cheerfully
works as long as the director wishes. It

never does one any good to stand on the
letter of a contract in small matters in

Hollywood.

Whether or not Esther Ralston will

stage a permanent come-back remains to
be seen, but in the meantime she has opened
a smart beauty salon and so will cash in

on her name in that way.

Because Winnie Lightner is making a
circus picture, she had the jolliest excuse
to attend the visiting circus in Los Angeles
twice last week.

"Yes, and I saw plenty of other movie
people there too," grins Winnie, "with no
excuse whatever, John Barrymore, for in-
stance."

Which reminds us, Billy Sunday, of all

people in the world, also has opened a
beauty shop in Hollywood. But, the erst-

while evangelist is mainly promoting what
he calls "Cream of Sheba" so you are to
remember that the Queen of Sheba was a
dusky Ethiopian queen who fascinated
King Solomon, a great colored siren in her
day. Hence this cream is to bleach dark
skin white, and will be mainly advertised
in all the colored newspapers

!

Leslie Howard's little daughter visited

the set of "Never the Twain Shall Meet"
and was shocked to see daddy put his arm
around Conchita Montenegro—sulked with
him for hours afterwards. Leslie has been
explaining ever since.

William de Mille says authors of stor-
ies for the screen should be billed above
directors ! William, by the way, in spite

of his talents and his long influence in the
game, hasn't worked since before the end
of 1930. Oh, the tribulations of Holly-
wood !

William Wallace Reid. Jr., and his little

sister Betty had a mournful experience re-

cently, when, while at a picture show, an
old film of their famous father's was run
as a filler on the program. It had not been
advertised, so the shock was a completely
sad surprise. They knew so little of that
daddy—and now they see him as a totally-

different person belonging to someone else

altogether in these pictures. A little diffi-

cult for these children of dead stars.

A near Hollywood heartbreak is the

Constance Bennett and sister Joan have
taken houses next door to each other, so
that Connie's adopted boy and Joan's
small girl will have each other for play-
mates. The houses are on Malibu Beach,
and they've been rehearsing for Joan's next
picture right down there at the beach

Ona Munson as she appears in "Five Star Final," as a girl reporter. We've
never seen a newspaper woman who looked like this, but then that's just

our hard luck.
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cottage. They stop for swims in be-

tween.

Ray Long and Peter B. Kyne tell a

sweet little story about Mack Sennett's

mother—down at Aqua Caliente and a bit

lonesome, while Mack was dancing. So
she went over to the writers' table and
said, "You are the most interesting look-

ing people in the room—may I sit down
and join your party?"
They found her a most delightful lady

and kept her talking all the rest of the

evening.
It's jolly to be sixty—no "nice" young

beauty could have got away with that.

Lillian Roth meant to elope with Wil-
liam C. Scott of Pittsburgh by airplane in

the good old romantic manner, but it went
and rained, so they took the unromantic
old train instead. They had a home wed-
ding and a pastor and everything in At-
lanta. Ga.

Chanel, the Paris dressmaker who re-

fused to become the Duchess of Westmin-
ster, with the remark that "There have
been several Duchesses of Westminster
but only one Chanel," has a rival in Holly-
wood these days—Countess Valentine de
Tukino, here for Paramount. The latter

has proved that a title really isn't a serious

handicap in business.

Dick Arlen gets a new contract with a
nice advance in salary. Dick and his

Jobyna have a delightful home at Toluca
Lake, across the road from Charlie Far-
rell, and did most of the work themselves.
Caught them one day laying bricks in the

patio and cementing them down. One cor-

ner was very crooked, but they became
experts as they went along and the last

half is quite professional.

"Cimarron" certainly did sumptuous
things for Edna May Oliver. Now RKO
intends starring her in a story by young
Anthony Veiller, son of Bayard, right after

she finishes with Marie Dressier in "The
Queen of Hollywood."

Oh, these are great days for the older
girls—the baby-blue-eyed cuties of the
silent days have an awful job to hold their

own. No wonder the Wampas, made up
of all the Hollywood press-agents, no
longer select 13 baby- stars each year as
of old.

Mr. and Mrs. George Armsby, of the
New York banking world, had a mar-
velous time in Hollywood, as introduced
to the inner circle by Gloria Swanson.
Later they, in turn, were the hosts, with
Gloria okaying the list of guests. We
may therefore gauge that Gloria likes

Mr. E. L. Doheny, Jr., (oil) ; the Bobby
Joneses (golf) ; Gene Markey (most re-

cently approved Swanson escort) ; the
Walter Moroscos (Corrinne Griffith)

;

®

Eileen Percy and Aileen Pringle, (film

actresses), and the brother of her late

Marquis, Count de la Falaise and his lovely

countess.

Lawrence Tibbett doesn't get vacations
—stage all winter, pictures all summer.
Lucky Larry, though—the studio has given
him several plays to choose from—one of

the few stars who really can select his

own roles.

There was a whole week during which
Constance Bennett went out with other
escorts than the Marquis de la Falaise de
la Coudray and all Hollywood made a

note. Of course, it may have been because
the Marquis was entertaining his brother
and sister-in-law—but we couldn't under-
stand why Constance did not get in on
that, too. Anyway, Joel MacCrea looked
happy.

Little Bessie Love was as thrilled as a

girl going to her first party, when she
appeared in her very first stage play,

"Whispering Friends," and delighted to

discover that club and society women
formed enthusiastic matinee audiences, go-
ing round behind after to present her with
bouquets and compliments.

It also put an end to the rumor that

Bessie was retiring in expectation of an
interesting family event.

"I know how that rumor started," she
says. "I got a dreadfully sore throat and
had to have a nurse on the set to help me
out at the studio. And a nurse can only
mean one thing out there, when one has
been married about a year. But I fooled

them that time
!"

Dorothy Lee, the hilarious little hoyden
of the screen, is so fleet-footed that she can
challenge almost anyone to a race and lick

them—outside of Charlie Paddock. She
can also vault with poles, climb trees, do
high jumps of a very modern young col-

legiate. She goes bare-legged off the set,

sporting those socks, even in what Califor-

nia calls cold weather.

Charlie Farrell and his bride, Virginia
Valli, returned from their European honey-
moon in high spirits, on the same boat as

their Highnesses of Japan.

Doug Fairbanks, Jr., will publish a book
of poems shortly. If Joan can continue
happy with both a poet and an actor, it

will almost form a record in matrimonial
success. Joan assures us that Doug's poems
are not at all "mushy!"

Every so often we are reminded that

there is a morality clause in motion picture

contracts. During the hearing of Cliff

Edwards' divorce suit, it transpired that

Edwards had signed a property settlement

with his wife "On condition she did noth-
ing to affect the morality clause" in his,

Edwards' picture contract

!

Casts of Current Films—Continued from page 93

"YOUNG DONOVAN'S KID." Radio. From the
novel, "Big Brother." by Rex Beach. Adapted by J.
Walter Ruben. Directed by Fred Niblo. The cast:
Jim Donovan, Richard Dix; Midge Murray, Jackie
Cooper; Kitty Costello, Marion Shilling; Father Dan,
Frank Sheridan; Cokey Joe, Boris Karloff; Burke,
Dick Rush*

"UP POPS THE DEVTL." Paramount. From the
play by Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich. Di-
rected by A. Edward Sutherland. The cast: Biney
Hatfield, Skeets Gallagher: Stranger, Stuart Erwin;
Anne Merrick, Carole Lombard; Polly Griscom,
Lilyan Tashman; Steve Merrick, Norman Foster;
Luella May Carroll, Joyce Compton; Gilbert Morrell,
Theodore von Eltz; George Kent, Edward J. Nugent;
Mrs. Kent, Eulalie Jensen.*

"YOUNG SINNERS." Fox. From the stage play
by Elmer Harris. Adapted by William Conselman.
Directed by John Blystone. The cast: Tom McGuire,
Thomas Meighan; Gene Gibson, Hardie Albright;
Constance Sinclair. Dorothy Jordan; Mrs. Sinclair,
Cecilia Loftus; John Gibson, James Kirkwood; Trent,
Edmund Breese; Baron Von Konitz, Lucien Prival:
Butler, Arnold Lucy.*

"VIRTUOUS HUSBAND." Universal. Based on
the play, "Apron Strings," bv Dorrance Davis.
Adapted by Dale Van Every and C. Jerome Horwin.
Directed by Vin Moore. The cast: Daniel Curtis,

Elliot Nugent; Barbara Olwell, Jean Arthur; Inez
Wakefield. Betty Compson; Mr. Olwell, J. C. Nugent;
Mrs. Olwell. Allison Skipworth; Ezra Hunniwell.
Tully Marshall; Peters. Eat 'n' Sleep; Hester, Eva
McKenzie.

YOU CM, .

BE BEAUTIFUL/
I do two things. I correct every defect. I
develop hidden beauty. My startling results

witb moro than 100,000 women prove that
any one can bo given beauty. No matter bow
hopeless, write me. My way of making women wj
over completely is amazingly different. Thou- XiaScfcj/

eanrls write rno that results are almost beyond
belief. Yet every Lucille Young beauty aid is scientific—known
to act for all alike. That is why I can guarantee your absoluto
satisfaction. Not a penny to pay unless I give results you
eay aro marvelous,

AMAZINGLY QUICK
No lono waitino. In a few daus cleaff

your Hkin. End pirnplea, frecklea,
blackhc-adH, whitcheada, muddy Hkin.
oily akin, dry Hkin, liver Bpots, roueh-
ness, redness, sallow appearance.
Banish wrinkles. Reduce fatleEB. anna,
ankles, your whole body. Or build.

Bcrawny figure to beauty. Grow eye-
lashes, eyebrows, hair. Beautiiy corn,

•pletely.

BE RID OF
Pimple, Freckle!
Blackhead;, Whitehead*

Coarse Peres
Wrinkles
Muddy Skin

Sail.

Thinness
Fat

IMPROVE
Eyelashes

Ejebi
Hair

Figure
FREE TRIAL

You can try all of my beauty aids—OB
just the ones you need most—absolutely)

without risking a penny. I want you to
make me prove that I can take any degree
of homeliness and impart beauty instead. . .

Or take some prettiness and impart stunning)

yood looks. I will send you everything to try
my beauty aids full two weeks. There are no
conditions, strings, excuses. You are the solo

judge. If not delighted, you just eay 30—and
your word is final.

And I Teach You Fascination
Your physical beauty is not all. I give you, tooj
the innermost secrets of fascination. I disclose
this priceless art in my sensational book "How
to Fascinate Men." In an hour you will learn
marvelous things you could not discover your-
self in a lifetime. You will learn how the world's
sirens make men their helpless slaves, learn to
win love, to control men, to pick and choose at
will. These secrets are free to every woman with
her free trial of my beauty aids. Remember, you
have everything to gain—absolutely nothing to
lose. So TODAY—
Send Coupon For Free Trial Offer

[
LUCILLE YOUNG, 5548 Lucille Young Bldg., Chicago, HI. J

* Absolutely without obligation on my part, send your
) wonderful FREE OFFER and Booklet. This coupon
I only tells you I am interested. It does not commit me
| in any way.

| Name
| Street » .

I City State
L

KEEP IN TUNE WITH
YOUR STARS OF DESTINY

Wear your Zodiac sign on watch chain,

bracelet, key ring. For attractive enamel
charm bearing individual Zodiac sign of

your birth month, send $1.00 to

LOKHANDI, CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO

YOUR NAME

ADDRESS-

CITY.

BIRTH DATE
Money refunded upon inspection

EARN MONEY
AT HOME

YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographa.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.

The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY Ltd.
346 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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By Popular Request
You readers discovered Clark

Gable and asked for a story

about him. Here you are!

CLARK GABLE'S face is un-

doubtedly his greatest asset.

No, this newest recruit

from the New York stage

isn't a handsome young leading man,
with curly hair and chiseled features.

If he were, you probably wouldn't

remember him, because leading men
do have a way of looking disconcert-

ingly alike.

Gable, on the contrary, has been
the recipient of this sort of comment,
from the days of his stage triumph
in "The Last Mile," through the first

of his talkies: "What a thrillingly

homely face
!"

"Homely" is a little rough on Gable.

He isn't really that. But he isn't

"beautiful," to be exact. No sculptor

would ever pick his as the handsomest
face in all the world. He hasn't that kind of profile.

Gable's face is as strong and irregular as the side of

a granite cliff. Its very lack of regularity makes it re-

spond quickly to emotional stimuli. His work in "Dance,
Fools, Dance," "The Easiest Way," "The Secret Six,"

and Norma Shearer's "A Free Soul," his first picture

assignments, have "pegged" him with theatre-goers as

a young actor well worth watching.
Gable has exceptionally vivid gray eyes. They can

sparkle with laughter in a characterization like thai of

the reporter in "The Secret Six"— (helped decidedly by
the suggestion of a dimple which appears in these lighter

moods)—or become filled with deadly menace, for the

gambler in "A Free Soul."
Clark Gable's eyes are too deep-set for the traditional

leading man type of good looks, and his nose is too short

for the rest of his face. His mouth, too, is wide. But
it is these very discrepancies from the normal, of course,

that constitute the reason why this young man is being
so much talked about.

Gable's sudden hit with the public has been compared
by many to that achieved by Robert Montgomery. Al-
though they are entirely different types, many folk see

a parallel in the screen careers of these two young New
York stage actors.

As Montgomery flashed out of the nowhere over-
night in "So This is College," so did Gable "click" in-

stantaneously in Joan Crawford's "Dance, Fools, Dance."
As Montgomery's rise was augmented by his appearances
in "The Divorcee" and "Strangers May Kiss," so has
Gable forged steadily upwards with his work in "The
Secret Six" and "A Free Soul."

Clark Gable isn't a
handsome leading man
with curly hair and
chiseled features—if he
were you probably
wouldn' t remember
him! "Horseflesh" is

his next picture.

The role of the

young gambler in

"A Free Soul" is

considered to be a
particularly fine test

of his abilities
for the part calls

upon him to build

sympathy for him-
self in the first half

of the picture, and
destroy it complete-
ly in the closing

reels. How he does
this by slight
changes in voice

and diction, but

without altering his

physical make-up in

any way, has been
denominated by "critics" as real acting.

In his first talkies Gable conclusively proved that the

sensation he created on the stage in "The Last Mile" was
no flash in the pan. Readers of contemporary stage re-

views, of course, will recall the pagans of praise which
broke out in New York when "The Last Mile" opened
on Broadway. "Extraordinary" was one of the mildest

adjectives used to describe the work of the young man
who painted such a vivid, bitter picture of a killer in a
death cell, and the last moments before his execution

for the crime of murder. There was something in the

personality of this compact lad with heavy shoulders and
deep-set eyes, that caught on.

But there were some skeptics.

"He's a one play star," some said, "he will never be
worth anything in any parts except those like the 'killer'.

"

Such critics were undoubtedly confounded when they

saw the comedy touches of Clark Gable in "The Secret

Six," and his verbal duel with John Mack Brown for

the love of Jean Harlow.
But, of course, Clark Gable had the sort of dramatic

training which would bring versatility.

He was born in Cadiz, Ohio, and had barely graduated

from high school when the stage bug bit him, hard. He
was just in his teens when he worked with a stock com-
pany in Steubenville, Ohio, and then went on the road

with a ten, twenty, thirty cent melodrama company. He
has played with Jane Cowl in "Romeo and Juliet" and
as Sergeant Quirt in "What Price Glory." He was the

reporter in "Chicago." He was the young son in

"Madame X." He has played old men and young men,
with beards and without.
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sj LLItU r L(ifi__ and you look ALWAYS LOVELY

Summer . . . with old ocean beckoning down
the white sands . . . limpid lakes mirroring

forth joy . . . slim young bodies flashing into

caressing waters. Summer . . . calling you to a

thousand activities . . . whispering of romance
in night silence . . . thrilling you with the joy

of living every golden hour intensely.

Ah, yes! But there must be no pale cheeks

after the swim ... no overfiushed appearance
of exertion 'neath the sun's ardors ... no shiny

nose. You must remain serenely, coolly beau-
tiful under all conditions to fully enjoy
summer . . .

"Summer - Proof" Make-Up.— Princess Pat
beauty aids, if used together, give a summer-
proof make-up. You can actually go in swim-
ming and come out with color perfect— or

dance through the evening secure in the

knowledge that one application of make-up is

sufficient for lasting beauty.

For make-up that will last under trying con-

ditions you first apply Princess Pat Ice Astrin-

gent— just as you would ordinary vanishing

cream. Only, you see, Ice Astringent gives

the skin lasting coolness, contracts the pores
and makes the skin of fine, beautiful texture.

After Ice Astringent, apply Princess Pat rouge
for color which moisture will not affect. Then
use Princess Pat almond base powder— the
most clinging powder ever made— and one
which gives beautiful, pearly lustre. And, of

course, Princess Pat wonderful new hp rouge!

Now in the Brilliant Week End Set.— This is

really a sparkling, wonder-value "acquaint-
ance" set— enough of each preparation for

two weeks' use— to

last throughout your
vacation. Also a per-

fectly wonderful
beauty book of sum-
mer make-up secrets

and special summer
care to keep the skin

lovely. In the Week
End Set you will re-

ceive generous tubes
of Ice Astringent,

PRINCESS PAT
CHICAGO. U. S. A. (IN CANADA 93 CHURCH ST., TORONTO)

Skin Cleanser (the modern cold cream), Skin
Food Cream, almond base Powder, Rouge and
Lip Rouge. The charge of 25c pays only for

packaging the set in its beautiful box, and for

postage. Consequently we desire to sell only
one set to a customer. And we respectfully

urge your promptness.

Be Your Most Beautiful "Summer Self". All
fragrant and beautiful— all charming— all

serenely perfect. That should be your "sum-
mer self." The Week End Set will bring this

loveliness unfailingly.

Set this Week End
Set- SPECIAL
The very popular Princess Pat Week End Set
for this COUPON and 25c {coin). Easily a
month's supply of almond base powder and
FIVE other delightful Princess Pat prepara-
tions. Beautifully decorated boudoir box.

PRINCESS PAT. 2709 S. Wells St., Chicago.

Dept. A-154S. Enclosed find 25c for which send
me the Princess Pat Week End Set.

Name (print) .

.

Street

City and State.



HEN purchasing
"Maybelline Eve Shadow, select

Blue for all shades of blue and
gray eyes; Brown for hazel and
brown eyes; Black for dark brown
and violet eyes. Green may be
used with eyes of all colors

and is especially effective for

evening wear. Encased i

an adorably dainty gold
finished vanity, at 75c.

Maybelline preparations
may be obtained at all

toilet goods counters.
Maybelline Co. ,Chicago

\e tkese -^easu steps to

INSTANT

EYELASH DARKENER

Jovelimess
Millions of women instantly gain added charm and loveliness with these

three delightful, easy-to-use Maybelline preparations.They use Maybelline

Eye Shadoiv to accentuate the depth of color of their eyes and to add a subtle,

refined note ofcharming allure. Four colors: Black, Brown, Blue, and Green.

Then—they use Maybelline Eyelash Darkener to instantly make their lashes

appear dark, long, and beautifully luxuriant—to make their eyes appear
larger, more brilliant and bewitchingly inviting. There are two forms of

Maybelline Eyelash Darkener: Solid form and the waterproof Liquid;

either in Black or Brown.

The third and final step is a touch with Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil to artis-

tically shape the brows. You will like this pencil. It is the clean, inde-

structible type, and may be had in Black and Brown.

Take these three easy steps to instant loveliness now. Begin with the Eye
Shadow, follow with the Eyelash Darkener, and finish with the Eyebrow
Pencil. Then, from the height of your new found beauty, observe with
what ease you attained such delightful results. This radiant transformation
is achieved only by using genuine Maybelline products. Insist upon them.

SHADOW
(0nsla.nl cJ^eaidlflers for 'he &ps

EYEBROW
ss

PENCIL

THE CUNEO PRESS. INC.. CHICAGO
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Camels in the new Humidor Pack have
been hailed with delight by the ladies.

For that air-sealed wrapping of mois-
ture-proof Cellophane is also powder-
proof, perfume-proof and germ-proof.

Then too, the lady-of-the-house can
stock up with Camels knowing that the
last pack in the carton will be as fresh

and mild as the first.

Each single package is a humidor
that preserves all the flavor of choice
Turkish and mellow Domestic tobaccos
for the smoker.

While these advantages are very real,

after all the important fact is what the
Humidor Pack does for the cigarette.

After the cool, mild fragrance of a

perfectly conditioned Camel, it's an af-

front to the throat to inhale the harsh hot
smoke of a parched-dry, stale cigarette.

If you are one who has not yet discov-

ered Camels, just switch over to this

famous brand for one day. Then quit

them — if you can.

It is the ma rk ofa consid-
erate hostess, by means of
the Humidor Pack, to

"Serte afresh cigarette.

"

Buy Camels by the ca rton

—this cigarette u ill re-

main fresh in your home
and office

Camels
NO CIGAR ETTY AFTER -TASTE



MODESS
perfect summer comfort at a special summer price

IF you use Modess, you know how
safe and soft it is—how cool and

clean it feels. If you haven't tried it,

now's your chance. Our summer

offer—featured as Modess Vacation

Special—is a grand buy. You get a

Travel Package of six Modess Com-
pact and two boxes of Modess Regu-

lar for 79c. The standard price of

these 3 boxes is $1.15.

The two types of Modess featured

in the Vacation Special are a perfect

combination for summer comfort.

Modess Regular is standard thick-

ness. The Compact is Modess Regu-

lar, gently compressed. It is designed

to supplement the Regular at times

when less thickness is desired.

The Travel Package certainly has

its uses. You won't begrudge the

space it takes in a travel bag. As a

reserve package for guest use it will

add to your reputation as a perfect

hostess. You'll find it a great con-

venience many times during the

summer.

You can really wear Modess with-

out worrying about it in any way.

The cool, evenly absorbent filler

—

besides being safe and comfortable

—

fits so smoothly that Modess won't

spoil the line of any frock.

If you're a thrifty soul you'll buy

several of these useful combinations,

and save them for future use.

(J NEW BRUNSWICK. (J N.J..U.S. A.

World's largest makers ofsurgical dressings,

bandages, Red Cross absorbent cotton, etc.

VACATION
SPECIAL

You save on every purchase
during July and August

2 BOXES OF MODESS . . . 900
12 Regular in each

1 TRAVEL PACKAGE .... 2 5i
b A'lodess Compact ™-—

Total Value $1.15

ALL THREE FOR 79

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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And Joan, most modern of
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riage in our day make in-
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PARAMOUNT BRINGS YOU ANOTHER MIGHTY MASTERPIECE

AN AMFR,lfAN
I KAG r l)Y

Based upon the novel by THEODORE DREISER

PHILLIPS HOLMES • SYLVIA SIDNEY • FRANCES DEE

Directed by JOSEF VON STERNBERG

Millions have read the book. Millions await

the picture. A story of average human beings.

The boy next door. The girl down the street.

A drama of love, temptation, courage and

folly that might happen to YOU. One of the

great motion pictures of any season. Produced

by Paramount, leader of the entertainment

world. Don't miss it. Ask your theatre mana-

ger now when it is coming. "If it's a Para-

mount Picture it's the best show in town.'"

Cparamount §fk Cpidurei
PARAMOUNT PUBLIX COBP ADOLPH ZUKOt. PBES rf"^1 i/T7rT>a PARAMOUNT BLDG N{W YOtKPARAMOUNT PUBLIX CO«P.. ADOLPH ZLWOt. P«S

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD.
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"I^E V U E T T E S
In a movie it's entertainment—let these Revu-
ettes be your guide to the cream of the crop

Class A:
A FREE SOUL. Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer. An-
other hit for Norma Shearer. A modern, adult

picture with Lionel Barrymore, Clark Gable and
Leslie Howard supporting the star.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON. Warner Brothers.
George Arliss scores again with his remarkable

portrayal of Alexander Hamilton. The story is well
directed and Doris Kenyon, Dudley Diggs and June
Collyer are excellent.*

CHANCES. First National. An interesting
war picture. The theme—two brothers, Douglas

Fairbanks. Jr. and Anthony Bushell, in love with the
same girl, Rose Hobart. Young Doug does good
work.*

DADDY LONG LEGS. Fox. A pleasant re-

lief from racketeer films is this Cinderella story.
Fun for the whole family. Janet Gaynor and Warner
Baxter play their roles with great sincerity.*

FAME. Warner Brothers. Don't miss this
nicely acted and directed picture about nice,

human, homey people. Lewis Stone and Doris
Kenyon are perfectly cast.

SEED. Universal. An intensely human moth-
er love and triangle drama with John Boles, Lois

Wilson and Genevieve Tobin doing brilliant work.

SKIPPY. Paramount. Grand entertainment
for the whole family. Jackie Cooper and Bobby

Coogan are delightful. Don't miss this one.

JL- SMART MONEY. Warner Brothers. Thrills—^ action—humor! Edward G. Robinson is grand
as usual and Evalyn Knapp is the girl.

.JL. THE MOOSE HUNT. Columbia. Mickey^ Mouse, the best actor of the month in the best
cartoon of the month. You'll love it!*

JL THE SMILING LIEUTENANT. Paramount.™ You'll like this but not as well as "The Love
Parade." Claudette Colbert and Miriam Hopkins are
the sex-appeal and Maurice Chevalier, in a uniform
again, is the hero.

THE SQUAW MAN. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
You've seen this one in silent form and you'll

SCREENLAND will help you select the

best bets from the current screen

offerings. Pay particular attention

to our seal of approval films. See

Page 93 for complete casts of cur-

rent films

enjoy it with speech. Lupe Velez, Warner Baxter,
Eleanor Boardman and Roland Young acquit them-
selves admirably.*

YOUNG AS YOU FEEL. Fox. Another hila-
rious Will Rogers classic. Will is teamed up

with Fifi Dorsay again. Lucien Littlefield deserves
honorable mention.*

Class B:
CONFESSIONS OF A CO-ED. Paramount. Col-

legiate nonsense and an artificial story but a good
cast including Sylvia Sidney, Phillips Holmes and
Norman Foster.*

DAYBREAK. Metro-GoUlwyn-Mayer. Good work
by Ramon Novarro and Helen Chandler'makes this
romantic film a treat.

DER GROSSE TENOR. Ufa. An excellent
German comedy with Emil Jannings playing a phil-
andering operatic tenor in great style.

EVERYTHING'S ROSIE. Ratio. Robert Wool-
sey minus his side-kick. Bert Wheeler, tickles the
customers occasionally with this one. Anita Louise
and John Darrow are the love interest.

GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE MAN. Syndicate.
A good fast moving western with a good plot and
Tom Tyler as the hero.

GOLD DUST GERTIE. Warner Brothers. A
lightweight farce with Winnie Lightner and Olsen
and Johnson receiving just a sprinkling of laughs.

HELL TO PAY. Fox. A modern western with
many laughs and good acting by George O'Brien and
Sally Eilers. Lots of out-door action.

I TAKE THIS WOMAN. Paramount. This is

the one about the pampered society debutante who
falls in love with the great big man from the west.
However, the roles are played nicely by Carole Lom-
bard and Gary Cooper.

JUST A GIGOLO. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. A
sophisticated picture about a wealthy playboy, Wil-
liam Haines, playing at being a gigolo to get his
girl, lovely Irene Purcell. Amusing.*

LAWLESS WOMAN. Chesterfield. A newspaper
yarn with a smattering of gangsters, detectives and
police-wagons and with Vera Reynolds as the girl.

LOVER COME BACK. Columbia. A trite talkie
about a faithless wife, naughty villain, nice sweet-
heart and an unsuspecting husband.

MEN CALL IT LOVE. iletro-Goldieyn-Mayer.
An amusing film about love among the married.
Adolphe Menjou. Leila Hyams and Norman Foster
are present.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET. Metro-
Golduyn-Maver. An out moded yam which has been
filmed and re-filmed and which is saved by Leslie
Howard's good performance. Conchita Montenegro
is an interesting heroine.

NIGHT NURSE. Warner Brothers. Barbara
Stanwyck, as a nurse, comes through again with a
neat piece of acting. Ben Lyon and Cbrk Gable
contribute good work.*

SHE-WOLF. Unii-rsal. The convincing per-
formance of May Robson, as a cold-shrewd business
woman, makes this film entertaining. Romance by
Frances Dade and James Hall.*

* Reviewed in this issue,

•fr These pictures have been selected

by Delight Evans as worthy of
Screenland's seal of approval.

(Continued on page 102)

A scene from "Movie Town" with Mack Sennett, second from left, who directs himself and the picture. This film
contains a nice mixture of comedy and satire. The scene above shows maestro Sennett being approached by girls

who "just know they can act if only given a chance." Marjorie Beebe, the girl with the big grin, is the heroine.
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Sold!
"Love would have been
such an honest reason..

But you sold yourself."

WARNER
BROS.
presents:

A

W^in BOUGHT
A beautiful girl who takes but never gives! . . . loved but not loving!

. . . engaged but not married! . . . bought but not paid for! . . .

JACKDAWS STRUT from which this great production comes has
created more talk than any other novel of modern life . . . And
Constance Bennett more gorgeously gowned— more emotionally
satisfying—more dramatically supreme—makes it the finest

picture play of her career . . . Directed by ARCHIE MAYO.

"Vitaphone"* is the registered trademark of The Vitaphone Corporation

A WARNER BROS. & VITAPHONE PICTURE
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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YOU HAVE
A DATE
...and what a date! A date with Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell

and the golden world of sweetheart time... a date with Will Rogers

and the laughter that sweeps you free of worries like a clean, strong

wind. You have a date with a dazzling company of great stars, with

the glamorous magic of great stories that will carry you out of a

workaday world to a land of enchantment.

You have a date with Fox pictures, a date for night after night of thrills

and tears, love and laughter— the biggest date on your calendar for

some of the most marvelous hours of your life.
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^^\NLY Fox with its matchless array of

stars, directors and writers— only

the incredible creative and technical re-

sources of Movietone City—- could fill so

many hours with such superb delights. To

make sure you don't miss a single one of

these great Fox pictures, ask your favor-

ite theatre when they will be shown— and

the date is on!

Your favorite theatre will soon be showing

Merely Mary Ann, with Janet Gaynor and Charles

Farrell ...a supreme romance of young love— the

best picture this famous team has ever made.

Wicked, with Elissa Landi and Victor McLaglen . ..

a terrific drama of a woman born to the under-
world and longing for better things.

Skyline, with Hardie Albright, Thomas Meighan
and Maureen O'Sullivan ...the way of a man of

the four hundred with a maid of the four million.

She Wanted a Millionaire, with Joan Bennett,

Spencer Tracy and James Kirkwood . . . lavish

drama of a bathing beauty who got what she

wanted . . . ?

Young as You Feel, with Will Rogers going places

and doing things with Fifi Dorsay.

Bad Girl. ..Vina Delmar's sensational novel pul-

sates with life itself as Sally Eilers enacts the title

role with the newest screen find... James Dunn.

Over the Hill, with Mae Marsh and James Kirkwood
. . . epic of tears and laughter and the heart's

deepest passions.

Sob Sister, with Linda Watkins and James Dunn.

Riders of the Purple Sage. Zane Grey's great

story with George O'Brien and Virginia Cherrill.

The Yellow Ticket, with Elissa Landi, Charles

Farrell and Lionel Barrymore.

The Brat, with Sally O'Neill and Frank Albertson.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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!DlSCOVERY
of the Month

T TERE'S a new red-head! Name, Peggy Shannon.

*- When Clara Bow was forced by a breakdown

to leave the cast of "The Secret Call" Peggy was

lucky enough to be right on the Paramount lot

—and she jumped into Clara's role opposite

Richard Arlen and made good.
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TAKE A LION WITH YOU
ON YOUR VACATION'
WANT to make sure of a roaring good time

this summer? Looking for thrills, adventure,

romance, fun? Remember Leo, the M-G-M lion!

Look him up wherever you may be—at seashore or

camp, at home or abroad—you're seldom more than

a few miles away from a theatre where the world's

greatest motion pictures are being shown! Drop in

to see Leo. He'll be delighted to introduce you to

the greatest stars on the screen today—acting for

you in pictures that represent the world's best

entertainment.

More stars than there are in heaven

ETRO-GOLDWYN-
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.

A Few M-G-M Hits
Coming Soon!
Joan CRAWFORD
in "This Modern Age"

Greta GARBO
in "Susan Lenox, Her Fall

and Rise"

John GILBERT
in "Cheri Bibi"

Buster KEATON
in "The Sidewalks of Neu< York"

Marie DRESSLER
and Polly MORAN in "Politics"
the funniest picture you ever saw

and many, many others!

AYER
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Miss Vee Dee will answer your
questions about screen plays and
players in this department of
SCREENLAND. But you must be
patient and await your turn. Turn
to Page 93 for the casts of current
films. See Page 96 for stars' ad-
dresses. Please consult these serv-

ices before asking your questions.

Beverly S. Where have you been hiding

all this time? Yes, Richard Barthelmess
has married again. Mrs. Jessica Sergeant,

a society matron, is the second Mrs. Bar-
thelmess. For a photograph of Dick write

to Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank, Cal-

ifornia.

/. Itozv, Tokio, Japan. How are you and
all the other cherry blossoms? Kay John-
son was born in Mt. Vernon, New York,

U. S. A. but she doesn't give the date.

She has blonde hair, blue eyes and is 5 feet

4 inches tall. Her husband, John Crom-
well, was a stage director and actor but is

now a film director in Hollywood. Some
of her notable pictures are "Dynamite" and
"Passion Flower" with Charles Bickford,

"The Spoilers," "Madam Satan," "The
Single Sin" and "The Spy."

Gay from Ohio. Your smiles come nat-

ural, you say—but do you buy your blushes

at the drug store, if I may be so bold as to

ask? Gary Cooper and Barry Norton are

not married, but many are the feminine

hearts that turn hand springs over these

handsome lads. Gary was born May 7,

1901. He has brown hair, blue eyes, is 6

feet 2 inches tall and weighs 175 pounds.

Barry Norton was born June 16, 1905. He
has black hair, brown eyes, is 5 feet 11

inches tall and weighs 160 pounds. Barry
plays in English, Spanish and French talk-

ing pictures.

Miss F. S. E. So I'm to tell Gary
Cooper to send you a photograph in his full

aviator's attire and when you get your
pilot's license, you'll take off for Holly-

wood to meet the hero of your dreams

—

what does that make me ? One of Gary's

latest releases, "City Streets," was with

Sylvia Sidney, Wynne Gibson and Paul
Lukas.

Boots T. You might try to strike up a
correspondence with Anita Page but re-

member she is a very busy little lady and
may not have time to strike back. Anita
plays with John Gilbert in "Gentleman's
Fate," and with Constance Bennett in "The
Easiest Way."

Dimples. What a grand start for my
column this month—Gay Boots Dimples

!

Just try scrambling those names and we'll

have a new game for the kiddies or a bed-
time story for the grown-ups. Philippe de
Lacy's parents were French. Neil Hamil-
ton, David Rollins and Arthur Lake are
Americans. George Lewis and Dorothy
Gulliver are not related. Dorothy has been
playing in thriller serials for some time.

Dian M. Don't bet on an immediate re-
ply in the magazine—sure to lose if you
do. You'll have to await your turn. Gus-
tav Von Seyffertitz was Dr. Lindquist in
"The Canary Murder Case," and De Nou,
the prison master, in "The Red Mark."

Curious Bertha. What do I do with my
spare time when not thinking up easy an-

swers for the hard questions I get by the
hundreds? You'd be surprised if I'd tell

you how many door bells I can ring in my
free moments. Bert Lytell was born in

New York City on Feb. 24, 1885, is 5 feet

10^ inches tall, weighs 155 pounds and has
hazel eyes and brown hair. His second
wife was Claire Windsor. They were di-

vorced, and on March 16, 1930, he married
Grace Menken. Vondell Darr was the lit-

tle girl in "On Trial" with Bert Lytell,

Pauline Frederick and Lois Wilson. John
Gilbert was born July 10, 1897. He has

Richard Barthelmess and his
daughter, Mary Hay Barthel-
mess. Dick, having completed
"The Last Flight," came to
New York to get little Mary who
spends half the year with her
dad, and the other half with
mama Mary Hay, the Broad-

way stage actress.

By

Miss

Vee Dee

brown hair and eyes, is 5 feet 11 inches tall

and weighs 150 pounds. Ina Claire is his

wife. Greta Garbo was born Sept. 18,

1906. Not married.

Helen V. G. You wish you were in my
shoes, do you? That would be no small
matter, let me tell you. Charles Rogers
is Buddy's real name. His latest picture is

"The Lawyer's Secret" with Clive Brook,
Richard Arlen, Fay Wray and Jean Ar-
thur. Clara Bow is on a vacation in the
mountains and hasn't made any picture

plans for the near future. Charles Farrell
is 26 years old and was married on Feb.

14, 1931, to Virginia Valli. I couldn't say
just how "steady" Buddy Rogers' and Ra-
mon Novarro's girls are but we'll hope for

the best.

Mrs. A. L. Mae Murray appears with
Lowell Sherman and Irene Dunne in

"Bachelor Apartment." David Lee will be
5 years old on his next birthday, Dec. 26,

1931. Clara Bow is 26. Her last release

was "Kick In" with Norman Foster and
Regis Toomey.

Ray T. of Gananoque. Come on and ask
me as many questions as you like—I'll

promise to answer some of them. Anita
Louise, real name Fremault, was born in

Alsace-Lorraine, France, about 16 years

ago. She is an accomplished pianist, an
expert in the graceful art of fencing, plays

tennis, swims and rides. Anita played with
Eleanor Boardman and John Mack Brown
in "The Great Meadow," in "The Woman
Between" with Lily Damita and Lester
Vail, and in "Millie" with Helen Twelve-
trees. She has a five year contract with
Radio Pictures and a letter will find her
at that studio. Her latest release is "Ev-
erything's Rosie" with Robert Woolsey.

Violet G. I'm unable to say if Joan and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. will make another
picture together. Joan's new release is

"This Modern Age." Neil Hamilton plays

opposite.

B. Zellcr. Ivan Lebedeff was born June
18, 1899, in Lithuania. He is 6 feet 1 inch

tall, weighs 150 pounds and has black hair

and eyes. He was educated at the Univer-
sity of St. Petersburg, Russia, Imperial

Lyceum of Alexander and Military Acad-
emy of St. Petersburg. He received his

stage training from the Russian dramatic

actor, Vladimir N. Davidoff. He has been

on the screen for seven years, many of

them spent in making films in France and
Germany. Two of his latest releases arc

"The Lady Refuses" with Betty Compson,
and "Bachelor Apartment" with Irene

Dunne and Lowell Sherman.

Elskede M. How and where have you
been not to see the beautiful full page pic-

ture of Greta Nissen in the June issue of

your favorite magazine, Screenland? She
plays with Edmund Lowe and Victor Mc-
Laglen in "Women of all Nations" and will

be seen soon in (Continued on page 94)
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There's more of it

in your movie entertainment now,
making every program better

Progress in better motion picture

programs is shown by more short

_ features this year. The better thea-

tres are putting the punch of variety

into every show, spicing them more

richly than ever with the comedy,

thrills, beauty and novelty of EducationaVs short features.

Educational Pictures are the product of the ONE BIG com-

pany specializing in short features. And this season they

have been planned for the fastest

and most diversified entertainment

ever shown on the screen.

COMEDY
BEAUTY
THRILLS

and

COLOR
TOO

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. W. HAMMONS, President, Executive Offices: 1501 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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floors
and

J¥bORAYS!
Speak your mind on the movies.

Prizes for the best letters!

Hoot, Mickey! You're the
idol of the silver scream!

Mickey Mouse courtesy of
Wall Disney—Columbia

Hooray! I made the ladies
love a mouse!

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
Now that America has a fulsome knowl-

edge of sex appeal, wouldn't stories like

George Arliss' "The Millionaire" be bet-

ter for the blood pressure of movie fans ?

I have talked with several of my friends

who saw this picture and, like myself, they
found it a welcome relief to discover S. A.
subordinated to the main theme.

To this writer it seems that the several

motion picture producers must keep spies

on each others' staffs. When one company
is about to break out with a novel idea

they all make a scramble to do the same
type of picture. In that way we got girl

and leg shows, war pictures, gangster
themes and so on, ad nauseam. The spice

of entertainment should be novelty
;

repe-

tition gives me a pain.

If the spy system is a good guess, I hope
that it will have one good effect in bring-

ing out more yarns like "The Millionaire"

provided, of course, they are not all about
gas stations. No, I mean putting sex in

subjugation, for awhile at least, just to

vary the diet.

Mrs. Beatrice Engbeck.
749 23rd Street,

Ogden, Utah.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
I believe

:

That "A Hollywood Theme Song" was
one of the funniest comedies ever released.

That Mary Doran would rival the great-

est, if given the right break.

That Chester Morris makes the most
convincing screen gangster.

That gangster pictures are wearing them-
selves thin.

That Screenland is right in calling

Phillips Holmes "the fastest rising young
man in motion pictures."

That Jack Oakie would go over bigger
if teamed up with "Skeets" Gallagher
again.

That Jean Harlow can't build up a last-

ing following that way.
That "Skippy" will be hard to equal for

pure enjoyment.

That Paramount is importing too many
new faces.

That Garbo is incomparable.

That Mickey Mouse is ditto.

That I may be wrong about all the above

mentioned opinions, but that's my Motion
Picture Credo—and I'll stick to it

!

Helen Stappenbeck,
3171 Sacramento Street,

San Francisco,

California.

THIRD PRIZE LETTER
Most of us do not like hash—even turkey

hash ! But the producers are evidently try-
ing to force it down us nevertheless. They
insist on capitalizing on their big box-office

successes with warmed over encores thus
weakening the star's prestige and leaving
us feeling duped.

Because we appreciated Constance Ben-
nett as the unwed mother in "Common
Clay" we must see her in that role again
in "Born to Love;" and because Lew Ayres
went over big in "Doorway to Hell," he
must linger near that threshold and look
tough ever after

!

I believe with others that different char-
acterizations are just as necessary to a
star's continued success as they are to our
entertainment. Types soon become stand-
ardized and lose the charm of surprise.

We learn just what to expect of them
and that spoils everything! Maybe I'm
wrong but I believe that most of us pre-
fer even bologna to

—

hash!
Franklin Brewer Aver,

851 Park Avenue,
Springfield, Illinois.

You can write a corking let-

ter every time if you really

have something to say. Test

your critical talents by writing

to Hoots and Hoorays. Not just

knocking for its own sake, but
real, honest, constructive com-
ment, is what we like to get

from readers. And there's

money in it—prizes of $20, $15,

$10 and $5. Letters should be

not more than 150 words and
should reach us by the 10th of

each month. Address Hoots and
Hoorays, Screenland, 45 W.
45th St., New York.

FOURTH PRIZE LETTER
Hurrah ! "Skippy" was adorable and

has been the children's topic of conversa-
tion for many weeks. One little girl's crit-

icism bears consideration. "I liked 'Skippy.'

but I wish that they would make a picture

with fairy godmothers, princes, and castles

where they all dress up pretty and live

happy ever after."

Why not a few little girls' pictures?
Fairy tales, such as "Beauty and the
Beast," "Cinderella," "The Toad and the
Princess." And with a children's picture

a complete children's program—instead of

an accompanying two reel picture of hor-
ror—an Our Gang comedy, a newsreel of

foreign children including their mode of

living, their amusements, games, toys anu
manners. How educational for the little tots !

With such a carefully planned program
how many mothers will be eager to take
and let their carefully trained children en-

joy a pleasure which should be theirs

!

Mothers that today hold up their hands in

horror at the mention of movies for chil-

dren !

Marjorie A. King,
412 Main Street,

Danbury, Conn.

A BOW RAVE
Oh. give the kid a break ! No screen girl

has proved herself a better actress than
Clara Bow. She is the only genius in

Hollywood. All stars put on a big show or

act unnatural, except Clara. She is the

only real person in Hollywood.
Come on, you Bow fans—root for her

and fill Hoots and Hoorays full of letters

in appreciation of the gamest kid ever.

Lois Ferguson.
Box 637,

Yreka, Cal.

"RACY," BUT MORAL
Have just seen "Strangers May Kiss."

What a picture! Smart! Sophisticated!
Racy ! Quite the most daring picture pro-

duced. What a lesson it teaches the mod-
ern girl with her grand ideas of "freedom !"

That's the usual story of what happens
when a girl dares to use her so-called "free-

dom"—but without the happy ending.

As Bob Montgomery said, "Men mix
many things, but they take their women
straight." And many of us have learned

how sadly true it is.

(Continued on page 97)
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Even Old Meanies

Like Janet in

"Daddy Long Legs"

She wins

SCREENLAND'S Honor Page

YOU can't look at Janet Gaynor in ''Daddy

Long Legs" and not like her ! The oldest,

hardest, most crabbed audience in the

world gives in when Janet does her stuff

in her current film. You may prefer other more
sophisticated types of entertainment ; but you
can't remain immune to the charm of this Gaynor
girl, with her sweetness tinged with spice, her

wholesomeness seasoned with humor. She has

women saying "I love her !" and men thinking it.

Janet Gaynor is an artist—though we are inclined

to overlook that fact thanks to her big, wistful

eyes, her tender mouth, and the rest of her com-
plete cuteness.

Mary Pickford made "Daddy Long Legs" with
Mickey Neilan back in 1921. Janet Gaynor is the

1931 Pickford, with modern sound effects and
smart showmanship. Even surrounded by sac-

charine temptations, she remains real. Her scenes
with the orphanage children bring gurgles and
coos from delighted audiences. Janet makes it

look easy to be the Pollyanna girl of pictures, but
it's actually the hardest job in Hollywood.

The orphanage scenes in "Daddy Long Legs" have audiences
choking and chuckling. Janet, as the little drudge, chaper-
ones a gang of the naughtiest and nicest youngsters ever

assembled on a studio set.
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Irving Lippman

Pretty soft, Connie!

Isn't it just too tough on the little Bennett girl—earning her salary lying down!
Don't mind all the gentlemen—they're the sound, lighting and camera men do-
ing their stuff. Notice the glaring lights over at the left. And no, Rollo, that
thing hanging over Miss Bennett's head is not a derrick to lift her on and off the

Ostermoor; it's a microphone. Turn to page 28 for more details.
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The Smart Screen Magazine

THE EDITOR'S PAGE

ELP, help!

In the July issue of this journal, on this

very page, I bragged about the way we
pick 'em—how we point to a promising

newcomer and say, "There's a future star!" and

—

presto!—it happens. And I asked our readers to

speak right out with any suggestions they might

have and I'd guarantee to put over the candidate.

And now

—

Letters, letters, letters!

Here's a sample:

"I want to call your attention to a friend of

mine. She dances, plays the banjo, and shows

marked ability for handling even difficult dra-

matic or comic parts. I will appreciate anything

you can do to put her over."

And another:

"I am a young man of twenty-two. I have been

trying to break in to the movies for a long time,

but no luck. Now I feel sure you will help me, as

you promise 'Fame and fortune positively guaran-

teed in two years'. Please let me know what you
can do."

I take it all back! I was only kidding. Little

did I think when I frivolously penned those words
that they would be acted upon in a big way. I

can't put people on the screen. I wish I could.

Then I'd be a great, big producer giving orders to

Norma Shearer and Clara Bow and Clarke Gable

—wouldn't I love to give orders to Clarke Gable! No.
All I can do is to call the producers' kind attention to

the talent that is running around right under their

noses in Hollywood. And hope they will give that

talent the break it deserves.

It isn't as easy as it looks, boys and girls. Once in

Hollywood, once in the studio, once, even, under con-

tract, it still isn't easy. There's Robert Allen, for in-

stance. He's a handsome young man who screens like

a million dollars in real, not merely movie money. He
was posing for advertisements—you know, one of

those dashing lads who is pictured gazing into space

and pondering about his Dream Girl, who uses the

right kind of rouge, powder, tooth-paste, and chewing
gum—when a Warner scout saw and signed him.
Allen screens well. He's a college graduate. An
athlete. He has a pleasant, well-trained voice. He's
in Hollywood. And yet the most you have seen of him
on the screen is a glimpse here and there. He's been

Cartoon by Eliot Keen

Star's Maid: "Wait, Miss Lovely—you forgot your eye-

lashes!"
i

one of the boys surrounding the beautiful heroine.

He's had a line or two to speak. But that's about all.

I had a letter from him the other day thanking me for

picking him as a possible winner. I hope he won't

mind my quoting from it: "Am peering into a cloudy

horizon at the present writing—about to perform a

graceful hyperbola from this into some more favorable

sphere of the nebular system, hoping en route to be

transformed from a faint flickering satellite into a

nice new bright shiny star."

I hope so, too. Robert Allen seems to have all that

it takes. But meanwhile, he has a long pull ahead of

him. I hope he makes it. But the "friend who plays

the banjo," mentioned above, had better not count on
me to help her be a movie star. She'd better not throw
away her banjo—yet.

Delight Evans
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Garbo

Denies It!

Wide World Photo.

WILL the screen

lose Greta
Garbo ?

Does the
Swedish siren yearn for

European stage tri-

umphs? Will she leave

the screen for an arduous

career behind the old-

world footlights?

Hollywood wonders.

And, wondering, recalls

that Garbo is said to de-

sire above all things a

success on the stage as

great as—and artistically

greater than that she has

won on the screen.

That, in spite of her

gold and glory, Greta has

never conformed to the

Hollywood pattern. The
more famous she became,
the more aloof she grew.
And what of her new
picture ? Has she been
altogether happy making
it? An American story

by David Graham Phil-

lips, "Susan Lennox

—

her Fall and Rise," was adapted for her. King Vidor
Rehearsals started. And then

—

Vidor and Garbo couldn't, according

to report, agree. And a new director was assigned

—

Robert Leonard, who has directed some of M-G-M's
greatest hits, notably Norma Shearer's "Let Us Be Gay"
and "The Divorcee." Hollywood knows that Greta and

going

legjp

Max Rein-
hardt, Ger-
man genius of
the theatre,
who invited
Garbo to come
to Austria.
Here he is
coaching
Rosamond
Pinchot , the
American ac-

tress.

iiight, Garbo
as she used to
look, when she
first came to
Hollywood

.

Will the Star of Stars leave

the screen for the stage?

was assigned to direct,

a change in plans

Clarence Brown, the director of her biggest pictures,

agreed to disagree after "Inspiration." A new director

—a new kind of story—and then, like a bombshell, the

report from Vienna that Max Reinhardt, the German
genius of the theatre, had offered Garbo the star role in

one of his productions.

Reinhardt invited Greta, so the story goes, to play at
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By
Sydney Valentine

The Deutsches Theatre in
Berlin, where Reinhardt
stages many of his amazing

productions.

Greta—the
tall, shy
Swedish
girl as she
looked not
long after
she came to
America.

A 8Hi

i

m
Reinhardt, who is said to want
Greta to come to Europe to play
the star role in his new private

theatre.

Garbo today. Is she happy in her screen work, or does that wistful look
express an unfulfilled aspiration to become a great stage actress? Greta's
burning ambition, some say, is to be a famous star of the European

theatre, a la Duse and Bernhardt.

the opening performance of his new private open-air theatre in Leopold-
skron, his castle home near Salsburg. The rumor grew that Garbo had
accepted. That she would leave Hollywood and spend a part of the summer
in Leopoldskron. later visiting Vienna and Berlin, and playing as a trage-

dienne under Reinhardt's direction.

Austrian newspapers printed the story. The report penetrated to Xew
York. Screenland, checking up, asked Garbo point-blank if it were true.

The answer came : "Garbo absolutely denies it."

We wonder

!

She can't go now—that's true. Her M-G-M contracts must be fulfilled.

It isn't likely that the Metro Lion would let Greta slip out of his clutches

easily. She's a box-office magnet. And although she is not the tract-
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There's a brooding sadness
in Garbo's eyes these days.
Is Hollywood stardom
fling this daughter of
Vikings? For Greta
fame and fortune may
be enough. She mi
true to herself and ;

ideals as an artist

How far Garbo has pro-
gressed according to
Hollywood standards
since she first appeared
on the screen scene is

best shown by this little

informal glimpse of her.
Not smart, and surely
not the glamourous girl

of today—but she does
look happy, doesn't she?

GARBO'S

Divine

Discontent!

able, shy
Swedish

girl that she

was when she

first descended up-
on Culver City

—

when she smilingly
posed for publicity pic-

tures just like any ingenue

—she is worth more than her
weight in gold no matter how

often she says "No!"
She is one of the two stars in

Hollywood who can have anything she

wants. Connie Bennett is the other.

She refused a request for her autographed
photograph from one of the highest executives

in her company.
She steadfastly refuses to receive interviewers.

She poses for photographs only when she is ready.

And she gets away with it

!

But there is no denying that Garbo, as precious a piece

of stage or screen property as ever held audiences spell-

bound, must be handled with kid gloves. It isn't easy to

find screen stories for her that at once express her un-
usual personality and still have the right exotic flavor

without running afoul of the censors. It isn't easy to
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An interesting study of the
career of Garbo, told in pic-
tures, and climaxed in the
close-up at the left, when
the Garbo who captured the
world's fancy first emerged.
And contrast the poised,
smart figure below with the
little girl at the lower left

on the opposite page.'

find the right lead-

ig man. The right

director. Garbo must be

wrapped in cotton wool be-

fore she can be delivered to

the public. The responsibility

of finding stories, directors, and
leading men for the most sensational

star in the picture business is no light

one. It's not as easy as it looks.

Robert Montgomery, now a star in his

own right, was not a success as a Garbo lead-

ing man, if we can believe the letters we re-

ceived in this office about his part in "Inspiration."

For that matter, not since Garbo teamed with Gil-

bert has the public really accepted any leading man
for their Greta. But now comes Clark Gable—the

vital young man whom you saw and liked with

Norma Shearer in "A Free Soul''—as the new
Garbo support in "Susan Lennox." Gable's power-
ful, almost primitive personality should make him
a splendid foil for the langorous, alluring Greta.

He is more nearly like John Gilbert than any of the

other leading men Garbo has had. His love-making
is tempestuous. Perhaps he can break down the

Garbo reserve. Oh, only on the screen ! There is

a Mrs. Gable, you know.
We hope Garbo will be happy in her work. Be-

cause if she isn't, she is quite capable of throwing
it all up and going back to Europe. Hollywood has
not yet "got" Garbo. She seems immune. Im-
pervious to all the glamor and excitement and scan-
dal that have trapped others—turned them from
normal human beings into creatures called "stars,"

bound by their own fame and entranced by their

own glitter. Garbo, in the hurly-burly of Holly-
wood, has remained herself. She is not "a Holly-
wood star"—she is still Greta Gustaffson. She
refuses to be typed. She declines to be spoiled.

She has her own way—yes. But you don't hear
about her minding other people's business : or walk-
ing away with other girls' husbands ; or meddling in

the romantic life of the colony. Her friends, since
she has come to Hollywood, have been few. Marion
Davies, they say, has tried in vain to get Garbo to
her parties—to make her one of that gay and glit-

tering group that's known as the "Davies set."
Garbo, polite but firm, says "No." Even Mary
Pickford found her adamant. She just won't play

!

Someone recalls that when she and John Gilbert
were what Mr. Winchell (Continued on page 110)

Read right up! First, Greta
as she looked when she
landed in America in 1925.
Then in "The Torrent."
Top, as she began to find

herself.
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J^/ow to keep
Making a million in movies is easy

compared to holding on to it!

4P $ $ $

Marion Davies is one of the eight
women in motion pictures who
have earned more than a million.

s
UPPOSE your luck and
looks enabled you to col-

lect a million dollars in pay
checks. How long could

you keep your fortune ?

At least a dozen women have
earned a cool, cash million apiece

as a result of their acting in pic-

tures. Making so much isn't im-

possible if you are extremely per-

sonable, have a talent for manipu-
lating the right kind of contracts,

and get the well-known breaks in

the Battle of Stardom.
Spending money is a snap job

for any actress. Connie Bennett
can show you how to use your cash
if you have a yen for Paris gowns.
Those who yearn to live on the

grand scale can get pointers from Marion Davies. And
trust Clara Bow to tell you about expensive secretaries

and love affairs.

But spending and making your million is a cinch com-
pared to keeping the mazuma for solace in your middle
and older age. Even a Scotsman's pittance is apt to

be lured away from him by the superior salesmen of

Southern California. What chance has a beauteous star

to keep her hard-earned pile?

Believe me, she has to be cleverer than she is pretty.

Many a lovely lass receives a marvelous weekly salary

for a while. But you know the old theorem about easy
come, easy go? It still works, and nowhere more ef-

fectively than with the ladies of the screen.

No matter how you figure, though, it takes a lot of
hard winters and hot summers to amass a real million

in your bank. Greta Garbo, Norma Shearer, Ruth
Chatterton, Constance ' Bennett, Nancy Carroll, Clara
Bow, and Dolores Del Rio have the edge on all the as-

pirants to such a fortune right now.
Some of them may spend all they make. Probably a

few will reach the peak upon which eight Hollywood
millionairesses now sit.

By long-term contracts and judicious investment of
their salaries, Mary Pickford, Norma Talmadge, Cor-
inne Griffith, Colleen Moore, Marion Davies, Betty

By

Ben
Maddox

Mary Pickford has incorporated
herself, Just to handle her money.
She is her own business manager.

Compson

,

Ruth Roland,
and Bebe
Daniels have,

in the first

place, earned
more than a

million. What
Louise Fazenda, surprisingly
enough, for she has never been one
of the highestpaid stars, hasplenty.

is more im-
portant, they
have hung on-

to it. Despite
the Rolls-Royces, Beverly settings, and Fifth Avenue
shopping trips they still are worth a million dollars.

Four other women have had a million pass through
their hands. Gloria Swanson has always lived up to

her income. Mabel Normand found life a great play-

ground for her fortune. Pola Negri and Mary Miles

Minter cultivated regal habits, but they have good for-

tunes in store even yet.

Who furnishes the brains for the business dealings

of these financially successful actresses? Colleen Moore
and Norma Talmadge had husbands who harvested

wisely. Marion Davies, Betty Compson, and Bebe Dan-
iels have taken much personal interest in their affairs,

bankers doinsr the choosing of securities for them.
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$1,000,000
in Hollywood

Three of our beautiful stars have done all their busi-

ness thinking themselves. I refer to Mary Pickford,

Corinne Griffith, and Ruth Roland, who have spent al-

most as much time at their desks figuring on the relative

values of bonds and real estate as they have before the

cameras. They have husbands, but the credit for their

financial success goes to them alone.

Mary Pickford and Ruth Roland have incorporated
themselves, just to handle their money. Ruth's first

husband is her manager still, a Hollywood quirk. Cor-
inne's hus-
band does with
her earn-
ings what she

thinks best,
and the or-
chid lady has

A million from
her own earn-
ings is Connie
Bennett's goal,
to match her
Phil Plant

million.

reason but I don't spend money just to satisfy passing
fancies. My mother taught me the importance of econ-

omy. I guess I have Scotch blood in me. I don't believe

anyone can get along in business unless he does have !

"The kind of business people I hate," Mary empha-
sized as we discussed her dealings with them, "are
those who think they can put something over on me
because I'm an actress. They don't give a movie star

credit for common sense. They
try to pull the wool over my eyes.

But I'm not fooled very easily."

So don't be alarmed at the re-

port that Mary and Doug spend a

hundred thousand dollars a year
on the upkeep of Pickfair. It is

true they entertain a great deal,

but there are many estates in

Southern California far more elab-

orate than theirs.

"Corinne has taught me every-
thing I (Continued on page 121)

$db dh db dh
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Norma Shearer Thalberg is well on
the way to a million dollar fortune
from her screen earnings

.

never thought wrong. She even
got a quarter of a million for

relinquishing her First National

contract

!

You wouldn't think these three

women had the brains nor the am-
bition to attend personally to their

investments. But they have—and that's why they are

sitting so pretty today.

"Waste in any form irritates me," Mary Pickford told

me when I asked for her formula. She has a business

manager who follows out her instructions for, needless to

say, Doug refuses to sit still and clip coupons on her bonds.

"I have never been extravagant. I buy things within

Ruth Roland is called the real-

estate queen of Los Angeles. She
believes in wise investments.

Betty Comp-
son is one of
the gilt-edged
eight who has
earned over a
million—and
hung on to it!
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He found the very pretty girl

in the third car. " You know,
I've got a picture of Julie and
me together," he announced

What happened when one of the six most

beautiful girls in Hollywood made a bet

with a strange young man

HAT'LL YOU BET?
WALLY LINDSAY ignored the chair which

had been pulled out for him, and breezed on
to sit down opposite the very pretty girl with

the beautiful old-gold hair. There was no
excuse for it, either, for the dining-car was almost

empty.
The girl looked up with mild indignation. She saw a

brown-haired young man with laughing eyes, whose grin

gave warning that he was about to get fresh.

"Do you know," he said, "you look an awful lot like

Julie Gray, the actress?"

She blinked. There was frost in her blue eyes.

"Am I supposed to be—flattered?"

"Well—" he shrugged
—

"Julie Gray is one of the six

most beautiful girls in Hollywood."
The girl tried to look displeased, but it was not easy

to be angry after such a nice compliment.
"I think you're terribly fresh," she remarked, but the

frost was out of her eyes.

"No, I'm not," he denied. "I know Julie so well I

feel like I really know you, too."

She blinked again, and seemed to choke a little on a
bite of her dessert. Wally's steak arrived, and he began
to emulate a hungry man.

"Mighty nice girl, Julie," he volunteered. "I used to

play around with her quite a lot."

She bit her lip, eyeing him.

"And you really think I look like her?"
"If you looked in the mirror, you'd see her!"
"Really?" Her e)es twinkled.

She paid her check. Anyway, he was not so fresh

as to offer to do that

!
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"I*m awfully thrilled and flattered," she declared.

And before Wally could reply, she had gone past him
toward the string of Pullmans.

Leisurely finishing his dinner, Wally sauntered back
through the train. He found the very pretty girl in the

third car, and calmly sat down beside her, disregarding

the austere stare she gave him.

"You know, I've got a picture of Julie and me to-

gether," he announced, smiling. He took a large black

wallet from an inside pocket.

"I suppose you're going to New York purposely to

see Julie Gray ?" Her tone was a bit sarcastic.

"That's right. She'll probably be at the station—with
a kiss for me !"

To be sure, a girl with such a lovely, dainty nose
couldn't and wouldn't snort, but the sound which she
produced was remarkably like a snort.

"Well, what'll you bet?" Wally demanded.

( Continued

She bit her lip, eyes twinkling.

"What'll I bet?" She appeared to think. "I'll tell

you what: if Julie Gray gives you a kiss, I'll give you
another one myself

!"

"It's a bet!" Wally said enthusiastically.

She sighed, obviously regarding him as hopeless.

"Next thing," she said, bobbing her head to empbasizc

the idea, "you'll be telling me you're engaged to Julie

Gray \"

"Engaged !" He chuckled. "Why, I'm married to

her."

A sort of green spark leaped alive in her eyes.

"That proves what liars some men are \"

"Oh, yeah?"
"Oh, yeah!" she snapped. "Because—it just happens

that I am Julie Gray !"

Wally defied her glower with a slow grin.

"Sure! I know it!"

i page 122)

Another Girl Goes Garbo!

Would you take her for
Garbo? Or wouldn' t you?

WHEN in doubt, do a Garbo.

Or a Dietrich. Or maybe
they are the same. (Now
we'll get some more let-

ters!) Anyway, there's no denying
that Hollywood's favorite studio

sport is understudying these two lead-

ing sirens. There are all kinds of

imitations—good ones, including Bill

Haines' of Greta, and Lupe Velez' of

Marlene ; and bad ones, which we'd
better not mention. Then there's the

"trend," exemplified by the dozens of

Garbo-Dietrich gals who beset our

Juliette Compton— of

all people!—puts on a

little mystery-and-
slamor act

There's
here-

a dash of Dietrich
-and Damita, too.

Greta and Marlene will have
to think up a new one. The
dramatic negligee is losing a

little of its lure.

screens— and audiences—fairly drip-

ping languor and oozing "glamor"
and "mystery."

We're not picking on Juliette

Compton, who is a charming lady and
a fine actress in her own right. There's

a glimpse of her as the Ambassador's
wife in "The Vice Squad," though,

that does call forth buzzing and pro-

gram-rustling, until everybody discov-

ers that it's really Juliette in a some-
what Garbo-Dietrich mood and not

Greta or Marlene on a conductor's

holiday. And isn't it more fun ?
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Doug
What Phil Holmes thinks of

his best friend, Kid Fairbanks

As told to

childish ambitions into a definite setness of purpose.

An amazingly versatile fellow ! Acts as well on
the stage as he does in the talkies. The Doug you
saw in "The Dawn Patrol" is the closest to his real

self that any of his portrayals have come. In his

odd moments he writes, draws, plays the piano, and
takes a fling at sculpturing. He has a passion for

making speeches, and is an outstanding figure in

any crowd.
Not an easy person to know, however. His flair

for dramatization makes it hard for mere acquaint-

ances to find out how sincere he really is. But once

he recognizes you as a friend—well, you're set with

him. Discreet with strangers, he is astonishingly

frank when you have gained his confidence.

He likes to appear slightly "bad" and blase.

Obvious compliments are treated scornfully. This
is just his defense, for of all things he hates being

thought gullible. Underneath this surface pose
is a strong current of {Continued on page 111)

Not easy to know—likes to appear slightly bad and
blase—imitative—impetuous—and the best of
good fellows. That's Doug, Jr., as Phil Holmes,

his pal since childhood, sees him.

CAN you imagine Booth Tarkington's Seventeen
in a Beverly Hills setting?

Then you will know the real Doug Fairbanks,

Jr. He is a romanticist disguised by an almost

convincing mask of savoir faire. Firm as an old army
mule, yet not at all stubborn if you can change his mind

!

Now that he is married and we are grown up and
work at different studios, we don't have so much time to

pal around together. But we have been best friends ever

since I attended his 7-year-old birthday party all decked

out in a stiffly starched white sailor suit.

That was in New York City when both our fathers

were stage stars there. Later, when our families moved
to Hollywood, we went to school together, spent sum-
mers at the beach, and double-dated when we took out

our girls.

Doug's marriage to Joan Crawford is a great success,

and I'm glad that I am able to say I-told-you-so. Three
years ago Doug and I were living at the Hollywood
Athletic Club. Every night when he would come in

from a date with Joan he would wake me up for a mid-
night discourse on love and the perfect girl. I was for

their romance from the very start. Joan is the balance-

wheel he needs. They are both idealists who pretend to

be sophisticates.

Do you realize that Doug has been in pictures now for

seven straight years ? A veteran at 23 ! To me his out-

standing characteristic is his determination to be a suc-

cess, and I think Joan is the one who has crystallized his

Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., when
he went to mili-
tary school. "He
was always the
fellow who got
caught for cut-
ting up," says
his pal Phil
Holmes. In the
stories on these
twopages Holmes
andFairbanks are
brutally frank —
about each other.'

They have been
best friends ever
since. Phil at-
tended Doug's
7-year-old birth-
day party all
decked out in a
white sailor suit.
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"American Tragedy" Holmes

as seen by his pal, Doug, Jr.

Ben Maddox

HE IS generally referred to as "that nice

Holmes boy
!"

But you can't wear wings and be a regular
fellow. And Phil is the most lovable idiot

you could ever know.
He is a marvelous companion. Ideal just to sit and

talk to, as well as to have around when you are in a
partying mood.
He is a diplomat par excellence. Correctness, gra-

ciousness, tact—your name is Holmes !

Phil always says the right thing at the. right time. I

always seem to say it at the wrong time. I have often
wished I could trail him around and learn how he does
it.

He hates to concentrate. His is the true artistic

temperament. Although he is serious about his picture

work, he prefers to let other details be sidetracked and
drift. The fatalists have nothing on him. He's never
been on time for an appointment yet. But no one ob-
jects to waiting when it's for him they're waiting!
Happy-go-lucky Phil !

Calm, rarely blue or upset,

he is positive everything al-

ways turns out for the best.

He is very extravagant
with his money. At college

he wanted to go all the places

that were worth going to, and
he seldom missed the best

parties. Friends have always
flocked to him, because he's

nice enough to please older

people, and sophisticated
enough to be a leader for the

younger set.

Phil is not a good student.

At least, not in the accepted
sense. His brain is excel-

lent ; his mind well stocked
with the things he wants to

know. But he absorbs rather

than memorizes. He has at-

tended Cambridge University
in England, Grenoble in

France, and Princeton in this

country. Abstract philoso-

phies lure him and exact defi-

nitions bore him. So in school his routine work was
immaterial to his extra-curricular activities.

He is charmingly modest. One of the best looking
men' in Hollywood, he has never indicated in any way
that he knows it. Much of his appeal lies in this fact

that he is cultured, handsome, interesting—and doesn't
know it

!

There's no chance of his becoming conceited. He's
read all the novels on Hollywood's queer people and so
takes adulation with a large grain of salt. Not a small-
town Merton taking it big, but a cosmopolitan young

A lovable idiot—never on time—
extravagant— modest— utterly
irresponsible — no complexes —
a many-sided person—and a
swell guy! Says Doug of Phil.

fellow who has stumbled
into a fascinating business.

"Young Holmes" on his first horse. Whenever
Phil was asked to a party in those days Doug
would go along, too. Their friendship has sur-
vived Hollywood, where they are rival stars.

Though he has done things

at the places he's been, he is

mentally naive. He person-
ally doesn't know any of the

odd souls the novels say

abound around him. Or
their oddity escapes him.

He does not conserve his

energy. Whenever the spirit

moves him, the flesh has to

be willing. Nothing daunts
him. I cannot picture Phil

afraid of anything. Courage
is an inborn characteristic,

and he has more than the

average person's share.

He is utterly irresponsible.

(To say nothing of being the original for all those

absent-minded jokes, but more of this vice later.)

He has a tremendous sense of humor. Just present

your jokes in an orderly fashion and he will get a huge
kick out of them. Maybe I shouldn't say so—he likes

the less refined kind

!

Music interests him only when it is a call to arms— I

.

mean, er—to the dance. He plays no instruments and
is, therefore, the ideal guest. Not even the ukulele,

thank God ! Clever boy to specialize on being a swell

dancer and letting the girl {Continued on page 112)
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"Two More Years

and I'm Through"
TWO more years and

I'm through with hard
says

work!" declares Con-
stance Bennett. "I've

set myself a definite limit—a goal

—a money goal toward which I

am working. I'm to make five

pictures this year with six weeks'

vacation and three pictures next

year with four months' vacation,

and then I'm going away !"

The other members of the

foursome about the table in the

players' lunch room at the War-
ner Studio, where Miss- Bennett

is now busy with her new pic-

ture, "Bought," didn't appear to

take her statement seriouslv-

"You'll be back," said"

Archie Mayo, her present

director.

"Certainly I'll be back
if they want me," agreed

the blonde and bronze
Constance, "but just for a

picture or so at a time. My
hard-working days will be

over."

Lunch hour is no rest

period for this busy star

this year. She has a deli-

cate but firm hand in

every major decision made
concerning her picture.

And she eats heartily.

There was a decision to

be made during this par-

ticular noon hour concern-
ing the casting

of a minor but

important role in

her picture. The
studio casting direc-

tor was at another
table in the corner, not

far away. At the near-

est table sat Richard Bennett,

her father, who plays in a

picture with his daughter Con-
stance for the first time in

"Bought." She had urged him, un-
successfully, to make it a table for

five but he had refused.

"It's supposed to be an interview,

said. "I would talk too much."
Between the three tables a circular argu-

ment developed over the person best fitted for

the part. One was too young, one unavailable

some not the type.

"With hard work,"

Constance Bennett. The
only 23-year-old girl in the

world earning $30,000 a

week tells you how she

earns it—and what she'll

do when she has made a

million.

he

"Send for your mother," sug-
gested Mr. Bennett gently from
his point on the sidelines.

"We need someone tomorrow,"
Mayo said.

"I give it up," said Miss Ben-
nett, returning to her avocado
cocktail, "but it's important. The
whole atmosphere of those scenes

is governed by that one small

part. She just better be good!"
I took this opportunity to ask

her about the reasons for her
excessive activity this present

year. It is commonly known, I

suppose, that she sold a half of

her vacation from her own studio

to Warner Brothers at a very
fancy price. Her five

weeks of work there will

net her some $30,000 per

week, and that scatters

records in all four direc-

tions in Hollywood.
This brought forth the

announcement that she will

be through in two years

—

except for certain leisurely

and no doubt profitable

returns when just the right

story and just the right

cast is available.

By the time Miss Ben-
nett was half way through
a sizeable fruit salad and
had sampled a corner of

Archie Mayo's
omelette there

was another
pause, long

enough to get in

another question.

"I am my own man-
ager,'' she answered. "I

make my own bargains.

Of course someone handles

detail work for me, but I make
my own plans"—she grinned

—

"and prices
!"

"And earns them," nodded Mayo.
Just follow her around the set some

day and you'll find out."

"Don't you want to help build up a
'Bennett tradition' on the screen?" I asked.

"Now that your father and your sister are

both in pictures? No stage star would ever

desert her career so early." (Constance Bennett
is twenty-three years old.)

"You can't build a tradition on the screen," she
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TIME TO RETIRE?

When she has made a million dol-

lars in the movies, says Connie,

she'll retire. "You'll be back,"

said her director. "Certainly I'll

be back if they want me,"

agreed Constance. "But just for

a picture or so at a time. My
hard-working days will be over."

said positively. "The picture public is too

vast, too fickle. The camera is too true. It's

as much of an accomplishment, I think, to

retire gracefully from pictures as to grow
old gracefully on the stage." She paused.
Then : "I think I'll have that chocolate eclair."

"How she keeps her figure is a mystery
to me," groaned Mayo, who tips the scales completely

around. "She never seems to worry or diet. Every other

woman I know in pictures has lettuce and lemon juice

for lunch."

"Not Constance," joined in her friend Eileen Percy,
"she's one of those who never has to worry."

Certain it is that Miss Bennett does not have to worry
about her figure. She boasts of ninety-nine of the most
perfectly distributed pounds in pictures. She is the de-
light of studio dress designers and the despair of com-
petitors.

"How do you go about
earning thirty thousand dol-

lars a week?" I asked her.

"Well, it keeps me very
busy," she said. "I ani living

at the beach. I'm awake
early, six-thirty generally.

Breakfast is at seven-thirty."

Sometimes I play tennis or
swim before breakfast. I'm
on the set at nine"— (with a

quick glance at Mayo, who
swallowed hastily but said

nothing)
—

"well, somewhere
near nine ; and we generally
work until six. Then I see

the rushes, attend a story

By

Carlisle

Jones

WILL CONNIE STICK

TO IT?

"I've set myself a definite limit—

a

money goal toward which I am working.

I'm to make five pictures this year with

six weeks' vacation, and three pictures

next year with four months' vacation

—

and then I'm going away!"

Constance Bennett.

conference or talk cast or costumes, and drive

home for a late dinner.

"With such a program it must be evident

that I can't go out much. Next year I'll have
time to go to Europe. After that I'll spend
at least half my time there and in New York.
But just now I'm working toward that goal."

There were no figures mentioned. Her friends say

her objective is a million dollars saved from her own
earnings to match a trust fund of a like amount received

from her former husband, Phil Plant, at the time of

their separation.

The motion picture million would build faster if Miss
Bennett were content to live a little less luxuriously, and
yet in this regard she has obviously been unfortunately
publicized. The story that she spends a .quarter of a

million dollars for clothes yearly still arouses from her
a vehement protest.

"I don't even want to talk

about that story," she said

with emphasis. "I almost

sued the company which per-

mitted it to go out as pub-
licity. It was unfortunate
and untrue, and ridiculous.

And it broke just as the de-

pression started, which made

I had heard stories that

Miss Bennett was generally

difficult to please with story,

cast, and settings. But Mayo
denied this.

"She is particular," he
ad- {Continued on page 101)
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"Maurice and I
have been mar-
ried fouryears,"
says Yvonne
Vallee, "and we
always laugh at
the same things.
Our romance
began with a
laugh!" She
tells all about
that romance in
this sparkling

story.

MARRIED to the screen's great lover ! How
would it feel ? What would it be like ?

Yvonne Vallee is that very thing and, to

hear her say it, it is a superb adventure, a
grand and glorious and exciting frolic. Yvonne Vallee

has been married to Maurice Chevalier for four years,

and they are still like two kids on a honeymoon. Mar-
riages among movie-stars in general are looked upon by
the public with skepticism; they are ephemeral, one
hears. They cannot last. There are too many ob-
stacles.

But Monsieur and Madame Chevalier have given the
lie to this common belief. On the screen, the inimitable

Maurice is gay and promiscuous to the point of aban-
don ; his Gallic naughtiness has captivated two conti-

nents of women. Off the set he is a model husband, all

his gaiety and glamor extended in the direction of the

slim, dark, magnetic woman who is Mrs. Chevalier.
In their charming suite at the St. Moritz in New

York, Yvonne Vallee—or Mme. Chevalier—gave me
one predominant rule for success in marriage. A sense
of humor

!

"Maurice and I have been married four years," she
said, "and we always laugh at the same things. Maybe
that is because we are always laughing. Our romance
began with a laugh.

"I was acting at the Bouft'e Parisienne in Paris, and
one evening, our theatre being closed, I decided to take

—what do you call it so charmingly in America?—

a

J/VONNE
CHEVALIER

tells

'TfiJhat it's like

to be e5tyTarried
mm

to

Q ay

urice!

By David Ewen

Yvonne and Maurice. She says: "Of course I know
Maurice is a great lover. I knew it before anyone else.

I knew it from the first moment we met!"
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How about it, this job of wife to a great

screen lover? You'll find the answer here

conductor's holiday. I went to see another show, which
featured an obscure singer by the name of Maurice
Chevalier, of whom I had never heard. As luck would
have it, I sat right in the first row. Well, naturally, I

was enchanted by Maurice, but I also felt something
deeper, something one cannot easily define. Maurice
noticed me from the stage and all during his perform-
ance he kept staring at me.
"At first it was embarrassing, because the rest of the

audience soon noticed that Maurice kept singing and act-

ing directly at me. But then the humor of it struck both

of us, and we began to laugh— I in my first row seat and
he on the stage. After the performance, a mutual friend

introduced us and we were still laughing. We became
friends, and later lovers, and now we are husband and
wife—still laughing at the funny things in life.

"There is a funny American song," she

went on, "which Maurice likes to sing

when we are together. It goes some-
thing like this : 'I like what you
like, you like what I like, every

thing we like we like alike!"

It's charming, n'est ce pas?"
I mentioned something

about his being a great

lover on the screen and
asked whether that created

any difficulties.

She- laughed that
merry tinkle of a laugh,

and I could appreciate

how Chevalier could
have fallen for that
laughter. "Bicn enten-

du," she said, lapsing in-

to French as she does when
she speaks with emphasis.

"Of course, I know Maurice
is a great lover. I knew it be-

fore any one else. I knew it

from the first moment we met

!

"Yet, when Maurice and I began
seeing each other regularly, my friends

used to ask me what I saw in him. I asked
them whether they did not love that merry smile of his.

But of course I couldn't tell them of the charming, de-

lightful, funny way he made love to me. You know,
Maurice in everyday life is exactly the sort of person he
is on the screen—that same sense of humor. Can you
blame me for falling in love with him?"

"Well," I said, "I've never, naturally, fallen exactly

in love with him myself, but I can see the point." She
laughed and my regard for her sense of humor, of

course, increased. No, I couldn't blame her for falling

for Maurice, and, to tell the truth, I rather patted

Chevalier on the back himself, for having used such
darn good taste on his own account.

Mme. Chevalier is an exceedingly attractive woman.
She has the same magnetism that has made her husband
the toast of the civilized world. Gloriously dark hair,

dark eyes of an appalling depth, a laughing mouth, and a

witty nose, give her a magnificent Gallic beauty, as defi-

nitely French and as charming as her husband's renowned
accent. She too speaks with an identical accent, in a

voice that is nothing if not musical. Mile. Vallee is her-

Jealous when Mau-
rice makes love to
other ladies, as he is

doing in the scene
below with Miriam
Hopkins from "The
Smiling Lieuten-
ant"? "No!" laughs
Yvonne. "I am just
proud of him!"
Those mash notes?
The Chevaliers read
them together!

self an actress well-
known in her native
France. She appeared
opposite her husband in

the French version of the

moving picture, "The
Playboy of Paris." But,

since her marriage to Che-
valier, acting has only been

an avocation and a recreation

to her.

"Marriage itself is a career," she
said, thus endorsing the sentiments of

many others.

"Don't you ever get jealous," I asked,
"when you see M. Chevalier cavorting upon the screen,
captivating young ladies of various shapes, sizes and
shades of hair?"

She laughed again. "Jealous? Mais non! I am just
proud of him. I always thought Maurice would be a
great success. When I first met him, I went around tell-

ing everybody I knew that Maurice would be one of the
greatest successes in the theatre some day. Most of the
people were very nice about my opinion

;
they pretended

to agree but I knew they just explained my enthusiasm
for Maurice's talents by the fact that I was in love with
him. But I knew Maurice had these gifts and that
eventually audiences would adore him as much as I do

—

that is, almost as much

!

"And so, now that Maurice has come to the heights he
deserves, it makes me proud and happy. Happy in the
success of the man I love, and just a little bit conceited
myself for having been a good critic."

"How does it feel to be the wife of Maurice Che-
valier?" I asked, getting down to brass tacks with the
points up. {Continued on page 98)
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The first
picture
ever made
of TaUu-
lah, with
her grand-
mother, for
whom she
was named.
"TaUulah"
means
maiden

.

HOLLYWOODFEARS
Ida Z e i 1 1 i n

,

author of this
story, whom we're
proud to present
as our star re-
porter. It seems
to us that she is

writing the most
fascinating stories
aboutscreen s tars
appearing in any

magazine.

Here she is—Tallulah, the Girl Hollywood Fears. Why? Because Tallulah is perhaps the

most dangerous rival the Hollywood girls have yet encountered. She has youth and beauty
—well, so have they. She's a gifted actress—so are a dozen established stars. But Tallulah
has something more. She's an American girl—with continental sophistication. We've had
one or the other on the screen but never both before. It's a devastating combination.
Born an Alabama Bankhead, Tallulah became the rage of London at 23. Played in "The
Green Hat." Portrait painted by Augustus John. Could have married a count. Remained
—Tallulah. She can play any part, because despite her Mayfair successes she still speaks
the good old American language. "Tarnished Lady" failed to do her justice, but with

the right picture she will be a sensation. Watch her she's one of our own girls!
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The Life Story of Tallulah Bankhead. From Alabama

to Mayfair to Movies—with Glamor, Adventure,

Excitement All the Way. Read this Great Story!

By

Ida

Zeitlin

TAKE as a

base three

fingers of

the lazy,

lovely, luxuriant
South ; add a strong

dash of Park Ave-
nue at its smartest

and most audacious

;

filter in equal parts

of caprice, reckless-

ness and a burning
thirst for life ; of

courage, generosity

and basic kindli-

ness ; mellow with
the graciousness of

a duchess and spice

with the pithy vo-

cabulary of a street

gamin ; leaven the

whole with wit and
humor and a lively

intelligence ; shake
the mixture and
pour it, all fizzing

and sparkling, into

a frail, slender, golden goblet and call it Tallulah Bank-
head. Take a sip, and you'll turn pleasantly dizzy. Take
a long drink and you'll understand why this same
Tallulah has stood social and theatrical London on its

head and why Robert Sherwood, that restrained critic,

has prophesied that if she isn't the year's knockout in the

movies, he'll eat his hat and retire into brooding melan-
choly—or words to that effect.

I suppose that during the eight years of her sover-
eignty in London there wasn't a newspaper critic who
didn't at one time or another try, without marked suc-
cess, to analyze the secret of her spell. Beauty she had,

In the oval, "Jean," Tallulah's mother, at 18, the yea- of
her marriage. She died at 23, when Tallulah was born.
Above, William Brockman Bankhead— Tallulah' s father.
Once he dreamed of being another Edwin Booth. His
mother persuaded him to practice law instead. Now he
is Congressman Bankhead. And Tallulah is achieving

the stage success of which he dreamed!

to be sure, but so did others. Allure she had—the well-

known sex appeal—but she hadn't cornered the market.
About her acting ability there was hot argument. Some
said yes. Some said no. Some said so-so. At any rate,

there were others who matched, if they didn't surpass
her in the art. Yet who but Tallulah became a legend in

London? Who but Tallulah ever passed a miracle?
Who but Tallulah ever raised up from the ranks of Eng-
lish girlhood an adoring host, clashing cymbals and shout-
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What London thought of Tallulah, in the

words of the famous critic, Arnold Bennett:

"The play starts. Not a sound of welcome. Tallu-

lah is not yet, and until she comes the play is

reduced to a mere prologue. Tallulah, and no-

body and nothing else is the play She appears.

Ordinary 'stars' get hands. If Tallulah gets a hand

it isn't heard. What is heard is a terrific, wild,

passionate, hysterical roar and shriek
!"

ing hosannas ? The answer is, no one.

In case the story of said miracle hasn't yet reached
your ears, it consisted of the following phenomena. In

the English theatre the gallery seats are not reserved

—

the early birds get the pickings. At least 36 hours—and
in some cases, much longer—before the opening of any
play in which Tallulah appeared, a queue of girls, seated

on hired campstools, would begin forming outside the

theatre to wait their turn at the box-office. They waited,

not like persons undergoing a necessary hardship, but

like privileged votaries, performing a sacred rite. If

they got in, they sang hymns of thanksgiving to heaven;
if not, they had at least shared in the joys of the pre-

liminary ceremonies.

Once inside, and safely ensconced in the seats of the

blessed, you could hear them, according to one witness,

"Cooing at her ! Leaning over the rails, with their hands
cupped around their mouths, they would call : 'Tal-lu-

lah! Tal-lu-lah
!"'

And when the curtain went up—well, let Arnold Ben-
nett tell it. "The play starts. Not a sound of welcome.
Tallulah is not yet, and until she comes the play is re-

duced to a mere prologue. Tallulah, and nobody and
nothing else is the play. Her entrance is imminent. The
next second she will appear. She appears. Ordinary
'stars' get hands. If Tallulah gets a hand, it isn't heard.

What is heard is a terrific, wild, passionate, hysterical

roar and shriek. Only the phrase of the Psalmist can
describe it : 'God is gone up with a shout'

!"

The little
Southern girl

with the mass
of fair hair and
heavy- lidded
gray eyes, as she
looked when
she first de-
scended upon
Broadway. Be-
low, the great
white house in
Alabama where
Tallulah was

born.

Tallulah's fresh-faced,

low-voiced maid, Edie.

has an explanation to of-

fer that's as good as any-
one's. Edie used to be
one of Tallulah's "gallery

girls," and five minutes'

conversation with her
will convince you that

she is no hysterical ad-

dlepate, but a person of

dignity, humor and com-
mon sense. Now, after

four years of service and
the closest kind of as-

sociation, she worships
her "lady" with a quiet

intensity of devotion that

is a tribute to them both.

"We loved her," she

says, "because she was
so different from the

English actresses. They
all hold themselves in.

{Continued on page 119)
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?Hete Are Pictures!

Try to top these portraits, Mr. Beaton!

ScREENLAND has presented many beautiful pictures by Cecil Beaton,
celebrated English photographer. Now it takes equal pleasure in
boasting about the fine work of the Hollywood photographers—the
camera artists of the screen studios, whose work you have admired
in these pages in the past, but who surpass their own best efforts in
this gallery of grand portraits. Each of the following camera studies
is hand-picked, and reveals the outstanding quality of each pho-
tographer's work. The pictures were chosen, too, without fear or
favor, simply and solely for their pictorial value, regardless of film
company or star—and the photographer's credits were covered until after

the selection had been made! Therefore, ifyou find more than one pic-
ture by the same photographer, you will know he has earned the

distinction. Now enjoy these amazing studies.
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J{OT 7AMALE.'

And Some FrijoleSj Too

Caramba! Senor Carrillo throws

a mean barbecue — guests go

7Hungary at dinner

The sombrero'd sehorita is Dorothy Burgess, going
terribly Mexican at Leo Carrillo' s ranch. And there's
Juan Mack Brown, looking like "Sonny Spain."

OUR invitations to Leo Carrillo's barbecue had
read. "Twelve O'Clock," and we innocently

thought they meant what they said, forgetting

all about the mamma spirit of these charming
Spaniards.

So we arrived with Jose Crespo—who somehow had
managed to be on time himself to call for us—at the hour
mentioned, and we drove into Leo's charming Santa
Monica Canvon ranch, shadv beneath its ancient svca-

mores, live oaks and vines, with its rustic seats and
bridges and tiny stream, to find ourselves the only ar-

rivals save an embarrassed looking cook who was just

cutting up the cow or whatever it was for the barbecue.

"Just indecently early !" exclaimed Jose. "Let's go
and call on Jose Mojica, who lives near here.''

We were thrilled at the suggestion, and we found Mr.
Mojica in his lovely garden, with its rock-bordered swim-
ming pool, its huge trees, its old-fashioned flowers, sur-

rounded by a group of 1iis friends, including Ramon

By

Grace Kingsley

Novarro. They were to have some friends in and some
music in the afternoon, but in the meantime they were in

the midst of an Eden of luxurious idleness.

Jose's mother is living with him. They have had built

some beautiful pictures of the Virgin of Guadalupe into

the house, so that she smiles down at you from above the
huge fireplace in the living room, and also blesses you
from a wall of the house which forms one end of the
long, cool verandah. And everywhere in the house are
flowers

!

We heard Mr. Mojica sing—he is a Fox star in Span-
ish pictures, you know, and they are talking of putting
him into English versions, too, if the musicals come back,
inasmuch as his gorgeous voice, heard in grand opera as
well as in pictures, is bound to win him millions of
friends—and then we had a little chat with him and
Ramon. Ramon, it seems, doesn't care to go to Europe
this year, but is going to take a cottage at the beach dur-
ing his three months' vacation. Next year, though, he
says he wants to go to Norway and Sweden and Switzer-
land. {Continued on page 98)

Not a bunch of bull throwers, exactly, but they're full of frijoles ' beans to you),' and they're having a Rio Grande
time. Derek Fairman and Jose Crespo over there on the left are trying not to look jealous just because Leo Car-
rillo and Nick Stuart have appropriated Sue Carol. The man behind the cigar is Sam Behrendt, big-brothering

Tom Patricola. Henry Henigson and Dorothy Burgess, over at the right, are ever so glad they came!
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Harry Carey and his wife, Olive, believe in sane, sensible
children. They have two, answering all the Carey

requiremen ts.

ok

F THE blood royal

they may be, but
there is nothing

even remotely

suggestive of the "poor lit-

tle rich" about the sons and
daughters of filmdom's syn-

thetic sovereignty. Rather,

they are a lusty, spirited

bunch of eager young
scamps, soaking up the sun-

shine, stowing away the

orange, the prune and the

cod liver oil, and rebelling against a too frequent appear-

ance of "that doggone old spinach" with the same vigor

as every other "properly dieted" modern child. Spinach
in a bowl of gold, 'twould seem, is just the same old

spinach still.

I found all this out when I visited the nurseries of

our royal domains, seeking to disclose the millionaire

short-cuts to perfect children. Having received a di-

ploma in motherhood from the University of Los An-
geles I felt myself quite competent to analyze any such,

and privileged to ask all sorts of personal questions.

And this is what I found.

Not a spanking in a carload

!

Jane Bannister

,

known to her inti-

mates as "Pink."
She's a flower-
faced, happy-
hearted cherub of
three. And she has
never been spanked!

Dolores Ethel Mae
Barrymore can
walk and talk now,
but this baby pic-
ture of her is so ap-
pealing that we are
sure she won't
mind if we use it.Royal

(Children of
Are they spoiled? Do they ever get

spanked? What are these million

dollar babies really like, anyway?

Xary a mother secures discipline with the red-hot side

of a hair brush. Not because the hair brush has a silver

back, either, but because modern child psychology as

practised in Hollywood, America, forbids violence.

Neither did I find a single child isolated at home with
a private tutor, although private schools of one kind or

another are much in evidence. Jackie Coogan, the chil-

dren of Victor

McLaglen and

Joe E. Brown,
and the son of

Doris Kenyon
Sills have been
enrolled in
" progressive

"

schools, wheft

Irene Rich and
her two charming
daughters, Jane
and Frances. The
girls are in school,
where they write
mother 27-page
letters twice a

week!
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The original ten-
ant of the Lloyd
nursery, Gloria,
with her adopted
sister, Peggy. They
are waiting for per-
mission to go inand
play with their new
little brother

.

The daughter of a
famous director—
Miss Judith Niblo.
Her father loves
this serious expres-
sion. Judy is the
youngest of the
Niblo children.

Meet the Keaton boys—Bob, Buster, and Joe. Mrs.
Keaton is Natalie Talmadge. Norma and Connie are

the proud aunties.

Read how Ann Harding raises her

daughters—what the Barrymores are

planning for their baby—and more!

Hollywood
By

Gail Hall Wright
children are encouraged to express their impulses
freely, whether it be with pencils, paints, scissors or
bricks.

It has cost Will Rogers, Sydney Franklin, Bill Powell
and Conrad Nagel a thousand dollars a year that their

offspring might learn ultra stylish A. B. C.'s at the

strictly formal Carl Curtis

school. Of course at this

price the very latest thing

in athletics is included.

Urban Military Acad-
emy, with its opportunities

for riding in California's

all - the - year-round-out-of-
doors, has had a hand in

the training of the sons of

Harry Carey, Claire
Windsor and Joe
E. Brown. Fashionable
girls' schools appeal to the

Lloyds and to Irene Rich.
And I understand that the

daughter of Will Rogers
is now being finished at

powered society school of

hereabouts. Stanford may
see young Bill Rogers in the

Fall.

Then there are a few who
can afford to send their chil-

dren to the public schools.

But that takes very obvious wealth indeed. For these

young democrats go with a full escort of maids and
chauffeurs (private schools send out busses for the whole
kaboodle!) The American tradition of democracy must
be lived up to, however, even though this shoulder-to-

shoulder contact with the outside world only results

largely in Gloria (Swanson) Somborn rubbing shoulders
with Mary Barthelmess, Leatrice Joy the second hob-
nobbing with the Keaton children, or Thomasina Mix
exchanging secrets with Loris Niblo. All of these are
public schoolers.

These celebrated children {Continued on page 106)

Marlborough, the high-

MasterPeterNiblo, only
son of Fred and Enid

Bennett Niblo.

Loris, the dignified
"oldest" of the nice

Niblo family.

Andrew McLaglen. age
ten years. Victor
McLaglen is his dad.
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/ would have 'It'," moans Zasu Pitts
''But ping pong put me on the fritz."

Carman Barnes doesn't care
Much about the outer air.

THE picture girls are in a quandary. If you put
your ear to the ground you would hear something
like this

:

Oh mother, take the net away, the swimming togs
must go

!

Fling my racket in the hay, the golf sticks are de
trop;

For I'm to be a siren and charm the millionaires,

And millionaires are tirin' of any girl who dares
Do anything but languish and anguish everywheres.

So I'll get hot and get a man, a million dollars if I

can,

And not be energetic or anything athletic

—

For languor is my cue and exercise taboo.
I'm going to be like Greta is, and Connie Bennett too!

We sat at the feet of the Oracle—The-Man-Who-
Knows-Hollywood. The question at issue was Girls.

That's one thing about Hollywood ; it is the stock ex-

change of the girl market.
The oracle spoke :

—

"The Hot Numbers are Never Athletic."

Does allure require that the charmer retain a secret and
precious mystery, or is there just as much charm in a

flying Helen Wills? The picture girls have decided

against Garbo in action. Swim and play they will. But
for all that they do not despair of allure.

It's a subject on which one could burst into song:

—

Who says that if the cuties go to golf or swim or

tennis

That they'll be out and just about as well be labelled

Dennis ?
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Walter Pidgeon and
Claudia Dell—

Whatever it is

they're doing it well.'

The dilemma of the talkie Says Joan Blondell,

i ' -n i i J 1
"X like t° pl&y,

debs: Be athletic and get the n drives the
gigolos away."

air, or be an indoor sport

and have man -trouble

By Eliot Keen

Edwina Booth showing why
They used to chase the lorelei

Connie Bennett
gets them all-

She never saw
a basket ball.

Perhaps they haven't

got a show

—

But how about

Miss Clara
Bow ?

They say if stupor

overcomes a

maiden in the

pictures

That her reward will

run to sums

;

she'll be among
the fixtures,

She'll absolutely get to be a moving pic-

ture coryphee.

But I prefer the leaping stars, the

shooting stars

And loud huzzars I utter in their

praises.

I love to see them in their cars, in ba-

zaars, hung on spars

—

And he can go to blazes who vainly

tries to say that the

Girls on the upholstery are half as fair

as those I see

Where the sunlight blazes.

The hot numbers may not be athletic but
who shall say that the athletic girls are not

hotter ; true daughters of the sun god,

sparkling embers from the eternal fires? It

seems likely—it's Hollywood !
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50--5UE (MEl
More pen pricks

By

Malcolm H. Oettinger

ANITA PAGE
Check-room girl crash-

ing a Park Lane ball.

Reynolds' "Innocence"
by Nell Brinkley.

CONRAD NAGEL
St. Peter on a tight-rope.

Teacher's pet. "The Rover
Boys" in Hollywood.

ZASU PITTS
Symphony in hands. Duse
mixing a batch of waffles.

JOHN BARRYMORE
Beau Brummel in a

stock company, recit-

ing Gunga Din. Pro-
file of an actor's

ghost.

GEORGE BANCROFT
Elbert Hubbard wres-
tling with Harold Bell

Wright. Thor auto-
graphing a thunder-

bolt.

HEDDA HOPPER
Brittle ice in a cloi-

sonne vase. Laughter
from a shower-bath.
Park Avenue goes

west.

EDWARD G.
ROBINSON

Death-mask of a rack-
eteer. Chicago version

of Fu Mattcbti.

HELEN CHANDLER
Teardrops in a glass

vase. Our Nell. Im-
personation of Bern-
hardt by the class

valedictorian.

MAURICE
CHEVALIER

Midnight on the Bois.

Lafayette drinking his

first side-car.

WILLIAM POWELL
An actor's idea of a roue.

Simon Legree with his

tongue in his cheek.

JUNE COLLYER
A bisque doll without its

lifelike expression.

STUART ERWIN
Knut Hamsun sing-

ing "Laugh Clown
Laugh." Victor Sea-

strom directing a

Sennett comedy.
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WHAT HO
j^AINES!

A

Ralph Wheeler

N ANIMATED Billiken. Ought
to have been a medicine

show barker. Or a dance-

hall professor. Born New-
Year's morning. A stone's throw from
a lunatic asylum. But doesn't throw
stones. Pouts when he's mad. Holly-

wood's most hopeless practical joker.

Can dish it out and take it. Never
wears suspenders except with full

dress and hates that.

Antique dealers thought they had a

sucker when he haunted auctions.

They buy the stuff back from him now
at double prices in his shop. Abso-
lute authority on Georgian period and
Colonial architecture. Makes even his

best friends pay for what he knows.
Loathes parsnips but eats Creoled tripe.

His socks always sag. Can't stand
union suits. Never drives his cars.

Doesn't care a hang about dignity.

Never engaged to anyone but Polly Moran and lots of
folk still think it's on the level. Favorite exercise is read-
ing in bed. Never has a match and always needs one.
How would he look smoking a pipe? Brought all his

pals from Staunton, Ya.. when he struck gold in Holly-
wood. His chauffeur graduated from a Pullman diner.

Needs plenty of room when he laughs. When he sulks,

he sulks. Only two moods. One on top. Other mired
in gloom. Always dissatisfied with his own perform-
ances. Yearns for drama. And can do it.

A hard man to shave. Sprouts stubble between break-
fast and dinner. Surprise to find him so massive off

screen. Stands over six feet. Tips beam at 185 pounds.
Usually wears beret and shuns hats. Never carries a
cane. Ought to see him ride a horse. Has most charm-
ing home in Hollywood. Designed, built and furnished
by himself. Formal dinner par-

ties, his social forte. Stunned
everybody by exquisiteness of his

debut as host and Southern gen-
tleman, suh

!

Talks with more of a brogue
than Ah-reckon dialect. Yoice
booming. The bane of photog-
raphers. Won't stand still and
can't manage to sit down long
enough. Sour on interviews.

Likes to wear old sweaters.

Never knows where to put used
razor blades. Strange telephone
calls worn,' him. Jots memo-
randums on backs of envelopes.

You know him as Holly-

wood's official badbov. But
J

here's the lad himself, who

yearns for drama and hates

his smart-alec reputation.

Likes to wear old sweaters. His socks
always sag. Pouts when he's mad.
Never engaged to anyone but Polly

Moran. Left, in "Tell It to the Ma-
rines," his favorite part.

Then throws envelopes away. Never
has the keys to his house or dressing

room. Started out as a bond sales-

man in New York. W orked in mu-
nitions factor}- during war. His role

with Lon Chaney in "Tell It To the

Marines" his favorite. Fond of go-

ing to Marion Davies' parties.

Started to go to Mexico City last

summer but looked at travelogue reels

instead. Doesn't crave airplane trips.

Yachts give him mal de mer before they leave the

dock. A beach fan. Won't go to sleep without reading

a story or several chapters of a book. His bulldog tears

up his house slippers. Loves to shock snoopy old ladies.

Never goes to Hollywood openings. Delights in poking

fun at high-hat colleagues. Goes to every circus that

comes to town. Eats peanuts and takes in all the side-

shows. Abhors his smart-alec reputation. Juicers and
stagehands think he's a great guy. Doesn't have a swim-
ming pool. Never wears bow ties.

Spare Saturday nights are filled in with door-bell ring-

ing expeditions. Introducing divorced husbands and
wives his favorite parlor trick. Has enormous library

on antiques and period architecture. Also rare collection

of porcelains. His wisecracks not always what they are

cracked up to be. Mostly infrequent when away from
studio. Started in pictures as

country boy type but was mis-

taken for Charley Ray. That's

howcome the city- slicker charac-

terization. A great window shop-

per. Chews gum. Rocks back
and forth on his heels when talk-

ing. One hand always in pocket.

Uncanny memory for names.
Plunges to depths of despair at

every preview. Always walks
between dressing room and sound
stages. Trims his own finger-

nails. Can imitate (and does)
anybody else in pictures. You
ought to see his Greta Garbo

!
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Reviews th e

Six Best Films of the Month:

DADDY LONG LEGS YOUNG AS YOU FEEL

THE MOOSE HUNT THE SQUAW MAN
CHANCES ALEXANDER HAMILTON

Turn to page 93 forcasts of current films

Warner Baxter and Janet Gaynor in "Daddy Long
Legs," the box-office smash of the month. Great

entertainment.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. in "Chances" proves himself
worthy of individual stardom. It's a good picture.

Daddy Long Legs
^ Fox

THIS box-office smash of the moment is a picture you
can take the children to see. But be big and take the
old folks, too. They'll enjoy it even more. Held over

at Roxy, New York, for three weeks, "Daddy Long Legs"
is great entertainment. It's also clean and censor-proof,
but thanks to the humor of director Santell its 100 percent
purity is mildly spiced. Santell—or the scenarist—saves it

again and again from going too Pollyanna, as in the nursery
scene when the tough baby yells "Boloney!" Janet Gaynor
as Judy, the famous Jean Webster orphan adopted by
Prince Charming, is, to borrow a phrase from an enraptured
lady sitting beside me at the Roxy, "Just too adorable."
Warner Baxter, Una Merkle, John Arledge, those kids—all

grand.

SB
Chances

First National

Don't miss "The Moose Hunt," starring that great
little trouper, Mickey Mouse, at his funniest.

HERE'S Doug, Jr.'s first starring picture, and it's good.
Yes, I'll break down right now and confess it is a
war story—but it's not just another war story

—

there's a difference. Not so much nasty booming of great,

big guns, but a lot of human interest. The conflict is inci-

dental to a pleasing story in which Junior gives an appeal-
ing performance, as a gallant young British officer who
loves the ladies lightly until he stumbles on to that hateful
little girl who lived next door—now grown into a beautiful
woman played by that interesting actress, Rose Hobart.
There's a self-sacrificing younger brother, acted, and nicely,

by Anthony Bushell. The actors, I'm happy to say, act
more like real Englishmen than college sophomores on a
spree.

The Moose Hunt
^ Disney-Columbia Pictures

MICKEY MOUSE has been in line for the Six Best
List for a long time. Now he makes it with "The
Moose Hunt." This may not be the best Mickey

Mouse cartoon Walt Disney ever drew. I only know that

Mickey never seemed so funny to me, and that ridiculous dog
nearly knocked me off my seat. This may be a lean month
—in fact, I'll be fearless and admit it is a lean month, with
movie masterpieces scarcer than Garbo interviews. But
Mickey is always fresh, always funny. He watches audi-

ences come and go, pretending to buy tickets to see the

latest gangster epic or hot romance—when all the time
we're not fooling him; we're coming to see him and he
knows it. And why not? Mickey is the greatest trouper on
the screen. (Ouch, Mr. Arliss! I mean one of the greatest.)
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Best Pictures
SCREENLAND'S
Critic Selects the

Most Important
Screenplays of

the Month

Alexander Hamilton
Warner Brothers

A GEORGE ARLISS picture never disappoints. And the

AA reason for that is—Mr. Arliss. This fine actor has
JL JL his own way about his pictures, and his intelligence

is so keen and his taste so good that he never goes wrong.
Here is no dreary costume drama, but splendid, spirited

entertainment, revealing Alexander Hamilton, the man,
against a background of political intrigue that is never bor-
ing. The flawless art of Mr. Arliss makes the great financial

genius of Washington's time a sympathetic, always human
figure, who, despite his problems passing a financial bill to

relieve his country, manages to have a private life. June
Collyer plays the charmer who beguiles the great man.
Doris Kenyon is a lovely Mrs. Hamilton. Put this on your
"Must" list.

Young as You Feel

Fox

WHY, Will Rogers! What will the boys back in

Claremore, Oklahoma, say? They won't know their

Lightnin' , their Connecticut Yankee in this com-
edy. Will steps out and into excitement as a middle-aged
business man who suddenly wakes up and finds himself
feeling younger than his own sons. A little champagne, a
lot of Fifi Dorsay, snappy dialogue—and Mr. Rogers comes
right up to date—in fact, he is well into 1932 with this show.
It's mostly funny, and Will's own lines, since he wrote them
himself, are always pat. The effervescent Mile. Dorsay is at

her best bedeviling Will. Whoever had the inspiration of
teaming these two grand clowns deserves the Academy
Medal. Lucien Littlefield earns a large portion of the
laughs on his own account.

The Squaw Man
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

YES, it's your old friend, the same "Squaw Man" you've
met before; but this time he is directed in the Cecil De-
Mille manner and wired for sound; and he puts on a

pretty good show. Warner Baxter plays the part and does
his customary splendid job. He's the noble Englishman who
loves the beautiful lady who is married to a cad, the cad!
Eleanor Boardman plays Lady Diana and you'll be sorry
the role didn't give her greater opportunities. She looks
perfectly charming, too. But guess who plays the Indian
squaw! None other than Lupe Velez—and Lupe is so sub-
dued and restrained you won't know her. She deserves
credit, at that, for submerging her own vivacity in her role.

It's good movie and always will be, so watch for the 1941
version!

Ten Best Portrayals of the Month:

Evelyn Brent in "The Mad Parade"
Fifi Dorsay in "Young as You Feel"
Una Merkle in "Daddy Long Legs"
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. in "Chances"
Janet Gaynor in "Daddy Long Legs"
Will Rogers in "Young as You Feel"
Mickey Mouse in "The Moose Hunt"
Warner Baxter in "Daddy Long Legs"
George Arliss in "Alexander Hamilton"
Charles Rogers in "The Lawyer's Secret"

"Alexander Hamilton" is one of George Arliss' finest
pictures. June Collyer plays a pretty charmer.

Will Rogers and Fifi Dorsay are a grand team in Will's
latest comedy, "Young as You Feel."

Cecil DeMille directs the revival of "The Squaw
Man," with Charles Bickford and Warner Baxter.
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The saddest face in all
Hollywood belongs to

the oddest man!

Mrs.

Butterworth's

Charles

By

Brian Herbert

THE saddest face in all Hollywood belongs to

the oddest man. This is as it should be. It

would never do for Charles Butterworth to be

either sane or normal, two very ordinary con-

ditions which would spoil the illusion the public has of

him from his usual screen roles.

Do you remember Butterworth?
He was the bewildered colonel in

"Life of the Party," the horse

lover who rode his pet into the

hotel lobby ; he was Joan Blondell's

boy friend in "Illicit," the one who
built the 1931 model baby carriage,

equipped with bumpers, horn, spare

tire and flask ; he is the author who
writes a tragedy and finds it jells

into a best-seller as a comedy in

"Fame"; he is the half-wit accom-
plice with John Barrymore in "The
Mad Genius." No, sir—there

would be no point in Butterworth
being either sane or normal. It

wouldn't become him the least bit.

To meet Butterworth in private life is

a treat. For one thing he smiles, and
very often, which is what he does not,

ever, do on the screen. For another, he's

very funny offstage—a quality attributed

to all our comics and pos-
sessed by very few. Charles, dear boy,

writes his own lines ; in fact, Warner
Brothers have that much confidence in

him that they give him a story and ask
him kindly to put in his own character,

let alone mere lines.

On the screen Butterworth's age is

uncertain, but he's only thirty-one. He
is a little over five feet seven, a thin, sad
man whose great-great-grandfather un-
doubtedly was Don Quixote, with sandy
hair and blue eyes as ingenuous and mis-
leading as sin. (Continued on page 113)

Butterworth brought
a new brand ofhumor
to the screen. He's a
droll fellow—a thin,

sad man whose great

-

grea t-grandfa therwa s

undoubtedly Don
Quixote. He writes all

his own lines for the
comic characters he
plays in pictures. His
hobby, he swears, is

watching wa ter go
over a dam!
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e^iren ~ - with freckles!
She's a dangerous gal, is Myrna
Loy—but only on the screen

By

Julia Gwin

M' YRNA LOY, epitome of romance, breath of

exotic perfume, mystery of all created

things
;
Myrna Loy, symbol of girlhood, in-

definite charm of a rain-drenched April

garden, simplicity. This is the foremost siren of the

screen as the public sees her and as she actually is.

Very few people realize that this girl who creates

types of every land and of every clime, who portrays

characters vested with a languorous, colorful appeal or

daringly sophisticated, is really something quite dif-

ferent.

"I think Myrna will surprise you," a well-known
leading man said to me a short week before I met
her. "She is just an ingenue, sweet and unassuming
to the nth degree."

That sums her up pretty thoroughly. I spent an
afternoon with her and we talked about everything
under the sun, from the picture on which she is work-
ing to our favorite brand of cigarettes. She is en-

tirely unspoiled, absolutely unaffected and completely
devoid of mannerisms. A large order—but she fills it.

Myrna's exotic appeal is due to the startling dif-

ference between her green, gray, blue—take your
choice—eyes and the titian hair which photographs
black; to her complexion {Continued on page 115)

Temptress?
Charmer? Not
Myrna Loy.' Be-
tween pictures
she's just a
natural, unaf-
fected youn£
lady of normal
tastes and

ideas.

Not clothes nor intrigue, but the
sculpturing of her talented
nineteen - year - old brother,
David, is Myrna's chief inter-
est. David, despite his youth,
shows great promise as a chiseler
(the better kind\ Here he is

showing Myrna one of his latest
busts. Atta Loy, David!
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BEAUTY FOR YOU!
Ask Anne Van Alstyne to solve your beauty problems
for you. She will point the way to the achievement of
charm, careful grooming, lovely skin and hair and
eyes. Address Anne Van Alstyne, ScREENLAND, 45
West 45 th Street, New York City, enclosing a stamped,

self-addressed envelope for personal reply.

EEPING
How to achieve lasting

loveliness

By

Anne Van Alstyne

MOST of the time beauty articles are written to

youth. And yet that is rather silly. For
youth itself is beauty, and every girl at six-

teen, no matter what her face or her figure,

has about her a sort of spring-like loveliness that is com-
pletely enchanting.

It was, however, a very wise—and also a very kindly

—philosopher who pointed out that no woman had the

right to be proud of her beauty before the age of twenty.

But for her beauty beyond the age of forty, she deserved
respect and worship, since such beauty was a triumph of

the mind and the soul.

Now it seems to me that the woman of forty who
realizes that her beauty is gone faces a dreadful but not

an absolute fact. Beauty is much more than skin deep,

as you've often heard told. Lasting beauty comes from
good living, good care and good thought—and I don't

care what any one else tells you. The woman of forty

who wishes to regain her beauty must do one kind of

beauty work and the girl of twenty, who wishes to be
beautiful at forty, must do another. But both can

achieve the same result.

There is one glorious example in the movies of the

kind of beauty one can create for oneself—where origi-

nally beauty didn't exist. That glorious example is

Marie Dressier. I know as great a woman as Marie will

not mind my saying she was one of the ugliest young
girls imaginable. In fact. Marie herself is the first to

bring that up, though she would also be the last to point

out that she is beautiful today. Yet she really is beauti-

ful, not in the empty, flawless sense which is prettiness,

but in the true sense of a face full of character, emotion
and intelligence. Look at her eyes sometime and watch
the sparkle in them; watch her smile and see how it

warms your heart, and'if you could only have the privi-

lege, as I've had it, of knowing her off screen and seeing

how magnificently she can wear smart clothes, you'd even
forget that rather too-heavy figure she has

!

Ninon d'Enclos, the famous Frenchwoman, had men
in love with her until she was eighty. She was a great

beauty in her youth but she was a greater one in her old

age. But you can be sure that her beauty-of-age was no
accident.

What, then, should you do—the young girl who would
be beautiful when mature, and the mature woman who
must rediscover her lost loveliness ?

Well, let's talk about the youngsters first. The older

girls will wait more gracefully since they have learned

patience.
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J'our Mouthful ^Beauty
Since youth is the time of the most vitality, it is

usually the time when we squander it the most. But just

as the wise mother of a baby makes her child sleep hours
and hours, not for the immediate present but for strength

in the future, so the young girl should guard her rest. I

don't mean for her to be fussy about it, but do try to get

your eight hours' sleep a night. Don't do things that are

going to be continually exhausting. An occasional very
late party will not harm you very much but several of

them crowded into tod short a space of time, will put
shadows under your eyes and wrinkles in your face,

make your hair lose its gloss and your eyes their lustre,

iong before such troubles should appear.

Diet next, that all-important diet ! Surely you know
the rules by now, so I'll list them only briefly. Three
meals a day. Does it seem stupid to point out three

meals to you daily—three, no more and no less? Well,
if it does, stop to think of the girls you know who
eat one and a half or two meals a day and those who eat

about eight, if you count their in-between meal nibbles.

Both factions are wrong. Both of them are undermining
their health in a way that will eventually affect their

beauty. The one and a half or two meals a day girls

may be doing it to retain their slender figures. But
they are wrong just the same. Meals should be ar-

ranged so that they are eaten five hours apart. The food

should be plain and nourishing. Every balanced daily

diet should contain butter, milk, green vegetables and
meat or a meat substitute. And remember it is not the

amount you eat that makes you fat but what you eat.

You could eat a whole pantry full of cabbage and get

less fat from it than you would from six chocolate creams.

The girls who eat all the time, a bite here and a bite

there, can care nothing for their figures and less for their

skins. For both under such tactics will be ruined. Such
eating is usually nervousness, due either to having too

much to do or not enough, and either way shouldn't be
encouraged.

Third, exercise. I'd like to write about a dozen times—keep your body limber. Keep your body limber. The
Greeks, who knew more about living and more about
beauty than any people before or since, had one great

slogan, "A sane mind in a sane body." Being very
sane people themselves they knew one wasn't possible

without the other. Lots of very brainy high-brow girls

look down more than a little on beauty care and physical

culture. But they are misguided just the same. Even
the greatest intellect will work less brilliantly if the body
is tired or neglected or worn out. And when the body is

in fine condition, the most stupid person thinks more
clearly, more directly. So exercise for your health's

{Continued on page 104)

"Yes—I am 39 years old.'" says Irene Rich. But Irene doesn't worry about birthdays—why should she, when she
looks so charming and so youthful? Lasting beauty, points out Anne Van Alstyne, comes from good living, good

care, and good thought.

I
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Making hoopee. The nifty and
nimble-toed Adele Astaire in a
hoop song, one of the high spots
of "The Band Wagon." George
S. Kaufman and Howard Dietz

wrote the book.

Some of the merry madwags—Adele and Fred
Astaire, Tilly Losch, Frank Morgan and Helen
Broderick—who ride "The Band Wagon" to the
front rank among current song-and-dance shows.

The

g^TAGE
in

"Review
By

Benjamin De Casseres

Rolling his own, and evi-

dently liking it, is Brother
Fred, the male half of the de-
lightful Astaires, who joins
Adele in the hoop song and

other numbers.

"The Band Wagon"

GEORGE S. KAUFMAN, Howard Dietz and
Arthur Schwartz, under the angelic protection

of Max Gordon, got together and turned out

about the neatest and Ritziest whirligig of sa-

tire, music and dancing that has been seen hereabouts
for some time.

Here are brains, taste, restraint, Gallic delicacy and
a will-o'-the-wisp with that I hope spells an end to those

blown-in-the-bottle and dried-in-the-sun concoctions of
tawdriness and vulgarity that pass under the name of
"revues." And here's a big hand for the settings of
Albert R. Johnson, something new in settings.

Fred and Adele Astaire are never underdone or over-

done. Their hoop song is a gem. Frank Morgan bears

the burden of the satires, and he, with his cracked Stuart

Robson voice and his assumption of mock-idiocy, carries

away most of the laughs. Tilly Losch pirouettes like a

top and Helen Broderick, a choicy humorist, helps to

piece out the high spots.

The Dietz doggerel is at its Dietzean best. If there

were Nobel prizes for musical comedies, I say "The
Band Wagon" for the forty grand.

"The Third Little Show"

Beatrice Lillie is the First Lady Clown of the world.

There are a neatness, a clarity, an insouciance, a hanged-
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Banging a drum for "The Band Wagon"—
Lillie is a lulu in "Third Little Show"— Other

entertainment for eye, ear and jocular vein

— I-kno\v-what quality about her verbal and physical

tumblesaults and spoofing that make her what Darwin
called sui generis, which is Latin for hors concours,

which is French for nc plus ultra.

She is the bright morning and evening star of "The
Third Little Show." She has also with her that inimitable

and versatile Ernest Truex, and the amusing Walter
O'Keefe.
They do things in a Noel Coward sketch called "Cat's

Cradle" which made a big dent in my
naturally serious mug. Then Lady
Lillie spoofs the late-comers in the

audience in her own manner, while

Truex eggs himself on to more comi-

calities.

It's a good show, especially, Lillie

and Truex. And what a clean look-

ing pair they are !—must bathe and
scrub every hour.

"A Modern Virgin"

This sex-cocktail by Elmer Harris
—who knows the art of seducing the

public to the box office—hits the spot

with a minimum splash when you
have exhausted all the other sex-angles

in town. "A Modern Yirsrin" is a

The delightfully dippy carryings-on of Beatrice Lillie
alone are enough to make "The Third Little Show" a

reservoir of risibles.

cook-over of a lot of old sex hokum.
Teddy Simpson is a kind of tomboy. She has stood

off the Male Menace until the ripe age of seventeen.

She's got a lot of men friends who take a kind of fath-

erly (see the word applesauce in any dictionary) inter-

est in her. They want to cure her of making engage-
ments over the 'phone with men she's picked out of the

telephone book. (If Teddy were classy, she'd have
picked "Who's Who in America.")

Well, anyhow, they frame up a

trick on her in a country house, and
Teddy gets married. The play is

anemic in ideas but strong in libido-

appeal.

Margaret Sullavan as Teddy put it

over on her audience. She's a new-
comer, and therefore still brazenly

amateurish.

"The Gondoliers"

Gilbert & Sullivan (those syllables

never bore us!): aristocratic sophis-

tication, exquisitely pat and perfect

English, subtly shimmering innuendo,

satire like a blade of sunlight opening

the cantaloupe of the brain, an aerial

daintiness, music that gurgles, burbles

and breaks like baby tidal-waves on
the mossy beaches of the coco

—

Well, anyhow that's "The Gon-
doliers," the third of the revivals by
the Civic Light Opera Company. The
Duke of Plaza-Toro (whence comes
our "throwing the bull" and "it's all

bull") was done by Frank Moulan.
All was goody-goody when William
Danforth came forth, in his black

suitings, of Don Alliambra del Bolero,

the Grand Inquisitor.

Danforth's every gesture is Chesterfieldian, Brum-
melesque and Beaunashish. And maybe he doesn't lay

it on ! But he's the greatest of Gilbert and Sullivaneers,

and may his strut never shuffle

!

"Unexpected Husband"

In this play, "Unexpected Husband.'' by Barry Con-
ners, there is one tremendous. Gargantuan, cosmical,

Brobdingnagian or what-have-you drunk who carries

everything in the play before him. When he's not on
the stage this play of speakeasy and hotel bedroom
leaks, totters, wabbles and crawls.

The name of the man who plays this drunk is Hugh
Cameron. He crashes the dome and puts the pits of
our stomachs to shaking with laughter like an earth-

quake in a tapioca pudding.

It's a funny show—sold out completely on Hugh
Cameron's cannonading. A picture? A killing—if

Uncle Will will shut one eye and the Moralic Mamas
can be chloroformed.

"Patience"

"Patience" is one of the most perfect satires ever
written. It will rank in the (Continued on page 122)

Walter O'Keefe,
who warbles his
way through
"The Third Lit-

tle Show."
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! (Sartorial Strutters

By

Alma

Whitaker

Boy, our smoked

glasses!

Ivan Lebedeff, one of
filmdom's most careful
dressers, is said to wear
out half a dozen tailors
or so in the exacting
process of fitting his

clothes just right!

drab masculinity when he has to be a big executive in a
picture like "The Millionaire" with George Arliss.

Then there's Lawrence Grant, the big Welshman, 6
feet 4 inches of him. Lawrence favors a little Tyrolean
hat in greens and dark reds, always with an impudent
little highly colored feather in the band. He has them
made in Austria especially for him, flaunts them on all

social occasions even unto the opera, and wears them at

a most distingue angle. Just once in a way he will vary
this with a grey topper—which is Sam Hardy's envy.

In this Lawrence is the cynosure of all eyes, and even

Sam must stand aside. In fact, when any male gets

something particularly startling it is promptly dubbed
"Hardy's Envy.''

Auguste Tollaire, the little Frenchman who has figured

in so many war pictures, flaunts a square-topped derby
hat and a braided coat which, with his flowing whiskers,

form a compelling outfit. Xo chance of Auguste sallying

forth to his club unnoticed by the masses!

Albert Gran panders to his (Continued on page 100)

EVER since wigs, satins and ruffles went
out, the male of the species has been

suffering under a grave repression.

How he yearns to strut in sartorial

glory, the while he is hedged about with a tyran-

nical uniformity !

"What the Weil-Dressed Man Should Wear"
is the dreadful dictum that casts a shadow o'er

his life. He longs to defy the edicts and burst

forth with splashful glory, but—but could his

amour propre survive the ridicule of critical

hide-bound confreres?
In Hollywood, however, numerous reckless

males are defying the apparel ordainers. They
strut. There is a triumphant glint in their eyes.

They are free—free—free! Well they know
the envy with which their ribald colleagues really

regard them

!

For instance, see Sam Hardy dashing down
Hollywood Boulevard in his loud cream and sil-

ver sports car, with his name emblazoned in full

on the running board ! See him in all the glory
of a loud-checked overcoat with huge buttons,
and the noisiest tie to be found in all America

!

Note his giddy shirts, usually with daring stripes,

and those utterly dazzling waistcoats that set the

girls to blinking! Sam has shed every sartorial

repression he ever had, and succumbs only to

Sam Hardy in that checkerboard
overcoat . Sam's scholarly stoop
is caused by the weight of those

buttons.

None of your choking collars for
Roland Young. He sports a
snappy scarf instead. How
about a flowing beard, Roland?



William A. Fraker, Columbia Pictures

The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
Richard Cromwell and Loretta Sayers in "Fifty Fathoms Deep*'

See Next Page for Star Shadow Contest



^2,500.00;

First Prize

Second Prize

Third Prize

Fourth Prize

$1,000.00
500.00
200.00
100.00

Fifth Prize $75.00
and

Ten Prizes of $50.00 each
Five Prizes of 25.00 each

Stars—and their shadows! Combine them accord-
ing to the conditions of Screenlands Star Shadow
Contest and you will be eligible to be considered for

one of the twenty prizes. Here are the Shadows be-

fore you. To whom do they belong? Elsewhere in

this issue are photographs of well-known screen actors

and actresses which are exactly the same size and
shape as the shadows.

Spot the original of each shadow. Arrange it with
its shadow, as directed. It's a fascinating way to

spend an evening—and the prizes are generous. Now
listen carefully so that you will be able to get right to

the pleasant task of fitting the stars to their shadows.
After you have studied the four shadows on these

two pages, look through this same issue of Screenland
and find the heads which are the right matching size

and shape. Then put them neatly upon the shadows.
The pasted heads with their names underneath must
be sent in to this office. Don't rush in your answers
until the contest is completed. The entire set of 16

Star Shadows must be sent in at the same time. The
July, August, September and October issues of Screen-

land contain this contest. Back numbers of the July
and August issues are available.

In filling in the name of the shadow—that is, the

name of the star to whom it belongs, you may type-
write the name or you may write it in, but remember
—correctness, neatness, and taste will count in the

selection of the prize winners.
Read the rules. Consider all the requirements. This

Star Shadow Contest is a test not only of your intelli-

gence, but of your skill. The prizes will be won by
those possessing accurate vision, and the winners may
feel that they are clever as well as keen.

After you have selected each photograph and fitted

it to its shadow, filled in the name and prepared your
solution for mailing, you will have had to use good
sense and skill as well. Your complete collection of
the 16 Star Shadows will constitute an exhibit to
your accuracy and good taste. In contests of this

character it is sometimes interesting to make a tracing

of the shadow to use in making the selection of the star

whose photograph will fit it. There is no rule against

this practice, so spare no effort to secure a place among
the fortunate twenty who will receive the prizes.

If a photograph which you decide upon does not

fit the shadow, don't give up. Continue your quest

until your patience is rewarded. Then comes the test

of your skill, which is also important in this com-
petition.

Seek the substance for the shadows—the substance
in this case being $2,500.00 in prizes! Be sure to

read the rules, then read them again, before you start

your search among Screenlands star-strewn pages

Now go ahead and have your fun!

Find the Stars to fit these shadows.



1 IN PRIZES!
5cREENLAND'S STAR

I

Shadow (Contest

The Rules of the ScREENLAND Star Shadow Contest:

1. Twenty cash prizes will be paid by SCREENLAND Magazine as
follows

:

First Prize ... $1,000.60
Second Prize SM.M
Third Prize ZM.M
Fourth Prize 106.66

Fifth Prize 75.00

Ten prizes of $56.06 each 500.06
Five prizes of $25.00 each 125.00

2. In four issues—July, August, September and October numbers

—

SCREENLAND is publishing cut puzzle pictures of well-known mo-
tion picture actors and actresses. Four complete cut puzzle pic-
tures will appear in each issue. Each cut puzzle picture will
consist of a silhouette, or shadow. In the same issue of the maga-
zine with this shadow will be a photograph of some actor or
actress which will exactly fit the silhouette or shadow. When the
photographs are properly located, and pasted upon the shadows,
and the names added, there will be sixteen separate portraits.
52,508.66 in prizes as specified in Rule No. 1, will be paid to the
persons sending in the nearest correctly named and most neatly
arranged sets of sixteen portraits.

3. Do not submit any soluticns or answer* until after the fourth
set of cut puzzle pictures have appeared in the October issue.

Assembled pictures on the shadows must be submitted in sets of

sixteen only. Identifying names should be written or typewritten
below each complete portrait. At the conclusion of the contest

all solutions should be sent to The Star Shadow Contest Editors,
SCREENLAND Magazine, 45 West 45th Street, New York City. Be
sure your full name and complete address Is written on. or at-

tached to your entry; that your entry is securely packed to guard
against damage in transit; and that it carries sufficient postage to

avoid delay.

4. Bear in mind that it costs absolutely nothing to enter this con-
test. Indeed, the contest is purely an amusement. You do not
need to be a subscriber or reader of SCREENLAND Magazine to

compete. You do not have to buy a single issue. You may copy
or trace the pictures from the originals in bCREENLAND Maga-
zine, and assemble the copied portrait with the copy of the
shadow. Copies of SCREENLAND Magazine may be examined at

the New York offices of the Magazine or at public libraries, free

of charge.

6. The judges will be a committee of members of SCREENLAND
Magazine's staff. Their decision will be final. No relatives or
members of the household or anyone connected with this publica-
tion can submit solutions. Otherwise, the contest is open to
everyone everywhere.

5. Aside from accuracy in assembling and identifying the cut puzzle
pictures, neatness in contestants' methods of submitting solu-
tions will be considered in awarding prizes. The sixteen cut puz-
zle pictures, or their drawn duplicates, must be assembled and
pasted or pinned together, with the name of the player written or
typewritten below.

7. In the case of ties for any of the prizes offered, the full amount
of the prize tied for will be given to each tying contestant.

8. The contest will close at midnight on October 26th. All solu-
tions received from the time the fourth set of pictures appears to
the moment of midnight on October 20th will be considered by the
judges. No responsibility in the matter of mail delays or losses
will rest with SCREENLAND Magazine. Send your answers as
soon as possible after the last set of cut puzzle pictures appears
in the October issue, which will be on sale on the newsstands on
or about September 1st. The prize winners will be announced in
the February. 1932 issue of SCREENLAND.

9. Because of the time and labor required to re-pack and re-ship
thousands of entries, it will be impossible to return any of them.

You're all eligible!



Th ey're Wew—

Elda Vokel—her name has thai
foreign twang but she's good old

American home brew.

Metaxa—he looks like he has that Certain
Thing Elinor Glyn made popular

Ruth Se Iwy

n

was a Broad-
way star and
theatrical pro-
ducer. {And so
young.') Now
she's looking for
talkie tributes.

Why so solemn,
Bette Davis?
You've made
the grade in pic-
tures and every-
one likes you.

'J

7
Susan Fleming—Ziegfeld glorified her and now the

movies will monopolize her.



dAnd (/ood!

Tamara Geva—
there's a saucy
gleam in the lit-

tle lady's eye.

Sweetiy pensive is Sue Conroy. Cheer
up, Sue.' It's a nifty gown, anyway.

James Dunn, all

set to make a
lot of screen
heroines happy.'







MARION DAVIES gets a chance to do some

straight dramatic acting in her picture, "Five

and Ten." How do you like her—smiling or

serious? It's all up to vou!





WHEN a feller doesn't

need a friend—he has a

good one right with him!

Young Leon Janney and his

pal share their close-ups—no
professional jealousy here

!

Wouldn't this go great in the

"snories?"

HERE'S a newcomer—and

as far as we're con-

cerned, she's welcome. Loretta

Sayers was plucked from
Larchmont and placed in the

Columbia studios—and she's

making good. Blonde, blue-

eyed and petite, she looks

something like Vilma Banky.

You'll be seeing her!

Fraker





The Stars Lend Enchantment

Introducing a new
girl, Ethel fCenyon

.

who introduces the
new formalpajamas.
The pajamas are of
ivory chiffon appli-
qued with a flower
design. iP. S. The
pajamas are lined—

with satin'

Satin is smart or
H e d d a Hopper
wouldn' t be wearing
it! Note the scarf
effect in the back
which also forms a
cape sleeve effect
over the left shoul-
der. Most effective,

Hedda.

The red-haired
Constance Cum-
mings displaying
i new coiffure for
long-haired girls.

Large, loose waves
with a low but-
terfly knot. The
lewelied comb is

for formal wear,
of course.



to These New Fall Fashions

Black isalwayssmart
and so is Constance
Cummings, and
here's the stunning
combination—black
chiffon embossed in

a metallic design,
high waistline and
long, full skirt and
a cape to match.

Hedda'

s

fron
beige
novel
cowl

Side view of Miss
Cummings' coif-
fure, which is
parted on one side
and which re-
veals the ears
The little ring-
lets give a piquant
expression to
Connie '& face







Demand to know
what complexion soaps are made of

Palmolive tells you

Read why these beauty experts—and

20,000 others—advise Palmolive

CARSTEN of Berlin

"The olive and palm
oils in Palmolive Soap
leave the surface of

the skin in the best
possible condition."

*
EUGENIO of Milan
"Vegetable oils — as

embodied in Palmolive
Soap— are your best

protection against
skin irritation."

HELEN MILNER
of Cleveland

"Soap and water? Of
course, every sKin
needs them. But be
particular. We specify
Palmolive."

SE1LER of Geneva
"We advise Palmolive
because of its safe,

soothing vegetable oil

content. It provides
thorough cleansing."

ECKTEN of Budapest
"Palmolive Soap is

the finest natural skin

cleanser known and,
at the same time, a

valuable emollient."

MASSE of Paris

Every woman should
aid her beauty expert

by using Palmolive.
Its vegetable oil con-
tent is safe, soothing."

BERTHA JACOBSON
of London

"I warn against the

harsh effects of soaps
not made of olive and
palm oils. Use Palm-
olive to retain beauty."

HEPNER
of Hollywood

"It is the vegetable

oils of olive and palm

that make Palmolive

so soothing."

ROBERT of Parie
Washington, D. C.

"Use Palmolive and

you will be giving

your beauty specialist

the greatest help."

Palmolive Soap

is made of

olive and palm oils

MADAM—just a moment before you buy

that soap. Is it for your complexion?

Then by all means ask what it is made of.

Use no soap on your face until you know.

Don't let "beauty" claims confuse you.

Many soaps promise to "beautify." But ana-

lyze their claims. Any of them. Do such

soaps tell you they are made of cosmetic

oils? No.—Olive and palm oils? No.—Vege-

table oils? No.— Few soaps tell you what

they are made of.

Palmolive tells you
Palmolive is made of olive and palm oils.

That is very important in facial care.

Palmolive contains no artificial coloring. No
heavy "masking" perfume. Palmolive has

no secrets.

It is a pure soap—as pure and wholesome

as the complexions it fosters. So pure, in fact,

that more than 20,000 beauty experts the

world over have united in recommending it.

Because these experts—20,000 of them

—

know what Palmolive is made of, they

recommend its use. They believe in Palm-

olive Soap. They know it is made of vege-

table oils — no other fats whatever. They
know it is different— in cosmetic effect—
from inferior soaps merely "claimed" to be

beautifiers.

Guard your complexion. When tempted to

use ordinary soaps — remember — ask first

what they are made of.

Retail Price 1(K
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Gibson Girl

1931
Introduction to Wynne, one of

our brightest potential stars

By

John Engstead

HOLLYWOOD'S favorite indoor pastime is not

ping-pong, bridge, or backgammon—but con-

versation. And almost every conversation runs

along in a certain groove. The first thing

brought up is gossip—what's happening to everybody
else in the colony. Next, talk about new pictures, box-

office figures, good notices in newspapers, and how
"they" suggested some good bit of dialogue that turned

a picture from failure to

success. And then the con-

versation, if the time still

permits, drifts into "pick-

ing the winners"—that is,

the actors who have good
chances of becoming stars.

Which is where the
heroine of this story en-

ters the picture. Four out

of five conversations with-

in the last few months
have found a new name,
Wynne Gibson, to place

When Wynne was
eight she had to
hand herself her
own bouquets!

Wasn't she a pretty
fouryear old? Making
her own applause!

Right, Miss Gibson at the a
of one, with her father.

With only
five pictures
to her credit,
Wynne Gib-
son is already
known as a
fine actress
and a grand
person. She's
popular even
on her own

lot!

among the winners. They all agree. She is a potential

star. And they are right.

She is beautiful. She is an actress. She is very well

liked. And, most important of all, she has the winning
creed which she calls "I seen my duty and done it

noble!"
Wynne Gibson's beauty and talent are really side-

issues because many persons, who will never have suc-

cess, have those assets. But this new redhead has great

strength of determination. She does every role given

her—whether the part is

big or small, good or bad
—to the very best of her

ability.

Many stars before her
have won success on the

same principle. Maybe
Wynne has noticed how
Paul Lukas and William
Powell forced their ways
to starring roles by put-

ting everything they have
into small parts.

It is an odd fact that

Wynne Gibson never
thought of being a motion
picture actress even after

she had appeared in one
film production in the East.

She saw beautiful pictures

of beautiful and talented

women in motion picture

magazines and thought
(Continued on page 117)
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Critical

THE LAWYER'S SECRET

Paramount

An absorbing drama, splendidly enacted by a cast com-
posed of most of your Paramount favorites. Especially
interesting is Charles Rogers in his first serious role, that

of a weakling involved in a murder—unsympathetic, but
ex-Buddy puts it over—big. Clive Brook and Richard Ar-
len are excellent. Fay Wray and Jean Arthur appeal.

WOMEN OF ALL NATIONS
Fox

The boys

—

Captain Flagg and Sergeant Quirt—are back
again, this time in a comedy Cook's tour, visiting Sweden,
Nicaragua, France, and Greta Nissen. But the McLaglen-
Lowe adventures in amour are beginning to bore. It's all

old stuff now. El Brendel supplies some laughs, Greta the
beauty. Too rough for family trade.

UP FOR MURDER
Universal

The talker version of the silent film, "Man, Woman, and
Sin," in which the late Jeanne Eagels appeared with John
Gilbert, has its big moments, with Lew Ayres as the art-

less cub reporter and Genevieve Tobin as the worldly so-
ciety editor whom he idealizes. Mostly good, with Ayres
appealing and Miss Tobin exquisite.

SCREENLAND

Comment

NIGHT NURSE
Warner Brothers

Or, behind hospital doors? Not at all. "Night Nurse"
is a nice nurse (thrilling Barbara Stanwyck) who stumbles
into dark doings in a sinister household, and devotes herself
to saving the kiddies and shaming mama and papa. Clark
Gable is an exciting menace, Ben Lyon an heroic boot-
legger, Joan Blondell the comedy relief—and what a relief!

NIGHT ANGEL
Paramount

The star and director who made that grand "Devil's
Holiday" have failed dismally to do it again. Nancy Car-
roll, in unbecoming moods and costumes and coiffures, can't
help being unconvincing in this stagey melodrama, which
Edmund Goulding, believe it or not, wrote and directed.

Even that good actor, Frederic March, fails to register.

THE SHE-WOLF
Universal

May Robson, grand old lady from the stage, dominates
this film and makes it worth-while. She plays a shrewd
business woman, hard-boiled even with her children, ne-

glecting their happiness in her great thirst for power, but

eventually softening. Crammed with hokum! Lawrence
Gray, Frances Dade and James Hall are pleasantly present.
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on Curre

THE VICE SQUAD
Paramount

Paul Lukas—Paramount's new Bill Powell—plays a stool
pigeon and makes him appealing! To save an innocent girl

who has been "framed" he exposes himself and the crooked
cops he worked with. It's a sordid story but Lukas man-
ages to retain sympathy. Here's an actor! Kay Francis is

good, too, and Judith Woods is an interesting newcomer.

JUST A GIGOLO
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Nothing risque, nothing gained. So Billy Haines plays a
wild young bachelor chasing Irene Purcell in the guise of a
gigolo, trying to find out if she is a yes or a no girl. Some
of it is fun, though not, decidedly not, for the young folks.

Miss Purcell, from the Broadway stage, is Bill's new lead-
ing lady. She's sweet if not hot.

TRANSGRESSION
Radio Pictures

If it's a good story you're after, this isn't it. But if you
want modes and emotions displayed by Kay Francis, come
right in. The plot? Paul Cavanagh leaves the missus,
played by Kay, for a business trip to India—of all places!
Meanwhile, Kay interests herself in the handsome Ricardo
Cortez—what a boy he turned out to be! All ends well

85

nt Films

THE MAD PARADE
Liberty

Here's that all-woman picture you have heard about. It's

a human, stirring film of the women's side of the war, and
it is crowded with good performances. Evelyn Brent, the
star, is more appealing than she has been in several screen
seasons. Louise Fazenda has her best comedy chances in
months. Pretty June Clyde will surprise you.

WHITE SHOULDERS
Radio Pictures

They're Mary Astor's, and very pretty, too. But the
story? Well, it's a fable of a poor but not too proud ac-
tress who married Jack Holt in a hurry only to repent
when Ricardo Cortez appears. Jack's revenge is long-
drawn-out but not particularly sweet. The principals do
everything possible—but it isn't, alas, enough.

CONFESSIONS OF A CO-ED

Paramount

Sensational? No—just rather dull. Three nice young
players—Sylvia Sidney, Phillips Holmes, and Norman Fos-
ter—struggle through a three-cornered collegiate romance,
involving freshman indiscretions which are never interest-

ing enough to excite you. It's slow in spite of the noble
efforts of the talented trio. Holmes is best.
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CREEN <?\(EWS
What's happening in Hollywood?
Read this department for the latest

news and gossip of the screen colony

GARBO denies

!

There was a rumor emanating from Scan-

dinavia to the effect that Greta Garbo would
marry a merchant named Anderson there. It

doesn't mean a thing, according to Greta ! There are as

many Andersons in Sweden as there are Smiths in

America, she commented.
Greta's other denial-of-the-month concerned a report

that she was going to play at Max Reinhardt's new open-

air theatre in Austria. For more dope on Garbo read

our story in this issue, beginning on Page 18.

It was a gala night for the good old legitimate stage

when Doug Fairbanks, Jr., between pictures, opened in

"The Man in Possession" in Los Angeles. That boy
proved himself a draw par excellence, with a more glam-
orous audience than even a grand screen premiere can
command these days. Doug and Mary, Marlene Dietrich

and Von Sternberg, Ann Harding and Harry Bannister,

William Powell and Carole Lombard, Robert Mont-

gomery, Eddie Lowe and Lilyan Tashman, Loretta
Young, Mary Brian, Rupert Hughes, Wesley Ruggles,
Bill Haines, and, of course Joan Crawford herself all

contributed to the glory of the occasion. Joan had to

watch her Doug do some very sizzling love-making to

this new siren, Nora Gregor, in the course of the play.

Next to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., Mar-
lene Dietrich created the greatest excitement upon her
arrival. When she appeared in a daring red gown, with
flowing sleeves edged with fur, on the arm of little Von
Sternberg, the crowd which had gathered for hours
beforehand outside the theatre, went wild with ecstacy.

Emphatic tans are again the vogue this year. Joan
Crawford appeared as a slim little brownie, and Lilyan
Tashman was dark tan, beneath revealing evening
gowns.

Very exciting behind the scenes after the show, with
Doug, Jr., surrounded by world famous admirers and
relatives, and Nora Gregor trembling in an ecstacy of
excitement at the personal encomiums accorded her.

But just for a few minutes, Nora was in danger of

suffering the same fate that Janet Gaynor suffers in

"Daddy Long Legs," after her graduation speech tri-

umph. Remember how all the girls have fond rela-

tions bustling round them, while the little orphan girl

is left alone with her triumph? Well, Nora is so little

known here and has so few acquaintances, that for the

first ten minutes after the show, while young Doug was
swamped in congratulations, she had to be content with
the congratulations of a newspaper woman. But, of

course, things soon adjusted themselves and Nora came
into her own. The first thing she did when she left

the theatre was to send a happy cable to her husband
in Vienna.

Ronald Colman is just aching to snatch a European
vacation before the summer is over. One of the pen-
alties of fame is constant industry in Hollywood and
Ronald is feeling quite a martyr. But the general

effect on his appearance is as enticing as ever.

Query: On the screen in "Rebound"—or off? Ac-
cording to the tongue-waggers, it doesn't make much
difference to Ina Claire and Robert Ames, who are

thinking of adopting this as a life career!

Myrna Loy is also preparing to flit to Europe. She
will take her brother, David Williams, along to study
sculpture in Paris.

Kent Douglass now becomes Guy Douglas profes-

sionally. Circumstances have required this young man
to change his name so often that he is forever being

introduced to himself as it were. When he was on the

stage originally his name was Douglas Montgomery.
Then when he went into pictures, he used his very own
name, Robert Douglass Montgomery ; but that proved
confusing with the other Robert. His name was then

officially changed to Kent Douglass, but now the studio

has decided he is to be Guy, so every morning he says,

"How do you do, Guy Douglass?" to his mirror, just

to get used to answering to the latest moniker.
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Sally Phipps, formerly a screen charmer, has mar-
ried into the plutocracy and is now Mrs. Benedict Gim-
bel, Jr., the marriage having taken place with full

parental blessings at the home of the Gimbel, Srs.

Sally was a find of 1926 who rose to stellar roles in

"None but the Brave," "Why Sailors go Wrong,'' and
"Joy Street." She left Hollywood to join the stage

"Once in a Life Time" company—and there you are.

She's always on time at the set, isn't a bit upstage,

never misbehaves off the screen, can sing, dance, play,

ride and swim, and combines the simplicity of Mary
Brian, the subtlety of Norma Shearer, the fire of Garbo,
the sweetness of Joan Bennett and the allure of

Dietrich. You'll never guess who ! It's Betty, new
leading lady for Bimbo in the Fleischer Talkartoons

!

Just to show the other side of the picture, the Cali-

fornia State Industrial Commission has adopted a new
ruling for those thousands of women in motion pictures

who "do not act, sing or dance or otherwise perform,"
i.e., the dressers, film cutters, script writers, office girls,

etc., to prevent their being worked overtime unfairly

and to see that they receive a minimum wage of $40 a
week. They often get much less than $40 a week and
work much longer hours than might be supposed. In-

deed, $22.50 a week for most kinds of office work is

about the average. It sometimes works out at about
40 cents an hour, slightly less than we pay for day
housework.

When little blonde Connie Bennett is working, she
receives $12 a minute. Yes, sir ! If she stops to powder
her nose, argue with her papa (who gets a mere $5000
a week in the same picture), or to talk to a writer,

can't you imagine the studio's tummy-ache? I reckon
my last chat cost her about a couple of hundred

!

Constance is the highest paid of all movie stars. She
gets $5000 a working day, or $30,000 a working week
of six days—no Saturday afternoons off. This fabu-
lous salary, however, isn't all from Pathe, where she
receives $150,000 a picture—which usually takes about
five weeks to make. She told me her contract with
Warner Bros, is quite separate, since she was clever

"It's a swell idea!" seems to be the mutual verdict of a
lot of couples after falling in love on the screen. So
then they decide to make it permanent. Take Bill

Powell and Carole Lombard, for example—but wait.'

they've just taken each other! And now they're
honeymooning in Honolulu—a perfect happy ending

for a screen romance !

Atmt—P. & A. Photo

Ring out, wild Bells—but whoa! not yet! Still, "It's

Rex if it's anyone," Clara Bow admits. And how do
you like the new, blonde Clara? She will take a long

rest on Rex's Nevada ranch.
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Cock-eyed but c/ass-
icalf Polly Moran

enough to have her contract written that way. Hence
she has a third contract with R.K.O., under which she

will draw $7,500 a week on a fifty-two week basis!

Connie, you see, vowed she would make a million in

Hollywood to balance the million she received when she

divorced Phil Plant. This was, in some queer way, to

settle some idea of self-respect by which she could

prove she was worth it.

Anyway, she will make much more than a mere mil-

lion on her present contracts alone, and the rest of

starry Hollywood gasps with envy. In times of de-

pression, too, if you please

!

But the little girl works very hard and is in a high
state of nervous tension all the time. She is likewise

inundated with begging letters, sarcastic letters, impu-
dent letters galore. Many suggest that she should fore-

go her salary that the rest of the studio employees may
keep their jobs instead of being laid off. "So silly,"

says Connie. "I am making it possible for ever so

many people to keep jobs who otherwise wouldn't have
one now."

We sort of tried to get Connie engaged to Jack Gil-

bert. "Absurd," said Connie. "I hardly know the man."

Perhaps it is just as well Ursula Parrott has left for

New York for a spell. Saw both Robert Montgomery
and Reginald Denny actually kneeling" at her feet in the

studio restaurant out at M.G.M. One each side of

her, gazing up ever so soulfully into her brown eyes.

Ursula is the young woman who hopped into fame
with "Ex-Wife" after trying in vain to get a newspaper
job. So M.G.M. annexed her for scenarios a la

"Strangers May Kiss" for Shearer. She hasn't got used
to her glory yet—still dresses a bit small-townish. She
has an 11-year-old boy whose picture we must all admire.

Renewed friendly relations with Pola Negri at her
beach cottage at Santa Monica, and found her triumphant
in a pirate effect pajama outfit, very piquant. Man-
servant, maid, secretary, cook and gorgeous car.

She has a three-year contract with R.K.O., and her
first picture will be a screenized version of "The Dis-
honored Lady," Katherine Cornell's stage play. Pola
acted it out for me and had me all tense. She bristles

with ideas for her own stories and acts them for the

boss. Marvelous salesmanship

!

Leading men? "Oh, a serious problem. The actors

are so handsome and so very dumb," she says, dismiss-

ing them with a gesture.

Pola says her two former husbands, Count Dombski
and Prince Serge Mdivani caught her in the rebound
from other great loves. Her three greatest loves died,

she said—one when she was fifteen, after which the

Count caught her. Valentino later, when Serge caught
her, and now the aviator who died trying to make a

non-stop flight to Africa. This time, she insists, there

will be no rebound. "My career is my all now."
Pola has acquired a charming singing voice and has

just turned down a fancy radio offer, she tells us.

Jimmy Fidler, publicity writer, and Dorothy Lee, who
were married last November, have decided to call it

"When I was one I had just begun." Old Bobby
Coogan, photographed when he was little, while Big

Brother Jackie looks protecting no.end.
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quits—at least for the time being. There may be a

divorce later, though Jimmy says there are no hard feel-

Sorry, Jimmy ! Too bad, Dorothy !ings.

Foreign actresses holding the fort these days, n'est-cc

pas? Garbo of Sweden, Dietrich of Germany, Pola of

Poland, Shearer of Canada, Mackaill of England, Anna
May Wong of China, Fifi Dorsay and Lily Damita of

France, Elissa Landi of Austria, Maureen O'Sullivan

of Ireland, and so on ad infinitum. And when the girls

are American, they are imported from the stage in so

many instances. Bona fide American screen actresses

must be almost starving

!

Rita Le Roy went to the dog pound and got a Rus-
sian wolf-hound for $3. Now she is cast for "Strange
Women" at R.K.O., and her doggy draws $25 a day as

a screen actor.

"Keep Carmen Collected"
is Polly's name for her
version of the Bizet opera.
Whoever's at the other
end of that look, we hope

he recovers.

P. G. Wodehouse, famous English humorist, says he
received $104,000 for his year at M.G.M. and cannot
imagine what they paid him for. All that has been re-

quired of him was to touch up a little dialogue on a
couple of finished scenarios and to lick a musical com-
edy into shape which it has been decided not to use be-

cause music is out. Never used a single thing of his

own, although he is the author of twenty successful

books, twenty-five profitable plays and scores of hilarious

short stories. Everything he worked on was done by
studio staff writers, as before.

"But they were quite charming to me. I am merely
amazed that one can receive so much money without

working for it."

We rather suspect that a romance is developing be-

tween Johnnie Darrow and Rochelle Hudson. All the

signs point that way.

And now Lily Damita comes back to the screen

!

R.K.O. is having a great time annexing all the former
screen stars and promoting them to profitable success.

It began when they rescued Bebe Daniels for "Rio Rita"

after she had been dropped by Para-

mount. Since then, except for Irene

There's been "Murder By the
Clock," but one look into those
pretty Irish orbs andyou just know

Sally O'Neil is innocent.

H-s-s-t! It's Johnny Mack Brown
in a desperate mood and even more

desperate scenery!

Remember Florence Britton as
that swell sister of Ronald Col-
man in "Devil to Pay"? A long-
term contract was the result.
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ward read the startling news
in the papers, he wired
promptly. It seems he had
left a message for Yola,
which she had failed to re-

ceive. Allee samee movie
misunderstandings

!

Thinking studio! Aileen Pringle's writing room in the tower of her home, with
its autographed photos of her friends among the great. Note the pictures of

Carl Van Vechten and Henry L. ("Boobus Americanus") Mencken.

Dunne of "Cimarron" fame, nearly all their stars have
been former screen successes, including Richard Dix.

Lupe Velez informed the world that she was not go-

ing to marry Gary Cooper, no, siree ! Just a nice little

You may have heard
about cuts in studio sala-

ries. A naughty wit says
it will take this form

:

Brothers of executives 5%,
brothers-in-law 25% ; exec-

utives one-half of one-half

per cent.

Betty Compson says, all

reports to the contrary not-

withstanding, her romance
with Hugh Trevor really is

dead. We don*t believe it.

even if Grant Withers does
like Betty's company a great

deal, too. Oh, well! Nothing to do but wait and see!

The breaks are coming Sally O'Xeil's way again. This
attractive Irish lass, after a long go of screen dis-

couragement, gets the lead with Fox in "The Brat,"
friendship. All the same, by the merest coincidence, of right after a role with Paramount in "Murder by the

course, they just happened to go to New York from Clock. Here's hoping it's permanent!
Hollywood on the same day.

Dorothy Mackaill has never

invested her money in showy
houses and other expensive lux-

uries—although of course, she

has a good car and loves fre-

quent trips to Honolulu. But
Dorothy is a canny girl, knows
screen popularity doesn't last

over-long, and so has arranged

with great acumen to be nice and
rich when retirement comes. In

the meantime she announces her

latest fiance as Horace Hough.

Janet Gaynor looked perfectly

adorable when she made a per-

sonal appearance at the grand
opening of "Daddy Long Legs"
in Los Angeles, in the self-same

party gown she wears in the pic-

ture. The applause was almost

as thrilling as that on the night

of "Seventh Heaven" three years

ago, when Janet broke into star-

dom. She says now that both

she and Charlie Farrell are mar-
ried they can settle down to a

comfy friendship without every-
one wanting to tie them up with
each other.

Yola D'Avril says there won't
be any divorce—it was all a ter-

rible mistake. It seems her
spouse, Edward Ward, composer,
slipped off to the mountains for
some needed quiet and when he
failed to return Yola took his ab-
sence much too seriously. So she
filed suit for divorce. When Ed-

Sally has been through every-
thing, including bankruptcy, all

brought about through her loy-

alty to her large and exacting
family of brothers and sisters.

But you can't keep these Irish

down.

The courage of her! Louise
Fazenda played golf with Bobby
Jones at the country club. Can
you imagine what an utterly hi-

larious game that was? Bobby
had a hard time maintaining his

form, he laughed so much !

Caught Ruth Chatterton fast

asleep on the set between re-

hearsals. Ruth says, yes, it's her
clear conscience, she can fall

asleep any old time.

Rudolph Valentino's brother
fondly hoped he could fill the

vacancy left by his famous kin,

and to ensure beauty had his nose
re-vamped. But it takes more
than a nose. In the meantime
Brother Alberto hasn't even paid
the doctor his $200, according to

a court case.

Russell Gleason is a favored

escort these days. Sometimes
it's Mary Brian and sometimes
it's Lola Lane. And he's quite

capable of taking 'em both out to

lunch together.

Snappy landings! Ann Harding's
lovely head is among the clouds these
days. Whoever would have thought of

Ann as a high flyer?

When Groucho Marx was busy
planning a party for his little
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daughter's fourth birthday,

he inquired archly whether

she would let him attend

the party.

"Oh, no, you'd scare the

children," she replied.

A little red-breasted ori-

ole built its nest in Joe E.

Brown's grand new patio

lamp at Beverly Hills. So
the entire household is

watching the progress of the

bird family, and the light

is never used.

The rumor persists that

Charles Chaplin will not on-

ly remain to direct a picture

in England, but will accept

a knighthood from King
George into the bargain.

Charlie once said he would
decline an offer of peerage

honors, but the temptation may be too strong,

has never renounced his British citizenship.

It's a wow—in fact, a bow-wow! Zelma O'Neal doesn't have to bite him to get into
the news. Anthony Bushell, her husband, is cast in "Chances" and "Expensive

Women." Nice kids.

Charlie

John Gilbert's "Cheri-Bibi" may restore the situation.

In the meantime, it is said that Jack has been receiving

$10,000 a week on his contract right along, pictures or

no pictures. So he should worry

!

During the interval, Jack has

absolutely declined to be inter-

viewed. Said quite enough un-

fair things had been written

about him already, and he won't

talk for publication again until

he has appeared in a successful

talkie.

Aileen Pringle, once a proud
and distinguished brunette se-

lected by Elinor Glyn to play the

princess in "Three Weeks" be-

cause of her patrician bearing,

and for which she received $6,000

a week, has not only turned

blonde, but will next be seen as a

very disreputable person in "Lul-

laby." She plays the role of for-

mer mistress, painfully declasse,

to Lewis Stone, and will receive

a mere $600 a week this time as

second lead to Helen Hayes.
Which just goes to show the

treachery of picture fame. Ai-

leen is as attractive as ever, but

stage stars inexperienced in pic-

ture work are crowding out the

former glorious ones. Aileen is,

however, a good sport about it.

She says she wanted work and is

grateful to have it, since she has
a great interest in eating regu-
larly. In the meantime, however,
she owns her own very beautiful

home in Santa Monica, which,
the day I called, the sister of An-
drew Mellon was negotiating to

rent. Aileen has the sweetest lit-

tle 92-pound mamma, who insists

upon doing all the worrying Ai-
leen herself declines to do.

Which reminds me, Charlie Pringle, Aileen's spouse,

whom she has not seen for seven years, has written ask-

ing Aileen to divorce him. She says she will be glad

to oblige at the close of "Lullaby." And at Reno, too,

where his freedom may be hastened.
In the meantime, Aileen is taking airplane trips with

Lloyd Pantages, young bachelor theatre-owner of Holly-

wood. It may not mean a thing,

of course.

When the Clarence Browns
were divorced a couple of years
ago it seemed unbelievable, be-

cause Ona, his wife, had been so
socially prominent and zealous

on his behalf. Ona still holds
her social position in Hollywood.
But Clarence is often seen in the
company of Mona Maris.

"It must have been the lack of
that M. in my first name that

made me seem inadequate," siehs

Ona.

Advice to mothers of soaring

young screen actors : learn to

make hooked rugs. Mrs. Bernice

Janney, mother of young Leon,
makes whole housefuls of 'em,

sitting off in a corner of a set

where her young hopeful is work-
ing. The height of her ambition
is to finish a rug on the same day
Leon finishes a picture.

The Dove has wings! Billie is another
cloud chaser—and nobody knew a thing
about it until she nonchalantly ap-
plied for a full Hedged pilot's license!

Never a dull moment on a set

where Constance Bennett is work-
ing. You see, every day Connie
brings along her hair-dresser, her
maid, and the young woman who
"stands in" for her, and these

three have evolved an elaborate

sign language by means of which
they carry on a spirited conver-
sation. Bets fly furiously on
what they're talking about. And
thev'll never tell.

{Continued on page 127)
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The Truth About Cosmetics

AS A cosmetic shopper and

/\ experimenter, I've al-

/ % ways had a weakness
for Helena Rubin-

stein's preparations. It's not

alone because I think they are unusually good. I know
they are unusually fine, and that they live up to the

claims made for them. But my personal interest in them
goes further than that. I think it is because I believe

that Madame is sincerely interested in beauty, not only

feminine beauty, but beauty in all its manifold forms.
Everything about this amazing woman proves this.

She started her career, as you probably know, just a poor
girl in old Russia, with a recipe for making face cream,
a good mind and not much else. Today she has millions.

She made her face cream. She made herself a personal
ity and power, but she has never stopped there. She has
branched out into every angle of beauty. Her shops are

little treasures of loveliness. Her home, which I've had
the privilege of visiting, is glorious with art treasures,

from the earliest Greeks to the most modern Frenchmen.
You get this sense of a woman constantly growing, con-
stantly developing, constantly improving. And you get

that very same sense in her products.

So when Madame Rubinstein telephoned me that she
had a new line of products ready, I gave a whoop-la and
asked to see them.

She had tons of things but those I fell for particularly

were the new lipsticks and cream rouges and a new com-
pact. They all seemed just elegant to me.
Of course, I've never understood why girls with any

sophistication about make-up should want to use powder
rouge. First of all, rouge should be under your powder,
not on top of it ; and, second, it should be blended into

the skin in such a way that it can't blow off in the first

zephyr that touches your face. So the answer to that is

obviously cream rouge, that goes on after the dash of
liquid cleanser or cold cream which you use for a make-
up base.

Madame's new Waterproof cream rouge is exactly
what its name implies. It comes in shades that are par-
ticularly flattering to after-summer tanned skins and it

resists sun, surf or perspiration in a way that is little

short of miraculous. It comes in a metal box, either in a

By

Mary Lee
cool, summery green or a charm-
ing rose shade, and the price is

one mere dollar.

The compacts come in those

color schemes, too, with the

great, big dandy advantage of holding loose powder with

the softest, thickest puffs I've ever spied in mere com-
pacts. Same price on those also—one dollar, unless you
want the double powder-and-rouge compact which is one
fifty. I think you'll find these newcomers worth "geev-

ing a look."

Coty, who is never for long without something ex-

quisite and new to give to the beauty market, has ad-

vanced with a new beauty kit. It's a darling! I can

think of nothing nicer for the girl going back to school,

and who wants to maintain her chic appearance on her

train journey! Also it would make a dandy gift for any
small occasion.

The box is very handsome, a simulated lizard-calf

skin, in a monotone tan. It is very compact and very
light and yet it holds everything the skin needs for pro-

tection against that cindery grime no one can escape even

on the finest Pullman. The cover contains a swell big

mirror, large enough to catch your whole face all at one
look. There are four compartments, two of which con-

tain jars of Coty's Liquefying cleansing cream and their

tissue cream, and two which hold bottles of skin tonic,

which is nice and stimulating, and their skin lotion,

which I recommend highly for a make-up base. If you
prefer a cream for foundation, you can have that sub-

stituted for the skin lotion. Besides this, there is a nice

package of cleansing tissues and all this may be had in

exchange for two dollars and fifty pennies at your favor-

ite drug or department store.

A firm new to me, the Culver Laboratories, seems to

have a bright new idea for home manicuring. In very
smart black and gold packages they send you a whole set

of things to make your nails beautiful at home. One
package contains liquid polish, and that oh-so-necessary

polish remover. The two of these cost seventy-five cents.

Another little box contains the Culver Xail bath and a

bottle of Culver Nail liquid. These cost one dollar. So
for one seventy-five you can be all set for some twenty
manicures, or if you prefer to (Continued on page 129)
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Casts of Current Films

"A FREE SOUL." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. From
novel by Adela Rogers St. John. Adapted by John
Meehan. Directed by Clarence Brown. The cast:

Jan Ashe, Norma Shearer; Stephen Ashe, Lionel
Barrymore; Ace Wilfong, Clark Gable; Dwight Sutro,

Leslie Howard; Eddie, James Gleason.

"ALEXANDER HAMILTON." Warner Brothers.

Based on the play by George Arliss and Mary Ham-
lin. Adapted by Julian Josephson and Maude
Howell. Directed by John Adolphi. The cast:

Alexander Hamilton, George Arliss; Mrs. Betsy
Hamilton, Doris Kenyon; Senator Roberts, Dudley
Digges; George Washington, Alan Mowbray; Mrs.
Reynolds, June Collyer; Mr. Reynolds, Ralf Harolde;
Chief Justice John Jay, Charles Middleton; Thomas
Jefferson, Montagu Love; General Philip Schuyler,
Lionel Belmore; James Monroe, Morgan Wallace;
Count Talleyrand, John T. Murray; Martha Washing-
ton, Gwendolin Logan.*

"CHANCES." First National. From the story by
A. Hamilton Gibbs. Adapted by Waldemar Young.
Directed by Alan Dwan. The cast: Jack Ingleside,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.; Tom Ingleside, Anthony
Bushell; Molly Prescott, Rose Hobart; Mrs. Ingleside,

Mary Forbes; Major Bradford, Holmes Herbert;
Jr. Archie, William Austin; The General, Edmund
Breon; Private Jones, Harry Allen; Lieutenant Wick-
ham, Edward Morgan; Ruth, Mae Madison.*

"CONFESSIONS OF A CO-ED." Paramount.
Directed by David Burton and Dudley Murphy. The
cast: Dan, Phillips Holmes; Patricia, Sylvia Sidney;
Hal, Norman Foster; Peggy, Claudia Dell; Adelaide,
Florence Britton; Lucille, Martha Sleeper; Mildred,
Dorothy Libaire, Sally, Marguerite Warner; Presi-
dent, George Irving; Dean Winslow, Winter Hall;
Dean Marbridge, Eulalie Jenson; Mark, Bruce Col-
man.*

"DADDY LONG LEGS." Fox. From the novel
and play by Jean Webster. Adapted by Sonya Levien.
Directed by Alfred Santell. The cast: Judy Abbott,
Janet Gaynor; Jervis Pendleton, Warner Baxter;
Sally, Una Merkle; Jimmy, John Arledge; Riggs,
Claude Gillingwater. Sr.; Wykoff, Edwin Maxwell;
Mrs. Semple, Effie Ellsler; Freddie Perkins, Kendall
MacComas; Mrs. Pendleton, Kathlyn Williams; Mrs.
Lippett, Elizabeth Patterson; Miss Pritchard, Louise
Closser Hale; Katie, Martha Lee Sparks; Gloria,
Sheila Manners.*

"DAYBREAK." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. From the
novel "Daybreak." Adapted by Ruth Cumming. Di-
rected by Jacques Feyder. The cast: Willi, Ramon
Novarro; Laura, Helen Chandler; Herr Schnabel,
Jean Hersholt; General von Hartz, C. Aubrey Smith;
Otto, William Bakewrell; Emily Kessner, Karen Mor-
ley; Yon Lear, Kent Douglass; Franz, Glenn Tryon;
Josef, Clyde Cook; Emil, Sumner Getchell; Frau
Hoffman, Clara Blandick; Herr Hoffman, Edwin
Maxwell; August, Jackie Searl.

"EVERYTHING'S ROSIE." ' Radio. From the
story by Al Boasberg. Adapted by Tim Whelan.
Directed by Claude Bruckman. The cast: Dr. J.
Dockweiler, Droop, Robert Woolsey; Rosie, Anita
Louise; Billy Lowe, John Darrow; Mrs. Lowe, Flor-
ence Roberts; Mr. Lowe, Frank Beal; Oberdoff, Alfred
P. James; Miss Van Dorn, Chevret; Sheriff, Clifford
Dempsey.

"FAME." Warner Brothers. From the play "You
and I" by Phillip Barry'. Directed by Alfred Green.
The cast: Nancy White, Doris Kenyon; Maitland

' White, Lewis Stone; Roderick White, John Darrow;
Veronica, Evalyn Knapp; Geoffrey, Charles Butter-
worth; G. T. Warren, Oscar Apfel; Etta, Una Merkle.

"JUST A GIGOLO." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. From
the play by Alexander Engel and Alfred Grunwald.
Screen adaptation and dialogue by Hans Kraly,
Richard Schayer. Directed by Jack Conway. The
cast: Lord Robert Brummel, William Haines; Roxana
Hartley, Irene Purcell; Lord George Hampton, C.
Aubrey Smith; Lady Hartley, Charlotte Granville;
Lady Agatha Carrol, Lillian Bond; A French Hus-
band, Albert Conti; A French Wife, Maria Alba;
Freddie. Ray Mil land; Gwenny, Lenore Bushman;
Tony, Gerald Fielding; Pauline, Yola Davril.*

"MEN CALL IT LOVE." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Based on Vincent Lawrence's play "Among The
Married." Directed by Edgar Selwyn. The cast:
Tony, Adolphe Menjou; Connie, Leila Hyams; Jack,
Norman Foster; Helen, Mary Duncan; Callie, Hedda
Hopper; Joe, Robert Emmett Keane; Brandt, Harry
Northrup.

"NIGHT NURSE." Warner Brothers. From the
novel by Dora Macy. Directed by William A.
Wellman. The cast: Lora Hart. Barbara Stanwyck;
Mortie. Ben Lyon; Moloney, Joan Blondell; Dr. Bell,
Charles Winninger; Mrs. Ritchey, Charlotte Merriam;
Egan, an interne, Edward J. Nugent; Dr. Ranger,
Ralf Harolde; Miss Dillon, Vera Lewis; Mrs. Max-
well, Blanche Frederici; Nick, Clark Gable; The first
interne. Allan Lane; The drunk, Walter McGrail;
Nanny,- Betty Graham; Desney, Marcia Jones.*

*Reviewed in this issue

"SEED." Universal. Adapted from Charles G.
Norris' novel. Directed by John M. Stahl. The cast:
Barl Carter, John Boles; Mildred, Genevieve Tobin;
Peggy Carter, Lois Wilson; Jennie, ZaSu Pitts; Bliss,
Richard Tucker; Bob, Jed Prouty; Junior Carter,
Kenneth Seiling; Dicky Carter, Don Cox; Danny
Carter, Terry Cox; Margaret Carter, Helen Parrish;
Johnny Carter, Dickie Moore; Junior Carter (older),

Raymond Hackett; Dickie Carter (older). Jack Willis;
Danny Carter (older). Bill Willis; Margaret Carter
(older), Bette Davis; Johnny Carter (older), Dick
Winslow; Nancy, Frances Dade.

Picture fads may come and
go, but Westerns go on for-
ever! Buck Jones' next "horse
opera" will be "The Fighting

Sheriff."

"SKIPPY." Paramount. From the story by Percy
Crosby. Directed by Norman Taurog. The cast:

Skippy Skinner, Jackie Cooper; Sooky Wayne, Rob-
ert Coogan; Eloise, Mitzi Green; Sidney, Jackie Searl;
Dr. Herbert Skinner, Willard Robertson; Mrs. Ellen
Skinner, Enid Bennett; Harley Nubbins, Donald
Haines; Mrs. Wayne, Helen Jerome Eddy; Dog-
Catcher Nubbins, Jack Clifford; Dad Burkey, Guy
Oliver.

"SMART MONEY." Warner Brothers. Screen
story and dialogue by Kubec Glasman, John Bright.
Lucien Hubbard and Joseph Jackson. Directed by
Alfred E. Green. The cast: Nick, Edward G. Rob-
inson; Irene, Evalyn Knapp; Jack, James Cagney;
Sleepy Sam. Ralf Harolde; Sport Williams, Boris
Karloff; District Attorney, Morgan Wallace; District

Attorney's Girl, Margaret Livingston; Marie, Noel
Francis: Greek Barber, Maurice Black; Hickory
Short, Ben Taggart.

"THE LAWYER'S SECRET." Paramount. From
the story by James Hilary Finn. Adapted by Lloyd
Corrigan and Max Marcin. Directed by Louis
Gasnier and Max Marcin. The cast: Drake Norris,
Clive Brook; Laurie Roberts, Charles Rogers; Joe
Hart, Richard Arlen; Kay Roberts. Fay Wray;
Beatrice Stevens, Jean Arthur; "The Weasel." Francis
McDonald; "Madame X," Harold Goodwin; "Red,"
Syd Saylor.*

The picture producing companies,

each month in SCREENLAND, an-

nounce new pictures and stars to

be seen in the theatres throughout

the country. Watch this announce-

ment. This month they will be

found on the following pages: Fox
Films, Pages 8 and 9; Paramount,

Page 5; Warner Brothers, Page 7;

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Page 11;

Educational, Page 13.

"THE MAD PARADE." Liberty. From tho r

by Doris Malloy and Gertrude Orr. Adapted by
Doris Malloy, Gertrude Orr and Henry McCarthy.
Directed by William Beaudine. The cast: Monica,
Evelyn Brent; Janice, June Clyde; Dorothy, Marccline
Day; Fanny, Louise Fazenda; Lil, Lilyan Tashman;
Mrs. Schuyler, Irene Rich; Snoop, Fritzi Ridgeway;
Rosemary, Elizabeth Keating; Bluebell, Helen Keat-
ing*

"THE NIGHT ANGEL." Paramount. From the
story by Edmund Goulding. Directed by Edmund
Goulding. The cast: Yula Martini, Nancy Carroll;
Rudek Berkem, Frederic March; Theresa Masar,
Phoebe Foster; Countess von Martini, Allison Skip-
worth; Biezel, Alan Hale.*

"THE SHE-WOLF." Universal. Based on the
stage play, "Mother's Million." Adapted by Wini-
fred Dunn. Directed by James Flood. The cast:
Harriet Breen, May Robson; David Talbot, James
Hall; Tom Breen, Lawrence Gray; Faire Breen,
Frances Dade; William Remington, Edmund Breese;
Maria Peppy, Lillian Harmer; Mrs. Talbot, Leah
Winslow- Peggy, Elinor Flynn; Detective Burke,
William L. Thome.*

"THE SMILING LIEUTENANT." Paramount.
Screen story by Ernst Vajda and Samson Raphaelson.
Based upon "Waltz Dream" by Leo Jacobson and
Felix Doorman and also the novel "Nux Der Prinzge-
maht" by Hans Muller. Directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
The cast: Niki, Maurice Chevalier; Franzi, Claudette
Colbert; Nanne, Miriam Hopkins; King, George
Barbier; Orderly, Hugh O'Connell; Max, Charles
Ruggles; Adjutant Von Rokoff, Robert Strange; Lily.
Janet Reade; Emperor, Con Macsunday.

"THE SQUAW MAN." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
From the play by Edwin Milton Royle. Directed by
Cecil B. De Mille. The cast: Captain James
Wynnegat, Jim Carston, Warner Baxter; Nalchurich.
Lupe Velez; Diana. Eleanor Boardman; Cash Haw-
kins. Charles Bickford; Sir John Applegate, Roland
Young; Henry. Paul Cavanagh; Shorty, Raymond
Hatton; Sheriff, DeWitt Jennings; Big Bill, J.
Farrell McDonald; Hal, Dickie Moore; Tabywanna,
Mitchell Lewis.*

"THE VICE SQUAD." Paramount. From the
story by Oliver H. P. Garrett. Directed by John
Cromwell. The cast: Major Stephen Lucarno. Paul
Lukas; Alice Morrison, Kay Francis; Magistrate
Morrison, William Davidson; Madeline Hunt, Helen
Johnson; Detectire-Sergeant Mather, Rockcliffe Fel-
lowes; Josie, Esther Howard.*

"TRANSGRESSION." Radio.. From the novel
by Kate Jordan. Adapted by Elizabeth Meehan.
Directed by Herbert Brenon. The cast: Elsie
Maury, Kay Francis; Robert Maury, Paul Cavanagh;
Don Arluro, Ricardo Cortez; Honora Maury, Nance
O'Neil; Serafin, John St. Polis; Julie, Adrienne
d'Ambricourt; Countess Longueval. Cissy Fitzgerald;
Paula Vrain, Doris Lloyd; Carlos, Augustino Bor-
gato.*

"UP FOR MURDER." Universal. From the
story by Monta Bell. Directed by Monta Bell. The
cast: Robert Marshall, Lew Ayres; Myra Deane,
Genevieve Tobin; William Winter, Purnell B. Pratt;
Herk. Richard Tucker; Collins, Frank McHugh;
Maid, Louise Beavers; City Editor, Frederick Burt.*

"WHITE SHOULDERS." Radio. From the
story by Rex Beach. Adapted by J. Walter Ruben.
Directed by Melville Brown. The cast: Norma
Selbee, Mary Astor; Gordon Kent, Jack Holt; Law-
rence Marchmont, Ricardo Cortez; William Sothern.
Sidney Toler; Marie Fontaine, Kitty Kelly; Head
Waiter, Nicholas Soussanin.*

"WOMEN OF ALL NATIONS." Fox. Story and
dialogue by Barry Conners. Directed by Raoul
Walsh. The cast: Flagg, Victor McLaglen; Quirt.
Edmund Lowe; Elsa, Greta Nissen; Olsen, El Brendel;
Fifi, Fifi Dorsay; Pee Wee, Marjorie White; Captain
of Marines, T. Roy Barnes; Hassen, Bela Lugosi.*

"YOUNG AS YOU FEEL." Fox. Based on the
play, "Father and the Boys," by George Ade.
Adapted by Edwin Burke. Directed by Frank
Borzage. The cast: Lemuel Morehouse, Will Rogers;
Fleurette, Fifi Dorsay; Mr. Marley, Lucien Littleneld;
Billy Morehouse, Donald Dillaway; Tom Morehouse,
Terrance Ray; Dorothy Gregson, Lucile Browne;
Rose Gregson, Rosalie Roy; Lamson, C. Henry
Gordon; Colonel Stanhope, John T. Murray; Robbins,
Brandon Hurst; Mrs. Denton, Marcia Harris;
Secretary, Otto Hoffman.*

"YOUNG DONOVAN'S KID." Radio. From the
novel "Big Brother" by Rex Beach. Adapted by J.
Walter Ruben. Directed by Fred Niblo. The cast:
Jim Doncnan, Richard Dix; Midge Murray, Jackie
Cooper; Kilty Costello. Marion Shilling; Father Dan.
Frank Sheridan; Cokey Joe, Boris Karloff; Burke,
Dick Rush.
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-Continued from page 12

"Transatlantic." John Loder was born in

London, England. He has brown hair and
hazel eyes. Has been in pictures since

1927, playing leads in ten important films

produced abroad. He is one of the officers

in "Seas Beneath" with George O'Brien
and Larry Kent. Judith Voselli appears

with Greta Garbo in "Inspiration."

Lcnorc. You have been a picture fan for

eighteen years and have just asked your
first question—hurrah and how do you do?
"They Had to See Paris," starring Will
Rogers with Irene Rich, was produced with

the following cast
;
Marguerite Churchill,

Fifi Dorsay, Ivan Lebedeff, Rex Bell,

Owen Davis, Jr., Edgar Kennedy and
Gregory Gay. Interesting to note that you
are a near neighbor of Billy Bevan, the

clever comedian. What do you say we
trade positions and let me hang over the

barb wire fence and watch Billy plowing

and cultivating his citrus and avocado
ranch ?

Mrs. F. E. G. Here's a round of hand
clapping for Alice White from one of her

sincere admirers. "The Widow from Chi-

cago," a First National production, was
one of Alice's last releases. Appearing
with her were Edward G. Robinson and
Neil Hamilton. Alice comes back in a

Tiffany production, "The Monster Kills."

Clara Bow has severed her connection with

Paramount by mutual agreement and is tak-

ing a much needed rest so I'm afraid your
letter would not reach her.

Pat. So I get a big hand for the way I

conduct my department—thanks and a

merry hi-le-hi-lo. Now for the high hat

with the fluffy what-do-you-call-it and a

baton, all gold and shining. Janet Gaynor
played with Barry Norton, Charles Mor-
ton and Nancy Drexel in "Four Devils."

In "The Return of Peter Grimm," Alec B.

Francis, John Roche, Richard Walling and
Mickey McBan appeared with Janet. She
played with George O'Brien in "The Johns-
town Flood" and in "Sunrise." In "Two
Girls Wanted" her leading man was Glenn
Tryon.

Anonymous. Kane Richmond was born
Dec. 23, 1906, in Minneapolis, Minn. He
is 6 feet tall, weighs 185 pounds and has

black hair and blue eyes. He is an athlete

of no mean ability, having played profes-

sional football and on the basket-ball team
during his college days. He has been ap-

pearing in "The Leather Pushers" series.

Greta Garbo leads a very quiet life out-

side the studio. She uses no powder or

rouge, only for film reasons, and loves to

whistle.

Ben J. Even if theme songs have had
their day, musical screen comedies passed
away, there are a few of us who still love

our music ; but believe it or not, they'll all

come back. In "The Blue Angel," Mar-
lene Dietrich sang Falling in Love Again,
and in "Dishonored" she played on the pi-

ano an old Viennese composition, Danube
Waves Walta.

R.F.B. of Syracuse. Look out for
"Stell of the Circus," a serial (not a break-
fast food) with your favorite player, Al-
berta Vaughn in the title role. Fred Thom-
son died Dec. 24, 1928.

George Barbier must have
caught that genial smile

playing with Chevalier.

George S. How do you know you'd be

a good actor? I should tell you fairy

stories about the grand chance for un-
trained youths to crash the movie game

!

Stick to your job, George.

Brooklyn Belle. Will I give you a ring?

Sorry but I've outgrown that prank and
my favorite amusement now is tripping

waiters. Nils Asther is 30 years old, the

husband of Vivian Duncan and the proud
father of a baby daughter. He has had
stage experience in Sweden, his native

country, and later made pictures in Ger-
many. You will see him in American-made
talkies before very long, so look out for

your handsome hero.

Justajan. Richard Arlen will be 32 years

old in September. Gary Cooper and Lane
Chandler are 30. Joan Crawford was 23 on
March 23, 1931. Richard Arlen gave a

good performance in "The Lawyer's Se-
cret" with Clive Brook, Charles Rogers,

Fay Wray and Jean Arthur. Joan scores

another round of applause in "Laughing
Sinners" with Clark Gable. Neil Hamilton
and Marjorie Rambeau. Thomas Meighan
is swell in "Young Sinners," but don't get

your sinners mixed.

Curious. You're anxious to know if a
letter addressed to a star will fall into

their hands—well, that depends upon how
unusual or interesting a letter you send
them. It is said that Billie Dove person-

ally looks over every letter she receives

and often answers them—but many stars

do not take that time. If you want to make
a hit with your favorite, go ahead and
write as you've never written before. If

Gary Cooper has a brother, he is not in

pictures to my knowledge. Of course Gary
uses make-up for the screen but don't hold
that against him.

M.M.J. Pelham Manor. Elsewhere in

this department I have given the name of

the composition Marlene Dietrich plays in

"Dishonored" but in case you overlook
Ben J.'s reply, I'll be glad to tell you. It

was Danube Waves Waltz, an old Vien-
nese number, published by Carl Fischer,
and right well did Marlene play it, too.

Gloria Swanson sings Come to Me in her
latest release, "Indiscreet."

Mary G. To be your Sweet Consolation
is indeed very flattering but when I tell you
I'm not able to give you advice on scenario
writing, I may be put in the discard. Each
cinema company has its own scenario writ-
ers and even an experienced writer would
have a hard time selling them a story. I

have no record of a film called "Flower of
Paradise."

Ann of Montreal. Are you sure you can
pronounce Lupe Velez's real name if I

tell you? All right, here goes! Guade-
loupe Yelez Yillalabos. She was born July
18, 1910, in San Luis Potosi, Mexico. Her
latest emoting is done in "The Squaw
Man" with Warner Baxter. Dorothy Jor-
dan was born in Clarksville, Tenn., Aug.
9, 1910. She has brown hair, blue eyes,

weighs 99 pounds and is 5 feet 2 inches

tall. Phillips Holmes was born in Grand
Rapids, Mich., on July 22, 1909. He is

6 feet tall, weighs 155 pounds and has blue

eyes and blond hair. He plays in "Con-
fessions of a Co-Ed" with Sylvia Sidney.
Sylvia was born Aug. 8, 1910 in New York
City. She replaced Clara Bow in "City
Streets" with Gary Cooper. You will see

Miss Sidney with Phillips Holmes in "An
American Tragedy."

Havana Admirer. You want me to tell

you the truth about Jeanette MacDonald.
That's the thing I tell the most of. Do I

think Jeanette is beautiful? Mark me we'll,

friend, I think she's lovely—what a voice,

what red gold hair, such sparkling sea-

green eyes and dazzling teeth. Whew! I'm
not her press agent either. She was born
June 18, 1907, in Philadelphia, Pa. ; is 5 feet

2 inches tall, weighs 110 pounds and is en-

gaged to Robert Ritchie, who is her busi-

ness manager. She has two sisters, Elsie

and Blossom. I don't know their ages.

Blossom dances in musical shows.

Joan K. Donald Cook was Ruth Chat-
terton's brother Terry in "Unfaithful."

He also plays with Dorothy Mackaill in

"Party Husband." I'm sorry I haven't any
personal information to give you about him
except that he is from the New York stage,

but I promise you, I'll keep on the lookout

for him and may have his life in my hands

in a forthcoming issue of Screenland.

Novarro Fan. No, positively, Ramon
Novarro hasn't been 'fired by M-G-M. He
may be fired by enthusiasm though, for his

role in his new film, "Son of the Rajah."

Have you seen him in "Daybreak" with

Helen Chandler? You'll like him as the

dashing young student prince.

Miss A. W. All the fans have gone air

minded, judging from the number of in-
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quiries I have received about the music
played and sung in several late releases.

Please refer to Ben J. and M.M.J, for

music used in "Dishonored." I'd suggest a

visit to your local music dealers for copies

;

they may be able to get what you want.

I'm sorry I haven't the words of Marlene
Dietrich's Apple Song to send you. Greta
Garbo's next picture is "Susan Lennox,
Her Fall and Rise."

Fay. In "The Grand Parade" with
Helen Twelvetrees, Polly, the vamp or

i "other woman in the case" was played by
Marie Astaire. Helen has made consider-

able progress since that picture, hasn't

she?

Ambitious Fan. So you saw "The First

Kiss" made in Talbot County, Maryland,
with Gary Cooper, Lane Chandler, Leslie

Fenton and Fay Wray ; no wonder you
were thrilled. I do not know who taught
Gilda Gray, Lina Basquette and Joan
Crawford their first dancing steps—but

Joan developed a fondness for dancing at

an early age and after finishing school,

went on the stage as a chorus girl. She
was dancing in "The Passing Show" when
she was given a screen test. She made her
screen debut in 1925 in "Pretty Ladies" as

Lucille LeSeuer, and after a national con-

test was held to provide her with a screen

name, she became Joan Crawford.

Philly-Fan. Greta Garbo's intimate

friends call her G.G, her co-workers call

her a sphinx, her mother calls her Greta
Gustafsson and you and I would like the

chance to call her many times if we dared.

In her next release, "Susan Lennox, Her
Fall and Rise," Clark Gable will be her
leading man—oh, what a break for. both
of them.

Carmalita C. A house-warming to you
and all your friends—come as often as you
like and may every moment you spend with
Screenlaxd be a pleasure. Grant Withers
was born about 25 years ago in Pueblo,
Colo. ' He is 6 feet tall and has dark curly
hair and blue eyes. Hollywood at one time
turned him down flat but what sometimes
happens to the movie-struck youth, hap-
pened to Grant—his family refused to sup-

Here's Harpo Marx, the big
dope, engaged in some of his
"Monkey Business." Doesn't

he Just radiate "It"?

port him after he ran away to show the
world what a good actor he could be. After
trying newspaper reporting, defending the
law as a policeman, freight handling and
various other work, he succeeded in land-
ing a role in a series of fight pictures.
This lead to more important parts and that
brings Grant up to date.

Doris H. You'll see Mary Brian in

"Waiting at the Church" with Johnny
Hines and Marie Prevost—Mary won't
have to wait long. Jack Oakie is rushing
Mary these days. She is 22 years old, is

5 feet 2 inches tall, weighs 105 pounds and
has naturally curly brown hair and alluring
hazel eyes. She has a nice role in "The
Front Page." Adolphe Menjou, Pat
O'Brien from the stage, Edward Everett
Horton, George Stone and Mae Clarke are
in the cast with Mary.

Skoofies. Don't tell me I have an un-
usual name after that heading. Conrad
Nagel's wife is Ruth Helms, a non-pro-
fessional. They are one of the happy
married couples in Flickerville. In "The
Redeeming Sin," a silent film of 1929, Nena
Quartaro appeared with Dolores Costello,
Conrad Nagel and Phillipe DeLacy. Nena,
whose real name is Gladys, was born
March 17, 1910, in New York City. She
is 5 feet 3 inches tall, weighs 108 pounds
and has black hair and eyes.

H. C. You want some one to register
a knock about the new faces you see in

pictures—tush, tush ! The picture public
are asking for new faces and new voices
but many of the old favorites have made
a glorious come-back. Paul Lukas and
Paul Cavanagh had the principal roles
with Ruth Chatterton in "Unfaithful."
Warner Baxter and Charles Bickford ap-
pear in "The Squaw Man" with Eleanor
Boardman and Lupe Velez.

Bert. We welcome new readers and how
are you? I'll pass along the favorable
comment to the staff. Lillian Roth's first

screen appearance was in "The Love
Parade" with Maurice Chevalier. She
was on the stage in Earl Carroll's "Van-
ities" before signing for films. Jeanette
MacDonald was born June 18, 1907, in

Philadelphia, Pa. She is 5 feet 2 inches
tall, weighs 122 pounds, and has red-gold
hair and greenish-blue eyes.

Sara from Sunbury. Clark Gable is

stirring up no end of interest if my last

month's mail means much. Clark was
born in Ohio about 29 yeras ago. He has
brown hair, grey eyes, is 6 feet 1 inch tall

and has a smile that will go over in a
big way with the feminine admissions.
He has appeared in "Dance, Fools, Dance"
with Joan Crawford, and in "The Easiest
Way" with Constance Bennett.

E. M. B. Jean Arthur, whose real name
is Gladys Green, was born in New York
City about 23 years ago. She has light

brown hair, blue eyes, is 5 feet 3 inches
tall and weighs 107 pounds. One of her
latest films was with Jack Oakie—"The
Gang Buster." William Haines hasn't
stopped making pictures ; we hope he never
will. His latest are "A Tailor-Made Man"
with Dorothy Jordan, and "Dancing
Partners."

Brooklyn Boy. You want me to help
you and who else break into the movie
racket? If I knew the proper approach,
I'd be a star myself. Jean Harlow's new
film is "Iron Man" with Robert Arm-
strong and Lew Ayres, produced by Uni-
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versal. She was born March 3, 1911.

in Kansas City, Mo. She weighs 110
pounds and is 5 feet 2 l/i inches tall and
is she blonde? Platinum! Jean appears
in "The Secret Six" with Wallace Beery,
John Mack Brown, Lewis Stone, Mar-
jorie Rarnbeau and Clark Gable, the in-

teresting recruit from the stage the girls

are raving and sighing about. Watch for

a story about Gable in an early issue.

He's a comer. Or you might say he has
already arrived.

Norman R. What would a home be like

without a Garbo fan? Greta is 24 years
old, has golden hair, blue eyes, is 5 feet

6 inches tall, and weighs 125 pounds. Her
first picture was "Gosta Berling" made in

Europe. Her first American film was
"The Torrent" in which she gained a tre-

mendous following. Constance Bennett is

noted for her sophisticated roles. She is

25 years old and has golden hair and deep
blue eyes.

Virginia R. It's difficult to get infor-
mation on the new stage stars who are
appearing in pictures. Many have but two
or three films to their credit but if I'm a
good guesser, and I think I am, you'll see

Lester Vail often. Call me names if I'm
wrong. He played the American boy,

Otis Madison, in "Beau Ideal" with Ralph
Forbes.

Judy C. Jeanie Lang was the girl who
sang Ragamuffin Romeo in Paul White-
man's "King of Jazz." Betty Bronson has
not made any films lately. Lewis Ayres
is 21 years old. Marilyn Miller was born
in Evansville, Ind., on Sept. 1, 1900. She
has been married twice. Phillips Holmes
was born July 22, 1909. in Grand Rapids,
Mich. Maureen O'Sullivan was born May
17, 1911, in Killiney, Ireland. Frances
Dee and Genevieve Tobin do not tell

their ages. Ann Harding was born in Ft.

Sam Houston, Texas. Her father was
Col. George C. Gatley. Elissa Landi, who
plays with Charles Farrell in "Body and
Soul," was born 24 years ago in Venice.
She has had two novels published and has
appeared on the London stage for several
seasons. There was an amusing and "dif-

ferent" interview with Elissa in the June
issue of Screenlaxd.

But she has modern ideas!
And in spite of her 1895 get-
up, Marie Prevost is perfect-
ly wide-awake in "Lullaby."
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Write to the Stars as Follows:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver

City, Cal.

William Bakewell Gwen Lee

Lionel Barrymore Barbara Leonard

Wallace Beery

Charles Bickford

Lillian Bond
Edwina Booth

Harry Carey

Jackie Cooper

Joan Crawford

Marion Davies

Reginald Denny

Kent Douglass

Marie Dressier

Cliff Edwards

Julia Faye

Clark Gable

Greta Garbo

John Gilbert

Gavin Gordon

William Haines

Hedda Hopper
Leila Hyams
Dorothy Jordan

Buster Keaton

Joan Marsh
Adolphe Menjou
John Miljan

Ray Milland

Grace Moore
Polly Moran
Karen Morley

Conrad Nagel

Ramon Novarro

Ivor Novello

Edward Nugent
Anita Page

Marie Prevost

Esther Ralston

Duncan Renaldo

Norma Shearer

Gus Shy

Lawrence Tibbett

Lewis Stone

Ernest Torrence

Raquel Torres

Lester Vail

Roland Young

Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Henry Armetta

Mary Astor

Evelyn Brent

Sue Carol

Joseph Cawthorn

Betty Compson
Lily Damita

Bebe Daniels

Dolores Del Rio

Richard Dix

Irene Dunne

Jobyna Howland
Arline Judge

Arthur Lake

Ivan Lebedeff

Dorothy Lee

Everett Marshall

Joel McCrea
Jack Mulhall

Pola Negri

Edna Mae Oliver

Roberta Robinson

Lowell Sherman
Ned Sparks

Leni Stengel

Hugh Trevor

Bert Wheeler

Robert Woolsey

Warner-First National Studios,

Burbank, California.

Robert Allen

George Arliss

John Barrymore

Richard Barthelmess

Joan Blondell

Joe E. Brown
James Cagney

Ruth Chatterton

Bebe Daniels

Claudia Dell

Irene Delroy

Doug Fairbanks, Jr.

Gladys Ford

James Hall

Walter Huston

Leon Janney

Evalyn Knapp
Fred Kohler

Laura Lee

Winnie Lightner

Lucien Littlefield

Lotti Lodi

Ben Lyon
Dorothy Mackaill

David Manners

Marilyn Miller

Mae Madison

Ona Munson
Marian Nixon

Dorothy Peterson

Walter Pidgeon

William Powell

James Rennie

Otis Skinner

Polly Walters

H. B. Warner
Edward Woods
Loretta Young

Una Merkel went big in
"Daddy Long Legs." If Una
Merkel as I know Merkel—all

right, we'll quit!

Fox Studios, 1401 North Western
Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.

Frank Albertson

Hardie Albright

Luana Alcaniz

Robert Ames
Warner Baxter

Rex Bell

Joan Bennett

Humphrey Bogart

El Brendel

J. M. Kerrigan

Elissa Landi

Marion Lessing

Cecilia Loftus

Edmund Lowe
Myrna Loy
Sharon Lynn
Jeannette MacDonald
Kenneth MacKenna

Marguerite Churchill Mona Maris

Joyce Compton
Donald Dillaway

Fifi Dorsay

Sally Filers

Charles Farrell

John Garrick

Janet Gaynor

Warren Hymer
Richard Keene

Victor McLaglen

Thomas Meighan

Conchita Montenegro

Lois Moran
Greta Nissen

George O'Brien

Maureen O'Sullivan

Will Rogers

David Rollins

Send Birthday Wishes to These

Following September Stars:

Renee Adoree September 1st.

Richard Arlen September 1st.

John Mack Brown September 1st.

George O'Brien September 1st.

David Rolins September 2nd.

Neil Hamilton September 9th.

Bessie Love September 10th.

Lily Damita September 10th.

Glenn Tryon September 14th.

Fay Wray September 16th.

Dolores Costello September 17th.

Esther Ralston September 17th.

Greta Garbo September 18th.

Paul Muni September 22nd.

Antonio Moreno September 26th.

George Bancroft September 30th.

Rosalie Roy Spencer Tracy

Lee Tracy John Wayne
Marjorie White

Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Richard Arlen

William Austin

George Bancroft

Carman Barnes

Clive Brook

Nancy Carroll

Maurice Chevalier

Claudette Colbert

Jackie Coogan
Robert Coogan

Gary Cooper

Frances Dee
Marlene Dietrich

Leon Errol

Stuart Erwin

Norman Foster

Kay Francis

Skeets Gallagher

Regis

Wynne Gibson

Harry Green

Mitzi Green

Phillips Holmes
Miriam Hopkins

Carole Lombard
Paul Lukas

Fredric March
Georges Metaxa
Rosita Moreno
Barry Norton

Warner Oland

Eugene Pallette

Charles Rogers

Jackie Searl

Sylvia Sidney

Charles Starrett

Lilyan Tashman
Toomey

RKO-Pathe Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Robert Armstrong Alan Hale

Constance Bennett

Bill Boyd

James Gleason

Russell Gleason

Universal Studios,

Lewis Ayres

Rex Bell

John Boles

John Mack Brown
Kathryn Crawford

Robert Ellis

Sidney Fox
Jean Hersholt

Rose Hobart

Ann Harding

Eddie Quillan

Fred Scott

Helen Twelvetrees

Universal City, Cal.

Dorothy Janis

Myrna Kennedy

Barbara Kent

Mary Nolan

Eddie Phillips

Slim Summerville

Genevieve Tobin

Lupe Velez

John Wray

United Artists Studios, 1041 North For-

mosa Avenue,

Don Alvarado

William Boyd

Eddie Cantor

Charlie Chaplin

Ronald Colman

Douglas Fairbanks

William Farnum

Hollywood, Cal.

Al Jolson

Evelyn Laye

Chester Morris

Mary Pickford

Gilbert Roland

Gloria Swanson

Norma Talmadge

Tiffany Studios, 4516 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood, Cal.

Gertrude Astor

Mischa Auer
Leo Carrillo

Helene Chadwick
Helen Chandler

Dorothy Christy

June Collyer

Marion Douglas
Robert Edeson

George Fawcett

Albert Gran
Ralph Graves

Carmelita Geraghty

Hale Hamilton
Neil Hamilton

(Continued

Lloyd Hughes
Paul Hurst
Ralph Ince

Jeannette Loff

Wallace MacDonald
Ken Maynard
Blanche Mehaffey
Una Merkel
Geneva Mitchell

Charlie Murray
Sally O'Neil

Jason Robards

George Sidney

Bob Steele

Thelma Todd

on page 129)
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j#OOTS and J^OORAYS!
Continued from page 14

Let's have more of these good old-fash-

ioned lessons dressed up in smart clothes,

sophistication, and the adorable Norma
Shearer.

Eleanor Stewart,

327 Commercial Street,

East Braintree, Mass.

HOORAY FOR THE OLDSTERS!
There has been a great deal of well-

deserved praise lately for our younger stars.

Permit me to add some for O. P. Heggie
and George Arliss.

I recently saw Heggie in "Too Young
to Marry," and his portrayal of the father

was so sweet and sincere that somehow all

the sympathy you had went straight to

him. And Arliss—there's an actor for

you! When I left the theatre after having

seen "Old English" I actually felt that Ar-
liss was "Old English." These dear old

men are worth seeing every time!
Evelyn Sample,

600 Emariland Blvd.,

Knoxville, Tenn.

TWO SWEET BOYS
Once upon a time a handsome, young,

sweet boy came along, and to his gratifi-

cation and astonishment, he was given the

name of "America's Boy Friend." Now
another young, handsome, sweet boy comes
along, but he hasn't been given that name

—

yet!

The first boy used to play attractive, ap-

pealing parts, but the second plays sad,

hard-boiled, baby-faced killer parts. You
guessed it—they are Charles "Buddy"
Rogers and Lew Ayres. I wish the first

one to regain his success, and the second

not to lose his.

Daphne Canoutas,
314 E. 41st Street,

New York City.

PLANING GRETA
O Greta Garbo! O Greta G.,

You have captivated me.
Your pictures are a revelation,

You were superb in "Inspiration."

Your artistry has blazed a trail,

To- imitate you there's a wail

—

But you're the peeress of the screen,

No one just like you has been seen.

They come, they go, these artists all,

But then in time they get a fall.

Your name- shall live, for aye resound.

Queen of the movies you'll be crowned ,

You have reached the topmost rung,
Your praises are forever sung

;

These facts stand out all alone

—

We know you're on the movie throne.

Oh, Sweden's gift to us is treasured,
She gives us joy that can't be measured.
All hail to you, Garbo ! the movie queen

!

The glamorous lady of the silver screen

!

Bertha Patterson,

647 W. 169th Street,

New York City.

AND PANNING HER
The cinema stars interest me greatly, but

ye gods
! I'm fed up on crude criticisms

of Garbo and Dietrich.

"Dignified and stately," but extremely popular withal, is the lordly
George Arliss. Especially since he won such wide acclaim in "The Mil-
lionaire." You'll like him as "Alexander Hamilton," a role ideally

suited to his talents.

Greta, the solitary sphinx with white
eyelashes and a voice that sounds like coal

scuttling down a chute. Marlene, the vi-

brant and alluring creature with flawless

legs—et cetera.

Why not give them both a recess ?

L. R. Mackenzie,
Hotel Carlton,

Milwaukee, Wis.

STRONG FOR JEANETTE
Ever since I saw "The Love Parade" the

one attraction for me in motion pictures

has been Jeanette MacDonald. The success

of this picture would have been nil had
she not been in it. I know of no other
actress who would have looked the part
so well or given the dainty touches that
helped without vulgarizing the situations.

Perhaps her greatest attraction for the
large numbers who appreciate the higher

type of comedy is the charm of her voice.

Jane S. Geiser,

14 Woodland Ave.,
Rutherford, N. J.

A RICH THEME
If all the "wistful, fragile young new-

comers were as talented and as sincere in

films as Irene Rich, there would be fewer
evenings wasted in viewing mediocre pic-

tures. Who could refrain from admiring
her excellent portrayals, notably in "Fa-
ther's Son" and "On Your Back" ? Her
graceful, unaffected manner is deserving of

more numerous and more prominent roles.

Let's get together, you loyal Rich fans,

and make a worthy attempt to restore our
goddess to her former glamorous position

!

Paul P. Boring,
The Mary Lyon House.

Buckland. Mass.
(Continued on page 123)
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Yvonne Chevalier—Continued from page 31

"Wonderful!" she said. "Naturally, I

come in for a great deal of attention.

People look at me, they write letters to me,
they send me presents. They even inter-

view me, eh? And that is all very pleasant

and lots of fun. After all, I am an actress

and where is there the actress who doesn't

like to be in the center of things?

'And being married to Maurice is so

much fun. As I said, he is the same in life

as he is on the screen. Always singing and
jumping around like a little boy. Always
with a joke on his lips. People who know
us ask us, 'What in the world do you al-

ways find to laugh at, you two?' We don't

know. We just laugh, because we are

happy, and because life is such a lot of fun.

How do you say it in America? We get a

kick out of life

!

"Of course, we have our little arguments,
naturally. But always, before they go too

far, our sense of humor returns and we are

soon laughing. Maurice, of course, is an
irrepressible boy. He is always saying

funny things, and finding funny things to

laugh at. We both hate"—she struggled
for the word and emerged triumphantly
with it

—
"solemnity, and we both hate"

—

another struggle and another victory

—

"pretentiousness. But they don't make us

angry. Why should they ? We merely
laugh some more.

"I think so it is in life with everything.

A person, a happening, a place, can make
you angry if you are that sort of person.

But that is no good. The best thing to do
is to laugh at it. In that way, even the

things you don't like give you happiness,

for you find them funny. That is the way
Maurice is, and that is the way I am. In-

stead of getting peeved about something
and acting grouchy, we laugh."

You have only to see M. and Mme.
Chevalier together to behold the living

proof of what she told me. Several times

I have seen them in the Roosevelt Grill,

where the Chevaliers like to go because of

the quality of Guy Lombardo's music.

Each time they were the very essence of

gaiety. Insidiously, contagiously gay, cap-

tivating the good spirits of all the occu-

pants of tables in their vicinity. Both
Maurice Chevalier and his wife are effer-

vescent, bubbling with good humor, and the

unquestioned air of having a good time. A
look or a word is enough to send them into

gales of laughter. And when the orchestra
plays something which appeals to the Che-
valiers—which means almost every selec-

tion—both of them begin swaying and
humming to the music, and sometimes
breaking out into an audible duet that can
be heard at most of the neighboring tables.

Again, at a prize-fight or wrestling

Yvonne Chevalier— was a fa-

mous actress in Paris before
she married Maurice, and re-
cently she played with him in

a French talkie.

match, which the Chevaliers are fond of
attending, both of them are a delight to

those who sit near them. They are always
so obviously enjoying themselves that their

spirit is inevitably caught by those in the
vicinity. Often enough a slow and boring
boxing match at Madison Square Garden
has been made a delightful evening for the
ringside seat holders by the flip and amus-
ing bon mots—wisecracks to you—of

Chevalier and the gay, uninhibited appre-
ciation of Mme. Chevalier.

But now I am back at the St. Moritz.
tete-a tete with Yvonne Vallee. (Go on,
Maurice, get jealous and see if I care!)
"Do you have any trouble from aspiring

damsels who are on the make for Mau-
rice?" I asked.

"Mais non" she answer, "that, too, is

lots of fun. Maurice always likes to meet
his audiences face to face, whether male or
female. And—oh, yes, the mash notes he
gets

!"

"Yes," I whispered with anticipation,

(old bloodhound Hawkshaw keen on the

scent!) "Does he show them to you?"
"Does he show them to me ! Why, we

always read them together. It is one of

our greatest pleasures. Most of the letters

are, naturally, from women and. of course,

the greater part of them are just words of

appreciation, of the joy that Maurice gives

to them, both in the moving pictures and
over the radio. But many of them are
what might be called mash notes—pro-
testations of love, offers of marriage, and
so on. Some of them are very funny.

"Of course, most of those who write
to him in that vein do not know that he is

married, or else they wouldn't write that

way. But some of them do and it doesn't

make any difference to them. We even got
one letter from a very wealthy lady who
was kind enough to offer even to pay for his

divorce."

"Don't they ever make you angry?" I

inquired.

"Why. no. I suppose if I didn't have a
sense of humor, I might get angry. But I

have a sense of humor. How could I help
having one, married to Maurice?"

Hot Tamale!—Continued from page 31

It was hard to tear ourselves away, but

finally we said our goodbyes, hastened back
to the ranch, and found the barbecue well

under way, with delightful odors arising

to our nostrils. Many guests had already

arrived, including a bright array of Span-
ish entertainers in native costume, who
were playing guitars, singing and dancing
on the flooring that had been brought in.

Dorothy Burgess, looking as beautifully

Spanish as a bright costume and large

sombrero could make her, was one of the

first people we greeted. John Mack Brown
was there, and Tom Patricola, Mr. and
Mrs. Clark Gable, Edagr Allan Woolf,
Mae Clarke, Ann Christy, Derek Fairman,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hall. Sue Carol
and Nick Stuart, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Laemmle, Maude Eburne, Margaret Liv-
ingston, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Taurog,
and many others.

Our host was a little late, but presently
appeared bearing aloft triumphantly a huge
boiler of tamales, while a Spanish orchestra
followed, playing lustily.

But everybody had grown hungry by
that time, and each had helped himself or
herself to a little paper cup full of frijoles

and a huge hunk of French bread, and was

eating the beans by means of dipping bread
into the cup.

"Here," exclaimed Edgar Allan Woolf,
in pretended dudgeon, "I expected to find a
bunch of sports, and I find a crowd of

bean-sniffers
!"

But soon Leo, aided by his trusty

Chinese valet, Ling, and some other help-

ers, was seeing to it that all guests seated

at the long picnic tables were being helped
to the excellent barbecued meat and other
delicacies, and we were a jolly crowd.
Derek Fairman, we found, being just in

from New York, didn't know how to break
into a tamale

!

After dinner somebody discovered in a
hollow tree a great basketful of fiesta eggs,

which means eggs that have been emptied
of their contents, filled with confetti, and
pasted together again, and there was a
shout as the eggs were broken over people's

heads and backs.

Sue Carol surprised Nick, but he re-

taliated shortly afterward when Sue wasn't
expecting it.

Then we sighted a big olla up in a tree,

and just beneath it a stout wooden staff

made from a heavy tree branch. The olla.

we found, was to be broken, in accordance

with Spanish picnic custom, by a blind-

folded person, and when broken would
disgorge its load of gifts—candy, small
presents, etc.

There was dancing and guitar playing
and singing by the Spanish entertainers,

with many old Spanish and Mexican folk
dances given.

"How gay these Spanish people are!"
Patsy remarked. "We Americans are noisy
in our parties and in our fun, but we
aren't really gay—haven't the gift of it as
the Spanish people have."

Jose Crespo found a guitar and played
and sang for us, and Tom Patricola played
the piano.

Dorothy Burgess it was w-ho finally,

blind-folded, and after knocking Tom Pa-
tricola and Nick Stuart on the head
soundly with the wooden bludgeon, thereby
wringing yells from the victims and laugh-
ter from the rest of the guests, managed
to break the olla, and then what a rush
there was for the contents!
Edgar Allan Woolf drew as a prize a

little silk handkerchief, and Tom Patricola
captured a vanity case, which he handed
over to one of the girls.

The shadows were creeping over every-
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thing, and the sun had gone down behind

the blue Pacific in the distance, when we
finally said goodbye to Leo and his friends,

hoping he would be inspired to give many
more barbecues.

"Paintings," said Patsy, "do take one
out of one's self so completely."

"And then," I said, practically, "there's

the Hungarian dinner!"

Victor Varconi and his charming wife

had invited us to be their guests at a Hun-
garian supper to be given at the home of

Rodolfo Kiss, the artist. Mr. Kiss's studio

home is perched high on a Hollywood hill,

and it is here that he paints his portraits.

He and the Varconis greeted us warmly,
and we viewed the artist's work. A pic-

ture of Mrs. Varconi in particular charmed
us, and one of Billie Dove gave equal

promise, though still uncompleted.
Billie Dove herself was there, looking

pretty in a Paris gown, with a necklace
two yards long made of twisted beads and
silk, to match the dress, which knick-knack,
she declared, was the very latest thing in

French styles. Her hair she is wearing in

a long, curl}' bob. It is growing very gray,

but Billie isn't doing anything to it.

Billie told us about the tip-takers in

Paris—how everybody simply must be
tipped, even the train conductors ! But
being Billie, she excused them as under-
paid.

Lupita Tovar was there with Paul Koh-
ner, Universal official. The two have been
going together a long time, and it begins
to look serious. Paul has postponed his

European trip
;

Lupita says she may go
later, so who knows what may happen?

Estelle Taylor, beautiful in a black and
white, skin-fitting gown, was there, witty

and amusing as ever.

She reminded us of the time we were at

a luncheon with Theda Bara, when Theda
had kept on her gloves through the whole
luncheon, and Estelle had wondered what
would have happened if the sphagetti had
skidded

'

Robert Milton was also a guest, he and
Miss Taylor being our dinner partners at

the tete-a-tete table at which we ate, and
as both are brilliant and amusing talkers,

there was a lot of fun.

The food was wonderful. It had been
prepared under the supervision of Mrs.
Varconi, who herself is an excellent cook.

After supper there was dancing in a
corner of the big living room, to radio

music, with Victor Varconi waltzing and
fox-trotting with Estelle Taylor, Billie

Dove and Julia Faye in turn.

Julia Faye told us that she had just re-

turned from Mexico City, where her grand-
mother had been visiting, and how she had
brought her grandmother home to live with
her.

As Billie Dove and I sat chatting on a
sofa, Maria Corda came and joined us.

She was going back to Paris to appear in

pictures, she said. She has a little son in

school here, who is to join his father and
mother in Paris when he finishes here.

Alexander Korda and his wife have lately

been reconciled, you know, after a long
separation.

We met Dita Parlo, the German actress,

for the first time. She is a beautiful demi-
blonde, and is being transferred to English
versions, at which she is greatly thrilled.

We had a little chat with Mrs. Varconi
before we left, and she said that she and
Victor had crossed the ocean so many times
that every fish knew her and waved its

fin at her

!

"What kind of a home do you imagine,"
Patsy asked me, "Conway Tearle and his
wife, Adele Rowland, the concert artist and
vaudeville star, will have?"
We were on our way to the party which

Miss Rowland and her husband were giv-

ing.

"I think," I said, "it will be a bright sort

of place, not too large, but reflecting Miss
Rowland's taste."

"I think it may be one of these Spanish
villa sort of places," suggested Patsy.

But as a matter of fact, we found our
host and hostess dwelling in the house they
have long occupied—a very old house in

Hollywood, a sort of Italian palace, with
inlaid floors, and a huge living room set

about with pillars. The exterior is as pic-

turesque as the interior, the house being
set in spacious grounds filled with fruit

trees and flowers.

We decided that the big living room was
a very becoming room to everyone, some-
how, its furnishings being restful and in

quiet taste.

Our host, we found, had just returned
from England, where he had been appear-
ing both on the stage and in pictures. He
was awfully glad, he said, to come back to

his quiet home and his flower garden, but
expected shortly to be on his way again,
as he has an offer to go on the stage in

New York.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gleason were among

the guests, and we had a nice chat with
Airs. Gleason, who tells us that a Show
Boat is actually to be established some-
where in Los Angeles, possibly at San
Pedro harbor, where there is much still

back-water. The old melodramas will be
given there.

We asked Mrs. Gleason where Russell
was, and she said he had gone over to the
home of Zelma O'Neal and Anthony
Bushell for dinner, and to hear the new
Gilbert and Sullivan suite which Zelma
and Anthony have bought for their pho-
nograph, bright children that they are

!

"Those three love to sit and sing the

scores of the operas, one after the other,"

she explained, "while the phonograph is

playing them."
However, the trio couldn't resist Mr.

Tearle's party, for they came in soon after-

ward.
Zelma said she had been playing golf that

afternoon with Bobby Jones, and was so

thrijled that she couldn't hit the ball

!

Edmund Breese and Mrs. Breesc were
there, Mr. Breese dancing with one lady

after another, to the music of the radio.

Edward G. Robinson and his lovely wife,

Gladys Lloyd, were there, too. The viva-

cious Gladys said she had been in the

dentist's chair nearly all day, but that the

proceedings had been brightened by the fact

that two gangsters came in to make dates

to have their teeth fixed.

"And can you imagine a dentist daring
to hurt them?" she asked gaily.

Among the guests, too, were William
Beaudine and his beautiful wife.

We asked Mr. Beaudine how he was get-

ting on with the direction of the children in

"Penrod and Sam," and he answered,
"Swell ! I practice on my own children at

home !"

Then he told us that two of his own
children are playing in the picture.

"But the only member of the original

cast," he said, "is a dog !"

Mr. Beaudine directed the silent version

of the story, made about five years ago,

and when he came to look for a dog for the

picture he said that he spent five days try-

ing to locate the original dog, and finally

did. And the dog remembered him, and
was just as good in the barkies as he was
in the silents

!

Leon Errol came in very late. He told

a lot of amusing stories. One of the fun-

Leon Errol firmly believes that a golf club is a sort of spading toolso he's
just the boy to instruct BobbyJones, isn't he! Leon's putting stance ought

to be good with those collapsible knees of his.
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niest ones was about the fight of the deaf

and dumb man and his wife.

"Well, how did the fight end?" some-
body asked.

"Oh," answered Leon, "the man turned

out the light
!"

Roland Pertwee, noted English author,

was present, and was constantly sur-

rounded; and there were Crauford Kent
and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bolton,

Charles Delaney and his wife, Lenore Cof-
fee and William Cowan, Edgar Allan
Woolf, Georgie Stone, Moss Hart, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Sloane; the noted composers,
Herb Fields, Lorenz Hart and Richard
Rogers, Tyler Brooke, and others.

There was a nice supper and afterward
some wonderful entertainment.
Adele Rowland sang some songs as only

she can sing them

—

Love Is Like That,

Love for Sale and others.

Zelma O'Neal danced the Varsity Drag,
and George Stone and Tyler Brooke im-
provised a dance, following which Mrs.
Beaudine sang, and Crauford Kent played
the piano and whistled.

Just one of the nicest evenings ever, as
Patsy remarked when we left. "And we
really mean all the nice things we said to
our host and hostess when we left."

Sartorial Strutters—Continued from page 66

sartorial complex with spotless white buck-
skin gloves. They are as imperative to his

welfare as his shirt. Doug Fairbanks, Sr.

respects the "What-the-well-dressed-man-
should-wear" edict, but goes it one better.

All his clothes are made by a sculptor in

Italy in the fond belief that none but an ex-
pert in anatomy could successfully fit a

starry actor with his clothes. Mathew
Betz is mainly notable for his huge dia-

mond scarf pin, as large as a half-dollar,

always worn in a brave tie, and with
clothes of pale grey or pale blue, carefully

padded for superior masculine effect.

Ronald Colman, who seemingly follows

the uniform way in male attire, is actually,

in the final analysis, so conspicuously mod-
est that he shines forth in his conservative
splendor.

Ivan Lebedeff is super-perfect in matters
of dress, and the despair of the tail-

ors, for every tiny detail must be metic-
ulously right, unto dozens of fittings. Le-
bedeff always gives an impression of being
darkly conscious of his caste and clothes.

Lewis Stone is likewise perfectly tailored

—but always in precise plaids and with a
marked sense of propriety. Tony Moreno
favors continuous blue—suit, shirts, ties,

cuff links, socks. Once he broke into

brown, but maintained the en suite effect.

Tony says blue expresses the artist in him,
and brown the good business man.
Andrea de Segurola is forever operat-

ically resplendent, and is never seen with-
out his monocle, boutonniere, bandana hand-
kerchief, pearl tie pin, and a subtle aura
of Jockey Club perfume. Adolphe Menjou
goes in for the continental effect—his

clothes usually vaunting a Parisian tang

—

and conscious superlatives. Bill Powell

Lou Tellegen, author of "Wo-
men Have Been Kind," and
Charles Reed Jones, author of
"The Rum Row Murders,"
exchanging their books. In-
cidentally, Tellegen is playing
the lead in Mr. Jones' story,

"Enemies of the Law."

likewise affects the super-dandy touch,

silky topper, ultra-high collar, very tight

waistcoat, padded tail coat, and wide
pleated trousers. Bill, on formal occasions,

appears the essence of dignity.

John Gilbert follows the ordained styles,

but has never been known to blossom forth

in any but a snow-white shirt. Robert
Montgomery, while reasonably formal,
gets a lot of repression out of his system
with gay-colored dress scarves and wild
sweaters. Bob always wears collars at-

tached to his shirts. Leslie Howard favors
the Oxford tang—double-breasted coats of

discreet grey. John Miljan contents him-
self with expressive collars—they always
have long points. Lowell Sherman has a
passion for two-colored sports shoes.

Charles Rogers goes to endless trouble to

match up his golf sweaters, socks, shirts

and ties—the scheme of color must be ir-

reproachable. Give Brook has his clothes

made in England, and always wears a cap
instead of a hat. And Bela Lugosi like-

wise has a passion for sartorial rectitude so

perfect that it is staggering. Claude Allis-

ter's plum colored hat held the Boulevard
as Hardy's envy for a couple of days last

week.
Now all the above-mentioned actors, in

spite of their specialties, observe a certain

regard for the masculine formalities. But
now comes the other type, who favor the

extremes in neglige effects, wishing to con-

vey an impression that dandyism is beneath
them. Gary Cooper was in this class until

recently, breaking into formal functions in

sweaters, with collar unfastened, etc., etc.

But latterly Gary has been dressing up a

bit, to the approval of hostesses. Now he

takes out his sartorial dash in bright

scarves with his evening dress overcoat,

and on genuinely informal occasions still

wears a scarf in place of a collar.

James Gleason hates to dress up. and par-

ticularly favors old caps in place of hats.

He likewise saddens his wife with a passion

for stretchy old sweaters. Lew Cody
would really live in a fancy white dressing

gown most of the time if the formalities

permitted, but deigns to blossom forth in a

dark blue suit, with light blue etceteras on
suitable occasions. Bill Boyd loves to go
around with his collar unbuttoned. Ann
Harding has the dickens of a job getting

her Harry Bannister out of slightly soiled

white duck trousers—just as Wally Beery
clings to "striped flannel trousers for as

many occasions as they will be tolerated.

Charles Bickford scarcely ever buttons his

collar or wears a coat if he can help it.

Neil Hamilton is frightfully well groomed
in his nonchalant neglige attire, which usu-

ally consists of a high-necked sweater a la

collegian.

John Darrow and Jack Oakie belong to

the sweat-shirt brigade—let 'em wear
sweat-shirts and the world is theirs ! Lew
Ayres adores old clothes, hates to throw
them away, and wears them to a shred.

Edmund Breese shocks the formality bri-

gade by wearing a frisky little beret on
pretty nearly all occasions. Joseph Caw-
thorn hangs on to his old clothes lovingly.

He has owned one frock coat for twenty-

eight years, and a cutaway for fifteen years.
Mrs. Cawthorn says she's going to have a
royal turn-out soon if the Salvation Army-
has the sense to call when Joe is not at
home. For that matter, George Fawcett
has an overcoat which he bought in 1908
and it's still going strong.

Ah, yes, and speaking of coats, Norman
Kerry has a woolly raccoon coat without
which life would be too utterly-utter ! And
Walter Lang parades in a doeskin that he
has treasured for six years now. Ernest
Torrence prizes an overcoat that has be-
friended him for fifteen years, and proudly
calls upon all and sundry to mark its still

pristine charms

!

Of course, we have our wild western
boys who love to affect the big. wide-
brimmed sombrero on the Boulevard. In
this way Noah Berry, Tom Mix. Richard
Dix, Ken Maynard, De Witt Jennings and
Hoot Gibson can always attract all eyes at
church parades, besides giving the tourists
a glad time on Hollywood Boulevard.
Ramon Novarro's favorite costume

around the studio is a white sweat shirt,

with cream corduroy trousers and a slouchy
old hat.

Roland Young hates collars and wears a
colored scarf instead, but a concession to
dandyism is the perpetual boutonniere in
his lapel.

And last, but never least, comes Will
Rogers, the wickedest sartorial sinner in
all Hollywood. Will just don't care a
whoop about looks, doggone it—and unless
Mrs. Rogers burns it, he'll wear an old
lumberjack coat until it shines with soiled
accumulations. His hat is the last crime
against Stetson, and his pants would
make even Main Street shudder violently!

Lawrence Grant's sartorial
extravagance is little Tyrolean
hats always with an impu-
dent little highly colored
feather in the band. He has
them made especially for
himself and flaunts them on

all social occasions.
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"Two More Years and I'm Through"—continued from page 29

mitted, "but reasonable. There is always

a reason for her demands, and she will

change her mind. She can be convinced

she is wrong. That's more unusual than

being particular."

"Once I accepted a story without study-

ing it, even reading it," Miss Bennett said

later, when the cast and crew were back
on the stage ready to pick up the produc-

tion where they had left it for lunch, "and
the results were—unsatisfactory, to say the

ieast. Now I know everything about a

p'cture before I accept it.

"The crystal gazers and astrologers—

I

study those things more seriously than you
probably imagine I do—tell me that until

1935 I am to be lucky, fortunate with my
work, and that after that I will return

periodically to the screen. Just now I am
working very hard but that is only for this

one year. Next year will be easier, and
the year after that

—

"

The year after that is to see Constance
Bennett's partial retirement from the

screen. At twenty-five. With a million

dollars of her own earnings, which makes
two million altogether. Which, with the
pin money she can make from one or two
pictures a year, will keep the wolf from
the Bennett door

!

"Your business ability," I ventured, "is

that inherited like dramatic talent? Do
you get that from your father?"

"Perhaps it's inherited," she said, looking
toward Richard Bennett, who with his

putty nose, necessary for his part, was
waiting for his daughter to join him to re-

hearse a scene, "but not from father." She
laughed. "Certainly not from father

!"

I ventured one more question, about the
picture "Bought."

"I like the story, although some of my
friends think the character is too unsym-
pathetic. I've suggested some changes
which help that. So many young girls face
life with mistaken ideas of values, as does
Stephany in this picture. It's a story that
could be true.

"And also I'm having a wonderful time.
Between Archie and Ben Lyon I have a
whole new line of chatter. I'll remember
this picture after I

—
'retire'

!"

Miss Bennett, as I mentioned before,

lives at the beach. By six-thirty in the
summer the swelling Pacific, just outside
her door, is either blue and golden in the
sunlight or cold and grey under what is

affectionately known to native Californians
as a "high fog." If the sunshine predom-
inates, Miss Bennett takes a half hour for
a swim. If the fog is there and not too wet
she plays tennis for a like length of time.

Then comes breakfast. According to her
friends, Miss Bennett is no hand to yawn
over breakfast. Neither is she a food nib-
bler. She is to be paid for a day's work
and needs her strength. She has been
known to eat bacon and eggs

!

Here it is, eight o'clock already and
work to be done. Household problems to
solve, letters to answer, bills to approve,
dinner plans to settle. The household gets
along at full speed. Tell me the success a
person has with servants and employees
and I'll tell you something about the dis-
position of the mistress. Constance Ben-
nett has kept the staff of people who help
her to live well and to work comfortably,
for a long time. That must mean some-
thing—but it's after eight-thirty and it's a
long way to the studio and the call sheet
out there says Miss Bennett is to be ready
on the set at nine o'clock.

She'll make it; approximately. She
greets the people of her own staff who are

there ahead of her, drawls "Morning, fa-

ther" to Richard Bennett, who beat her to

the stage by a matter of seconds only

;

"hello's" Archie Mayo, her director, nods
to the other members of the cast and crew
busy with preparations for the first scene
of the day and disappears into her own
portable dressing room, closing the door
behind her.

A minute later the sound of a phono-
graph record is heard faintly from the
dressing room and the day's work has be-
gun.

Fifteen minutes later she emerges ready
for the scene, Mayo escorts her to the set,

a tiny unattractive room with faded wall
paper, nondescript furniture and an iron

bed. Having been up and active for three
hours about her own business, Miss Ben-
nett goes back to bed for some hundred
dollars an hour. And in very modest sur-

roundings.
Ten more minutes are used up in ad-

justing the microphone above her head,
focusing the lights and cameras, and the
scene is rehearsed for another five

minutes. Ten o'clock, and all's well at last.

"Let's take it," says Mayo.
"Yes, let's," agrees Miss Bennett with-

out moving her head from the position

which it has been decided is the most effec-

tive against the yellow of the hard studio

pillow. Studio bedding is yellow to avoid

too much light reflection and hilations, and
studio pillows are hard as a matter of

course.

The stage doors close. A bell rings twice.

Mayo calls "Quiet." The assistant direc-

tor calls "quiet" and adds an apologetic

"please." There is a moment of deadly
silence. A third light joins two already

showing on the sound engineer's table and
the attendant clicks a clicker.

Constance Bennett is apparently sound
asleep. Slowly she opens her eyes wide.

The script says she is to "sigh luxuriously

and stretch." She does that, just that.

"Cut," says Mayo, "once again, please."

"Test,, please," interrupts the camera-
man and Miss Bennett goes obediently back
to sleep again.

Now almost any actress could do what

Is there no justice? Why should Janet Currie (right) have to lug that big
microphone around while Ruth Selxvyn dangles the little one-pounder?
Ruth's "mike" is the latest type, just one-fifteenth the weight of the old

model.
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Miss Bennett has just done in that scene.

It's no trick to sigh luxuriously and to

stretch plenty.

But it's the way she sighs and stretches

and the way she looks when she sighs and
stretches that puts her in a class by herself.

Warner Brothers believe that many thou-

sand added people will go to see Constance
Bennett sigh and stretch and emote and to

hear her talk, extra people who wouldn't
go to see this picture "Bought" with any-
one else sighing and stretching and talking

and emoting.
And almost before you know it is eleven

o'clock and Miss Bennett is being photo-
graphed sitting up in bed, hugging her
knees and giving a million prospective fans

goose pimples of delight. It will take two
days of filming and several thousand dollars

in production costs to get Miss Bennett out
of that uncomfortable studio bed whereas
just a few hours ago she got out of a much
nicer one and into the booming Pacific in

a matter of minutes only, just for the ex-
ercise.

At two minutes to twelve Miss Bennett
complains of hunger. No one pays the
slightest attention. The fourth angle on
the sighing and stretching scene is being
filmed. The audiences will want to hear
her sigh and see her stretch from all four
directions. Such is fame, and beauty and
box office value.

This afternoon Miss Bennett will have a
scene with Dorothy Peterson, playing the
role of Miss Bennett's mother. But Miss

Bennett has had something to say about
those lines, during pauses and between
sighs and stretches during the morning.
The lines are too unsympathetic. The girl

she portrays has a false sense of values like

many young girls, but she needn't be al-

together unkind to her mother.
This has created some furore. Execu-

tives, writers, supervisors and others have
visited the set and talked privately to Miss
Bennett. One overhears her say

:

"But I have to believe in the part. I

can't say it that way if I don't feel it that

way. Can I ? Nov/ I think she would
say
—

"

That is what she eventually says, too,

because winning arguments is part of her
job, a part of it which she does very well

indeed. When the decision is announced
Miss Bennett suggests again that she is

hungry.
"Lunch," says Mayo.
"Lunch," echoes the assistant director.

"Everybody back at one-thirty."

Lunch hour is one of the very busiest

hours for Miss Bennett. She is wanted in

the wardrobe to approve or disapprove a
gown she is to wear in a later sequence.

She is wanted by the casting director to

look at the screen tests of some bit player
who is needed for a small role a week from
next Wednesday. She is wanted on the

telephone by the house-keeper at home who
has news of unexpected guests for dinner.

And she is hungry.
Back on the set and in bed again, Miss

Bennett rehearses once for the scene with
Miss Peterson. It is finally made. The
script girl reports that the company now
has six minutes of actual recording com-
pleted for the day. With luck they will end
up with ten or twelve minutes, which, when
edited and finally in the finished produc-
tion, should total at least two minutes.
There are thirty "shooting days" on the
schedule to make a picture not more than
seventy-five minutes long when finished.

Two and a half minutes of finished picture
a day is enough to complete "Bought" on
schedule.

At five-thirty Mayo says: "I think we'll

get you out of bed by tomorrow night,

Connie,"' and the company goes home.
But not "Connie." She stays to see

rushes and to talk story and to discuss a
hundred details of the picture. She has
more than a finger in her productions ; she
wields a spoon. She earns her money.
Such a laborer is worthy of her hire.

Then the long drive home and dinner,
perhaps with a guest. But no parties.

Miss Bennett is a business woman and
making pictures is her business. While she
is doing that she does little else. If she
could only be content to live a little less

luxuriously, to be a little less generous, to

be a little more economical that goal of
hers would be reached sooner. But she
will reach it soon enough. Too soon for

the public's liking.

Of course there are Sundays when she
doesn't make a dime

!
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THE LADY WHO DARED. First National.
Feeble story about a neglected wife who gets en-
tangled with a gang of smugglers. Bilhe Dove, Sid-
ney Blackmer and Conway Tearle head the cast.

THE LAWYER'S SECRET. Paramount. All
about a murder over gambling and an innocent man
taking the rap. However, there's Buddy Rogers.
Clive Brook, Richard Aden, Fay Wray and Jean
Arthur—which helps.*

THE MAD PARADE. Liberty. A thrilling all-

woman war picture with Evelyn Brent, June Clyde,
Lilyan Tashman, Louise Fazenda and Frit'.i Ridge-
way giving an interesting view of women's work in
the war.*

THE MALTESE FALCON. Warner Brothers.
Fairly interesting mystery melodrama with Ricardo
Cortez, as a detective, walking away with the acting
honors. Bebe Daniels is also pleasantly present.

THE NIGHT ANGEL. Paramount. A weak plot
submerges the characterizations depicted by Nancy
Carroll. Frederic March and Alan Hale. Don't get
excited if you've missed this.*

THE VICE SOUAD. Paramount. Paul Lukas
plays a stool pigeon—and how he plays it! Good
story and fine acting by Kay Frances, Paul and
Helen Johnston.*

THREE WHO LOVED. Radio. A good mvstery
drama with lots of suspense and potent love interest
by Conrad Nagel, Betty Compson and Robert Ames.

TRANSGRESSION. Radio. A most implausible
story but a grand cast including Ricardo Cortez.
Nance O'Neil, Paul Cavanaugh and lovely Kay
Francis giving a gorgeous fashion show.*

TWO GUN MAN. Tiffany. Peppy western with
Ken Maynard as the hard-riding two-gun man.
Lucille Powers is the girl.

UP FOR MURDER. Universal. A murder drama
with a newspaper background. Lew Ayres, Gene-
vieve Tobin and Frank McHugh work hard but the
picture lacks punch.*

WHITE SHOULDERS. Radio. A weak melo-
drama with Jack Holt as a caveman, Ricardo Cortez.
a gig. and Mary Astor, a chorus girl.*

WOMEN OF ALL NATIONS. Fox. Once again
Sergeant Quirt steals Captain Flagg's girl friends.
You'll laugh—but leave the kiddies at home.*

Short Features:

A CLEANUP ON THE CURB. Radio. Roseo;
Ates. as a stuttering gigolo, hands out plenty of
laughs. Lots of action and comedy.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT. NO. 0. Vilaphons.
More Ripley oddities. The subjects are entertaining
and worthwhile.

BIMBO. i'ax Fleischer Talkarlnoti. A clever and
original animated cartoon with Bimbo as a detective.

How is your astronomy?
Here's Frances Starr, Broad-
way stage star, who plays in
"Five Star Final" and "The
Star Witness." My stars!

CHECK AND RUBBER CHECK. Columbia. A
good comedy skit. Eddie Bnzzell tries to run faster
than his creditors. Good dialogue.

DIAMOND EXPERTS. Van Beuren. For the
baseball fan. This Grantland Rice Sportlight offers
exhibitions by Ty Cobb, Dazzy Vance and Jack
Coombs.

HATS OFF. Fox. A pictorial education. This
one traces the history of our country from Betsy
Ross through Washington, Lincoln, Roosevelt, West
Point and Annapolis. Good stuff.

I'M TELLING YOU. Paramount. A crisp, wise-
cracking short with Eugene and Willie Howard sup-
posedly being interviewed by a newspaper reporter.

KNIGHTS IN KHAKI. Falcon. The first of a
series of Boy Scout films. The story is entertaining.
The kiddies will enjoy this.

LAUGHING GRAVY. Roa.7i-.Uc/ro. Stan Laurel
and Oliver Hardy try' to smuggle a dog into a no-dog
rooming house. Very funny.

MOVIE-TOWN. Educational. The old maestro.
Mack Sennett, directs and acts in this one. It con-
tains a nice mixture of comedy material.

STOUT HEARTS AND WILLING HANDS.
RKO-Palhc. A burlesque on the sob dramas of
yesterday put over beautifully by Lew Cody. Laura
La Plante, Frank Fay, Mary Carr and Alec B.
Francis. See it.

THE FIREMAN. Universal. Oswald, the rabbit,
and his wife go to the firemen's picnic. Not up to
the usual Oswald standard.

THE MEAL TICKET. Yilaphone. This isn't a
treat—Jack Pearl and his German dialect do not go
over with the microphone. Poor gags.

THE REAL ESTATERS. Paramount. This one
is a howl from start to finish with Smith and Dale,
vaudeville team, as partners in real estate.

THE THAYER TRIAL. Educational. A William

J. Burns detective mystery. Very interesting.

TROUBLE FROM A BROAD. Radio. Ford
Sterling and Lucien Littlefield leave their fraus at
home and attend a reunion of their A. E. F. company
and meet Fiji! Sure-fire comedy.

UP AND DOWN NEW YORK. Central Films.
Burton Holmes takes us on a well-laid out tour of

New York from the Batten- to Washington Heights.
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I'm

over 40!

Fascinating stage and screen star has

a Complexion Secret you, too, can share!

PAULINE FREDERICK in her present stage
success, Elizabeth the Queen, transforms her
face with the versatility for which she is famous.

I AM over forty years old," says

Pauline Frederick. But who
would believe it looking at the recent

picture above!

"And I amnow realizing that birth-

days do not count if a woman keeps

her youthful complexion.

"After every performance of my
present stage vehicle, Elizabeth the

Queen, I use Lux Toilet Soap to

cleanse my skin of makeup. Not only

does it remove every trace of grease

paint, but it protects my complexion

and leaves my face feeling fresh and
invigorated.

"For a long period I have used this

soap regularly and find that it does

wonders for my skin."

Countless other beautiful women
of the stage and screen agree !

Hollywood's favorite

Complexion Care

In Hollywood, of the 613 important

actresses (including all stars) 605 use

fragrant white Lux Toilet Soap
regularly. The Broadway stars, the

European stars, too, are devoted to

it. Surely you will want to try it!

LUX Toilet Soap-iot
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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Keeping Your Youthful Beauty—Continued from page 63

sake, your mind's sake and your beauty's
sake.

In the exercise line and in line with
youth, learn some good games. You'll en-
joy them now but need them in the future.

The big thing about building beauty for

the middle years is in also building inter-

ests for that time. So if it's possible learn

to swim, to play tennis and golf, and such
sports. Also if it's possible become expert
in at least one of them. It will not only
keep you in physical trim but it will give
you something to think and talk about,
something to get you "invited places."

I think that last is most important, for
in this whole ^article I want to emphasize
what I firmly believe—and that is that

lasting beauty is founded on personal hap-
piness and contentment. That being true,

you can realize the importance of a young
girl's finding out for herself things that

will make her popular all her life.

Sports are one of those things. A good
sportswoman can mingle in any social

group. I saw a picture the other day of
little Betty Nuthall, the English tennis

champion, and Helen Jacobs, our own Cali-

fornia tennis player, chatting with the
Duchess of York, who is, as you know, the

most important woman in the British Em-
pire, next to Queen Mary herself. It

must have been a thrill for those two
youngsters—a thrill they would never have
experienced had they not learned how to

bat balls successfully across a net. A
Helen Hicks travels all over the world, in

the finest social groups, playing golf. A
Gertrude Ederle swims herself into fame
and fortune. And almost any girl, if she
will work hard enough, can do almost as

much for herself. Or even if she isn't

that ambitious, or hasn't the time and
money, she~can at least perfect her game,
whatever game it is, so that she is the
leader among her own group of friends.

After this must come a consistent care

of the skin and the hair. For young girls

I do not believe in a lot of cosmetics. If

you want to buy them and experiment with
them, go ahead. It's fun—but the chief

thing you need is cleanliness and care. Do
learn to make your beauty routine a habit.

Remember the necessity of the daily bath.

Learn to remove every trace of make-up
before retiring and do it so regularly that

you think no more of it than you do of
taking off your stockings before retiring.

Make it just as impossible not to do it

as it would be not to remove those silken

hose. Know that it is just as important to

keep clean inside as out and so drink lots

of water and do not tolerate faulty elimi-
nation.

When it comes to your hair, don't tor-

ture it with hot irons and bad waves any
more than you have to. Learn to brush it

and brush it, and then brush it some more.
Make this another habit. Don't tolerate
dandruff and dullness of color. They are
simply indications of a lack of attention
—and a good amount of attention will over-
come them and finally do away with them
lompletely.

Do these things. Develop your mind.
Make good_ friends and keep them. Keep
yourself poised. Try to grow, in wisdom,
in appreciation, in loyalties and emotions.
Such growth means beauty forever and
always.

So much for the youngsters. Now for
the oldsters.

No matter what your age, don't think it

is too late to improve. No matter what
your neglect, don't believe that it can't be
corrected. You can not, of course, look as
you did at sixteen no matter what you do

—but only a very foolish woman would
ever want to.

The first thing for you to do is to find

out just what is wrong with you. The
chances are that you are overweight, that
your skin is sagging and dry, and that you
have lost your mental pep. Well, none of
that's so awfully hard to change.
The first big important thing is to bring

your figure back to normal. This does
take will-power. You'll have to go on a
sensible diet and you'll have to do a lot

of gym work. But oh, what zest that will
give you and how your whole viewpoint
will smarten up.

If you are a big city woman, the smartest

Sylvia Ulback, the amazing
little woman who keeps the
stars in trim, admits to 49
years, but she doesn't look it.

thing you could do, in my opinion, would be
to indulge yourself in a trip to one of the
leading beauty salons, put yourself in the
hands of experts, and have a good critical
analysis made of all your faults. New York
has several such establishments, where you
can get anything from scalp treatments to
body massage and which make you come
out a new woman. They are expensive of
course, and therefore not within the reach
of every woman but I do believe such
beauty courses for the older woman are one
of the finest investments she can make.
There you can learn the newest tricks of
make-up, the finest sets of exercise. There
you can have your hair and your skin
coaxed back into condition.

I like this idea, not alone because it is

done by experts, but also because it puts
you at once into an atmosphere of beauty
and luxury. A new atmosphere is chiefly
the thing the older woman needs. From
twenty-five on, women have much too
much tendency to slump. The young mar-
ried woman is very busy with her home
and her babies. She forgets herself in her
happiness. The young business woman for-
gets herself in her job, if she is good at it.

or becomes discouraged, if she is not get-
ting ahead quickly enough. Either way
the woman in that period is neglectful. And
yet there are little guideposts on the way
to beauty danger.

The first sign is the gradual drying and
ageing of the skin. After twenty-five if

you have maintained your diet and exercise,
your skin should only require regular at-
tention with cold cream and astringents and
an occasional cleansing facial. But do be
cautious and continually supply the skin
with the oils it is gradually losing, and
watch closely that the muscles are not let-

ting down. The astringent will help pre-
vent that.

Somewhere the other day I read a nice
phrase, "make-up for the hair." I like
that much better than the old phrase "hair-
dye" and it indicates a new and more sensi-
ble attitude toward hair coloring.
Hair dyes must, of course, be used with

discretion. Cheap, harmful dyes are very
bad things and should be avoided at all

times. The best rule is to buy only the
finest brands or to have the hair treated in

the finest beauty establishments with an
operator whose integrity and skill you can
trust.

White hair is very beautiful and it

shouldn't be associated with senility, but
too often it is. It is associated with age
in the mind of the wearer, too, and lots of
women begin to droop with their first sil-

very locks and seem to give up entirely.

This is silly. Two of the most beautiful

women of my acquaintance have snow-
white hair. As they have had the good
sense to preserve their figures and their

skin and the added intelligence to keep their

hair smartly dressed, they present at all

times a most sophisticated and delightful

appearance. Their white hair makes them
much greater personalities than artificially

blonde hair would. However, I do think
for many women the restoring of the hair

to its original color is a very good thing
indeed. It makes them feel younger. It

gives them more scope in the colors they
can wear, and if they learn how to make up
properly it can make them appear more
beautiful. Dyed hair, however, needs con-
stant care. It must be brushed constantly

to avoid its getting that too-dry look that

colored hair frequently has. It must be
waved with the utmost care and it mustn't
be allowed to get all streaked.

It is equally important for the older wo-
man to dress smartly and neither be too
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Youth-tone Powder, Rouge

and Lipstick

. . . bring youth to your complexion,

as iSeventeen Perfume brings youth

to your mood! Seventeen Powder is

made lite two separate shades of

powder, then subtly fused, to imitate

the changing, transparent coloring

of the naturally young complexion.

Seventeen Rouge and Lipstick come

in matching, youth-tone shades. Use

tbese three accessories together, to

achieve tlie delicate complexion tints

of youth. Also: Seventeen Perfume,

Cleansing Cream, Tissue Cream,

Foundation Cream, Astringent,

Toilet W^ater, Dusting Powder,

Brillantines (solid and liquid)*

Sachet, and Talcum.

I ve found doubL

. . . it s a perjumel

7

says

JEAN HARLOW
' Here s tke latest movie gossip

... a new double s teen dis-

covered! A double for me . . .

quite a tlinll! Discovered by
myself . . . and recognized at

once. Well ... I von t be

mysterious any longer . . . my
double s name is iSeventeen . . .

yes, tke Perfume! And wky not?

Xkis perfume kas a ckaracter . . .

it s tremendously alert ... a

little teasing . . . quite youngisk.

Ok, you try iSeventeen and see

kow kard it is to find words

to fit tkius gorgeous perlumef 1"Iume

!

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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young nor too old in the models she
chooses. Hats should be carefully chosen
to avoid any kind of eyestrain that in its

turn would make her frown and produce
wrinkles. Gowns should suit the figure.

Youth can be a little tacky, if it likes. A
hem can dangle or a coat collar can be a
little dusty and if the girl is young enough
and pretty enough she can get away with
it. But the older woman should never run
such beauty risks.

Remember, beauty lies in the eye of the
beholder, and if the beholder sees stained
dresses, dandruffy collars, torn buttonholes

and such, it won't see your lovely eyes 'and
gentle mouth. Chic—real smartness—is

sophistication and the knowledge of what
is or isn't correct. By the time you have
reached maturity you are supposed to know
those things. If you show that you know
them, you will be honored accordingly.
People will say, "What a stunning woman,"
when it may be your costume that is really

stunning. But you have procured an effect

—and that is what you want.
Finally, keep your mind fresh. Don't do

the same old dull things. Stay stimulating.

Learn to talk well. Puppies and kittens and

babies—all very young things—can charm
us by the mere fact of being. Yet there is

nothing more charming than a fine mind
and nothing that holds us more than the
clever use of words. If you don't believe
that think of all the havoc such simple
words as "I love you" have wrought in

the world.
So learn to let your inner self shine forth

to the world. When you can accomplish
that you will be like that lovely description
that said

:

"Age cannot wither nor custom stale her
infinite variety."

Royal Children of Hollywood

are accepted quite matter-of-coursely by
the other school children, most of whom
are very much accustomed to American
Royalty and all its ways. Enid Bennett
Niblo visits schools often for conferences
with the teachers, so the latter tell me, and
recently she took the entire fifth grade to

see the Mission Play, as a stimulant to

their interest in early California history.

Gloria Swanson is on the front row of

proud mothers when her children are to be
on the program and attends P. T. A. as

often as she can.

Her daughter, Gloria, is extraordinarily
popular with her teachers, being extremely
intelligent and beautifully poised. She has
lovely eyes, and is dressed always in sim-
ple good taste. It seems that she has very
formal ideas on propriety, and was much
shocked not long ago when an ambitious
tourist-mother "Hello dearied" her in the

school offices. "Why did she speak to me
so?" she asked a teacher in rightfully of-

fended dignity, "I have never been intro-

duced to her."

Joseph, her nine year old brother, is a

"regular guy," so testify his baseball play-

ing companions. The children have recently

had their portraits painted, although they

never allow themselves to be snapped in

school pictures. Gloria is bothered with her
tonsils, but her mother has not consented

to their removal yet for fear the child will

regret any bad effects on her voice.

Leatrice Joy the second is the baby vamp
of the first grade, her curly hair and huge
eyes standing her in good stead. She picks

her own boy friends and isn't above doing
battle with any lass who dares dispute her
claims. Consequently her popularity with
first grade femininity is not great. "I'm
not shy, because my mother doesn't want
me to be," she announced on entering

school. And proceeded to prove her state-

ment.
Ann Harding may be a star of brightest

to the rest of the world, but at home she
gracefully concedes the center of the stage

to Jane Bannister, a flower-faced, happy-
hearted cherub, almost three. And Jane,
with the assurance possessed of all small

and only daughters, complacently accepts

such tribute from her "dear public." The
same being Ann Harding, actress mother,
and Harry Bannister, actor father. The
supporting cast consists of a household
chosen with efficiency a secondary consid-

eration, a love and understanding of chil-

dren and an ability to let them alone, para-
mount.
Ann plans to give her daughter freedom

in generous quantities. "People can't think
and talk at the same time," explains Ann,
"so we let Jane play alone, making up her
own games, and she is happy as a lark
most of the time."
"Have you had any behavior problems

Continued frotn page j>3

yet? Thumb sucking, for instance?"
"Yes. Jane sucked her thumb at night

for awhile. And at first I thought, 'Why,
bless her little heart, why not?' Then I

noticed it was affecting the shape of her
mouth, so we just sewed up her nightgown
sleeve and it stopped."
"No negativism yet?"

"Oh dear, yes. We were all dreadfully
upset when Jane all of a sudden took it

into her head to run to her daddy when I

called her, and to me when he called. We
consulted a baby specialist right away, and
my goodness, the solution was so simple."

"Tell me!"
"We were, you see, unwarrantably inter-

Howdy, Buddy! You can call him Harold Lloyd, Jr., ifyou wish, but he's
just "Buddy" to papa Harold and mama Mildred. Little Junior Lloyd
hasn't been interviewed so we can't say whether he wants to be a come-
dian or not; however, his theme song seems to be "Please Go 'Way And

Let Me Sleep."
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Created to Screen Star Types . . .

A New Kind of

BETTY COMPSON, famous
star, writes "I adore the lovely

soft colorings in make-up which I

know are possible to gain only

with Max Factor's Society

Make- Up.

EVALYN KNAPP
First National Star, and Max Fac-

tor, Hollywood's Make-Up Genius,

using the correct color harmony shade

in face powder.

Evalyn Knapp says;

"I have found that my individual

color harmony in Society Make-Up

is absolutely faultless."

JOAN BLONDELL, Firs

National star, says: "Max Fac-

tor's color harmony is 'the discov-

ery' ofthe dayfrom every woman's

viewpoint."

MAXaFACTOR'S Society MAKE-UP
^WTmetics of the Stan HOLLYWOOD

96% of all Make-Up used by Hollywood's Stars and Studios is Max Factor's.

(Los Angtltl Chamber of Comment Statistics ) ©'931 MdX F"aor

Make-up
Now Readyfor You

Individual color harmony in everyday make-upfor every vari-

ation i?i blonde, brunette, redhead and brownette . . .no more

off-colors ... no clash in colors ...no harsh, grotesque effects...

perfect blendi?ig of color har?nony and texture so that jnake-up

beautifies ifidetectably . . . lastingly perfect u?ider most trying

conditions . . . created to the matchless beauty of screen star

types a?id proved perfect by the host of Hollywood stars!

COLOR HARMONY is the magic artistry to accentuate alluring

beauty in a new kind of make-up originated by Max Factor,

Hollywood's Genius of Make-Up, for the screen stars . . . and for you.

This new idea in Society Make-Up ... in the powder, rouge, lip-

stick and other requisites important to your every-day beauty ... is so

certain in beauty results that Max Factor's make-up is beauty insurance

in the wonderful, thrilling productions costing millions released from

all Hollywood Studios.

"The beauty effect of make-up depends on color harmony in the

make-up ensemble," says Max Factor. "No more is beauty in pictures

risked to the haphazard selection of a face powder, or rouge or lip-

stick. The complete make-up is developed in perfect color harmony

to blend with the colorings of the individual, whether she be blonde,

brunette, redhead or brownette."

Now you may share this priceless beauty secret. You may have

(JYYlIq tjfU7l
your own individual color harmony in Society Make-Up created for

/ you by Max Factor . . .just as though you were a screen star. A Society

Make-Up ensemble . . . powder, rouge, lipstick, eyeshadow, etc. ... so

perfect in color harmony, in texture, in velvety smoothness that the

complete make-up will blend perfectly with the skin texture, enhanc-

ing natural beauty without visibly revealing make-up.

Discover now what Hollywood's Make-Up discovery will bring

to you personally in added charm and fascination. Just mail coupon to

III
Max Factor for your complexion analysis, make-up color

harmony chart and copy of his book, "The New Art of

Society Make-Up". . . a gift prized by famous stars of

filmland, and perhaps the most important you may

I ever receive.

F~ MAIL FOR YOUR COMPLEXION ANALYSIS
I Mr. Max Factor—Max Factor Studios, Hollywood, Calif. 4-9-42

| Send me, without obligation, my complexion analysis, make-up color

|
harmony chart, and 48-page illustrated book, "The Nen- Art of Society

J

Make-Up". I enclose 10c (coin or stamps) for postage and handling

COMPLEXION COLOR EVES LIPS

Ligh, Main

Ejir COLOR LASHES Co-

Mtdiurr,
|

SKIN

Ruddy COLOR HAIR ca,

Dirk r>r

SaOoo AGE
or,« Answer with Qwck Mart
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fering with her life by issuing unnecessary
commands. We should not give her the op-
portunity to refuse if her coming is im-
perative. Then, you see, negativism doesn't

have the chance to take root." (Negativism
is called just plain cussedness by those not

read in child psychology!)

"Ever spank her?"

"Never ! I have placed her on the same
basis that life will later. If she cannot be
amiable she is left alone. That will be
society's punishment, so why not prepare
her?"

"I try to be considerate of her rights,"

Ann continued, "I never make her quit

what she is doing without giving her time
to adjust herself, and I do not grab her
up and squeeze her just to suit my own
mood. Consequently I have a very affec-

tionate child."

Just at this perfect moment, as though
taking a cue, little blonde curly-headed

Jane toddled into the room, and with happy
gurgles of "Mummie" appropriated her
mother's lap, there to nestle in absorbed
adoration until the curtain was rung down
on the interview. Ann tried hard, but she

wasn't altogether successful in suppressing

a look of pleased triumph. And why should
she? Not many children are accommodat-
ing enough to demonstrate their mother's
pet theories. One envies her luck.

"Is it so hard to be patient when you
aren't tied to the mothering job all day?"
"Of course it isn't. If I stayed with her

all the time I would have to sacrifice my
career and that would be putting the baby
under too great a debt to me, at least in

my mother-mind. It would make me too

possessive. When, Heavens above, the

child owes me nothing—except my having
given her Harry for a father!"

All this time we were pleasantly tea-ing,

Jane absorbed in trying on her mother's
beads.

"Now let's take allowances and careers."

"Jane can have any career she desires,

but I hope she will have fun at it, whatever
it is. She must earn her allowance."

"At household tasks?"
"At anything she wants to do. So there

will be a spirit of adventure in money-earn-
ing from the very first."

Somehow you feel that Jane will never
be a child to curtsey, charming affectation

though it is. Rather, she will offer a warm,
friendly little paw, fearlessly searching
your eyes as she does so.

Harold Lloyd, the only comedian ever
billed without an aching heart thrown in,

doesn't leave his gorgeous sense of humor
behind in the studio file cabinets when he
goes home. Matter of truth is, he applies

it both happily and practically to such do-
mestic matters as the upbringing of his

five and six year olders, Peggy and Gloria.

"We ignore all that we can," he was
referring to any outcropping of naughtiness
on their part, "because we go on the theory
that the less emphasis placed on undesir-
able actions, the quicker forgotten. In more
drastic cases, I just jolly them along until

their humor brightens."

"So that's what the old wood-shed has
come to?"
Harold grinned. "Usually ends up witli

them telling me all about it, and we talk

it over. Isn't that better than sending them
away resentfully crying? I respect their

confidences, too. Only I try to teach them
not to take themselves too seriously. That's
why we have decided to retire them a bit

from the head-lines. They are reading now,
and we don't want them to get the idea

they rate a place in the sun without meri-
torious effort on their part."

The twenty minutes Harold had to spare
were up, so I hunted up "the Mrs." and we
went into a huddle. How long it was before
we discovered that our two daughters were

the same age, I will leave you to guess.

How far had Gloria read in the first

reader ? What did I do for croupy cough ?

How did she get Gloria to share her cher-

ished toys without being crushed when the

visitor manhandled them? Did I think that

expression lessons made them artificial ?

And so on. Two mothers the world over.

Only, for business reasons, I had really to

listen when her child was to the conver-
sational fore. Mildred and Harold are both
impressed with the rights of a child to have
brothers and sisters. Some one dear to

share with, to compete with, to love, pro-

tect, and make-believe with. That is why
there is now a son, Harold, Jr., as well as

the new sister, Peggy.
When I asked Irene Rich in a come-to-

judgment voice how she regulated the con-
duct of Jane, fourteen, and Frances, twenty,
her poise melted into laughing, even guilty

confusion. She hadn't. She didn't. That's
all. "Oh, yes," triumphantly, "once I did."

Then, twinkling naughtily, "When Frances
was three she refused point blank to say
good morning to a woman friend."

" 'Say good-morning, Frances,' "I insisted.

"Silence. (Mothers galore will recognize
this.)

" 'All right, you can't have breakfast un-
til you do.' More silence. Relieved silence.

Where was there any punishment to that?"
So, the lesson having started, it must

continue until mother triumphed. Frances
spent the day in her room, while mother

—

very, very young mother—labored, coaxed,
berated. Finally, "Well, write it then."

Frances was willing, since that meant that

mother must do most of the work. Victory
at last! Irene congratulating herself on
her unrelenting firmness! When a still,

small voice piped up, "I don't care, I never
said it like you said I must!"
"Ever since then we have just talked

things over, and I have tried to point the

way, but have not insisted on my advice
being taken. After all, who am I to set

down certain laws and insist they are right

!

I make plenty of mistakes yet, and learn
thereby; why not let them do the same?"

This system seems to have worked beau-
tifully, for the girls have never assumed
that dreaded adolescent superiority, but in-

stead write home to mother twenty-seven
page letters several times a week, replete

with "I tried to think what you would
have done."

A more conventional upbringing is in

store for Dolores Ethel May Barrymore.
Of course she is under the usual baby
specialist, eating and sleeping on schedule
and all that sort of thing, but "We don't
think it fair to a child to make it respon-
sible for its mistakes," defended Dolores
when quizzed on her ideas of freedom in

the home, "but of course she will choose
her own career."

"Even if she wants to be a dentist?"

Dolores regarded me with sweet com-
passion. Of course I couldn't possibly real-

ize that I was speaking of an offspring of
the famous houses of Costello-Barrymore

!

She will be given an allowance in order
that she will understand how to take care
of the money that will some day be hers.

And it's quite likely that she will be edu-
cated in a convent. Such is the protective
and conservative program planned by that

almost erratically unconventional John
Barrymore for his daughter

!

Sheila and Andrew McLaglen, children
of Victor McLaglen, are being given a
particularly thoughtful education. They
enjoyed the freer type in their more forma-
tive years, and now, when sitting still isn't

such hard work, the more formal sort. The
parents are determined not to ruin the lives

of their children by too much dictation. So
Sheila may or may not develop her talents

for music and art. It's all up to Sheila.

And Andrew's education will be directed

only to the point of insuring a solid founda-
tion for any life work he may later elect.

Explanations and talks take the place of
more severe discipline. They are required
to eat what they are served without com-
ment, both for the sake of their health and
their manners.

Incidentally, Andrew has won his fourth
boxing championship at his school, and is

being matched against fifteen-year old boys.
And he's only ten. Taking after his soldier

dad?
Enid Bennett Niblo, of so lovely a

mother type that she has recently been
induced to return to the screen as the
mother of the famous "Skippy," has many
different problems occurring simultaneously
in her home, for her children are of widely
different ages and varying temperaments.

There is Loris, ten, dark, artistic, sensi-

tive, who would like to look upon herself
as a very grand princess, so, earnest mother

Director Edgar Selwyn visited his wife, Ruth Selwyn, and Mary Duncan
on the "Five and Ten" set where the girls are appearing with Marion

Davies in the Fannie Hurst story.
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that she is, Enid struggles to keep daughter's

feet upon the good old terra firma. And
public schools are proving a great help.

Peter, aged six, having lived aloof upon a

hill-top all his life, prefers his own thoughts

to those of his fellow creatures, so he could

do without school very nicely, thank you.

It is reported that recently school actually

made him sick at his stomach, and mother
Enid hovered near all morning, afraid to

go home for fear he was really sick, and
loath to give in to any grand-standing.

Judith is three, a sunny babe, quite the pet

of the family. Just now her main interest

is in flowers and crayolas.

Mrs. Buster Keaton has plenty of assist-

ance in bringing up her two boys, Bob,
aged six, and Dick, eight. For Aunt
Norma, Aunt Constance, and Grandmother
Talmadge are always ready to do what
they can to see that the boys get the most
out of life. The most chocolates ! The
most toys ! The most fun ! It's a good
thing that Buster understands the proper
offsets for too much adoration, for he
chases them out into the open, bats balls

that send their small legs scurrying, and
boxes them all over the place.

Johnny Mack Brown hasn't planned
ahead much for two-year old Jane Harriet.
He is counting on a wholesome diet and
plenty of sunshine to give him a happy,
healthy daughter, whose mental equipment
will naturally measure up.

The Joe E. Browns have an interesting
group—Don, Joe, and Alary Elizabeth. The
latter is a pink-cheeked, ducky little dar-
ling, not yet a year old. Don is sensitive
and artistic, hates boys who step on flow-
ers, and adores riding alone in the country.
Joe has the high I. Q. of the family. In
fact he had the highest one of any three-
year old child in Pennsylvania when he was
that age. Allowances are "out" in this

household, where it is held that definite

money for stated purposes is more practical.

All the children are to be trained to work,
for their own self-respect.

One is apt to find, all in all, that the
"Royal Children of Hollywood" are much
like other healthy, normal little people
whose parents have both the means and the
intelligence to afford them the best of mod-
ern care and upbringing.

Sheila McLaglen, daughter of
Vic McLaglen, is one of the
well-brought-up kiddies of
the screen colony. She's to

choose her own career.
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Garbo Going Legit ?—Continued from page 21

calls "on fire" Garbo became more nearly

the Hollywood star than at any other point

in her career. She even went to movie
openings. She played tennis at John's
house. She went swimming in John's pool.

Then the Gilbert affair died, and Greta
once more held aloof. She used to go
sometimes to see Frances Marion when
Frances lived in her magnificent home on a

hill. Greta played with Frances' little son
—and the horses and dogs that cluttered up
the Frances Marion-Fred Thompson estate.

Garbo, according to Frances, has a way
with children and animals that few can
boast. They love her—she loves them.
Among her few intimates are the Jaques
Feyders and the junior Feyders. Garbo is

a kid herself when she romps with these

youngsters.

Of course, Garbo is shy. There's no
denying that. This writer met her on the

occasion of her brief stop in New York sev-

eral years ago on her return from her
vacation in Sweden. And was amazed at

her friendliness, her simplicity,-—and her
beauty. Such a complexion ! You'll be
pleased to know that Garbo, off screen,

looks at least five years younger than she

does on. That day she was wearing the

plainest of tailored suits. Her hair—lovely,

pale gold hair—her fine, fair skin—her dis-

arming grin—for the real Garbo does not

smile slowly, or studiedly; she grins!—were
most endearing. She chose her words with

care. She spoke slowly, almost hesitantly.

And—there's no getting around it—she

was a little nervous. She didn't pretend

to know what magazine I represented. She
had consented to see just two press people

—the motion picture editor of The New
York Times, and myself. And she was not

to be quoted. I think now that this refusal

to answer questions for publication is a

wise one. Because Garbo is not articulate

—except for her art. She is not a con-

versationalist. She seems not to be at ease

with words. She—feels. She expresses

herself in her acting.

"What magazine?" she asked.

I told her : "Screenland."
"Ah, yes. We think a lot of it out there."

I sat beside her on the couch and she

seemed to get a little kick out of insisting

that I smoke her cigarettes
—"my own," she

added. But when I tried to draw her out

as to just how she felt about this Garbo
business—because I saw her as a nice, shy,

quiet girl suddenly become rich and suc-

cessful, while remaining the same, and per-

haps a little puzzled by this success—she

blushed. I recalled to her the thousands of

girls throughout the country going in for

Garbo bobs and Garbo necklines. She kept

on blushing. And then I asked her which
of her own pictures she liked best—and she

was so obviously at a loss for an answer
that I gave it up, and we just talked. Not
Garbo and a reporter. But a nice girl who
had just returned from a visit to the home
folks in Sweden, and a friend who had
dropped in to say hello. Garbo has nice

manners. I know little of her family back-
ground, but I imagine her mother must
have brought her up in the good, old-fash-

ioned way. She said she was glad to be
back—that she had missed Hollywood more
than she had thought possible—-and a flash

of humor came when she remarked that

when she had been surrounded by crowds
in Sweden she had felt like murmuring "I

go home!" as she was supposed to have
done in Hollywood.
Not a movie queen. Garbo will never be

that. She is the most famous girl on the
screen, but she spurns the trappings of star-

dom. Essentially simple and real, she must
be true to herself.

And that is why I wonder if she will not,

in time, tire of being "a big box office at-

traction." The lure of American gold is

plenty powerful, as so many foreign stars

have demonstrated. And Garbo is no ex-
ception. She likes success. She enjoys
her comfortable home and her name in

lights and her own portable dressing room.
But also, her tastes are far more simple
than most of our own native stars. She
can't be bothered much about clothes. She
doesn't enjoy parties. She seldom enter-

tains. She goes on an occasional shopping
spree, but no one has ever seen her wear-
ing jewels off the screen. No—Garbo de-
spises tinsel. She simply can't be annoyed

!

So how long will she be satisfied to be a
commercial success ? As long as her pic-

tures make money she is secure as a Holly-
wood personality. But is she developing
as an actress ? Is she happy playing the
roles assigned to her? Is she proud of her
own pictures ?

Only Garbo, herself, can answer these
questions. And she won't. But we may
venture our opinion. And that is—that
Garbo is ambitious for- a success that Hol-
lywood cannot give her. An artistic tri-

umph. A great role in a great play, that

will approach the highest critical standards
that Europe holds to. The artistic success
she probably dreamed about when, a girl

in her teens, she studied at the Royal Dra-
matic School in Sweden. Garbo, if we can
believe what we read in her deep eyes, is

not satisfied. She has received the acclaim

of millions, but by her own yardstick—the
yardstick by which the real actress must
always measure her own portrayals—is she
a success ? It is in Garbo to prefer the
plaudits of a small, select audience to the
roars of the crowds.
Can you imagine her—a classic figure

in the most beautiful open-air theatre of
the modern world—performing under the
magic guidance of Max Reinhardt? Re-
member Stiller, the Svengali of her career?
He inspired her. May sh* not need an-
other Svengali—Reinhardt, say—to spur
her on to greater artistic heights than she
has yet achieved?

In the Reinhardt open-air theatre the
players and the audience will be surrounded
by beauty. Great trees—statues of mytho-
logical figures—and a grotto serving" as a
recreation and refreshment room between
acts. The new Reinhardt theatre will have
room for only about 200 persons, and the
plays will be performed exclusively for in-

vited audiences. The great of Europe and
America will be represented. The finest

minds, the most exquisite culture will find

their way to Leopoldskron. Though the
most expensive theatre in the world, the
Reinhardt open-air playhouse could hardly
afford to pay Garbo's American salary

;

but the prestige of appearing would be well
nigh priceless. A perfect setting for one
of the rare women of her time.

Is Garbo a Galatea seeking her Pyg-
malion? In any event, she is one Holly-
wood star whose stage may be the world

!

Grera Garbo and her new leading man, Clark Gable, in a scene from
"Susan Lennox, Her Fall and Rise." Will this be the beginning of a new

starring team?
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appreciation for fine things, a great ad-

miration for the top notchers in any field.

I am always intrigued by his exciting,

breathless manner. One feels that he is

ever on the verge of doing something tre-

mendously important. He has a habit of

saying startling things, which may or may
not be true. It's not an attempt to deceive,

but a desire to see how much you will

"swallow" and how you'll react.

In business arrangements, studio con-

tracts, and living expenses, he is very care-

ful. Budgets are his meat. He likes

everything around him to run on a

schedule—but doesn't want to be clocked
himself. He is more inclined towards sav-

ing than extravagance. I think when he
becomes wealthy he will spend his money
on art treasures and invest it in some form
of show business.

For a person who has so much to do,

Doug is alone quite a bit. Yet he would
rather have company than solitude, and is

most democratic. Away from the studios

he is quieter than on the sets, where he is

likely to be stirring things up. A great

sense of humor. But he prefers gags to

subtle jokes. He laughs a lot.

Actually very gullible, except in business

matters, he is often depressed and then it

takes him a long time to recover. This is

because he is particularly sensitive to what
people think about him. He loves to talk.

When he gets started he won't drop a sub-

ject until it has been given a thorough
treatment

!

People older than himself interest him
more than those his own age, and he has
more men than women friends. Yet he

Doil^

—

Continued from page 26

invariably notices how women arc dressed
and wants them to be in the latest mode.
Personally, he used to affect the Barry-
more mode of sloppiness, but now he has
outgrown that and has gone stylish. Doug
is very imitative. He used to go over to

John Barrymore's dressing room and talk

by the hour. He had a regular Barrymore
complex.
At school he was always the fellow who

got caught for cutting up. If anything
went amiss it was "Hey, you, Fairbanks!"
who got bawled out. We had to furnish

our own athletic equipment, and Doug had
the finest football uniform in school. He
would trot out optimistically every after-

noon. But he was too young and too fat

to rate with the high school team.
We were going to Harvard School in

Los Angeles then. I used to spend my
week-ends at his home. Doug's mother
was renting Ethel Clayton's house which
adjoined the Hollywood High School ath-

letic field. Though we were still in the

grammar grades, we used to go over and
try to play baseball with the older fellows.

When we found that we weren't much good
we formed an exclusive secret-society-for-

two and made a clubhouse out of an old
store-room in his back yard.

The incident that stands out most from
those days is the time he tried to ride his

father's horse. Doug, Sr. was making
"The Mark of Zorro" and staged a rodeo
for Doug's benefit. The horse in question
was a very spirited one, but Doug thought
he could ride it if his father could. After
the horse kicked him off, a hospital housed
him for a week

!

Doug always has admired his father

tremendously, and when he was a kid

wanted to be as athletic as his dad. When
the time came for him to start high school,

he went to Europe and studied in Paris
under a tutor for several years. So, after

he returned at the age of 15, he was no
longer the fat little boy I had known. He
had grown almost a foot, was slender, and
had a peach of a build.

And he had a tuxedo ! That was the

blow that almost ruined my young life

—

until I talked my folks into buying me one,

too.

Those years abroad had little effect on
Doug. He learned to speak French and a

little German, and made a warm friend of

Maurice Chevalier. Yet he was much the
same mentally when he came back to go
into pictures. By this time his admiration
for Barrymore's type had lessened his in-

terest in athletic acting. Now he is rather
a good athlete, but sports have become
incidental to other things.

Doug's father let us spend several sum-
mers at his beach camp at Laguna. It was
on a deserted half-mile cove, and we ran
around all day in swimming trunks, trying
to get as tan and look as tough as possible

Doug took a very imposing tan, while I

blistered—and you can bet that riled me.
We took javelins and a discus and had

a place marked off to put the shot. Rod la

Rocque came down one summer. Doug's
companion and tutor, Carleton Hoekstra

—

"Hooky" for short—was the guiding spirit.

He had been captain of the football team
in a small Eastern university

;
incidentally,

he is now with Charlie Farrell. There
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were usually three or four other fellows

with us down there. We had seven tents,

including a cook-house with a cook to run
it. You can imagine what a grand time

we had.

In the evenings we would put on sailor

pants and sweatshirts and drive into

Balboa, where we'd look as hard-boiled as

we could. We'd sit around on the curbs

chewing tobacco, and rolling cigarettes,

and make sarcastic remarks about the

dance-hall sheiks who were all slicked up.

One of the boys with us was particu-

larly naive. He would believe any and
every thing, so Doug took great joy in kid-

ding him. The funny part was that Doug
himself was equally gullible—with a girl.

He believed anything a girl told him.

As we grew older we still took his

cousins—Flobelle and Mary Margaret
Fairbanks—around with us. Doug's first

sweetheart was Betty Bronson. He was
a one-woman man from the start, and how
Betty used to tease him. He'd get terribly

jealous. His mother used to give lots of

parties for our crowd, and Doug shone at

bridge, ping pong, and such parlor tricks.

No actor in Hollywood is busier than
Doug. But he likes to entertain just as in

the old days—which sounds as if I were
looking back into a dim past, when I mean
only a few years ago. Now he prefers to

invite a few friends to his home, rather
than going out to hotels.

He is just beginning to find himself,

after passing through various imitative

stages. Lately he has begun to play prac-
tical jokes, which shows that he is becom-
ing more like his father. Impetuous, and
naturally inclined to do things without
worrying about what people will say, he is

supremely happy when he has his own

way. He is thoughtful of others only to a
degree, being mostly concerned with hie
immediate circle of friends.

The fairly quiet and simple life appeals
to him. He and Joan live far out from
Hollywood, on the most secluded street in

Brentwood, so they can have time for
themselves alone. They love to attend
premieres and are ardent theatregoers, but
at the same time they want a home of their
own, free from a crowd, where they can be
alone together when they want to be.

For what do I admire Doug most? For
his good fellowship. Ours is a friendship
based on a perfect understanding of each
other. We each know what the other
thinks and what his reaction will be. And.
I suppose, I like him because he's always
been my closest pal. Remember this : your
friend is the man who knows all about you
and still likes you!

friends do the vocalizing and strumming.
A subtle flatterer.

He enjoys being more or less in love.

Nothing serious has ever hit his heart as

yet, but plenty of red lips have tempted
him to turn the night into day. Blondes,

brunettes, and redheads all take their turn

in his date book. He varies widely in his

feminine choices. One moment he can
stand only the demure kind. Then he
becomes muchly intrigued in a muy calicnte

lady. Consequently, his girl friends, who
are more apt to be society than picture, are

kept guessing. He leaves them while they

are still crying for more attention.

Phil is not conceited enough for his own
good. He lacked self-confidence when he

was a kid. He still is deficient. Perhaps
this has been due to the fact that he was
never particularly interested in anything
special until this past year when he began
doing so well in the talkies.

He prefers to mix, rather than to be
alone. His natural diffidence and gentle-

manliness make some people consider him
slightly snobbish, but he really isn't. Be-
ing brought up in a well-bred, dignified

home does not usually produce a loud
speaker.

Not overly fond of dressing up, he man-
ages to look like a Vanity Fair fashion

plate when he decides to fix up. His suits

are always from the finest tailors.

He has traveled a lot and is at home in

Paris, London, and New York just as

much as he is in Hollywood. Speaks
French almost as easily as English. When
he came back from Cambridge with a
swanky accent we kidded the life out of

him until he toned it down. He still re-

tains a little of it, giving the impression
that he has been on the stage for a long
time.

And stage plays are no novelty to him.
He has done juvenile leads in several.

His father, Taylor Holmes, gives him in-

valuable advice, but does not try to coach
him too intensively. Phil likes to play on
the stage very much. He doesn't do so
because he realizes that the talkies offer

a greater opportunity. Seeing all the stage
productions which come to Los Angeles
gives him some consolation. He gets satis-

faction from attending premieres and being
recognized as a celebrity.

He acts pretty much the same all the
time—at the studio, at the beach, and at

home. He has his company manners for

special occasions, just as we all do. And
he can adjust himself miraculously to the
time, the place, and the persons. This
lightning adaptation to any situation is

marvelous to me. If he isn't feeling chip-

per, he can get into a good humor instan-

—Continued from page 27

taneously. This looks like a gift of the

gods

!

As a kid Phil was no.t as interested in

acting as I was. Though his father was a
famous star on the stage and in pictures,

and Phil hung round watching his father

perform during vacations, he thought he
would rather be a Wall Street broker or
something like that than an actor. That
was the Princetonian influence.

When we went to military school to-

gether we used to try to see which one of

us could stir up the most trouble. Phil
was my superior officer, being a year older
and a year ahead of me. That used to

make me jealous of him.
At the end of my year in this particular

school I was ten hours ahead of him in the
matter of punishment, so I quit.

Growing older, we would go to country
club dances and get into arguments over
girls whom, sometimes, we hardly knew.
Whenever Phil was invited to a party I'd

go along, too, and he'd do the same when I

was asked. We used to drink beer during
our flaming youth age. The funny thing
was that when we'd had a bit too much
Phil would get pugilistic while I'd get

Isn't he cute? That's Phillips
Holmes at the age of two be-
fore he had any thoughts of
becoming a screen sensation.

terribly argumentative. Which prevented
any serious fights as we never agreed on
how to settle a dispute

!

The lad is death on cars. I guess I'd

loan him transportation now. Even last

year he wrecked himself, though, so I view
with alarm any request of his to drive.

Once when we were together at the
beach for the summer Phil had a date. I

loaned him my new roadster. He was to
meet me in town and bring me home later

in the evening. At three A. M. I was
still waiting at the village drugstore. Fin-
ally the boys who were staying at our
camp came in for me in an old Ford. As
we were driving down the dark road
towards camp we saw a man flagging us.

We stopped and it was Phil.

He nonchalantly climbed in—that boy
never has to reach for anything smokeable
to be at ease !—and, when I insisted upon
knowing where the new car was, he said,

"Oh, it's down the road a way."
We found it run off an embankment and

turned over. We had to go back to town
and wake up a garage-man and have him
pull it back onto the road. Phil never
offered any explanation, merely remarking
as an afterthought that the lady of the
evening had gone home! Evidently she
preferred the walkies to the company of
such a devil-may-care motorist.
Another time I recall him driving an-

other fellow's car.' Absent-mindedly he ran
into a curb and blew out both front tires.

After he was hit broadside last year his

family decided that a Ford didn't have
enough accident resistance. So now he
sports a Packard roadster. So far, so good.
But I have my doubts as to how long it

will remain dentless.

Phil has no complexes. He doesn't read
much and so hasn't delved into any peculiar
psychologies. He isn't especially athletic,

but is proficient enough in common sports.

The Beach Club at Santa Monica is proud
of having him as one of its most consis-

tent patrons. The society members wait
anxiously for him to come out to tan.

He lives at home with his mother and
father, high up on the hillside, a half

dozen blocks from the Chinese Theatre in

Hollywood. He has a younger brother
and sister who attend private schools and
are tremendously impressed by his success.

A swell guy, Phil ! He has wonderful
potentialities as an actor. I have already
discovered his aptitude for friendship. I

don't know how clear a picture I've given
you of my best friend. He's such a many-
sided person. But I honestly think it's a
rather rare and grand thing to have a
childhood association last the way ours has
lasted all these years

!
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' Mrs. Butterworth's

Boy—Charles

Continued from page 60

To be frank and shocking about it,

"Cholly" is a rounder. "Cholly" is a big

time boy, a Broadway stage star famous

for his Rotarian speech delivered in

"Americana," his role in "Sweet Adeline,"

and his ability to sing two songs as half

of a duet with Heywood Broun, said songs

being The Fire of 58, and Abraham Brown
the Sailor, the latter being only a disguised

Barnacle Bill. These are said to be sung

exclusively in speakeasies.

There is no one quite like Butterworth.

His peculiar brand of humor has been

traced to his ancestry, his adolescent en-

vironment, and a blow on the head received

as a child—but none of these could account

for all his characteristics.

Butterworth. along with James \\ hit-

comb Rilev. George Ade. J. P. McEvoy
and Ring Lardner, is an Indiana boy.

When vou ask him his birthplace he al-

wavs mentions that Riley, Ade, etc., were

also born there, giving you the impression

that his birth there was a tremendous men-

tal feat, for which he deserves sole credit.

The town of South Bend claimed Butter-

worth's presence until high school gradu-

ation, from which he matriculated to Notre

Dame, twelve miles away. "Cholls"

emerged from Notre Dame bearing a

parchment entitling him to practice law, an

achievement he belittles by saying he

thought he was studying medicine. Realize

it! Butterworth, the zany, is a lawyer!

He was a newspaper man once himself,

and he explains just how good he was by

saying that Lardner, McEvoy and he

worked on the South Bend News-Times—
and Lardner was fired. Butterworth was

fired, too, but was taken back when it was

discovered he was courting the daughter of

South Bend's biggest advertiser.

It is interesting to note that even at nine-

teen years of age a city editor was so ap-

preciative of Butterworth's dead pan that

he was assigned to cover the undertaker as

his news beat. During the day he attended

Notre Dame where he had a scholarship,

incidentally, for dramatics, and at night he

would go through the pockets of pretty

dead strangers to find if, maybe, they were

President McKinley or someone equally

worthy of two columns in the News-Times.
He never found anyone important, although

he once made the grave mistake (no pun
intended) of reporting the death of one of

South Bend's leading live citizens. When
that gentleman stormed into the Nezvs-

Times office to demand justice, an apology,

or a duel. Butterworth offered to correct

the mistake by the simple gesture of listing

the gentleman in the next day's birth list,

thus giving him a new start in life and
counter-balancing the poor man's alleged

demise. That was when he was fired.

Having been admitted to the Indiana bar—"A word with a nice smack to it," to

quote Butterworth—he found he was faced

with the necessity of making a living in

order to eat. J. C. Nugent, that week, was
the headliner at the local vaudeville house.
Butterworth told the doorman he was
Nugent's brother and got into the great
one's dressing room.
Nugent was behind a screen dressing

when Butterworth entered. "Mr. Nugent?"
said Butterworth. "Yes," said the actor.

"J. C. ?" asked Butterworth. "Yes," said
the voice behind the screen. "I was won-
dering if you would listen to two mono-
logues I have." said Butterworth, and
promptly began his famous A Day at the
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We Have a Way with Figures
Quick Reduction Where You Need It!

Here is a safe, quick way of gaining the lovely, youthful
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ANKLE REDUCER
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ankles! Wear our reducer under your
hose. Supports the arch, relieves vari-

cose veins and swelling. Made of fine
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Given Ton to

Decorate!

In Your Own Home!
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nified way! No canvass-
ing, no soliciting. No
previous training needed.
No tedious study nor
memorizing. Decorate
lovely giftwares in your
spare moments. WESHOW YOU HOW.
With Monsieur Petit's
Secret of Three Simple
Steps you can start at
once, for fine cash in-
come. [Your success is

assured. We want
women in every c om-
munity. Be the first!

i

iMimegQuick
Besrin Right Away!
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WITHOUT EXTRA COST.
Thousands of women, many
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easy way to bring In money
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FREE!
Beautiful Fireside book
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full colors. Explains
everything. Fill in and
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gation. Act now!

I FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES,
I Dept. 39-M, Adrian, Mich.
I Send me Free Book. This does
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ONE DROP ON

CORNS
PAIN EASES INSTANTLY

CORNS COME OFF

ONE drop of this amazing liquid and
soon any corn or callus shrivels up

and loosens. Peel it off with your fingers

like dead skin. Don't risk dangerous
paring. Removes the whole corn. Acts
instantly, like a local anaesthetic, to stop
pain while it works. Doctors approve it.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Works alike

on any corn or callus — old or new,
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GETS-IT" World's
Fastest Way
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Ideal For Summer
THE WORLD'S MOST
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Swimming, dancing, outdoor
sports ... all the pleasures of
summer conspire to ruin your
make-up. More than any other

time, you need Tangee, the one
lipstick that stays on despite

sun and water! And looks
natural all the while!

Tangee gives that vital glow of freshness,

that natural color which is so much in
vogue today! For Tangee is based on a mar-
velous color principle. .. entirely different

from any other lipstick! Magically it takes

on color after you apply it . . . and blends
perfectly with your natural, individual color-

ing, whether blonde, brunette or red-head.

Tangee leaves no greasy smear of glaring,

flashy color. Its solidified cream base soothes,

softens and protects! Permanent, it stays on
all day! No constant making-up! And it lasts

twice as long as ordinary lipsticks. $1.

New! Tangee Theatrical, a special dark
shade of Tangee Lipstick for professional

and evening use.

SEND 20^' FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET
Containing miniature Lipstick, two Rouges,
Powder, two Creams and "The Art of Makeup"

The George W. Luft Co., Dept. S7
417 Fifth Avenue New York
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Rotary Club. During the entire recitation
Nugent remained behind the screen. At
its conclusion the actor came out, bearing
an envelope. "Here," he said, "it's a letter

to an agent in Chicago." Butterworth took
it and left for Chicago. And that's how he
became an actor.

As a matter of fact, he wasn't really an
actor yet. The agent said, "Nugent? who's
Nugent?" and threw the letter away, but
got him some bookings in what Butter-
worth refers to as "rat traps." This kept
on for a while and Charles got tired of
playing to a crowded saloon of four per-
sons mooching free lunch, so he went to
New York.

New York, it seemed, has rat traps, too,

and while he played in what he believes

was the best rat trap in the business, no
world beat a path to his door. He tried

changing his name to fool the agents but
they had seen that trick before.

Finally, in desperation, he changed his

beloved monologue act to a pianologue, al-

though his piano playing is confined to a
repertoire hardly more extensive than Chop
Sticks and the first four bars of My Old
Kentucky Home. This didn't do so well,

either. Butterworth says now that he
never saw such a collection of dumb agents
in all his life.

Butterworth, being old-fashioned and ad-
dicted to a habit he picked up in his youth,
eating—went back to newspaper reporting,

even getting a job on the conservative
New York Times.

In his spare time he dabbled at writing
some new material for himself and finally

sent it to J. P. McEvoy. McEvoy was in-

terested to the extent that he hired Butter-
worth to help him. But this wasn't acting,

and he quit a while later to go back to his

rat trap investigation.

A few months later he read that McEvoy
was putting on his first "Americana," and
immediately Charles ran down to recite

A Day at the Rotary Club, the one show
in all the world where the monologue fit-

ted. No P. S. about it, he got the job.

From then on success came pouring in

on the defenseless Butterworth head, prac-
tically swamping him. The show ran ten
months, and Butterworth collected more
notices than the rest of the show together.
When it closed he presented himself at the
agents' offices and admitted he would ac-
cept some refined, genteel work.
"Go away," they said, practically. It

developed that by some quirk of an agent's
mind, probably the same one that made him
an agent, the poor demented people thought
that Charles was too stereotyped to go into
another show. He had a specialty, didn't
he? He did it in one show, didn't he?
Now he was through, wasn't he? Good
bye

!

But a little persistence and a lot of walk-
ing finally got him another role, this time
in "Allez Oop," which only ran three
months, but which convinced the agent boys
he was all, all right. "Good Boy" came
next, ran a season, and Charlie was a New
York riot. After that came "Sweet Ade-
line," a still bigger hit, and Charlie was
whisked away to Hollywood, where he was
put to work in "Life of the Party" and
"Illicit." He still had to fill out his stage
contract, however, and returned to play in

"Sweet Adeline" in Boston, Philadelphia,
and Chicago, after which he was drafted
back to motion pictures with a contract so
long it applies to the Butterworth grand-
children. So far he has done "Fame," and
"The Mad Genius," and his next picture
will be a co-featured part with Winnie
Lightner in "The Side Show." You will

see a lot of Butterworth now, and some-
thing like Cracker Jack, the more you see
the more you will want.
Which ends the account of his life except

for the inclusion of the important facts

that he was once arrested for not returning
a library book, he wears a wrist watch
with the dial turned in, he parts his hair
in the middle, he has a cigarette lighter

that doesn't work, he likes breaded veal

cutlets about an inch and a half thick, he
doesn't want to play "Hamlet" because he
says he doesn't look good in a skull, and
his hobby, he swears, is watching water go
over a dam.

Team work! Buster Keaton tending the Cody mustache while Lew
powders the well-known Keaton "deadpan." Just a couple of pals,

that's all.'
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Siren—with freckles

Continued from page 61

which is moderately dark, and her finely

moulded, sensitive features. Her nostrils

are thin and high arched, like those of a
spirited horse, distinguishing marks which
give her that "something different" on the

screen. Her voice is low and well mod-
ulated though not as husky as it registers

in the talkies.

We sat in the sunny living room of her
home in Beverly Hills, all curled up on
opposite ends of a high-backed settle of an-
tique design. The illusion she creates in

her screen personality was still further dis-

pelled. Her hair hung loose to her shoul-

ders and her unpowdered face' had a pro-
fuse sprinkling of freckles ! Now who ever
heard of a siren with freckles ! She was
wearing pale green flannel beach trousers

and a green sweater open at the throat.

Later she was going to the beach. She
loves swimming and indulges herself as

much as possible when she isn't working—
"which accounts for the freckles.

Our conversation on this occasion wasn't
formal. Myrna was the good comrade ra-

ther than the charming temptress. As she
regarded the glowing end of her cigarette

she talked quietly, with an air of detach-
ment almost as though she was thinking
aloud. I learned that her mother was a
musician, had studied for the concert stage
but that marriage had cut her career short.

Perhaps that is why she never hindered
Myrna, the child, but helped and guided her
in all ways to do the things she most pre-

ferred. If Myrna didn't like a school or
the things she was being taught she
promptly signified her disapproval and was
allowed to change to where she could get

the desired subjects. Myrna has always
loved beautiful things, things that express
dancing, music, good books, all the arts,

and these were the things she sought for,

the things her soul needed for its growth.
But it is difficult to get her to talk about

herself ; she has a most inadequately devel-

oped sense of ego. She is an excellent

conversationalist and she can hold your at-

tention for hours without once mentioning
herself. Perhaps that is why so few peo-
ple really know her.

Myrna isn't a party girl. Hollywood so-

cial functions hold almost no interest for

her and unless you know her you can meet
her on Hollywood Boulevard or buy stock-

ings beside her at Bullock's hosiery counter
without once suspecting her identity.

One of the executives in the story de-

partment of Warner Brothers is an ardent
admirer of Myrna's and when he found I

knew her I had difficulty in getting him
to talk about anything else. He tells an
amusing story about his first meeting with
her.

"Myrna Loy was just a name to me,"
he explained. "I don't recall ever having
seen her work. I had just come out from
New York and as far as studios were con-
cerned was pretty green. I remember
thinking that if I could be the means of

discovering someone for Warners who
would prove a genuine find it would be a
feather in my cap.

"One day during lunch I noticed a girl

who seemed to stand out from all the

others. 'What an exquisite type!'" I

thought, 'she would be 100% in ultra

smart society roles.' I made a mental note
to find out more about this extra girl and
get a test for her. Perhaps I felt a trifle

flattered as I realized she had smiled at me.
"We left the restaurant almost together.

As she was paying her check an assistant

director rushed up to her. 'Oh, Miss Loy,'

he said—I didn't wait to hear any more but
beat a hasty and as graceful a retreat as

possible. I cannot explain my feelings but
I now knew why this girl's personality
had impressed me. Warners made a great
mistake in letting her go. Their loss was
Fox's gain."

Myrna has one consuming hobby but you
would never guess what it is. It isn't dogs,
or horses or swimming, or golf, or any of

And now it's Tom Thumb elephants! Look out for him, Myrna Loy—he'll
never forget you in those pajamas.' Notice the beautiful antique bed on

which Myrna takes her shut-eye.

LJou shoulduseJ GENUINE
MAYBELLINE

POPULAR ACTRESS FEATURED IN RADIO PICTURES

Every girl and woman can enhance

her beauty by bringingout thelove-

liness in her eyes. For, when she

transforms her lashes from scanti-

ness to rich dark fringe with May-
belline Eyelash Darkener, her eyes

become infinitely more expressive.

And when she blends a bit of

Maybelline Eye Shadow on her up-

per eyelids, she lends her eyes a note

of the exotic, thereby making them
more interesting.

The finishing touch to the perfect eye
make-up is provided by the new inde-

structible Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.

Smooth, clean and easy to use.

You'll like genuine, harmless May-
belline preparations. You'll prefer them
— just as the many famous stars of the
stage and screen do— and just as mil-
lions of smart women have preferred
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AH toilet goods coanters have both the
solid and waterproof liquid formsofMay-
belline Eyelash Darkener in Black and
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EYELASH DARKENER
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EYEBROW PENCIL

Maybelline Co.
Chicago

All Maybelline
preparations are
76c excepting the
Eyebrow Pencil
which is 35c.
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Have Curling Lashes Instantly
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A NYBODY can do it. No heat,
/A no cosmetics! Just slip the rub-

ber Kurlash pads over your lashes

and press gently. At once you have
curling lashes, sparkling eyes, more
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wonderHollywood make-up artists

use Kurlash on movie stars! Curl
your own lashes today. At toilet

counters everywhere, $1.00.
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for growing long lashes
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growth of long lashes. Keeps them
brilliant and free from granulation.
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Shadette
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lid makes your eyes' natural color
richer, deeper. Improves appear-
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Lashpac—Compact with brush
and stick mascara.

Lashtint—perfumed, waterproof
liquid mascara.
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to develop the ability to speak
effectively in public or in everyday
conversation—to forge ahead twice
as fast as you are now doing, read
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popularity.
It also explains how you can. by a
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an evening wellspent.
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booklet will be sent at once. No obligation.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3S01 Michigan Ave., Dept. 4436, Chicago, Illinois

the things we usually think of as hobbies.

"For," she said, "I cannot understand
how people have time enough for pets. I

haven't as much time for humans as I
need."

Myrna's hobby is David, her nineteen
year old brother. Now, David is an artist,

a sculptor. Myrna used to do a little

sculpturing once but she has decided to
keep out since that is David's field.

"I thought he would be a cartoonist
when he first left school but he's develop-
ing along entirely different lines. Just
now he is working at RKO. He came to
me and told me he was getting lazy, that
he needed to have to get up in the mornings
and go to work. He wanted routine, so
he went out and got this job. Later he is

going to Europe to study.

"Quite recently he has taken up wood
carving. And such imagination ! I don't
know where he gets his ideas but his ex-
ecution of them is wonderful. I am tre-
mendously keen about David. I feel he
is going to do great things."

She talked about David for half an hour
and later she brought him in and intro-
duced him with unconcealed, affectionate
pride. He is the one subject on which she
becomes effusive.

Myrna's code is simple, likewise ages old.

She wants to get everything possible from
life in her own way.

"Most people haven't the courage to live.

Yet it is only through living that we come
close to the human heart. But one must be
valiant about it and one must fight every
minute. This isn't an easy life and it takes
its toll in more ways than one.

"I have been called mysterious. I'm not.

I was born in Helena, Montana, and there
is nothing mysterious or Oriental about
me. People used to say I was snobbish be-
cause I'd crawl in my shell or sit on the
sidelines. It wasn't that I was snobbish,
and, do you know, I've only recently fig-
ured it out, I haven't had the time before.
I'm terribly sensitive and I was afraid, not
of others but of myself. Because of that I

am 'mysterious'!"

In her work Myrna is the true artist,

with an understanding that must delight
not only her directors but her co-workers.
She yields herself to direction with the
same susceptibility that a piece of clay
shapes itself into something fine under her
brother's clever fingers.

And her graciousness extends to all,

extra and star. I heard a negro extra say
to her one day on a set

:

" 'Member me, Miss Loy, from down at
Grauman's?" Myrna used to dance at
Grauman's Chinese not so far back.

"Oh, yes, of course, I do," and she smiled
sweetly.

"Those were certainly the good old
days," he continued, "but these are better."

"Yes, you're right," and she smiled
again. And I'm sure that negro is quite
convinced that there isn't another woman
in pictures like Myrna Loy.

This is the real Myrna Loy, a little girl

in whose gray-green eyes slumber dreams

;

a little girl who talks of the future of a
kid brother on whose career she is much
more keen than even her own, and that's

saying a lot ; a girl with courage enough
to keep her chin up, her mouth shut and
her eyes level when things go wrong. She's
a fighter, a visionary with a fixed goal,
a Spartan.

That light touch! Sessue Hayakawa is giving Anna May Wong all the

dope on the new high-power incandescent studio lamp which has taken
the place of the old arc lights. Sessue and Anna May are appearing ro-

gether in "Daughter of the Dragon."
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Gibson Girl—1931—Continued from page 83

that she was not up to their caliber. So we
can't say that Wynne Gibson grew up with

the idea of acting in the back of her brain.

Like Nancy Carroll, another Paramount
redhead. Wynne Gibson was- born in New
York City. Incidentally, their lives have
much in common. Both attended school in

New York and both were students when
they started in the choruses ' of musical
productions without their parents' consent.

Wynne attended Wadleigh School for

Girls in New York and hadn't thought
about the stage. One day on her way to

school, she met two of her girl friends.

They weren't walking toward school. They
were headed for Broadway and careers as

actresses. It wasn't the first time the little

redheaded girl had played hooky, so she
also turned her steps toward Broadway.
The three girls heard that somebody

somewhere was casting chorus girls for
"Tangerine." They found the theatre,

walked in and waited for a few minutes.
Now remember, Wynne had never danced
in her life, had never sung to speak of,

had never even had a relative on the stage.

Robert Milton, now a motion picture direc-

tor and then casting "Tangerine," ap-
proached the girls. He pointed to Wynne.
Appraisingly : "Do you want a job?"
Casually : "Yes."
Skeptically: "What can you do?"
Emphatically : "Anything ! Sing. Dance.

Act. Read lines. Just anything."
Optimistically : "I'll try you out."

He gave her some lines to read. He
gave her a song to sing. He had her
shown some steps to dance. With her
friends astonished in the wings of the
theatre and the chorus girls watching for
a mistake behind her, Wynne went through
the tryout amazingly well. Bob Milton
gave her $75 a week, a "bit" as one of the
six little wives, and told her that some day
she would be a big star. And so Wynne
hurdled the years as a chorus girl in one
hour and became a specialty girl in "Tan-
gerine," You can only account for it by say-
ing that Wynne Gibson is a "born actress."

At this time Wynne had a beau, who
thought all actresses were the worst women
in the world. So she didn't tell him of her
good fortune. And she didn't tell her

parents until dress rehearsal night when
she was at the theatre most of the night.

Well, they up and said she should never
be an actress. They went to Bob Milton
the next morning and he convinced them
that she would make good on the stage.

Opening night, Wynne's mother and
beau came to see the performance mucii
against their wills. Wynne made her first

appearance on the stage as one of the high
spots of a dancing number in the first act.

She did very well. At the finish, she gave
an unusually high kick toward the audience.
Her ruffled unmentionables showed. Her
mother screamed: "Oh Winifred!" and all

but passed out. But Wynne was on the
stage and there was an audience that ap-
plauded in front of her, and at all costs she
was determined to stay.

She went from "Tangerine" to "June
Love" at $85 a week. One night Ray
Raymond came to see the show with the

thought of hiring the second leading lady

for his act. When he left the theatre, he
had a contract signed at the price of $125
a week with the little girl in green with
red hair— Wynne Gibson. Lew Fields

bought the entire Ray Raymond act a few
months later in order to have Wynne Gib-
son in his revue. Her training was brief

and her rise phenomenal. Later, she played
the lead in "The Gingham Girl" and "Little

Jessie James."
She's had lots of success and also many

disappointments. She has been in so many
"flop" shows which ended in Boston that

she knows the sheriff personally.

The biggest obstacle in Wynne Gibson's
career is that producers have always
"typed" her. Although she played musical
comedy, she had confidence in herself and
wanted a chance to do a straight dramatic
part. But theatrical producers saw her as

a musical comedy girl and never gave her
a chance. Finally, she left Broadway for

a tour in Europe and when she returned
got a dramatic part in "The Clam Dig-
gers." From then on she was "typed" as

a dramatic actress and was refused work
in musical comedies. One of Miss Gibson's
biggest successes in New York was with
Richard Bennett in "Jarnegan." After she
had been rehearsing several weeks with a

REDUCE
...the way I did!"

YOU just CAN'T make a hit with the
boy-friends if you're FAT. How they

do run away from big hips, thick ankles,
and double chins! And how they do step out
after the slender, graceful dancer—the girl

who looks her best in a bathing suit! /
know, for only four months ago I weighed
167 pounds (30 pounds too much for my
height). Believe me! all I got was second-
hand romance—watching the other girls get
bids to dances and parties, and having to
hear about their 'crushes' afterwards!

"I was terribly anxious to reduce, but
everyone warned me against the ill effects

that follow from the use of 'anti-fat' nos-
trums and violent exercising machines. I

was desperate and didn't know what to do.
"Then a kind friend told me of Miss

Annette Kellermann and her wonderful re-
ducing methods. Interested at once, I
wrote her and soon received her fascinating
book, 'The Body Beautiful' and a lovely
personal letter, explaining how I could
easily reduce six to eight pounds a month

—

safely. I followed her instructions. In only
4 months I took off 30 whole pounds, and
regained my youthful figure. Life is once
more worth living and now I have the thrill

of being run after, instead of the sting of
being run away from."

Simply write to Miss Kellermann for her
new book "The Body Beautiful" and you
will be told, without obligation, all about
methods of reduction in a sane, sensible,
beneficial way—the way that will increase
your vitality and your strength, as it has
over 40,000 other overweight women.
Send the coupon todav. Address Annette
Kellermann, Suite 249, 225 West 39th
Street, New York Citv.

Annette Kellermann. Suite 249
225 W. 39th Street, New York City

Dear Miss Kellermann:
Kindly send me. entirely without cost, your new book

"The Body Beautiful". I am particularly Interested In
Weight Reducing.

That's preparedness! Janet Currie sports this new wrinkle in um-
brellas. There's a built-in mirror in the handle, with a complete

portable make-up set. Come on, you thunder showers!

Name.

City State.

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD.
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Grow
Yes, Grow Eyelashes and Eye-

brows like this in 30 Days
Marvelous new discovery!—makes eyelashes and eye»
brows actually yrow! Now as never before you can
positively have long, curling, silken lashes and beauti-
ful, wonderful eyebrows.
I say to you in plain English that no matter how scant
your eyelashes and brows, I will increase their length
and thickness in 30 days—or not accept one penny.
No "ifs", "ands" or "maybes"—you actually see
startling results—or no pay! You be the judge.

Over ie(000 Women Prove It
•—prove beyond a doubt that this astounding new
discovery fringes the eyes with long, curling natural
lashes—makes eyebrows lovely, silken lines. Read
what they say—sworn to under oath before a notary
public. From Mile. Hefflefinger, 240 W. "B" St.,

Carlisle, Pa.; "I certainly am delighted . . . people now
remark how long and silky my eyelashes appear."
From Naomi Otstot, 5437 Westminster Ave., W.
Philadelphia, Pa.; "I am greatly pleased. My eye-
brows and lashes are beautiful now." Frances Raviart
of Jeanette, Pa. says: "Your Eyelash and Eyebrow
Beautifier is simply marvelous." Flora J. Corriveau,
Biddeford, Me., says "With your Method my eye-
lashes are growing long and luxurious."

Results Evident In One Week
In one week—often in a day or so—you see the lashes
become more beautiful, like silken fringe! The darling
little upward curl shows itself and eyebrows become
sleek. It's the thrill of a lifetime—when you have
lashes and brows as beautiful as any ever seen.
Remember—I guarantee you satisfactory results in

30 days—or your money refunded in full. I mean just
that—no quibble, no strings.
Send today. Special Intro-
ductory Price only $1.95
NOW! Later $5.00. Order
NOW at low price.

Sent C. O. D.—Or if money accom-
panies order postage will be prepaid.

yiimimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiitiiiiiNiiiililliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiii^

|Lucille Young, 664! Lucille Young Bldg., Chicago.!

1 Send me your neW discovery for growing eyelashes |
§ and eyebrows. It not entirely satisfied, I'll return |
| In 30 clays and you refund my money.
a Prlco C. O. £>. Is S1.95 plus few cents postage
| It SI.95 sent with order postage will be paid. j
| ChecK II money enclosed or C. O. D.

SA« lle.cl !W»«Bon,°t'.«'aJly fade

store
SaUstWoT£Z/e*over for ,

for o ' ' • or s,.,,,i
,ln tperl Vi 40 Vear?

~~~^J^21* for Free s
6" Ch '«lgo' Tn
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Lew Cantor show, Wynne had her horo-
scope read just for a lark one evening.

The horoscope said Wynne would soon re-

ceive an offer to do a dramatic part and
she should accept it no matter what ob-
stacles she had to overcome. Three days
later Wynne was offered the part in "Jar-
negan" and accepted, although by the the-

atrical code, she had to pay the producer
two weeks' salary to leave the revue.

Just as "Jarnegan" was leaving for an
extended run in Philadelphia, Paramount
gave Miss Gibson the part of Helen Kane's
sister in "Nothing But The Truth." In
order to do both "Jarnegan" at night in

Philadelphia and "Nothing But The Truth"
on Long Island in the daytime, Miss Gib-
son had no home for ten days. She would
catch the midnight train from Philadelphia
and sleep on the train in the railroad yards
in New York until time to go to the studio.

Every evening she caught the 5 o'clock

train from New York in order to be in the

"Jarnegan" cast by 8 :30. Wynne did the
part in "Nothing But The Truth" just as
an experience, as she never thought of go-
ing into motion pictures.

As a result of the picture and her stage
work, an agent came to New York and
offered to take her to Hollywood and place
her in motion pictures. The offer sounded
good and Wynne was off to the film colony.
She was signed to appear in "Children of
Pleasure" and "The Fall Guy." Paramount
engaged her for "The Gang Buster" and

later signed her to a long term contract.
Wynne now lives by herself in a Holly-

wood apartment. Her favorite sport is golf.

She has a few freckles and doesn't try to
cover them up. She drives a Cord car
very, very fast. She hates egotism and
snobbishness more than anything else. She
is very generous. She is a natural comedi-
enne.

With only five Paramount pictures to

her credit, Wynne Gibson has become
known as a "swell" actress. Around the
lot, she's a "swell" person. She knows
she's no different from any script girl,

stenographer or extra girl in the studio,

except that she happened to get a break.
The electricians, property men and labor-

ers, who know the difference between the
stars who offer synthetic and real friendship,

call Wynne Gibson a "honey." Whether
or not she knows it she is headed for the

title of "the most popular girl in the
studio."

During production, Wynne gives all her
time to work. When she has to be on the
sat at 9 the next morning, she is in bed
at 9 o'clock the preceding night in order
to be at the studio at 6 :30, have plenty of

time for her make-up and arrangement of

her hair. She learns her lines quickly and
well. She is always ready. It is this

driving force, plus ability, which makes
other actors, critics, executives and direc-

tors select this pint-sized redhead as one
of the coming stars of Hollywood.

iff 1

Hedda Hopper, a connoisseur of clothes, visits the antique shop of William
Haines, who is a connoisseur of art besides being a grand actor. Larry
Sullivan, Bill's business manager and secretary, shows Hedda a few of the

rare objets d'art.
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The Girl Hollywood Fears

Continued from page 34

They're tight. But she gives herself out.

No matter what she's doing—if she's only

sitting still on a chair—she's giving herself

out. If she leaves the room, you can feel

it in the air after she's gone—it pulls at

you—it makes you feel more alive."

"E-e-die!" A low voice, veiled by a

pleasant huskiness, floated out from the

bedroom. "E-die!" A voice, unquestion-

ably, that quickened your interest, that

made you "feel more alive."

Tallulah was in bed. Her thick, fair

hair fell in childish clusters about her pale

face. Her heavy-lidded gray eyes and

stormy mouth formed a strange contrast

to the almost virginal purity of her facial

contours.

"Do forgive me, my dear. I know it's

loathsome of me, but I'm an abominably

lazy person, and besides, I didn't get to

sleep until 8 this morning. I was reading

a perfectly heavenly book, and I simply

had to find out whether he married her

after he discovered that she wasn't what
you might call a lady. Of course he did

marry her, the fool—I could have given

him some sound advice. Are you going to

write something sweet about me? Write
whatever you please, darling, only don't

say I said anything I didn't say, or I'm

likely to put arsenic into your orange juice.

I had about as much of that as I could

stomach in dear old England. E-e-die!

Bring some cigarettes, will you, sweetie,

and a coca cola for me. Will you have a

coca cola or would you rather have tea?

Do have some tea ! You must be tired, and
now you've got this filthy job ahead of you.

I don't know whether I'm sorrier for you
or myself. You mustn't mind my non-

sense. You see, I'm really shy, believe it

or not, and I have to keep talking all the

time so people won't notice." She inter-

rupted the easy torrent that flowed from
her red, red lips to smile charmingly.

On the dresser stood a photograph of a

beautiful child of 17, looking with trustful

eyes upon a world that was stuffed with

wonders. "That's my mother," said Tal-

lulah. "Isn't she lovely? She died at 23,

poor darling—when I was born. It's a

strange feeling one has about a mother
one's never known. I feel always as if I

had to protect her against some awful fate

that hangs over her—and there it was, all

finished and done with almost before I be-

gan to live."

She began to live in a great white house
in Alabama, the idol of her grandfather,

who was a United States Senator, and of

the grandmother from whom she inherited

her lilting and rarely appropriate name,
which means in the language of the In-

dians, "love-maiden."

She adored her father, but in those early

days it was her grandmother who was the

center of her existence. She would crawl
into bed^ at night, and sob in terror at the

thought that her grandmother might die.

"I was an unaccountable little brat," she
says. "One minute I'd be smothering her
in a passion of love, and the next minute
I'd be shrieking to the heavens in one of

my vile tempers. I had an unholy curiosity

about grown-ups. I never wanted to go
out and play. I much preferred to horn
in on the conversation of my elders. I'd

knock at the door, and when they'd call it,

'Who is it?' I'd say, 'Tallulah!' in this

low, husky voice which amused them so
that they always let me in.

"You know, my dear, I've heard the
most arrant tripe talked about this voice

of mine. I was lunching at a restaurant in

London one day, and I heard a woman be-

hind me say : 'Oh yes, my dear, I have it

from someone who knows her well. Tal-

lulah Bankhead has spent thousands, liter-

ally thousands, to get her voice into that

condition. Such an affectation, don't you
think?'

"Well, as a matter of fact, it's not an af-

fectation but an affliction. As a child I

was laid low every other week by one
throat disease or another—laryngitis, croup,

whooping cough, tonsilitis and a dozen
others whose names I can't pronounce.

With the result that I acquired this treas-

ure of mine at an early age and have never
got rid of it since. Not that I want to get

rid of it now. It's turned into something
of an asset. But I didn't buy it. And I

didn't manufacture it. It was God's free

gift to Tallulah !"

Though they were not Catholics, she and
her sister were sent to the Convent of the

Sacred Heart to be educated. They had
been thoroughly spoiled at home, and were
consequently incapable of adapting them-
selves to the restrictions imposed by school
life.

Tallulah hated it at first, and when she
felt particularly miserable, she would get
back at her family by writing them long,

pious letters, assuring them that she was

June McCloy, the beautiful
tall blonde you saw in
"Reaching For the Moon," is

now established as a screen
comedienne.

Here is Edicin Mcl'eer (address on request)

and some oj his work. The crude pen drail-

ing was made before he had any training

and the striking story illustration (worth

$100) was made ajter he took the Federal

Home Study Course.

Hecttdit-
Wtydorityou?
Edwin MeTeer is only one of the hundreds
of young men (and young women, too) who
are succeeding in commercial art with the

help of the practical training offered by the

Federal Home Study Course. Well trained

artists earn $50, $75, $100, and $150 a week
and more.

Success in Commercial Art
begins with a liking for drawing and the

ambition to follow through with the right

training. Mr. MeTeer was thirty years old

when he clipped a coupon like the one at

the bottom of this ad, and took up the

Federal Course. He progressed rapidly, in-

creasing his earnings each year until at the

end of five years he was making around
$10,000 a year. Read what he wrote us:

"I was not very talented when I en-

tered this training with you people as

you certainly know, and I had not even
had high school training and I know
any one with a love for the work can
accomplish even more than I if they
will just let you people, the Federal
Schools, help them.

"I suppose cyou remember I opened
my own independent commercial art

studio and to make a long story short,

my earnings are now at the rate of over
$10,000.00 a year."

Send for " Your Future "
If you like to draw—send for book "Your
Future" and find out what amazing prog-
ress you can make with the
right art training. Use the
coupon now. giving

age anc

-I erf

School
- --L/of CommercialDesigning -

96A Federal Schools Bldg.,

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Please send me "Your Future."

Name
Present

Age Occupation.

Address

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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WHOSE EYES?
LOOK AGAIN!

These tragic hlue eyes belong to a youthful
RKO-Pathe star who is rapidly gaining fame as
a dramatic actress. She has flaming red hair, is

5 ft., 5 in. tall, and weighs 120 lbs. Name below*.

soothing to

hay fever eyes
If your annual hay fever attack is

accompanied by itching, burn-
ing, watering eyes, here's wel-
come news for you. All you need
do to gain relief is apply a few
drops of soothing Murine from
time to time. Almost immedi-
ately the irritation will cease,
and before long your eyes will

stop watering. This widely-
used formula of a veteran eye
specialist costs only 60c at all

drug and department stores.

*Helen Twelvetrees

1Jh FOR Y° u«

EYts
Soothes . . . Cleanses . . . Beautifies

"PHOTOS
ENLARGED

98
Size 16x20 Inches

Same price for full

lenRth or buat form,
groups, landscapes,
pot animals, etc. , or
enlargements of any
part of group pic-
ture. Safe return of your own
original photo guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail ph. ito or snapshot i. any
eizo) and within a week you will
receive your beautiful life-liko
enlargement size 10x20 in.guar-
anteed fadelesB, Pay postman
9So plus postage or send $1 .1)0

with order and we pay postage.

Special Free Offer Sgj
enlargement we will send Free
p hand-tinted miniature repro-
duction of photo sent.Take ad-
vantage now of this amazing
©ffer— send your photo today.

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY
900 W. Lake St., Dept. L-2Q1, Chicago. III.

PERSONAL STATIONERY
• Made "Just for You!"

Your name and address neatly printed in darlc <b
blue on 200 sheets and 100 envelopes of clear S»
white bond paper. 3 letter monogram if you
prefer. An ideal gift with your friend's name.
Promptness and satisfaction guaranteed. ($1.10
west of Mississippi River and outside U. S.)

Signet Stationery Co., SC, Binghamton, N.Y.
1

Make money in advertising. Prepare quiCKiy ouring spare
time. Also earn while you learn. No experience necessary.
New easy method. Nothing else like it. Send at once for
free _booklet

—"Win Success in Advertising'*, and full
particulars. No obligation.

Page-Davis School of Advertising
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 4436, Chicago, U. S. A.

finding a haven in the Catholic religion

and intended to become a nun. This would
so alarm her grandmother that she would
write back, imploring her "blessed child"
to do nothing rash, and promising to speak
to Daddy about letting her leave school.

These letters would bring a smirk of satis-

faction to the "blessed child's" lips, and
her sense of outrage would be soothed by
the consciousness that she had made some-
one else as uncomfortable as she was her-
self !

However, she and Eugenia managed to
struggle along, though they were never
destined to win the blue ribbon for good
behavior. One of her most poignant mem-
ories is of the closing day exercises, when
all the parents sat on the platform, and all

the children marched down the aisle,

draped in sweet white veils and bearing a
lily in their hands.

Bringing up the rear of the procession,
walked two small sobbing criminals, black-
veiled and lily less—Eugenia and Tallulah
Bankhead. It wasn't for themselves that

they were weeping. They'd been bad and
they were ready to pay for their sins. But
there on the platform sat their beloved
Daddy, disgraced by his children, probabiy
shuddering in humiliation at the sight of

those two black-veiled heads.

Tallulah couldn't bear to look, and yet
she couldn't bear not to look. She had to

see how he was taking it. Bravely she
raised her tear-drenched face and met her
father's eyes. Slowly, solemnly, he winked
at her. "And do you think," she asks, "I
was relieved when I saw that angelic

wink? Not a bit of it. If he'd played the

stern parent, I could have stood it. I'd

have probably gone snooty. But his sweet-
ness broke my heart. -I lifted up my voice

and howled in agony."
When their father was elected to Con-

gress, the girls were transferred to a school

in Washington. Tallulah was already
stage-struck. She had never thought of

being anything but an actress. But she
wasn't encouraged. Not that her family

objected on principle. They simply didn't

take her seriously. Every girl went
through the disease sooner or later. It was
just that Tallulah had it, as she had every-
thing, in a more violent form than most.

When Rachel Crothers's play, "39 East,"
came to Washington, Tallulah's grand-
mother took her to see it. In the car on
the way home, the 14-year-old suddenly
burst into hysterical tears.

"Now what's the matter?" asked her ex-
asperated relative. "I've taken you to

luncheon. I've taken you to the matinee.
I've bought you chocolates. Five minutes
ago you couldn't contain your ecstasy.

Will you tell me what under the blue
canopy of heaven you're weeping for now ?"

"I want to go on the stage," wailed
Tallulah. "Everyone's against me. No-
body understands me. I know I can act as

well as the girl in that play."

A couple of years later one of the fan

magazines ran a beauty contest. The
twelve winners were to be given jobs in

the films. Encouraged by her young step-

mother, Tallulah sent in her photograph.
Month by month a few of the best photo-
graphs were published, and month by
month Tallulah's heart sank lower as hers
failed to appear.

She had given up hope that glory would
come by that path when she went into a
drug store one afternoon for a glass «f her
favorite coca cola. Idly she began looking
through the fan magazines, and on the

cover of the one that had run the beauty
contest she saw in big black letters the

words : "Announcement of Winners !"

"Lucky devils!" she sighed as she

opened the book to take a critical look at

her more fortunate competitors. She pored
over picture after picture, trying to dis-

cover what these fascinating females had
that she lacked.

Having reached the conclusion that No.
3 squinted, and that No. 8's nose was flat

and, as for No. 11, well—she was simply
an eyesore—Tallulah turned the page.
Next moment a wild shriek rang through
the store, bringing its terrified occupants
to the side of a white-faced girl whose
blazing eyes were riveted on a photograph
of herself in a fan magazine, above which
ran in startling type the legend: WHO
IS SHE?

Next Month : How Tallulah Made a
Little Noise in New York and a Big One
in London.

At ease! Isn't it nice and restfuljust to look at her? It's Mae Clarke in an
informal moment in "The Good Bad Girl."
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How to Keep $1,000,000 in Hollywood
Continued from page 23

know about business," is the tribute Wal-
ter Morosco pays to his wife. Corinne,

like Alary and Ruth Roland, has from the

very beginning of her movie star career

saved more than three-fourths of her sal-

ary.

Ruth Roland probably devotes the most
time to keeping her money. "I have al-

ways worked towards a definite financial

goal," she says in explaining her business

success.

"When I got my first job in pictures my
life ambition was to save three hundred
dollars. When I got that much in the

bank I decided I'd better have six hun-

dred, then a thousand. Our tastes natur-

ally grow as we make more money.
"But remember this : your salary stops

as soon as you stop working, but your in-

come from investments goes on forever.

There is a decided difference between a

weekly salary and a real income. This is

what most actresses forget. They think

they will go on earning their big salaries

forever.

"My advice to picture girls who want
to have some money when they retire from
contract work in pictures is to economize

and learn how to invest their money."

Most of Ruth's investments are in real

estate. She is called the real estate queen

of Los Angeles.

"Above all else—avoid high-pressure

salesmen, men who insist that unless you
buy immediately you will miss a big

profit. Anything worth buying is worth
investigating and can stand your closest

scrutiny. It is better to lose the get-rich-

quick 'fortune' and save your money.

"Don't go into debt unless for an invest-

ment in property that is a sure thing.

Don't go in debt just to buy a new car

if your old one will serve just as well.

Don't spend your money on non-essentials."

Ruth has a lot of bonds, but she says

they are the kind that are so solid that if

they go wrong the country will, too. She
never plays the stock market.

"Don't let anyone else handle your money
unless you have the most absolute faith

in them," she told me when I asked what
she thought of so many actresses turning

their checks over to managers. "An ac-

tress cannot attend to every detail of her

investments, but she can develop a knowl-
edge of business. The more she deals with

business men the more efficient she will

become. I didn't know a thing about fi-

nance when I started to save on my forty-

dollars-a-week salary. But I grasped every

opportunity • to talk to men whose judg-

ment I respected. I listened to their ad-

vice and tried to profit by their experi-

ences."

Newspaper accounts of Broadway beau-
ties who die in poorhouses had a tremen-
dous effect upon Ruth Roland. She very
early determined that no such future

awaited her. Like Mary and Corinne she

advocates saving a nucleus for investment.

"Most actresses spend everything they
make and all they can borrow," Ruth em-
phasizes. "They foolishly mortgage their

future. I never have done that. And now,
though I have most every material thing I

want, I still look forward to Christmas and
the future. Life ceases to be worth liv-

ing when you have no more thrills or re-

wards ahead. In fact, I'm still not con-
tent with my own financial status. I am
working for an eight thousand dollar a
month steady income from my invested
principal."

Incidentally, none of these three busi-
ness women is a gambler. That is, they

don't put much stock in luck. "Even when
I go to Agua Caliente," Ruth says, "I

definitely limit the amount I will risk and
figure what I can afford to lose. I only
gamble when I feel I have money to spend
without getting any return for it."

Only eight out of the dozen women who
have made a million in Hollywood have
kept that much. Without an exception they
started with nothing. They were all from
families of moderate means.

Louise Fazenda, surprisingly enough, for

she has never been one of the highest-paid
stars, has one of the nicest bank accounts
in town.
"My plan has always been to live so that

if I never worked another day I could af-

ford to go on living just as I am now,"
she explained when telling me about her
system of handling money.
"Like Ruth Roland, I never considered

my weekly salary a regular income. So I

regulate my expenses to give myself a nice

home, but one that my investments will

guarantee permanent. Most girls cannot
realize that the grand salaries are going to

stop some day. And then, as is so often

the case, a contract is not renewed and
they are left high and dry with bills and
debts galore."

It is so easy to buy this and charge that

when you are a popular woman star. Er-
mine coats, butlers, and gold service plates

are thrust into your eager hands. To say
nothing of fraudulent stocks and bonds and
oil and real estate risks.

A thousand and one "propositions" beckon
to the owner of even a moderate amount of

wealth—and most of them are worthless.

The great problem that the high-salaried

woman star has to face is not how to spend
her income, but how not to spend it.

You'll find all kinds of people to tell you
how to spend your Hollywood million—

-

after you've made it ! But you'd better

make an appointment to talk during their

business hours with the eight oh-so-wise

!

brainy beauties—Mary, Corinne, Ruth,
Norma, Marion, Colleen, Bebe, and Betty
—and learn how to keep it.

They know best

!

UGLY
HAIRS
can never

grow again

A Written Guarantee

assures permanent re-

moval of unwanted hair

THOUSANDS ofwomen both hereand abroad
now know the joy of an alluringly smooth

and beautiful skin, forever free from the re-

growth of ugly unfeminine hair. The Koremlu
Cream Method— based on the discovery of a

noted French scientist—removes the hair for
all time.

Koremlu is a delightfully fragrant quick-dry-

ing cream, applied to the skin and left on all

night. The Koremlu Cream Method may be

used with positive effectiveness on the face, legs,

arms, and underarm.

The Koremlu Cream Method is not to be con-

fused with temporary correctives, nor is it to be
confused with any other method. The Koremlu
Method gives permanent results. It removes the

hairs by weakening the follicles that hold the

hairs in the roots, so that they are most easily

lifted out. A number of applications definitely

destroys the growth of hair. The Koremlu Cream
Method, used regularly for a definite period as

directed, is guaranteed by a signed, money-back
guarantee to achieve the permanent results you
have always hoped for

—

the complete and last-

ing removal of superfluous hair.

Rejoice that you can now be forever rid of all

unwanted hair. Send the coupon today for our

booklet containing full details of The Koremlu
Cream Method.

Koremlu Cream is for sale at leading depart-

ment stores (ask them for booklet). If you find

that you cannot get Koremlu Cream in your
locality, you may order direct from us.

KOREMLU INC., 11 W. 42nd St., New York

KOREMLU
CREAM METHOD
ofpermanent
hair removal

Safety first! Eddie Cantor is

sure of his money—he carries
a safe with him. His latest
comedy is "Palmy Days"

KOREMLU Inc., 11 West 42nd St.

New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me booklet (in plain envelope) giving full

information about Koremlu Cream for the guaranteed

val of superfluous hair.

Name.

Address .

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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<J(air Jiggic
MILLIONS CALL IT

a priceless secret -and it's FREE/
Imagine a discovery that transforms dull, lifeless hair

into lovely, radiant hair such as only a few lucky girls

are born with! Yet so subtle is this new loveliness that

it seems only to accent the natural sheen of your hair!

Magic? Yes, the magic of just one Golden Glint
shampooing! For Golden Glint is far more than a

cleansing, film-removing shampoo ! It imparts just the

1 east touch of a tint—ever so little—but how exquisitely

it accents the natural beauty of your hair! No other

shampoo—anywhere like it! 25c at your dealers', or

send for free sample.

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO
Seattle, Wash.

Name
Address

City

633 Rainier Ave., Dept. J
« • # • Please send a free sample.

_State-

Color of my hair:

Would you BELIEVE it?

3 to 4 inches reduction IMMEDIATELY!

AND so good looking. Dr. Walter's latest

. REDUCING BRASSIERE is so dainty
that women often wear it over the loveliest
underthings. It reduces most quickly when
worn next totheBkin—gives you that trim,

youthful figure that the new styles
demand. Send your bust measurement.— and IMAGINE— it costs

ONLY $2.25
OBTAIN slender

ankles and calves try
Dr. Walter's special extra strong flesh-
colored rubber ankle bands. They will
support and shape the ankles while re-
ducing them. Can be worn un- $o *jc
der the hose and fit like a glove. «*• ' «*

Send ankle and calf measure, per pair

Dr. JEANNE S. C. WALTER, 389 Fifth Ave., N. Y

money

order

no cash

The Home Hotel

of New York

Homelike in service,

appointments and lo-

cation . . . away from

noise and congestion,

yet but a few minutes

from Times Square . .

.

garage facilities for

tourists.

Room and Bath from

$3 single $4 double

500 Rooms

Home folks will

like this hotel

HOTEL:

BRETTON HALL
BROADWAY at 86th ST.

NEW YORK

The Stage in Review
Continued from page 65

Aristophanic tradition and the Moliere tra-

dition. You will look in vain for an im-
perfection in this musical comedy. It is a
laughing wasp.

Ah, those Young Men of the eighties and
nineties, those Francesco da Rimini young
men, those aesthetic young men, those
transcendental sissies, those je-ne-sais-quoi
young men ! How Gilbert and Sullivan
have forever embalmed them in their irrev-

erent smiles and exquisite lyrics ! And all

these persons

—

Bunthorne, Archibald the
Allright, Patience and Lady Angela—are
as alive today as they were in the last

century because they are types of immortal
humbugs, the paste culture-hounds and
aesthetic bolony-and-buncombe" Modernists"
of today.

The Civic Light Opera Company jammed
the house again with "Patience." Frank
Moulan as Bunthorne was rather elderly
and o'erdone, but he got many laughs out
of his audience. Vivian Hart was a dainty
and chic dairy-maid and Joseph Macaulay
easily walked off with the show as Archi-
bald the Allright.

"Ebb-Tide"

The Mandarin, a sea-going hulk, sends
hundreds of orange-colored boxes ashore,
down Maryland way, which are received
by the folk thereabouts. What's in them
yar boxes ? You get one guess.

Mr. Harvey Chapman Ford, the author
of "Ebb-Tide," has tried to do a play de-
picting the lives and what-have-you of
these Chesapeake Bay men and women.
There are the basin-folk and the hill-folk,
and some of the acting depicting these Cro-
Magnons of Mencken's State is fairly good.
Mr. Ford in his play aimed at something,
but this something wabbles away from him.
They also spoke a dialect which hain't
heered much in Mr. Walter Winchell's
town, tellin' yer that

!

Adele Carpell, Marjorie Main, Sidney-
Eliot and William Castle were among
those working.

Roberta Robinson, who sings
so charmingly in "The Band
Wagon," has also been seen

on the screen.

What'U You Bet
Continued from page 25

"Oh!" Julie looked wildly about for
the porter or some one who could eject the
maniac from her section.

"Here, let me show you the picture.
It was taken at the wedding!"
As Julie searched again for the porter,

he drew from the wallet a snap-shot, post-
card size, and laid it on her palm. The
girl glanced down at it. Her mouth and
eyes got like little circles.

It was a photograph of a boy about ten,
in a miniature dress suit; and a girl a year
or so younger, wearing a bridal costume of
white.

"That's me on this side," he said, point-
ing.

Julie looked up at Wally's grinning face.

"Why—you can't be—Wally Lindsay!"
"Who says I can't?"
"But you're—you're so big—and good-

looking!" Her features were alight as she
glanced at the snap-shot again.

"That Tom Thumb wedding!" There
was a lovely gurgle of mirth. "My good-
ness ! I'd almost forgotten it

!"

Wally grinned.
"And—do I win my bet?"
Her cheeks turned quite pink.

"I'm—I'm afraid you do!" she murmured.
And that, as any mathematician could

figure out, required two kisses.

Have you entered the SCREENLAND Star Shadow Contest?
How good is your memory? How well do you

know your favorite stars?

See Page 68 in this issue!

Back copies of our July and August issues, each
containing a set of Star Shadows,

are available.
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Hoots and Hoorays
Continued from page 97

A COMPLAINT
Clothes may not make the man, but they

certainly are a redeeming feature to many
of the male actors on the talking screen;

in fact, if it were not for the sartorial

splendor of many of them, they would
otherwise be a flop.

When you consider the galaxy of beau-

tiful women on the stage and their re-

markable acting, it is a disappointment that

there are so many unattractive men playing

opposite them. Many a good picture in

recent months has been in a great measure
spoiled by the lack of good looks on the

part of the hero. In many cases it is not

a lack of histrionic ability, but a lover

worthy of the beauty of most of the act-

resses would make the pictures more satis-

fying.

Let's have more of the "he-man" type.

Give us some square-shouldered, smooth-
shaven, handsome men like the writers pic-

ture in fiction.

Martin Smith
Mount Vernon,

Indiana.

COLLEGIATE RELAXATION
Since the perfection of the talkie a

marked increase in the interest of the
thousands of men and women attending
American schools and universities has be-
come evident. Time was when the men-
tion of the word "movie" was synonymous

with a form of unintelligent entertainment.
Nowadays, the high degree of technical

and artistic efficiency has converted even
the most exacting. With the general trend

toward the talking picture as the most
successful medium of enjoyment has gone
the student who seeks relaxation after a
grind for an exam, oblivion before one, or

just an evening of pleasant inactivity. He
has the widest imaginable range of choice,

from the voice of Tibbett to the hiccough
of Chaplin. He finds all kinds of plays
and players. Above all, he goes to admire
his chosen star. These are just a few of

the college man prefersthe reasons why
the movies

!

Ellis Jandron,
20 Randolph,

Harvard College,

Cambridge, Mass.

SHE COMES TO PRAISE
It seems to me too much is said about

the faults of the movies and not enough
about the good points. It is evident that

many directors struggle to do wonders
with bad stories and temperamental stars,

and sometimes their work is ill-appreciated.

The year 1930 saw man}' good pictures

—

some very fine musical talkies and for some
reason the public did not take to these and
gave the producers such headaches that
they started producing old silents into

talkies.

Most of the folks who are starring bring

Why, Ronnie.' But it's all for art. This scene with Estelle Taylor and
Ronald Colman is from "The Unholy Garden." Estelle also has one of the

most important roles in "Street Scene."

You get PROOF
the first 7 Days

I can make

YOU
aNEW MAN

CHARLES
ATLAS
Holder of the title:

"World's eMost Per-

fectly Developed cfM.an"

I'VE helped thousands of

men—young and old

—

underweight and over-
weight — weaklings and even
"strong men" and other physical di-

rectors who wanted my kind of Muscle
Power. Now I'll show YOU my quick,

sure way to rebuild yourself a new
body and make "a neu man" of yourself.

Spending just a few minutes a day
in your own home, doing what I tell

you, without tricky apparatus, starving

or gorging, using only my natural

methods of Dynamic-Tension—in ONE
WEEK you begin to SEE and FEEL
the difference in your bodily condition

and physical appearance.

And my methods will dig down into

your system, banishing such ailments as

constipation, pimples, skin blotches

and the others that do you out of the
good things and good times of life. Your
new health, pep and vigor will show even in

your eyes, your hair, and the way you carry
yourself. If you're timid and bashful, you
iose all that—you have a new more forceful

personality—you become a NEW MAX!

Gamble a 2c Stamp
Send for my FREE Book

It's a shame if you are being held back by a
below-par body—now that you can so easily

and quickly make this new man of yourself.

Do what my thousands of other pupils did

—

send for a free copy of my large illustrated book.
"Everlasting Health and Strength." Learn how I built
myself up from a weak, no-muscle, always-tired "runt" '

to winner of the title, "The World's Most Perfectly
Developed Man." Spend 2c to mail my coupon

—

to learn how YOU can win the biggest prize in life

—

a handsome, healthy, husky body. Address CHARLES
ATLAS. Dept. 65-J, 133 East 23rd Street, Xew York City

CHARLES ATLAS. Dept. 65-J
133 East 23rd Street. New York City.

I want proof that Dynamic-Tension will make 3 New Man
of me—give me a healthy, husk}- body and big muscle devel-
opment. Send free book, "Everlasting Health and Strength."

Name.

Address

.

City and State

.

(.Please print or write plainly)

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAXD.
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Freckles
VANISH LIKE MAGIC

T> EMOVE those embarrassing freckles.
J-v Surprise your friends with a new
velvety soft, crystal clear complexion.
You can — with Stillman's Freckle
Cream. It bleaches them out while
you sleep. Done so quickly and easily—secretly too. The first jar proves its
magic worth. At all drug stores.

Stillmans %f)
Freckle Cream t/U

Removes Freckles—Whitens Skin

The Stillman Company,
Aurora, III., U. S. A.
Beauty Dept. 23. send free

booklet. Tells why you have
freckles—how to remove them.

Address

I

I

ml

Good and
Good for You.

YOU can earn good money in spare time at
home making display card*. No selling or
canvaasing. We instruct you, furnish com-
plete outfit and supply you with work,
write to-day for free booklet.
The MENHENITT COMPANY Limited

252 Dominion BIdg.. Toronto. Ont.TT»

Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book, Opportunities in Modem
Photography, and full particulars.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 4436, 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago, U.S.A.

Mme Adele
WONDER.
PEEL PASTE

1-Day Home Treatment for

freckles pimples, blackheads,

enlarged pores, wrinkles, pits,

scars, puffs. Acne condition of

back and shoulders. Wonder Peel Paste gives

new life and youth to aging faces. No fail-

ure, no redness afterwards. Price $5.

DEPT. 38

1005 BRACK SHOPS
LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

us youth and give us much entertainment

—

the few who get into jams do not concern
us. On the whole, we are given a good
deal for our money 8 times out- of 10 and
I can truthfully say, I like all the stars

and most of the pictures.

Henrietta M. Saul,

S979-A Park Ave.,
Montreal, Que.

A TRIBUTE TO CLARA
If the producers will give Clara Bow a

chance she will come through again. If

they put her in a worthwhile picture people
will stop slamming her, I'm sure. They'll
talk about her no doubt, but it will be about
her great performance and not her latest

escapade.
Don't think that I am a Clara Bow fan

—because I'm not—but I do feel sorry for
her and I think she can act, if given the
opportunity.

Angela Lang,
209 Bay State Road,

Boston, Mass.

LISTEN, PRODUCERS!
I believe the reason 'for the failure of

many talking pictures with singing in them
lies in the fact that the songs introduced
are just incidental. In the audience the
feeling is: "Well, well! We never thought
So-and-So could sing." At that, we
weren't far wrong.

Why not more all-music shows, with
real stars warbling in their best manner?
Seems to me a performance of "Carmen"
would be gorgeous on the screen ; and
wouldn't it be fine to resurrect some Gil-
bert and Sullivan operas?
I'm sure film versions of these and other

old favorites would make good listening,

as well as seeing . . . provided there
was not too much we-learned-to-sing-quick
work among the stars.

There are millions of us music-lovers.
We're all counting more and more on mo-
tion picture houses for entertainment.
Can't we have some all-music shows, well
sung?

Mildred Macmorine,
938 S. Arapahoe St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

UNTOUCHED SOURCES OF
LITERATURE

The amazing fact, relative to the screen
industry's labored, ill-advised endeavors to
satisfy the public taste, is that so many
rich sources for true intellectual entertain-

ment have been ignored. I am, of course,

expressing the viewpoint of that vast re-

serve audience which the Holtywood pan-
jandrums must inevitably turn to with
deeper concern.

The immortal stories of Dickens, for
example, unexcelled in engrossing character
portrayal and unique setting ; Scott's color-

ful, romantic tales (Kenilworth and Ivan-

Anita faces the music. Master Jackie Cooper is trying to serenade his way
into Anita Page's heart—and doesn't Anita look completely conquered?
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Taking him for a ride! Mrs. Ken Maynard is about to go off on a canter
with Ken—and he can't show her a thing about horsemanship—neigh,

neigh!

hoe in particular) or Thackeray's "Vanity
Fair" with its striking dramatic sequence

and Becky Sharp's dominating personality.

Speed the day when those in control of
moviedom's destinies shall forsake inane

domestic entanglements and w-earying gun-
men imbroglios for these more inspiring

studies of character found in our modern
Literature.

P. M. Stone,

12 Lexington Terrace,
Waltham, Mass.

MEMORIES
I'm all set and ready to go back to

Europe after staying in this country for

five years. But one thing worries me

—

how am I going to live in my little village

without being able to see the movies?
Of course, they make pictures in my

country, too, but my, what pictures ! After
seeing the wonders of American films, the

pioneer work of my own country will be

shocking, I know. And even this, I -won't

be able to see because there is not a single

theatre in that village.

Well, what am I going to do about it?

I guess I will take all the pictures of my
favorite players with me, so that when I

get lonely, I may look at them and remem-
ber the good times I had, watching their

enchanting figures flashing across the silver

screen.

Stella Gutowski,
1600 Tennessee St.,

Gary, Indiana.

MOVIE MUSINGS
I wonder

—

If Will Rogers will continue to be
humorous as long as he lives.

Why we all couldn't have been born as

beautiful as Billie Dove.
Why we can't see Mary Brian as much

as we please.

If Greta Garbo could laugh out loud.

If Clara Bow has been on a recent diet.

If Loretta Young is as sweet and inno-
cent as she appears.

Why we all can't be in the movies, even
to play as maids or butlers.

Mrs. J. S. Hamilton,
709 Algregg Street,

Houston, Texas.

WANTS 'EM CLEAN
Doesn't good, clean comedy (and I mean

real comedy) draw crowds just as large as,

and larger than, sexy pictures ? Doesn't
exciting dramas, doesn't a mystery picture,

doesn't a kid picture—don't they all please

the public in a big way? Certainly such
pictures have a better moral influence on
individuals.

J. Thos. Johnson,
2913 Parkwood Ave.,

Richmond, Va.

OUCH!
I like Gary Cooper and Ronald Colman

and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. best of the

male actors because thev don't sing.

Mrs. J. A. McCullough,
Alda, Nebraska.

DOWN WITH CRIME!
Just keep on making more pictures like

"Skippy," "The Millionaire," "Daddy Long
Legs," and oh ! so many others of the rest-

ful pictures. What a relief for us grown-
ups after reading all the grief in the

newspapers, to go to the movies and not

have a "Scandal Sheet" review glare at us

from the screen.

We go to the movies to relax and to be
amused, and like children enjoy being
transported to realms where crude realities

of life do not seem to exist. So give us
more of the Mary Pickford, Douglas Fair-

banks, George Arliss and Harold Lloyd
type of pictures. Is that asking too much?

Anna H. Prochnow.
4003 Park Avenue.

Tacoma. Wash.

¥tICE
NOW! you can have
The VOICE you want!

100%
Improvement
Guaranteed

We build, strengthen the vocal
organ

—

not with singing lessons—
butby fundamentally sound and
scientifically correct silent exer-

cises . . . and absolutely guaran*
tee to improve any singing or
speaking voice at least ioo%
. . . Write for wonderful voice
book— sent free. Learn WHY
you can now have the voice
you want. No literature sent
to anyone under 17 years un-
less signed by parent.

No matter how hopeless
your case may seem—send
at once for free Voice Book.

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 13-16
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Mail Coupon for Free Voice Book

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 13-16
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago
Please Bend me FREE and without obligation. Prof.
Fenchtinger's new book, "Physical Voice Culture."
I have checked subject in which I am most interested.

W»ak Voice Singing G Stammtring C Speaking

Address

City State Age

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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Welcome to

NEW YORK and
_ ^flOTEL
GOVERNOR
GJNTON
31" ST.— 7™AVE.

opposite PENNA.R.R.STATION

1200 Rooms
each with

Bath, Servidor

and Circulat-

ing Ice Water

ROOM ™dBATH 3°°UP

$$ Photoplay Ideas $$
For Silent and Talking Pictures

Accepted in any form for revision, criticism,
Copyright anil submission to studios

Not a school—no courses or books to
sell. You may be just as capable of
writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
ideas are what is wanted. Plots ac-
cepted in any form. Send for free book-
let giving full details.

Universal Scenario Company
(Established 1917)

504 Meyer Bldg., Western and Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

Best Instruction Ever Offered The
American Public. Send 20c for first

/' lesson or #1.98 for complete course.

Money back after 5 days if not satisfied.

TAP and CLOG ) AW x
BALLROOM (

: /or Me
oWd".

DANCEOGRAPH DANCE ART, | nc .

555 Sutter St., San Francisco, California

SuporfluoujHAIRallGONE
Mahler method, which kills the hair
root, prevents hair from growing
agai n . Use it priv a tely i n your
home.
We Teach Beauty Culture
Send today 3 red stamps for

Free Booklet

D. J. Mahler Co., 39-B Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

Make PHOTOGRAPH!
Wour CareerF

This two billion dollar industry offers
splendid opportunities

FREE B00K£l7or.£Z£^
1 HotlonPktnreCaineratiunandProj«ctlonist
"Still" Photographer and Photo Finisher

NEW YORK INSTnTTTE OF photography if

0 West 33rd St. (DepttiOi Ne« York, N. Y.

The next issue of

Will be on sale Sept. 1st

A GENTLEMEN'S HALL OF FAME
For his consistently good performances

—

Robert Armstrong.
For the most fascinating voice—Paul Lukas.
For genuine acting ability—Richard Bar-

thelmess.

For youthful charm and vitality—Robert
Montgomery.

For his humorous characterizations—Wal-
lace Beery.

For his likeable sincerity—Clark Gable.
For My Favorite—Lew Ayres.

Mrs. Leon Willard,
Grundy Center, Iowa.

A WHOOP FOR "WHOOPEE"
While reading the letters written by the

readers of this magazine I find that very
few if any are about Eddie Cantor. I think

Eddie Cantor is a "swell guy" and I wish
he would give us another picture like

"Whoopee." "Whoopee" was absolutely
the best picture I've ever seen. A picture
like that is a sure cure for the blues. In
these times of depression when so many
people are blue and unhappy the colorful

gaiety of "Whoopee" cheers us while these
numerous gangster pictures just remind us

of the terrible crime wave that is sweeping
our country. I'm sure the fans would
rather look at Ziegfeld's beautiful glorified

girls than the mean, ugly looking men of

"The Secret Six."
Ernest Carpenter,

Helena, Missouri.

UNSOPHISTICATED MARY
I'm not wise in the ways of the world

yet, but please let me say a few things con-

The movies seem to agree with little Helen Hayes. She's all set to match
her long-standing stage reputation with an equally high one on the

screen. You'll see her in "Lullaby."
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cerning my favorite star.

Could anyone be sweeter than Mary
Brian? I was never really interested in

actresses, but after seeing Mary I wanted

to read about her. Please don't make our

Mary sophisticated—-though I doubt whether

anyone could. She is just about the only

sweet but very peppy girl in Hollywood!
We need her for refreshing our minds after

the very sophisticated pictures.

Lillian Curry,
Rt. 5, Box 28,

Salem, Ore.

STAR-GAZING
Below are the six great unknowns who

will eventually win their way to stardom

in the near future on the screen

:

1. Clark Gable. Like the late Valen-

tino, he will some day gain a part like

Julio in "The Four Horsemen" and become
the screen's leading personality.

2. Sally Eilers. Just as potent as the

great Norma Shearer, yet producers do not

recognize her true worth. Relegated to

small parts, at last Miss Eilers shines bril-

liantly as the gangster's moll in "Quick
Millions."

3. Karen Morley. Surprisingly great

as the suicide in Garbo's last picture "In-

spiration." A younger Chatterton in the

making.
4. Don Cook. A runner-up to James

Cagney in the perfect gangster picture,

"The Public Enemy."
5. Edward Woods. The bad boy com-

panion of James Cagney in "The Public

Enemy." A vast improvement in his act-

ing ability than his overacting part in

"Mother's Cry."
6. Last but not least, Anita Louise.

Her small, inconspicuous part in Helen
Twelvetrees' "Millie" denoted a not yet

mature actress of sensitive qualities, similar

to Lillian Gish.

Dick J. Abbate,
630 Mary Street,

Utica, N. Y.

A FOUR-G COMBINATION?
I want to tell you movie managers that

you are making a big mistake in not letting

Gavin Gordon act with Greta Garbo. Many
people are wondering why that wonderful
couple aren't acting together again. Here's
to Gavin Gordon and Greta Garbo

!

V. Pile,

261 Kurtz Ave.,
York, Pa.

Screen News
Continued from page 91

Winnie Lightner, the lucky girl, went
out on the Warner lot recently and found

herself the owner of a grand new dressing-

room-on-wheels. It's all done in soft brown
tones, with wicker furniture, and has a

living room, bedroom and kitchen, frigid-

aire and all, with even a cook on hand to

make up Winnie's favorite lunches. Win-
nie says she's tempted to go in for recipes

now.

considered highly eligible,

geous singing voice.

He has a gor-

Well, that's nice. Dietrich says Garbo
is her favorite actress. Garbo says Diet-
rich is her favorite actress. But still, at

this writing, they haven't met.

Evalyn Knapp grew a little alarmed re-

cently over a loss in weight that has put

her in the 100 pound class. So she decided

maybe her fellow-player in "Side Show,"
Ann Magruder, who weighs a mere 580,

could tell her what to do about it. But
Ann told her the only way to get fat was
to eat plenty of potatoes and refuse to

work. "Now what kind of advice is that

for a lady what's trying to get ahead?"
sighs Evalyn disconsolately.

We hope Evalyn's recovery from the ef-

fects of her recent accident is going to

continue coming along fast.

Pola Negri likewise insists Garbo is her
favorite actress. "I knew her first in Hol-
lywood when she was a nobody, taught her
screen make-up, and was her first woman
friend here, so I feel she is my protegee,"
says Pola fondly.

Novarro can brag of being one of the

few continual successes in Hollywood for

ten years. Many stars have staged come-
backs after intervals of heart-break, but
Ramon goes on forever. It was just ten
years ago that this young Mexician made
his first hit in "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Now he both directs and acts, and is a
more successful star than ever. Moreover,
he is to burst forth as the author of his

next picture, which he has been given a
four months vacation to write. He has de-
cided upon Europe for this literary interval.

Watch out for Nora Gregor ! Nora has
just made a stage appearance with Doug
Fairbanks, Jr. In spite of her Scotch name,
which, she smiles, must have come down
through some Scotch ancestor, Nora is

Austrian. She made a great hit in Max
Rienhardt productions in Germany and
Austria, and was also a success in Berlin
films. Hollywood brought her here a year
ago to appear in German versions of films,

and then she went back, still not knowing
English.

Louise Brooks gave us a flutter by wear-
ing dashing evening pajamas on the dance
floor at the Cocoanut Grove recently.
Genevieve Tobin wears them for tennis,
and pretty well all the stars wear them
now for house dresses or home-dinner par-
ties.

Marjorie King, until recently of Broad-
way, seems to be casting very favorable
eyes upon Lawrence Gray. Larry being

M.G.M. fetched Nora Gregor back for

more German pictures, but she stopped off

for six weeks in Michigan and learned
English—lovely, soft, entrancing English in

six weeks ! Some of us don't achieve it in

years. So directly she arrived, Doug Fair-
banks, Jr., selected her as his leading lady
for the stage play, "The Man in Posses-
sion." Her triumph was instantaneous. She's
adorable. Tallish, a dark blonde, not ex-
actly pretty, but brimming with a gay sort
of radiance that is better than any beauty.
She is married to an orchestra leader in

Berlin, and has something of the Garbo-
Dietrich effect on one, but is less subtle-
looking. Her father was an Austrian land-
owner, who lost it all to Italy in the war.
"So although my father did not approve

of the stage for me, I was the only one
who could help support the family," she
tells gaily, as though that were the best bit

of luck. She is a clever musician, singer.

SUBSTITUTE DUPLICATE
THIS wonderful liquid mascara which timed by the stars

of Hollywood. leaves your lashes soft and silky, yet it u
absolutely waterproof. Katherine MacDonald's Lash Coy
mctic his never been duplicated, although substitutes 3re

common.

You find this lash cosmetic gives no hint of artificiality. It

contains no varnish so cannot fhke nor break, your lashes.

Easily removed with cold cream. Cry, swim, get soaked in

the rain ...no water can make it streak or run. Handy purse

size gold capped bottle, black or brown. Si.

IKATMIEIR.IINE MacDONALD'S
ffi LASH
T COSMETIC

*
l WAT CWHOOP I

Kathenne MacDonald, Hollywood, California

Popularity
cornea quickly when you learn to
play a band instrument. For quick
advancement and greater musical
success start on an easy-playing Conn
The choice of Sousa and the world's
greatest artists. Many exclusive im-
provements at no added cost I

FREE TRIAL, EASY PAYMENTS
Write for details and free book. Mention
instrument. c G CONN, Ltd.

Conn Building Elkhart, Indi

PHOTOS ENLARGED
SIZE 8 x 10 INCHES

Now is your chance to get a
life-like Bromide photo en-
largement at an unusual bar-
gain. Same price for full

length or bust form, groups,
landscapes, of enlargements of
any group picture. Safe return
of your original photo G uaran-
teed.

Send NO MONEY
Just mail photo or

ft.l life-like enlarger
fadeless. Pay
postage or sei

of this amazin
Oc

REX ART

apshot (an

size 8x10 guaranteed
4Sc plus a few cents
h order and we pay postage. Take advantage
nd your photo today.

538 South Dearborn, Dept. 99A
Chicago, III.

^Ciitieura
Shaving

Cream

Refreshing and
non-irritating

even when used

twice daily.

At your dealers or Bent on receipt of S5c.
Address : "Cuticura," Dept 22B, Maiden, Mass. Wk

Drama. Dance. Vocal, Musical Comedy
and Opera, for Stage. Talkies, Radio.

Teaching, directing and social training. Thea-
tre and student stock company. New York ap-

pearances while learning. PUPILS: Mary Pickford.
Fred and Adele Astaire. Lita Johann. Una Merkle.
Peggy Shannon, Alice Joyce, Claiborne Foster. For
Catalog 7 apply to

S. COE. Secretary, 66 West 85th St.. N. Y.

CHAPE
JVo»rNO$E

Anita Nose Adjuster
I shapes flesh and car-
tilage—quickly, safely,

f painlessly, while you
sleep or work. Lasting
results. Doctors praise
it, Gold Medal Winner.
S7.000 users. Write for
FREE BOOKLET.

ANITA INSTITUTE. K-69, Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

30 DAYS
HOME TRIAL

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENXAND.
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MTeetyoar favorite
vie star*-**

all original photos of your favorite stars, size*

8x10, glosoy pnnlB, 25c each, 5 for $1.00. Scenes
from any of your favorite recent photo plays,

2 c each. 12 for $2.50. I'ontwely the finest

obtainable anywhtrr. We have the largest collec-

tion of movie photoa in the country. Just name
the ntar or scenes you want. Remit by money
order or U. S. 2o stamps.

BRAM STUDIO
630-9th Avenue

Studio 334
New York City

YOU
MUST NOT

MISS

Ruth Chatterton's

TRUE Story

m
September

Silver Screen
AJO, SHE was not

^ the "Daughter of

Affluence"— No, she

did not go into pictures

for a lark— No, the

"First Lady of the

Screen" was so far from

leading the luxuriant,

carefree life she has been

pictured as living that

when she gave a dinner

for some friends, the

dessert was delivered

C. O. D.—

Read this great story of

the life of the most talent-

ed, most human actress on

the screen today.

Exclusively in

The Fan Magazine

With the Largest

Newsstand Circulation

Silver Screen
for September

10
CENTS

dancer, and is about 24 years of age. Her
full name is Leanora, hence the Nora.
"But Duse has made that name so famous
I could not use it, could I ?" she asked with
pretty naivete. Not a bit up-stage—as yet!

Jack Dempsey is reported to be escorting
Pauline Garon around a good deal in Reno
these days.

Joan Bennett isn't doing so badly. Of
course her pay only amounts to about $2 a
minute as against sister Connie's $12, but
Richard Bennett's babies are coming along
nicely in the business world.

Richard himself manages to have daily

arguments with temperamental Connie on
the Warner Brothers set of "Bought," in

which they both play. They rub each other

the wrong way most of the time, and both
have well-developed egos. I can remember
when Richard used to brag he wasn't
"training" his girls at all—thought it best

to let 'em train themselves. They have!

Billie Dove has bought an airplane and
secured a pilot's license from the U. S.

Government. It seems the artful beauty
has been taking her lessons secretly, and
has already made numerous solo flights. I

can remember when Billie drove her broth-
er's old Ford quite dashingly. Billie has
just started in on "The Age for Love"
with Charles Starrett for her leading man.
Eddie Horton is also in it.

Of course the pet song in Billie's hearing
these days is "Oh, Had I the Wings of a
Dove !"

Clara Bow, just before leaving for Ne-
vada, told us if she ever married anybody
it would be Rex Bell, who "is working so
hard to make good in pictures." However,
Clara added that she isn't engaged to any-
one just at present. Her rest did her lots of

good. She dyed her hair a pale blonde, and
not a soul recognized her when she went
shopping on the boulevard. That's all very
well—but a blonde Clara just isn't Clara!

While Janet Gaynor and Lydell Peck
are vacationing in Honolulu, Mr. and Mrs.
Warner Baxter will rent their jolly cottage
on the beach at Malibu.

Can you imagine two lovely sirens in

mother roles? Estelle Taylor will be the
mother in the picture version of "Street
Scene," and Frances Starr is somebody's
mother in "Five Star Final." Both girls

have no end of fun making all the men on
the sets pay them a lot of attention to
prove they are as young as they ever were.

Estelle says she has become Hays-con-
scious. Every time she hears a naughty
word on the stage, now, it makes her shud-
der.

Anna May Wong and Sessue Hayakawa
are having some nice arguments over the
Chinese film they are being co-starred in.

You see, Sessue is Japanese, and so when
he appeared in a gorgeous Japanese kimono,
Anna said it was very, very beautiful but
it wasn't Chinese, and did Sessue remem-
ber he was supposed to be a Chinaman in

the story? Sessue doesn't like criticism

—

nay, nay

!

Anna's dad has retired from the Chinese
laundry but has no intention of living on
Anna. So when Anna takes a grand new
house, mama, two sisters and four brothers
will occupy it with Anna, while Dad will

remain aloof. Such a successful daughter
proves embarrassing to a good Chinaman
who has always ruled his family.

lulu, where Bebe is working on some origi-

nal stories for the screen which she has
had in mind for years. So if pre-natal
influences mean anything, the baby Lyon
should have a literary rather than a dra-
matic trend, eh what?

Walter Huston may live at the grand
Beverly-Wilshire Hotel, but he says he
has to get up in the morning long before
respectable people think of arising to life's

tyrannies. By seven he has breakfasted,
fussed with the car, and made the long
drive to the First National studios, when
his dramatic sorrows begin. Worrying
about the picture, posing for stills, argu-
ing over diction, placating publicity men
with visiting foreign dignitaries, gabbing
platitudes to people who don't understand
English, acting, rehearsing, rehearsing

—

and then luncheon, with everybody asking
him a million questions. Then back on the
set, hanging around for lighting adjust-
ments and so on. If he gets off at 6 P. M.
he's lucky. Then dinner, and going over
the day's letters with his secretary. Then
study for the next day's scenes . . .

"Say, when do people ever have time to
make whoopee in Hollywood?" he moans.

Nils Asther has a new job and a new-
home as well as a new baby, and his

mother is visiting him from Sweden.
Vivian Duncan and the new baby just ar-
rived to bless the new home.

We all Hailed Columbia when Harry
and Jack Cohn. producers, published the
statement that they would not reduce sala-
ries or fire employees, but would find other
methods of reducing the overhead and
fighting the depression."

Anyway, some people are getting salary
raises. Six young players who have made
good, get brand new contracts with War-
ner Bros. Marian Marsh, James Cagney,
Loretta Young, Donald Cook and Polly
Walters, having all been extra bright chil-

dren in recent successes, had the joy of
burning their old contracts and starting
out on new rich ones.

By the time this appears in print Bill

Powell and Carole Lombard should be
honeymooning in France. It is confidently
stated that the young people can well af-

ford to get married, as Bill is doing so
nicely now.

Josephine Dunn and her spouse, Clyde
(oil) Greathouse are accusing each other
of most unpleasant behavior, even unto
making rude remarks about each other's
religion. And, if you please, Josephine
managed to look absurdly like Garbo in

court, and many fans mistook her for that
famous one

!

Some husbands like it. Anyway, Lilyan
Tashman bought and furnished a new home
before Eddie knew a word about it, and he
vows it was a delightful surprise.

Norman Taurog, the director, has been
telling how he manages all those kids in

films like "Skippy." It seems he psyches
them and then coaxes or jeers accordingly.

But now they know his little tricks, Jackie
Searl, Mitzi Green, Bruce Line, et al. may
start psyching Taurog—and then the beans
will be spilled

!

Wally Beery has just collected on a note

for $10,900, due over two years ago. Can't

call that depression. Wally is liable to be

touched for some little loan these davs.

While Bebe Daniels is in retirement
awaiting the stork, which is due before
very long, she and Ben have gone to Hono-

Ruth Chatterton says she was reduced to

her last $8 before she finally secured her
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movie opportunity. Darkest before the

dawn, eh?

John Earrymore says he's going back to

the stage for good, and that his Dolores

has definitely quit pictures. Dolores' one

picture since the baby was born did not

warrant her in anticipating a new picture

career.

So difficult to believe good old Marie
Dressier is 60 years of age! You should

see how stunning, and positively dignified,

she looks in her fancy pajamas! Of
course she only wears these 'round the

house, but she looks really graceful in them.

Such is the value of stage training in

movement.

It looks like a serious romance between

Dorothy Jordan and Donald Dillaway.

Polly Moran has acquired a grand new
nose, which will make its screen debut in

"Guilty Hands." However, that is no
implication against the hands of the plastic

surgeon, who operated so carefully.

Even if Phillips Holmes has left town
for a New York vacation, we still insist

the romance with Ethel Sutherland re-

mains unimpaired.

Mary Pickford and Doug Fairbanks, Sr.,

cashed in on some of the sumptuous hos-

pitality they have entertained their Euro-
pean friends with in Hollywood. While in

England they were the house guests of

Lord and Lady Mountbatten at their coun-
try place. It was there Mary was able to

show off the lovely Rolls-Royce Doug had
bought for her in England. These two are

planning another trip to Norway and Swe-
den soon, but Mary says she will make an-

other picture first if she can find a good
story.

Marlene Dietrich has taken Charles

Mack's house at Beverly Hills, where her

little girl is learning to swim in the pool.

It's a modernistic house, even unto pale

mauve bed linen.

As no one took any hints, Adolphe Men-
jou presented himself with a handsome
cigarette case on his birthday, inscribed,

"To Adolphe on his birthday from his

greatest admirer, Adolphe Menjou."

There's one person who isn't worried
about this reported engagement of Charlie

Chaplin to a Mary Reeves in France.
That's Georgia Hale, who receives cable-

grams from Charlie several times a week.
Met Georgia at a parts- last week, looking

very sweet. She has a reputation for one
of the nicest dispositions in all Hollywood.
In a recent cable, Charlie told Georgia he
might visit Algiers and other Mediter-
ranean countries before getting back to

work.

Fred A. Kelsey says he has made over
seven hundred arrests as a screen cop. He
says he's been shot at and killed four

hundred times—strictly as a screen detec-

tive.

A little girl named Helen Johnson was
considered a star discover}' by Paramount,
after her work in "The Vice Squad." Now
"Johnson" has little lure in the bright

lights, so she was persuaded to change her
name to Judith Woods, under which she

has been signed for a long term contract.

All the same Judith (or Helen) has already
had a long career, arriving, on that first

upward fight, to the role of Conrad Nagel's
wife in "Divorcee." Her new career really

began with "It Pays to Advertise" when
she was the bogus countess ; but "The Vice
Squad" is the first picture under the new
contract terms, made before the picture

was released. Judith is also a clever artist,

sculptor and designer. And she once
toured with Sessue Hayakawa in "Broken
Blossoms" in vaudeville.

Truth About Cosmetics
Continued from page 92

buff your nails, rather than to liquid-polish

them, vou can have your equipment for

$1.35.

The trick of the Culver system is this.

After doing the usual shaping of the nails,

and removing the old polish, you use the

nail liquid to soften the cuticle. It works
all by its little self, unassisted by any other
whitener, softener, or such, and leaves the
cuticle so that all the excess can be readily
rubbed off and whitens the nail tips. But
the big thing is the way you use that Nail
Liquid, and here is where the little Nail

Bath (how Cecil De Mille would love

that) comes in. The nail bath is really a
tiny box of black onyx with a gold metal
ring around the top and lined with soft

rubber. In the top is a tiny rubber ring
that will just fit your fingertips. You pour
the nail liquid into the bath through the

center of the ring. Then you put in one
finger at a time and give them their beauty
treatment ! Simple, isn't it ? Later, of
course, you follow the usual routine—rinse

the hands, and polish the nails. It's all

very nice and very economical.

Write to the Stars as Follows:
Continued fr

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

William Collier, Jr. Bert Lytell

Constance Cummings Joan Peers

Richard Cromwell Dorothy Revier

Jack Holt Loretta Sayers

Buck Jones . Barbara Stanwyck

om page %
Educational Studios, 7250 Santa Monica

Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

Marjorie Beebe

Ann Christy

Andy Clyde

Harry Gribbon

Nick

Eleanor Hunt
Patsy O'Leary

Daphne Pollard

Lincoln Stedman
Stuart

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Charley Chase

Mickey Daniels

Oliver Hardy
Ed Kennedy
Mary Kornman

Harry Langdon

Stan Laurel

Our Gang
ZaSu Pitts

Thelma Todd

/Strand
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Come down By the

Sea to a good
Hotel Where Com-
fort and Courtesy
are Yours at Most
Reasonable Rates.

Booklet 24 on Re-
quest. T. E. Ran-
dow, Mgr. H. B.

Richmond, Prop.

ft

Setting-Up Exercises

for Your FACE-
LIFT SAGGING MUSCLES
REMOVE DOUBLE CHIN

Kathryo Murray's 5-Minute-a-Day Facial Ex-

ercises, by strengthening flabby, drooping mus-
cles, helps to banish crows* feet, double chin,

sagging cheeks, sallow complexion, etc.. and
restore in a sale, natural way the

bloom and animation of youth. No
massage—no lotions—no straps—no
skill required. Results assured. 15

years of successful use. Book fret!

Write today!
KATHRYN MURRAY

Suite 95, 5 So. Wabash Ave., Chiea-o.

EARN MONEY" AT HOME
YOU can make $15 to $50 weekly in spare
or full time at home coloring photographs.
No experience needed. No canvassing. We
instruct you by our new simple Photo-Color
process and supply you with work. Write
for particulars and Free Book to-day.

The IRVING-VANCE COMPANY Ltd.
346 Hart Building, Toronto, Can.

Beautiful Complexion
In 15 DAYSClear your compi

of pimples,blackhead
whiteheads, red spo
enlarged pores fysk liahes. I can

cial Ear Drums—his

Sono Art-World Wide, Metropolitan

Studios, 1041 Las Palmas Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

Ruth Roland Edward Everett

Eddie Dowling Horton

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD

A yonr fondest dream. And Ida it in a.few days.
My method is so different. No cosmetics, lotion*,
salves , soaps , ointments ,plasters .bandapes .mask s

.

vapor eprays . massage,rollers orother implements.
No diet, no fasting. Nothing to take. Cannot injure

" the most delicate skin. Send for my Free Booklet.
Yoc'renot obligated.Send no money. Get the facta.

r " . DOROTHY RAY KU!«S >£&SS

No Joke To Be Deaf
—Every Deaf Person Knows That
George P. Way made himself hear, after being
deaf for 25 years, with Artificial Ear Drums—his

itrwn invention. He wore them
^fctday and night. They stopped

'They are invisible and X>er-\
fectly comfortable. No one Bees
them. Write for hia true story,

,

"How I Got Deaf and Made
Myself Hear". Abo booklet
on Deafness. Address Artificial Ear Drum

GEORGE P. WAY, INC.
1429 Hofmann Building Detroit. Michigan

$-ALWAYS HAVE LUCK!-$
Unlucky in Money Games.

Love or Business? You should

earn a pair of genuine
MYSTIC BRAHMA RED

-SE^llliP^tS LIVE HIGHLY MAGNETIC
LODESTONES. Rare. Am-
azing, Compelling, Attract-

ive these LIVE LODE-
STONES are carried by
Occult Oriental people as a

POWERFUL LUCKY
CHARM, one to prevent Bad Luck, Evil and Misfortune,

and the other to attract much Good Luck, Lore, Happi-

ness and Prosperity. Special only 51.97 for the two.

With valuable instructions FREE- Pay postman 51-97

and 15c postage on deliverv. Satisfaction or monev re-

funded. You can be LUCKY! Order yours TODAY!
Depl. 7W, P. S. BUREAU. General P. O. Box 72. BROOKLYN. N. Y
NOTICE! We absolutely GUARANTEE these genuine Mystic

Brahma Lodestones are ALIVE! Just what you want, for they
POWERFUL, HIGHLY MAGNETIC! GET
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Baby Veteran

Joan Marsh "comes back"—

at eighteen!

By

Betty Boone

WHEN you think of "come-backs" you think of

middle-aged persons who have surmounted
failure to find success in their mature years,

don't you? Well, imagine staging a real come-
back at the ripe and glorious age of eighteen !

That's what Joan Marsh is doing. Ten years ago she

left the screen, a dimpled, golden-curled, chubby little

girl. At the advanced age of eight she turned her little

back upon a very real success in order to go to school.

Joan's "come-back" doesn't involve 'the surmounting
of failure. She left the screen at the very peak of her

little-girl career. But it does mean the surmounting of a
forced retirement. The wisdom of a father and a

mother, not the fancy of a fickle public, caused Joan's
disappearance from pictures when she was in demand in

every studio in Hollywood.
"I was getting smarty and terribly proud of myself,"

Joan laughed, remembering the little girl whom she had
been, "I liked to show off before other children. Being
in pictures went completely to my silly little head. So
Dad and Mother decided that it was time for me to quit."

Joan's Dad is Charles Rosher, one of the most famous
cameramen in Hollywood. So Joan, born Nancy Ann
Rosher, was reared almost literally in the shadow of a
camera. The studio was her day nursery.

"J made my first picture when I was nine months
old," Joan went on. "Dad was the cameraman for the

picture and Mother had brought me to the studio to visit

him. The director saw me and insisted that I be the

baby they needed in the picture. So Dad gave his con-

sent. Because Dad was turning the camera—in those

days they didn't have electric ones—I felt at home, I sup-

pose. They say that I laughed and cooed and held out

my arms and did everything they wanted me to do. 'That
was the beginning of my first career."

So Joan went from one picture to another. Looking
at her today, it is very easy to imagine what a cuddly
baby she must have been. She played in many of the

Mary Pickford pictures, sometimes being one of the

pathetic little ragamuffins, sometimes all dressed up in

tiny fur coats and bonnets.

Joan has wanted to be an actress ever since she has
been old enough to want anything.

"When I was little, I used to sit and watch Mary Pick-
ford and the other stars and sigh and hope that some
day I would be a big star, too. When the children in the
neighborhood asked me over to meet their visiting

cousins, pointing me out pridefully because I was in pic-

tures, I used to tell myself that some day I would be the

famousest actress on the screen !"

At the ripe old age of
eight Joan retired
from the screen to
finish her A B C's.

Now that she's grown
up I more or less.' I

she's all set for an-
other career.

Then came the Waterloo of all these

childish plans. Down firmly came
two parental feet, four in fact, and
all requests for Joan's services were
refused. Joan was put into school

and her picture career, so far as her parents were con-

cerned, was ended, finished, completed

!

"But I didn't lose hope, not for one moment," Joan
laughed, "I had to obey Mother and Dad and give it up,

but I knew that I would come back to it some day."

That chance for which she was waiting came a little

more than a year ago, when she had finished high school.

Joan faced the issue with her parents and won. The
main reason for her winning was not the force of her

arguments but the very important fact that she went out

and got herself a job! "After eight years away from it

all I was scared to death," she says. "And talking pic-

tures were all new to me. Everything was changed and
different. My first real job in my 'come-back' was pos-

ing for publicity pictures and posters. While I was
doing that, I used to drift around to the various stages

and watch the companies working. They gave me a

special pass so that I might do it. And, believe me, I

learned a lot."

Now Joan has signed a long-term contract with Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. Her second career is well started.

The first step is finished and she is ready to start on the

second. She's Culver City's prize new blonde

!



there comes a new,

mysterious GLOW
Into cheeks touched with almost magical Princess Pat rouge,

there comes mysterious new beauty-—color that is vibrant, in-

tense, glorious, yet suffused with a soft, mystical underglow that

mahes brilliancy natural!

No woman ever used Princess Pat rouge for the first time with-

out being amazed. Accustomed to ordinary rouges of one flat,

shallow tone, the youthful, glowing naturalness of Princess Pat
gives beauty that actually bewilders, that thrills beyond words
to describe.

The Life Principle of All Color Is Glow The mysterious fire of rubies,

the opalescence of opals, the fascinating loveliness of pearls de-

pend upon glow. Flowers possess velvety depths of color glow.

In a naturally beautiful complexion there is the most subtle,

beautiful glow of all, the luminous color showing through the skin

from beneath.

Now then! All ordinary rouge blots out glow. On the contrary

Princess Pat rouge imparts glow—even to palest complexions.

The wonderful color you achieve seems actually to come
from within the skin. It is sparkling, as youth is sparkling.

It is suffused, modulated. It blends as a natural blush

blends, without definition, merging with skin tones so

subtly that only beauty is seen—"painty" effects never.

Only (he "Duo-Tone" Secret Can Give This Magic of Lifelike Color

No other rouge can possibly beautify like Princess Pat

PRINCESS PAT
CHICAGO, U. S. A. (IN CANADA, 93 CHUKCH ST., TORONTO)

For graciousness, beauty, savoir fairc, complete your make-up with
Princess Pat exquisite rouge, eye shadow, truly indelible lip rouge.

For alluringly clear, transparent skin, use Princess Pat creams, to

cleanse, nourish and refine skin texture.

"duo-tone." Why? Because no other rougs
in all the world is composed of two distinct

tones, perfectly blended into one by a very
secret process. Thus each shade of Princess
Pat rouge possesses a mystical underglow to

harmonize with the skin, and an overtone to give forth vibrant
color. Moreover Princess Pat rouge changes on the skin, ad-
justing its intensity to your individual need.

Every Princess Pat Shade Matches Any Skin Whether you are blond or
brunette, or any type in between, any shade of Princess Pat you
select will harmonize with your skin. The duo-tone secret gives
this unheard of adaptability. And what a marvelous advantage;
for variations of your coloring are unlimited. There are shades
of Princess Pat for sparkle and intensity when mood, gown or
occasion dictate brilliance; shades for rich healthful tints, shades
that make cheeks demure; a shade for wondrous tan; an exotic,
glowing shade for night—under artificial light.

Be Beautiful Today as You Never Were Before Princess Pat's thrilling
new beauty is too precious to defer. And words cannot ade-
quately picture the effect upon your cheeks. Only when you
try Princess Pat duo-tone rouge will you realize its wonders.

Today, then, secure Princess Pat

|
and discover how gloriously beau-

I tiful you can be.

get this Week
-SPECIAL

End Set

The very popular Princess Pat Week End Set for
this COUPON and ioc (.coin). Easily a months
supply of almond base poicder and FIVE other
delightful Princess Pal preparations. Beautifully
decorated boudoir box.

PRINCESS PAT, 2709 S. Wells St., Chicago.
Dept. A-1549 Enclosed find 25c for which send

me the Princess Pat Week End Set.

Name (print)

City and State.
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UPYOUR STREET...
. . . a woman
unfaithful

...tongues wagging

neighbors pointing

. . . a girl . . . she

knows her mother is

wronging her father

yet defends her...for

she understands

This happens
on any day UP
YOUR STREET...

on any Street...

in any city . . .

SAMUEL
GOLDWYN

presents
II

STREET SCENE
A United Artists Picture with

SYLVIA SIDNEY - ESTELLE TAYLOR - WILLIAM C£ T
Directed by King Vidor from Elmer Rice's play of the s«

As a play "Street Scene" won the r

ran for two solid years on Broadway

important city in America!

nth

As Samuel Goldwyn's outs'

to the screen it is even great*^
combining as it does all the

his success " Stella Dallas", v
of King Vidor's "Big Parad<
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Most Beautiful
Issue of Any
Screen Magazine
Ever
published!

If you want to see the last

word in loveliness, builded

around the beauty—and beau-

ties of the screen, see next

month's Screenland!

Of course you know The
Smart Screen Magazine is

noted for its unusual and in-

teresting portraits. You know-

that every layout is exciting

—

that, besides giving you Holly-

wood's latest news, interviews,

and reviews, we present the liv-

ing Beauty of the screen. But

you have a treat awaiting you

in the next, the November is-

sue of Screenland. We can't

give the whole show awav
now—but we can promise you

this : that the next number will

be a revelation. Read Screen-

land for its different editorial

content. Enjoy it for its pic

torial charm.

Watch for the next—
the November Number!
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(M/lAtX BROTHtRS
'jt Stars of

THE COCOANUT*"and

I ANIMAL CRACKERS

Directed by Norman McLeod

In MONKFY BUSING
Celebrate Paramount's

20th Birthday Jubilee!

•

Paramount is celebrating 20 years of leader-

ship with the greatest pictures in its history!

Watch for "24 Hours," "A Farewell to

Arms," "No One Man," "Lives of a

Bencal Lancer " And such stars as Harold

Lloyd, Georce Bancroft, Marlene

Dietrich, Ruth Chatterton and others in

the greatest pictures of their careers !

PARAMOUNT PDBL1X CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZITKOR, PRES..PARAMOUNT BLDG..N Y

ZAUGHING days are here again ! With that famous frenzied foursome,"^'

* Brothers, in a new madhouse of merriment —"MONKEY c

It's the first of the great pictures in Paramount Jubilee Month

when leading theatres everywhere will feature Paramour

for announcements. "If it's a Paramount Picture it's t

paramount US; Ci

PARAMOUNT Pl'BLIX CORPORATION, ADOLPH ZUKOR. P

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENXANE
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No introductions are
necessary to the funniest
screen team. Anyway,
this is Oliver Hardy and
Stan Laurel in a scene
from "Our Wife," their
latest laughie. Laurel and
Hardy will make a feature
length called "Pardon Us"
and it's by popular de-

mand. Congratulations,
boys!

T^E V U E T T E S
Pick the winners! Read these

Revuettes for the best screen bets

Class A:
ALEXANDER HAMILTON. Warner Brothers.

George Arliss scores again with his remarkable
portrayal of Alexander Hamilton. The picture is well

directed and Doris Kenyon and June Collyer are ex-

cellent.

AMERICAN TRAGEDY. Paramount. A star-

tling film, superbly directed, from the Theodore
Dreiser novel. Phillips Holmes, Sylvia Sidney and
Frances Dee give praiseworthy performances.*

CHANCES. First National. An interesting war
picture. Two brothers in love with the same

girl—more war. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. turns in a
neat performance.

DADDY LONG LEGS. Fox. A pleasant relief

"•om racketeer films is this Cinderella story.
'-•>. whole family! Janet Gaynor and Warner

'V their roles with great sincerity.

RICH. Paramount. Take the kiddies
good time with Mitzi Green, Edna

; e Searl and Louise Fazenda. It's

O-Pathe. A sparkling, sophis-
i philandering husband and a

and Robert Ames handle
the whole cast is good.

Let SCREENLAND help you select the

pictures to see or not to see. Give

careful attention to our seal of ap-

proval films. See Page 96 for com-

plete casts of current films

SON OF INDIA. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. This
is something! Ramon Novarro, as an East

Indian who loves an American girl. Nice romance
with Ramon at his best, and you'll be talking about
Madge Evans.*

THE SQUAW MAN. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
You've seen this one in silent form and you'll en-

joy it with speech. Lupe Velez, Warner Baxter,
Eleanor Boardman and Roland Young acquit them-
selves admirably.

YOUNG AS YOU FEEL. Fox. Another hilar-

ious Will Rogers classic. Will is teamed with
Fifi Dorsay again. Lucien Littlefield deserves hon-
orable mention.

Class B:
KO-Palhe. This film

force of Constance
a makes a charm-

'etro-Goldu-yn-

and nobody
5—so's Irene

Paramount.
The Love
Hopkins
'l a uni-

A HOLY TERROR. Fox. A new type of Western
with the hero a famous polo player. George O'Brien
is good as the hard-riding hero and Sally Eilers is the
girl.*

ANNABELLE'S AFFAIRS. Fox. Good farce

notably because of Jeanette MacDonald's perform-
ance. Victor McLaglen, Joyce Compton and Roland
Young keep things pepped up. too.*

ARE YO'I THERE? Fox. A ridiculous farce with
music and with Beatrice Lillie. of the stage, as the star.

A SON OF THE PLAINS. Syndicate. A Western
with a plot, express robbery, fighting, and riding.

Bob Custer is the big he-man.

A WOMAN OF EXPERIENCE. RKO-Pathi.
The only thing new about this spy drama is the cast.
Helen Twelvetrees is appealing as the heroine. Wil-
liam Bakewell, ZaSu Pitts and H. B. Warner contrib-
ute interesting performances.*

BROAD MINDED. First National. A made-to-
order picture for Joe E. Brown. Not much of a story
but plenty of gags and laughs. Ona Munson is the
feminine appeal.

CALL OF THE ROCKIES. Syndicate Exchange.
Inc. A silent film about the pioneer days, with a
talking sequence as an introduction. Ben Lyon and
Mane Prevost are the love angle.

CHILDREN OF DREAMS. Warner Brothers.
This one is from the old theme-song days and not so
good, either. Marion Shilling, Paul Gregory and
Marion Byron are the principals.

ENEMLES OF THE LAW. Regal. A weak gang-
ster film poorly directed. Lou Tellegen, Mary Nolan
and Johnny Walker do their best.

FIRST AID. SONO ART. Good action picture
but the plot is too involved. Marjorie Beebe and
Gran Withers provide the romance.

FIVE AND TEN. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Marion
Davies is surprisingly good in a dramatic role.' A
good cast including Leslie Howard. Mary Duncan.
Kent Douglass, Irene Rich and Richard Bennett, and a

good story.*

GOLDDJ. Fox. Spencer Tracy and Warren
Hvmer in a rough and rowdy sailor comedv. Jean
Harlow is the S. A*

HUSH MONEY. Fox. A tame gangster yarn with

Joan Bennett, Owen Moore. Myrna Loy and Hardie
Albright doing capable work.*

* Reviewed in this issue.

^ These pictures have been selected

by Delight Evans as worthy of
Screenland's seal of approval.

{Continued on page it-S)
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CUSTOM
MODELS
With Free Wheeling

J3,

Convertible PHAETON SEDAN
CABRIOLET $1245

The greater the height of public confidence a manufacturer

attains, the higher the standards he must maintain. Every

new evidence of public favor becomes a challenge to re-

newed creative effort. Again Auburn introduces anew orig-

inality in design; entirely closed—or entirely open—or top

up and windows down! Improved L. G. S. Free Wheeling,

with exclusive lock-out lever, enables you to drive either

completely in Free Wheeling or completely in positive gear.
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Illustrated above is the Five-Passenger, Custom Convertible Phaeton Sedan, Straight Eight, Silent-Constant Mesh in Standard Models. Also Free Wheeling in

Custom Models.
Custom models 8-98A: 5'pass. Z-door Brougham $1145; Business Man's Coupe $1195; Convertible Cabriolet $1245; 4-door Full Sedan $1195; Convertible Phaeton
Sedan $1345; 7-passenger Sedan $1395. All Custom Models include Free Wheeling. Standard models 8-98: 5-pass. 2-door Brougham $945; 4-door Full Sedan
$995; Convertible Cabriolet $1045; Convertible Phaeton Sedan $1145; Business Man's Coupe $995; 7 pass. Sedan $1195. All prices f. o. b. factory. Equipment
other than standard and wire wheels, at extra cost.
Canadian List prices, freight to be added. Custom models 8-98A: 5-pass. 2-door Brougham $1695; Business Man's Coupe $1895; Convertible Cabriolet $1975;
4-door Full Sedan $1895; Convertible Phaeton Sedan $2125; 7-pass. Sedan $2325. All Custom Models include Free Wheeling. Standard models 8-98: 5-pass. 2-

cloor Brougham $1405; 4-door Full Sedan $1475; Convertible Cabriolet $1545; Convertible Phaeton Sedan $1690; Business Man's Coupe $1475; 7-pass. Sedan
$1975. AUBURN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, AUBURN, INDIANA Prices subject to change without notice.
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''Give the kid a
break.'" is the bur-
den of a large part
of thismon th' s mail.
The fans are still

strong for Clara Bow!

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
There is something new and very favor-

ahle to he said for talking pictures. A few
nights ago I attended a showing of "Trader
Horn." Next to me, having chosen her
seat with evident thought, sat a blind girl

—totally blind. She enjoyed the perform-
ance as much as I. She heard the lion's

roar, men's voices, a woman's scream

—

knew the hush of the audience—knew, in-

deed, that a lion was attacking a woman
in the picture, though her eyes saw nothing.

Certainly no one can deny that talking

films have opened a broad and thoroughly
enjoyable field to the countless "shut-off"

blind people that live somehow in our large

and uncaring cities.

Mrs. Chas. Brown.
342 West 88th St.,

New York City.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
I suggest that films for children be

shown either at different hours or (in large

centers) in a special children's theatre. I

agree that adult films are not for young-
sters. Yet adults need more realism, not
less. We need to de-bunk criminals, gang-
sters, politicians and "ex-mistresses." We
need to be shown the abuses hidden behind
the grim walls of orphanages and prisons.

Adults need films like "The Finger Points,"
"Illicit" and "Paid." Also, we need to

look beyond our three-dimensional world in

such splendid films as "Outward Bound."
I have long felt that the screen has neg-

lected the whole field of mythology, fairy

stories, folk lore. Indian, and animal stor-

ies, which I'd go to see—even if my hair

is white

!

A. Follett Brown,
58 Colburn Road,

Welleslev Hills, Mass.

THIRD PRIZE LETTER
At last someone realizes the dire neces-

sity of more men in Hollywood ! But in

spite of the fact that Screenland was the
first to comprehend and publish the situa-

tion, I'm only fifty per cent satisfied. The
article, New Men Wanted in Hollywood,
has made known the dearth of the male
sex in filmland. But that's all it has done

!

Why hasn't it given a suggestion to remedy
the situation? I'm compelled to believe
there is none.
Hollywood is over-supplied with women,

too many women ! The task of enumerat-
ing even a portion of the great many fe-

male stars is too large a job for me to

undertake. Can you explain the over-
supply of women actors ? The lack of male
stars ? How do so many girls crash the
gate that leads to the screen? There are
hundreds of ways that lead a girl before
the camera, and the most popular medium
is the beauty contest.

But can an unknown fellow get into

Hollywood's limelight? How? Where's
the future Doug Fairbanks coming from ?

The new Chaney? Barrymore? Menjou?

Come on, you fans—get your movie
impressions off your chests! Let's hear
your hoorays for the good and your
hoots for the not so good! But write
sincerely and constructively, whether
praising or blaming. There's a $20
prize for the best letter each month,
and additional prizes of $15, $10 and
$5. Letters should be not more than
150 words and should reach us by the

10th of each month. Address Hoots
and Hoorays, SCREENLAND, 45 W. 45th

St., New York City.

jfrOOTS

dJ#OORAYS
Tell us what's right or wrong with the

films! It's the fans' opinions that count!

Gilbert? Can you tell us? I'm sure your
audience would welcome such an article.

That article has started the ball rolling;

don't stop it by dropping the subject.

John J. Bates.

582 Public St..

Providence, R. I.

FOURTH PRIZE LETTER
Fellow Bow fans, let's start a world-wide

Clara Bow club, to support and defend our
great little idol in an organized and sys-
tematic way. Then by pressure of con-
certed action and numbers, we can influ-

ence the producers, the public, and other-
wise help Clara to solve her problems.
Let's give her an organized army, all her
own, to fight her battles and do her worry-
ing for her.

But without one cent or one single obli-

gation on Clara's part. Let's be unselfish,

as she is, and restore her faith in humanity,
and stand by her till perdition pops. It

will cost us only nominal dues for club ex-
penses, including secretary (secretary NOT
to be Daisy Devoe). Then, just let some-
body try to snub our Clara.
Who will start it? Editor of Screen-

land? Sydney Valentine? Clara is loyal

to her fans. Let's be loyal to her, and heal
her broken heart. All Aboard

!

M. B. Butler.

Box 154.

Taft, Calif.

A NEW NORM FOR NORMA!
Chalk up another big hit for Norma

Shearer in "A Free Soul." She was superb
as she is in everything she does. But the

trouble is, she usually does the same thing.

She flutters gaily through her many suc-
cesses (in the newest frocks), playing one
free soul after another.

Now I am sure that Norma Shearer fans

(and they are legion) agree that her roles

are becoming too standardized. "The Di-
vorcee," "A Free Soul," "Strangers May
Kiss," "Let Us Be Gay"—in fact all of

them bear the same general theme through-
out. Believe it or not, Norma is getting

a little bit too gay for her own good.

We want to see her in other types of

pictures for a change. Interesting stories

built around the middle walks of life; pic-

tures of a quiet country-side. Give us

adorable Norma in new and different roles.

Sincerelv,

Mrs. loe Miller,

423 X. Pine St.,

Charlotte, X. C.

A BOW GESTE
Clara Gordon Bow—a beautiful, dynamic

young woman who, despite the not-to-be-

cnvied handicaps of a childhood filled with

squalor and suggestive "mud slinging" via

(Continued on page 97)
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Frank! Powerful! Realistic! A heart-stirrin3

cross-section of modern life that fairly hammers
on the emotions A sweeping drama of

pathos and passion— betrothal and betrayal

— honor and hypocrisy—with lives and loves

sacrificed to the Juggernaut of newspaper cir-

culation Greatest picture of the year

—

with the outstanding screen actor of the day,

and a powerful supporting cast. « « « «

H. B. WARNER

MARIAN MARSH

ANTHONY bUSHEll

GEORGE E. STONE

FRANCES STARR

Ona Munson : Robert Elliott

Directed by
MERVYN LcROY

with the most versatile actor

on the screen today..

Edw.G.ROBINSON
A FIRST NATIONAL Zr VITAPHONE PICTURE

"Vitaphone"* is the registered trademark of The Vitaphone Corporation

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAND.
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S
EVEN years ago,

after his pictur-

esque English
home in Beverly

Hills was completed. Lew
Cody issued invitations

for his first corned-beef-
and-cabbage dinner
party.

With the menu in

mind, Cody had built in

a special cellar dining
room, so as not to spoil

the effect of the roses in

the drawing room.
Since then delivery

boys have made a well

worn path to the Cody
service entrance—carry-
ing Hollywood's plump-
est cabbages and choicest

Apparently no one ever

Lew Cody's

Corned-Beef-and-Cabbage

Dinners
They're an old Hollywood custom, these

culinary orgies in Lew's special subter-

ranean dining room

portions of corned beef,

turns down an invitation

to one of the famous dinners. Before departing, each
guest leaves his signature on the autographed door.
There must be close to a thousand well known names
on the door now and Cody is directing handwriting
talent to a second door in the interesting cellar room.

Gloria Swanson's prescribed diet (which did not
include the items of beef and cabbage) did not keep
her away from a recent dinner given by Cody. She
arrived with a workman's lunch kit and when the sruests

"Ah, oui!" says Chef
Cody, "zat cornbif
Americaine — c'est
de/i'c/'euse.1" Pre-
paring the feast is a
sacred rite at the
Cody homestead.

were all seated, opened
the tin box and put on a

gas mask, through which
she slowly munched two
sprigs of celery and a

pared apple.

Red checkered table-

cloths and napkins are

used for these dinners.

The china plates are half

an inch thick and the

mugs for coffee are large

and heavy. Candles are

used for lighting. Guests
come in full formal at-

tire, in sports clothes, or
straight from the studio

in make-up.
"W e use small brown

paper sacks for the

menus, written in black crayon," said Cody, who is

constantly thinking up new novelties to make his par-

ties more interesting.

The first course is a garlic salad. A thick slice of

onion is placed on a leaf of lettuce. Then a thick slice

of orange tops the onion and the whole is garnished with

garlic dressing.

Early in the morning on the day of one of these din-

ner parties. Cody's cook starts a huge pan simmering.

Twelve heads of cabbage. Ten pounds of corned beef.

The mixture is cooked slowly (Continued on page 106)
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20 minutes reading will make
your whole life more enjoyable , £V

,

.... 384,000 men and
women have sent for this

free book about baths

BATHS can help us in many, many
ways. In more ways than most of

us ever imagined ! One kind ofbath, for

example, quiets and rests us; another

brings new energy and new enthusiasm.

And, because baths can help us so

much in everyday living, The Book
About Baths is a most valuable book-

let. It tells all about baths, what kind

to take and when and how to take them.

For instance, the wake-up bath or

energizer is described on page 6. It

turns dull, tired mornings into bright

and cheerful ones. It starts warm and

ends with a quick cold splash.

Another popular one is the after-

workfreshener. It soothes tired nerves,

brings new energy; makes evenings

more enjoyable.

Then there's a bath to ward off colds,

a bath to bring sound sleep, and one

for after-exercise. For each one The

Book About Baths gives many sugges-

tions (temperature, toweling, soaping).

It's FREE
After you have

read this unusual
-5st-

CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE
CSS*

booklet we think you'll appreciate baths

as you never have before. You'll de-

pend on them more and more. They
will make you feel better, look better

—

in fact, they will make your whole life

more enjoyable. And you will, we are

sure, see a new connection between

careful cleanliness of body and clothes

and your comfort, health, and happiness.

So send for your free copy noiv. Use
coupon below.

CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE. Dept. K-10, SMio-31

45 East 17th Street. New York. N. Y.

Please send me free of all cost "The Book About Baths."

Established to promote public ivelfare

by teaching the value of cleanliness

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAND

City.
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MEET THE NEW MR. NANCY CARROLL

The titian-haired Nancy's skies are all serene again, now that
she's married to the prepossessing Mr. Bolton Mallory, magazine
editor. Miss Carroll was recently divorced from Jack Kirkland,
newspaper and publicity writer. Those writing fellows are so

clever, says Nancy, it's nice to have one around the place.
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Here's somebody who
knows more about Bob
Montgomery than Miss
Vee Dee ! This little wire-
haired terrier is Mont-
gomery's constant com-
panion, trailing him to
the studio every morning
and home again at night.
And, when he can spare
the time from taking care
of his master, the cute
canine chaperones Bob's

baby daughter.

By

M.iss Vee Dee

A/fONTGOMERY FOREVER. You're
all wrong—Bob Montgomery and his

wife are far from being separated. They
are Hollywood's most genuinely devoted
couple. Don't know how those rumors
start, anyway ! Their baby daughter has
been dreadfully ill and Bob's every thought
is of her. Hope by the time you read
this the baby will be quite well again.

Anna W. John Mack Brown, known
to all followers of football as The Dothan
Flash, was born Sept. 1, 1904 in Dothan,
Ala. He has black curly hair, brown eyes,

is 6 feet tall, weighs 165 pounds and is

married and has a daughter Harriet.

Johnny has a thick Southern accent and is

a real Dixie gentleman, suh—I mean Miss

!

His next picture is "The Last Flight,"
with Richard Barthelmess, Elliot Nugent
and Helen Chandler.

Virginia C. See, Virginia? John Dar-
row was Verde in "Avalanche" with Jack
Holt. John appeared with Betty Compson
in "The Lady Refuses." Nancy Carroll
is 24, Joan Crawford is 23, Mary Brian
is 22, Richard Dix is 37 and Charles
Rogers is 26 years old.

Maryland Fan. Stuart Erwin, Stew for
no particular reason to his intimate friends,

was born on St. Valentine's Day in Squaw
\ alley, SO miles from Fresno, Cal. His
desire to be a comic Valentine meets with
the approval of his thousands of admirers.
He has light brown hair, grey eyes, is 5
feet 9 inches tall and weighs 165 pounds.
When you see an announcement of a film
with Stuart doing some of his "dumb" stuff,

go to see the picture or you'll miss what
we're all looking for—a good laugh. And
Stew doesn't mind ; he gets paid for being
the fall guy.

Doris D. As a special, a very special
request you'd like to see my picture in

Screenland. Can't you see my smiling
face between the lines of my department?
I never see my readers but I have a won-
derful mental picture of each one and I

hope you all return the compliment, but
I'm not counting on it. Richard Crom-
well, the lad who made so many friends

with his portrayal of "Tol'able David,"
was born about 20 years ago in Los An-
geles, Cal. He is 5 feet 10 inches tall,

weighs 170 pounds and has light brown
hair and blue-green eyes. I haven't his

home address but you can reach him
through the address we give you in the
Stars' Address department. His next pic-

ture is "Fifty Fathoms Deep."

Sarah A. G. Going back to 1925 with
Corinne Griffith in the silent version of

"Classified," you saw Jack Mulhall, Charlie
Murray, Carroll Nye and Ward Crane,
with Edith Chapman playing the part of
Corinne's mother. Ward Crane is the man
you refer to but he died some time ago.

There is a rumor afloat that Corinne may
stage a come-back. Come on back,
Corinne, we've missed you.

Mary M. A thin dime has bought more
than one delectable lolly-pop and it might
work out in enclosing that amount, (the
dime, not the lolly-pop) and mailing your
request to the screen players for photo-
graphs. No harm in trying but don't
blame me if the bait doesn't work. . Bob

Miss Vee Dee will answer your
questions about screen plays and
players in this department of
Screenland. But you must be
patient and await your turn. Turn
to Page 9 6 for the cast of current
films. See Page 9 8 for stars' ad-
dresses. Please consult these serv-
ices before asking your questions.

Steele, whose real name is Robert Brad-
bury, the hero of many a Western picture,

is considered one of the best riders, trick

gunmen, and ropers on the screen and he
should be, for he spent his life doing noth-
ing else. Bob is 6 feet tall and has blue
eyes and brown hair and was born Jan.
23, 1907. Ken Maynard was born July 21.

1895, at Mission, Texas. He is 6 feet tall,

weighs 180 pounds and has steel grey eyes
and black hair. Ken has been a star per-
former with the Hagenbeck-Wallace Cir-
cus and with Ringling Bros., before going
into pictures.

Hazel F. Your birthday, February 18,

just missed clicking with several of the
popular stars—Ramon Novarro. Ronald
Colman, John Barrymore, Chester Morris.
William Janney and Joan Bennett all have
birthdays in February but not on your
date. Sorry but can't be helped.

Jean IV. As much as I'd love to help
you with your heart problems, it is not in

my line. I have other lines out working.
Your heaviest heart-beats are for Nils
Asther—but tish, tish ! what will we do
about his devoted wife and brand new baby
daughter, Evelyn Rosetta? This interest-

ing baby was born in Bavaria—the United
States Embassy says the baby is German,
while the Swedish government regards it

as Swedish because Nils, the movie star
father, is a Swedish subject, so neither
government will allow the mother, Vivian
Duncan Asther. to bring the baby home on
her passport ! But that baby will get home
if she has to walk.

Sincerely Yours. You find one thing
wrong with my department and that is.

you're sorry it is not long enough. I'm
glad you're sorry- but you know, or don't
you, that brevity is the soul of wit or some-
thing? Now that (Continued on papc 94)
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Screen

c^OVERS!

Not since the days of "The Sheik" has
there been a screen romance with the
flavor of "Son of India." Novarro is

no tempestuous Valentino, but he is

decidedly charming in his role of a
turbaned merchant prince who falls

in love with a pretty American girl.

And Madge Evans, a child actress
grown up into a most appealing girl,

is his heroine. Their love scenes are
tender, touching, poignant. You may
call this picture old-fashioned hokum
ifyou like—but you will enjoy Ramon

and Madge in spite of yourself!

SCREENLAND'S HONOR PAGE
won by

Ramon Novarro and Madge Evans
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Here's a New Girl Who May Be a Big Star Some Day! Madge Evans,

a Child Actress in Silent Films, Comes Back to the Screen a Lovely,

Poised Personality—a Potential Shearer. You'll Like Her!
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The Smart Screen Magazine

<^An Open fetter

to J\orma ^hearer

Norma as she looked
when I first met her—
when I wrote the first

story about her that
ever appeared in any
magazine and called
it: "She's the Pret-
tiest Girl in Pictures—and You Can Tell
Them I Said So!"

Dear Norma:

MAY I speak plainly?

You and I have been friends for a long
time—as time goes in this business!

We're old friends—you said so yourself.

And you were also rash enough to say that you value
my personal opinion. Well, here it is!

I like you, Norma. I've been saying for some years
that you are the cleverest girl in Hollywood. I still

think' so. I hand it to you. I think you are the out-
standing feminine acting success of motion pictures.

And when I say success I include all the things that
actual Success means. Not fame alone. Not only
money. Or position. But real, satisfying success

—

that you yourself may be proud of.

I remember a story I heard about you. It dates
back to the days when you were an extra girl, strug-
gling for a film foothold in the New York studios.

You were called on location one day by a comedy com-
pany—you, and five or six other girls. You were all

assigned to one room in a hotel to dress in. But you,
the little, unknown extra, went to headquarters and
asked—very nicely, mind you, and not at all snootily—for a place of your own in which to make up and
to change. What's more, you got it! The director
was impressed by your very evident sincerity, your
obvious breeding. You got what no extra before or
since has been able to get—consideration. And you
went right on getting it. "The little Shearer girl"

struggled ahead—very, very slowly, often painfully.

There were knocks and there were kicks and there
were lean and hungry times. And there must always
have been the tempting short-cut stretching swiftly
before you. You took the long way up—but you also

gained so much stamina on the ascent that you stuck
up there once you reached the summit.

It hasn't all been easy, even after you signed your
first Metro contract. I remember coming to see you
one day while you were vacationing in Manhattan

—

that was in the "He who gets Slapped" period of your
career. You had just been buying your first mink
coat—and you were getting a very real, honest kick
out of it. You admitted it. I noted you were still

eager, still earnest, still glowing. You had met Dorothy
Gish at a party and when Dorothy had impulsively
told you how lovely she thought you, you were so

overcome you couldn't answer—and you reproached
yourself for that then. And then you told me some-
thing I'll always remember. You said:

"Have you seen Greta Garbo?"
I had. In her first American movie, "The Temp-

tress." You wanted to know what I thought about
her. Because it seemed that when Greta first stepped

on the M-G-M lot, Louis B. Mayer had said: "Norma,
here is your rival!"

(Naturally, Norma was watching Garbo! Norma
was by way of being the white hope of the Metro lot.

She was emerging from her ingenue prettiness into

dramatic promise. And then—Garbo came along. We
all know how Garbo swept all before her. Her vogue
was as sudden, as sensational as Valentino's. The
world went Garbo. And Norma Shearer?)
Once more you showed your amazing ability to stick.

You were not by any means neglected in the Garbo
rush. Your pictures made more and more money. You
won new admirers with each new release. Quietly,

surely, serenely you went on making good movies. And
as your career developed, your romance with Irving

Thalberg progressed. You became Mrs. Thalberg.

And went to Europe on your honeymoon.
I saw you when you returned—you showed me your

grand Paris clothes, crowded into big trunks. And
you were still getting a kick out of things. I was glad

of that. Because there had come the usual rumors

—

that Norma Shearer had gone high hat since she mar-
ried the boy boss of the lot. That she was refusing to

see reporters and representatives of the screen papers.

I asked you point-blank about those reports.
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You gave me one of your straight, candid looks.

"No—I'm not seeing interviewers," you admitted. "I

wanted to see you because we're old friends. Not for

a story. The reason? I don't feel that right now I

have anything to tell them. I haven't been doing any-
thing unusual on the screen—I've been falling in love

and getting married."
And right here I want to report something that up

until now I have kept to myself. And I want to tell

it because it may give the lie to some of those catty

stories. You know—the stories that if Irving Thal-
berg had really been an office boy, as you thought he
was when you first saw him in the studio, you would
never have married him. That it might not have been
all sheer coincidence that you married him just as the

talkies came along, just as you needed every break to

keep your career going. You said, when I asked you
frankly "How about it?"

—

"Delight—I don't care if I never make another pic-

ture!"

I think you mean it. I think you came darned near
doing it. I think you were on the verge of settling

down as Mrs. Irving Thalberg and leaving the screen.

If I ever saw a bride in love with her husband, you
were that bride.

The poised, sophisti-
cated Shearer of today—one of the three or
four greatest box-
office stars of the

screen.

You see, I do believe in you. In your charm and
your talent, certainly—but also in your sincerity.

There are many who won't agree with me. One
actress said about you: "I like her sister Athole so

much better than Norma. Norma is always on the

defensive." Well, the girl who said that is not a suc-

cess in pictures. You are.

And what a success! An unbroken string of marvel-
ous box-office hits beginning with "The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney," in which you—an actress of the old silent

technique—came through with a dazzling perform-
ance that would have done credit to Ruth Chatterton
or Ina Claire, stage veterans. Ability again—grit

—

intelligence—and sincerity.

"The Divorcee"—another smash. Then the arrival of

Irving Thalberg, Jr. Again a swell job! "Strangers May
Kiss," which you made not long after Junior's advent,
was another great hit. But how about "A Free Soul?"

It's a good, workmanlike picture. I suppose it's

making money. But I'm hearing the first rumbles of

discontent. Norma, you've been playing free souls

long enough! I hope it's not been too long. You're
too good an actress to stick to one story. "The
Divorcee" was a sensation because it dared to show,
for the first time on the screen, a "nice girl" who was
also naughty. But she's no longer a novelty. Audi-
ences can tire so easily. And why not? It's time for

you to put on another act.

I hear your company is considering "Smilin'
Through" for you. At first it seems a little silly—too
lavender and old lace for audiences accustomed to

camelias. But don't forget that "Daddy Long Legs"
is the new smash. Super-sophistication is palling.

People are crying for mush and milk. Besides, the girl

in "Smilin' Through" is a great acting part. She will

win back for you some of the spectators who like their

screen ladies sweet.

I hope you'll do it, Norma. You've never made a

mistake yet. You know, once you gave me a picture
of yourself, and wrote on it: "Don't change your mind,
please!"

I haven't! I hope I never will.

Sincerely,

Norma and her husband, Irving Thalberg. as they
returned from their recent European vacation.
Irving, Jr., their baby son, accompanied them—

Norma insisted upon it.
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(JWarried the Modern Way

She's married-
she's modern—
she's happy! How
does she do it?

Joan tells you

A MODERN WIFE'S

'Declaration

of

interdependence!

I love Doug!

We study together

—

We work together

—

Pray together

—

Play together

—

Love together!
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Joan Crawford on the

Love and Marriage Prob-

lems of the Modern Girl

By Sydney Valentine

JOAN CRAWFORD sat in her dressing room and talked.

She was an amazing girl, sitting in an amazing room. Joan
was in a talkative mood. She had things to say and she

wanted to say them. She drifted from love to marriage to

careers to the problems which the world presents to the modern
girl today.

As she talked, now laughing, now deadly serious, her white

teeth flashing startlingly against the bright scarlet of her mouth
and the chocolate brown of her tanned face, she seemed all

modern girls rolled into one slim body.

The dressing room itself was new and shining and very, very

grand. It was as different from the old dull blue and glazed

chintz room as the girl was different

from the quiet, subdued Joan, who
once spent all her leisure hours be-

tween scenes making hooked rugs or

kitchen curtains.

Only Joan could have belonged to

these three rooms. They were as

vivid and as vital as she. The wood-
work was a brilliant white, not a dull

or creamy or ivory white, but a

smooth snowiness which sparkled in

the afternoon sunshine. The furni-

ture was a medley of rare, satiny

cherrywood, antique pieces, and low
royal blue divans and chairs.

"Don't you love it?" Joan asked,

waving one bare, brown arm in the

general direction of the gay, flower-

spattered walls, the odd lamps with
their bright shades, the wall cabinets

filled with rare china figurines, the

ruffled white gauze curtains with
their enameled tie-backs, the glitter-

ing whiteness of the tiny piano. "It's

the same old place, dressed up. Bill

Haines decorated it and planned the

whole thing.''

The friendship of Bill and Joan
dates back to the days when a half-

scared but determined girl, named
Lucille LeSueur, arrived in Holly-
wood with a six months' contract and
the inner knowledge that she would
conquer the game.

Joan curled up against the cushions
of a low divan and relaxed with the
complete and perfect relaxation
of the trained dancer. She was
wearing some kind of a sports

pajama outfit in her favorite col-

or of vivid blue. Her slender

ankles were stockingless and her
feet were protected only by blue
and white sandals. Her hair was
a pale corn yellow, almost ash
blonde against the deep brown

Here she is

door of the
ing room
low tha
Doug ga
her bi.
Joan's
modern
are ad

Read
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"Having known the joys of freedom, the modern

girl won't try to put chains around the man she loves
!"

of her skin. The blue beret which had been pulled

jauntily on the long, waved bob, was reposing beside a
pair of dark sun glasses on the top of the piano.

"I don't care much for the color of my hair," Joan
rambled on, running one tanned hand, with its long,

oval, blood-red nails, carelessly through her hair. "It

was sort of an experiment and is better photographically

than brown hair. I thought that I'd try it for one or two
pictures."

Which reminded me of the girl who had put her hair

through every known shade from blonde to auburn to

test its camera possibilities

!

"But talking about changes and things," Joan went
on, "do you realize all that has happened to me in the

last three years? Sometimes I can't believe it, myself."

A great deal, certainly, had happened. Joan Craw-
ford had become engaged to the man she loved, had
been given stardom, had been married, had thrown her-

self heart and soul into making a success of that mar-
riage and of domesticity, had watched her professional

career survive the crisis of the talking pictures and grow
stronger, had signed a new contract which gave her

practically everything she wanted and had just cele-

brated her second wedding anniversary.

"I believe that the success or failure of marriage de-

pends almost entirely upon the girl," Joan stated simply,

looking back on the two years since she and Doug had
returned from that hurried wedding journey to Xew
York. "Girls of today have so much to give and so

much to gain from marriage. If they make a mess of

it, it's their own fault.

"In. the first place, marriage is no longer the end and
aim of a girl's life. She doesn't have to "rah the first

man who comes along merely to get a meal ticket and
security for herself. She can take care of herself com-
fortably and successfully until she is sure that the right

man has come along.

"Heavens, we modern girls don't realize the pos-
sibilities of the age in which we're living !" Joan sat

up in her intensity. "In our grandmother's and mother's
day, it was a sort of disgrace to be able to do anything
efficiently except catch a man and keep house. Now it's

a disgrace to be unable to do almost anything efficiently.

"And that goes for the business of marriage, too.

Since girls don't have to marry for economic reasons,
it is plain common sense to realize that they marry be-

cause they want it more than anything else in the world.
Then it's up to them to work as hard at the job of

"Women demand too much of marriage
and men. The husband thinks he is mar-
rying a girl who is a person and finds

he is tied to someone who thinks she

owns a mortgage on his every thought
and action."

Joan watches her husband making love to

Loretta Young. How many wives could
watch a scene like this and not feeljealousy?
But Joan helps Doug rehearse his love

scenes.'
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"Girls of today have
so much to give and
to gain from mar-
riage. If they make a

mess of it, it's their

own fault."

On the other hand,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

is compelled to watch
his wife in the arms of
another man—on the
screen. What primal
emotions must he fight

when he sees Monroe
Owsley, Joan's leading
man, in a scene like

this?

marriage as the}- would at any other kind of business.

"That's where so many women fail. They think that

the job's done when they've walked to the altar. You
can't make any rules for success. No two people are
alike. And you can't bend two human beings to fit

marriage. You must bend marriage to fit them."
With that restless energy which is so much a part of

her charm, Joan jumped up and went across the room
to change the position of a framed photograph on her
desk. Her pajamas were cut almost to the waist in

the back, and the perfect Crawford back was as brown
as her face.

"Marriage doesn't change people—inside, I mean,"
she went on, having returned to the divan. "It demands
a lot of adjustments, but the real person remains the

same. You can't make a man into a different human
being just because you happen to carry his name on your
calling cards.

"Women demand too much of marriage and men. The
husband thinks he is marrying a girl who is capable of
being a person and of standing on her own feet, and finds

after a while that he is tied to someone who thinks she
owns a mortgage on his every thought and action. No
wonder men get tired of it

!

"You know,"' Joan confessed, leaning forward so that

the sunlight coming through the opened screen door
made little dark brown patches of the freckles which
spattered the clear tan of her nose and cheeks, "I was
sort of that way, myself, at first ! I didn't want Doug
to think a thought or do a thing which I did not share.

But I pulled myself out of that.

"All our world knows I love Doug. We study to-

gether, we work together
;
pray together, play together,

and love together. We admire and respect each other's

ability and are proud of each other's success. Doug
has developed such charm ! He is so versatile in his

talents. Oh, no—we shall never be divorced. We un-
derstand each other too well.

"One of the greatest secrets of happiness in marriage
is to keep your own individuality. It's a lot more fun
to find a few mysterious closed pages than to have such
an open book that he who runs may read."

Joan wasn't relaxing now. She was tense, nervous,
vital. She was throwing into her eagerness to explain

her own thoughts the same energy which leaves her
completely unstrung after a dramatic scene on the sound
stage.

"It's the same principle which makes the girl today
so much more interesting than her sister of three years

ago. That other girl gloried in a blatant frankness.

She wore dresses above her knees and carried her emo-
tions on her sleeve. Now she has discovered the lure

of mystery and restraint. She is just as free, just as

frank, perhaps even freer and franker, but she doesn't

shout the news to the world at large.

"That's why I have so much faith in the modern girl's

ability to deal with modern marriage. She'll continue

to make herself a charming individual, even after she
has put on the wedding ring. Having known the joy
of freedom, she won't try to put chains around the man
she loves. And she'll realize that marriage hasn't made
her into a new person, that she is the same old girl with
a world full of interesting things around her. She will

make marriage the beginning instead of the end of her
career."

There it is. the something which has happened to

Joan Crawford. She was right when she said that she

hadn't changed. She has (Continued on page 115)

"At first I didn't want Doug to think a thought or do a thing which I did

not share. But I pulled mvself out of that. It's a lot more fun to find a few

mysterious closed pages than to have an open book that hewho runsmav read!"
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efce the

Big Mask

and

Mural Man

at Work!

Our talkie " ToV able David" has a sideline. Or maybe acting is his sideline; anyway, he keeps
busy at the Columbia studio making "Fifty Fathoms Deep" and then he comes home and

works at his masks and murals. Samples herewith!

Kid Cromwell was a struggling Los
Angeles artist two years ago. Now
he's a struggling screen star, but
still devoted to Art. (Big "A",

printer.')

Dick with two of his masks. Recog-
nize the one on the right? You'd
better—it's Greta Garbo. The
other is of Katherine Cornell, noted

stage actress.
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Dumb like a Fox!

In other words, not dumb at all—that's

why Sidney is Hollywood's new crush

I
WANT to fall in love !"

"W hat's that?"' said I, pressing the receiver tight

to my ear.

"I said I want to fall in love !" a liquid voice re-

peated. "And I can't say your surprise is the height of

good form."
'"Miss Sidney Fox,"' I exclaimed, "do you mean to sit

there or stand there or whatever you're doing on the other

"I want to be
loved by'' —
whom? Sid
doesn' t know yet,
but whoever he is,

wherever he is,

she wishes he'd
h urry along .' Miss
Fox believes a
Great Love would
enrich her lifeand
her art. Where
have you heard

that before?

By

Hale

Horton

A cute little drugstore
cowgirl? When Sid isn't
posing for motion pic-
tures she doesn't pose

at all.

end of the line, and tell

me you want to fall in

love ?"

"I do that,"' was the

emphatic reply. And
when I told her I

thought she was kid-

ding, she insisted that

never before had she
been so sincere. "I want
most desperately to fall

in love, to find a love

all-enduring, a love that

means more to me than
anything else in the

world—for only through
love can I ever become
a
—

"

"Stop!" I thundered.
"That's no subject to

discuss over the 'phone ! And besides that I get an in-

feriority complex when I hear your voice but don't see
your face. Til just

—

"

"All right, kid,"' was her breezy interruption. "Drop
around for tea—sort of five-ish."

Which is just what I did, and she told what she wanted
to become. But before I pass the news along to you let

me gloss over a few facts of life, at least

in so far as Universal's doll-like star is

concerned.

Sidney (La Petite Poupce) Fox was
born in New York City to wealthy and so-

cially prominent parents. On December
tenth she will be twenty-one. Her youthful
education was that of a prospective society

leader's—that is, up to the age of thirteen,

at which time her family fell into financial

difficulties, making it imperative for Sid to

go out and dig her own potatoes. She fol-

lowed stenography with dress designing and
then wrote letters to the lovelorn for a

newspaper syndicate. While occupied with
this last pursuit she also studied law. work-
ing in a law office during her daylight

hours. Said her friends one day: "Child,

your beauty is not for the law—it's hard
enough as it is to get any justice in court

—

what you had better do is go on the stage."

"All right," said Sid, and she went on the

stage. It was, in fact, just like that. She
makes up her mind to do a thing and she

does it. Xo one ever is quite sure just

how she manages, but she invariably suc-

ceeds. Perhaps the answer lies in the fact

that she not only possesses beauty, talent,

and the courage to work like the very deuce,

but also, brains. W hile in Xew York play-

ing the lead in "Lost Sheep," she caught
and held Junior Laemmle's eye ; and she

was most firm {Continued on page 110)
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THE BIG STREET!
Lights — lights — lights ! Glare — glitter —

glamor ! Big—bigger—biggest ! A new motion
picture is making its bow, and every bulb on
Broadway is winking a welcome. This marvellous
photographic impression gives you some idea of

the excitement of a big picture premiere. Great
scene, isn't it ?

g5%ovie opening

Photographs b\
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NIGHT ON BROADWAY

Irving Browning, N. Y.

THE BIG CROWD!
Mobs of men and women milling in front of

the theatre, waiting for the stars to show up.

Shiny cars disgorge their costly freight. Out of
one steps Chaplin, perhaps—or Chevalier : or

Mary-and-Doug. The crowd presses forward

—

flashlights boom—women and children first-
Opening Night

!
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Tola is Back—To Stay?
Will the quondam queen of

emotional pictures repeat

her silent triumphs?

By

Alma Whitaker

POLA NEGRI returns in triumph to Hollywood,
with a brand new singing voice, a grander manner,
a large and all-encompassing philosophy, and un-
usual daring clothes, exquisite diction, and, I vow

it, more beautiful than ever!
Pola once told me she was born in 1898, which would

make her 33 now. But the woman of thirty has come
into her own in films, almost completely supplanting the

baby-blue-eyed cuties.

I shall always remember that Pola of seven years ago,

who arrived in Hollywood with long dresses at a time
that the rest oT us were wearing them knee-length, and
who stretched yearning arms toward Charlie Chaplin, as,

in the most provocative broken English, she said

:

"Sharlie, Sharlie, I have coom across the world to see

you
!"

"Sharlie," you see, had met the lady in Paris pre-

viously. But as "Sharlie" was not working on the Para-
mount lot, and as Paramount had invested quite a bit

in bringing Pola out here, they did not properly appre-

ciate the publicity this particular incident occasioned.

But "Sharlie" was to provide Pola's first grande pas-

sion in Hollywood. And he stands forth

as the one man who really managed to

disconcert this potent Pola. Because,
you see, "Sharlie" would make love

sumptuously on, say, Saturday evening,

and then fail to show up or communicate
with the lady in any way for days,

weeks, afterwards. So she became ner-

vous and fussy on the set and this, to-

gether with the disapproving rivalry of

such entrenched beauties as Gloria

Swanson, and all those other glamorful
dears of the good old silent days, won
her that embarrassing reputation for

the "artistic temperament."
It wasn't temperament; it was just

plain love-sick misery that any of us

might have suffered.

She suffered even more during those

brief hectic days of the engagement. It

would have been a calamity had they

ever married. In fact, neither of them
should ever be married. They should

go right along having their grande pas-

sions in pleasant succession.

"Both my marriages," said Pola, with

tragic eyes and dramatic appeal, "were

indiscretions. Both Count Domski and
Prince Serge Mdivani caught me on the

rebound, after tragic love affairs. My
first lover died when I was very young

in Poland and Count Domski consoled

me. Valentino died and Serge con-

soled me. Now my aviator lover has

died, but I shall be strong. I hope I

will never marry again."

But she (Continued on page 112)

Regal poise, regal
clothes—the dark
lady seems born

to the purple!
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The New Mr. and Mrs.

27

Wide Wo,ld Photos

Carole made Hollywood history by re-
fusing to set her cap for Bill. When he
recovered from his surprise he wooed
and won her. And rare judgment, too!

HOLLYWOOD'S prize-package bachelor, the

catch of this season and a lot of other seasons,

the man whose name headed the guest lists of

more cinema colony hostesses than any other

—

and who avoided social crowding with an earnestness of

effort that amounted to a phobia—has gone the way of

all masculine flesh.

Bill Powell is on a Hawaiian honeymoon, the culmina-

tion of one of the most rapid, torrid and unexpected ro-

mances in the memory of the studios.

The girl whose net brought in the haul is—was—Carole

Lombard, nee Jane Peters. She is the envy of every

single girl in town. Her cap, of all the rest, was set at

the most jaunty angle.

Let's see how she conducted her campaign.
Hollywood got its first intimation that the Powell-

Lombard fires of love were burning when the former
Sennett girl, blonde, blue-eyed and outspoken, returned

to the Pacific coast after having appeared in an eastern-

made picture—a concoction of the poor little rich girl

falling in love with the family chauffeur who made her

realize that the truest hearts beat, not under ermine
coats, but under denim jackets.

Carole played in that picture and played her part well.

So well that the production company saw her as a po-

tential star and sent her to its studios in Hollywood.
There, at the time, 'William Powell was under con-

tract, pursuing his suave, indifferent, lifted eyebrow way
through a series of silk-hatted Philo Vavcc-ish pictures

of which, to use his own phrase, he was "getting d
good and tired !"

He yearned for a change. Note that fact particularly.

William Powell wanted relief from the humdrum busi-

ness of making several thousand dollars every week by
playing a bored and polished gentleman.
He got his change. His next picture was to be "Ladies'

"Oh, you wed, wed you?"

people asked. Well, they

certainly wed!

By

Gary Gray

Man." That, certainly enough, offered no variety. But
the casting office did. Powell drew Carole Lombard for

his chief feminine interest, and that she immediately
became.

"Ladies' Man" went into production shortly before
Christmas week. On Christmas morning a Cadillac

coupe was driven up in front of the Lombard home.
From that time on Hollywood held out no hope for Wil-
liam Powell. He was altar-bound in spite of everything
his friends could do.

Haste must be made here to correct a possible wrong
impression. It would be unfair and much in error to

intimate that calculation entered into their respective

campaigns. The regard and love of each for the other

was as spontaneous as love always is.

The spark that fired it. according to the purely per-

sonal opinion of this single observer, was that Carole
Lombard had no greater interest in William Powell dur-

ing their first few weeks of business contact than he in

her. They met on the set for their day's work. That
done, each went a separate way to matters concerned
solely with the advancement of their professional careers.

Powell has confided to intimate friends that his first

interest in Carole Lombard was aroused by her almost
complete indifference to him ; that and to the fact that

not once did she take him seriously. And Powell was
not the man accustomed to having his screen work taken

any other way.
It must have been a shock to Powell when she first

called him "Junior." her favorite pet name for him. It

started as a gag. Now it has become a term of personal

endearment. He loves it. He loved it even at the start.

Imagine the jolt that must have given him—one of the big-

gest stars of the screen—to have a brand new leading

woman suddenly call him "Junior" !

Nothing is more revealing of the temperament of the

new Mrs. William Powell. She. to use the terminology
of the studios, is a real trouper, a grand gal. a thorough-
going sport, a great scout, a regular fellow. Her sense

of humor is delightful. She's as natural at all times as

a streak of sun.

It took a girl like that to win William Powell. He
admits it. He leaves it unsaid, but it is true nevertheless,

that in her he met the first girl in several years who didn'i

make a play for him from the outset. Most girls have
a failing for wealthy, clever, unattached gentlemen, you
know. {Continued on page 116)
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Bought!
The Enthralling Story

That Brings to Constance

Bennett her Greatest

Dramatic Opportunity

Novelised by

Eve

Bernstein

STEPHANY DALE was not the sort of a girl who wear beautiful things and meet the right kind of people,

could stand poverty. Always she had loved the But after her first invitation to luncheon from Meyer,
pretty things she could not have—and admired the one of the buyers, she was not so sure that she was
people she could not meet. There was Natalie going to meet the right kind of people. She refused

Ransome, for instance, whom the papers called "the most him perfunctorily. The next day he sent her a splendid

promising debutante of the season." Stepbany read selection of books. Nothing more appropriate could

about her avidly—how she spent the week-end—who her have been chosen for Stephany, who loved good books as

friends were. These people were brought strangely close well as she did clothes and society.

to her at times. Mrs. Chauncey, a neighbor, who had They lunched together and discussed the books he had
been Natalie Ransome's nurse, was able to tell Stephany sent her. She thought him a strange combination indeed
those things she was so curious to know : what kind of —an intellectual who had neglected every other quality

underwear the deb wore—what kind of books she read— that bespoke the gentleman—clothes, speech, and even
what brand of cigarettes she smoked. manners—all the things that were so important to her.

Perhaps because Mrs. Dale had always been rather With the money she earned she was soon able to move
vague about the father whom Stephany had never seen, into a better neighborhood. Nicky Amory was the first

Stephany thought of him as an aristocrat in a family of person she met in her new surroundings. For weeks
aristocrats, mostly to satisfy herself that with the proper they had passed each other on her street, until one rainy

surroundings and opportunities she could be—well, an- day he asked her to share his umbrella. She invited him
other Natalie Ransome ! in.

Before her mother's death, however, Stephany sue- "I think this place reflects you," he told her.

ceeded in learning the truth. Mrs. "Do you? What does that make
Dale had never married Stephany 's me?"
father. She thought she was in love "Bought!" is a Warner Bros. "Well-groomed— inside and
with him at first. But he was crude, and Vitaphone picture, based on out> » he said definitely,

and careless in his appearance. She Harriet Henry's novel, "Jack- Stephany smiled and
grew to hate him—and finally ran daws Strut." Adaptation and thanked him.

away with little Stephany. dialogue by Charles Kenyon and "You're welcome—so far

Stephany, suddenly confronted Raymond Griffith. Directed by as jt goes," he added,

with the necessity of earning her own Archie Mayo with the following <<Qh— it's qualified,

living, considered carefully the kind cast: then!"

of work she was best suited for—and Stepbany Dale Constance Bennett "I'm afraid Pm
applied for the position of model in a

*icky *mory
. j

Be" Lyon what you call a se-
,

r
. , i , i c~i Dave Meyer Richard Bennett ,

large wholesale dress house. She charles Carter> /r< Raymond MiUand renely serious
saw in this type of work a chance to Natalie Ransome Mae Madison young man.' He
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The Fiction Version of Connie's

Newest and Most Sensational Film!

-nothing about character.

sank down comfortably into an easy chair as though

he were quite accustomed to coming there.

"I see
—

" Stephany was amused. "Busy with fun-

damentals and things?"

"Yes. I come from Boston. You see, mother mar-
ried again—an old stuffed shirt that thinks of nothing

but his family tree."

"Not a bad thing to have—the family tree," she said

half to herself.

"I couldn't stand the codger, so I cleared out. He's

the kind that thinks lineage means more than learning.

He knows all about caviar

"So you don't think family

trees and knowledge of caviar
:m„n^4-„„i--y JHk Constance Bennett as
important. Stephany Dale-w/,o

Not very. J. A loved the pretty things
"I do. jjjfe she could not have, and
"It depends upon what I admired the people she

vouVe after." he said M M could not meet But-
.... k she finds a way to have

thoughtfully.
_

M m those things, to meet
"It fits what I'm Mk At those people; at what a

after. I want life j| Ik. price?

well-groomed. I

haven't had the

things you
turned down,
the things
money can
buy, and
I want
them !"

Thev
talk-

ed for a long time. She learned that Nicky was a writer

—so far unsuccessful. Somehow she couldn't pretend
with him. She would have told him the usual story

—

"You see, my father was a General in the Indian army.
After he died

—

"

But she understood his ideals of life and his estima-
tion of values, and knew it was best to say nothing.

She allowed Meyer to take her to dinner and the opera,

even though she was a little ashamed of him. Besides,

he wasn't even young. She was miserable when Nicky
showed up just before he came, and still more miser-
able when he stayed after Meyer was announced. She-

had to introduce them. It seemed to

Stephany that Meyer was trying to

make an impression when he insisted

that Amory come to see his collection

of first editions.

In spite of Meyer, Stephany en-

joyed the opera.

"I never dreamed an audience could
be so brilliant," she said when the cur-
tain fell.

"Don't you see enough clothes in

the shop ?"

"They're different on the right peo-
ple."

"Who are the right people ?" Meyer
wanted to know.

"These—" she nodded toward the
crowd.
"So they're the kind you want to

meet?" he said quietly. "Perhaps I

can help you. I know a specialist here
who has all the smartest patients. Per-
haps he needs a new secretary."

In Stephany's apartment, Meyer, sit-

ting down at the desk to write the
note of introduction to the special-

ist, noticed a picture of Stephany's
mother.

"This is your mother," he
said.

"How do you know?"
Meyer started and an-
wered quickly:

"You look like her."

"It was when Moth-
er first came to this

country—you see
Father was an
army officer in

India
—

"

A queer
expression
came over
Meyer's
face.
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Connie's

Greatest

Role!

she was one of the most delightful young women he had
ever met. He took his sister aside and insisted that she
invite her to the party she was giving that night.

Stephany hurried home to tell Nicky the good news.
"But we were going to the theatre," he reminded her.

"Your birthday, you know."
"Oh, Nicky ! I was so excited that I forgot. What

shall I do now?"
"Go, of course. I wanted you to wear this tonight."

She opened a box with a single orchid. Attached to

it was a stunning pin of chipped diamonds.
"Nicky !" She threw her arms around his neck

and kissed him. "Come back at eleven and
we'll talk."

But how could she remember Nicky
when she was so drunk with the

excitement of her new friend-

ships ? Charles Carter
hardly looked at any-

body else — or
danced with

anybody
else all

Nicky was a writer,
so far unsuccessful.
Stephany knew she
couldn't pretend—

with him.

Stephany loved
good books as
well as she
loved clothes
and society.

"Remember him ?"

"He died be-

fore I was born.

Mother said he
knew Kipling."

"That must
have been in Eng-
land. Kipling hasn't visited India in forty years."

"Mother was so vague about things

—

When he left, Stephany picked up the note carelessly.

Attached to it was a check for $100. She ran to the

door, her face flushed with excitement and anger, and
called his name frantically. But from the landing above
she could see Meyer's cab driving away. Nicky ap-

peared as she was about to go back to her rooms.
"What's the trouble?" he demanded.
"That insolent man !" She explained what had hap-

pened and showed him the check.

"I'll return it when I thank him for the job," she

added. Nicky looked at her quizzically.

"I suppose you're thinking that I shouldn't even take

the job," she said, reading his thoughts. "Do you think

we'll ever meet on anything, Nicky?"
"I hope so." Nicky took her in his arms. "I love

you, Stephany. But you're so wrong about things."

They sat down on the divan together and she snuggled
willingly into his arms. He loved the feel of her soft

hair against his face. He held her close to him and
pressed his lips to hers. After a while he said

:

"If you could only realize that happiness is all that

counts."

"Poverty wears down happiness," she answered.

A STROKE of luck had given Stephany the entree

into society for which she had longed. It is true

that her new position caused her to meet the right kind
of people, but it was sheer good fortune that gave her
the real opportunity to become one of them. She had
been asked to deliver some pills to the home of Mrs.
Archibald Barry. At tea—for Mrs. Barry insisted that

she stay—her hostess' brother, Charles Carter, decided

Confronted with
the necessity of
earning her own
living, the girl applied
for the position of model
in a wholesale dress house.
She could wear beautiful things—
meet the right kind of people.

Then came—Meyer!

evening. As soon as they were in the car to-

gether on the way home, he drew her to him.

"One kiss," he begged.
She let him kiss her once—then again and again.

"You're delicious," he whispered.
From Stephany's window upstairs Nicky looked down

disconsolately as Carter helped her out. It was for-

tunate he could not see them in the hall below.

"I just can't let you go, Stephany," Carter said, pas-

sionately. He held her so tightly that she could scarcely

breathe.

"That will be all tonight," she said, drawing away.

"One more, dearest."

At last she was able to tear herself away
from his arms. She had forgotten about

Nicky until she was in her rooms.
"Nicky!" she exclaimed

—"How ever

—of course ! I gave you the key so

we could chat after I got home."
"You flatter me by remember-

ing. How was the party?"
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"1 had a glimpse of heaven."

Nicky sat down on the sofa beside her.

"What's heaven like, Stephany?''

"Luxury—perfect servants—smart clothes—amusing
people—clever talk

—

"

"What was said that was clever?" Nicky asked drily.

"Many things. Not all fashionable people are dull,

you know."
"What about—him?" Nicky lit a cigarette calmly.

"Is he your ideal ?"

"He's—wonderful
!"

"It's no use, Steph. You're tuned to one string—I to

another," said Nicky.

"Are you going?"
"Yes—back to my writing. Good night."

Stephany did not even move.

WHAT Stephany called heaven continued for an-

other month. Charles took her to dinners, thea-

tres, and dances. One night they came back to her apart-

ment. It was hours before he was ready to leave. Once
more he took her in his arms and tried to kiss her.

"Please, darling !" she begged.

"But why not?" he said re-

proachfully.

"I don't feel like it. The
champagne has worn off," she

added. "Besides, it's ridiculous."

"Ridiculous?" He kissed her

Carter demanded.

He drew her back to the
couch. "I want you in
my arms, darling.
You're the most fas-
cinating thing I've ever
known. I'm wild when

I kiss you!"

"I just can't let you go,
Stephany,'' Carter

hand affectionately. "It means that you're the most fas-

cinating little thing I've ever known. I'm wild when I

kiss you."
Stephany walked toward the window and looked out.

She felt there was something empty about the whole
thing—she could hardly explain it even to herself.

"Kissing is for moon and star time," she said lan-

guidly.

"What's this?"

"Lamplight."
He drew her back to the couch and placed her head

against his shoulder.

"I want you in my arms, darling."

Stephany struggled away from him and said curtly

:

"Charles—you've got to go. It was three last night

—

four the night before. I've got to work tomorrow."
"Then kiss me."
"I've kissed you enough."
"Not enough for me, Stephany. I love you."

"When you say love, you mean like," Stephany as-

sured him.

"I mean love as you mean love."

Stephany laughed lightly.

"Real love, Stephany. I want you to marry me !"

This seemed to be the realization of all her hopes
—her life's ambition. Yet Stephany hesitated.

There was Xicky. But no, Nicky would al-

ways be poor, waiting for something to

happen.

"You're sure you want me?"
she said at last.

"I'm crazy about you.
Steph. Will you mar-

ry me?"
"Yes," softly.

He drew
her to
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him again, but Stephany pushed him gently away.
"There's plenty of time for that, Charles. Go now,

dear."

"It's heaven, darling. I'll see you tomorrow."

STEPHANY gave up her job because Charles insist-

ed. She was so busy going everywhere with Charles

that she never saw Nicky any more. As for Meyer

—

he came again just once and displayed so much curiosity

about Stephany 's sweetheart, that she had to be brutally

frank.

"I would thank you to leave me and my friends alone,"

she told him.

She was sorry afterwards when she looked at his face

and saw how hurt he was. She made a weak attempt to

smooth everything over, but Meyer understood too well

—and left.

One evening when she was staying at home to rest,

Nicky came in. She was genuinely glad to talk to him
again.

"It's months since I've seen you, Nicky. Sit down
and tell me everything."

"Steph, there's something I want to tell you. I've

had a raise. And my book is going beautifully. I'm al-

most sure to sell it."

"Wonderful—

"

"Will you take a chance and marry me, Steph?"
Stephany turned her left hand—enough so that he

should see the diamond.
"That chap—Carter?" he asked, certain that it was.
"Yes."
"And now you have everything you want. Money and

position. You're happy?"
"Yes," quietly.

"I think I'll go now, Steph. I feel as if the bottom
had tumbled out of everything."

"Kiss me, Nicky," Stephany said quickly. "A sort of
good-bye kiss. After this we're only casual play-

fellows."

Nicky put his hands lightly on her shoulders and
placed his lips on her forehead. Suddenly she

threw her head back and sank into his

arms. His lips touched hers and clung

to them for long sweet seconds.

"Good-bye, Steph."

She tried to answer
him, but her voice

caught and she

could only

hold

up her hand in farewell. Nicky hurried away.

A DELIGHTFUL week at Mrs. Barry's. It was
almost over now, but soon her whole life would

be just like that.

Stephany and Charles were sitting under the oak a
short distance from the house.

"Away from the crowd at last—" Charles breathed.
"I want to be with you alone—and hold this sweet hand
of yours."

"It is nice here. It makes you feel that everybody
in the world is thousands of miles away. And down
there the water. Isn't it lovely, Charles?"
"You are lovelier." His lips brushed the back of

her neck. "Where for our honevmoon, darling?"
"Florida?"
"Bermuda! That's it." Charles seemed suddenly in-

spired. "Think how wonderful it will be there!"
"Delicious."

"It's something like Bermuda here tonight, dearest.
I can almost imagine we're there now."

Stephany was still looking out at the water when she
answered.

"Wouldn't it be wonderful if we were?"
He took her quickly in his arms and said low:
"Suppose we pretend we're in Bermuda. Kiss me!"
His lips sought hers hungrily.

"There's your ring, Charles,"
said Stephany. " You'd be crazy
to ditch me!" he answered.
"Think of all I can do for you.'"

Stephany
stood at the
window of her
room looking
out into the
blackness of
the night.

"Sweet !"

he whispered.
T do love you," she

said.

"I can imagine we're there

now in the garden of a little hotel

I know overlooking the sea. In a
little while you'll leave me alone, and I'll

wait here and drink a night cap and smoke a

cigarette. Then I'll follow you. Shall I?"
Stephany moved away, a rather frightened look in her

face. She felt strangely hurt—baffled.
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"No, Charles."

"Why not? You will a month from now."
"It will be different then. Please, clear."

"Because a man no better than you or I mumbles
some stereotyped words over two people in a church?"
Charles insisted.

"Those words would be a public acclaiming of our

private love."

"Our love doesn't need that. Darling!" He kissed

her again—first tenderly, then passionately.

He released her when he saw his sister com-
ing down the lawn toward them, and then

gave Stephany a sly squeeze of the

hand as the two girls went to-

wards the house together.

STEPHANY
stood at the

window
of her

"You said you
didn't love him.
Love would at
least have been
an excuse. You
sold yourself!"
Nicky was very

bitter.

"Meyer is terribly fond
of you, Stephany." said
Nicky. "Can't you sus-
pect why? He told me

not to tell—

"

room looking into the black-

ness below. Suddenly she

heard her door open—and
close—ever so softly. She
wheeled around quickly.

"Charles ! You shouldn't

have come."
He switched oft the light,

came toward her.

"I told you we were going to pretend to be in Ber-

muda. You love me—then why not?"
They kissed.

"Please go." She dared not raise her voice. She
could not say much because she was soon in his arms
again, feeling his kisses on her mouth.

The next morning Stephany made an effort to throw
off the depressing mood she had fallen into. Charles
made matters worse by offering her a drink.

"I'm through with that stuff. Come for a walk.

Charles. Look at those divine clouds over the hills.

We could almost climb them. Will you, dear?"

"No. Who wants to live in the clouds?"

"I do," Stephany answered softly.

"It wouldn't be very exciting. Hullo !" Charles had
looked out and seen a car drive up to the house. "W hy.

it's Natalie Ransome. I'll just run out for a minute."

So that was the girl ! For the first time Stephany was
able to see her ideal in person. Natalie Ransome, whom
she had envied since she was {Continued on page 10S)
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Temperament?

nunki
Says

Leila Hyams
By

Ralph

Wheeler

Add sage sayings: "I
have a temper of my
own but I don't waste
it around the studio."—Leila Hyams.

SOMEONE has described Leila Hyams as a glacial

blonde. A regal beauty. Proud, haughty. Ele-

gantly poised, charmingly sophisticated. A mag-
nificent blossom of serenity.

With this in mind, it was something of a shock to

behold her, elbow-deep in a briny pile of fish, industri-

ously scraping scales and performing other vital post-

mortem rites over the denizens of the sea.

"Shake later," she suggested, laughing and bronzed
with seaburn. "Had a swell day. Got sixty pounds of

barracuda, bonita and halibut. Gosh, what sport
!"

Now it takes real beauty, genuine elegance, supreme
poise to pass inspection washing fish. Leila's taffy hair,

wind-blown and fragrant with the tang of salt air, was
damped at the temples by honest toil. Not the slightest

suggestion of make-up on her face. Her eyes seemed
strikingly violet against the copper hue of her tan, and
white teeth flashed all the whiter. Oh yes, she wore blue

overalls with a red bathing suit peeking over the edges.

On her feet were wet canvas shoes.

"You may guess we're going to have fish for dinner,"

she laughed. "But you don't have to eat any if you don't

want to. We can always open a can of salmon. Or do
you prefer sardines?"

This fishing business, we learned, is one of Leila's pet

diversions. At least once a week she gathers up some
kindred soul at Malibu, hires a broad-bellied launch and
sets out for the kelp beds where they bite fast and furious.

Leila is not the hot-house type of beauty. Hers is a
world of the Great Outdoors.
"How about the diet question?"
Leila pondered.
"Well, I suppose they are good

things for some people. But I'm
not one of those people. I love to

eat. I must confess a weakness
for pigs' knuckles and sauerkraut.

It's only bad temper, any-

way, scoffs the good little

sport of the M-G-M studios

And I'm not German. Out here at Malibu we swim and
play on the beach a great deal. What it does to your
appetite it compensates in exercise that keeps the weight
down. I love to drive, golf, and do almost anything else

that keeps me out in the sunshine and air. That's one
reason why I don't harbor any great ambition to go back
upon the stage.

"Of course I was a flop on the stage, to be perfectly

frank about it. My greatest success in the theatre was
my debut at the age of three or four weeks. My parents
took me on soon after I was born and introduced me to

the audience at the old Hammerstein Theatre in New
York. I was reared in the theatre and it holds pleasant

memories for me. But it terrified me after I was grown
and cut loose from my father and mother to try my own
wings.

"Every actress, in or out of pictures, dreams of tri-

umphs on the stage. I would like that, of course. But
all the glamor of it wouldn't be worth the surrendering
of the happiness I have found out here. For some years

I struggled in Broadway's shadows for a living. My
pride was cut too deeply for me to want to go back and
try it again. Perhaps it would be different, now that I

have some little screen name to go on. But it couldn't

be the same as success then would have been.

"Most important of all, however, is my complete sat-

isfaction with my life today. I can't find anything to be
discontented with, with the possible exception of an oc-

casional role I don't like. But it doesn't always follow

that parts I don't want to play

turn out to be bad for me. Nor
is it at all true that every charac-
terization I enjoy playing proves

to be entirely acceptable on the

screen.

"I am lazy by nature, I suppose,

but I do {Continued on page 117)



Maurice Chevalier's celebrated "Ver-ee Hap-pee" expression.

<lA gallery of Gtms .

Ta-nqueray

NOW that the world's skies

are brighter, just take a

look at these warm, sponta-

neous, informal grins ! They're

genuine—they're real! And
why shouldn't better days be
reflected in the smiling . fa-

cades of our best movie peo-

ple? Study the faces in this

section—and smile yourself

!





Dyar

FRANCES DEE is already

fulfilling the high predic-

tions that have been made for

her. You'll see her soon in

Rich Man's Folly."

ALL'S right with Eleanor

i Boardman's world, judg-

ing by the looks of things.

Eleanor was seen recently in

"Women Love Once.''

Ricbee



Fryer

WALTER HUSTON is apt to get hard-

boiled on the screen, but his laughing

countenance off the lot is more like his

real self.



MARIAN MARSH makes a demure

Nineteenth Century lass in her old-

fashioned riding habit. And don't you

love those ringlets?



Bull

MADGE EVANS is one girl who has

lots to smile about. After an early

career as a child actress, she staged a suc-

cessful comeback in talkies. Watch for her

in "Sporting Blood."



Bull

CLARK GABLE, enthusiastic lover of

horses and veteran equestrian, is all

agog at the prospect of making "Horse-
flesh," a racing picture. Even the prancing

steed looks pleased!



YOU'VE 5-s-seen and 1-1-laughed at Roscoe

Ates' stuttering in various pictures—or if

you haven't, it's been your loss. Is it a view of

one of his films that's causing that wide grin?



AFTER taking Europe by storm, Anna May
/ \ Wong makes a triumphant return to

American pictures in "Daughter of the Dra-

gon." You can't go Wong on Anna May!



EVEN the horrors of a murder mystery

can't rob Regis Toomey of his genial

smile. Regis has an important role in

"Murder by the Clock."





There are

^miles

John Breeden is one of the new-
comers. Looks like a nice lad—

keep your eye on him!







Hurreil

HO! HO! Must have been an awfully

funny one that somebody told Neil

Hamilton. Or is he just trying to laugh

off an earache?



DORIS KENYON has her own individual type

of blonde beauty. She's another girl who
came back in the talkies, via "Co-respondent,"

with William Powell.
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Hewas "Ruggles ofRed-Eye"

But now, "Stew good to

be true," says Charlie,

scoring in sober roles

By
Ha^el

Hairston

DOES the screen public want its favorites

to be versatile?

Charlie Ruggles is going to find out. For
the past two years he has played nothing

but "drunk" roles. Now, in his first starring picture,

"Girl Habit," he doesn't take a single drink.

He played so many souses that he had a perpetual

hangover

!

"Playing such parts is no easy matter, either," he
said to me the other day. "It's hard enough to dis-

tinguish one character part from another without
having them all scrambled together as 'just drunks.'

Getting the various roles lubricated with hooch in

various ways is no simple parlor trick."

If you inquire how he manages to enact the parts

so realistically, he'll tell you, "playing 'drunks' is

just like anything else in acting—it's 70 per cent

intelligence and 30 per cent imagination."
From his first talking picture, "Gentlemen of the

Press," Ruggles took to drink. Then came "The
Lady Lies," "Young Man of Manhattan," "Oueen
High," "Roadhouse Nights," and "Her Wed~
ding Night."

In each picture he was highly praised by fans

and critics alike for the veracity which he put
into his impressions.

And strange to say, not one of his admirers
has written and asked that he "sober up !" They
like him drunk. Maybe it's because he never
gets sloppy and falls down, or lies in the gut-
ter. He is always the amiable "drunk" whether
he is society Beau Brummel or newspaper re-

porter. And his {Continued on page 113)

Driven to drink!
Ever since
"Gentlemen of
the Press," Char-
lieRuggles' screen
job has been to

see the world
through the bot-
tom of a glass.

But now he can
be himself again—and his favor-
ite drink is milk!
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IT
WAS one of those gorgeous, glittering, garish

movie premieres. The reserves had been turned
out to keep the frantic film fans in line—and with-

in bounds. A great mob of movie-mad hero-wor-
shippers milled 'round and 'round for a block on either

side of the theatre entrance.

One by one, some of the most brilliant stars of the

screen made their appearance, including the celebrities

featured in the "super-special" that had just been shown
for the first time. Each of them received a share of
homage, and passed into the luxurious equipage tooled

to the door by a liveried chauffeur.

But suddenly, police lines were broken. The crowd
closed in on a tall, modest youngster, whose curly black
hair clung to his brow in a perspiration of embarrass-
ment. It wasn't his premiere—it wasn't his party—and
he wanted the stars of the picture to get all the breaks.
No use. The cops were all King Canutes futilely

commanding the waves of admirers to cease. There
was a frantic struggle to see this idol. To touch him.
To seize a button for a souvenir. To get an autograph.
And long, loud cheers grew in volume until the whole
street echoed with the cries.

"Buddy! Buddy! ! Buddy! !
!"

For the boy was "Buddy" Rogers, whom film-fans
won't call "Charles," and he'd returned to his people
like a king from exile. A very popular king, of course,
and not one of those who recently has been abdicating
by request of his "loyal" subjects.

®uddy
is a

5A{ow

Most girls like Buddy. But we
didn't want a sob-sister's lament—
we wanted the real low-down on
him. So we sent a he-man on this

interview, and the result is a swell,

honest story you'll want to read!

By

Herbert Cruikshank

The best part of it was that right behind "America's
Boy Friend," taking in the full significance of the enor-
mous demonstration, was Jesse L. Lasky, himself. Mr.
Lasky, you know, is Mr. Paramount—and Buddy's big

boss. The executive grinned contentedly. Right then

and there our Mr. Rogers was a star again.

Again ?

I hear you asking. Yes, again. For, believe it or

not, the Bud was once demoted from the high eminence
of stardom to the somewhat common ground of mere
featured player. And that as much as anything is re-

sponsible for the fact that the boy has grown up. Of
course, a year or two or three has winged away since

the lad from Olathe, Kansas, won his spurs as the Lone
Eagle of Paramount's school of acting. But the passage

of time is not sufficient to account for the change.

Buddy's still a boy at heart. But his head is a man's,

stuck squarely on the level shoulders of a man.
I asked him about it. For Buddy and I are friends.

Despite the fact he thought I made him appear "sappy"

in a story written two years ago. Maybe I did. Maybe
he was. But, be that as it may, I'm for the kid in a big

way. We're friends. And I'm tickled that he's regained

consciousness.

"It was pretty much of a kick in the trousers." he

told me. "But ft was just what the doctor ordered. All
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that stuff and nonsense

about 'the darling of the

debs' had me pretty near-

ly stopped. Here's what
happened.

"I left Hollywood for

Xew York thinking I

was aces. In the big

town I continued to think

so. Why not? There
was certainly every evi-

dence of popularity. I

was besieged for inter-

views. I received every
consideration. The fans
seemed to like me. In
fact, they liked me so
much that when I went
to luncheon at Sardi's,

Mr. Sardi had to call the

police to handle the

crowds.
"All right. I went to

Europe with my mother
for what I thought was a well-earned vacation. When
I returned, what happened ? Phew ! what a chill I got

!

Believe me, for months I never read a decent word
printed about me. At the studio no one noticed me.
Not even a 'good morning,' where before I'd been 'Mr.
Rogers 'ed' all over the lot.

"Well, sir," that's one of Buddy's favorite expres-
sions, "well, sir, I just couldn't understand it. I'd

worked hard. I was never temperamental or any-
thing. I have always been ambitious to get ahead. And
I thought I had succeeded moderately well. I'll tell you
the truth, I was ready to quit it all and get a job in a
clothing store or something, like my kid brother has
done."

I didn't know, so Buddy digressed for an instant to
tell me about the kid brother

—
"Bh," as he is called

by the folks.

"They signed him to a movie contract," the Man of
the Family continued, "and kept him sitting around
without a single break for months. His screen test was
a darn sight better than mine. But he didn't get a
tumble. And when option day arrived, he was let out.

The kid was broken-hearted, and right now he's work-
ing in a Los Angeles store. I was going to do the same
thing.

"But first I sat back and took stock of the situation.

I saw where I had been wrong. By trying to be a de-

cent guy I'd somehow
earned an undeserved
reputation of being
some sort of freak—

a

regular 'sissy.' I didn't

FANS ADVISE BUDDY
Here's a kick for Mary Getty, 120 5 Clover Lane,

Chester, Pa.,—and incidentally for all who write Buddy
Rogers—for he reads every letter personally.

Mary wrote: "I doubt very much if you will see this

letter." (And that's where she was wrong.) Here
was what she said. And Buddy profited.

"After your success in 'Wings' the producers put you
in a series of pictures with dull plots, expecting your
personality to carry them. You did your best, but the

public demands good stories, and the public must be

served.

"I'm glad you aren't to be starred in your next pic-

ture; it will give you a chance to prove that you can

really act. So make the most of any role you are given.

Stick to it, Buddy! You can't keep a good actor down!"
You're right, Mary, they can't!

smoke. I didn't drink.

1 didn't make much
whoopee. I objected to

smacking girls around in

my pictures. So I must
be something out of a
sideshow.

"Now; the fact is, I

don't care much about
cigarettes or booze or late

hours. Remember the

time 1 asked you not to

print that 1 had taken a

cigarette and a cocktail at

a party, because I didn't

want my father to know
I smoked even one cigar-

ette? Well, sir, I haven't

smoked in his presence

yet. And I don't think

he'd believe it if anyone
told him I had.

"Once in a while I

smoke. But if all the

cigarettes and liquor in the world were done away with
it wouldn't affect me any. After all, fellows like Jack
Dempsey and Gene Tunney don't do those things to ex-

cess, and are praised for it. But I—well I got a razzing.

It doesn't seem fair. But I guess it was my fault. I

haven't changed in regard to those things, though—

I

simply try to keep 'em out of print. Apparently they are

detrimental rather than helpful.

"Well, sir, that was one thing I discovered. Another
was that I'd been playing a lot of sappy parts in mu-
sical pictures and getting out there trying to sing a
song and dancing around. Anything to oblige. But
it darn near killed my career. And, of course, there

was no one to share the blame. There never is for a

flop. But oh boy, it's a little different with a hit

!

"No, sir, I didn't ask whether my role in 'The Law-
yer's Secret' was a starring part or not. I don't care.

All I wanted was a bit. Anything at all in the nature

of a dramatic role such as I played in 'Wings.' You
tell me I steal the picture. I don't think so. It's just

because I have a chance to be something on the screen

besides a song-and-dance man. The difference in the

parts gives me a break.

"But, anyway, after the picture—I was too scared and

sick to even see the rushes—folks began speaking to

me again. The atmosphere around the studio thawed
at least a little above freezing point. Then I was sur-

prised again. But, anyway, I'm glad I didn't take that

clothing store job. 'Cause maybe there's hope for me
yet in the movies. I

mean it. I don't know
(Continued on page 108)

"I didn't ask whether my part

in 'The Lawyer's Secret' was a star

part or not. I didn't care. All I

wanted was a bit—a chance to be

something besides a song-and-

dance man.

"After the picture, folks began

speaking to me again. So maybe
there's hope for me yet in the

movies. If not—I can always lead

an orchestra!"
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Who's Whose

in Hollywood:

IT'S
a poor week that does

not find at least one ardent,

tempestuous, passionately
romantic picture celebrity in the throes of love,

to keep the public in a pleasant state of shocked palpita-

tion. In fact, we can hardly recover from our senti-

mental tremors over their marriages, before we are

thrown into tortuous sympathy over their divorces

!

Of course, there is such a thing as permanent mar-
riages in Hollywood, as the Will Hays organization

hopefully points out, but all the same, burying one grande
passion while actually in the birth pangs of a new one
does not stand out as anything remarkably unusual.

Perhaps we should first review those which best emu-
late the idea of eternal love so often portrayed in film

stories. Mr. Hays will approve of that. He likes writers

to concentrate on Darby-and-Joans like the George Ar-
lisses, the Will Rogerses, the Joseph Cawthorns, the

Tames Gleasons, the Fred Niblos, the Joe E. Browns, the

Difficult decisions.' Dick Alien is having a tough time, trying to decide between
an early studio call and the grand breakfast that Jobyna Ralston (Mrs. Arlen)

has prepared for him.

Harry Careys, the Jack Gardiners (Louise Dresser), the

Harry Bannisters (Ann Harding), the Conrad Xagels,
the Harold Lloyds, the Jack Mulhalls, the Victor McLag-
lens, the Fredric Marches (Florence Eldridge), the Rich-
ard Arlens (Jobyna Ralston), the Ernest Torrences, the

Warner Baxters, the Irving Thalbergs (Norma Shearer),
the H. B. Warners, about whom there has been no
divorce evidence to date—which forms the best talking

point.

Even those formerly divorced but now seemingly con-
tent with their current life partners, help the situation.

The John Barrymores, we are reminded, have been mar-
ried only a trifle over two years, but there's the baby.
Even if John was twice unsuccessful, first with Kather-
ine Harris, second with Michael Strange, ere Dolores
proved the one girl in the world for him ! King Yidor

and Eleanor Boardman
come in this category. The
Boardman-Vidors have two
children. While the first

Mrs. Yidor—Florence— is

now happily wed to Jascha
Heifetz, noted violinist, and
the mother of his little

daughter.

The same may be said of

Dolores Del Rio and her

Cedric Gibbons, Jaime Del

Rio having passed away af-

ter the divorce proceedings

had been instituted. Then,

Marlene Dietrich and Maria were re»
cently joined by Maria's pa, Rudolph
Sieber, who arrived from Germany.

Behold the bridegroom—and his bride!
Charles Farrell and Virginia Valli,

principals in a celebrated romance.

too, the Douglas Fairbanks,

Srs. (Mary Pickford) in

spite of Beth Sully and
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The marriage circle has

even the natives dizzy—
so we don't blame you

for wanting the latest

lowdown on the screen

marriages and divorces.

Here it is!

By

Alma

Whitaker

"Happy as a King.'" says Mr. Vidor; and Eleanor Boardman, who is Mrs. King
Vidor II, agrees. The Vidors, with their two children, are one of Hollywood's

model families.

Owen Moore as former respective partners, have man-
aged to weather all reported rifts within the lute of their

marital happiness. Corinne Griffith, reported coming
back to films, was formerly Mrs. Webster Campbell, but

seems happy as Mrs. Walter Morosco. Adolphe Men-
jou exchanged a Katherine Tinsley for a Kathryn Car-

ver three years ago, and appears content. Natalie Moor-
head, in spite of her "ex." Raymond H. Phillips, a year

back, appears to be making a go of it with Alan Cros-

land, the director.

And Mae Murray certainly gives an impression of

beatific satisfaction with Prince David Mdivani, in spite

of two previous matrimonial disasters with Jay O'Brien
and Robert Leonard, respectively. The Antonio Morenos
remain married after nigh ten years, although Daisy

was originally Mrs. Danziger. Ruth Roland and Ben
Bard keep up the good news,
after Ruth had previously

tried and found wanting Li-

onel Kent. Irene Rich
gives every evidence of hap-
piness with David Blanken-
horn, although Irene had
formerly been Mrs. Elvo
Deffenbaugh and Mrs. Ma-
jor Charles Rich.

Eddie Lowe and Lilyan

Tashman, both frivolous

dears, have remained mar-
ried lo, these many years
now, and neither has been
divorced before. This
couple, about whom the gos-

Naxy a riH h
f

asJomef tte H^lorf.
r ' & romance of Mr. and Mrs. George

sips wag occasionally, al- Arliss.

ways manage to fool

the scandalmongers.

Give Brook and his

English stage wife,

Mildred Evelyn, re-

main happy though
tied. So do Nick
Stuart and Sue Ca-
rol. Ralph Forbes
and Ruth Chatterton

have had their small

spats, but no divorces

mar their former ex-

perience nor pop
their ugly heads be-

tween them. Claudette Colbert

and Norman Foster seem deli-

riously happy.
Our star young couple for romantic happiness are Doug

Fairbanks, Jr. and Joan Crawford. These two seem to

enjoy a perfect love and understanding. Bebe Daniels,

too, after two years with her Ben Lyon, radiates con-

tent, and is soon to present Ben with an heir.

Now that Marlene Dietrich's spouse. Herr Rudolph
Sieber, has come over from Germany to join Marlene
and their little daughter, Maria, the reunited Dietrich-

Sieber family presents one of the most idyllic pictures of
wedded happiness in Hollywood.

Nils Asther and Vivian Duncan (no previous divor-

ces) have been favored with a lambkin, and all seems to

be well there. Lionel Barrymore, now back acting, seems
to remain very faithful to his Irene Fenwick (his first

wife was Doris Rankin). Hoot Gibson and Sally Eilers

have given us no heartaches {Continued on page 99)

Adolphe Menjou, movie man-abcut-
town, is a model husband to Kathryn.

Carver Mrs. Menjou).
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Tallulah, Herself!
By Ida Zeitlin

The Exciting Life

Story of the Ala-

bama Blonde Who
Captivated Staid

Old London and

Wise Manhattan—
and Now is Bring-

ing a New Brand of

Glamor to the
Screen

1
Tallulah's Velvet Fascinations!

"Miss Bankhead and her grave-and-gay drama 'Tarnished Lady,'
come as a fresh, hot whiff of Life as it is lived by the butterflies of

New York. Miss Bankhead flits neurotically from luxurious pent-

house to squalid dive. Now she is drunk and wanton in the arms
of an ugly racketeer; then she is the patrician wife of a stiff-shirt

financier; and again a shopgirl and the mother of the homeliest
infant in Hollywood. Miss Bankhead achieves these abrupt trans-
ferences magically and with incantations that defy analysis. I

revel in Miss Bankhead's smooth veneers and varnishes and agree
with her managers in their pronouncement that she is as mysterious
and as potent an influence on motion picture civilization as Will
Hays or any of the Warner Bros."
PERCY HAMMOND, famous critic, in The New York Herald-

Tribune.

Tallulah at ten.' The
neighbors never dreamed
that this chubby little

girl would grow up to be
a slim, glamorous figure,

the toast of London, the
rage of New York, and the
star of a motion picture
called "My Sin." (That—
honestly—is the title of
Tallulah' s new movie.)
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Miss Bankhead was no stranger in the studios
when she made "Tarnished Lady." She worked
in pictures in the silent days. Here, at the right,

is a scene from a film in which Tallulah appeared
with Tom Moore and Alec B. Francis. It was
made while the actress was also playing on the

New York stage.

Below, "San Souci," at the foot of Paris Moun-
tain, near Greenville, South Carolina, the ante-
bellum home of Governor B. F. Perry of that
State, later owned by his son, Congressman
William Payne Perry, who married Tallulah's
"Aunt Louise." It was here that the future star

spent part of her childhood days.

PART II

ONLY for a moment did Tal-

lulah stand, staring wild-

eyed at her photograph in

the magazine. The next

moment a small cyclone might have
been observed, tearing madly down
the Washington streets and over

the crossings, heedless of gaping by-

standers, heedless of angry motor-
horns, heedless of the fact that she

hadn't paid for the magazine
clutched fiercely against her breast.

Into the Bankhead home she burst,

shrieking : "Daddy ! Where are

you ? Daddy ! Grandmother ! Where
are you?"

Pallid with terror, they rushed
toward her, prepared for disaster.

"I've won ! I've won ! I've won !"

she gasped. "Glory hallelujah, I've

won !" and collapsed, a shaking hud-
dle in her father's arms.

After she had been restored to

some measure of sanity, she explained what had hap-
pened. She had sent her picture in without her name,
and she had also written a letter to say that she was send-
ing the picture. But the picture and the letter—natur-
ally, among the thousands received—had never found
each other.

A family conclave was held on the spot.

"You can't get out of it now,'" cried Tallulah, half

pleading, half commanding, wholly triumphant. "You've
got to let me be an actress now !"

"Better let the child go,"' advised her grandmother.
"It'll always rankle in her heart if you don't, and you'll

have her turning sour on your hands."
"No," Tallulah contradicted, "it won't rankle, and I

shan't turn sour. Because if you don't let me go, I'm
going anyway."
And since he could find no answer to that argument,

her father wrote for her a letter to the fan magazine.

Tallulah at sweet sixteen/

telling them that the fair unknown was his

daughter. And received a courteous reply,

suggesting that since they had already heard
the same story from five hundred other claim-
ants, they would be pleased to have Congress-
man Bankhead send them a duplicate of his

daughter's photograph. Which, a little

amused and a little annoyed, Congressman
Bankhead did.

The immediate result of all this

excitement was that Tallulah, chap-
eroned by her aunt, went to New
York and was given a small part
in a film. Her first week's salary

was $25, and when they gave her
the check, she tore it up in a fury.

Not because she thought it was too
little. Far from it. But because,
reared in the grand tradition, she
felt herself humiliated by the no-
tion of accepting cash in return for

the sacred privilege of practising

her art.

"Silly as it may sound.'" she
says, "the money end of it had
never occurred to me. I was so

grateful for the chance to act that

the idea of taking money for it

came as a horrible shock. It was
like being tipped. I might add."
she continues dryly, "that the
shock wore oft. I might also add
that that particular check was
cashed. My wily aunt Louise
picked it up from the floor, and
pasted it together again."

As such things have a way of doing, Tallulah's skv-

rocket start fizzled and died. She found herself in a

blind alley. The films had nothing to offer her, and the

stage not much more. She would get an occasional part

that led nowhere. She lived in mortal terror of being
called back home. Her family was indulgent, but there

was a limit. Aunt Louise couldn't stay with her for-

ever, and they didn't relish the notion of their little

white lamb wandering afield unprotected. An inde-

pendent lamb was of course another story. A lamb
with a job who could support herself was in a far better

strategic position than one who had to write ignomini-
ously home for funds at the end of each week.

"I thought." she said, "I should die of the agony of

suspense each time I was called to read a part. I used
to go to St. Patrick's and burn candles to the saints and
pray desperately to God to let me have the part. I wasn't

a Catholic but, as you see, my (Continued on page 104)
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You might call it an impression of the honeymoon voyage of the
"Mariner" to the Galapagos. Barrymore drew the birds and fish on
this marine map; and note the figures of John and Dolores in the

lower right corner.

arrymore s

Real Ambition
By John O'Hara

Does John yearn to

play "Hamlet" on the

screen? Guess again!

Hewants—but go ahead

and read the story

"Carnival"—a sketch in colors
that Barrymore made in 1929
while in Ecuador. This old
fellow, selling children's toys,

was persuaded to stand for his
portrait. Obviously John has
lost his fear of drawing feet!

IF
ARTHUR BRISBANE had not been an art

critic, John Barrymore might not have become an
actor.

A second point : Barrymore was more impressed
by Brisbane's devastating and effective criticism of his

art than he was by the more friendly attitude of the late

Andrew Carnegie.

And a third point : Ella Wheeler Wilcox was, after a
fashion, Barrymore's first art patron.

It all came about because of the young Barrymore's
innate rebelliousness. He early determined that the

family tradition of acting was not the course he pre-

ferred to follow. He wanted to be an artist. In fact,

his family was unwittingly responsible for John's artis-

tic leanings.

As a punishment for childhood peccadillos he was
ordered to learn passages from the Bible and lengthy

verses of Milton. In the books given him were grotesque
drawings by Gustave Dore, and their eerie hideousness
attracted the boy. He would pass his time covertly

copying the drawings. He decided he had talent, and

to bring it out he went to Paris to study—well, mostly arc.

When he grew to young manhood he got a newspaper
job. It was his duty each day to illustrate the verse of

Ella Wheeler Wilcox. One day she sent word to the

managing editor that she would like to see the illustrator

of her poems. In fact, she demanded to see him. Sus-
pecting unpleasantness, the young artist prepared. He
knew full well that the interview was bound to get around
to the subject of feet.

It seems that Barrymore was fairly skilful in his

sketches of face and figure, but when it came to feet he

was not so good. As a matter of fact, when he came to

feet he halted. He hid feet in the grass, water, or snow.
Barrymore couldn't draw a foot to save his neck

!

So he was ready for the interview. He rushed into

Mrs. Wilcox's office and before she was able to say a

word, Barrymore burst out: "I know it's about feet, Mrs.
Wilcox, but I'm sorry. I can't seem to put them on

paper. Please don't have me discharged."

The poetess was bowled over by young Barrymore's
personality. The result of the interview which the lad
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Drawings on these pages reproduced by courtesy

of Mr. John Barrymore.

had feared and trembled about was that she decided that so long

as she worked for the paper, Barrymore was to illustrate her

poems.
Not unlike others of the newspaper craft— (you meet so many

interesting people)—Barrymore soon wanted a change of scene.

He switched jobs. For all of twenty minutes he worked on The
Morning Telegraph in New York. Then he got another job,

which lasted until the managing editor took more than casual in-

terest in the Barrymore drawings. Somewhat like Zuleika Dob-
son of Max Beerbohm's novel, the editorial chief did not profess

to know much about Art, but he knew what he didn't like, and at

that moment he did not like what Barrymore was drawing. It is

not a matter of record just what he said, but his decision certainly

is stage and screen history, for he gave back a Barrymore to the

stage. He didn't put it quite so kindly, to be sure. He fired that

Barrymore kid. And that was one of Arthur Brisbane's few
ventures into art criticism. He
sold Barrymore short.

Thus John found himself with-

out a job, bounced out of journal-

istic art, and unwilling to go on the

stage. He had forgotten for the

time being that he had turned a pic-

ture over for exhibition, but he was
pleasantly reminded of it when his

agent informed him that the pic-

ture had been purchased by none
other than Andrew Carnegie. For
the munificent sum of ten dollars

!

The title of this Barrymore original

was "the Hangman."
Of course ten dollars meant a

lot more in those days than it does

today. But it wasn't quite enough
to convince Tohn the Artist that

John Barrymore' s own drawing of the
character of Don Juan, made before
he played that character on the

screen.

A lettuce picker loaded
with spoils was a sub-
ject that Barrymore
found interesting on
his visit to Ecuador.

The Barrymores in their
trophy studio, where John

likes to read and sketch.

charcoal and paint and brush were his forte.

Even with the approval of the great steel man,
Barrymore was not so sure that he was on the

road to success in that field. He had a few
weeks of beating the pavement on his uppers,

and two or three unsuccessful jousts with his

landlady. But the flesh was weak. Maybe the

young man was an art critic himself.

In any case, he capitulated. He was taken
back to the ample bosom of his family and he
became a real Barrymore. That is to say, he
became an actor.

Now it is not the province of this journalist

to divulge fancy facts about the Barrymore
career as a thespian. We are more concerned
with the artist Barrymore.
Thus we find him at his early struggles

on the stage, learning how to read lines, taking
abuse from directors and stage managers, re-

ceiving helpful hints from his uncle. John Drew, and his brother and sister,

a Miss Ethel and a Mr. Lionel Barrymore, who are not unknown to lovers

of good acting. He learned how to show the famous profile to advantage,

how to walk on the stage and how to walk oft" ; he acquired the little tricks

of memory and a stage presence, and the all-important ability to "ad lib"

when another player forgot his lines.

It was more rigorous and a harder life than the life of a newspaper
artist, and young Barrymore had only two outlets for his suppressed temper

:

he would swear great and large oaths, and he would draw. Naturally enough
he could not swear his great and large oaths in front of the director who had
chicled him, nor could he take to pen and pencil during a rehearsal, so both

means of expression of the inner rebellion had to take place in the privacy

of the young actor's room.
Nights after the theatre he would pass long hours drawing outrageous

caricatures of people who annoyed him, and he would sit at his drawing
board and enliven his sketching with hearty trooper talk. In that way he

kept up with his drawing and with his swearing, in both of which he is today

highly proficient.

Both talents come in handy, the latter on almost any occasion, and the

former when Barrymore wants to tell the ward- {Continued on page 116)
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Reviews th e

Six Best Pictures of the Month:

REBOUND AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY

SON OF INDIA THE COMMON LAW
THE MAN IN POSSESSION NEWLY RICH

Turn to page 96 for casts of current films

You must see "Newly Rich," which was directed by
the man who made "Skippy"—and it's almost as

good. It has a great cast.

Ramon Novarro and Madge Evans in "Son of India,"
Novarro's most romantic success in years.

Newly Rich
Paramoutit

IN
your town this picture may be billed as "Forbidden

Adventure." See it anyway! It's too good to miss no
matter what they call it. Directed by Taurog of "Skip-

py," it's great family entertainment. Concerns two kid
screen stars whose Hollywood mamas yank them off to
Europe, where they meet a boy king who, like them, is fed
up with his job—and the three run away together. Their
adventures are just as much fun for you. The acting of
the three youngsters is irresistible. You may have been
feeling that you had been seeing just a teeny, weeny bit

too much of Mitzi Green. Well, she wins you again here.
Jackie Searl is obnoxious and appealing at one and the
same time. Bruce Line, new, is an endearing lad. Edna
Mae Oliver and Louise Fazenda are the mamas. Don't
skip it.

Son of India
Metro-Go Idwyn -Mayer

Joel McCrea is Constance Bennett's leading man
again in "The Common Law," by Robert W. Cham-

bers. Connie scores again.

THE screen, which was getting so swanky and so-
phisticated there for a while, is now allowing a little

sentiment to creep in. I am in favor of it. Pictures
like "Son of India" bring back some of that dear dead
hokum and tinsel and glamor that used to thrill us when
we first went to theatres. Novarro's new one is frankly
romantic but it is also mysteriously charming. Ramon was
never so grand, girls, as in this part of a gallant son of
the east who falls in love with nice li'l American gel.

Moon-drenched nights and marble halls and diamond
vaults and jungle thrills and renunciation—all that busi-
ness; but Ramon, and the exquisite Madge Evans, his new
leading lady, have you going for it in a big, big way. See
our Honor Page for further details about these new screen
lovers.

The Common Law
RKO-Pathe

THE latest chapter in the screen serial, "The Confes-
sions of Connie Bennett." Miss Bennett's film love
life becomes more and more hectic. The lovely, ro-

mantic Constance is seen this time as the long-suffering

and sinning heroine of Robert W. Chambers' good old re-

liable sex drama, and if you find it listed as one of our
Six Best—and you will, I just put it there—blame Miss
Bennett. This girl has so much charm that it's almost im-
possible to shove any picture of hers into second rating.

Here she appears, always alluringly, as the girl friend of

—

first, the bibulous Lew Cody; second, the handsome Joel
McCrea—Joel in the role of an artist. Eventually the plot

makes Connie an honest woman. If you like Bennett as we
like Bennett, you'll like this. Robert Williams is swell.
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SCREENLAND'S
Critic Selects the

Most Important
Screenplays of

the Month

Ten Best Portrayals of the Month:
Ina Claire in "Rebound"

Jackie Searl in "Newly Rich"
Bruce Line in "Newly Rich"
Mitzi Green in "Newly Rich"
Madge Evans in "Son of India"

Ramon Novarro in "Son of India"
Sylvia Sidney in "An American Tragedy"

Constance Bennett in "The Common Law"
Phillips Holmes in "An American Tragedy"

Robert Montgomery in "The Man in Possession"

The Man in Possession III

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

ROBERT MONTGOMERY not only has full posses-
sion of the picture, but of the audience, too. Bob is

. the "black sheep" of a very proper English family,
and papa—or hadn't we better say "the pater?"—wants to
send him to Australia so that his sappy brother may wed
Irene Purcell whom he believes to have money, because if

she heard of Bob's escapades—well! But Bob refuses to

go, and what's more, he marries his brother's fiancee. Irene
Purcell, as a slightly shady lady, makes an interesting
heroine. Charlotte Greenwood hands out the laughs and
Montgomery is—gr—and! I defy you not to like him!
Mr. Hays must have lost his scissors because some spicy
dialogue and situations have crept in, much to everyone's
enjoyment. You'll want to see this "Man in Possession."

An American Tragedy
Paramount

THIS picture has caused more talk than any in years.
It will cause still more. You will like it or hate it

—no half-way measures. It's powerful, heavy stuff.

Whether it is Mr. Dreiser's "American Tragedy" or not is

a little problem I'm glad to leave to Mr. Dreiser, Mr.
von Sternberg, Mr. Lasky, Mr. Zukor, Mr. Hays, and
Mickey Mouse. It doesn't really matter, matter, matter.
You and I are concerned with one question—is it worth
seeing? It is. Strong, stiff drama—not pleasant or pretty;
some terrific scenes, not for weak stomachs. It's problem-
atical what his role of Clyde Griffiths will do for Phil
Holmes' future with the fans. He gives a great perform-
ance, though. Sylvia Sidney is splendid, too. And all the
rest of the cast. A directorial triumph. See it.

Rebound
RKO-Pathe

SEE this and start a family battle. All the way home
wives and husbands will argue, "Should Ina Claire
have taken back Bob Ames after the way he behaved

with Myrna Loy?" Vamp versus wife, 1931 version, is

"Rebound," with the newest, smartest cast and decor.
Donald Ogden Stewart's play, with its gay dialogue, has
made a splendid picture, thanks to director E. H. Grif-
fith and his players. Ina Claire really comes into her own
as the wife—she's spirited, stunning. You'll like Ames, too
—and Robert Williams. Of course Myrna Loy is decora-
tive—and as one who has been screaming and stomping
for her for three years, I'm glad to see I was right. Hedda
Hopper is charming. Altogether, a conquest for Claire

—

satisfaction for the author—contented audiences!

Robert Montgomery is splendid as "The Man in
Possession," with Irene Purcell and Reginald Owen.

'An American Tragedy" is a stark dramatic smash
with Phillips Holmes and Sylvia Sidney.

Ina Claire scores as the wife in "Rebound." and
Robert Ames as the husband, with Hedda Hopper.

A smart, sophisticated show.
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"Wh-who's th-th-there?" Is it that horrible drummer-boy ghost,
terrorizing poor Marguerite Churchill? Oh, well— better than a sax

player, anyway.'

TELLING hair-raising tales around the Hallow-
e'en hearth is a grand way to amuse the party.

And Hollywood, being, as you have often

heard, "just like a small town," has its own
thrillers with which to lift hirsute equipment to unwonted
angles.

If, for instance, you invited Pola Negri to your
Hallowe'en party, she'd tell this tale of the weirdest thing

that ever happened to her :

"While I was in Paris, I was entertained at the home
of a friend much interested in spiritism. During the

evening, a discussion began between our host and a young
woman who didn't believe in materialization. Our host

suggested a seance to prove his point.
" 'Whom would you like to see?' he asked, when con-

ditions were right and we were all sitting in a circle in

the dim room.
" 'Oh—anybody dead !' she laughed.

"Presently a faint light appeared above our host, in

which a face was vaeuelv outlined. It meant nothing to

favorite

(^host

Stories
Spookeasy tales of

Hollywood—read

'em and creep

By

Ruth Tildesley

me, but the young woman screamed

and fell from her chair unconscious.

The lights were turned on.

"When they had brought the wom-
an to, she explained that the face in

the light had been that of her father

and that he was not dead but safe at

home. Just then the telephone bell

rang. Our host took a message for

the woman. Her father, it seems, had

died nearly an hour before
!"

Elissa Landi declares that no spooky

thing ever happened to her, but her

favorite ghost story concerns a girl who swears it ac-

tually occurred.

"And I believe it," she adds, with a wicked little grin.

"Gwen was a chorus girl who had managed to get

herself engaged to a young Englishman of an excellent

family. Naturally, they were not overpleased at the

match, and when the young man suddenly died the only

explanation they gave Gwen was that he had succumbed
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to a severe attack of influenza.

"One day, shortly after his death, Gwen
was introduced to a famous psychic.

" 'Why don't you stand up straight?' he de-

manded, and with his words Gwen realized

that she had been stooping for several days.
" 'There's a man from the other world

leaning on you,' continued the psychic.
" 'It's Ronny !' thought Gwen, trying not

to be alarmed.
" 'He has two bullet holes in his head,' the

man elaborated.
" 'Oh, then it can't be Ronny !' thought

Gwen, relieved.
" 'You are thinking you don't know him.

but you do. You think he didn't kill himself,

but he did and he's sorry. He realizes now
that he cared too much for you to let you go,

so he is trying to get you to come to him.'

"Gwen got away as swiftly as possible, con-
vinced that the man was mad, but a few days
later it developed that her fiance had really

shot himself and his family had tried to cover
up the fact.

"Next morning, Gwen,
who lived in a small flat

with a girl friend, was
wakened by a ring at the

bell. Half asleep she rose

to go to the door. To reach

it, she had to walk down a

long very dark hall that

had a high ceiling.

"'Pull on the light!'

called a voice that Gwen
took for that of her friend.

The chandelier had an in-

verted dome and in order

to reach the chain the girls

had tied a long piece of

ribbon to it. Without paus-

ing in her progress along

the hall, Gwen seized the

ribbon and pulled it. At
once came a noise like an
earthquake, down tumbled
the dome, in the crash

Gwen heard a man's voice

and cried out : 'Don't, Ron-
ny!' . . . And the next

thing she remembered was
standing just clear of the

heavy glass, with her room-
mate waking up to wonder
what (Cont. on page 100)

Louise Fazenda doted on pictures of Lola Montez—
until the Spanish dancer's apparition began to spoil
things by making personal appearances—and not

in the flesh!
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Hal Phyfe

Meet Margery Wilson! Perhaps you already
know her. She won fame as a screen star, then
turned to writing. Her book called "Charm"
is already something of a classic, having attained

the dignity of being used as a textbook on the

most fascinating subject in the world—feminine
loveliness.

We are glad to present Miss Wilson as our
brand new Beauty Editor.

WE don't have to wait until the end of the

world for Judgment Day. Every day is Judg-
ment Day ! And especially these autumn days
when we must face the debris of summer.

Time to get busy ! Sh ! But not too busy.

Let's be intelligent about it—and human ! Let's not

get in a strain about acquiring our fall and winter com-
plexions and weights after a summer of carelessness

and indulgence. What good is a lovely skin if the eyes

have that worried and grasping look that is death to

charm ?

HERE'S

BEAUTY
FOR YOU!

By

It's usually just a little mistake that keeps us from
being effective, beautiful and charming. These small
mistakes of omission and commission constitute the dif-

ference between success and failure in the impression
we make on others. And it's my job to help you find

yours and correct it. And I'm never happier than when
I'm doing it

!

Sometimes we over-emphasize our faces or bodies

—

again we under-emphasize them—but one sin is as great
as another if it spoils the whole.

A great impresario was going over a list of singers

for an important engagement, where beauty and per-

sonality would be as necessary as a fine voice. He hes-
itated over a well-known name, then shook his head.
"No, no, no, no ! That woman is like a glass of good
wine with a drop of kerosene in it." "Why?" his as-

sistant demanded—weary with the search. "She has
beauty—a great voice—social position—she's perfect for

the part."

"Yes," the great man answered, "that's just it—she's

too perfect—and the audience resents it."

This comes as something of a shock to those of us
who struggle daily for a uniform perfection impossible

to attain. Beauty that brings popularity, both private

and public, often includes a fault that marks its owner
as individual. We often hear that a certain actress has

succeeded "in spite of her imperfections. Perhaps it

would be nearer the truth to say she got there "because
of" a fault that set her apart from the crowd. If you
are one of those fortunate people who have a distin-

guishing fault you are blessed of the gods

!

For beauty is something more than a good skin of

fashionable color, bright eyes and cupid's-bow lips. I

should enjoy murdering the man or woman who first

said, "Beauty is only skin-deep."

Don't misunderstand me, please ! Fine cosmetics and
their proper and regular use have eliminated the ugly

woman from the landscape. Entirely. And we pay any
amount for this gratefully, eagerly. By the way, right

now is the wisest time to use plenty of nourishing cream
and ice or cooling astringents to waken pores that are

lax from over-heating, and to feed a starved skin,

parched by sun and wind.
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Presenting a new and novel department dedicated

to Charm—edited by a real beauty. Don't miss it!

But now—listen—when you get your face all made up
in the accepted manner, just like Mary Brown and
Sally Jones, is it a face that continues to please the eye
after the first approving glance? Will it hold attention?

Or is it just one of the many little perfect peas in the

popular pod that you can't tell from the one next to it?

We treat our faces as if they were portraits we were
painting and fix them up to suit ourselves. Fine ! So
far ! But if we are going to do that, let's make a good
job of it and paint them with desirable qualities from
within as well as without. If you don't—well, the gob-
lins'll git you if you don't watch out—you'll have just

an empty little mask for a face. Unfortunately, that's

what most of us have.

Literally millions of words have been written this

year, telling us how carefully we must apply our make-
up—and they are all words of wisdom. Don't look

made-up ! And to make-up without looking made-up
requires a professional skill. So we try and try and
try. We take lessons and devote much thought to the

proper shade over the eyes, the best position for the

tiny bit of cheek rouge allowed. No wonder that by
the time we have mastered this art (and that is what
it is) we are too exhausted to think much more about

our appearance. And just when we're wanting a little

appreciation if not actual sympathy, the fashion dic-

tators give us another demand.
Attention ! To be truly smart, your face must have

"character." The busiest debutantes are after it.

There must be a light of zeal in your eye, a purpose in

the set of your chin, and—don't miss this !—you must
have a cause! It is smart

to take an interest in

your fellow man.
So, if your swain

seems less interested

than he used to be, try

this. Rush out in your
garden and pick a large

bouquet of zinnias, or

whatever you have left,

and take them to—say,

the Children's Hospital.

Then, that evening be-

fore you start off with

your cool young man
just drop a casual re-

mark about your"cause."
Something like this

:

"Just as I left the

Children's Hospital this

afternoon, I ran into

John Smith driving his

new roadster. He
seemed surprised to see

me there and drove me
home."

Perhaps it's the nov-

elty that is proving so

attractive to young men
of today—but whatever
it is, the fact remains
that all the smart young
things have a "cause."

Read up on your

"subject" and appear to know about it—but not too

much. Let the men tell you belpful things about it.

Having gotten a cause for yourself, don't be too serious

and morbid about it. Treat it as a stimulating thing

and talk about it very little—just enough.
It is not only ultra-smart to be interested in unfortunate-

humanity this year, but it puts a light in your eyes and a

warmth in your heart that will glow in your face as

softly and becomingly as candle-light.

Womanly figures are all the rage these days—so,

too, are womanly faces. And the girls are going to any
length to get them—even pretending they're interested

in somebody besides themselves! Well, go on and pre-

tend. It's a start, anyway—and it'll get you in the end.

Men love sympathetic women. (If they don't get sappy
about it.) So do other women and J may add—so do
children and dogs

!

You see, we have been so concentrated on improving
ourselves that our thoughts have automatically formed
the habit of selfishness and that shows in some of our
faces—makes them hard. We don't mean to be selfisb.

We've just gotten that way without realizing it. But,

do you know, selfish thoughts actually cause the muscles
of the face to droop

!

Take for example the woe-be-gone expression of the

woman who enjoys poor health. "Poor me!" her sagging
cheeks seem to say. Consider our very language on the

subject. "His face fell when he learned of his loss." "The
baby was so disappointed she pulled the longest face.''

But when a real interest outside ourselves comes along
and sweeps our thoughts out into the .big stream of life

—

up goes the chin, up go
the eyes, up goes the

body, and up goes the

beauty thermometer

!

One is the ME ex-

pression which is un-
lovely. The other is the

YOU expression which
is the first step toward
beauty and charm.

There are hundreds
of tiny muscles in the

face and they are so

sensitive that they re-

spond instantly to every
condition imposed upon
them from within and
without. And so long
as I am conducting this

department for Screex-
land we will study
them both with equal

emphasis. They are in-

separable in the final

effect. Next month I

want to talk about Fac-
ing the Future, for we
want to build a depend-
able beauty for the

future as well as to

make-up skilfully at the

present.

Yours for Beauty
and Charm !

Something ^A(ew!

A beauty department edited by a girl who is

herself a beauty! You may rely upon Margery

Wilson's beauty advice and suggestions, for she

follows them herself, and she is one of the loveliest

women in America. A popular screen star who

was "discovered" by D. W. Griffith and then

became the producer of her own pictures, Miss

Wilson knows all the secrets by which screen

actresses enhance their beauty. She will tell you

all about them — every month, from now on,

in SCREENLAND.

If you wish personal answers to specific beauty

questions, please enclose a stamped, addressed

envelope, and address Miss Margery Wilson,

Beauty Editor, SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th

Street, New York City.
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The Successful

Mr. Menjou
Poise will be poise—and
it's been a great asset

in Adolphe's career

By

Hale Horton

Menjou s imperturbable
poker-face. Is he plot-
ting some fair one's
downfall, or merely won-
dering what to order for

dinner?

AFTER several adequate portrayals, Adolphe Men-
/_% jou finally rode to fame on "A Woman of Paris,"

/ \ directed by the genius who took three years to

make "City Lights."

Up to this time his career had been somewhat speckled.

And his initial entrance into pictures was the result of

an idea put into his head by Major Carlisle Mason, bon
vivant and star customer of a high class French res-

taurant owned by Albert, father of Adolphe, which at the

time, 1912, was located in New York at 93rd and Broad-
way. Here it was that Adolphe, him-
self, worked as a waiter; and I gather

he was the suavest waiter that ever

juggled a soup tureen.

"Menjou's mannerisms," the Ma-
jor recalls, his face glowing with

good health and things, "are pre-

cisely the same on the screen as they

were in the days he waited table

;

suave and impeccably polite
—

" Which
leads one to suspect that the Major
missed "The Front Page."
However and nevertheless, Men-

jou's career started off on a gallop

on that certain evening when the Ma-
jor dropped around for a gourmet's
banquet. "The cscargots might be
nice tonight, Adolphe," he confided,

"and some of that delicious onion
soup, and filet mignon with—by the

way, there's a fortune in pictures for

a good-looking young man like you.
In fact, I've spoken to my little

friend, Dorothy Phillips, whom I sup-

"The Great Lover" is a role
after Adolphe's own heart.
Here he is doing his stuff with
Baclanova in the picture of

that name.

pose you've seen in pictures and—

"

"Mais oui I" Menjou agreed, in

one of his five languages. "You
mean the cinema star

—

"

"That's right," the Major nod-
ded. "She's over at Yitagraph ; and
if you'll go around tomorrow and
ask for her, she'll introduce you to

a director who will give you a part

—and I say, Adolphe, upon further considering the mat-
ter 1 think you'd better turn my filet mignon into a tetc

dcveaii with vinaigrette sauce."

One imagines that when Menjou scampered back to

the kitchen he was giving considerably more attention to

Dorothy Phillips and the picture business than to the

Major's succulent escargots. He reflected no doubt that

up to that moment his career seemed to have misfired.

Of course his father had sent him to Culver Military
Academy—and yOu may take it from me that's no school

for a sissy—and Cornell. During his

vacations he had worked in his fa-

ther's Cleveland restaurant. (Cleve-

land having been the home of the

Menjous for many years before they

finally moved to New York.) And
while living in the same city he had
spent a couple of years in stock.

Perhaps this last experience had so

whetted his histrionic appetite that

the mere allusion to theatricals thrilled

him to the toes. At any rate, after

turning the Major's proposal over in

his mind and viewing it from all of

its various angles, he found that it

rather appealed to him, especially the

fortune part of it.

So on the next day he located Doro-
thy Phillips, met the director, and
caught a part. Two weeks later he

taxied back to his father's restaurant

and sought out the Major who as

usual was dining well, wisely, and
with much {Continued on page 102)



The Most Beautiful Still of the Month
Greta Garbo m "Susan Lenox, Her Fall and Rise-

Photographed by Milton Brown, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer



Here they are—the fourth and final set of shadows
and stars in SCREENLAND'S Star Shadow Contest. Match
them up—and then send them in together with your
solutions of the three other sets.

Hitch the shadows to the stars! But be sure that

you have the complete set of sixteen Star Shadows

—

four each from our July, August, September and
October issues. Entries will be eligible to be judged
for prizes only if the complete set of sixteen Star

Shadows is received at once. In case you missed any
of the earlier ones, back copies of the July, August
and September issues are available.

This fascinating game really isn't difficult—and the

generous prizes make it well worthwhile! Just take a

good look at the shadows of famous screen stars which
you see reproduced on these pages. Then turn slowly

through this issue of ScREENl.AND, and if you are care-

ful and observant you will find, somewhere in its

pages, photographs of these stars that fit the shadows
exactly, both in size and in shape. Take them up one
at a time, and when you have spotted one, then go on
to the next. Then, after you have located them all,

fit them to their corresponding shadows; then write
the name of each star in the space below.
Remember—neatness and taste will count just as

much as accuracy in the judging of entries. You may
fill in the names of the stars either on the typewriter
or in ink—you may use your own judgment as to the

best way in which to mount and arrange them—but
make your completed entries look just as neat and
attractive as you know how.

It isn't only an investment of leisure time with pos-

sibilities of handsome returns—it's a delightful game
as well! What more pleasant way to spend an evening
than by testing your skill and accuracy in a pastime
involving your favorite screen stars? Make it a family
event—get pa and ma and the rest of the folks to sit

in and help you. And don't get discouraged if you
fail to match up the Star Shadows at the first attempt
—because you just know they're right there in the

2,500.00

. . $1000.00
Second Prize . . . . 500.00
Third Prize , , , . . 200.00
Fourth Prize . . . . 100.00

Fifth Prize . . . . 75.00

and
Ten Prizes of $50.00 each

Five Prizes of 25.00 each

magazine, and if you try hard enough, and are men-
tally on your toes, you can't help but find them!

Here's a tip—in comparing Stars and Shadows, no-

tice such details as the shape of an ear, the arrange-

ment of the hair, the position of the head and shoul-

ders, and so on. It's things like those that tell you
whether the picture you've decided on is the right

one, or one that's just a little bit different. It will

help you, too, to decide first whether each shadow is

that of a man or of a woman—then the problem of

matching it up will be that much simpler for you.

And don't forget that, in matching the pictures

with their shadows, it is necessary to match the

amount of bust to go with the head as well. The
picture must be pasted over the shadow so that none

of the black will show. Get the idea?



IN PRIZES

SCREENLANDS

e^TAR Shadow

Contest

When hunting the stars to fit the shadows, don't

confine yourself to pictures that stand out on the

pages by themselves, without backgrounds. The pic-

ture you are looking for may have a background—it

may even be part of a group. But one thing is certain:

It is in here somewhere, and it matches the shadow
perfectly, both in size and in shape.

Read the rules carefully before you begin—they'll

help you. Take your time, both in finding the stars

and in preparing your entries after you've found
them. Patience, thought and care may reward you
richly. And even if your efforts do not bring you a

prize, there's a lot of fun in it, and a personal satis-

faction to be found in few puzzle games.
All set now? Go to it—hitch the shadows to the

stars!

The Rules of the ScREENLAND Star Shadow Contest:

1. Twenty cash prizes will be paid by SCREENLAND Magazine as
follows:

First Prize $1,000.00

Second Prize 500.00

Third Prize 200.00

Fourth Prize 100.00

Fifth Prize 75.00

Ten prizes of $50.00 each 500.00

Five prizes of $25.00 each 125.00

2. In four issues—July, August, September and October numbers

—

SCREENLAND is publishing cut puzzle pictures of well-known mo-
tion picture actors and actresses. Four complete cut puzzle pic-

tures will appear in each issue. Each cut puzzle picture will

consist of a silhouette, or shadow. In the same issue of the maga-
zine with this shadow will be a photograph of some actor or

actress which will exactly fit the silhouette or shadow. When the
photographs are properly located, and pasted upon the shadows,
and the names added, there will be sixteen separate portraits.

$2,500.00 in prizes as specified in Rule No. 1, will be paid to the
persons sending in the nearest correctly named and most neatly
arranged sets of s'xteen portraits.

3. Do not submit any solutions or answers until after the fourth
set of cut puzzle pictures have appeared in the October issue.
Assembled pictures on the shadows must be submitted in sets of

sixteen only. Identifying names should be written or typewritten
below each complete portrait. At the conclusion of the contest
all solutions should be sent to The Star Shadow Contest Editors,
SCREENLAND Magazine, 45 West 45th Street, New York City. Be
sure your full name and complete address is written on, or at-
tached to your entry; that your entry is securely packed to guard
against damage in transit; and that it carries sufficient postage
to avoid delay.

4. Bear in mind that it costs absolutely nothing to enter this con-
test. Indeed, the contest is purely an amusement. You do not
need to be a subscriber or reader of SCREENLAND Magazine to
compete. You do not have to buy a single issue. You may copy
or trace the pictures from the originals in SCREENLAND Maga-
zine, and assemble the copied portrait with the copy of the
shadow. Copies of SCREENLAND Magazine may be examined at
the New York offices of the Magazine or at public libraries, free
of charge.

5. Aside from accuracy in assembling and identifying the cut puzzle
pictures, neatness in contestants' methods of submitting solu-
tions will be considered in awarding prizes. The sixteen cut puz-
zle pictures, or their drawn duplicates, must be assembled and
pasted or pinned together, with the name of the player written
or typewritten below.

6. The judges will be a committee of members of SCREENLAND
Magazine's staff. Their decision will be final. No relatives or
members of the household of anyone connected with this publica-
tion can submit solutions. Otherwise, the contest is open to
everyone everywhere.

7. In the case of ties for any of the prizes offered, the full amount
of the prize tied for will be given to each tying contestant.

8. The contest will close at midnight on October 20th. All solu-
tions received from the t'me the fourth set of pictures appears to
the moment of midnight on October 20th will be considered by the
judges. No responsibility in the matter of mail delays or losses
will rest with SCREENLAND Magazine. Send your answers as
soon as possible after the last set of cut puzzle pictures appears
in the October issue, which will be on sale on the newsstands on
or about September 1st. The prize winners will be announced in
the February. 1932 issue of SCREENLAND.

9. Because of the time and labor required to re-pack and re-ship
thousands of entries, it will be impossible to return any of them.



ANOTHER good girl gone naughty on the screen'

L Joan, the baby of the Bennetts, and once so

naive, so innocent, will soon reveal how "Sht

Wanted a Millionaire



WHETHER as hard-boiled gentleman crook or

sentimental bachelor, crisp and handsome
Lewis Stone keeps unchanged his position as one of

the most convincing players on the screen.



Tootlight interlude
Young Doug makes a stage debut, and

the stars come out to twinkle at him.

Doug Fair-
banks, Jr.,
faced the au-
dience in "The
Man in Pos-
session" at a
Los Angeles

theatre.

Left, below—Doug, Sr. and
Mary applauded vigorously

from front-row seats.

t l
The leading man scored the biggest hit of
all with Joan Crawford, his wife. Joan
didn't lack an escort that night—Bill

Haines was the lucky man.

Bob Montgomery (above)
and Dita Parlo (left) made
dazzlingly correct first-

nighters.

The Lowes were
there, too—Lilyan
Tashman and Ed-
mund (sometimes
known as Sweet and

Lowe)

.



Sally Blane in her first-night
regalia wasn't a bad supple-

ment to the main show.

Harry and Ann Harding Bannister
broadcast their greetings—Harry via
the mike, Ann with her all-embracing

smile.
"It's a big night!'' Jack
Whiting is confiding to the
va-a-ast radio audience.



PHILLIPS HOLMES made his commanding post

tion among the younger stars secure with his grip

ping performance in "An American Tragedy." The

pup was good, too.

I!



IT ISN'T merely as the daughter of a noted stage

actor, Ernest Lawford, that Betty is known, tor

she's made her own success in many screen hits



It

Jail

Tashion

Tiime:

Ruth Chatterton's frock is of
black satin. Ruth's onyx cos-
tume jewelry—bracelet, earrings,
and shoulder straps—ts smart and

not too heavy.

Adrienne Ames harkens to a new
fashion note that requires the
application of big, bold flowers

on dainty net.

JP

I

Wait a minute,
Alice Joyce—we
want to know what
the well-dressed
lady is wearing.
Black suit—note
the long skirt-
white blouse—an
black and white

tricorne hat.

Karen Morley's
smart fall-model
black hat resem-
bles a sleek head-
dress with a coro-
net braid outlin-
ing the crown. A
ribbon bow of vel-

vet trimsone side.

> ft



Tailored pajamas of lus-
cious peach satin are worn
by Madge Evans. The
knee-length coat is of
brown satin and has a
wide collar and turn-back
cuffs of the peach color,
with initiajs on the lapel

of the coat.

Constance Bennett's gown
is of gold Chantilly lace
encrusted with sequins, in
extreme silhouette mode
with a flounce of sable.

And that isn't a handker-
chief in Connie's hand—
it's a jacket. A gold link
bracelet is the onlyjewelry
she wears with this.

The Hawaiian i n -

fluence! A "Lei" scarf
of silver fox accents the
jade green velvet wrap
worn by Adrienne
Ames. Her gown is of
crepe in shades of char-

treuse. (Above.)

More black and white!
Marian Marsh, left, is

smart in a black flat

crepe fall frock with a
fitted jacket of white
lapin. Marian's hat
sports snappy black and
white feathers. Skirts
are longer than ever for
fall. Girls who would
be smart, please note'



Htirrell

NILS ASTHER believes in fortifying himself

against the brisk autumn breezes. Just now
; ns baby daughter holds the center of the stage in

the Asther family.



<l/^LAMOROUS GLORIA" Swanson, once

vJT pet of rhe silent films, has gained a new

impressive eminence in the Age of Sound

night or Never" will he her next



glimpses of many ^andis

—

<Plissa in some casual moments

Out for a canter.
Miss Landi is

one of the few
really expert
equestriennes
in Hollywood.

Andnow trouble's
brewing! The ex-
p r e s s i o n of
startled terror
brings out the re-
markable poign-
ancy of the Eng-
lish girl's fea-

tures.

Up on the sun-
deck. Elissa sel-
dom fails to get
her daily quota
of health rays—
genuine, no imi-

tation!

i A bove ) Tha t's

just too bad! If

this is the way
Elissa studies a
part, it looks like
all play and no
work for her.





Hurrell

WE DON'T know what's going to happen but

Mane Dressier is cooking up something.

Mane is a great Little cook, too, as you found if you

read her Life story in Sou;inland not long ago.
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Remember
?

} 4*

Anna May Wong had to go

abroad and make good be-

fore she was acclaimed by

Hollywood

Europe dubbed Anna May Wong
as exquisite, and we raise their
bid. Miss Wong is making
"The Daughter of the Dragon"

with Sessue Hayakawa.

ANNA MAY WONG, surely the most talented and
/ % lovely daughter a Chinese laundryman ever pro-

/ duced, returned to Hollywood to do "The
Daughter of the Dragon," with Sessue Hayaka-

wa, at Paramount. This, of course, after Europe had
dubbed her exquisite, starred her on both stage and
screen in Chinese, Malay, Eurasian and other characters,

and generally placed its superior o.k. upon her.

After her starring vehicle, "The Circle in Chalk," in

London, a famous English producer wanted to star Anna
in Shakespearean roles, beginning with Ophelia in

"Hamlet." They predicted she would be the sensation

of the screen in this guise. But the Paramount people
were negotiating at the same time, so Shakespeare
heroines must be postponed until next year.

Paul Tanqu<ray

Anna has returned with a mastery of foreign lan-

guages, very Oxford English, German, French, and some
Spanish, in addition to American and Chinese ! Anna
also made a great hit in a Viennese operetta in Austria,

besides starring in several silent pictures in Germany.
But she does wish they wouldn't always want her to be

a villainess

!

In the meantime, Anna is buying a house, where her

mother, four brothers and two sisters will live with her.

Dad is proud of her, but declines to live on her, thank
you. One little sister is very pretty and has already

played some small bits in films. Another sister is prov-

ing a first class secretary. The boys have a big room
at the top of the house for their very own. Dad raised

them all with a laundry in Los Angeles.

Viennese, vivacious and bristling
with charm— that's Nora Gregor.
Her hair is golden brown, and she

knows how to wear clothes.

VIENNESE, vivacious, and bristling with charm and piquancy,

is Nora Gregor, who burst upon Los Angeles as an intriguing

stage actress with young Mr. Fairbanks in "The Man in Pos-

session." It was a fascinating debut.

You see, Nora has already proved a joyous success in German ver-

sions of "The Trial of Mary Dugan" and "Olympic" last year, when
she was brought out from Vienna, after her huge triumphs with Max
Reinhardt in both Berlin and Vienna on the stage, and also in films.

"But I did not know English then, only a few little words, so it

seemed my ambition to play in American pictures could not be realized.

But when they sent for me again this year, I determined to learn Eng-
lish, and hid away in Michigan for six weeks. When I arrived here,

it was all so exciting. Mr. Fairbanks wanted me for the play."

We may add that Nora's English is completely charming. She comes
of an aristocratic Austrian family, whose estates were confiscated

by the Italians after the war. For a while Nora's stage talents filled

the family larder. Like Dietrich, she is married.

Nora is not really beautiful, but she is so sparkling, so very
charming, that she seems entirely beautiful. Like Garbo and Dietrich,

too, she is slightly above the regulation height for petite Hollywood
charmers. Her hair is a light golden brown and she knows how to

wear clothes. So, after this stage success, you will now see a new
beauty in American film plays. They are hunting stories for her now.
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Critical

LAUGHING SINNERS
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Joan Crawford gets a chance to display her acting ability

and she revels in it. Joan starts out as a night-club en-
tertainer but finishes as a Salvation Army worker. The
reason for her joining the Army is Neil Hamilton, who
jilted her, and the reason for staying is Clark Gable; and
they're good reasons for seeing the picture.

FIVE AND TEN
Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer

After heading our list as a grand comedienne, Marion
Davies goes dramatic on us—but with great success. (All's

forgiven, Marion.) She plays a poor, little rich girl who
fights to get "her man" from a society girl. Leslie Howard
is the man and he's splendid. Richard Bennett and Irene
Rich are good—so's the picture.

THE BLACK CAMEL
Fox

Charlie Chan is still carrying on! You'll be glad to meet
him again in this highly satisfactory mystery drama, in-

volving the murder of a movie star and the mysterious
killing of a great director. Warner Oland is again the
agreeable Chinese sleuth, uttering epigrams as he tracks
down the killer. Sally Eilers is the very pretty ingenue.

SCREENLAND

Comment

ANNABELLE'S AFFAIRS
Fox

Here's a thoroughly enjoyable farce—as light, flighty, and
frivolous as its lovely heroine, who marries a man with
a beard and leaves him eleven hours later! It's a personal
triumph for pretty Jeanette MacDonald, who proves her-
self a comedienne second to none. Victor McLaglen plays
the husband—a new role for Vic. With Roland Young.

MURDER BY THE CLOCK
Paramount

Here's your mystery of the month. Guaranteed to give

you some spooky moments, even if it never really takes
you in. Although the characters are too obvious to be
altogether convincing, the sinister atmosphere and sound
effects keep you chilly. Lilyan Tashman plays the evil

lady of the plot. William Boyd is a good detective.

THE GIRL HABIT
Paramount

Charlie Ruggles bears the weight of a very, very light

comedy—and if you don't think that's hard work, you're

all wrong. "The Girl Habit" would have made a corking

short feature, but as it is the situations are too long drawn
out. However, Charlie is really funny. Sue Conroy and
Tamara Geva are beautiful support.
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on Current Films

A WOMAN OF EXPERIENCE
RKO-Pathe

Or a woman of "sexperience." Nothing new about this

spy drama except the cast. Helen Twelvetrees is beautiful
and appealing but this film won't add to her laurels. Lew
Cody, ZaSu Pitts, William Bakewell and H. B. Warner
make up a capable cast. This hackneyed plot should re-

ceive the same treatment spies do—shot at sunrise.

HUSH MONEY
Fox

A tame gangster film about a girl, Joan Bennett, who
tDok the wrong road. A kindly detective shows her the

"error of her ways." She marries Hardie Albright and is

happy until her ex-crook partner, Owen Moore, tries to

blackmail her. Nice performances by the entire cast but a

special tribute to Douglas Cosgrove, the detective.

SWEEPSTAKES
RKO-Pathe

This is Jim Gleason's picture. When he is on, as a wise-
cracking race track trainer, "Sweepstakes" is swell enter-

tainment. Eddie Quillan is the boy jockey—the "whoop
de do kid" whose first false step leads him from the big
tracks to a Tia Juana saloon. But he comes back. Excit-

ing horse race. Marian Nixon is the girl.

A HOLY TERROR
Fox

The best Western since the talkies came in. Action,
action, action—against backgrounds of remarkable beauty.
Thank Director Irving Cummings for some splendid shots,
and hero George O'Brien for his thrilling riding. Whole-
some, clean plot, involving an air smash and other excite-

ments. The kids will love it.

THE SECRET CALL
Paramount

Politics is the theme of this film which centers around
a telephone girl, played by Peggy Shannon. You'll like

Peggy. She looks like a good picture bet even if she does
go coy occasionally—blame it on the dialogue. Miss Shan-
non, Richard Arlen, William Davidson and Ned Sparks
lift this picture to entertaining heights.

GOLDIE
Fox

Just gobs of fun—if you go for rowdy sailor stuff.

Spencer Tracy and Warren Hymer quarrel and wink and
drink their way from port to port with femme complica-
tions. Jean Harlow is a carnival high-diver, blonder and
shapelier, if possible, than ever. Lina Basquette, Maria
Alba, and Eleanor Hunt are also decorative.
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in

be O^TAGE
T^EVIEW

Ruth Etting,
one of the
many reasons
for the great
appeal of
"Ziegfeld Fol-
lies of 1931."

Hail the "Great Glorifier" once

again !—Clearing decks for the new
season with revelant remarks on

the old

By

Benjamin

De Casseres

Curtain!

A NOTHER season approaches—with all

/_\ the paraphernalia of one of the oldest

/ % amusements in the world: I mean
the theatre.

The stage is older than books, ping-pong,

divorce, drinking, gang warfare, elections,

Henry E. Dixey, De Wolf Hopper, jazz,

Aeschylus, or almost anything else you can

think of.

For the theatre is play, make-believe, a

representation imaginatively of something that

did or didn't happen. It is implicit in life

itself. It was born with the first liar.

Anyhow, Broadway's looking up.

I have been a dramatic critic off and on

since my nineteenth year. And I cannot re-

member when I did not hear that old wheeze,

"The theatre is decaying." In my memory it

was neck-and-neck with three other famous
calamity wheezes : "France is decaying," "Eng-
land's on her last legs" and "This is Tam-
many's last battle." Dcr Apfclmus!
Why, there was old Willie Winter thirty

years ago, who frothed at the mouth over

Ibsen, Strindberg, D'Annunzio. Police ! Po-
lice ! The stage was sinking into an irre-

deemable state of salacity even then. Willie

pronounced "The Old Homestead" the greatest

play of the age ! Now, of course, we have Mr.
Channing Pollock and a whole raft of lesser

Jeremiahs yowling about "the condition of the stage."

Der Apfclmus!
But facts are facts. The plays that made the hits in

the season just closing were, in the main, sound pieces

of work and, in most instances, were what are known
as "decent" plays. Some of them were even mushy-
molly like "Mrs. Moonlight."

Pick out these corkers : "Once in a Lifetime," "Grand
Hotel," "On the Spot," "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street," "As Husbands Go," "Give Me Yesterday," "The
Silent Witness," "As You Desire Me," "Overture,"
"Brass Ankle" (these last two were too fine for the

public), "Mr. Gilhooley," "A Farewell to Arms,"
"Five-Star Final." These have varying degrees

of merit—but all of them were worth while, and

as far superior to most of the things that Winter
approved of as gaiety is superior to smugmug morality.

Many of them will be seen on the screen ere long.

It is yet too early to give you a line on the coming
season, however. Neither the Lord, John Golden nor

Morris Gest knows at this writing. But the high spot

this winter will be O'Neill (Gene). Keep that name
in your hat.

"Follies of 1931"

Florenzo the Magnificent put on his twenty-third edi-

tion of the Follies. He dragnetted almost even-body into

the production, the Trumpet of Fame blowing loudest
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the names of Bobby Connolly, Gene Buck, Mark Hel-
linger. Dave Stamper, Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, Albertina

Rasch, Joseph Urban, John Daly Murphy, Helen Mor-
gan, Hal Le Roy, Harry Richman, the Colette Sisters,

Albert Carroll, Ruth Etting and Oscar Bradley.

Sounds like a Professional Evening at Reuben's Pickle

Parlor, doesn't it?

Mr. Ziegfeld still keeps glorifying Our Girls. And
he has some believe-me-boys ! this year all right.

The show is long, and everybody gets in something
good. There's that sensational kid dancer, the Jackie

Coogan of the feet—I mean Hal Le Roy. I told you
about him in "The Gang's All Here." Well, he's made.
And how

!

Helen Morgan goes dream)* and funny by turns.

Sings a song that Xoel Coward made for her, "Half-

Caste Woman."' and then, with some others, takes a

smickity-smack at the talkies. Helen is so beautiful

that in her presence my critical faculties go electric

refrig.

Full of plums and peaches, the 1931 vintage of the

Great Glorifier is worth the jack.

"The Pirates" and "Iolanthe"

The gaiety, the joy abounding and the wild, thumping
applause continued through the summer at the Erlanger
Theatre, where the Civic Light Opera Company added
"The Pirates of Penzance" and "Iolanthe" to its Gil-

bert & Sullivan revivals. And they were both well

done.

In "The Pirates'" Herbert Waterous roared his "For
I Am a Pirate Chief," Frank Moulan made the very

model of a modern Major-General Stanley, and Vivian

Hart was a cute and delicious

Mabel. She is a singing doll.

"Iolanthe" is unique in all

the annals of the stage.

There has been nothing like

it in whimsical fancy, clear-

cut daintiness and chortling

satire since Will Shakespeare did his "Midsummer
Night's Dream." The idea of the House of Lords being
run by the fairies

!

Vera Ross looked marvellous as the Queen of the

Fairies—one of the most beautiful women on our stage.

Joseph Macauley was a perfect Strephon and Herbert
Waterous was a comic Private Willis.

What a relief from the sewer shows

!

Confessions of 193 1

The Little Picture House on East 50th Street has
been responsible for converting what was once known
as a high-brow dramatic critic (i. e. and to wit, myself J

into a talkie fan of the most fervent kind.

I see all the Broadway screen successes in this neigh-

borhood theatre, which I first attended with the "hokum"
on my lips ; but my well-known love of the truth finally

compelled me to admit that in many of these screen talkies

the acting was far better than it was on the legitimate

stage, the stories often better told, and the whole enter-

tainment value of the performance more biting, vivid

and attention-pulling.

I was surprised to find how well the synchronization
problem is being solved. To me, the illusion is now
almost perfect, and I often get a bigger kick out of the
phantoms than I do out of the live human beings

;

although, in my opinion, there is nothing that will ever
take the place of the living human being, just as the

radio or the phonograph will never be a substitute for the

living Paderewski, Chaliapin or Toscanini. The drama
is safe—and so are the talkies.

Extra !—a doubter has been converted. Carry the

news to our Uncle Will Hays

!

Our "Music"
and "Dancing"

I wish these for-

eign light - opera
pictures could have
(Cont. on p. 115)

Howard Marsh, as a lovesick sailor in the "Queen's Navee,"
pays ardent and melodious court to Ruth Altman in the

best Cilbert-and-Sullivan tradition.

Vivian Hart, whose whimsical
charm and lovely voice make her
a natural-born G. &* S. heroine.

As a dashing and pleasant-
voiced hero Mr. Marsh delights
the hearts of the G. &> S. fans.
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RUDY VALLEE is no longer the Vagabond
Lover. He has found the girl of his dreams
in the person of Fay Webb, former movie
actress and daughter of the Chief of Police of

Santa Monica, California. If you've never seen Mrs.
\ allee in pictures it isn't her fault, as she was under
contract to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for some months.
She is exotic and looks very much like Pola Negri.

The Vallees were married July 15th in West Orange,
New Jersey.

June Collyer is another July bride. She married
Stuart Erwin at Yuma, Arizona, on July 22nd. Mrs.
Erwin will continue her screen career.

Rudolf Sieber, Marlene Dietrich's husband, presented
her with a 42 karat diamond ring ! Of course you know
that Herr Sieber has come to Hollywood to join his wife
and little daughter, "Heidede."

Constance Bennett has gone to Europe for a vacation
and it so happens that the Marquis de la Falaise is over
there, too

!

The new Alary Pickford Sunshine Club, formed for
philanthrophic purposes, will be supported entirely by a
tea room at which famous actresses and society girls

will act as waitresses. One scource of income is that
everyone who murmurs one unkind word must promptly
contribute a nickel to a box for the purpose.
One or two naughty girls have decided to invest a

couple of dollars every day and get it off their chests.

Playing bridge at Santa Barbara, Marie Dressier drew
one of those incredible hands with 13 spades. But she
did not risk bidding no trumps ! Her partner swooned.

Mervyn LeRoy and Ginger Rogers have been seen lots

of places together lately.

Joan Crawford lunching with Dietrich and showing
oft' the nice new stockings Doug bought her

!

Walter Huston is sure of a sympathetic scenario

writer. His son, John, will do the continuity for "Heart
in Hand" for Universal. John is under contract to

United Artists, but was loaned for Dad's picture.

Jetta Goudal, who has finished "The Plutocrat" with

Will Rogers, is to do three more pictures for Fox. But
she is asking for time off for a trip to Europe with new
hubby, Harold Grieves.

Adolphe Menjou has two immense closets, one forty

feet long, in which to preserve his sartorial glory—over

250 suits and top coats, socks, shirts, shoes by the hun-
dred, etc. Awful to have a voguish reputation to main-
tain. Curious, too, that although Adolphe has played

scores of fashionable-clubman roles, he has never be-

longed to a club in his life.

When he's off duty, nothing Adolphe so enjoys as

wearing old clothes and failing to shave.

When Alfred Lunt, Theatre Guild star, arrived in

Hollywood he started taking lessons in Russian from
Lt. Col. Alex Davidoff, who served through the world

war. It seems Lunt has to have Russian pronunciation

for "The Guardsman."

Marie Dressier was enchanted with her political

speech when she previewed "Politics," in which she cam-
paigns for mayor. "Well, I'd have got my vote," she

grinned.

Time was when fearful producers forbade contract

stars to enter airplanes. Wally Beery once had to do it

all on the sly. But now, Wally just hops in his six-

passenger plane when the company must go on location

and is all settled comfortably in his hotel by the time the

rest of the party arrives.
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Along the talkie trail with pad and pencil. Read about

those Hollywood private lives and public events!

He took Leila Hyams, her spouse Phil Berg, and other

friends to his Mountain Lake island and was covered
with glory when he found the State Highway Com-
mission had honored him by erecting a sign, "To the

Beery Aviation Field, one mile."

Neil Hamilton has a wrestling ring in the front yard
of his Malibu Beach home, where he makes his men
friends perspire in physical work-outs. He keeps a

trainer, just like a professional, and keeps himself fit

with daily bouts in this strenuous manner.

Lionel Barrymore is a mystery novel addict, has a

vast collection of them, and adores solving fiction crimes.

That and his etching form his main recreation.

Marjorie Rambeau drives a shiny black and cream
flivver.

"Every morning the gardener has to back his seven-

passenger sedan out of the driveway so I can get my
flivver out of the garage," she grins.

By which you will gather Marjorie has not gone Holly-

wood.

Clark Gable is becoming aviation-minded, too. Be-
tween scenes for "Hell Divers," a naval aviation picture,

Clark promotes free rides with navy aviators, just for fun.

When George Arliss went to England without his pet

walking cane, he cabled for it. Couldn't enjoy his vaca-

tion without it.

Dorothy Lee is wearing a Sigma Chi fraternity pin

these days. She won't tell whose it is.

Roberta Gale and Eric Linden, chosen for "Are
These Our Children ?" cast, seem enormously interested

in each other already. Now by the time the picture is

completed ?

Evalyn Knapp is progressing nicely after her accident.

She will be able to leave the hospital for her home by the

time you read this.

Rose Hobart has a duck of a Scotch pup named Alci-

biades, from which she cannot bear to be separated.

Rose likes a lot of loneliness, along with Alcibiades.

reads, tramps over the hills, and lives alone in an old

comfy house. She prefers little parties. Her mamma is

Swiss, so Rose speaks perfect French. Her first picture

for Universal was "The Lady Surrenders," after which
she returned to New York and we were told she was
"too temperamental." Now the trouble seems to have
been mended for keeps, as Rose has half a dozen pic-

tures to her credit since then. She often calls herself

"Hobart," just as Jetta Goudal calls herself "Goudal."

"The Smiling Lieutenant" with Chevalier is Miriam
Hopkins' second picture. But, since her remarkable hit

in that, she is being interviewed on all sides. Now we
learn she hies from Georgia, was educated at private

schools, meant to become a dancer, broke her ankle at a

critical period in her career, went on the New York stage

instead, and is now enjoying her very first visit to

Hollywood. She says she likes the stage better than

pictures, but Hollywood expects to change all that.

A check-up on what magazines the stars prefer has re-

vealed some interesting side-lights. Garho, for instance,

goes out unrecognized and buys all the fan magazines

!

Harold Lloyd buys garden journals, and Chester Morris

has been investing heavily in the house beautiful variety.

Fairbanks, Jr., reads lots of English magazines.

The news that Charlie Chaplin is to buy a $300,000
estate on the Riviera and make pictures over there, and
that he also intends to put Mary Reeves, who is said to

be Czecho-Slovakian, with the real name of Maria Muller.

into pictures, and maybe marry her into the bargain, has

started another flutter on Charlie's account in Holly-

wood. How that boy does keep us guessing ! None of

us really believe he intends to desert Hollywood.

Mary Pick ford says she believes she would make a

good story expert for pictures. She has come to believe

a good story is the most important of all, no matter how
great the stars selected to play in a picture. Wherever
one goes, she says, one hears the old plaint, "I am hunt-

ing for a suitable story."

But Mary says there is no dearth of good stories—it

Crash! went millions of feminine [hearts! 'Twas a
Rudy awakening for the great army of Vallee admirers
when the Croon Prince of America up and married
the lovely Fay Webb without the slightest warning!
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room? But the effect is good. Lovely
lamps in pink silk are trimmed in

real marabou. A tiny white piano,

big enough for a nursery, stands in

pride of place. Carpets, chairs, vases

all form a delightful scheme of

color.

So far those arch rumors about a

possible little Doug or baby Joan,
remain unverified. But we must
remember that Norma Shearer man-
aged to disguise her prospective moth-
erhood for much longer than most of

us can ever hope to.

Don' t crowd! Baby Pauline Stevens is in a strategic position, and she's
just about to hit the bottle while the baby whippets await their turns.

The pups are appearing with Pauline in shorts—the other kind.

is merely that producers don't recognize them when they

see them. Anyway, pictures are suffering from a bad
case of "story trouble."

Sally Eilers and Hoot Gibson airplaning over the

Canadian Rockies for their vacation.

Marlene Dietrich the cynosure of all eyes in a white
crepe gown and silver jacket at the premiere of "The
Smiling Lieutenant." Joan Crawford received the next
big hand, in shining white satin.

Chiffon frocks with sequin jackets are all the rage

—

so Ann Harding appears in soft filmy blacks and re-

mains "different."

Viola Dana, once a starry name at the old Metro, is

married to a golf pro, Jimmy
Thomson, lives in an apartment,

does her own housework and
cooking, and vows she has never
been happier. Hubby won't let

her spend a penny of her own
money, hence the fond sacrifice.

Utterly thrilling for the Zeta Phi

Eta sorority on the day that Louise
Dresser entertained the national con-

vention at the Fox Hills Studio. About
fifty of them, a speech and dramatic

sorority. Ann Harding, Thomas
Meighan, Lucille Gleason lunched

with them. Then presently Louise

rose and called "Willie, Willie, come
here."

It was Will Rogers passing through
the cafe. Like a good boy Willie

came and Louise made him make a speech. And this

is what he said: "What is this gang, anyway? All

these beautiful girls look like Charlie Chaplin would be

interested in another marriage. Oh, I'm glad you're a

sorority, I thought maybe you was here on business?

God bless you. I got a girl the age of some of youse. I

was going to put her to work in the movies but she went
society on me. 1 saw her off to Honolulu yesterday, be-

cause she's wore out all the orchestras here. Louise and
me has known each other a long whiles."

At this point Will paused to call out, "Hie, Phil, come
here. See that curly headed handsome boy, that's Phil

Neil, the Stanford end. Come on, meet 'em, Phil." But
Phil was too shy and slunk out of the door.

"He ain't scared of me like I am of Louise," he sighed.

Watched Adrian passing on

Joan Crawford's dresses for her

next picture. It was a scorch-

ing hot day and one evening
gown had to be worn for at least

six days' work.
"I absolutely melt." moaned

Joan. "Better have some dupli-

cates made. I'll ruin that dress

the first day if this heat keeps
up."

Joan has a grand new dressing
suite out at M-G-M for which
Bill Haines did the interior deco-
rating. Just three tiny rooms
leading from a narrow wooden
balcony of an old frame build-

ing. But inside, oh, boy ! Bill

has put paper with huge flowers

on the wall—who but Bill would
have dared do that in a small

After that they were all al-

lowed to watch Will's set, the

Sahara scene of "The Plutocrat."

It was a sweltering day, so the

atmosphere was very correct.

Those dear girls just cooked in

ecstasy. Later they were driven

through a perfect replica of 49th

street and Seventh Avenue, New
York. And they had a chance to

see a director get into an argu-

ment with a sound engineer . . .

and the latter won. Sound engi-

neers alwavs win.

Louise proved an adorable hos-

tess. Ann Harding beamed
graciously and the girls mar-
velled at her very light platinum

blonde hair.

Warren Williams makes a suave
leading man for Bebe Daniels in "The

Honor of the Family."

When Marian Xewbert, a Bev-
erly society girl, "eloped" to

marry Milton H. Bren, a screen

agent, at Ventura, they were
careful to take a few stylish

friends along. So Arthur Lake
and Virginia Cherrill duly as-

sisted at the great event.
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Which reminds us, another ro-

mance might well be budding be-

tween Arthur and Virginia*.

Ukulele Edwards won his divorce

from his wife but the lady received

the court's blessing on a nice prop-

erty settlement arranged before the

incompatibilities began. Under this

.Airs. Edwards receives $100,000
and a third of Edwards' income
.... in spite of the fact that "ex-

treme cruelty" was the charge up-

held by the court against the lady.

Pauline Starke finally secured

her divorce from Jack White. The
trouble was, she says, that Jack
"disparaged her mental ability."

On that basis, few wives could keep
their husbands for lon°'.

It's all a matter of taste. Will

Hays decided that title "Gold-Dig-
gers" wasn't quite nice, so he had it

changed to "Gay Girls." So we
must presume Mr. Hays thinks Gay
Girls quite nice.

Here's an idea! Clip your favorites' pictures from SCREENLAND and
make a lamp-shade. Lillian Bond, one of the comparative newcomers

in Hollywood, thinks it's great fun. You'll see more of Lillian.

Lois Moran and her mamma are off to Belgium to

visit little sister, who is being educated in a convent over

there. Lois' mamma is a first class business man

—

almost the only person in Hollywood who knew when to

sell her stocks before the slump. It's quite the thing to

ask Mrs. Moran about investments these davs.

Mildred Davis Lloyd's young brother, Jack, has cov-

ered himself with glory. Won a gold medal for all-

round superiority in athletics.

Funny how a change of studio will often win a star

success. Ina Claire was regarded as a flop by Pathe
... so much so that they bought in her unfinished con-

tract. The picture was "The Awful Truth" and Ina still

thinks it was a reasonably good picture. Yet on the

stage, producers had been competing for the talents of

Ina. But now, under new management, and in "Re-
bound" she is again rated a .starry name in pictures.

Now she begins her Goldwyn contract with "The Greeks
Had a Word for it" and success bubbles all around her.

Ina's flippant nonsense-covering-a-heart-of-gold idea is

catching" on.

Now that John Gilbert and Ina Claire have finally

achieved the parting of the ways, it almost seems as if

every one is breathing more freely. Some of us held

out hope almost until the last—but it seems to have
been just one of those things. Jack and Ina were quite

gallant about it all ; and here's hoping both will have
better luck in the future.

Mrs. Edward G. Robinson, wife of the Little Caesar
fellow, is becoming a trifle alarmed since they began giv-

ing Edward "love interest" roles and blondes galore.

She says she is a brunette and she doesn't think it fair

they should make him cultivate a taste for blondes like

that.

No wonder stage actors adore a chance to play in

Southern California. Take a young man named Wal-
lace Ford, who went to Los Angeles with a stage play

called "Bad Girl." After the very first performance,
the fellow was offered a picture role in "Queer People."

Yeah?" "Yeah!
you! "Sez me!

"Oh, yeah?" "Oh, yeah!" "Sez
Just a couple of big gangsters,

Aileen Pringle has gone vegetarian, so when Ramon
Novarro accepted a dinner invitation she warned him
he'd have to bring his own if he wanted meat. Ramon
duly turned up with a huge roast of beef. And Ramon
looks so ethereal, too !

Wally Beery and Jackie Cooper, rehearsing a scene. Southern California is breaking; out into fiesta carni-
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"Who's it supposed to be?" asks Constance Bennett
innocently of young Doug Fairbanks on viewing his
caricature of her. The drawing is supposed to portray

her inner spirit or something.

vals these days, and, of course, the movie charmers are

heing roped in. Marguerite Churchill, heing a good
horsewoman, was roped in for the Santa Barbara
parade, leading it with fond distinction.

A whole year ago a young lady named Yvonne Pelle-

tier was put under contract by Fox, but nothing hap-
pened about it. Now she is wildly excited, for they

have given her a part in "Riders of the Purple Sage,"
her very first picture, and at last she will be allowed to

earn her money.

The men are striking against make-up. George Arliss

will be guiltless of make-up in most of his pictures, since

the effect was so satisfactory in "The Millionaire."

Lionel Barrymore has declared he will only play roles in

pictures when he can do so without make-up. Eddie
Lowe and Victor McLaglen are both trying to convince
directors make-up isn't necessary. Will Rogers never
uses make-up.

But the girls still favor the grease paint.

When Howard Hughes took nearly two years to make
"Hell's Angels" it was Hollywood's pet joke—in a city

where "epics" are turned out in six weeks. But Hughes,
who spent $4,000,000 on that venture, will ultimately

make at least $7,000,000 out of it. Of course, that's a
trifle less than 100%. But even Hollywood doesn't con-
sider a picture a flop if it makes more than 50%.

In spite of the fact that there was supposed to be a

summer slump, numerous stars were fetched home from
vacations in a hurry for new roles. Bob Montgomery
was about to enjoy his first holiday in two years in New

York when they fetched him back. And the short time
he was in New York he spent in bed with the flu. Wallv
Beery was recalled from a flying trip east in his plane.
Polly Moran was fetched up from the beach to start a
new picture. Mary Duncan was cabled for all the wav
to Paris, to return for a role in "The Age of Love."
Garbo didn't get a holiday at all. Neither did Joan
Crawford.

Tom Patten, formerly with Will Hays as film duenna,
speaks some harsh criticisms of the movies. He says
they make around 800 pictures a year and less than 2%
of them are worth while. Pictures, he thinks, are made
too hurriedly, too many relatives are given jobs in the
studios, a too low mental age is catered to. and the

flaunting of wealth only induces envy and a desire for

reprisals.

As remedies, Patten suggests several of the present
picture magnates should be pensioned off. Fewer and
better pictures should be made. Unprofitable theatres

should be closed down. Fantastic salaries should be cut.

And a lot of hooey should be taken out of pictures, both

oh the lots and on the screen.

When Mary Pickford, Doug Senior, John Monk
Saunders and Harry Carr lunched together recently.

Doug told about his tiger hunting in India, and the

maharajahs he had met. He said the elephants loved

hunting. When a leopard attacked Doug's elephant, he
shook Doug off and tried to trample the leopard to death.

Doug was also fascinated with China and has come
home well primed in Chinese politics.

Mary said she guessed she was a mid-Victorian young
lady, doesn't smoke or go to prize fights, and dislikes

dirty plays and off-color stories. So from now on, she

says, she will only make pictures which she herself likes.

When the studio recently was reckless enough to an-

nounce that they were looking for exotic stories for Pola

Little Miss Mary, famous young daughter of Helen
Hayes and Charles McArthur, is chaperoned by Dad

as she watches the birdie.
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Negri, about half a

ton were delivered

within a week. It

would seem that the

entire unemployed
ranks must have of-

fered contributions.

Fifi Dorsay as-

sures us she may not

marry for 20 years,

although she expects

to become engaged
several more times

before that.

is a much better job

to grow old in.

Little Mary Carlyle
comes to swell the army
of Hollywood blondes.

She's welcome.

Mae Clarke, who
didn't marry Colleen

Moore's ex-spouse,

John McCormick. is

now basking in a

budding romance
with Henry Freu-
lich, the clever French photographer. That's good busi-

ness, too—no more poor photographs for clever Mae.

That pleasant romance between Dorothy Jordan and
Donald Dilloway also seems to be going strong. They
met, you know, when they were both in "Young Sinners."

We have given the affair our blessing.

Tom Mix is com-
ing back to Univer-
sal, for the good old

Western dramas that

won him the love of

thousands of chil-

dren. This is all in

line with the anxiety

to get the children

back into the thea-

tres, so many mamas
disapprove of their

darlings seeing gang-

ster and sophisticated

films.

Monroe Owsley is look- t>- 1 j t^- 1

ing his handsomest here Richard DlX Said

—and that's handsome recently, Actors
enough. are all punch-drunk

from banging them-

selves all over the physiognomy with powder puffs."

Dorothy Mackaill couldn't resist another romantic flut-

ter on that Hawaiian trip, so she came back '"engaged" to

one Neil Miller. But nobody takes Dorothy's engage-

ments seriously any more. We just grin and say "Oh,
veah—for how loner?"

We've done our best to foster the romance between
Elsie Janis and Gilbert Wilson but the dears persist in

denying that it is anything serious. Which reminds us

—

at different periods we tried to marry Ramon Xovarro
off, first to Dorothv Jordan and then to Elsie Tanis t

When Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

the boy who runs Universal

studio and makes it pay, had
a go of hay fever, it was as

vital a matter to Hollywood
as the King's indispositions

are to Great Britain. Bulle-

tins of the progress of Carl's

sniffs were whispered in

sepulchral voices over din-

ner tables. Such a relief

when Carl turned up at the

studio sniffless one day

!

The come-back of Ri-

cardo Cortez dazzles Holly-

wood. For a while no one
seemed to want him, but

since "Her Man"' with

Helen Twelvetrees a year

ago, Cortez has been in

vogue. At this writing he

appears in three pictures at

downtown theatres. Like so

many other stars forsaken
by other studios when talk-

ies came in. Cortez is with
RKO the great salvager.

But, he says, he is get-

ting tired of gangster roles

and pretty soon it is his am-
bition to become a director.

This, ever since Tay Gar-
nett let him direct a few
scenes for "The Mad Mar-
riage." Directing, he thinks.

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon returned on the same
boat, Bebe looking well and happy as a prospective

mama. Carole Lombard and Bill Powell were honey-
mooning in Honolulu at the same time, and are reported

as looking "meditatively pensive." The Warner Baxters
were likewise over there

and found themselves re-

garded as the Darby and

Joan of the crowd. Xorma
Talmadge and Gilbert Ro-
land were likewise in that

merrv throne.

M-G-M has capitalized

on the likeness between

Joan Crawford and Paul-

ine Frederick, and Pauline

will be Joan's mother in

"This Modern Age." Such
mixed emotions when
these famous stars come
to play mother roles. Once
a mother-role in pictures,

there is generally some sort

of writing on the wall. It

takes a gallant spirit to ac-

cept the situation gallantly.

Neil Hamilton has lots of fun on two bicycles built
for one. It'll be a good trick if Neil does it.

They are going to let

Joan Crawford go back to

her sophisticated roles,

which she vows she pio-

neered in with "Dancing
Daughters," for her next

picture. It will be "Mi-
rage." which, as a stage

play, made a hit a few
years ago.

Marjorie Rambeau was
to have played that moth-
er-role at first. Both
(Continued on page 125)
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.Ask
we have that item well in hand, let's have
a word or two about the fascinating

Ronald Colman. His latest picture is

"The Unholy Garden" with Estelle Taylor
and Fay Wray. It is said that Ronald's
next will be "Arrowsmith," from the novel
by Sinclair Lewis.

Hoivard McC, Jr. Of course I like my
job—I wouldn't exchange with II Duce or

your Aunt Sophia. You'd like to see
Screenland published every week—that

would be fine for you but what of this poor
working girl? Barbara Leonard plays
with John Barrymore in his new release,

"The Mad Genius." Donald Cook is in

the cast. Don has been stirring up no end
of favorable comment from fans and can
you blame us ? Barbara Leonard was born
Jan. 9, 1908, in San Francisco, Cal. She is

5 feet 2 lA> inches tall, weighs 107 pounds
and has reddish blonde hair and hazel eyes
and a Metro-Goldwyn contract—practically

everything

!

Mrs. Anna K. Another Corinne Griffith

fan ! Corinne's real name is Scott but
Walter Morosco persuaded her to change
it for better or for worse several years
ago and they are still happily married.
Corinne hasn't made a film for some time.

She was born Nov. 25, 1897, in Texarkana,
Texas. She has brown hair, blue eyes, is

5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs 120 pounds.
Her first starring film, made in 1918, was
"What's Your Reputation Worth?"

Anna R. There were two well-known
screen players in "The Blue Danube" with
Leatrice Joy—Joseph Schildkraut and Nils
Asther, but you perhaps refer to Nils. He
is 30 years old and happily married to
Vivian Duncan. His first screen appear-
ance in America was with the Duncan Sis-
ters in "Topsy and Eva" from their famous
stage success. Nils later played in "Sor-
rell and Son" with H. B. Warner.

Jeanne Des L. You think my depart-
ment is as welcome as the flowers in May
and as fresh, do you? Let's not call at-

tention to that feature. We are informed
that Thelma Todd, the ex-school-teacher
screen player who has been an excellent
foil for many a Charlie Chase comedy is

to be teamed with ZaSu Pitts. Wouldn't

Pul-eeze! But it's all righ f

—

Cliff Edwards is just putting
on the inevitable make-up.

Pretty, pretty! It's Mary Car-
lyle in a new dancing cos-
tume. She's good at figures!

that just delight your soul? Then listen

to this—Thelma is to play opposite Chester
Morris in his next picture, "Corsair," not
using her own name but a brand new one,

Alison Lloyd. How's that for a surprise?

Dolores Costello's latest release is "Ex-
pensive Women" with a new leading man,
Warren Williams, who somewhat resembles
her famous husband, John Barrymore.

Miss Alice J. Gloria Swanson sings

Come to Me in "Indiscreet." Barbara
Kent, Ben Lyon and Arthur Lake give her
fine support in a very entertaining picture.

Gloria was born March 29, 1898, in Chi-
cago, 111. She is 5 feet V/z inches tall,

weighs 112 pounds and has brown hair and
blue eyes. Her first husband was Wallace
Beery, whom she married at the age of 16.

She is now divorced from her third hus-
band. She has a young daughter and an
adopted son. John Boles is 30 years old. is

married and has two children. He had a

fine role in "Seed" with Lois Wilson and
Genevieve Tobin.

A. C. C. You ask why Stan Laurel
doesn't have big parts like Charlie Chaplin,
for he is your favorite comedian ; and why
isn't your favorite answer lady in big fea-

ture pictures like Ann Harding or Jackie
Cooper ? Whew ! The smelling salts and
the pale ale, very pale, Fanchette ! To
answer your last question first, the big

shots haven't offered me enough money to

lure me away from my regular job. As

from page 13

for Stan, what would he do without his
little pal, Oliver Hardy, to boot him
about? For particulars, see their comedy.
"Be Big." Estelle Taylor has been making
films right along and drawing the neat
little pay check every month, week or day.
just as you prefer. Didn't you see her in

"Cimarron," another big event of the past
year?

Sunset of Peoria. Walter Huston played
the title role in "Abraham Lincoln." A
silent version of the picture was released
by First National in 1924 with George A.
Billings as Lincoln. Sally O'Neil comes
back to the screen again in "The Brat."
If you like screen fights, you'll see one of

the best fights of the year between Sally
and Virginia Cherrill in that picture.

Sally was born Oct. 23, 1910, in Bayonne,
N. J. She has dark brown hair, dark blue

eyes, is 5 feet 2 inches tall and weighs 102
pounds. Her real name is Virginia Louise
Noonan. Not married.

B. T. S. Your favorite. Harry Carey, is

on the M-G-M pay roll. He set the whole
screen world talking after his appearance
in "Trader Horn," one of the outstanding
films of the past few years. Harry was
born in New York City but doesn't say
when. He is 6 feet tall, weighs 180 pounds
and has blond hair and blue eyes. There
is a Mrs. Carey, too.

Le Duke. How's the Duchess? Karl
Dane was Barney in "The Duke Steps
Out" with William Haines and Joan Craw-
ford, which was produced in 1929. Joan
was born March 23, 1908, in San Antonio,
Texas, and was married to Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr. on June 3, 1929, in New York
City. She is 5 feet 4 inches tall, weighs
110 pounds and has brown hair and blue

eyes. Joan's latest releases are "This
Modern Age" and "Laughing Sinners."
William Haines has never been an honest-
to-goodness prize fighter though he did a

good job in "The Duke Steps Out."

Helen D. Dolores Costello was born
about 26 years ago in Pittsburgh, Pa. She
has golden hair, blue eyes and is 5 feet 4

inches tall. Her young daughter's name is

Dolores Ethel Mae Barrymore, and is John

The alluring Olga Baclanova
appears with Adolphe Men-
jou in "The Great Lover."
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proud of his daughter? Just ask him!
Conrad Nagel was 34 years old on March
16, 1931. He is 6 feet tall, weighs 180

pounds and has light brown hair and blue

eyes. He plays with Ramon Novarro in

"Son of India."

Nellie K. John Loder was born in Lon-
don, England, and has brown hair and
hazel eyes. His father was Major-Gen-
eral Sir William Lowe of the English
army. John made his screen debut in 1927

for Ufa, playing leads in ten important pic-

tures before coming to the United States.

Barry Norton has appeared in "What Price

Glory," "Mother Knows Best," "Four
Devils" and "The Exalted Flapper;" and
his latest film, "Dishonored," with Marlene
Dietrich.

Lorraine H. For grand entertainment,

go to see "Skippy" with the adorable

Jackie Cooper and that goes for Bobbie
Coogan and Jackie Searl too. Sorry I'm
not able to give you Colleen Moore's home
addre5%. She hasn't made any definite pic-

ture plans since her road tour in "On the

Loose" but don't be surprised to hear of

her comeback to the screen any time now.
We can't let Colleen do a fade-out on us,

can we ?

Virginia McD. I don't like to be all

kinds of a wet blanket but my advice on
"how can I get in the movies ?" is—don't

try, and I say it with all kindness. Too
many stranded, hopeful youths in Holly-

wood, waiting for the good breaks that

never come. Charles Rogers is neither

married nor engaged but Conrad Nagel is

married and has a young daughter.

Charles' latest picture is "The Lawyer's
Secret," with Clive Brook, Richard Arlen,

Fay Wray and Jean Arthur. Charles (ex-

Buddy) does the best work of his screen

career in this film—if I'm wrong, don't

stop me. Richard Dix is one of Holly-

wood's most interesting bachelors.

V. M., Rye, N. Y. That's the time I

fooled you—I'm not an old answer man but

a young answer lady. Gary Cooper's

birthday is on May 7 and not on March 7,

as you've been told. Gary did not play

with Clara Bow in "It" but Antonio
Moreno was the heavy date. However,
Gary did play with Clara in "Children of

Divorce," also Esther Ralston, Hedda
Hopper and the late Norman Trevor.

Phyllis. Back issues of Screenland
may be obtained—that is, if we have the

issues you desire. Delight Evans reviewed
"No Place to Go" with Mary Astor fea-

tured, in the January 1928 issue, but Feb-
ruary 1926 is not available. She also

reviewed "Flesh and the Devil" with

John Gilbert and Greta Garbo in the April

1927 issue. That may be obtained if you
wish it.

Catherine, Bayside, L. I. You wish the

producers would give us more pictures like

"Daddy Long Legs," "Skippy," "Cimar-
ron" and "Annabelle's Affairs" and forget

all about the gangster stuff. Good girl,

Catherine, you tell 'em and I'll echo! Wil-
liam Haines is in "Just a Gigolo," with
Irene Purcell. Anita Page appears with
John Gilbert and the late Louis Wolheim
in "Gentleman's Fate." Greta Garbo's
leading man in her next picture, "Susan
Lenox, Her Fall and Rise," is Clark
Gable, the young man from Cadiz, Ohio,
who has made good in Hollywood and how
good

!

Mary from Houston. Your first letter

to me, isn't it? Not hard to get in the
lime-light if you write a nice letter to me
—whisk, -whisk, away goes your letter and

here you are in a famous column. Gwen
Lee and Jack Oakie were born on Nov.
12, Jacqueline Logan on Nov. 13, Edna
Murphy on Nov. 17 and Nancy Carroll on
Nov. 19. Your birthday, Nov. 15, seems
to be the off-day for stars. Lupe Velez is

22, Greta Garbo was 25 on Sept. 18, and
John Barrymore is 49.

Charles M. W. Col. Tim McCoy is one
of the most interesting figures in screen
history. He was born April 10, 1891, in

Saginaw, Mich., the son of an army officer,

and was educated at Ignatius College,

Chicago. He went to Wyoming when
young and became the protege of Gen.
Hugh L. Scott, the world's greatest Indian
authority. Tim learned the ways of the
tribes, knows their sign language and is

the author of several articles on their

folk-lore. He travelled with a troupe of

Indians through Europe, lecturing on their

history and manners, and was a theatrical

sensation. In this country, McCoy has the

reputation of being able to do more with
the Indians than any other white man. He
holds the title of Colonel in the regular
army.

Amelia M. I have never heard that

Earle Foxe was an Austrian Baron or even
a near relative of the nobility. He is an
American, born in Oxford, Ohio. He is 6
feet 1 inch tall, weighs 190 pounds and has
brown hair and blue eyes. In recent pic-

tures he has had the misfortune to be put

on the spot and been the victim of many a

stray bullet but always recovers to be put

in the next bad man role.

Eleanor R. "One Exciting Night" was
released in 1923—too far back to give the

entire cast. In "Show People" the prin-

cipal players were Marion Davies, William
Haines, Del Henderson and Paul Ralli.

Jack Stone was The Infant in "Lilac Time"
with Colleen Moore and Gary Cooper.

Sonia D. Charles Morton has gone back
to the stage after failing to get the breaks
in films. He is married to Lola Medona.
Walter Byron is not married. He was
born in Leicester, England, on June 11,

1902. His father is George Butler, the
English comedian, and bis mother, Dulcie
Lawrence, was a prominent leading woman
until her retirement from the stage a few
years ago. Walter was a private in the

English army at the age of 14, though he
passed for 18. He came out after the

armistice a sergeant major with two wound
stripes and a citation. He was on the

stage in London as leading man in musical
comedy, played in numerous screen pro-

ductions and was finally discovered by
Samuel Goldwyn and hustled off to the

U. S. A.

Frances B. IV. I believe the silent pic-

ture, "Surrender," made in 1927 with Mary
Philbin, was not published in book form
but created for the screen by Alexander
Brody ; scenario by Charles Kenyon and
directed by Edward Sloman. And as the

blonde twins say, introducing the Hal
Roach comedies

—"We thank you." "Sur-
render" was the story of a Rabbi's daugh-
ter who sacrifices herself to save her
people.

Henry L. Sorry I haven't Samuel
Goldwyn's home address. You'll find he is

as busy as a picture star—what with flit-

ting about here and there, looking for star

dust. "Homesick" with Sammy Cohen,
Marjorie Beebe and Henry Armetta was
from an original story by John Stone and
directed by him also. You might be able

to reach him by addressing him, John
Stone, Director and Screen Writer, Holly-
wood, Cal.

Mrs. A. G. Molly O'Day hasn't made
a picture for a long time. She has been
taking a fling on the stage but her sister

Sally O'Neil is soon to be seen in "The
Brat" with Frank Albertson, Leslie How-
ard, June Collyer, Virginia Cherrill and
other featured players. Leslie Howard is

the young Broadway actor who played
with Norma Shearer, Lionel Barrymore
and Clark Gable in "A Free Soul." Mar-
garet Mann, who played so wonderfully in

"Four Sons," plays the role of the house-
keeper in "The Brat."

A beautiful sylvan scene from Garbo's newest vehicle, "Susan Lenox. Her
Fall and Rise." Surely Clark Gable doesn't need a police dog to protect

him from the ravishing Greta? Clark, incidentally, is the leading "rave"
among the newer crop of Hollywood young men.
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CASTS
of

CURRENT
FILMS

Come to Papa! Rudolph Sieber, equally well-known as a director of Ger-
man films and as Marlene Dietrich's husband, spends a happy vacation

with his wife and their daughter Maria at Hollywood.

"A HOLY TERROR." Fox. From the novel
"Trailin' " by Max Brand. Continuity by Ralph
Block. Directed by Irving Cummings. The cast:
Tony Bard, George O'Brien; Jerry Foster, Sally Eilers:
Kilty Carroll. Rita La Roy; Steve Nash, Humphrey
Bogart; William Drew, James Kirkwood; Butch
Morgan. Stanley Fields; Thomas Woodbury, Robert
Warwick; Tom Hedges. Richard Tucker; Jim Lawlor,
Earl Pingree.*

"ALEXANDER HAMILTON." Warner Br thers.

Based on the play by George Arliss and Mary Hamlin.
Adapted by Julian Josephson and Maude Howell.
Directed by John Adolphi. The cast: Alexander
Hamilton, George Arliss; Mrs. Betsy Hamilton. Doris
Kenyon; Senator Roberts, Dudley Digges; George
Washington, Alan Mowbray; Mrs. Reynolds, June
Collyer; Mr. Reynolds. Ralf Harolde; Chief Justice
John Jay, Charles]Middleton ; Thomas Jefferson, Mon-
tagu Love; General Philip Schuyler, Lionel Belmore;
James Monroe, Morgan Wallace; Count Talleyrand,
John T. Murray; Martha Washington, Gwendolin
Logan.

"AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY." Paramount.
From the novel by Theodore Dreiser. Directed by
Josef von Sternberg. The cast: Clyde Griffiths,

Phillips Holmes; Roberta Alden, Sylvia Sidney; Sondra
Finchley, Frances Dee; Orville Mason, Irving Pichel;
Samuel Griffiths. Frederick Burton; Mrs. Samuel
Griffiths, Claire McDowell; Gilbert Griffiths, Wallace
Middleton; Myra Griffiths, Vivian Winston; Belknap,
Emmet Corrigan; Mrs. Asa Griffiths, Bodil Rosing;
Jephson, Charles B. Middleton; Titus Alden, Albert
Hart; Mrs. Alden. Fanny Midgley; Bella Griffiths,

Arlene Judge; Berline Cranston, Evelyn Pierce; Judge,
Arnold Korff; Jill Trumbull. Elizabeth Forrester;
Coroner Fred Heit, Russell Powell; Earl Newcomb,
Imboden Parrish; Deputy Sheriff Fraut, Richard
Cramer.*

"ANNABELLE'S AFFAIRS." Fox. From the
play "Good Gracious Annabelle," by Clare Kummer.
Adapted by Leon Gordon. Directed by Alfred Wer-
ker. The cast: John Rawson, Victor McLaglen;
Annabelle Leigh, Jeanette MacDonald; Roland Wim-
bleton, Roland Young; James, Sam Hardy; Wickham,
William Collier. Sr.; Lottie, Ruth Warren; Mabel,
Joyce Compton; Dora, Sally Blane; Archie, Andre
Beranger; Gosling. Walter Walker; Summers. Hank
Mann; Bolson, Jed Prouty; Ruby. Louise Beavers;
Assistant Hotel Manager, Wilbur Mack.*

"A WOMAN OF EXPERIENCE." RKO-Pathe.
From the story by John Farrow. Directed by Harry
Joe Brown. The cast: Elsa, Helen Twelvetrees;
Karl, William Bakewell; Captain Otto von Lichstein,
Lew Cody; Katie, ZaSu Pitts; Major Hugh Schmidt,
H. B. Warner; Captain Midler, C. Henry Gordon;
Hans, Franklin Pangborn; Countess Runyi, Nance
O'Neil; A General, George Fawcett; A Red Cross
Nurse, Bertha Mann; A Colonel. William Tooker; A
Colonel, Alfred Hickman; Captain Kurt von Hansen,
Edward Earle; Brunck, Max Waizman.

"BROAD MINDED." First National. From the
story by Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby. Directed by
Mervyn LeRoy. The cast: Ossie Simpson, Joe E.

Brown; Jack Hackett, William Collier, Jr.; Constance
Palmer, Ona Munson; Penelope Packer, Marjorie
White; Mabel Robinson, Margaret Livingston; Pancho
Arango. Bela Lugosi; Gertie Gardner, Thelma Todd:
John Hackett, Sr., Holmes Herbert; Aunt Polly,

Grayce Hampton; Casper, George Grandee.

"CHANCES." First National. From the story by
A. Hamilton Gibbs. Adapted by Waldemar Young.
Directed by Alan Dwan. The cast: Jack Jngleside,

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.; Tom luglesidc, Anthony
Bushel]; Molly Prescott, Rose Hobart; Mrs. Ingleside,

Mary Forbes; Major Bradford, Holmes Herbert;
Jr. Archie, William Austin; The General, Edmund
Breon; Private Jones. Harry Allen; Lieutenant Wick'
ham, Edward Morgan; Ruth, Mae Madison.

"DADDY LONG LEGS." Fox. From the novel
and play by Jean Webster. Adapted by Sonya Levien.
Directed by Alfred Santell. The cast: Judy Abbott.

Janet Gaynor; Jervis Pendleton, Warner Baxter;
Sally, Una Merkel; Jimmy, John Arledge; Riggs,
Claude Gillingwater. Sr.; Wykoff, Edwin Maxwell;
Mrs. Semple. EfTie Ellsler; Freddie Perkins. Kendall
MacComas; Mrs. Pendleton, Kathlyn Williams; Mrs.
Lippctt, Elizabeth Patterson; Miss Pritchard, Louise
Closser Hale; Katie. Martha Lee Sparks; Gloria,

Sheila Manners.

"FIVE AND TEN." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. From
the novel by Fannie Hurst. Adapted by A. P.

Younger. Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. The cast:

Jennifer Rarick. Marion Davies; Berry Rhodes. Leslie

Howard; John Rarick, Richard Bennett; Jenny
Rarick, Irene Rich; Avery Rarick, Kent Douglass;
Muriel Preston, Mary Duncan.*

"GOLDIE." Fox. Story adapted by Gene Towne
and Paul Perez. Directed by Benjamin Stoloff. The
cast: Bill, Spencer Tracy; Spike, Warren Hymer;
Goldie, Jean Harlow; Constantino, Lina Basquette;
Dolores, Maria Alba; Russian Girl, Eleanor Hunt;
Wife, Leila Kamelly; Husband, Ivan Linow; Gonzales,

Jesse De Vorska; Barker, Eddie Kane.*

The picture producing companies,

each month in Screenland an-

nounce new pictures and stars to

be seen in the theatres throughout

the country. Watch this announce-

ment. This month they will be

found on the following pages:

United Artists, Page 3; Paramount,

Page 5; First National, Page 9;

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Page 131.

*Reviewed in this issue

"HTJSH MONEY." Fox. From the scenario by
Phillip Klein and Courtenay Terret. Directed by
Sidney Lanfield. The cast: Joan, Joan Bennett;
Stuart Elliott. Hardie Albright; Steve, Owen Moore;
Flo Curtis, Myma Loy; Curtis, C. Henry Gordon;
Dan Emmelt, Douglas Cosgrove; Maxie, George Raft;
Puggie, Hugh White; Flannigan, George Byron;
Silvio, Andre Cheron; Bootlegger, Henry Armetta;
Mr. Stockton, George Irving; Mrs. Stockton, Nella
Walker; Miss Stockton, Joan Castle.*

"LAUGHING SINNERS." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
From the play "The Torch Song" by Kenyon
Nicholson. Directed by Harry Beaumont. The cast:
Ivy, Joan Crawford; Howard. Neil Hamilton; Carl,
Clark Gable; Ruby. Marjorie Rambeau; Cass Wheeler,
Guy Kibbee; Mike. Cliff Edwards; Fred Geer, Roscoe
Karns; Edna, Gertrude Short; Joe, George Cooper;
Humpty, George F. Marion; Tink, Bert Woodruff.*

"MURDER BY THE CLOCK." Paramount. From
the story by Rufus King. Directed by Edward
Sloman. The cast: Lieutenant Yalcour, William
Boyd; Laura Endicoll, Lilyan Tashman; Phillip
Endicott, Irving Pichel; Officer Cassidy, Regis
Toomey; Jane, Sally O'Neil; Mrs. Julia Endicoll,
Blanche Frederici; Herbert Endicott, Walter McGrail;
Miss Roberts, Martha Mattox.*

"NEWLY RICH." Paramount. From the story by
Sinclair Lewis. Directed by Norman Taurog. The
cast: Daisy Tail, Mitzi Green; Bessie Tail, Edna May
Oliver; Maggie Tiffany, Louise Fazenda; Tiny Tim
Tiffany, Jackie Searl; Queen Sidonia, Virginia Ham-
mond; King Max. Bruce Line; Equerry, Lawrence
Grant; Director. Dell Henderson; Mr. Black, Ben
Taggart; Lippo, George Regas; Bill, Noah Young-
Toby, Ben Hall.*

"REBOUND." RKO-Pathe. From the play by
Donald Ogden Stewart. Adapted by Horace Jackson.
Directed by Edward H. Griffith. The cast: Sara,
Ina Claire; Bill, Robert Ames; Evie, Myrna Loy; Liz,

Hedda Hopper; Johnnie. Robert Williams; Lyman,
Hale Hamilton; Mr. Jaffrey. Walter Walker; Mrs.
Jaffrey, Louise Closser Hale; Les, Leigh Allen.*

"SALVATION NELL." Tiffany. From the stage
play by E. B. Sheldon. Directed by James Cruze.
The cast: Jim Piatt, Ralph Graves; Nell Saunders,
Helen Chandler; Myrtle, Sally O'Neil; Major Wil-
liams, Jason Robards; McGovcrn. De Witt Jennings;
Maggie, Charlotte Walker; Mooney, Matthew Betz;
Madame Cloquctle, Rose Dione; Jimmy, Wally Al-

bright.*

"SON OF INDIA." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. From
the book "Mr. Issacs" by F. Marion Cravrford. Di-
rected by Jacques Feyder. The cast: Karim, Ramon
Novarro; William Darsay, Conrad Nagel; Mrs. Dar-
say. Marjorie Rambeau; Janice, Madge Evans; Dr.
Wallace, C. Aubrey Smith; Hamid. Mitchell Lewis:
Juggat, John Miljan; Rao Rama, Nigel De Brulier.*

"SWEEPSTAKES." RKO-Pathe. From the story

by Lew Lipton. Adapted by Lew Lipton. Directed bv
Albert Rogell. The cast: Bud Doyle, Eddie Quillan;

Sleepy Jones, James Gleason; Babe Ellis. Marian
Nixon; Wally Weber. Lew Cody; Bartender, Paul
Hurst; Pop Blake, Fred Burton; Weber's Trainer,

King Baggott; Speed Martin. Billy Sullivan; Ma
Clancy, Lillian Leighton; The Dude, Mike Donlin*

"THE BLACK CAMEL." Fox. From the novel by
Earl Derr Biggers. Adapted by Barry Connors and
Philip Klein. Directed by Hamilton MacFadden.
The cast: Charlie Chan. Warner Oland; Julie O'Neil,

Sallv Eilers; Tarneverro. Bela Lugosi; Shelah Fyfe,

Dorothy Revier; Jimmy Bradshaw. Robert Young;
Rita Ballon. Mariorie White; Wilkie Ballou, Richard
Tucker; Thomas'MacMaster. J. M. Kerrigan; Mrs.
MacMaster, Mary Gordan; Van Horn, C. Henry
Gordon; Anna. Violet Dunn; Alan Jaynes. William
Post; Jessop. Dwight Frye; Smith, Murray Kinnell;

Kashimo, Otto Yamaoka; Luana, Rita Roselle.*

(.Continued on page J2S)
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Hoots and Hooray *

The plaudits pour in for Janet
Gaynor, whom everyone loved in

"Daddy Long Legs."

the press, still reveals, as witness her per-

formance in "Kick In," that promise of

the magnificent, "earthy" acting talent that

was so evident when she first burst upon
us as the hoyden in the now ancient "Down
To The Sea In Ships" some years ago.

Newspaper notoriety to the contrary,

producers still believe inwardly (or ought
to!) that Clara Bow is the biggest "bet"

in pictures since pictures were. Not even
Norma Talmadge, in her heyday, possessed

the genuine ability, the driving force, the

appeal of Clara Bow.
To misquote an old Victorian phrase, the

producers ought to "catch Clara's ART
on the rebound!" Which they will, if they
are wise!

Maurice Jacobs,
4119 Westminster Ave..

Philadelphia, Pa.

INDIA SPEAKS
Why should the cinema-going public

care whether a film star is a ''Saint" or a
"Sinner," so long as he or she can act?
To act to the best of their abilities is all

we should ask of them. Their private lives

should not affect our appreciation of their

screen work—we should be more tolerant

and broad-minded, and not try to force

film" favorites to live according to our own
ideas of right and wrong. Their job is

to entertain us, not to set examples of

virtue to the world ! Isn't it more sen-

sible to pay money to see perfect acting

by a star, even though some scandal be at-

tached to his or her name, than to see

inferior acting by stars with unblemished
reputations? Decidedly!
We should stand by our favorites, whe-

ther "saint" or "sinner." and so ensure their

continued appearance on the screen, to our
own personal enjoyment

!

Kathleen Eltham,
16 Mosque Road.

Fraser Town.
Bangalore, South India.

MORE AND MORE BARRYMORE
The two Barrymores, John and Lionel,

appear on the silver sheet once in too great
a while.

John, after an absence of about a year,

returned with a smashing portrayal of
DuMaurier's greatest fictional character,

Svengali. That portrayal, in my mind, is

the climax of his wonderful career.

Then along comes brother Lionel in

Norma Shearer's latest vehicle, "A Free
Soul," and literally steals it from her.

Now, anyone capable of stealing a picture
from such a sincere and hard-working ac-
tress as Miss Shearer, should appear more
often on the screen and give the motion
picture audiences the fine type of acting
that they are always clamoring for.

I should like to make two wishes—first,

that John would appear more in pictures,

and, second, that Lionel would give up
directing and devote all his time to acting.

Frank S. Stacy,
742 Bittersweet PL,

Chicago, Illinois.

ANOTHER FOR CLARA
There's no question as to whether Clara

Bow can come back, because she has never
been away—from the hearts of the public.

Her personality is as unique as that of

Maude Adams or Mary Pickford. and she
cannot be replaced. Her mistakes in private

life do not concern or interest the public,

and are only hammered on because she has
been made a target for envy and gossip.

In "Children of Divorce" and in "La-
dies of the Mob" she proved herself a dra-

matic actress, and the only mistake has
been made by her directors, who did not

give her more real parts instead of keep-
ing her playing "It" ingenues in stupid

stories Therefore, I suggest that instead of

wondering whether the public will "give this

little girl a chance," the managers get busy
and give her what she wants—real parts

!

Grace Livingston Furniss,
41 Wainwright Street,

Rye, New York.

BULLY FOR BILLY!
Dear Editor,

I haven't seen a story about Billy Haines
in your magazine in a long time, and that's

too much ! For as I look over my pre-

cious scrap book of Billy, I find very
charming interviews from your previous is-

sues, and I miss more like them. Do give

us Haines fans more of Billy, more large

portraits and snapshots or scenes from his

pictures, and we will be more than content.

"Just A Gigolo" was a swell picture!

And Billy is excellent in it. A most de-
lightful beginning to a new characteriza-
tion—and I hope he will continue to play
in pictures worthy of his dramatic ability.

We all know he can play a dramatic part
marvelously. He has done it before. Well,
let us hope he will do it again—soon

!

Though I am saying goodby to his smart-
alec roles, it is with a little regret, for no
one has ever made a greater success as a
"wise-guy" comedian than Billy Haines.

Ann Stern,
537 E. 52nd St..

Brooklyn, N. Y.
{Continued on page 120)

Norma Shearer' s gay insouciance still wins multitudes of hearts among the
fans. We hear she's going demure and innocent in her next picture.
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Irving Pichel, the two-fisted
District Attorney in "An
American Tragedy will play
the Lon Chaney role in th 3

talkie "Miracle Man."

Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Richard Arlen
William Austin
George Bancroft
Clive Brook
Nancy Carroll
Maurice Chevalier
Claudette Colbert

Jackie Coogan
Robert Coogan
Gary Cooper
Frances Dee
Marlene Dietrich

Leon Errol
Stuart Erwin
Norman Foster
Kay Francis
Skeets Gallagher
Wynne Gibson

Regis

Harry Green
Mitzi Green
Phillips Holmes
Miriam Hopkins
Carole Lombard
Paul Lukas
Fredric March
Georges Metaxa
Rosita Moreno
Barry Norton
Warner Oland
Eugene Pallette

Charles Rogers
Jackie Searl
Sylvia Sidney
Peggy Shannon
Charles Starrett

Lilyan Tashman
Toomey

RKO-Pathe Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Robert Armstrong
Constance Bennett
Bill Boyd
James Gleason
Russell Gleason

Universal Studios,

Lewis Ayres
Rex Bell

John Boles

John Mack Brown
Kathryn Crawford
Robert Ellis

Sidney Fox
Jean Hersholt
Rose Hobart

Alan Hale
Ann Harding
Eddie Quillan
Fred Scott
Helen Twelvetrees

Universal City, Cal.

Dorothy Janis
Myrna Kennedy
Barbara Kent
Mary Nolan
Eddie Phillips

Slim Summerville
Genevieve Tobin
Lupe Velez
John Wray

United Artists Sudios, 1041 North
Formosa Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.

AI Jolson
Evelyn Laye
Chester Morris
Pat O'Brien
Mary Pickford
Gilbert Roland
Gloria Swanson
Talmadge

Don Alvarado
William Boyd
Eddie Cantor
Charlie Chaplin
Ronald Colman
Douglas Fairbanks
William Farnum

\ i u ni.i

WRITE
to the

STARS
as follows:

Tiffany Studios, 4516 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, Cal.

Gertrude Astor
Mischa Auer
Leo Carrillo

Helene Chadwick
Helen Chandler
Dorothy Christy
June Collyer
Marion Douglas
George Fawcett
Carmelita Geraghty
Albert Gran
Ralph Graves
Hale Hamilton
Neil Hamilton

Lloyd Hughes
Paul Hurst
Ralph Ince
Jeannette Loff
Wallace MacDonald
Ken Maynard
Blanche Mehaffey
Una Merkel
Geneva Mitchell
Charlie Murray
Jason Robards
George Sidney
Bob Steele

Thelma Todd

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

William Collier, Jr. Bert Lytell

Constance Cummings Joan Peers
Richard Cromwell Dorothy Revier
Jack Holt Loretta Sayers
Buck Jones Barbara Stanwyck

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Charley Chase Harry Langdon
Mickey Daniels Stan Laurel
Oliver Hardy Our Gang
Ed Kennedy ZaSu Pitts

Mary Kornman Thelma Todd

Educational Studios, 7250 Santa Monica
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.

Marjorie Beebe Eleanor Hunt
Ann Christy Patsy O'Leary
Andy Clyde Daphne Pollard
Harry Gribbon Lincoln Stedman

Nick Stuart

Send Birthday Wishes to These

Following October Stars:

Buster Keaton October 4th.

Kathryn Crawford October 5th.

Janet Gaynor October 6th.

Carole Lombard October 6th.

Jack Mulhall October 7th.

Irene Rich October 13th.

Lillian Gish October 14th.

Ina Claire October 15th.

Jean Arthur October 17th.

John Boles October 18th.

Marian Nixon October 20th.

Lloyd Hughes October 21st.

Mitzi Green October 22nd.

James Hall October 22nd.

Cecelia Loftus October 22nd.

Looks like a nice, old-fash-
ioned girl. Margaret Adams
furnishes extremely person-
able support for La Bankhead

in "My Sin."

Sono Art-World Wide, Metropolitan
Studios, 1041 Las Palmas Street,

Hollywood, Cal.

Ruth Roland Edward Everett
Eddie Dowling Horton

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, Cal.

Astrid Allwyn
William Bakewell
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery
Charles Bickford
Lillian Bond
Edwina Booth
Harry Carey
Jackie Cooper
Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Reginald Denny
Kent Douglass
Marie Dressier
Cliff Edwards
Madge Evans
Julia Faye
Lynne Fontanne
Clark Gable
Greta Garbo
John Gilbert

Gavin Gordon
William Haines
Neil Hamilton
Hedda Hopper
Leila Hyams
Dorothy Jordan

Buster Keaton
Gwen Lee
Barbara Leonard
Alfred Lunt
Joan Marsh
Adolphe Menjou
John Miljan
Ray Millande
Grace Moore
Polly Moran
Karen Morley
Conrad Nagel
Ramon Novarro
Ivor Novello
Edward Nugent
Anita Page
Marie Prevost
Esther Ralston
Duncan Renaldo
Norma Shearer
Gus Shy
Lawrence Tibbett
Lewis Stone
Ernest Torrence
Raquel Torres
Lester Vail
Roland Young

Radio Pictures Studios, 780 Gower
Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Henry Armetta Ivan Lebedeff

Mary Astor Dorothy Lee
Evelyn Brent Everett Marshall

Sue Carol Joel McCrea
Joseph Cawthorn Jack Mulhall

Betty Compson Pola Negri
Lily Damita Edna Mae Oliver

Bebe Daniels Roberta Robinso i

Dolores Del Rio Lowell Sherman
Richard Dix Ned Sparks

Irene Dunne Leni Stengel

Jobyna Howland Hugh Trevor
Arline Judge Bert Wheeler
Arthur Lake Robert Woolsey

(Continued on page 120)
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Who's Whose in Hollywood?
Continued from page 55

Louise Fazenda and Hal Wallis are in a fair way to join the Darby-and-
Joans of Hollywood. They have been married for some time and besides

he's her boss at the Warner Brothers studio.

yet. And Jetta Goudal, making a come-
back, has weathered a year of matrimony
with Harold Grieve, and they both seem
content.

Janet Gaynor, in spite of some gossip,

remains with Lydell Peck. ZaSu Pitts and
her Tom Gallery give an impression of real

happiness. Rod La Rocque and Vilma
Banky, neither before divorced, likewise

remain united and content. Kay Francis
and Kenneth McKenna give the gossips no
scope whatever. And Carmel Myers and
Ralph Blum have so far avoided dangerous
divorce waters. Let the gossips' tongues
wag as they may, Norma Talmadge and
Joseph Schenck remain Mr. and Mrs.
Schenck.
All of which sounds like a pretty im-

posing list to justify Dan Cupid, but the

sad fact remains that 1931 already has a
painful record of bungles

!

Ina Claire is not yet divorced from Jack
Gilbert (whose former spouse was Leatrice

Joy), but things haven't gone so well.

Loretta Young, who had such a romantic
elopement via airplane with Grant Withers,
trembles on the brink of divorce. Fred
Beetson, high priest to Will Hays himself,

gets into the divorce court. Evelyn Laye,
directly she arrived from England, went
Hollywood enough to divorce her English
spouse, Sonny Hale Monroe. Jean Harlow,
much sought-after belle, shed Charles Mc-
Grew, because, she said, he was ungentle-

manly and pushed her against a mantelpiece
and said naughty words. But a $200,000
settlement and an automobile soothed Jean's

sorrows.
Kathlyn Williams, after years of matri-

mony with Charles Eyton (in 1916 we
showered rice upon them), secured a di-

vorce in Reno. Kathlyn was a serial queen
in that day. But, thank goodness, she only

accused Charles of refined offenses !

Pauline Frederick, who had previously

shed (1) Frank Andrews, (2) Willard
Mack, (3) Dr. M. C. Rutherford, this

time was the defendant when Hugh Chis-

holm Leighton, complainant, declared he

was a kissless spouse. Polly is again eli-

gible.

Then there was Billie Dove, who won
her final decree from Irvin Willat and who
is confidently expected to become Mrs.
Howard Hughes. Gloria Swanson's di-

vorce from her third spouse, the Marquis
Henri de la Coudray de la Falaise, like-

wise became final, her previous ventures be-

ing Wally Beery and Herbert Somborn.
So far, while Gloria never lacks an escort,

we have failed to scent another matrimonial
venture.

But the Marquis did, for a while, seem
to be about to make a Marquise of Con-
stance Bennett, whose divorce from Phil

Plante, millionaire playboy, had provided
her with a $1,000,000 settlement. He seems
to have been supplanted by Joel McCrea
but Connie says she is going to match
Phil Plante's million with one of her own
before she ventures matrimony again.

Joan Bennett, her sister, divorced from
John Fox, seemed to be about to marry
John Considine, ex-fiance of Carmen Pan-
tages, but now we are not so sure. Still,

Joan did make an airplane flight to a
desert resort where John was renewing
an interest in Miss Pantages, that was
never really explained.

Other divorces maturing this year were
those of the Tom Mixes, Robert Ameses,
and Lina Basquette-Pev Marleys. Tom's
was his second marriage, Victoria Forde
—his first having been Olive Stokes. Rob-
ert Ames had been through the divorce mill

at least four times before—and now Helen

Lambert is no longer his. He is rushing
Ina Claire. Lina Basquette, widow of Sam
Warner, married and parted from J. Pev-
erell Marley within a year.

William Powell was a divorce of 1930

and now has taken Carole Lombard for

better or worse. Lewis Stone, for so long

the husband of Florence Oakley, married
Hazel Woof in 1930 and so far all seems
well.

Pola Negri's marriage to Prince Serge
Mdivani was dissolved in Paris this year.

Pola's first was a Count Domski of Po-
land. She says both husbands caught her
love on the rebound after the tragic death
of great lovers (meaning Valentino in the

last case). Pola told us she was going
to marry a grand American business man
when she first returned to Hollywood, but

later said she was never, never going to

marry ever any more. Serge, on the

other hand, married Mary McCormick, the

opera singer, right away.
It was a Hollywood tragedy when Col-

leen Moore and John McCormick sepa-

rated : everyone knew how deeply Colleeri

had loved her John. That gentleman hast-

ened to be reported engaged to half a dozen

damsels, including Mae Clark and Dorothy
Mackaill, but finally married a society wo-
man, Mrs. Gattis. A short month later
they had parted, and John was telling the
world he still loved Colleen. Colleen's at-

titude was discreet, but implied "Oh,
yeah?" She merely said John was "just a
silly boy."
Jocelyn Lee's marriage to Luther Reed

did not last a year. At this writing Doro-
thy Lee and Jimmy Fidler, regarded as still

honeymooners and, only last month, talking
about adopting a baby, are talking divorce.
Noah Beery separated from Marguerite

Abbott. Cliff Edwards won his case against
his Irene after a hard fought battle. Theo-
dore Yon Eltz finally won out in his argu-
ment with Mrs. Von Eltz, winning cus-
tody of the child.

Dorothy Mackaill has been nearly taking
a third husband all the year. She was one
of the suggested new spouses for Colleen's

John McCormick after her divorce from
Lothar Mendes. Cannot keep track of all

the chaps Dorothy nearly married but it

got so the city editors kept her name in

type. And as for Lothar. it is pretty well
settled that when Lady Inverciyde finally
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wins her divorce from his lordship, her
next name will be Mrs. Mendes. But as

the Reno divorce will never be recognized
in England, she will have to renounce her
native land forever. Douglas McLean mar-
ried again in March—Lorraine Eddy—his

first having been Faith Cole. Dorothy
Gish still seems to be getting along nicely

with James Rennie, although there have
been hints of temperament. Pauline Starke
lias just won a divorce from Jack White
after much acrimony. Among less well-

known members of the film colony there

have been over twenty divorces. If this

sort of thing goes on, it will bring the total

for this year far in excess of the 37 di-

vorces in the film colony for 1930

!

Elissa Landi is married to an English
barrister named J. C. Lawrence and does
not seem to have gone Hollywood yet. Two
genuine widows who have not yet taken
consolation to themselves are Doris Ken-
yon (Mrs. Milton Sills), and Mary As-
tor (Mrs. Kenneth Hawks). Charlie
Chaplin has remained free of entangling

alliances, even if they did try to get him
engaged again in Europe. Georgia Hale

remains his best girl friend in Hollywood.
Maurice Chevalier still has his same
Yvonne Vallee (Paris revue star) for wife.

We haven't succeeded in marrying Betty
Compson (Mrs. James Cruze) to Hugh
Trevor yet, although we've done our best

for them. Nancy Carroll, before the ink
ii dry on her divorce decree from James
Kirkland, sinks for the second time as
Mrs. Bolton Mallory, having taken a mag-
azine editor for spouse. Josephine Dunn
is in the throes of divorcing Clyde Great-
house as we write. Katherine Macdon-
ald is likewise demanding court relief from
her millionaire spouse, Christian Holmes.
And we all remember how Duncan Renaldo
was sued for divorce the moment he re-

turned from Africa with the "Trader
Horn" company, Edwina Booth, the white
goddess, being named as co-respondent.
And we must not forget Tallulah Bank-

head's sister, Eugenia, who has just taken
her sixth husband, Edward Ennis White.
Brave man ! However, three of her hus-
bands were Morton Hoyt, whom she has a
habit of marrying between times. Others
were Lawson Butt and Howard Lee. Eu-

genia says it's because she's an incurable
optimist.

We hear, too, that Marceline Day has se-
cretly become Mrs. Arthur Klein."

Jack Dempsey and Estelle Taylor have
reached the final parting of the ways, and
the divorce trial is imminent. Louise Fa-
zenda and Hal Wallis are in a fair way
to join the Darby-and-Joans. Charlie
I-arrell married Virginia Valli in the
Spring, Virginia's first being Demarest
Lamson. Eleanor Hunt married Rex
Lease in April, and Corliss Palmer re-mar-
ried Eugene Brewster. Helen Twelvetrees
took on a new spouse in Frank Woody in

April, having divorced her first, Clarke
Twelvetrees, exactly a year before her
second plunge.

We haven't been able to do a thing about
Garbo. From all accounts she persists in
being unapproachable and chooses to re-
main unattached. But then little Clara
Bow kept us properly interested, so that
evens things up a bit.

Clara, by the way, made the announce-
ment that she would marry Rex Bell if she
married anyone. We'll see!

Their Favorite Ghost Stories

Continued from page 63

Gwen was doing out of bed at that hour."

"Wait till you hear mine!" cries Lilyan
Tashman.
"A friend bought a duplex in a lonely

stretch of country near San Francisco, and
sent an SOS to me to stay with her while

her husband was away on business. No one
was occupying the other half of the house
and her maid went home at night, so she

felt nervous at being alone.

"The house was set on the edge of a ra-

vine and was surrounded by tropical shrub-

bery, very dense. I didn't like the look of

the place at all, and I wasn't reassured

when, after the maid had left us and the

fire had burned low, I noticed that Mary
was listening for something.

"Presently a muffled moan came from the

ravine. Mary started up.
" 'There it is ! Every night that moan-

ing. I can't bear it
!'

"I made fun of her, but when I heard
strange scuffling footsteps in the house next
door, I stopped. The sounds continued

—

first the moaning in the ravine, then the

footsteps going through the house—all

night. Needless to say we sat up, me with

a small revolver, until the maid came back
in the morning.

" 'The minister's daughter's been about
!'

she cried, when she saw the two disheveled

wrecks that greeted her. Then she ex-
plained that the other half of the house had
been occupied by a minister who believed

that he must kill the thing he loved in order
to prove his devotion to God. Quite in-

sane, of course. He had crept into his

daughter's room, strangled her and thrown
her into the ravine. All night she moaned,
but the neighbors thought it just the wind.
In the dawn, he was discovered a raving
maniac and she was dead."

Lily Damita's favorite ghost story con-
cerns an old French castle that lies in ruins

by the Seine.

"It was said to be haunted by the shades
of those who had been butchered during the
revolution, and only tourists would enter.

By day, nothing ever happened, but by night
during half a century seven tourists jumped
from a high window and dashed themselves
on the rocks below.
"A band of practical people who went

through the place one night claimed to have
discovered the solution to the suicides, but

Ronald Colman caught in a
relaxed moment in "The Un-
holy Garden," by Ben Hecht
and Charles MacArthur.

no local residents accept it. They said

that in a high room there is cut into the

wall a plaque of a monk's face; by some
action of age and damp, the paint on the

face has become phosphorescent and so in

the dark it looks like a skull. Directly op-
posite the face is what looks like a doorway
into a dimly lit room. But it isn't. It is a
window that has served as doorway to

heaven or hell for the seven frightened
tourists. The rocks are more than a hun-
dred feet below."

"Uncomfortable things to have about the

house," is Louise Fazenda's pronouncement
on warnings. She had one herself.

"I bought a lithograph of Lola Montez.
Spanish dancer, some years ago. It fas-
cinated me and I read everything I could
get hold of about her—how she had dozens
of European men at her feet, had the mad
King Ludwig of Bavaria as lover, etc., be-
fore she came to western mining camps.
"One day I was resting alone at home,

perhaps half asleep, when I seemed to feel

that there was someone else in the room. I

opened my eyes. There by the bookcase
was a woman with sad eyes. Somehow I

recognized her as Lola Montez, although
she was older than her picture and seemed
wiser and most unhappy.

"I screamed and she vanished. Then I

shook myself and tried to believe I'd dreamt
it. but three days later a relative I loved
died.

"Again I dreamt (if that is what hap-
pened) of Lola and again some disaster
befell. Then I decided not to put up with
her. gave away her picture, stopped reading
of her—and have never seen her since."

When Russell Gleason was a little boy.
the family lived for a short time at Pied-
mont. California. The store room on the
top floor seemed to hold a special fear for

the child and he could not be induced to go
near it.

One day, when his mother had house
guests, Russell was naughty and his mother
decided to lock him up for half an hour.
The only room available was the store

room and here Russell was conducted,
trembling. Scarcely had he heard the key
turn in the lock than he went into violent

hysterics and a doctor was summoned.
It was some weeks later that Mrs. Glea-

son learned that the house had been the

scene of a brutal murder and the body had
lain in the storeroom for a week before it

was discovered.

June Collyer confesses that she used to

believe in ghosts until

—

"We lived in a house set in a pine grove,

where the trees moaned during storms, and
I was always hearing something, much to

my brother's disgust. One moonlit night,

the pines wakened me with their moaning
and I saw a beam glaring at me from the

hearth—no real light, just a beam. I

thought of Dickens' story of the veil man
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peering through the door, sending a beam
into the eye of the man whom he intended

to kill.

"Next night, the same thing happened. I

was nearly frozen with fear. Suddenly
there was a loud bang and a crash—some-
thing fell into the fireplace and lay shat-

tered, but I could see it from my bed—

a

broken mirror—another evil sign

!

"When I told the story at breakfast, my
brother grinned. At length he confessed

that he had fixed a mirror on the chimney
top so that the moon's rays reflected down
the chimney into my fireplace. The wind
tumbled the mirror down and it fell into my
room. And now I don't believe in ghosts

!"

Carmel Myers says her ghost was a joke.

She was playing a vaudeville engagement
in Newark, N. J., and was waiting in her
dressing room when she heard her brother's

voice. She ran to the door, but saw no
one. Zion Myers was in California. She
heard it again, and ran to the window.
There was no mistake. It was Zion's voice.

One of the dog comedies was being run off

at a talkie theatre next door, and she had
recognized Zion's voice speaking for one of

the dogs in the picture

!

Irene Dunne's father was captain of a
Mississippi steamboat so it's not strange
that her favorite ghost story concerns a
sternwheeler.

"This boat had an evil reputation. Once
a cargo of slaves had been roasted to death
on it during a fire ; several duels had been
fought on its decks ; suicide and murder had
taken their toll of life on it. Then it was
bought by a river-going Bluebeard, who
was said to have killed several wives in its

cabins, throwing their bodies overboard and
claiming they had drowned themselves in

terror of the haunted craft. He was tried

but never convicted.

"But a girl of New Orleans won his love

and utterly dominated him until she tired

of him and took a rich man in his place.

This rich man bought the boat, ejected the

captain and arranged for a honeymoon on
the vessel, inviting women and gamblers of

New Orleans.
"The boat steamed up the river, but never

came back and now on black nights people
say they hear a ghostly whistle when dark
deeds are under way. But others say that

the captain stole aboard and piloted the

boat back to sea where she was lost."

The favorite Hallowe'en tale of Irving
Pichel deals with a miserly man wrho de-
serted his wife and small son when he came
into a fortune. Twenty years later, the
wealthy old man married a gold-digging
actress who insisted that he build a mansion
on Long Island.

A young architect was employed to de-
sign the place and a year was devoted to

its building before the couple moved in with
their servants. But when night came, there
arrived simultaneously strange sounds of

scraping chains, moans and sighs. When
a wall slid open, sent forth a shaft of light

and closed a split second, the servants left

in a mass. On the second night the actress

deserted the house in hysterics and refused
to return.

The old man would not leave a place on
which he had spent so much money so he
remained, with one attendant, for seven
years, seeing no one. No one knows
whether he was frightened or not, but after

his death the house was dismantled and the
ghostly goings-on were found to be matters
of architectural trickery. The man who
had built the mansion was his long-forgot-
ten son, who had thus avenged his mother's
sorrow.
DeWitt Jennings rode the range in Wyo-

ming, when he was a lad, and there heard
the story that introduced him to his ghost.

Cattle rustlers were working in that ter-

ritory in the early days, and one night the
marauder was caught by a group of cow-

boys. The rustler broke away from them,
leaped to his horse and shot at Joe, a young
cow puncher, whose return shot went
through the rustler's sombrero.
With blood streaming from his wound,

Joe rode after the fleeing rustler, crying

:

"My curse on you and may you ride till

doomsday!" fired another bullet that went
tc the rustler's heart, instantly killing him,
and fell back dead himself.
Ever after that, the rustler's ghost rode

the range in chaps and sombrero, his horse
all lathered and fiery-eyed, the bullet hole
still in his hat.

The first time DeWitt heard the story,

he had a long hard ride to make alone after
leaving the campfire. On his way home,
his horse shied, and looking to see what
had caused it, he glimpsed a horse and rider

that seemed to gallop through the air, the
horse all lathered under the spurs, the rider

wearing chaps and sombrero, an old-fash-
ioned revolver and having a white, feature-
less face. As he looked, the two of them
vanished.
Did he imagine it. or did he really see

them ? He never knew.
A tale that always thrills Ann Harding,

when told in proper dusk, is that of a house
in Hollywood.
A girl named Judy spent a week-end

there and swears that this is so.

A glassed-in sun porch led off the dining
room, next to the butler's pantry. At noon,
on the day of Judy's arrival, as she passed
through the dining room she heard the
clink of glasses and the sound of water
being poured. Being thirsty, she ran to the
porch, but found no one there.

The next day, the same thing happened

and Judy stood bewildered, trying to locate

the sound.
"Hearing our daily ghost?" asked another

guest. "The water is on the ice box in the

butler's pantry. I asked the maid about it

and she told me her orders were to leave

it there at noon each day, but she has never
seen anyone drink from it."

Judy sought explanation from her hostess

who said that the water was so placed to

placate an active ghost. It seems that a
cousin had committed suicide on the sun
porch, dying in agony while she begged for

water. For some reason the water had been
turned off, temporarily, and water could

not be brought in time. Shortly after her
death, serious disturbances began in the sun
porch and pantry, the maids left and no one
could live in the house until a spiritualist

suggested that a pitcher of ice water be left

on the ice box at noon—the time the cousin
had died—each day. After which, except
for the sound of pouring water and the

clink of ice, there was no disturbance.
Marguerite Churchill believes that the

Phantom Drummer of Hurstmonceaux
Castle in Sussex, England, is her favorite

ghost. The Phantom Drummer, she de-
clares, took it upon himself to keep an eye
on love affairs of beautiful damosels. If

a girl in the castle even thought of doing
something indiscreet, he would bring out
his drum

;
everyone knew what the sound

of the drum meant, and gossip began.
If the girl still persisted, she was invari-

ably found dead. No one ever saw any-
thing but the drum and the drummer's fore-

arm, shining with pale-blue radiance!
And Maureen O'Sullivan can't make up

her mind which ghost she likes best, since

Just between us girls! Pola Negri and Bebe Daniels were fast friends in
the silent days, and now the two lovely brunettes stage a reunion. You'll
see Pola in her talkie debut before long. Bebe keeps up the good work in

"Honor of the Family."
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so many intrigue her Irish fancy.

There's Jane Seymour, who died after

the birth of Edward VI, who moans as she
walks through the Silver Stick Gallery at

Hampton Court Palace ; there's Catherine
Howard, another wife of Henry VIII, who
goes shrieking along the Haunted Gallery

in the same palace, just as she did at her
arrest when her husband paid no attention

to her shrieks.

There's another ghost at this palace—Mrs.
Penn, foster mother of the orphaned prince,

Jane's son. She was a favorite of the
prince's father and on his death was given

apartments in the palace. After she died,

a monument was erected to her memory,
but later on when they pulled down the
church her tomb was disturbed and she has
haunted the palace ever since.

"Don't you love that ?" says Maureen
O'Sullivan.

The Successful Mr. Menjou
Continued from page 66

gusto. "I've been working for a solid

week and a half," he announced with, we
imagine, a bit of a swagger, "and I wouldn't

be surprised if the Vitagraph people gave
me a steady job." And although at that

time Menjou missed a contract, he worked
more or less steadily for the next nineteen

years, only seven months of this period be-

ing spent on the stage, vaudeville.

Now he rates as an outstanding success,

both artistically and financially, as well as

mentally. And, furthermore, he could have
been successful in any other line of endeavor
that he might have chosen. For he pos-

sesses a vitality, a persistency, personality

and ability that simply can't be downed.
He is more than a competent artist, being a

first class business man as well : a sane, in-

telligent, provident fellow who snorts de-

risively when one inquires about his early

struggles.

"Any stories about the hardships I'm sup-

posed to have experienced are vastly exag-
gerated ; for I have never had any. Father
provided handsomely when I went to school.

In fact, he assisted until I started to click-

in pictures. Of course I've worked, and
worked hard, but that's not exactly a hard-

ship. I can recall but one time in my life

that I was actually short of cash, and that

was one night in New York when I took

a thirty-cent room at the Mills Hotel. But
even then I wasn't particularly worried
about finances. I admit that I had a ra-

ther lonely night of it, but anyone will tell

>ou that under certain conditions New
York can be the loneliest spot in the world.

You see, I've always endeavored to save a

certain percent of my salary, thereby fore-

stalling any financial crisis, and I've suc-

ceeded in saving considerable."

When asked if he were in pictures simply
because of the money, he at first complained
that my question wasn't fair, but finally

he admitted that he was : most definitely.

"But naturally," his words raced on—this

fellow's thoughts travel like lightning and
he talks just twice as fast

—
"I enjoy my

work. A man's a fool to do anything he
doesn't enjoy—if he can avoid it. Just
for example, take the case of an artist who
is passionately fond of painting. Now if

he's a good artist, imbued with a certain

amount of luck, he'll make money ; and if

he isn't a good artist imbued with luck,

he'd best acquire a passion for plumbing."
Which is pretty good advice for anyone.

You can't miss being a success, according
to Menjou, if you work hard and intelli-

gently, and happen to be shot with luck.

Insofar as he, himself, is concerned, he'd

leave pictures flat if he had an independent
income. "And then I suppose I'd travel,"

he supposes rather vaguely, "and go sight-

seeing—and meet people, and things like

that—"
But personally I think Menjou would be

lost without a job of some sort. There
is a vital, sensitive driving force in the man
that prohibits prolonged idleness. It is this

force that kept boosting him on toward suc-
cess, after his debut in 1912.

Every year he made more money, and
acquired better parts, until finally just be-

Rich Melton is one of the
boys answering the call, "New
Men Wanted in the Movies."
Looks like the strong, manly

type. Here's luck, Rich!

fore the war he was given a contract by
Paramount in New York. After joining

the Ambulance Corps and going to Europe
as a private and returning a Captain, he
tried producing for a while only to give it

up in favor of "A Woman of Paris," fol-

lowing the release of which he was defi-

nitely established and starred in eleven

successful Paramount pictures.

It seemed as though Menjou had won his

fight to success : waiter to movie star—and
rumor has it that for the first and only time
in his life, his head became about three

sizes too big for an elephant ; which was
unfortunate, especially since the public sud-

denly tired, not of Menjou himself, but of

the Menjou story.

"You've no idea how happy I am now
that I'm only being featured," he exclaimed
last January when I first made his ac-

quaintance. "The responsibilities of star-

dom are something I shail hereafter avoid
desperately. Just picking stories alone is

enough to drive a star wild. And besides

that, a featured player stays in the money
longer, the reason being that since the pub-
lic sees so little of him it forgets to grow
tired. And furthermore I have no desire

to direct—why," he inquired most reason-
ably, "should a well-paid featured player

take on the responsibilities of directing un-
til he has to?" Why, indeed?

But to sneak back to the final days of
his stardom : as though to deliberately mul-
tiply his troubles, the talkies came in ; and
with a flip of his heels and no kiss for

Zukor, Menjou went out. After spending a

year or so in Paris, he returned to Holly-
wood where he made his first talkie for
Pathe, a Frencher called "Mori Gosse de
Pere." and according to Horton this adds

up to "My Kid of a Papa" although after

perusing the translation it seems a bit on
the free edge.

After this picture he was given an
M-G-M contract for featured roles, as ad-
vertised. Now, however, it looks as though
he were to be starred again. And from
what I could gather a few weeks ago, he's

rather looking forward to it. His new ar-

gument being that the public has again be-

come star-minded, and that the talking pic-

ture gives him more latitude for enacting a

variety of roles, which should greatly help
toward insuring his continued popularity.

And after taking a breath. I must say that

I think he's dead right.

Once again Menjou is scooping in the

large gold. Naturally he's delighted about
it. And he'll be in the money for years to

come, in one capacity or another, for he
thoroughly knows his job. He makes it

his business to study every angle of the

motion picture industry, both here and
abroad. Nothing sneaks by his keen per-

ception, no problem is too difficult for his

comprehension, although if he doesn't stop

worrying about the foreign situation he's

going to run himself ragged.

Menjou, personally, is a charming Bab-
bitt. He passes up the Hollywood night

life, preferring his home, his few but solid

friends, his wife and garden and books and
kennel of Sealyhams. He plays light ami-
able tennis, swims a bit, and talks whenever
he gets a chance. Delightfully. Magnet-
ically. And furiously fast. And watching
him the other evening out at the Garden of

Allah as he perched precariously on the

edge of the swimming pool and balanced a

plate of salad on a knee, a cup of coffee in

one hand and a cigarette in the other, all

the while talking like lightning to Lila Lee
only strengthened my suspicion that he was
something of a juggler.

And while this suave juggler is happily

married to the gorgeous Kathryn Carver, he

insists that marriage is the most dangerous
venture left to mankind. "The marriage
laws nowadays don't give you a chance, es-

pecially from alimony hunters. You either

gamble or remain single. How do you
know, you're going to be able to live with

a certain woman until you try it out ?

There'll either be radical changes in our
divorce laws or Free Love will come in

with a bang that will make our reformers
tremble in their boots

!"

And speaking of boots, Menjou is just

about the best-dressed man in town, al-

though he is by no stretch of the imagina-

tion, dapper. If it weren't for the vital,

fiery energy forever seething about in the

fellow he might even be termed dignified.

At least it was with consummate dignity

that he told me he was very much against

his wife re-entering pictures.

"We hardly see each other as it is," he

complained. "If she started out on another

career, we'd never be together!" It is quite

obvious that he loves his wife and his home
and Hollywood (although he claims that

a person should get away for three months
every year no matter where he lived)—
but he points out that true happiness does
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37"am

SAYS Marjorie Rambeau
Famous Screen Star

declares years need not

rob you of Youth . .

.

I REALLY AM 37 years

old," says Marjorie Rambeau,
M. G. M. star. "And I don't mind
admitting it because nowadays it

isn't birthdays that count.

"The woman who knows how to

keep the freshness of youth can be
charming at most any age. Stage

and screen stars must keep their

youthful charm.

"Above everything else they
guard complexion beauty. They
know that a lovely skin is always
appealing. I've discovered that reg-

ular care with Lux Toilet Soap does

wonders for my skin. I've used it

for years."
* * *

Marjorie Rambeau's complexion
secret is shared by countless other

beautiful stars of the stage and
screen

!

In Hollywood of the 613 lead-
ing actresses, including all stars,

actually 605 use this fragrant
white soap. It is official in all

the film studios.

Your skin should have this gentle,

luxurious care! You will want to

keep it youthfully smooth and
fresh just as the famous stars do.

MARJORIE RAMBEAU. A recent photograph of this lovely stage favorite, who
has become a popular screen star. She is appearing currently in The Secret Six.

Lux Toilet Soap-iot
When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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not exist, especially for an intelligent man.
"It's an absolute curse to be intelligent,"

he told me one noon, startling me with his

whirlwind delivery. "And the more in-

telligent you are, the less chance you have
for any sort of happiness at all. Life's so
futile ! If you're lucky you may make a
material success, but there's nothing lasting

about it. About the only thing for man to

achieve is an adequate philosophy, and that's

almost impossible. And even though you
should find a bit of happiness, sooner or
later you definitely pay for it with sorrow
—you pay for ever^ solitary thing you get.

Ignorant people, of course, don't know
when they're paying—and since what you
don't know doesn't hurt you, only the ig-

norant are happy. Which is the beauty of
being dumb."
And which Menjou most certainly isn't.

"You work and grow old," the suave Mr.
Menjou continued, but I caught a glint in
his eye. "Here I'm going on forty—ten
>ears more and I'll be fifty—then sixty

—

then—Ah, yes, life's a very futile thing at

best. And as I say, I don't know what
you're supposed to get out of it—but God
help you if you don't get money !"

True enough—yet Adolphe. despite his
handicapping intelligence, hasn't done badly.

Tallulah, Herself!

Continued from page 57

schooling had left its mark on me. Be-
sides, I was terribly superstitious—still am.
I still pray instinctively when I find myself
in a tight place, and it comforts me.
Though, mind you, I don't approve of my-
self when I do it. The rational part of me
keeps insisting it's all wrong—like trying

to bribe God."
Whatever the reason, she managed to get

her way. Aunt Louise departed, but Tal-
lulah stayed on in New York. She'd land

a good part now and then, and she'd rate

a good notice now and then, but she

couldn't have been called a startling suc-

cess on the stage. Just successful enough
to be able to persuade her father that she

was going to be more so.

But if she wasn't a theatrical sensa-

tion, she was, most emphatically and bril-

liantly, a social rage. New York's gayest
and smartest took her to their hearts. Her
radiant young beauty, her daring, her wit,

her zest for life and laughter became a by-
word.
"You are the little threads of red that

run through the dull gray pattern of a
Persian rug," Frank Crowninshield, pub-
lisher of Vanity Fair, wrote her. "You
are the figure of Pierrot amid a company
of tragic muses." Her mots and her ex-
ploits were treasured like jewels, and you
weren't really in the know unless you
could repeat "Tallulah's latest." She was
the toast and the darling of Gotham's ar-

tistic elite.

Then the inevitable happened. She fell

in love. It wasn't the first time, but it

was the most serious time—either before
or since. It was the only time that she
doesn't like to talk about. The man she
loved had to go to England, and England
naturally became for Tallulah the only
green and lovely spot in a desert world.

Therefore a letter which she received
about that time from Charles B. Cochran,
the English producer, came like a voice
from Paradise. Mr. Cochran had recently
returned to London from New York, and
had shown a photograph of Tallulah to Sir
Gerald du Maurier who needed an Ameri-
can girl for his new play, "The Dancers."

"I have told the part-authoress and Sir
Gerald," wrote Mr. Cochran, "that I think
you are the goods. They are quite excited
about you, and I think there is but little

doubt that if you care to take the risk of
coming over, you will be engaged. In any
case, your expenses will be paid."
Ten minutes after she had opened that

letter, Tallulah's cable was singing its way
back to London. Within a couple of hours
all her circle was buzzing with the news
that Sir Gerald du Maurier had sent for
her to come to London, and two days later
her passport was in her hands. Returning
that night from a party to the hotel, she
found in her letter-box a cable from Coch-
ran

: "Terribly sorry. Du Maurier has
changed plans."
"That is, it looked like a cable," she

says. "But it was in effect a blackjack ap-

David Manners is telling his most enthusiastic admirer how much he
enjoyed his role in "The Last Flight." Read all about the Manners lad on

page 130.

plied with accuracy and force to the most
delicate section of my head."

Mercifully dazed for the moment, she
reached the room that she shared with a
friend.

"Tallulah!" screamed the friend at sight

of her face. "What is it?" Then Tallu-
lah's stony countenance twitched and broke,

and Tallulah's anguish found expression
in a storm of hysterics that brought the

manager knocking in terror at her door.

When the storm had died down to a
series of sobs, Tallulah's friend, who seems
to have been blessed with wisdom be-

yond her years, sat down on the bed be-

side her and gave her, instead of the sym-
pathy she expected, a verbal drubbing.
"What in heaven's name are you snivel-

ing for:" she demanded. "What earthly

difference does that idiotic cable make?
You've got your passport and a perfectly

good pair of legs, and the ship's still sail-

ing. Go anyway, you fool!"

Slowly a rumpled head came up out of

the pillow, slowly a light dawned in the

tear-drenched eyes and broke out over the
swollen face.

But Taliulah doesn't exaggerate when
she calls herself superstitious. Next day
she paid a professional call on Evangeline
Adams, the star-gazer, and Evangeline
Adams told her solemnly, "Go to England,
my child, if you have to swim there."

That settled it. She cabled Cochran : "I'm

coming anyway," and then she went to

General Coleman Dupont, an old friend of

her father.

She told him the whole story and when
she had finished, she said : "I'm going to

England. I've got to go to England. Will
you lend me a thousand dollars? I'm go-
ing, if you lend it to me or not," and
burst into tears.

"And that dear, dear sweet man," says
Tallulah, as grateful now as she was on
the day it happened, "said 'all right' and
gave it to me. You see. I didn't dare tell

Daddy that I had no contract. I was under
age and I knew he'd never let me go. As
a matter of fact, I didn't tell anyone. No
one knew except General Dupont and this

one friend with whom I lived. I'd gone
around bragging to half New York about
this marvelous offer. Could I eat crow
now and have them think that I wasn't

good enough for the part, pitying me to

my face and sniggering at me behind my
back? Not this baby!"
So she paid no attention to an urgent

cable from Cochran, begging her to stay

where she was. She sailed regardless and.

on arriving in London, settled herself with

characteristic lordliness at the Ritz.

Next day she lunched with Cochran, who
was severe on the surface but chuckling

underneath.
"I haven't told Du Maurier you were

coming," he said, "because I didn't be-
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lieve it myself. What I ought to do is

put you on the next steamer back, but since

you're here, I'll take you round to see him."

They went to the theatre and, without ex-
planation or comment, Mr. Cochran intro-

duced Tallulah to the great Sir Gerald.

Tallulah smiled sweetly. "How do you
do?" she said. "Here I am, all ready for

rehearsal."

Sir Gerald remained unimpressed. "Re-
hearsal ?" he inquired. "Didn't you get a

cable ?"

"Cable?" Tallulah looked blank. "What
cable?"

"Telling you not to come."
"Why, no !" she said, eyes wide with dis-

appointment. "I received no cable."

"Well, I'm terribly sorry." Sir Gerald
was polite but unmoved. "A cable was
sent. And I have another girl rehearsing

the part."

"Oh, that's quite all right," said Tallu-
lah, trying to give an imitation of a Spar-
tan, bearing up nobly under a mortal blow.
"It doesn't matter. I'm glad to be in Eng-
land anyway. And maybe," she added ami-

ably, "the other girl will break a leg or
something."

A few days later she and Sir Gerald
were both dinner guests at the Cochrans. It

was a little scheme, hatched by the kind
Mr. Cochran, to show Tallulah off in eve-
ning dress. Whether it was her evening
dress or her social charm, whether Sir
Gerald was being worn down by pressure,
or whether it was simply that the other
girl was doing a rotten job, has never been
revealed. It didn't matter. All that mat-
tered was a telephone call next day from
Du Maurier's manager, asking Tallulah if

she still wanted the part.

And so, in "The Dancers," she made her
London debut and an instantaneous hit.

As her first curtain fell, she heard a ter-

rific noise from beyond, and her heart sank.
She had been warned of the English prac-
tice of booing—a horrid clamor raised by
the galleries to indicate their displeasure
with what had been offered them. She
couldn't hear any applause—nothing but
that hideous racket—so they must be boo-
ing her.

"Nice !" she thought, as her head began
to swim. "Interesting experience! That's
what I came to England for!"

Then she felt herself being propelled by
an excited manager toward the stage, and
with the rising curtain came the delicious
realization that the "hideous racket" was
really the most heavenly sound in the world
to an actor's ears, and that this dear Lon-
don audience, far from booing her. was wel-
coming her with round after round of full-

throated and magnificent applause.

"I couldn't understand it," she says, "and
to be perfectly honest, I still can't under-
stand it. I think I'm good," she went on
with that engaging candor that flavors her
remarks like a piquant sauce, "but I don't
think I'm as good as all that. Anyway, it

was then and there I decided that I loved
and adored and worshipped London, and
never since has London given me any cause
to change my mind."

Next Month: After Putting London in

her Pocket, the Lure of the Talkies Brings
Tallulah Home Again

!

Lew Cody's Corned-Beef and Cabbage Dinners

Continued from page 10

for hours. Potatoes, carrots and turnips

are added.
For the dessert course there are cheeses

of every variety, with crackers. Half a

dozen mustard pots, with contents of vary-

ing degrees, are placed on the table for

these dinners. Coffee is served with the

cheeses.

Each place is marked with a small pill

box filled with bicarbonate of soda!

There is never any planned entertain-

ment for these occasions. Rut before the

evening is over there is usually an im-

promptu vaudeville show going on.

Nick Lucas is a frequent guest, the mel-

odies from his guitar silencing the chatter

in the cellar room.
The voice of the late Ernest Ball singing

his "Mother Machree" many times stopped

every bridge, pool and checker game in

the room.

George MacManus has been there and
left behind as a souvenir a can of Dinty
Moore's Corned Beef and Cabbage, a prod-

uct which his cartoon's made famous.

O. O. Mclntyre has teetered a chair on
the cement floor in a corner and reminisced

on the tour of Paris he made with Cody.

Valentino was once a frequent guest at

the corned beef dinners. Pola Negri was
another.

Buster Keaton, Norman Kerry and Mar-
shall Neilan are there for every c.b.c. din-

ner, with daily visits on the side.

Roscoe Arbuckle is another long-time
friend of Lew's usually to be found on the

corned-beef-and-cabbage dinner guest list.

"Quite a few of these people know that

corned-beef-and-cabbage for dinner on Sat-

urday night means corned beef hash for

breakfast the following morning," said

Cody. "So they just 'drop in' around
breakfast time."

Just as much thought is put into the

"background" and incidental highlights ac-

companying these festivities. There was
the time when a visiting magazine pub-
lisher was guest of honor at one of these

odoriferous feeds.

Shortly before the arrival of the chief

guest, Cody and his butler spread a con-
tinuous line of magazines" from the drive-

Lily Damita makes even or-
gandie look sophisticated.
Note the tricky black vest,

gloves and large hat and don't
miss that watch-fob. Very

chic, Lily.

way to the front door. Every magazine but
the guest's particular one was represented
in the layout.

"This man looked pretty forlorn by the
time he got inside the front door!" laughed
Cody.

Another special and individual feature
further added to the publisher's bewilder-
ment after the dinner party was under
way. A radio announcer cut into a pro-
gram with the important news item that

Mr. So-and-So was wanted by the Holly-
wood police for grand larceny.

The guest of honor, dismayed almost to

the point of being speechless, hurried to

the telephone and called his wife, visiting

relatives in a nearby suburb, telling her to

pay no attention to the radio broadcast
about him—that there must be some mis-
take.

It was a very sheepish guest of honor
who learned afterward that one of Cody's
servants was doing "special broadcasting"
from a microphone located upstairs.

There is another individual, popular if

not highly important, who attends every
corned beef party that Lew Cody gives.

Invitation, or no invitation, "Traffic" is al-

ways on the spot, waiting for a few licks

to compensate the long wait ; and he never
fails to get them.

"Traffic" is the fox terrier that stopped

Cody's car in the midst of Beverly Hills

traffic several years ago. The dog, then

a pup. climbed right up into Lew's au-

tomobile and into his heart. And has re-

mained there ever since, at the present time

educating a new puppy that no wait is too

long when there are corned beef fragments
as a reward.

The new pup has been called "Odd"

—

after O. O. Mclntyre. whose friends call

him that. There may be no connection,

but there was that time Mclntyre published

Lew Cody's telephone number in his col-

umn, suggesting that Cody enjoyed tele-

phone conversation after 4 o'clock in the

morning. The phone rang constantly for

a whole day. Then Cody had his number
changed, keeping the new number secret

from all newspaper columnists, both friends

and enemies

!
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Buddy is a Big Boy Now
Continued from page 53

just where I stand. But I'm trying. And
we'll see what happens."

That's the way Buddy tells his come-
back story. He's as utterly sincere as he
always has been. He's the soul of honesty.

And he's frankness personified. After all,

why not? He has nothing to hide. He's
a clean kid, doing clean things. The big-

gest scandal in his life occurred several

years ago—and I hope you'll pardon me if

I spill it now, Buddy. I've kept your
dark, dark secret confidence for years. I'm
sure now that the sins of your youth won't
follow you. And let's both be gentlemen
and not mention her name

!

Well, anyhow, here it is ! There's a

star in Hollywood who rolls her own and
picks her own. If she sees a lad she
likes, she'll 'phone a self-introduction. She's

only a kid, and it's all okay the way she
figures. But anyway, she has the reputa-

tion of being—say—flighty.

One evening Buddy's phone rang, and
the lissome blonde in question asked our
Mr. Rogers if he'd escort her to a party.

And

—

shhh—any one listening ?—Buddy
did so ! No, nothing happened—so maybe
you're fooled. But the kid just got to

thinking it over afterwards and decided it

wasn't the thing to do. He was a little

ashamed of it—like he is about cigarettes

and cocktails. He hasn't done it again

!

Now that's the worst I know about
Buddy. Why should a kid like that be
penalized? Just because he's on the

square? Just because the scent of new-
mown hay still clings a little to him?
Would you have him travel the road of

Wally Reid? Or drink himself out of

opportunity like that likeable chump Jimmy
Murray? Must he be a philanderer? A
stay-out-all-night? Well, then!

"Who're you going with now ?" I asked
Rogers.

"Well, sir, just about the same bunch.

No rest! Charlie Ruggles was
loafing about his country
home when he was called to
the Coast for another picture.
Oh, well.' Half a loaf, etc.

I haven't seen Charlie Farrell much since

he got married to Virginia—but then, we've
been passing one another on the sea. I

see Richard Arlen, and then I have that

same crowd of friends—-fraternity brothers
—that I've always had."

"What about the gals, Buddy?"
"Just June and Mary—that's about all,"

he replied, meaning June Collyer and Mary
Brian—and now June has gone and got
married on him.
"What about the future?" That seemed

the next query.
"Well, sir, I don't know. I really don't.

If I don't make out in the movies, I think
I'll lead an orchestra. You know I like

that work. That's what I would have done
if I hadn't turned actor. That's what I

intended to do when I left school. Maybe
I will yet. I've had offers. But there are
some months of picture contract left yet.

And then—well—we'll see."

I asked the new, grown-up Buddy what
he'd like to say to Screenland Magazine
readers.

"Will you please thank them all for
me," he said. "I certainly appreciate the
way the girls and boys have stood by me.
I certainly appreciate their loyalty."

He picked up a sheaf of fan letters from
a near-by table, and riffled them over.

"I take these to heart," he continued,

"lots of 'em contain good advice. I credit

my fan friends with having helped me to

find myself—to snap out of the Fool's Para-
dise in which I'd been living. They told

me where I was wrong—and I followed
their advice.

"Just tell your readers that I thank them
—and all the young folk—for their support.

Tell them, too, that I'm trying hard to

merit it—and to give them the kind of pic-

tures they want from me."
And so I said good-bye to Buddy Rogers,

feeling more than ever that he's a chap
sisters would like their brothers to pal with
—a fellow whom brothers would approve
as their sisters' escort. Things being what
they are, it seems to me that the movies

—

and the nation—could stand a lot more like

Buddy. But, then, maybe I'm wrong!

Boilgllt

—

Continued from page 33

a child. Stephany could not help over-

hearing their talk.

"Just stopped off to yell congratula-

tions!" It was Miss Ransome's voice.

"Just wait till you see her." Charles re-

ally seemed proud.

"I've been hearing about that girl's

good looks ever since she was old enough
to have them."

Charles was puzzled. "How's that ?"

"A former nurse of mine lived in the

same house. Whenever she came to see

us, she'd rave about Stephany Dale."
"Same house? That's funny."

"I suppose they were wretchedly poor,"

Natalie continued. "I know the mother
sewed."

When Natalie had driven off, Charles
stood a while looking after her, and then
walked into the house thoughtfully. Ste-

phany was waiting for him in the break-
fast room.

"I've been talking to Natalie," he be-
gan.

"Oh, yes ? I almost feel as though I

know her. Her old nurse roomed at our
house."

"Stephany—I didn't know you had to
work."

"Father's pension was about one hun-
dred dollars in American money. And,

dear—my father and mother weren't mar-
ried—since you're interested in the family."

"What?"
"Does it matter?"
"Of course it matters," he said firmly.

"My dear girl, what are the papers to say
in connection with our marriage—the

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Whom—

"

"The daughter of the late Mrs. Stephen
Dale," Stephany answered calmly.

"Probably a made-up name."
"Probably."
"Stephany—I couldn't—I can't marry—

"

"Of course you couldn't, Charles.'" She
slipped the ring into the palm of his hand.
"What difference does it make if a man no
better than you or I—good-bye, Charles."

"Listen, Stephany !" He sprang from his

chair and took her hand. It occurred to
him suddenly that perhaps he did not need
to lose her after all. "You'd be crazy to

ditch me. Think of all I can do for you.
Anyway, I want you, darling."

"Really?"
"Let's go to Paris. We can avoid all

the complications. What's the difference if

we aren't married? I'll give you every-
thing

—

"

Stephany stepped back and smiled. Then
she slapped him sharply across the face.

"That's the first vulgar thing I've ever
allowed myself to do."

TlTHAT happened was just what Ste-
VV phany needed to make her realize that

the few friends she had before she met
Carter were now terribly important to her.

She tried to reach Meyer by telephone,
but he was in Europe. She succeeded in

seeing Nicky after a few days, however.
She had to tell him what happened between
her and Charles. She had hoped Nicky
would understand. All he could say was

:

"You said you didn't love him. Love
would at least have been an excuse. You
sold yourself for money—position!" He
was bitter about it. And it hurt her more
because what he said had some truth in it.

"I think you'd better go, then, Nicky,"
she told him.

Stephany moved to cheaper quarters and
found a job in a book store. It did not pay
as much money, but she had lost all in-

terest in clothes, somehow. And she
wanted more than anything else to be
quiet. She only wished she could see

Meyer. He had been a real friend.

Months dragged by. In a way she was
happy. She had put that other life defi-

nitely behind her. There were a few
friends she could still see—and there were
always books to read. When she had
given up all hope of ever seeing Meyer
again, she received a package of books from
him. She called his house at once and
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learned that he was at home ill. Ste-

phany lost no time in going to him. She
felt that she could never apologize enough
for the way she had treated him.

He was sitting in a chair, wrapped up in

blankets. His face looked ill and haggard.

She sat near him and said all the things

she had wanted to say to him for months.
"Aren't you going to marry that Carter

fellow?" Meyer asked her.

"No."
"Why?"

"He doesn't want me."
"That must hurt, Stephany."
"Only for a minute. It didn't last. It

never could have lasted."

"What was it all about then?"
"Peacock feathers. I thought I could

wear them. I can't."

She picked up a book from the table.

"You have Nicky's new book."
"You've never seen my collection of

first editions," he said proudly. "Go into
that room there—you'll enjoy them."
When she closed the door behind her, she

saw Nicky before her.

"Steph, darling!" He rushed over to
her and took her hands. "I've walked my
legs off trying to find you."
"Nicky!"
"The thought of you has been tormenting

the soul out of me, Steph."
"I'm sorry."

"Not as sorry as I am—for what I said.

Please forgive me."
"Don't say any more please, Nicky," Ste-

phany put her arms around his neck. "I
love you, Nicky. Wasn't Meyer a dear

—

"

"He's terribly fond of you—thinks of,

talks of nobody else—Stephany—can't you
suspect why? He told me not to tell

—

try to think
!"

Stephany remembered the things he had
done for her—the money he had wanted to
give her—then her mother's picture which
he had recognized.

"Nicky—not—my father
!"

"The same. You're a lucky girl, Steph."
And for some reason Stephany felt that

Meyer and Nicky were really a realiza-

tion of her childhood dreams.
"Let's go to him, dear," she said. "I

want to kiss my father and ask him if

I may marry the dearest boy in the world!"

For some reason Stephany felt that Meyer and Nicky were really the real-

ization of her childhood dreams. She knew she could count on them now
that she needed them most.

Dumb Like a Fox!

in refusing to return it until he had signed
her on a long-term starring contract. In-
stead of rushing right off to Hollywood
she was smart enough to spend a few
months studying dancing and voice—then
with her customary efficiency she arrived
in Hollywood one Sunday morning three
hours ahead of time ; and she 'phoned poor
Junior, waking him out of a sound sleep.

"Hello!" she announced. "Here I am—and
there wasn't a soul at the train

!"

"But you can't have arrived!'" Junior
wailed. "Half the studio, and most of the
press, not to mention myself, are all set to

meet the 'Chief !" But Sid had arrived all

right ! And before so very long the studio

lost any doubts they might have had in the
matter.

It was on Monday morning, at the crack
of dawn—well, say two P.M.—that I

squinted gloomily from my bedroom win-
dow only to discover great clouds of dust
out Universal way. "What's the matter?"
I barked over the 'phone. "Is a Santa Ana
ravaging the place or has a gag-man told

Junior Laemmle that 'Resurrection' filled

a theatre somewhere?"
"Sidney Fox," someone gurgled, "has ar-

rived ! Would you like to meet her ?"

"Well," thought I, "yes and no." How-
ever, after the dust had settled a bit I

ambled out and was ushered into the Pres-
ence. And I give you my word I shall

never forget my first sight of La Petite
Poupec! Her Oh-oh but diminutive body
— fifty-nine inches over all—was stretched
out on a chaise longue in maddening com-
fort. Large, solemn brown eyes peered in-

nocently from a pale, oval face that was

Continued from page 23

framed by a mass of jet black hair. One
maid was manicuring her nails, another
fiddling with her hair. With an amiable
smile Sid dubbed me "Chief Portable Pho-
nograph Winder" and amazingly enough at

that very same moment I resolved to make
a deep and exhaustive study of the girl,

purely for the benefit of the public.

Now stop champing at the bit; I'll tell

you in due time what she wants to become

!

For the moment let's just give her a look:

All Gaul may be divided in three parts,

but Hollywood is divided in two—Pro-
Fox and otherwise, for Sid is the most gos-
siped-about star in town. And her friends

greatly outnumber her enemies. One hears
wild stories about her fiery uncontrollable
temperament—a temperament that would
make Negri, Ina Claire, or Goudal go
green with envy. And if she hadn't stopped
worrying about it all, she might very well

have had a nervous breakdown.
Rumors to the contrary, Sid is not tem-

peramental in the accepted sense of the

word : she never goes into a tantrum and
makes unreasonable demands. Being an in-

finitely sensitive artist, she is somewhat
high-strung. When rehearsing a part her
nerves climb to the very edge, and if

crowded during those periods she's apt to

get jumpy, a bit halter-shy, as it were. But
once the actual shooting has commenced
she reverts to her own sweet self : one of

the most tender-hearted, amiable and
charmingly cultured young stars in Holly-
wood. But when it comes to emulating a

"good sport" she is nothing but an un-
mitigated flop, her inherent breeding and
dignity forbidding. She loves to play prac-

tical jokes on friends, and rumor has it

that she's liable to catch herself a good
spanking if she doesn't watch out

!

When dining in, she usually appears at

table in jade-green dinner pajamas; and
she could make a full meal on chicken liv-

ers and love it. She bewails the fact that

guests at a dinner don't have screens
placed around their plates so the mechan-
ical business of eating could be hidden.
Her best friends are Cissie Loftus and

Bridget Price, a charming Englishwoman
who also acts as her companion, chaperone
and guide. So far as Sid is concerned there
are only three actresses in Hollywood : Joan
Crawford, Sylvia Sidney and Elissa Landi.
"Landi's not good," she exclaims, "she's

swell!—and Jackie Cooper's the greatest

actor on the screen." That, briefly, is that.

She frequently entertains at her home,
but seldom if ever goes to night clubs. She
has leased Montagu Love's hill-top house,

a miniature castle, for which she keeps but

two servants, a woman and a Filipino

house boy.

"Joe doubles in brass," is her explanation.

"When he wears that high white hat. he's

the chef. When he goes without a hat,

he's the house boy ; and when he puts on
that black uniform cap, he's the chauffeur."

The Fox vehicle being a Ford coupe which

Joe drives while Bridget and Sid squat

primly in the rumble seat.

She startles one with her swift wit, and
she leaves a most amazing variety of im-
pressions among her various acquaintances

and friends. Some think her an out-and-

out sophisticate, but Sid insists she is not

sophisticated, simply intelligent. Some con-
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How to Make Up
... Your Complexion.. . Your Eyes...Your Lips

..Jo Emphasize Each Feature of Beauty

Like the Screen StarsDo
Hollywood's Make - Up

Genius...Max Factor...

explains how you may

actually double your

beauty with a new kind

of make-up

As Told To
Florence Vondelle

^TJ OW to enhance beauty. ..how to emphasize personality...how
11 to attract and fascinate.. .these are the secret problems of every

woman which we in the motion picture colony have studied for twenty

odd years," Max Factor told me. "And now we know the answers."

"Every girl, every woman may now benefit by what we have learned

...and thus accentuate her own natural charms; yes, actually double

her beauty, for she has never really learned how to be more beautiful

than she is.

"And this is the art of make-up ... to be more beautiful than you
actually are.

"Color is the life of beauty... and color harmony is the secret of

perfect make-up. This we discovered in pictures. . .and I created colors

in cosmetics to glorify natural beauty and to harmonize with the subtle

change of coloring in the different types of blondes, brunettes, red-

heads and brownettes. Color tones in powder, rouge, lipstick, and the

requisites of make-up... created to living types, for such ravishing beau-

ties as Joan Crawford, Anita Page, and other famous stars.

"So, first in make-up, is your individual color harmony... then prac-

tice the art and technique of application: .. .how to rightly place a touch

of rouge to suit your facial contour; how to deftly blend the eye-shadow;

how to apply the lipstick, to, make the color permanent; how to

blend the foundation and powder to give an all-day velvety-smooth

make-up... and then make-up becomes a magic wand of beauty.

fOAN CRAWFORD,
M-G-M Star, approves her

color harmony in lipstick cre-

ated by Max Factor.

BESSIE LOVE, M-G-M Star and Max
Factor, using Face Powder.

Powder must blendperfectly with the color tone

of the skin . . . enlivening its beauty, but never

appearing noticeable.

Now you may share, with the screen stars, this wealth of

beauty magic. For you personally, Max Factor will create your

own individual color harmony in Society Make-Up. . .pow-

der, rouge, lipstick and other requisites for every day,

in a color harmony ensemble to effect a transformation

in you, to bring out every bit of beauty, of charm, of

magnetic attraction... and you will receive this book, forty-

eight pages on the art and technique of make-up. The cou

pon below offers vou this courtesy... mail it today.

"Cosmetics of the Stars" . . . HOLLYWOOD
MAX FACTOR'S Society MAKE-UP

96% of all make-up used by Hollywood Screen Stars and Studios

(Lss Angeles Chamber ef Commerce Statistics)

This
Amazing
Book. ..Free

With Your

Make-Up Color

Harmony Chart

Scores and scores of

feature pictures... mil-

lions of feet of film...

the glorious beauty of

Technicolor . . . have

revealed to you the

magic of make-up by

Max Factor. Now real-

ize that you may at

lastknow Hollywood's

Make-Up secret.

Realize that you your-

self can create a natu-

ral, alluring beauty of

almost indescribable

charm by working
wonders with everyday

make-up. Mail coupon

to Max Factor,

Hollywood, Calif.

GWEN LEE, M-G-M Player, and Max
Factor, using Lipstick.

Lipstick should impart a lovely, lifelike red,

blending with the rouge and powder ... avoid

grotesque, glaring colors.

RACOUEL TORRES, M-G-M Player,

and Max Factor, using Rouge.
Rouge must harmonize with the complexion

colorings, and with the make-up ensemble . . .

avoid "iff colors" which mar beauty.

ANITA PAGE, M-G-M Player, and
Max Factor, using Eye Shadow.

Eyes appear lovelier and seem to acquire a my-

sterious depth when faintly and artistically

shadowed with Eye Shadow.

r~ MAIL FOR YOUR COMPLEXION ANALYSIS ~I

I Mr. Max Factor—Max Factor Studios, Hollywood, Calif. 4-10-29

* Dear Sir: Send me a complimentary copy of your 4&-page book, "The New Art

of Society Make-Up", personal complexion analysis and make-up color harmony

I chart. I enclose 10 cents to co\-er cost

| of postage and handling.

I Same.

Address •_

Max Factor's

|G7-

[
SiJ>f -

COMPLEXION

_ COLOR LASHES

COLOR EYES

COLOR HAIR

When vou write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD.
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sider her nothing but a demure child, others

dub her shrewd, naive, affable, snooty—and
I got myself in the dog-house when I ac-

cused her of changing her mind every
three seconds.

"That's just like something you'd say,"

she pointed out equably. "Even though you
know perfectly well I only change my mind
every three months ! And not only my
mind, but my entire awareness of life—
the very essence of my being changes com-
pletely. And each change is preceded by
great mental suffering. And furthermore,
each change is absolutely sincere. I al-

ways know what I want. At one time I

was positive that dress-designing would be
my life work, then I definitely set my mind
on a newspaper career only to discard that

in favor of becoming a great lawyer. Then
came the stage and pictures : I would be-

come the greatest living actress ! And
while up to date I have shown no great
promise," she added seriously—for Sid is

her own least charitable critic
—

"I feel I

have the talent, and if only I can develop
it I might achieve even that!" She has
the determination, courage and talent.

Nothing should stop her. And in spite of
the variety of impressions, she has but one
real fault : she throws away her love and
affection.

"Perhaps that's true," she admits. "But
it's just because I like to give instead of

lake. Oh, yes, I know I overdo it as far

as my love is concerned ! And it never
seems to be appreciated except in a piti-

fully few cases. As a result I always get
hurt. But I'll never learn different. I don't

even want to learn !—even though I've spent
many, many crushed, miserable and lonely
nights. With an actress there is no such
thing as unhappiness—for even in deepest
sorrow we are living life, tingling with ex-
istence.

"And only by existing to the utmost may
I achieve that end for which I have finally

decided to shape my life—I want to become
a great woman ! By that I mean a com-
plete woman, a woman who gives some-
thing to the world, something everlasting.

And since an actress gives to her public,

I can be both a great actress and a great

woman. True joy," Sid added as though
in a dream, "comes only through giving.

Now perhaps you know why I want to
fall in love, for without love a woman is

absurdly incomplete." And who was I,

after all, to argue with her about it?

Betty Bronson, the little in-
genue of yesteryear, went
baby-vamp in "Lover Come
Back." Why, Peter Pan!
We'd hardly know you!

"And there are no specifications for this

man of mine, except that he be intelligent

and sympathetic—not necessarily sympa-
thetic toward me. but rather, toward hu-
manity! Of course it must be the real kind
of love, a love which once in my life I

thought I had found; but I guess it must

have been a sort of half-way love," she con-
tinued a bit wistfully, "for now there's noth-
ing left of it at all! And even that disap-
peared when I became an adult."
"May I ask how long you've been an

adult?" I inquired.

"Figure it out for yourself," was her
startling reply. "I"m beginning to feel

weary, and when I feel weary I like to curl
up on the couch with an apple and forget
everything, including myself."

So while Sid nibbles that apple, let's just
"figure it out for ourselves." It's really
absurdly simple. She has been an adult for
exactly eight months. Last fall she was
running around with a personable young
director. Obviously they were infatuated
with each other, and equally as obviously
this infatuation would never last.

On New Year's Eve she entertained with
a party of seven. A few seconds before
midnight I noticed she was standing on a
raised brick step in front of the fireplace,

the mantel looming over her head. She
was gowned in a loose, flowing, white robe
that was gathered to the youthful curves of
her body by a belt of gold. Never have I

seen her hair so lustrous and black, her
face so frightfully pale, nor her large eyes
so dark and unseeing. As though in a
trance she stared at the semi-circle formed
by her guests. Then I noticed that some-
one was missing. Suddenly from down in

Hollywood there rose a terrific din. Clang-
ing bells intermingled with the screeching
of sirens. The New Year had come in

!

And Sidney's guests wished her all the
happiness and luck in the world—but Sid-

ney was watching a ghost. Fully a half

minute must have elapsed before she ap-
peared to understand just what had hap-
pened. Then with a rather bewildered
smile, a smile, however, which seemed im-
bued with a new and becoming dignity, she
wished each and everyone of the crowd a

Happy New Year. At that moment La
Petite Poupee had become a woman, and
the ghost of her half-love had passed away.
Now she wants most desperately to find

the real sort of love, a love all-enduring,

with a sympathetic and intelligent man.
Come early and avoid the rush

!

was wearing a most entrancing pirate beach
costume in blue to set off her eyes, when
she made this statement, and there was
the most provocative little quiver to her
lips, so it's just as well no eligible gentle-

man was around to prove too consoling.

'Tis said Pola was once a very poor
girl. Difficult to believe! She gives an
impression of having been born to great
wealth. She doesn't have homes, but es-

tablishments. She gives orders magnifi-
cently. She entertains rarely but when she
does it is all on a superlative scale. People
surrounding her become "subjects" and
grovel, or else hate her and rebel. One
suspects her of acting all the time—Car-
men, du Barry, Cleopatra, Helen of Troy,
all the reigning beauties of history. But
I think this is unconscious ; her dramatic
instinct dominates her life. Any young
man so fortunate as to have a love affair

with Pola must, perforce, add enormously
to his experience. She must be equal to
a dozen lesser women.

Just now she is in an ecstacy of ambi-
tion. Her time in Europe has been spent
in developing her talents in all directions.

Pola is Back—to Stay?

Continued from page 26

So that, what she once did on instinct, she
will now do with efficient, studied prepara-
tion. If the studio thinks it will be hard
to find stories for Pola, she has a dozen
ideas in her own capable head. She knows
exactly the type of person she wishes to

portray—wild, dramatic, turbulent and dan-
gerous women.

But that doesn't prevent her shining as

an intellect at dinner parties. One of Pola's

charms is that she is interested in so many
things besides pictures. She can discuss

world problems with the best masculine
brains and comfortably settle the affairs of

nations with a few crisp comments. She
can be most illuminating on the subject of

French politics. She knows all about the

future of America, and she is extraordi-
narily well informed on military matters,

economics, or any other subject any brilliant

gentleman would like to discuss.

Of course we know that brilliant gentle-

men are supposed to prefer stupid women.
Pola disproves it. She dazzles them with
her intellectuality and makes 'em like it.

But then, of course, she knows all the

superlative little feminine tricks on the

side—the treacle that disguises the castor

oil ! While making clever contracts at the

most acceptable figures, Pola can unblush-
ingly remark that it is a mistake to wor-
ship money, that bad times will lead us to

a new ideal in which money, wealth, will

play a minor part. And then she will non-
chalantly mention her "castle in France"
or her "estate in Poland," and in the same
breath assure us that she has returned to

Hollywood a "humble person." She is cred-
ited with much philanthropy ; indeed, she
holds documents from Poland blessing her
for her bounty to orphans. Still one can
imagine her remembering them as "my
poor" like a reigning princess.

One simply cannot imagine Pola having
mere relatives. She doesn't fit into any
picture of domesticity whatever. St ;

.ll it

is on record that she not only had a
mother but lived with that mother in a cel-

lar when the Germans were bombarding
Warsaw. She appeared on the stage there

before hostile German officers and made
them applaud her. No doubt about it, this

Pola has sumptuous courage. There is no
such word as "defeat" in her philosophy

!
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He was "Ruggles of Red -Eye'

Continued from page 51

audience is always for him rather than
against him.
Ruggles enjoys character work thor-

oughly. He thinks it is the nicest kind. He
played juvenile roles on the stage for eight

years—then someone spotted him as a char-
acter man. They stuck whiskers on him,

and for several years he played old men.
It wasn't until he was quite grown up that

he was again given youthful roles.

And in the meantime he was on the road
to becoming a "funny man." He discov-

ered that it was easy for him to make peo-
ple laugh. He can't explain the evolution
from character man to clown. It has
caused him a lot of worry.
"Because I always make 'em laugh on

the stage or screen I am supposed to be
funny all the time," he lamented. "It gets

monotonous. After all, I have my serious

moments.
"I haven't been to see a doctor for more

than twenty years—I'm afraid ! If I went
into his office about to die, I could never
convince him of the fact. He'd take one
look at me and say : 'Why, if it isn't

Charlie Ruggles!' and burst out laughing."
Ruggles looks much the same off the

screen as on. His shoulders are very broad
and muscular. His hair is light brown,
almost sandy. His eyes are very blue,

though he would probably tell you they
were gray. As for height, he stands five

feet seven inches, an adequate height for

his 150 pounds. His mustache is scarcely
noticeable. He worries because it grows
so sparsely and because it remains very
light. He darkens it for stage and screen

work. He has finely chiseled features and
a charming voice.

Most of the year he spends on a farm
on Long Island. He hates the city and
comes in only when business necessitates
it. He says he lived on the same farm for

sixteen years (discounting the time he
spent on the West Coast or on the road)
and the neighbors didn't know him until

he began screen work. He does his own
gardening and owns the two-acre place at

which he spends so much of his time.

There are no cows or chickens there. In-
stead, there are canary birds and dogs
by the score.

He calls each by name. There are Boofy,
Tufftoo, Wickie, Lambie, Sasparilla and a
great many more whose names the writer
cannot recall. It's evident, however, that
Flip, the wire-haired terrier, Onery, the
favorite canary, Oxso, the police dog, and
Cocky, the parrot, get the actor's main at-

tention.

But these names—how did they originate ?

Ruggles can't explain it. He says he "just
calls 'em."

This "amiable drunk" describes himself
as a "ham-and-eggs-for-breakfast-lamb-
stew-for-dinner" kind of person. No frills

for him. Milk and cookies are his favorite
repast. Often at night he drinks a quart of

milk before retiring.

"It keeps my cheeks rosy," is his ex-
cuse for it.

Sherry wine is his favorite drink, next
to milk. Strawberry ice-cream, or vanilla

with chocolate sauce, is his choice of des-
serts. He likes to read modern fiction

—

but never in bed. He has to be fully

dressed and shaved before becoming in-

volved in any activity. One of his pet

peeves is the comic strips—any of them.
He goes wild when someone asks him if

he has the slightest idea what is going to

happen to Joe Doaks or Billy Glutt in a

particular comic strip. Inherently no
swearing man, he swears at that. Yet
some of the most famous of comic strip

artists have been his close friends.

Though always suitably dressed for all

occasions, he doesn't go for clothes in a
big way. He says they are merely "some-
thing to cover the fair body."
He is by nature sympathetic. Because

of this, he feels that he would have made
a successful physician. He gets a kick out

of sympathizing with people for any rea-

son. His friends take advantage of it and
tell him "All."

Says he hasn't had a battle of any kind
for years and years. Has scores of friends.

His return to the studios after a few weeks'
absence is a regular homecoming cele-

bration.

His silliest moment happened not long
ago, while he was acting in "Girl Habit."
One scene had to be filmed on Fifth Ave-
nue in the Fifties. Ruggles was required to

wear dark glasses, walk with a stick, and
carry a tin cup. He was panicky while do-
ing it—afraid that someone he knew would
recognize him.
He was disappointed that he didn't get

even one coin in the cup. So he doesn't

think he'll pursue it as a career.

He dislikes being stared at. He abhors

Beech-Nut Gum
The best proposal

between smokes .

.

You'll enjoy chewing Beech-Nut Gum
between smokes. Its clear, cool flavor
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smoke taste better—as good as the first
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Remember always, there is no gum so
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tactless people. He'd rather be tactful than
President. And he boasts that he is willing

to try anything once. That probably ac-

counts for the varied roles that have been
assigned to him.
Al Woods, the producer, called him into

his office years ago and inquired if he could

sing.

"I'll try," Ruggles told him.

"All right, let's have a sample," was the

response.

He sang part of the chorus of Oh, What
a Pal Was Mary, but was soon interrupted.

"Don't!" the producer pleaded. "Please!"
Later Ruggles was called in and given a

part in the play Woods was producing.

"But you didn't like my singing," he be-

gan.
"That's true," Woods admitted. "But

you're to read your lines—not sing 'em."

He hasn't attempted vocal renditions
since.

But he points out that by attempting
anything, you might "hit" once in awhile.
Often what an actor thinks is bad, a direc-
tor likes.

Undershirts are taboo in his wardrobe.
It started back in Leadville, Colorado. It

was during his days, and nights, of "one

night stands." He was learning "David
Garrick" and "East Lynne" while playing
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" and "Camille." And
his laundry failed to come back in time.

Out he went in search of fresh linen. All
the stores were closed, except one. Unfor-
tunately this store carried only long red
flannels. In despair Ruggles decided to
purchase a suit.

"But the smallest we have is size 44,"

the clerk told him. And he wore size

32!
He bought a size 44.

By employing a pair of scissors and in-

numerable safety pins he thought he had
altered the garment successfully. But af-

ter one matinee performance he cast it

aside in disgust. He has never worn an
undershirt since.

Being a horse fancier, he once purchased
some race horses. This venture ended with
the sudden illness of one of his prize mares,
Goldbar, through bad treatment by a
drunken trainer. Days and nights between
performances he spent at the animal's stall.

Finally he sent her back to the pastures.
Charlie denies, however, that they gave him
all those drunken roles because he has
"vet" ideas.

Naturally Ruggles likes the theatre, but
he attends purely from an educational angle,
he explained. "The Green Pastures" is his
favorite play of the past year—and the
Pulitzer Prize judges have agreed with
him.

All kinds of sports appeal to him, though
handball is the most fascinating. He is

recognized as one of the outstanding hand-
ball players in the country. For several
years he held the championship of the Los
Angeles Athletic Club. Boxing and swim-
ming come second with him.

He is the only actor in his family; his
brother Wesley Ruggles is well known as a
director. Wondering where his liking of
the theatre originated, Charlie decided once
to investigate the family tree. The only
Ruggles he could locate with theatrical con-
nections was a man who lived during the
Stuart reign. He wrote a play and had
his head chopped off because of it Charles
decided to stick to acting.

Aviation appeals to him. The first time
he flew any distance—from New York to
the West Coast—he was scared to death
until the nonchalance of a woman passenger
put him to shame.

Superstition is unknown to his nature.
"Horrorscopes," palmistry, and handwrit-
ing analyses bore him.

He'll confess rather shyly that he is

"terribly grateful for just being alive."

He expects you to think him silly for say-
ing it. But he claims that he held the
same attitude even when the breaks were
not on his side.

Ruggles almost had the career of a phar-
macist. That was the choice of his family.
At fifteen years of age he was working in

his father's wholesale drug house, when a
friend began to sing to him. of the glories
of the footlights. He joined a stock com-
pany in Los Angeles; played there and in

San Francisco. Later he joined the Oliver
Morosco forces and acted split bills in Long
Beach, California ; El Paso, Texas, and
spots in between.

His first New York appearance was in

"Help Wanted." Then came "Rolling
Stones," which established him with New-
York audiences. He played in "Canary
Cottage" for two years, supported by Trix-
ie Friganza, Eddie Cantor, and Thomas
Meighan at various times. The Morosco
Company, you'll recall, was the training
school also for Bert Lytell, Lewis Stone,
and others who later achieved film fame.
After a fling on the road in "Hawthorne
of the U. S. A.," the play that Douglas
Fairbanks made famous, Ruggles came to
New York to open at the Morosco Theatre
in "Canary Cottage." Then he went to
the Messrs. Shubert and played in the
"Passing Show of 1918," and then in

"Tumble Inn." He had the lead in Ed-
gar Selwyn's "Rolling Stones," and also
played for a long time in "The Tick Tock
Man of Oz." With A. H. Woods he went
in for a career of bedroom farces, includ-
ing "The Girl in the Limousine," "Ladies'
Night," "The Demi-Virgin," and "Lonely
Wives." At one time he was leading man
for Agnes Ayres in motion pictures, long
before talkies came around.

If you ever have the good luck to have
luncheon with Charlie, ask him to tell you
about the rabbit venture he undertook. To
hear his detailed version of it is to provide
yourself with enough laughs to last you a
week. Briefly, he had always liked rabbits.

Ordering an imported pair of Belgian hares
from Wyoming, he decided to raise a few.
In a few months the farm threatened to be
overrun with rabbits of every color, shape
and size. Ruggles, amazed at the produc-
tivity of* the one pair, discontinued the ex-
periment when the offspring totaled 167

!

"I never cared for mob scenes," he ex-
plains.

Gary Cooper looked fit as a whole string ensemble when he returned
recently from his European vacation. Gary will make his next picture

in the East.
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The Stage in Review
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some influence on the "music" (so-called)

of our musical comedies. Also on the

dancing and general ballet bunk (how that

beautiful word "ballet" has been degraded

in meaning on the Broadway stage!).

Two of the best pieces of entertainment

I have seen of their kind either on screen

or stage is "Two Hearts in Waltz-Time"
and "The Merry Wives of Vienna." Here
are bounce, lyric quality, good dancing and
a real, spontaneous, effervescing spirit of

joyousness, which are plainly faked and
standardized and clock-watched in the

musical comedies on the stage.

The dances, songs and "ballets" in our
musical comedies have not evolved one iota

from the days when the Bowery at Coney
Island was in its prime. In fact, Broadway
is, with a little more tinsel and show-window
dressing in the matter of some of our
musical comedies, lower today than in the

days of "Floradora," "Erminie" and Henry
E. Dixey in "Adonis."
What am I going to do about it? Noth-

ing. But I want to record the fact, as a

chronicler of the drama and musical come-
dies, that the singing pictures from abroad
have got us licked in popular music, dancing
and fun.

Marvelous Mickey Mouse
In the Little Picture House I fell into a

reverie over why Mickey Mouse so enor-

mously entertains me—not only Mickey, but

all those animated cartoons.

The success of these grotesque and ab-

surd pictures is to be found in what Sig.

Freud and his crowd call "dream-release."

These animals do all that we do in dreams
—the feats of the impossible that we'd like

to do w-hen awake.
There are no limitations of matter, space

or time in these pictures. And that is the

secret dream of all of us—to transcend our
limitations. We take a great delight in

watching these mannikins do it.

Then there is the caricatural element.

These beasts and birds caricature human
nature. We are really looking at our-
selves, our antics and our amorous monkey-
shines from the dimension of laughter.

The grotesque and the absurd are inde-
structible elements in our make-up. We
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have a craving for nonsense. They are

releases for the heavy Saturnian rings that

weigh on our brains and on our hearts.

Mickey Mouse and his pals are among
the greatest of human satires. Long may
Mickey and his playmates reign

!

Married the Modern Way

—

Continued from page 21

merely discovered herself!

You have only to look at and listen to

the radiant girl who is Joan to realize the
vast amount of intense energy- which she
throws into everything she does : work or
play, career or domesticity. She is made
that way. That's why she stayed in the

back row of a revue chorus in a Chicago
night club only long enough to learn the
routine of the songs and dances. Then she
was put into the first line. That's why she
was selected from a whole chorus in a
musical show to be offered a screen test

and a motion picture contract. That's
why she stepped from bits and glorified ex-
tra roles into featured parts and stardom
in a miraculously short time.

And that's why she threw herself so
feverishly into making a success of her mar-
riage. She gloried and reveled in domes-
ticity, in hooked rugs and dimity curtains.

"No extreme is good," Joan explained.
"The women of other generations who
made marriage the end of all individuality
were just as wrong as the women who take
the business of marriage lightly and care-
lessly. You've got to strike a happy me-
dium. You can make marriage the most

Par O'Brien made good in a
big way. "The Front Page"
put him in the front rank and
now he has a five-year con-
tract with Howard Hughes.

important thing in your life without com-
pletely drowning your entire personality in

it.

"Every young married couple has its

own problems to face. The first thing to

do, as I see it, is to take stock of your-
self, realize your two separate personalities,

and then adjust your marriage to fit your
own two selves!"

Joan glanced at the wrist watch which
had been given her as a prize for the most
beautiful costume at Marion Davies' huge
fancy dress ball.

"I must get going." she laughed. "I've

got to meet Doug in fifteen minutes. We're
going to play tennis."

She reddened her lips, jammed the beret

on her blonde head, hid her long-lashed

eyes behind the dark glasses and shook
hands. Then she was gone.

The last thing I saw of Joan Crawford
was a smile and a waving brown arm from
the depths behind the steering wheel of a
long, black, topless car.

"S'long! See you soon."

It isn't a new Joan, at all. It's just

the same old sparkling girl. A real, hon-
est-to-sroodness modern maiden.

When von write tn advertisers nleasft mpntinn SCRERXI.AND
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The New Mr. and Mrs.

Continued from page 27

Thoughtful of Adrienne Ames, who's trying to "brush off" Charles "Buddy"
Rogers. But Buddy, who's a good lad, likes to keep away from dives.

Not that he isn't a regular guy—in fact, he's going to continue in his
new he-man character by being a devil-dog, no less, in "Come On,

Marines.'" Adrienne will play opposite him in the picture.

The Powell-Lombard marriage should
prove to be ideally happy. Each has been
married before. Each knows the pitfalls

to avoid. Neither is a poseur, which
among the Hollywood professionals is a
somewhat extraordinary thing.
And then again the matter of money

—

wrecker of many homes—need never bother
them. Miss Lombard has a comfortable
income, inherited and earned. Powell, in-

fluenced most of his life by the fear of
poverty, has a well-invested fortune. And
both are earning plenty every week.

Powell's fear of penury lays him wide
open for Freudian analysis. Often he has
said: 'The one great horror of my life is

the thought of an impoverished old age."

Perhaps there's another reason for his
marriage. Perhaps but not quite likely.

Powell's wedding day was typical of his
temperament and of hers, his wife's.

Neither likes ostentation. Both despise
sham and show. Those few who knew
when and where the ceremony was to take
place were pLedged to secrecy—and they
kept their secret. The few newspaper men
who found out about it did so by the simple
process of putting related facts together.
They observed that the bride-to-be did not
leave her home in Beverly Hills all day.
Watching the house they also observed that
a florist's truck backed up to the door in

the late afternoon. The omnipresent press,
then, was the only uninvited element at the
ceremony. A small roomful of friends and
relatives stood by.

Miss Lombard's wedding dress was a
simple blue chiffon. A shoulder-piece of
orchids was the only bit of bridal finery.
Powell wore a business suit. Short and
simple was the keynote of the rite.

And so it was that Hollywood's prize
bachelor took the dive.

Barrymore's Real Ambition—Continued from page 59

robe department what he must have in the

way of costume. For instance, in filming
"Svengali," he decided upon an interpre-

tation of the role which he thought was
more on the order of what was intended
by du Maurier when he wrote the book
"Trilby" from which "Svengali" has been
adapted. It is a less villainous Svengali
than theatre-goers have known, and in

planning make-up and costume, Barrymore
had his own ideas which he sketched for
the guidance of the wardrobe, property, and
make-up staffs.

The actor invariably puts his ideas on
paper, and more often than not on drawing
paper. He has found that it helps to keep
down his swearing average and is more
conducive to efficiency.

His talent as an amateur artist—cer-
tainly by this time he has regained his am-
ateur standing—takes him off on cruises
on his yacht, Infanta. On his wedding trip
with Dolores Costello Barrymore he kept
the log, and decorated it with drawings of
the strange people, fish and ports that he
saw. Barrymore does not profess to be a
scientist, but he has, quite incidentally, done
a few scientific errands in his frequent
cruises between pictures. It works out
nicely for Barrymore and for the scientists
who are his friends : he finds a peculiar
water animal and he is delighted because it

is something to sketch, and of course, the

One of John Barrymore's
character drawings. The
subject? No, not a Holly-
wood extra, but a native of

Central America.

biologists are well pleased to have a new
specimen.
As to his subjects picked from the human

race, Barrymore is more interested in the
quaint and grotesque than in the ordinary,
commonplace, and generally beautiful. In
the Latin-American countries he found
many characters that appealed to him as
desirable subjects. He would pay them to
pose for him while he attempted to catch
their mood and character on his sketching
pad. And it is safe to say that none of
these subjects knew the identity of the per-
sistent and somewhat eccentric gentleman
who did funny things on a piece of paper
with a pencil while they tried to remain
still and hold the pose.

Few of his drawings have ever reached
the public print. Barrymore completes
them and puts them away. Some of them
he frames and hangs on the wall of
his study for his own amusement. These
his friends see. He especially favors his

sketches of himself as "Don Juan" and
his latest one as "Svengali." During the

filming of "Svengali" he would study the

sketch each morning before donning his

make-up.
But after all is said and done, it is more

or less an open secret that Barrymore's
favorite drawing power has nothing to do
with Art. Most of all he likes to draw at

the box-office

!
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Temperament? Bunk!

says Leila Hyams
Continued from page 34

not believe in keeping yourself and your
employers in a constant turmoil about this,

that, and the other thing. After all, pro-
ducers are spending the money to make
pictures and any time a player is cast in a
role they must believe in it or they wouldn't
pay you to do it. Why be temperamental ?

Life is too short for arguments and petty

indulgences in a bad disposition

!

"I have a temper of my own but I don't

waste it around a motion picture studio.

Perhaps that's why I've been on the same
lot for three years now. Jealousies are
something else I have put down on my list

of futile efforts. If another actress gets a

part you wanted, why work yourself up into

a peeve against her ? It isn't her fault and
may be your own.
"For my part, all I want is an opportu-

nity to play a character endowed with sin-

cerity. I despise artificiality in people.

Posing is hateful. That is one reason why
I prefer to get away from the ingenuish
type of part. There never was a girl of the

old school of ingenues who looked as if she

had the slightest idea of what life was all

about. A girl doesn't have to lose her fem-
ininity to be sophisticated these days. I

don't mean the hard-boiled, worldly type
that passes so often for sophistication now-
adays, but the kind of a girl who can be a
man's pal or sweetheart. Or both. The
day of blushes is extinct. A woman knows
just as much as a man her own age—maybe
more. But let's not get on that subject

—

aren't you hungry?" We were!

Leila Hyams likes fishing
next to acting. Here she is

outside of her beach house
after catching 60 pounds of
fish. This isn't a fish story,

either.

A SCREEN STAR'S SECRETS

!

[\ntimate details

of just how

ESTHER
RALSTON
cAided Mature and changed herselffrom an ordinarily pretty girl, to a

worldfamous "cTnlovie" Star, Moted for her beauty.

semd coupom /m/r oiice
for an AUTOGRAPHED copy of "BEAUTY SECRETS",

a 32-page Illustrated Key to Beauty by Esther Ralston —
and a generous sample of one of Miss Ralston's own Beauty Aids.

EJTHfR RALSTCN, Ltd.
Esther's Beauty Salon, Hollywood, Calif.

Please send me an Autographed Copy of your booklet "Beauty Secrets"' and
a large sample jar of your own beauty aids, for which I enclose the required
amount of coin, securely wrapped in paper.

[Mark. X in square before Preparation desired.]

Golden Poppy Crcme 35c lash Beautifier 50c
[Regular $1.00 Jar]

Frostinc, the Cooling Creme-.35c Turtle-Creme 50c

FOR ALL FOUR SEND ONLY — $1.50

FREEPppp A dainty Esther Ralston "STUDIO" Powder Puff
* MXMlaU will be sent with each $1.50 order.

Print Name Town

Street Address State

Do Not Send Stamps Or Personal Checks

PHOTOS ENLARGED
SIZE 8 x 10 INCHES

Now is your chance to get a
life-like Bromide photo en-
largement at an unusual bar-
gain. Same price for full

length or bust form, groups,
landscapes, or enlargements of

any group picture. Safe return
of your original photo Guarua-

48
eed. Each
Send NO MONEY
Just mail photo or snapshot (any size) and
within a week you will receive your beauti-
ful life-like enlargement size SxlO guaranteed
fadeless. Pay postman 48c plus a few cents
postage or sena 50c with order and we pay postage. Take advantag
of this amazing offei—send your photo today.

538 SouthREX ART Dearborn,
Chicago, IN.

No Joke To Be Deaf
—EveryDeafPersonKnowsThat
George P. Way made himself bear, after being
deaf for 25 years, with Artificial Ear Orums--bi9

sown Invention. Be wore them
fday and night. They stopped
? bead noises and ringing ears. ]
' They are invisible and per-
fectlyeomfortable. Nooneaees
them. Write for his true story, ,"How I Got Deaf and Made
Myself Hear". Also booklet

>on Deafness. Address Artificial Ear Drum
GEORGE P. WAY, INC.

1430 Hofmann Building Detroit. Michigan

tcial Ear Drams—his

WANT A STEADY JOB?
Work for "Uncle Sam"

$1260 to $3400 year
MEN—WOJIEN IS to 50. Com-
mon Education usually sufficient.

Short hours. "Vacation with full

pay. Write immediately for free
32 page book, with list of posi-
tions and full particulars telling
how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dep't G-320 Rochester, N. Y.

Sell PLAYING
,N,T,AL CARDSEarn money taking

orders among your
friends and others for the new Initial Playing Cards, and our
complete line of smart Bridge and Pinochle decks. Unique,
rn X* IT Ctawiolttg beautiful; popular low prices!
K MXMLSL 9ampteS Send to manufacturer for

free sample outfit. You can start earning money at once.

Thousands doing it now. No experience required. Send
name and address for full information and samples — free.

Genera] Card Co. 1201 W. Jack; on Blvd. Dept. 3 1 7 Chicago, 11L

/Strand
udic Gtty
PENNA. AVE.

AT
iRDWALK

Rates at This

VI (

M
*' .1A

•Hi

Notable Hotel Permit you
Ta Live on The Famous
Boardwalk Cheaper than
You Can Live at Home.
Bookings are now in Order

,» During The Beautiful Au-
tumnal Season, and Some
Very Choice Rooms and
Suites are Available at
Economical Prices. Amer-
ican and European Plan.
Salt Water Baths. Teas.
Music. Comfort. Courtesy.
Service. Booklet 24.
T. E. Randow. Mgr.

H. B. Richmond, Prop.

-**.

Mortising
Make money in advertising, frepare quickly aurmg spare
time. Also earn while you learn. No experience necessary.
New easy method. Nothing else like it. Send at once for
free booklet—"Win Success in Advertising", and full
particulars. No obligation.

Page-Davis School of Advertising
3601 Michigan Ave.. Dept. 4437. Chicago. U. S. A.

The next issue of

SCREENLAND
Will be on sale Oct. 1st

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.
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Approved
BY WORLD'S GREATEST
FASHION AUTHORITIES

HARPER'S BAZAAR, famous
NEW YORK magazine, says:

"Natural color is the mode of

the moment. The rouge and

lipstick which blend into the

natural flesh tones are the ones

which flatter all types alike,

and which fit most perfectly

into the fashion picture of 1931.

This is precisely what the

Tancee preparations do."

JARDIN DES MODES, of PARIS, greatest

French fashion magazine, says: "Flashy,

glaring lips can ruin the prettiest and most

expensive ensemble. The Fashion this season

is individual, romantic and feminine. Tangee
well answers these requirements, because it

blends with your natural coloring." ©

TATLER,famous LONDON authority, adds:

"Tangee gives to your lips the lovely glow

of youth, so rich in color and yet so natural

that it cannot be told from Nature's own."

Tangee, the world's most famous Lipstick,

81. Natural! Permanent! Non-Greasy!

Rouge Compact 75'

Creme Rouge s
l

SEND 10* FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET
Containing miniature Lipstick, Powder,
two Rouges, and "The Art of Make-up."

The George W. Luft Co., Dept. S 8

417 Fifth Avenue New York

Name

Address^

Revuettes

Continued from page 6

LAUGHING SINNERS. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Joan Crawford triumphs in this story of love and
regeneration. Clark Gable and Neil Hamilton are
splendid male support.*

MURDER BY THE CLOCK. Paramount. A
mystery thriller with Lilyan Tashman. William
Boyd carries off the acting honors.*

SALVATION NELL. Tiffany. This is an old-
timer but you'll enjoy it thoroughly. Helen Chandler
and Ralph Graves vie for acting honors.

SWEEPSTAKES. A mild talkie of the race-tracks.
Although Eddie Quillan is the hero it's James Glea-
son's picture. Gleason grabs all the laughs. Marian
Nixon is the heroine.*

THE BLACK CAMEL. Fox. Interesting mystery
picture with a movie background and Warner Oland,
Sally Eilers, Bela Lugosi and Dorothy Revier.*

THE DRUMS OF JEOPARDY. Tiffany. Heavy
murder mystery drama with Warner Oland as the
bad hombre. June Collyer and Lloyd Hughes supply
the romance. This is for rabid mystery fiends.

THE GIRL HABIT. Paramount. Charles Ruggles
bears the weight of this very, very light comedy and
manages to eke out some laughs. Sue Conroy and
Tamara Geva are beautiful support.*

BLUES. Educational. A Terrytoon production.
Undistinguished and rather weak.

HATS OFF. Fox. One of the Movietone school
series, linking the evolution of Old Glory with Amer-
ica's history. Patriotic rather than realistic.

HAVANA CASINO ORCHESTRA. Pat amount.
The settings are indifferent, but Don Aspiazu and his
orchestra are good—which is the main thing.

HELLO, NAPOLEON. Universal. An inferior
comedy wherein Lloyd Hamilton works his gags until
they almost scream.

HODGEPODGE. Lyman H. Howe. Pretty good
collection of scenes in foreign countries. Good accom-
panying chatter.

HOMELAND OF THE DANES. Fox. One of the
"Magic Carpet" series of travelogs. Wanting in
action.

HOW I PLAY GOLF. No. 5. Warner Brothers.
Bobby Jones gives a good performance as well as an
instructive golf lesson. Junior Coughlan furnishes
amusing comedy relief.

ONE OF THE SMITHS. Hal Roach. An imagin-
ative, different comedy, with Charlie Chase funnier
than ever—and that's absolutely screaming!

Oh, Jackie is Tom, and Junior is Huck, and always the Twain shall meet
with good picturizations.' What we're trying to tell you is, that the Coo-
gar) and the Durkin lads are swell in their talkie of Mark Twain's immor-

tal novel, "Huckleberry Finn."

THE SECRET CALL. Paramount. Crooked pol-

itics is the theme and Peggy Shannon is the interest-

ing new feminine lead. Richard Arlen and William
Davidson add greatly to the entertainment.*

SHERLOCK HOLMES' FATAL HOUR. Warner
Brothers. One of the best English films we've ever
seen. An engrossing thriller without obvious blood-
and-thunder. Arthur Wontner is excellent as the
great detective.

WOMEN LOVE ONCE. Paramount. Eleanor
Boardman and Paul Lukas do their best with a weak
dramatic story about a wandering husband.

WOMEN MEN MARRY. Headline Pictures.

Ho-hum! All about neglected wives and two-timing
husbands. The cast includes Natalie Moorehead,
Kenneth Harlan. Sally Blane and Crauford Kent.

Short Features:
ARCTIC ANTICS. Columbia. A Silly Symphony

cartoon that compares with the best of them. Some
brand-new laughs.

AGAINST THE RULES. Pathe. Good acting and
a few amusing sequences fail to save this comedy from
turning out a pretty sad affair.

OUR WIFE. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Laurel and
Hardy succeed in making a rather hackneyed plot

funny, and Ben Turpin makes it still funnier.

SAX APPEAL. Yitaphone. An ambitious young
junkman boosts his inventory by saxophoning around
town. Fun!

THE BAND MASTER. Universal. Oswald the
Rabbit is only mildly funny in this cartoon. Little

action and a few laughs.

THE BIGGER THEY ARE. Vitaphone. A comedy
sketch featuring Primo Camera. The large lad is

worth seeing; and hearing.

THE CHINA PLATE. Columbia. Disney cartoon
with synchronization. Not particularly new, but
funny.

THE LION HUNT. Vitaphone. A well-made and
absorbing African picture, with better-than-average

talking accompaniment.

TODAY AND YESTERDAY. Epics. Newsreels of

the present and the past. Worthy, but a bit dull and
overlong.

YOUNGER YEARS. RKO-Palhi. Wonderfully
natural acting bv a gang of kids makes this Grantland
Rice Sportlight ' well worth seeing. Interesting and
amusing throughout.
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Pups in Boots

Bebe Daniels takes over job of directing this cute doglet for a scene

in her new picture, "The Honor of the Family." Cheer up, pup

—

isn't this better than being sandwiched in a couple of rolls?

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAND.

HEADACHE
It is not necessary to give-in to that head-
ache. It's a bit old-fashioned! The modern
woman who feels a headache coming on
at any time takes some tablets of Bayer
Aspirin and heads it off.

Keep Bayer Aspirin handy, and keep
your engagements. Headaches, systemic
pains, come at inconvenient times. So do
colds. You can end them before they're

fairly started if you'll only remember this

handy, harmless form of relief. Cany7 it in

your purse and insure your comfort
shopping; your evening's pleasure at the
theatre. Those annoying, nagging aches
that bring a case of "nerves" by day are
ended in a jiffy. Pains that once kept
people home are forgotten half an hour
after you have taken two or three tablets

of Bayer Aspirin!

The more serious your suffering, the
more these tablets will help. If you get
real aspirin, you'll get real relief. In every
package of genuine Bayer tablets are
proven directions which cover headaches,
colds, sore throat, toothache, neuralgia,

neuritis, lumbago, rheumatism, sciatica

and similar suffering.

The tablets stamped Bayer won't fail

you, and can't harm you. They don't
depress the heart. They don't upset the
stomach. So take enough to end the pain.
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YOU CAN,
BE BEAUTIFUL/

Write to the Stars as follows:

Continued from page 98
I do two things. I correct every defect. I
develop hidden beauty. My startling results
with more than 100,000 women prove that "JJIml vm
any one can be given beauty. No matter how X %%bL&^
hopeless, write me. My way of making women *

over completely is amazingly different. Thou-
sands write me that results are almost beyond
belief. Yet every Lucille Young beauty aid is Bcienti6c—known
to act for all alike. That is why I can guarantee your absolute
satisfaction. Not a penny to pay unless I give results you
say are marvelous.

BE RID OF
Pimples, Freckles
Blackheads, Whiteheads

Coarse Pores
Wrinkles
Muddy Skin

Sallowness
Thii

Fat

IMPROVE
Eyelashes

Eyebi
Hair
Figure

AMAZINGLY QUICK
No long waiting. In a few days cleaP
your skin. End pimples, freckles,
blackheads, whiteheads, muddy skin,
oily skin, dry skin, liver spots, rough-
ness, redness, sallow appearance.
Banish wrinkles. Reduce fat legs, arms,
ankles, your whole body. Or build
scrawny figure to beauty. Grow eye-
" ashes, eyebrowB, hair. Beautify com-
ptetely.

FREE TRIAL
You can try all of my beauty aids-^>p
just the ones you need moat

—

absolutely
•without risking a -penny. I want you to
make me prove that I can take any degree
of homeliness and i rapart beauty instead. . ,

or take some prettiness and i mpart stunning
Oood looks. I will send you everything to try
my beauty aids full two weeks. There are no
conditions, strings, excuses. You are the sole
judge. If not delighted, you just eay so—and
your word is final.

And I Teach You Fascination
Your physical beauty is not all. I give you, too;
the innermost secrets of fascination. I disclose
this priceless art in my sensational book "How
to Fascinate Men." In an hour you will learn
marvelous things you could not discover your-
self in a lifetime. You will learn how the world a

make men their helpless slaves, learn to
win love, to control men, to pick and choose at
will. These secrets are free to every woman with
her free trial of my beauty aids. Remember, you
havo everything to gain—absolutely nothing to
ose. So TODAY—
Send Coupon For Free Trial Offer

LUCILLE YOUNG, 554-A Lucille Young Bldg., Chicago, III.

Absolutely without obligation on my part, send your
wonderful FREE OFFER and Booklet. This coupon
only tells you I am interested. It does not commit me
in any way.

Name
Street

City State

Avoid the embarrassment of pray, faded,
bleached or streaked hair. Tint It easily
and Instantly to Its natural shade, from
lightest blond to deepest black. Just
comb through harmless, odorless Brown-
atone. Guaranteed results. Does not pre-
vent perfect waving of the hair. At all

dealers. 50c. Or send 10c for trial bottle.

Kenton Pharmacal Co.. Depl. GG-3. Brownslone Bldg.. Covington, Ky.

Canadian Address, Windsor, Ont.

DON'T
HAVE
GRAY
HAIR

BROWNATONETINTS GRAY HAIR ANY SHAOE

PERSONAL STATIONERY

$

1

• Made "Just for You 1.'

Your name and address neatlyprinted in dark
blue on 200 sheets and 100 envelopes of clear
white bond paper. 3 letter monogram if you
prefer. An ideal gift with your friend's name.
Promptness and satisfaction guaranteed. ($1.10
west of Mississippi River and outside U. S.)

Signet Stationery Co., S2, Binghamton.N.Y.

A IVew Perfume
A rare, exquisite blend of
precious flower scents. Black
Velvet ! Chosen by discrimi-
natingwomen everywherefor
its subtle, elusive odor. You'll
be thrilled by this delicate
new perfume. Price per ounce
$2; a superb value! Send for

Trial Bottle
Get a generous trial bottle
of Black Velvet perfume to-

day! Send only 20c, in silver
or stamps. Write us now

!

Paul Rieger& Co., (Since 1871) 137. 1st St., San Francisco, Cat

Warner-First National Studios,

Burbank, California.

Fox Studios, 1401 North Western
Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.

Robert Allen

George Arliss

John Barrymore
Richard Barthelmess

Joan Blondell

Joe E. Brown
James Cagney
Ruth Chatterton

Bebe Daniels

Claudia Dell

Irene Delroy

Doug Fairbanks, Jr.

Gladys Ford
James Hall

Walter Huston
Leon Janney
Evalyn Knapp
Fred Kohler

Laura Lee

Winnie Lightner

Lucien Littlefield

Lotti Lodi

Ben Lyon
Dorothy Mackaill

David Manners
Marilyn Miller

Mae Madison
Ona Munson
Marian Nixon
Dorothy Peterson

Walter Pidgeon
William Powell

James Rennie
Otis Skinner

Polly Walters
H. B. Warner
Edward Woods
Loretta Younar

Frank Albertson
Hardie Albright
Luana Alcaniz
Robert Ames
Warner Baxter
Rex Bell

Joan Bennett
Humphrey Bogart
El Brendel
Marguerite Churchill
Joyce Compton
Donald Dillaway
Fifi Dorsay
Sally Eilers
Charles Farrell
John Garrick
Janet Gaynor
Warren Hymer
Richard Keene
J. M. Kerrigan
Elissa Landi
Marion Lessing

Cecelia Loftus
Edmund Lowe
Myrna Loy
Sharon Lynn
Jeanette MacDonald
Kenneth MacKenna
Mona Maris
Victor McLaglen
Thomas Meighan
Conchita Montenegro
Lois Moran
Greta Nissen
George O'Brien
Sally O'Neil
Maureen O'Sullivan
Will Rogers
David Rollins

Rosalie Roy
Lee Tracy
Spencer Tracy
John Wayne
Majorie White

Hoots and Hoorays
Continued from page 97

Kent Taylor was so good in

some one else's screen test

that he got the job.

THE PART'S THE THING
Apparently a great deal of the harsh

criticism of various stars' performances is

due to mis-casting rather than lack of abil-

ity. Witness Robert Montgomery's fail-

ure to register satisfactorily in the last

Garbo picture. It's my personal opinion

that Mr. Montgomery's talent lies not in

romantic roles, but in character studies.

Behold his very excellent performance as

the coward in "The Big House."
An example of perfect casting is Janet

Gaynor's portrayal of Judy Abbott in

"Daddy Long Legs." It is fairly obvious

that nearly all the stars have marked act-

ing ability ; and it behooves the producers,

the directors and the fans to co-operate

with them, so that they may receive the
proper vehicle to best display their talents.

Jean Titus,

150 Park Avenue,
Washington, Pa.

'RAY FOR "CIGARFACE"!
This is a tribute to that superb artist,

Edward G. Robinson, for his precious gift

of artistry in at least three characteriza-
tions : Tony in "A Lady to Love," Rico
in "Little Caesar" and Nick in "Smart
Money." Not a single gesture or man-
nerism is repeated in another character.
Each is perfect—and who can criticize per-
fection ?

In case the fans are interested, I have
seen Mr. Robinson many times in person

—

always with his cigar. He wouldn't look
natural on the screen without it

!

Grace Shaver,
1756 Wilcox Ave.,

Hollywood, Calif.

STOP! 'TWOULD BE TOO
TERRIBLE!

I wonder what would happen if

:

Charlie Chaplin should make an all-talk-

ing picture

;

Anita Page should ditch the old folks

;

Little Dolores Ethel Mae Barrymore
shouldn't prove to possess theatrical talent

;

Joan Crawford should gain ten pounds

;

Marie Dressier should stop "stealing"

pictures

;

Lilyan Tashman and Connie Bennett
should ever look dowdy.

Mrs. C. R. Curtis,

430 West High St.,

Lexington, Ky.

A BIG HAND ACROSS THE SEA
Talkies have accomplished much in

bringing into prominence the character ac-

tor, and I believe that Screenland has
been instrumental, by constantly fostering

interest in lesser known players, in very
considerably raising the standard of pub-
lic approval of the finest acting.

When one thinks of all that character ac-

tors have created, without benefit of special
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lighting, close-ups, the opportunity to dom-
inate the scenes—the symbols of stardom

—

our recognition of their brilliant support
seems tardy enough.
Those who have spent their lives strug-

gling to retain courage and humor under
desperately serious conditions are surely

specially qualified to pass on a creed by
which we can all make life rather more
comfortable for everyone, including our-
selves. The humane, tolerant outlook that

characterized Marie Dressler's Life Story
should benefit all who read it. Her phil-

osophy holds good for any walk of life.

Jean Webster-Brough,
38 Woodstock Road,

Bedford Park,
London, England.

PLEASING THE BOOKWORMS
I have just seen a good picture, "Daddy

Long Legs." As usual when the picture is

based on a well-known book, the house
was packed. Having lived in many towns,
large and small, I have made this observa-
tion : Pictures made from popular books
draw well.

Why not make more such pictures ?

There are many works of fiction admirably
suited to this purpose that are still un-

exploited. For instance, "The Cloister
and the Hearth." And there are many
others. There is a class of people who
rarely attend movies because the subjects
do not appeal. This class responds to such
pictures as I have mentioned. I realize-

that there are many types of people to
whom the producers must appeal. Some-
like Chatterton, others Bow, and so on.
Still, turn about is fair.

I consider Screenland the cleanest and
most wholesome of picture magazines.

Mrs. M. G. Burger,
327 Olive St..

Washington, Mo.

NO MORE GUESSING GAMES?
The old dictum, "A rose by any name

smells just as sweet," is rather hamper-
ing in my case. For weeks I've been look-

ing forward to seeing Joan Crawford's
"Complete Surrender." I noticed, too, that

she was making "Torch Song" and
"Laughing Sinners," and wondered why
none of them had appeared in town. After
seeing "Laughing Sinners" I had an inkling

of the truth : I learned that it originally

was "Torch Song," and Joan's light tresses

and leading men have almost convinced

A Right Way...And SafeWay
To Take Off

• FAT-

Peggy: How did you reduce so quickly? Be
a sport and 'fess up—I'll be grateful for life.

Joan: Kruschen Salts, my deai—and it was
all so easy and pleasant—inexpensive, too!

Women who've tried all sorts of medi-

cines, tedious exercises and diet fads to

lose fat without success are overjoyed at

the marvelous, literally breath-taking re-

sults they're obtaining by taking a half

teaspoonful of Kruschen Salts in a glass of

hot water even' morning before breakfast.

Kruschen actually strikes at what usuallv

CAUSES fat-

It's a superb combination of 6 precious,

health-giving minerals which help the

blood, nerves, glands and body organs to

function properly and eliminate poisons

and wastes which generally turn into fat.

Soon burdensome fat disappears and what
ravishing new beauty and vivaciousness is

yours! Clear skin, bright eyes, stronger

nerves, keener intellect, wonderful energy

and new activity which emphatically be-

speak your perfect functioning system and

super-health within!

Mrs. C. L. of Shepardsville, Ky., lost

24 lbs. in 31 days. Mrs. B. L. of Dayton,

Ohio, lost 10 lbs. in z weeks. And you

can even doublv hasten the reducing action

of Kruschen by eating moderately and

going light on potatoes and pastry.

Don't postpone the charm of a slim,

graceful figure another day—get Kruschen

right away! The SAFE and HEALTHY
way to lose fat. An S5C bottle (lasts 4
weeks) is obtainable at any live drugstore

thruout the world.

KRUSCHENSALTS
"It's the little daily dose that does it"

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREENLAXD.
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and
here's another thing

YOUR BEST FRIENDS

WON T TELL YOU!
In order not to hurt your feelings, they

say your gray hair is "distinguished."

What a mockery! Gray hair is the sym-

bol of heartbreak age, the secret sorrow

of every woman foolish enough to ig-

nore NOTOX. Here is the scientifically

correct tinting method for gray hair.

notox re-colors your hair a decidedly

new way. Instead of crusting the hair

with a surface plate of dye, as do old-fash-

ioned "clear white restorers," NOTOX
penetrates the hair and colors it inside

the shaft. No "dyed," artificial look.

And your hair remains as fine, lustrous

and supple as ever. You can wash, wave
and sun NOTOXED hair without affect-

ing its permanence and naturalness. The
finest hairdressers and beauty shops

apply NOTOX. Resent a substitute—

a

like product does not exist. Buy it for

home use at smart shops everywhere.

OTOI
MADE BY INECTO Inc. 33 W, 46T

." ST. NEW YOld

M^e^HasIts
Rewards

|
HOW

|
HOW ^

TO WORK k
WONDERS >

WITH
\

WORDS I

Iffyou are interested—
—to develop the ability to speak
effectively in public or in everyday
conversation—to forge ahead twice
as fast as you are now doing, read
Howto Work Wonders With Words
now sent free.

m
This new booklet, recently pub-

lished, points the road that thou-
sands have followed to increase
quickly their earning power and
popularity.
It also explains how you can, by a

new, easy borne study method, be-
come an outstanding speaker and conquer stage fright,
timidity and tear. To read this booklet will prove to ba
an evening wellspent.
Si'mpiy send" name and address and this valuable free

booklet will be sent at once. No obligation.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 4437, Chicago. Illinois

ntly transforms lashes into a
rich luxuriant fringe of love-

liness. Lends sparkling bril-

liance and shadowy, invit-

ing depth to the eyes. The
easiest eyelash beautifier to

apply . . . Perfectly harmless.

Usedbythousands.Tryit. Sol-

id or waterproof Liquid May-
belline. Black or Brown, 7Sc
at all toilet goods counters.

MAYBELLINE CO., CHICAGO

Judith gets the lowdown. Tallulah Bankhead, easing her labors with sips
of her favorite soft beverage, explains a bit of business to little Judith
Abbott in "My Sin," while Director George Abbott, Judith's father, lis-

tens in.

me that it must have "Complete Surren-
der" under its wing.
"The Divorcee," "My Past," and "In-

discreet" are a few other movies which
have irked my state of nerves anent their

titles. Why isn't one name decided upon
at the outset and retained ? Authentic ad-
vertising and peace of mind are results

worth striving for, aren't they?
Francys Kay,

1146 W. 63rd St.,

Seattle, Wash.

TOO MUCH YELLOW PERIL
The legion of blondes who have suddenly

flooded the screen has been simply over-
whelming ! Let alone all the natural

blondes, some of our most attractive dark-
haired actresses have changed their whole
appearance by blossoming out with light

tresses. W hy, nowadays an actress doesn't

even qualify for a vamp role if she isn't

blonde (shades of Theda Bara, Nita Naldi,

Pola Negri and a few others!).
Witness the 1931 sirens—Lilyan Tash-

man, Jean Harlow, Dorothy Christy and
(after "The Maltese Falcon") Bebe Dan-
iels. Even little Dorothy Lee has turned
light-headed. But—most crushing blow of

all—witness Joan Crawford in "Laughing
Sinners." Joan, how could you? Now
if Norma Shearer does it next I'll be sim-
ply aghast ! We want some brunettes left

in the movies

!

Frances M. Barter,

1628 Wisconsin Ave.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

ONE OF MANY FOR JANET
"Daddy Long Legs" is the first picture

in which I have seen Janet Gaynor with-
out Charles Farrell, but I was not disap-

pointed. Handsome Warner Baxter made
a perfect Daddy Long Legs, and I don't

believe anyone could have been selected to

play the part of Judy Abbott better than
Miss Gaynor. Una Merkel was clever and
helped to add a few laughs to the picture.

I also want to mention the boy who sat up
in bed and inquired what flavor—also the

iittle chap who was stealing the sugar.

We want to see more of them

!

I think Mary Pickford must be well
pleased with Miss Gaynor's presentation
of her favorite character in silent pictures—Judy Abbott.

Minnie Eadie,
Southern Pines, N. C.

GRATEFUL FOR ROMANCE
I live in a little town, set in a tiny

valley in the hills of the extreme West
—within a few miles of the Pacific Ocean.
Our livings are laboriously wrested from
the lumbering and dairying industries in

the winter, and in the summer tourists

bring a little money and excitement into

our village. Our night life, when there
is any, is quite ordinary and unpretentious.

Our lives would indeed be dull and sor-

did were it not for the romance and glitter

that the movies bring to us. We learn

from the newsreels, with Graham Mc-
Namee's witty comment, of the happenings
of the world. We laugh at Marie Dress-
ler's mishaps, and at Micky Mouse's an-
tics. But how we thrilled at seeing Norma
Shearer in "Strangers May Kiss!" And
we loved Greta Garbo in "Inspiration"—
while Robert Montgomery was priceless in

both these pictures. Give us romance

!

Marge Sinclair,

Tillomook, Ore.

"A GRAND LADY"
For months I had been losing interest

in the movies. I purchased film magazines
less often and read them half-heartedly.

Today I bought my copy of Screenland
almost despairingly, but upon looking it

over, I found that again I was an ardent

movie fan. All this, because a grand lady

again graces its pages. Thanks to you,

good old Screenland, the glamor of the

silver screen news has returned. Thanks
for the wonderful pictures of Dolores Del

Rio. Let us hope that the troubles of "the

sad one" are at an end! Heaven knows
that she has not deserved the weird stor-

ies and bad breaks she has been getting.

With careful handling, she could be one

of the greatest stars of all time. We Del

Rio fans look forward to more portraits
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and stories about lovely Dolores in future

issues. Please don't disappoint us.

Charles Fletcher,
7616 Clyde Avenue,

Chicago, 111.

I always go to see a Barthelmess pic-

ture, knowing beforehand that it will be
worthwhile.

Spencer Bloxham,
1539 N. Broadway,

Baltimore, Md.

SWEET MARIE
Greater than great is Marie Dressier.

Talent unequaled by any, in my estimation.

Her beauty lies in her talent. Where there

is laughter there is sunshine. Where there

is production featuring Marie Dressier
t.iere is laughter. Therefore, she is not
only the Queen of the Movie Colony ; she

is the Queen of sunshine.

We laugh with her, we cry with her

;

in fact wherever we see her we live with
her, for she portrays the actual, everyday
existence of the human race of today.

Greta Garbo is great, I like her acting.

Constance Bennett exhibited great talent

in "Common Clay." Many others are ex-
cellent, but being a movie fan, reviewing
many productions, I can say honestly and
truly that I believe in my heart that Marie
Dressier is rightfully entitled to the title,

"Queen of Sunshine."
Reis Kuldare,

Lorton, Va.

BACK TO FAIRYLAND
It isn't surprising that the vogue for

gangster pictures continues, as long as

the only alternative is the cocktail-drink-

ing, drawing-room comedy. Like the war
pictures, the gang films have action—and
nothing is more important in a good mo-
tion picture. Their great drawback from
the producers' point of view is that they do
not, or at least should not, attract children.

Now that several theatre circuits are
banning them, my nomination for their

successor is the fairy tales. They have
action, they have romantic appeal, and they
please children. The screen is in much
better condition to handle the technical

problems than ever before.

People still remember the fairies in

"Peter Pan." Why not bring them back?
Marchette Chute,
1720 Rand Tower,
Minneapolis, Minn.

A FOUR-G COMBINATION?
I want to tell you movie managers that

you are making a big mistake in not letting

Gavin Gordon act with Greta Garbo. Many
people are wondering why that wonderful
couple aren't acting together again. Here's

to Gavin Gordon and Greta Garbo!
V. Pile,

261 Kurtz Ave.,
York, Pa.

BRAVE MR. BARTHELMESS!
To my way of thinking, the actor who

deserves the greatest amount of praise is

Richard Barthelmess. Mr. Barthelmess is

a star because he is not afraid to tackle

any role, no matter how difficult, with a

supporting cast that is far superior than

most casts of other stars.

Directors in casting pictures will secure

a weak cast to surround the star, thus

trying to make the stars' name carry the

picture. This is impossible. In every
picture Mr. Barthelmess has played in he
has demanded a strong supporting cast,

sacrificing his own personal welfare for

the sake of the picture and of the public.

When

THUMBS UP—AND DOWN
Claudette Colbert is undoubtedly the

most natural actress of all those on the

screen, including Ruth Chatterton.

Phillippe Foxe,
Princeton, Ind.

Heroes may come and heroes may go,

but I toss my bouquet at the feet of Robert
Montgomery ! His appeal as a hero is

based, I believe, on his fortunate combina-
tion of the boyish and the virile.

Lolly Williams,
Crystal Springs, Miss.

Have just returned from seeing two de-

cidedly boring and poor pictures
—

"June
Moon" and "Strangers May Kiss." It is

too bad to waste such very good actors and
actresses in such poor pictures.

Eleanor M. McCarthy,
Worcester, Mass.

I am an ardent Garbo fan yet I will not
see her pictures. I am afraid that the

Garbo world I have built up around me
will fall in ruins. I have my opinions of

Garbo and my opinions are what count
with me.

Floyd Miller,

Harmarville, Pa.

I want to confess that for years my
favorite screen star has been not a woman,
but the polished, suave Lewis Stone.

M. M. Turlington, Jr..

Seminole, Okla.

I always look forward to the newsreels
and am always disappointed. Why can't

we have real news events ? I believe that

even local newsreels would pay. Every
city, town and hamlet has its daily and
weekly news that is intensely interesting to

the theatre-goers.

Hortense Kirksey,
Los Angeles, Calif.

I come of a long line of Thespians. Years
of attendance at moving picture theatres,

however, has taught me to love the art,

the romance, the glorious possibilities of

the screen. To me the screen runs the

gamut of human emotions quite as legiti-

mately and portrays life quite as truly as

does the stage.

Eve Forrester,

2435 Geneva Terrace,
Chicago, 111.

Why don't we see more of Winnie Light-

ner? She sure is a cure for blues. She
wows 'em, and how ! I hope we see more
of Winnie in the future.

George Wissing,
2701 N. Mansfield, Ave..

Chicago, 111.

A couple of years ago we had all war
stories, then musical shows in pictures,

then gang pictures, and now a period of

sophistication—and what next ? Can't they
manage a happy medium and let us have
some variety?

Ruth Miller.

2630 N. Moreland Blvd..

you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAXD.

New VoiceBookDiscloses
Startling Voice Facts /

JV>""» '

TRUTH
about

YOUR
VOICE

Send today

—

for 30 days
free reading—for the most
remarkable voice book
ever written. This book
has startled the whole
voice world. Written by a
man recognized the world
over as a voice authority
—a man with the courage
to tell the TRUTH about
voice, about the vocal

Eugene Feuchtinget organ and the real basic,

Voice Specialist fundamental truths about
voice training. Advances

astounding new method. Discloses
startling facts that may save hundreds
of dollars to every man and woman seeking a
strong, rich, compelling singing or speaking
voice. Send for thismostremarkablebook today.

FREE 30 Days
Reading

Certainly I could not afford to make you this
liberal 30 days free reading offer if I did not
KNOW what "The Truth About Voice" will
do for YOU. Send for this book today. KNOW
the truth about YOUR voice—a truth just as
SIMPLE as it is astounding.' Know WHY I
actually guarantee to improve every man or
woman's voice at least KXr c . 30 days free read-
ing to prove this! Then, if convinced send only
$1.00—although you'll gladly admit that the
book may be worth thousands to you. If not

—

return it—that's all! Mail coupon NOW—be-
fore the demand exceeds the supply!

Prof. Eugene Feuchtinger, Studio 13.17
308 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.

Send me at once—for 30 days free reading—with no
obligation to buy. your "The Truth About Voice" Book.
If after the free reading period I desire to keep the
book 1 am to send you Jl.W. Otherwise. I have the
liberty to return it with no further obligation.

Name ...

Address.
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REMEMBER
THESE EYES?

First a hit on the stage, this blonde comedienne
now is winning new laurels in Warner Bros.
Pictures. She is 5 ft., 4 in. tall, weighs 115 lbs.
and has sparkling gray eyes. Name below*.

eyes win love
of most men

"Out of every 1,000 lovers," says
the New York Times, "more men
fall in love with women's eyes
than with any other feature."
Keep your eyes always clear,

bright and alluring by apply-
ing a few drops of harmless
Murine each day. It enhances
their sparkle and quickly
clears up any bloodshot con-
dition resulting from late
hours or outdoor exposure.
60c at drug and dept. stores.

*Joan Blondell

Requires no insanitary eye cup!

liMeetyourfawi
IfMovie star~**>
nil original photos of your favorit* nfnre, eisoa
Sx 10, glosayprinls. 20c each. 5 for $1.00. Scenes
from any of your favorite recent photo nlayn,
25c each, 12 for $2.50. Potitivtlv the finttt
obtainable anywhere. Wc have the largest collec-
tion of movie photos in the country. Just name
'he star or scenes vou want. Remit by money
order or U. S. 2c atampe.

BRAM STUDIO
630-9th Avenue

Studio 339
New York City

m I nu iyi c
YOU can earn good money in spare lime at
home making display carat. No selling or
canvassing. We instruct you, furnish com-
plete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.
Tho MENHENITT COMPANY Limited

252 Dominion BIdg.. Toronto Ont.

jjtjm mmm
Best Instruction Ever Offered The
American Public. Send 20c for first

lesson or #1.98 for complete course.

Money back after 5 days if not satisfied.

TAP and CLOG
( Mark X for the

BALLROOM ( amu Jcsirf3.

DANCEOGRAPH DANCE ART, Inc.

555 Sutter Stv San Francisco, California

When East is Wet

Mother, may I go out to swim? Yes, my darling "Daughter of the
Dragon." Anna May Wong really does swim, too! She's the talented
little Chinese girl, as you'll find by turning to page 83, who set all of
Europe agog by her performances in stage and screen roles all over the
Continent. And now she's back in Hollywood, starring in the above-
named picture, with Sessue Hayakawa, veteran Japanese picture star,

lending added Oriental flavor. Ambitious Anna May hopes to round
out her versatile career by playing Shakesperian roles on the stage.
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Casts of Current Films

Continued from page 96

"THE COMMON LAW." RKO-Palhe. From the
story by Robert W. Chambers. Adapted by John
Farrow. Directed by Paul L. Stein. The cast:

Valerie, Constance Bennett; Neville, Joel McCrea;
Cardemon. Lew Cody; Sam, Robert Williams; Mrs.
Clare Collis, Hedda Hopper; Stephanie, Marion Shill-

ing; Querido, Paul Ellis; John Neville, Sr., Walter
Walker*

"THE DRUMS OF JEOPARDY." Tiffany. From
the story by Harold McGrath. Directed by George B.
Seitz. The cast: Boris Karlov, Warner Oland; Kilty
Conover, June Collyer; Nicholas Petroff, Lloyd
Hughes; Aunt Abbie, Clara Blandick; Martin Kent.
Hale Hamilton; Gregor Petroff, Wallace MacDonald;
General Petroff, George Fawcett; Anya, Florence
Lake; Peter, Mischa Auer; Prince Ivan, Ernest
Hilliard.

"THE GIRL HABIT." Paramount. From the stage
play by A. E. Thomas and Clayton Hamilton. Di-
rected by Edward Cline. The cast: Charles Clad-
wallader Floyd, Charlie Ruggles; Jonsey, (His Valet),

Donald Meek; Lucy Ledyard, Sue Conroy; Mrs. Led-
yard, Margaret Dumont; Tony Maloney, Allen Jen-
kins; Sonya, His Wife, Tamara Geva; Huntley Pal-
mer, Douglas Gilmore; Warden, Jerome Daley;
Warden's Wife, Betty Garde.*

"THE MAN IN POSSESSION." Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. From the play by H. M. Harwood. Adapted
by Sarah Y. Mason. Directed by Sam Wood. The
cast: Raymond Dabney. Robert Montgomery; Clara,
Charlotte Greenwood; Crystal Wetherby, Irene Pur-
cell; Mr. Dabney, C. Aubrey Smith; Mrs. Dabney,
Beryl Mercer; Claude Dabney, Reginald Owen; Sir
Charles Cartwright, Alan Mowbray; Esther, Maude
Eburne; A Bailiff, Forrester Harvey; A Butcher,
Yorke Sherwood.*

"THE SECRET CALL." Paramount. From the
play, "The Woman," by William C. deMille. Adapted
by Arthur Kober. Directed by Stuart Walker.
The cast: Tom Blake, Richard Arlen; Wanda Kelly,
Peggy Shannon; Neligan, Eugene Pallette; Bert
Benedict, Ned Sparks; Jitn Blake, William B. David-

son; Phillips Roberts, Charles Trowbridge; prank
Kelly, Harry Beresford; Given, Frances MofTett;
Maizie, Claire Dodd.*

"THE SMILING LIEUTENANT." Paramount.
Screen story by Ernst Vajda and Samson Raphael-
son. Based upon "Waltz Dream" by Leo Jacobson
and Felix Doorman and also the novel "Mux Der
Prinzgcmaht" by Hans Muller. Directed by Ernst
Lubitsch. The cast: Niki, Maurice Chevalier;
Franzi, Claudette Colbert; Nanne, Miriam Hopkins;
King, George Barbier; Orderly. Hugh O'Connell; Max.
Charles Ruggles; Adjutant Von Rokoff, Robert
Strange; Lily, Janet Reade; Emperor, Con Mac-
sunday.

"THE SQUAW MAN." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
From the play by Edwin Milton Royle. Directed by
Cecil B. De Mille. The cast: Captain James Wynne-
gat, Jim Carston, Warner Baxter; Natchurich, Lupe
Velez; Diana, Eleanor Boardman; Cash Hawkins,
Charles Bickford; Sir John Applegate, Roland
Young; Henry, Paul Cavanagh; Shorty, Raymond
Hatton; Sheriff. DeWitt Jennings; Big Bill, J. Far-
rell McDonald; Hal. Dickie Moore; Tabywanna,
Mitchell Lewis.

"WOMEN LOVE ONCE." Paramount. From an
original story by Zoe Akins. Directed by Edward
Goodman. The cast: Julien Fields, Paul Lukas;
Helen Fields, Eleanor Boardman; Hester Dahlgren.
Juliette Compton; Allen Greenough, Geoffrey Kerr;
Olga, Helen Johnson; Janet Fields, Marilyan Knowl-
den; Theodore Steward, Claude King; Oscar, Mischa
Auer.*

"YOUNG AS YOU FEEL." Fox. Based on the
play "Father and the Boys" by George Ade. Adapted
by Edwin Burke. Directed by Frank Borzage.
The cast: Lemuel Morehouse, Will Rogers; Fleurelte,

Fin Dorsay; Mr. Marley, Lucien Littlefield; Billy
Morehouse, Donald Dillaway; Tom Morehouse, Ter-
rance Ray; Dorothy Gregson, Lucille Browne; Rose
Gregson, Rosalie Roy; Lamson, C. Henry Gordon;
Colonel Stanhope, John T. Murray; Robbins, Brandon
Hurst; Mrs. Denton, Marcia Harris; Secretary, Otto
Hoffman.

Don't shoot until you see the whites of his eyes! Miriam Hopkins and
Clive Brook have a lot of company in this intimate scene from "24 Hours."

Notice the omnipresent script girl.

Screen News
Continued from page 93

Marjorie and Pauline are ex-wives of not mean retirement? So Virginia Valli
Willard Mack, who likewise works on the

M-G-M lot.

Mrs. Charlie Farrell has lost no time in

getting back to pictures. Remember she

told us that marrying Charlie Farrell did

will appear in "Night Life in Reno." her
first picture since "Mister Antonio."
Charlie must have brought her luck.

Clark Gable, who is now sailing pretty
in films, tells us he tried to crash the gates

She is too clever to let drab, dull hair

spoil her attractiveness. Her hair is always

soft, lustrous, radiant with tiny dancing lighci

—the subject of much admiration—and not a

little envy. She wouldn't think of using ordi-

nary soaps. She uses Golden Glint Shampoo.

*Note: Do not confuse this with other shampoos that

merely cleanse. Golden Glint in addition tocleansing,

gives your hair a fashionable "tiny-tint"—a wee little

bit—not much— hardly perceptible. But how it does

bring out the true beauty ofyour own individual shad*

of hair! 25c at your dealers'—or a FREE sampli

willshow you the difference. Sendfor it now!

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO., 633 Rainier Ave., Dept. K
Seattle, Wash. «... Fiease send a free sample

Name -

Address.

City .State.

Color of my hair:

$$ Photoplay Ideas $$
For Silent and Talking Pictures

Accepted in any form for revision, criticism.
Copyright and submission to studios

Not a school—no courses or books to

sell. You may be just as capable of
writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
ideas are what is wanted. Plots ac-
cepted in any form. Send for free book-
let giving full details.

Universal Scenario Company
(Established 1917)

504 Meyer Bldg., Western and Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

Good and
Good for You.

PLEASURE or PROFIT
A fascinating hobby or a profitable business
can dow be yours. Prepare quickly at homo
under the personal gmdance of leading ex-
perts in the fine art of photography. N>
experience necessary. Full or spare time.
Many earn while learning. Our thorough
studio method also qualifies you to fill a well
paying: position upon graduation. Send cou-
pon below at once for FREE booklet. Op-
portunities in Modern Photography.

AMERICAN SCHOOL Of *PHoToG RA~PHY
"" ~ — —

3601 Michigan Avenue Dept. 4437 Chicago. 111.

Send booklet. Opportunitisw in Modern Photography, and full infor-
mation.
Name
Address

City ...State...

When you write to advertisers please mention SCREEXLAND.
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ARTISTIC ENLARGEMENTS
SIZE 16x20 INCHES

(or smaller if desired)

FROMANYPHOTO
snapshot, tintype, etc.

only98i
each

Send as many pictures as you
wish—of Mother, Dad, Baby or
Friend, landscape or pet ani-
mals. You can have full figure,
bust or group or any part of a
group. High grade LIFELIKE
reproductions guaranteed.
Regular $5.00 Value.

ll/KT KI A beautifulU IV L 11 Highly Glazed
Hand Painted MINIATURE

,m t m\ reproduced from your photo will also be given with
I each enlargement ordered.

SEND NO MONEY. Simply mail us photo (any size) and in a
week you will receive the beautifu 1 enlargement and minia-
ture. Pay postman 98c plus postage or send one dollar with
order and we pay postage. Youroriginal photo will be returned
unharmed. Money back if not delighted. Take advantage of
this AMAZING OFFER and send photo today— DO IT NOW.

BB9B0H

ALTON ART STUDIOS, Dept. 4
5707 w. Lake Street 130 W. 42nd Street

Chicago, III. New York City

Plea9e send enlargements from enclosed
Dhoto. 1 will pay postman !IHc plus pnBtaKe for
each enlarci-ment and miniature. (If $1.00 cash

enclosed with this order.

Check Size
Wanted
16x20in.
10xl6in
11x14 in.

8x10 in.

How I Got Rid of
Superfluous Hair

I know how—for I had become utterly discouraged
with a heavy growth of hair on my face, lips, arms,
etc. Tried depilatories, waxes, pastes, liquids, elec-
tricity—even a razor. All failed. Then I discovered
a simple, painlese, harmless, inexpensive method.
It succeeded with me and thousands of others. My
FREE Book. "Getting Rid of Every Ugly. Super-
fluous Hair," explains theories and tells actual
success. Mailed in plain sealed envelope. Also
trial offer. No obligation. Address Mile. Annette
Lanzette. 109 W. Austin Ave.. Dept. 767 Chicago.

HOLLYWOOD SWEETHEART BRACELETS:
Be the first to own one

—

attract attention — arouse
admiration! UNUSUAL
GIFTS!

(A) PH0TOGRAM
Bracelet—Two initials as
desired and frame for

photo. Plati-croyd finish
—never tarnishes.

(B) AMALINK Brace-
let—Any four letters and
one emblem as desired.
Unusual—Attractive

!

Either Bracelet. Post-
paid $2.00 (C. O. D. plus

Postage). Rush order—State initials—Send
Money Order. Cash In advance from Canada.
Nat'l Crafts Co., Dept. 1074. 20 West 27th., New York.

Welcome to

NEW YORK and

©VERNOR
QlNTON
31" ST.— 7 r"AVE.

opposite PE N NA. R.R.STATION

1200 Rooms
each with

Bath, Servidor

and Circulat-

ing Ice Water

ROOM*™BATH 3

of Hollywood as long as five years ago and
was painfully rebuffed.

own plays if things turns out as expected.

It was a clever bid for attention. A
casting director of a big studio received a
package containing a phonograph record,

needles, and an anonymous note asking
him please to listen to it. It turned
out to be a feminine voice telling him all

about her screen experience and her de-

sire to play in pictures again.

When she finally introduced herself, it

was Ruth Roland.
But before the rest of you try it, you'd

better wait and see what happens about
Ruth.

Seven years of being the thoroughly nice

young man in pictures have got on Conrad
Nagel's nerves. Recently Louis B. Mayer
thought Conrad might be given a chance
in a he-man role but the director thought
not. So Louis suggested that Nagel take

a test for it, which made Nagel madder.
A test, indeed, after all those years ! So
he snorted and fumed but finally agreed.

Oh, boy, Conrad let loose some naughty
language that sizzled the soul- of the direc-

tor, and which was duly recorded in the

test. Conrad will no longer be the Horatio
Alger young man.

During the impressive National Educa-
tion Convention in Los Angeles, little Bob-
bie Coogan was among the guests invited

to sit on the platform while ponderous
speeches were made on the subject of child

training. During a lengthy heavyweight
speech, Bobbie nearly fell asleep, but

politely recalling himself, he rose, bowed,
and left the platform with dignity. The
effect on the speaker was most discon-

certing.

Mrs. Louise B. Mayer, wife of M-G-M's
president, is so keen on social work that

she has accepted a job as a probation
officer attached to the Los Angeles Juvenile
Court. It is unpaid, of course.

The Irish temperament of their family is

a continuous embarrassment for Sally

O'Neil and Molly O'Day. The latest epi-

sode was when brother Ed Noonan got
mad about parking his car and inad-

vertently made unkind remarks to a deputy
sheriff and gave him a punch. Brothers of

pretty actresses should always give deputy
sheriffs the right of way.

Sylvia Sydney has been seen lunching
with David Manners once or twice lately,

which, of course, doesn't mean a thing.

Norman Kerry's star is in the ascendant
again. He is to make six more pictures

for Multicolor. He didn't mind calling

off his trip to Europe under the circum-
stances.

Johnny Farrow, who, at this writing, is

still engaged to Lila Lee, returns from
England to make an independent picture

which will be released through RKO.

Can you imagine the long, lanky Char-
lotte Greenwood taking up golf? As Bus-
ter Keaton remarked, "It's like a derrick

imitating a humming-top."
Nevertheless, Charlotte is some swatter

in the long shots, even if she isn't so
strong on the green with a putter.

Lawrence Grant is no longer the lone

Welsh actor in Hollywood. Laura Burt
has arrived from England. As a young
girl Laura succeeded Ellen Terry with Sir

Henry Irving and enjoyed fame. She in-

sists upon remaining patriotically Welsh.
She is likelv to be featured in one of her

William Janney, who has been
approval in the stage play, "The
Tree," with Billie Burke, has
love with Julie Dillon, a girl in

Theatrical people always regard
first class omen for a play when
romance buds during its run.

winning
Vinegar

fallen in

the cast,

it as a
a young

There are four genuine ex-convicts being
used in "Larceny," so it is a bit restive

on that set. However, when somebody
else tried to steal the directors' car re-

cently, the former jail-birds proved most
effectual in foiling the villain.

Lupe Velez was fetched back from her
vaudeville tour to play the lead with Law-
rence Tibbett. It's a Cuban picture which
called for a fiery little fury. And that's

our Lupe.

Imagine it ! Adolphe Menjou of all

people, caught shopping in the Hollywood
five-and-ten store, and buying a nice

domesticated knife sharpener

!

Another of these four-language foreign
actresses is likely to burst into pictures by
the time this is in print. Her name is

Fern Andra, who has made a marked hit

in her first English role on the stage in

Hollywood. Actually she was born in

Chicago of Irish-Spanish parents, but went
to Germany when she was six years old,

was educated in England, France. Switzer-
land and Germany, and made such a suc-

cess in Berlin that authors wrote plays
specially for her. For instance, Lothar's
"Command to Love," later a picture as
"The Boudoir Diplomat," was written ex-
pressly for Andra and presented in Berlin

to wild applause.

Andra figured in the sensational Sunday
supplements some years ago as being nearly
shot for a spy during the war. She mar-
ried Baron Von Weichs, who later died of

war wounds, so she is a genuine sod widow.
She is brunette, wears her hair high off

her forehead, has dancing eyes with long
lashes, wears big oriental ear-rings, and
hennas her nails to a glory rarely obtained
in this field. Very much the woman of the

world. Wherefore film producers have
duly taken notice.

Doug Fairbanks, Sr., is giving us a thrill

by stalking around the lot in some of those

fancy costumes presented to him by In-

dian Maharajahs. If this sort of thing
keeps up we shall have all Hollywood mas-
culinity blossoming forth.

Compelling stories galore have appeared
under the name of I. A. R. Wiley in The
Saturday Evening Post, and one of them,
"Four Sons," was a successful silent pic-

ture. Now Ida comes to Hollywood to

adapt an original story, "The Last Virtue,"

for RKO. She is English, witty, and
alarmingly intellectual. You know, that

specifically modern type of devastatingly

clever girl.

Even our full-blooded Indians go Hol-
lywood on the slightest provocation. Tes-
sie Mobley Brave, lovely Chicasaw and
singer of tribal songs, is suing Louis

Brave, her Osage spouse, for divorce.

Both have appeared in many films and
were popular in Hollywood. Tessie says

Louis is cruel and abusive. Tessie is

famous as "The Humming Bird" and a wee
bit more famous than Louis, which alw7ays

makes a spouse touchy.

Gloria Swanson shelves still another pic-

ture. First it was "Rockabye" and now
it's Ursula Parrot's "Love Goes Past."
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The latest news is that Gloria will com-
mence work on "Tonight or Never" the

moment she is settled back in her Beverly
Hills home, after all this traveling.

We miss our Gloria. In spite of the

muddle about stories, she is still the charm-
ing, suave, capable personality that won
our hearts in the De Mille days. And oh,

she is wearing some intriguing clothes just

now.

Wesley Ruggles has gladdened the hearts

of the unknowns. For "A Story of Mod-
ern Life" he is casting for type rather

than names and all sorts of neglected tal-

ent round the studios is to be utilized.

Outside of Beryl Mercer, who is to play

the mother, there will scarcely be a name
known to the fans. Imagine the excited

hopes that are being aroused.

During the economy spasm in screen-

land, stars galore are renting their houses

and going into modest apartments. Dolores

Del Rio, Aileen Pringle, Eddie Lowe and
Lilyan Tashman all have tenants now. Ed-
die and Lilyan rented both their town and
grand new beach houses while they were
away and declared the rents helped a lot

towards the expenses.

Of course Max Baer, the prize-fighter,

had to marry a movie actress, Dorothy
Dunbar. Dorothy had just shed her South
American millionaire, Jaime de Garson,

after her two years of married life, since

her first husband, Jack Wells, died in 1927.

The story goes that Max, contemplating

a picture career with Dorothy, took care

to protect his face in the fight with Uzcu-
dun—and that's why he got licked.

A handsome new-comer to the screen

from the New York stage is Warren Wil-
liams. The tall, distinguished type, you
know. They fetched him out to Hollywood
by long distance telephone right in the

midst of "The Vinegar Tree" in New
York. Arrived by air and started work
next morning in "Expensive Women" with

Dolores Costello. He is the nice sap who
stands by the lady through her little pec-

cadillos in that. Then they dropped him
into the hard-boiled reckless soldier of

fortune role in "The Honor of the Fam-
ily" with Otis Skinner, and next he is to

be a brilliant criminal lawyer in "The
Mouth Piece." Never saw a microphone
close-to before, yet gets this coveted va-

riety of roles to the envy of hungry pic-

ture actors.

He's American but oozes European pol-

ish. Can converse intelligently on many
subjects besides his profession. Married.

Served two years in the war. Father, a

newspaper publisher in Minnesota, died the

day before he left for Hollywood.
Warren says divorced men make better

husbands than bachelors

!

In spite of the amount of money invested

in "Queer People" Howard Hughes has

"cancelled" production. All the same, the

wise-acres said when he bought it that

it was just a clever ruse to keep it off

the screen and protect Hollywood's repu-

tation. No one really believed he ever

meant to produce it.

They say Lilyan Tashman will wear a
white wig in "The Road to Reno,'" because
otherwise she looks too young to play

Peggy Shannon's mother ! No, it's no use,

can't imagine Lilyan looking like anybody's
mother, ever.

The first year of talking pictures was
terrible for the animals. The poor dogs
couldn't see where their next biscuit was
to come from. But now they are in vogue

again, both wild and tame animals being
in great demand. Many trained animals
get as much as $60 a day and put on any
amount of swank when business is good.
Cats get $35 a day. Parrots that can swear
in several languages are priceless.

Josephine Whittel is divorced from Rob-
ert Warwick, but that did not prevent her
appealing to him for money to care for

some little girls her mother had adopted,
when they were taken ill. Robert came
through handsomely. Divorces are often

like that in Hollywood.

Ernst Lubitsch goes, right along intro-

ducing music into his pictures. He says
the theme song stunt was overworked but

that doesn't mean the public doesn't like

music. "Music, silence, action, dialogue,

must all be properly mingled and timed,"

he says.

Saw Marlene Dietrich, Josef Von Stern-
berg, and Marlene's little girl at a picture

show recently. The little girl pattered

away in German asking questions about the

picture, which Marlene answered tenderly

holding the lambkin's hand the while.

Did you know Elissa Landi had written

two novels and is busy on a third? All
published, too. Elissa says writing rests

her, and there's always a chance one will

sell for pictures presently.

David Manners is also working on a

novel—yes, really.

John Boles having an unromantic ses-

sion with the dentist. Had to resign from
"Strictly Dishonorable" because of badly
behaving teeth. Convalescence called for

a trip to the Rockies with his mama, while
Mrs. Boles went off to visit her people.

Well, getting publicized with Clara Bow
has helped Rex Bell into a western lead

with Universal. Clara, in the meantime,
remains up on the Nevada ranch and is

rapidly recovering her health.

When "Waterloo Bridge" reaches the

screen, Mae Clark is liable to rise to pro-

fessional glory. Carl Laemmle, junior, is

personally boosting for her ever since he
saw the rushes.

This Tala Birell, Universal's four-lan-

guage foreign charmer, was formerly un-
derstudy to Marlene Dietrich in Berlin.

After "The Boudoir Diplomat" (German
version) Tala went back to fill a stage
engagement in Vienna, but she returns now,
like Nora Gregor, to make American talk-

ing pictures. It's a poor studio that can-
not boast at least one foreign siren with a

gift of tongues. Tala speaks German,
French, Russian, Austrian, and English, in

a delightfully musical voice.

Think of it, gardenias and white came-
lias, usually almost as expensive as orchids,

have been so prolific in Southern California

this year, that Russell Gleason bought
twenty for a girl he was taking to lunch,

for seventy cents ! They have been giv-

ing them away as favors at premiere open-
ings of pictures and plays.

An unhappy cat annoyed them while
Garbo was being filmed in a "Susan Len-
ox" scene. So presently Garbo picked it

up in her arms, soothed it fondly and an-
nounced, "I take him home." She did.

So there's one kitty in Hollywood that will

survive the depression.

Marion Davies' portable dressing room
was already quite grand, but now it has
been enlarged and fitted with all sorts of

Compare these Drawings
9

Both the above drawings are the work of
Art Nelson. (1) He made before Federal
training. (2) He completed recently. Today
he is making a good income in Art. He says,
"The Federal Schools made this possible as I

had only average ability before enrolling as a
student."

Opportunities for artists have never been
better. Publishers pay millions of dollar*
every year for illustrations. If you like to
draw, let your talent make your living. It's

easy to learn the "Federal Home-Study Way."
Over fifty famous artists teach you.

The Federal Course includes
illustrating, cartooning, letter-
ing, poster designing and win-
dow card illustrating. Why plod
along? Send your name, ad-
dress, age and occupation for
our free book, "A Road to
Bigger Things."

Federal School of Illustrating
10241 Federal School BIdg., Minneapolis, Minn.

EY-TEB Lashes are real I
eyelashes—extensions of
your own—attached indlvidually to your eye-
lashes not your eyelids. Blend perfectly, joining
cannot be detected even on close Inspection. Per-
manent—removable only with solvent In set.
Guaranteed harmless to own lashes. Swimming,
tears, etc., do not affect them.

Send SI trial act ($ewal opp Uca-
tiona) or $3 far large size. XOW. to

EY-TEB CO. 2f§-S?h Avenue.-New York

How To Obtain A Better Looking Nose
Improve Tour Personal Appearance
My free book tells you how I guarantee
to improve the shape of your nose by
remolding the cartilage and fleshy parti,

quickly, safely, and painlessly, or re-

fund your money. The very fine, pre-

cise adjustments which only my nzvr

patented Model 25 Nose Shaper pos-
sesses, make results satisfactory an!
lasting. Worn night or day. Orer 100-

000 users. Send for free book to

M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping
Specialist, Dept. 251, Binghamton, N. Y.

For rashes, burns
and cuts

Is sot

Ointment
7s soothing and healing

Price 25c. Sample free.

Address: " Cuticnra," Dept. 29K, Maiden, Mas a.

^ BeaNurse
Make $30-$35 a Week

^p" Yoc cm learn at home in spire

^^^^^^ time. Course endorsed by physi-^V^V J
^m cians. Thousands of graduates. Est.

/ 32 years. One graduate has charge
-^a»# -.

f a ten-bed hospital. Another saved
$400 while learning. Equipment included. Open to all

over 18 and under 60 years. Money-back agreement.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Please send me your free, fascinating booklet. "Splendid
Opportunities in Nursing." and 32 sample lesson pages.

Dept. 14010. 1601 Warren Ave.. Chicago. III.
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MercolizedWax
KeepsSkinYoung
Absorb all blemishes and discoloration by regularly us-
ing pure Mercolized Wax. Get an ounce, and use as
directed. Fine, almost invisible particles of aged skin fleck

off, until all defects, such as pimples, liver spots, tan.
freckles and large pores have disappeared. Skin is beauti-
fully clear, soft and velvety, and face looks years younger.
Mercolized Wax brings out the hidden beauty. To quick-
ly reduce wrinkles and other age lines, use this face
lotion: 1 ounce Powdered Saxolite and 1 half pint witch-
hazel. At Drug and Department Stores Everywhere.

stounditujFree OffersAssure%ur $ucce$$

One garment free with three. New mer-
chandise plan su-repwg the country. Big
Cash Pay starts at once. Complete sam-
ple line given free. Write today. The
plan's a proven money maker.

CARLTON MILLS, Dept.
79 Fifth Avo., N.Y.C.599R

Read the October

SILVER
SCREEN

READ the sympathetic inter-

view with John Gilbert. The
bitter dregs of his unhappy

love affairs have poisoned John

Gilbert's self-respect.

READ about Monroe Ows-
ley's "burn-up."

READ about the youngest

veteran of the studios. Madge
Evans, who once played kid

parts, is now a very busy

leading woman.

SILVER
SCREEN
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At All Newsstands

Bunions3%
PEDODYNE, the new scientific solvent process stops the
torturing pain of the most sensitive bunion almost instantly
and reduces the large, disfiguring growth so quickly you'll
eoon wear smaller, trimmer shoes with ease and comfort.

Make This Testand Prove It!
Just write and Bay"I want to try PEDODYNE" and prove
the quick, Bure, amazing results. There are no obligations.

—KAY LABORATORIES, Dept. 714-L
ISO NORTH WACKER DRIVE • • CHICAGO* ILLINOIS
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Anita Nose Adjuster
shapes flesh and car-
tilage—quickly, safely,

painlessly, while you
sleep or work. Lasting
results. Doctors praise
it. Gold Medal Winner.
87,000 users. Write for

FREE BOOKLET.
ANITA INSTITUTE. L-69, Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

What? Tashman going platinum? Not a bit of it—Lilyan has just donned
a wig to enhance her portrayal of a mother in "The Road to Reno."

fancy gadgets. It is now fourteen feet

long, quite the largest on any lot. Even
Connie Bennett's at First National only
measures about 6 feet and is positively

primitive by comparison.

The Wampas, being the press agents'

association, have decided to revive their

annual selection of 13 Baby Stars, once
such a popular event before the talkies.

They used to prove good pickers, for at

least half a dozen of the thirteen they

would select, really did become stars later

on. Recently these Wampas held what
they called a Roast at $10 per, which
proved a painful flop. They have now
discovered they need some more baby stars

to restore their prestige.

pair who helped make the New York
Theatre Guild a success, and regarded as

the super-highbrows of the profession.

Their first picture will be "The Guards-
man" under the M-G-M banner. They
should, of course, feel superior, and sniffy

about pictures, but instead they are like a

couple of kids having a spree. They adore
the grand homes, the swimming pools, the

gorgeous beaches and the jolly home in

Beverly prepared for them. Oh. yes. and
movie salaries. They are a distinguished-

looking couple, but Lynn has none of the
piquant prettiness we have been trained to

regard as essential to pictures. She's class,

but not beauty. Lunt is a big fellow, much
heavier than our usual movie heroes.

Kay Francis, who has been called the

"best dressed girl in Hollywood," gave us

some pointers on the subject. She says
that "any time attention is attracted to a

girl's clothes, she is over-dressed, not well-

dressed." Kay says, "it is the woman
whose clothes are not noticed who is well

dressed, since then they have obviously
merged into her personality."

Ernest Schoedsack and his wife, he of

"Rango" and "Chang" fame, have just left

for India where they will film "The Lives
of a Bengal Lancer," one of the books of

the year.

Schoedsack was so impatient to get away
that he went to the boat at San Francisco
ahead of time and paced up and down the
dock. He's always dreadfully touchy while
back amongst us in what we are pleased
to call "civilization."

When the Hawaiian princesses were in

Hollywood, John Gilbert made himself
most agreeable to them, and to one in par-
ticular. That was evidently .one time when
hospitality did not prove irksome.

Can you imagine the calamity had Clive
Brook not recovered his voice after he was
shell-shocked in the war? An American
who was a private on leave in London tells

how he was standing in front of a theatre
wondering if he could afford to go in, when
a British officer tapped him on the shoul-

der and wrote on a pad that he had lost

his voice but would the private like to see

the show. He bought him two of the best

seats in the house. "And that officer was
Clive Brook," he tells. "I've never seen
him since, but attend every picture he's in,

with a thanksgiving that he recovered his

voice."

Buddy Rogers feeling sentimentally do-
mesticated when he met brother Bruce and
his new bride, Maragen Stevick. Texas
heiress, at the train when they arrived in

Los Angeles after the wedding. We rather
gathered Buddy likes weddings—by proxy.

Quite a little flutter about the arrival of

Lvnn Fontaine and Alfred Lunt, the famous

Never can make up our minds about
these stars who, after a success with a
studio that gave them a second chance to

come-back, fight about money.
For instance, Richard Dix. we hear, re-

ceived $50,000 a picture for four pictures

a year on his former contract with RKO,
the same to be advanced to 12J^% of the
gross up to $600,000. The new offer of

$50,000 a picture for five pictures a year
and 125/2% of the net profits, doesn't sound
enough to fight about, when one considers
Dix had been dropped by Paramount and
was able to make a new career through
RKO and "Cimarron." However, the lat-

est news is that the quarrel may be patched
up.
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That platinum wave! Jean Harlow is a storm centre in her own right—
the fans either like her or don't, but they're pretty sure to feel violently

about her. Personally, we think the kid is there!

Rita La Roy has a fancy little Austin
car, driven by a uniformed colored chauf-

feur, which creates no end of fun down
the boulevard.

and has been reproved for leaving the "h"
out of hemorrhage. Just as though it

wasn't clever enough for any kid to re-

member the two "r's."

Greta Nissen confesses she sometimes
cuts her own hair—barbers so seldom
achieve just the right rumple which Greta
feels best suits her type.

Two chums often seen together on shop-

ping expeditions are Thelma Todd and Za-

Su Pitts.

Which reminds us. Since the success

of the kid pictures, Hollywood swarms with
fond mamas lugging children around try-

ing to get them noticed by casting direc-

tors. The studios are swamped with let-

ters containing pictures of youngsters
whose parents just know they are twice as

bright as Mitzi or Jackie or Bobbie.

Two girls once rivals for the attentions

of Wesley Ruggles—Kathryn Crawford
and Patricia Karen—are now occupying an
apartment together. In future they will

endeavor to secure separate beaux.

Little Jackie Cooper lunched with the

board of directors of his studio recently

—to discuss the economic situation. Jackie
feels that we are about to "turn the cor-

ner" of the depression.

Jimmie Dunn, recently come to Holly-

wood to play in "Sweet Adeline," is es-

corting Molly O'Day around a lot.

Colleen Moore will probably return to

the screen in John Gilbert's next picture,

"West of Broadway," if present plans hold

good. Colleen will be the nice girl, with

Joan Blondell the party girl who gets

married for spite.

Let's hope it's a role worthy of our Col-
leen's powers.

Lionel Barrymore is likewise pleased
with the economic situation. He says he
has lost so much money that he didn't

have to pay any income tax this year.

Things are looking up.

Several fortunate friends have discovered
that Nils Asther's mama is a very superior
Swedish cook. Nils will start getting fat

if he doesn't watch out.

Poor little Mitzi Green—darned shame
she should be bothered with school. She
has to attend summer school all summer

Dick Barthelmess returns with little

Mary Hay—it is his turn to have the little

girl for six months. She adores Dick's
beach cottage when they can spend most of
the time, even in the fall, in California.
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Plciw send me. without oblifilion. vour tree book. "How to Secu

n Government Position."
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A Leading Manners
DAVID MANNERS,

he emphasizes,
and not David
Mannerisms

!

This tall, husky young leading man has had one of the

most interesting careers a modern young man could have.

His life, he will tell you, has been, in recent years, a

matter of constantly adapting himself to circumstances

and people, far more so than the average young man of

today; but he's glad of it, for after all an actor's chief

job is to adapt himself to a character, whatever character

he happens to be playing. And long before he went on

the stage, David Manners was acting.

He was, first of all, a Canadian kid who came to New
York with his parents in 1909, when he was seven years

old, and had to make new friends at what is one of the

most difficult ages to make new friends. Then a few
years later he went back to Toronto, to prep school and
the university, and had to adapt himself to the manners
and customs, prejudices and beliefs, of his native land!

He'd been away so long that he was New Yorkized, or at

least he was afraid his old friends in Canada would think

he was. So he acted. He stifled his New York manner.
At college he had to adapt himself to a course that he

wasn't any too fond of : civil engineering. It was his

father's choice of a career, although David wanted to be

an actor, in the tradition of his kinswoman, Lady Diana
Cooper, or a writer, after the manner of his kinsman, the

late Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

But when he had finished the distasteful course what
did he do? Did he follow the bent of Lady Cooper or

Sir Arthur (he had written in college, and played in the

Toronto Little Theatre) ? He did not. He adapted
himself again ! He worked for Durlacher Brothers, deal-

ers in objets d'art, and he went about in society, making
contacts that would result in the sale of antiques and
paintings. He wore his tailcoat and white tie on Park
Avenue and in London's Mayfair. And hated both. A
serious illness came almost as a relief ; he was whisked
off to Arizona to recuperate, and remained at a dude
ranch. Again it was a case of adaptation, for at that

particular season there were few younger persons at

the ranch, except among the cowboys, so David,
as an effete Easterner, had to adapt himself to

the cowpunchers' way of living and think-

ing—or else lead a pretty lonely life of it.

That he adapted himself once again
was proven by the fact that the

foreman of the ranch gave
David, always a good
horseman since child-

hood, a job as a dude
wrangler, which is dude
ranch slang for one of

those cowboys who an-
swer the guests' foolish

questions and keep them
from doing foolish
things like

David is one of

the best. Read
about him here

By Brian Herbert
nervous cayuse from the right

—which is the wrong—side.

In all this time he had had
only a short theatre experi-

ence, that with the Toronto Little Theatre group, and a

much shorter time with the Theatre Guild. He knew he

had small chance of getting a job in New York, so he
asked an influential friend to get him a job on a South
Sea island for a fruit company. He was on his way to

that job, passing a few days in Los Angeles, and some
discerning casting director met him and suggested his tak-

ing a screen test, with the part of Raleigh, in "Journey's
End," in view. So the cowboy of a few weeks before,

became the English officer of the Sherriff play. Again
he was adapting himself.

Since then—well, life has been a series of even more
rapid and diverse adaptations : in "The Millionaire" he
is the young architect who is the pal of George Arliss.

the automobile magnate
incognito. In his cur-

rent picture, "The Last
Flight," he is the pal of

Dick Barthelmess as one
of the group of rollick-

ing young aviators in

post-war Europe.

Carrying on: There's an
acting tradition in the
family of David Man-
ners, who is related to

Lady Diana Manners
Cooper— so he side-
stepped civil engineer-
ing and went into the

movies.



CECIL B. DE MILLE
Master of Spectacular
Productions presents his

Greatest Dramatic Triumph!

FATE BRANDED
HIM A THIEF
AND THEN MADE HIM AN
ENGLISH PEER! ... He was an

officer and a gentleman. To him

honor meant more than anything

else—more than friends, country,

or life itself...And yet he accepted

dishonor to save the honor of his

enemy. He left England's life of

luxury for America's wildest West

—but England sought him out, and

fate made him a peer of the realm!

TWO WOMEN
L C ED HIM
His wife and the wife of another

-the woman who gave up every,

thing for him—and the woman

for whom he gave up everything.

The first ^aved his life twice—and

twice he drove her away. The sec-

ond told him she never wanted to

see him again—yet she crossed

half the world to find him.

FORCES
SWAYED HIM
"I'm just a woman who loves you,"

his goddess had said, "wanting ter-

ribly to play fair." And her eyes

pleaded with him to help her . . .

What should he do? . . . His honor

commanded, "Go!" His love whis-

pered, "Stay!" Two fates called

—

but only one could be answered...

As. man of mystery, he comes to

America's frontier of fate and for-

tune—where he battles racketeers

—where he defies the law at pistol

point— until destiny plays an un-

expected ace!

A THRILLING
ALL STAR CAST
With such distinguished players as

WARNER BAXTER, LUPE
VELEZ, ELEANOR BOARD-
MAN, CHARLES BICKFORD
and ROLAND YOUNG, this epic

drama is made the sensational

love-adventure film of the year. .

.

Directed by the master hand of

the screen's greatest directoi

—

CECIL B. DE MILLE

WARNER BAXTER in

MAN
METRO'COLDWYN-MAYER Picture



TUNE IN—
The Lucky Strike

Dance Orches-
tra, every Tues-
day, Thursday
and Saturday

N. B. C.°net.
works.
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Don't Rasp
Your Throat

With Harsh
Irritants

"Reach for a

LUCKY instead"

Eve started it and the daughters
of Eve inherited it. Eve gave
Adam the apple, and it seems
that Adam must have passed it

on. For every man and every
woman has an Adam's Apple. It

is your larynx — your voice box
— containing your vocal chords
— Don't rasp your throat with

harsh irritants — Reach for a

LUCKY instead-Be careful in

your choice of cigarettes.

Remember, LUCKY STRIKE is

the only cigarette in America that
through its exclusive "TOAST-
ING" Process expels certain

harsh irritants present in all raw
tobaccos. These expelled irri-

tants are sold to manufacturers

of chemical compounds.They are

not present in your LUCKY STRIKE.

And so we say "Consider your
Adam's Apple/7

It's toasted"
Including the use of Ultra Violet Rays

Sunshine Mellows — Heat Purifies

Your Throat Protection — against irritation — against cough

ANNISTON, ALA.
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